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FILM BIZ S ANTI-SMEAR DRIVE
CBS

Godfrey Gets Spanked by

Disk Jockeys

Censor in H'wood for Loose Lip
Hollywood, Sept. 2. <
Arthur Godfrey and. CBS' Hollywood censor had a merry tin" last
week and although the headman of
two of the net's programs got in the
last word he hasn't heard the last of
It. Levelling the specific charge that
Godfrey is a bit careless with his ad
at times are said to
libs, which
breach good taste, censor John Meston served notice on CBS in New

York

that

his

repeats

transcribed

on his daytime show would be monand the needle raised whenever there was any question of propriety in his off-the-cuff remarks.

X on Cash-Carry Plan
Hollywood agent. Tony Owen has
in New York during the past
Week talking representation deals

been

eastern 10%ers for
talent rep organization in

with

the

new

which he

partnered with Huntington HartHartford, heir to the A. & P.
grocery fortune, has been making
efforts during the past few years to
break actively into show biz in New
York and on the Coast.
is

ford.

New

outfit,

which unveils

;

.

in

Revivals Posing

closely scrutinize every disk before
goes on the turntable.

it

Meston took action when Ed
Buckalew, the net's western station
relations manager, reported back

Picture Assn., comprising the
ad-publicity chiefs of each of the
tion

Royalty Problem

after a tour of the area that many
station owners took exception to
of the Godfrey ad libs and
asked for an expurgation before it is
that
Understood
around.
piped
Meston was supported in, his stand
by the CBS homeoffice and that
Godfrey will have to watch his language hereafter.
Among incidents which came under CBS scrutiny, for example, was
Godfrey's use of the Bronx cheer as
his reply on the air to an objecting

For

Publishers

some

station.

More Memphis Bines As
Binford

Censor

Snips

2 Negro Acts From Pix

This year's crop of successful song
revivals is creating problems for
publishers. By coincidence, most of
the revivals which have and may
yet become best sellers on disks
were written prior to the 1909 copyright law, hence their publishers do
not receive royalties from the sales
of disks. In a couple of cases, however, where changes were made in
the tunes and new copyrights applied for and granted, royalties are
being paid.
•Latest problems for publishers
and manufacturer is Frankie Carle's
as yet unreleased version of "Glow
Worm." This tune, published by E.
B. Marks, was written in 1907. But

ford drew the color line twice more
the past week as he clipped a couple
of current flickers, one beyond re-"
pair.

The Pearl Bailey sequence was
ordered out of "Variety Girl," which
opened at the Malco Wednesday
(27).

However,

no

announcement
and the

made
Negro singer's name appeared in the
billing and advertisements.
Hal Roach's "Comedy Carnival"
was left so badly hacked after all the
appearances of the little Negro boy
with the ' Roach crew a la "Our
Gang" were ordered taken out, that
UA was forced to cancel the engagement scheduled at Loew's State. Ex-

•was

in this connection

tremely doubtful now that picture
can ever show here.
Local censors are acting more and
more in star-chamber sessions, with
only
forthcoming
announcements
when the press is able to pry them
Binford, whose advancing
loose.
years

make

it

increasingly difficult

day by day for him to give coherent
answers to questions, has taken to
hanging up the telephone on all
newspaper reporters inquiring about
board actions.

major companies. Committee is
chairmanned by Charley Schlaifer of
Plan has been received
20th-Fox.
favorably by the prexies of the
various

MPA

100G

way

upped
headaches and

Bid

Gillette

since

Carle's

version

is

Film biography of Oscar Straus,
today's "waltz king," is being mulled
to coincide with a flock of revivals
of his "Chocolate Soldier" and "Waltz
Dream." Latter operetta, first produced in 1908 (incidentally with the
Metropolitan Opera's general manager Edward Johnson in it) is currently playing in Paris, Berlin, Vienna,
The Hague and Brussels.
"Chocolate Soldier," done by J. H.

Del Bondio and Hans Bartsch last
season, goes out Sept. 19 on tour.
Straus' "Three Waltzes" (the other

two by Johann Strauss
no relations)

is

Jr.

and Sr.—

also slated for re-

vival.

now in his 70s, resides in
New York. He is working on his
Straus,

memoirs which
the biopic.

will be the basis of
concert offers in

He has

London. France and Holland but
af*er an intensive 8-week tour (52
concerts), during which be conducted
every day. he prefers to work on his
story instead, at least for the
time being.

life's

enterprises

thankful that the American
Legion convention hits New York
but once every 10 years. Aftermath
of the vet confab left nothing in the
of

b.o.

in

many

receipts,

some instances

a

sizable loss of coin.

For Series Tele
Baseball

("Happy")

.

commissioner
Chandler has

A.

B.

okayed

Chandler's final decision on granting the rights, after several weeks of
wrangling among -big league magnates who'd been opposed to having
the series televised, was contained in

that

Has Hit the Road
Broadway amusement

MULL FILM BIOG ON
OSCAR STRAUS' CAREER

ords

Glad the Legion

are

OKs

weekend telegram

where
numbers are
point

their greatly increased
in a large measure refor the slump in retail
figures the last six months.

sponsible
sales

This conclusion was drawn, by one
of the major manufacturers from a
survey made recently in various
parts of the country. And the basic
cause for the interference with
ales, strangely enough, is that too

programming. Then, when the field
was found to be a good thing and
joined up in droves, the
smarter jocks began to plan their
shows.
As a result, the last two years or
more have seen an approach to the
(Continued on page 55)
others

member companies.

(Continued on page 49)

Marks* has advised Columbia Rec-

B way Show Biz

is

Chandler

Disk jockeys, who at one time did
an exploitation service for the record industry, have now reached tha

nies in other nations.
many of the nation's hundreds of
BBC is currently expanding its jocks got smart.
video work and hopes for a weekly
Back in the early days of radio
news arid topical program by the disk spinning, the average disk
daily
changes
with
this
year,
end of
jockey tackled his job from a hapof program a little later on.
hazard point of view. He slapped
disks on the air without regard for
pace or any of the innumerable, but
important, angles that make for' good,

an outgrowth of a
(Continued on page 54)

Campaign

televising of the 1947 World Series
at a price of $100,000. Figure is reportedly a bid of Gillette Safety Razor
for sponsorship of the series broadcast on all available tele stations
throughout the country.

Memphis, Sept. 2.
Censor Chairman Lloyd T. Bin-

Gang Up on Hits and Wear 'Em Out

CAMPAIGN SET

Film industry, which has been
complacent for years under a barInt'l Tele Newsreel Seen
rage of hostile or careless smears
Washington, Sept. 2.
and criticism, many of which have
An international television newsbeen undeserved, has Anally reared
reel, produced jointly and regularly,
on its haunches to defend itself.
Britain, U, S. and other nations,
Unwilling to suffer any longer the by
is envisioned by BBC, according to
barbs from press, radio, moralists
reports reaching here. BBC sees the
and others with an axe to grind, the
foundation already laid for such a
industry will embark shortly on a
film
mammoth public relations campaign reel by the exchange of topical
by BBC with the television compato convert its defenseless attitude

into one of mass offense. Campaign,
it's hoped, while pointing up HollyBev- wood's side of the story in all inerly Hills this week, is labeled Huntr
stances, will also put the captious
Godfrey took it with a burn and ington Hartford-Tony Owen Agency.
critics in their places.
mentioned the reprimand in his
Plans for one of the most intensive
broadcast, which was allowed to
industry-wide projects ever devised
right
he
had
that
ground
on
the
pass
have been mapped out by the Public
to defend himself. Meston accepted
Information Committee of the Mowill
hereafter
and
challenge
it as a

itored

Now Hurting Sales,

Entertainment industry isn't put
out at the actual drop in attendance
during the convention, but it's
claimed that the Legion's stay just
before the three-dajr Labor Day

weekend discouraged holiday
tors,

visi-

so that this resulted in a double

loss.

Extent of the Legion's contribution to

Broadway boxofflca

is

seen

(Continued on page 49)

Cops Shutter Midway's
Iron

Lung Sideshow

Minneapolis, Sept.

2.

Minnesota State Fair police closed
the midway's iron lung exhibit after
18-year-old Barbara Shea, Superior,
Wis., complained she had been kept
imprisoned in it nine days.
She said she had been employed
as a ticket taker and then used as
Fair officials also
"demonstrator."
charged Mrs. Jesse Marsh, operating
the concession, with falsely advertising her as actress "Sally. Rogers,"
polio victim, in spiels, and also compelled patrons to pay additional admission after entering the exhibit.

^ PERFECT CHRISTMAS

Mutual prexy
(Continued on page 55)

GIFT

to

silent night

'twas the ni6ht before christmas

Serving an Ace

aoesteIfioeus

Evidence that television of
may have a beneon the boxofftce was
overheard Monday afternoon (1)
in the stadium of the West Side
Tennis Club, Forest Hills, N. Y.
During the fourth set of the exmatch between Dinny
citing
and Ted
of Australia,
Pails,
sports events

SOD REST YE MERRY, GENTLEMEN

ficial effect

Schroeder,

of

the

U.

S.

CAROL OF THE BELLS
MARK! THE HERALD ANGELS SINI

OH LITTLE TOWN OF BETHLEHEM

team,

one spectator explained his late
arrival by saying that he'd been
watching the ding-dong battle
on his video set at home, and
had decided it was too good to
miss in person.
Wherever the chap came from,
he had ample time for the trip,
as the match was the longest in
Davis Cup history, running five
sets (71 games) and requiring
more than three hours to play;

JOY TO THE

WORLD

THE FIRST NOEL

L
'

tie

OF CHARM
HOUR
CHOIR
ALL-GIRL ORCHESTRA
Vnd,c lh«

CHARM

direction of PHIL
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MISCEULAJW

Debate on

Wednesday, September 3, l °i7

H wood Commie Influence

to Parisfashion

More Showmanship

Showings Than a Hoflywotfd Preem

Snowballs Into a Major Hassle

By LUCETTE CARiw^
Paris, AuglSt

'*

Radio's

Town Meeting

tpparently

s kirted

of the Air>a complete bog-^

Michael Loring Doing

W. ertfields' Widow Gets

down

Th casting the affirmative roles
to the moot question it wanted debated, "Is There Really a Com-

i

Ecclesiastical Assist

Mo. Allowance

Minneapolis, Sept.

in Hollywood?" Proset for airing last night
over the
net, but for

munist Threat

Los Angeles, Sept.

1

gram was

late

WEEK!

KEN MURRAY'S

!

|

James Kevin McGuinness and cers should make "a great effort to
Adolphe Menjou were then tapped' obtain distribution of American
Last week films in Europe, even if they lost a
for the same roles.
Denny announced that neither Mc- little money doing so, because our
Guiness nor Menjou would be avail- pictures help to sell democracy." So
Menjou supplemented by declaring he had never definitely accepted the chores.
In his letter, Rogers asserted he
•was perfectly willing to argue affirmatively on
Red influence in
Hollywood but that he had later
been asked by Denny to switch into
a spiel on Red propaganda in AmerHis objection, Rogers
ican films.
said, was because "the subject of
able.

Fays Emerson, who starred last week
in the new comedy, "Profile,' 'at the
Spa Summer Theatre, and who will
soon sail with her husband, Elliott
Roosevelt, for his second journalistic
mission

to

the

told

Continent,

lections..

Min-

The evening gowns and
wraps are so sumptuous that all are
fit to be worn at court receptions.
Fashion experts' seem to sense something historical is happening: and
they are on the front line of the new
Fashion Revolution.
,:
places.

Trying for Formality In

'Most Expensive'
The Hotel

Room

They see 500 models daily from
10 a.m. to midnight. They occasionally have to be revived with champagne, but luckily there is very little
monotony in the clothes.
Behind the scenes, the dresses are
sketched by 10 people at once, journalists get interviews, photographers
want exclusive pictures. Buyers cannot make up their minds: everything
is lovely, but what fabulous prices!
Finally they are tempted and buy
a great many things. Publicity directors are in a daze, mannequins
can hardly stand up. It is the greatest triumph the French couture has
known for a decade.
Dictators' Op'nions
Here is what some of the fashion
dictators say about their own col-

Plaza, N.Y., celebrating

anniversary this fall, will
Better Pix, Radio
climax the event by reopening the
grillroom which has been shuttered
But Soft-Pedals Blast for over a decade and which, at one
time, enjoyed the rep of being the
U. S. radio" programs and motion
most expensive room in New York.
pictures
could be improved, of
It will again have its own separate
course, the American Legion Wornentrance on the 59th street side- and
en's Auxiliary decided last week,
will give the Persian Room a tussle
but they're not nearly so bad as the
as "the" boite in the hostelry.
auxiliary's Indiana Department feels
Now a Hilton chain-operated hotel,
them to be
Indiana Department delegates ar- the Plaza in 1896 originally was a
rived at the Auxiliary's national skating rink, later a six-story hotel,
convention in New York last week but had to be razed in 1906 because
armed with a biting resolution "con- it was too hazardous to build on top
demning radio programs and motion of the basic structure. The new
pictures which tend to glorify crim- Plaza opened in 1907 with the late
inals, immorality and propaganda Alfred Gwynne Vanderbilt and Mrs.

Shows

its

40th

.

;

Variety backstage Thursday night
(28). Miss Emerson included Russia,
which she visited with FDR's; son
last December, among the countries
where American pictures should be
Communist propaganda in pictures released, "on fair terms."
There is a demand for our screen
Is one that could be argued for days
has contrary to the interests of our fuon end without getting anywhere." product in the Soviet, which
ture citizens and our American
Whether a film sneaked "in Kremlin 40.000 theatres and halls available ideals, in the minds of receptive
However, when the
Ideology was strictly a matter of for movies.
children."
American
were
there,
no
opinion, he added, whereas he "was Roosevelts
Resolution noted that "during the
least
no
new
one
"had
prepared "to debate the question on picture at
past months there has developed an
been shown since President Roosethe basis of facts."
alarming pendency on the part of
died.
Miss
Emerson
stated
that
velt
Lavery was to plug four points as the situation might have changed moving picture producers and radio
to glorify gangsterism and foreign
disproof of the threat in Hollywood.
since, but it Was her understanding
influences through the subtle propaIf there was a real emergency, he
at the time that negotiations had
argued,
Congressman J. Parnell been carried on to effect a release of ganda oi entertainment." Measure
Thomas wouldn't have found it pos- each country's movies in the other's. further deplored "the influence of
foreign films from any country
sible to adjourn his committee's
One of the things the Russians want- which tends
to be the medium of
hearings in June and pick them up
ed was the right to make a selection
in September.
"You just don't ad- of-American films. There were dis- any foreign propaganda or philosophy
however seemingly worthy, in the
journ .national perils," according to cussions, too, of equitable terms.
guise of entertainment."
Lavery.
Miss Emerson reported Deanna
In passing, the resolution also deClaim of threat was unfounded, Durbin ranked first among U. S.
the SWG prexy felt, because it stars with the Russian people, and nounced "emphasis upien actors and
actresses
'

—

—

of

Hotel Plaza, N.Y., Again

Way

.

2.

Each opening (more than
25 in one week) has the glamour of
neapolis, who has appeared in films,
a theatre "premiere." There is the
Stage and radio and night clubs as
and tenseness— the
same
agitation
Michael Loring, will be cantor and
press and overseas (chiefly Ameriassistant to Rabbi Morris Gordon -&f
Adath Jeshurun synagog here at can) buyers are all there, ready to
admire
criticize.
or
youth services during the high holy
Molyneux, Schiaparelli, Lelong,
days, starting' Sept. 14.
Balmain. ..almost all have
Fath,
Mirviss, now employed by the Fedfamous new figure: 100%
eral government at Portland, Ore., adopted the
feminine with superfine waist, bust,
is the son of M. D. Mirviss, long sexhips, corsets and pads in unexpected
ton of Adah Jeshurun.
Samuel Mirviss, formerly

2.

IWrs. Hattje V. Fields, widow of the
W. C. Fields, was granted an
allowance of $800 a month out of the
$800,000 estate by Judge Harold B.
Jeffrey in L. A. superior court.
for Carlotta Monti, con... Counsel
testing the widow's claim, declared
272nd
Mrs. Fields was not entitled to a
share because she was "not a mem
Denny finally secured Mrs. Leila D er of the family" at the time of the
"BLACKOUTS
OF 1947"
Rogers, mother of Ginger, to op- comedian's death,
El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
pose Emmet Lavery, prez of the
Coming soon, the most unusual
Screen Writers' Guild, and Albert
ever
made.
picture
KRN MURDekker^both in the negative. Orig- Faye Emerson Urges ILS.
RAY'S Production, "BILI, AND
inally, he had slated Hedda Hopper
COO," in Truoolor. A Republic reand Howard Emmett Rogers for the
Pix Abroad If Only To lease.
affirmative.' Latter duo later- withdrew. Rogers punctuated his withof Life
'Sell' Yank
drawal, with a lengthy letter to
Legion Auxiliary Asks
Saratoga Springs, N.Y., Sept. 2.
Daily. Variety explaining the reasons
American motion picture produfor his action.

(Tues.)
ABC
b time it looked as though George
B. Denny, program director, would
not Jiave anything but a .series of
false starts to show for his efforts
to hook onto Hollywood names to
chorus "amen" to the oft-aired Congressional charge.

Clarabelle Walsh as original tenants.
Latter, w.k.
still

in

show-biz

circles,

lections.

Robert Piquet: "A woman will not
resemble a flapper any more. From,
now on she will at last look a

5

is

resident there.

The Plaza grillroom
dance
tempt

will have only
music and, possibly, again ata strictly formal policy.

lady..."

Lucien Lelong: "The 1948 woman
appear to be walking against
the wind. Clinging material will reveal her body, as if she were a figurehead on the prow of a ship."
Jacques Fath: "Mine is a style
for a sumptuous but severe winter,
will

•

.

would require cooperation of studio that Bette Davis' pictures also were
heads and they're "strictly big busi- very popular with them. She pointMoreover, a real threat ed out that the Durbin releases were
ness."
would have been uncovered a long light stuff, principally musicals. They
time ago by Senator Jack Tenney had no "message," yet they pleased
and his California committee on un- the Russian audiences and did an
American activities.
effective job of "selling" our country.
The Russians, like all other, na-

BEAUtOUP SHOW

BIZ

AIR TRAFFIC AT LaG.
Among
film

the scores of stage and
personalities passing through
'

New" York's LaGuardia Field

last

word

style,"

this

in efficiency,

comfort and

she commented.

week were:
Conductor Bruno ' Walter on a
thvee-mohth concert tour of Europe;
French singer Charles Trenet re-

Metro's 'Edward' Buy

Seen Tracy Starrer

turning home after six months in
the States; director Gregory Raton"

2.

Metro closed a deal with Gilbert
and Henry Sherek for. the

UA, "Cagliostro," in
Rome; Todd Duncan, baritone, off

Miller

on three-month concert tour of
Europe; Lawrence Tibbett returning
after
two-month
European
and
South Africa tour; the Ink Spots to
London for a six-week engagement
at the Casino theatre; Edward Arnold in N. Y. to do his radio show;
Sonja Henie returning to the Coast
after a month vacation in Europe;
Robert AHa to the Coast for new
film; tenor Richard Tucker home

film

rights to their production of
My Son" currently at His
Majesty's theatre.
Spirited bidding
brought the price up to $160,000.
Spencer Tracy may play the Robert

"Edward,

Morley role while Edwin Knopf will
produce.
Metro
producer
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., when here with
his wifeon yac8tion_recentlXi_repoitedly was instrumental in ar
ranging the purchase.
New play in three acts by Morley

1

after a five- week tour in Italy;
publicity director Jane Lait here to and Noel La'ngley, "Edward" opened
get the Bing Crosby and Burl Ives auspiciously last June. Variety deshow going; actress Betty. Caulfield scribed the piece as the "saga of a
east and Vivian Blaine and husband, wicked newspaper baron, his spoiled

Manny Frank, home from Paris.
and drunken son, his wife and his
Trenet caused the slight delay of "' tress. It's another 'Citizen Kane'
the Air Fiance plane that was Ink
except that the sets aren't so vast
ing him hor>e. Franctically paged by I'or as arty." Morley has the part
employees to board his plane, he of the newspaper editor. Show is
showed up laier with a vacuum bot- slated to transfer to the Lyric
tle filled with vanilla ice cream. He .theatre in
three weeks replacing
said that he was taking it home to "Peace in Our Time" there.
his

mother and

the trip
hours.

The

Auxiliary's

national radio
committee, to which the Indiana
resolution was referred, took exception to it as "misleading, wordy" and
uncalled-for, and adopted instead a

.

.

'

mild

measure

pro

.

.

Two of the most spectacular collections are those of Jacques Fath
and Pierre Balmain. Fath had his
opening at J) p.m. in his garden just
back of the Hotel George V. The
trees were illuminated and crowds
watched from windows and roofs of
adjoining buildings. Fath has just
made the dresses which Parisian'
torchsinger Edith Piaf will wear in

loose his accusations at the start of

regular turn on the floor.
Schaeffer revealed that he had asked
the rival comic to lay off, especially
at this spot, inasmuch as he (Schaeffer) was to follow him in. According to Schaeffer, other comic agreed,
but when he reported for rehearsal,
the orchestra members told him that
Convention later adopted this res- his pieces had been done in previous
olution without debate.
show.
„
Mrs. John A. Lakeman of SpringSchaeffer was very forceful in his
field, Mass., radio committee chairalassertions and declared that
man, told Variety the group felt though he may never appear at the
that radio "has grown and is con- Concord again, the " "audacity of
tinuing to grow along the right ten- such thievery" should be known.
dencies," that the ..etworks "have
cooperated excellently
with
our
people" and that the committee saw
no burning cause for adopting a Col. Looks Set to
measure such as the Indiana Department submitted. Implication was that
for 'Yesterday'
the same feeling applied to the film
comparatively

his

New York where

she is to open
Maria Montez rushed to see
him the minute she arrived! Sonja
Henie is returning this week from
shortly.

the Riviera to order her fall clothes.
Among his customers are Mrs. Evita
Peron, Mrs. Ray Milland and Yvonne
Printemps, Sacha Guitry's wife No.
2 (he is to marry No. 5 very soon,
beautiful dark Lena Marconi).
At Pierre Balmain's it was hardly
possible to get a seat, but four chairs
in the front row had been reserved
this for Viveca Lindfors, Mrs. Delmer
Columbia
appeared
close
industry.
week to making a deal at a near Daves. Mrs. Joe Hummel (Warners)
record figure for screen rights to the and Mms. Victor Franccn. They all
Rita's Back, Col.
Broadway longrun legit hit, "Born arrived together and Miss Lindfors
Rita Hayworth arrived in New Yesterday." Price is reported to be ordered four dresses. Balmain is goYork Monday il) aboard the Queen $750,000, plus- a—percentage- of the ing around -the- -world— on -a two
Elizabeth after a five-month tour of profits. The 750G would be divided months' tour. He will be in HollyEurope. She made many p.a.'s and over a 10-year period.
wood for two weeks in October with
also appeared at the London preem
Col wants the property as a Rita his assistant, Irish John Cavanagb.
of her latest film, "Down to Eearth."
Hayworth starrer. Also in the run- William Wyler, Daves and other
Miss Hay worth, who said she. enfriends
will entertain him there.
ning to obtain it is Paramount,
joyed the junket, trained to the
which wants it for Betty Hutton. He has been to America beCoast yesterday tTues.).
She ex- Par's interest waned somewhat, how- fore and his English is perfect.
pects to start work on a new vehicle
Christian'
Dior by now will have
ever, when Abe Lastfogel, of the
late this month and described the
William Morris office, representing made his first voyage to America.
part as a "dramatic" role.
Nate author Garson Kanin and producer
Among other things, they want to
Spingold. Columbia veepee, headed
check
American
women's reaction to
Max Gordon, made known the price.
the reception committee at the pier.
It has only been exceeded by the Paris fashions and see how these
$1,000,000 Universal-International is fashions are adapted in America
Inr Ashers Back
reported to have paid for "Harvey.'' while, at the same time, they will
The Irving Ashers (Laura La
Comedy of postwar Washington is bring home many new American
ideas that will be profitable t» the
Plante) returned from a European now in
its 83d week on Broadway.
vacation Monday (1) aboard the
women of France.
It has only been recently
|

fiancee. He was told
would take about 18

SELZKICKS DIVORCINa

Pay

750G

Got Her

[

'

Hollywood, Sept. 2.
Queen Elizabeth. Producer declared
Originally set to sail on the S.S.
Irene Mayer Selznick has filed suit "we went away on a two-week
vacaAmerica the Ink Spots were in a for divorce from David O. Selznick tion and stayed three
months."
spot with their opening tomorrow on grounds of grievous mental suf
Couple plans to remain in New
(4) so they decided to fly by way cf fering.
She also asked custody of York until the end of the week and
American Overseas Airline plane their two sons, Lewis Jeffrey 15 then plane to
the Coast.
Asher
that would get them
London in and Daniel Mayer, 11.
stated his next production would be
less than a day. Returning they will
They were married in 1930 and for. RKO in Dec; mber but
film's title
appear at N. Y. Paramount
separated in 1945.
as yet is not set.
i

j

;

m

FOR COPPING MATERIAL

Lifting of material among comics, covered with snow and enchanted by
."
longtime sorespot in the trade, had violins
Countess de Polignac (Lanvin):
its natural aftermath last week at
"...Now that a leveling uniformity
the Concord hotel, Kiamesha Lake, tends to replace quality, it is vital
N. Y., when Eddie Schaeffer pub- to fight for beauty and give it the
"
importance it deserves
licly blasted another comedian for
As for Captain Molyneux, he is
using his major bits at that spot
conservative: no extreme styles. Perthree days before he opened.
haps this is the reason why he may
Schaeffer stunned' the guests in be picked out to make Princess
this resort spot when he turned Elizabeth's wedding dress?

'

London. Sept.

off to film for

that,

whose private lives are not
models for impressionable youth."

COMIC BLASTS RIVAL

posing
that
the
950,000-member
hold a very high regard Auxiliary
"encourage radio networks
for "things American," according to and motion
picture companies to
the highly articulate and observing produce more and
better programs
Miss Emerson. "They consider our and pictures directed to
the develautomobiles, jeeps, household fur- opments higher ideals
of living and
nishings, products and gadgets as the better citizenship."

tionalities,

.

Following Christian Dior's ralhery"S
;
sensational opening, all Paris couturiers have shown their winter col-

—

j

;

j

offered to

films,

Kanin

and

Gordon

having

previously held onto it with the contention
they would picturize it
themselves. With the offers becoming so fabulous, however, it is said
that they and their backers who
include George- S. Kaufman and

—

Moss Hart— felt that it would
more profitable to sell.

be

Welles for 'Moby'
Paris, Sept.

2.

Orson Welles reported planning to
do a stage version of Herman Melville's novel, "Moby Dick," in London.

Also wants Joseph Gotten for the
lead.

-

'
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FILM CRISIS UPS STARS' COIN
Radio Cracking Back at Pix?
After being on the receiving end in the film version of "The Huckradio, via NBC's documentary, "Miracle Over Main Street"
Monday night (1) hit back at the filmmakers for their "don't care"
Program lashed
attitude towards the Marshall plan for Europe.
Hollywood for putting boxoffice considerations before the public inJimmy Stewart, playing lead in the special one-shot airer,
terest.
was given the following lines: "In my home town, Hollywood, there
are lots of men who learned how to use the movies for propaganda
to teach guys how to kill. A lot of them would like to use films to
explain the Marshall plan to the public. But out in Hollywood we're
We give the people what we think they
just like everybody else.
want and maybe a little less, just to be sure."
Program also included a satirical story conference skit in which a
writer, squawking against the mangling of his script, is told by a film
producer that Hollywood can't afford to worry about such things as
the Marshall plan. There's a little thing called the boxoffice that

Another Casnalty of the Currently

TOP NAMES AS

sters,"

—

.

Confused Foreign Market Is That Deal

B.Q.
Salaries of top film stars, already

phenomenal heights', are paradoxically expected to go still higher as result of the present crisis
facing the industry. While striving
for economy on every hand, producers admit that they'll undoubtedly be forced to give the marquee
names even fatter fees than they're
now getting because they need them
as "insurance."
at

'

comes

first.'

;

.

With the British tax situation and
contracting markets else-

rapidly

Tax Compromise Seen

May Lower

the ad valorem duty to a

4-

50% and

wouldn't
still
comfort to U. S. film-

freeze—which

25%

much

give

makers.

London meeting on the tax was
tentatively arranged by Motion Picture Assn. prexy Eric Johnston in a
trans-Atlantic telephone conversation with Sir Wilfred Eady, who
headed the British loan mission to
Eady hinted
this country recently.
to Johnston that the door was not
slammed and all was not over, so
far as negotiations on the impost are

concerned.
Big stake the indie producers have
in revision of the British tax was
highlighted by the lengthy series of
meetings in New York last week,
attended by Grad Sears, United
Artists prexy, and James Mulvey,
representing the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers.

They
with

are

what

.

valuable than ever. They're "insurance" in that whatever the fancy
deal they get, they nevertheless virtually assure the films in which they
star a profit in the domestic market
alone.

Johnston's Bursitis

Agents, notoriously far from slow
in realizing possibilities for an extra
dollar, are well aware of the poten-

Washington, Sept. 2.
Eric Johnston, prexy of the Motialities the present foreign crisis
tion Picture Assn., left the Emergenoffers. Checks with them during the
cy hospital here today after treatpast week disclose they're practicment for bursitis which developed ally all
thinking in terms of drason his recent trip to Europe.
tically
lifting
asking prices for
prez went directly home
services of their clients. They either
where he'll be confined for another
plan to demand healthy salary tilts
week to 10 days.
or increasingly generous profit-participation deals.
It's expected, incidentally, that the
profit-sharing arrangements will be-

Looks All Set For

Yates to Buy Out
Goetz's

Rep Stock

Long negotiations between Her
bert J. Yates and Harry Goetz for
purchase by Yates of Goetz's complete holdings in Republic appeared
close to the finish line this week.
Most of the details were agreed on
in a series of huddles last week and

financial jam because they
Efforts were being made to close
budgeted their films and owe money the arrangements in time for the
to banks on the basis of income from board meeting last week, but it was
Britain.
They have been trying to apparently impossible. Point was to
work out a plan for borrowing from have thaigs set so that Goetz and the
the Reconstruction Finance Corp., other two directors he named to the
or the Export-Import Bank, to help board could resign at the meeting
them overcome their difficult situa^ and leave Rep's operation almost
tion.
completely in the hands of Yates, its
As a result of the great indie in prexy, and his associates. Meeting
terest, it is definite that a rep of

the SIMPP will accompany John
ston and other MPA officials to Lon
(Continued on page 6)

was postponed from Thursday

(28)
Friday for this reason.
What figure Goetz is seeking for
his holdings is undisclosed; however

to

considerably more
quotes on Rep in the
pressed stock market,
give Yates undisputed
it's

Newsreels Mull Plan To
Cut Issues to

1-a-Week

Syndicate which N. Peter Rathvon was originally endeavoring to
assemble to purchase a controlling
RKO from Floyd Odlum'a
Atlas Corp. is now completely out of
the picture. And. as things stand
now, it has been learned, all efforts
that have been made to date by th»
RKO prexy to .-aise coin to buy control are
dead.
Current confused

No Joke
Nick Schenck, Spyros Skouras, Ned Depinet, Major Albert
Warner, John O'Connor, Charles
D. Prutzman, Jimmy Grainger,
Barney Balaban, Grad Sears
and Jack Conn comprised the
party flying back from Washington last week, following powwows with Eric Johnston on the
British

situation,

when

interest in

the final brake on Rathvon's hopes.

However, there's nothing to stop
him from renewing his attempts to
line up backers at any time. Odium
definitely wants to sell out or most
of his stock in the company. And
as long as there's any possibility at

'

this

come even more popular with producers than they have been in the
past.
It's one way of deferring the
element of risk in a future of uncertain markets. On the other hand,
with the income tax boys making
capital gains setups risky, players,
directors and writers may be ex(Continued on page 6)

CORWIN'S 'ODYSSEY*
VIA FELDMAN UNIT

than the low
currently desince it will
control of the

company.

40 rebroadcasts.
Feldman hasn't as yet set a studio
deal for the making of' "Jones," but
it is expected that one will be consummated shortly, with the agentproducer providing a complete or
almost complete package that will
include at least partial financing.

Attorney Arnold Grant set Corwin's deal with Feldman.

Rathvon's succeeding in getting the coin to buy it, the Atlas
topper will talk to no one else. They
have long been closely associated
and he'd like to see Rath von get a

would be for Variety,
if something happened

all of

fellers,

to all the film company executives in this one plane!"

setup together which would enable
to continue as president. Odium,
in fact, turned down the offer of
William S. Paley, Columbia Broadcasting System prez, because of his
refusal to guarantee, to keep Rathvon active in the RKO setup.
The syndicate that Rathvon is reported to have originally attempted
to get together consisted of J. Arthur

him

June Tax Take
Surely Indicates

No

'47 B.O.

Blues

Rank, Robert R. Young, I. W. and
M. A. Schlesinger, South African
theatre circuit interests

CROSBY MULLS CONCERT
DATE WHILE IN LONDON

000.000 better.

The June tax

on admissions
Bing Crosby may do a concert
hit $34,972,435, compared with $33,980,404 for the tax on June 1946 biz next spring or summer at Albert
Hall, London's counterpart of N.Y.'s
and only $27,829,982 for .May 1947.
These figures, of course, include Carnegie Hall. Singer may do a film
for J. Arthur Rank and would at
(Continued on page 20)
total

that

time .partake

DOLLARS FOR

OIL

HOLLYWOOD'S KLIEGS

Frost Films.
First production, still untitled,
slated to go into work about Nov.

is

Trade Mark Registered

Biz—

For the '"second sUcceS£ive"'~Week;
which some company
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO)
prexies figure would save substan
easily walked away with titular boxtial coin on the reels was presented
office honors. It had a hefty margin
in Washington at last week's meet '
Orson Welles, who returned to over "Mother Wore Tights" (20th),
at the Motion Picture Assn. office
which discussed international prob Hollywood last week from almost a which soared up from fourth posiProposal was also kicked month of huddles with Sir Alexander tion to second, thereby measuring up
lems.
around at a recent huddle among Korda ; n London, goes back to Eng- to its initial promise. Others in Big

UA

Week

concert

15.

POUNDED BY SIMB PILVKRMAN
Weekly by VARIETY,

Published!
151

West

isrgreatr

•

-

-

•-—

f

ranges from smash or
gigantic in some nine theatres over
the country.
"TRin Man," being
launched in about 10 key cities covered by Variety, is particularly
socko in St. Louis, Washington and
Pittsburgh, being top new film in
Six this week in Order of strength last-named city. "Variety Girl," anand playdates are "Variety Girl" other new entry this week, was
(Par), "Song of Thin Man" (M-G), helped by special benefit preems of
"Welcome Stranger" (Par) and "Life Variety Clubs, shaping as -sock in
about eight keys and pacing the field
With Father" (WB).
Runners-up, which are more im- in Omaha and Seattle.
"Father," out on a limited numportant than usual this session because biz was strong outside the top ber of dates at upped scale, shapes
six
winners, are "Deep Valley" particularly strong in N. Y., Chi,

(WB), "Gone With

Wind"

(reissue), "Crossfire"
to Earth" (Col).

(M-G)

(RKO)

and

"Down

"Bachelor," which is going to stay
seven weeks at the N. Y. Music Hall,
is uniformly strong in every one of
14 keys where playing this stanza.
Takes in Minneapolis, and Cincinnati
are rated colossal, with the amazing
thing about its performance being

"Tights"

Pitt

and Cincy.

"Slave Girl" (U) is doing great in
Cincy this stanza. "Northwest Outpost" (Rep) is finishing a nice week
in St. Louis. "Something in Wind"
(U) appears fairly good on N. Y.
preem. "Wyoming" (Rep) looks neat
in five L. A. spots.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 11-13)

Inc.

Silverman, President
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Back

the

Crosby has never done anything
He has
made no p.a.'s beyond benefit appearances since attaining a peak
never before reached by a popular

of that sort in this country.

Hollywood, Sept. 2.
Robert Frost, Texas oil tycoon, is singer.
going into indie celluloid production
with a company incorporated as

As

land Sept. 13 for six days of addireps of the five reels.
Short subjects departments of tional confabs. Welles is under consome of the companies, under tract to the British producer to write,
act and direct a film, which, during
(Continued on page 21)
the last trip it was decided, will be
"Cyrano de Bergerac."
This
Kelly
Quickie visit this month will be to
Arthur W. Kelly, executive v.p. of set details for sending the film into
United Artists, is expected back in production. Korda and Welles are
New York at the end of this week both to have clarified other commitfrom his current trip to England. He ments by the time Welles returns so
has been abroad for about three that it can be determined whether
weeks, confabbing with J. Arthur actual work will begin in November
Rank and the latter's circuit execs or February.
Welles had to make a hurried reon opening up Rank's theatres to
product.
turn from England to do the final
Kelly also made a quick trip over editing on "Macbeth'." which he proto Paris to huddle with Georges duced for the Charles K. Feldman
group for release by Republic.
Rouvier, UA rep there.

of

idea.

MORE

National Boxoffice Survey
Day

WELLES COMMUTING
HOLLYWOOD TO LONDON

(associated

Washington. Set>t. 2.
with Rank and Universal); Serge
Despite the howls of exhibitors, Semenenko
and Matty Fox. Young
1947 biz continues to bowl along at
is controlling stockholder in Patha
a better rate even than record break- Industries,
which owns Eagle Lion
ing 1946, according to figures of the
and PRC. EL distribs Rank product
Bureau of Internal Revenue on ad- in the
U. S. and Young, railroad
missions taxes. Figures for Julv tax
magnate and financier, was willing
collections, generally reflecting June
(Continued on page 20)
biz, were put out last week by Uncle
Sam and disclose that the July 1947
take ran about $1,000,000 ahead of
the same month last year. Since the
bite is 20%, biz was actually $5,-

Yates admitted for the first time, Labor
Boosts
'Bachelor,' 'Tights,' 'Variety,'
over the weekend, that he had made
Cost-Saying Measure an offer to purchase Goetz's stock.
'Thin Man,' 'Stranger,' 'Father' Pace Field
Economy moves of the majors may Goetz, in turn, has offered to buy
Overcoming torrid weather in the big holdover weeks it is getting.
hit the newsreels drastically. The Yates out. Rep prexy said, however,
five companies which operate reels that his holdings are not for sale at many spots and lure of outdoors in In St. Louis, the RKO opus is great
almost every key, Labor Pay week- in second round, big in Chi on initial
—Metro, Paramount, 20th-Fox, War- any price."
Goetz controls the third largest end gave film theatre biz the shot in holdover week, torrid in second
ner Bros, and Universal are mulling a plan already discussed among block of Rep stock, coming after the arm it had been looking for and Providence stanza, terrific on third
(Continued on page 16)
tipped a strong season at key city weeks in Baltimore and K. C. The
the quintet to cut the two-per-week
firstruns. Many nabe theatres also $137,000 it's getting at the Music
issues of the reel to one weekly issue
did great trade on Labor Day.
Hall, N. Y., on its sixth frame, also
_
„by. -each company

Scheme

market was

status of the foreign film

they

were caught in a terrific storm.
Circling some 45 minutes above
LaGuardia Airport, N. Y., with
the tension high, Cohn cracked:
"Do you realize what a story

MPA

Norman Corwin has been pacted
concerned
by Charles K. Feldman Productions
they term "hardship consummation may be expected alto write the screenplay of and direct
producers who are in most momentarily.
his own yarn, "Odyssey of Runyon
Jones," a radio play which the
writer did for* his CBS series and
which appeared in his anthology,
"13 By Corwin." It has had some

particularly

—those

cases"
a bad

London;

50%, Freeze

to

Tentative meeting in the next 30
to 60 days of U. S. film execs with
British government officials, in London, set last week, has given rise to
considerable hope in the industry
of a compromise on the 75% tax
issue. In the meantime, reports from
the British capital predicted an announcement shortly of a revision of

in

where abroad driving studios franto seek means of slashing
budgets, the Cary Grants and Ingrid
Bergmans are seen becoming more

tically

For Rathvonto Buy Out Odium in RKO
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PICTURES
Metro Guns Three

Anyway, After

All the Mathematics,

Looks like DOS Has Winner

in 'Duel'

Hollywood, Sept. 2.
Metro starts, three pictures this
week, making a total of five in work
on the lot. Starters are "The Big
City," "Hills of Home'* and "State
of the Union."
Holdovers from last week are
"Luxury Liner" and "On an Island

Coin already in the till makes It*
e
it j
certain that David O. Selznick will
UndeiL|_With You.^
come out with" a fairish profit on Squarer for
Howard Hughes has been
"Duel in the Sun," despite the treforced to shoot a new ending for
mendous negative cost and the heavy
"Outlaw" in order to have the
Nick Schenck's Gift Of
money thrown into advertising. Loss
okayed for showing in
film
of the British market and tightening
Australia. Law and order must
up in other countries abroad, how1,000 Loew's, Activity
prevail on Aussie screens so in
ever, will cost the producer a great
the Aussie version, Jack Beutel
.chunk of his profits, as it was 'the
In Par Reported Via SEC
is brought to trial and punished,
overseas income which was counted
Philadelphia, Sept. 2.
«.
in order to get by the Aussie
on most heavily for a high net.
The gift of 1,000 shares of Loew's,
censor.
With only the very roughest kind

n
Down

——

.

now

of estimate

many

Inc.,

possible, because, of

M.

undecipherable factors, "Duel"

Is figured likely to

show

common

to charity

by Nicholas

Schenck was revealed

latest report of the Securities

a profit of

in

NX's Pic Pitch Gets Prize Press
Mayor William O'Dwyer's pitch for more picmaking In New York,
accompanied by the stunt Of signing 12 local unions to a five-year
peace treaty, may leave Hollywood' cold but it garnered more news
space' than a five-alarm fire. Besides fulsome coverage by the meU
1

ropolitan sheets, his feat tickled three of the leading dailies— the
Times, Herald Tribune and News into editorial plaudits.
The Times, after outlining the early rise of film producing in New
York, potshotted at Hollywood: "As the chief legitimate theatre and
radio production center of the country we have many advantages to

—

offer.
The quality of Hollywood might be improved by a little
Or are we expecting too much?"
Trib kudoed hizzoner for his "foresight" and said it- was "barely
possible" that O'Dwyer and his aide, Edward C. Maguire, "have
started something." News labeled the move "constructive stuff" and
added: "We think Bill deserves a round of cheers, and we hope he
draws a goodish amount of blood out of Hollywood."
Ex-Mayor Fiorella La Guardia, incidentally, did somersaults for a
slice of the filmmaking some 10 years ago, but nothing ever came of it.

rivalry.

the

& Ex-

Gone 4th Reissue

change Commission covering transactions from July 11 to Aug. 10.
Schenck's gift brought his holdings
in Loew's stock to 61,727 shares.
Howard Dietz acquired 15 shares of
from overseas.. If the present British
$5,000,
Loew's common.
blackout continues and some of the
There was brisk activity in Parathreats in other markets are realized,
mount common. The T. G. Latouche
f Second major step in the efforts of
the foreign income could be cut to
trust disposed of 1,000 shares during
the New York city administration to
not much over $500,000 or $600,000.
the report period. The N. Griffis
lure
major film production to
Forecast of "Duel's" domestic gross
Garfield's 'Body' Pitch
trust sold a similar amount. Stanton
Gotham is scheduled for tomorrow
on basis of income so far is that it
Metro's "Gone With the Wind" in
Griffis reported holding 9,000 shares;
John Garfield, star Of Enterprise's (Thursday),
when Edward C.
will eventually hit around $11,500,- its current fourth time around has
the F. K. Griffis trust 6,000 shares, "Body and Soul," and Robert Rost Maguire, Mayor O'Dwyer's repre000. In the bank to date is slightly been grossing more than 100% over
and the W. E. Griffis trust 2,800. sen, its director, arrive in New York sentative, will meet with represenThat's
over $6,000,000 in rentals.
the third release of the film five Maurice Newton, New York, added
later this month to do a publicity tatives of the film industry to get
with about 2,500 dates. Selznick dis- years ago. In 11 test engagements to
115 shares to his holdings now total- pitch for the film. Garfield is a par- the latter's ideas on how they think
tribution chief Neil Agnew hopes to date, "GWTW" has raked in more
ling 18,620, while his trust reported ticipant in profits of the film, which the city can best cooperate. O'Dwyer
get 5,000 more on the present upped than $204,000, as compared to $96,000
having 18,380 shares.
was made on a package deal. He teed off the new city campaign last
admission policy. These 'will be less grossed by the film in the same 11
Lehman Bros, reported having gets in Sept. 18 and Rossen a week week by signing a five-year peace
important theatres than the initial situations in 1942. Film, in its second
2,500 shares of 20th-Fox common and earlier.
treaty with the 13 labor unions en2,500, of course, and are being count- national
release
in
1940
which
400 shares of 20th $1.50
ed on to bring in at least $1,500,000. marked the first time it played at disposing of
Garfield may do a tour on behalf gaged in film production in N. Y.
Industry reps will comprise the
That should give a total of close to popular prices, grossed more than cumulative preferred stock.
of the pic following the bally for
Samuel Broidy revealed that he. the New York preem, which tenta- same group of men who met with
$8,000,000 on the present policy and $177,000 in those same theatres.
had exercised his option" to purchase tively is set for the Rivoli.
Maguire several months ago when
present terms, which are 60%.
Current
gross,
during
which
the first rumblings of the city's allWhen these dates are all played, GWTW" has also played at .stand- 3,000 shares of Monogram common,
bringing his total in Mono to 15,799
Group is
out campaign began.
(Continued on page 18)
ard admission prices, represents 62% shares. He still holds options for the
headed up by Harold Lewis, general
of the mon»y taken in by the picture purchase of 2,000 additional shares,
manager of the RKO-Pathe studios;
in the same 11 engagements in 1939, he disclosed.
t
Maj. Leslie R. Thompson of RKO,
'Gents Agreement'
when it played at advanced scales on
Members of the family of Herbert
and Tom Mead of Universal-Intertwo-a-day reserved seat policy. J. Yates have acquired 210 shares of
national News. Tomorrow's meet is
Film has grossed more than $32,000,- Associated Motion Pictures, Inc., the
Follows 'Kiss' Into
to be largely one of organization,
000 in both the domestic and for- SEC reported, making their total
with Maguire presenting the city's
eign markets to date and, despite the 7,535. Onsrud, Inc., a holding comBrandts' Mayfair, N.Y. recent tightening of
plans to the industry reps* and seekthe market pany, has 46,918.
their advice on how best to
ing
"Gen
overseas,
early
20th-Fox's
returns
have
led
that
Disclosure
Robert W. Atkins, New York,
carry them out.
tleman's Agreement" would follow Metro sales chief to be confident that acquired 600 shares of Trans-Lux
Maguire will ask the industry to
GWTW" will add at least $5,000,000 common during January and Februthe current "Kiss of Death" into the
form
a working committee that will
more
to
its
overall
gross
during
offers
furthe
theatre
Brandts' Mayfair
ary of 1947 in a belated report to the
High echelon of the American So- be available at all times to. work
commission.
ther evidence of the shortage of current release.
ciety of Composers, Authors & Pub- out the problems involved.
He'll
Although, what stand the British
suitable first run product for Broad
lishers
last
week hotly denied also ask for the creation of a techgovernment
will
take
on
American
way houses. "Agreement" won't be
charges that it is rocketing theatre nical committee from among the
ready for release until November, reissues in England has not yet been
seat taxes a full 300%. Maintaining various film companies, which will
Toronto
Variety's
officially
determined,
Metro
has
which means that "Kiss," which
that ASCAP would not back down sit in with him next Monday (.8) at
opened Wednesday (27), will prob- prints of "GWTW" in England at the
its announced change in sched- huddles with city department heads.
Preem for 'Variety Girl' on
ably be held in the house for at present time, which are not subject
ules of license fees despite exhibitor Latter session will be given over to
(Continued on page 49)
least six weeks.
Toronto, Sept. 2.
spleen which threatens Congres- attempts to streamline the permit
Despite the two 20th films followWith J. J. Fitzgibbons, president sional probes, Dept. of Justice action regulations, which have been the
ing each other into the Mayfair.
of Famous Players-Canadian and and mass litigation, officials coun(Continued on page 18)
spokesmen for the Brandt circuit ILLNESS
chief barker of Tent 28 of Variety tered that the majority of pix houses
which operates the house, re
Clubs International, supervising the would pay little or no boost.
emphasized that 20th has no lease on
proceedings, the only Variety Club
ASCAP
intends to put the new
L. A. to N. Y,
EL
the place. Theatre is open to the
in Canada grossed a sellout $23,000 price scales into effect Oct. 1 regardJudith Anderson
product of any company if the films
Hollywood, Sept. 2.
when it held its first theatre benefit less of what steps are taken by
Phil Berg
Eagle Lion has postponed "Noose in the some 30 simultaneous "world exhib organizations, Herman Greenand terms are suitable and will be
Bernhard
Joseph
booked exactly like the Globe and Hangs High," Abbott-Costello premieres" of "Variety Girl" (Par). berg, ass't general manager, deSaul Bihari
Gotham, Brandt's other Broadway starrer, as result of the illness of Locale was the Imperial; Toronto, clared.
However, exhibs whose
Sydney Box
Opening of "Kiss' Lou Costello and producer Milton flagship of the FPC chain, with 3,464 licenses expire in
first run houses.
October would be
Buferd
Marilyn
marked the conversion of the the Feld Film had originally been seater scaled at $10 and $6 a pair. granted a 30 to 60 day extension at
Rodney Bush
scheduled to start next Monday (8). "Sold Out" signs were up hours be- their old
atre from its previous third run op
rates upon request.
Sue Carol
Costello has been laid up follow- fore the performance.
eration to a first run showcase.
Purpose of this extension, it was
Louis
Calhern
Two-hour stage show was pro- explained, was to enable
Brandt outfit recently leased the ing a knee injury two weeks ago
ASCAP
Betty Caulfield
Mayfair from Walter Reade after and will be out of .action for eight duced by Jack Arthur, with Billy De reps to call on their old
customers
Henry Caulfield
weeks. Feld is seriously ill at Cedars Wolfe as guest-star, journeying from
the Loew's lease had expired.
and explain the new formula. SoKenneth Clark
Shortage of first product pre of Lebanon hospital. Comedy team Hollywood. He made his lobby en- ciety wants
to
prevent
any,
misunClark
Robert
viously
had caused two other will probably make • "Brain of trance with the newly-elected Miss derstanding on the part
of
the
theCharles CobUrn
changes in the Broadway picture Frankenstein" for Universal-Interna- Canada, Margaret Marshall, on his atre men;
an
official
said.
'
No
Charles Correll
tional
before
starting "Noose."
arm.
The Broadway theatre, former leestimate of the number of houses afDenis
Paul
giter leased by United Artists as a
fected by the extension was availDale Evans
first run showcase, was closed reable but ASCAP stressed that the
Farrow
John
cently, reportedly because of the
proportion was substantial
Gloria Grahame
product shortage, although UA deSome Fancy Mathematics
Farley Granger
clared the shuttering was for "alBacking its argument that the
Arnold Grant
terations."
RKO Palace recently
300% climb just wasn't so, ASCAP
Maxwell Hamilton
shifted to a repertory program of
pointed to special discounts availCedric Hardwicke
reissues and has found the change
able under. the new rate. While an
Ben Kalmenson
so successful it will continue on that
exhib still must pay the equivalent
Alan Ladd
policy for ve or six weeks.
Broadway, the nation's showcase, shots at the oldies which have paid of his total seating times the top
Harry Maizlish
is still
showing the effects of a off fairly well supplemented by its adult price for one performance, an
Dick McKnight
shortage of strong pix.
While the stage shows. Latest
the dual ASCAPer noted that a 15% discount
Vic MeLeori
W.R. Frank
Threatens big pix are racking up solid busi- "Marked Woman" and was
"Dust Be My is granted if an exhib has between
James Mitchell
ness, a flock of the first-runs on Destiny," which the Strand played 71 and 100 film
performances monthJerry Moross
To Become an Actor Also Times Sq. and its fringes are "fluc- two weeks ago. WB's showcase re- ly. Cut is 30% when the house plays Audie Murphy
tuating between new entries and re- cently tenanted another company
Minneapolis, Sept. 2.
Gordon Oliver
(Continued on page 21)
In from HolIyw:i:
with a camera issues with the accent on the latter. dualer, "Sea Wolf" and "Sea Hawk.'
Tony Owen
Republic, Victoria, Gotham, Maycrew to get authentic backgrounds There's not enough product with
Jack Owens
Arrivals in
at the Minnesota State Fair for his staying power to keep these houses fair, Broadway, Ambassador and
York
Willard Parker
straight first-run Park Ave. have all been jockeying
forthcoming
Technicolor
picture, operating on a
Roy Rogers
(From Europe)
between newcomers and oldies. Re
"Dan Patch." the story of the famous basis, according to industryites.
John Gielgud, Max Gordon, Mr.
Leo Rose
Palace is prime example.
The public is currently playing "How and Mrs. Hal B. Wallis (Louise
pacer, W. R. Frank, film producer
Arthur Rubinstein
and local theatre circuit owner, said RKO showcase is in. its third week Green Was My Valley." Victoria Fazenda), Mr. and Mrs. Irving
Babe Ruth
he has made a deal with United of repertory— that is one-day play- recently tenanted "Jungle Book Asher (Laura La Plante), Sir Sidney
George Sidney
Artists to distribute
the picture ings of RKO oldies with repeats on while the Gotham last week played Clift, Rita Hay worth, William B.
Martha Stewart
which he estimates will cost nearly those scoring best at the. boxoffice. Republic's "Man of Conquest" and Levy, Francis L. Sullivan, Dorothy
John Sutherland
House will probably stretch its "Old California."
$2,000,000.
Kirsten, Norman Hartnell, Vivian
Russell Wade
Ambassador, just off Broadway, Blaine, Manny Frank.
Frank also said he's negotiating repertory operations to five-to-six
Max Wilk
With Joel McCrea, Wal'er Brennan weeks, according to company execs. has been booking real oldies
Criterion is also fresh out of new short stretches.
and Marjorie Main, among others,
Sailings
Plush Park Ave., under Universal
to appear in the pictures. He'll be entries and is launching the fourth
N. Y. to L. A.
Sept. 3 (New York lo London)
back, he announced, Sept. 15-25 to round of "Gone With the Wind" in operation, recently played "100 Men
Alda_
GWTW and a Girl" and may have to take Maggie Teyte, David Golding (.Queen Robert
shoot more race scenes on the Fair- the metropolitan sector.
Louise Fazenda
(30)
following on other reissues of Universal. It's Elizabeth).
grounds and will use several hun- opened Saturday
Martin Goodman
closeout
of
Uni versa l's
"Brute solved the problem temporarily by
dred localites as "extras,"
Rita Hayworth
Frank himself will act in the pic- Force." Film, of course, is unique playing the J. Arthur Rank entry,
N. Y. to Europe by Air
Harry Lewis
Bruno Walter, Lily Supove.
ture, playing the role of Harold and there's better than even chances "Frieda." Broadway theatre is shut
'.eonide Moguy
Savage who was Dan Patch's owner. that it'll rake in as much as a solid tered for a lack of product after atAl Schenkein
tempting to scrape along on a diet
He also played small parts in several first-run.
Europe to N. Y. by Air
James A. Sixsmith
Warner's Strand has taken several of oldies.
of bis other pictures.
Judith Abbott, Carl Fisher.
Hal B Wallis

about $1,000,000 on domestic distribuUnder normal and fation alone.
vorable circumstances it might' be
possible to add another $2,500,000 net

Mayor O'Dwyer Continues Meets

May Add

To Move Fix Production East

Wore to

•

.

ASCAP Won Back
Down on Theatre

Seat Tax tipping

,
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CONTRAST
Us

Keys Move

Scully

'Welcome Stranger,' 'Bachelor Lead

to Slice

Clearances to Boost Distribs' Take
a move by the*
eight major distribs to cut clearances
nationally between first-runs and
houses as the
third-run
second and
first step in the new selling season to
hoist distribs' returns on upcoming
already been
Decision
has
product.
reached by William A. Scully, U's
veepee in charge of sales, to seek a
in a flock
clearances
of
revamping
of situations, it's, understood.
Scully is currently attending a
expected
is
meets,
and
series of sales

Universal

may key

Anshortly.
back in
nouncement by him on his return
will ask for slashing of clearthat

New York

U

ances, particularly those

which now

govern playdates between first and
second-runs is predicted.
Uncertain world situation, especially that in Britain, is said to cue
the drive. U's sales staffers think a
clearance reduction would be healthy
for distribs and exhibs on two
First, it would boost atgrounds.
tendance at other than first-runs
without hurting Iatter's biz, it's arunable to count on
Second,
gued.
revenues from overseas, distribs

Cut 8 to 4 Weeks
Clearance system has been static
for many years, it's said, and that's
an unprofitable condition for a dynamic industry. A r gu ment g° es that
there's no sense to clearances of as
(Continued on page 18)

Simplified Pressbooks

Further in Line With U's

Pub-Ad Streamlining
Pressbooks no longer sell pix to
exhibs and consequently Universal
is switching format and scope of the
books to save substantial outlays by
the company, Maurice A. Bergman,
U's eastern ad-pub head, said last
week. "We're cutting out all color
displays, covers and other chi-chi
frippery in our pressbooks. Henceforth they'll be in black-and-white
and much smaller in size."
With the department eliminated on
the Coast, Bob Wile will head the
h.o., pressbook wing, Bergman disfieldmen, Ralph Ober
from Texas and Harry Keller, a traveling press agent, will be brought in
to assist. "We want men who know
the practical problems of exhibitors
exec deand how to help them,"
clared.
"There's no longer any season for
expensive pressbooks," according to
Bergman. "They used to be valuable
(Continued on page 18)
closed.

Who

Hollywood, Sept.

standpoint,

regardless

closed markets in England.
Last February, when 75% tax
was something less than a twin-

of

kle in a British politician's eye,
the average number of films before the lenses in Hollywood
studios was 35. Last month, in
doldrums of
traditional
the
August, the average number was
43.

Two

U

•

SOPEG and SPG Favor No

•

Shift to

AFL

Despite, the halt in pinkslip distribution after the flurry of layoffs
in several of majors' home offices
two weeks ago, white collarite film
unions in New York are pressing
their campaign to save "their membership from the economy guillotine
Picket lines, mass
in the future.
demonstrations, circulars and newspapers ads were considered by the
Screen Office & Professional
ployees Guild and Screen Publicists
Guild at their joint membership
meeting last week as channels to
bring their anti-layoff message to
the public.
At the same meeting, leaders of
both unions threw the question of
merger into the hopper for conside
Proposal was tabled for
ration.
Meanwhile, a
further discussion.
faction within both unions has come
flatly
against any merger and
out
suggestion
that the SPG
has voiced a
and SOPEG disaffiliate with the CIO
and enter the office worker division
of
the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees, AFL.
Neither faction is pressing the fight,
however, in view of the unions'
current campaign against firings.
Meanwhile, first of a series of ads
sponsored by the SPG and SOPEG
appeared in the N. Y. Times under
the name of the American Veterans'
Committee cinema chapter. Adver

Em

tisement asked film

company execs

studio

thinking

simultaneous

almost

from two

leases

and

publicity

WB Pix

of 1945 and '46, when the pictures
were planned, was 20th-Fox's announcement that between October
and January seven films would be

released representing total production cost of $24,000,000— an average

Present-day, post-British tax budgeting, oh the other hand, is clear in

of

cost

—an.

$12,000,000

Duo of majors may join the parade of companies upping admission
prices on super-budget pix as one
way of meeting the top production
nut via domestic returns. Paramount
will test the possibilities of boosting

January. This undoubtedly represents
the greatest concentration of release
of top cost product of any company
in film history.

Paramount production

will

slate

be topped by "The Canadian," based
on Cecil B. De Mille's "Uncon- on Somerset Maugham's early novel,
quered," which preems in Pittsburgh
Land of Promise." Val Lewton will
next month, a switch away from the produce. Other films on the schedule
original London intent.
Metro is announced by studio chief Henry
mulling similar action for "Green Ginsberg are "The Long Grey Line,"
Dolphin Street," filmization of the starring Alan Ladd; "Sainted Sisnovel which copped the first Metro ters," starring Betty Hutton"; "The
story award. Neither company has Sealed Verdict," starring Ray Milroadshown or boosted scales on any land; "A Foreign Affair," starring
of its product in a number of years. Jean Arthur and John Lund; "A
Warner Bros., also, for the first Connecticut Yankee," Technicolor
time in some time has lifted scales production starring Bing Crosby;
on a pic, "Life With Father" which "Hazard," from a new novel by Roy
is currently playing special engageChanslor, and "Sorrowful Jones,"
ments at upped prices. Last WB opus starring Bob Hope in a remake of
scales

Army," making the rounds

Damon Runyon's

"Little Miss

Mar-

ker.''

"Unconquered" Tests

STAGEHANDS GET

"Unconquered" was turned out at CHI
a reported budget of $5,000,000. It'll
be played at advanced prices in Para^
HIKE
mount, Loew's and Fox West-Coast
Chicago, Sept. 2.
houses in a total of a dozen spots as
International Alliance of Stage
a tester for a general upping of
scales. Last Paramount pic to play Employees won a 5% wage increase
at raised prices was "For Whom the in its new contract for local film and

5% RETRO WAGE

Two-year pact, retheatres.
troactive to Sept. 1, 1946, was signed
last week and gives members 214%
increase this year, to be followed by
a like increase in '48.
Salary now is $115 base.
legit

Bell Tolls," in 1942-43.

Metroites are currently discussing
boosting scales for "Dolphin" at the
company's sales meet at the studio.
Last M-G pic to receive that treat
meht was "Gone With the Wind" on
its first time around during 1939-40.

RKO

also giving the proposition the o.o. on two of its future re
is

Those pix are "Mourning Becomes Electra" and "Miracle of the
Bells,"
both high budget works
which RKOers think may carry
enough weight to warrant upped
Sliding foreign, prospects will

prices.

probably make company officials all
the more anxious to push through
the boost if it can be made to stick

Experience wouldn't be new for
since the company is currently
distributing Samuel Goldwyn's "Best
Years." That pic has already corralled $6,000,000 in distrib's grosses
with fewer than 2,500 dates played

RKO

—

all at advanced prices. Coincidentally. David O. Selznick's "Duel in the
Sun," also playing at higher scales,
has brought $6,000,000 so far, with a
little more than 2,500 dates.
Two top-budgeters of 20th-Fox
will play at advance prices. They're
"Forever Amber" and "Captain from

Company hasn't done this
number of years, its last two

Castille."

for a

being "Song
"Wilson."

of

Bernadette"

and

Briefs

Acct.

advertising rep for Eagle
Monroe ^Greenthal, Inc., effective today.
First ad campaign
will be "Love From a Stranger."
is

Firm will handle all EL product
as well as J. Arthur Rank films sent
to this country for release through

Now"

5.

6.

"Brute Force" (U).

(20th),

the

their

"Welcome

month,

heights witn.
Stranger"
last
compilations
of.

boxoffice

VARinry

best b.o. bets for

August showing the

new Par opus

as

the

biggest

hit

with the public during that period.
It took some new theatre records,

smash business in nearly every spot,
and capacity weeks in some to accomplish this because "Bachelor and
Bobbysoxer" (RKO) was coming up

Charge Exhibitors
'Conspire on Bids

strong as the month closed. Otlrers
in the Big Six for August were
"Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now"
(20th\ "Dear Ruth" (Par), "Huck-

(M-G)

sters"
(U).

and

"Brute

Force"

the new-picture group standbased on showings in the last
two weeks, was "Life With Father."
This opus based on the Broadway
legit long-runner made such a show

In

out,

To Lower Rentals

in the final week of August that it edged up into second
position that week. Both "Mother
Wore Tights and "The Secret Life of
yet become law, evidences of. collu- Walter Mitty" already have shown
sion on the part of competing ex- enough to make them certain of big
showings in September and subsehibitors reportedly beginning to pile
quent months.
up. Whether such situations will be
Other new entries showing good
taken into account by the U. S.
to big promise included "Singapore"
Supreme Court in its final decision
(U), "Down to Earth" (Col), ''Desert
on the decree obviously can't be
Fury" (Par), and "Wild Harvest"
certainly
predicted
they're
but
(Par).
making the majors sit up and take
Runners-up edged out of the top

Despite

the

fact

that

the

com- of strength

petitive bidding procedures outlined

notice.

,

.

were "Cry Wolf" (WB),
Ridge" (M-G), "Life With
(WB), "Gone With Wind"
(reissue), "Perils of Pauline"
(Par) and "Possessed" (WB).
It was only the fact that "Bache-

six listings

Latest instance of such collusion
occurped in a small town situation
where an indie first run exhib competes with a house owned and operated by one of the major affiliated
circuits.
Indie, who's been operat j
ing in the town almost since nickelodeon days, has most of the top
product sewed up, leaving the affiliated house only the features of
its own company, plus two of the
lesser majors. Situation was okay
until
recently,
when the circuit
house
embarked on a straight
double-bill policy and ran squarely
into a product shortage.

Realizing that the situation represents a strictly competitive area
in every sense of 'the word and is
thus open to competitive bidding,
the district manager of the circuit
nonetheless recently approached the
indie with a proposition. If the two
houses were to bid against each
other for product, he pointed out,
they would probably boost the price
up on all films and the only one to
benefit would be the distributor. To
obviate that, he requested the indie
to turn over the product of one of
the other majors to him, with the
indie in return getting first crack at

(Continued on page 18)

From

"Rosy

Father"

(M-G)

went out to representative
final two weeks in Auon page 16)

lor" just

keys in the

(Continuetf'

UA's Switch
Selling

in

Summer

'Henry';

4-WaII Deals,

Exit

Now 70%

Following a series of experiments
in summer resort towns during the
past few months, United Artists is
doing a switch of sales policy on J.
Arthur Rank's "Henry V." Company
is abandoning the four-walls plan it
used with great success for 15
months and is selling the Laurence
Olivier
Technicolor
starrer
on
straight

70%

deals.

.

Roadshow policy is being continued, with all performances on a
reserved seat basis and at $1.20 and
$1.80 scale evenings, and 90c and
$1.20 matinees.
Thejre has been
relatively little exhib resistance to
the 70% terms (same as Goldwyn's
"Best Years of Our Lives"), part of
this being accounted for by the fact
that
pays all advertising costs,
the house not even being required

UA

the Lots

to expend its regular budget.
No
unusually large-space ads are being
used, however.

Cameron, Cathy Downs, Reed HadHollywood, Sept. 2.
Some 70 resort engagements this
Robert Alda signed for a song- iey and Anne Gwynne topping the
summer have added about $150,000
and-dance role in "April Showers," east. .Claire Trevor signed for one
to the picture's gross.
This brings
original by Joe Laurie, Jr., to be of top roles in "The Velvet Touch"
the
total - distributor's
income to
produced by William Jacobs and di- (Independent Artists) with Rosalind
James V. Kern at War- Russell as femme lead.. .Sally Eilers $1,200,000, which is not after "deduc.

rected by

-

."I Surrender Dear" new tag
on "Glamour Girl" at Columbia....
Douglas Fowley completed his job
in "Rose of Santa Rosa" and shifted
to "Coroner Creek" at Columbia ....
Producing Artists borrowed Martha
Vickers from Warners for one of top

ners.

.

.

signed for "Coroner Creek," which

Harry Joe Brown is producing for
Columbia.
Marshall
George
will
direct
"Sainted Sisters," to be produced by
Richard Maibaum at Paramount...
Max Arno rounding up cast to suproles in "Prelude to Night", .. .John port Jan Kiepura and Marta Eggert
Hoyt has lawyer role in "Chris- in "La Boheme." which Gregor
Rabinovltch is producing independtopher Blake" at Warners.
Brothers LeRoy and Eddie Prinz ently in Italy for Columbia release
will create and direct 11 dance se- ...William Girard, former 20th-Fox
quences for "April Shows," co-star- producer and recently assistant to
ing Jack Carson and Ann Sotbcrn Otto Preminger, checked off the lot
Bonanova
acquired ...Filming of "Portrait of Jenny"
Fortunio
English-language rights to Spanish resumed on the RKO-Pathe after a
film, "Pepita Jirhinez," in which he week's delay, due to illness of William Dieterle, director. .Elia Kazan
starred for Aguila Productions
Harry Grey's next Musical Parade finished one day of added scenes for
Featurette at Paramount will be "Gentlemen's Agreement' at 20th"Footlight Rhythm," based on a Fox, with Gregory Peck and Dean
as,U-I
SlockweU in front of the cameras.
story by Peter R. Forbes.
signed five art directors: Alexander
Robert Alton to handle choreogGolitzen, "Letters From An Un- raphy for "Easter Parade" at Metro
known Woman"; Howard Bay, "Up
Fernando
Fernandez
arrived
In Central Park''; Gabriel Scog- from Mexico for his singing role in
namillo, "Casbah"; Hillyard Brown, Argosy's
Party". ."Deep
"War
"All My Sons," and Robert Boyle, Water" new tag on "Spoonhandle,"
"Another Part of the Forest."
20th-Fox production, which goes in.

.

.

tions of advertising

Paul N. Lazarus,

and

Jr.,

all

expenses.

UA's pub-ad

chief, who devised the distribution
system being used and is personally
supervising it, hopes for $2,000,000
by the end— of— the—second— year,which will be next April.
Rank's share of the Sl.200,000 al(Continued on page 18)

PAUL MacNAMARA NOW
AD-PUB VEEPEE FOR DOS

.

.

.

Greenly s EL
New

Lion

(RKO).
"Dear Ruth" (Par).
"Hucksters" (M-G).

4.

scaled

Foxes of Harrow" and "Nightmare in the anti-trust decision have not
1

the

Bobbysoxer"

aver-

age of $1,500,000 per picture.
Release slate of 20th-Fox calls for

Kenyon" in November; "Gentlemen's
Agreemen" and "Captain from Castile" in December and "Snake Pit" in

Is

"Bachelor

"Kissing Her

(Par).

of $3,430,000 a picture.

New Trend

during the war days.

&

2.

3.

re-

attitude

Alley" to be unveiled during October; "Forever Amber" and "Daisy

was "This

"Welcome Stranger"

1.

studios. -Reflecting

°

to collect the higher tariff

August's Big Six

last

"happy-days-in-Dixie"

the

tion

Cues

Bing Crosby and Barry Fitzgerald

on

was
highlighted during the past week by

leases..

Merge But

in

Paramount's announcement. It states
that between now and the end of
December eight pictures will go
into work, representing total produc-

Upped Prices On
Par, M-G,

August's Sturdy Boxoffice Winnahs

$1,1,01

Til

picture costs this year

2.

August is usually a dull month
on the film lots and February
generally is hot, from a production

CUT

Difference

Says Slowdown?

now

face a need for a more rapid return
domestically on their investments
and faster playoffs are the answer.

PRODUCTION COSTS

IN

.

.

.

.

.

Allted Artists will start shooting
"Panhandle" Sept. IB, with Rod

to

work

Maine la^e this month
(Continued on page 18)
in

Paul MacNamara, heretofore adpublicity director for the David O.
Selznick enterprises, has been upped
to the post of veepee over public
relations for both the Selznick Releasing Organization and Vanguard
Films. Office is a new one in both,

companies.
MacNamara was elected to the
identical post in both companies,
according to Selznick, to give him
full charge over all ad-publicity, exploitation and public relations of the
Selznick enterprises throughout the
world. He'll continue to headquarter in Hollywood.

Congressional Delegate Gets Tough
In

Move
Labor

<

2.

After peace negotiations between
the rival factions in the Hollywood
jurisdictional dispute blew up yesterday, Rep. Carroll D. Kearns, head
of l^e Congressional labor subcommittee investigating Coast labor conditions,

Resume Parleys

Strife;

Hollywood, Sept.

Exports Generally
U.
of

resumed the hearings
today (Tuesday) in a tough mood.
Deploring the failure to achieve
peace, Kearns said no more lengthy
statements by witnesses would be
allowed. From now on, he said,
be questions and
only
there'll
answers.
Roy M. Brewer, Coast rep of the

tee counsel,

union would quit.
Minutes indicated that, the producers had an arrangement with the
the layoff. Record also
showed that individual producers
asked to keep the arrangement as
quiet as possible and that Brewer
did say that IA would yank men
if the directive was not fulfilled.
Producers' attorney, Robert Benjamin, declared on the stand that
these minutes were not official and
were merely records of talks as
noted by a secretary. They were
never read back, he said, hence

IA before

downward

For

since.

instance, we exported $1,421,800,000 of goods last May. and in
June this skidded to $1,241,700,-

The

000.

slip

was

general

around the globe, with our export trade' falling off in every
continent but Asia. A check of
America
Europe
and Latin
shows that the U. S. skidded in
virtually every important situation other than Britain which

couldn't remember' telling producers
In a meeting Aug. 22 that the IA
would pull out studio, exchange men
and projectionists if terms of the
original directive in favor of IATSE
in jurisdictional tangle were unmet.
Search through the minutes, how-

IATSE would attempt to
make replacements and a suggestion
faat studios should put IA men to
work so members *of the carpenters

trade

international

S.

turned

International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees, during his testimony at today's session, said he

effect that

statistics

U.

month-by-month indicate that
the peak may have been reached
last May and that things have

and Irving McCann, commit-

ever, showed a definite programming
of Sept. 23, 1946 as the layoff date,
with a statement by Brewer to the

Down

Department of Comon the progress

S.

merce

for the meeting on the tax.
Probably SIMPP prez Donald Nelson will go, unless he has not sufficiently recuperated from his recent
In that case it would probillness.
ably be Mulvey, who has been a

leader in fighting the indies' battle
on the tax.
Still a Tough Rap
While the Johnston-Eady talk—
which followed a personal confab
in Washington the previous weekgave rise to the renewed hope for
easing of the tax, there's a general
recognition that any compromise
effected is going to be nowhere
near as favorable to the industry
as was originally thought. The 50%
tax and 25% freeze suggested in
the London dispatches would be
entirely unacceptable to the U. S.
producers as depriving them of
much too large a chunk of their
earnings.
On the other hand, the
25% freeze that Johnston suggested
is known to be equally unacceptable to the British, so, obviously,

any compromise must be between
It is thought
those two extremes.
likely it will be a part freeze and

was a little better.
With general foreign commerce off, other nations maycrack down harder on pix which

part tax.

are generally regarded as luxury items, as in England.

One of the angles on the side of
industry in getting favorable
action from our State Dept. is the
Administration's fear that Congress

concrete incident to illustrate th,e carefully-worded innuendos. He
begged, but not one was forthcoming. -Actually, McManus and not
Granik became the mod'eratoE,'-' trying to keep the discussion factual
and positive and within the bounds of the question under discussion.
Miss Creelman took the floor with her prejudices fully formed.
She just had feelings, arid thtey "were deep one's! Ramsaye thought it
was beneath his dignity to argue the point. Miss Thirer merely
echoed her teammate because McManus was so right and positive,
and so able to defend ,his viewpoint in showing up his opponents'
lack of positive facts that it was foolish to attempt to take the floor
from him.
McManus was in there swinging hard for the rights of Hollywood
to enjoy the same freedom of speech and expression that is accorded'
by the Constitution to the other arts and communications media.
But he also wanted the name callers to put up or shut up— and
Rose.
he couldn't get to first base.
.

balk- at fulfilling the financial
of our international obli-

exhibs

all

In Brit-WaHis

—

State
perhaps sotto voce to the
British on the advisability of going
is free of the
easy if they want otlrer commit®
"
government's impost.
That's the ments.
opinion of Hal B. Wallis who arrived
.Monday (1) aboard the Queen Eliz
Sir Sidney Gift
abeth after spending the summer in
England producing the Ray Milland-

U. S. picture production in Britain
since such film-making

Add

Ann Todd

to the bill is the fact that the government earns plenty of tax money
from its 15% nick on daily grosses
end would proabbly find this sum
greatly reduced if lower-grossing
Mexican pictures were generally
played.

RODGERS SETTING SALES
POLICY ON 8 M-G FILMS

.

starrer,

To Those Nonplussed

Evil My
at the Den-

"So

Distribs Gird Vs. Other

.

By That 75% Tax Rap
Branding the new 75% British, tax
upon American film earnings as
"ridiculous,"

Clift,

will be felt in six "months

for-

phasized that in order

"to

No Frenck Reprisals
Fact that U. S. filmmakers are
not the only ones being hurt by
the British 75% duty on picture
imports was highlighted during
the past week by announcement
from France that no steps are
planned there in reprisal against
English pictures. While the number of French pix exhibited in
Britain

is

negligible

compared

with American product, the- market nevertheless was an added
-arid needed source of income to
producers
struggling
French
with greatly inflated production

Empire Cuts

Denial of any French ban on
British imports was made" by a
spokesman for the French National

Movie

Theatre

Centre,

which administers film imports
and exports. He said there have
been no discussions along lines
of reprisals.

ayoid a

Prior to returning to
Britain, Oct. 18, Sir Sidney declared
he expects to confer with Motion
Picture Assn. prexy Eric Johnston
and other industry toppers in an effort to ameliorate the impasse.

Korea's Break Via

the situation.

Clift,

whp

is

chairman and man-

aging director of the Clifton circuit,
an independent chain of some 40
houses, also expressed the opinion
that Jf a change in the tax and the
film embargo was not worked out
British filmgoing public might
lose their liking of American pictures.
On the other hand, he said,
British studios are incapable of filling in the playing time that will be-

the

75%

British

Tax

While Sir Alexander Korda has
joined with J. Arthur Rank and
other members' of the British Film
Producers Assn. in opposing England's 75% duty on American films,
the tax places Korda in a particu T
larly strong position, according to
Morris Helprin, his U. S. rep. It will
strengthen demand for his pictures
in both this" country and England, as
Helprin sees it.
.

Stars' Coin
3

pected to prefer a straight fee to
chancing a profit that may not be
there by the time the film gets into
release.

Others

May

Suffer Cuts

ers

the price isn't right.

In that
the
increases that are going to the top
if

way,

too,

they'll help

make up

,

Yank imports such

as tobacco

and luxury items, were also
by the government edict.

bit

Washington, Sept.

2.

In the wake of the announcement by the Australian government that film dollar exports
would be slashed 30%, Motion
Picture -Assn. offic'als here said
they were not certain whether
the cut would take the form of a
tax -or a freeze on, funds.
In huddles last week with
Aussie reps, the film industry

had authorized the Dominion

to

freeze 30% of their annual revenuesi and it's thought that the
cut may have been in that form.

With some indication that easing
of the British film tax can be expected, the U. S. industry swung its
guns this week on threats from the
British.

New

Empire

countries.

Australia,

Zealand, Canada, South Africa,

India, Bermuda and the myriad of
other, lands which pledge allegiance
to the Crown were threatened by

the

same
films

American industry with the
instant embargo on Hollywood
imposed on Britain should they

her lead in levying "conIn Britain, the embargo placed on fiscatory" taxes.
shipments
by American studios
The move to help the mother
naturally increases the demand for country by saving dollars was led
Clift offered an alternative taxing the homegrown product many times last week by Australia. Prime Minplan which he considers fair and over. Rank is aided by the tax as ister Joseph B. Chifley declared the
equitable in these times of economic much as is Korda in this respect. On problem "imperative and urgent"
stress.
His suggestion calls for a the other hand, Rank needs U. S. and proposed that a flat $2,000,000
one-third freeze of U. S. film earn- product to keeR his two theatres cir- of
the
approximately
$6,000,000
ings, a one-third tax while the bal- cuits alight, while Korda has no taken out of Australia each year by
ance will go to America as remit- houses to worry about.
U. S. films be frozen in the Comtances. He praised J. Arthur Rank's
Chifly said that any
In the' U. S., Helprin declared, the monwealth.
efforts to improve the situation and cut in British income will
mean counter-proposal from the American
said he was doing a "grand job." fewer pictures produbed by Holly- industry must be received by yesClift will remain in New York for a wood leaving more playing
time on terday (Tuesday), when the Aussie
brief_ stay^ then goes to Hollywood American screens and
creating more cabinet met.
"
beiore returning to "Britain.
Compromise "~
demand for Korda's films. 20th-Fox,
Compromise hurriediy agreed on
which is distributing them, is glad to
have them, too, he said, since they by company execs in an emergency
session
at
Motion Picture Assn.
represent
no
investment
whatsoever
Thornton
and are a source of income from headquarters in New York Thursday
128) was that the freeze be limited
distribution.
to Aid
Tiff
to
16
months,
from Sept. 1, this year,
Despite these personal advantages
London, Aug. 29
Au;o tnat Aineftresulting from the tax, the pro- to Dec. 31, 1948.
Roland Thornton, new public and
rrn comoanies be permitted to inducer's
American
rep
asserted,
press liaison chief of Motion Pic
vest
the
frozen
coin in Australia.
Korda had opposed the 75 % impost
,
8
*
U
0 y as
More
important,
however, was the
*!'..?!
being, in all fairness, excessive
If
"J
in the chair two weeks, is already
and an out-of-reason drain on U. S. strong attitude taken by the- comworking on a detailed scheme which
panies at the meeting, which was atmay bring the answer to the film tax producers.
tended not only by reps of the seven
follow

.

—

MPA's

Mapping

Scheme

Tax

'

.

|
i

m5^i ^§*

.

!^

names.
Although the studios are not battle,
loathe to admit the value of a big
tIip scheme; which he is keeping
name on the marquee, it's not an- completely secret, will shnrtlv h«.
shorts salesmanager and
the reprints and importations divi- ticipated that agents are going to submitted to Eric Johnston and" then
sion; John J. Maloney, central divi- get their tilted demands without a Britain's
Chancellor of the Exsion sales head; Burtus Bishop, Jr., tooth-and-nail struggle. Many com- chequer Hu«h Dalton, and President
mid-western division manager; Rudy pany execs, particularly in the east, of the Board of Trade, Sir Stafford
*
southern
division,
and are bitter about the relatively petty Cripps.
Berger,
George A. Hickey, western division. dismissals and the scrimping and
If* understood that it Is comHomeoffice business kept assistant saving they are forced to make in pletely away from the general lines
sajes chief Edward M. Saunders and the name of economy, only to learn of proposals wlready made by the
(xhib relations chief H. M. Richey in that some stars are asking—and get- 'American film industry to the British
N. Y,
ting— $300,000 a picture.
Government.
I

'

Also attending the six-

member

|

Zoellner,
chief of

2.

B.
Chrfley announced today (2) a.
reduction in the amount of
dollars which can be exported as
royalties.
Ruling slices
film
$1,800,000 from total annual take'
of $6,000,000 garnered by Amerinot certain
It's
can distribs.
whether the 30% is in form of a
tax or freeze.
Chlfley also declared that cash
-remittances of visiting performers would also take a cut. Other

30%

the loss of U. S.

films are felt.

Continued from -page

Canberra, Sept.
Minister
Joseph

Tax or Freeze ?

and em-

"shutdown of 5,000 cinemas" everyone must .get together to improve

which is to be roadshown, "Good is certain to push studios and indie
News," "Desire Me," "Summer Holi- producers into considerably more
day," "Birds and the Bees," "Cass haggling over price and making subilmberlane," "If Winter Comes" and stitutions of "almost-as-good" play-

Time for Keeps."
With Rodgers on the Coast are
assistant sales chief Eddie Aaron
and eastern division manager John

Sidney

of the Cinematograph
Assn. who 'arrived in
(1), aboard the
Queen Elizabeth, predicted that full
effects of the U. S. film embargo

Exhibitors

New. York, Monday

While those players whose names
Los on a marquee mean certain returns

•'This

Sir

mer prexy

come blank when

.

Prime

costs.

Angeles; -Sunday— (31) — -with— sales at-the. b.o...are-thus -seen-in- a_posi
William -F. Rodgers keynot- tion to become more independent,
Jng the sales policies and handling rather than less so, the' mediumfor eight top films on Metro's future draw thesps and those whose name
release roster. Films include, in ad- carries no weight in the billing are
dition to "Green Dolphin Street," expected to suffer. Economy wave

dai meet are William B.

Take 30%;

Australia Lops U.S. Film

gations.

;

P. Byrne.

of the Air

Theodore Granik's "American Forum of the Air" on Tuesday (26)
the- gun by a week on George -Denny's "Town Meeting"
debate on alleged infiltration of Communist influences on Hollywood
films. Granjk corralled a group of New York film critics, including
Eileen Creelman'of the Sun, and Terry Ramsay e of the Motion
Picture Herald', who were pretty sure of an existing Red menace;
and Irene Thirer, of the Post, and Jack McManus, of PM, who were
on the opposite side of the table.
Assuming that the first requisite of any debate is equal representation, Granik's forum failed to come up with a debate. Either
McManus' words and facts completely floored his opponents, or else
they thought they could get by with a feee ride on the name-calling
train. Always it was McManus, who called a halt and asked for one

jumped

'

National associations and
over the nation have begun- to jab their Federal legislators
and to .protest that they are being
made the patsy. As a result, letters
from Congressmen and Senators
have begun to pile up at the State
New 75% British tax upon Amer- and Commerce depts. This pressure
ican film earnings should increase may well bring strong action from

•

—veepee

1947

aspects

,

off in

Forum

Pix

3,

the

will

Tax May Up Prod.

.

Metro sales meet teed

Continued from page 3 js;

don

Love," far Paramount
never approved.
Peace negotiations parley on "Mon- ham studios.
Wallis, however, added the Amerr
day, which resulted ffom a suggestion by Kearns that the warring ican companies face a major disadvantage if they attempt to expand
(Continued on page 16)
production in Britain for most of the
available producing facilities there
have been sewed up by the Rank
Mexico Gets That
Organization and Sir Alexander
Korda. Producer said he will probably huddle with Paramount prexy
Barney Balaban and other company
execs to pass on his own personal
observations
gleaned
during his
Mexico City, Sept. 2.
summer's stay in England.
Following the worldwide trend,
Wallis' next film, he declared,
Mexico's new Congress, which
opened yesterday (Monday), is ex- will be "Sorry, Wrong Number"
pected to slap some restrictive based upon the Agnes Moorhead
measures on foreign films. Although radio show. Due to roll about the
foreign pixmen do not foresee any middle of November, picture will be
outright limitation on film imports, directed by Anatole Htvak. Followthere has been heavy nationalistic ing that comes an untitled yarn
Barbara Stanwyck as the
agitation for a bill .to force exhibi- with
tion of Mexican pictures. One bill femme lead. He also disclosed that
js asking for a 26-week minimum he may return to Britain next spring
to produce a film tagged "House of
playing time foS? local productions.
U. S. films currently dominate 90% Mist" whose locale is said to fit in
of Mexico's playing time and would nicely with the English countryside.
ieel the pinch most severly if the It would be done on a setup similar
bill is passed.' Counteracting force to "So Evil My Love."

.-

McManus

Tax Compromise

—

Settle Hollywood's

to

Wednesday, September
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Hollywood, Sept.

2.

Sydney Box, president of Gainsborough Pictures, obtained clearances through the Breen office for
the release of three British-made
films in this country.
Films are "The Smugglers," "The
Brothers" and "Dear Murderer,"
all Gainsborough product.

MPA

companies, but Grad

Sears,
United Artists prez, and
Mulvey, prez of Goldwyn
productions, representing the Society' of Independent Motion Picture
Producers.
Their attitude was that there is
no other step to take but immediately to cut off films to Australia or
any other country imposing unreasonable taxes or restrictions. Any
less drastic step than an embargo,
(Continued on page 20)
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'Earth'- Vaude

Rousing
$23,000, Balto Leader

'Crossfire Torrid 33G, Chi; 'Earth'

Labor Day Helps N.Y. Up From Legion

Baltimore, Sept. 2.
is not helping

Labor Day weekend

Hefty 25G, 'Adventuress'-Busse 50G

biz much.
Perfect weather pulled
citizenry out of town.
Best action

Meet;

combo Hippodrome with
to Earth" spliced to vaude
healthy trade.
"Bachelor and

reported by

Chicago, Sept. 2. ••
Multiple holdovers are preventing
better holiday take> but still
S rosses are up near the high level
Kids back from
of recent weeks.
their summer vacations and breaking of the heat wave helped much
during the week. Only four films
bowed in and standout seems to be
"Crossfire" at the Palace with sock
Picture does best at night
$33,000.
shows.
"Adventuress," at the Oriental

with Henry Busse band on stage,

"Down
for

BobbySoxer" -is—big on its third
week at the Town. "Song of Thin
Man" looks okay at the Century.

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week
..$886,000
(Based on 22 theatres)
Last Year
$910,000
(.Based

on

17'

theatres)

looks fair $50,000. Other two newcomers are "Ghost Mrs. Muir," at
the Roosevelt, with a moderate $18,000 and "Down to Earth," at United
Artists which is sturdy $25,000.
"Bachelor Bobby-Soxer" looks big
$22,500 in second week at the Grand.
Best holdover is "Secret Life of

Thin Man' Socko

Walter Mitty" at Woods with snappy
"Life With
$28,000 lor fifth week.
Father" at $1.25 top rides into second frame at State-Lake with heity

"Song of Thin Man" is smash $22,500 at Loew's but "Deep Valley" is
merely passable at the Stanley.
Estimates for This

2.

Week

Fulton
40-70)—
(Shea)
(1,700;
Second week of "Trouble With "Brute Force" (U). Fine $10,000.
at the Chicago, with Olga Last week, "Egg and I" (U) (4th
San Juan, Gil Lamb and Charioteers wk). $5,500.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)—
on stage is okay $50,000. Fifth week
of
"Welcome Stranger," at the "Down to Earth" (Col) (2d wk). Big
$13,000. Last week, handsome $20,Apollo, looks strong $22,000.

$45,000.

Women"

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 95)— "Welcome Stranger" (Par) (5th wk).
Still strong at $22,000.
Last week,
same.

over estimate.
Penn (Loew's) (3,300; 40-70)—
"Song of Thin Man" (M-G). Sock
$22,500. Last week, "Great Waltz"

000,

(M-G)

(reissue),

Palace
(RKO) (1,700; 50-$l)—
Fourth week of summer repertory
(revival of oldie boxoffice winners),
started here yesterday (Tues.) with
"Top Hat" (RKO) (reissue) playing
today (Wed.) and yesterday.
"Informer" (RKO) plays tomorrow and
Friday with "Gunga Din" (RKO>,
Saturday and Sunday, both being
reissues.
Third week of different
film daily was good $13,000; second

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20- clined to blame the number of longcurrent in midtown deluxers.
(Par). Strongly runs
There were few complaints from
for okay $14,000.
Last week,
"Brute Force" (U) (3d wk-4 days), bigger houses about Sunday (31)
Labor Day (Mon.) intakes.
$4,500 and $27,400 for run of 18 days. and
May fair (Hicks) (980; 25-55)—"Ad- Business surged forward on Wednesventure Island" (Par). Above aver r day (27) after record downpour on
age $8,000.
Last week, second of previous day (26) had broken the
terrific heat wave. Halting of sub"Wyoming" (Rep), fine $5,600.
New (Mechanic) (1,800: 20-60)— way service by rainfall hurt on
"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) (2d Tuesday night (26). Just when boxwk) Fancy $11,000 after strong get- offices were heading for sock levels,
the Legionnaires took over Times
away at $14,800.
Stanley
(WB) (3,280; 25-75)— Square. Thursday (28) night being
"Deep Valley" (WB). Not much at the worst for film houses, the mardi
$10,000. Last week. "Marked Woman" gras spirit carrying over to Friday
sold

.

(WB)

(reissue). $9,200.

Town (Rappaport)

'Variety'

(1,600;

15GJpk

—

Spky

14G

.

Missouri

(F&M)

50-75)—
"Northwest Outpost" (Rep) and "Hit
Parade 1947" (Rep). Nice $14,000.
Last week, "Cry Wolf" (WB) and
"The Web" (U) (m.o.), $8,000.
Orphcum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)—
"Romance Rosy Ridge" (M-G) and
"Blind
$8,500.

(UA)

(3,000;

Spot" (Col)
Last week,

and

"Keeper

(m.o.).

Good

"Other Love"
Bees'*

(Col),

$8,000.
St.

Louis

(F&M)

(4,000;

50-75)—

"Perils Pauline" (Par) and "Three
a Ticket" (PRC) (5th wk;. Trim

on

Keith's.
Estimates for This

(Loew's)

Capitol

"Son?

44-80)

Thin Man" (M-G) with
Sock $35,000, mainly due to

show featuring

local

talent.

Last week. "Arneio Affair" (M-G)
with vaude, $24,000.
Columbia (Loew's) (1.263; 44-70)—

"Gone With Wind" (M-G)

(reissue)

(mo.). Fine $9,000 for third downtown week. Last week. "Who's Kiss1ns Hfr" (20th) (2d run). $7,500.
Earle (WB) (2.154; 44-85)— "Deep
Last
Valley" (WB). Dull $16,000.
tr*

.

i

•

—

r

i

r

\

$2,800.

—

of

vaude.
stage

okay

Week

(2.434:

Thin Man'-Robinson-Mooney 61G

60)— "Variety Girl"

35-65)—
"Bachelor
and
Bobby-Soxer"
(RKO) (3d wk). Big $14,000 after
and "Cynthia". (M- sock $16,200 on second.

RKO

Big

Excellent $33,000 in sight after great
$38,000 opener. Continues.

Bachelor' Big 22G,

session at

'GWTf

$49,000,

Broadway firstrun business ran
Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000: 20- first hot, then cold and finally is
60i— "Song of Thin Man" (M-G). winding up with strong Labor Day
Not quite up to hopes with $13,000, weekend trade. Net result is a big
overall
total for the session despite
but good. Last week, "Great Waltz"
the American Leaion counter-compe(M-G) (reissue), $14,200.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240; tition which some managers said ex25-70)— "Down to Earth" (Col) plus tended to keeping some visitors out
vaude. Biggest thing in town with of town on Labor Day because unWhile some
extra strong $23,000 or near.
Last able to get hotel rooms.
week, "Desperate" (RKO) plus stage spots felt that the Legion took part
show headed by Louis Prima orch, of cream off a strong Labor Day
holiday weekend, others were infine $18,800.

G), $15,500.
Ritz (Loew's) (800; 40-70)—"Great
Chicago
(B&K)
95)—
(3,900;
"Trouble With Women" (Par) with Waltz" (M-G) and "Cynthia" (M-G)
Olga San Juan, Charioteers and Gil (m.o.). Fine $4,000. Last week, "RoLamb on stage (2d wk). Good $50,- mance of Rosy Ridge" (M-G), $2,500.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)-000.
Last week, fine $68,000.
"Corsican Bros." (EL) and "South
Garrick (B&K) (900; 95)— "Perils
Pago Pago" (EL) (reissue). Good
Pauline" (Par) (5th wk).
Looks $4,000. Last week, "Singapore" "(U),
like nice $10,000. Last week, $11,000.
$3,500.
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 95)— "BachStanley
(WB) (3,800; 40-70)—
Minneapolis, Sept. 2.
elor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO) (2d "Deep Valley" (WB). Mild $13,500.
wk).
Doing big $22,500. Opener Last week, "Cry Wolf" (WB) (2d
Largest number of newcomers in'
was strong $25,000.
months in Loop this week, and at
wk), nice $11,509.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 90-$1.25)— least two of them, "Bachelor and
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 95)—
•Adventuress" (EL) with Henry "Life With Father" (WB) (2d wk). Bobby-Soxer" and "Variety Girl" are
Busse orch heading stagebill. Profit- Still smash at $30,000 after all-time keeping the ticket wickets plenty,
able $50,000.
Last week, "Other record for house last week at $39,500. busy. Former is especially big. giving the Orpheum one of its biggest
Love" (UA) with Marie McDonald
sessions this year. "Desert Fury" and
and Clark Dennis on stage (2d wk),
"Slave Girl" are far behind. It's the
fine $40,000.
Fair Slows Indpls. But
seventh downtown week for that
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 95)— "Crossboxoffice champ, "Welcome Stranfire" (RKO).
Terrific $33,000. Last
ger." End of the State Fair, which
'Thin Man' Tall 12G;
week of "Marked Woman" (WB)
attracted around awmillion customand "Dust My Destiny" (WB) (reers, and cool weather are boosting
Issues) (2d wk). only $17,000.
biz.
'Variety'
Sweet
18G
at
Rialto (Indie) (1,700; 95)— "OutEstimates for This Week
law" (UA) (10th wk). Dandy $13,Indianapolis, Sept 2.
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44 )— "Cover
000.
Last week, $13,200.
State fair competition is putting a
Roosevelt
(B&K) (1,500; 95)— dent in this week's biz, which other- Big Town" (Par) and "Dick Tracy's
"Ghost Mrs. Muir" (20th). Moder- wise seemed ready to go places. Dilemma" (RKO). Good $2,400 in 5
ate $18,000. Last week, "Unfaithful" "Variety Girl" is big at the Indiana days. Last' week, "Little Miss Broadway" (Col) and "Law of Timber"
(WB) (3d wk), pert $18,000.
and "Song of Thin Man" likewise at
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; $1.25)— Loew's. "Brute Force" at Circle and (EL) (reissue) split with "Little
Men" (Indie) and "Swing Western
"Life With Father" (WB) (2d wk). "Dear Ruth" at Lyric are holding up
Way" (Col). $2,600 in 8 days.
Great $45,000. First week was sharp well in extended runs.
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)— "Re$55,000.
Estimates for This Week
peat Performance" (EL). Mild $6,United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 95)—
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 40- 000.
Last week, "New Orleans"
"Down to Earth" (Col).
Hefty 60)—"Brute Force" (U) and "Code (UA), $6,000.
$25,000.
Last week, "Fiesta" (M-G) of West" (RKO). Oke $8,000 in secGopher (Par) (1,000; 44)—"Spring(2d wk), $18,000.
ond stanza after great $13,000 opener. time in Sierras" (Rep) and "Robin
Woods" (Essaness) (1,073; 95)—
Indiana (Gamble-Dolle) (3,300; 40- Hood of Texas" (Rep). Nice $4,000.
"Life Walter Mitty" (RKO) (5th 60)— "Variety Girl"
(Par).
Sock
week, "Corsican Brothers (EL)
wk).
Keen $28,000. Last week, $18,000 plus about $2,500 via Variety Last
and "Pago, Pago" (EL) (reissues),
husky $32,000.
Club benefit at $1.50 top. Last week,
World (Indie) (587; 75)— "Happy "Dear Ruth" (Par) and "Philo $4,500.
Lyric (Par) (1,100; 50-70)— "WelBreed" (EL) (2d wk). Great $4,000 Vance's Gamble" (EL), terrific $19,come Stranger" (Par) (7th wk).
First week, $4,500.
000 and summer's top biz.
Could stay longer, but clearance sets
Keith's (Gamble-Dolle) (1,300; 40- in Uptown next week. One of best
60) "Alexander's
Ragtime Band" boxoffice bets here. Looks fine $6,(20th) and "Western Union" (20th) 000 after hefty $8,000 preceding
'Variety'
$24,000,
(reissues).
Nice $6,000. Last week, canto.
"Cry Wolf (WB) and "Little Miss
Pix (Corwin) (300; 50-70)—"Thief
Broadway" (Col) (m.o.), slow $3,500. of Bagdad" (PC) (reissue) (2d wk).
St. Loo; 'Thin Man' Fat
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)— Good $2,200 after smash $3,500 first
"Song of Thin Man" (M-G) and stanza.
21G, 'Outpost' Tall
"Adventures Don Coyote" (M-G).
Radio City (Par) (4,400; 50-70)—
Fancy $12,000 or over. Last week, "Variety Girl" (Par). Had $5 NorthSt. Louis, Sept. 2.
"Gunflghters"
(Col) and
"Corpse west Variety club benefit preem
"Variety Girl," at the huge Fox,
Came C.O.D." (Col), $10,000.
night before opening of regular run.
is outdrawing all other main stem
Lyric
40- Zooming to big $15,000. Last week
(Gamble-Dolle)
(l,600r
ifllms but "Song of Thin Man" is
60)— "Dear Ruth" (Par) and "Philo "Romance Rosy Ridge" (M-G), light
only a step behind at the smaller
Vance's Gamble" (PRC) (m.o.'). Tall $12,000 and way under hopes.
Loew's.
"Northwest Outpost" is
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50nice at the Missouri. "Bachelor and $9,000. Last week, "Odd Man Out"
<U) and "Sport of Kings" (Col), 70)— "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer"
Bobby-Soxer" is big on holdover at
$5,000.
(RKO). Boxoffice natural with one
the Ambassador.
of season's biggest weeks, colossal
Estimates for This Week
Last week, "Cry Wolf"
$22,000.
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
(WB). pood $11,000.
—"Bachelor and Bobby - Soxer" D.C. Drags But Thin Man,'
RKO-I'an (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—
(RKO) (2d wk). Great $18,000 after
"Slave-Girl"
Critics no like but
big $22,000 first stanza.
Revue Huge at $35,000 okay $9,000 (U).
or near likely.
Last
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)— "Vaweek. "Angel and Badman" (Rep),
Washington, Sept. 2.
riety Girl" (Par) and "Seven Keys
General exodus of natives for the $9,000.
Baldpate"
(RKO).
Sock $24,000.
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—"Desert
Last week, "Wild Harvest" (Par) Labor Day weekend plus lack of
and "Philo Vance's Secret Mission" sparkle among the new features has Fury" (Par). Mixed opinions on this
one. with fairly good $14,000 indi(PRC), $21,500.
knocked boxoffice averages down
Art (S'Renco) (115; 85)— "Johnny from thru exalted heights of last cated. Last week. "Possessed" (WB)
wk), nice $9,000.
Frenchman" (Indie) (3d wk). Oke week: "Going Native." amateur re- (2d
Uptown (Par). (1,000; 50-55)—
$500 after good $700 second session. vue at Loew's Capitol, is proving "Cheyenne" (WB).
First nabe showLoew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)— such a draw after its war-time hiatus,
a.
Okay $4,500. Last week, "MirSong of Thin Man" (M-G) and that it has shoved "Song of Thin in
acle 34th St." (20th), $5,500.
"Sport of Kings" (Col). Smash $21,- Man" to toD spot in town, with nearWorld (Mann) (350; 50-99)— "Pos000.
Last week, "Romance Rosv record fi?nre. "Bachelor and Bobby- sessed" (WB) (m.o.). Strong $3,500.
Ridge" (M-G) and "Blind Spot" Soxer" is holdine. well in its second Last week.
"The Web" (U) (2d wk),
(Col), $24,000.

Lush

.

$22,500 in Pitt
Pittsburgh, Sept.

55G,

W

All traffic in Times Square
area was halted on Thursday night,
night.

many femmes

admitting they
were afraid to enter the zone or
attempt to get into a theatre.

with

(900;

7Q-$1.40)—

was stout $15,000.
Paramount (Par)

— Welcome

(3.664: 55-$1.50)

Stranger"

(Par)

with

Carmen Cavallaro orch. others, on
stage (5th wk). Fourth week ending
last (Tues.) nignt edged up to rousing $93,000, beating third session's
tall $91,000.
Originally in for six
weeks, this seems sure of going
seven and possibly more if stage

Saturday was somewhere near
normal, many houses reporting the bookings can be arranged.
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-$2.40)
Legion parade up Fifth Avenue cutFrieda" (U) (3d wk). Continues
ting in less than -expected. Sunday
(31) night was big, being pre-Labor in strong fashion with $8,000 after
Day, while Monday (1) saw the $10,000 for second. Stays over
Radio City Music Hall (Rockeusual strong Labor Day matinee
fellers) (5,945; 70-$2.40)— "Bachelor
crowds in film theatres.
Outstanding
showing
of
new and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO) and stageentries is being made by "Gone With show (6th wk). Despite being so
Wind." which likely will reach great far along in run, big upsurge on La$55,000 or better in first week end- bor Day weekend is keeping this at
ing- next Friday at Criterion. This high level.. Current stanza likely will
hit $137,000, great after big $135,000
is remarkably strong for a reissue
with house doing capacity the first fifth week. Stays a seventh, with
Down to Earth" (Col) set to open
few days.
Another sock newcomer is "Kiss Sept. 11.
Rialto (Mayer) (594; 35-85)— "Last
of Death" which is teeing off the

—

.

,

.

policy at the Mayfair. apgood for $49,000 on initial
"Song of Thin Man" with

firstrun

of

Redmen"

(Col).

Opened

last Fri-

day (29). Probably will reach bitf
$12,000.
Holds. In ahead, "Corps!
Art Mooney band, Come C. O. D." (Col), fine $10,500
Lew Parker and Beverly Tyler on in 10 days.
Rlvoll (UAT-Par> (2,092; 60-$1.25)
stage at Capitol, while nice at $61,-"Crossfire"
(RKO)
000, is on disappointing side.
(7th
wk>.
frame
ended
"Something in Wind." new Deanna Sixth
yesterday
Durbin starrer, at Winter Garden (Tues.) held to lofty $30,000 after
is doing nicely at $21,000 albeit not $32,000 for fifth.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.50)
as big as hoped for despite fine crix
Mother Wore Tights" (20th) with
appraisal. "Lured" is chalking up
a nice $18,000 at the Victoria in its Jack Haley, Ella Logan, Harmonifirst week. "Last of Redmen" looks cats, others, on stage (3d wk). Secbig $12,000 at Rialto. and will hold, ond stanza concluded last (Tues)
being best at this bandbox theatre night did remarkably well at $133,000, draw being both from stout
in many weeks.
Strength displayed by holdovers stage layout and screen. This beat
and extended-runs is the most en- first week's great $130,000, heatcouraging thing about the current wave keeping it from pop-scale recstanza. "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" ord. Theatre hit new holiday weekwith stageshow at Music Hall is end high, doing $91,000 in four days.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
fancy $137,000 in sixth round and so
strong it will he held a seventh. "Hucksters" (M-G) (2d run) with
Besides making it the biggest money Max Baer and Slapsie Maxie Rosengrosser this year at the Hall, "Bach- bloom heading, vaude. Solid $33,000,
elor" loolts to hit near a $1,000,000 Last week, "Copacabana" (UA) (2d
run) wilh vaude headed by Thelma
gross figure on its seven weeks.
"Welcome Stranger" with Carmen Carpenter, Hank Ladd, others, $27,
Cavallaro band heading stagebill at
Strand (WB) (2.756; 75-$1.50)—
Paramount still is great, fourth
Deep Valley" (WB) with Count
stanza hitting $93,000. Picture was
set for six weeks originally, and now Basie orch heading stagebill (2dmay run seven. "Life of Walter flnal wk). Traveling at fast pace, big
pears

week.
Bill

Robinson,

—

Mitty" stays in higher brackets at $60,000 being likely for initial holdthe Astor. being sock $55,000 on its over round. Booked in only for two
weeks. First week was sock $68,000.
third week.
"Deep Valley" with Count Basie 'Dark Passage" (WB) plus Victor
band heading stageshow at Strand Lombardo orch heading stageshow
opens next Friday (5).
is holding up to rousing $60,000 in
Victoria (City Inv.) (720; 70-$1.20)
its initial holdover session.
Combo
was set for only two weeks orieinal- —"Lured" (Col). First week ended
ly, and "Dark Passage" with Victor yesterday (Tues.) climbed
to a nice
Lombardo band topping stagebill $18,000 or close. Holds, natch! Last
opens next Friday (5).
week, fifth of "Gunflghters" (Col).
,
'
Strength shown by "Life With $9,500.
Father" at Warner also is remarkWarner (WB) (1,499: 90-$l 50)—
able, hitting $50,000, smash, in third "Life With Father" (WB)
(3d wk).
frame. This is record third week Continues in great style at
$50,000,
at house, the former Hollywood, with a record third week here
ronew high recorded for Labor Day bust $53,000 for second. after
Remains
(Mon.) Another stalwart is "Mother here indef. Picture established
a
Wore Tights" with stageshow headed new house high on Labor Day
by Jack Haley, Ella Logan and (Mon.).
.

•

Harmonicats at Roxy. Helped by
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60record holiday weekend, this combo $1.20)-=-"Sornething in Wind"
(U).
is striking a great $133,000 in second
For
first
stanza
ending
today
frame, to top opening week.
(Wed.) looks to get. stout $21,000 or
Estimates for This Week
near, being helped by uniformly
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 80-$1.80) good reviews. In ahead, third
week
—"Walter Mitty" (RKO)' (3d wk).
reen For Dan S er " (EL), only
Labor Day weekend and ending of ?iVnnn
Legion convention enabling this to
hit $55,000, fancy;

second was $53,000.

Stays on.

Big $14,000 In

'Variety'

Capitol

(Loew's) (4.820; 70-$1.50)
of Thin Man" (M-G) with
Robinson. Art Mooney orch.
Lew Parker, Beverly Tyler, others,
on stage. Nice $61,000 and holds. Last
week. "Hucksters" (M-G) (6th wk),

—"Song

Omaha;

'Privates'

Bill

$37,000.

Grosses Are Net

Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$1.25)
—"Gone
With Wind" (M-G) (reis-

Film gross estimates, as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e., without the 20% tax.
Distributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net Income.
admission
The
parenthetic
prices, however, as indicMed, In-

sue I. Going great guns for an oldie
with smash $55,000 or over. Holds.
In ahead, "Brute Force" (U) (6th
wk-10 days), trim $27,000.
Fulton (City Inv) (785; 80-$1.50)
—"Black Narcissus" (U) (3d wk).
Getting nice boost from holiday

rs

Gotham (Brandt)

"Shark Woman" (Indie) and "Night
Cargo"
(Indie)
(reissues).
Good
$8,500 but far from big. Last week.
"Man of Conquest" (Rep) and "Old
California" (Rep) (reissues), $7,300.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 70-$1.50)
—"Kiss of Death" (20th) (2d wk).
Launching firstrun policy here with
a bang. On initial week ending last
(Tues.) night going to great $49,000
or near. Last week, subsequent-run.

weekend. Sturdy $17,000 after
week's solid $21,000.

Globe (Branrlti

last

(1.500- 7(1-«1.50)—

Omaha,

11G

Sept.

2.

"Variety Girl" will end up as best
grosser here at Paramount with

week although "Buck
Privates Come Home." at the Omaha,
fairly

big

will do comparatively as well. Second week of "Bachelor and BobbySoxer" at. the Brandeis still is big
and near normal first-week biz.

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1.500; 16-65)
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO)
(2d wk). Strong $9,000. Last week,
wow $12,000 and near record here.

Omaha

"Buck

(Trislates)
'

'

(2,000; 16-65)

Home". (U)

Privates
if*

1

....

„

„

<.-,)

—

and

:
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PULSE OF THE
PUBLIC BEATS
*

*

-*

100%

FOR

M-G-M's "GREEN

DOLPHIN STREET

"!

There has never been an audience
reaction as emphatic as the one just

given "Green Dolphin Street" at the

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER presents
ut%m*wwm*
Mini mmimwm"

Prospect Theatre, Flushing, N. Y. This

LAN A TURNER

Preview, which topped even the thun-

DONNA

VAN*

derous ovation accorded this picture in
California,

that

confirms

M-G-M

has for

industry

opinion

showmen

the Big-

HEFLIN

*

REED

RICHARD
<

HART

FRANK MORGAN • EDMUND GWENN
DAME MAY WHITTY • REGINALD OWEN
GLADYS COOPER
Screen Play by Samson ItaphaeUen

Based on the Novel by Elizabeth Goudge

gest Attraction in 15 years!

Directed

by VICTOR SAVILLE

Produced by

/

i

/

CAREY WILSON

—

.

PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, September 3, 1947
'Perils' Lofty

Cincy Hotsy; 'Bachelor Colossal 29G,

"Perils

out

Variety
in

Wow 22G, 'Slave
Key

Albee
(KKO) (3,100; 50-75)—
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO).
Colossal $29,000. Last week, "Down
to Earth" (Col), big $22,000.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 90-$l.25)—
"Life With Father" (WB) (2d wk).
Plump $17,000 following smash $25,000 bow. Stays for third round.
Giimi (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)—
"Down to Earth" (Col) (m.o.). Okay
$9,000. Last week, "Fantasia" (RKO)

tres, chiefly first runs, including
N. y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year
$3,600,000
(Based on 23 cities, 195 theatres)

Tights' Lusty 42G,

Det; Variety 36G

(reissue), $10,000.

Keith's (CI) (1,542; 50-75)— "Slave
Girl" (U). Surprisingly strong $14,000, mild notices in dailies being no
barrier to non-regular class of paLast week, "Duel in Sun"
trons.
(4th

wk)

at 80-$1.25 scale,

hefty $10,000.
Lyric (RKO) (L400; 50-75 )—"RiffRaff" (RKO) and ''Likely Story"
(RKO). Moderate $5,000. Last week,
"Dear Ruth" (Par), fifth downtown
sesh, sweet $6,000.

Palace
(RKO) (2,600; 50-75)—
"Variety Girl" (Par). Hotsy $22,000
with crix raves helping.. Last week,
"Deep Valley" (WB), so-so $10,000.

Shubert

(RKO)
(RKO)

(2,100;

50-75)—

City Grosses

Estimated Total Grosst
This Week
$3,323,000
(Based on 21 citi'ej, 195 thea-

Detroit, Sept.

2.

"Mother Wore Tights." at the Fox,
and "Variety Girl," at the Michigan,
are in a photo finish for top honors
this week, both being big. "Duel in
the Sun" moved into the Downtown
at upped prices and did nicely. "Welcome Stranger" is still strong in its
sixth week at the United Artists.
Estimates for This Week
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 90$1.25)— "Duel in Sun" (SRO). Tall
$18,000. Last week, "Frankenstein"
(U) and "Dracula" (U) (reissue) (2d

wk), fair $8,500.
"Fantasia"
(reissue) (m.o.)»
Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)
All right $5,500. Last week, "Perils
(3,309: 70-95)— "Cry Wolf" (WB) and
Pauline" (Par) (m.o.), good $6,000.
"That's My Man" (Ren) (m.o.). Good
$16,000. Last week, "Marked Woman" (WB) and "Dust Be Destiny"
(WB) (reissues) (2d wk), swift

Tints' 18G,Prov.;

$13,000.

Adams (Balaban) (1,740: 70-95)—
—"Gone With Wind" (MG) (reis(3d wk). Sock $21,000. Last
week, about same.
Cinema (Martin) (250:60-90)— "The
Vow" (Indie) (2d wk). Satisfactory
$1,900. Last week. $2,200.
Madison (United Detroit) (1,866:
50-60)— "Song of Scheherazade" (U)
and "Undercover Mazie"1
(MG).
Neat $2,400 in 3 days. Last week,

sues)

'Thin

Man' Big 20G

Providence, Sept. 2.
Last holiday weekend of summer
sent lots of people out of town, but
there were still more than enough
to give all K" uses a fine session. On
the hot side are Majestic's "Mother
Wore Tights" and State's "Song of
the Thin Man." "Bachelor" is great
on holdover at the Albee.
Estimates for This Week

Albee
(RKO) 2,200; 44-65)—
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO)
(2d wk). Torrid $18,000 after spurting to terrific $23,000 in first round.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) ' (1,400; 44-65)

—"Cry Wolf" (WB) and "Gas House
Kids Go West" (EL) (2d run). Nice
Last week. "Who's Kissing
(20th) (2d run), $4,000.
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— "Son of
Rusty" (Col) and vaude on stage.
Fairly steady at $7,000. Last week.
"Springtime Sierras"
(Rep)
and
vaude, $6,500.
44-65)—
Majestic
(Fay)
2,200:
"Mother Wore Tights" (20th). Single
feature and holiday boosting this one
to big $18,000.
Last week. "Cry
$5,000.

Her"

Wolf" (WB) and "Gas House Kids
Go West" (EL), good $12,500.
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)— "Song
of Thin Man" (M-G).
Quick turnover and holiday boosting th's to
solid $20,000. Last week, "Gunfighters" (Cn'v and "Accomplice" (EL),
good $16,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200: 44-65)

—"Variety Girl" (Par)
Opened
Monday. Last week, "Dear Ruth"
(Par) (4th wk). Very neat S8 500
after stout $11,000 for third session.

"Honeymoon"
Rose"

Buff.; 'Variety' Big

20G

Buffalo, Sept.

2.

Biz continues fairly good here this

week. Sock new entries are "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" and "Variety
Girl."
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo
(Shea) (3,500; 40-70)—
"Song ot Thin Man" (M-G) and
"Moss Rose" (20th). Good $16,000
or better. Last week, "Who's Kissing Her Now" (20th) and "Crimson

(20th),

average

"Moss

and

in

$2,100

3

days.

Michigan (United Detroit) (4.039:
70-95)— "Variety .Girl" (Par). Sock
$36,000.
Last week, "Cry Wollf"
(WB) and "That's My Man" (Rep),
$35,000.

—

Fox (Fox-Michigan)

Wore

"Mother

(5.100: 70-95)

Tights"

Smash

$42,000. Last week,
34th St." (20th), $32,000.

(20th).

"Miracle

Palms-State (United Detroit)

(2.-

976: 70-95)— "Crossfire" (RKO) and
"Millie's Daughter" (RKO) (2d wk).
Strong $21,000. Last week, surprising $23,000.
United Artists (United Detroit)
(1,941:70-95)
"Welcome Stranger"
(Par). (6th wk). Still stout at $16,000. Last week, great $19,000.

—

'Variety'

Paces Seattle

Wham

21G, 'Tights' Tall

14G, 'Calendar' Nice

8G

Seattle, Sept. 2.
Best bets here this week are
"Mother Wore Tights" at Fifth Avenue, "Cry Wolf" at Orpheum, "Variety Girl" at Paramount and "Cal•

Palomar.

endar

Girl" in
holds for fourth

week

"Ruth"

at Liberty.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
"Carnegie Hall" (UA) (3d wk). Big
Last week. "Red Stallion"
$7,000.
(EL) and "Likely Story" (RKO). (2d
wk). $4,300.
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349: 45-80)
•

—"Mother

Wore

Tights"

(20th).

Great $14,000 or over. Last week.
"Carnegie Hall" (UA), nice $19,100
in 10 days.

Liberty (J & VH) (1,650: 45-80)—
"Dear Ruth" (Par) (4th wk). Still
big at $12,000 after big $12,500 last
week.
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)—
"Kissing Her Now" (3d wk). Good
Last week, very fine $5,800.
$5,000.
.
Key" (20th), $19,000..
..
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-70) "Won't Believe Me" (RKO) and
—"Variety Girl" (Par). Great $20,- "Vacation Days" (Mono). Moderate
000. Last week, "Gone With Wind" $7,000.
Last week, "Romance Rosy
(M-G) (reissue) (2d wk), $12,500. Ridge" (M-G), $10,400 in 9 days.
big.
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
(WB) and "News
40-70)— "Cry Wolf"
Hipp
(Shea)
(2,100;
"Who's Kissing Her Now" (M-G) Hounds" (Mono). Big $14,000. Last
(m.o.).
Fancy $10,000. Last week, week. "Trouble With Women" (Par)
"Dear Ruth" (Par) (m.o.), stout $8,- and Sugar Chile Robinson heading
stagebill.
Great $20,000.
000 for fourth week downtown.
Palomar (Sterling) (1.350; 45-80)
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)— "Gone,
Girl"
and
(Rep)
With Wind" (M-G) (reissue) (m.o.). —"Calendar
Sock $8,500. Last week, "Cry Wolf" "Apache Rose" (Rep). Nice $8,000.
(WB) and "Danger Street" (Par), Last week. "Last of Mohicans" (EL)
and "Kit Carson" (EL) (reissues),
oke $4,000.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)— S7.300.
Paramount (H-E) (3.039: 45-80)—
"Down to Earth" (Col) and "13th
Hour" (Col) (2d wk). Okay at $12,- "Variety Girl" (Par). Gian* $21,000.
(RKO)
Last week. "Honeymoon"
500. Last week, smash $22,000.
20th Century (20th Cent) (3,000; "Thunder Mountain" (RKO), $8,200.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—
40-70) "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer".
First-run here.
(RKO). Socko $23,000. Last week. "Bel-Ami" (UA).
"New Orleans" (UA) and "Devil Okay $4,000. Last week, "Copacabana" (UA) (2d wk), okay $3,600.
Thumbs Ride" (RKO), $11,000.
.

-

'

—

L

W

$87,000 in 5 Spots,

(3d wk).

Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,50-$D—"Welcome Stranger"*

(Par). Terrific $24,000. Last week,
"Blaze Noon" (Par) and "Blackmail" (Rep), oke $12,000.

RKO
—

made

biggest film in months for
this house. Solid $12,000. Last week,
great $18,000.
it

Paramount (Par) (1.900: 45-65)—
"Variety Girl" (Par). Rousing $20,000 or near to pace city. Certain
"Welcome
Last week,
holdover.
Stranger" (Par) (5th wk). nifty $8,Southtown (Illmer) (950; 65)—
"Love Letters" (Par) and "Virginian" (Par) (reissues). So-so $1,500.
Last week. ''Young Mr. Pitt" (Indie)
and "Thief Meets Thief" (Indie) (reissues), same.

Tower-Uptown-Fa irwav (Fox Mid45-65)—
700;
"Mother Wore Tights" (20th). Clicking at $21,000 and certain to go a
west)

2,043,

(2,100.

second
Force"

week.

(U),
$20,000 and
new policy.

'Variety

Last week, "Brute
surprising strength at

moved

Esquire

to

on

Robust $28,000

Esquire

(Rosener)

(685;

Vogue (FWC) (885: 50-$n— "Wyoming" (Rep) and "Trespasser" (Rep).
Good, $6,000. Last week. "Red Stallion" (EL) and "Blondie's Holiday"
(Col) (2d wk), trim $4,700,

nello Affair" (M-G).

Wiltern
(WB) (2,300; 50-SI)—
"Deep Valley" (WB). Good $18,000.
Last week, "Marked Woman" (WB)
"Dust DestirV" (WB) (reissues), sharp $15,300.

and

Man

'Thin

Fast

$WTopsHnb
Boston. Sept. 2.
favorable
holiday

'

•

Plenty

of

weather plus relatively strong product

is

boosting

fi'm

business

cur-

with "Bachelor and BobbySoxer" second at Memorial is still on
top. "Variety Girl" looks bi« at Met,
Louis Prima bind plus "Crimson
Key" at RKO is smash, and "Life
With Father" -stu-nch in ooening
frame day-date at Esquire and Modern. "Song of Thin Man" is stout
day-date State and Orpheum.
Estimates for This Week
B »s t»" '3,200; 50-$1.10)-"Crimson
^
Key' (RKO) plus Louis Prima orch.
others, on stage. H""e $36,000, one
rently,

$1.20)—

of

strongest

ere
?l?ZJ}
(RKO)

-

band show rfraws

wcek

Laut

-

to
"Riff-Raff"

plus Freddie Martin orch,
on stage, $24,000.
(M-P) (700- 75-$ 1 25)
"Life With Father" * (WB). Getting

others,

Esquire

strong p'ay at $10,000. big for this
small house. Last week, subseqtient-

$6,700.

50-$D—

"Deep Valley" (WB). Good $18,000.
Last week. "Marked Woman" (WB)
and "Dust Destiny" (WB) (reissues),
brisk $15,200.
Hollywood Music Hall (Blu'menfeld) (475; 50-85 (—"Carnegie Hall"
(UA) (3d wk). About $4,000. Last
week.

50-$D—

weak $7,800
Monday (1)
by "Song Thin Man" (M-G) and "Ar-

(3d wk). Brisk $8,000. Last week,
sweet $9,000.
Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$l)— "Singapore" <U> and "Big Fix" (EL) (3d
wk). Only $3,000 or near. Last week,
good $4,500.
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956;
50-$D— "Carnegie Hall" (UA) (3d
wk). Okay $6,000. Last week, good
(2.756:

(2,296:

only 3 extra days after
first frame.
Replaced

Last week. $1,700.

(WB)

(FWC)

Wilshire

"Romance Rosy Rid"e" (M-G) (2d
wk-3 days). Down to $2,300. Staving

Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-SI )
'Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue)

Hollywood

(2,890; 50-

Uptown (FWC) (1,719: 50-$l)—
"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) and
"Second Chance"
(20th).
Bright
Last week. "Kiss Death"
$13,000.
(20th) and "Little Miss Broadway"
(Col) (2d wk-9 days), nice $5,700.

"This Happy Breed" (U) (14th wk).
Final frame of long run looks near
$1,500.

(RKO)

"Bachelor and Bobbv-Soxer"
(RKO) (3d wk). Smart $19,000. Last
week, $26,400.
Rita (FWC) (1,370: 50-$l)— "Singapore" (U) (Bdwk). Fair $5,500. Last
week, neat $7,700.
Studio City (FWC) (8o0; 50-$l)—
"Singapore" (U) (3d wk). Passable
.$3,500. Last week, oke $4,300.
United Artists (UA) (2,100; 50-SI)
—"Singapore" (U) and "Big Fix"
(EL) (3d wk). Nice $10,000. Last
week, smart $14,100.

(Col) (2d wk). $4,400.

45-65)—

Hills tree t

80)

)

(1,900;

Last week,

451;

—

Orpheum (RKO)

Hefty $20,000.

Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$l)—
"Welcome Stranger" (Par). Sock
$33,000.
Last week, "Blaze Noon"
(Par) arid "Blackmail" (Rep), $16,«
500.

'

"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO)
(3d wk). Continues pace which has

3;

$27,700.

As

$12,000.

Hot 59G,

Stranger'Big57G,2;fyoming'41G,5

Los Angeles, Sept. 2.
(M-G), $12,000.
Long Labor Day weekend is
Loew's (C.T.) (3,115: ,35-47-67)— brightening biz for current session
"Carnegie Hall" (UA) (3d wk). Good considerably, sending takes to high
after
$11,000
smash $17,000 second marks for new pictures. "Mother
week.
Wore Tights" looks pacemaker, with
Capitol (C.T.) (2,610; 30-45-62)— immense $87,000 or better in five the"Miracle 34th St." (20th). Strong atres, some of them smallseaters.
$13,000. Last week, "Ivy" (U), same. "Welcome Stranger", is sock $57,000
Princess (C.T.) (2,270; 30-40-53)— in two Paramount houses.
"Tarzan Huntress" (RKO) and "Ban"Deep Valley," in three situations,
jo" (RKO) (2d wk). Nice $7,000 after is pointing to hefty $59,000. Doublebig $11,000 opener.
bill headed by "Wyoming," in five
Imperial (C.T.) (1,916; 30-40-50)— spots, should reach neat $41,000 or
and
"Adventure Island" (Par)
"Dan- close. Third frame of "Bachelor and
ger Street" (Par). Just $3, u 00. Last Bobby-Soxer" still is nifty at $39,000
week, "Corpse Came C.O.D." (Col) in two spots. "Romance Rosy" is
and "Cowboy Blues" (Col), $4,000.
staying only three days past the iniOrpheum (C.T.) (1,119; 30-40-60)— tial week in three houses and getting
"Par la Porte d'Or" (Par) and "Nuits less than $10,000, about as thin comBirmanes" (Par). Fine $3,300. Last parably as done on first week.
week, "L'Impossible Amour" (WB)
Estimates for This Week
and "Maison de Mes Reves" (WB),
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 50-$l>—
$4,000.
"Wyoming" (Rep) and "Trespasser"
(Rep). Neat $5,000. Last week, "Red
Stallion" (EL) and "Blondie's Holiday" (Col) (2d wk). $3,600.
K.C. Biz as Torrid
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&SBlumenfeld) (826; 65-$D— "Carnegie
Heat; 'Tights' Solid 21G,
Hall" (UA) (3d wk). Oke $6,000.
Last week, $6,800,
'Variety 20G, 'Thin' 15G
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 50$1)— "Mother Wore Tights" (20th),
Kansas City, Sept. 2.
Big $12,000. Last week. "Kiss of
High totals at theatres here con- Death" (20th)
(2d wk-9 daysj, neat
tinue to keep pace with the high
$5,000.
temperatures as area goes through
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048: 50its
hottest
weather since 1936.
"Mother Wore Tights" in Fox Mid- $1)— "Mother Wore Tights" (20th).
west's three houses leads city, but Sock $21,000. Last week, "Kiss of
"Variety Girl" at the Paramount is Death" (20th) (2d wk-9 days), good
comparatively bigger.. Doing nicely $10,700.
Culver (FWC)
is "Song ot Thin Man" at the Mid(1.145;
60-$D—
land. "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" "Wyoming" (Rep) and "Trespasser"
(Rep). Oke $5,500. .Last week, "Sinin third week continues to give Orpheum big money. Weekend tem- gapore" (U) and "Big Fix" (PRC),
peratures of 104 degrees sent cus- good $6,500.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-$D—
tomers looking for air-conditioned
"Deep Valley" (WB). Smooth $23.theatres.
000.
Last week, "Marked Woman"
Estimates for This Week
(WB) and "Dust Destiny" (WB) (reEsquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45issues), solid $21,400.
65) "Brute Force" (U). Moves in
Downtown Music Hall (BUimenfrom Towcr-Uptown-Fairway where feld) (872;
50-$D— "Carnegie Hall"
it had a bang-up session last week.
(UA) (3d wk). Fine $10,000. Last
Trim $5,500. Last week, "That's My week, smart
$11,200.
Man" (Rep) and "Jewels BrandenEgyptian (FWC) (1,538: 50-$l )
burg" (20th). $4,500.
"Romance Rosy Ridge" (M-G (2d
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 65)— wk-3
days). Only $2,900. Stays only
"Alexander Nevsky" (Indie). Taking 3 days after dull first
frame at $».Last week. "This
it easy at $1,500.
500. Replaced Monday (1) by "Song
Happy Breed" (U) yanked after 4 of Thin
Man" (M-G) and "Arncllo
weak days, $800.
Affair" (M-G).
Midland (Loew's) (3.500; 45-65)—
El Rey (FWC) (861; 50-$l)— "Wyo"Song of Thin Man" (M-G) and ming" (Rep) and "Trespasser"
(Rep).
"Guilt Janet Ames" (Col). Nice $15,Okay $4,500. Last week, "Red Stal000. Last week. "New Orleans" (UA)
lion" (EL) and "Blondie's Holiday"
"King Wild Horses" (Col), fair

'and
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A.; lights' Terrif

>

500.

•

'Bachelor' Sock $23,000,

(RKO)

Holiday Helps

week

Estimates for This Week
Palace (C.T.) (2,578; 30-45-62)—
"Perils Pauline" (Par). Big $15,000.
Last week, "Romance Rosy Ridge"

bills

are in clover, combining lor satisfactory general biz, "Bachelor and
Bobby-Soxer" is topping the town
in sensational style. "Variety Girl"
"Slave
next best, also smasn.
is
Girl" also is surprisingly, strong.
Estimate* for This Week

(SROr

Great 14G

Montreal, Sept. 2.
Pauline" looks standfor a second run

of

the Palace. "Carnegie Hall" at
Loew's is nice in third week. Long
Labor Day weekend didn't help other
at

houses.

Cincinnati, Sept 2. *•
have three major stands
the upper brackets and holdovers

New

this

15G, Monti

$4,500.

Iris (FWC) (828; 50-85)— "Singapore" (U) (3d wk). Finales at $3,000.
Last week, nice $3,900.
Laurel
85)—
(Rosener)
(890:
"Storm in Teacup" (Indie) and "Beloved Vagabond" (Indie) (3d wk).
Good $3,000. Last week. $3,200.

run.

Fenway

(M-P) (1,375: 40-80 VFury" (Par) and "Kilroy
(m.o.) Nice S9 La't week. "Cry Wolf" (WB*)
and "Son Rustv" (Col). $7,500
Exeter (1,202: 4->-65 >— "Magic Bow"
'Jnr'ie) and "Blackom" (Indie).
Fine
S7.000. Last week. "r.roat
Expectation?" (U) (2d w'D. se.ono.
Kenmore (Jndie) (700- 44-65)—
"Desert

Wps Here" (Mono)
000.

'Fantasia"

week looks

(RKO)

(reissue).
Sixth
$2,500 a'ter nice $3,000

la^t stanza.

Memorial (RTfO) C>985- 40-80)—
"Bachelor and Ribb<'-«nxer" (RKO)

In Frisco; 'Tights' 27G
Loew State (Loew-WC) (2.404: 50634 $28000 af
wow
$1)— "Mother Wore Tights" (20th) ^'nntfirsf
San Francisco, Sept. 2.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4 279- 40-80)
and "Second Chance" (20th). Hefty
Balmy weather is hitting biz to $30,000. Last week. "Kiss Death"
ie
9""'" (Pal > and "Jungle
Flight
some extent but holiday weekend (20th) and "Little Miss Broadway" CT-'X?J,
(Par). Strongest item house

^

^

V ari ety Club benewith Hollywood stars making
fit
personal appearances hypoed "Variety Girl" at Paramount to great
opening week whilfe strong campaign for world preem of "Burning
Cross" is giving the Esquire a nice
stanza. "Mother Wore Tights" looks
smooth at the big Fox. "Bachelor

trade will help.

and Bobby-Soxer" in third session
at the Golden Gate with new vaude
continues sock.

Estimates for This

Golden Gate (RKO)

—

"Bachelor

(RKO)

(3d

and

wk)

Week

(2,844; 65-$l)

Bobby-Soxer"

plus vaude headed

by Tommy Dix and Anne Triola.
Sock $26,000. Last week, with vaude
headed by Joey Adams and Tony
Canzoneri, big $29,000.

Fox (FWC)

(4,651;

60-95)— "Moth-

Wore Tights" (20th). Big $27,000.
Last week, "Marked Woman" (WB;
(reissue), pleasing $22,000.
Warlleld (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)—
"Cynthia" (M-G i. Fair $13,500. Last
(Continued on page 20)
er

(Col) (2d wk-9-'days), neat S18.200.

Los Angeles (D'town-WC)

—

-

(2,097:

50-$l) "Romance Rosy Ridge" iMG) (2d wk-3 days). Just $3,900.
Stays 3 days only after verv weak
$14,700 first week. "Song Thin Man"
(M-G) and "Arnello Affair" (M-G),

replaced

Monday

(1).

has had iti-weoks

at fino $28,000

Last

week "Desnrt Fin.v" (Par) and "Kiirov Was Here" (Mono). $22 000
Modern (M-P) (890- 75-$l 05 %_

"life With Fathe.- (WB). Off
to
a big start with SI 6.000 for downtown day-dater. Last week, subsequent-run.

Orpheum (Loew) (3.030: 40-8OV—
Loyola (FWC)
(1.248:
50-SI)—
Song of Thin Man" (M-G) and "Last
"Mother Wore Tights" (20th). Fancv
$11,000.
Last week. "Kiss Death" Redmen (Col). Stron < S28 000 Last
week, "Gone With Wind" (M-G) (re(20th) (2d wk9 days), nifty $6,900.
Marcal (G&S) (900: 75-$1.200— issue), (2d wk). $22,000
"Best Years" (RKO) (3d wk). Steady
Paramount (M-P) (1,790: 40-80)—
"Desert Fury" (Par) and "Kilroy
$6,000 or near. Last week, $6,700.
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2.210: 50- Was Here" (Morto) (m.o. ). Neat $15 $1 ) "Wyoming" (Rep ) and "Tres- 000. Last week. "Cry Wolf" (WB)
passer" (Rep). Trim $20,000. Last and "Son Rusty" (Col). $13,500
State (Loew) (3.583: 40-80 )— "Sonir
week. "Red Stallion"
(EL) and
"Blondie's Holiday" (Col) (2d wk), Thm Man" (M-G) and "Last Redmen,'
good $12,800.
(Col)._ Trim $12,000.
Last
Million Dollar (D'town) (2.122; 55- ween, 'Gone With Wind" (M-G) (re98)— "Kilroy Was Here" (Mono) with issue) (2d wk), $11,000.
Miguelito Valdez orch and Three
Translux (Translux) (900: 30-74)
Blazers on stage. Okay $20,000. Last
'Saltv O'Rourke" (Par) and "On*
week, "Sarge Goes College" (Mono)
y ^°,n Wanv " fl »t'ie) (reissues).
with Frankie Laine. Betty Reilly. ?t°
Usual, $3,000. Last week. "Amateur
Mildred Law, Ike Carpenter orch on Gentleman" (Indie)
nrd "Miuesy
stage. $26,700.
Steps Out" (Indie; (reissues;!
$3Pantages (Pan) (2.812: 50-$l
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO) 500.'.

—

—

J

)

'
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'Chiltern'

German Films on High Road Back,
Berlin, Sept.

German

like other media,

films,

were beset by basic shortages and

'Berlin' to Paris
RKO's location crew working oh

technical difficulties during the year

ending Aug.

But they man- "Berlin
Express" for the last four
weeks in Berlin and Frankfurt has
completed work there and moved on
to Paris where additional scenes will

30, '47.

to forge ahead in three major
industry—production of
feature pictures, synchronization
of features with German-language,
tracks, and production of documenGen. Lucius D. Clay, U. S.
taries.

aged

fields of the

Military Governor, announced in an
annual report dealing with the film
industry in Germany.
One of the main problems was an
acute shortage of film rawstock.
Production schedules in some instances were delayed at various
times during the year by such shortages, but activities were able to resume promptly as rawstock arrived
from America or foreign sources,
the report says.

UFA studios

by U.

S.

they also
standards.

Manila, Sept.

.

LaRoche was

invited

by

officials to

casualties, including

.

TAKE LEAD

BRITISH PIX

IN AUSSIE B.O.

"Between Yesterday and To-

STAKES

Sydney, Aug.

all-star

a venture hitherto unattempted

26.

British j?ix are leading in the b.o.

soon after completion of the

production.

In February, 1947, Military Gov•rnment undertook the production of
a special documentary film showing

destroyed German war plants or
other factories being dismantled for

was edited and
recorded at Tempelhof and then was
sent -to Moscow, where it was presented by U. S. Military Government
reparations.

The

film

authorities before
Foreign Ministers.

the

Council

of

'World-Film's' Ann!
"Welt Im Film" ("World. In Film"),

Army Hoopla

v

19.

The U. S. Army hauled out a
battery of searchlights at the Ernie
Pyle theatre here last week to
usher in the Far East Command's
premiere of "Perils of Pauline." It's
render, for showing in the few believed to be the first time searchcinema houses then operating. At lights' have blazed over Tokyo since
the present time the newsreel is_ the end of the war.
shown weekly in about 2,000 theatres
Other features included the unin the U. S.-British Zones. On the veiling of a life-size bas-relief of
basis of Military Government public Pyle by B rig. Gen. E. A. Willoughby,
opinion surveys, 'Welt Im Film has
officer of General Mac,

relatively brief
existence a reputation for frank, fair
and honest pictorial reporting. The
newsreel is comprised of 60% German news events and features and
its

Intc]ligence

Arthur's Headquarters, and a Spestage
production,
Services
cial

"Rhapsody in Blue."
The plaque, one of five, was made
by Vincent V. Colby of Albuquerque,
foreign coverage.
N. M., a close friend of the Pyle
car
In. April, 1947, three freight
family. Other replicas of the famed
loads of film equipment, including war correspondent went to William
800,000 meters of 16m rawstock, Pyle, his father; Gov. Dwight H.
800,000 meters 35m rawstock, and Greene of Illinois, and two friends
various types of machinery and of the family.

60%

equipment, were shipped from BerThis concluded the
lin to Munich.

transfer of stocks and equipment
from the Reichsanstalt fuer Wissenschaft und Unterricht (State Institute for Science and Education) to

capacity. Panicked
its

crowd

also found

escape routes blocked by folding

seats
in
the aisles,
practice in France.

a

common

regulations strictly everywhere and
are fining smokers in Paris theatres
the spot.

Tokyo, Aug.

Zones, celebrated its second anniversary in May, 1947. It was produced for the first time in London,
the first reels were flown to
/ and
Germany immediately after the sur-

achieved during

children.

Disastrous stampede which occurred
after fire was discovered resulted
from heavy overcrowding of the the
atre, which was filled with 200 persons above its authorized 600 seating

for 'Pauline' on

Preem at Jap Pyle Theatre

a weekly newsreel produced in Germany jointly by the U. K.-U. S.
'

many

Local
safety
commission
had
previously reported this theatre un
icy set out for Greater Union's Civic, safe, but no action was taken. Fire
Adelaide, Sept. 4.
started in the auditorium either
Another A.B. pic, "Quiet Week- through a short circuit or a cigaret.
end," currently in its 11th week here A 17-year-old projectionist in charge
for GUT, had been listed as being fled the scene, leaving the boothpulled twice, hypoed biz each time door open, resulting in a film fire
keeping it on. "Q. W." did 16 weeks and heavy smoke.
in Melbourne, and a similar span in
Owner Andre Mouillade was jailed
New Zealand.
on charges of breaking safety regu"Great Expectations'* (GBO) is
lations through neglect to fireproof
terrific for Hoyt here and is set for
his house. Police are now enforcing
many weeks.

.

'

On

Police Start Check

conduct a scries of his film chats for
an indefinite number o.f weeks each^
Paris Theatres as Result
Sunday with airtime extended to 45'
minutes. MPEA has also arranged
Of Suburban House Fire
to plug U. S. films on an expanded
spot basis on .several provincial
Paris, "Sept. 2.
broadcast stations, three or four
Select, cinema in Paris suburb
Considered as a hear Versailles, was gutted by
times weekly.
a fire
public service, plugs are going out during a show this weekend, which
on a no-charge basis.
resulted in 87 deaths and numerous

The Associated
sweepstakes here.
German film industry.
Two other German feature films, British "Piccadilly Incident," which
*Long Is the Way" and "And Above ran 13 weeks on four-a-day here,
June
undertaken
British polnew
were
the
inaugurate
will
Sky,"
the
Us
first

Secretary of the Interior Jose Cozuletas suspending the picture's exhibition at the Capitol and Rialto theatres until" he has reviewed the film
for" censorship purposes.
Informed sources said opposition
to the picture was spearheaded by

Lodz, Poland, Aug. 27.
films are still "the number one choice in Poland despite the
so-called "iron curtain" across east- powerful church and lay circles.
ern Europe, according to all factual Theatres are drawing huge crowds as
indications. Recently, Dan LaRoche, a result of the publicity. Film was
Motion Picture Export Assn. public- originally banned by the national
board for motion pictures, but folity chief in Poland, after giving a 20minute radio discussion on forthcom- lowing weeks of protracted discussion, it finally permitted its public
ing U. S. films, received 3,949 letexhibition.
ters from listeners of Polskie Radio
asking for more information.
As a result of the fan response,

in the

2,. '47,

2.

President Manuel Roxas may review the contioversal picture, "The
Outlaw," which is now showing at
GTO's downtown cinema houses
after Supreme Court Justice Gregorio Perfecto overruled an order of

Pix Preference

Military Government but
met minimum professional

morrow" was begun with an
cast,

U. S.

Too

Filipinos,

American

Actual production on the first of
the German features did not get under way until April, 1947, when the
film

Show

"Now

wrote

No

Indian Sign on U.S. Pix
Hollywood, Sept.

2.

Political changes in India and the
the Institut fuer den Unterrichtsfilm establishment of Pakistan as a member of the United Nations will re(Institute for Educational Films )i
sult
in a break for Hollywood picfilms,
Synchronization of U. S.
which was suspended at Munich by tures in that territory, according to
lack of film rawstock, was resumed Abdul Kader, veepee of the KaderSiddik
Corp. of New Delhi and
the
with
at the close of June, 1947,
arrival of 250,000 feet of sound re- Karachi, currently visiting Califorcording film sent by the U. S. Mo- nia.
English
is the official diplomatic
Assn.
Export
tion Picture
A total of 197,057 German youth language of Pakistan, which has a
and children in U. S.-occupied areas population of 75,000,000, 900 film
houses
and
a vast unexplored marshowings
film
special.
697
viewed
during June. The performances were ket for 16m pictures in prefabricated
sponsored by Military Government theatres. People of that country,
prefer American picKader
said,
Activities
Youth
German
the
and by
tures to all others.
program.
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Is Tipotf

To Parlous State of Mex Film Industry

(26)..

Outlaw' Upsets

in

German film producers on Nov. 29,
'46. the two studios were made available to the licensees. The producers,
some of whom were famous in German films in the pre-Hitler era, not
only passed strict political screening

.

Tuesday

ful run.

directing.
End of work in Germany was
celebrated at the Berlin Press Club
where the cast was host to Allied
military leaders and the press.

and controlled UFA film cartel.
Sound synchronization of American films with German voices was
begun October, 1946, with the U. &
feature, "Dangerous Journey."
With the licensing of the first 10

'

Home, who

Play was well received by both
press and audience. Veteran A. E.
Matthews scored a triumph in the
lead. Piece looks to have a success-

Tourneur

Poles

Backlog of Bad or Dated Pix

Barabbas," preemed at the Vaude-

be shot. Crew and cast include Merle
Oberon, Robert Ryan, Paul Lukas
and Charles Korvin, with Jacques

former
Tempelhof, Berlin, and the former
Bavaria Filmkunst at Geiselgasteig,
near Munich, were, rehabilitated in
the late fall of 1946,- and at the end
operating
of this annual period were
under a heavy schedule which called
50
for the synchronization of about
Germanwith
feature films a year
language tracks.
former
are
•These two studios
Reich properties and, therefore, are
Military
toeing operated under U.'S.
Government Property Control pending liquidation of the Reich-owned

The

Douglas

ville theatre

+

2.

London Click

London, Sept. 2.
"The Chiltern Hundreds," entertaining electioneering comedy by W.

Hypoed by U. S. Govt, Sez Gen. Clay
.

INTERNATIONAL

Pfihttfff

S St. M»rttn'» Place, Traf»lrr»r ijquar*

Mexico

City, Sept. 2.

Parlous state of the Mexican film
industry, according to trade observers, is reflected in a heavy backlog
Mexico City, Sept. 2.
of some 50 pictures produced be^
Teatro Lirico has resumed shows tween 1938
and 1946 that never hav«
with American talent. Arnie Hart- been exhibted. These films repreman, U. ( S. accordionist who has sent
a heavy investment and unless
played this country previously, is on they can
be disposed of pronto, must
the current bill topped by Augustin be written
off as a total loss.

Lirico's U. S. Talent

Lara, Mex composer.
Lara, however, is conceded to be
the top draw inasmuch as he's being held over for several shows
along with his 12-piece orch. Salvador Garcia, radio tenor, is featured with the band.

Tivoli,

Failure of these films to win playing time is attributed in the trade to
either their outright bad quality or
lack of adequate exploitation to sell
them to exhibs. Another obstacle
to their future distribution, industry
circles feel, is the fact that Latin
American film fans are becoming
more discriminating in their choice
of pictures.

Equity

Up until a year ago Mexican
product was readily accepted everywhere in South America regardless
0£ merit.
NoW only the cream of
Tiff Mexican studio output finds favor
at the b.o.
Some of the pictures
Melbourne, Aug. 21.
have already been written off, beAussie Actors Equity and the cause their stars and directors are
Tivoli vaude-revue loop are petting forgotten, and there's, no means; of
set for battle over a comedian with selling them when they're all earone of the units routed over the marked with the past..
loop. Equity is demanding that Jay
Another hindrance to local Indusr r is,
comic of "Night and try progress, it's said in some inLaughter," be put back into the cast stances, is the long delay in studio
for the Melbourne dating, or else it production.
Some films are practiwill move to Close loop's ace houses cally
completed and then lie ia
here and in Sydney.
studio vaults for as long as two
Secretary of the Victorian branch years awaiting musical backgrounds
of Equity, D. Diamond, alleges that or other
essentials.
Morris wasi "victimized" because he
Three pictures made in 1943 have
refused to take a cut in salary. Dave
recently been released
nearly f
Martin, Tivoli loop managing diyear
after completion.. Seeking tht
rector, declared that Morris was paid
reason for the long delay, industr;
$200 weekly on his last booking in
execs learned that many retakes llelt
Melbourne. In Sydney he was paid
up distribution of the trio. To cover
$140, and was rebooked for another
extra costs these pix must reap
Melbourne run.
Equity claimed
higher returns at the b.o., which
Morris should be booked for the
they haven't done, up to now.
Melbourne season at $200.
Martin also pointed out that .if a
standard contract which Equity is
seeking became official, contracts alVICE
ready made with many overseas
acts would become null and \ oid beILLNESS
cause of certain "protection" clauses.
London, Sept. 2.
Probably Equity and the Tivoli
will iron out present problems in
With illness forcing Robert Donaf
.time to stop the threatened closure out
of
the
lead
of
"Precious"
of theatres; but it's understood, too, Bane," which Paul Soskin is producthat Martin will not bow to any ing for Universal-Rank, David Far-»
pressure. This is not the first clash rar has been set to replace him.
between Equity and the Tivoli.
Deal for the latter was made on a
leasing
agreement with Michaej
Powell and Emeric Pressburgeiv
Picture rolls in November, Robert
Siodmak handling the directorial
reins.
Peter Bernais came in from.
Hollywood to write the scripJ
American dollar, which as yet is incomplete. Dona:
All-important
which has already led many foreign, reportedly has not made a film in
producers to groove their films for four years.
Ann Todd has the
the U. S. market, has now taken femme lead.
hold of foreign cartoon producers.
Les Gemeaux, French cartoon studio

In Salary

Mo

—

.

FARRAR

D0NAT,
OUT THRU

BILINGUAL CARTOONS

FROM ANDRE SARUTT

headed up by Andre Sarutt, will
embark shortly on an expanded
production schedule with all films
earmarked for U. S. screens. Sarutt's
outfit,
independent,
is
although
backed
almost
entirely
by the

Greater Union Chalks

Up

Boff Year Under Rydge

Sydney, Aug. 26.
MORE MEX ACTORS TO B.A.
Greater Union Theatres, under diFrench finance ministry.
Mexico City, Sept. 2.
Foreign-produced cartoons are be- rection of Norman B. Rydge, hit
Lina
Montes,
Mexican
film
actress, has been inked for three lieved to be naturals for the U. S. higher profits and dividends last
pix by the San Miguel Studios of market, since they offer a minimum year than before, with an even highBuenos Aires and will leave soon of language difficulty. With most of er take expected this year. Four top
companies in GUT are
for the Argentine. She is the third the interest in them being visual, it's holding
top Mexican pic player currently to unnecessary to provide them with Greater J. D. Williams, Spencers,
be hired by Argentinian producers. English subtitles or dubbed dialog, Wests and Amalgamated Pictures.
GUT, the holding company, paid
according to Sarutt. His cartoons,
he explained, would be provided an ordinary dividend of $300,000, in
with a separate English soundtrack which the four units share provrata.
Current London Shows
but, with the necessity for dubbing Amalgamated Pictures paid 5%%
(Figure shows weeks of run)
obviated, such work is almost negli- Hast year 4%%); Greater J. D. WilLondon, Sept. 2.
liams, 4Vi% (last year 4%); Spengible.
"Annie Get Gun," Col'sm (13).
Sarutt has been in the U. S. for cers, 4% (last year 3%%); Wests,
"Bless the Bride," Adelphia (19).
the last two weeks attempting to 6% (last year 5%).
"Born Yesterday," Garrick (32).
line up a co-production deal on a
J. Arthur Rank has a 50% hold"Bride West," Fortune (3);
forthcoming feature cartoon with ing in the GUT setup. He'll be out
"Chiltern Hundreds," Vaude. (1).
one of the U. S. majors. "• Before here early next year ior a looksee.
"Crime of Foley," Comedy (8).
leaving for France yesterday (Tues"Deep Are Roots," Wyndhams (8).
day), the French producer declared
"Dr. Angclus." Phoenix (5).
that negotiations had almost been Berlin Gets 'Weekend';
"Edward My Son," Lyric (14).
completed for such a deal.' Final
"Ever Since Paradise," News (13).
Pic in Preview Praise
signaturing is expected to be done
"Girls Quite," St. Martin's (2).
in Paris upon his return.
He deBerlin, Aug. 27.
"Here There," Palladium (22),
clined to divulge the identity of the
In keeping with American Military
"Jane," Aldwych (31).
American company but declared the Government policy of bringing Hol"Jane Steps Out," Embassy (3).
latter would put up half of the lywood's best to Germans in Berlin,
"Life With Father," Savoy (13).
budget outlay.
'The Lost Weekend" (Par) prize"Linden Tree," Duchess (3).
Feature cartoon fs to be "La Ber- winning study of an habitual drunk,
"Nightingale," Princes (7h
gere et Le Ramoneur," scripted by will be released for Berlin showing
"Noose," Saville (11).
Jacques Prezert, who wrote "Les as soon as synchronization has been
"Off the Record," Apollo (13).
Enfants du Paradis." Film will be completed, Carl Winston, Chief of
"Oklahoma!" Drury Lane (18).
directed by Paul Grimault.
Les Film Section, Information Control
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp (124).
Gemeaux has been in operation for Branch, Office of Military Govern"Piccadilly to Hayride," Wales (25).
the last 10 years but none of its ment, Berlin Sector, announced.
"Present Laughter," Haym'kt (20).
cartoons has yet piayed in the U. S.
"Weekend," directed by Billy
"Proudly Present," Yorks (18).
Wilder, former Berlin journalist, was
"Separate Rooms," Strand (2).
AUSSIE P.A. HYPO
shown a few days ago to a group ot
"Sleeping Clergyman," Crit. (11).
Berlin critics and motion picture of"Sweetest Lowest," Ambass. (70).
Sydney, Aug. 26.
"Together Again," Vic Palace (20).
Indications point to a big play by ficials at Film Studio, Kleiststrasse,
"Trespass," Globe (7).
the major loops to route top vaude Schoeneberg. The critics, who were
"Winslow Boy," Lyric (67).
stars to the Aussie zone by air for from every sector of Berlin, were
"Worms View," Whitehall (18). stage appearances with pix.
unanimous in their praise of the film.
;
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Miniature Reviews
"Dark Passage," (WB). Humphrey
team

in

thriller,

Hark Passage
Warners release oC Jerry Wald production.
Biars Humphrey liogart, Lauren Bacull;
feature* ISruoa Bennett, Atfnea Moorhead,
D' Andrea. Directed by Delmar Daves.
Screenplay by Daves, from novel by Dav d

Tom

<lo:ul1s:

camera, Sid Mlrkox: editor, David

Wetnluirt;

music,

Krani Waxman.
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Humphrey Bogart
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Irene Jansen
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Tro-

The Bogart-Bacall team

is still

box-

Sterling, sultry performances
by the duo' in a grim story that has
plenty of killings and suspense, will
office.

esting picture, but probably a trifle
puzzling for average American audiences, and too vague and slow-moving for general popularity. It's hardly promising fare for regular run
houses, but may do moderately in the
arty spots. The picture won't be easy
to exploit, either, as it has only lowwattage love interest, no spectacular
dramatic or topical idea and no
names familiar to the V. S. public.
Film's story is based on an old
French legend. It is a sort of lovecbnquers-all version of the Goodversus-Evil theme, but isn't too well
pointed or paced in the script. The
early scenes, in which the two Devil's
disciples arrive at the castle in time
to entertain the banquet guests and
presently disrupt the household, are
promising. Some of the Devil's later
scenes are amusing, too. But the yarn
itself is slow and the direction further retards it. Also, the picture's
closing scenes, in which the Devil is

"The

offset

m

•

OK
social drama.
Spanish-language houses.

Night," adapted from the F. Scott Fitzgerald novel. It is slated; to go
before the cameras early in January. KjelHn's name (pronounced Chelleen,

for

with the accent on the second syllable) will be changed. '.
The young Swedish leading man was signed by Selznick on the strength
gambling casino in disappointment of his performance in "Torment," a Swedish Fllmindustry (SFI) feature
over her son's love affairs.
currently being shown in the U.S. kjellin recently completed another
Obviously, Montalban evidences
feature, "The Woman Without a Face," scripted by Ingmar Bergman,
SFI
enough acting abUity in this rather
The picture
loosely-knit production to see why who wrote "Torment," and directed by Gustav Molander.
Metro picked him for a role. He's has not yet been released in Sw.eden or abroad
1

.

the harum-scarum son who finds that
money fails to bring him happiness.
Miss Fabregas is excellent in the
heavy mother role. Susana Guizar,

Andres Siler, Andora Palma and Isabela Corona are best in the supporting cast.

much
much

Juan J. Oretega's direction is
better than the story. Not too

spent on production values here,
most of coin apparently going to an
Wear.
unusually large cast.

is

;

Continued from page

S

;

'Kissing,' 'Ruth,' 'Hucksters'

English Titles)

Ricardo Montalban, who by this
time is a lot better known to American audiences than when this was
made, is. the male star of this extremely wordy social drama. He had
one of the leads in "Fiesta," and those
atian.
who watched him in that Metro picPic is a story of a man imprisoned ture hardly will recognize his work
on circumstantial evidence for the in this earlier Mexican opus. The
murder of his wife, his escape from picture is" stolen by Virginia Fabrejail, and the efforts of a girl to help
gas, as the foxy mother. Despite its
him, because her father similarly had talkiness, this Mexican-made film is
suffered unjust imprisonment. The okay for Spanish-language houses
man, on the lam from the cops, is in and possibly for s6me arty theatres
volved with all sorts of characters— if and when English titles are added.
a garrulous, altruistic cabbie; a
Story centers around the notorious
small-time blackmailer; the woman gambling casino or house operated by
who actually killed his wife (and an elderly woman who is the fox of
also bumped off his friend), and the picture. Plot has her most concerned
strange art student who hid him from with the phjlanderings of her handThere
him.
be'riended
the police and
some, indolent son. Returning home
is little rhyme or reason to much of
from years in school, he soon is off
what goes on, but pic's mood and on a drinking and gambling spree.
performances hold the audience in The lad. Montalban, also never oversuspense, even over the dull mocomely femme, jumping from

"Wonder Who's Kissing Her," a
strong favorite in July, wound up in
third place last month.
It finished
first in national ratings the week
of Aug. 12, was second the week of
Aug. 5 and fourth on Aug. 19 week,
only falling back in the final week
Of the month in the face of many

new

entries.

.

•

ments.
,
,
Miss Bacall, in a simple, unglamprous pose at the start, even then has a
pleasant appeal, that hypoes intensely
as soon as the old, sultry makeup and
sexy charm are turned on. Bogart
is impressive in something Of a lackAgnes
lustre character for him.

Moorehead
the

sufficiently vicious as

is

discarded

killer,

femme who

turns

some of its
in her big scene
D' Andrea's eccen-

giving the film

most vivid moments
at the close.

Tom

As

in.

sters" ran

"Ruth" and "Huckneck-and-neck last month,

July,

time for fourth place
In the previous month, it

money.
was for
Paramount comedy

this

top place coin.
nosed 'out the

Gable-Kerr starrer
mainly because of ponderance of
playdates which consistently showed
strong business. Going down to the
wire almost a photo-finish as to actual

coin,

it

was

this

ability

of

"Ruth" to bold up in stout fashion
even after first and second weeks
that handed it a real advantage. In
contrast,

"Hucksters" slipped badly

looks a

after almost uniformly sock opening
one affair to another. His early dis- weeks. This obviously was reflected
covery that the boss behind the in Variety ratings,
with "Hucksters"
scenes at the luxurious casino is his
mother prompts him to spend even starting August in first position and
then tumbling below "Ruth" in the
more freely.
Yarn becomes a bit involved as he three succeeding weeks of the
apparently falls madly in love with month.
after girl. It's only when his
step on family ties that a

girl

"Brute

amours

showdown

develops. His mother,

Force"

wound up

is

Lord

Northcliffe's sheet.

"Don't Be a Mitty" doesn't become a housenold word it can't be said
that Samuel Goldwyn's flacks didn't try. As a catchline for the producer's
"Secret Life of Walter Mitty," the word "Mitty" is being plugged in
various advertising media to represent a typical daydreamer. Currently
Goldwyn is tieing in with the National Safety Council campaign. Series of
28-line one-column ads are being placed in New York dailies with the
warning, "Dont Be a Mitty! A Drive Too Fast May Be Your Last."
Some 15 plugs a day, each of three seconds' duration, are being used on
WQXR, N. Y., as well as dream song contests on disk jockey programs,
If

et al.

Ernest Hemingway, who recently was reported as having disposed of
his entire story properties to Mark Hellinger Productions, is how in
Cuba working on a hew tome, according to his attorney, Maurice Speiser.
Hellinger bought some of his stories but not all of the writer's scripts.
Hemingway, who's been working on his current writing chore for the
past five years, doesn't expect to wind up the yarn for at least another
eight or 10 months,~Speiser said, Hellinger deal, incidentally, originally
calls for the novelist to have a participation interest in Hellinger Productions where his stories are utilized.

Margaret Mitchell, author of "Gone With the Wind," issued a stateto correct erroneous stories that have flooded her mail since the
recent reissue of the picture. She said in part: "I have never been in
a plaster cast and am not at present. I have my same husband and
intend to hold, onto him. Far from giving away the film rights for a
song, I got the highest price ever paid until that time for a first novel
by an unknown author. And I did not sell my rights in galley proof.
Something between 250,000 and 500,000 copies had been sold and had
run to 50,000 copies' in one day."

ment

Paramount's Mort Nathanson, doing a special ballyhoo job on Cecil
Henry Mencken for a stunt. Th«
Baltimore sage wanted to know whether Nathanson was the same pa.
who staged a somewhat memorable party in Maryland when "Life With
Father" played there in '39, but otherwise exclaimed, "I haven't seen a
picture since 'Birth of a Nation' and never intend to see another, and
furthermore, I want you never to call me again." Nonetheless, Nathanson

B. DeMille's "Unconquered," solicited

1

felt

paid off by just the recollection of the

"LWF"

party.

Unusual support for RKO's "Crossfire" is being given by the AntiDefamation league in Chicago, which has launched full-fledged campaign
enlist large audiences for the picture.
This Is the first time that
organization has endorsed any film.
League is asking the local lodges
to provide private screenings for clergymen, newspapermen, teachers, vets
and interfaith groups.

to

sixth,

largely through its ability to maintain strength after big teeoff sessions.
It was in fourth groove one

who

felt that he had found the girl he
finally was going to marry, straightens the whole affair out by stopping

.

editions.

London News

gust that apparently kept the Cary
Grant-Shirley Temple starrer from
Because the film not
top rating.
only piled up- record grosses in numerous keys despite the worst heat
wave in years, but also proved as
comparatively strong in the smaller
cities .as it did at the N. Y. Music
Hall.
"Bachelor". had"been running
at a record-pace at the Hall before
it went out generally throughout the
country.
The Music Hall gross of
$449,000 in the. first three weeks
naturally boosted its national total
on the month.

Zorra

Walt Disney's representatives in London are ripping mad over an item
that appeared in a London Evening News gossip column last Thursday,
Aug. 30, to the effect that members of an R.A.F. squadron, making a
goodwill flight in America, were locked out of Disney studios in Hollywood after news of Britain's tax bite was received. Immediately alter
the paper appeared, the British Air Ministry phoned the paper to explain
that the story was absolutely without foundation, since the visit had in
The gossip item was withdrawn from subsequent
fact taken place.
J. E. Rjeketts, director of Disney enterprises in London, however,
wasn't satisfied and wrote to the editor demanding a retraction. Ricketts
pointed out that although news of the film tax was known in Hollywood,
there was no reference to it in any way by a single American that could
have caused the slightest embarrassment to the R.A.F. visitors. The

Aug. Winnahs

Directed by
Corona, Andres Soler.
Ortega. At Belmont. N. Y., starting AJlg. 20, 47. Running time, 90 SUNS.

No

has a long-term deal with Selznick, with a year-and-a-halt

commitment before his first option comes up. His first Hollywood assign,
ment will be the romantic lead opposite Jennifer Jones in "Tender Is the

J.

(In Spanish;

He

there.

moderate

made

bela

Juan

Soir")

("Les
(French)

Heavy dramatic
for ..foreign
not for regular runs.
"La Casa De La Zorra" (House
of the Fox) (Filmex). Mexicanlegend

»

evident.
First actual appearance of Bogart,
his face completely swathed in white
bandages so that he looks like a
mummy, has its own macabre appeal.
Such smart touches abound in the
film—the shadowy old Bogart lurking
in a darkened cab; the hands of the
convict gripping the drum at the
start of the pic; the montage effect
as Bogart comes out of the face oper

,

Envoys"

ho.ises, but

'

de

Alf Kjellin, the Swedish actor just imported by David O. Selznick,
Although he hopes to click with
is being cagey about his film career.
the U. S. public, he has made contractual arrangements to return to
Sweden for one picture a year, and thus maintain his contacts and position

for sure returns,

Devil's

Visiteurs du
(Superfllm).

the frequent slow
pace and highly implausible story.
Clever directorial bits and some
tricky lensing will also carry the pic outwitted by the mortal girl, wander
hurdles, and and have a letdown quality. Technifar-fetched
over the
cally, the picture is about average for.
bring it into the money.
French-made.
The film has a sharp, brutal open"The Devil's Envoys" has the same
ing; macabre touches throughout, and
a thick, gruesome quality. What writer-directdr-star combination as
en "Les Enfants du -Paradis" ("Children
.starts out as a thriller switches
route into a sagging, psychological of Paradise" ). In this production, Ardrama, but recovers in time to. give Ictty again plays an enigmatic femme
out with the satisfying gory stuff. fatale. handling the assignment with
Miss Bacall's charm and Bogart s skill and poise suggesting Hollywood
ruggedness count heavily in a strange possibilities. Jules Berry, as Satan,
treatment of a murder story, which gives a standout character-comedy
does •performance,
excellent
revealing
if it doesn't withstand scrutiny,
range, flexibility and personal imsustain mood and interest.
.
Scripting is superior and dialog pact. The others are less notable,
Direction, is though Alain Cuny is acceptable as
frequently crackles.
imthe
of
suggestion
gjrl's
devothe lost soul saved by a
smart, -with
pressionistic approach. What begins tion, and Marie Dea is dramatically
as an apparent imitation of the Lady satisfactory as the mortal heroina
The film's running time, just two
in the Lake" technique, with the central figure speaking but not being minutes short of two hours, would
Hobe.
visible to the audience, explains it- profit by severe cutting,
self part way into the film in a clever
fashion. Bogart isn't shown at. the
la
I.a l.'asa
start because he's supposed to look
has
doctor
When
a
else.
('House
the
Fox')
of
someone
like
done a plastic surgery job on him to
(MEXICAN-MADE)
hide him from the police, and he
Filmex production and release. .Stars Ttllooks the familiar Bogart, the point e^rdo Atontaihan, Virginia Fabregas, Suthe film is sana (iuUar; features Andora Palma, Isaof his late appearance

more than

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Bacall
Bogart-Lauren
a gory, but effective

Labor Prober Gets Tough

week, and never dipped below sixth
payment on the check she'had given money all four weeks of the month.
him as a wedding gift even though
Continued from page 6
Of those missing the Big Six list,
Montalban temporarily winds up in
jail.
There is a terrific scone in "Wolf" and "Rosy Ridge" made the unions make Labor Day mean said: "I feel this can be settled on
which his mother, Virginia Fabregas. most creditable showings.
"something, broke up Monday (1) a local level and that our
people
definite.
after two hours of futile talks be- who work in studios
Outdoor shots, of the San Francisco goes on a binge and wrecks her own
can get along
tween leaders of the striking unions if they'll keep strikebreakers out."
bridge, of long steps up winding
and the IATSE.
Meeting was He asked that all unions return to
streets, of apartment entrances and
* 'aravan
facades, make good pictorial matearranged through the intervention of the "status quo" existing
Stock
prior to
Franz Waxman's music helps
rial.
"Caravan," Eagle Lion release
Archbishop John J. C a n t w e 1 1 the 19.45 arbitration
Continued from page 2
directive that
greatly to sustain the mood. Producof J. Arthur Rank production
Richard F. Walsh, IA prexy, how- provoked the strike.
tion is ample in a yarn that doesn't
tradeshown in New York, Aug.
and the Jules Brulatour ever refused to attend unless
Bron.
Msgr.
call for lavish outlay.
O'Dwyer
was
28,
caught by Variety in
in that regard.
He and his William Hutcheson, Carpenters ers would return asked if the strikLondon. April 17, 1947. Critic
under conditions,
family have about 80,000 shares of union prexy, and I. P. Lindelof,
The Devil's Envoys
Ta/b opined at that time:
prevailing Aug. 1. Sorrell said .the
Republic and 33,782 shares of Asso- painters union chief, were also
Screen adaptation of 'Caravan'
('Les Visitcurs du Soir')
conflict between the carpenters and
ciated
Motion Picture Industries. present. Walsh sent Brewer as his
SuperliUn relefiHe of Andre l'autve producsuggests, a Horatio Alger script
the IATSE would have to be settled
tion.
Slavs Arletly: features Jules9 B**rry,
Latter is a holding company which rep at the request of Archbishop
since one melodramatic situation
or else there would nothing for his
Marie Den. Alain ("uny,- rVrnand I.edonx.
is. piled an another.
owns 175.730 shares of Rep common, Cantwell.
But strong
Screenplay,
Directed by Marcel fame.
people to go back to. Also attending
direction,
brilliant
individual
.liu-ques Prevert and Pierre Tjaroche:
At
27,600 of preferred Bnd $285,000 in
Neither Side Would Yield
the parley were Joseph V. CamAmbapsa.lor, N. Y.. starting Aug. 21), '47.
performances
and production
debentures. Goetz's share of AMPI
Failure of peace negotiations re- biano,- international representative of
nrnmlns lime, .118 "MISS.
values far above the usual run
represents about 18% of its outstand- sulted
Dominique
Arleiiy
from
fact that neither side the carpenters union, and Pat Casey,
of
British
films
are
enough
to
Devil
Jules Berry
ing stock.
would
tric cabby study has warmth, and
Clifton Young's shakedown role is
effective; Bruce Bennett's part as the
other fellow is routine, with Rory
Mallinson's bit as Bogart's pal more

,

Rep

'

.

'

,

'

.

Anne

Marie Dea
Fernand Ledoux

K-M-on Hufiues
,

Alain <"uny
ttabrlel Gabrtn
Morcel Herrand

.-tillcs,

T.e

Hoiirreau

Chevalier Kenatid
.T.e <iros Seignor

.

rierre

Lnbry

Although it was made late in 1944,
after the liberation, "The Devil's Envoys" has some of the basic characteristics of much of the dramatic
entertainment produced in France
during the Occupation. That is, the
story is romantic legend and the

theme is classic morality. In this instance, however, there is little contemporary significance in the yarn
about two damned souls who return
to earth to corrupt the human race,
but remain long enough for one to be
saved by a girl's love.
"The Devil's Envoys" is nn inter-

offset this type of plot
.Stewart
Grainger has a role made to order for him."
Pic originally ran 122 minutes,
but has been sliced to 84 minutes.
Version for the U. S. market has
only a fair b.o. outlook. Romantic adventure tale, set in Spain
about 1830. maintains a stendy
pace but the melodrama is
poured on too heavily for even
.

minimum level of credibility.
Screenplay, moreover, has too
many corny touches to appeal to
sophisticates who patronize
pix
British
for
their
adult
touches.
Production is stocked
with a cast of excellent players,
but besides Grainger, they are
too unfamiliar in the U. S. to
cut any ice at the wickets.

!

j

]

,

j

Goetz's two
associates
on the
board who will resign with him if
the sale goes through are Col. Samue) Becker, his attorney, and Harry
C. Mills, an exec of J. C. Penney Co.
They were voted to the 14-man
board last January, giving Goetz his
first
representation, after he had

yield on matter of jobs to
which it believed itself entitled.
Monsignor Thomas O'Dwyer, acting
as moderator for the Archbishop,
asked each side to give up some-

recently retired labor negotiator for
the majors, who participated as a
special
rep for the Archbishop.
Casey told negotiators they were

shadowboxing.
Msgr. O'Dwyer

thing.

Brewer, called in first, said: "The
strike is not of our making.
didn't call anybody out. We won't

summed

it

up by

stating, "we haven't arrived at any
conclusion. Maybe we can assemble
again some day." Casey pointed out
our that production was lower now than
operating ijoiiuie*.
yeupie off ihe job. If they want to it had been In
years. Actually, he
Yates and Goetz are both remain- call off the strike, we'll cooperate. pointed out, there Isn't enough work
We have an obligation to protect our for either group, and unless British
ing in New York thix v/eek.
people who kept the studios running. situation changed,
nothing would
Republic'* board has declared a
If the situation Is unfavorable to the
happen.
Casey bet Brewer that "75',o
regular quarterly dividfrid of 25c
strikers, it's because of the action of
your people are out of work
per »>bare on pi elf rit ti r.t<i<:k.
Ihfiy look."
now." Brewer didn't object strongly
Stockholders of record Sept. 10
Herb Sorrell. prexv of the strik- to the statement
although he said it
cut the p'c Oct. 1.
ing Conference of Studio Unions, wasn't
that much.

squawked vociferously against Yates' enter any agreement

We

to

take,

:

•

j

|
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Louis Goes

St.

with the biggest Paramount opening
since "Blue Skies/'

Welcome

Stranger,

Dear Ruth,

LADD

LAMOUR

•

ROBERT

LLOYD

PRESTON

NOLAN

Perils of Pauline,

Desert Fury
and Variety Girl
become:

Paramount's
Sensational
Six

Aith

DICK
Producao

by

ERDMAN

ALLEN JENKINS

.

ROBERT FELLOWS
S^een

that ain't hay!

DOROTHY

ALAN
Paramount's
"Fabulous Five"—

And

•

Q^rectod by

P|3V Sy John

Monk;.

TAY GARNETT
Jr

4
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feo,
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For the 5 Majors' Non-Divorcement

Supreme

legalites

Court,

Government prosecution

the

in

Delay by the
Supreme Court

the

after the first of the year,
Origsay.
the
believed
legalites
court would order argument on
the appeal from the three-judge
statutory court simultaneously
with the Griffith and Schine cir-

til

company attorneys
inally,

nine judges' attention.

Supreme

Court
summer's
start, reversed a lower bench ruling
and refused to divest du Pont or
National of their plants which the

Griffith and Schine actions are
slated for October or November
hearing. So far as the main
equity action is concerned, however, attorneys can't even prep
their briefs until the records are
in hand. Time lapse would prevent an early hearing.

Legalites
Justice urged.
contend that the cases are parallel
witih the D. of J.'s attempt to lop off
Hence the feeling
their theatres.
thrt it's a turn in the legal road.
6n the divestiture point, high
court said: "There is no finding of
fact, and apparently no evidence,
showing that the respective titanium
plants of National Lead or du Pont
were acquired in violation of law,
separately
that they ever were
owned or operated, or that they are
adapted to such operation. Presumdivestiture
requested
ably,
the
would be for the purpose of providing four instead of two independent
of

'Duel'

Winner

Continued from page

4 ;

film will be sent into regular release,
at which time it is counted on to do

i

normal "big pictures" business, or
better than $4,000,000. That will give
domestic income of almost

total

it

weekend

a

cuits' appeals.

decision, rendered at the

New

Ads

Mag Budgets the Most

$12,000,000.

and

expect

to

the

industry

film

formerly

In line with economy moves in all
departments, major distributors will
curtail advertising and exploitation
expenditures on most forthcoming
releases. The reductions will be ef-

indirect sales effect, in contrast to
pn-the-spot lineage in local newspapers for current pictures. Thus,-

with "roadshow" now defined as
simply the playing of a film at
upped admission prices but on a
straight grind policy.
Change in definition is probably a result of the raft of pictures

that

under the

spread in a national magazine might
be read months before that particular picture was released in a certain
community, so the ad would have no
immediate or direct sales result.

have been released

method during

latter

"lux-

ury" advertising, including national
publications and various kinds of
Stunt advertising and promotion.
According to admen, luxury advertising is any kind that has an

definition during the last several
Two-a-days seem to
months.
have become a thing of the past,

shooting at the start of the following week.
In a statement issued in conjunction with announcement of the labor
peace treaty last week, Maguire emphasized that a "greater portion of
the motion picture production business belongs in New York City" and
admitted the necessity for "streamlining laws, rules and regulations."
Unions, "whose members for more
than 20 years have done all of the
work required in motion picture
production," he said, "have signed
here an agreement which constitutes
to
contribution
outstanding
an
stabilization in that industry and
also to the efforts of the city to bring
a greater portion of the industry
here. Under the agreement, peace
and order are guaranteed in New
York City for five years."

by cutting

fected, in general,

meant the playing of a picture
on a reserved seat, two-a-day
policy, has taken on a different

begin

to

'Roadshow' Meaning

Roadshow engagement, which

try reps to work out some outline
of advice, which is to be forwarded
to Coast producers interested in doOutline will
ing work in N. Y.
stress the fact that producers must
give the city department heads sufficient time, to clear all shooting
locales and that it's impossible for
a producer to come into the city on

won't be heard by the court un-

of

It's exrounds.
pected to shape big in briefs being
prepped by the Big Five for the

Dept.

in

anti-trust suit defindicates that the case

initely

legal

unanimous

record

Natl

Will Hit

reported

progress" in the problems but to
have complained anew about the
permit regulations.
Maguire will also ask the indus-

clerk of the U. S.
in completing the

the

of

printing

I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
and the National Lead Co. is now

The

is

have welcomed the peace agreement with the unions as "substantial

Government

the E.

making the

Industry

to

the

for

major sorepoint with most of the
who've lensed films In

Stalled Till '48

companies currently believe. Opinion of the high court handed down

Curtailment of Luxury Film

producers

N. Y. to date.

Chances of the Ave theatre-own-in g majors to beat the Government's
divestiture plea in the main antitrust suit have taken a terrific lift
from a recent decision of the U. S.

0

O'Dwyer Move

Du Pont Decision Creates Optimism

1947

3,

it would ultimately reinforce the on-the-spot ad for the
picture in that community, but such
secondary effect is impossible to
measure and, in any case, is inevitably a supplementary effort. As the

Presumably

the last several months. David
O. Selznick, with "Duel in the
Goldwyn,
Sun,", and 'Samuel
with "Best Years of Our Lives,"
"started the new trend, which has

been picked up by almost every
one of the majors for at least
one or two pictures this year.

ad executive of one major company
expressed it, "Luxury advertising is
fine if you can afford it, but with
shrinking budgets it's the first item
cut."

Clearances
Continued from page 5

Despite reports of falling circulaamong the picture fan mags,
ad execs deny any intention of
singling out such publications for
advertising
reductions.
particular
It's said that all national advertising,
including general circulation as well
as fail mags and particularly stunts,
will be trimmed.
Space in local
dailies, to plug current releases in
those communities, will probably be
tion
film

:

long as eight weeks and that a cut
to four weeks in such spots would
not hit the first-runs. At the same
time, the move would hypo grosses
for houses following the de-luxers.

major competing, plants. However,
Costs
there is no showing whether or not
It's urgent, also, to devise ways of
On the cost side is the $5,250,000
the two licensees, may not be able
Despite the peace treaty, how- speeding liquidity of pix and a stepnegative.
Well over $2,000,000 has
to develop, under the decree, even
ever, reports from Hollywood last up on clearances would be the an- continued at about the usual volume,
already been spent on advertising,
against
competition
swer,
Scully is expected to assert. it's predicted.
substantial
more
week indicated that it would have
which means that by the time of the
In some cases, the reduced ad
Companies can't continue sinking
National Lead and du Pont than
little effect on the Coast labor sitwould new concerns operating the final playoffs, probably $2,750,000 uation or that it would cause any heavy coin now invested in product budgets will not apply to current recomparable will have been spent. The long Techthe domestic market returns leases, since advertising appropriadivested

•

plants.

No

nicolor prints cost about $325,000.
precedents have been presented.
That means total charges of $8,325,Existing precedents of divestiture
before distribution is counted in.
provide examples of the restoration 000
What percentage of gross must be
to
pre-existing
separate
status
of
for distribution cost is large-allowed
which
have
companies or properties
Selznickites are being,
ly
enigmatic.
been unlawfully combined rather
than fission of units which never extremely close-mouthed on the subAs
ject.
a matter of fact, it will be
have been separated."
to tell until distribupretty
difficult
Last sentence of quote is figured
as a prime break for the Big Five tion is completed. The larger the
since it, along with other statements gross, the lower the proportionate
of
setting
cost
DOS
ub his own Selzin the opinion, stress that acquisition of properties must have been nick Releasing Organization to handle the film. SRO has been working
with an intention of fixing
rather
economical
scale so far,
on
a
monopoly. Big Five are expected

shift in production to unless
General consensus was that the cash a lot faster than heretofore.
no studio had sufficient money at
U also figures it'll get more of an
hand to move its facilities to N. Y. impact from its exploitation and adin order to escape the jurisdictional vertising campaigns if the speedup
dispute which has tied up Hollywood goes through.
Faster playoffs, it's
production for the last 11 months. said, permits a pic to maintain its

substantia]

N. Y.

tions for them have been set for
some time. But future releases, on
which the advertising and exploita-

news

Original penetration
value.
fanfare at preems would pay off a
lot better if the subsequent runs
booked the pix earlier.

UA- 'Henry'
5 Continued from page
ready in the
$800,000,

till

on the

U's move may stir up considerable
opposition from first-runs naturally
loath to cut their clearance. "Any
action to revamb the industry's way
of doing business is bound to raise
opposition," one
exec said. "But
we think they'll see it our way if
they study present conditions."

S

slightly

is

basis of his

hammer away at the point that but whether later dates will pour in 27%% distribution deal with
the distribs acquired their houses to so easily as the early ones and re- That's undoubtedly more than he
protect their picture investments. If quire so little attention of the sales has received from any other picture
Based on in this country with the possible exthat
contention
stands,
legalites force is problematical.
think divestiture issue will be in the costs of other companies, a rough ception of "Caesar and Cleopatra,"
estimate of the total selling cost by which UA also distributed.
bag for the majors.
distribution
is completed
the
time
Paramount, for example, has often
Boxoffice receipts have totalled
This' summer's
plugged the argument that Adolph might be around 20%. That would about $2,800,000.
Zukor acquired and built houses be- mean about $2,400,000.
dates were played in New England,
Adding that to the bther charges New York, California, Colorado and
cause exhibs were ganging up on him
of
total
cost
figures
up
to
in the '20s to force down rentals.
$8,325,000,
Virginia. Now being set up are reWarner Bros.' buy of Stanley circuit $10,725,000. Balanced off against the peat engagements in cities where the
was for same reason, defense has al- income of almost $12,000,000, profit of film has already played, although
ways been. Showcases were acquired about a million is evidenced.
with only 15 to 18 prints working
by other outfits to insure playing
On the foreign side, best income many other towns remain to be
time and revenues.
that could be anticipated would be booked. Repeats include New York,
That's all in the record and the about $4,000,000, with expenditures where "Henry" will go into the Litmajors are now planning to contend for making versions, prints, adver- tle- Carnegie, after having run 47
they fall neatly in the divestiture tising and distribution running to weeks at the City Centre and John
nix applied to the du Pont case.
about $1,500,000. If the present Brit- Golden. Return date, scale is $1.80

to

campaigns have not been
tion
mapped, will generally feel the
However, major releases will

pinch.

U

probably not come in for. as much
advertising curtailment as the secandary pictures will.
For instance, according to Paul N.
Lazarus, Jr., of United Artists, the
advertising budget for "Arch of Triumph" is $1,000,000, against an anticipated gross revenue of $15,000,000
on the picture. The $1,000,000 outlay will cover not only on-the-spot
ads in local dailies, but all sorts of

tising.

However, the percentage

Pressbooks

|

.

'

Exhibs Conspire
55 Continued from pace.

S

ss

the product of some top-flight indie
producers, which has recently been
down by this circuit because
the price asked by the indie produc
ers was considered too high.
Interesting angle of the entire
situation is the fact that the major
which operates the circuit house
sells its own product via competitive bidding in similar situations.
Whether the circuit district chief
was working under orders of his
homeoffice in making the offer to
his indie competition isn't known.
It's
believed
probable,
however,
that he had consulted with his
bosses.
Indie exhib accepted the
offer, since he'll still have plenty
of product available for his single-

embargo

and some of the top as against $2.40 originally.
other threats to the foreign market
"Henry V," incidentally, is beginmaterialize,
total
income
from ning to get competition from "Henry
abroad could easily be chopped to VIII." Film Classics in sending the
$1,500,000, against which there would latter into reissue.
By coincidence,
be charged of about $650,000.
it was also originally distributed by
ish

sticks

UA. Made
Laugh ton.

turned

bill

operation.

Supply Dealers' Meet
Washington, Sept.

Upwards

of 500 dealers

from

it

stars Charles

St. Louis, Sept.

Suit of

headed

Hyde Park Amusement

Abandon ''Henry" Fight

2.

Minneapolis, Sept.

Co.,

Assured that the St. Paul MuAuditorium will not book
a pictures generally and satisfied that

of a chain of indie nabes in

North

St.

building

Louis, to obtain title to

occupied

by

the

Bremen

nicipal

in

,

week by
»
* j
r«uirL. Aronson.
Robert
Judge
.Kaimann testified that Mrs. Marguerite Kaimann, as v.p. and a stockholder of the Hyde Park organization, acted for the firm in making
the sales agreement under which
the building was purchased for $50,-000 from Mrs. Adele Mogler, widow
of Fred Mogler, former owner of the
Bremen and whose murder a- decade
u.

Circuit

instance

there

The original intention was to
protest the engagement to the St.
if the booking
to banner the
Auditorium as "unfair" to regular
exhibitors, the complaint being that
a city-owned building should not be

was not cancelled

used in competition with taxpayers'
theatres.

Booking of "Henry V," however,
was justified to the independent exand Supply Manufacturers Mrs. Kaimann's husband, William J. hibitors on the grounds that it is a
York Theatre Guild-sponsored
New
Kaimann,
died on Jan. 27, 1944, from
Assn. and the Theatre Equipment
self-inflicted bullet wound after roadshow and that the Auditorium,
Dealers' Protective Assn. Sessions
will be at the Shoreham hotel with shooting and seriously wounding his Paying touring legitimate attrac
tions,
including those of the Guild,
many exhibitors, projectionists, brother, Clarence, as the outgrowth
architects and others slated to attend of a business deal. Mrs. Kaimann was the proper spot to house it.
The independent exhibitors also
testified that her brother-in-law inand place orders.
were
mollified by the promise that
Theatre video reportedly will be tended to purchase the building for
one of the equipment features this himself and not for the benefit of the Auditorium would not book picjtures generally.
year.
the Hyde Park organization.

ment

But with -trade screenings,
ture.
that's not so and it's time we recognized that fact. Printer's ink doesn't

mean a thingr- it's the picture itself."
Number of stunts and advertising
campaigns generally outlined in the
books will be sliced to two or three,

Bergman

Entire h.o. exploitabe authors of the pubexploitation campaigns
outlined in the books, he added, and
the stunts selected will be those actually used by U's men in national
Pressbooks will
buildups of pix.
brief exhibs on local application of
national campaigns.
licity

i

tions.

said.

and

be breakdown of ad campaigns so
that different selling programs will
be outlined for keys and smaller
cities following them.

Briefs
i

with

From Lots

Continued from page 5 s=E

Sam

Henry King

directing.

will direct "Mr,

Dream
Riley

Boyd

producing

Engel

.

.11.

and

C. Potter

Blandings Builds His

House"

RKO.

at

.

.Elaine

lead with William
"Strange Gamble," last of
Hopalong Cassidy scries

femme
in

the 1947-48

...Metro starts

its

new

Lassie pic-

"Hills of Home," Sept. 15 on
location at Sonora Pass.
Frankie Hyers will make his film
bow in "A Palooka Named Joe'' at
ture,

Monogram. .Metro sending camera
unit to Italy and Austria to lens
.

Kaufman Vice Dailey

in
"Vespers
for
backgrounds
Vienna," which Carey Wilson will
John L. (Les) Kaufman appointed produce, starting late in October...
director of studio publicity at Uni- Charles Wlnninger and Gene Lockversal-International to succeed Pete hart drew key roles in "End of the

Hollywood, Sept.

2.

Dailey, resigned.

Rainbow"

Republic.

at

.

.Charles

For the last year Kaufman has Bennett will report in London Jan.
been director of promotion and radio 1 to direct his first picture for Two
Cities Productions. .Frances Goodactivity on the same lot.
rich and Albert Hackett turned in
the screenplay for "Easter Parade"
at Metro.
V'a Streamlined Story Dept.
.

With departure of James Poling
as Universal-International's eastern
story editor, department is being left
in the hands of two femmes. They

G0LDWYFS

P.A. LET0UTS
Hollywood. Sept. 2,

are

Catherine Blankenship, who
headed the readers, and May Neglia,

Two members of the Samuel Goldwyn publicity department were let
out and one moved to New York in

a secretary.

a

Gals will carry on servicing of the
studio, but there will be no effort,
of course, to cover the whole story
and play market, as was done by
the full department.

Hollywood foreign flackery folded,
moving topper Dan Russell to the
N. Y. sales office. Planter Lcn Simpson and foreign flack Eve Orabuen

|

I

advertising expenditure in proportion
to anticipated gross revenue varies
according to the type of picture and
various other intangibles.
For example, UA is taking its time about
releasing "Henry V" and, as the
film is figured to have more appeal
in major population centers than
throughout the country, there will
be relatively more money spent for
on-the-spot ads in 'the dailies and
less for space in national publicaof

tion staff will

is

Paul city council and

Judge Aronson said the Hyde Park
firm had failed to substantiate its
claim and an announcement was
made that an appeal will be taken

all

present

V."

ago has never been solved.

2.

the

"some justification" for the booking,
North Central Allied has decided to
abandon an announced fight to halt
the roadshow engagement of "Henry

theatre was dismissed last

™

2.

by Clarence H. Kaimann,

owner

Continued from page 5
in registering an impression on the
exhibitor as to the quality of the pic-

In "The Senator Is Indiscreet," for
instance, national drive has already
been ma'pped and it'll be used in the
pressbooks. Another innovation will

Another Kaimann Tangle

parts of the country are expected
here Sept. 25-29 for the joint annual
convention of the Theatre Equip-

'

in 1933,*

national
billboards,
publications,
radio and novelty or stunt adver-

weekend economy shakeup.

were

laid off.

,
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CENTURY-FOX

MAKES

4* WALLOPING

IT

MONEY-GETTERS

*

KISS

IN

A

ROW

AS

OF ^j§^ DEATH' DOES

"ABSOLUTELY UNBELIEVABLE
BUSINESS -PONT

KNOW HOW

WE'RE GETTING THEM ALL IN!"Harry Brandt
III III 111

ill lit

* MIRACLE ON
M.

P.

34th STREET'

HERALD BOXOFFICE

* WONDER WHO'S
I

CHAMPION FOR

JULY!

KISSING HER

NOW

TECHNICOLOR

M.

P.

HERALD BOXOFFICE

CHAMPION FOR AUGUST!
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AT THE ROXY NEW YORK-AND IN BALTIMORE(
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Postwar Auto Travel Booms More
Drive-ins; Other Briefs
The postwar boom on auto

travel-

ing is currently zooming construction of theatre drive-ins at an unProcess is getting
paralleled pace.
a shot-in-the-arm from the Federal
'maintenance of restrictions on the
building of orthodox flickeries. Operators have also been turning increasingly- to the open-airs in view
of the .prohibitively high cost of
building materials for roofed-in
theatres.

..

are

.•

;

Dozen drive-ins
alone

in

now being

New

Jersey

constructed,

of that state discloses. Habit
has also spread widely to the mid
and southwest where reports of
building activities are coming in by

checkup

the batches. Number of exhibs are
incorporating novel services such as
special attentions for the kiddies to
hypo attendance at the new drive-

from Keys

the Oska, a 225-seater, Oskaloosa.
Kans., recently purchased from Vernon D. Gelabert.
The new MaTague, at Denison, la.,
will Open Oct. 1. It will be opposish
to the Ritz, an 800-seater in the same
town.
W. A. Solterman, Alton, 111., and
Ralph H. Welsh, Wood River, Mo.,
have formed a partnership and' will
build a new $60,000 film house in
Alton. It will' be tagged the Milton.
Gillespie, 111., has received the green light to build a
new. $45,000 house in Bethalto, 111.
Milton Paul has sold his Eddy, a
180-seater, Eddyville, 111., to Earl D.

Mike Home,

to

Continued from page 3

go along on the deal as long as

in it. Semenenko is v.p.
of the First National Bank of Boston,
which was said ready to put up
about 40% of the funds, needed to

Rank was

swing the

deal.

Fox

is

executive

v.p. of Universal, which also has
close ties with Rank via reciprocal
distribution deals. It is reported that
he was to be chairman of the board

of RKO had the deal gone through.
Refusal of the British government
Rank the permission to make
the necessary dollar expenditures
for the RKO purchase is said to
have been the stumbling block on

to give

which it fell.
Fox Says U-Rank Nixed Bid
McConkey, Ottumwas, la.
Fox, queried on the setup in New
A combo policy of roller skating York last week, strongly denied that
and pictures has been fixed for the he or any of the other Rank assoWinthrop, Winthrop, la., recently
mentioned in the syndicate had
sold by W. T. Reinhold to Steve Og- ciates
burn and Patrick Reilly, formerly made any proffers or entered into
Skating will pre- negotiations with Rathvon. He said
of Los Angeles.
the
vail two nights and the films
rather that Rathvon had come to
balance of the week.
them, offering them the opportunity
to get into the syndicate, and the"
deal was turned down,
Roberts Aide to Levy
1

-

3,

1947

B way House

Brazen Clocking of

Rathvon Buyout
_ 22

,

'Harry Goldstein, manager of Brandts' Broadway houses, did a
double-take last -week when he came out of the Globe and found a
Trans-Lux usher— in full uniform— standing (next to the boxoffice
with a counting machine in his hand, checking the house. After getting over his initial shock, Goldstein found himself amused by the
audacity rather than being mad. He sauntered over to the kid and
asked casually: "How are we doing?" Guy looked at the counter and
at his watch and replied seriously: "Pretty good, 18 people in the last'
7V4 minutes." The clocking went on during trie conversation.
Goldstein, never cracking a grin,. then explained that' he didn't mind
the guy standing at the boxoffice, but he feared that people might
get the Globe mixed up with the Trans-Lux on account of the uniform.
Goldstein ask.ed if he'd mind changing into his street clothes and
promised that' When he came back he'd have a Seat fixed up for
him near the door so he could clock in comfort. Kid took it all
straight.
He left, assuring Goldstein he'd be right back.
He turned out to be a novice who, when given instructions to check
the Globe,, had no idea he was supposed to be surreptitious about it.
Trans-Lux was apparently clocking the* house since it is playing
"The Roosevelt Story," a feature made up "of newsreel clips of the
i

late President.

•

Picture Grosses

..'

ins.

,

.

First

Kansas Drive-In
Kansas .City.

WASHINGTON

.

Minneapolis.
that Odium has
It's understood
(Continued from page 11)
Glen Roberts at 20th-Fox pro- given Rathvon the choice of two
moted from booker to assistant to possible, deals. One is for stock week, "Welcome Stranger" (Par) (2d
M. A. Levy, district manager,, suc- amounting" to a 12% ownership of wk), big $19,000.
Hippodrome (Lust) (365; 44-85)—
ceeding Irving Mills, who resigned
RKO at $9,000,000 and the other is "This Happy Breed" (2d wk). Sock
to join the Republic sales staff.
Jerry Weisfeldt transferred by for an 18% ownership at $13,000,000. $3,500 after big $4,500.
Keith's
(RKO) (1,838; 44-80)—
screen on an 85-ft. steel framework, the same company from Panama If Rathvon took the lesser amount,
speaker for each car, playground for representative to local office man- Odium presumably would retain the "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO)
Fine $19,000 after smash
for
(2d. wk).
service
warming
bottle
Steger,
rechildren,
ager.
He replaces Luke
other 6%, as he is desirous of reducweek. Holds again.
opening
$25,000
It is located on a 10-acre turned to home office.
babies.
ing the RKO holdings in the Atlas
Metropolitan (WB) (1,153; 44-74)—
tract directly west of Kansas City,
portfolio, although not necessarily
Cry Wolf" (WB) (2d run). Sluggish
Kans.
divesting of them completely.
Feteing Col. Frudenfeld
Last week, "Gunfighters"
$7,000.
Theatre is first of several to be
Cleveland Variety Club's testiOne of the things that has made it (Col), big $11,000.
built in the state by the newly
Palace "(Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)—
formed Kansas Drive-In Theatres, monial Friday (5) to Col. Arthur difficult for Rathvon- to line up backFrudenfeld, district supervisor of ers is the fact that buying up even "Variety Girl" (Par); So-so $21,000,
Inc. Rube Finkelstein, Kansas City,
area, in
Mo., exhibitor, H. Barth Arends, RKO theatres in the Ohio
the 18% interest in RKO would still but could have been worse, considerKansas City, Kans., and Sam Weiss, honor of his retirement after many leave control tenuous. That's plenty ing beating it took from local crix.
with RKO. Dinner at the
Last week, "Gone With Wind" (M-G)
New York, are named as some of the years
Maurice now to give Atlas control, but (reissue) (2d wk), $20,000.
hotel,
Finkelstein operates Netherland-Plaza
incorporators.
nevertheless, should someone start a
the Belmont, By am and Paseo thea- White exec chairman.
strong fight for proxies, it's conceivtres, all subsequents, on the Missouri
able that the management could be
side. Harry Stone is manager of the
Fights Ft. Wayne Emboyd Name
overturned. On the basis of the 'STRANGER'
theatre.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Harrison theatre and Realty Corp., above figures, total value of RKO
operator of the Emboyd theatre, would be something over $70,000,000.
Deluxe Texas Drive-In
IN DENVER; 'WOLF'
an
injunction
Wayne,
filed
Fort
has
Port Arthur, Texas.
It
also has a considerable debt,
'
Denver, Sept. 2.
Underwood & Ezell's latest drive- suit against the Emboyd Theatre which would place its book value at
"Welcome Stranger" is packing
in theatre, The Surf, has been Corp., an Illinois firm, to prevent it well over $100,000,000.
Duo also operate from using the name "Emboyd" in
opened here.
the Denham this week, and may hit
drive-in theatres at Houston, Dallas; its theatre and amusement activities
Wolf" is also
high.
"Cry
a
new
Fort Worth, Waco, San Antonio and here.
Labor Day
strong at two houses.
Pharr.
The Surf has individual
speakers for each car and special
parade brought folks downtown and
FWC's New Fresno Deluxer
lighting which facilitates entry and
Fresno, Cal., Sept. 2.
helped most firstruns.
Continued from page J
There is available seating for
exit.
New $500,000 film house win be
Estimates for This Week
those who live in the vicinity of the built here by Fox-West Coast to re- the boxoffice on such things as base
theatre and a special section for place the Fox State, on which it re- ball and other sports, plus other out35-74)—
Aladdin (Fox)
(1,400;
kids where various types of toys are cently lost the lease to Robert L. door and indoor recreations besides "Dishonored Lady" (UA) and "Road
available to keep them out of mis- Lippert.
Theatre will be a 1,200- pictures. However, between 70 and
to Hollywood" (Indie). After week
chief. There is also a bottle warm- seater of the stadium type, known
is figured to come
of
the
total
80%
Thin $2,500.
at Denver, Webber.
ing service for mothers who desire as the Crest.
it.
A concession bar rounds out the
Fox State has been operated by from film houses.
Last week, "Ivy" (U) and "Crimson
ultramodern setup.
FWC for years, but its lease expires The 3d New York District (all of Key" (20th) (m.o.), good $4,000.
House will change bills four times Jan. 1.
New house will be erected Manhattan above 23d St., which
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)
a week and have single bills every on a downtown corner site recently •takes in the hot Broadway sector)
"Welcome Stranger" (Par). Smash
night except Thursday.
purchased for $156,000.
paid $7,345,048 in taxes on June biz,
$24,000 and possible record. Holds.
contrasted with $3,956,629 for May.
Last week, "Trouble With Women"
'Public Service' Drive-in
However, this is misleading and does (Par), fine $12,500.
Ev Nestell to Switzer Bros.
Minneapolis.
Nestell named eastern district not include only business done in
Ev
Denver (Fox) (2,525: 35-74)—"Cry
Henrietta, Minn., near here, has
manager for Switzer Bros., manu- that area. Fact is that companies Wolf" (WB) and "Son of Rusty"
its own novel drive-in theatre setfacturers of black light equipment which have their main offices in (Col), day-date
with Webber.
Big
up.
Residents of the small town
and fluorescent paints. For 15 years
Last week, "Dishonored
drive their cars on an empty lot and before the war, Nestell managed ex- Manhattan but their theatres else- $20,000.
the screen is hoisted on the side of port sales for several manufacturers where frequenty make payment for Lady" (UA) and "Road to Hollyan entire circuit out of the main wood" (Indie),- okay $14,000.
a, garage.
of electronic equipment and picture
Business
firms
contribute,
office.so that the 3d District of N.Y
so sound systems.
Esquire (Fox)' (742; 90-$1.25)—
there's no admission charge. It's a
can get credit for biz done in Cali- "Life With Father" (WB) (2d wk).
sort of public service idea and peoDay-date with Paramount.
or South- Dakota.
Fair
M-G Adds Fitt to Watson's Setup fornia
ple from as mariy as a half-dozen
With the June admissions holding $2,500. Last week, big $4,000.
Pittsburgh.
surrounding towns are attracted.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
J. E. (WadSy) Watson named to up nicely, the entire year is running
Metro exploitation post in this terri- ahead of 1946 by almost $10,000,000. "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO)
New Texas Drive-in
tory, replacing Charlie Baron, who
In addition to the above, June (2d wk). Fine $15,000. Last week,
Longview, Texas.
The Colonial drive-in has been had the job about 10 years prior to was a bad month for niteries, whose new record for non-holiday week,
opened by William Morrow on the his recent resignation. Watson cov- figures are now reported separately huge $25,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2.200; 90-$1.25)
road between Longview and Glade- ers Cincinnati area besides Pitts- by the Revenue Bureau. Nationwide,
burgh.
—"Life With Father;' (WB) (2d wk).
water. Capacity- is 750 cars.
Lloyd Rogers acquired the Welch, the 20% bite on nitery tabs in June Also Esquire. Mildish $8,000. Last
W. Va., theatre from T. V. Field and amounted to onlv $5,153,242 a million week, big $17,000.
St. Louis Activity
is
closing the house temporarily. under the $6,130,571 for the same
St. Louis.
Rialto
(Fox)
90-$1.20)—
(878;
The drive-in theatre constructed Rogers also operates the Pocahontas month in 1946. This continues to "Duel in Sun" (SRO), sixth week
for the Flexer Theatres, Inc., Mem- and Temple there.
support the wails of the bistro and
Good $9,000. Last week,
Lou Hanna, of the Acme and tavern keepers who have been com- downtown.
phis, Tenn., near Sappington, Mo.,
"Brute Force" (,U) and "Millerson
Frankling
named
exchanges
here,
lights Sept. 15.
plaining that business has been Case" (Col), after week at Esquire,
Out-of-town exhibs on local buy- booker for the Brockway, Pa., the- murder all this year.
Paramount, fair $3,500.
ing trips include Elvin H. Wiecka, atre run by Joe and Charlie Kosco.
Tabor
Allan Treuhaft joined the Eagle(Fox)
35-74)—
(1,967;
Staunton, 111.; C. Spaulding, T&ylor"Corpse Came C.O.D." (Col) and
Lion-PRC sales department. He's
ville,
111.;
Russell
Armentrout,
"Newshounds" (Mono). Neat $9,000.
Louisiana, Mo.; Joe Goldfarb, Upper been booker for WB theatres in
Last week, "The Web" (U), $8,500.
Alton, 111.; Joe Katz, Benld, 111.; Wil- Cleveland.
Jack
Tucker,
temporarily
filling
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)— ''Cry
liam Griffin, chief booker for the
in here at his old RKO" exploitation
SSi Continued from ua«c 6
Wolf" (WB) and "Son of Rusty"
I.
W. Rodgers Circuit, Cairo, 111.; post,
is shuttling between Pittsburgh
(Col), also Denver.
Bernie Palmer, Columbia Amuse- and Ogdensburg, N.
Trim $3,000.
it
was said, would lead other na
Y., where his
Last week, "Dishonored Lady" (UA)
ment Co., Paducah, Ky.; Tommy wife recently underwent
a serious tions to follow the British example. and "Road
to Hollywood" (Indie),
Bloomer, Belleville; Charles Beni- operation.
All the British Empire countries,
okay $2,500.
nati,
Carlyle, 111.; Charles Wells,
including Canada, have on their
Sparta, 111.; Forrest Pirtle, Jerseyagendas discussion of some form of
Elmer DeWitt Uppcd in Ohio
ville, 111.; Lee Horton, Sullivan, 111.;
dollar saving. The American indusToledo.
Herman Ferguson, Maiden, Mo., and
Elmer N. DeWitt, assistant man- try knows it and is attempting to
Mrs. William Collins, DeSoto, Mo.
(Continued from page 11)
Plans have been drawn for a new ager of Bryan and Temple theatres head it off with stronger action than
Bryan,
O., for several years, made was taken with the British threats "Seven Were Saved" (Par).
RKO house in Marshalltown, la. It at
Good
manager
of
Valentine
will be a 1,000-seater.
and
Strand
This will
which materialized in the present $11,000. Last week, "Dear Ruth"
make the sixth theatre for the town. in Defiance, O.
(Par) (m.o.) and "Back Lash" (20th),
75% tax,
The Fox - Midwest Amusement
strong
$10,500.
Argentine a Bright Ray
Corp. will take bids for a new house
PCCITO Expands
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-65)
Outside the Empire countries, the
in Raytown, Mo.
Seattle.
—"Ghost Mrs. Muir" (20th) and
Kerasotes Bros, have earmarked
Back from attending the regional situation brightened in Argentina. "Danger Street" (Par).
Passable
$75,000 for a face-lighting job on meet of the PCCITO (Pacific Coast It was reported last week that an
$12,000.
Last week, "Copacabana"
their Strand, a 700-seater, Spring- Conference
Independent
Theatre embargo had been placed by the Ar- (UA) and "Joke Son" (EL), $10,000.
field. 111.
Owners) at Salt Lake City, trustees gentine government on American
Paramount (Tristates) (2.800; 16The Colonial, a 200-seater, Athens, Le Roy Johnson and L. O. Lukan, films because of the recent revision 65)—
"Variety Girl" (Par). Big $14,111.,
has been relighted by W. J. the two members on the board from of the U.
S.-British loan agreement 000.
Last week, "Wild Harvest"
Rodell after being shuttered during the northwest, report enlargement of
•providing that England didn't have (Par), $12,000.
a face-lifting job.
the association to include Montana.
State
Marvin Banks, son of Sol Banks, Southern Idaho and Utah. This adds to make convertible into dollars the "Sioux (Goldberg) (865; 15-50)—
City Sue" (Rep) and "Gasowner of a number of theatres in 167 theatres in Montana, 135 in Utah coin of third countries. Latest re- house Kids
West" (PRC) (1st runs).
Missouri and Kansas, is following in and 45 in Idaho to the membership. ports from Argentina are that the Okay
$2,500.
Last week, "Decoy"
his father's footsteps. Last week he
Next trustees meeting will be in embargo applied to certain other (Mono) and
"Train to Memphis"

Drive-in theatre oh the Kansas
side opened last Week, the first of
Despite
its kind in eastern Kansas.
a capacity of 1,100 cars, an estimated
500 cars were turned away opening
night. Theatre includes a 50x60-ft.
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30%

Cut

OMAHA
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,

took over the active management of

Portland.

imports, but not films.

(Rep), $3,000.

L'VILLE

SLOW ALBEIT

'VARIETY' LUSH 18G
Louisville, Sept. 2.
Town is still a little groggy from
the protracted heat spell, and everybody who could knock off business
or job and take a final long -weekend vacation over Labor Day,

scrammed out

of town. Rialto catching big trade with "Variety Girl."
Strand looks to catch a high figure
with "Happened on 5th Avenue."
Otherwise, biz is slowish.
Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200' 4060)— "Desert Fury" (Par) and "Thunderbolt" (Mono) (m.o.). Medium $3.500. Last' week, "Dear Ruth" (Par)
and "Jungle Flight" (Par)
(4th
downtown wk), neat $4,500.
.

Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
—"Fiesta" (M-G) and "Cheyenne"
(WB). Fairish $3,000. Last week,
"High Barbaree" (M-G)- and "Its
Wonderful Life" (RKO), fine $3,400.
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100;
)_;' Dee P v a»ey" (WB). Fair
!Sf£,
$7,000. Last week, "Last of Redmen"
(Col), good $8,500.
National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60)
—"Ivy" (U) (2d wk). Slowed up
considerably to $7,000, mild. Last
week, sturdy $9,500.
Rialto (FA) (3,400; 40-60)— "Variety Girl" (Par). Excellent $18,000.
Last week, "Desert Fury" (Par) and
'Thunderbolt"

(Mono), alright $13,-

000 and m.o.

Scoop (Louisville Theatres) (700:
40-60)— "Sis Hopkins" (Rep) (reissue). Nice $2,300; Last week, "Brewster's Millions"
000.

(UA)

(reissue), $2,-

•State
(Loew's)
(3,300;
40-60)—
"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue)
(2d wk). Slowed up to a walk by hot

weather, mild $13,000
stanza's solid $19,000.

after

initial

Strand (FA) (1,400; 40-60)— "Happened on Fifth Ave." (Mono) and
"The Guilty" (Mono). Bumper $7,000. Last week, "Wyoming" (Rep)
and Trespasser" (Rep), $5,000.

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued from page 13)
week, "Living In Big Way" (M-G),
nice $16,500.

Paramount (Par) (2,646: 60-85)—
"Variety Girl" (Par). Smash $28,000.
Last week, "Hit Parade 1947" (Rep),
satisfactory $15,000.'

—

St. Francis (ParWl,400; 60-85)
"Welcome Stranger" (Par)
(7th
wk). Great $13,000. Last week, big

$15,000.

Orpheum
(Blumenfeld)
(2.448;
55-85)— "Singapore" (U) (3rd wk).
Okay $10,000. Last week, fair
$11,000.

United Artists (Blumenfeld) 01,.
55-85)— "Carnegie Hall" (UA)
wk). Drab $8,500. Last week,
steady $10,500.
Stagedoor (Ackerman) (350; 60207;
(4th

85)— "Magic Bow"

(U) (3rd wk).
Mild $1,700 in 5 days. Last week,
healthy $2,500.
Esquire (Blumenfeld) (1,000; 5585)— "Burning Cross" (SG). Nice
$11,000. Last week, "Last of Red•

men"

(Col), good $9,500.
Center (Lippert) (300; 90-1.20)
"Duel In Sun" (SRO) (3rd wk).
$5,500. Last week, oke $6,800.
Guild
(Lippert)
35-85)—
(400;
"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue)
(4th wk). Fine $6,500. Last week,

—

Oke

strong $6,900.
Clay
(Roesner)
65-85)
(400;
"Children of Paradise" (Indie) (5th
wk). Mild $1,800. Last week. $1,900.
Larkin (Roesner) (400; 65-85)
"Pageant of Russia" (Indie) (2d
wk). Good $1,600. Last week, $1,700.
United. Nations (FWC) (1.149; 60-

—
—

85)—"Marked Woman"
issue)

(WB)

(re-

(m.o.). Forte $4,500 or near.
Last week, "Red Stallion" (EL) (2d
wk) (m.o.), pleasing $3,500.

—
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Del Goodman
Division

ASCAP Won't Back Down
Continued from page 4

.

program less than 70 times per

its

owners.

ASCAP claims that the average
for the 16,000 U. S. h&uses is 80 per-

decision

Consequently,
formances monthly.
most theatres would receive a 15%
slash on" the base charge while a

30%

the

into

fall

bracket.

i,

by

the

theatre

"Most of the outcry is coming
from operators of big first-run theatres which are hit hardest by the
so,"
an
and' deservedly
boost
ASCAPer declared. "As a matter
of fact, there are 9,000 houses in the
ment by exhibitors."
U. S. that charge 25c or less for a
Allied biggie opined that refused of
"Those
performance," he asserted.
exhibs, en masse, to pay the license
theatres are paying little more unfees would be too great a risk to
der the

new

rate."

number

a

EL N. Y. Indies Grant 306 a

Boothmen s

of fronts to

battle the hiked rates. National Allied' States, via its general counsel,
Abram F. Myers, huddled With Dept.
of Justice officials in an effort to
light a criminal anti-trust prosecuExhibs also
tion under ASCAP.
snared a promise from N. Y. ConCeller
that
Emanuel
gressman
ASCAP would be subjected to a
investigation
by
the
full-stage
solons.
Allied Would Appeal to D. of J.

Continued from page 3

Day

£S

tinue

weeks

contract talks for several
longer in order to avert
strike step.
Talks

drastic

tention being the union's

understood that Warners which
recently acquired the RKO
Sounding off, Myers attacked the Pathe reel is strongly opposing the
Whether other company
rate as "extortionate" and said he move.
would appeal to the D of J. "An- prexies sold on the idea can win
other civil proceeding, long-drawnover Warners is problematical.
out and ineffectual, will serve no
Film biggies proposing the plan
"We
good purpose," he asserted.
believe that ASCAP will abandon its claim it will save considerable by
mad course only when its officer^ way of a drastic slash in rawstock
and members feel on the backs of consumed. They argue that the rise
inability
their necks the hot breath of a in price of rawstock and

wage hike

and 5% welfare fund demands. *
Meanwhile,
six-year
contracts,
with provisions for wage, reopening talks every two years, were
signed by Local 306 with the Independent Theatre Owners of America,
Joelson,
Studio,
Trans-Lux,
Randforce and Skouras circuits. Pact,
which covers 400 men, gained an initial 15% wage increase.
Union is

under way Sept. 29. He moves
over tomorrow (Wed.) from Sol
Lesser Productions, where he has
been chief flack for three years.
currently

the effect of a cut to a weekly issue.

the-

negotiating

Loew's,

which addition

begin on Labor

have now been going on for about
four months with major bone of con-

2.

gets

orders from top-drawer execs, have
already prepped reports analyzing

to

against several major cir-

and Broadway houses was
postponed by union heads following
an emergency negotiations meeting
last Friday
(29).
Agreement was
reached at that time between circuit and union negotiators to con-

Jerry Hoffman is new director of
advertising and publicity for Independent Artists, Inc., the Rosalind
Russell-Dudley Nichols indie pro-

ducing combo.
Hoffman's first chore will be to
ballyhoo "The Velvet Touch," which

(1)

15% Increase;

U% Demand vs. Deluxers

New York

of

cuifs

Jerry Hoffman's New Spot
Hollywood, Sept.

action

was scheduled

the

Newsreels

—

Strike

atre projectionists Local 306,

'

was

incut and that to "call a cop"
the only satisfactory recourse.

Meanwhile, exhibs were already

moving on

for

Appointment of its first division
manager has been made by
Eagle Lion with the upping of Del

Goodman to the post of Coast chief.
"Despite Judge Nordbye's recent Goodman takes over immediately to
Berger
eases, head up a territory covering the
in
the
ASCAP's present outrageous action Portland, Seattle, San Francisco,
might well lead the courts to hold Salt Lake City, Denver and Kansas
thai the copyright owners did not City exchanges.
At the same time Sam Milner and
come in with clean hands and thus
deny them any recovery whatever. Beverly Miller have been named disBut under the copyright law, if the trict managers under Goodman.
issue should go against the exhibi- Milner will handle the Coast trio of
tors, the copyright owners would exchanges
and Miller the other
sue for the minimum statutory three.
damages of $250, which provision,
Goodman formerly was ParaASCAP claims applies to infringe- mount's Coast district manager.

month.

number would

Head

Coast

sales

;

exercised

rights

New

with

RKO,

Warner and Paramount in
to the Roxy and Music

theatres for a 34% wage increase, an additional week's vacation
pay, time-and-a-half for Saturdays
and double-time for Sundays.

Hall

Local 306's deferment of strike
was made on the advice of
J. Brennan, vice-prexy of the
parent International
Alliance
of
Theatrical Stage Employees, who
was assigned by IATSE prexy Richard F. Walsh to aid the local in its
negotiations.
In a similar situation
recently, Walsh's intervention headed off a strike by Aim lab technicians, Local 702, ar>d gained wage increases averaging 25%.
action

James

Major Leslie R. Thompson, RKO's
labor relations consultant, is heading the circuits' negotiating committee with Herman Gelber, Local 308
prez, labor's spokesman. Gelber said
if the circuits persisted in what he
termed "their uncompromising attitude and stalling," the boothmen
would ultimately take to strike ac-

—--

tion.

It's

only

1

An

United States Marshal armed with a of the reels to jack their rentals
to meet cost boosts warrant a 50%
warrant of arrest."
"Under copyright law as it now lopping of issues.
Opponents' of the move, and pracstands," Myers added, "the cards are
stacked in favor of ASCAP in any tically- all reel officials are in that
camp, claim that revenues from the
direct contest with the exhibitors.
"Except for that, the exhibitors reels will drop proportionately to
might all refuse to take out licenses the 50% cut in service. Moreover,
at the new rates and force ASCAP it's argued, contracts with exhibs
to bring thousands of suits all over provide for two-per-week deliveries
U.S.
Without that statute ASCAP of issues. Reels couldn't drop one
could recover, at most, only the of the issues, it's said, without violatreasonable value of the performing ing those pacts.

Opportunity For Exhibitors

TO UNITE
FOR PROTECTION
OF EXHIBITOR INTERESTS
fair trade

New

York Theatres
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Annas Moorhead, Tom D 'Andrea

antes Bennett,
Directed

20111

by Delmcr Oaves
Produced by Jerry Wald
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The Directors of the

MAURICE ROCCO

OF AMERICA

RADIO CITV MUSIC HALL
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STAGE PRESENTATION

'.

invite

ALL exhibitors

re-

gardless of size or affiliation to attend
a JOINT CONVENTION where a consolidation of these two national organizations will be considered, and where
vital industry problems will be studied.

Moon

*xfra!
>

Paul

OolJwyn

„JsT^£

*••».«••«»

WINCHELl

SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents

the

BACHELOR and the" BOBBY-SOXER/
An RICO Radio Picture

I SPECTACULAR

ew»Y4«.i,»t.

ev».»>

ntmma

JOAN CAULFKLD
j

Girls In

7fe StentJfr ofUMfa/lfity

BARRY FITZGERALD

•

SEPTEMBER 19-20
SHOREHAM HOTEL,

V

DANNY KAYE • VIRGINIA MAYO
and

TEMPLE

PERSON

Harvest

Cinecoior
jAntltony Qutnii

'

Shirley.

LOT

Dance Winners
MONICA LEWIS

in

[

Myrna

GRANT

ED SULLIVAN

N. Y. Showing!

'BLACK
GOLD'

/

Cary

APrFE

a way a jmsi.
DOOtS OWN 10 A. M.

1

AMERICAN

THEATRES ASSOCIATION and the
MOTION PICTURE THEATRE OWNERS

1

Air-conditioned

.flLlMM

lasting benefit.

in Technicolor

ON STAGE
SMITH and DALE
JOE HOWARD

_ROXY'W;.*_

Rascals

JOHNNY ri'I,EO
WARNERS'

AT 47TH STREET

its

MARK STEVENS

Century-Fox Picture
JPI.U9.

Extra!

Hit Orchestra
Mineviteh'i Harmonica

and
Borrah

at 51st

10:30 A. M.

KISSING HER

With

With

-

the public standing of the industry to

WONDER WHO'S
NOW"

"I

"DARK PASSAGE"

In

i_

Sl«in*r

WARNER THEATRE- BWAY

Humphrey BOGART • Lauren DACAll
Warner

'

•HOWARD UNDSAY S mjSSEL CR0USE
•
.^.cm i, ROBERT BUCKNER

DOORS OPEN
SPECIAL LATE MIDNIGHT FILM

AIR-CONDITIONED

in

ZASU PITTS

torn the Orijinil.PJj* by

and

TO IMPROVE

WILLIAM POllll
EDMUND GWENN

government

regulation and many other threats to
exhibition as a free business enter-

MICHAEL CURTIZ
S:r*f n

CONTINUOUS AT THE

:

1MIH

ELIZABETH

against un-

unjust taxation,

censorship, unreasonable

prise,

Pfe with Father

practices,

.4^

j

WASHINGTON,
Por reservations address:

/it

l

tflftHIOHt

f

HARDIE MEAKIN

•

D.

C.

RKO-Keith Theatre • Washington. D. C.

.
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FMA's First Annual Get-Together To

to N. Y. Production
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*

Swing

time in several years, the production trend in commerfrom Hollywood to New Vork. According Jto the /all
schedule, there will be 88 network evening <and Saturday and Sunday
daytime, which are in the same talent and production category) programs originating pom New York, compared to only 57 from the Coast.
Even excluding news and miscellaneous shows, which involve relatively little production, Manhattan will have 69, as against Hollywood's
Last season, there were 63 stanzas originating on the Coast and
51
only 57 in New York. In 1937, the figures were New York 54, Holly-

For the

first

cial radio is

FM

Push Sharp Plans for
Washington, Sept. 2.
Savvy FM'ers are counting on the
NAB convention date of Sept. 15 in
Atlantic City to swell attendance at
their first annual convention, skedded for two full days Sept. 12-13 at
the Hotel Roosevelt in New York
City. The infant FM Assn., less than
a year old, is counting on at least
400 FM enthusiasts to turn out for
its sessions in Manhattan and then
to catch the Sunday train for the
shore.
Not to be outdone by the plushier
boys have signed
meet, the

Network Premieres
(SEPT. 4-14)

!

Assn., accordprexy
here.

Bowles);
8-

Sat.,

KLZ,

Advertising

Co.

&

MBS, from New York;
5:30 p. m.,

Sun., 5-

EDT.

in enthusiasm what

it lacks in numConvention will feature an
progress report by prexy Roy
Hofheinz, KTHT and KTHT-FM,
Houston; launching of the first commercial
network show over the
Continental
web; demonstrations
of FM's high-fidelity from Major
Edwin Armstrong's Alpine, N. J., station W2XMN; and a round-robin of
discussions on that all-important
•ubject of how to make
pay off.
Here is the way the schedule looks

bers.

FM

FM

FM

FM

New

p. m.,

EDT.

York;

Sun.,

Drevv Pearson, comment, sponsored by Lee hats (Weintraub);
ABC.from Washington; Sun., 66:15 p. m.,
"Clwrliei

week noncancellable

EDT.

Sun., 8-8:30 p.

m.',

notice.

(B.B.D&O.); ABC, from New
York; Sun., 9:30-10:30 p. m.,

EDT.
Monday, Sept. 8
"Charlie Chan," mystery, sponsored by Pharmaco Co. (Ruth-

Convention Agenda
Friday's morning session will open
With address by prexy Roy Hofheinz,
continue with appointment of new'
FM committees; showing of the Gen(Continued on page 40)

& Ryan); MBS, from
York; 8:30-9 p. m., EDT.
Bed

New

Tuesday,- Sept. 9
Skclton, comedy,

sponsored by Brown & Williamson
tobacco (Seeds): NBC, from Hollywood; Tues., 10:30-11 p. m.

EDT.
Wednesday, Sept. 10
"Great Gildersleeve," comedy,
with Hal Peary, sponsored by
Kraft cheese (Thompson); NBC,
from Hollywood; Wed., 8:30-9

Nighter In

p. m.,

EDT.

(

Thursday, Sept. 11

Chi Exit for Coast

Dick Haymes, music, sponsored by Auto-Lite (Ruthrauff &

Ryan); CBS, from

2.

Hollywood;

Thur:, 9-9:30 p. m., EDT.
"Village Store," comedy, with
'•"

Chicago radiodom's struggle to recover its former standing as a profram production center wasn't
elped last we^ek when the Wallace
Ferry-Hanley agency let it be known
that "The First Nighter" program
will originate from Hollywood when
it returns to the air <CBS) Oct. 4.
What makes the pill particularly bitter is the fact that the leads, Barbara
Luddy and Olan Soule, and the director, Joe Ainley, have all been
residents of Chicago and developed
their careers in local radio.
The
agency's headquarters are also in

Jack

Carson and Eve Arden,
sponsored by Sealtest (McKee &
Albright); NBC, from Hollywood; Thur.. 9:30-10 p. m., EDT.
Sunday, Sept 14

Eddy

Howard

sponsored
(Seeds);

by

orch,

music,

is

"Info"

"Parky's"

$2,500
........
1,800

$1,000—625
250
250
250
200
150
60
44

CBS

to Capsulize

Detroit ....
St. Louis
.

Howard

migra-

K. Smith

News

Mpls
Des Moines

Howard K. Smith, CBS' European Omaha

tion to the Coast is that they will be
in a better positionto find additional
•work.
Ainley's actress-wife, Betty
Lou Gerson, also formerly of Chicago, is reported doing well in Hol-

news

lywood radio.
The central
works look on

CBS Symphony, Sundays

chief

whose weekly roundups

events and trends in his area
have long been aired Sundays at

600
400
400
250
175

90

....

100

of

down his commentary
into intermission time on the
at 3, startdivisions of the net- ing Oct. 12.
this continued exodus
Net has appropriated the 1:30-2
to the Coast with grim reproach p.m. Sunday segment for its "DoorThey recall that for years many of way to Life," effective Oct. 5, which
the player-migrants waxed rich off also knocks out Lyman Bryson's
the Chicago soap operas and now, "Time for Reaso n" ta lks which ocwhen they get a crack at a program cupy the first half of this period.
lead which could originate from Chi- Bryson, currently in Paris on loan as
cago, they immediately prevail upon advisor to UNESCO, is expected to
1:45, will boil

to

fit

become permanent chairman of
CBS' "People's Platform" when he
returns from Europe next month.

He

formerly moderated the "Plat-

form"

airers.

Chi

RDG's Victory

Drama

Murder

Sam Spade
Music

Your Hit Parade
Dick Haymes
Nelson Eddy
Al Jolson

Kay Kyser
Meredith Willson
Burl Ives
Club 15
Gene Autry
Tony Martin

Sammy Kaye

RCA Show
Carmen Cavallero
Teentimers Club
Supper Club
Audience Participation, Quiz
Quick as a Flash
Juvenile Jury
Information, Please

Audience Participation, Quiz
Truth or Consequences
People Are Funny
Take It or Leave It
News, Miscellaneous
Louella Parsons

Jimmy

Bob Hawk
Break the Bank

"Show

20 Questions

Fidler
of the Year" will theoretic-

from both Hollywood
and New York, according to what
program is selected for rebroadcast,
but most of the top-rating shows are
comedies from the Coast, so it is included in the Hollywood* list.

ally originate

Hunt Club

Prof. Quiz
Darts for Dough

.

I.

X

Mr. Malone

Whistler
SHerlock Holmes

Highways in Melody
Guy Lombardo

County Fair
Give & Take
Strike It Rich
News. Miscellaneous
America's Town Meeting
We, the People
Walter JtVinchell
Lowell Thomas
Arthur Hale
*
Bill Stern

News

of the World
Doctors Talk
Elmer Davis
Fish & Hunt Club
Gabriel Heatter
Henry J. Taylor
H. V. Kaltenborn

SCHWARTZ A
.

.

&

Suspense

Big Break
Fred Waring

&

v

Mystery
This Is Your F. B.
Called

Man

Jack Smith

Fish

»

Dr. Christian
Mayor of the Town
.Cavalcade of America
Stars over Hollywood
First Nighter

In addition to the above programs,

Vaughn Monroe, "Dr. I. Q." and
"Vox Pop" broadcast from different
locations

each' week; "Quiz JCids/|
'"
"Adventurer's
Club,"
"Meet the"
Meeks" and "Curtain Time" are from
Chicago; Elmer Davis, Eric Sevareid,
Fulton Lewis and Drew Pearson are
from Washington; "Lone Ranger" is
'

from Detroit and "Grand
is from Louisville.

Ol'

Chi Pact Stalemate

On

VEEPEE

Opry"

Staff Continuity Writers

Radio

,

Year

of the

Screen Guild
One Man's Family

Edward R. Murrow
Inside Sports
Chicago, Sept. 2.
Leland Stowe
Directors Guild
Boxing Bouts
won a last-minute victory over the
Monday Morning Headlines
Taft-Hartley bill last week. CRDG
signed a contract with WLS, day
F-C-B
before the bill became effective that
would have banned guild shop. New
Chicago, Sept. 2.
pact that expires Dec. 31, 1949, calls
When Milt Schwartz rejoins the
for 8% to 10% raises. It sets a basic FooTe, Cone "SFBelding agency in
salary for new directors at $82.50; Chicago late this month he will take
eliminates split shifts; sets up a 40- the title of v.p. in charge of radio.
hour week with time and half for Dick Fonda, who comes from FCB's
overtime.
Hollywood office Sept, 15, will be
Contract also covers for 10% cost production head.
of living increase next June if
Schwartz's connection with the
prices rise.
agency dates back many years.
Chicago

Corliss Archer
'n" Abner

Lum

Show

•

For "Parky's" it's 39 weeks,
play or pay.
Following are some sample comparative prices
on "Information,
Please" and "Meet Me at Parky's."

Boston .....

Andy

Lux Theatre

American Melody Hour
Waltz Time

$900.

Phila.

Molly

Those Websters
%

Familiar Music
Arthur, Godfrey
Saturday Nite Serenade

at Parky "s" on WGN. All three
stations have the same rate, namely,

Town

EDT.

Harris

&
'n*

Album

Me

N. Y,
Chicago

m'.,

&

Blondie

War

Merry-Go-Round

will cost $720, Joan
would figure $540
asking $625 for "Meet

pen

Sheaffer

Harriet

Date with Judy
Dennis Day
Eddie Cantor
Morgan-Ameche-Langford

Contented Program

WBBM

Davis on
and Mutual

Amos

Phil Spitalny

WLS

or

&

Fibber

Voice of Firestone
Telephone Hour

NBC, from New York;

"Sun., 8-8:30 p.

Chicago.

the agency to move the show to Hollywood, with the twin view of living
in more dulcet climes and picking up
Vhat they can pick up in Hollywood
radio jobs.

influential factor in local

As for the plug angle in the "Information" co-op contract, commercials must be sent to Golenpaul when
requested. If the finds them objectionable, the station is required to
have them changed, and if the client
refuses to conform with Golenpaul's
requirements the contract may be
cancelled on Golenpaul's part on four
weeks' notice.
Midwest broadcasters are also expressing themselves as puzzled by
the yardstick, or whatever it is, that
the networks are using in determining co-op programs costs for the
various markets. ABC is operating
on the basis of 80% of the gross
nighttime hour rate of a station and
CBS is asking 60% of that rate.. The
local price of an MBC co-op differs
with the program. Using Chicago as
an illustration, Abbott & Costello on

WENR

Faye

House of Mystery
True Detective Mystery
Music

and spot broadcasting has always
been its flexibility.

"Theatre Guild of the Air,"
drama, sponsored by U. S. Steel

rauff

now:

An

Ozzig

Jack Paar
My Friend Irma
Abbott & Costello

•

Deadline Mystery

:

EDT.

Bob Hope
Jack Benny

Warden Lawes

runs
they
point
out,
counter to the custom of local radio
which is bought with the privilege
of cancelling on two or four weeks'

.

Judy Canova

Nick Carter
Falcon
Counterspy
Famous Jury Trials
Fat Man
Green Hornet
Mr. & Mrs. North

The

contract.

Jimmy Durante

Queen

Ellery

demand,

McCarthy," with Edgar Bergen, sponsored by Standard Brands for Chase & Sanborn
coffee; NBC, from Hollywood;

Tavern

Duffy's

Chan

'

program.
The complaining stations feel that
they will have a tough enough time
trying to get away with Golenpaul
restrictions
on commercial copy
without having to insist on a 44-

MBS,
5:30-6

ViUage Store

Gangbusters
Mr. District Attorney
Big Town
Inner Sanctum
Thin Man
F.'B. I. in Peace and
Crime Photographer
Mr. Keen
Crime Doctor

their reps as somewhat stymied by
the sales conditions imposed by Dan
Golenpaul in his co-op deal on "In
formation,,,. Please," with the network. Provision the stations partic
ularly don't like is that requiring i
firm 44-week contract from the local
or national spot account buying the

Ryan);

bros watches (Weintraub);

2.

Number of Mutual's midwest affiliates have expressed themselves to

"Quick as a Flash," audience
participation, sponsored by Hel-

from

Great Gildersleeve
Fannie Brice

Shadow
Charlie

Chicago, Sept.

CBS,

(Ayer);

blueeoal. (Ruthrauff

hopes to make up

for the leads'

Red Skelton

Mystery
Mystery Theatre

Set for Info'

from New. York; Sun., 4:30-5
5:30 p. mf, EDT.
"The Shadow," mystery, sponsored by D. L. & W. Coal Co. for

headline their get-together.
Denny, having accepted the NAB invite,
could not very well have
turned down the. bid from FMA.
Agenda for the FM parleys is jam-

Reason given

Henry Morgan
The Sheriff

Allen

Edgar Bergen

Theatre Guild
Ford Theatre
Reader's Digest
Real Stories
Big Story
Greatest Story
Let's Pretend
Theatre of Today
Grand Central Station

Golenpaul Terms

-

to

Chicago, Sept.

Life of Riley

Burns

Milton Berle

Stations Balk At

Sun., 3:30-4 p. m., EDT.
music;
Phil. Spitalny
orcta,
sponsored by Electric Companies

Frank Gun-

Comedy

&

Aldrich Family
Can You Top This?
Fred Allen

Drama

Sunday, Sept'l
"Juvenile Jury," kid discussion;
sponsored by General Foods for
Gaines dog. food (Benton &
Bowles); MBS, from New York;

up-ECC..Chairman Charles R. Denny,

'First

DENVER.

EDT.

Sat., 8:30-9 p. m.,

FM

FMA

Prell

for

"Truth or Consequences,'*.audidience participation, with Ralph
Edwards; sponsored by Procter
& Gamble for Duz soap (Compton);
NBC, from Hollywood;

of Freed-Eiseman Corp.,
treasurer. Neither has indicated
whether he will make a play to
retain his post next year.
Dillard has support of majority
of
contingent who point to
his record as proof of his ability
to continue promoting FM.

packed and

& Gamble
(Benton &

to

.

prexy

Jr.,

Procter

shampoo

ther of Radio Engineering Labs,
secretary, and Arthur Freed,

.

Bendix;

Comedy

1

miscellaneous
Palmo Fuller writes
and appears as '"Sue Carson" on
KLZ's popular daily participating
program, "Budget Brigade."

by

sponsored

William

NBC, from Hollywood;
8:30 p. m., EDT.

FM

officers are

PALMO FULLER
addition
In
scripting duties,

HOLLYWOOD

NEW YORK

KLZ's '"Budget Brigadier"

'"Life of BHey," comedy, with

FMA
ing to word
Roy Hofheinz could have the job
a second year if he wanted it,
it was reported, but is rumored
ready to swing his support
behind Dillard at the upcoming
elections during the FMA convention in New York, Sept. 12-13.
Dillard is now vice-prez of FMA.
Other

24, Hollywood seven; Music, New York 20, Hollywood 10;
Audience Participation and Quiz, New York 11, Hollywood three; News
and Miscellaneous, New York 18, Hollywood twp.

New York

"Baby Snooks," comedy, with
Fannie Brice, sponsored by General Foods for Jello (Young &
Rubicam); CBS, from Hollywood; Fri., 8-8:30 p. m., EDT.
Saturday, Sept. 6

Washington. Sept. 2.
Everett Dillard, flywheel of
the pioneer Continental FM network and owner of indie FM
stations WASH. Washington and
KOZY, Kansas City, Mo. has the
inside track to become the next
of the

alone, Hollywood holds a big edge over New York.
Because of its preponderence of talent, both writer and performer, Hollywood has 27 comedy shows, compared to only six in New York.
However, because of its lower production costs and the presence of
most of the ad agencies here, Manhattan dominates in the other categories, as follows: Drama, New York, nine, Hollywood seven; Mystery,

Friday, Sept. 5
j

Dillard in Line

prexy

wood 14.
In comedy shows

Thursday, Sept. 4

Burns and Allen, comedy, sponsored by General Foods for Maxwell House coffee (Benton &
Bowles); NBC, from Hollywood;
Thur., 8:30-9 p. m. EDT.

FM

NAB

Expansion

Chicago, Sept.

2.

Ben Myers, counsel for Chicago
Radio Writers Guild, declared last
week

that the webs were refusing
to negotiate for contracts covering
staff continuity writers,

Lawyer claimed

webs fooled

that
around until T-H act banned certain phases of the proposed contract.
Officials of the nets responded that
it was not their fault, If many of
the people involved in the negotiations,

August.

were on

vacation

during

'

Wednesday, September

3,

RADIO

1947

23

TWILIGHT OF FOUR-WEB SYSTEM?
Sales and Vacancies

'47-'48

SEASON TOl

WB

In the June 11 issue of Variety appeared a list of '47-'48 availabilities
0/ personalities and programs that, as a result of last season cancellations, etc., were thrown on the open market. Despite sponsor jockeying, network maneuvers and other agency-client-web activity in the
"intervening period, the majority of them are still for sale. Here's how
the' picture has resolved itself as the curlain lifts on the new broadcasting season:

&

Abbott

Costello

—Dropped

by Camel

at

end of

last season,

they

return in the fall under co-op sponsorship as part of the ABC Wednesday night top name parlay.
Don Ameche Goes into new Old Gold show.
Kenny Baker Still for sale. His "Glamour Manor" dropped by P&G.
Phil Baker For sale. Exiting "Take It Or Leave It" and negotiating

—
—
—
deal.
"Beulah" — ABC network,

new

quiz

show

-

unable to

sell it, dropping it off schedule.
Colgate, he's returning to hts ex-"Point

Mel Blanc— Dropped by

Sublime" regional network show.
Victor Borge For sale. Socony took a powder on the Borge-Benny
Goodman show.
Eddie Bracken For sale. "Eddie Bracken Story" last sponsored by

—

,

—

Texaco.

Bob Burns —For sale. Dropped by American Home Products.
Hoagy Carmichael —For sale. Sponsored last season by Ludens.
Carmen Cavallaro—For sale. Being replaced on Schaeffer Sunday
ihow by Eddy Howard.

—For sale.
—For sale. CBS wants to co-op her; ABC also anxious
Eddy Duchin —For sale. Was last year's Kraft Music Hall emcee.
His 15-minute ABC Kreml commercial also going
Benny Goodman— For sale.
unsold.
Bill Goodwin— His CBS Saturday night sustainer
Jack Haley —For sale. Has switched over to MCA in new bid for
sponsorship. Replaced on Sealtest show by Jack Carson.
"Gregory Hood"— For sale. Whoduoit dropped by Petri wine,
Hedda Hopper—For sale. Her Camay show now
"Information Please"—Goes co-op on Mutual.
Frances Langford —Into new Old Gold show.
Cass Daley
Joan Davis
to grab her.

.

off.

"Malsle— For

sale.

"My Friend Irma"—Snared Swan Soap
Garry Moore
Eversharp.

—Takes over
—
—
—

"Take

(Lever Bros.) as sponsor.

Or Leave

It

It"

emcee

role for

Frank Morgan Into new Old Gold show.
"Mr, and Mrs. North Now sponsored by Colgate.
Parkyakarkas Going co-op on Mutual.
Georgie Price For sale. His "The Bigtime" auditioned show for a

—

While looked hot for sponsorship.
Roy Rogers For sale. Cowboy star last on NBC for Miles Labs.
Mickey Rooney His "Boys Town" package still up for sale.
Dinah Shore— For sale. Sponsored last season by Ford.
Ginny Simms Now vocalist on the new Coca-Cola Sunday night
ihow.

—

—
—

"Kate Smith Sings"—For

Danny Thomas —For
Gamble).
John Charles

sale.

sale.

Sponsored

Thomas—For

sale.

last

season by Drene (Procter

&

Last sponsor was Westinghouse.

Rudy Vallee— For sale.
"Vox Pop" — Has new sponsor, American

ABC Wednesday parlay.
Orson Welles— Doing transcribed' show

strong

Express, and moves into
'

this

fall

under Fred Ziv

auspices.

Alan Young— For sale. Dropped
do series of guest shots for Texaco

last

season by Bristol-Myers.

To

as possible trailer to sponsorship.

of the top

Actually, they point out, no precedent exists as yet in determining
whether, under a get-tough economic
era, there'll be enough coin pouring
into radio coffers to justify the exThe war
istence of four networks.
years, of course, with the sponsorship splurge of tax-deductible coin,
was another story.
The webs then were well-heeled;
there was more than enough business
to go around. The years immediately
preceding the" war found ABC (then
the Blue), just getting its bearings
after its divorcement from NBC,
until a dozen years ago, when
tual came into being, it was all

and

Mu-

NBC

and CBS.

Don

CBS' $15,000,000
sale of "House Party"
Electric, CBS has
to. General
wrapped up 22 and a half hours
of new business since the first
of the year. In terms of billings

With the

Downey an Own
As

Spike Jones

Up

Tie Blows

The Morton Downey-Spike Jones
half-hour CBS musical show for
£oca Cola blew up suddenly over
the weekend, following a lot of dissatisfaction.
The upshot is that
Downey will go it alone, reverting to
his old format, with Coca Cola
plunking down an additional $750,000
a year in order to spot Downey on
Mutual, three nights a week (Mon-

Heavy Sugar

•-

Coca

into
re-entry
Cola's
-radior-after -a- full year's hiatus
due to the sugar situation, represents one of the year's major
coin-wise and prosplurges,

gram-wise,

among

air

bank-

rollers.

Four-way program

ride on the

networks includes: the Percy
Faith-Ginny Simms Sunday
night CBS- show^ the Spike Jones
Friday night CBS show; the
three-time s-a-week Morton
Downey show on Mutual, and

To Meet Joan Davis 7G
Wkly. Sales Guarantee
Chicago, Sept.

2.

Co-op deal which was consummated between Joan Davis and
Hubbel Robinson, CBS v.p. in charge
of programs, at a meeting here last
week, gives the network until Sept.
16 to come up with enough sales to
cover the guarantee of $7,000 weekly. The comedienne also has corollary deal with Ziv, Inc, giving the
latter the distribution rights to recordings of her CBS co-op programs
in markets outside the Columbia
coverage.
CBS has had feelers out on the
Davis proposition since Wednesday
(27).
If the option Robinson got
leads to a contract, it will be CBS'
The series
co-op.
first nighttime
•would start Oct.—15-.— — .—;
Miss Davis plans to retuun to the
Coast as soon as she gets the final
word, one way or the other, from
Robinson, who himself is now in

it

adds

up

to

— ——
.

Hollywood and is due back in
York between Sept. 15 and 20.

According to Stauffer he had "tentative clearances from 27 agencies
and sponsors, provided "Show of the
Year" involved no product or time
conflict with their programs.
Now
that he has revealed the Pall Mall
sponsorship
and the Wednesday

Wednesday

night
fer

'H

wood Star Preview'

Tilery' Spot on Sept.

for

a

Sept.

Wednesday and Friday) in the
The CBS program will

for the Downey showcasing at 11:15
in all time zones, which will prob-

of the

ably necessitate delayed pickups in
some areas of the country. Downey
will pick his own orchestra.
With the program originating
from the east, it will also permit

day,

Dorothy Shay

will get the nod.

Spotting of the Spike Jones music
along with Downey as a combo, an
brainchild, provoked considerable eyebrow lifting in the trade.
Apparently the coke people started
to do some eyebrow lifting, too, and

MCA

28

28

preem

in

the

NBC

6:30 p.m. spot now occupied
by "Ellery Queen." Latter is being
yanked because of net's objection to
a whodunit being slotted following
the "Catholic Hour."
Sponsor was permitted to move
"Ellery" into the spot on a temporary basis following cancellation

be known as the "Spike Jones Show"
and negotiations arc now under way
for a femme singer.
It look like

II: 15 period.

Into

Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles agency has set its new Whitehallsponsored "Hollywood Star Preview"

New

Sunday

"Claudia"

NBC

spot for the series, Stauf-

figures

he'll

get

answers

final

within 10 days on the various programs he seeks. Without being able
to disclose any actual names, it's obvious that he expects to get such

3-Show Splurge;

stanzas as Jack Benny and Jack Paar
(both having the same American
Tobacco sponsorship), as well as
Bob Hope, Fibber & Molly, Eddi«
General Electric, which bowed out Cantor, Burns & Allen, Edgar Berof radio completely last season, is gen, Fred Allen, Amos 'n' Andy,
re-entering the picture in a big way Fanny Brice, Milton Berle, Jack
this season, with a three-way pro- Carson-Eve Arden, Faye
Harris,
gramming schedule that includes an Ozzie & Harriet, "Aldrich Family,"
institutional
show,
another
ear- etc.
However, there are numerous
marked for the Merchandise and
Appliance Division and the third for complications involved.
For one
the Lamp Division. All told it rep- thing, it would be difficult if not imresents a time-talent expenditure in possible to do a Wednesday night
show from any other network, since
excess of $4,000,000.
GE, via Young & Rubicam agency, the other sponsor would not want

House

Party' Set

Do

Emcee

&

(Continued on page 40)

Hooper Coverage
Survey Gets Fast
Nix From

BMB

As expected. Broadcast Measurement Bureau said "no" last week to
C. E. Hooper's proposal that BMB
adopt his coverage as a substitute
for

its

own

listening

measurement

methods.
Bureau's research committee concluded that Hooper's plan
"did not provide figures as valid as
those of BMB Study No. 1 and that
"
the
economies
claimed
by Mr.
•Hooper are not substantiated by the
cost figures in his proposal."

A BMB spokesman explained that
the committee did not wish its action to be regarded as "an arbitrary
move," the "reasons for rejecting
Hooper's plan being more important
than the turndown itself."
At the same time, Phil Frank,
BMB exec secretary, announced that
the deadline for stations to submit
subscriptions to BMB in time to
qualify for rate discounts has been,
extended from Sept. 15 to Oct. 1,
primarily "because so many broadcasters have been or are now on va-

"On Borrowed Time," adapted cations."
Advancement of the deadline also
by Nancy Moore, Oct. 19; "Coffin
for Dimitrios," adapted by Evans gives BMB a chance to offer the disfrom the Eric Ambler whodunit count inducement to broadcasters
during
the NAB convention in AtOct.
and "Ah, Wilderness,'
26,
adapted by Sylvia Berger, Nov. 2. lantic City this month.
Hooper's reaction to the turndown
Subsequent offerings, the rights of
was
that
he'd stand by his claims, as
which have~been bought, but which
have not yet been assigned for far as doing a job for BMB is conadaptation, include "Carmen Jones," cerned, and that he'd go ahead, anyway,
with
his offer of "listener covKaufman and Hart's "George Washi n g t 0 n
Slept Here," Priestley's erage" reports to individual stations
"Dangerous Corner" and Norman and groups of stations during the
coming
year.
Corwin's "We Hold These Truths."
"Carmen Jones" will be done with
12;

1

continued on page 40)

.

Downey, it's reported, was far from
happy over the setup.
So Coca
Cola negotiated the Mutual deal.
Plan is to buy up as much of the
Mutual web as is possible and spot
Downey following the news broadcast. Meanwhile the client is trying
to wrap up a deal which will permit

the
cross-the-board
afternoon program.

replace the same client's
Story" in the 10-10:30 spot
nights on NBC.

"Big

1G

It is pointed out that once a sponknows he can just get so much
plug out of his airtime, he may be
inclined to shop around more care-

Sullivan,

slated to

an approximate

—

sor

Basis

the

$15,000,000 for the network. .
The GE biz also gives CBS a

Tord

16

Until Sept.

of

•complete daytime sellout on network time, with the exception
of a quarter-hour segment.

—

CBS Has

Stauffer,

Colwell & Bayles agency,
has snagged the Pall Mall account
from Foote, Cone & Bclding on condition he can deliver his projected
"Show of the Year" program within
two weeks. The announced starting
date of the series is Oct. 1 and it's

The question of a four-network
survival takes on particular significance at this time, with the
ready to spring its new Standards
Designed for the
of Practice code.
industry as a self-policing move, the
new code is plenty tough in clamping
down on objectionable sponsorship
auspices, such as laxatives, deodorants and a flock of others that come
within the "sensitivity" bracket.
True, NBC and CBS have been
enforcing their own stringent poli- has just concluded a deal for sponcies on such bankrollers.
It the sorship of John
Guedel's "House
new code is to have any teeth at Party" five times a week on CBS,
all, it's argued, it must be a case of
representing $1,250,000 in billings
all four webs sticking to the letter in alone for the network.
It's a $5,000
complying with the limitation on a week package. GE Home Applitypes of commercials.
ance Division had sponsored the
Coming as it does in a hard-to-sell show a couple seasons back, with
era, it raises the question whether CBS keeping it on co-op during the
networks with time to sell on their past season. When it returns Dec.
hands may not be economically 1 under GE auspices, it will move,
forced to accept such cemmercials. into the 3:30-3:55 afternoon period.
If so, it would obviously weaken the
GE Lamp Division is picking up
whole structure of the code.
the tab on ABC's "Willie Piper"
show and company has just bought
Plenty Gripes Loom on Code
Fred Waring and his orchestra-glee
Washington, Sept. 2.
club as an institutional program for
NAB's proposed new industry the Monday night 10:30-11 segment
code clamping a three-minute ceil- on NBC.
ing on commercial copy in any 15minute time period is the No. 1
issue at this year's annual convenTheatre' to
tion. This, at any rate, is the way
NAB officials here size up the situaAll-Negro 'Carmen Jones'
tion. Right now, plans call for distribution
the code document
of
Sept. 14-15 as NAB members regisLindsay's
as
ter. The press will be given advance
With the signing of Howard Lindcopies with a strict "hold for resay as m.c, at $1,000 a week, the
lease" date of Sept.,14.
As NAB'ers see it, bulk of long- regular talent for the "Ford Theatre" is all set. Show premieres Oct.
time broadcasters look on the Code
5 with Lillian Schoen's adaptation
as a considerable improvement over
of "A Connecticut Yankee." It will
the present standards of practice.
take over the 5-6 p.m. spot Sundays
However, the new ceilings on comon NBC, forcing that network's
mercial copy will be tough to sell
NBC Symphony concerts to move to
to some of the smaller operators, it
was believed. The Thursday (Sept. a Saturday night time.
The revised schedule for the en18) open session on the Code is. exsuing weeks is "The Great McGinty,"
pected to bring these gripes into the
adapted by Stanley R. Evans, Oct.
open.

NAB

Maybe

F-C-B, But on
Stauffer,

economic survey-

ors of the broadcasting scene are of
the opinion that the 1947-'48 broadcasting season may well furnish the
answer as to whether or not, under
the current system of operation,
there is sufficient room to support
four major networks.

off.

still

From

ANSWER QUESTION
Some

Snags Pall Mafl Account

Bob Burns show last spring.
Format of "Preview" calls for top
name film stars to make air intros
promising young actors and actresses from various picture studios,

of

an all-Negro cast, as in the Billy
Rose stage production of several
seasons ago. It will use the Oscar
Hammerstein, 2d, translation and

DROP IN RAZOR BIZ
CUES 'FALCON' FADEOUT

lyrics, with special arrangements of
the Bizet score. "We Hold These
Truths," Corwin's drama about the
Bill of Rights, is tentatively scheduled for Dec. 7, the sixth anniversary
of Pearl Harbor day.

"Adventures of the Falcon" is due
for a fadeout on Mutual after its
Sept. 23 stanza.
Net is reported
making a final stab to hold the account, but American Razor (Gem
blades) is said to have been hit so
hard by falling off of razor biz that
it's unlikely to renew,
despite the

TOM MOORE FOR

'LADIES'

Chicago, Sept. 2.
Tom Moore will probably be
stars-of-tomorrow talent
dramats. Num- named m.c. of "Ladies Be Seated"
Downey to retain nitery commit- ber of studios have already been within a few days, replacing Johnny
ments, including his upcoming Stat- lined up to cooperate in the deal. Olsen.
Toni, which shares the show with
Joe Thompson will produce the
ler, Washington, engagement, with
likelihood that he'll also reprise his airer. with Jack Van Nostrand di- Quaker Oats wants first to give
Moore a Schwerin test.
Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y. engagement. recting.

with the
appearing

;

'.

!

in original

show's

8.1

yearly Hooper average,
it Mutual's top-rated

which makes
stanza.

It's

a Bernard L. Schubert

package.
"Falcon's" spot Tuesdays at 8:30
will be filled by "Official Detective"
starting Sept. 30 unless Gem has a
change of mind.

.,

SEEMS SILLY TO BRAG
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BILL

25

GOODWI

America already knows

John Crosby,

he's certain star- stuff I

brilliant radio critic of the

Tribune,* made his report on
listening to

New York

in the business.

Herald

Goodwin, August

Goodwin's own CBS show: "I should

4,

like to

1947,

venture

Goodwin... will develop into one of the top comedians

the prediction that

quietly

Bill

And

nozv,

having laid

my

curse

011

F 11 steal

him,

away,"

But Crosby has just caught up with the rest of the country!
For who

listens to the radio, or goes to the movies,

doesn't already

know

that Bill

Goodwin

is

a

and

comedian of

highest rank?

Haven't you heard him, for years, take the microphone

away from Bob Hope, Burns
dians on the air? (Everyone

&:

else

Allen,

and other top come-

has!)

Haven't you seen him in "The Jolson Story",

"Wake

Island", "Spellbound", or any dozen of the twenty-one pic-

which he has been featured? (Everyone

tures in
Bill

Goodwin

is

else

has!)

one of the great household names in

America now: friend and entertainer of millions and millions

and millions of Americans.

That
buy

is

Bill

what? you get

— already

delivered

— when

you

Goodwin.

Plus the .equally well-known fact that
sales-message that walks like a

Goodwin

is

"the

man"; unquestionably one of

the greatest sales-voices in America today.

^oodwin

is

now

built entirely

available for sponsorship in a

talent: a vehicle

profits
*And

other papers, north, south

program

around his wonderfully-developed comic
read^to^deliver the "extraordinary

which top Radio brings
and

its

sponsors.

xvest

A CBS PACKAGE PROGRAM

Wednesday, September

RADIO REVIEWS
OZZIE AND HARRIET

With Barbara
Brown,
John
'

Janet Waldo, John Brown, Henry
Blair, Tommy Bernard; Vernie
Smith, announcer; Billy May, con-

The unique

Starting its second season, "A
in the Life of Dennis Day" impresses as a sure click for commerIt has the ingredients
cial success.
of thoroughly professional radio entertainment. At the same time, it's
precisely the sort of program that
gives outside-the-industry critics the
fidgets. That is, the show's rigidly
set story flavor, its .carefully exaggerated and maintained characters,
and the America's boy aura of its
star make it a natural for mass popularity, but inevitably draw the sar-

CLAUDE THORNHILL
Fresh from a triumphal road tour
through the middle western states,
the great Claude Thornhill aggregation will come to New York fur a
al
six-week return engagement
Hotel Pennsylvania's Cafe Rouge

Hoopers and enormous influence.
And, incidentally, though WincheH's
taste may be questionable at times,
no one can quarrel with him about
his enemies he has a collection of
enemies anyone might be proud of.
As frequently happens on a Winch-

—

castic comment of "intellectual" listeners.

JACK SHAINDLIN

I

NEW

NEW

Anne Hum-

mert

The theatre angle
mitted Day to do various of his

livered.

broadcast, his show Sunday nisht
(31) lacked any particularly explosive material, so he apparently felt
ell

The basic quality of the series remains the same as last season. As
developed over several years on the

Leading film musical director in
Jack Benny show, the hero remains
Universal Pictures* March
a callow, eager, timid and essentially the Bast.
Columbia Pictures, Louis
likable boob entangled with various of Time.
dominant characters.
On Wednes- De Rochemont Prod. Conductor
Last allCarnegie "Pop" Orch.
premiere
night's
seasonal
day
(27)
(September 8th).
Gershwin concert at Bridgeport
to win the girl
V
During his stay in New York. he was still trying
Stadium drew 10,000.
Claude will cut a second series of aTthough"any no7fnarmVdern~youth
Lang- Worth Transcriptions;
transcriptions for Lang-Worth sta- would have recognized her as selflanded long ago.
In this episode, I "Moo'd Music" - "Silver Strings";
tion affiliates— now 500!
was trying to put the skids "Radio Production Aids."
YORK Day
LANG-WORTH, INC.,
under a visiting summer theatre
FOX MOVIETONE STUDIO,
star, and he worked out a ludl
YORK CITY.
crously
complicated
plan of becom
MR, KEEN
.
With Bennett Kllpack, Jim Kelly, ing drama critic of the local paper
RETURN ENGAGEMENT
John Raby, Vivian Smolen, Walter to carry put the^scheme.
With Peggy Stanley, Burford HampGreaza, William Zuckert, Florence
If the plotting was a bit less than
den, BUI Keene, Jim Boles, Edgar
Freeman, Joe Curtin; Larry Elliott, inspired, it at least supplied hooks
Stehli, Vinton Hay worth, Joe Conannouncer; Al Rickey, music
for the required number of gag
way
Writer: Lawrence Klee
lines,
nearly all of which were
Writer: Irve Tunlck
Director: Richard Leonard
neatly laid out and expertly de
Producers: Frank and

have

qualities

that
made Walter Wmchell the top solo
radio act and established his name
as an international byword are again
evident as he returns for the fall season on the ABC network for Jergens.
The columnist remains a controverhis broadcasts pulsate
sialist and
with excitement. Whether the listener agrees with Winchell or violently disagrees, he won't remain
passive. No one can hear his show
and fail to have feelings about it.
means high
demonstrably
That

Day

have established residence once
more at 1847 Rogers Road. Which is
to say that one of the prize situation
comedy packages is back on the air,
again entrenched in its early Sunday
evening slot on CBS.
Here is a type show that, like Fib
ber & Molly, is a sure guaranty for

qualities.
It strikes a
responsive chord with the listenerat-home; it has a warmth and naturalness about it that suggests to
mother, dad or the youngsters: "this,
too, has happened to me"; the writing and the casting remain topdrawer, with the Janet Waldo and
John Brown characterizations, along
•with the Nelsons, combining a note
of realism with a wonderful exagferation of an everyday incident,
erhaps one of the secrets in the success of the show is that it knows
when to halt these delightful exaggerations before they enter the realm
of absurdity.
Commercials accent the new Remembrance pattern of 1847 Rogers
on the occasion of the company's
100th anniversary.
Copy on last
Sunday's opening show was a bit on
the rhapsodic side. Aside from announcer Verne Smith, both Ozzie
and Harriet also get in their own
- personal opening and closing plugs.
Rose.

(Orr)

(Bates)

tion,

m.

ABC, from New York

NBC, from Hollywood

CBS, from Hollywood
(Young & Rubicam)
Ozzie and Harriet, back from vaca-

professional

IS Mins.; Sun., 9 p.

JERGENS

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET

INTERNATIONAL SILVER

M

Benaderet;

Producer: Bill Harding
30 Mins.; Wed., 8 p.m.

Fray, Ben Gersharoan, Paul West.
Producer: Ted Bliss
30 Mins., Sun., 6 p. m.

a season-after-season reprise, multiplying in stature as the years pass
And just as Johnson's Wax,
by.
years ago, was willing to gamble
with its Fibber & Molly comedy duo
in the face of initial unenthusiastic
audience returns, but convinced that
formula would eventually
the F &
pay off (as it has done in spades)
so, too, will International Silver reap
the benefits of the qualities that have
gone into the O & H stanza. At the
moment, the 6 to 6:30 segment may
be a mitigating factor in holding
down those precious Hoopers, but
it's a' foregone conclusion that it will
eventually be yanked out of that
spot and given prime time showcasing. Right now it's one of CBS' most
valuable properties.
The Ozzie and Harriet Show is one
of those happy blendings of strictly

Bea

Charles Dant, conductor; Verne
Smith, announcer
Writers: Frank Galen, Arthur Allsberg, Chuck Stewp.rt

ductor.
Writers: Ozzle Nelson, Sol Saks, Foot

1947

With Hugh James, announcer
Producer: John Homeland

Dink Trout,

Eller,

frith Oizic Nelson, Harriet Billiard,

3,

WALTER WINCHELL

DENNIS DAY SHOW

SHOW

Director:

percap-

John Becker

Producer: Leon Levine

even higher
it necessary to use an
voltage delivery than usual. It was
still extremely provocative listening.
Among his items was t prediction
Gen.
will
whitewash
Army
that the
Lee of the current charges against
him (Winchell muttered an eloquent
"Oh, my God"" aside comment), quotations from a patriotism talk he recently made in a veterans' hospital,
a report that Nazi agent G'eorse Sylvester Viereck claims to write the
speeches of Sens. Langer and Wherry
and a tip that Mayor O'Dwyer will
be a candidate to succeed Sen. Wagner.

As usual, Jergens had an opening
commercial spot and a major, sales
The latter anspiel near the end.
nouncement used male and female
commercial voices, with announcer
,

Hush James socking the hard-selling
pitch. The products mentioned were

10:30 p.m.
Jergens lotion and under-arm cream'.
sule impersonations of Hollywood 30 Mins.; Tues.;
Ben Grauer, currently out of the
stars and there were numerous jibes Sustaining
York
country, returns to the show as anat the drama and radio critical fra- CBS; from New
Hobe.
(Dancer-Fitzoerald-Sample)
"Return Engagement" is CBS's nouncer next week.
ternity (but which were mostly too
Mr. Keen (played by Bennett Kil- tradey for studio audience compre
summer series based on reprises of
pack) returned last week (28) for hension).
standout shows presented during the KID'S WORLD
Vern Swartsfager, John Hicks,
With
another season of sure-footed sleuth
years by the "American
Day's
singing is, of course, a past several
Johnnie
Hogan,
Joe
Babb,
Wayne
Koly
of
makers
at a late
ing, courtesy of the
recognized asset for such a show, School of the Air." Slotted
Kitts,
Bob Kennamer, Tommy
nos tooth powder and Anacin taba trailer for
and the stooge performances of such evening hour to serve as 1947-48
Mills, Bob Sheridan, others
sealets, for whom he's been gumshoeadult audiences for the
Still dependables as Dink Trout, John
re- Writer-Director: John Hicks
ing for several years no.w.
Brown and Bea Benaderet, are un son which opens Oct. 4, these
around giving Mr. Keen a hand at
representative display Producer: Roy George
are
a
peats
questionably
an essential ingreSustaining
bringing a criminal to brook once
"School's" educational prow
dient. But without that professional of the
each week is his Irish sidekick, Mike
that's excellent at KRLD, Dallas
scripting job, there'd be no frame- ess. But a show
program of documentary staClancy (Jim Kelly). Larry Elliott is
5:30 p.m. doesn't always hit the same
work for the operation.
still on the delivering end of solid,
mark at 10:30 p.m. Heard in this ture, "Kid's World" constitutesthea
The
commercial
numerous)
copy
too
on
the
series
(but
straight-forward
new i a fe hour context, the pedagogic potent contribution to stem
The whodunit con- conforms to the Colgate-Palmolive- tone sounds a bit broader and the spread of juvenile delinquency in
commercials.
trip-hammer pattern, with series' high school slant becomes far the Dallas area. Actually, show is
tinues in the slick Hummert mold- Peet
neat, professionally several voices in a dramatized bit more obvious. Nothing, however, not an offshoot of a wide movement,
technically
LISTEN, LADIES!
and two announcers reading the sell. even the fact that its shows cannot having the support of the entire
packaged.
With Monica Mugan and guests
From a story standpoint, it's stand- Some of the blurb about tooth paste stand up as sock entertainment at region inasmuch as there's an actual
Writer: Monica Mugan
ard stuff. Preem edition was "The "cleaning the breath while it cleans 10:30 p.m., can detract from the un- organization which picks up wayProducer: Howard Milsom
with the teeth" sounds silly, and the compromisingly high standard set by ward boys and attempts to set them
IS Mins.; Mon.-thru-Frl., 12:15 Noon Case of the Man Who Traveled
whole halitosis approach is distaste
with
him
straight.
Death," death catching up
the "School" in its own field of edu
CHRISTIE'S BISCUITS
There's no hocus-pocus in this
Be- cational radio.
in a hotel room after he licked an ful for living room reception.
CKEY, Toronto
session. Interviews with delinquents
envelope his -wife had poisoned the sides the regular product plugs,
(MacLaren)
Third show in this nighttime series recorded in jail, and talks with
public stenog there's a closing announcement for
the flap.
glue
on
After eight years with the Canawas entitled "Figuring the Odds," families of the boys provide a comheld for the murder until Mr. Lustre Cream shampoo and a hitch
dian Broadcasting Corp., Monica gal is
originally aired about two-and-a-half
plete case history that's dramatically
clears her and traps the vic- hike for Palmolive's" "14-day plan
Mugan has switched to a private Keen
years ago. Part of the "School's" presented.
There's fodder for patim's wife by inviting her to lick
Hobe.
station for her pleasant noon chitscience curriculum,' this program's
social agencies and the public
another envelope from the same
chats with the femme listeners and
was to humanize the rents,
pack.
large in what the boys have to
»»X objective
has' such a pleasant voice and choice
meaning of statistics. Scripter Irve at
Programming-wise, it can be said
Unfortunately on the session
say.
of gab-subjects as not to infuriate
Tunick handled the problem via an caught, regeneration
for the stanza that it is less gory
came too late.
the male who may be hanging
imaginative little fantasy in which
than some and doesn't indulge in
A trio of lads had been sentenced
around the house. The ex-prairies- creepy or fiendish goings-on. It
a new born babe's future was calschoolma'am. who got into Canadian
Show for a total of 18 years for a series of
culated by acturial tables.
could, however, have a little more
armed
robberiesr Their talks served
radio in 1936, is reputedly the first
and
fact
blend
of
pleasant
was a
Mr. Keen doesn't come
the purpose of pointing out that
woman commentator in the British personality.
whimsy which was handled from all crime
much of a "character
Wallace Beery put in an unpre
doesn't pay to other boys,
Empire to have a daily series but through as
aspects of thesplng and direction
which in itself serves a useful purOne mystery about this mystery is
she's still young enough to be back
with care and finesse. But aside
P
pose.
da
lgh
on the airwaves this season after why it clings to the "tracer of lost (26)'
cleverness with which it
from
,?nS
fhl
t
this
Keen
gave
up
Mr.
Leader in this movement is a
persons" tag.
V
having her first child.
»s point, it. was lacking in
pursuit
in
least)
at
radio,
Texas
(for
pastor,
Vern Swartsfager,
novel
c
With the help of a- legman, she
sheer entertainment value. Herm.
known as the Padre. He has formed
whips her own program together favor of ordinary private-eyeing with an affectionate reference to
Doan.
the late Marie Dressier. Arthur
an organization Gremlin Club, to
and does her own writing, using several years ago.
Tracey, also guesting on the stanza, CREED, COLOR AND COOPERA- keep the kids in line, help former
Howard Milsom as vis-a-vis when
had one of those concocted human
TION
delinquents get started again. Club
she is not interviewing a guest. EDITH DUNNE SINGS
Format is three stories of current With Edith Dunne, Gerry Duval interest stories that habitually serve With Kenneth Johnson; Wakefield has its own kangaroo court which
singers on such shows, and in this
Quartet; Bill Bellman, announcer
Holley, announcer
metes out punishment to malefacinterest, particularly of the Ontario
case it seemed slightly
tors, generally by putting them in a
scene.
skimpy. Director: Hoyt Andres
Guest, on program caught, Producer: Charles Wright
Dunne
Bellman,
Writers:
Roger
Pryor
Mins.;
Sun.,
-11
a.m.
15
had
range,
boxing match. Other, program by
was Mrs. Walter Thornton, one of
flexibility
Thurs., 7:30 p.m.
and warmth as the temporary m.c. Sustaining
the organization "Kid's World Court"
the "10 best-dressed women
in 15 Mins.;
of the show and Danny Seymour WKY, Oklahoma City
America," who is currently estab- Sustaining
describes their judicial proceedings.
again proved himself one of the
lishing a model agency in Toronto. CBO-CBC, Ottawa
This airshow represents an exOne encouraging sign in radio is
Monica Mugan writes good copy, the
Here's a gal who's filling a va- most versatile and persuasive an- the growing awareness of the me- ceedingly high type of public servcommercials are unobtrusive, and cancy on Canadian radio. Former nouncers in the business. But Oscar dium to its social responsibility, ice programming and could be reshe has a rich contralto voice that is femme voice with Len Hopkins' Bradley's music was only as usual. especially in the area of race rela- peated in other cities throughout the
breezy in delivery, without that Chateau Laurier Grill orch, Edith
tions.
WKY, an indie operating in country inasmuch as juve delinbreathless chi-chi that is often the Dunne has a set of pipes built for
a city that is predonffhantly south- quency is a national problem.
annoying trademark of lady gabbers. the mike and she knows how to feed
"Big Town" was just another ern in its outlook and prejudices,
it to the air, both singing and talkMcStay.
cops 'n' robbers potboiler Wednes- has recently joined that -group of FAIR WEATHER HOUR
ing. It's a gal and a show that ought day night (27) on CBS.
stations,
many below the Mason- With Rosalind Marquis. Bill Pickett,
The reto draw raves from Trans-Canadian porter-gets-gangster
YOU HAVE SEEN ITS SHADOW
Kenneth Meeker, Bob Flournoy,
yarn was Dixon lines, which are bending their
web dialers, What she needs is bet- hackneyed, the characters were efforts to the problem's solution.
With Henry Fonda
Fair Weather Quartet, Robert Hutter musical backing than she had on rubber-stamps and the playing of WKY's approach in "Creed, Color
Director: Thomas Teluso
sell's Orch
teeoff (28) but the quartet's short- Ed Pawley and Fran Carlon
Producer: John Swallow
and Cooperation" is to skip the Writer: Jack Brooks
was
comings seemed more mechanical stock. Just to wrap up the package rough spots and concentrate on the Producer: Peter Disnev
30 Mins.; Frl. (Z9), 10 p.m.
than musical, and with shifting and consistently, the commercial copy rosier side of progress already 15 Mins.; Frl., fi:30 p.m.
Sustaining
-"
improved placing in the -studio, the for Ironized yeasf and Phillips" milk achieved. Program is straight com- FEHR BREWING CO.
WNEW, N. Y.
This is a plattered documentary little band- will probably give her of magnesia was unpleasant -living mentary with Kenneth Johnson, a WHAS, Louisville
being distributed in behalf of the the support she requires.
room confab. However, the Molle Negro -student at Langston Univer/
(Bensorrfc. McClure)
National Foundation of Infantile
Miss Dunne uses "Linger -Awhile" shave cream hitch-hike was one un- sity, handling the chatter.
Pi-obably the most ambitious comParalysis. It details, through brief for her theme, a song particularly objectionable moment out of the
As the series shaped up on its mercial show on ihis 50.000 clear
dramatic sequences tied together suited to her low, almost but not half-hour.
channel CBS outlet, 25 minute suds
first session (10), it was not too im
with narration by Henry Fonda, the quite husky voice. First show, she
pressive either from the viewpoint stanza' packs a xlot of wholesome
long battle by medical science to also sang "Peg O' My Heart," "Do
listening into the\ abbreviated half
of its intellectual boldness or dra
isolate and destroy "the invisible I Worry?" and "Alamo."
Quartet,
Eddie Cantor, who's turning more matic effectiveness. Johnson angled hour (cut five minutes short to acfoe" of polio. It's a worthy theme, with Woody Hill on guitar, Marcel and more of his attention to causes his talk exclusively to the Negroes commodate the Johns-Manville news
deserving wide airing, but the over- Lafprtune on violin, J. A. Brisbois for the public welfare, didn't kid in the community, thus sev.erely lim
shot from CBS). Session is scripted
all effectiveness of this stanza is on piano and Gerry Duval on clar- for a second last Wednesday (27)
iting the scope of_a program which by Jack Brooks, currently a proonly fair.
inet, gave with "Pair of Nylons"
when he narrated a special 15- is ostensibly aiming for cooperation gram director for a Lexington. Ky.
Fonda is the program's greatest and "Should I?".
minute airer via WNBC, N. Y„ in between the races.
Commentary, station, and he turns in a profesweakness. It's
not
his
fault—
First few Dunne shows will be behalf of the New York Infirmary. moreover, in being compelled to sional job. Stresses the quality of
although he did seem to walk produced by CBO manager Charles Stanza, with dramatic sequences, play up the brighter side, magnified the sponsor's product, particularly in
through the assignment. Obviously Wright, then announcer Bellman told the story of Dr. Elizabeth out of all proportions the progressive combination with fine food, and as
he was picked because of his name will take over.
Blackwell, the first woman doctor, significance of Oklahoma Governor an adjunct to parties, picnics, and
Gorm.
appeal, but if the producers had to
and her struggle to start the first Turner's appearance at an all-Negro family gatherings, a slant which
have a picture star as narrator, they
hospital (on N. Y.'s lower eastside) town where he straddled the fence never strays over the border line of
could easily have chosen one with while not overly well enacted, were ever to open its doors to the sick and with some shopworn platitudes about good taste.
a voice better suited for the chore injected with sufficient frequency poor, regardless of race, creed or race harmony. Johnson hailed the
Program's title Is a natural, as Is
than Fonda's, which is thin-strained to keep Fonda's narration from pall- color. This is the N. Y. Infirmary, event as a major step forward but the opening and closing bars bv the
and uncommanding.
ing on the listener. The platt»r, all and today it's seeking contributions his analysis lacked conviction, and male quartet "For It's Always 'Fehr*
Script, however, was packed with told, is worth airing, but it's impact to build a modern 12-story medical in
general, his commentary
was Weather." At show caught, vocalist
§ good quota of facts on the polio should, with proper handling, have plant. Cantor's appeal was from the marked by a deficiency in critical Rosalind Marquis displayed plenty
Tight and the dramat
Coon.
heart.
sequences, been 100% greater.
penetration.
(Continued on page 40)

30 Mins.; Thurs., 8:30 p.m.

WHITEHALL PHARMACAL
CBS, from New York
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BARGAIN BASEMENT
Airwaves Heavy With Smoke as Cig

CBS

'No More Kestens Around':

CBS' promotion-advertising exec situation has resolved itself into'
the conviction— long shared by the network— that "Paul Kesten's a
Since, years ago, Kesten moved up, and
tough man to follow."
eventually retired from the network operation, CBS, in a multiple
turnover of executives, has tried to duplicate the inspirational qualiWithout admitting
ties that went into the web's top promotional job.
so in so many words, CBS now has practically resigned itself to an
awareness that "there aren't any more Kestens around."
Latest of the promotional-advertising execs relinquishing the berth
,is Dave Fredericks, who has been transferred to other activity. And
CBS says they're not even going to try to get a new man. William
Golden, who handled the job prior to Frederick's entry, is again
taking over. It's the opinion' of the web echelon that Gojden, and
for that matter Fredericks, is a man of considerable talents with
proper promotional know-how. But the quest for another Kesten
has definitely ended. ,

Meanwhile the web

is

continuing

its

search for
.

top operator,

a

preferably a man with agency background, to move in on salesprogramming as liaison 'between the sales and program depts. and
That, too, CBS concedes, is a tough nut to
clients and agencies.
crack.

Companies Make Their Best Showing
OF
Washington, Sept.

Now

2.

arrive when
licensees will be trading their radio
station permits for not much more
than the price of a new car, if the
present trend continues. In the past
three weeks, the FCC has been on
the receiving end of at least a
dozen requests to barter off licenses
and construction permits at what
look like rock bottom prices.
Apart from the price factor, there
is an unusual amount of just plain
horse-trading among permit-hsolders.
A lot of stockholders are backing out

Is

of

new

station

Call

it

and before Jimmie Fidler gives

—

out with his exclusives in between, mind you a chap selling

—

programming

shampoo will shriek, "don't
you believe it." That's the name
of the show and the sponsor
won't change it. If they, don't
neighbors

their

like

CBS

AFL

Planning

buyers of

tential

Major Drive Vs. Taft-Hartley Law
Washington, Sept.

2.

The chip-heavy American Federagetting ready to jdish
out another healthy block of dough
for purchase of radio time to defeat
the Capitol Hill solons who voted
Jor the Taft-Hartley Act. The usually
conservative Federation, which got
its feet wet in radio with a $400,000
ether campaign to block passage of
tion of

Labor

is

the T-H legislation last June-July,
is writing off that abortive attempt
as "too little and too late." However, enthusiastic audience response
to that initial flier has apparently
sold the DAR of trade unions on
radio as a propaganda medium. As
a result, the AFL is about to break
with the past, become an active political partisan and spark an all-out
ether fight to upset the labor law.
Teeoff is expected this week in a
radio address by George Meany.

The AFL

secretary,

—

(Continued on page 40)

Richards to Package,

Sell

Time on Trio of 50 Kw's;
'Blanket the Nation Bally
Hollywood, Sept.

2.

national accounts,
Pitching
G. A. Richards plans to "package"
his three 50.000-watt stations, KMPC,
Los Angeles; WJR, Detroit, and
WGAR, Cleveland, as a unit. Overfor

promotion

being

Em

Hooper fcates

.

.

"Dr. I. Q."
"Col Stoopnagle"
"Can You Top This

11.1

10.1

10,0
8.8
8.3

.-

8.2

8.2
8.0
7.8
7.8
.

7.5

.

7.5

7.4

.

7.2

....

7.1

7.1
7.1

planned

Integrating

blanket the nation.
The Stanley Boynton Co., of Detroit, is currently working out details of the plan, first discussed at a
•recent meeting in Chicago by the
managements of all three, and over
which Richards himself presided.
Promotional campaign will-probably
break around the first of the year,
heavy concentration being planned
in trade journals, etc.

making i?CC

notice, particularly

Roster Impetus To

on the "license trafficking, angle."
Another unioue angle is the upsurge in swapping of mere construction permits at what looks like no
more than the organizational costs
of getting the original corporation
As the competition gets
together.
Emergence of the Louis G. Cowan
tougher, the bidders appear to be transcription business from a single
getting scared and trying, at least, show ("Murder at Midnight") operation one year ago to a current eightto salvage their investment.
Here are a few of the transfer, ap- program showcasing .with billings
375
stations
throughout
plications which have reached FCC covering
the country, offers evidence anew of
in the past week:
the competitive situation shaping up
L.
Menser, ex-NBC
1. Clarence
the fall and winter among the
veepee in charge of programming,
platter impresarios. It's the opinion
applied to take over the c.p. of stawithin the trade that the open-end
tion WBLW. Lake Worth, Fla., for
transcription biz, aimed at local
$10,214 in cash and. a promise to pay
sponsorship, will reflect itself in
outstanding obligations (about
off
unprecedented b.o. returns during
$2 500 worth to station's radio lawthe '47-'48 semester, particularly now
yer and engineer). James Edmund- that top
show, biz personalities have

Worth

Show
Plug

Fit the

Chicago. Sept.

and

supervise the station.
was authorized last April.

2.

(Continu

PASSES UP

MBS POST TO FREELANCE
Max

TO GET CBS AIRING
Norman Corwin's specially transcribed United Nations show will be
aired on CBS on Tuesday night, Sept.
16. in the 10-10:30 period, with a live
pickup by the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp.
Program, describing the results of
the UN General Assembly and the
forecast for the next Assembly, will
get a world-wide distribution. BBC
will transcribe the Corwin show,
with platters being sent to other
paiU of, the globe.,

cifically

3.

In

at least seven other grants in the
Flint area they are unwilling to continue a hazardous radio operation.
They expected to get their station on

the air for $40,000 but actually spent
over $80,000 with the hikes in construction and labor costs.
4. In
New York state, ex-newspaperman Bernard Johnpoll, recently authorized to build a local
waiter in Liberty, N. Y.. applied to
assign his construction permit to the
Sullivan County Broadcasting Corp.
for a sales ticket covering his actual

The call
organizational expenses.
letters of the Liberty station are

'

:.

-

.

.

gramming"

In License Bids

activities,

Washington. Sept.

Assn. Committee has
recommended a brand new method
new station bids which,

of handling

,

.

adopted by the Commission, may
revolutionize
present methods of
processing station requests.
Committee has suggested that, once
an application is f^ed. all standard
broadcast bidders be required to advertise the fact twice a week for
three weeks in their hometown paper.
FCC would wait 90 days alter
the date on which the bid was filed,
and then announce flatly th'it jio
competing requests would be considered for that channel. FCC engineers and lawyers would then process the request, regardless of any
conflicting bids which might be filed
before a construction permit could
be handed out.
As the Bar Assn. committee sees it,
this would give everybody fair warning when a new bid is filed, and at
the same time speed up FCC action
on applications. It would also tend
to discourage last-minute filing of
block applications, which now tieFCC's hands for yen's pt a time.
The recommendation has been forwarded to the Commission informally, but has not yet gone before the
executive committee of the Bar Assn.
The exec committee must okay the
procedure before it becomes official.
Idea was advanced by committee
composed of radio attorneys Leonard
Marks,.' chairmtnr "Philip Bergson,
Francis Welch, Omar Crooks. David
if

on 150 stations, with WMCA. N.Y.,
12 hours a week): the
it
Midnight" half-hour
at
mystery package; "Smiths of Hollywood," the half-hour situation comedy with Arthur Treacher, Brcnda
Marshall and Harry VonZell; "Red
carrying

"Murder

Ryder," the half-hour comic-strip
western; "David Street Song Shop."
quarter-hour musical; "Theatre of

Famous
dramatic

Radio

Players."

series;

Quartet,
and
the
Joe
five-minute sports com-

McCarthy
mentary.

.

Waring Shift

A

prestige

"Barbershop Harmusical and

15-minute

monies,"
Gaslight

Sock

to Give

.

NBC

Curtain-Raiser

While Hiking

Show Rate
NBC show

gets off the Tom Breneman hook
Sept. 29, when it moves from the 11
a.m. (opposite "Breakfast in Hollywood") period to 10 a.m.

—

The three-way Breneman, Waring
and Arthuiv Godfrey (CBS> opposition programming has consistently
put the former in the ratine lead,
with the latest Hoooers showing
Breneman with a 4.1 for the first
15-minute segment and 4.5 for the
latter quarter, while Waring snared
3.2 for the

American Meat

Tolman and Robert

Variety of factors were involved in
the Waring shift, with the imminent
sale of the 11 a.m. segment, of course.
not the least among them. NBC. too.
on the basis of the Waring top audience pull in the mountain zones,
when he's heard at 8 a.m.. feels the
10 o'clock eastern slotting gives it a
sock curtain-raiser on the day.
"Katie's Daughter," formerly heard
at 10 moves into U:,15., ,..',,
vl
yi

.,

IN INFO

ON U.S. ARMY WAR DEAD
Tokyo, Aug.

sponsors hip days and 3.3 under the
Minnesota Canning bankrolling. God2.7.

Irwin.

JAP RADIO AIDS

Institute

frey's Chesterfield stanza has a

2.

An FCC Bar

8

Fred Waring's morning

WVOS.

until

,

Ask New Method

tossed their hats into the transcription ring.
Cowan's upswing into the bigtime
is also evidenced by his "live pro-

new show tabbed "Mr. Unknown."
The Cowan transcription roster
includes the new Tommy Dorscy
Michigan, owners of WABJ, disk jockey show for five or more
wanted the FCC okay to full hours a week (it preems Sept.

Bowout

CORWIN'S UN SHOW

an additional show, aimed speat the under-21 age customer bracket.
Old Gold has the $17,500-budgeted
Frank Morgan-Frances Langford-Don
Ameche CBS show on tap an.l Camel
goes to the post with "Screen Guild
Players," Bob Hawk and a 15-minute
daily segment of Paul Whiteman on
ABC. Raleigh repeats with both
Red Skelton and "People Are
Funny."

for

Station,

recently with
The situation can be -duplicated in
Young $ Rubicam, has since ac- 23 other cases by "actual FCC count.
cepted arid then turned down a pro- It looks like the "gold filsh" days in
duction supervisory job with the radio are definielly over.—-'
- "'Mutual/iietwork," in order to devote- _1
His assigniull time to writing.
ments include fiction, magazine articles and several book reviews, as Sponsor Trouble Causes
well as audition scripts for radio
and work on a legit play. He figures
Russell 'Break'
his present commitments will reChicago, Sept. 2.
quire about a year, full time.
Sponsor trouble caused Connie
The Mutual job. which Wylie first
Russell, chanteuse, to bow out of the
agreed to take but reconsidered and
finals for the NBC "Big Break" show.
refused, is said to have called for a
one of the four conHowever, he believes Singer was
big salary.
testants due to originate Sept. 7 from
the various freelance writing stints
New York.
will pay off higher and. in any case,
McLaughlin House Coffee, which
are something he's long wanted time
The legit play he'll work on air Miss Russell locally, nixed the
to do.
deal when it found out that she
is a comedy about psychiatry and
Another would have to miss several broadeducation.
progressive
play, "The Greatest of These," was casts here in order to appear in N. Y.
tried out on the road last spring, Sponsor also chilled to idea that gal
was going to get big break at last.
but dropped.
Wylie is a brother of novelist Figured that was what they were
paying her for all this time.
Philip Wylie.
.,.
,
TiVylie,

including Milton Berle on
NBC, "Crime Doctor" and "It Pays
to be Ignorant" on CBS, and "Heart's
Desire" on Mutual, is in the market

cials,

a fulltime outlet, has
a net income under $3,000 for its ten
months on the air.
000.

Hair

choice of a soap opera on how snugly
or effectively the plug itself fits into
the show.
The Schwerin organization, with
which Toni recently signed a contract, will have the task of testing
the idea. Candidate soapers with
the commercials dubbed into the
audition records will be played for
audience panels and the reactions

MAX WYLIE

ing the works. Besides Jack Benny
and "Hit Parade," Jack Poar joins
the fall-winter roster as an LS 'MFT
standard-bearer, with Pall Mall hiking its budget to take on the highpriced "Best Show of the Year"
reprise program.
Philip Morris, Already entrenched
with a flock of network commer-

which will
WBLW
include an upcoming "FRD America"
2. Elsewhere in Florida, the Wab- farm
show series scheduled for a
ash Broadcasting Corp. put in a bid Mutual teeoff next month, with most
10-month-old of the programs originating from
license
of
for the
WDHL, Bradenton. for a bare $70,- WGN in Chicago." Also on tap is a

Wave, Adrian,
its agency, Foote, Cone &
transfer this fulltime station to one
Belding, is reversing the process of James Gerity, Jr., for $62,000. In
selecting a program.
The custom Flint, Mich., the Drohlich brothers,
has been to first buy a show and present owners of WWOK applied
then see about integrating the com- to sell it to the Cooperative Radio
mercial. For the 11-11:15 a.m. strip Co. of Houston, Tex., for $100,000.
which Toni bought on NBC last The Drohlichs earlier sold KDRO.
week the account will base its Sedalia, Mo. They claimed that with

Toni
through

will

stress the combination, rather than
stations singly, aim being to impress
that Richards' enterprises virtually

up and take

Cowan s.8-Way

station prop-

is

son, who masterminded the original
application, says he is getting out of
radio because of bad health. If FCC
pooroves, Menser will move to Lake

Toni Technique:

Permanent

new

which

'

".

"Crime Photographer"
"Meet Corliss Archer"
"Murder—Mr. Malone"

To

sit

of

on

CBS show.
American Tobacco (Lucky Strikes
and Pall Mall) is practically shoot-

Transcription Biz

(Sept. 1)

"Mr. D. A."
"Take It-Leave It"
"Man Called X". .,
"Hit Parade"
"Crime Doctor" ..
"Inner Sanctum"
"Big Story"
"This Is Your FBI"
"Sam Spade"
"Break the Bank"
"Man, Merry-Go-Round".

who worked

closely on this summer's radio campaign, will make the first affirmative
plug for funds in a recommendation
to the AFL's all-powerful executive
board, -which meets in Chicago next
week. And, if the executive board
backs him up, Meany is expected to
have little trouble selling the AFL
membership on the idea when they
get together at their Frisco convention in October. Same technique of
pooling talents of the AFL entertainment unions to produce the
shows with each performer accepting the lowest union rate for his

all

How

erties.' All

Club"

network

the Arthur Godfrey

always move.

in.

Radio-Conscious

"Supper

has long satisfied

its client as
effort, but now has
splurged into the daytime field with
the cross-the-boar,d bankrolling of
.

a solo

can

they

roster.

Chesterfield's

oil

(though not much of it) is coming
In other instances, well-known
radio figures, who have bought and
sold one or more stations during the
lush war years, are appearing as po-

—

—

ABC

last
what you will but
week sold a piece of time that
will evoke both anguish and tittering. Right after Drew Pearson goes on his prediction binge

new money

bids,

The new broadcasting season finds
cigaret companies more firmly
entrenched in radio than at any
previous time. They've been buying up shows daytime and nighttime at an accelerated pace within
the past couple of months, indicative
of a competitive era that's probably
unprecedented. All told, the networks are pocketing additional millions in billings this fall as the
ciggie firms tee oft their multiple
the

That Nice?

Hollywood, Sept. 2.
an oddity, irony or

Day may eventually

19.

!

Jap radio stations last week wer«
enlisted in a new role— that of aiding in the recovery of bodies of
American war dead still buried in

<

Nippon.

j

.

I

Stations

devote

daily

nouncements urging Japs

anvolun-

spot
to

teer information regarding burial
*pots to U. S. Army personnel. Of-

believe almost all bodies have
been located, but are making one

ficials
final,

far-reaching

make

sure.

,.

,.,

search
...

just
.

,

4

to
,ij

Sammy Kaye and
gram

are

making

his popular

So You Want

news.. Exciting

fo

Lead a Band pro-

news! Millions of radio listeners

have been reading big feature stories in leading national magazines
about Sammy and his great variety show. What's more, they're
tuning in
and they love it! Seems like everybody wants to lead
.

.

.

a band!

LOOK

had a wonderful 3-page word-and-picture story

re-

cently! Here's a sample:
"It'« a musical free-for-all, this
It's also

So You Want to Lead a Band.

a chance for every would-be bandleader to get his hands

And if his creative instincts are not satones are: To the winner goes a chance at fairy-

on the conductor's stick.
isfied, his practical

tale prizes.

-

"The contestant
the

classified

list

of

.

So You Want to Lead a Band reads

like

Taxi drivers, ministers, undertakers,

directory.

and school kids have all been on the program.
So have bus drivers, bartenders and plumbers. The youngest was

jockeys, teachers

13,

And

the oldest 73."

in

NEWSWEEK a

few weeks ago did you see the big fea-

ture story on page 82 titled

"They Lead the Band"?

the

It tells

details (complete with photos) of the thrilling finals at Carnegie

Hall of this year's national amateur bandleader contest.

The winner

—

his prizes included a

two-week

trip to the

Do-

minican Republic,, a television

set, matched luggage, a lady's wardrobe valued at 3750, an outboard motor, matched golf clubs, ten-

nis racquets, a
cially

badminton

set, a

New

York, a spe-

— was

Rodney An-

week's stay in

engraved watch and cigarette lighter!

drews, a 17-year-old high school graduate from Dayton, Ohio.

So

»

WANT

TO LEAD

A BAND"
STa

*kinc

55* KAYE
WHAT AN OPPORTUNITY!
Some smart

advertiser

a show for sale that

no chances

is

going to

make hay with Mr. Kaye! Here's

already established, already a hit; there are

is

to take.

•

,

WANT TO LEAD A BAND

SO YOU

vantages. First, the sponsor— with

man— can
gram

is

do a tremendous

broadcast from

has two other unique ad-

Sammy Kaye

as his star sales*

LOCAL PROMOTION

cities all

job.

The

pro-

over the nation. In each city there

are newspaper stories, store displays, and plenty of word-of-mouth
publicity.

Under sponsorship

there. could be a big sales meeting, a

banquet, a dance after the broadcast for dealers and their wives,
etc.

his

Think of the thrill for the wholesaler who is playing host in
city— think of the goodwill, the increased interest in the spon-

sor's product.

Imagine having city after city declare a holiday when

YOUR salesman comes
TO LEAD A BAND is
it^will

to town.

And, of course, SO YOU Y/ANT
Imagine what fun

a natural for television!

be when audiences can see as well as hear the contestants in

action!

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING
SO

YOU WANT TO LEAD

A BAND

is

POR!

ior sale. If you're

on the

lookout for a big-time variety show with the added advantage of

donl delay: write, wire or phone for complete deProgram Department, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New

local promotion,

ABC

tails

to

York

City.

American Broadcasting Company
A

NETWORK OF

:6l

RADIO STATIONS SERVING AMERICA
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30

Net in Place Radio-Type

'Celluloid'

Seen Closer Due to Fairbanks Films
Replacement of the radio-type net-

was seen

advertisers

week

this

via interest

the

in

the

in

in

trade

of

pictures.

New York

last

Saturday

(30).

night.

Advertiser,

through, therefore, stations tied in

NBC. CBS, DuMont, Mutual

avenue and 41st street,
employing a constant variety

and the other tele "webs" would all
be running the same shows, but the
network thus set up would be controlled by the individual advertiser
and not by a single broadcasting

of

Crew also brought in as much
human interest as possible, cutting

HARRY SALTER

to the reviewing stand and spectators at interyals, getting full screen
of the pretty drum majorettes for cheesecake effects ad fol-

MUSICAL DIRECTOR

CBS; clpseups

It Pavs to Be. Ignorant,
Scotland Yard, MBS.
Variety (Aug. 27); "Harry Salter's lowing the moppet majorettes in
sock musical job on the CBS 'We their baton-twirling antics.
Three cameras were located at
Back' documentary still excitstrategic points around the reviewing considerable trade comment."
ing stand. Announcer Jim Stevenson
Direction -M.C.A.
confined his ...remarks to an occasional explanatory note to the audience, letting the Legion's loudspeaker system on the scene promedium had been developed to
vide most of the description. Show
their present technical excellence,
have represented a hefty outmust
the present radio nets would problay of money by NBC for air time
ably have developed only for airand facilities and the station is to
ings of- on-the-spot pickups, such as
be commended for an all-out job of
sports events. With film forming
It
public service programming. Stal.
video's transcriptions, it's believed

ovtnt.

Radio nets, as they're known today, came into being through the
necessity of local stations to affiliate
themselves with a network that
could offer them topdrawer shows
on which they could make a profit,
Johnston pointed out. If radio transcriptions in the early days of the

AM

Went

GF

.

-

Pulls in Tele

Coin Reins; Sez

entirely possible that tele networks
comparable to those in radio will
only exist for the same type, of on-

Entire premise, of course,

is

based

Wants to Research
&

Young

DuMont and

channeled

live studio

television

other, tele execs that
shows offer the type! of
spontaneity and intimacy that tele
should have. Question of economics
is even more important, it's ',pointed
out, since any film show mtist present quality comparable to that of a
live show at the same or lower cost
to the initial producer and to each
station carrying the program.

Rubicam's dwindling

Y.

Walter Thompson)
WNBT broke into its all-day covAmerican Legion
the
of
erage
parade up New York's Fifth avenue
Saturday (30) afternoon to bring
viewers the finals of the Davis Cup
Forest Hills,
from
tennis matches
(J.

fall,"

WNBT

SHIRTMAKER PACTS

YANKEE GRID

WNBT

WABD

WABD

Discount of 10% of the total is to rector didn't snccify what form the
be given for any advertiser buying "expanded research" was to take.
the films for five or more markets; but4fs believed to have been started

for 10 or more
markets, and 20% for 20 or more.
Under Fairbanks' present plans of
lens'ng onlv 17 films in each series
at the outset and permitting two
rcneat showings of each film gratis,
Johnston pointed out. an advertiser
would
buying the service, for
pay only $500 a showing. And that,
he declared, is certainly much less
than the production cost of a 20of

the

total

.

already

via
a
"television diary"
B.
B. has mailed out to tele

which
&
owners throughout metropolitan
York. Since the only tele showhandled by B. & B. is that of G-F,

set

New

it's bc'ieved that at least a part of
the funds for this type of research
will come frojn_jthie_Jofld-organizaT

N—

live show.
Johnston declared that a celluloid

minute

network such as he envisages would
only be a temporary expediency but
exoressed the belief that film would
enjoy at least a three-year period
all its own, when stations will be
linked together largely through film.
"We can't kid ourselves," he declared. "Television must develop as
If television is going
a network.
to be of value to the people of the
U. S.. they must be able to see the
championship
world
series,
the
fights, races, etc.. as they occur,"
High cost of the coaxial cable or

tion.

Diary is to contain a record of televiewing of each family, its guests
and neighbors who might drop in to
watch a show. Set owners are asked
not to change their habits of viewing
because of the diary, but to keep an
accurate record of viewing by 15minute periods of times when the
set is turned on. the station tuned in

.

and who

viewing.

B.

erecjted 30 to 60 miles apart.

Real estate and right-of-way have
been cleared. Web had "been contemplated since 1940, but war interfered with proposed plans.

EDDY ARNOLD

The telegraph- company will offer
the facilities, on a leased basis, to
individual broadcasters or to nets, or
as a common carried service to stations that desire it for short periods
boree.
Breaking all records personal ap- of time. This will enable sponsors
pearances.
to feed programs to stations direct
Guest artist RCA Victor show, at time intervals that they wish.
Sunday, September 7, NBC.
WU, which was a spectator at the
Exclusive Management
Washington hearings on A. T. & T.
A. PARKER
coaxial rates, said that tariffs for
their service would be radically
cheaper.
"The Tennessee Plowboy and
recording

Victor
star

.

Checkerboard

artist.

Jam-

.

'

THOMAS

Austrian-FCBTie

Seen Cueing Client

Duo

the tele industry almost since its
inception, means that some of those
accounts are almost most certain to
in

inaugurate tele sponsorship.
Austrian is currently on the Coast
but a spokesman for F.C.&B. declared the agency is currently lining

up shows for several of its clients
on different tele stations throughFirst to go will
probably be American
Tobacco,
which is slated to institute a oneminute spot campaign produced entirely on film and. with Austrian's
known predilection for film over live
shows, it's believed that F.C.&B;
might advise canned shows for all
out the country.

Sept.

2.

—

to relatively high costs of presentation." -

schedule begins (27).

their firm will stess program
material for production at minimum
costs
To accomplish this, they
added, scriptors. directors and talent
have hecn lined up as freelance associates.

In this connection.
said

Also presented before the group
was the plan by the four newspaper
photo agencies to submit still photos
with added continuity for telecasting. New service presented by AP,
UP, INS, and Acme will be available to all tele stations. While newsreel companies were not present, indications were that they would submit plans for interchange of news-

among

reels

stations.

Delegates who were here for the
three day exchange of information
station operations were
George Burbach and Robert Coe,
KSD-TV, St. Louis; B. O. Sullivan,
Daily News Syndicate, N. Y.; C. E.

regarding

Denton and Ken Stowman. WFILTV, Philadelphia; Woody Magnuson,
WBEN-TV, Buffalo; R. A. Thornburgh and R. W. Clapp, WFIL; L. W.
Herzog, WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee: J.
Hanrahan, Scripps-Howard, Cleveland; N. H. Swanson, WMAR. Baltimore; F. Van Konyenbeyer, WTCN,
St. Paul; K. Berkley, WMAL, WashD. C; Harry Bannister;
Detroit; Frank Schricber,
Frank Brooks, and Carl Myers from
WGNA, Chicago, and H. W. Batchington,

WWJ-TV,
elder,

WBAL,

Baltimore.

Meeting was one-time shot to distechnical- and sales problems.
Following problems were discussed:
cuss

studio lighting, live vs. film programs, production techniques, studio
construction, microwave links for
remote pickups, selling and programing, and the use of the Zoomar
lens in television.

Chi Tele's Juicy

its clients.

American

Grid Plum; Inks

American Tobacco
WBKB

Chicago. Sept. 2.
here pulled out the juiciest

plum of the 1947 sports season
last week with the signing,. of the
home games of the Notre Dame and
.

Northwestern

Universities

Games

teams.

football

be sponsored by
American Tobacco
Co.
through
Foote, Cone & Belding. Lineup will
give Chicago station the heaviest
game schedule of any video caster
will

in the country.

Army-Notre

KXOK

telebroadcast
solely

Waas and Bach by

field

now

occupied

by KSD, owned and operated

the

St.

Louis

Post-Dispatch

(Pulitzer), another p.m. rag.

Firm of Richard W. Hubbell and
Associates has been
engaged by
execs as tele and facsimile
consultants.
Station already is active in the facsimile and
field.

KXOK

FM

.

tele

Schedule includes the coveted
Dame game Nov. 8.
Other N. D. games are Iowa-N. D.,
Oct. 25 and Tulane-N! D.. Nov. 22.
Northwestern tees off with UniverInto Tele
sity of California at Los Angeles on
St. Louis, Sept.
Oct. 4, followed by Michigan. Oct. 18;
J.
KXOK. owned and operated by Wisconsin, Nov. 1, and ending with
the St. Louis Star-Times, a p.m. Notre Dame
at Northwestern Nov.
sheet, is prepping to enter the local 15.

in Philly Engineers.

Philadelphia,

Les Waas and Len Bach. Philly
ad men. have organized Tcicpak, a
new television package show agency
aimed at snaring biz from small
tween men and women and children budget advertisers who, they feci,
from 5-11 years and 12-18.
"are greatly interested in television,
but disregard the possibilities due

•

Splurge Into Tele
Naming of Ralph B. Austrian as
veepee over television for the Foote,
Cone & Belding ad agency is believed to presage the entry of some
of the top-spending national advertisers into the tele fold within the
near future. Austrian was formerly
prexy of RKO Television.
F.C.&B., which handles such accounts as American Tobacco, Lever
Bros., Armour and Cities Service,
has had a tele department in the
past but has yet to produce Its first
show on the new medium. Acquisition of Austrian, who's been active

•

Set by

.

Hi* Guitar"

RCA

Singing

,

&

Detroit
Oldsmobile Motor Co.
a radio relay, only two systems
developed thus far for networking will sponsor televising of all home
have yet to be proved games of the Univ. of Michigan
economically, he pointed out. "Al- played at Ann Arbor, it was anthough we have network operations nounced by D. E. Ralston, general
available now," he said, "film will sales manager of Olds. They will be
not hold up development Of net- televised over WWJ-TV. Michigan's
operations."

E. Z. Ziezel, Chicago division manager, revealed that work has already started and towers are being

Tobacco,
meanwhile,
Signing of a. sponsor for the Yan- will plug its Luckies on football
kee games exactly reverses the situ- games this fall through the N. W.
Firm assigned this
ation existing in big-league baseball Ayer agency.
this year.
Baseball Yankees and account to Ayer because the agency
Giants went a-begging for sponsors had sewn up tele rights to all games
throughout the season, while games of Army and Notre Dame, both of
of
the
Brooklyn
Dodgers over which Luckies wanted to bankroll.
WCBS-TV (CBS, N. Y.) were bankAustrian, former assistant veerolled jointly by Ford and General pee of RCA, has been prexy of RKO
Foods.
Football Dodgers haven't Television since the end of the war.
yet latched—on to a -sponsor,- -while- .He-served as chairman of the- Telethe Giants preceded the Yankees by vision Broadcasters Assn. program
several weeks in signing with the committee in 1945 and was general
Hoffman Beverage Co. for Giant chairman of the TBA's second anbroadcasts
over
WNBT (NBC, nual conference last year. He's a
fellow of the Society of Motion Pu>
N. Y.).
v..
ture Engineers, a "member of its
tele committee and has been nominated treasurer.
He's also a senior
Tele Package Operation
member of the Institute of Radio

B. "investigator" is to collect the diaries at
the end of each week.
Under the
"who is viewing" category, set owners are left space to differentiate beis

live shows,

work

wide hookup.

130 Mins.; Saturday (30), 2:15 p.m.

RfcA-VICTOR
WNBT—NBC, N.

tel-

into "a more extensive
Long Island:- Idea was decidely a
research program .this good one, offering a neat and welaccording to Howard M. Cha- come change of pace from the tiring
pin, head of the firm's tele commitAL parade.
As with other sports it covers
tee.
production crew has coverY. & R. earlier lost another half
continued on page 38)
hour on WNBT. when Bristol-Myers
decided to cancel its sponsorship of
the "At Home With Tex & Jinx"
show on Sunday nights. Agency is
New Rate Card
now left with 'only the Gulf -sponIn line with that, Johston has re- sored "You Are an Artist" show,
SERIES
vealed the rate card to be put into which is aired on
Thursday
effect immediately for the Fair
Springs Mills, Inc., men's shirt
nights from 9 to 9:10. G-F, meanAll-embracing rate while, continues as sponsor of the 8 manufacturers,
(Tues.)
yesterday
banks films.
structure has been set up for all to 8:30 Thursday night slot on WNBT signed to bankroll all games of the
existing stations and for those still through
Benton & Bowles, the N. Y. Yankees' pro football team
building, based primarily on the weather signals on DuMont and as over
(DuMont. N. Y.). Eightnumber of sets in circulation in each co-sponsor with_ Ford of the Dodger game schedule tees off Friday (5)
city and the population. New York,
night with a game between the Yanbaseball games over CBS tele.
of course, tops the list at $1,500 for
kees and Chicago Rockets.
Decision to drop the half-hour time
each film in the series, followed by
Price of the deal was not disChicago at $750: Los Angeles, $750; segment doesn't mean that G-F is closed.
No ad agency figured in
Philadelphia, $500; Detroit. $500; losing interest in tele. Chapin de- negotiations, with
toppers
Washington, $400; St. Louis, $400, clared. With the firm's decision to reportedly working directly through
and Schenectady, $3f>0. R-tes are conduct more research into the me- Dan Topping, chief representative
also given for 30 cities in which dium, however, it was necessary to for Col. L. S. MacPhail's football
have been find addit'onal funds for the work interests. Topping, it's pointed out,
construction
permits
g -'nted, ranging from $500 for San from the fixed video budget, and so is a close friend of Elliott White
the time was dropped. G-F tele diF "ncisco to $100. for Ames, la.
Spring, prexy of the shirt outfit.

15°;-

two, via Pittsburgh, Cleveland
and Detroit; third, via Pittsburgh,
Cincinnati, and St. Louis. Net will
be the first of a proposed country-

DAVIS CUP TENNIS

on the question of whether filmed evision billings will take it on the
shows will play as large a part in chin again after Sept. 25, when Genrtele programming as film proponents eral Foods is slated to drop sponsorthey
will. ship of the Thursday night 8:30 to 9
optimistically
hope
There's still much to be said, it's slot on WNBT (NBC, N. Y.). Money
argued, for the belief of top NBC, that G-F saves via the move will be

Web
setups:

one, via«Albany, Cleveland, and De-

With Bob Stanton, announcer
Producer: Garry Simpson

the-spot show.

2.

troit;

by.

shots.

microwave

three

for

calls

,

of Fifth

Chicago, Sept.

operation within six months.

As with other such events, tele
coverage was comparatively a simple affair, requiring only the training of cameras on the centre of
activity and. keeping them there.
Despite that, the NBC crew performed an admirable job. Outfit did
as much as possible to break up the
boring aspects of watching hundreds of thousands of marching
Legionnaires, bands and drum andbugle corps parade past the corner

Johnston said, wants to place them
on every station currently in. operation, with the intent of adding each
new station as soon as it begins
plan goes
If
the
broadcasting.
with

'

Western Union, in a meeting bemembers of the Newspaper
Television here last week, revealed
that it would have a tele net between Chicago and New York in

fore

went on the air at 9 a.m.,
when the 13-hour affair started,
took a four-hour break at 2 p.m. to
pick up' the Davis Cup tennis finals
and then returned to the parade at
6 p.m. to remain on the air until
the last weary Legionnaire had
dragged his tired dogs past the reviewing .stand at 10:3C Saturday

for video.

series

Plans; Rolls in 6 Mths.

Station

shown by ad-

recently-disclosed

Although no deals have yet been
inked for the Sims, McCann-ErickFairbanks'
Johnston,
Russ
aon's
spokesman in New York, revealed
that at least one topcoin advertiser
has sought exclusive rights to the
first

Web

(30), 9 a.m.
N. Y.
established a new marathon record of some kind in coverage of the American Legion parade

WNBT

Jerry Fairbanks films produced specifically

Tele

Producer: Bill Garden
570 Mins.; Saturday

WNBT-NBC,

•

work for television by a "celluloid
network" established by individual

vertisers

Western Union Bares Chi-N. Y,

Television Reviews
|
*
*********** »-•»
AMERICAN LEGION PARADE

WBKB
Rockets,

also televizes the

pro football,

with

game

Dons

(29).

Chicago

who opened

against the Los Angeles
Other contests are Buffalo, Sept. 19; Cleveland, Sept. 2(5;
Brooklyn, Oct. 7; New York. Oct. 21;
Baltimore, Nov. 7, and San Francisco,
Nov. 21. Remotes are sponsored by

Keely Brewing.

.
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Day and

WBT is the only Carolina station that

night, 50,000-watt

Piedmont Section— a

entire

billion dollar

serves the

market with over 2,500

turning out a half -billion dollars worth of goods

.

.

.with

factories

231,985 farms harvest-

ing a half-billion dollar cotton and, tobacco crop.

Within this advertisers' "Must Market,"

FIRST WITH

24.4°/.

WBT is...

MORE PEOPLE Three and a half million people live and
BMB Daytime Audience Area. This is three-quarters

work in WBT's 50-100%
of a million

more people— more by 24.4%— than the

within the

50-100% BMB Daytime Audience Area

station in

North or South Carolina.

FIRST WITH 25.0%
families

the

MORE RADIO FAMILIES More

WBT 50-100% BMB

than a half million

Daytime Audience Area. That's 25.0% more radio

50-100% BMB Daytime Audience Area of any compet-

ing radio station in the Carolinas

FIRST WITH 28.5%
up $1,370,390,000

28.5%— than

MORE

!

In 1946, Piedmont people ran -

RETAIL SALES

in retail sales.* That's a quarter of a million

was spent

any other Carolina

FI RST

by any other radio

own radios in the ninety-five wealthy Piedmont counties that fall within

families than live in the

by

total population living

delivered

station

in the

50-100%
'"

!

BMB Daytime

'-"*\:
,

c

\

1 946, effective

buy in;

WBT's 50-100% BMB Daytime Area was $2,063,993,000-21.7%

more than the buying power
any other

^
-

WITH 21.7% MORE BUYING POWER In

income in

more— mor

Audience Area

in the

50-100%

BMB Daytime Audience Area of

station in the Carolinas !*
m

To be first in sales
50,000 imtts

•

CBS

•Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co.' Repre-

sented by Radio Sales, the Spot Broadcasting Division of

CBS

For program

in the Carolinas,

availabilities, call

use

WBT— first by far in the Carolina;

us or Radio Sales, the

SPOT

Broadcastin;

Division of CBS.
*Sales Management Survey oJ Buying Power,

May MM7

—
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Webs

Move

Stall Gov't

vs.

ble and shares the networks'
that the Government has no
against him at this time.

AFM

On

Pending Meeting with

result,

it

the air.

which

them

is

off

'

also reported to

was believed that Justice

make

AFM

case

government

in their
jurists

talks,

AFM

came

Dog House?

as no surprise to some top radio execs that President Harry
radio adviser J. Leonard Reinsch at home when he took

the Justice Department before the
week of Sept. 8 and possibly not
until conclusion of the web-Petrillo
parleys in Chicago. Marks had in-

It is an open secret that the chief executive is still burned up over
the unfavorable publicity which attended his sudden switch on GOP
nominations to the FCC last June. And it is also known he holds

called

week, but was
Coast on other mat-

file it this

to the

ters.

•

Web toppers' who met here last
week with Peter Brown, acting chief
Justice's

of

Criminal Division

in-

cluded:
Frank Mullen, v.p., and
Henry Ladner, NBC acting genera)
counsel; Frank White, v.p., and
CBS;
counsel,
Julius
Brauner,

with the the FM situation.
NAB Meanwhile, no further developDetroit Nash Motors Division of
ments are expected on this end until the webs have held their schedthe Nash - Kelvinator Corp. has
uled meeting with the AFM chief in signed as sponsor of 1947 University
games over
Chicago next week.
Detroit football
It was re- of
ported that Attorney General Tom WJBK.
Th* schedule will include
C. Clark has been personally ap- 10 games, including contests at Milproached on the Petrillo FM squab- waukee. Philadelphia and Tulsa.

was an

;

It

Truman

—

Legal Department brief which takes
;'ie position that Petrillo's wires to
le webs can in no way -be conued as a violation of either the
Accord•a or Taft-Hartley Acts.
to this opinion, this test can
iS
uses coercion
^me only if the
;

Reinsch in the

front, general coun-

Robert Kinter, ABC exec veepee,
The net officials came to town
armed within their contracts, which erally predicted that they would fol- and Joseph McDonald, general counthey claimed do not give them a low the same procedure used with sel, and Robert Swezey, exec veepee
clear go-ahead on duplication. Also the FMA reps and ask for a brief on for Mutual.
persuasive

1947

sel Leonard Marks revealed that he
will not file his Petrillo brief with

tended to

v

The webmen were

have done a good job in selling Justice on the idea that— contrary to
charges levelled by FM Assn. men
they are npt in cahoots with Petrillo.
to block the development of FM.
It was looked on as significant that
Justice did not ask the nets to file a
statement. Before the network men
came to town, Department men gen-

haste slowly in its -probe
prohibition
czar's
of
the
against AM-FM duplication until the
webmen call the signals.

wi ll

Petrillo

to force a station or web
duplicating shows to take

Washington, Sept. 2.
Reps of the four networks did an
effective job here last Thursday
(29.) in convincing the Justice Department that the industry doesn't
have a case against James Ceascr
As a
Petrillo at the present time.

FMA

the

3,

view

off for

left

Rio Sunday

(30).

Reinsch partially responsible.
Reinsch is reported to be one of the men who recommended that
Mr. Truman withdraw the name "of Ray C. Wakefield after it had already gone to Capitol Hill, a move which followed closely the President's speech at Princeton bewailing his inability to keep goo'd.men in
the Government and the difficulties of building up a Civil Service of
top-level men. Reinsch's chagrin that FCC (including Wakefield) had
turned down his bid for a new station in Cincinnati was reported
behind his recommendation.
Pres. Truman is also reported burned up over press reports plugging Reinsch as FCC's next, chairrnan, and feels that Reinsch himself
has been putting bugs in the scribe's' ears.

Minneapolis— Police and safety ofwere invited guests at WLOL Platter

ficials

here Tuesday morning to hear MB'S
officials chatter over a closed wire.
The discussion was over pians to
continue the Tom Mix show's safety
campaign the show on which safety
reminders are used in place of sponsor commercials, and the localites'
reactions and opinions were desired.

Chatter lidst

Kitchen Clatter Is Chi
Station's

—

Newest Quirk
Chicago, Sept.

2.

Val Sherman, acting program head

WBBM,

has come up
with a novel twist anent the originating point for a disk jockey program. Sherman is planning to spot
Cliff Johnson, who does an early
morning platter comment show over
of

WBBM

Chicago-,

daily, in the kitchen of his

own home.
Johnson has four daughters, the
oldest seven, and the plot is to have
the wife and the .youngsters participate in the program, with tha
chitchat taking place around the
breakfast, table and while Mrs'. Johnpreparing the older of the

son

is

two

girls

for

school,

The records

themselves will be played from the

WBBM

studios.

Johnson's half-hour stint is now
underwritten by four local accounts.

These

will

be reduced

to

two when

the program moves its chatter mike
to the jockey's home.

BACK

CO-OP PROGRAM GUILD

HOLLYWOOD

IN

OFFERS FIRST PLATTER
Chicago, Sept. 2.
Broadcasters Guild, Inc., the co-op

and AVAILABLE FOR

program

Don

RADIO
It's like

old times with

The Texas Rangers back

and

aeo. is about to distribute for member-station comment
its first production, a mystery.
In
a letter sent to stations last week
the Guild asks that the recipients
play the recording as promptly as
possible and let it know what they
think about its quality and suitabil-

in Hollywood. In the

short time these famous Western singers have been back, they've picked

up

where they left it when they went to war. Already
they've appeared on the CBS Hawk Larabee series, and they have their
own half-hour Sunday program on KFWB, where they inaugurated that
station's new Preview Theatre of the Air series. Having The Texas Rangers
in Hollywood again is like pre-war days when they starred on such network
shows as "The Texas Rangers," "Under Western Skies," "Nighttime On
The Trail" and "Circle G Ranch." And by the way, the boys notched up
a 27.4 Hooper at Scranton, Pa., with their famous transcriptions for a

their radio career

•

Monday through Friday

strip at 6:30

PM (Fall-Winter,

the boys have picked

up

too. They've just completed their

first

post-war western

times,

when

Universal,

—

that's like old

they bega'n their long series of pictures for

PUT THEM TO
The Texas Rangers, America's foremost
by

transcriptions.

... Radio

.

.

.

rates them, "America's foremost singers of western songs."

ABC Eyes 'Action Theatre'

The Pasadena Star-News described them

As 'Poor Man's Lux

WORK

as ".

. .

finest singers

FOR YOU

Western melodies, are

available now in person or
Their songs of the West, songs that never grow old, will highlight any production

Stage ... or Screen.

singers of

They

Plan of the Guild also centers
around what it terms "preview testing." Before accepting a show for
sales presentation it seeks tp mak«
Sure that all the elements. Deduction, price, etc., conform with the
consensus of reaction from the members.

the boys already are clicking again in personals. Variety

of western songs in America." It's just like the days when
they starred on the Camel Caravan and on £MBC's famous
Brush Creek Follies.

Columbia and Republic.

and what they estimate they can
show locally.

get for the

PERSONALS
And

their picture career again,

"The Last Roundup" with Gene Autry. And

ity

The Guild, which is founded on
the Book-of-the-Month idea, charges
the station a membership fee for the
right to "preview" from 12 to 25
recorded programs over the space of
a year. If the station buys any of
the shows the membership fee is
deducted from the purchase price
and if there are no deals consummated during the course of the year
the Guild returns the annual fee
to the broadcaster.

1946-47).

PICTURES
And

exchange service which
Davis, of WHB, Kansas City,
other broadcasters organized

some months

are available.

Another

Airer'

Hollywood, Sept. 2.
at
bucking CBS'

try

strong Saturday morning dramatic
lineup augurs with ABC here, now
considering
"Action
Theatre,"
a
"poor man's 'Lux Theatre'."
As the name implies, the hourlong show would be built around
screen properties of the action and
adventure school, familiar to independents, and Monogram has the inside track to supply the majority of
scripts a la the majors for- "Lux."
Idea belongs to Don Sharp, who
built it with the Saturday a.m. bucking plan in mind, aiming, the CBS'
"Adventure Club," 'Armstrong Theatre of the Air." "Stars Over Hollywood" and "Grand Central Station,"
strong 7:30 to 9:30 a.m'. CBS lineup
that has long withstood assault' by
opposition nets.
For sponsor attractiveness, show would be broken
into quarters for cooperative buys if
too costly for solo sponsorship.

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES FOR PICTURES AND PERSONALS

-

—

Mitchell J

HamUburg Agency

Schenectady
Al Zink, who was
promoted to program supervisor of
last year, has been appointed
supervisor of programs for WRGB.

WGY
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Pffi&IETY

a big audience
for a

117 quarter hours
for local and regional sponsorship

You can count on the counter of THE DAVID STREET SONG SHOP for
fast-moving sales! David Street is the new romantic singing star who
made an instant hit on the Old Gold and Sealtest shows over NBC.
the singer Twentieth CenturyHe's an outstanding recording ar tist
Fox is grooming for top billing in every theatre in the country. (You've
heard him in Bing Crosby's "Going My Way.")
.

.

.

There's more! Lucille Norman, bright new NBC star, adds her voice to
this wonderful 1 5 minutes of music. Hear familiar tones? It's the MelloLarks, the vocalists whose styling made them famous with Tex Beneke
and his Glenn Miller Orchestra. Orchestra Magazine rates them the
singing group of 1947. Another find
of Gene Plummer and his men.

is

the sparkling background music
-

Yes, here's the kind of musical

show

that makes your customers say, "I'll
buy it!" It's easy listening all the way.
So get your facts today on this highquality, low-cost program. THE DAVID
STREET SONG SHOP brings the shop-

pers to you!

AteWo-lorH,

NOW AND FROM NOW ON THE

BEST IN TRANSCRIBED

SHOWS

34
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KONO, KMAC Back

in

FCC Favor;

Fewer Commls, More Live Shows
Washington, Sept 2.
censees" and now rate regular threeSiK stations, whose licenses were year licenses.
FCC's scratch sheet on KONO
placed on the hook last year in the
shows that before 1946 the station
•wake o£ Blue Book pronouncements carried as many as 2,290 spot an-

on what constitutes good program- nouncements a week, jamming as
ming, now have a clean bill of many as six in a single 15-minute
period. By 1946, after the FCC hearhealth. FCC last Friday (29) handed
ing notice came out, station had
out r<;ar renewal licenses to the
more than halved its count on spots.
last ...o— KONO and KMAC, both of In the future, the Commission said
KONO has promised a limit of three
San Antonio, Tex.
This leaves only William Randolph spots totaling not more than two
Hearst's 50-kw WBAL, Baltimore, minutes in each quarter-hour segAbout 13% of its schedule
still, on the hook for alleged pro- ment.
WBAL between 6 and 11 p.m. will be dedeficiencies.' The
gram
license was tabbed for hearing be- voted to local live talent shows.
The FCC decision made much of
fore release of the Blue Book and
is now tied up in litigation before the fact that throughout its history
and this goes for 1946 as well
the U. S. Court of Appeals.
FCC rapped both San Antonio sta- KONO had carried no programs defor
over-commercialization, voted to controversial issues. "The
tions
over-spotting, and absence of local manager of the station testified that
live talent shows or airings of con- he was aware of no such issues durtroversial issues in the years before ing the year 1946 and .that he was
However, Commission con- not approached by anyone who re1946.
cluded that since the Lone Star sta- quested the use of the facilities for
tions were put on notice, they have this purpose." FCC added, "Under
"shown an increasing awareness of KONO's proposal for programming
their responsibilities as radio li- in the future, the views of the sta-

—

manager upon

this subject will

Coast

no longer be followed."

As for KMAC, the station carried
as many as 1,687 commercial spots
a week .in 1945, but had shaved this
down to around 670 in 1946.
has now taken the pledge, however.
Hereafter, it will limit spots to three
in a 15-minute period, devote 30%
of its time between 6 and 11 p.m.
to sustainers, one-third of which will

KMAC

be

local, live talent airings.

KMAC,

AFRANS

Square Off

Hollywood, Sept.

A

2.

small scale repeat performance

of the union's convention battling is

shaping

here

of ballots in election of officers

NEW

WJHP

last

named

job.

There are 15 actors on ballots to

Chapeau was formerly connected
with
WTOC,
Orlando, and
before joining

Savannah;

WJAX,

WJHP

station

WBDO,

Jacksonville,

in 1940, when
was established.

Revamped Roster

and

AM

WMBR.

Of New Shows On

among AFRANS as
was set for return

Sept. 8 deadline

KONO
FM

bones" and "The Sky Commuter," to

Mutual Has Flock

For Hot Local Election

board members. Campaigning looks
like KONO, has had a change of
Heart on controversial slots and will to be the hottest in the chapter's
throw open its mike for some verbal history as the left and right wings
square off for. another round amidst,
slugfests next year.
On the basis of these promises, growing discord. Slate, itself, ina dicates considerable action as known
Commission also awarded
bid "sides" are lined up in opposition.
station permit. The
new
had been held up pending acting on
For president, Knox Manning and
renewal license.
the
John Brown are named.
George
Backus and incumbent prexy, Ken
TIEUP Carpenter, are running for first
TED CHAPEAU'S
v-p. "Frank Martin and Lou Merrill
Jacksonville, Sept. 2.
are opposed for second v-p. Eddie
Ted Chapeau has resigned as gen- Max and Earle Ross are third v-p
here, and candidates, and Joe Forte and John
eral manager of
Jacksonville
join
WMBR,
CBS
will
Hiestand seek fourth v-p post. Allan
outlet, after a month's vacation, as Watson is running alone for recorddirector of public relations. He'll ing secretary.
Stanley Farrar and
switch his two programs, "Old Lazy- Paul McVey are after treasurer's

FM

1947

3,

Mutual unwrapped a string of fall
show shifts and program injections
this

week; a

Cal

Tinney's

trio

new stanzas—

of

Me

"Stop

If

You've

Heard This One," a Zane Grey seVic Perrin, and a new
Morton Downey coke show plup

ries starring

—

likelihood that a "Racketbusters"
series currently aired over WHN,
N. Y. indie, will be inserted in the
Wednesday night schedule.
Net totaled up 12 new shows, representing eight hours and 10 minutes of commercial time sales, to
start in the next month and a half,

not including three new co-ops. At
the same time it appeared, however, that the web would lose its
top-rated "Falcon" as result of a
sponsor (Gem razor blades) bowout.
"Stop Me," new jokefest, with Cal
Tinney, Morey Amsterdam and Col.
Stoopnagle, is set for a ride in tha
9 p.m. Saturday period in a bid to

seven posts representing thesps
the board.
Three announcers
also be named from among cop some of NBC's "Can You Top
seven listed and one of two singers This?" following. "Top This," which
will be named to rep vocalists.
has had the 9:30 spot on NBC, is being shifted to Friday nights.
Here are the latest changes and
fill

on

will

fills in the Mutual sked,
starting dates where set:

and their

Sundays

p.m.—News, with Cecil Brown,

1

Sept. 28 (an addition to his present
chores).

—
—

1:15
American Bird Warblers,
Oct. 19 (fp rffywly at
1:30-2 For Your Approval, Sept.
28 (replacing Music For An Hour).
3.-3:30—Cole Milling variety show,
format not set.
8 Alexander's Mediation Board,
as co-op, Oct. 6.

Q

—

8:30—J.immy Fidler, Sept.
8:45
News commentator,
be selected.

—
—Meet

7.
still

to

Me

at Parky's, co-op,
Oct: 19 (originally set to tee off Oct.

9:00

but delayed owing to Parkyakarkus being hospitalized for minor operation). (Spot vacated by "Exploring Unknown.")
9:30 Jim Backus Show, goes commercial (Pharmaco) Sept. 28.
10-10:30—Voices of Strings, from
5,

—

Chicago, Sept.

28.

Mondays
8:30-9— Charlie Chan, goes commercial (Pharmaco) Sept. 29.

—

9:30-10
Did Justice Triumph?,
Oct. 6 (replacing Guy Lombardo's
orch, sponsored by Army Recruiting,

which

going

is

—

11:15-30

new

show,

^

off).

Morton Downey cokt

series.

Tuesdays

—

8
Mysterious Traveler, moving
over lrgm Sundays, Sept. 30.
8:30-9
Falcon probably to ba
dropped; Official Detective start*
Sept. 30, if Falcon not renewed.
9:30
Zane Grey Show, new series,

—

—

Sept. 23.

10-10:30— American
Air,

Sept.

minutes

23

to

30,

(cut

Forum of
down from

formerly

aired

tha
45
at

9:30).

Wednesdays

— Quiet

Please, moves over
from Mondays (replacing
Johnny Madero, which is fading).
9:30—Let's Go to the Movies, Sept.
24 (in shift from Thursdays).
8:30-9

Sept.

10

—
—

10-10:30

Racketbusters,

Oct.

(now on WHN, N. Y.).
11:15-30
Morton Downey

1

coke

show, new.

Thursdays
8- 8:30— High Adventure. Sept 11
(now aired Saturdays). This brack-

with Scarlet Queen, at 8:30.
Fridays
8:15
Barry Gray's Scout About
Town, Sept. 26 (shifting from Tuesdays at 10:15).
9:30-10— Information Please, as coets it

—

op, Sept. 26.
11:15-30

— Morton

Downey cok*

show, new.
1:45 to

Saturdays
conclusion— Army football,

Sept. 27.

5-5:30—So This Is Jazz, Sept. 27
(moving from 2:30).
6:30-6:45—LaGuardia, co-op, Sept.
27 (now at 7:45).
7:30-8

—

What's

Name

of

This

Song?,
Sept.
27
(moving from
Wednesdays at 9:30).
8:30-9
Harlem Hospitality Club,

—

Sept. 13 (from 2 p.m.).

9—Stop Me If You've Heard This
One, new series, Sept. 20,
9:30-10—The Better Half, Sept. 13
(now

at 8:30).

—

Detroit
WJR (CBS) announced
the regular quarterly dividend of 25
cents a share would be paid Sept. 13
to stock of record Sept. 3.

.
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THEY LOVED US
I.

2.

3.

4.
5.

IN JULY

AND AUGUST.

NETWORK STATION

"A"

WNEW
NETWORK

STATION

"C

NETWORK STATION
NETWORK STATION

"B"

"D"

(8 A.M.-8 P.M.— MON.-5AT. AUGUST PULSE. JULY PULSE, TOO,
SHOWS WNEW IN THE SAME POSITION)

AS THEY

^

DID IN

FEBRUARY...

-aw*

Hot or cold .

New
No.

York's
1

Buy

HOURS A DAY
Represented by John Blair and Company

»»
RADIO

36

»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»*
From

Wednesday, September
with all male participants. .. .The Stephen Frys to Canada this week to
Harry Maizlish in
English subjects
have their visas renewed. They're
'"
*
from the Coast.
'

the Production Centres

«<»

HOLLYWOOD

IN

.

Midwest Spot Biz
Holds Up Strongly

YORK CITY
WNYC

WNYC

,

.

WNBC

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

CHICAGO

IN

.

...

Chicago, Sept.

The outstanding

week.'

'.

.

.

.

.

.

'.

.

.

.

.

.

WBKB

.

of news

Good Luck brand

of mayonnaise
Jelke is making tests in the New
Orleans,
Birmingham,
Baltimore
and Montgomery, markets, using 18
spots a week for 13 weeks, or more.
Young & Rubicam, Chicago, is the
agency.

Dr. Caldwell is coming back after
time change with a minute campaign through Sherman & Marquette.

Morton Salt is buying announcements and local quarter-hour programs for 13 weeks starting in No-

vember
via
Klau-Van-PietersonDunlap Associates, of Milwaukee.

La Fenrich Cigar
availabilities

is

inquiring for

through
to

minute campaign,

and

tivity

with

Gum

(Bozell

&

Ruthrauff

Ryan preliminary

lining up a
there's ac-

Willard Cold Tablets
(First United), Jay Potato Chips
(Lieber Advertising Co.) and Leaf

&

Jacobs).

OG's Chi Hockey Ride
Hits Chesterfield Snag

.

'

.

bit

in this field was the return of Jelke
to the spot' field after a long absence. Before going all out on its

•

WOV

2.

Spot business emanating from
Chicago and nearby agencies conto hold up strongly last

tinued

WENR

WENR

-

1947

.

.

Charlie Morin and Roy Maypole finally sold the Hollywood Brown
>
»
Derby on the idea of doing a daily broadcast from the main dining room
It'll be an interview and gossip session, with
at the peak lunch period.
... .
Maypole- presiding as "Cholly Wood of Hollywood." It will be offered
Lily Supove,
Howard Petry
director of special events, flew to London Friday to all four nets as a sustainer until a sponsor latches on
25
announcers for the Judy Canova show, the
audition
over
the
While
won
(29) for a week on the Pan-American special nonstop flight.
Kay Kyser moved end-on to Judy and Verne
there she appeared on BBC in its newsreel description of the junket. spot made vacant when
Smith no 9.5 man on the 100. He'll continue to do the other Colgate
She's also recording interviews with average British listeners on shows
Wildroot renewed "Sam Spade" for another quarter from Sept.
is
their reactions to BBC's Third Program dramats, which
Marjorie Grant of the McKee & Albright staff gets hitched this
26
picking up, and will play those recordings on her- return . .. . Harry week too Jack Geyer, L. A. Times sports writer
Hubbell Robinson in
Wismer handling the' commentary tonight (Wed.) for ABC on the College town to look over the Coast CBS setup and rub noggins with Ernie Martin
All-Stars-N. Y. Giants football game, after doing likewise for the Stars- and his production staff
Amos Baron resigned his sales managerial
Bears Aug. 22 in Chicago over Mutual. Wismer, ABC sports director, post at KECA after three years to be commercial manager of KSDJ, San
incidentally, handled last week's game for Mutual because of the in- Diego
. .L.
G. Moseley, who formerly handled the Armour account in
sistence of Wilson sporting goods, the sponsor.
Chicago for Foote, Cone & Belding, named manager of the agency's
Clay Daniel,
producer-director, named production supervisor of Frisco office, succeeding Herbert Reynolds, retiring after 17 years with
FCB
in
S.F.
to do freelance writing. .. .Only yes man in Hollywood with
the station
"Front Page Farrell" billing on NBC for Whitehall switched
from Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample agency to Duane Jones.... Roy Danish, a southern accent is Y&R's Bob Hussey. Spell it backwards and you'll
assistant director of Mutual research, has moved over to Bob Schmid's see.... Hi Averback drew the call as announcer for the new Jack
Carson-Sealtest
exhibit. .. .Ed Cashman was rushed in to produce last
Wolfe,
Bob
station relations staff as manager of station information
associate radio ^director of Kenyon & Eckhardt agency, relaxing in Ver- week's Sealtest show while Bob Redd lay sick.. ..It can be officially
mont, .. .Garry Moore's trying to interest Ransome Sherman, with whom denied that Mannie Manheim and Charlie Isaacs will write the Al Jols.on
scripts
down
on
one knee. .. .Artie Auerbach (Kitzcl) has been signed
he worked in NBC's "Club Matinee" several years ago, in reviving the
WNBC's housing documentary through '48 by Jack Benny and he gets paid whether he's written in or
show and buying title from NBC
.Forty colleges around the country are using the volseries, celebing the station's silver anni, has been slotted in the prime out of the script.
ume
radio
announcing
on
by Art Gilmore and "Doc" Middleton as a text
Thursday 7:30-8 p.m. period ("Grand Marquee" time) for four weeks,
Bob Hope dropped
starting Sept. ll....Prexy Ed Kobak will unveil Mutual's engineering on the subject and a second printing is coming up
three
of
last
season's
writers and will try out fresh talent with new
coverage findings at a Waldorf spread for the trade press tomorrow
ideas.
drew
Frank
DeVol
the music assignment on the Sealtest show, .
(Thurs.). .. .Mutual's top femme execs, Elsie Dick and Dorothy Kemble,
Walter
Craig
around
kickoff
Burns
and
for
the
of.
Allen
Bill Burch of
back today (Wed.) from Canadian sojourns. .. .WOR is prepping a documentary series, probably of hour-long stanzas, detailing NYC's public the Gene Autry show and Truth or Consequences became a papa for the
Plymouth is planning to have a record cut of Alan Young's
service facilities (water system, sanitation, etc.). .. .Clarence. Worden, of first time
capers
knowing,
not
perhaps,
that
Texaco
gets
first
refusal
if
he's offered
CBS' press info staff, who was a It. col. in Army PRO during the war,
.It is suggested by one producer of a late afternoon show
has been drafted by the Nat'l Guard to assist its recruiting drive.... around.
Scripter Lillian Schoen spending weekends on a Bucks County farm.... going east that the audience be fed before the light goes on. He holds
that
they
don't
laugh
hard
empty
stomaches.
as
on
Arthur Pine, the flack, has been reappointed to the CCNY faculty to
teach publicity and radio courses. .. .Eileen Palmer, Audrey Egan and
Arthur Kohl into the "Youngs Widder Brown" cast
Virginia Dwyer new
.
.
.
to "Rose of My Dreams" and Grant Richards added to the "Lora Lawton"
"Platter Party" featuring Linn Burton; replaced "Rhythm at Random"
players
George P. MacGregor, formerly With Cocai-Cola and Young &
studios
Sept. 1. Program originates on Mondays from
Rubicam, annexed by Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample for exec duties on drug on
and
four
times
weekly
from
the Hotel Sherman's College Inn
.
accounts.
Margaret Harris^ three-year old sepia pianist who made her debut here
""FraW~Cboper ana Woody KJose," y/Yio jusr^bta ~"St"rike~It" Rich" to last week, guestedTpn" "Wpman in the New^^uesday" (26F "".""Cynthia""
Luden's, have cooked up another audience parti'cipationer, "Battle of the Cline, grown-up Quiz Kid, object of several parties* at studios to help
Ages," with Ken Roberts as m.c
Leggy Lloyd has turned in her resig- celebrate announcement of her engagement . .
When Jim Conway
nation to
and is checking off her "Wake Up New York" morning vacations, Fahey Flynn will pitch in as shopper interviewer on "Shopping
session.
Bill Williams, formerly of WNEW, is taking, over, starting with
the Missus."
Pat Millbank joins the list of Chi contestants on
Sept. 8
Monica Lewis bowed out of the Bloch Party last week to re- the "Big Break" Sept. 7
"Fact or Fiction" with Myron Wallace as
sume vaude and nitery engagements. No replacement set yet
Les narrator has .received renewal from Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co.
Tremayne replacing Dick Kollmar as narrator on the Readers Digest for another 52 weeks .
WBBM's "Musical Clock" show now conducting
show, starting Sept. 11
Arthur Godfrey, who was 44 last Sunday (31), contest to rename broadcast, to date has received over 600 suggestions
was presented on his Chesterfield, show last Friday (29) with a big cake
Marilyn Palmer, of the "Northerners" doubling at television station
baked at Colbee's—with 44 lit cigs stuck in it!
Bob Reid', singer, whose
as dancer .
Dave Garroway, who pilots the "11:60 Club" on
show is being knocked out by Robert Q. Lewis' switch to 2-2:45 p.m. WMAQ, has been seen around town sporting flowing cape in addition
Sundays on CBS, will be worked into the Lewis stanza.
to his corduroy suits and beep bop glasses .... Nannette Sargent interReview of "Strike It Rich" in last week's Variety was unjustly critical viewed by Totnmie Bartlett on "Meet the Stars"
Don McNeill of
.
.
of Todd Russell, m.c. of the show. He did not, as stated, call one of the the "Breakfast Club" was emcee at the Chi Federation" of Labor celebracontestants, a Negro, by his last name only, but by his first, as he does tion in Soldiers' Fieid on Labor Day ... The interview section of
"Famous Names" resumes Sept. 8, and will again originate from the
Leon
Blackstone hotel, with Myron Wallace asking the questions .
Schooler, former radio director "of Roosevelt College, appointed director
of radio division of the Chi Community Fund, with Don Herbert as
Virginia Renaud in Canada and Madelyn Masters in California
asst
Adele Scott joined the "Adventurers
on vacations. Both with
Club" as organist
George Janda appointed new radio director for
Agency Service. Fbrmerly statistics writer for Bert Wilson and Jack
Brickhouse, sports commentators
Shelby Gordon of the "Lights Go
Out" show in Massachusetts for rest
Miles Laboratories took 52-week
renewal on "Quiz Kids" show
William Flynn, brother of Fahey
Flynn of WBBM, now with station WIBU, Madison, Wis. ... Sealy
Mattress Co., sponsors of "Mr. and Mrs.," will air a new 15-minute
show over WGN, five times weekly beginning Sept. 8. Although time,
„'
is set, program title or details have not been announced.
Jay Walker and D r George Washington Crane, both of whom have
daily programs on WGN, together with John Toothill, of the Burns-Smith
rep firm, are putting out religious phono albums under, the name, of Spire
Record Co
Rita Ascot, of "Ma Perkins," commutes to Chicago weekends to visit husband, Al Boyd, of WLS production, and to read Sunday
funnies over that station.
.Chick Showerman, top man of NBC central
division, back on job though slightly .shakey from operation
Paul
McClure, head of NBC sales, had chic bit of art ready to help plug
availability of 11-11:15 a.m. "strip" when Toni gobbled up the period.
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" WIND,- Cht
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indieTlastr week-had" to

turn down" Old Gold's bid for the
Blackhawk hockey team's games for
this fall and winter because Chesterfield saw no reason why it should
cede the required spot to a competitor. Chesterfield backs a' nightly
disk, jockey session on the station
and the hockey games would run
over into the Chesterfield hour.
Chesterfield let it be known, however, that it would yield the time for
the games so long as it wasn't a cig
account.

.

.

WBBM

.

.

.

.

.

TRANSCRIBED
AND

.

.

RUDY

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

AVAILABLE

-

4

fa*

-

VALLEE

. .

PRESENTS THE FIRST

ABC Fall Program Shifts to

New

"TELE-PIC"

Production

"Pinto Ben "
An

innovation in screen-making, combining beautiful colorink sketches, music, and narration, with a fine original

poem

by

WILLIE

S.

HART.

A new

Paul

Include

Whitentan Stanza, Alsop Spot
Whiteman musical

stanza for the National Guard, in a

,

ing the talent for pickups. Full de
tails of plan are still in the works.

Plan adds still another network
showcasing

new time slot and with a nationwide
outlet for
of new talent,
talent-search angle added, was the following
trend now paced by Arthur
biggest news imparted to ABC affili- Godfrey's
Talent Scouts on CBS and
ates in a closed-circuit detailing by
"Big Break" on NBC.
the net late last week of program
The Alsop stanza is tentatively
shifts and new shows for the fall.
Still
another disclosure was that set to preem in November, followWashington columnist Joseph Alsop ing the columnist's return from a
European trip, in the Tuesday 8-8:15
is to get a weekly spot on the net.
p.m. period. Slotting of the Capitol
Whiteman's "General Assembly" observer,
former columning teamsessions
for
the
Guard,
aired mate of Robert E. Kintner,
Wednesdays

at 8:30,

now

wiU become "On veepee

Stage, America," Mondays at 8,
starting Sept. 29.
Half this time
period currently is occupied by

Tuesday nights.
Already in the
'n'
Abner, who are moving evening's lineup
are America's Town
to CBS; the other half is Meeting,
the Boston Symphony, and
occupied by the Honeydreamers, the
net's labor-management series.
Chi vocal group, which apparently
will bow off the net after summer
Charlotte
fills.
Station WBT's Shelby
station has been completed at a cost
Feature of the new NG stanza will of
$75,000 and is operating, accordbe a quest for young American taling to Charles H. Crutchfield, veepee
ent—singers, actors, musicians, etc. of
Standard Broadcasting
—who will be given an opportunity Co. Jefferson
and general manager of WBT.
to do guestshots on the show.
Net's Shelby station is operated
synchronaffiliates will be invited to submit
ously with
during the nightnames of promising artists in their time
hours, which means that all of
listening areas and the Whiteman
WBT's night programs are dupliairer will cut in stations nominatcated by the Shelby transmitter.

Lum

shortly

THE FUTURE OF TELEVISION
inquiries:

Equitable Bldg.

RUDY VALLEE
Hollywood 28,

Calif.

exec

of ABC, in the Tuesday time,
follows the net's scheme to powerhouse public service programming

—

WBT

That's a whale of a rating,
But that's what the Texas
Rangers get at WGBI, Scranton, Pa. They get it with their
famous transcription service—
which features the western
and folk songs that never

grow old. And they get the
tall Hooper at 6:30 p. m., too,
when there is a 37 per cent
sets in use figure.

Yes, Scran-

ton listens to and likes the
Texas Rangers. It's no wonder
WGBI renews year after year.
Buy the Texas Rangers transcriptions for your market.

They

build a big audience at

WGBI

and

at scores

stations, too.

same

telephone.

of other

They can do

for you.

the

Wire, write or
#

The Texas Rangers
AN ARTHUR

B. CHURCH PRODUCTION
GEORGE HAUEY, Mgr.

Syndicated Features
Pickwick Hotel • Kansas City

6,

Mo.
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heuhWHD H

becomes

BOSTON'S BEST RADIO BUY!
46

For the

first

Share of Audience?9 up 459%

time, an independent station has attained

With

overall leadership in Boston radio.

programming,

100%

Bruins hockey}

WHDH has swept into top spot for sports,

airing

Red Sox and Braves

Yanks

football, plus headline college

baseball games;

THEN
;..

Musically, too,

Boston

games; Boston

of Music," and the

Network
Station

TOTAL RATED

new "Tommy Dorsey

NOW

Station

C

99
3
Mm JLn*J

Station

D

11.5

BOSTON'S
BEST BUY

IS

(June- July 1947)

Hidope* si ATION LI STENING

And

INDEX

SH/tRE OF A UDIENCE
»WHDH

INDEX

Show,*'

WHDH

Network

Network
B

Station

25.7

5.6

TIME PERIODS

A

and

— H ERE- S WHY

STENING INDEX

WHDH

roundups,'*

WHDH offers easiest listening with many

styKM Of A UDfENCE
INDEX

**8port»

popular participating features, including the "Carnival

(June-July 1946)

Hi30PER SI

numerous

Herald-Traveler news every hour on the half hour*

local

if

you're buying Boston, you want

the best. In one year,

Network

Network

Station B

Station

WHDH

has sky-

rocketed from a poor 6th to leadership

C

among

all

Boston stations!

Your John

•

.

.

TOTAL RATgb
TtAME

25.7 z i.y

PERIODS

A

<fO
w w m -wr

12.6

Blair

man has

the whole story—but here

are two facts you should

CLASS "A" HOUR RATES*
$225.00
$60.00

Network Station

A

Network

B

525.00

C
Network Station D

$40.00

Station

Network Station
•from SR

WW HII H

1,

WHDH

&

W0.00
DS, August

1947

will deliver

you lowest

cost per

know nowi

thousand radio time

available in Boston.

,

WHDH

superior coverage will assure yon ©f reaching the

maximum number of listeners

BOSTON'S BEST BUY

HERAID.TRAVELER STATION

for every dollar

spenM

WHDH
•

5,000 WATTS • CP 50,000 WATTS
Blair & Company

Repr«»ented Nationally by John

Wednesday, SeptemlW
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FCC Grants

Two

First

RCA ALSO GRANTED
A MASTER ANTENNA

Tele Permits

For Smaller Stations in East
Washington, Sept.

FCC handed

out the

first

2.

RCA

Television-FM-AM AntennaCommittee had previously
okayed for commercial use the. Teli-

two East

Coast grants of community-sized
video stations here last Thursday
(28), when the Elm City Broadcasting Co. of New Haven, Conn., and
WDEL, Wilmington, Del., copped oft
the first assignments in their areas.

Show Moving To

Berle

plex,

Coast Under Pix Deal
Saratoga, Sept.

2.

Milton Berle will move his NBC
Elm City, licensee of WNHC, was show (for Philip Morris) to Hollygiven the No. 6 tele channel, and wood in January, when he begins a
commitment of "two or three pic3. Hale Steinman's WDEL took the
No. 7 slot. Both propose construc- tures" for Hal Roach.
Berle goes into the Roxy, N. Y.,
tion of smaller-sized tele stations and
the
both are within reach of network "probably for four weeks," at
shows sent over the New York- conclusion of the engagement of
Washington coaxial cable, or may be "Mother Wore Tights." This will be
able to hook up with radio relay either Sept 17 or 24.
'

links in prospect between these
points.
Only other community station grant is KPRC, Riverside, Calif.
Meanwhile, a new bid for commer-

video

cial

Rochelle, N. Y., entered a request for Avon, Conn. Like the Elm
City Broadcasting Co., tele Bidder in
nearby New Haven, the Empire Co.
is, long on engineering know-how but
short on ready cash. Company turns
out coils and transformers for radio
and video sets.
The Avon bid pegs station construction costs at $246,250 and expects a monthly revenue of $15,000,

with 60% of

its programming comTo foot the bill, however,
company has only $50,000 earmarked

mercial.

for immediate use on the video operation.
The rest will be raised
through a $250,000 bank loan and a
sale of $135,000 worth of stock. Comis

headed by Henry Mayer, for1

mer partner in
firm of Kramer
ficers

the Manhattan law
& Mayer. Other ofare his associates in the Em'

pire Coil Co.
At the same time, Earle C. Anthony, licensee of KFI, Loe Angeles,
put in b\ds for two experimental tele
relays to be operated in L. A. and
neighboring communities in conjunction with high-powered video station
there.

STANLEY JOINS FINLEY

TO HANDLE VIDEO DEPT.
Hollywood, Sept.

New

FIRST VIDEO REEL

this
Co,, of

New

pany

TELEFILM READIES

FCC

operation hit

week, when the Empire Coil

2.

Hollywood, Sept.
readying
is

Telefilm,

Inc.,

Television industry this week received its second master antenna
system when the engineering committee of the Television Broadcasters
Assn. granted full approval to the

2.

its

con "Intra-Video" system.

New RCA
been

which has not yet
demonstrated publicly, prounit,

vides the same solution to the longstanding problem of serving a large
number of tele receivers through a
single master antenna. Telicon's sys-

1

Another resolution, also proposed by St. Louis, was for the establishment of an insurance, health and welfare fund for the union membership. It was voted to devote some of the funds from the proposed "Show
of the Year" radio series,
a week, for that, purpose.

which would bring

AFRA

speech accepting reelection as president, called for
groups within the union.

in a
all

Another resolution, also referred to the National board, would prevent two actors from using the same professional name. Any performer
joining the union would not be allowed to use* a name already being
used
professionally by another actor. Equity already has a similar rule.
ter had previously been denied tele
Also proposed by the Chicago lo'cal was a resolution instructing the
through the ban by landlords on use
national board to report twice yearly on all resolutions and action
of a separate antenna for each set
voted at the annual national convention. This was passed.
in a building,
A suggestion by the New York local that annual conventions and
Following comprehensive tests of election of officers be held semi-annually,
instead of annual as at present,
the RCA unit, the TBA committee was withdrawn.
it "feels the approach to
declared
The Washington,, local proposed a resolution commending the League
the problem is fundamentally cor- of New York Theatres for accepting Equity's
proposal to end racial
rect andut is capable of providing a discrimination at the National theatre,
Washington. This' was passed
solution to the apartment house dis- by a voice vote, with Alan Bunce registering
the single negative.
tribution problem. From its obser-

.

;

1

A

huckster expose has come to light in Hollywood with the disclosure
that it was Martin Block and not George Washington Hill who contrived
the now famous "LSMFT' slogan.
Moreover, it was at first ostensibly
rejected as unusable by the late legend-laden American Tobacco tycoon.
'

Block suggested it four years ago when Luckies Were among his accounts
on WNEW, New York, idea being that it was a good word-saving as well
as catchy tag.
He suggested that Hill repeat the words to himself several times to see if they wouldn't stick with him.
Block then had a
special deal on ad copy that allowed for complete disapproval of copy
b\ut no alterations if acceptable.
.Flat rejection came through via the
usual agency channels, Foote, Cone & Belding.
Block, however, persisted in offering it, and four weeks after initiating the notion was re-

He ha# since devised the equally familial"~Chesterfleld motto,
A.B.C. for his current bankroller.
leased.

Minor feud exists between the producers and casts of~'"Counterspy"
(ABC) and "The Abbott Mysteries*^ (Mutual). They're opposite each
Sundays at 5:30, the ABC show for Schutter Candy fulltime, the
Mutual stanza just for the summer, replacing Helbros' "Quick As a
other,

Flash." Feud started when the upstart Abbotts, a low-price package, beat
out "Counterspy" at 4.7-3.9 on the first summer Hooper, following up by
(Gough) will topping the ABC whodunit on the- next two Hoopers. Then
Actually,
Philco
Television
"Counterspy"
spend $102,600 for time, talent and edged ahead, on the fourth Hooper. On the latest report, however, tha
SSSS Continued from paee 30
production over the next 26 weeks, Abbotts are again out front. 'Tis said the two shows' casts and producers
age of tennis matches down to an and this* will be increased with the aren't speaking to each other.
exact science. Outfit employed two arrival of winter and hockey, which
image orthicon cameras, both of the firm will also sponsor. For an
Ronald Dawson, whose <.Local Station Script Syndicate for "renting"
which were placed above the spec
opener, it'll be bankrolling a miniof scripts to stations was detailed in last week's issue of Varibtt, discloses
tators' stands directly behind the
weekly, replaccourt in play. Location there, in- mum of seven hours
that he already has 60-odd stations on the list, including some in Canada,
stead of at the side of the court, ing RCA as the top time buyer lo- Hawaii, Alaska, New Zealand and Australia.
obviated the necessity for constant cally.
Among his fellow-members of the Radio Writers Guild who are already
panning from one player to another,
Remainder of the paid for time is contributing scripts to which they still own the rights,, are Paul Milton,
which might have engendered seasickness in some of. the viewers. split between Stewart-Warner, Ford George Axelrod, Al Morgan, Sylvia Berger, William Kendal Clarke,
Through constant cuts from long and Ford dealers, Sears Roebuck, Wayne Shoemaker, Ray Richmond, Howard Rodman, Bob Sloane, Elwell
shots to mediums to closeups, it was Schwabacher-Frey, Pep Boys, Elgin, Hoffman, Bill Morwood and others.
still possible to present a variety of
Botany, Philco and dealers, Broadcamera angles to maintain viewing way-Hollywood department store,
interest.
RCA and dealers, and American To- CHI TRIB
Bob Stanton handled the play-by- bacco.
play in his usual excellent fashion.
It's almost amazing the way the guy
can change his voice modulation
with each different sport "he anChicago, Sept. 2.
nounces. In tennis, for example, his
WGNA, Chicago Tribune tele
voice took on a "more gentlemanly
Continued from page 27
station,
will become the second
leisurely pitch, in keeping with the
more formal aspects of tennis
commercial video station In the
compared with baseball or boxing charted. Among the serials under
RCA-Victor bankrolled the show consideration are "Lone Journey" Windy City in late October, accordas part of the "World in Your and "Masquerade."
ing to Carl Myers, chief engineer.'
Home" series. Commercials were
Toni feels that the type of com- Myers said that station will begin
confined to an adequate opening and
mercial it uses requites special in- doing test patterns this month and
closing filmed announcement. Stol,
tegration
•
and that this can be will do remotes, mainly football
~_
Des Moines Herb Plambeck, farm achieved by making sure that the games. Commercial programming
editor of WHO, Des Moines, has sales, twist does not conflict with will be limited until the first of the
been named chairman of the Kiwanis the program's theme, mood or con- year when station wil go full time.
text. The manufacturer specializes
Other station in town- is WBKB,
International Committee on. Agri
in the testimonial-interview type of owned by Balaban & Katz,
culture.
picture
commercial, with an actual user of house chain and subsiduary. of
the product on to get over the in- Paramount.

Reviews

'

television department set

up

by Larry Finley Transcriptions will
be headed by J. Clinton Stanley,

named veepee

in charge of video.

Stanley resigned from Teleways,
week to accept position. He
was formerly with NBC for 10 years

Inc., this

as a writer, director and producer.

VIDEO SET

FOR OCTOBER PREEM

Toni

,

.

——————

M|l.! LOU CLAYTON
UNITED KKXA1.I. DRCfl CO.
Friday—CBS—9:80 p.m.. KDST
H-U-H—"Tills Time for Hocus"
"It Happened In Brooklyn'

—

ON
Good
as

TARGET

timing

in polo.

zation

is

is

as essential

in selling

Weed's nationwide organi-

fully

aware of

the importance

of proper timing in all elements that

influence the buying of radio time"

Convention
Rill-Cof/lon Hotel,

Add fit —

MonlK Cn>

tegrity factor

by

relating

how

she

found that she could get the same
results at home with a bottle of Toni
as she had with beauty parlor devices.

The soap opera on NBC, scheduled
Toni five
network programs. Toni's radio expenditures have within less than a
year mushroomed' from nothing to
$2,250,000 for time and around $750,000 a year for talent. There's been
nothing like it in the drug field since
to start Oct. 27, will give

the early 30's when Lady Esther
sprawled out over the networks with

weekly half hours. The four
other programs are "Ladies Be
Seated" and "Breakfast Club" on
ABC, 'Give and Take" (CBS) and
the Mel Torme quarter-hour on
five

NBC.

FTC has worked out an arrangement with B.B.D.&O. whereby the
Mel Torme program and the King
Cole Trio quarter-hour

(Wildroot),

which follow each other, will exchange promotion plugs. Listeners
Torme will be asked to stay tuned
to the Cole stanza and the latter proto

phd compftn v
•UW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO
•

-

•

a revenue of $2,500

The Chicago chapter proposed a resolution calling for the "re-establishment of basic unity in „the New York and Los Angeles locals" and
specifically urging an end to "further futile name-calling." The resolution aroused considerable discussion, but was finally withdrawn after

RCA

With 100G Programming

.

Inside Stuff-Radio

it's believed addition of the
unit to the okayed ranks will make
tele available to thousands more
N. Y. apartment house dwellers. Lat-

"Television Snapshots," 10-minute,
16 m. feature type newsreel.* Initial
issue is now in the cutting stage and
will probably be released by Sept.
15, according -to Don MacNamara, in
feels the
vations,, the committee
charge, of video for minifilm outfit.
Once weekly release is planned equipment demonstrated is ready for
for the exclusive television feature, commercial use.".
contents of which are nearer magazine type material without, time
element. Introductory reel will con- Philco Enters Coast Video
tain shots of Howard Hughes' flying
boat, forest fire fighting in CaliforHollywood, Sept. 2.
nia, radio and film comics baseball
game here, bathing beauty contest
Philco (Gough Industries here)
of "Tip Toppers," taken during recent launched its $100,000 Coast dip into
Los Angeles convention of the video programming yesterday, and at
femme„giants^_ei£ t
the same time introduced welcome
Opener will be sold to stations as "a new programming ideas to the local
one time shot show but may be per- scene, all aimed at hypoing sale of.
manently retained by stations as an newly arrived receivers with the
audition .reel to show prospective, help of Paramolint's KTLA. Event
sponsors. Staff of freelance photogs puts the Coast's only commercial stahas been set up in all keys to feed. tion on 50% sold basis, with roughly
15 of its weekly 30 hours of operation, sponsored, plus spots.
.

1947

A number of proposed resolutions* acted On during the recent American
Federation of Radio Artists national convention, were overshadowed
in the controversy over the Actors Committee group. Among thero
was a suggestion of the St. Louis local that national board meetings be
held once a month in the midwest and Coast regions, in brder> to give
chapters iri those areas more effective representation. The proposal was
referred to the national board.

tem has already been purchased by Ken Carpenter,
several large New York realty firms cooperation by

and

3,

gram will urge listeners to tune in
next week for a 'swell half hour of
entertainment consisting of, etc."

RADIO STATION RtRRtSENTA-TIVIS The reciprocity was made easier by
the tact that both acts are
HOLLYWOOD by the same management. handled
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NBC

Hurlbut to

Radio-Conscious AFL
Continued from page 21

—will

Morris
Novik, New York City radio consultant, who sold the AFL on the
original radio campaign, will probably be drafted to handle this one.
Over $400,000 for Bally
services

AFL

05

be followed.

expected to top its earlier
$400,000 expenditure and to make a
strong pitch for air time to discuss
general principles of the T-H Act
as well as straight political time to
defeat its supporters. The Federation can make a strong case that the
Act, even though on the statute
books, is still a highly controversial
issue. AFL men quote a recent Gallup poll which found 52% of the
respondents of the opinion there are
-more bad than good features to the
is

AFL

—

,

first

got

when

an

members

over
survey

radio
stints.

stars for their program
scale
As usual, the
as one of the highest

AFM

„_Fpr__example,_ JFredric March
and spouse Florence Eldridge,
co-stars in the soap opera, "The
Best Things in Life,v drew a mere
$130.76 each for their thesping.
AFM organist Eugene Perazzo
pulled down $136.78 on the same

•

.

Lester Vail, director, got
$275, bottom rate for the Radio
Directors Guild, and Elinor Abbey, a straight $300, the minimum figure for the Radio Writers.
Guild, for their work on another
AFL daytimer. Joseph Cotten
was paid the AFRA rate of
$139.51, while AFM's Perazzo,
who appeared with him on the
daytime show, drew $145.75, apparently the AFM rate for the
low man on the totem pole.

show.

.

music-dramatic
all-star
elaborate,
out. of Hollywood or New
York, involving services of anyartists
and per65
to
135
where from

anti-Taft-

in the biz,

And, through cooperation of the
AFL Entertainment Unions Committee, the Federation can put on for
peanuts an air show that would cost
any independent time-buyer a small
Auditor's report on the
fortune.
summer campaign, for example,
showed that only $85,631 was paid
out to union entertainers. Rest of
the $400,000 kitty went for administrative expenses, actual purchase of
radio time on ABC and spot cam_

stints

AFL

showed up

July appeared in' response to the
^'radio~showsr-iT-he-F€deration-itselfgot more mail on the six-week radio
series than, it did on its more expensive press promotion.

For each airing of the top-talent
daytime soap opera, "The Best
Things in Life," AFL paid out anywhere from $1,700 to a top of $3,000
in salaries and expenses. For the

in the

Hartley radio campaign this summer, situation frequently arose
where an AFM member or a relobscure thesp pulled
atively
down more than big-name pix or

nighttime ether set the union back
mere $840 in checks to participants

a

TO YA'"

FOR THIRD YEAR

ON CBS

1

announced Monday

a

program

"School-house" shows.

schools,

and the

FM

—

—FMA-

•

counsel Leonard Marks.
Luncheon speaker on Friday is
Harold Beckjordan, assistant executive secretary of the
talk on advertising

FM

broadcasters.

noon

session,

FM

AAAA who

will

techniques for

During the afteraud will hear more

FM

Clarence Lea. Miller is expected to
cover plenty of ground on international shortwave, the "freedom of
speech" campaign by broadcasters
and-.the._ne.w_code^_about_which-.he.
is particularly enthusiastic. Denny's
speech is billed as an omnibus report on broadcasting, running the
gamut from international radio affairs through
and the economic
present and prospects for all broadcasters. Lea is not expected to ride
herd on Petrillo, despite his sponsorship of the Lea Act. The California solon will cover the Petrillo
situation but can be counted on for
exhaustive coverage of general radio legislation, past, present and

FM

product as delivered by Ira A.
Hirschmann's New York FM outlet
WABF and a panel discussion on
"Selling FM—Here's How!"
Panel
speakers include Thomas McNulty,
WMCP, Baltimore; Joseph Stovall, future.

WCTS,

Cincinnati;
E.
Z.
Burlington, N.-

WBBB-FM,

Jones,

and
_ C,

"Guy J!'arnsw6rth7"^VOLTG7 7feinand,"
O.

Another Friday afternoon speaker
is Jack Wiener of Dynamic Stores,

New

York, who will angle his advice
time-buyers.

FM

for

"

Bo7sr WIITNKslcT5sT~

==

web.

Continued from page 23
t

present other NBC Wednesday night
stanzas, such as "Duffy's Tavern,"
y
Attorney,"
"Mr. District
Jimmy
Durante of "Great Gildersleeve."
Obviously, no other tobacco-sponsored series, such as Red Skelton, or
Bob Hawk, would be available. Also
there may be certain shows whose
sponsors would be unwilling to let
them go into an NBC spot Wednesday nights, where they might be in
competition with others of the same
.

'

bankrollers' stanzas.

Meanwhile, the F.C.&B. is going
Philadelphia, Sept. 2.
ahead with the production of "Big
At Boss, who started in radio in Story" on the assumption that Staufer
will not be able to wrap up
f
1934 with the Robert Armbruster
"Show of the Year." However, there
orchestra, will join WFIL Oct. 1 as
are no major talent contracts for
arranger for all regular musical pro"Big Story" extending beyond the
grams as well as special local and
proposed Oct. 1 starting date' of
network productions.
"Show of the Year," so "Story" can
Announcement of Boss's affilia- easily be dropped if Stauffer lines
tion was made Wednesday (27) by up the operation.
Roger W. Clipp, general manager of
-

From Hollywood!

WHN

2.

Radio Reviews

s

.

—

Des Moines
Dick Yoakam has
joined news bureau of WHO.

Continued from page 26 -

. «co*oS

1*<

of song selling savvy wity her chirping of "Aint You Ever Coming Back"
and "I Have But One Heart." Bill
Pickett, baritone, who followed Bob
Reid (currently CBS) as male singer,
is best in semi-pop tunes like "All
the Things You Are" and "If There

Someone Lovlier Than You."- Lad
has a robust ?iigh register and nice
style. Clicked handily in a duet with
Miss Marquis, "You're the Cream in

Is

My

Coffee," closing tune.

Robert Hutsell, station musical di
has assembled an 18-piece
combo, with a nice string complement, including harp, which furnished a full, well-orchestrated ac
rector,

companiment for the

singers.

Came

through for some "smooth, Well-balanced instrumentaling

in "How High
Moon," "Through a Thousand
Dreams" and the pop tune "Peg O'

the

My

Heart." Musical content is of top
notch calibre throughout.
Peter Disney guides the production
skillfully, Kenneth Meeker handles
the m.c. chores, brightly and concisely, while Bob Flournoy (taking
over the commercial spiel, while Jim
Walton is on vacation) gives just the
right amount of puff to the foamy

brew which
want yon to be a WOV sponsor
with the knowledge of 5 AUDITED

We

AUDIENCES, each

a definitely

tener survey. Get the facts on these

BUYING!'
IV.

WtU, General Manager

John E. Peanon

responsible for the

Hold.

"There's a

manhunt on for Elmer Jughead. Two boxes of
Wheaties reward."

WCAFS 'MARKET BASKET'
Philadelphia, Sept.

lis-

5 AUDITED AUDIENCES today and
...'TAKE THE GUESS OUT OF
Ralph

is

program. A well-rounded commercial musical show, selling beer, of
course, but entirely in good taste.

dif-

ferent group of purchasers; each the
result of • penetrating revealing

Co., National Xepmenutk*

==
MM

up NBC listening that night.
That would automatically rule out
the Bing ^Crosby, Henry. Morgan^
Wor^an-ArnecTie^Langiord, Abbott &
Costello or Meredith Wilson shows.
There would also be a question
whether it would be practicable to
to build

called

TAKE THE GUESS OUT OF BUYING
WITH WOV'S

by Armand

He added the plan was a threeway cooperative educational program of the University, public, pa-

SHUFFLES CHIEPERS
The Saturday morning sessions
Trio of WHN, N. Y., vocalistshave been reserved for election of
new directors, business meetings and Bob Houston/Mary Jane Walsh and
membership votes on several new Ruth Etting—returned
to the ether
"The Boy Scout Radio Award for bylaws presented to the organiza
WFIL will present 12 tion by .director Bill Bailey. FMA this week in hew time slots under
Service,"
the Metro-pwnad indie's fall-winter
monthly awards and an annual directors who come up for re-elecaward, beginning in October, it was tion are Wayne Coy, WINX and programming sked.
Miss Etting, aired 9-9:15 p.m.
announced Monday (25) by Roger W. WINX-FM, Washington; E. J. Hodel,
Clipp, WFIL general managerf
WCFC, Beckley, W. Va.; Gordon across the board last season, moved
The award will consist of a framed Gray, WMIT, Winston-Salem, N. C; into the 6:45 period starting Monday (1). Same night, Bob Houston
citation for the scout and his unit, and Ira A. Hirschmann, WABF, New
which will be presented on a special York. The membership will vote on made his fall debut in the 6:30 spot,
where he'll be heard five times
broadcast. In addition, the scout will a bylaw amendment expanding pres
weekly.
Miss Walsh teed off last,
receive a watch, a group party for ent FMA directorships from 12 to 15.
night (Tues.) in the 9 o'clock seghimself and his unit at a sports or
ment, on a Tuesday-Thursday schedentertainment event, plus a tour of
ule.
the station's radio and tele studios.
'

(25)

L. Hunter, chairman of the University's department of radio, speech,
and theatre.
Hunter, who is also consultant on
radio education for the station, said
the students will offer writing assistance, provide acting talent, and
aid in conducting research for the

S-S-C-B

who will plug high-fidelity recordsings for FM-only distribution; and a
discussion of the FM-only distribution; and a discussion of the
general
music situation by

FMA

Philadelphia, Sept.

Know-How

ning in October, under a new plan

Headliners at the FMA banquet,
directors.
in view of this ability to do so Friday night, are FCC Chairman
vice-presimuch for so little, it is small won- Charles R. Denny,
der the AFL, having taken the dent Everett Dillard and Max Balplunge under the urging of radio com, prexy of the Radio Manufacman Novik, is now definitely turers Assn., who will discuss the
FM set situation. All three addresses, WFIL. Boss recently completed a
Hooper-conscious.
will be aired on the Continental FM
tour of Mexico, Central America and
network at 8:30 p.m., following the Cuba, studying native music and
8-8:30 p.m. debut of StrombergWFIL's Series of Monthly Carlson's musical show on the same rhythms.

Boy Scout Radio Awards

1947

Philadelphia, Sept. 2.
Temple University radio students
will take active part in WFIL's "Studio School-house" program, begin-

day, Sept. 17.
rochial and private
eral Electric Film "Naturally, It's
Speech headliners are expected to radio station.
FM"; an address by consulting engineer C. M. Jansky, Jr., on the poten- be NAB prexy Justin Miller, FCC
tialities of FM for large area cov- Chairman Charles R. Denny,- Jr. and
erage; address and demonstration by former House Interstate and Foreign
Committee
Chairman
John Wright, BBD&O Boston exec Commerce

and

Inaugurating

"HIRES

In Studio

Continued from page 23

and

FMA

—

showed that bulk of the 845,000
"veto" wires, postcards and letters
which' Teached the White House in

paigns~bTrtngiyidTral gtattons;

—
fully

Come Low

hepped up
informal

NAB Code

2.

director of

CBS-WBBM here,
of NBC Central

limit his outlets to the
joined the staff
put out an average division last week as reporter and bigtime stations and markets. And
$5,000 per broadcast, with most of commentator.
He had just com- this conceivably could hurt the
and brand-new stations
the stints pegged at the $4,000 level. pleted 30,000 mile trip on CBS' smaller
The AFL spot campaign cost a mere special. V-J day broadcast. Hurlbut which can't deliver the mass audi$2,671, while five discussion slots on had beerr with CBS since 1934 except ences. The wee-wa'tters and indies
exceptions, been
for a lapse between 1942-45 when he have, with a,few
responsible for most of .the overwas a marine.
sized commercials and the tendency
'Best Things'
Newscaster replaces Pete Peterto over-spot, according to surveys
Washington, Sept. 2.
son, who' left for the Coast last
here.
It could only happen in the
month.
As NAB officials look at it, the
U.S.A.— and in show Business, at
Petrillo controversy will take' second
.that.
billing at Atlantic City, since the
Under the AFL entertainment
Association will take no definite
unions' agreement to accept the
stand on the situation. Music sesrock-bottom union rate for all
Continued from page 22
sions are now skedded for Wednesperformed by their
services

AFL

formers., the

'law.

radio

Chicago, Sept.

Jim Hurlbut, former
special events for

,

3,

Indoctrinate Students

in Chi

-Watch For-

2.

The "Market Basket," a new pro
gram aimed at the housewife listener
will

be aired from

9:40 a.

m. to

EARL WILLIAM

9:.„

m., Monday through Friday, over
WCAU, beginning Sept. 15, under
sponsorship of Fleischmann Baking
Co.
a.

C

urrently ,n *'THE

"The

W

light

opera tenor to

hit

RED MILL"
totton in many a yeor."
Wal»», lotion Traveller.

—
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ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC

Columbia Boosts Prices of Pop,

NADJ TO SET UP CHI
AND COAST LOCALS

Woody Herman Puts

Chicago,- Sept 2.
After helping establish a local in
New York as a followup to the or
ganization of the National Assn. of

Agencies; Quits

Blast on

41

Band

•

Masterworks Disks to

75c, $1.25

Columbia Records, which was one*major record manufac-

Disk Jockeys, formed in Chicago
Aug 15, Barry Gray is expected to
return here Sept. 11 to assist in
formation of similar setup locally.

of the last
'

turers to increase retail prices of

its

when others went from 50c to
60c some time ago, this week took

Stan Kenton Set For

disks

the. initiative and stepped out with

Columbia kicked its
from 60c to 75c for the
and it's likely that Decca,
Victor and the others may follow
since they have the same rising costs
problems that forced Columbia to
another boost.
retail tap
pop sides,

up

price.

Boost from 60c to 75c for the pop
sides is accompanied by an increase
company's Masterworks,
the
for

which goes from $1

new

to $1.25 each, all
prices, including tax.

With Columbia's move, the disk
industry is for the first time back on
the 75c level that prevailed before
the war' Then, it was Columbia
who took the initiative and dropped

— rts--.pricesr-.to-.50c.—Its-.Jatest.;jnavedue entirely to the heavy increases
disk companies have been faced
with in labor and materials costs.
There probably will be a boost of
another sort, too, since the music
finally
will
probably
publishers

Midwest Concert Series Hugh Douglas, of WCFL, vice-chairman, is inviting all Chi jocks to atChicago, Sept. 2.
tend.
Stan Kenton orchestra with June
Officers chosen at the Manhattan
Christy will do a series of concert
dates this fall starting in Hutchin- session were Fred Robbins, WOV. as
divisional head, and Eileen O'Conson, Kansas, Oct. 31 and working
secretary. Art Ford, Bill
through the midwest until mid- nell,
December. Kenton, who starts re- Lazarre and Dave Miller, attendhearsals soon, will play the Chicago ants at the regional meeting, have
Bill LeyCivic Opera House, Nov. 16; Milwau- applied for membership.
ton of KMPC, Los Angeles, national
kee, Nov. 20, and then do 10 dates
secretary, is making preparations for
starting Nov. 28 in Michigan and
Gray also
a West Coast branch.
Ohio.
hopes to be present at the first
He'll use a combination of 20 men.
California meeting.
Miss Christy, who originally intendMeanwhile, the NADJ has officialed doing a single, returns to the
band after completing current dates. ly declared Chicago as its headquarters, wit;; offices in the Hotel
Sherman. Julie Drake, who arranged

WHN

1

conyention^s_ .publ_icjty_^a^paigiij_has

<

Iseeh'

is

nil

Disks Steal Spot

achieve the full statutory rate of 2c
per side royalties for their product.

The 2c price was legally obligatory
when the companies all went to 60c,
but a 'deal was made with the pubs
by which they agreed to 1%C per

From Major

Cos.

view of the shaky

ironical in

It's

—

above water will

find the going that

tougher. The indies may not
follow the majors, but most of them
have been running in- the red recently and may be forced to do so to
save themselves. When that happens
they'll run into the fact that the
public, when it's forced to pay more
coin for an item, are more choosy
about what it's spent on, which in
turn may work against the indies
since the majors' talent is so much

much

stronger.

tune out of limbo and gave Robbins
Music an unexpected windfall and
which put the Chi Vitacoustics label
in business, has gone well over
And the Frahkie
1,000,000 copies.
Laine disking of "That's My Desire,"
by Mercury, which put Laine in
business as a name singer, is over

With Higgins
Going to Coast
Ben

Selvin,

who

left

AFMs

—

Majestic Rec-

Hartford, Sept.

2.

Unless there are interpretations of
the Taft-Hartley

act's

clauses rela-

tive to standby orchestras

still

un-

known to theatre attorneys, the action here of Local 400 of the American Federation of Musicians has the
trade puzzled.
It seems that the
contract between 400 and the State

—

theatre, which books name bands
acts the year 'round, is up for
And 400 executives are dethat Doc Harris, operator,
sign an agreement calling for stand-

and

and the various diskings of "AnniPerry
Victor's
Song."
versary
Como recording of "Chi-Baba" and
"Sweet Sixteen," with the latter
picking up where the pop left off,
seems likely to become the top disk
But it hasn't become
of the year.
so yet.

renewal.

In the eyes of
the fact that the

manding

have

many

by pay when "traveling" bands work
the house.
In view of the T-H law's terms,
which outlaw the necessity for
"featherbedding" coin, the demand
by 406 executives isn't clear. Harris
is rebelling against such a pact, but
is moving warily in view of the local's insistence in the face of the
T-H act, in case there's some angle
his attorneys don't know.

originated on small labels, such as
Leeds' acquisition of "For Sentimental Reasons" from a Manor
disk, justifies their going along with
Most of
these outfits on royalties.
the smaller companies are behind on
coin statements, but none of the
about
nasty
publishers has gotten
it.
They want to give the newcomer
diskers all the opportunity possible.

PHIL LEVANT JOINS

GORDON AT MUS-ART
Chicago, Sept. 2.
the other side of the
fence appears greener all the time
to some maestroes. Maestro Phil
Levant joined the Mus-Art agency
branch here today (Tuesday). He
follows by a couple of weeks the
addition of maestro Gray Gordon to
Mus-Aart's N. Y. office.
Levant's band recently closed a
run at the Dutch Mill, Delavan, Wis.,
and, since he has had selling experience with Frederick Bros, local office, he went for the Mus-Art deal.
He'll be in charge of small units.
Meanwhile, his band is under the
M-A banner and he will take occasional jobs.

Looks

like

.

Harmonicats Quit Vita-C
Chicago, Sept.

Harmonicats.

harmonica

2.

group

that clicked so heavily with "Peg O'
My Heart," will be released in the

future on the Universal label. Men
who made up the Vita-Coustics company, which marketed "Peg" are
splitting, one half taking the Harmonicats and going back into the
Universal label and the others continuing with Vita-Coustics.

works out: Bill
Putnam, Bernie Clapper, and George
Tasker originally made up Universal.
They were joined six months ago
with Jack Buckley and Lloyd GarNow
Vita-Coustics.
ret to form
Putnam, Clapper and Tasker are
withdrawing from that setup to reactivate Universal and they're takThis

is

the

way

it

ing the Harmonicats, originally their

them.
working with Mus-Art property, with
Reason given for the breakup is
selling anything SiusHe. wants to that the Putnam trio thought the
its roster.
stay in the agency biz, too. He re- Harmonicats under the Vita-Coustics
cently turned down a month of one- label were not being sufficiently exnighters set up for him in this area ploited. Vita, however, has thre-e
by the M-A. office to stick with being more releases to put out on the

Gordon,

in

N.

Y:,

is

Art has on

a salesman.

group.

his musical director chores, but has
been upped to become consultant on
popular music operations in both the
N. Y. and Hollywood offices. He will
travel between the two points. Selvin will concern himself with pop
artists and repertoire. All of course,
are under the direction of Sacks.

publishers,

indie companies
coming up with such
things as "Peg'' and "Desire," and
pop
tunes which
other
the many

been

2.
'

put the blast on
band booking agencies

established

when he

signified

his

intention

of

Leeds, Maurice Music returning to the. band business folAmsterdam, Aug. 19.
lowing the exit of his summer radio
Les Editions Internationales Basart, show for
General Electric. Herman,
Amsterdam, has just closed a deal
who has been at his home here since
for the Dutch rights of the Leeds and
Peter Maurice catalogs. I. G. Gom- last winter, when he broke up his
perts,
Basart manager, has been previous band mainly due to poor
plugging for a long time to Amer- health, made two moves when he
ican publishers that they make sep- decided to reorganize, (1) he severed
arate contracts with local European connections with Goldlarb. Mircnpublishers instead Of selling Euro- berg & Vallon. his attornevs and
pean rights in bulk to one house. personal managers and (2) did not
Gomperts is visiting New York this renew his contract with General
fall to tie up more contracts.
Artists Corp,
Top tune in Holland now is a
Herman's blast at the agencies was
French song, "Chante Encore dans sharp. It's his contention that the
la Nuit," which Basart published. current
condition of the band busiOther Basart tunes doing well are ness is due almost entirely to their
"Money Is the Root" and "Laughing lack of progressive interest. He feels
in

On

the Outside."

,thaLtha.w^rJlmfi^enk:excjiejiced.J3y...
alike,

despite travelling difficulties, personnel shortages, etc., lulled agency,
execs into feeling that the boom
would go on forever and that when
it did start fo slide no attempt was
made to point it in the right direction. On the other hand, most agency
execs feel that the top bandleaders
themselves are responsible for the
current debacle due to the wartime
wildness of the top maestroes, which
increased to the point where the
public would no longer take their
Back from Europe with a new blasting styles.
They also assert that
perspective, Decca prexy Jack Kapp most
leaders
wouldn't listen to
fintis"soTrnTCh-^pmiowtnnh'e~recoTd' reason until the
public's growing
and music business that he feels it preference for dance
music wai
might be wise if some of the Tin painfully brought home to
them.
Pan Alley masterminds went abroad
Bias to New Outfit
just for a change of pace.
As a result of Herman's resentKapp observes there have been no
sock picture song hits since "Anni- ment against the handling of the
versary Song" and the other "Jol- band situation by agency men whom
son Story" excerpts. He is fed up he feels know little about the probwith phoney disk polls which vote lems, of the current biz and do not
for everything and everybody is the want to attempt to understand them,
winnah excepting that they don't he is placing the booking of his band
sell records.
He is impatient with in the hands of a completely new
the Hit Parade and k ndred stunts outfit. This group consists of Jack
because somehow, once those son«s Archer, who last week quit the Wilget overplugged. it's beginning of the liam Morris agency on the Coast as
end for disk sales. He deprectates one-night booker; Milt Deutsch and
the lack of quality in pop songs; Abe Turchen. They have formed the
feels that, like the rest of an overly Continental Artists, Inc., because of
prosperous world, the music men and coincident with Herman's r#shave grown soft' and careless; that ignatipn from GAC. All three, inthe inspiration and perspiration that cidentally, have been with Herman
goes into sparking a new song into in the past as road manager of hit
(Continued on page 48)
hitdom is now a mechanized thing;

Kapp Deprecates

General Letdown

In Music Values

—

;

&

Standby Demand

Tieup

Woody Herman

Dutch Basart Deal For

week at the expiration of
his contract, joins Columbia Records
next week <10) in New York and
750 000.
his addition to the personnel began
These two disks, plus the Capitol a realignment of staff. Most importlabel's recordings by comparatively ant change is that of Joe' Higgins,
new names Red Ingle, Tex Wil- who had been assistant to Manie
liams and Nellie Lutcher, have un- Sacks, v.p. and head of artists and
questionably stolen the spotlight repertoire, who now shifts to the
from the mighty majors RCA-Vic- Hollywood office as head of all
tor, Columbia and Decca.
Coast a
r activities, a&si.-.ted by Bill
Only items by the majors that have Richards, who has been running
come close to getting the response of that branch for t'ne past few years.
that there are so many tunes floodtheir less affluent counterparts in
In New York, Selvin will move in
the market and so many angles
the disk manufacturing field, are the with Mitch Ayres, who joined Co- ing
Ted Weems recordings of "Heart- lumbia several years ago when he attached thereto that it has ceased
being a business and frequently boraches," by both Decca and Victor, gave up bandleading. Ayres retains
ords last

—

Hartford

New

Hollywood, Sept.

name and minor maestroes

Selvin to CRI

recording of "Peg O' My Heart," by
the Harmonicats, which dragged that

for

"

flack.

First issue of the NADJ house organ, incidentally-/ will be published
within the next 10 days. It will be a
four-page mimeographed
publication in the form of the Kiplinger letter (Washington, D. C).
It will be
shipped to all of the 2,800 disk jockeys in the U. S. along with applications for membership. There are so
far 280 spinners on the NADJ roster,
at $10 a year dues.

condition of the majority of indepen-

side.

In the event that Decca, Victor dent recording companies that two
and Capitol do follow Columbia to of them should come up_with what
the—75e--slot-,-it-'*~probat>le-that—the are
pf obably the year's best-selling
p
many minor disk companies that
have been struggling to keep heads disks, at least up to this point. The

'

named permanent

GAC

Dorsey Makes 3G

T.

Settlement in College

Group's 'Breach' Suit
Raleigh. N.

C.

Sept.

2.

Tommy

Dorsey has settled out of
court with members of the Order
of the Grail, of the U. of North
who had instituted a
Carolina,
$10,000 damage action against him
following a dispute with the leader
last November, when he was booked
here for two days at $10,000. Dorpaid the Grail men $3,000 to
call the action off before it got to
court.
Suit
had sought $20,000
damages for breach of contract.
sey

Basis Of the suit was the "claim
the student of fmization that

by

Dorsey 's contract called for him to
bring to Chapel Hill his full 35piece band for a concert and two

They claimed he showed
dances.
up minus the string section of his
combo, which he had laid off a few
days before. In addition, they claim

Dorsey refused to adhere to pleas
to perform dance numbers, instead
insisting on playing what he wanted to.
In answer, Dorsey had asserted
that his contract with the school
men had called, as do all his agreements, for himself and a minimum
.

number

of

musicians.

And

that

without charge to the students he
had brought along the acts that had
been working a concert series with

him

just prior to the

dance date.

Charles Vance, representative of
the Grail, asserted that Dorsey's
$3,000 will go toward a scholarship
fund.

ders on the racket side.
Answer to the artificial bull marobserves Kapp, is the increasing mortality rate among the inde-

Shaw, Muskraft

ket,

pendent diskers. Many have fallen
by the wayside, and many more will,
whereas in the era of lush war days
and shortages this or that diskbox
hit cropped up and gave the newcomer a momentary sense of prosperity.
That it hurts the lef?itimate
business is evidenced by the loss of
royalty. and kindred revenues when
forced through the wringer.
Disk Jocks
Disk jockeys are a case all their
own. Kapp sees only a revision of
the Copyright Law of 1909 as solution tb~that. He is amazed at those
fancy earnings by platter -chatterers
who, fortified chiefly by a persuasive
larynx, come along and benefit the
most commercially. After the cost
of making a song hit, waxing it, the
investment of talent and money in
merchandizing,
exploitation
and
popularization, along comes the disk
jock and utilizes the platters as a
lever
his
own (and much
for
greater) returns.
None the less the Decca proxy

Sip

1-Year Pact

Shaw and Musicraft Record*
came to a conclusion last
week over a new contract under
which Shaw will continue to work
for thtit label. His new deal calls for
Artie

finally

a one-year term, with a one-year
option and displaces one that still
had time to go, but that Shaw felt
had been breached by Musicraft
prior to its financial reorganization.
This deal, incidentally, was a stock
arrangement calling for the leader
to receive shares as well as cash for
his efforts.
Duke Ellington had *
similar arrangement. He's now with
Columbia Records.

Shaw

is

in

the east.

done anything musical
He's working on a book
necticut home.

He has not
for months.
at his Con-

PUSH CONFABS ON
ASCAP, RADIO fEALS

sees his company exceeding the $30,000,000 gross done by Decca last
year. He had hopes of a $40,000,000
volume but will settle for $35,000,-

American Societv of Comoosprs,
Authors and Publishers' radio committee and the National Assn. of
Broadcasters Music Committee, will
000.
Kapp's emphasis is on the unusual meet again next Wednesday (10) in
Irving Berlin's "Free- New York. This confab will be the
in disking:
dom Train," waxed by Bing Crosby last prior to the start of the NAB
and the Andrews Sisters, is one of convention at Atlantic City the folCrosby's narration on "The lowing Monday (15) and it's hoped
these.
Main Without a Country" (Album) is that the two factions will be able
another. The timely tieup with the to reach a final agreement on a conpublic revelation of the impounded tract to replace the existing agreeLincoln papers is another: he's put- ment between ASCAP and radio,
ting emphasis on "The Lonesome which doesn't expire for more than
Train" and the Carl Sandburg bal- two years.
Whatever conclusions the two
lads which have long been in the
committees reach, however, will not
backlog.

Tommy

Dorsey

gets

into

New

(7) for a twodebut of his transcribed disk jockey shows, then
hikes back west to pick up his band
for Coast one-nighters.

York next Sunday
day stay

for the

be final in so far as ASCAP is concerned at least. By aereeine with
network and regional net heads on
the terms, of a new deal, only part

ASCAP's task will have been
completed. It will still Ivvc to convince jndie station owners.
of

"

—

7

'

.

.

.
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks

will come, and', with it, the inevitable stories of how. so-and-so is quitfull
ting his record, stint "to devote
time to his other .commitments" as

for the

moo and runs

he takes the

.

train.

By George
Fred. Rabbins
(WOV, New York, Disk-Spinner and
M.C.

•

you can no

to,

NAB's AX. Convention
Sammy Kaye and Guy Lombardo

varieties.

Anyday

.

Mom—

^

What started this gold (?) rush
and how long can it continue? How
long will the music conscious (or
unconscious) public or are they
put up with thousands of greatly
publicized talents who give forth
every day with brilliant staffwritten ad libs, viz. "And now, the
next; record will be, or 'Whattaya
gonna sing, Bing,' or 'Now that
sweet singer of sweet songs will
sing.-' Clever these new born and/or
well" -worn disk jockeys. No wonder

—

—

Others

came

forth,

own

personality into
shows, prayed that

injected their
their record

name

mous

guest,

many

whom

of

combo

ing the

individual styles.

for theatres.

Armstrong's Coin Hike

seldom

For

-

Berg Repeat

Billy

luctantly.

WHAF—

—

Broadcast Music, Inc., which is
supplying the music and entertainment for the NAB'ers, has assigned
and will pay the arrangers for the
Lombardo and Kaya
respective

bands

would play their towns so they could
dress up the proceedings with a fa-

appreciated the value of such an apHollywood, Sept. 2.
pearance and did these shots reLouis Armstrong's small combo,
Then there were always
the big network shows to buck, lots with Jack Teagarden and Zutty
Geor^e r.-that~tbe-.v^cation.~will.,_he. •of~unsold-~time^nd-tne-.deaL_was_a,t. .?iJl^.l?!5Di.„K 0 XS^ m such a.JT'OJiey,fnaker "for Billy Berg i~nTfery" here,"
over for these erstwhile butchers, best a daily grind. Then—
bakers, and starmak'ers about one 1947.
And the poor that the group is being brought back
Recognition.
year f rbm now after the big pub- old networks began to run down Dec. 24, for eight weeks, at a salary
It's understood the group is
licity campaign and initial curiosity like an overworked alarm clock. No boost."
wear off, And the ratings start fall- more ideas. No more imagination. now getting $3,000 guarantee against
ing like snow, and it comes time for No new quiz show angles, No new a percentage of the gate.
Armstrong is current at the spot,
the talent to out— and there is none wives for John's other. Help. What
Nothing but the backwash to do? zCo to the roots of American but closes Sept. 9 to make way for
to out.
Operators of the
of cocktail parties, movie trailers, radio and take over the only thing the Mills Bros.
twenty-four sheets and a staff of which the independents had to keep spot sought to defer the Mills quarstooges and planted- stories all add- them alive against the nets record tet's opening for a couple of weeks
ing up to thousands of dollars of programs.
Great thing.
Progress. to hold oyer Armstrong, but could
promotion. That's when the payoff The mighty coast to coast octopi not" work it 6ut. A r «istrong is set
with their million dollar staffs, pre- for a series of concert dates with his
He
senting a brilliant new idea to the small band and couldn't stay.
may, incidentally, go into_ the Trou^
l

bands, to turn out material for tha
40-piece outfit to be used when each,
conducts. Kaye is expected to stage
his "So You Want to Lead a Band"
•ginumck_d.uring Ms.. t±me..ojisla.ge,. .aj...
Convention Hall, the second evening
of the convention (16).

Kaye and Lombardo will be at tha
shindig via their contacts with BMI.
Both have music publishing firms
affiliated with the radio-owned performance rights society. .Tommy
Dorsey and Benny Goodman were
to have been included, but neither
can

—

We

FaTjoFfNewTTdrkTlafer fn

My

1.

That's

Smoke, Smoke, Smoke

When You Sweet

3.

4 Temptation

My

Peg O'

5.

Frankie Laine

Desire (21) (Mills)

Condon Between Covers

(15)

16

.

(Robbins)

Feudin' and Fightin'

'

\ '„,v
™.i r.
Chi-Babi?
(14)

o

.

8.

By Hoagy Carpiichael, Dick Charles and Larry Market

M
10.

•To Be Introduced

Wonder

(12)'

'

Blue Barron ....... .M-G-M

(

Marks)..

Perry

K^.C^

LOVE

SONG
Music by ,

.

JIMMY MeHVGH
ROBBINS MUSIC CORP.

Como .... .RCA-Victor

By—
Coming Up

TEX BENEKE

(Freddy Martin. .RCA-Victor
(Andrews Sisters
Decca

Lady From 29 Palms (Martin).

(^1;;;;;^

Have But One Heart (Barton)

(

Apple Blossom Wedding (Shapiro-B)

and the

Buddy Clark
Sammy Kaye

I

...

'

(

GLENN MILLER ORCHESTRA

Come to Mardi Gras (Southern)
When I Write My Song (Exclusive)
Ivy (Burke-VH)

I

CHESTERFIELD SUPPER CLUB

'..

Want To Be Loved (Paramount)...

On

the

(

I'm So Right Tonight (Leeds)

Sammy" Kaye"
'.^Victor
Margaret Whiting. ..Capitol

.-:.

v

happiest

ptr.-

PAUL-PIONEER MUSIC CORP.
Now

IK7 Broadway

\>.-tk

1«

N V

THANKS.

.

.

.

..

of iht

ever."— N. Y. Mirror.
by Will Hudson

Orch.

Decca

Sisters

Danny Kaye
Eddy Howard.

As Long As I'm Dreaming
* (Burke-VH)....

Burke and Van Heusen f

Capitol
Victor

hires

. '.

f

(Bourne)

Capitol

Benny Goodman

"On*

06

Echo Said No (Lombardo)

Cecelia

Nellie Lutc&er

Andrews

THE BACHELOR
AND THE
BOBBY S0XER

Victor

(Beryl Davis

Avenue (Leeds)....

Ask Anyone Who Knows (Witmark)
Bloop Bleep (Famous).'
On Old Spanish Trail (Maurice)

NBC Network
7 P.M., EDST
and

Columbia

Freddy Martin. .RCA-Victor
Herb Jeffries
Exclusive
(Jo Stafford
Capitol
'(Vaughn Monroe
Victor

Hurry On Down (Criterion).....

SEPTEMBER 3 •

Decca

AND CURLEY

RED

Majestic

ex Beneke.
I£
(Harry James

RCA-Victor
Columbia

Jo Stafford
....Capitol
Columbia
( Dick Jurgens
') Three Suns .... RCA-Victor
(Margaret Whiting. ...Capitol
(GeneKrupa
Columbia
Bing Crosby. ......... .Decca
Decca
( Dick Haymes

EDDIE and GEORGE
TA/IORS TO THE STARS

.

Smart

attire

for Acts

and Bands

.

Inc.

Music Publishers

CHICAGO

CUBAN

Capitol

.

j»g

(Bobbins)....
(E. B.

ABE OLMAK
SUGGESTS FOR YOUR PROGRAM

.

(Crosby-Andrews
Decca
Vaughn Monroe
Victor
j
(Perry Como ....RCA-Victor

•••••

,~ . j>
(Oxford)

(1)

collabs.

Collier's is currently doing a threepart exerpt of the book and Satur»
day Review of Literature ditto.

^S^S-K^

."%

/r,
(Famous)

Who's Kissing Her

Tom Sugrue

Harmonicats
. .Vitacoustics
Three Suns .... RCA-Victor

-

(ChappeU).,.

(6)

RCA-Victor
Decca

Ingle-Stafford
X

Heart (15) (Robbihs)

„ m
„
7. Tallahassee (4)

Como

Mills Bros

(

6.

Capitol
Victor

Phil Harris

Perry

(Shapiro-B)

(9)

Mercury

jazzJ!ifj,'.ora.Beale..

Town Hall" is being brought
out next month by Henry Holt & Co.
under the title "We Called It Music."

St. to

Sammy Kaye ..RCA- Victor
Tex Williams

(American).

(6)

it.

Eddie Condon's combination me-

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

2.

make

-moirs-ancUiistory- of

fall."

Qneai Movetty.

CASANOVA

NEW YORK

convention,

.

~((^HnueTW"'page'W'

WEAF

Broadcasters

of

Assn.

.

now,

speak, but the jocks are much more
animate, though that may be open
But the influx into field cooing in their ears every day,
to argument.
the wax world of everyone from riding on past glory, mumbling sour
avowed know-from-nothings about some recsingers, bandleaders, self
hillbilly-twanged discoverers of tal- ord fie doesn't give a good station
ent, sports announcers and just plain break about, or will they go back
announcers, has fastened Joe Q's to soaperas in disgust, or maybe
poor hearing flap to his superhetro- even subscribe to the B.B.C. Only
dyne to see what's cookin'. "Ah, time and Mr. Hooper will tell, but
free enterprise; that's what I. fought the indications are fairly obvious
for,
apple pie and the right even now.
And it's a safe bet,

• TONIGHT,

,

are scheduled to. go through baton-'
waving routines at the National

at Atlantic City, N. J.,
nouncer than you can a disk jockey, for scale at barn dances throughout which starts
Sept. 15, but both will be conducting
and vice versa. It takes appren- this area.
Million Dollar 'theatre here has bands much larger than anything
ticeship, George, and a good knowlWilliams for week of Sept. they've ever tackled before. Rather
there'll be ex-bank tellers, butchers edge of music, musicians and a gen- inked
and baseball players stoking wax uine, not artificial, or phony interest 16, at flat buy of $3,700 for the than bring the bands of both to
their wares, leaders will
and chewing fat. As long as. those in them. The boys who have made stanza. Theatre beat down the price A.C. to show
has wand a combo of 40 radio musicians
tabs are glued to the soundbox, why names for themselves up to now by pointing out that oatuner
not?
But wfll they be? Will the started years ago, on small stations, worked around here all season in. brought from N. Y. to supply music
hep adults and youngsters of today creating a technique or a listening western dancehalls charging .60c ad- for the- conventioneers. And when
be satisfied with some broken down, habit as they went along. Some are mish, 40c, less than nighttime scale each works, the band Will be using
unoriginal V.I.P. from some other, still riding on that habit alone. at vaudfilmer. Harry Romm is book- arrangements patterned after their
different

You said it could be about anything. Weil, what else but the middle of that column title. Who talks
about anything else these days and
all-nites? The jukes (hooray) can't

A

as the great brains responsible

one day get hip

How the
is the weight unlimited, but
the jobs they held before cover 57

"

JtaJje^.aLdislc.iockex.IL.^

For
will

Not only

Program)

Dear George:

make

of

cess

more make a sports expert or a
jock has grown, George. news analyst out of a staff an-

Columbia Record Shop

of

And no

so much loot.
training required.

they

By

1947

2.'

Hollywpod, Sept.

Williams, following the suchis Capitol recording,
"Smoke, Smoke, Smoke," has started
asking $5,000 weekly for theatre
dates for himself and cowboy band.
Until platter clicked, outfit worked

Tex

Background

Frazier

3,

TEX WILLIAMS SMOKES Sammy Kaye, Lombardo
UP 5G FOR VAUDATES To Baton 40 Men At

Old Devil Moon (Crawford)
Whiffenpoof Song (Miller-Schirmer)

HOLLYWOOD

Naughty Angeline (Simon)

"• (Art Lund

M-G-M

Whsn

in

tho fair Call or Wirt

for Representative with

SOS B. Broad

Phone:

St.,

Samples

Phlla.

l'Ennj packer 5-1650
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.

That's

&

Feudin'

,
a concert tour.
Cyril Lockridge scoring 20th-Fox's upcoming "Nightmare Alley"
Charlie "Butch" McGregor now professionally managing for Spina-Green
Bob Bavey, vocalist, formerly with Gene Krupa and
Music's N. Y. office
Bob Chester bands, signed for a singing shot in Sam Coslow's film,
"Champagne For Everybody"
Hal Bourne will score Marathon Pic.Gordon MacRae, Margaret Whiting, Jack Smith
tures' "Open Secret".
end Dinning Sisters last week had etching sessions for Capitol Records.
Martha Tilton this week does her first recording for Majestic
Kim
Gannon and Walter Kent have peddled two of their tunes, "World's Most
Beautiful Girl" and "Little Trouper" to Warner Bros, for insertion in
"April Showers" pic... Helen Forrest will cut an album for M-G-M label
....Anthony Collins this week commenced scoring Republic Pictures'
"The Fabulous Texan"
Modernaires have cut an eight-faced album
Four Star Records, Hollywood indie, broadening out
for Columbia
Firm has bought 16 masters from Bible Institute,
into religious hymns.
which label will release along with eight semi-religious chants by Four
Star's oatuner, T. Tex Tyler
Gene Autry last week cut four Xmas tunes
for Columbia. First Yule-tunes ever etched by cowpoke
Franz Waxman scoring "That Hagen Girl" for Warners.

Midwest 1-Niters Unless Prices Sliced

Mills

Chicago, Sept. 2.
for the farmer's daughter and his
Midwest one-night band bookers, rug-cutting scion.
This of course
who have had tough going since the will mean smaller attendance and
end of the postwar spending spree, reduced takes a^ the crossroads
*
but who have been looking forward dancehall.

Chappell

Fightin'

Anyone Who Knows. .Witmark
Have But One Heart. .Barton
Near You...
Supreme
.

.

I

.

.

pickup in biz in the fall, may
be faced instead with another jolt to
dwindling commissions. New menace is from corn, and brother, it's not
the kind of corn that some bands
give out.
to a

Second 10
Famous

Tallahassee

Smoke, Smoke, Smoke. American

Lady

29 Palms..
Martin
Whiffenpoof
.Miller-Schirmer
Chi-Baba
...Oxford
Aint'cha Comin' Back. .Sinatra
Almost Being in- Love
Fox
Ivy
Burke-VH
V.
Come to Mardi Gras. .Southern
On the Avenue
Leeds

.

.

.

.

Desire

Wish Didn't Love. .Paramount
Apple Blossom Wedding
S-B

I

"Breaking in a New Heart" and replaced with "Civilization"....
and composer Calvin Jackson wound up pact with Metro, where
he was assistant to musical director George Stoll. He's now readying for

ters'

Pianist

.

My

It

.

Les Brown Cancels
String of 1-Nighters

For Bob Hope Preem
~~~

FEMME MARTIN BLOCK

HolTyw6¥d7'Sep"t7~2r

.

Les Brown's orchestra was forced

Chicago, Sept.

Rosemary Wayne

femme

busiest

country. With

is

2.

perhaps the

disk jockey

WCFL's

in

the

extension of

late evening spot from a half to
a full hour, effective yesterday (1),
Miss Wayne now presides over 12
hours of disk flipping weekly on two
local 'stations, WJJD being the other.
-They're- all- pretty well loaded with
co-op commercials.

her

WCFL Wayne

The
with

another

Merrill,

of

the only

WENR.

members

show competes
saddler"

"side

—June

Pair constitute
of their sex

the Chicago platter spinning

in-

field.

To Cavallaro Holdover

seems

a

widespread drought

Louis Jordan Out Of

Hcsp, to Resume Tour

in

the corn belt is serious enough to
have, a heavy effect on bookings.
Ballroom operators in the affected
areas have advised agency men here
that come fall they will be forced
to reduce guarantees for higherpriced bands because of the poor
outlook for the corn crop. That or
haye their talent go begging.
In
many sections the fields have taken
such a beating that the promised
blight, which was eased only slightly_Jjy..xains . during^, the—past -week,-

i
:

.

.

.

RIDES DISKS IN CHI

43

Com Area May Dry Up

Drought in

(Week Ending Aug. 30)
Who's Kissing Her
Marks
P<;g O' My Heart
Robbins'
Sweet 16
Shapiro-B

Leon McAuliffe, southwest bandleader, waxed' three disks for Majestic.
George Taylor, Chicago ad agency exec, made his initial venture into
pop jsongwriting, doing lyric for "Chick-A-Biddy Boogie," with music by
&haron Pease. Apollo lopped-oft "Mahzel" from backing of Murphy Sis.

Sellers

will

mean much

less

spending money

Louis Jordan was released over
the weekend from a New York hospital following an operation for a
twisted intestine, and may resume
work Sept. 17 with a string of onenighters
through
the
Carolinas,
Georgia, etc., for promoter Ralph
Weinberg. However, the maestro's
doctor doesn't want him to get back
on the stand before Oct. 1. and if
he's not well enough by the time
Weinberg's dates come up, may be
forced to cancel.
Jordan previously had cancelled

out"^~a~Jto7i^""seTieV'o£ orTe-rTighiersr
through Texas and Florida.

more than 30 one-nighters
through Texas and surrounding area
to cancel

Holdover by the Paramount the- in order to be here in time for the
Carmen Cavallaro debut next week (14) of Bob Hope's
"Welcome Pepsodent show, on which he was
set for the season recently. Brown's
Stranger" for a seventh week, has
last date in the east will be worked
forced Frank Dailey into playing the. Sept. 14 at the Aragon Ballroom,
first Latin orchestra he has ever
Chicago. Next day he leaves by
booked.
Cavallaro was due into plane for the Coast.
Brown has a home in Beverly Hills
Dailey's Sept.- 17, while Dezi Arnaz
here and his booking on the Hope
replaced him at the Par. With the show gives him something he has
theatre holding Cavallaro another long sought a job and time at home,
atre, N. Y., of the

orchestra and the film,

—

week and

as a result

Arnaz having

BMI 7%f-4>&far
HIT TUNES FOR SEPTEMBER
(On Records)

CASTANETS

too.

for one week and then
switch jobs with Cavallaro. Latter's
seven weeks at the N.Y. Par is a
compromise, as the theatre wanted

LACE

Sammy Kqye— Vic.

that time open the latter will play
Dailey's

AND

BERLE ADAMS SELLS

STOCK

IN

(R.pubikj

20-2345 • Bob

Houston-MGM*

COME TO THE MARDI GRAS (tori
Xavier Cugat-Cot. 37556 • Freddy Martin-Vic. 20-2288
Victor Lombardo— Moj. 7243 • Fernando Alvares— Sig. 15145
Guy Lombardo— Dec. 24154 • Dinning Sisters— Cap.*

MERCURY

•Chicago, Sept.

2.

keep Cavallaro eight weeks.
Berle Adams, ex-chairman of the
Dailey as yet has nothing booked board of Mercury Records here, sold
Schooler Quits Casino For beyond Cavallaro. Skitch Hender- his stock to Frank Harmon and Max
son's orchestra probably will follow, Hoffman,
large stockholders, last
Partnership but contracts haven't been signed. week for undisclosed figure.
Hollywood, Sept. 2.
Jimmy Hillard, head of artists and
Stan Kenton is dttfe Dec. 23. CavalHarry Schooler quit management laro goes to the Mark Hopkins, San repertory, has added Lew Douglas,
arranger, to his staff.
of Tommy Dorsey's Casino Gardens, Francisco, thereafter.
Ocean Park, near here, to sit in on
newly purchased partnership in
to

Meadowbrook

IT

Meadowbrook.

I

(Marks)
KISSING HER
20-2315 • Tod Weems-Perry Como-Doc. 25078
Ray Nohle-Col. 37544 • Dinning Sisters-Cap. 433
Joan Sablen—Vic. 25-0101 • Danny Kayo— Doc. 24110
Dick Robertson— Doc. 1512 • Ben Yost Singort— Sonora 1084
Four Vagabondi-Apollo 1055 • Jack McLean-Coast 8002
Frank Freeba-Dec. 23602 • Bobby Doylc-Sig. 15057
D'Artega-Sonera 2012 • Foy Willing-Mai. M13
Joo Howard— DoLuxo 1036 • Marshall Young— Rainbow 10002
Joseph lirtau— Pilotone 5132 • Jerry Cooper— Diamond 2082
Woyne King-Vic*

The top 31 songs of the week, based on the copyriohted Audience Coverage Index Survey ol Popular Music Broadcast over Radio Networks.
Published by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman Director.
Survey Week of August

22-28, 1947

Capitol
Sinatra

When Tonight
Is Just a Memory
y

BENNIE BENJAMIN
And GEORGE WEISS

An Apple Blossom Wedding
As Long As I'm Dreaming f"Welcome Stranger"
Ask Anyone Who Knows
Cecilia

^

George Joy,

Pres.

New

•

York 19

Burke-VH
Witmark

Come To

the

Deep Valley

Oxford
Southern
Remick

Mardi Gras

— f"Deep
f

Valley"
'Hucksters"

Me—

.Lombardo
Warren

Echo Said' "No"
Every So Often
Feudin' and Fightin'— f'Sons O' Guns"
1 Have But One Heart
I Wish I Didn't Love You So— f'Perils of Pauline"
1 Wonder I WondefJ I Wonder.
I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now— t"I Wonder Now"
Je Vous Aime f'Copacabana"
Lady From 29 Palms

a want page
POP. TITLE PAGES

CIRCULARS

STOCK

AOS

TITLE

PAGSS

ALBUM COVERS
ILLUS.

roubs

SONG BOOKS

CATALOGUES

My

Heart Is a Hobo— fWelcorrte
On The Avenue
On The Old Spanish Trail

Passing

..Chappell
.Barton

Robbins

Marks
Crawford
E. B.

By

Burke-VH
Leeds

.*

Survey
Love.....

Week

of

August

(That

Cigarette)

AMERICAN MUSIC.
•Hit Sunset Blvd.,

Hollywood

46, Cat.

IS

INC.

Garet Konwio
W. 42 St.. N.V.C.

SMOKE! SMOKE! SMOKE!

(American)

TENNESSEE

($>.»«.,)
Blue

(femora)
Buddy Clark-Xavior Cugat-Col. 37507 • Bobby Doyje-Sig. 15079

THERE'S THAT LONELY FEELING AGAIN.
(Mania)
Hoi Mclntyre-MGM 10032 • Conn.* Boswell-Apollo 1064
Louis Prima— Maj. 1145 * Charlie Snivak— Vic. 20-2287
Frankio Carlo— Col. 37484 • Freddy Stewart— Cap. 426

.

*Saon To Bo Released.

GET MY SUNSHINE
MOONLIGHT (Vanguard)

WAIT'LL

I

Coming Up
A

Burke-VH
C-P

OF COLORADO
HONEYMOON (Mark,)

Bregman-V-C

THAT MISS FROM

Santly-Joy
Berlin
•

Simon
...Mood Music
Crawford

Achin' Heart
Old Devil Moon »"Finian's Rainbow"....
Red Silk Stockings And Green Perfume

—

I

HILLS

Morris

Love And The Weather
Naughty Angeline

GIRL THAT

REMEMBER (B mi)
EVERYBODY AND HIS BROTHER (bmi)
FORGIVING YOU (M .nin)

.....Harms
Mutual

Mine

i

THIS

IS

THE INSIDE STORY

*

(Dnchct)

H. Morris
E. H. Morris
Shapiro-B

Bregman-V-C
Feist

Legit Musical.

(Copyright Office of Research,

(Dawn)

(Stev.ni)

[YOU'RE THE PRETTIEST THING

BROADCAST MUSIC
>i0 flffH AVENUE

Filmusical.

(London)

MISSISSIPPI

.E.

Tomorrow
When You Were Sweet Sixteen
You Do— f'Mother Wore Tights"
You're Not So Easy To Forget
t

THE

IN

Ginny Simms— Mercury 3014 • Four Chicks 8. Chuck— MGM—1 0048
Jack McLean-Coast 8009 • Foy Willing-Maj. 6013
Gordon Jenkins-Dec.* • The Mel-Tones— B * W*

United
Dreyer

Kokomo, Ind.—i "Mother Wore Tights"
Lazy Countryside— t"Fun— Fancy Free"

Barron-MGM 10058

THE STORY OF SORRENTO

Miller

Ivy—fivy"

(That Cigarette)

Tex Williams-Cap. 40001 • Phil Harris-Vic. 20-2370
Lawrence Welk— Dec. 24113 * Deuce Spriggins— Coast 263
Johnny Bond—Col. 37831

Harms
•

Da, Do, Do Like You
If My Heart Had A Window

Oh My

37821

Freddy Martin— Vic. 20-2288 * Dinning Sisters— Cap. 433

22-28, 1947

I

Just An Old Love Of
Just Plain Love

(Campboii-Porgi.)
Dick Forney-Ma j. 7248
• Peggy Lee— Cap. 445 .

Day— Col.

LOLITA LOPEZ «««r.)

Peter Maurice
......Chappell
... .Robbins

As Years Go By
Can You Look Me In The Eyes
For Once In Your Life

SMOKE!
SMOKE!
SMOKE!

Martin

Stranger"

i

My

20-2371

Doris

Paramount

Peg O' My Heart
Pemora
Story of Sorrento
Famous
Tallahassee— f'Variety Girl"
Mills
That's My Desire ....
Mellen
There's That Lonely Feeling Again
.Miller
Turntable Song— f'Something in Wind"..
The remaining 20 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted Audience
Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast Over Radio Networks.
Published by the Office of Research, Inc. Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.
All

Eckstine-MGM 10043 •

Tommy Dorsey— Vic.

...Robbins

—

AUITSOKDCSlWtS

AN OLD LOVE OF MINE

Billy

ABC

:

Chi-Baba

Don't Tell

OXFORD MUSIC CORP.

Shapiro-B

—

Como—Vic.

JUST

Bourne
Fox

—

NOW

WONDER WHO'S

Perry

Songs With Largest Radio Audiences

Across the Alley From the Alamo
Ain'tcha Ever Comin' Back
All Of Me
1
Almost Like Being In Love '"Brigadoon"

B'way

(London)

Goodman— Cap. 376 • Louis Armstrong— Vic. 20-2229
Day— Col. 37324 * Guy lombardo— Doc. 23865

Doris

Meadowbrook.
Schooler bought a 25% interest in
ballroom for reported $25,000 and has
aready taken over promotion job
there. Harold Lewin and Joe Zucca,
partners, continue management of

U'T

TAKES TIME
Sonny

1

Inc.,

New York)

NEW YORK

.

N!W TOPK

CHICAGO

•

'5

N

INC.
r

HOLLYWOOD

—
Wednesday, September

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC
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Bands

at Hotel B.O.'s
Cover*

Weeks

Rand

Hoi el

•

Skinnay Ennis. .' Astor Roof (850; $1 -$1.25)
Waldorf (400; $2)
Jack Fina.
Skitch Henderson. Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50)
Jerry Wald*
New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50).
Johnny Pineapple. Lexington (300; $1-$1.50)
Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50)
Orrin Tucker
,

.

. .

..

.

2,850
2,850
1,475
1,175

4
10
5
42
0

...

(Week Ending Aug.

900
tl,150

People Will Say

9,475
14,500
16,700
6,475
38,800
1,150

Believe

I

Souvenirs
Old Spanish Trail

Got Sun
Gal in Calico
Old Mill,
in the

Little

New

Yorker.

— Ginny

Simms

Waldorf

at

Chicago, Sept.

upped to 10,700.
Freddie Naeel (Empire Room, Palmer; 550; Min.
Doing best business in over month; 3,600 covers.
Benny Strong; (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 650;
Steady

Photo, arranged by the warbler's flack,

and Marjorie Frankenthaler of

What

$3.50.

Cover

When

$3.50 min. Cov.

$1.00).

.

Connelly
Southern
Leeds

six sides

Los Angeles
Splendid
Eddy Howard (Ambassador;
—*nss-Morra»-(Biltmorer9O0r$l-$l^O^rOkay-2;OOO-coveFS.

2,600 tabs.

900; $1-$1.50).

On

Hot

650;

Min. $3.50).

Carmen Miranda head-

6,000.

Henry King- (Aragon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). Upped to 13,500 admishes.
Ray Pearl (Blackhawk; 500; $2.50 min.). In next-to-last frame, Pearl
pulled 2,800, mostly college crowd back from vacations. Sherman Hayes
replaces next week (9).
Teddy Phillips (Trianon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). Jumped to 14,200. Johnny
Long in Sept. 9.
Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50 min.). Ben Blue held over an,'
Buddy Lester tentatively set for Sept. 11. Slow 3,400.
other., week.
.

(Los Angeles)

Lawrence Welk (Aragon, B| Ocean Park,

1st wk.). Best biz in years;

admishes for band, popular at this site.
f rankle Masters (Casino Gardens, B, Ocean Park, 1st wk.). Let-down
with departure of Tommy Dorsey; looks like 4,000 for first frame.
Frankie Carle (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 6th wk.). Windup stanza
snagged around 10,000 customers, nice. Jimmy Dorsey opened last nife
11,000

-

whack at any of his tune
Merc spurned, anyhow.

Signature Records sliced prices of
jazz series from $1.50 per disk to $1
for 12-inchers and $1 to 75c on 10

Frank Dailey sprained ankle
duririg round of golf with

badly
Perry

Como at Knoll G.C., N. J. . .
Gene Tracey, not Arthur Tracey,
of Majestic Records
.
Disk
.
industry people intrigued by ad in
N. Y. papers a week ago seeking "top
administrative exec for high position
with- name recording .company" . . .
Count Basie adding Hammond organ
to orchestra, which he'll play, doubling from piano . . Jerry Wald'orchestra extended at New Yorker
.

It's

head

.

.

hotel until. mid-September
Decca
Records declared a 25c per share
dividend on capital stock, payable
Sept.
30
Louis
Armstrong's
initial
eastern jazz concert with
small band including Jack Teagarden and Sidney Catlett dated for
Nov. 9 at Severance Hall, Cleve.
.

.

(Tues.X.

:

:

Simon, Harrison Needling

Feud Headed for Climax
Chicago, Sept. 2.
Feud that's been going on here in

.

.

.

.

Hollywood
Harry Owens being offered by
Music Corporation of America for

As Columnist Takes Air autumn

one-niters at $1,000
Gene
Krupa orchestra has woundup short
.

.

.

Marshall Young's new orchestra, now at Post Lodge, Larchmont, N. Y.,
is using a new audience-participation gimmick which is getting considerable attention in that spot. Young's idea is called "Do a Duet With
Marshall Young'' and the title just about explains it; he selects- patrons
by number, employing both men and women. Femmes of course sing
with him and males work, with his girl vocalist. He uses it only in the
room at the moment, but expects eventually to spread it to radio remotes.
It's a
switch on previously used gimmicks, but seems to get more
~
attention.
'

of the Click, Philadelphia, name band spot as
well as other Philly niteries, is taking on quite an aura" in the trade as a
result of the gifts he distributes to bandleaders and other names concerned with the band industry. Not only does he hand out expensive
baubles and other items to maestroes who work his spot, he goes all out
Most of those who have been
for visiting leaders and industry people.
on the receiving end of Palumbo's largesse are flabbergasted when it
occurs.
- a?
»

Frank Paltlmbo. operator

:

Como Launches New
Meadowbrook

.

.

COMING BACK

BIGGER

Policy

By Turning 'Em Away
Como broke

THAN

at Frank
Dailey's Meadowbrook for five days
last week, launching the spot's new

Perry

it

WHY SHOULD

.

disk jock, and Dale Harrison,

.

.

im

up

at Universal-International and
season with a bang. Working under
headed north for one-nighters
Dailey, which
Mus-Art agency peddling Jimmy a new policy set up by
name singers and acts
calls for
Dorsey, when he winds current
Chicago Sun columnist, takes a stand at Palladium, for one-niters, (with Como were Marion Hutton,
the Martins, Evans Family and Sam
unique twist next week (8). That's asking $1,500 weekday guarantees Donahue's orchestra), Como opened
when Harrison will take over and $1,750 for Saturdays, against last Tuesday (26) by playing to 1,200
60% of gross
Harry Schooler has
Simon's programs while the latter is bought a $25,000 share of Meadow- people and each night boosted the
on vacation and, incidentally, leave brook Gardens, and has been re- total until Saturday and Sunday
when he played to capacity (1,800),
himself wide open to gibes from placed as manager of Casino Gar- Saturday turning away over 2,000
dens by Eddie Gilmartin
: Hal
contemporaries.
and Sunday slightly less.
Derwin crew weekending at Trianon
Harrison will spin disks and gab ballroom
Though h*e won't often have reNew terpalace, Diana,
on Simon's daily two-hour morning opening Sept. 12, with weekend cording artists with the b.o. stature
Como to bloster seconary bands,
of
show and the circumstance climaxes policy and Jan Savitt as first band.
Dailey is definitely set on the policy
a six-month needling feud between
"
Chicago
of using such names when top bands
the two via column and mike. Harare unavailable.
Mel Torme, Ray
Chicago,
Sept.
2.
rison has often referred to Simon
Martha Glaser back in Chicago MeKinley's orchestra, pianist Walter
in print as "the magnificent nothing
Gross and a dance team followed
of radio" and the "Platter-playing for advance work on "Jazz At the
Como
last night (Tuesday).
Philharmonic"
concert
Oct.
12
at
prozon."
When Simon's vacation
came up, he dared his tormentor to Orchestra Hall ... J. J. Levin of
substitute and Harrison took him- Mutual Entertainment in New York
on band talent search
Count Frasetto Sues Writers
up. He'll get paid, incidentally.
stint

recent months between Ernie Simon,

WJJD

~

"

-winding -his-commitmcntr:

New York

(Chicago)

Marty Gould (Chez Paree;

the Upbeat

According to Laine's agreement with Mercury, that firm gets first
selections, hence Atlas could wax only what

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

lining.

CRY
OVER YOU?
1

.

*

—

.

.

|

.

.

.

.

.

.

Basie set for the Paradise Theatre,

Harrison says he'U play more recDetroit, week of Oct. 10, and Duke
ords and do less talking and show
Ellington week of Oct. 24
After
.
how a good platter show should be Teddy
Phillips closes Trianon Sept.
conducted. Simon's vacation is be7, band does series of one nighters
ing spent at Walter Reed hospital,
until the 26th when it opens at Casa
where a war injury is being checked. Loma Ballroom,
St. Louis .
RUss
Carlyle
into
Iroquois
Gardens,
Louisville, Sept. 12 for two weeks.
Lou
Breeze,
leader
of
Chicago
Metis
Eight-Piecer
theatre orch, dickering to do disk
Chicago, Sept. 2.
jockey show here
Earl Hines
Jose Melis. who has been working and Pearl Bailey into Regal theatre,
the College Inn, Sherman hotel here week of Sept. 26
Russ Fachine,
.

IF IT'S
,

lelinny

TRUE

Cootie

and

(Virtvr 20-3313)
(Majestic

Williams

ll«5>

more records coming:

Forms

BLUE

I

Kin* Crosby (Decoa Z4114)
Hal Herwln Capitol 4!!0)

.

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
Broadway
New York 1»

.

writers of the song, "If I Had My
Life to Live Over." He charges nonpayment for services and seeks the
sum of $5,000 and an accounting of
the tune's sheet music sales which he
estimates at 500,000 copies.

til* IreteVrir • H*« Voik. M. V.

HAW UHK.Ctn.riof.Mgt.

Band

form an eight-

will front the
incoming show Sept. 19 at the Inn.
Shaye Cogan will do femme vocals.

of Mus-Art. in

VIOLINIST
Available for Dance, Symphony, Radio, Recording,

—

More
Show Orchestras
Than 10 Years" Show Business Experience.

DAVE HYDER
AT f-9715 or Writ*
Tudor Mac*. Bronx 52, N. Y.

Call

HI

SONGS

.

McCoy

.

ill

C£O*Gf0>UlN,rVo'..Mgr.

.

a piano single, will

piece orchestra.

Me

.

.

Joseph Frasetto, orchestrator and
contactman, filed suit last week in
N. Y. federal court against Moe Jaffe,
Henry Tobias and Larry Vincent,

.
.
Under a contract allegedly entered
Manhattan . . Clyde into on Sept.'24. 1942. Frasetto claims
into Coney Island. Cincinnati that Jaffe,. in behalf of himself and
Sept. 23 weekend . .
Eddie Rogers the other writers, agreed to hire him
into the Oaridge Hotel. Memphis, to help exploit the song at a fee of
Oct. 10 . . . Eddie Hubbard dated one cent a copy on all sheet music
Band was also pacted for Mercury for College Inn of the Sherman, sold. Written in 1939. tune is pubRecords, for which Melis records as Sept. 19 as disk jock -emcee, his lished by General Music. Corp.. which
a single.
second shot in less than six months. is not a defendant in the action.

as-

•

ItH

.

.

(and Broken Hearted)

Tonight You Belong to

.

Of life Song on Deal

.

.

Desmond-Page CavanaUKh Trio

I

•

Frankie Laine, Mercury Records' top-seller, is being pressured to wax
he still owes Atlas Records, Hollywood odd-label, on a pact singer
inked before he joined Mercury, It is rather apparent Laine is dodging
disking for Atlas on theory the firm cannot get distribution that Mercury
can. Since the first- of year, Laine has received $68,000 in royalties from his
Merc sales and only $400 from Atlas. The Atlas-Laine contract expires in
May and it is possible the paper may wither without the jump- vocalist

Ed. Morris

Night Like This
My Adobe Hacienda.
Nicaragua

"all

vocalist

Throat ailment then held down results but recently he's been
platters.
inked by Sam Coslow for a featured part on the producer's forthcoming
"Champagne for Everybody." He's also set for a fall show on the ABC
net tagged "The Blues arid Bob," similar in format to. the old "Chamber
Music Society of Lower Basin Street." Bill Millner band and warbler
Linda Keene will round out the program. Yale Hirsch is handling him
on the Coast.

Beautiful Morning.Chappell

Time After Time

3,300.

to 4,600.

supposed to represent

Bob Davey's warbling career reached a temporary low
ebb some time ago due to the fold of some Coast diskeries, singer reportedly pooled $3,000 with a few of his friends on a flock of audition

Southern
Marianne
......Leeds
Donegal
Anniversary Song. ... .Connelly
Sun
Chi-Ba-Ba ...
Try Little Tenderness Connelly

$1.00-$1.50).

Wayne Varnum, and Gene Cook

Life's staff, is

the ingredients of success for a singer like Miss Davis."

F.D. & H.
...Connelly
P. D. & H.

Connelly
Garden in the Rain
They Say It's Wonderful. .Berlin

2.

Charlie Ventura (College Inn, Sherman; 900; $2.00-$3.50 min.). Picked

up

will lense a "diagramatic picture" of some 100 reps of the daily and trad*
press, radio producers, disk jockeys,, talent, scouts, band and platter .execs,
all of whom will be rounded up at the 71st' Regiment Armory, N. Y.

Second 12
Chicago

Del Courtney (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach; 1,100 min., $1.50-$2.50).
Pre-Labor Day week had most spots doing satisfactory biz. Outdoor spot

Orchestras-Music

British songstress Beryl Davis, imported several months ago by Willard
is due for a neat plug in Life. ^Next Tuesday (9) the mag

Maurice
Morning Berlin
Feldman
Dash

Heartache
Mam'selle
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Negro Vaude Unit Set for Europe Dates

Major Agcys. With Top Talent listings

May Nudge

With Salary Remittances Cleared
.-A' sepia vaude unit has been .setHfor a tour of France, Spain and the
Scandinavian countries. Unit, to in-

clude Earl Warren's Orch, Jeni LeGbn and a Clarence Robinson line,
is, one of the largest troupes to be
sent abroad since start of the war.

Resuming Vaude
National theatre, Louisville,

is

2.

re-

'

Men

Drys

approval has been obtained for the
group to remit 25% of its earnings
in Paris and 50% on French playdates outside of Paris. Unit will be
Chicago, Sept. 2.
able to take out 50% of its earnings
Chicago tavernkeepers, who have
from the Riviera, full salaries out- been under heavy critical fire in reside of Spain, and 60-75% from the cent weeks, are going to do someScandinavian countries.
thing about .it. Cafe Owners Assn.
Deal was made by Freddie Fields at a meeting last week named a
of the Abner Greshler office 'and committee to concentrate on creatBarney Brown, who is Sol Hurok's ing a more favorable public opinion
European rep. Brown has already toward them and to combat the dry
deposited transportation costs in a forces, who are using the recent
New York bank.
wave of sex slayings and robberies
However, acts have been warned traced to bars as ammunition in
that while they can take out monies their drive for more cafe closings by

CUBA

Unit, is slated to start rehearsals
Sept. 29 in Toledo and will open in
Dayton, Oct. 18. It will play a string
of other dates prior to the Cuban
date.

Around 60 skaters
*igned for the layout.

have

been

Fall at

Mpk Fair

Minneapolis', Sept.

2.

Minnesota State Fair grandstand

show mishaps brought death to. one
man and injury to two others. Lloyd
Blondin
plunged
a crowd
balance

Rellim, 42, circus aerialist,
75 feet to his death before

of 20,000 when he lost his
after riding a bicycle in
mid-air across a bar on rectangular
frame while a trapeze artist per-

Currently week September 5 at
the Metropolitan, Providence, as the
extra added attraction with Charlie

Spivak and his orchestra.
Returning

YorETVoon.
Mgt.:
701

to

the

tragedy.

In the fall Rellim suffered a
neck, fractured skull and
other injuries and was dead before

he reached

hospital.

Singer

&

Tishman
New York
Feuding among

Ink Spots

Smash

>; i,

i

% ;* i?

by

recently

restrictions

on bonding of their

fices,

In

pact extension, they'll stay at this

legislative

of-

ville

ceased Sunday (Aug. 31) at a

and the Miami area, with

of Theatrical Agents.

re-

•„

New law, which supposedly prevents
any out-of-state, or new
agents setting up biz in the state
unless they can prove three years
of continuous operation and residence in Florida was the bond
which brought opposing' factions together.
Close study of the legislation
brought out that non-state
agents could do biz anyway, via
wire or by telephone and letter.
Also, that franchised and state bonded offices could rep or hand over
use of license to anyone they
'

Modus operandi in the grab for exclusives has been made evident to
out-of-town clubs. Inasmuch
as all important spots are angling for

name talent, the agency men tell the
cafe owner that they may be able to

This procedure has already been
tried and several peculiar cases have
resulted.
One agency, who had to

ah

act.

not on

its list,

because Of

the operator's insistence, forced the
performed to pay an extra 5% booking fee.

Agencies able to supply a steady
stream of name entertainers are in a
strong position to tie up important
cafes outside of New York. It won't

work out

too well in Manhattan since
topliners need an annual New York

appearance.

Music Corp. of America, for instance, will use the no-bboking fee
gimmick instituted about a year ago
to further its bid for exclusives,
while the William Morris agency,
with probably the largest list of cafe
exclusives among agencies, will seek

up more clubs.
Independent offices are expected
to have a difficult time in holding on
to their spots. "Not having as many
names on their own lists* they'll have
to call on the larger offices for attractions.
Once the agencies decide
to hold off and book demand talent
elsewhere, cafe operators will have
little choice but to run, to a major
office for talent.
Once "solidly entrenched, an exclusive is virtually
to tie

Up

Atlantic City's Annual

'Miss America' Pageant
Atlantic City, Sept.

Philippines,

2.

Geared for Record Take
Toronto, Sept.

Elected

president

first'

of 1,117,500
of the Canadian

week

for

Na-

tional Exhibition here, all turnstile
records in the 68 years' history of
this fair have been broken. As compared with the last holding of the
Expo, current increase is 265,000.
Report is that concessionaires
were off the nut in first three days
and that rest of earnings in the twoweeks' fair is velvet. The $26 million
is

swarming

night and day and, while prices are
high, the customers are spending
freely.

Belief is that second week will
see the fortnight's Expo nearing the
2,500,000

display

mark.

Hit Predicted Attendance

ting the predicted total attendance
of 1,250,000. Including the heavy
Labor Day weekend, the gate is
still short 600,000, but probably will
hit 700,000 when the expo folds on

Outlook for any hypo of take
seem too hot, what with the

fair

Main
cattle

calling

the

FTAA

for

programming

strictly, state

from

TED LEWIS VAUDE UNIT

BOOKED UNTIL NEXT MAY
Ted Lewis vaude unit has been
booked eight months ahead by Music
Corp. of America. As it stands,
Lewis'

first

available date

Orch leader who

Restores

just

is

May

1.

wouwd up

Beverly Hills Country Club,
Newport, Ky., moved into the Bowat the

When AGVA

leer
Lifts Ban ery, Detroit, Monday (1) and is
Truce was effected last week be- slated for the Latin Casino, Philatween Max Schulman, operator of delphia; Cairo, Washington; Latin

Quarter, Boston; Florentine Gardens,
Netherland-Plaza hotel, Cincinnati, Hollywood; Last Frontier, Las Veand American Guild of Variety gas, and the Bal Tabarin, San FranArtists.
Union lifted unfair ukase cisco.
against spot when Schulman pacted
minimum basic agreement, and permitted new ice show to open there. Mitzi Green, Miles, Set
Flareup dates back three weeks
The Pageant officially got under- ago, when Cincy's AGVA rep
For Chez Paree, Chi
way with a great Boardwalk parade stepped in and informed Schulman
this afternoon. It included contest- that matinee sessions of the icer
The Chez Paree, Chicago, is startants on floats or in rolling chairs, were out if he continued to give two ing a precedent with its booking of
and representatives of local and out additional shows nightly. Latter re- Jackie Miles and Mitzi Green on the
of town organizations.
taliated by cancelling incoming show, bill following current layout topped
The contests, with Ted Malone and stating he would operate with dance by Carmen Miranda. Under ordinary circumstances, either of these
Phil Regan as emcees, get underway band sans talent.
tomorrow (3) night. They conclude
He subsequently reopened nego- names would be sufficient to headSaturday when Miss America is se- tiations with union and under new line the Chez show. However, the
lected.
agreement spot is permitted to give spot needs an extraordinary splash
Brazilian fllmster.
Instead of vaudeville talent used two shows daily, matinee and eve- to follow the
Booking is in line with current
in other years, spots between the ning sessions, instead of three as
trend among some major cafes to
girls' appearance on the stage will be

At stake are $25,000 in scholarship
with the 1947 Miss America to
get major one, $5,000, which can be
used for educational purposes in any
school or college. Fifteen of the 54
girls will go away with one prize or
another.

formerly.

Utah Expo Not Likely To

schedule

their

of

was Buddy Allen, Miami; vice president, Gene Brant, Jacksonville; secretary-treasurer, Bill Pecks, Miami.
On board of directors are Howard
Parker and Cesar Alonso, both of

prizes,
2.

With attendance
the

will

beauty and talents tomorrow night
before an audience of 10,000 in the
Auditorium.

Canadian Expo Seen

doesn't

>'4$ jl-

Miami, Sept. 2.
state talent agents,

heightened

and other donations.
With 54 girls competing, the 27th
Racket was heavy here with profes- annual Miss America Pageant got Miami.
sional fund raisers clearing plenty
underway here today.
on anniversary and other gimmicks,
The girls, coming from all sections Cincy
mainly from lounges and cocktail
Nitery
rooms.
of the U. S., Canada and even the

Sept. 20.

pools of blazing gasoline as part of
a "Thrill Day" program at the Fair.
The act consisted of three men hanging on. the rear bumpers of speeding
cars, then dropping off as the cars
hit the flaming gasoline. Both were

rain

Seventh Avenue,

for talent

during their "slide for

through

talent as

many

ttSe

;

54

Clint Cook and William Tornbom,
two stunt men, suffered severe burns
life"

Aliens Kept Off

New

Strand,

~~.

feature winners of other years displaying their talents.

The Pageant, of

course,

time publicity pitch to

here

in.

attractions will be sheep and
shows, not likely to cause

is

boom

City. Prices for the show
Salt Lake City, Sept. 2.
range from $1 to $3.
Utah's Centennial Exposition went
formed on the other end. His wife into final three weeks of run yesand two children, witnessed the terday (1) with little chance of hit-

broken

name

house for the duration of their pact.
They're slated to return to the U. S.
following this stand.
Ink Spots were signed at one of
the highest salaries ever given an
American act. They're getting $11,pleased.
000 weekly.
Loophole
is
Quartet was late in getting into
expected
to
be assured.
Committee, which is looking for a
As it is, the indie booker has alpublic relations firm to do the job, England because of the cancelled plugged in petitions to State Indus
ready had a large part of his income
in the meantime is wasting no time sailing of the S.S. America two trial Commission, which is empow
ered to add to or interpret law as sliced because of refusal of large
and is calling in the owners of cafes weeks ago, so they planed in.
it sees it, with new organization of
agencies to let name acts shell out
in the Howard St. Strip and others
state agents asking for such added the usual 5% booking fee when set
rated as trouble spots via much undefinitions as may be necessary to through another booker.
pleasant publicity lately. They want
Gals Shape
In
put teeth in the law.
them^to clean up and cooperate.*

plant, in its 350 acres,

Aerialist Killed In

ings of niteries using

deliver the attraction, but will have
to supervise the rest of the show to
insure their star proper surrounding
talent.
Once the spot operator accedes to that request, they'll get as
many of their own acts as possible.

Agents Want

Fla.

sultant solidification of Florida Assn.

First

play there starting Dec. 26 to Jan.
17 and has already been cleared by
the Cuban government. "Vogues"
companion show, "Holiday on Ice"
played Mexico City the past season.

"THE FALL GUY"

London, i Sept. 2.
Ink Spots, who opened Monday
(1) at the Casino here, proved an
immediate hit and have been extended until Oct. 11. Negro quartet
local option.
The bistro owners feel that unless- were signed for a six-week date, but
Bernard Delfont, operator of this
they do something drastic to counvaudery, had the privilege of movteract the present momentum of the
ing them to other houses. But with
prohibitionists the

etc.,

IN

time.

meeting here of reps from Jackson-

Cafe owners are also nixing chisizing all deals for American per- elers that have been putting the bite
formers to play France. Percentage on inns through appointing a clearof earnings to be exported would be ing house for all requests for alderthe major item of this pact.
men's picnics, appreciation dinners

major ice show to play
Cuba has been set for the Palace of
Sport on the grounds of the University of Havana. "Ice Vogues" will

same

FRANK MARLOWE

London Vaude

stipulated in contracts approved by
the Office DeS Change, they'll run
into difficulties once they negotiate
new pacts while traveling in France.
Frequently the performer will not
latter will sucbe able to move any dough from ceed in mopping up many neighborthose' dates out of the country, and hood sections of Chicago. Almost
under terms of new French legisla 200 bars have been shuttered by lotion, there's not much in exportable cal
option within the past six
goods that he'll be able to buy for months, with church groups and
money earned in this Country.
•Women's Christian Temperance
Solution to monetary difficulties Union hoping to double that numin France is likely to come when the ber at the October elections.

HOLIDAY RUN

Present plans call for a Salt Lake
City branch in early winter and
Jack Irving, .lead of union's Chicago branch, to set one at Omaha at

Set

—

ICE VOGUES' PACTED FOR

Out on Exclusives

a wedge to accelerate takings. Step
has been made necessary by the fact
Jim Hope, brother of Bob, will that percenters aren't able to move
head new Denver branch of Ameri- the medium and lower-priced acts as
can Guild of Variety Artists. He frequently as during the war, and
left to take ever spot this week.
see exclusives as the only solution to
New office is only one AGVA op- that problem.
erates- between Coast and Chicago.

Bills

Chicago, Sept.

Campaign

of Variety Artists
its deal with the French
government. Deal was started some
time ago, but has never been com
pleted. AGVA has been working on
a plan in which the French regime
would pay 50% of all administrative
expenses in return for taking care of
French acts playing here and final

Jim Hope, Bob's Brother,
Heads AGVA in Denver

National, Louisville,

Chi Cafe

negotiates

Indies

Major talent agencies will make a
heavy bid to tie up exclusive book-

suming stage shows after nearly a
year's lapse.
First show, which
in
exporting opens Sept. 25, is headlined by
obstacle
Major
American talent to France and Sugar Chile" Robinson, Negro moppet pianist. Louis Prima orch comes
other continental countries has been
in week of Oct. 2.
the amount of earnings that can be
Sho\vs are being booked by the
remitted to the U. S, No definite
Charlie Hogan agency here.
rulings have been made by the
French government and ultimate
amount that can be sent out is subject, to the discretion of the French
Office Des Ohange, which must okay
the visas and the percentage of
earnings that can be taken out. Once
the exchange office approval is obtained on performer contracts, the
vs.
rates specified can be remitted.
irrthe ins tance of the Warren-itnftr

American Guild

45

a big-

Atlantic

this

year

Barker Clips Sideshow
For $50f atMpls. Fair
v
'

Mi

leapolis, Sept.

2.

use co-headliners on the same bill
when a single top name of sufficient
is unavailable.
v

strength

Triplicate

Shows Set For

Druggists' Convention
While Leon Ciaxton, manager of
Next convention of the National
Havana" sideshow
Coast Nitery Sues Laine
on the Minnesota State Fair Midway Wholesale Druggists Assn. to be
held in Atlantic City in October,
was hustling a drunk out of the
For Contract Breach tent, one of his barkers went to the will attempt a departure from the
usual type of convention entertainLos Angeles, Sept. 2.
cashier's cage and told the cashier ment. John W. McPherrin, enterFrankie Laine, entertainer, was
tainment committee chairman, will
that "Leon told me to take the
sued for $40,000 by Harold J. Anuse a night club idea for delegates'
The girl amusement
drews and Henry J. Harmel, owners money to the office."
by extending the shows
of a local night club, charging breach handed $500 over to him and he over three nights and dividing the
audience in sections of 400, instead
of contract.
vamoosed.
Plaintiffs declare Laine violated
Police are still looking for the of giving one show for 1,200.
Idea behind the move is to provide
an agreement to sing one night a barker who checked out of his hotel
entertain-

their place for 12 consecuany further excitement at the b.o. week at
weeks, failing to appear after
Only entertainment features left are tive

the "Harlem in

•

a

a

short

while

after

getting

the

more intimate type

ient,

inasmuch

•

o

of

- jquently
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Pans Cafes

(FOLLOWUP)

August Just Tired

in

Dorothy

comedy

Monseigneur Top Spot

Joints;
By ABEL GREEK

room. The secret thereof,- of
is proper masterminding at
Paris, Aug. 25.
the rope because the music is not for
The Monseigneur on the rue the muggs, although under influ^'Amsterdam' in the Montmartre ence of the grape you're a cinch to
sector is easily the top boite of go.
Hopping fast on the "crying gypsy
Paris. Despite the August sluggishbandwagon is Monsieur
violins"
ness, closing down for a .couple of
Henri Siegel's Les Grands Seigneurs
so-called on the rue Danou, hard by Harry's
freeks because all the
"best" people hit the trail for the New York Bar.
It's on the site of
Riviera or the Basque country— the old Ciro's which Clifford C.
Fischer and Henry Lartigue used to
somjhow Deauville isn't as popular run in the halcyon days along with
as Cannes this year, although theo- their Les Ambassadeurs.
Lartigue
is now boss-man for Metro in France
retically off-season— this nitery rean American ice
"the" spot. Reason is obvious and Fischer has
such

course,

mains

loaded with atmosphere— and
It's
Of the 21-piece Georges
Beauvieux's band, there are 17 vioThe customers are kneelinists.
deep in fiddlers as they flit around
the room, snlitting up into subgroups, serenading this or that table,
running the gamut of minor-key
tzigane melodies to excerpts from
_the_ J)anube_ and Paris, with- not a
little overtone of Tin Pan Alley.
But it's all in the schmaltzy "White
Russian" idiom, a la the old days of
the Casanova, Sheherazade, L'Ermitage Russe and La Petite Maisonette
des Coir.ediens Russe.
This ganging up of the fiddles is
« terrific customer idea, and should
be emulated in New York. It would
foe a smash in a class eastside room.
Reported that one enterprising showman, David E. Green, already has
signed Edmond Guiol, trie maitre
d'hotel, to come to the U.S. and run
fiddlers.

.
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M

show at the Ambassadeurs which
does good business while he's takin."
the cures in the Alpes-Maritimes
Incidentally, Harry's N. Y.
spas.
Bar remains a great tourist trap,
doing OK consistently specialties
are Scotch, hot dogs and Pilsner Beer
and not champagne or cognac.
The Monseigneur, besides Beauieux's 21 -man band, which features
RaTel" VoUoloskyrh'ar Mmer~ftridree7
so-so chantoosey, and the Bordeaux
Sisters (2), likewise as-you-like-it.
Main thing is the grape at 2,500
francs per— which figures under $25
at the legal money rate, pretty fancy
for a non-vintage wine where they
grow it in the backyards. Try and
get a "marque" somehow the entire
scheme of things is not only to bilk
the customer but also bulldoze him
into drinking the stuff the house is
overloaded with. Also try and get
away with one bottle only. If you're
strong enough to resist the magnum
pitch, there's always a spare staring
you in the face as they pour it out
in oversized glasses.

—

—

Left Bank Fatigue

ARTHUR
BLAKE
Currently

That's about all to the current
nitery scene. Pierre Sandrini's Bal
Tabarin is standard; also $12 a bottle
as it's one of those "vin obligatoire"

IV

afe So©. »'iit'M, N.

<

Jarnac,

ballet has

whose modern what

been seen

Cafe

at

Society Uptown^ is giving considerable lift to the downtown branch.
This pint-sized gal with a strong
flair for comedy and a keen sense of
interpretative value has improved
considerably since her last appearance in that Barney. Josephson boite.
backgrounded by. sepiaShe's,
singer Hope Foye, a pleasant- voiced
gal who sings' pops while Miss Jarnac enacts the lyric. Entire effect,
while laugh-provoking and clever,
also gives Miss Jarnac a chance to
show her excellent body control,
facial

mimicy and artistic

However,

he's likely

work out with more experience
under his belt.
Miss Hill has a surprising voice
inasmuch as her range is that of a
to

Walnut Room.

THEATRE
Chicago

HARRY
38
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Chicago^ Aug.

•

28.

The Tolbots, Oren Moloney, Lolita
Benno Delson Orch; no
'cover or minimum.
Maloney,

The managements

of

the larger

Chicago hotels have nurtured for
some time a policy and philosophy
that continues to pay off consistently.
They long ago realized that there
aren't enough big names to go around
and so they took to mixing comparative newcomers with standard
items for their bills and putting the
emphasis on good food and good
service. The Bismarck, perhaps Chicago's archetype of graceful dining
at moderate prices, roundly exem-

'Comedy Dane* AMict'

GOWNS BY ERNESTO
Currently

SALISBURY BEACH,
MASS.
Dir.: MAVTST KOSKN

in the

Montparnasse sec-

Danubian or gypsy music, and ingot
"Broadway
Melody"
thrown at him. which of course is
the European idea of hospitality.
Big absence is Edith Piaf
every
American asks where she's playing
but, of course, it's August and "la
mome" also frappes la chose— that's
French for hit the road.

Ar|

Records),

Diamond

Records) and other freak' success**
come to the Roxy on Broadway riding the crest of "Peg O' My Heart"
which they waxed for Vitacoustics,
small Chi outfit. A platter which
they did' as a test turned out to be
a smash over-million seller, whereupon A. J. Balaban and Sammy
Rauch quickly hopped on the wax

ballroom act. They keep the eye and
ear perked regardless of what they
For diversity of routines the
do.
pair are uppercrust in their field,
to mix \t in a
colorful, exciting way, whether it's
a waltz, acrobatics, burlesque of yesterday's dance rages or getting the
sideliners to play along with them in

works bandwagon as the Broadway
flagship has done before with Lund,
August, et al. The Harmonicts more
than deliver. Pre-hold via the plat«

a game of glass-tinkling. As usual,
the high spot of the turn is the cavalcade of dance that runs the gamut
from 1920. The team scored, when
caught, a sendoff that was aything

and vicariously, the disk jocks,
Jean Murad and his two bays wham

ters,

'em.

Wisely they mix up Ernesto Le"Malaguena" and tboogie-

cuona's

woogie

with straight mouth-organ
virtuosity and comedic overtones.
Topper of course is reprise of "Peg"
which, on its vamp-off, gets recognition from the younger element in

the~audieneeT-^he-comedy"is^«ruBBxl"on the behemoth member of the trio
who utilizes an oversize Hohner and
engages in corn-eating and pecking
nonsense as he gives out thereon.
no cover, no minimum.
Murad is a dignified foil in centre.
Act withal is strong stage fare, particularly
in
the large capacities
Desi Arnaz orchestra made its
debut in Philly this week at Frank where sound values eclipse the sight
Palumbo's
giant
drink-and-dance appeal. Harmonicats are slated for
palace on West Market street teeing Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook, Jersey terpery, after the Roxy, indioff the fall season at this spot.
Maestro proves to be one of the cating the variegated appeal of novmost personable lads fronting the elty musical turns in this day and
bandstand at the Click since it age, particularly where there's a
recording
angle entailed.
Abel.
opened a year ago. In addition to
providing music that's plenty on the
danceable
side,
Arnaz and his
footers put on a show that's chockful
of showmanship and entertainment.
He registers with his "North
America Take it Away" number, a
satire on the "South America." His
workout on the Cuban drums also
garners heavy mitt-pounding.
For All Branches of Theatricals
His
two chirps
Dulcina,
a
SPECIAL SUMMER PRICES!
blonde, and Carol Richards, bruFUN-MASTER GAG FILES
nette, are heavy on the s.a., mixing
At $1.00 Each, or
sultry, throaty warbling with torsoSo*. 1 Thru 13 for $10
twisting to get the most out of their
Nob. 14 Thru Si at $1.00 Each
or SET OF VI FILES, for $18.00
vocal efforts.
Buddy Lawrence's crew which
WOTTA BUY! HURRY!
takes care of the lulls on the revolv"BOOK OF BLACK-OUTS"
ing bandstand does a neat fill-iri job,
S Vols, nt $»o per Vol., or
abetted by Ernie Travis' robust bari850 for 8 Vols.
Philadelphia, Aug. 27.

'

.

COMEDY
PATTER

"BOOK OF PARODIES"

Over JO Special-Written
Sock Parodies ONLY $5.00

"HOW TO MASTER

(How to Be an Emcee)
$3 per Copy, Incl. 2 Gas Filet

Room

Ciro's,

Mexico City
Be Sure

Mexico City, Aug. 28.
Dunham, Jean Leon
Vanoye Aikens, Lenwood
Ronne Aul, Eartha Kitt,

Destine,
Morris,

Despite

Dolores

Harper,

Othella

NO

C.O.D.'s

to Send

Permanent Address

PAULA SMITH

Katherine

Jimmy Savo Socko At

THE

CEREMONIES"

Shal.

a corking tee-offer. Hers is a smart
package of acrobatic dancing,
mixing smooth-flowing glides and
little

Persian

800

W. 54th

St.

New York

18,

N. Y.

Strozier,

Eugene Robinson, JesHawkins; Dorothea Freitag, DunArtificial Leg ham Drummers; Everett Hoagland
currently at the and Ciro Orch.
Lucille Ellis,

sie

Comic's
Jimmy

Savo,

Hotel Plaza's Persian Room, N. Y.,
is another example in the best traditions of

show

Business,"

the

Whatever
the lore of the show-must-go-on to
Irving Berlin's more modern paen
about "No Business Like Show
Business.

oneAnyway, don't come to Paris in legged comedian majestically exAugust— it's hot and deserted. And emplifies it. Wearing a prop right
in a land where a frigidaire in the gam, since his amputation and game
home is a rich man's privilege only, comeback fight all last year, the
anything approaching aircondition- "River Stay Way From My Door"
ing just ain't.
kid captivates the customers on his
diminutive

winsome personality sans any

refer-

ence to or regard for the limp
caused by the artificial leg.
His arresting eyes, the socko pantomime, and the whimsy which is
peculiarly Savo's own style combine
into a strong 40-minute one-man

Katherine

Dunham and

JUDY

Qth WEEK

J

Hollywood commitment.
Miss

Dunham

opens the show with

a Brazilian carnival song, "Macumba." Show's 35 minutes is -packed
full from then on. Dancers score in
"Nostalgia" and- "Ragtime," in which
Miss Dunham choreographs the turkey trot, maxixe, tango, ballin' the
.lack and fox-trot. Vocal quartet of

Eartha Kitt, Dolores Harper, Eugene
Robinson and Jessie Hawkins draw
big applause in their Haitian Suite
number, and accompany the star in
her closing shot, a French blues,
"C'est Lui."

MAGE

Panto-Mimicry

her troupe

scored a smash hit opening at Ciro's,
this town's top luxury boite, last Friday (22) night. A. C. Blumenthai,
who operates Ciro's as well as the
Hotel Reforma, immediately announced an extension of the Dunham
engagement, although company has a

IE

RUBAN BLEU
Now York

Opening Sept. 12
SHOW BAR. BOSTON

'

.
[

show.

Whether

it's

'

.

—

—

makes the mistake.of American-

lik«

MGM

("Misirlou";

("Mam'selle";

Jan August

(3),

Desi Arnaz Orch (18) with DulCarol Richards; Buddy LawBand (12) with Ernie Travis,

—

izing itself too much. It's a blackand-tan but, instead of featuring the
Martinique tempos as the colored
choristers (rather HSrlemesque, most
of them, in their hefty predilections)
the moment a Yank party enters the
joint they go boogie-woogie.
It always takes a bit of doing to get back
into the native idiftm.
Reminds of
the more gemutlich days when this
reporter would invade a Budapest or
Vienna cafe, yenning a little of that

stead

HEENE and HOWARD

Lund

well as m.c.
The Talbots offer their usual sock

The Left Bank (Montpar^ plifies this catechism.
sidewalk cafes La Coupole,
The bill currently on tap is, as
Le -Dome, Falstaff's, etc. are shad- would be. expected,
in keeping with
ows of their former selves. None of the subdued
and tasteful air of the
the atmospheric piling up of dishes,
Walnut Room. It' sums up as 25 minwhich indicate the number of "con- utes
of pleasant and skillful
sommations."
They don't use the tainment, and an ingratiating enterblend
traditional plate markers because
of terpsical rhythm and polite vocalevery garcon tells you prices change istics.
The appeal to the eye is highso fast always upwards it's a gag. lighted
by the looks, figures and garb
Ditto at Cafe de la Paix, near of the femme contingent. The balthe
Opera;
Fouquet's
and Le ance is good, two dancing turns with tone.
The house was jammed when reBerry further up on the Champs- the singer sandwiched in between.
viewed—despite heat wave. One of
Elyseas. Even the bal musettes are
Oren Moorehead qualifies from the best openings the Click has
tired and La Boule Blanche on the
had.
both the talent and contour angles as

joints.
rtasse)

rue Vavin,

,

Roxy, N. T.
Th« Harmonicat*

rence

(HOTEL BISMARCK)
•

(3).

It Mine.

cina,

Clii

,

CHICAGO

THE HARMONIC ATS

but polite. It was unanimous.
Benno Delson and his orchestra accords the three acts an accompanimale baritone.
The sepia singer ment that is professional and pitched
consequently is forced to sacrifice to the mood throughout.
Odec.
color and interpretation in order to
keep her big pipes .under control.
Click, Philly
Crowd's amazement
— helps toward^

the"'a~m"pte~"applaT^e r"6tuTns"." Jo'seT

1947

3,

New Act

'

takes.

it,

Lolita Maloney's repertoire from
ranging from a Gershwin medley to "One Night of Love"
and down to "Peg o'' My Heart,"
builds nicely and falls 'dulcetly on
the air. It's a lyrical soprano that
glides nimbly over the high ones and
keeps from f uzzying up the low ones.
Miss Maloney's charm also shows off

the. standards,

hand move- and they know how

ments. She's good for encores here
and appears ready for legit.
Rest of the show has Stanley
Prager and Annabelle Hill, holdovers.
Prager, who's on his first
cafe job, is still not up to the par
of his material.

pirouettes with effortless butterflies,
headtwists, pinwheels and whatnot.
A short routine hut well packed wtfh

"Black Magic"

or "One Meatball," his standards; or
the pantomimic slingshot bit; or "I'm
Married tb a. Striptease Dancer"; or
the tootsie-roll business as he swaps
cigarets and swipes Scotch drinks,
the
puckish
personality
comes
through to big returns.
This marks a return for Savo and
he can keep coming back. Same goes
for Mark Monte's Continentals who

Mexican

critics are full of praise

for Miss Dunham's choreography and
direction, plus the very colorful John
Pratt,

costumes.

have never been

away.
This soband gives out plenty
good music for a small combo.
Emile Petti, "society music" exponent in spots like the Plaza,
Savoy-Plaza, etc., is standard of
course and very effective.
Room has been done over nicely;
Fred performs suavely, per usual, at
the tape: but per usual there's that
$1.50 and $2 couvert which, in this
day and age of selectivity and shopping, is too rich, for the average
attraction.
OK perhaps for Hildegarde who, somehow, goes with the
lease, but' the dinner customers
deserve a better shake. It's different

i

13?

E. S7tfc

S», N. Y- C.

PL. 1-7470

THE INK SPOTS

called "relief"
of

Currently for

6 Weeks

London Casino, London, England

Curry, Byrd
BEDLAM

after-theatre, of course,' when they
just come in to dance and drink.
Oirr.il*.
.Abe!.

Alka

MATTY ROSEN

Mat.— UNIVERSAL ATTRACTIONS
565

Fifth

Avenue.

New

York

« Le Roy

THE BALLROOM'
ON TOUR

IN

CLUB-DATES HARRY GREEN

.

6
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L A. Million Dollar

Clubdate Bookers

5050

Offering

Tollies'

Convention Biz
Clubdate bookers figure that current business decline will give a
•tremendous lift to that field. The
one-night date bookers figure a ma-

have
to plug products considerably and
provide frequent hypoes to sales
jority of industrial firms will
'

Consequently, it's claimed
that-more sales conventions will be
held and an increased amount of
entertainment needed for such funcstaffs.

tions.

in

3 Wks.

Salt

penses. Gross touched socko $27,000,
and after paying off three acts and
Ike Carpenter's orch, which supported him on a self-assembled
show, plus all comm'/uons, Laine
wound up pocketing $7,400. That's
big coin for Laine; a year-and-half
ago he made a vaude stand here as
singer in an Al Jarvis revue and got
$150 for the week.

&C

bers interspersed with acts.
Show has the Cameoetttes, a 16
girl line; Page Jewett & Kiki, unicyclists;' Gregory & Sheri, Scotch
bagpipers; Don & Cassandra, adagio;
Novak '& Fay, knockout comedy; Tsi
& Somay, Chinese balancers; White
Bros., pantomime comedy; and the
Four Melody Notes, singers. Low,
Hite, and Stanley are slated to join
the show tomorrow.
"Wonderland" will be followed on

'

'

MCA

Oil's

Martha

Boff 85G

At Toronto Expo.

5V4c

Top quality

•

May Do

Comeback

m inters of

print*

made

in

1000 or more
any quantity on

Vaude Unit

in

Alice Lloyd, famed international
variety star, long in retirement out-

may do an American corheback undtr plans to bring
over an "Old Time Music Hall" unit.
She would head it, managed by
Lew Lake, of London.

side of London,

800

100

SIZE

8x7
9x10

NO

8000

1O0O

»5,00 •22.00 *ttm.
|«.7S *3Q.OO B'/it.a.
Pott Card. ?S:00 ild.OO *21.00

at

em.
Stftcea.

*18.50M

NIOATIVI CHAHOI

KIM MITO SERVICE

lipt Y

•

•

ClmUri

IS.

Mia

Saranac Lake

WA'APPENS!
America's No.

Rumba

1

Personality

PUPI CAMPO
and

orchestra

his

RIVIERA
Per Dir. G.A.C.

The Exclusive and Amusing

LAURETTE and CLYMAS
"DANCUMORISTS"
RETUItN ENGAGEMENT
HOLLENDEN HOTEL,. CLEVELAND
5th

Parodies! Special Songs! Bits!
k Draw from our library, one of the
most comprehensive
Showbiz!
1941 Catalog FREE!
largest,

i(

Exclusive
J.

material

&

H.

our

Currently, .troupe is playing the
Michigan State Fair, near Detroit,
and has other fair dates that will
take "Laffacade" into October, except
for a break that sees the company
going into the Oriental, Chicago
Troupe also has a tentative arrangement to go into the Casino, London,

Eng.; for an indefinite run in NoBy Happy Benway
vember., according to Olsen, but are
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Sept. 2.
attempting to beg off because of exDr. Artur Rodzinski, conductor of pected weather and food conditions
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, in Britain.
was guest conductor for the Adirondack Symphony Orchestra at a benefit given in Lake Placid for the
N. Y. Local
Many of the
local hospital there.
colony's shutins attended. Bob and
Bertin Hellman, standard piano duo,
Pre-Convention
took time out to entertain the strictly in-bed patients.
Will
Helen Inglee, of the 20th-Fox ofHeld Sept. 18
fice in Washington, resting comfortPre-convention meeting of the
ably after undergoing munaldi operN. Y. local of American Guild of
ation in General Hospital.
Jim Wotton, technician for Warner Variety Artists, originally set for
Bros, in Albany, okayed by the med- Sept. 15, has been set back until
He just became a grand- Sept. 18 so as not to conflict with
ical clinic.
father.
Jewish holidays.
Session will be
Edna Hagan left Rogers hospital held at the Hotel Abbey, N. Y., on
with an all-clear from the doctors. latter date at 4 p.m.
She will resume radio acting.
Meet will be for the purpose of
Theresa Abare, Will Rogers hosrepresent
pital staffer, left for Albany for ad- nominating delegates to
local at national convention in Noditional nursing training.

AGVA

Meet

Charles Kaufhold visited by Teddy vember. Nominees will subsequentand Billie Jimbodan, from Harris- ly be elected by vote of all memburg, Pa.
.
bers of local, via a mail ballot. This
,
,
Fanny Montana planed in from procedure has been adopted, acNew York to weekend with her cording to Matt Shelvey, national
brother, Dr. Francis Montana, of the
head of AGVA, to give all members,
Rogers medical staff.
After two months of a strict in-bed absentee or otherwise, a voice in the
siege, Eddie Slagus, member of the election of their convention delestaff of the Capitol theatre, N. Y., gates.
received medical o.k. for all meals
N. Y. local has probably the largand mild privileges.
est number of members of any
Liscotte Jaeke, former assistant to branch
and with many playing,
the old-time Power's Elephant act, dates out of town, it is likely that
planed in from New York city to
only a small percentage of the 4,500
visit her old boss, George O'Brien
listed will attend confab.
Powers.
•

•

*

4,000 seats 'were masked, off, the re
maining 8,000 scaled at $3 top, with
3,000 seats at $1, 2,000 at $1.50, a few
hundred back floor seats at $2.

Be

Opening September 4
ILL MILLER'S

Ui

specialty!

KLEINMAN

25-31-K 30th Road, I. I. City 2, N. Y.
Telephone: Astoria 8-6965

Gene
field, in

as AH-Year-Round Resort

Set

This is the opposite to what occurred during war years when merchandise sold on sight, and big sales
meets were held down to a minimum. However, the convention enCorwin, on his plan of splitting
tertainment of war years called for
rather than making flat
big-budgeted shows. Postwar shin- after $2,500
buys, has succeeded in lining up far
digs, bookers claim may not be as
more important b.o. names for com- Sept. 14 by another B & C show
big, but more of them will be held
rwhieh—wi-ll-elose-the-expe,
~sna overall entertainment budgets "inK~weeks~than-house-had'been-~able'
to obtain earlier this year. Gene
are likely to exceed those of the
Krupa band opens today on the arpast few years.
rangement and both Krupa and
believe batoneer will come
out better than when last here for
Raye's Cafe Dates Corwin. Last year he grossed around
Matfha Raye is slated for a heavy $30,00 and got a flat $10,000 for his
schedule of cafe dates. She's been band and three acts.
booked for the Chase hotel, St.
Duke Ellington, who last summer
Louis, Sept. 25, follows with the grossed $37,000 at Million Dollar on
Toronto, Sept. 2.
Latin Quarter, Boston, Oct. 12, and a guarantee, plus percentage, has
Olsen & Johnson scored a terrific
the Chanticleer, Baltimore, Oct. 27. inked for Sept. 9. Erskine Hawkins
comes in Sept. 23; Jimmy DOrsey, $85,000 for eight performances' at the
Canadian
National
Exhibition. HeadOct. 14; Count Basie, Nov. 4; Xavier
Cugat, Xmas week. Each layout gets ing unit, "Laffacade of '47," they
the same deal— 50-50 split- after -first jammed the Coliseum for near selK
outs
for
the
latter
half of the week
$2,500.
and production could have stayed for
final week but for other CNE commitments.
Alice Lloyd
U.S.
Coliseum seats over 12,000. -Some

ONLY

JOSEPH MARSOI.A1S
New York
•

Itroailwuy
Suite M0«
a

1(197

CI. fi-4034—

packed

is

downtown hotel district, which is
in conheavily filled with South Americans
to the other resort sections
around the country.
Heavily re- and Cubans. Smaller spots which
duced hotel rates and cafe tariffs fringe the two report good -b" with
were other factors in the continued shows ranging from strippers to
weather which has prevailed

trast

:,

singing waitresses.
Hotel dance patios have

patronage.

_Among.„tj2e_nito^^^
nAi rl
U
r\r»AV>rtt
bana proved a bign* operation
could
do okay through the summer
(though not heavily profitable, the
take was on the black side, with
some weeks better than during the
winter) via reduced talent outlays
and a no-minimum policy. Clover
Club, always a year 'round spot, enjoyed its most successful "hotweather" run, due largely to the
Vagabonds, one of the most potent
draws hereabouts, and an expanded
r,

%"\»»/-x*»rt*"J

r\

i

1 /-^

>-*

t

have retained their rhumbaddict
trade, but most have sagged. There
aren't as many hip-swingers around
as one would expect with all the
Latins in town. The senors and senoritas seem to prefer watching shows
rather than dancing.

There isn't, of course, the kind fit
dough around that would bring the
casinos and heavy budget shows
back; but most ops are content with
take and are busily laying

their

talent budget.

plans for the wintei serson.

Club 22, all-night spot which
caters to Latin trade almost exclusively, was probably one of the
heaviest grossers. Operator Mickey
Grasso wisely angled that trade via
Cuban talent imports. Paddock club
went after the rowdier, late-drinking
element and got them, via acts of
Room made
Pully type.
B.
S.
enough dough for the owners to allow for extensive refurbishing and
booking of names for winter season,
with bids already out to Jackie
Miles and others in top salary class.
Surprising

been

"
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By JO MERMBL,

SHADOWS
New

York

j
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Adams, Newark, Resumes
Stageshows Sept. 25
Adams theatre, Newark, N. J.,
which recently signed a new conNewark

tract with the

local of the

American Federation of Musicians,
will resume vaude shows Sept. 25
with the Vaughn Monroe orch.
House has lined up shows until
end of November. The Maxie Rosenbloom-Max Baer unit with Bonnie
Baker and Aii, Mooney's orch opens
Oct. 2, followed by Dizzy Gillespie
and

Ella Fitzgerald, Oct.
Frankie
Oct.
16;
Robinson, Oct. 23;

Arnaz,
Chile"

9;

Join White

MEKMEr, focuses liis photographic Spotlight on Josh White,
VoAmerica's foremost folk singer.
der the personal management of Mury
D. Chase, Josh begins his concert season at Town Hull thin month.
•JO MERMEI,, America's leaning erentlve theatrical photographer, take*
pride in this example of hit photographic work. Write, Wire or Fhone.
for appointment.
JO

Desi

"Sugar

.

Sammy

Kaye, Oct. 30. November bookings
include Louis Prima and Ted Weems

JO MERMEL

orchs.

480 Lexington Ave,
Tele.:

New

York, N. Y.

Plain 3-5791

Stooges' Southern Tour
Three Stooges set out on their first
through the south late this
month.
They have never before
played southern territory and the
trip will take

them

into one,

Romm.

Six to 10 weeks' route

wiched

between

pictures

FRANCES

two and

three-day stands as far south as
Texas. Trio plays the Hippodrome,
Baltimore, week of Sept. 25, and go
South immediately after, picking up
dates booked by Harry

is

sand-

for

ONE

THERE'S ONLY

trek

Co-

lumbia.

j

FAYE
Aug. 26 to Sept. 15

HOUSE OF HARRIS
Allen Best

New York
Music

left

Martin Music in
to Stevens

return

to

San Francisco, Cat.
Direction: M.C.A.

staff.

,

.

IE RUBAN BLEU,

room

menting for months with shows and

bar entertainers, finally hit the
jackpot with the sock Buddy Satan
trio.
Musickers draw from among
musicians, entertainers and the hep
crowd, until the wee hours. Famous
Door has added screwy boogiewoogie musicomics Madman Mitchel
with oceanfront hotels averaging
and Mighty Whitey to siphon off
70% to 90% biz most of time. Credit some of that trade.
can go to postwar improvement in
Fiesta
Club,
which attempted
travel, which has made it easy for
the Latinos and small city tourists straight show policy with little sucto come here, as well as word of cess, found the right formula with
mouth reports on the unusually cool Latino revue. Spot is in' heart of

VALD0
ASSISTED BY

"PRINCESS PAT

SULLIVAN
RADIO: Sundays.

Blackamoor

icy.

nightly with Harry Gibson the draw.
Mardi Gras, which had been experi-

the legit
see Eliza-

beth Mounsey.
Mrs. W. Barnes and Irene Barnes
in from Marietta, O., to visit Louise
Barnes, who is recouping from several operations.
Sig Mealy sufficiently improved to
taking sitting-up exercises.
Write to those who arc ill

OPENING SEPTEMBER

smaller rooms with jive-music pol-

'

McKendnck, of
from New York to

— MAXIM E
Personal Manager

Summer Take May

Miami's Boff

Lake City, Sept. 2.
Sam Snyder's "Water Follies of
It
1947" closed Sunday (31) at the
Los Angeles, Sept. 2.
Million Dollar theatre, sole vaud- Utah Centennial Exposition, grossing
Miami, Sept. 2.
filmer in southern California, has neat $72,000 for the three week
Gauged on this past summer's accommenced making offers of near- stand.
tivity, Miami has finally entered the
"Follies" was followed by Barnes
splits on grosses to lure name talent
ranks of all-year resorts, with the
to Coast. Sherrill Corwin, operator, & Carruthers "Trip to Wonderland," heavy influx of tourists from the
is
pointing out to acts
(chiefly outdoor variety show that opened Latin-Americas helping to swell the
bands) sought that plenty of coin yesterday (1) for a two- week stand. profit-side of nitery and hotel op"Wonderland," working on a guar- erations to the healthiest in history.
is available.
Last week Frankie Laine, singer, antee, with the grandstand scaled at
Where in former years most clubs
played house on 50-50 split after 60 cents general admission, $1.20 re- and large hotels shuttered foi sum$2,500 takeout for ad-ballyhoo ex- served, and $2 box, follows the usual
mer, this season saw many open,
line of flash production numB

:sx\o~
PHOTOS

47

At Utah Centenn. Expo

Deals

To Name Vaude Talent

See Upbeat Via

72G

Plays the Tune That's on Your Mind

10

New

3-3:15 P.M..

York

"Valdo and Princess Pat Startle"

Direction:

MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

.

.

.

—WALTER WINCHELL

WNEW
Management: EDDIE SMITH AGENCY,

NEW YORK

Paramount

Bldg..

New

Ycrk

—
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Variety Oills
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER
bills
whether full

or split

Allen

Stelling

Chicago (P) 5
Virginia O'Brien
Wiere Bros
Arthur Blake
Lewis & Van

.

Beverly Tyler
-Music Hall (I) 4

Paul Haakon
Joseph Levinon*
Antle

Stephanie

RoeUetles
Sym Ore

(two to

Paramount

M

WHN

Slate

—Anita

T*auT Wmeheir

(W)

.Strand

S

HI

(1)

Gene Fields
Jim Jimae Co
Malo 3

Dann

Artie

Eugenie Baird

BALTIMORE

Palace

4

Virginia McRraw
Mack Triplets

Ross & Stone
State
5allton
vonne•

4-6
(I)
T>el

&

Moray
Jay Lawrence
The Worltmans

Qilbert

Mischa Borr Ore

Gene Kardoa

5-7

Bonnie

Wallace Puppeta

ENGLAND
1

(I)

Palmer House

.

New

CARTOFF
Tlientre

1

(I)

Leslies

fi

Ellinger

A

Pointer

Cooke'a Ponies
2 'Playboys
.

Valmar

3

Woods &
J

CH1SWICK

LONDON

B
V

Hipped rorne (I)
V, fc D Waters
Moreton & Kaye

Campbell Co

SHBPH'DS

Julian Pels
Ben Ali

Me and My

Empire

Slie.il:

Maida

1

3

H

(1)

SI Clair

Rene Powell
Leslie Noyes

NEW
Blue Angel
Alice Pearce
Marc .Lawrence
Amanda Lane
3 Flames
Phil Gordon
Ellis Larkin
<

nfe

Society

(Downtown)
.

Stanley Prager

Dorothy Jarnac
Hope Foye
Annabel!*. Hill
J>av» Martin- Ore
Cafe Society Uptn

Buyer

I.ucienJte

Frank Pourcel
Abbey Albert Ore
Carnival
Bert Wheeler
Lou Holtz
Diosa Costello
Wood & Kelly

C & T Va'4'ez
Yvonne Adair
Jimmy Ellison
Paul Gavotte
Reid Ore

China Doll
John Tin
Moo Song
Fran Yang
Jadine Lt Sun
Tai Sines

Coparuhuna
Lena Home.
Copsey & Ayres
,

Nancy Doran
Terry Allen

Michael Durso Ore
Fernando Alvarez O

Diamond
Ross

St

Sill

Billy

Banks

Tables Davis

Rudy

Renald
Jack Mathers
Nobis Slssle Ore
Sv« "Strange Ore
St

Glorified,
It

Circa

'47

wasn't too long ago

when

the
this

moved.
for

this,

Or

rather,

thanks

glorified."

piles,

El
P.ogita

Chleo
Rioa

Caballcros

Havanu-Mndrid
Frakson
Pancho & Dlans
Sacasas Ore
Iceland

Leary & Flagg
Leary Bros
Florence Budny

Jo Anne Axtell
Krankie Frissaura
Blimpy Blank Ore
Little Club
Walter Gross
Leon & Eddie's
F.ddie Davis
Art Waner Oro
Palsy Howard
Sylvia

De

Salvo

Lee Kerry
Catron Bros
Mara & Maurice
Shepard Line
Monte Carlo
Joel Shaw Oro
Rhumba Ore

Herman -GAG

Marion Snclman
Arnold Shoda
Narena & Norrls
Connie Conn
Waldorf-Astoria
Ginny Simms
Jack Flna Ore
Latin Ounrte*
D's

Emile Boreo
Piroska

Bon VlVanls
Vlnoent Travers

—

poops it's gonna be hard to change
his mind.
But there's nothing like
trying. That doesn t mean you have
to be on a complete jazz kick.
glance at the suggested programs
will show you what I mean.
And
you'd be surprised how they'll acquire a penchant for good stuff. It
may take some time, but once they
sample the good cuts, the cold sandwiches and hot dogs will be forgotten, and they'll be lifted up by their
ear-lobes.
That at least will keep"
American radio from spinning to the
lower depths at the rate of 78 revolutions per minute. Try it and see.
By thtr way, George, do you know
a good band looking for a leader?
'

Miriam Gwynne

O

Qotel Tuft
Vincent Lopez Oro
Charlie Drew

As

ever,

Fred Robbins.

MEMORIAM

September

1927

5th,

SAMUEL, SOLTZ
Samuel Soltz, vet indie exhibitor
died in Baltimore Sunday (31) after
a protracted period of illness followFormerly of
ing a heart attack.
Pittsburgh, Soltz operated the Howard, prosperous Baltimore downtown
subsequent run, and took active part
in exhibitor organizational activity.
Was a charter member of Baltimort
Variety Club Tent, No. 19.

ERNEST

F.

BRINKMAN

.

|

Ernest F. Brinkman, 59, founder
Brinkman Sign Co., now th»
Brinkman Corp., Fort Wayne, Ind.,
outdoor advertising firm, died Aug.

of the

PETER SDOAN FINNEY
Peter Sloan Finney,

66,

a musician

in Toronto for 40 years, died in hospital in that city, Aug. 25. Born in

26.

Widow and daughter

survive.

Liverpool, Eng., he went to Toronto
in 1906 after serving as a youth in
#
the British Army. He was a member
VICTOR H. WILLIAMS
of the first pit-band to play in the
Victor H. Williams, 34, sales proRoyal Alexandra (legit) when that motion manager of radio stations
theatre was opened in Toronto in
1907. He was also one of the original
members of Romanelli's Orch. and
played with this group from its first
IN LOVING MEMORY OF
performance 30 years ago at the
King Edward Hotel. At other times,
he played at Loew's and Shea's, Toronto, in the days of vaudeville.
When he died, he was a member of
15 Years
the Toronto Symphony.
Survived by parents, widow and
two daughters.
Sept. 3. 1932 Sept. 3, 1947

WILLIE BERGER

JACOB ALTSCHULER
Jacob Altschuler, 77, symphony
orchestra player, died in New York,
Aug. 27. Soon after his arrival from
Russia in 1893, he helped form the
Russian Symphony Orchestra, of
which he was manager as well as
first viola player under the baton of
his brother, Modest
In 1923, Altschuler played a leading role in organizing the State Sym-

phony orchestra.

many

other

He

leading

also played in
orchestras in

KOIL, Omaha, and KFOR, Lincoln,
Neb., died in Minneapolis recently,
after an emergency operation.

BERT SORTER
66, studio wardrobe
for 33 years, died in his Holly-

Bert Sorter,

man

wood home, Aug.
heart attack on the

26,

following

RKO

a

lot.

New

York.
Survived by widow, three sons,
Mr. and Mrs. Novella Holler
two daughters, two sisters and three Mock, mother of Olin Mock, 20thbrothers.
Fox salesman, and mother-in-law of
Hal Keeter, Charlotte (N. C.) branch
manager for Eagle Lion, died in
field, turned down offers from Music
ALBERT JAMES SINTON
Corp.
of
America and William
Albert James: Sinton, 62, former Charlotte hospital Aug. 21, after a
Morris.
musician and radio sound effects short illness.
Herman's separation from Vallon man, died at Whitehouse Station,
& Co. is a surprise to the trade. His N. Y., Aug. 24. He had been ill
Arthur Ross, 65, unit manager at
pact with the attorneys, originally seven months.
for 10 years, has four years to run
A former resident of Schenectady; Metro since the company was organized, died Aug. 26 at his home
and presumably they will be paid Sinton played drums in
theatre
in Culver City following a heart
off 'for whatever interest they hold orchestras
there and later became a
in Herman as time goes on.
sound effects man with NBC, CBS attack.
As soon as Herman assembles a and finally as a freelance for
World
new band, he'll hit the road. He's Broadcasting Co. He had been
a
signalling some of his former side- member
Maxwell A. Moss, 74, brother-inof the Avon Symphony
men, but is more interested in Orchestra
law of Mose Gumble, of Warner
at Utica, N. Y., and varirounding up. young, fresh musicians ous other symphony
Bros. Music Co., died in New York,
groups, and at
he has gotten a line on in this area. one time was with
Aug. 31. Widow, son and brother
Sousa's band.
Band will go into rehearsal within a
survive.

Morales, Miguelito Valdes' new orchestra and is making a pitch for
other properties. Herman, incidentally, in deciding to throw in his lot
with something fresh in the agemcy

fad like scooter racing, the poor little noname will still keep the coat
of varnish these benefactors have
given him.
But who am I to say them nay?
The ether's fine, but crowded so, if
you must, and there's no other way
to earn a buck, jump right in. Nice
to have you aboard. Only let's keep
the music level as high as possible.
Just remember, you were a listener
once, and give the poor guy a break.
If you give him musical slop, that's
what he'll like. He's been sopping
up the likes of that for so many
years now from musical nincom-

A

Roberto
Hotel New Yorker
Jerry Wald Ore

IN

Marcus Loew

Continued from page

And

scads

•

Horseslioe Willie Howard
La Pierre Al Kelly
Mazzone-Abbott
Gloria Le Roy

Herman Hyde
Turner Twins
Rosebuds

—

very paper, was an opprobrium,
hated by those who spun the records
and held in lowly esteem by the
listener.
Only in the past six
months has the stigma been re-

GREEN

WOOD

American people. Something they've
only been digging for the last 10
years over theii: local peanut whis
Poor little independents. How
ties.
can they buck this. Or—but listen
is there really anything to worry
about. Are they kidding!

term disk jockey, coined by

and

Mrs. William Roach,
daughter, New York, Aug.' 29. Father
is attorney in the law firm of O'Brien,
Driscoll, Raftery & Lawler; mother
was formerly secretary to Hal Horne.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Edwards, daughter, Los Angeles, Aug. 27. Father is
a screen actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Sol Radam, daughter, New York, Sept. 1.
Father is
with the talent and auditions dept.
of the William Morris agency, N. Y.

Mr.

;

and band, with Turchen still on that job.
Empire (I) 1
Continental will have offices in
Henry Hall Ore
pumpkins to these new talents. For
N'Gai
(forthese name flip- New York, under Deutsch
O'Brien & Brooklyn with the advent of
heretofore lowly disk merly with Frederick Bros, and repers,
the
Les Breato
Doyle Kids
been given greater cently head of the American Artists
jockey has
stature than ever before.
They've Bureau), Archer will stay in Hollywood, while Turchen hits the road
elevated the profession and given it
with Herman. New agency is lia greater respect simply by lending
it the magic of their names.
And I censed by the American Federation
do mean lend. Because when they're of Musicians and American Federation, of Radio Artists. In addition to
tired
their
of
new
found
golden
TOBK CITY
Herman, Continental will have Noro
playtoy and latch on to some new

Arthur Haynes
Tien Marten

.

1

Girl

Eden

Violet

1

Charlie Chester
•Ken Morris

Ramon

BISH

(I)

Vernon R Kelse
Reg Matthews
Emerald
Nell
Eileen Tatler Co

HACKNEY

Empire

Sland Easy

radio writer-producer.

"

Barry Lupino
Wallace Lupino
Gordon Craig

Roainas
8yd Makln
A Milton
S Ace Girls Co

Mr. and Mrs. William Burch, son,
Los Angeles, Aug. 25. Father is a

1

(I)

Ink Spots
STOI.L (I) 1
Arnolds Ice Rev

former

Richmond

&

period as DeWolf Hopper, William
Danforth and Frank Moulan. In 1936,

Mr. and Mrs. Art Arthur, daugh
ter, Hollywood, Aug. 25. Mother is
Jessica Pepper of the stage; father
a screen writer.

Joe Kish Ore

Continued, from page 42

Swiss Stars
Empire (I) 1
Open Door Richard Albert Whelan
Pharos & Marina
E Letinga Co
Hearne Co
DERBY
Mantleld St Harrir
Grand (1) 1
White A Stagger
Rooky Mm Rhy'm
'

York

Jocks -Jukes

Jarrett

Lookwood

63,

&

-

Lee

3 Atlantas
Winters St Fielding
Charles Hague

M.ANCHESTER

Cournfy 2 St Den'se
Jean Kennedy

Lillian

Yvonne
Whitehous*
W
J & J Walton

Marianne Fedele
Song Stylists (4)

Palace (I) 1
Felix Mendelssohn
Hawalon SSer'drs

Casino

George Lacy
Sirdlni

Del Courtney Oro
Dave'& Maurine
Granadar St Peter Mayo Bros
The Juvelys
Monna Tymga 4

JAMES TEMPI, ETON

who was

Studios.

BIRTHS

Liberace
Freddie Nagel tire
Michael Douglas
Abbott D'ncers till
Clover & Bftil
Vine Gardens

H Edgewater Beach

years,

Waterous appeared with Danforth
Mr. and Mrs. Jennie Camacho, son, and Moulan in a revival of "The
New York, Aug. 14. Father is with Mikado" at the Majestic.
Edward B. Marks Music Co.
Other G&S operettas in which he
Mr. and Mrs? Paul G. Smith, Jr., had often appeared were "The
Father is Pirates of Penzance," "Iolanthe,"
son, Hollywood, Aug. 23.
"H.M.S. Pinafore" and "The Yeoin the David O. Selznick flackery,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Moss, men of the. Guard."
Surviving him are his widow, Mrs.
daughter, New York, Aug. 26. Father
nanaging director of Loew's Jayne Herbert Waterous, with whom
is
Criterion, N. Y., and owner of sev- he appeared in concerts and recitals,
and two sons, Allen and Donald
eral other theatres in N. Y. metro
"
Waterous.
politan area.

Buddy Lester
Latin Lovelies

Alex Konyat

BRISTOL
Hippodrome
Venus Keeps Date
Gaston St Andree
T Jover Rat & Fe
Eddie Reindeer
Slack & Lucas
e Vere Dancers
Arthur Scott
Jim Jesslman Co

police chief at

Goldwyn

WATEKOUS

best known for Memorial Hospital, Staten Island,
Sullivan roles,, died Aug. 28, following a brief illness. At.
his Gilbert
(29) at his home in ter entering show business as a conlast Friday
tortionist and circus acrobat, he and
Woodstock, N. Y. He was 78.
Waterous was born in Flint, Mich., his brother Mercer formed a songand began his stage career early in and-dance team that toured the
life. He sang with the Metropolitan Keith circuit for years and played in
Opera for two seasons before going several George M. Cohan musicals.
Survived by mother, brother, and
into light opera, also singing with
Fritzi Scheff, appearing with the three sisters.
De Koven Opera Co. in "Robin
LEWIS A. R. INNERARITY
in
and
concerts
touring
Hood," and
Lewis A. R. Innerarity, 60, motion
recitals. He went to London in 1926
to sing the role of Dr. Engel in picture attorney and member of the
Stulaw
firm of Coudert Brothers, died
Shubert's production of "The
dent Prince." In 1929, he was seen in Bronxville, N. Y., Aug. 28. He
in N. Y. in "Lady Fingers" and in assisted in the organization of the
Motion Picture Assn. and super"Naughty Marietta."
Sullivan vised contracts of many film playOf his many Gilbert
besides being a noted trial
roles, Pooh-Bah in "The Mikado" ers,
was the one he was best known for lawyer.
Survived by widow, daughter and
and most often appeared in, supporting such light opera stars of tlie two sisters."

many

J.

Lulu 'Belle Paulson to Harold
Hughes, Las Vegas, Aug. 30. He's

Lutin Quarter
Marie McDonald

Orin Morehouse
Helsings
Sid Fisher Oro
Al Morgan
Del Breeze
Adrian Lorraine

James

L.

James Templeton,
Herbert L. Waterous, basso of the
died
grand and light opera stages for vaudevilUan,
in

RKO.

Buddy Shaw Oro
Dick Hyde

Robinson

Gil

to

Carl

Acromaniacs
Fay & Gordon
Boulevar-Dears

Eddie Fens Ore

Dynner

MGM

Charlie Ventura Ore

Bob Hopkins

Benno Delson Oro

Mary MeClanahan
Bob Evans
Andre Andree &

York. »He's with

Melanie

Studs Terltel
Jose Mells
Hotel Stevens
Benny Strong Oro

Galente & Leon'da
Hotel. Blsmnrrh
The Talbots (2)
Lorita Mahoney

New

HERBERT

Majorell, Santa Barbara," Aug. 30.
He's chief of trailer production at

O

Hotel Sherman
Marx
Dave Garroway

-

mo
„
WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 4
Allan & Kent

Carroll

St

Paul Smith
Janczl Makula
Zsiga Bela
Paulens
Doris Haywood

5

(two to

CAMOKN
(I)

Miriam La Velle

Lyons

Sept.
records _ajid-..stepi;ori_Qf ..LeopQldJErie.dr.
man, v.p. of Loew's, Inc.; bride is
daughter of Milton Douglas, emcee.

& Glv'nt
—D'Quincey
— Zimmerman's

—-

;

<I>

Ellen Lipcher to Dick

4,

CHICAGO

Armando & Lita
The Montynes
Hub Bub Club

1-10

The Maginis
Ann Beebe
Mickey Freeman
Bankon* & Cannon
Towers

;

Herroh Oro

Joel

Curbello Ore

Wally .Cassell,
30.
Both are

screen actress.

Veggy Palmer

.

& Dell
ROCK FORK

Carleton

Parker Bros

II)

IVivel

Bob. Lee
Kay Carole
Stuart LangleT

Blackhawk
Sherman "Hayes Or
Vera Love
Countess Marina
Chez Pares
3 Dlacofts
Miranda
Carmen
Joe Rio
Nick Long Jr
St Clair & Soma
Marty Gould Oro
Fields & Georgie
Barry Sherwood
.lack Parker
Chez Adorables (10)
SAN FRANCISCO3 Hal
Winters
Golden Gate (R)

Gray Family
Tlie Tunesmen

Hippodrome

Geo Towne Ore

Kay Vernon
Tony Bavaar

Amory Bros
PHILADELPHIA
Carman <I) 28

CITY

Pier

-Steel

Martell

MIAMI

Pansy the Horse
Pat Rooney

WCCO,
p.a. for

Jean Carlin to James Wellington
Pearson, Dallas, Aug. 27. Bride is a

Hotel Filison

Fonvlllt

Highlights
Riviera
•Ma rt-in—ft—Lewis
.

Count Basie Ore
Pearly Bailey
Lewis & White
Ed wards Sis

ATLANTIC

Downey &

to

Angeles, Aug.
screen players.

Los

Lou Cecil
Corday & Trlano

Pappy Below

Peplto

Jack Kerr
Hazel Webstar

Brown

Olympta (P> 3
Zarco & Beryl
George Broderlck

Jerry Maloney

Stubby Oro

Shaw

&

Marcy McGuire

Ann Dennis

Plaza

Hotel

with publicity staff of station
Minneapolis-St. Paul; he's a
20th-Fox in that territory.

Barn

Village

of Selznick's flack staff.

Marilyn Goldstein to Walter Hoffman, Minneapolis, recently. Bride is

Dean Murphy
Bob Grant Oro

Hotel St Regis
Laszla

1

(S)

3

Paul Span* Ore
No. 1 Fifth At*
Pat Bright

INDIANAPOLIS
Circle

Shirley

Jimmy Savo
Milt

Ish Kabibble

Wally

Panchlto Oro

R-1

Henry Bwsbc Ore

Sullivan

Monica Lewis
Robert Sis- & White

Hotel Pierre
Roberto & Alicia

11111

(I)

member

Don Frye
Chas Reader Oro

HARTFORD

State

Bleo-

Paul Villard
Cedrlo Wallace t
Wally Blacker
Verso Tiles

Jimmy

fill)

(two to

Ruban

George Krelsler
Maxine Sullivan
Jean Palmer

Hill

Jay Marshall

Desi Arnaz Ore
Nonchalants
Rudy Cardenas
Dulcina

4

(I.)

Nino Ore

Village Vanguard

Bertha

Kvvy Shaw

Palate OR) 8-10

Harvest Winners
Ert

Blair

Freddy Martin O

Raul & Kfa Reyes
Nip Kelson
Roxy (I) 3
Jack Haley
Ella Logan
Victoria Cordova
Harmonieats

Belmout-Ptaza

& Dean
Martha King
Roy Douglas
Payson Re Oro

Alomas Hawatlans

COI/UMBTS

8

(P)

Williamson

Cavallaro Ore
B Allen & L Long

Trudi Meyer to Joel Herron, Aug.
16, in New York. Groom is leader
house orchestra and the
of the
Riviera band.
Marilyn Garland to C, W. Worth,.
Las Vegas, Aug. 30. He's an actor.
Harry
to
Georgette
Windsor
Cushing IV, Las Vegas, Aug. 25.
Bride is a screen actress.
Marie Williams to Gerald Skiles,
Las Vegas, Aug. 30. Bride is a

Loewj

Hotel Pemprylvanlr
Skitch Henderson
Oro
Hotel BHtmors
Ray Heatherton
Arthur Ravel Oro

Oriental (I) 4
Harold Russell
Jackie Gleason
Carl Sands Ore

Olla Serova
Earl Covert
Corps tie Ballet

OBITUARIES

York. Bride is cafe, vaudeville
and radio singer known profession-

week

Hotel Lexington

& Charlotte
& Stiles.
2 & Shorty
CHICAGO

Lord

(iipitol

GUI Robinson
Parker

Lew

Gottlieb, in

ally as Yvette.

t

Art Monney Ore

Herb

New

3

(I) Independent; (L)
Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit
(P) Paramount; (U) ICKO; (W) Warner

CIXV
KKW VOKK
*
(I.)

Elsa Harris to

below Indicate opening day of show

Numerals la connection with
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MARRIAGES

couple weeks and
night trail on the
it works into the
the Coast for the

will hit the one-

Coast

first.

Then

MORDEN NEILSON

Mrs. Hattie Smolen, sister of EdMorden Neilson, 69, president and
midwest, back to
holidays and then general manager of Neilson's Choco- ward, Joe and Morris Small, died in
Hollywood, Aug. 28.
is expected to set sail for the east. lates Ltd., one of th'e earliest and
biggest
It will be a normal-sized combo with
of Canadian radio sponsors,
died in Toronto. Aug. 26.
a girl vocalist and Herman:
Survived by widow, two sons, two
No replacement has been set for
Martinique's
Archer at the Morris agency's one- daughters. One daughter, Audrey,
Paris. Sept. 2.
night desk. Cress Courtney is here, was
captain and women's
Aimee Valreze, Parisian torchhowever, from the N. Y. office and supervisor of the Canadian Army singer,
has been signed to a oneit's
probable one will be secured Show overseas; is married to Jimmy
month pact by Cafe Martinique in
before he goes back east. Mean- Shields, top Canadian vocalist, whom
New York.
while, Pat Robins, who sells small she met on an early Neilson radio
She p'anes to the U. S. tomorrow
combos, is filling in at the post.
series.

Import

CWAC

(Wednesday).

.

Wednesday, September

3,

1947

HOUSE REVIEWS

Capitol, N. Y.

her flaming (red hair while giving
out with ample'bumps and grinds.
Garners hefty applause.
Buddy Breese; Bevlet/ Sisters (3),
Billy Eckstine tees off with "I'm
erly Tyler, Lew Parker, Bill Robin- in the Mood for Love" amid femme
son; "Song of the Thin Man" (M-G), shrieks and swoons. His is an easy
'47.
Variety,
July
23,
in
reviewed
effortless style which lets the words
fall where they may.
Still in the
New Capitol show coupled to sweet tempo, he follows with "Ivy"
Metro's "Song of the Thin Man" is and then modulates his tones nicely
weak in comparison with past stand- on "Prisoner of Love." First change
ards, but it presents performers who Of pace is with the jump number,
individually come up with pleasant "Rhythm Is the Name for Me," a
interludes now and then to over- welcome relief from the sugar stuff.
come at least a part of the overall Finales to neat returns with the balaimpact of the layout. That it doesn't lad, "A Cottage for Sale."
tie up into a neat package of entertainment throughout, is partly the
Million Dollar, I,. A.
fault of comic Lew Parker, who can
tise some new material.
Los Angeles, Aug. 30.
He
Bill Robinson is top man.
Miguelito Valdes Orch (20), Johnhasn't changed his act in the past ny Moore's Three Blazers,
The Garcouple of years, but it goes over cias (2), Jncfc Marshall, Jeanne TayDoing more gagging
solidly here.
lor; "Kilroy Was Here" (Mono).
than usual, he gets to the customers
quips,
saving
until
with his brief
This week's bill has its high spots,
last the. gag about his quitting show
biz to become "Emperor of Japan."' but overall, it isn't, top filmvaude
In between, his terping is straight stage offering. Local record rating of
to the pin. Highlight is the routine the Three Blazers is a pull, as is.perhe's been doing for some time an son of Miguelito Valdes, so business
impression of himself 40 years from on week will be okay.
now..Blazers are too reminiscent of the
Beverly Tyler, Metro starlet also King Cole Trio in style on most of
does well. Teeing off nervously, but their tunes but pleased the ticket
Numbers offered include
then warming up to where she ex- buyers.
hibits a warm, accurate soprano, the "You Won't Let Me Go," "Over There
?^e-loeking~brunet-- gets -off - an-ex— -by-tbe Gherry-^r-eer -'^Warsaw Conw.ell-paced
group
Bye,» Baby,"
and
ceptionally
of certo,"
"Bye,
tunes. Starts with a longhair piece, "Johnny Boogie." Combo is made up
then "They Didn't Believe Me" in of piano, guitar and bass, with Moore
two-tempo style, then George Gersh- at keyboard and vocalizing.
Valdes orchestra has good, comwin's "Summertime" for a capper.
mercial arrangements to sell but fail
Audience went for her act.
Parker is a better comic than he to put much enthusiasm behind
proves here. He does one bit his tunes. Valdes shows best with flamrestaurant routine which gets re- boyant delivery of four Latin songs,
sponse enough to disturb the laugh "Mike's Medley," "Nagran Chiubin,"
meter. In between there's little to "Babalu" and "Cumbanchero." Vocal
cheer about, particularly that bit of gymnastics click, as always. Orch of
business he works out wherein a 20, including four "violins and one
stooge; supposedly his wife, is on- viola, opens with "Jivin' the Rumba"
stage asking for money. It's in bad and then next tees off a Latin American medley. Windup for crew is a
taste.
Threaded through the entire show musical salute to American comis a running gag by Parker.
He posers. Midway, George Lopez,
tries to tell a story about Petrillo, trumpet, solos on "Estrellita" with
which is interrupted each time by fair results.
The Garcias do solid selling as
another stooge professing to be a
AFM delegate. This sets up the rumba team, rating big hand for
glass balancing while hip
finale, wherein he makes another water
-attempt to tell the story and the shaking. Jack Marshall wraps up
AFM'er orders the bandsmen off- good stint of clowning impressions
stage and down goes the pit with with rubber face and flexible hat
Parker begging for mercy. It's cute. brim, but some of his gag material
Art Mooney's orchestra, playing cut too close to blue border line.
its first
major Broadway theatre Jeanne Taylor, band canary, achfeved
after a long run at the Rustic Cabin, so-so results on "I Want Somebody
Englewood Cliffs, N. J., gets com- to Love Me" and "Lover Man."
Brog.
paratively little chance to show its
wares. But the date does prove that
Mooney is one Irishman who isn't
disturbed by an audience. He steps
to the mike for introductions like
Boston, Aug. 29.
this is his umpteenth time at the
Louis Prima Orch, Frank Marlowe,
Cap.
His band, composed of six
Sisters & Dorothy White;
brass, five sax, four rhythm and a Roberts
"Crimson Key" (RKO)
fiddle section, gets only three oppor
tunities two at the outset wherein
Louis Prima's a powerhouse in
the Galley Sisters, Buddy Breese
and men from the band work over Boston and has been for seasons.
wow
"Limehouse Blues" and a novelty Result here, aside from the
show he puts on, is smash b.o. from
trgged, "I Always Wished I Could
opening to windup.
a Cowboy."
Both are nicely
There's nothing subtle about his
rked out and smoothly exhibit
approach. He's out there to kill
» band's leaning toward showmanthem and everything goes from the
i
as an adjunct to its dance
broadest Italian wisecracks to winks,
;ic.
Later, the combo delivers its
knowing grins and gestures con-jvelty arrangement of "Vatsa Pi."
taining a special significance to the
There's only one slight fault in the
crack outfit, leans on
delivery of these items and that lies cats. Band, a
the brass and most of its numbers
in the- impression that the femme
provide a spot for Prima either on
trio overdoes the mugging and comthe trumpet or vocal.

Art Mooney Orch (18)

toith

Gal-

—

.

—

—

—

.

•

RKO, Boston

,

—

.

.

'

i

edy,

wood.

Apollo, X. V.
Billy Eckstine, Ji.mmie Lunceford's
band with Eddie -Wilcox, Anne Butler
Coles & Atkins, Tondalayo &
Calypso Boys, Pigmeal Markham,
John Bunn, Sybil Lewis; "Blackmail"

(Rep).

Closed for several weeks for annual refurbishing, Apollo reopened
Friday (29) to strong business with
crooner Billy Eckstine and the band
of
the
late
Jimmie Lunceford
fronted by pianist Eddie Wilcox
topping the bill. Band tees off show
paving the way for Anne Butler who
reeisters with terping and juggling.
Honi Coles and Cholly Atkins, two
males in white flannels, offer varied

Leader does "Depth of the Well,"
"The Deacon," "Angelina," "Bacigalup" and others, souping them up
with the Prima style and personality.
He turns the vocals of "Ivy" over
to Paul Mason and "Ballerina" and
"Cecil'a" to Cathy Allen. Both have
a nice style and click. Jimmy Vincent does a drum specialty to pad it
out and beats the joint to a pulp.
Band as a whole achieves highest
decibel rating of any outfit to hit
this spot.

Frank Marlowe, formerly here with
"Toplitzky," more than fulfills the
promise noted in the late musical.
Audience takes to him from the outset as he clowns, spiels an involved
but comic patter, sings a song and

Roberts
finishes off with a split.
Sisters and Dorothy White are okay
Elie.
in a precision tap routine.
tap routines for nice reception. As
customary Pigmeat, aided by John
Balto.
Bunn and Sybil Lewis, wins strong
Baltimore, Aug. 31.
applause with the house's weekly
comedy blackout. Blue tinted dialog
Ross & Stone, Mack Triplets, Del
never fails to please the payees here. Rios (3). Jo Lombardi House Orch
Left leaderless by Lunceford's (14) with Melvin Seebode; "Down
death in Seaside, Ore., July 12, band to Earth" (Col).
is attempting to carry on with Wilcox now handling the piloting chores.
Abbreviated layout held down beComprising eight brass, five reed and
four rhythm, boys shape up as a cause of length of accompanying
versatile outfit. They cut loose with film, "Down io Earth," plays well
abandon on Wilcox's hot composi- enough and packs sufficient variety
tion,
"Whatcha Gonna Do" and and talent to please. Punchy openfollow with novel arrangement of ing is provided by Jo Lombardi and
'Organ Grinder's Swing" which his house orch on stage for a special
opens In a quiet vein with Wilcox's overture wrapped around Cole Porivory standing out. Tenor saxmen ter tunes and highlighted by nice
Joe Thomas and Lee Howard also vocal interlude by Melvin Seebode.
Ross and Stone follow with mixed
score with "Three Bones" on a solo

Hippodrome,

'

session

Tenors."

tagged,

"Battle

of

the

comedy, male foiling for dead-pan
gagging of femme partner, who

Mack
Tondalayo and her Calypso Boys winds with aero dancing.
offer a mixture of West Indian Triplets, harmony trio, score with
rhythms garnished with the femme's some special material built around
terping.
Trio of males, wearing radio commercials and arrangements
colorful
costumes,
register
with of "Irish Lullaby," "Her Bathing
Suit Never Got Wet" and "He Like
vocals accompanied
with gourd
thumping. But act's chief sock is It, She Like It" all smoothly sold
Del Rios, two
the
of and well received.
uninhibited
undulations
Tondalayo. Gal makes three cos- males and gal, punch out solid acrotume changes, each more scanty batics mixed with hoofery for a
Charged with boundless energy, strong closer.
Burm.
she's plenty sexy furiously waving
Biz big.

State, W. ¥.
Max

Maxie Rosenbloom &
with Gordon Andrews;

Adrienne,

Georgie Kaye, D'lvons (2), Eddy
Manson, with Marjorie Welles; Dodsoh's
Monkeys; "The Hucksters"
(M-G).

An

overall show of top quality at
the State this week, where a lineup

headed by Maxie Rosenbloom and

Max Baer

provides excellent entertainment. Layout is routined so that
there's scarcely a lag in the entire

more than an

proceedings, and the

hour running time

is

scarcely evi-

ants, culled from auditioning over
450, up to professional level.
Margaret Faber, brought in from Chicago to take chaige of the dances,
has done a slick job with an eightgal line and a ballet ensemble.

Stunt, conceived seven years before -the war put it in temporary
wraps, is designed to rouse civic interest, and is no penny-pinching affair so far as Loew's is concerned.

With a minimum salary of $50

to the

cast, production nut runs well over
$6,000, but is well worth it in local

attention and in cash returns.

Standouts on current bill most
likely to succeed along the hard
paths of show biz appear to be tenor
Tony Donadio, a student at Catholic
U's
Speech and Drama School, and
topping the Legionnaire japeries
handed out for free along Broadway, terper Rita Johnson. Both are above
but this semester's comedy depart- amateur level in their fields and
ment with the pair of ex-pugs and should go places. Also worthy of atGeorgie Kaye impresses as being a tention is Robert L. Friend, a mentalist, a la Dunninger, who, with a
better buy.
Baer and Rosenbloom have always bit ot sparkle and showmanship
added to his novel talent, has posclicked at this house, and this trip is
Lou>e.
no exception. Rosenbloom's illitera- sibilities.
cies and Baer's attempted suavities
dent to the audience.
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troupe of about 40 show-blz nspirBaer,

•

The

State, like most vauders, is
having a difficult time during the
week of the Legion convention of

combine for hilarious low-down
Oriental, 4 hi
comedies which are good for a pair
Chicago, Aug. 28.
of encores.
They're not showing
Henry Busse Orch (16) toith Betty
anything new this time around the
Taylor, Lee Sfierain; Edwards Trio,
circuit, but what they have shows
Crosby Sisters (2), Johnny O'Brien;
up exceedingly well. Gordon An- "The Adventuress"
(EL).
drews 88's for them.
.Kaye similarly impresses as "2
Bad spotting mars this layout
much improved comedic. Delivery somewhat,
but not enough to cramp
shows up better, and material is style
headliner,

B'way Legion
;

Continued from page

by the

1

fact that business started hitting a brilliant stride once the
Legionaires, started for the long
journey home Sunday (31). At that
point the Labor Day business took
over and takes were increased considerably.

—

Equally hard hit by the Legion
japeries were film houses, legit theatres and niteries. The delegates and
visitors,

who were thought

to

be

well-heeled, were rarely seen in the
tonier boites, but midtown bars and
cheaper restaurants hit peak business. The younger delegates haven't
had a chance to establish themselves
as yet, either economically or in.
Legion councils, and their presence
wasn't felt in cither direction.

Thursday,

Friday

and

Saturday

business was worse than during a
well-observed Lenten period.
The
normal spenders were scared off by
the hordes of pranksters and the outof-town spenders feared coming in,
either by the sheer adventure of a
walk down Broadway or by the lack
of hotel space; - "There's a better
show right out on the street," wag
the reason given for sparse theatre

of
Henry Busse
well conceived. He starts out slowand cafe-going.
orchestra.
ly, but builds to solid exit.
His bit
Crosby sisters, shapely singing
The usual convention nuisances of
on psychiatrists is probably his best
comediennes, click with their bouncy squirt guns, "hot rod"
piece, but there's plenty of laugh
canes, etc.,
stanza. Their impressions of Joan
returns on his other stuff as well.
were complicated by young hoodand Ink Spots are clever and
The song department is well taken Davis
lums, too young to have fought in
garner good applause.
care of by the singularly named
Edwards trio contrib tumbling- World War II. They joined the
Adrienne. Niftily gowned and makbalancing routines on chairs, stand-, pranksters and at times became
ing a fine appearance, she has a nice
out beat being balancing atop chairs vicious.
The only fights reported
selection of songs, doing well in both
four soda bottles on a table as were between non-conventioneers
rhythm and ballad departments. with
support. Two lads are seated on and the youngsters. Many resented
Only defect in routine is medley raised
chairs, while third does hand- taking
the japeries from these young
built around a Macy dummy, verstand on final chair, suspended in squirts.
biage isn't too hot, but there's nothair by partner.
ing wrong with her delivery. Rates
Behaved
Johnny O'Brien, west coast radio
in Cafes
pair of encores.
of the Herb Shriner mold,
The Legion members behaved adEddy Manson's harmonicaing with product
patterns act around homespun apmirably in niteries, mainly because
Marjorie Welles at the piano also
wins audience approval. He gets a pearance and gags. Only previous of the presence of the Legion ServChi
appearance
was
in 1940 as guest
lot of music out of the mouth organ
National Barn Dance. Using ice committee which patroled niand provides slick arrangements of of the
harmonica as fillin, he gets over teries and bars closely. Bonifaces
pop classics. Smetana's "Dance of the
were asked not to call the police
Comedians" and Enesco's "Roumanian neatly.
This is a quick followup for Busse in the event of Legionnaire outRhapsody" have telling effect, with orch
after an appearance a month bursts, but to call the Committee,
his concessions to .popular taste, "Beago at the Edgewater Beach hotel. which would see that everything
guine" and "Powerhouse" also solid
Busse works in the same line here was taken
with audience.
care of.
backing, providing major
Shows opening, however, is weak. on show
Film houses were the hardest hit,
to previous act.
Dod Dodson's Monkeys show too few assist
especially on Thursday night, when
Betty Taylor, an eyeful in re
retrieves sometricks, although he
vealing white draped gown, has pranksterism was at its height. The
hand-balwith
what at close of act
greatly improved her stage presence Times Square section was roped off,
ancing of a simian. Talk is okay,
and singing technique since the and the vets entertained with every
but effect is lost because of weakness
hotel date. Chirp has overcome ner
corny device exhibited! at previous
in the animal routines.
vousness and her delivery made
The D'lvons, ballroomers, fill a dif- "Lady
from 29 Palms" a solid teeoff. Legion conventions. The normal enficult spot in following Rosenbloom
tertainment seekers stayed aw'ay,
and Baer to close the show, but hold Follows with "Feudin' and Fightin
Sherain
neatly
baritones "Ivy" but many ducked into fllmeries and
Lee
with a graceful terp line.
houses, just to get off the
Sammy Eidler's orch, subbing for and "Almost Like Being in Love" to vaude
street.
But overall biz was exceedLouis Basil, backs the show com- nice reception.
Busse orch clicks on "Hot Lips" ingly slow.
Jose.
petently.
and a stepped up version of "Temp
At
one
point it was impossible to
tation." Arne Barnett, former Chi
get
near
the Roxy theatre because
Copacabana bandleader, has joined
Busse as pianist, and is wisely in of Legion men throwing paper bags
Miami, Aug. 29.
filled
with
Concerto,"
"Warsaw
which
won
water from the Taft hoHarry Babbitt, Lane Bros., Chris
applause and an encore, tel.
Same thing applied at other
Cross, Al Schenk, The Martins, Les heavy
midtown hostelries.
Rhode House Orch; "They won't Be- "Bumble Boogie."
Busse's top offering is a medley
lieve Me" (RKO).
The
legit
houses similarly suffrom "Annie Get Vour Gun," during
fered.
Hit shows
like
"Finian's
Standard vaude layout plays well, which part of the brass section Rainbow,"
"Annie, Get Your Gun"
switch to oboes and piccolos. Busse
with audience reaction satisfactory.
and
works
in
muted
trumpet
on
"They
"Brigadoon"
were sold out long
Harry Babbitt can be added to list
Wonderful"
garner
addiSay
It's
to
before,
but
many
didn't
show up
of radio personalities who've played
Loop.
fearing the trip. The other houses
here in recent weeks and done okay. tional salvos.
suffered considerably.
Rugged appearance adds to stubIn the case
holders reaction, with both oldsters
of
"Sweethearts,"
the
Shuberts
and bobby-soxers going for his
made arrangements with the Leami-able warblings of "Sunny Side of
gion committee for half-price tickthe Street," "That's My Desire," "'If
ets
in
the
$2.40
seats.
The
Shuberts
Continued from page
You" and "Peg O' My
I Loved
accommodated one change of date,
Heart."
Tops with little boy-girl
slightly different than the original but when Legion members reached
pipings to earn solid sendoff.
the house they wanted all sorts of
In emcee slot, Al Schenk, introes a royalty will be expected.
Prior to "Glow sWorm," however, changes, including privileges of goslickly and in own spot racks up
hearty laugh returns with his broad E. B. Marks was confronted with the ing in for only 50c, and some wantclowning. Stint is diversified, to add sight of "I Wonder Who's Kissing ed half-rates on the higher priced
to values, being a mixture of eccen- Her Now" stepping into disk best seats.
Boxoffice men weren't emtric hoofing, singing, mugging and
seller lists with the prompting of powered to make the changes, and
zany antics, all in good pace.
Lane brothers go well with their Perry Como's recording and no rec for this they were rewarded with
all sorts of epithets.
acroantics. Biz with ropes keeps the brd royalties forthcoming.
Before that it was "When You
Cafes were probably the hardest
gasps coming to final trick, with aud
expecting them to become fouled Were Sweet Sixteen," also pushed hit. Legionnaires wouldn't lay out a
up in the twinings all the way upward by Como. Shapiro-Bernstein, $3.50 minimum when they could
through and hitting the palms when publisher of the tune, however, was have fun for free in the streets.
they brush without mishap.
armed for such a revival. It seems Business was off, and picked up<
Terp slot is handled in smooth
only on^Sunday (31) when bulk o*
in 1945 a new verse was writfashion by the Martins. Nifty duo that
combine lifts and spins in neatly ten for the tune and a new copy- the conventioneers departed.
devised routines.
Gal's orb-appeal right taken out. Como recorded the
Gals and Grifters Best B.O.
another factor in earning heavy new version and Shapiro, after a
However, some forms of entermitting.
slight argument with Victor, won
tainment did do well during the
Chris Cross starts slowly via some out in its bid for royalties. 'Decca
confab.
Water pistol vendors did
comedy material, but got them with Records, however, released a old
landoffice business and pitchmen
his ventro stuff. Winds into strong
Mills Bros, version made In the congregating here from all over
finish with blues number ala Harsong's original form and will not re
lem thrush.
the country did comparatively well.
Les Rhode and house orch back ceive royalties on the disking.
Biggest boom was registered by the
Lary.
show in cornpetant style.
numerous nymphs du pave.
Perhaps the biggest disappointCapitol,
ment was registered in the hotel
trade.
The Legion reserved every
Washington, Aug. 28.
"Going Native," a local phenomavailable room, making arrangeContinued from page 4 55
ena, is being revived at Loew's Capiments as far as Brooklyn and the
tol this week to the tune of a b.o. to the 75% ad valorem tax. Film has
Bronx. By Thursday, many room*
jingle which places it right out front the all-time record for length of run
were turned back and on Friday
as a money-maker.
in England, having played 232 conhotels were selling rooms for single
Revue, which in its prewar past
Ritz night occupancy.
has unearthed such names as Evalyn secutive weeks at the London
in
its
engagement
first
The incidents occurring starting
Tyner, Helen Forrest and Johnny theatre
Wednesday when the Legionnaires
Barnes, plays to an audience perpet- abroad'.
ually at white-heat enthusiasm. Part
Film opened Saturday (30) at started coming in, was virtually a
of it is civic pride, but most of it is Loew's Criterion on Broadway for repeat
convention.
of
1937
the
well earned by a smooth, colorful its 12th booking and is slated to go Amusement operators shrugged *
production, which has glitter and
into general release throughout the little when reading that the N. Y.
even an occasional spark of real tal(Thursday). Convention Bureau extended on incountry
ent. Whole thing is a tribute to the
showmanship and ability of Capitol's Metro is asking, and getting, a vitation for the Legion to com*
Gene Ford, who has whipped his straight 40% rental In all situations. again in 1957.
-

OK

Olympia, Miami

.

Revival Problem

Wash.

'Gone' Reissue

tomorrow

—
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Season Looks Okay

Ballet

N.S.G.
The

Wednesday, September

in N. Y.;

Wilbur. Boston, Sent.

P0C0N0 HAVING CLICK
WITH OPENING SEASON

first
new strawh'ats erected since
the war, has proven a success in its
Feeling among managers is that first season, with plans already in
'48.
baflet, like all specialized forms of work for a hypoed season in
entertainment, is beginning to feel Ground was broken in April for the
the pinch of hard times. Ballet theatre, with opening July 7. Butler
grosses last season were less than prefabricated steel structure, seating
the year before, and this season, 500, is one of the few such strawhats
managers say, matters will be worse. in existence.
Company has been resident stock
Managers add that ballet is losing
some of its glamor and draw from of Equity players, occasionally featre fact that ballet trouoes are turing guest stars such as Fritzi
I

sr aller in size than formerly.
.llet

th

s

Russe will be strengthened

femme departweakened —in—the-~male~

season

the

in

ment,- -but

Mary Ellen Maylan returns as
featured ballerina after two years in

Schiff in "Ladies in Retirement" and
Roger Pryor in "Goodbye Again.:'
Ten-week season ends Sept. 13, with
"Barretts of Wimpole Street" for the

musicals,

add

to

to

list

of premiere femme dancers that includes Alexandra Danilova, Nathalie
Kr?ssovska and Ruthanna Boris.

—

final-week-

side.

Broadway

Producer-manager Rowena Steand radio actress,
the playhouse built, claims

vens, former legit

who had

several distinctions- for the- theatre.

She has arranged theatre parties for
her productions in tieup with 80
however, has lost femme hotels throughout the Poconos. Some
leads in Marie-Jeanne and Pauline hotels send as many as 70 patrons in
Goddard. Another femme returning, a group once a week. Another unTroupe,

afier several seasons in musicals,
Tr.tiana Grantzeva.

is

however, is in male
ltads, with Nicholas Magallanes, a
strong principal, leaving to go into
the forthcoming Broadway production's "Music In My Heart."
Herbert Bliss, most promising of troupe's
younger dancers, has quit, as has
Armand Picon. Leads left are Frede'r'? Franklin and Leon Danielian.
.Chief

loss,

Company
-.-

preem two new

will

bal-

during its N. Y. run.
One is
"Cirque de deux," marking Ruthanna Boris' debut as choreographer,
and "Lola Montez," done by Edward
Two ballets premiered last
Catori.
season, Antonio Cobos' "Madronos"

usual feajture is regular bus. service
to the theatre from cities as much
as 40 miles away, such as Scranton,
with bus and theatre tickets sold in

combination.
Theatre's staff consists of Richard
Bender, production supervisor of
the Gilbert Miller N. Y. office, as
director; Edwin Gardner, also of the
Miller office, as electrician; Chafles
Stilwell' as scenic designer and A.

Redman Walck

as biz manager.

lets

and Valerie

Bettis' "Virginia
ler," will also be repeated.

Samp-

Bermuda Players Bring
Legit to

First

first

by

Gregory

calling itself the

Gordon

Bermuda

and

Players,

has opened a repertory season at the
opsn-air theatre at the Agricultural
Si-tion, just outside Hamilton.
Performances are given Tuesdaythrough - Thursday every week, at
$1 and $1.50 admission. First week's
offering,
opening Aug. 26, with
capacity attendance of -700, was

"Midsummer

Night's

Dream," Ind
"Romeo and

the current bill is
The troupe will continue
Juliet."
to do Shakespeare for the next few

.

.

direct.

'Gramercy Ghost' Preem

Germantown, N.

10 Years

time in more than 10

Bucks

Gish will star in Noel
Coward's comedy, 'The Marquise,"
which opens at the Bucks County
Playhouse, New Hope, Pa., for a
week beginning Sept. 8.
Frederic Tozere, Judson Laire and
Mary MacArthur (Helen HayesCharles MacArthur. daughter) will
head the supporting cast and Jerome

Coray will

years, Bermuda now has a professional theatre. An English company,

headed

Gish's 'Marquise' for'
Lillian

British

Island in Over
For the

Robert
Barbara
Sawyer.
Stacy

1.

Carpenter

Wheel

Maurice Kills
..Donald Randolph
Edith Melser

Mann

Iris
*

Daphne
Gilbert....

Jean

Jane BarnThomas Coley
Vickt Cummlngs
Vincent Donahue
Eileen Heckart

Sail Loft Theatre-is closing its
first
summer at Half Moon Anchorage in the Hudson River with

tryout of John Cecil Holm's new
"Gramercy Ghost," with
the author, an ex-actor, playing the
leading part. Show will preem tomorrow night (Wed.), with a cast
including Katherine Gregg, Edna
Archer Crawford, Ken Sutton, Jim
a.

comedy,

get into a serious quarrel, bringing
the play to a close in the cold glare
of a cruel moon as the unborn children, apparently realizing both parents have passed the menopause and
can't have them anyway, lurch tearfully through the exit. In the meantime one of the children has fallen,
in love with a Marine flyer and cries
piteo'usly
for never having laeen
born, and there are episodes of discussing the play, trying on gowns,
describing life on a Montana ranch,
and relating the death of Lydia's Marine ace brother in the Pacific.'During all of which one or more of the
children, dressed in classic blithe
spirit costumes, lean over the library
railing and look ofl reproachfully.
The cast and the production could
hardly be better. As the childless

staged

Mullaney.

Hugh

other spinsters.

Play mounted and directed by Arthur Beckhard with a fine strawhat
production in the new and well-

and two

little

girls.

Iris

Earle, have plenty
of presence.
But the play, despite the earnestness of, and possible validity of its
message, makes its point in the first,

Sat. (6).

Strawhat Reviews

Lady

.*

.

Nut

.

'laid

down

aside

a

few bucks

the debt.

to

whittle

hustings when she discovers consequences have sneaked up after her
'Mary' to Hit the Road
husband's last fleeting visit to Wash"Mary Had a Little," which closed ington. And in the new role of ex-

season
in
Boston after a
lengthy four on the road, will reOct. 25 in Portland, Ore., and

sume
work

'

way east.
Edmund Lowe will
its

star.

Arthur

J.

25.
Beckhard production of play in

three acts (four scenes) by

Mellie Bromark..

season, closes

last

Falmouth, Mass., Aug.

DeWitt Bodeen,

A Copy

Elie.

of Mine.

Anpie

New
Louis

Milford, Conn., Aug; 31.
Townsend production of comedy-

with Grace Mills. Directed by Beckhard.
minutes and never progresses Opened at the
Tanglewood. theatre, Fal- drama in three actfl by Gian-Carlo Menotti.
Stars Olga Baclanova, features Marguerite
beyond it. And not the least of its mouth, Aug. 25, '47. S8.60 top.
Staged by author;
Katherine Squire Lewis, Thomas Beck.
non sequiturs is the 1948 skirt line in Astrld Bromark
Opened at
Phlllppa Bevans setting by J. D. Filz-Hugh.
a 1945 play. Hard to see how this Bertha Bromark
New Milford, Aug. 27,
Emily Noble Theatre-ln-the-Dale,
Nelson
•47; Sa.OO top.
one in its present form can contend Jennie
George Mitchell
Chris Bromark
Sam Wren
despite the quality of the cast and Bernhard Jonson
Fred Stewart Steve
Albert
Walter Armitage
the production, and possible support Anna Bromark
.Grace M-illa
George Norris
Thomas Beck

Elie.

Olney's Season Click

equipped Tanglewood theatre, from
which place it may go to Broadway
at its peril.

Harvest of Years

ten

My

required eight years to
La Jolla
shift from red to black.
troupe met all running expenses and

poise and frequently appears conMarta Linden is an uncerfused.
tain heroine and understandably so.
Alexander Kirkland caricatures the
positfon of the indignant husband

quality to an incoherent is a first-class performance.
and proves herself a distinct
Herbert Brodkin has provided a
comer. Thomas Coley does nicely as smart hotel salon in the high tradia Marine flyer and Vicki Cummings tion ol' hi-i scenic efforts here this
does well as a writer, There are nice season. Wilson, on the other hand,
bits by Clifford Carpenter and Mau- has staged his tryout listlessly. Doul.

Washington, Sept. 2,
producer and director
Olney theatre, straw hatter in
Fair
of the company, with Mrs. George nearby Maryland, will wind up the
Westport, Conn., Sept. 2.
Smith staging the ballet, Ada Oat- season Sept. 14 on the profit side of
Country Playhouse production
way designing the settings and the ledger, withl>lans for enlarge ofWestport
comedy by Otis Bigolow. Features AlexRVioda Copping the costumes. John ment and expansion for '48. Barn ander Kirliland. Staffed by John t\ WilMadeiros has charge of the p.a. sys- outfit is currently doing bang up biz son. Setting and lighting by Herbert BrodAt the Country Playhouse, Westport,
tem and Reginald Pitman handles in its next-to-last week with a pre- kin.
Sept. 1.
the recorded music for the produc- Broadway tryout of the Lynn Riggs Clem' Moore.
.Maxine Stuart
Mendy Welsgal
r 'S.
comedy, "Laughter From A Cloud," Sammy
Del Warren
Kendall Clark
Alexander Kirkland
Company, with leads from Eng- starring Ilka Chase, despite a hike Hugh Grant
Grant Fitzgerald. .. .Jane Seymour
and and local recruits in support- in prices to $3 top, from its usual Lillian
l.aura. I.andis Grant
Martin l.indcn
hg parts, includes John Austin, $2.40, and the competition of another Mact'lelland
.John Larson
Elflldn Denvont
B.-endan Hollis, Frank Cooper, Julian Broadway bound comedy, "We Love Mrs. Peterson Phillips
Dr. Brlggs
Russell Collins
jSt. Ledger, John Mynott, Dorothy a Lassie" at the National.
Olney reopened last year by two
Moss, Paula Watley, Betty Paten,
It's that glamorous Congresswoman
Card,
Edward McHarg, radio announcers, Redge Allen and again! John C. Wilson came upon
Arthur
Wilbur Smith, Arthur de Silva, Allan Glenn Taylor, who used their GI this feeble comedy at Westboro,
Trick, Norman Firth, Jean Han- loans for the project, teaming up Mass., earlier this season and decided
local
radio actress Evelyn (against himself) that it was worth
nnnt, Derek Oatway, Billy Burgess, with
Csrald Copping, David White, Jean Freyman. Trio braved their first a second tryout at the Westoort stand
he operates with owners Lawrence
Mots, Tony Farnsworth, Marie Card, season loss, threw more money into Langner
and Armina Marshall. It's
the
till
for
improvements, and are
Rhoda Copping, Francis O'Neil, Ada
unlikely that it will ever make the
Oatway and, as featured ballerina, now established as a capital summer last 45 miles to Broadway.
institution.
Diana Greene.
Laura Landis has completed a
Top take for the season to date dazzling
term in the House and is
was Zasu Pitts in "The Late Chris- warily preparing to run
again. A
topher Bean," which did an s.r.o. biz, celebrated beauty, this skirted solon
Selznick Thesps Meet
with Haila Stoddard in "Dream is wed to a successful writer who has
Girl"
seen
Strawhat
a
close
her
second.
Final
so
infrequently in two years
At La Jolla
two
shows, the current one and the that he knows neither her campaign
La Jolla, Cal., Sept. 2.
manager nor her secretary by name
Everett Edward Horton perennial
the "Springtime for Henry," which low- or by sight.
of
strawhat season
First
Discovering her plan to seek reActors' Company grossed enough to ers the curtain for '47, look promiselection, mate rebels and says he
pay for the upkeep but fell far ing.
will leave her.
The tony femme
short of liquidating the initial, inokays the break and is taking to the
vestment.

nis, Mass.,

Sept.

and of religious organizations. (Show got Margareta Bromark
favorable pre'-view in the Pilot,
Jules Bromark
Rennie organ of Catholic diocese here.)

is

Thesps, most of whom are under
contract to David O. Selznick, point
cut that the Cape Playhouse at Den-

Music by Walter Hendl for "Dark of the Moon," Broadway legiter of
three seasons ago, will have a first performance in concert form, in suite
"Prelude to 'Dark of the Moon'," at Saratoga (N. Y.) Spa Festival,
7.
F. Charles Adler will conduct with members of the N. Y. Philharmonic Orchestra. He is associate conductor of the Philharmonic.

titled

role,

weeks.

Gordon

dicate of the backers.

sensitive

it.

The production, and

When actr.ess-producer Mary Mason returns f_rom the Coast in two
weeks the pair will start active preparation for the Broadway presentation
of John Schram's anti-war play, "The Piper's Song." They teamed last
spring on Frank Gould's comedy, "Tenting Tonight," but dropped it during
the road tryout, the show subsequently be\ng brought to town by a syn-

and focus. Virginia Vass as Mellie,
Emily Nnoble as the silly fiancee.
Norma Chambers as the ashes-andsackcloth spinster, Fred Stewart as
the boob Bernard, Philip Abbott as
one-armed
ex-Maquis,
and
and Jane Seymour, Maxine Stuart the
prinGeorge Mitchell as the pale Chris
stars, Donald Randolph and Edith and Elf rida Der went fill other
Meiser are exceedingly convincing, cipal roles with varying success. demonstrate plenty of capability, and
while Patricia Wheel, as the 20- Only Kendall Clark as the Congress- there are nice assists from Philippa
year-old unborn daughter, lends a woman's secretary is believable. His Bevans and Katherine Squire as the

Ellieney, Herschel Bentley

William

Deal whereby Max Jelin was to acquire the Belasco theatre, N. Y., is
reported to have fallen through. Jelin is said to have failed to make
necessary arrangements with the Belasco Theatre Corp., house's owner,
on Aug. 15. It's understood, however, that Jelin, who has a two-year lease
on the theatre expiring Sept. 30, has a verbal understanding with Harry
Gould, the corporation's president, and negotiations for the sale haven't
been completely broken off. Reported that Jelin offered a $500,000 price
for the house, actual payment being the difference between the first
mortgage (around $230,000) and the purchase price.
The Belasco Corp. bought the theatre in July, 1944, and leased it to
Jelin in September, 1945.
Relations between landlord and lessee have
been stormy. Jelin was at one point put out of operation by court oj-der,
and the corporation ran the theatre itself, until a higher court reversed
the decision, reinstating Jelin. If Jelin doesn't take over ownership of
the house it's believed the corporation will operate the theatre when his

One moral to this pre-Broadway lease expires. /
item is that if you don't have children you'll be awfully sorry before
Rev. Gilbert V. Hartke, who runs Catholic U. drama school in Washingyou get through, especially if you've ton, got Ralph T. Kettering together with John F. Golden and J. Michael
remained childless deliberately. The Lambur, new Chi legit production team, through one of those pay-backother moral is that it takes more for-past-favors freaks of circumstance.
It dates back to the College theatre
than a moral to occupy the stage for
two hours. Of the two morals, the on the old Essanay lot in the northside "of Chi in 1908, when Kettering
Hartke was then a stage-struck kid and never forgot Ketterlatter is far more powerfully assim- managed.
ing's kindness in giving him small bits, walk-ons, etc. Kettering, of course,
ilated by the audience.
never knew the boy who later was to first present "All Gaul Is Divided,"
It would appear, that Stacy and
Lydia Bolton, the great husband and play by John McGiven, ex-GI, which was tried out at Catholic U, and
wife team of the stage, haye had at when Golden-Lambur decided to do it professionally Father Hartke called
least three abortions in their un- Kettering in as g.m. Golden ihherited a
$15,000,000 fortune from Dr. John
swerving determination to make the Golden, and Lambur is in
the paint and. varnish business. Show opens
grader The "play opens' as~their three
unborn children, aged roughly 22, Oct. 20 in Detroit and is aimed for a Chi run first.
20 and 8, unheard and unseen by
Judith Abbott, legit producer and radio-stage actress, planed back
their parents-who-might-have-been,
listen in on the stars' discussion of Sunday (31 ) to New York from Europe, cutting four weeks from a 'scheda proposed new play. Restless for uled two-month visit to London, «Paris and the Riviera. Her' cousin, Carl
reasons she doesn't understand, Lydia Fisher, house manager of the Hudson, N. Y., accompanied her. According
wants to give up their career, but to Miss Abbott, she had no urgent business in
the U. S., but merely disliked
Stacy doesn't.
Two hours later Stacy and Lydia the discomfort of living and traveling in Europe under present conditions.

Mann and Jane

The

Mc

'47.

Patricia
.-

I.ydla

rice Ellis,

Y., Sept. 2.

1,

Ctilioid

Margaret
Mountainhome, Pa., Sept. 2.
Little Girl
Pocono Playhouse here, one of the Van.

ab'e.

-

Boston, Sept.

Louis Sehoncelt production of drama -In
Directed, by
acts by Harry Segnll.
Paul Stewart; setting by Frederick Fox. At

three

the N. Y. City Center.- Prospects are
that the troupe will do okay at the
boxoffice for the short run. Nationally, however, the picture for ballet
on tour this season isn't too favor-

.

The Stars Weep

on Road; Femme Names Help

season will open of-4Sunday (7) when the Ballet
Russe de Monte Carlo begins a New
York engagement of two weeks at
ballet

ftcially

1947

Inside Staff-Legit

Town

Play Out of

3,

pectant mother she withdraws from
politics and wins back her man.
There is neither nimble wit nor
sound construction to give this futile
yarn the gloss it conjures. Laura
Landis has neither sharpness nor

,

....Virginia Vass

Norma Chambers Gogo
Philip Abbott Madame Renee Aupic

Late in the third act of this onemulled for a Broadway production
someone remarks that "the clock
sui-e ticks loud." For all that happens in this addition to the Life With
Everybody school of drama, the

Martha

Marguerite Lewis
Olga Baclanova
.Cele

McLaughlin

With proper revision, Gian-Carlo
Menotti can whip this into a fairly
interesting opus. Play has potential

femme appeal, involving as it does
the battle of a fading glamorite to
recapture an earlier romance. Some
clock sure ticks, loud throughout.
Play develops around a Swedish- verbal settos between this character
American family farming in the San and her former lover's present wife
Joaquin Valley of California. There's make for good listening. Conflict is
interesting
in
third
the widow Bromark, a strong, rugged particularly
character (the only admirable char- stanza when man is faced with a
Finale is
acter in the play), her three spinster choice between the two.
daughters in varying degrees of somewhat unexpected when both
stalemate, her son and his fiancee, women walk out on him. leaving him
her long-lost grandson with a French in the solitary company of his valet.
accent, and her fourth daughter, MelTheme gets off to a novel start
lie, who's getting ready to marry a
when George Norris, whose profesyokel neighbor named Bernhard sion is painting replicas of the masters and selling them as originals,
Jonson.
It appears that the bride snaffled caps his carboning career by proBernhard away from the least re- ducing a wife whom he has svensigned of her spinster sisters through galied into being a copy of the misthe stratagem of indulging in a little tress who was Unable to marry him.
pre-marital gambol, so there's some The wife, Gogo, is unaware that the
hard feelings at the start. When the only reason Norris has married her
long-lost
grandson appears from is because she serves as a reminder
France, the Bromark son's fiancee of his former flame. When the flame
takes a leaf from Mellie's book (Mel- turns up as a house guest, the old
lie tells her it works out great), turns feeling is rekindled and there's a
the Bromark boy out to pasture and showdown in which Gogo is enlightgrabs the grandson. That she dies in ened as to her true status in Norris'
childbirth seems to prove something, affections. She steps aside in favor
though the fact that Mellie didn't un- of Madame Aupic, the mistress, but
der the same circumstances makes the latter fails to take up the option
when she realizes that George's inthe message obscure.
In the meantime there is much an- terests are primarily in himself and
guish on the part of the spinster who his fake paintings.
.

lost Bernard to Mellie, comic reRole of Madame Aupic is a natmarks by one of the other sisters, ural for Olga Baclanova, who plays
Swedish folk-music performed on it intelligently.
There are times
piano and guitar, rural philosophy when her handling of the part helps
by the widow Bromark, noble sacri- it over rough spots in the script.
fices by the Bromark son (he wants Thomas Beck gives
a sincere interto deed his farm to the child of the pretation of Norris but, despite a
girl who rejected him), observations mustache probably intended for maby everpone leading' the audience to turity assistance, seems too young
conclude the play's theme is that for the role. Marguerite Lewis has
Life Must Go On, and the consump- a difficult assignment in attempting
tion of quarts of strong Swedish cof- to simulate a hybrid of Russianfee by everybody.
Spanish-French background. Aside
The cast, a solid one, does its best from an occasional slip in accent, she
with this amorphous structure, but does well.
Sam Wren, as an art
seldom brings it to life. Grace Mills critic, and Walter Armitage, as an
is superb as mama, dominating every
erudite butler, do okay by themscene she has and lending the play selves. Cele McLaughlin's bit as a
its only moments of characterization
maid is good.
Bone.
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Grand Opera Producers' League,
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AGMA Set First Basic Code, Fees
League

recently organized group of
impresarios, has completed
three weeks of negotiations with the

Assn.,

They Also Serve

American Guild of Musical
artists,

and

es-

tablishes a new standard code in
the trade. Contract, which awaits
inking of individual managers for
final okay, marks the first time a

group of impresarios has negotiated
with AGMA successfully, union previously having made separate deals
with each manager.
Two groups came to agreements
.

on classification.'! and wage hikes.
Question of foreign artists, involv-

on

A

weeks, when Equity hears final word
on call for bonds on deposit. Half
dozen casualties included Yardley
(Pa.) theatre, Hunterdon (N. J.) Play
house, Williamsport (Pa.) Summer
Theatre, Wildwood Crest IN. J.)
Playhouse, Stamford (Conn.) Playhouse, Cobweb Playhouse, Noroton

also

ironed out.

Pay rises granted amount to approximately 15% increase on single
over last year, and a

Shuberts-AFM

?erf ormances,

V-i% rise on weekly rates. Principals, whose minimum on single performances was $55 last year, now
get' $63 minimum a performance.

Continue as Is

Heights, Conn., and Stratton Summer
Playhouse, Middletown, N. Y.
The star system, according to reports, still paid off best in the cow
barns. There were fewer unit at
tractions this season, which pleased
local managers, who look on units as
a nuisance because of the need of
laying off their own people. Several
stars, such as ZaSu Pitts and the
Hartmans, traveled the summer cir
cuit with one of two supporting peo

Chicago, Sept. 2.
whose minimum per
Choristers,
James C. Petrillo, president of the
last year was $9, now get
American Federation of Musicians,
$1L with rise to $15 when on tour. and J. J. Shubert agreed last week
Weekly scale has also been upped,

performance

$83 for seven -performances, or
$85 for eight performances in seven
to

to let present the contract covering

musicians

in

Shubert theatres run

another year. The theatre operator
Agreement has been reached on last week met with Petrillo, who
wished to get a new pact signed betwo classifications of opera comfore Taft-Hartley bill took affect.
panies, according to whether their

days.

AGMA

admission bfclow or above $4.
has agreed to try to improve its
chorus groups, granting impresarios
the right to turn down some choristers offered them.

During the negotiations, discussion
came up about the possibility" of
benefits being held for singers, with
indicating a favorable stand
on the matter. This would mark the

Another meeting

such benefits in this

field.

understood set

for next month to try and iron out
minor beefs of the theatre manage-

ment.

'NORWAY' TEES OFF

AGMA
first

is

2D ROAD TOUR SEPT. 28
Los Angeles, Sept. 2.
Principals in the touring: company
"Song of Norway," which starts
second season's tour Sept. 28 in
San Diego, are now set, according
to producer Edwin Lester. Doreen
Wilson, who sang the role of the
Countess over 200 times in N. Y.
and Chicago, will again have the
part, with Sig Arno playing op T
Melva Niles
posite as the Count.
now has the role of Nina, Edvard
Grieg's sweetheart, and Denisova
heads the ballet unit.
of

GOVT

NIXES $400,000

ST. L.

MUNY
St.

its

BUILDING

Louis, Sept.

2.

The Office of Housing Expediter
week nixed plans of the Munici-

last

pal

Theatre Ass'n of

make

worth

$400,000

St.

of

Louis to
improve-

alfresco playhouse in
Forest Park, where it has held forth
for 29 years. One of the chief items
was to have been the addition of
8,000 seats to bring the capacity to
Other changes called for a
12,000.

ments on

its

$200,000 administration building,
which was to have contained orchestra rehearsal rooms, locker rooms
and storage space; a $125,000 dressing room and two $30,000 comfort
stations.

New members

of

the

cast

materials for construction of homes and other essential construction."

Director of Public Welfare Henry
S. Caulfield, to

whom Beisman

concerning the turndown,

would be a calamity

to

wrote

said:

have

"It
this

He
great opera interfered' with."
also said a plan might be worked out
whereby the city could apply for the
permits as agents for the opera, with
the association footing the bills.
'

tions Sept. 10-12 for Civilian Actress
Technicians to serve overseas with
the occupation forces. Auditions will

be held in New York and Washington. Paul G. Jones, liaison officer
1

Army Recreational Service, will
receive applicants in New York.
He's located at Office of Special
Services. Maj. Thomas R. Ireland,
chief of the entertainment and recreation branch, Office of Special
Services, will take applications in

for

the capitol.

Applicants must be between 21
and 35, with emphasis on professional experience, and the wider the
San Francisco, Sept. 2.
range of experience the better, it is
Gaetano Merola will be cele- explained. The Actress Technicians
brating his 25th season as an im- are to help soldiers produce shows
presario this year.
His San Franin Europe and the Pacific, to take
cisco Opera Co. opens its season
feminine parts and to fill in as
Sept. 16, with "La Traviata," starvaude entertainers.
.

Merola's 25th Anni

Impresario
ring Licia Albanese.
stands out as one of the vets in the
opera biz, along with Fortune Gallo,

New

Faces, Inc.

will give a three-week
season in Frisco, do two more weeks
in Los Angeles, and a split week in

Faces. Inc., chartered to conbusiness as theatrical agents
York. Capital stock is 200
shares, no' par value. Directors are:
Leonard Sillman. Anthony H. Forbes

Sacramento, Portland and Seattle.

and Gertrude C. Whitaker.

Alfredo

Salmaggi

and

Francesco

Pel os i.

Company

New

duct
in

a

New

I

dates in N. Y, in one year.

Miss Merriman will appear
twice with the N. Y. City Symphony, with Leonard Bernstein
conducting; twice with the NBC
Symphony Orchestra, under Arin
Verdi's
Toscanini,
turo
"Otello"; three time with the
Ni Y. Philharmonic, under Leopold Stokowski, in de Falla's
"El Amor Brujo," and three
more times with the Philharmonic, under Bruno Walter, in
Beethoven's "Missa Solemnis."

No

Equity

Move

Vs. 'Hot Mikado'
Chicago,

Sept. 2.
representative,
Frank Dare, had not up to this
afternoon (Tues.t received instructions to put the Civic Opera House,
where "Hot Mikado" opens tonight
on unfair list. As far as house is
concerned, Jules Pfeiffer's produc-

Equity's

tion,

Chicago

with non-union

cast,

opens

to-

Threatened walkout of theatre
men was halted earlier in
the day when Pfeiffer agreed with
the Associated Theatre Agents and
Managers to hire a union press
agent for the Chicago stand and on
future tour if any. Equity had
placed the show on unfair list, but
other theatrical crafts said today
they are not taking supporting, action.
Show did poorly in open air

More

!

Fred Schahg,
Columbia Concerts veepee, has
ever had that many symphonic

ness, according to

Strawhats saw a lot of names not
frequently seen on Broadway, due to
radio or pix commitments, lack of
scripts, producers' vagaries or change
in public's taste. These included Paul
Muni, Robert Alda, Luise Rainer.
Richard Arlen, Faye Emerson, Jane
Cowl, Sylvia Sidney, Fritzi Scheft
Miriam Hopkins. Fay Bainter, Lucille
Ball, Edward Everett Horton. Ruth
Landi,
Nancy
Elissa
Chatterton.
Walker, ZaSu Pitts, Claire Luce and
"Joan of Lorraine.'
Ilka Chase.
"Glass Menagerie" and "Dream Girl'
were the most frequently produced
summer presentations, with standbys
like "Dear Ruth," "Late Christopher
Bean." "You Can't Take It With
You," "Papa Is All" and "Pursuit of
Happiness" as runners-up.
67 New Shows
than 67 new shows

tried out in the barns this

War

season, to establish a record. No
other singer in the concert busi-

night.

Over

are

Nan Merriman, contralto, has
been booked for 10 orchestral
appearances in New York this

pie.

were
summer,

Ralph Magelssen, as Grieg, and Gil- as against 43 in 1946, 24 in 1945, and
bert Russell, as Nordraak, Grieg's 18 in 1944. Not many are likely to
Present company will have be considered for Broadway, as
friend.
Peter Bronte as associate producer; usual. Of 1944's tryouts, two reached
New York. "Othello" and "Dark of
1^. Victor Leighton, as general manager; David Mordecai as musical di- the Moon." None of 1945's tryouts
rector,
and Anthony Buttitta as came in. Four of the 1946 tries came
press rep. Tour is booked through into New York, these being "A Young
next May.
Man's Fancy," tried out at Fairhaven,
Mass., as "S'Wonderful"; "Wonderful

Manager Paul Beisman, who received the bad news, said he was informed that the denial of the perDept. to Audition
mits on the ground that the proActress Technicians
posed construction was for recreaWashington, Sept. 2.
tional
and amusement purposes,
barred under Federal regulations,
War Department Special Services
and that "it is necessary to conserve Division will conduct talent audiscarce building

summer

theatres, these including
musical and operetta setups, etc.), as
against 102 last summer and 28 each
surprisingly
1944 and 1945.
in
small number this summer were
midseason closings, although all the
returns won't be in for a couple of

123

ardent tennis fan, Abbott
spent the two days at the Davis
Cup matches at Forest Hills,
never going near the theatre.

AGMA's

were

'

than last year as far as grosses are
concerned, although claiming, that
profits have been less, due to increased costs of operation.
A total of 110 strawhats were in
operation this summer (Equity listed

An

completely.
pay adjust-

A Ten-Spot

the-

Labor Day, the
strawhat season can be called officially over, although a few houses
will continue as late as Sept. 20. Reports indicate that good business
has been the rule for most. Grade-A
places like Dennis, Ivoryton and
New Hope have done even better

stead.

ing restriction of their importation

—a. particular sore spot
part— has been dropped
Out-of -town details of
ments and sustenance

summer

of

atres shuttering after

George Abbott, who is, staging
the pr6duction of the new musical, "High Button Shoes," was
more than usually sympathetic
last week with Jerome Robbins,
the show's dance director.
Latter complained that he was
having difficulty polishing some
of the routines because he could
never find the principals available for rehearsal with the
dancers.
So Abbott cancelled
two days of book rehearsal and
instructed the principals to report to the dance director in-

Artists;

for a basic agreement. The deal settles a longstanding sore spot be-

tween managers and

With the majority

•

boxoffice

at

Toledo

last

After two months of idleness the
legit season gets under
way tonight (Wed.) with the first of
the fall entrants "The Magic Touch."
opening at the International. Play,
a farce comedy by Charles Raddock
and Charles Sherman, is described
as the trials of a young modern
couple trying to manage on $28.50 a
week. Theme apparently has enlisted the support of various AFL
unions in N. Y., with the Teamsters
Union reported as chief sponsor.

New York

'

opera

'

As 'Magic Touch' Opens Fall Season
IS

Grand Opera Producers*

of

week.

"Touch" is being presented by
John Morris Chanin, son of Nathan
Chanin, educational director of the
Workman's Circ'e in New York. It
played one week in Buffalo, another
in Newark, and for the last trto
weeks has been giving preview bene-

International, mostly for
;.t the
union groups. Management states
this play has no connection whatever with another farce by Raddock
which was tried out two seasons ago
as "Between Covers" and the next
season as "Merely Coincidental." It
never reached Broadway.
Cast includes Sara Anderson, William Terry, Sid Melton, Howard
Smith, Frances Comstock, LeRoi
Operti, Richard Karlan, Hope Emerson,
Carleton Carpenter, Norman
fits

Tckar and

T. Burke-McHugh. Herman Rotsten directed. Show has a
opening ni^ht top. with sub-equent top listed at $5. Thrt's higher
than customary for straight shows
without "names" t'-.cse c'ays.
Broadway's schedule for September looks more, active than a year

$6

when only

six plays bowed in.
are
likely
to
The Shuberts'
Lassie" will follow
"Touch," opening at the Booth next

ago,

Eight

productions

preem

this

month.

"We Love A
Monday

(8).

Others due

this

month

are Robinson Jeffers' "Dear Judas."
produced by Michael Myerberg, at the
Mansfield; Fred Finklehoft's presentation of Ruth and Augustus Goetz's
"The Heiress," formerly "Washington
Square," at the Biltmore Sept. 29;
Donald Ogden Stewart's "How I

Wonder," under Ruth Gordon-Garson Kanin auspices, at the Hudson
30; the Herbert H. HarrisLester Meyer p/oduction, "I Gotta
Get Out," at the Cort Sept. 25; Harry
Segal's "The Stars Weep," produced
by Louis Schonceit, due Sept. 16; and
Theodore Wards "Our Lr.n'," proSept.

RUTH GORDON REVISING
'CANARIES' FOR AUTUMN
Ruth Gordon is currently revising
new comedy, "The Kitchen

duced by Eddie Dowling and Louis
Singer, due at the Royale Sept. 27.

J.

her

Canaries," which is scheduled for
production by Max Gordon this fall.
It
will probably follow the producer's presentation of "Mr. Tutt,"
the Harry Kurnitz adaptation of the

Arthur

Train

"Canaries"
will - be staged by Miss Gordon's
husband, Garson Kanin.
Currently, Kanin is directing restories.

'PROVEN PLAYS' FOR

WEST COAST ENCORE
Los Angeles, Sept. 2.
Nick Russo, former Boston record

company
legit

executive, is organizing a
stock company to present a

of "How I Wonder," by
season of "Proven Plays" in Los AnDonald Ogden Stewart, which his
geles.
wife and he are producing in assoIdea is to stage Broadway hits
ciation with Victor Samrock and
which have not been seen on the
William Fields.
Hope,
Pa.,
west coast and legit successes of a
put
New
Journey,"
on at
few
"Maid
years ago which were shown
Wait";
in
as "Heaven Can
only briefly in this territory. Russo
Heaven," tried out at Westport,
hopes to get started late this month
Conn., as "It's a Man's World," and HUSTED-MILFORD SET
with
a Broadway show of 1940 vin"Temper the Wind," put on at Wood-

hearsals

TO

"Drums

Peace."
This summer's new offerings looked
relatively weak, so much so that. most
of the film scouts who habitually
cover the strawhats each summer
on the lookout for plays and talent,

stock, N. Y., as

of

REVIVE 'JESSIE JAMES'

tage.

William Husted of Talbert Investing Corp., backer of the Princeton
(N.J.) Summer Playhouse and angel Scott Concert Dates Hot
of other legiters, becomes an impresario on 'his own this fall in assoDespite Closed Season
cut down their trips. Scouts, who
ciation with Robert Milford. They're
see 75% of plays in script form, beUnusual success of Columbia Conreviving "Little Jessie James," hit
certs in booking Hazel Scott has
fore production, anyway, decided it
musical of the 1920s.
Bureau
aroused trade attention.
was largely a waste of time, to make
Composer Harry Archer has fash- already has 30 dates lined up for the
the hayloft rounds, and next season
ioned five new tunes and librettist
between
1
and
pianist,
Oct.
may leave off altogether.
Harlan Thompson has completely reColumbia believes it
Two or three tryouts are definite furbished and modernized the book. Christmas.
easily
get
her
a
full
for presentation this season, how- "Jessie James" is the show which will
ever; with several more as possibili- clicked mainly because of its "I Love season bookings. This is unusual in
that bookings are ordinarily made
ties. Robinson Jeffers' "Dear Judas,"
You" song hit.
a season in advance, and subscriptried out by Michael Myerberg at
tion lists for this season were alOgunquit. Me., will reach Broadway
Mpls. Group's Guestars ready filled by last June.
this month. "All Gaul Is Divided."
Columbia is selling the artist on
Minneapolis. Sept. 2.
done by Catholic Univ. in WashingNorth Star Drama Guild, leading her five pictures (especially her
ton in July, has been ticketed for fall
tryout by a Chicago producing group. local civic theatre group, plans to "Rhapsody in Blue" appearance) and
Tennessee Williams' "Summer and use guest stars the ensuing season her records, instead of' her vaude
Smoke." done in Dallas, is also listed and will open with "Years Ago" if and nitery rep. Her concerts are
but may be held over till next year, it can obtain Taylor Holmes, for straight piano recitals (no vocals,
because the playwright's "A Street- whom it's now negotiating, to play chatter or emcee stuff). Miss Scott
played two tours in previous seacar Named Desire" is also scheduled the Fredric March lead role.
Arthur Sircom. director at the sons, but as a show, in theatre apfor production, and Williams is reported averse to trying out both at Cape Playhouse, Dennis, Mass., will pearance mainly, and not under regsame time. Vinton Freedley. how- return in the same capacity. Dean ular concert auspices. Transcontiever, is reported anxious to stage Norton and Dr. Clement Ramsland nental tour opens Oct 1 in Kalamazoo. Mich.
also will direct.
(Continued on page 53)
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LEWIS

AND YOUNG

Proudly Present

G reenwood
Charlotte

in

John Van DrutenY

f Remember
Adaptedfrom Kathryn

Forbes*

"MAMA'S BANK ACCOUNT"

with

KURT HATCH

HAILED BY THE CRITICS!

—

—

JOHN

HOBART Son Francisco Chronicle "Charlotte Greenwood's wonderful Mama should occasion no surprise. If
there ever was a performance created out of sheer goodness of heart and mellow wisdom, it is, it seems to me, Charlotte
Greenwood in "I Remember Mama." The cast of this Coast production can be compared actor for actor with the original
New York Production (which saw two years ago) without any need for apologies."

—
remember Charlotte Greenwood
her
—
CLAUDE LA BELLE—Son Francisco News "Miss Greenwood was marvelous—tender, warm and
I

FRED
played

JOHNSON —Son

Francisco Call-Bulletin

"

were any who came to

scoff,

HORTENSE MORTON
was something

"You'll

in

finest best

acted role yet

triumphant.

If

there

they remained to bruise their hands with crackling applause."

—San Francisco Examiner— "The welcome accorded Miss Greenwood's

first

appearance as

Mama

for the record."

WOOD SOANES—Oakland
wood

Tribune—"Miss Green-

as a motivating force of a play of depth and merit

emerged triumphant .... and rose to heights that are
rarely achieved in modern drama."

BUSINESS

"IS

GOOD

01

6 socio
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'Golden Boy' $14,000,

Desert'

'Okla.!' $26,000, Det.
Detroit, Sept.

LA

Bog' Okay,

B way Takes It on Chin from Legion;

Barns Shutter

2.

Continued from page 51

"Golden Boy," starring Dane Clark
and Constance Dowling, ended its

Music "Summer"

Chicago this year,
fortnight's run at the 1,800-seat
Hall with a $14,500 week at a $2.50 thereby avoiding a Broadway conflict
with "Streetcar."
top.
Los Angeles, Sept. 2.
Possibilities
"Oklahoma!"
Other
bowed
1,out
at
the
Gene Mann's open-air Greek The- 500-seat
Cass with a second week of
Otis Bigelow's "My Fair Lady"
atre had customers hanging from the
$26,000 at a $4.20 top.
July 15 at Westboro,
first tested
stars last week to rack up a sensaJoe E. Brown opened in "Harvey" Mass., is being done again at Westtional 97% attendance figure on the
at the Cass last night tMon.).
second week of "Desert Song." Oldie
port, Conn., this week by John C.
nnalled with a tremendous two-week
Wilson, with a Broadway showing in
take of $94,300.
mind. Wilson had planned a presenSole opening last week was "Biogtation of "The Skull Beneath," which
raphy," production of the Actors' Co;,
was also done at Westport, until
strawhatter at La Jolla engineered
"Lady" caught his eye instead.
by David O. Selznick thesps. It
"Grand National Night," an English
opened Thursday (21) to 'good nofor
a
sweet
two
looks
set
tices,, and
melodrama tried out at New Hope,
weeks, with two "more possible.
is a possibility, although a pix name
New legit season gets under way
like George Sanders is being sought
next Monday (8), when "I RememBoston, Sept. 2.
before a decision is made. The revue
ber Mama," with Charlotte GreenHub legit season got off to a modwood starred, bows into the Biltmore erate start last week with first en- the Hartmans toured the summer
circuit in, "Heaven Help the Angels,'*
for. a three-week stand.
tries of the season.
One show was is another possibility.
Estimates for Last Week
"We
Love a Lassie," into the Shubert
"Biography," Las Palmas (3 days) for one week pre-Broadway under
Other plays touted as Broadway
Opened strong despite Shubert auspices. Got middling no- prospects are "Lady Maria," in which
(388; $2.50).
expected Labor Day exodus, and reg- tices and didn't make much of a bid, Gertrude Lawrence appeared at
istered capacity $2,800 for three but got a fairly good estimated $12,Dennis, Mass.; "Laughter from a
nights.
500. Another opener was Blackstone, Cloud," the Lynn Riggs play, in
"Blackouts of 1947," El Capitan back at the Colonial for a two-week
Another session, 10 shows a week. At a which Ilka Chase played; "Profile,"
(271st wk) (1,142; $2.40).
in which Faye Emerson appeared at
$17,000.
$2.40 top he got an estimated $22,500,
"Desert Sons," Greek Theatre (2d about 85% capacity.
Dennis and elsewhere; "Once Upon
Wk) (4,419; $3.60). Terrific second
Strawhat season virtually wound a Holiday," a revue tried out at Guilweek total of $49,800 for season's up last week in most N. E. spots. ford, Conn.; "The Lady and the.
greatest run, with $94,300 for two Paul Muni did a fine return visit to Tiger,"
bought by Hal Willis two
frames.
Marblehead in "Counselor at Law"
"No Exit," Coronet (1st wk) (255; to touch an estimated $7,000. while years ago as "Most Likely to SucLabor Day weekend cancel- Jane Cowl finished up Boston Sum- ceed," and tried out this summer at
$3.60).
lations found house with a few emp- mer Theatre's season with okay es- Clinton, N. J.; another revue, "The
Shape of Things," and "My Only
ty pews, but Existentialist drama timated $5,000.
still did over 90% biz with wicker
"The Stars Weep" teed off yester- Love," tried out at Lake Pleasant,
tally of $4,400.
day (Mon.) at the Wilbur, and next N. Y. The Theatre Guild is testing
is "Allegro," at the Colonial, Sept. 10.
"This Time Tomorrow" at Westport
Ahead are "How I Wonder," "Alice next week, as part of a fall tryout
in Wonderland," San Cnrlo Opera tour that includes regular theatre
$23,800,
Company, "Man and Sunerman,"
at Providence and Boston.
"Duet for Two Hands." "Professor stems
'PURCHASE' $38,500, S.F. White."
New plays tried out this summer
"Oklahoma!", "Sweethearts."
San Francisco, Sept. 2.
"Medea." "For Love or Money," include:
*' After
Houra,** by Olinrlfs Onvn^r. nt
"I Remember Mama," with Char- "Show Boat." "Streetcar Named Defohnnset, Mass.; "Catch on the WlnK." hy
lotte Greenwood and Kurt Katch, sire" and "Lady Windermere's Fan," Francis Ooforth and Howard Richardson,
chalked up a fourth week's gross of carrying season up to Nov. 11.
.at Nrw Milford. Conn.; "Through a CUnsfi
Dnrkly," by Tedwell Chapman. Sliowhesrrm.
$23,800 at the 1,550-seat Geary. Pre
Me.; "Dream of Fair Women," by Rega
strong$24,000.
vious week,
inald Lawrence, Lulherville, Md.; "lUavfn
"Louisiana Purchase." which closed
Help the Angels," New Hope, Pa.; "Hfsl
IN 'HARVEY' of
Saturday (30), hit $38,500 for its conFriends," by Andrew Rosenthal, Stifin

lassie $12,500,

Boston Opener

MM

Weather Also Factor; 'Annie Leads

Few Exceptions with 45G; Tinian 42G
The American Legion convention,
bringing thousands o£ celebrating
veterans to New York, took the edge

Broadway

oft

grosses

week.

last

theatre-going
Visitors
did
little
themselves, but took over the Times

Square district
on, discouraging
ance.

That,

the

dinner-

sands of home-bound workers, cut
the week's receipts.
One management, the Shuberts,
offered the Legionnaires a half-price
concession on the $2.20 seats at
"Sweethearts," at the Shubert, but
few of the visitors took advantage of
it and
several complained because
the reduction was not allowed on the
higher-priced admissions.
Prospects for the current week are
much better, however, not only with
the return to town of many vacationers, but also with the season's
opening perking interest in
first
theatregoing, but with the added
boost of the generally-well-attended
extra matinee Monday (1).
Estimates for Last Week

C (Comedy), D (Drama),

Keys:

(Comedy-Drama), R iReuuc),
(Musical), O (Operetta).
My Sons," Coronet (31st week)
(D-1,095; $4.80). Prize drama felt the
general slump, slipping a bit to about

M

"All

$11,000.

"Annie Get Your Gun." Imperial
week) (M-1,472; $6.00). Despite

NEAT

(68th

mendous
.

$41,000.

Spike Jones and his "Musical Depreciation Revue" opens at the Curran, Friday (5) for a three- week run.
Jones will play Saturday matinees,

with a $2.40

and evenings

top,

at

$3.60 top.

Detroit Stage, Inc.,

Sets Winter Season
Detroit, Sept.

2.

Its first season termed a success,
Detroit Stage, Inc., has signed a
contract with Music Hall for a winter season, beginning Oct. 1. Henry
H. Reichhold, president of Music
Hall", conferred with William Merrill and Richard Charlton, producers and directors of Detroit Stage,
Inc., worked out a deal for the latter pair to produce a play a month

from October through May.

FRANK FAY
17G FOR 3 PERFS,
Kansas

"Harvey" in a pre-season, threeperformance date in the Music Hall
was completely sold out in advance
for the stand Aug. 29-30. . Top of
$3.65 for the two evening shows and
$3 for the Saturday matinee added
up to $17,000, capacity for the house.
The rabbit yarn is the only play to
chalk up such a record in the. big
(2,700 seats) Music Hall.

Frank Fay company stopped off
for the stand enroute from Central

the

"Dream

four,

and
"Good-

Girl"

"Golden Boy" reaped profits,
bye Again" broke even and "Claudia" lost money.

left

and several of the leads
the company to resume this week

on Broadway. Rest of the company,
with Joe E. Brown- in the lead,
headed for Detroit to open there

Monday

The Brown company

(1).

will bring "Harvey" back for a date
in the Music Hall in January. Which
will be the third time for the show

here.

'Red

'Lassie' Current,

2.

at the National, topping its sock take

"We Love a
for the initial week.
Lassie" moved in Monday (1) for a
single week after a Boston tryout.
is Broadway bound.
"Voice of the Turtle," starring
Haila Stoddard, skedded for a oneweek return, openine Monday (81. to
be followed by "Lady Windermere's
Fan" on a three-week Theatre Guild

Show

subscription run.

Current Road Shows

•

(Period covering Sept. 1-13)
"Allegro" Shubert N. Haven

—

ette, Det.

— Shubert- Lafay-

(8-13).

Capitan,

(1-13).

—

"Blackstone" Colonial Bost. (1-6);
His Majesty's, lfjnt'1 (8-13).
"Born Yesterday"— Erlanger, Chi.
(1-13).

Shows

in

Rehearsal

"Man and Superman"
Maurice Evans.

—

Kermit
"Command Decision"
Bloomgarden and Sidney Phillips.
"The Big People"— Theatre, Inc.
"The Heiress"— Fred Finklehoffe.

"How I Wonder"— Ruth Gordon,
Garson Kanin, Victor Samrock, William Fields.

"Music

in

My

Heart"— Henry

Duffy.

"Hlffa

Button

Shoes"

—

Monte

Chi.

"Harvey"— Cass, Det. (1-13).
"How I Wonder"— Shubert, N. Haven (11-13).

Get Out"— Playhouse,
Walnut, Philly (8-13).
"I Remember Mama"— Geary. Frisco (1-6); Biltmore (L. A.) (8-13).
Fan"— PlayWindermere's
"Lady
"I

Got

Wilm.

to
(4-6):

house, Wil.

(1-6); Lyric.

Alex.. Toron-

Bridgeport (8-13).

Lives"— Harris, Chi

(1-

13).

"The Red Mill"— Shubert, Philly
froad)—

*"The Chocolate Soldier" (road)—
H. Del Bondio, Hans Bartsch.

(1-13).

"The Stars Weep"— Wilbur,
""Voice of the Turtle"— Nat

l,

Bost.

Wash.

(8-13)

'We Love a Lassie"— Nat'l, Wash.
Musical.

(1-6).

Provlncfttown Playhouse, N. Y.; "Portrait
of Irish," by Ronald Alexander, Sea
"1 iff,
L. T.; "Grand National Night/' New Hope,
<

Bankhead starring. "Carousel" in its
14th week still holds the lead as top
grosser, walking away last week

Pa.: "Rent Halo," by William Oorlnffton,
Great Neck. L. T.
"Daughter from a
Cloud." by Lynn RiRffs, Woodstock, N. Y.
"Act of Darkness," by Frank RabrleUon,
New Milford, Conn. "Among Ourselves,"
by Joanna Roos, Hedgerow theatre, iVfoyUm, Pa.; "My Fair Lady." by Otis plgelow, Westboro, Mass.
"HI, Ho. Figaro,"
by Bill Whiting, Provinf.-etown Playhouse,
N\ Y.; "So Small a World." by Richard
Maloy. Clinton. N. J.
"Strawberries in
January," by Charlotte Buehwold," fJuilford. Conn.;; "'Holiday from Heaven," by
Mndieon L. CrofT, Reading, Pn.; "The ShinIng Threshold," by Rowlnnd V. Leifrh.
Falmouth, Mass. "Moby Dick." hy R. D.
Wilson, and " 'Seonset Heyday." by M. G.
Fawcett. Nantucket Island. Mass.
"Bonfire." by Elaine Elliott and A. Mandelslnm,
Riidgton. Me.; "Four Flights Up," by Ken
Parker. Peaks Island, Me.
Also, "Quicksand," by Conrad S. Smith.
BlanveK. N. Y. "Does the Lady Yield?."
by Eugene Lerner. Oragsmoor. N. Y. "My
Only Love," by Margaret Hill, Lake Pleas"Suzie." by Anthony Brown
ant, N. Y.
and James Truex, Pompfon Lakes. N. .T.
"Mr. Hennessy's Pocket." by Aflehafl Dyne,
Litchfield.
Conn.
"Minor, Mirror," hy
George Opnenheimer,
Falmouth.
Mass.;
"All for Hecuba/' by KIwyn Dearborn,
Peaks Island, Me.
"Portrait of a Madonna," by Tennessee Williams, Windham,
N. H.; '-'Genius for Breakfast," by Klch-mi
Poston,
Rehoboth
"Pink
Beach,
Del.;
Strings
Sealing Wax." by Roland pertwee. East Hampton, L. L; "Something on
thr Rail." by Tom Loy. Ithaca, N. Y.
"Gas," hy Georg Kaiser, Cherry Tjine.
N. Y. "Lady and the Tiger." by Mh liael
Robinson. Clinton, N. J.: "Horaee," by
Harold J. Kennedy, Princeton, N. J.: "Almost Faithful." bv Harry Wagstaff Gribhle,
Clinton, N. J.*, "Onee Upon a Holiday,"
hv Robert Champlaln, Ethel Jacobs n and
Walter Hendl. Guilford, Conn.; "The Skull
Penes th, " by Richard Ca rlson West port
t'onn.; "Tobias and the Angel.'* by Jainei
KWdie, Lenox. Mass.: "Profile." hy Chai'Ies
and Michael Robinson, Marblfhead. M:\-s.:
'"Harvest of Years," .by Dewitt Bodeen,
Martha's Vineyard, Maw.
"JeseJe," by Eugenia Merrill and Harry
Rospn. Rlauvelt. N. Y. "Personal Island,"
by Pauline Williams, BrldgPhanipton, L. I.:
''The Name of Action," bv Gayne Rich"Dawn from »n
ards. Gloucesl or. Mnss.
Unknown Ocean," by San ford Friedman,
Masbpee, Mass.; "Return at Night." by Joseph Anthor.y. Pet erborongh, N. IT.: "A
Copy of Madam*1 Auplc," by Gian-''a r)o
MenoMT, New Milford. Conn.: "Kor B-tter
or for Worse." hy RMle "Blumentftali Lake
"Gra mercy Gh'Wt." by
Hopatcong. N. J.
John (?**(di Holm. German! own, ,\\ Y.
;

;

;

tively set for Chicago opening in
October after its tryout at the Lafayette in Detroit. "Another Part of
the Forest" will follow "Born Yesterday" into the Erlanger Oct. 11.
Estimates for Last Week
"Born Yesterday," Erlanger (27th

:

;

week)

$3.60).

(1,334;

Shot up with

others to $12,500. Wednesday was
capacity at both performances.
"Call Me Mister," Blackstone (16th

week)

:

About $22,000.
revue saw little addi-

(1,358; $4.80).

Matinees for

tional business, but evening perform-

md

about $42,000 again.

"Happy

Birthday,"

off a bit; $16,000.

"Harvey," 48th St. (148th week)
(C-920; $4.20). Not even the. Leg ion
aire army could hurt James Stewart's draw: another capacity $18,800
for the film star's final week; Frank
Foy back this week.
"Icetime of 1948," Center (14th
week) (M-2,994; $2.40). Legionaiie
families and vacationing school children added up to $47,000 for 10 per-

,

<

'onn.

1

1

Gilbert Tours 'Soldier';

Readies 'Heaven, Ind.'
Los Angeles, Sept. 2.
Billy Gilbert goes on tour with
"Chocolate Soldier," opening Sept.

Box

(30th week) (C-979; $4.80). Another
of the shows that felt the general
drop: approximately $11,500.
"Oklahoma!", St. James (228th
week) (M-1,505; $4.80).
Musical's
big reputation helped combat the
general trend, but takings fell a bit
to $22,000.
"State of the Union," Hudson (94th

week) (CD-1,057; $4.80). LindsayCrouse click eased off to $11,500, but
two performances Monday (1) indicated this week's taking will be
much better; slated to close next
week.
"The Magic Touch," International
(C-1.173; $5).
John Morris Chanin
presents Charles Raddock-Charles
Sherman farce comedy. Opens to-

REVIVALS
"Burlesque," Belasco (36th week)
(C-1,077; $4.80).
This Bert Lahrstarrer failed to get the visitor trade
its title was expected to draw; $9,000.
"Sweethearts," Shubert (32d week)
(M-1.382; $4.80). Felt the abnormal
conditions; slipped a bit to $18,000.

NEIGHBORHOOD
"Joan
of
Lorraine,"
Windsor,
Bronx;
"Glass Menagerie,' F 1 a t b u s h
Brooklyn.

N.B.C.

-

-2

YEARS

•'WAY MUSICALS

to $35,000.

"Private Lives," Harris (6th week

Now

(1.000; $3.60). Continues at capacity,
better than $21,200.

Producer and
Musical

Columbia Concerts Lecture Bureau has paeted Burl Ives, the ballad, singer, for a lecture tour next
This " will
February and March.
mark his first time on the gabfest

Director

TAMIMENT

BURL IVES TO LECTURE;
CONTINUES PIX, RADIO

SUMMER
THEATM
Tamtment,

Pa.

VING MERLIN

circuit.

|

j

now on

location with 20thFox's "Green Grass of Wyoming."
He'll continue pic and radio work on
the Coast till next winter. His radio
series for Philco airs on Mutual Friday nights.
new Ives album was
issued by Decca last week.

Ives

:

'

Broadhurst

(44th week) (C-1.160; $4.80).
As
usual, > matinees helped the Helen
Hayes starrer, but evening trade was

ances picked up considerably.
"Carousel," Shubert (14th week)
(2,100; $4.80). Still leading the field
as ton grosser, spurting last week

;

Time Tomorrow." W-estpnrf

(72d
re-

"Flnian's Rainbow," 46th St. (34th
week) (M-1,319; $6). Advance sale
and solid momentum held attendance to virtual capacity at this tuner;

:

•'This

Ex-GI

as much veteran
but got profitable

$22,000.

.

:

"Alt Gaul Is Divided," Catholic 1'nlv...
"Summer and Smoke.'" by
Washington
Tennessee William*;. Dallas. Tex.: "Strawberry Social.'
by Marie Topper. Pa w ng.
N. Y,; "The Shining Hour," by Rowland
V.
I^>e.
Falmouth. Map*.' "flow. Now.
Brown Cow," by Madeleine L' En file end
Robert Hjirtung, Moltnton, Pa.

Majestic

$4.80).

night (Wed.).
"The Medium" and "The Telewith $35,000.
(18th
week)
Lineup of new bills for the fall phone," Barrymore
season leads off with "Swing -Mi- (M-1,064; $4.20). Also felt the downkado," which opened tonight (2) at ward swing; estimated $10,000.
"Voice of the Turtle," Morosco
Civic Opera House.
"The Bench
Warmer," with Bert Wheeler, enters (177th week) (C-939: $3.60). Longthe Selwyn Sept. 22 after completing run comedy slid to $8,000, still coma tryout in Detroit, and "Toplitzky fortable profit.
"Young Man's Fancy," Plymouth
of Notre DaTne" relights the Studebaker Sept. 29. "Chocolate Soldier" (18th week) (C-1,075; $3.60). Anconies into the Blackstone October other victim of the general drop;
6 and "All Gaul Is Divided" is tenta- about $6,500.

;

(11-1'3).

"Oklahoma!"— Royal
to

:

Xoe Schiller, Westboro, Mass.
Also, "Helena '« Room," by John Lynn,

:

Me Mister"— Blackstone,

"Carousel"— Shubert. Chi d-13).

"Private

Proser, Joseph Kipness.

"Alice In Wonderland"
American Repertory Co.
J.

"Call
(1-13).

(revival)—

;

2.

as much as 30 degrees upped the
take of the previously sweltering
shows about $1,000 per house for all
except "Private Lives," which had
already been playing to capacity and
continues to do so, with Tallulah

:

"Blackouts of 1917"— El

Hollywood

Chicago; Sept.

Cool weather finally broke here
last week, immediately perking up
legit business. Temperature drops of

;

;

(1-

6); Colonial, Bost. (8-13).

"Benchwarmer"

Taflu 21G, Chi

K

;

^onrnd

Mister,"

trade as hoped,

.

:

Wash.

Washington, Sept.

:

Hampton.

Me

"Call

week) (M-1,659;
vue didn't draw

.

;

Busy $29,000,

Mill'

"Red Mill" chalked up a sizzling
$29,000 in lis second and final stanza

Francis Sullivan in U. S.
Will Play 'Duet' Lead
Francis L. Sullivan, British actor,
arrived Monday (1) in New York
to play the male lead in Robert
Reud's forthcoming production of
"Duet for Two Hands." Written by
Mary Hayley Bell, wife of film actor
John Mills, play is slated to go into
Show,
tWed.).
today
rehearsal
which had a long London run, deals
with a man who loses his hands and
has them replaced with those of a
murderer.

Following the perform-

City, Colo.
ances, Fay

In its first season, Music Hall presented Lucille Ball in "Dream Girl";
Kim Hunter in "Claudia"; Jose Ferrer and Claire Trevor in "Goodbye
Again" and Dane Clark and Constance Dowling in "Golden Boy."

Of

City, Sept. 2.

N.

.Tames

$42,000.

performances this week.
"John Loves Mary," Music

'Carousel' 35G,

Y.
"The Shnpe of Things," by
Shelton and Tjew
easier,
Kost
Tj.
I.
"Trial Honeymoon,'* fry
"The
Smith," Blauvelt, N, T.
Devil to Pay." by Dorothy I*., {foyer's, Fordham T'niv.. N. Y. :; "The People Are Running," by Larry Dujjan, Eagles Mere, Pa.;
"Lady Maria," by W. P. LJppcorab. Den"The Expensive "Wench," by
nis, Mflsf.
fen.,

K. C.

estimated $15,500.
"BriKadoon." Ziegfeld (25th week)
(M-1,626; $6). Musical hit was fortunate in being off the Broadway
track, so it avoided the general interference;
another near sellout,

formances; playing, two more extra

•

cluding week at the 1,776-seat Curran. Previous week this musical
etarring William Gaxton, Vera Zorina and Victor Moore, did a tre-

the presence of Ethel
the heavy advance sal«
held the take here to virtual capacity; nearly $45,000.
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (83d

Merman and

week) (C-993; $4.80). Comedy smash
from Thursday (28) also reacted to unfavorable factors,
normal show attend- but came through with satisfactory

following

hour cloudburst' of last Tuesday (26),
flooding subways and stranding thou-

CD

conditions,

is

A

Greek Theatre Plans To
Stay Open Year Around
Hollywood, Sept.

BLOOD DONORS
ARE PAID
An

appointment it
unnecessary.
in person daily 9 A.M. to 4
A.M. to 12 Noon.

Apply

P.M., Saturday V
of

NEW YORK POST
GRADUATE HOSPITAL, 20th St.
and 2d Ave., New York. Picas*

Hood Bank
briacj

this

announcement with you.

2.

Tremendous ruccess of the Greek

Theatre season has brought plans for
keeping it open throughout the year.
Producer Gene Mann says details
will be announced shortly.
19 in Pittsburgh.
Open-air legiter, launched lastFour-month lour calls for an exThis
tended run in Chicago, where Gil- year, almost laid an egg.
bert will rehearse his own stage year's pace, though, has been torrid,
musical, "Heaven, Indiana," slated with last week's finale of "Desert
Song" hitting a tremendous $49,800.
to open in New York next winter.

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCE IH;tO
Play, Brokers

and

Authors' Representatives
«S West «5th Street. New To'k

Mmwt

Mvd., H*fljwe«l 4«. «'!.

Wednesday, September

EJTBBA11

54'

3,

1947

develop arts and sciences through

Literati
take
"Spring" "Unmoral" in Boston
Dorothy Speare, author of "Spring new
Street," is appealing to the

on 52d

charge of public relations at
International Harvester plant

there.

Authors League to help her get the
Boston Public Library to buy a copy
of the book. The work hasn't been
the new book
banned in Boston
laws make it impossible now unless
the book itself is tried and found
guilty— but the Library won't purchase it on the ground its "tone is
unmoral."

—

Prolific Bernard Sobel
Bernard Sobel will be well represented in two authoritative works
on the theatre which will appear
soon. The English representative of
the Oxford Companion to the American Stage has asked him to write

Millard Lampell writing the final
chapter of his second novel, "The
Hero," a tale of an amateur athlete,
for
fall publication by Julian
Messner.
Montreal's "Playtime" mag folded
before putting out first issue. Publisher W. Boas explained causes as
lack of paper and too heavy advance
financial expenditure.
Charlotte Armstrong's novel, "The
Unsuspected," will be reissued in a
pocket-size edition of 250,000 copies
with the release of the Michael Curthe book.

ti2 film version of

David, Alfred and John Smart, of
the Esquire-Coronet syndicate, have
other interests including a scotch-

the technical advances made in the
industry and through such films as
"Madame Curie," "Dr. Erlich's Magic
Bullet" and the raft of those taken
from book classics. Much of the
campaign will be built around the
A,
current 25th anniversary of
which has been sloughed off by the
industry until now through the lack
of just such an organization as PIC
hopes to set up.

(Viking).

It

points the finger, but

of the Chicago Herald American.
exaggerates effectively Series
began last week with story
the- w.k. prototypes that are now
about Jackie Robinson, Brooklyn
standard wherever Hollywood gets Dodger first-baseman,
the first player
a kicking around. It's clever, it's of his race to break into
major
amusing, in the best tradition of
league baseball.
Bemelmans, True, there is a thought
John D. Donoghue, Variety mugg
here and there, but before you can
since 1942 and Springfiield (Mass.)
take

too seriously

Bemelmans

is

who

the

attend

nation's

newspaperman

The

provided a fresh occasion for much
published material suggesting in
the only acceptable
that
effect
screen material is that coming from
abroad. We intend to try to chalwhenever it
attitude
lenge this
seems to us to be baseless, careless
•

.

or selfish, talcing criticism
insisting

,

production on a top-budgeted
That's about all that the title
has to do With book, for otherwise
the plot bypasses corn for a smarter

Anti-Smear

pic'

and more subtle integration of his
asserted Hollywood fauna. His Boss
Man Moses Fable, who dreams in
technicolor;

his

producer

Vanya

Tele Situation

Continued from page 1

ti.esj.up

idea recently broached by
PIC and approved by the
in
conjunction with the revision of the
industry's ad code.
As such, it's
traceable directly to the attempted
passage in the New York State legislature last spring of a bill that would
have permitted censorship of all film
Indus
advertising in newspapers.
try, although it managed to have
the bill pigeonholed permanently,
similar

MPA

May

Benefit Via

Films

New Stand

Vashvily; his stable of writers imported for their particular genius
Inauguration of an industry-wide
and then molded to form, the heroine
public relations campaign by the
Belinda named after a cigar band,
Public Information Committee of the
and the nostalgic silent star and the
Picture Assn. may well offer
Motion
has-beens—these are the assortment was caught completely unawares a final solution to the film industry's
If such a camthat make up the fabric of a scin- when it first broke.
treatment of television. One of the
tillating and at all times entertain- paign had been in progress at that foremost recommendations made to
time, it's believed, the bill would
Rose.
ing novel.
never have been introduced into the the prexies of the various major film
legislature.
Idea, therefore, is one companies by PIC in its outline of
Simon & Schuster Changes
clarification of the inof self -protection as much as any- the plan is a
Simon & Schuster N. Y. staff has thing else.
dustry's stand on tele, something
had a revamp recently. Charlotte
which has been woefully lacking
Recurring Attacks
Seitlin, publicity head, has been
heretofore.
Schlaifer declared that the proupped to associate editor. Elinor
Campaign is to employ all existGreen takes over publicity, as well gram has been evolved over a period
ing media of communication to tell
as continuing as promotion manager. of many months by PIC "as result
the industry's story to the public,
Other changes include William G. of recurring, crises involving public
Owens appointed sales rep for Chi- goodwill toward the film industry." one PIC spokesman pointed out. With
films, press and radio constituting
cago, Detroit and Cleveland, head- Through lack of factual information
quartering in Chi; and Lou Ash- in some cases, through a "habitual naturals for such a mass campaign,
juvenile tele industry remains
worth to do special promotion.
practice of harrying Hollywood in the
only one on which no stand has
others and through purposely hos- the
been taken. Company prexies, conHousehold Mag's Gallup
tile or inspired motives in a few
Bruce Gallup, formerly in the instances," he said, "Hollywood had sequently, have been urged either to
publicity and ad departments of been made a needless victim. PIC, decide to cooperate with the video
First National, United Artists and according to Schlaifer, has proposed industry for the mutual benefit of
Columbia, becomes the film reviewer to try to correct this condition as far both or to abandon their half-he'artfor Household mag, starting with as possible by "aggressively supple- ed stabs at cooperation once and for

the November issue; He is a former
vice-president and account executive
of the Donahue & Coe ad agency.

CHATTER
Hank Givens, managing editor of
the Witchita Beacon, gandering Hollywood.

Howard Browne, former magazine
publisher, writing a novel in his San

Fernando Valley home.

Max

Weinberg, Metro's eastern
has piece on hay fever in
current (Sept.) issue of Go mag.
Henry Gris, Hollywood correspondent for United Press, is leaving
to cover the United Nations general
assembly.
Howard Browne is writing a book
abolit Hollywood as part of his deal
for two tomes a year to be published
by Ziff Davis.
Hollywood fashions will get an
even breack with Paris styles in the
next issue of Vogue, with six pages
devoted to "movie modes."
Bob Massey resigned as United
Press bureau head in Memphis to
shorts,

I

tui

rest of the

ad would be gushing with nice white space.
A Recently Paroled P.A.

Geoffrey Homes, a recently paroled p.a. who wrote "Build My Gallows
High" and got resentenced by RKO to write the script of his own novel,
reports a lady columnist saxing, "Isn't it a shame what they've done to
your book? They tell me the script stinks. It always happens,
man
writes a good book and then some hack comes along and butchers it. '
He had to tell her that the eminent author and the lowly hack were one
and the same.
Homes' next one is called "Hog Wallow," and if his New York publishers follow the Hollywood spread, it should, opines Homes, come out
*
about like this:

WMAS

as such and played upon warmly
and fondly but knowingly.
Dirty Eddie is a pig, whose
*nvti-~'s demand for $5,000 a week

»HMtt

MACBETH. BY WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
ILLUSTRATED BY ORSON WELLES

theatres

where we
upon sanity
becomes deserve it but
his alma and fairness in the American way.
with
worked
PIC
who
Members of
College,

A

Scully

Billings, Mont., Sept. 1.

since 1934,
public relations director at
mater, St. Michael's
Winooski Park, Vt., this week. For- Schlaifer in devolving the plan inmer music and theatre editor at the clude Ben Serkowich, Columbia;
Howard Dietz and Si Seadler, Metro;
mans fictional pix spree than was Springfield Daily News, and one Curtis Mitchell and Stanley Shuford,
time
announcer, Donoghue
intended.
ended up Army News Service as- Paramount; S. Barret McCormick,
"Dirty Eddie" is not an expose
signment in charge of Stars and RKO; Paul Lazarus, Jr., United
If Bemelmans is laughing at HollyStripes office in New York. Willard Artists; Maurice Bergman and Hank
wood, it's a laughter that says "inM. Clark, Springfield Union music Linet, Universal; and Mort Blumenclude me in." For human foibles
stock and Gil Golden, Warners,
editor, takes over.
and weaknesses are accepted by him

baftk again on his slightly acrid way.
lot of people are going to conjecture as to the living facsimile of his
fabulous characters, but that is at
taching more significance to Bemel

SCRAPBOOK

By Frank

Kidding credits must run back centuries. Story, probably apocryphal,
about the dove that wouldn't pair off in Noah's Ark and certainly wouldn't
coo unless billing went with it, must be' older than "That was no lady, that
was the dame who has charge of studio credits, and it wasn't a street, it
was a set." But both have substantial claims to antiquity. In fact, I lifted
P.r. staff, in addition, will work
out a basic material kit, which will their faces myself and I'm no yearling.
Writers have derided Hollywood's lengthy credit sheets more than
be issued to all members of field
exploitation and publicity staffs for other workers in the field because they feared their identities were being
their guidance in writing and plant- lost in the group pictures. Such a modest little job, for instance, as the
ing in newspapers, magazines and animated merger of. Sinclair Lewis's "Bongo" and somebody else's "Jack
hews syndicates suitable, material. and the Beanstalk," which Walt Disney has just turned out, credits 79
Attempts will also be made to mar- people. In adapting Lewis's story alone six writers are credited.
When it comes to the 24-sheets most of these, I suspect, will fall off at
shal top-name writers, already connected with the industry, for maga- the first turn in the road. After that only Disney's name will probably
Campaign will also be decorating the landscape, though close by probably the names of Dinah
zine pieces.
make full use of trailers and news- Shore, Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy will be at least readable. But
reels to bring the story behind the the writers, no.
If writers had their way credits would be limited to something like, this:
industry to the millions of filmgoers

bites. It

it

»

MP

two pieces for that famous publica- tape company; 16m productions; a weekly.
tion; and Collier's forthcoming en"As committee members of the
chain of theatres; and other patents
cyclopedia have also ordered three besides publishing.
MPA who are in direct contact with
pieces, including articles on the
Ohio State Archaeological and His- the public, we believe strongly,"
American minstrel show and bur- torical Society, Columbus, is micro- Schlaifer said, "that so far-flung an
lesque. Everybody's Digest is pubfilming Ohio newspapers to insure institution of American life deserves
lishing his story on back stage cues
preservation
historic better, than to be a lone whipping
their
as
and emergencies.
records.
Several microfilm com- boy for self-appointed critics of all
The New School also invited Sobel panies are cooperating by furnishing varieties, including the sheerly
to give a course on the theatre, beoddly
malevolent
and
flippant
equipment, cameras, and operators.
ginning November.
Wendell Smith, sports editor of Sometimes this attitude suggests an
the Pittsburgh Courier, became the almost psycopathic hysteria, as if
Bemelman's "Dirty Eddie"
picture-making
and
the
Hollywood
first Negro to have a feature column
Ludwig Bemelmans has come up on a major daily here. Smith is business held a monopoly on: all
with a rather fascinating novel writing a series on colored athletic human frailty.
about Hollywood in "Dirty Eddie" personalities
"The recent British tax impasse,
for the sports section
never

«
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THAYER HOBSON
PRESIDENT OF WILLIAM

MORROW &

CO.

Presents

HOG W ALLOW

-

A

Strange And Violent Love
Starring Characters New To Fiction
Manuscript opened and read by Helen King

The Story Of

Reread by Mr. Hobson and Emily Street
Jacket design arranged for by Donald Stevenson
Proofs okayed by Mr. Hobson

Type by Goudy
Written by Geoffrey Homes
His suspicion is that his byline might be printed in' agate. But no
Hollywood production would think of limiting itself to nine credits,
counting the three for Hobson.

No Billing For Rags
Even such a modest picture production as Hal Roach's "The Fabulous
Joe," starring Walter Abel, Margot Grahame and Marie Wilson, lists 17
technical credits— Hal Roach, Jr., twice. But the sheet should have carried two more. What was the name of the dog that played Joe, and who
was the actor who did Joe's talking?
The latter, I found by patient digging, was Arthur Q. Bryan, a radio
gabber, and a delightful job he did in keeping the fabulous laughs rolling.
Called "Joseph McMasters" in the picture, the dog's real name is Rags.
But beyond that Rags becomes a shaggy dog story lost in the Hollywood
kennels. The Roach people do not know his master and can only report
that, "He was brought around for casting. That's all we know."
The camera man whose job it was to match Joe's lip movements with
Bryan's dialog was Bill Randall. He didn't know much about Rags either,
except that he could take direction better than most actors.
Sometimes it takes a lot of patient digging to give credit where credit
is due.
For instance, in "Merton of the Movies" (the 1947 remake)
Metro exposes the technique of using doubles for dangerous stunts. Gloria
Grahame is the presumable "star," and the picture reveals Virginia
O'Brien as her double. Miss O'Brien climbs to a yardarm and, dressed
exactly like the "star," presumably takes the dive for Miss Grahame.
Yeah, but who actually took the dip? Not Miss O'Brien surely. Nor

Miss Grahame either. Give up? Well; Bobby Rose did it.
Bobby is an old hand at stunting and, like Billy Rose, he's small enough
to double for little women.
In Par's "Perils of Pauline," 45 people crowd the credit-sheet, even
Charlie Goddard, who wrote the original "Perils" getting a line, not to
forget such fugitives from pie penitentiaries as Chester Conklin, Snub
Pollard, Jimmy Finlayson, Hank Mann, Creighton Hale, Bill Farnum,
Frances McDonald and Heinle Conklin.
A credit not listed, however, was who did the stunting for Betty
Hutton?
Falling For Betty
Remembering that in "Incendiary Blonde" it was Faye Blessing, a rodeo
trick rider, who did the wild riding for Texas Hutton and that Helen
Thurston leaped around for her in other pix, who would you say did it
for bouncing Betty in "Pauline?" Was it a man or a woman? You're
wrong. It was a man. Billy Jones, a brother of the late Grover Jones,
who hardly hid under a bushel as a writer, did most of Betty's stunting.
Like Bobby Rose, Billy Jones is small and an old hand at risking his neck.
Florabel Muir, who writes a column in Daily Variety, did a swell piece
two years ago in The Saturday Evening Post on these forgotten people.
She confined her story mostly to girls who doubled in the daring long
and medium shots, stunters like Helen Thurston, Frances Miles, Vivien
Valdez, Nellie Walker, Evelyn Smith, Jeanne Criswell, Aline Goodwin,
lone Reed and Betty Danko. Most are in their thirties and married,
average $150 a week when working, or $50 to $250 a stunt, depending on
how dangerous it is. Lloyd's picks up the tab if a stunter is hurt.
After falling off the cliff few ever move up from the bottom of the
menting" the activity of the MPA- -in- all.
canyon. Jimmy Dundee did. He now has parts at Par, but most of them,
this field.
Although most of the majors have like the general who still shaves with a straight-edged razor, prefer to
Under present plans, the industry been reported at various times to be live dangerously.
will employ the same methods and working on tele's development, ParThe Parks Circle
media used by its attackers in the amount is the only one so far to take
Up to recently studios have dummied up on doubles, but "The Jolson
new operation. Special staff, re- an active commercial interest in the Story" brought this phase of cinematic similation completely out in the
cruited mainly from within the in- medium. Warners recently signed open. What it did seemingly for Larry
Parks, however, was to weld him
dustry, is to be established to super- with RCA for joint experimental like a Siamese twin to the Jolson spinal cord.
vise the public relations campaign. work on the development of largeMore recently Columbia has dared to allow Tarks to run a little on his
Such a group, it's pointed out, al- screen theatre video and 20th-Fox is own, but people were a bit surprised to hear him sing, as he does in
ready has established contacts in the reported to have some revolutionary "Down To Earth," in a different key than he did in
"The Jolson Story."
press and radio through which it can ideas that would tie in tele with its The difference is that Hal Derwin, who. did Park's singing
in "Earth,"
channel material.
Campaign will film distribution. RKO Television has a different voice than Jolie's. If Columbia wanted to keep Parks
fight such things as taxation, cen- has done practically nothing since it singing like a Jolson, why didn't thsy
hire Harry Jolson instead of
sorship (such as that involved in the was first organized, and the other Derwin?
N. Y. legislative bill) attacks against majors have apparently given tele
Jolie's next will be called "Jolson Sings Again," and whether the comso-called Communists in Hollywood, little thought to date.
panion feature will be "Parks Acts, Again" will be a matter of money.
competition,
ill - adviaed
foreign
With the importance of tele as a Jolson's, that is, for obviously by now he has most of Cohen's.
stories on Hollywood's moral/; and mass communications medium rising
There was some well-feigned doubling in indignation expressed recently
divorce rate, etc.
rapidly, it's expected that the film in
when a diver was killed at Acapulco after plunging off the 150-foot cliff
Cite Pro -Influences
dujrtry will decide to cooperate. It's where Mexicans dive for coins. He was said to have been killed doubling
Besides defending the industry believed that the company prexies for Johnny Weissmuller, while the boys and girls were manufacturing
against such attacks, the campaign •y/ili recognize the Importance of tie- "Tarzan and the Mermaids."
/
will attempt to take the offense by \nf, down
every communications
"Whoever heard of one of the world's greatest .swimmers using a double
showing how much good Hollywood method possible to achieve the best in a water sequence?" demanded Sol Lesser's quiz kids.
has done as the "greatest mass world rmmH* for iU public relations cam
Wcllv I did for one. Giving credit where credit is due I can tell these
influence." P.r. campaign wiil show paj^n and that Mti, consequently, out in Flatbush 35 years ago. The studio paid
the double $25 a week. Her
how much Hollywood has done to will benefit IrMhe process.
name was Mabel Normand.
,
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Chic Farmer new manager of the
Cafe Madison.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. due to arrive in

town Sept.

"Inside USA" which Arthur
Schwartz will tune and produce.

ther's

11.

Iceland to drop the tank shows
Sept. 15, tor regulation floorshows.

Harold

"

stein,

ler.

Polyna Stoska, lead in

Portland, Ore.
Golden

photog-

theatrical

rapher, recently married Ethel
last

son's ."Street Scene," signed

Him- Club.
Duke

Gate

Quartet

at

Clover
v

Ellington orch played con-

cert at Civic Auditorium.

Dennis Morgan here after flight
from France.
Dave Smart, of Esquire, back from
European tour.
Rodney Bush, 20-Fox exploitation
chief, conferring with Chi branch.
George Formby, English comedian, here before sailing for Aus-

tralia..

.

.

py Met

National Cat Week Nov.
2-8 under sponsorship of the American Feline Society.
Charles B. Dillingham Theatrical
Post of .the American Legion rafit's

Shriners

circus to

house in its fund drive.
Lenore Ulric in Katharine Cornell's "Anthony and Cleopatra" revival, for first Broadway appearance
fling off a

Polack

bringing

Armory

Bros,

Sept. 13-19.

November to plug opening
ever Amber.

of "For-

Sugar Chile Robinson and revue
David Rose spent most of last
new attendance record at Para- week visiting here in connection
mount.
with his radio show.
Jack Marshall completed fourPeter Lind Hayes and wife, Mary
in seven years.
week engagement at .Cloud Room. Healy, will be in the Mayfair Room's
Katharine Cornell received degree
Cyril Smith followed at the spot.
show sometime in October.
of Doctor of Fine Arts from Ithaca
J. J. Parker chain purchased Guild
Ralph Jansen, owner of the IvanCollege as "top-ranking actress of
theatre for showing foreign films. hoe, named cafe chairman of the
the American theatre."
James ft. Grainger, Republic's "Brief Encounter" opens new house Community Fund Drive for 1947.
Sept.
4.
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanhe
sales chief, to the Coast on a sales
Jan
Peerce,
Nadine
Connor
and
viewing
town's legit shows last
F,
trip that takes him to L. A., S.
others into Civic Auditorium, Sept. weekend before going to Wisconsin.
Seattle and Minneapolis.
12-14 with San Francisco Opera
Ed Levin, who recently resigned
Louis Calhern in New York from
Company.
from the Howie Mayer publicity ofthe. Coast for a two-week visit folfice, has rejoined the Balaban and
lowing completion of his role in
Katz organization.
"Arch of Triumph" for Enterprise.
Al Borde and son Howard off to
San Francisco
Paul Hollister, recently made naIowa, for the Drake University track
tional publicity chief for RKO, back
Ted Friend
By
meets. Young Borde will participate
from the Coast last week after hud"Hubbub Club" with Jack Gregson
dles at studio on forthcoming re- to originate from stage Of Golden in several contests.
James Nixon, manager of the
leases.
Gate this week.
Music Hall, back in Kansas City
Vincervt Trotta, art director of
Frank J. McHugh Jr., network
National Screen Service, stepping to sales head for ABC locally, retires, after visiting publicist Allan Dalzell, and catching "Carousel."
the bench to act as judge in his 13th Vincent Francis succeeding.
Ray Hunt, of the Times, and music
consecutive stint at the Atlantic City
Francis Faye a click at House of critic Remi Gassman have penned
beauty contest.
Harris. Mary Raye and Naldi at
Junior Dramatic Workshop, found- Palace Hotel, Rose RoOm, with a ballet which will be presented for
ed by Dr. Maria Ley-Piscator f.t Miquelito Valdes due at Fairmont the first time in New York this
winter.
New School for Social Research in hotel's Venetian
Room, Sept. 16.
Mat Shelvey, AGVA national
1942, shifting this fall to the Walt
Variety Club benefit for blind exec-sec, here last week to conduct
Whitman School.
children fund drew big turnout,
Leon & Eddie's to conduct daily with Hollywood, contingent helping meetings with midwest and westCoast .directors on affects of the
cocktail hours on a high level. High to pull them in.
Rubin, Tur- Taft-Hartley bill.
Benny
McCaffrey, who's been hired for that han Bey, Jack Paar, Rhonda FlemMarie McDonald, Carmen Miranstint, is a Powers model and a foring, Rory Calhoun, Chili Williams
da, Liberace and Don McNeill were
mer scoutmaster.
appeared.
among the entertainment world's
Al Rosen, former manager of
celebs at the Labor Day celebration
Loew's State, to be general manin Soldiers' Field.
ager of the Courtney Burr producAnn Crowley, youthful lead in
tion, "The Inspector Calls," London
Series
local cast of "Carousel" is in Gotham
hit by J. B. Priestley.
to do week stint as Laurie in "OklaAl Wilkie, Paramount's former
Continued from page 1
homa." Meanwhile, Gloria Elwood
publicity
manager, rusticating on
his farm and writing both feature Edgar Kobak.- Mutual is to have has been subbing here.
articles for Collier's and a full- first rights on the series through
length mystery yarn.
dint of its having sewed up the
If Chico Marx calls at the Manuradio rights some months ago.
Washington
facturers Trust Co., N. Y., he'll find
No decision has been made yet on
that he's owner of an unclaimed
By Florence S. Lowe
bank account. Bank has been list- what broadcaster is to handle acMary Kaaihue Trio and singing
tual pickups of the games, since
ing his name in daily ads.
pianist Del-Loyd McKaye a current
Louis Marx, w.k. Broadwayite Mutual's N. Y. station has not yet click at'Quonset 'Inn.
and "toy king" of America, in Ber- begun operation.
According to a
Arch Mercey, former Government
lin and en route to Moscow, under spokesman for one of the major tele
film official, back in the publishing
Army auspices. He's been a special nets, "we'll worry about that when
biz here after a UN stint.
consultant to the U. S. Army.
George Canty, State Dept.'s comthe time comes."
As things look
Alberti di Gorostiaga, Lily Pons'
mercial
film expert, back at his desk
teacher and famed vocal authority, now. however, it's probable that, if after a month's vacation.
in N. Y. this week from Bilboa for the N. Y. Yankees and Brooklyn
Ground broken for the Dupont,
play in the series, all new art theatre located on Dupont
first U. S. visit and honeymoon trip Dodgers
with Lidia Iborrando, contralto.
games will be televised by WABD Circle, on the fringe of Embassy
Leonide -Moguy, director and co- (DuMont, N. Y.) and -WCBS-TV Row.
producer of the French-made "Beth- (CBS, N. Y.). Latter two outfits alIrina Baronova arrived in town
sabce," to the Coast with his wife
ready, have their equipment set up for a straw hat stint in "Dark Eyes"
and baby, taking the print with him
in
Yankee Stadium and Ebbets driving a jeep and wearing blue
set
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World

•

for disposition of the U. S. rights.

George M. Burbach,

Field, respectively.
lieved, may share

formerly
with the National Broadcasting Co.
and McCann-Erickson, joined Pathescope Productions, industrial film
producers, in an executive capacity.
Eleazar de Carvalho, Brazilian
conductor who assisted Serge KousJr.,

WNBT
all

DuMont,

it's

be-

pickups with

its

(NBC), which has televised
games this season.

N. Y. Giant

Estimate Audience of 500,000
In addition to the series being
carried by all three N. Y. stations,
sevitzky at Tanglewood this summer, flew to Rio to conduct series of the games will be transmitted to
Schenectady to
concerts with "the Brazilian Sym- televiewers from
Washington. Series will thus have
phony Orchestra.
Mary MacArthur, daughter of their greatest audience in history,
Helen Hayes and Charles Mac- with an estimated 500.000 people
Arthur, to play at Bucks County expected to watch the baseball clasPlayhouse, New Hope, Pa., week of sic in homes and bars.
Through
Sept. 8. in "The Marquise," which
use of either the Bell System's coaxstars
Lillian Gish.
Dorothy Kirstcn,

the

series
John Gielgud, ial cable or radio relay,
Gordon, nitery operator; Wil- will be available to WRGB (GE,
liam B. Levy. Walt Disney's general Schenectady), the three N. Y. stasales manager, and banker Sir Wil- tions, WPTZ (Philco, Philadelphia).
liam Wiseman in on the Queen WBAL (NEC, Baltimore), WTTG
Elizabeth Monday (1).
(DuMont. Washington) and
Henry Fisk Carlton, former radio (NBC, Washington). It's also posand screen writer, now chief of the
motion picture division of the civil sible that WBZ-TV Weslinghouse.
affairs branch of the War Dept. Bo.ston)and WFIL-TV ABC, Philly)
Selects U. S. films for redubbing' for will be on the air by that time.
Price of $100,000 is believed to bb
civilian showing in foreign countries.
Lep (Loew's vecpee) Friedman's the largest ever offered by a sponstepson. Ricard Emery Lyons, Weds sor for the tele rights to any event.
Ellen- Lipcher- fit- Sherry's tomorrow Gillette was' reported to have paid
(Thursday). She's the daughter of the same figure for the Joe LouisMilton Douglas, nitery and vaude
Billy Conn heavyweight championemcee. Young Lyons is with
ship fight in June, 1946, but NBC
Records.
French couturier Christian Dior, reportedly picked up part of the
British dress designer Norman Hart- freight on that event. According to
nell and Italian bootmaker Salva- one tele spokesman, several other
tore Fcrragamo arrived on Queen national advertisers offered Mutual
Elizabeth Monday (1) en route to (and Chandler) the same price in

Max

I

WNBW

(

(

-

MGM
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Dallas where they'll receive the
1947 Neiman-Marcus fashion awards.
Eddie Cantor receives the United
Jewish Appeal's 1947 humanitarian
award at a dinner in his honor al
the Bellevue-Stratford hotel, Philadelphia, tonight (Wednesday). Barney Balaban, chairman of UJA's
film division, will make presentation.

efforts to
Gillette.

get the scries

away from

Actual sponsorship of the games
will cost Gillette far more than the
Firm will also
original $100,000.
have to buy air time, which means
that if th« series goes to seven
games, it will have to pay for at

At an
least 14 hours of facilities.
Allied
Artists
hosted
industry
trade press last Thursday (29) at average facilities charge of $750 per
luncheon on Macy's roof garden hour, the additional cost of Gillette
with chow prepared by squaws of would be $10,500. It's entirely posBlack Gold Cheyenne indian tribe. sible, however, that the broadcasters
Conceived by company flack Arnold might make some kind of a deal
Stolz. stunt plugged firm's "Black
with the razor firm to tie in with the
Gold," forthcoming at Loew's State.
promotional aspects of televising
Howard Dietz running between
Loew's veepce job and his two the series.
Maxon ad agency handles the Gilstage musicals: one a Franco-Harlem theme which he authored with lette account.

55

stand shots for his "Dan Patch" pic-

Hollywood

ture.

Jack Warner and his wife checked
Charley Barnett orch at the Jantinto the Ambassador East for sevzen Beach Park ballroom.
eral days.
Music Hall Supper Club due to
Herb Bailey, publicist, off to Atopen new season Sept. 12.
lanta to become editor of suburban
Harxy James orch inked into Jant- newspaper.
zen Beach ballroom Sept. 30.
Linda Darnell expected here m

sea-

Opera Assn.

Now

CHATTER

Anita Loos and. Alstone (Michael
Todd wants to do it), and the other
a musicalized version of John Gun-

Joe Podoloff, formerly here and
Francisco branch
manager, spending part of vacation

Joan Davis in from Manhattan.
Ariele Jergens trained to Chicago.
Vern Walker convalescing at home.
Dorothy Babb divorced Johnny

now 20th-Fox San
Minneapolis.

in

in Old Red Barn" into
Dyekman Robin Hood Room

"Murder
Hotel

indefinite run,' with $1.50 and
$1.20 cover charge.
Eph Rosen back at local M-G-M as
branch
manager after
assisfant
pinch-hittirig in Milwaukee for ailing

for

Tom

Mike Lyman

I

branch manager John Kemptgen.

Carmen Lombardo

Gay Nelson
Viveca
Europe.

Ralph Doyle back from N. Y.
huddles with RKO toppers.
Charles Chauvel expects to have
his "Sons of Matthew" pic off the
production floor soon.
Sir Ben Fuller completes Perth

Has

looksee.

a site in

mind

for

Warner's

Earle,

company's

Australian

•

John

Thomas,

Charles

.

who

FM

construction

business
Astor Pictures,
Prince Erik of Denmark in town

Jean Hersholt.
Frankie Laine to San Francisco to
open at the C lub Burma,
James Mitchell in from New York

visiting
•

has

just finished a concert tour ot Aussie
and
Zealand for WilliamsonTait, says he's coming back next
year, not to sing, but to do some fish-

New

1

f

or

fii

m

t es t s a t

Warners-.

Charles Bullotti recovering from
emergency appendectomy,
;.| Leo White celebrated his 35th an,
Ted Shawn, U. „
S. dancer, making niversary in show business.
his Sydney debut at the Conserva
Jean Hersholt notified of his sistorium with two recitals for Patch ter's death in Copenhagen.
Indie Group.
Shawn is studying
Robert Alda returned from ah
aboriginal dance routines during eastern summer stock tour.
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Aussie stay.

"Annie

Get

Your

de

Olivia

Gun"

is

Haviland

'

.

.

.

returned

to

work

still

after four days of flu.
Gregory Ratoff in from Italy for

pulling terrific biz in Melbourne for
Williamson-Tait.
Evie Hayes, wife
of Will Mahoney, has scored a personal-hit in the show. Looks like a
six months' run, or more.

confabs with Edward Small.
Martha Raye to Covington, Ky.. to

12-week

.

nitery
Al Pascall hospitalized for observation and possible surgery.
Ella Logan will headline Slapsy
Maxie's reopening in October.
Paris
Neil Agnew in town for conferRay Ventura, erstwhile band- ences with David O. Selznick.
Howie Mayer back in circulation
leader and songsmith, now indie
after two weeks in the hospital.
film producing here.
Joe Reddy back on the Disney lot
Art Ford,
disk jock, o.o.'d
the current scene with an eye to after vacationing at Dana Point.
Rod Cameron injured a leg in a
producing independently here.
Georges Carpentier's bar, around log jam scene for "River Lady."
C. Aubrey Smith in town after
the corner from the Hotel /George
V, still folded while he's vacationing film and legit chores in England.
Judith Anderson trains East Sept.
in Canines.
American
publicist
David
E. 15. to star in "Medea" on Broadway.
Donald Nelson, recently ill, reGreen establishing local office; also
London, Zurich and Rome, with eye turned to his desk as head of SIMPP.
Lou Costello tripped over a teleto commercial clients.
Cynda Glenn Lrought back an phone cord and tore a knee muscle.
Tom Dammann moved out of IrvAmerican refrigerator for Erich
Von Stroheim's chateau near here ing. Rubine's flackery to open his
and that's biggest personal hit with own.
Vincent Price to lecture on con"Merry
the
actor-director
since
temporary
art at the University of
Widow."
start a

tour.

WNEW

-

Larry

Klingmann,

newspaperman long

American

resident

S. Citl.

cuit

=

Continued from page

1

ent to
ments.

be used in

15-minute

seg-

—

chief,
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Turnbull, Australian' "cirlooking over Hollywood

product.

De Rochemont in from Now
York to talk a new producing deal
with Sam Jaffe.
Louis

!

Disk Jockeys

?.'•'*,

Ernest

here,

an indie film production setup
(French versions only, with occasional English bilinguals) with William Wyler.
in

Many jocks feature a defiofficial until Sept. 12.
and
nite
schedule certain
days
D. C. and suburbs now have six
old ones,
stations on the air, with FCC hours for new records, for
permits for 10 more for certain top talent. All this adds
approved and in various stages of up, it's pointed out by the survey,
construction.
to the fact that people who want to
Office of Government Reports will listen to recordings and are consistoffer the joint industry-government ent dialers, know at all times where
committee a two-minute short, "Mes- and when they can pick up their
sage on Wheat," this week for thefavorite artists without spending a
atrical distribution.
Powwow at local 20th-Fox offices nickel. And if they cannot do so
last week between division manager from the sources they are aware of.
Howard Minsky, Cleveland branch there's always the request show,
manager I. Schmertz, and D. C. whir-h will play anything asked.
branch head Glen Norris.
All this, the survey sponsors believe, has hit retail disk sales harder
than they might have been otherwise. It's felt that when things got
Minneapolis
tight last spring and sales in many
By Les Rees
industries began to slide, the dip in
Larry Ross into Hotel Radisson disk graphs might not have been as
Flame Room.
great had it not been for the fact
Gene Autry Rodeo at St. Paul Au- that almost any record made by maditorium Sept. 13-21.
jor and minor talent can be heard
E. L. Walton, Republic assistant
on the air whenever desired.
sales manager, in town.
Another angle, too, is the fact that
City's population now estimated by
few of the thousands of new recensus bureau at 530.000.
McGowan & Mack ice revue into leases marketed annually become
St. Paul Park*night club.
what might be called "standard"
Minnesota State Fair's attendance disks that will bear frequent repetifor first five days 385,471. a new rec- tion. Most are good for only a few
ord.
months' life.
And the hammering
Number of FM receiving sets in
Twin City area now estimated at by so many jocks of top pop tunes
by top artists tends to kill off the
11,000.
Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace sale of any one disk. Just the same
gets Daryl Harpa band with Margo as music publishers frequently find
Paige and Dacite.
a hit song smothered by so many
RKO-Orpheum has booked Alec performances that its sales life is
Templeton & Co. and Lauritz Mcl- shortened, so do disk jockeys limit
choir for concert dates.
the sale of a disk since they all,
St. Paul Pop summer concerts at
Auditorium set new attendance rec- naturally, climb on the bandwagon
of a good tune by a good artist and
ord, attracting 130,000 people.
Sheriff at Wabasha. Minn., county repeat it often.
fair banned Raney United Midway
With the survey as a guide, the
Shows' girly show as ''improper."
manufacturer who authored it is
Old Log strawhatter offering "Ah, easing off on the servicing of disk
Wilderness" with June March, bur- jockeys.
He's convinced that the
lesque stripper, in leading feminine
less attention talent on the label gets
role.
W. R. Frank in from Hollywood to from disk-spinners, the longer they
take Minnesota State Fair grand- and their recordings will last.
become

from

returned,

week of fishing..
Bob Savini in town on

a

I

Commis-

Broadcasting

Lindfors

-for

a successful tour for the

stop.
.

I

is

New York disk shows are li:;ted in
show newspaper radio logs, citing the tal-

already sporting its new title
"Warner," though switch does not

from Hono-

Carson City, on va-

Jane Sterling and Jack Merivale
unhitched.
Pat Dane divorced Tommy Dorsey in Reno.
Hal Roach planed, to Oregon for

com-

mercial project and cinema.
Miklos" Gafni, Hungarian tenor,

winding up

to

cation.

Australia
By Eric Gorrick

Radio Work- playing of disks that's not unlike the
shop currently in session, with over use of live music programming, com200 local teachers enrolled foY the mercial or sustaining. For example.
case,

in

lulu.

WTOP-CBS

course.

hospitalized for sur-

gery,

jeans.

Annual

Tully to Ensenada on vaca-

tion

I

Guillermo Arce, Mexican protown for business huddles
with Rod Cameron.
Katsiotes
Nicholas
and Alexis
Solomos, Greek exhibs, gandering
Hollywood product.
Gordon Maynard returned to work
after two weeks with the Marines
at Camp Pendleton.

ducer. in

Barney Oldfield

left for

'

Washing-

ton to resume his old job as lieut.colonel in the Army.
Jeanne Crain donated her pet Hon
to the Griffith Park Zoo in response
to protests from the neighbors.
Pat Duggan, recovered from a
spinal fracture, will return to his
desk on the Goldwyn lot Sept. 19.
David C. Hickion resigned as general
to

manager

for

Hunt Stromberg

return to the banking business.

Miami Beach
By Larry Solloway
Cross and Dunn set for December
date at Clover Club.
Russell Swann into the Clover
Club, Wednesday (3).
Paddock club closing next week
for extensive facelifting job.
Flamingo, Brandt house, starting
first-run film policy in October.
Duke Stewart, manager of Roncy
Plaza, hobbling around with fractured limb.
Kitty Davis' shuttered for several
First time spot has been
weeks.
closed in seven years; it's for sale.
Joe E. Lewis set for annual winter return, with either Colonial Inn
or La Boheme his showcase, depending on which ppens.
Variety Tent's benefit preem of
"Variety Girl" grossed almost $11.000. with Cadillac hotel talent and
auction show adding $1,700.

Park Avenue Lounge reopens at
months-end, with Charlie Farrell
returning for his seventh year and
Jack Prince for his second.
Dave Singer, former owner of
Park Avenue Restaurant, opening a
super-steak house on site of Mo-

camba club, opposite Roney Plaza.
Johnny Greenhut at the Hotel
Martinique, joining show biz colony
which includes Henny Youngman,
Harry Babbitt, Jerry Wayne, Henrietta Kamern and Liza Morrow.
Attempts by new group of hotel
to
get law passed allowing'
niteries in their hostelries, defeated

ops

when Miami Beach Hotel Owners
and Florida Supper Club Assns. persuaded city council to nix the
measure.
Ordinance had passed
first two readings.

Wednesday, September

fies
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WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP

RODEOS
Soldiers Field, Chicago
Lakeland, Florida

INDIANA STATE FAIR
Indianapolis

BREAKING RECORDS
IN THE BIG PARKS
8

MONOGRAM
PICTURES
a year!
Under Exclusive Contract to

CAPITOL RECORDS
Latest Release
Song of the Sierras
I Hear You Talkin

EDDIE ALLEN
JftfrO

Lankershim Blvd., North Hollywood. California
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SHOWDOW ON

IN

Western Union Big Las Vegas Grosser; EQUITY VOTES N Ifl Ford's
All Wires Cry, 'Send

More Money

Las Vegas, Sept.
This

desert

town's

slogan

is:

that everything is
legal within its confines.
Reno cops the wreath as city of

the

rejoiner

Is

heartaches, America's No.

1

divorce

enterprise, but Las Vegas stands -out
as the gamblingest place in the nation. Gambling is its sole industry
and virtue. Second street here is a
super-42d street, gambling halls side

issue of political affiliation, a
long-smouldering one in performer
union circles, has been brought into

STATE DEPT. NO HELP

TOH'WOODON75%TAX
Washington, Sept.

9.

Inside word is that the State Department has found no violation of
our trade agreement with the British
in Britain's action imposing a 75%
tax on U. S. film coin. This means
that, so far as the U. S. is concerned,
the British proposition has clean

finally settled.

Certain
indicated

is

of the council members
after
yesterday's
SRO

meeting that they would refuse to
sign any such statements, on the
ground that it involved an infringe-

that's

'Casting'

the open again by the Actors Equity
Assn.
council.
Although the
Equity council at its new headquarters, voted yesterday (Tues.)
by a four-to-one margin to require
all the association's councillors, officers and employees to sign written
pledges of non-Communist and nonFascist affiliation, the issue is far

from

all brilliantly neoned. There skirts and the State Department will
only one exception in two blocks
not go out of its way to battle for
Western Union, which stays Hollywood.
open all night. The bulk of the outHowever, the film industry has
going messages read "send me s some
charged that the British violated not
money."
one but three treaties. The other
If there are any places in town
two are the British loan deal and
(Continued on page 63).
the anti-double taxation treaty. The
loan matter is being investigated by
the Treasury Department which has
Conn. Matron's DeLuxe
not yet come up with a decision of

by "side

Method of

f

The

9.

"There's no juvenile delinquency in
Las Vegas." Maybe that's irony, for

$1,000,000 for 10 Yrs. Tele

World Series Nixed, as

ON FOREIGN TIES

By JACK PULASKI

ment

of their civil rights.
If they
persist in such refusal they would
be forced to resign from the council
or be disqualified from office or employment in Equity.
Even so, a

was adopted yesterday
expressing the council's confidence

resolution

whether any violation is involved. in the loyalty of the holdout memRevenue bureau is probing the bers and respect for the sincerity of
double

angle.

taxation

ISMS'

ASCAP TO GET $500,000
FROZEN WARTIME COIN
will
Alien Property Custodian
soon release to the American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers a total of over $500,000
which has been pyramiding since
the start of the war blocked off the
normal relations between the Society and foreign countries with
which it has reciprocal rights agreements. Most of the money has been
in the hands of the Alien Custodian
for quite a while since hostilities
ceased and was supposed to have

been released several months back,
but a red tape snag prevented.

As soon as the coin is received,
will allocate it to writer and
publishers members, principally the
former. It will not become part of
the next quarter's regular revenue
checks, but will be disbursed sepa-

Is

Beer Bid

Despite an offer of Ford Motors to
shell out $1,000,000 for 10 years'
rights to World Series telecasts and

of-Rheingold Beer to meet baseball's
asking price of $100,000 for this year
alone, question of whether the series!
will be aired on tele this year remains up in the air. Baseball commissioner A. B. ("Happy") Chandler
has nixed both offers. With none in
the immediate offing to meet the
league owners' demands,' tele officials
are
extremely pessimistic
about the entire situation.
Other developments during the
last week include an offer of Ford
and Gillette Safety Razor to pay
$60,000 for joint sponsorship of the
1947 baseball classic. Chandler, now
on the Coast, has yet to announce
his decision on that offer.
It's be-'
lieved he'll turn it "down since it's
.

ASCAP

$40,000

rately.

Chandler, according to tele officials,
is all for cooperating with the video''
industry this year but his hands are
tied by the club owners, who aa>'
(Continued on page 63)

below his original demands.

f

their motives.

As mentioned above, the major
The actual wording of the oath portion of it, about $450,000 will go
to be worked out by a special to writers, the remainder to pubArdrey's Unique 10G Per/
Outlaws 'Outlaw' committee composed of Arthur Ken- lishers. This is because the manedy and Elliott Nugent, both coun- jority of foreign monies due pubs
WNBC, N. Y. flagship of NBC, cil members, who proposed the reso- has already been paid through
Year Script-Leasing D<(
difroom or a dingy rehearsal hall
turned thumbs down this week on
have been transformed by a stage- spot commercials advertising the lution, in collaboration with Equity's ferent channels.
legal department. It's understood it
For MG's 'Mme. Bovary'
struck (and wealthy) Connecticut Broadway opening of "The Outlaw"
will be more specific than the origevents
evening
Sunday
Robert
Ardrey has just signed a
into
matron
— not because the copy was objec- inal such pledge adopted several
At 79, Howard's Jackpot writer contract with Metro that is
with something of the excitement tionable, but because the film and
years ago. The draft is to be comfirst
Broadway
of
a
glamor
and
its exploitation were both deemed
At 79, Joe E. Howard is demand- believed to be unprecedented in
pleted in about a week and, if ready
night. Femme is Lucille Lortel, who "in bad taste." Other N. Y. stations
ing a hefty salary boost because his film history:
He's to do a screen
has made of her cowshed one of the accepted the spots.
(Continued on page 20)
song, "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her
barn theatres for miles
fanciest
Now," hit the top rung of the Hit treatment of "Madame Bovary,"
around and uses it exclusively for
Parade
Saturday
(6).
Already public .domain novel by GusjXe
Broadpotential
backers
for
casting
booked until January at $1,500, Flaubert, for Pandro Berma/-^°.way entries.
Howard wired his agent, Miles In- duction, and will lease it/°*^ e
Miss Lortel, whose husband mangalls, he wants $2,000 after that date.
ufactures the paper in which virtuA little while ago the vet vauder studio for 10 years at <w? 9
was working infrequently for around year. It's a one-picture, deal. **9 j&o.
ally every cigaret made in the U. S.
$750.
is rolled, is principally interested in
(Continued on page 61 T «*T
by a third. The weekly meat ration

Angels for

New

Plays

is

Readings of plays for potential
angels— which are normally dull affairs in someone's crowded living

WNBC

.

'

HAS

HWOOD LEARNED

ITS BRITISH LESSON?
By MAURICE

getting a break for new playwrights
by putting their product before a

•

COWAN

20c and may dwindle. Worse raAnd if
tions than during the war.
you were lucky enough to own a
car, petrol is out for everything exAnd just try
cept strict business.
and leave these islands for a holi-

(Of Variety's London Bureau)

is

London, Sept. 1.
group of handpicked moneybags.
Between dire pessimism on the
She hopes to come out even, howidiotic exaltation on
ever, by having the author and pros- one hand and
us
try and get a sane
pective producer guarantee her a the other, let
industry in Great
piece of any show which is backed perspective on the
Brilain at the moment.
(.Continued on page 63)
prophecies

Too many

have been made
in

Canada Lee, Lena

Home

Making Tolerance Short

London

in

as to the

Hollywood and
outcome of the

-

Jason will direct.
Herald is currently

folk In Hollywood really believe that a screen shortage of
Gable or Grable, Bogart or Bergman, or whoever you like, will make

on imported pictures. But let's
emphasize one important aspect of
Not a peep of
this whole business.

,

cliches usually reserved for colored
people in films and radio.
Leigh

And some

ta::

protest has come from the tens of
Tolerance short that will plug its millions of picturegoers here. Those
message via comedy, with Canada who fondly believed that the British
Lee and Lena Horne featured, will public would rise in its wrath to
start shooting Sept. 19 at the eastern lynch Hugh Dalton must be sadly
studtos of Herald Productions,- Negro disillusioned.
«
f
filmmaking outfit.
Bob Condon,
Not for ages has the Opposition
Eagle Lion publicist, wrote the story Press been so loud in its praise of
in which a Negro butler dreams of a the Government as on this tax.
turnabout with his white master
It may not be out of place here to
and then puts him through all the remind Hollywood that the pic-

turegoing public over here is
fering hardships and privations
a tolerance and a humor that
one day baffle the historian.

suf-

with
will

^ PERFECT CHRISTMAS GUT

day!

nonsensical

-

SILENT NIGHT
'TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS

the people panic. No, sir. No more
than they did when the price of 20
cigarets was raised overnight from
47c to 67c. There will be a drop at
the box office after a time, but even
if, as W. R. Fuller, general secretary
of the Cinema Exhibitors Assn. predicts, the public will stop going to
see "reissues and "and there ;*will bewholesale closing down' of theatres,
the picturegoers will find alternative
amusement for their pennies. They
won't march "to Westminister demanding the importation of Ameri-

adeste'fidelis

GOD REST YE MERRY, GENTLEMEN

CAROL OF THE BELLS
HARK! THE HERALD ANGELS SING

OH LITTLE TOWN OF BETHLEHEM
JOY TO THE

For some of

this

attitude

Holly-

Day wood itself is to blame. American
angling for
have been constantly
executives
commercial distribution among the after day comes news of further rawarned that if an $80,000,000 market
major circuits.
Everybody asso- tion cuts. The fortnightly imported
is worth having it is worth studying.
event,
ciated with the film is working on a ego, will soon be a monthly
and the futility of
stupidity
The
percentage deal with Miss Home and the housewife will think herself
sending men here for a fortnight "to
and Condon pledging their take to lucky to get it. The weekly rasher
survey and study the country" from
the National Assn. for the Advance- of bacon is two ounces— half ot what
on page 10)
(Continued
1941— and tugar is down
ment ot Colored People.
it was in

WORLD

THE FIRST NOEL

can films.

L, tl«

HOUR OF CHARM

ALL-GIRL ORCHESTRA «j CHOIR
Under ihe direction of PHIL SPITAINY

CHARM RECORDS.
t*.

O. Iok 40. Radio City Station.

Inc.

N«w

York

19. N. Y.
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MKSCSULAinr

Bert Granet Finds

ll

German Comics

'Variety's Gridiron Oracle

That Preview Football Trance

Give Razz to Our Occupation Job

By Harry Wismer

By ABEL GREEN
Back from the Continent, where
he supervised location shots for D.

RKO's "Berlin Express," with
taken

backgrounds

in

actual
Frankfort,

Caracas, Sept.

for one of those little "pick four out
of four" cards knows, it's no harder
guess the results of football
to
games in advance than it is to boot
home four straight long shots at

2.

Aqueduct.
But selecting football winners is
one of the occupational hazards of
the games, just like
broadcasting
273rd
pneumonia. After a while you get
hardened to it, and you. don't worry
more.
If you're wrong,
it
any
about
1947"
"BLACKOUTS OF
you're wrong. And if you're right,
El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
Coming soon, the most unusual you remind people of it.
there's
Anyway,
one nice "thing
KEN
MURpicture ever made.
RAY'S Production, "BILL AND about picking the potential chamCOO," in Trucolor. A Republic re- pions before this 1947 season gets
lease.
under way.' You can count on Natre
Dame to keep you from looking too
bad. I hereby crawl out on -a limb

hotel, when she arrived here
for concerts in Caracas and Maracaibo, the Venezuela Concert Assn.

town

charged.

".

!

Granet said he'd settle for
sorely.
the CARE package and the pair of
""pantsT as" "a gesture from RKO, besides the actual stipend, but obviously his troupe could not engage in
anything bordering on trading in

Negro actor-singer,
a roofiTat.

KEN MURRAY'S

-

The singer was

admitted to the Hotel Waldorf".

8 U.

Hotel management said Miss Maynor arrived in town a day ahead of
American cigarets.
Merle Oberon, Paul Lukas, Robert time, and they had no rooms. After
Ryan and Bob Coote have leads in the newspaper lambasting, the man"Berlin Express," which will require agement offered Miss Maynor a
come 50 more days of actual shooting room, but the singer said she was
In Hollywood, on top of the location happy to stay where she was.
stuff taken in Germany, but the post-

war visit (by almost three years)
Germany left an indelible effect
wore ways than one.

to
in

At Cannes Fest
Cannes, Sept. 9.
With some 20 countries-including
the U. S. participating, France's second International Film Festival is
slated to get under way here Friday
Representing American film
(12).

Freedom Train Set To

i

"Four Dictators Now"
Apart from the rubble and de-

.

Roll Auspiciously,

although Berlin is more
cleaned up by now than the others,
the attitude of the Germans to the
Occupation forces is something to
(Continued on page 55)
struction,

Off Sept. 17

Philly

tour
the country carrying a payload of
historic
American documents as
freight starts rolling from Philadelphia, Sept. 17, with the press, radio,

HELPMANN IN SWITCH
AS KATIE IN 'SHREW

legit and films geared to turri in one
o* the nation's biggest selling jobs of

the fundamental precepts of U. S.
democracy. Sponsor of the Train is
London, Sept. 9.
Helpmann, actor-dancer- the American He'ritage Foundation,
divides his time be- headed by Winthrop W. Aldrich and
tween legit and ballet, will be the a board of trustees that's a miniature
edition of "Who's Who."
jstar
of next year's Stratford-onOpening of the tour in Philly,
Avon Festival. He'll make it the
which will bring the Train through
occasion for a theatrical stunt.
Helpmann will appear in an all- 300 American cities, will draw a con- Vincent Auriol, wife of the Presimale production of 'The Taming of centration of press, radio and news- dent of France, presiding as chairthe Shrew," playing the role of the reel facilities for national coverage. man.
Palace, which houses art 1,800-seat
femme "shrew, Katherine. He'll also Although a four-network broadcast
theatre, is designed as a permanent
star in "Hamlet," possibly alter- of the opening fell through, National
nating with Paul Scofield, and 'n Broadcasting System will broadcast structure for the furtherance of the
.
Three productions the event.' Newsreel companies are film industry. Among those who are
"King John."
expected to attend the affair are
•will be staged by Michael Benthall, plannning a to organize compilation
Helpmann's associate in a recent of clips on the Train tnto a docu- Merle Oberon, Orson Welles and
management venture at the Duchess, mentary-style short for general dis- Maurice Chevalier. Following the
London. During the Stratford sea- tribution, while a flock film stars preem Sept. 12, folklore show of the
son, Helpmann will continue his have been enlisted for recitation of French provinces is scheduled for
ballet career with guest appearances radio plugs for American democracy. Sept. 14, Vienna Symphony Orchesfor the Sadlers Wells Ballet Co. at Bert Lytell, former prexy of Actors tra concerts will be held Sept. 20 and
^Covent Garden, London. He has Equity, will represent the legit 21, Grand Gala of the French Broad*just finished directing the choreog- phase at Philadelphia. As the Train casting Co. is down for Sept. 24,
will move from city to city, more while the festival winds up the next
~~*'raphy, on the film, "Red Shoes."
'
With the current Stratford season legit and films stars have pledged to day.
Other films entered in the compeclosing, the operating loss is esti- chip in.
tition are Britain's "Mine Own Exemated at $40,000.' The most successcutioner," France's "Les Maudits,"
financially,
ful
production,
was
"Les Jeux Sont Fait," "Les Amants
Peter Brook's "Romeo and Juliet"
SAILS THURS. du Pont St. Jean," etc.; Italy's "La
presentation, with Rolf Gerard sets.

who

j

!

'

TO DO HI/

IN

ENGLAND

Mae West and her manager,
James Timoney, plus a couple of
key actors, sail tomorrow (Thurs.)
on the Queen Mary to ready a
touring
(and
ultimately
London) production of "Diamond
Lil," the play in which the actress
appeared on Broadway 20 years ago.
will
It
be
the
time the
first
show has been done in England.
British

3$ght

All

Over the Map

The beaten air path between New
York's LaGuardia Field and Hollywood had its usual quota of Jieavy
travel last week with dozens or stars
back

tripping

and

Under the terms of a deal
week by London's Harry

between

forth

set last

Foster
Eddie Cantor aired to Chicago for with the William Morris agency in
a three-day United Jewish Appeal Hollywood, Miss West's personal
share
of
the
production
is
around
fund-raising campaign; James StewIt was figured the
art aired to the Coast; 20th-Fox ac- $5,000 a week.
tress Peggy Cummins flew in on an British Government would permit
American Airlines plane en route to her to take half of that amount out
of
the
country.
However, it's not
London; NBC's Ben Grauer planed
whether that setup still
in from two weeks in Tokyo; Molly known
Picon returned from a three-months' stands in face of the recent restrictions
imposed
on
monetary withlour in South Africa; French actress Brigitte Barges, with 20th-Fox drawals from England.
contract, departed for Paris .via Air
France; film stunt nilot, Paul JW>nte,
^.did
,record.JHght.JN,Y. „iQ .L.A^
Exits
NBC's H. V. Kaltenborn returned afJoanna de Bergh, Dutch actress
ter eight-week world tour.
/ Lso u (. Ml- the airport; -Vivian Who has appeared on the stage in
London
and
Paris,
Blaine off to the Coast after returnhas obtained a reing from Europe last week; Lucille lease from her contract with David
Ball back to film land and Howard O. Sel/.uick in order to concentrate
on legit. She has been in the U. S.
Da Silva taking it easy.
From the French Academy of Mo- about a year and has spent most of
lion Pictures this week came by way the time studying.
of Air France plane three Oscars to
During the war Miss de Bcrjih was
be presented to film stars B"lte active in underground in Holland.
Davis and Gary Cooper with the Her husband died in a German con<fi'm "Mrs. Miniver" receiving one. ceutration camp.
She was under
(••
The awards wi'l be presented by
ntract to Para*" unt before the
Chn les Boyer this Friday (12) in
r. but
remain
n Europe when

Broadway and Hollywood

&

Vine.

.

Ml

DeBergh

i

|

!

I

j

w

h&z.-----^
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humilities broke

out

DOS

and Radio

a.,

North Carolina, paced by speedy
Charlie Justice and Wally Pupa,
should blanket the rest of the Southland.

Moving up

the Eastern seaboard,
Pennsylvania, in capital letters.

it's

George Munger's Quakers have what
takes,
and they've got Tony

it

Minisi,

too.

.

Size,

experience,

—

ver-

.

.

"

.

tained or censored, the correspondent Conzelman,
the eloquent after-dinwould have to. be notified immedi- ner speaker who
doubles in brass as
with the reason for the action. coach
of the Chicago Cardinals,
Domestic libel laws of the various doesn't
like it a nickel's worth but
nations would prevail.
the fact, remains that most of the
Episcopo." Argentina has submitted
Finally, there would be set up an
alleged experts like his club for the
three feature films, Austria one, BulInternational Information Commistitle
garia three. India two, Mexico six,
sion of members from the various
and Sweden one.
Nobody,
however,
running
is
signatories. The Commission would
have full jurisdiction over all com- around making faces at the Chicago
POWER'S RADIO ST0P0FF
plaints and actions growing out of Bears, even if they did lose to the
Figlia del

Buio" and

j

^%of Ta

of Expression,

satility, and reserve strength
Penn
has all of it. They'll be hard pressed
and motion picture producing com- for Eastern honors by an eagerpanies. Under its definition of "cor- beaver
outfit at the Naval Academy,
respondents" would be "radio and and
by Yale and Columbia.
television reporters, commentators
newsreel and
and technicians
Pro L'neup
other documentary picture producGoing
on the assumption that the
tion personnel."
Correspondents for each signatory boys who play for 'pay checks generally
stick
have
"free
ingress
to
close
to form, you might
country would
and egress from the territories of think it would be less risky to guess
the other for the purposes of carry- the pro leagues—but that ain't
activities
of
their
calling"
necessarily
ing on the
so. The business football
and would be allowed to travel with- players are subject to the same
in the countries to all places and news psychological and physical hazards
sources available to correspondents that confront the pink-cheeked colof "the most-favored nation."
legians, and figuring what they're
There would be no censorship of likely to do at any given time is
material except for national military strictly an occupation for a fortunesecurity and this would have to be teller.
uniform for the correspondents of all
The National League's Western
nations.
In case any copy was de- Division is
murder this year. James

"•

MAE WEST

Louisiana State's Tigers, sporting
more teeth than* they've had since
Huey Long was personally recruiting their talent, stand out in the
Southeastern Conference.
Y.
A.
Tittle is a back who'll go the route,
and there are those who think the
Tigers will romp to the Conference
championship. That's a dangerous
assumption, because in order to get
there LSU has to get" by such fair
country football clubs as Alabama
and Georgia.

Washington, Sept. 9..
proposed international
agreement on freedom of informaDraft of

...

Production will have a limited run
in London in October and may later
V seen in New York.

—

Razorbacks.

Agreement On

Info for Fix

.

"*

,

a surefire All-American choice, will be tough and so
will Clyde Scott and his Arkansas

tion and expression, giving radio'and
films exactly the same rights as the
press,
was made public Sunday
night (7) by Assistant Secretary of
State William Benton.
Draft was
the festival committee. Top pictures prepared from news, radio and film
will be named by the visiting public suggestions by a group working unby popular vote, which differs from der Richard J. F iDne gan, publisher
of the Chicago' Times. Benton suglast year's system of culling the
"best" films by a hand-picked jury. gested the idea.
Agreement provides that "informaProgram, scheduled to run for 13
days, tees off in the newly-construct- tion agencies" shall include radio
ed "Palace of Festivals," with Mme. and television stations and networks,

Robert

producer,

Intl.

Freedom

"Boomerang," Walt Disney's "DumParamount's "Strange Case
bo,"
Ivers,"
of Martha
Seymour Nebenzal's "The Chase," Universal's
"Ivy,"
Warners' "Possessed" and
Monogram's "It Happened on Fifth
Avenue."
Method of selecting winners will
be changed this year, according to

will

West

,

Maps

at the festival are Colum20th-Fox's
"Jolson
Story,"

bia's

So. Cal. in the

Bobby Layne

companies

Tees

From

"Freedom Train, which

constructed of reinforced concrete,
and supported by cast iron beams,
and proclaim to all and sundry that
the Fighting Irish from South Bend
will romp off with the mythical
national championship this. fall.
However, though you won't be
able to guess it from reading the

S. Entries

and

Rice Institute's canny Owls look
like the class of the Southwest, one
of the roughest football sectors in
the country. Rice has "a lot of talent
and plenty of depth.
You'll be
hearing plenty about Rice's backfield ace, Huey Keeney. Texas, with

'

also failed to- get

the hotel.

UCLA

In the Far West, you've got to
look to UCLA to stay up near the
top.
Cal Rossi and Al Hoisch make
the UCLAns a rugged crew.
With
backs like Mickey McArdle, Southern Cal will be no pushover, either.
Among the independents, it's San
Francisco and St. Mary's, with Sa.n
Francisco holding the edge.

WEEK!

Newspapers jumped on the hotel
management, claiming the singer
was refused admittance because of
her color, and citing another instance where Todd Duncan, U. S.

—

newspapers, there are other football
teams abroad in the land this fall
besides the , powerhouse at Notre
Dame, There is, to mention just one,
a honey of a team at Michigan,
sparkplugged by a chap named
Chappius.

Network)
a buck

As anyone who ever paid

distinguished
Dorothy Maynor,
S. Negro soprano, was refused
admittance to the Majestic, down-

—

ABC

(Director of i ports,

U.

but in actual purchasing
power. Fine German actors Granet
recalls one who is doing a lead in
the Berlin company currently presenting "Mourning Becomes Electra"
came to him and said he'd rather
not get money, but preferred to be
paid off in either a carton of cigarets,
a CARE package ($10 U. S. value) or
a pair of pants, which he needed

barter

Mapor Involved In
Caracas Color Bar Claim

Berlin, etc., producer Bert Granet is
of the opinion that a film production
could actually be financed for 5,000
cartons of cigarets. That's how important the American ciggie is in
Europe, not merely as an item for

.

Goes Into

Capitano," "Sperduti del
"II

Delitto

di

Giovanni

I

|

ately,

|

)

I

Dallas, Sept.

Tyrone

Power

was

here

•

All-Stars at Chicago. George McAfee
looks as though he'll come up with
some fancy running this year, Sid

alleged violations of the treaty.

9.

as

a

guest of Lee Segall, while en route

The

ing over station KIXL which
and Segall operate here.

Florence Bowied Over
9.

.

Seems, the official Tourist
Agency, of the j:ity^dccidj^ Jhere
is no finer bait (o lure American
tourists than a couple of highclass bowling alleys, American
style.
Unfortunately
nobody
there
knows anything about
.

kegling or constructing the polished chutes.

So the Tourist Agency has
written to the Dept. of Commerce requesting assistance in
constructing, equipping and operating the alleys.
Commerce
Dept. has put a note in its pub"Foreign
Commerce

lication,

Weekly," inviting
to

all

interested

write directly to Italy.

3

he

If you can build a better bowling alley, the city of Florence,
Italy,
will welcome you with
open arms.

.

is far from through, and
that monstrous line of George Halas'
is

film star also spent time look-

Washington, Sept.

Luckman

Cinderella Clicks For

to Africa in a converted DC-3.

Pitt

Show

Biz Tyros

still

intact.

getting to be a habit to handithe other Eastern Division
teams in the NFL behind the New
York Giants, but it's hard to look
past Stout Steve Owen's well-drilled
It's

cap

Pittsburgh, Sept. 9.
New season has already started
auspiciously for number of local
hopefuls, with latest Cinderella story
that of Carol Bjorkman, 21-year-old
local department store mannequin

all

crew. The Giants have muscle to
spare up front, where it counts, and
York to do plenty of boys who can move that
months ago ball
and has already landed a U-I screen
That eminent laundryman, George

who

left town
some modeling

contract.

for New
just five

She'll

make her debut

second feminine lead

in

as

Preston Marshall,

is

conceding noth-

Joan Fon-

ing to the Giants, however. He expects his Washington Redskins to
-ride-flome-orriSamrny-Battt'ii's -magic™
pitching arm. The Philly Eagles,
Another to get a break is Irving getting tougher every year as Lex
Barnes, colored baritone who. has Thompson unlimbers his bankroll in
done
considerable
radio
work search of a championship, are going
around here. Picked at local audi- to be right in there.
tions for a spot on Eddie Dowling's
In the All-America Conference,
radio program last month, Barnes so
the Cleveland Browns are great, but
impressed Dowling that he signed
him to understudy the male lead in the San Francisco Forty-Niners,
with agile
Frankie
Albert and
forthcoming production of
"Our
brawny Norm Standlee for a nucleus,
Lan'."

new picture, "Letter From
An Unkno.wn^.»-Womanr" Gal—was.
known here as Carol Burkman.
taine's

—

I

a third local to hit the big
is Eileen Letchworth Larson,
has modeled around here and
also acted in several shows at the
Playhouse.
Still

time

who

are plenty good and may have a lot
to say about the Conference's Western flag.
Selections
week.'

and

oiUh

start

next

PICTURES
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EXHIBS VS. DISTRIBS RE TOP PIX
Economies, At Least For '47, Must Come
Elsewhere Than From Prod. — Balaban
-4-

PR1CES-EXHIBS
There's a fapidly spreading exhibitor revolt against the growing
distrib practice of boosting admission prices on top-budget pix. With
every major company/ possibly excepting Columbia, now considering
or already decided on upping the
scales for one or more of their
super-productions, exhibs are currently labelling the trend as the most
important problem confronting the
exhibition end of the business. Number of important chains indicated
forth refuse to play Alms where hiking, admissions is a preliminary.

Universal joined the parade this
a company sales topper
would set higher
disclosed that
admissions for "Tap "Roots," the
Susan Hayward starrer which Walter Wanger produced for Universal
Technicolor pic was
distribution.
made at a cost of $4,000,000, it's said,
and the film is strong enough to
was also
warrant the higher tab.
reported mulling a similar practice
for "The Senator Was Indiscreet"
which has William Powell in the

week when

U

U

lead.

"Tap"
for

is

'

lipped

OK Script

Hollywood, Sept.

U

the first
prices in

pic

many

marked
years.

distribs considering the same
are 20th-Fox ("Forever Amber" and "Captain From Castille");

Other

move

While the majors can make minor
budget trimmings on produc-

grace of the city fathers 6f Lexington, Ky., who voted approval of the
screenplay written by Zoe Akins.
Allen's will bequeathed the property to the city, and it required a
city ordinance to okay the script.
Understood the film is aimed as a
starrer for Claude Jarman, Jr.

eign revenue prospects occurred* so
suddenly that the studios aren't set
to make early drastic readjustments
in budget expenditures.
Position of Paramount, which is also
symptomatic of the other lots, was
summed up last week by Par's prexy,
Barney Balaban. "There's nothing

much

High Costs

While exhibs are chary on being
quoted almost all questioned by
(Continued on page 22)

WTW Encore

Click

.

Revives Selznick's Yen

To

Legit Musicalize

It

Success of "Gone With the Wind"
its current fourth time around
nation's filmeries has revived
David O. Selznick's idea of converting it into a Broadway musical.
Producer first thought of doing a
Broadway show based on Margaret
Mitchell's novel in 1942, when the
second reissue of the "GWTW" •film
proved such a heavy grosser. Attempts by Paul O'Brien," then Selznick's attorney, to obtain legit rights
from Miss Mitchell failed, however,
and Selznick abandoned the idea.
With the film this year outgrossing its 1942 record, Selznick is again
talking of staging the musical. Although it's not definitely known, it's
believed that Miss Mitchell's reluctance to part with the rights may be
based on the fact that she received
only $55,000 for screen rights to her
book, with the picture already having grossed more than $32,000,000
Selznick sold out his interest in the
film to Metro several years ago.
in

the

'Joan' Cools M-G;

RKO Takes Over
9.

N. Peter Rathvon has closed a
deal for
to release "Joan of
Lorraine" cancelling Sierra Pictures
deal with Metro. The last two words
of the title will be dropped. Ingrid
Bergman starrer goes before the

RKO

Technicolor cameras next Tuesday
(16) at Hal Roach's studio. Sierra
otherwise stands for Walter Wanger,
Victor Fleming and Miss Bergman's

cutting production expenditures this year," Balaban told
Variety. "Our next seven or eight
fllmf'are already lined up. As for
next year, we must see how the situation develops before any decisions
are made."
Par's economy cuts elsewhere must

continue,

1ST-RUNS FROM CHAIN
Omaha, Sept. 9.
With many exhibitors and an interested

segment

of

the

public

eyeing the situation, this week
tell
whether a small but
bold
and
chance-taking
exhibitor can beard the big boys in this
area and get away with it.
R alph Goldberg with his 865-seat
will

Balaban said, "until our
meet our income."
indicated that no

expenditures

Company prexy

deep slashes on Par's advertising and
exploitation outlays are contemplated. "We're ready to spend whatever
our pictures warrant on that score,"
he declared. "A few dollars one way
or the other, depending on the film,
won't matter."

Paris'

Long

Skirts

Decree Catches H'wood
Short on the Gam-Line

Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Long skirts, as decreed by Parisian
imination of all but one battle scene fashion dictators, may mean nothing
more to the average onlooker than
still left the cost at $3,800,000 mark.
Wanger then delivered an ultimatum a few inches less of visible gams, but
to the motion picture industry they
for a decision.
Metro studio contacted Nick mean a financial threat. With milSchenck in New York and he said lions of dollars tied up on unreleased
go ahead. By that time, Wanger had films, some of them two or three
years old, Hollywood producers are
set the RKO deal.
Selznick Releasing Organization, ready to declare a war of skirts
dictates of
If the
instead of RKO, Will distribute "Mr. against Paris.
Blandings Builds His Dream House,'- France prevail in this country, scores
generally regarded as RKO product. of high-budget productions may be
Breakdown on the finances of hopelessly dated before their release.
Among the expensive productions
"Dream House" shows that Selznick
has a 60% interest in the property threatened by the downward plunge
of the hemline are "Desire Me,"
and RKO 40%.
"Summer Holiday," "This Time for
Keeps" and "10th Avenue Angel" at
Metro; "Where There's Life," "I
Walk Alone," "Road to Rio" and
"The Big Clock" at Paramount;
PIX
"Indian Summer," "Out of the Past,"

BYRNES WEST FOR TOP

POWWOW

BRASS

Washington, Sept.

9.

James F. Byrnes planes to Hollywood tonight (Tuesday) to work on
plans for presenting the industry's
case at the coming hearings of the

House Committee on Un-American
With him will be Joyce
Activities.
O'Hara and Edward Cheyfitz, of the
Eric Johnston
was originally scheduled to go along,
but will still be in the hospital for
some weeks because of his recent
operation for bursitis.
At the time he was retained
Byrnes made plain that he will not
testify before the House Committee
at the hearings which start here
However, he will advise
Sept. 24.
on strategy and also aid in the overindustry's
all presentation of the

Motion Picture Assn.

and "Tycoon" at RKO; "Gentlemen's
Agreement," "Nightmare Alley" and
"The Snake Pit" at 20th-Fox; "Dark
Passage," "The Unsuspected," "Wallflower," "Night Unto Night," "The
Voice of the Turtle" and "The Whiplash" at Warners; "The Lady from
Shanghai," "Her Husband's Affairs"
and "To the Ends of the Earth" at
Columbia; and 'The Lost Moment,"
"The Naked City," "Ride the Pink
Horse" and "The Secret Behind the
Door" at Universal.

Industry declarations on the need

Artists release starting this

fall,

That's why Miss Graham has been
dieting so strenuously of late.
..

2d Labor 'Peace

In addition, he is expected to dis
cuss two other matters with industry brass on the Coast—the foreign
situation and the new production
code on which he is reportedly

Meet

in Chi Set

Orpheum,

Paramount and "Black Gold" into tray.
Jason just finished "Out ot the
the Omaha, all pictures ordinarily
But Blue" and "Lost Honeymoon" for
set to dominate the town.
Unithey're all coming in at once. The Eagle Lion and has a deal with
campaign on both sides has been versal-International pending. He returns to the Coast iti two weeks.
terrific.

.

—
—

For This Weekend

.

As

.

Menace

Merchant

Too

STROMBERG BACK TO
METRO? UA UNCERTAIN

Situation regarding Hunt Stromberg's continuance as a producer for
United Artists appeared somewhat
confused this week, with reports that
he would return to Metro or seek another deal whereby he would eliminate the headache of arranging his
own financing. This doesn't tie in,
however, with the fact that Stromberg recently signed a new pact with
calling for a maximum of three
pix a year for three years.
It Was reported also that the producer was about to close his New

than $6,500, according to its owner.
Rialto for years earned a reputation and a pleasant profit from the
drop-in

trade

York

office,
which is headed by
Lowell Calvert. Calvert declared
yesterday (Tuesday) that he had received no notice of such a move.

—'Bachelor/

From Labor Day Peak

'Stranger,' 'Variety,'
Biz generally

is

'GWTW,'

tending to sag this

session after the usual soaring trade

swamp

snake-filled tropical

Lo'uisvTfie"

and big to' strong in
in some five or six
.'

'

seckey-

spots. "Bachelor" is okay $110,000
in seventh and final stanza at N. Y.
Music Hall where it has just finished
racking up the biggest money for

that big house this year.

a cob-

to.

continued on page 55)
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154

West

10th

Now York

St..

Stranger"

$10

Girl"

and

Cincinnati

Washington and Seattle.
ming" (Rep) is rated strong
"

"Wyo-

in K. C.
(20th),
"Mother Wore Tights"
"Down to Earth" (Col), fancy in
which is comfortably seated in second position, is pacemaker in Los Chicago and terrific in Frisco, opens
Angeles although on its second at the N. Y. Music Hall this week.
round. Film still is big in N. Y. at "Dark Passage" (WB) teed off big in
the Roxy, solid in Seattle and Chi- its initial engagement this season at
cago, big in Detroit but on mild side the N. Y. Strand.
(C07>iplete Boxoffice Reports on
in Washington and San Francisco.
Others in the Big Six list are Pages 13-15.)

55
62

Bills

Chatter

"Va-

(U) is attracting
this week, being nice
fat on initial holdover
round. "Carnegie Hall''
(UA), which is doing nicely in L. A.
in fourth week, is only okay in
"Slave

in Buffalo

mi

ISO

INDEX
Film Reviews

"Gone With Wind"
and "Life With

some attention

Y.

^

Foreign \
$11
23 rv.Ha

Vol. 168

'Tights,'

(Par),

N.

10,

SUBSCRIPTION

'Father' Best Bets

"Welcome

riety Girl" (Par),
(M-G) (reissue)

Inc.

Stu SUrerraan, President

Foreign

of

ond week

its

UA

National Boxoffice Survey
Biz Dips

by

attracted

screaming-meemie fronts. Portal of
the house from week to week
switched easily from a replica of a

Slnulo Copies

freelance ,d

"State is™"b*ucEIrig' Tflstates " WittfitS"
three deluxers and 8,000 seats. In currently east to market a couple of
an unbelievably bold move, he inventions that he made as a sidebought three pictures from Metro, line while on the Coast. One is a
namely "The Hucksters", "Fiesta" smokeless and ashless ashtray de
and "High Barbaree" He^is open- signed~for--theatres, planes and auto,
ing with "Hucksters" and a merry and the other is a device that'll put
some order in the chaos of a lady's
war has started.
"Welcome pocketbook, patented under name o£
Tristates
slapped
"Pack-a-Pocket." General Motors has
Stranger" into the
"Mother Wore Tights" into the already bought the rights to the ash

they should take the minimum trimming on expenditures. That's th«
sentiment of many sales biggies who
fear the effects of indiscriminate
budget cuts. They say that while
the overall theatre business give*
every sign of settling to pre-war
levels, top bracket pix alone ar«
holding to the smash highs registered
during the war and in the sensational '46 stretch immediately fol..
lowing it.

.."The really big" pictures that is
big both in the money put into them
and the way it was put in are doing just as well as in 1946 before
business fell off," one sales head
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
said. "It's the near-misses that are
A second labor peace meeting, this hurting as well as the middletime with producer representatives bracket films. But where a picture
joining with the International union grossed $3,000,000 to $5,000,000 and
presidents, has been scheduled for more in 1946, its equivalent is doing"
this weekend in Chicago. New hud- as well right now."
dle was instigated by Herbert K.
Sales toppers of various comSorrell in a move to hasten a settle- panies are citing figures on some of
ment without having to wait an- their current releases as chapter and
other month and half until the ses- verse to their contentions. At Metro,
sion scheduled for here Oct. 20.
for instance, "The Yearling" and
Sorrell and his members, disturbed "The Hucksters" are used as prime
over the fact that Sunday's (7), Chi- examples.
"Yearling" has crossed
cago peace meeting was adjourned the $3,000,000 mark on rentals with
with nothing accomplished until Oct. less than half its playdates off the
contacted L. P. Lindelof, the books. On "Hucksters" Metro's sales
20,
painters' head, and William "Big staffers figure an ultimate domestic
Bill" Hutcheson, chief of carpenters,
(Continued on page 22)
asking for speedier action. The two
International prexies agreed to meet
again either Friday (12) or Monday
a
of
Session will take place even
(15)
though Richard Walsh, IATSE presRialto, N. Y., Exhibitor
ident does not appear.
Eddie Mannix expressed willingness to attend to thresh over probDecries B's
Svelte
lem of replacements that is preventArthur Mayer', operator of the
ing a return to work. There also is
Rialto, N. Y., is decrying the end of
the possibility that Y. Frank Freeman will attend with Mannix. It's the horror picture. Virtual demise
of the "Dracula" and "Frankenstein"*
(Continued on page 20)
type of screen fare has cut the average weekly take of the Times square
palace
of
gooseflesh
and shrill
screams from $8,500 week to less

Labor Day week, but where the Father" (WB) in order of b.o.
weather has turned cooler there are strength and playdates. Runners-up
signs of the usual fall upbeat at film are "Desert Fury" (Par), "Kiss of
working.
theatres.
Death" (20th), "Crossfire" (RKO),
and Bobby-Soxer" "Song of Thin Man" (M-G) and
"Bachelor
LEIGH JASON'S INVENTIONS
(RKO) again is pacing the field by a "Something in Wind'" (U). Of these,
comfortable margin even though "Fury" and "Crossfire" are showing
and
to
GM
Ashtray
Ashless
Sells
moveover or extended run in many the greatest promise this frame, both
Working on Orderly Pocketbook
key cities currently. It's the ace new just starting to get around in key
in_
in_ ^Indianapolis, _tops
irce toi^Js picture

— Leigb .Jason,

for production economies notwithstanding, it's the big pictures that
have least felt the recent 10%-15%
decline in boxoffice revenues and

Annual

case.

SMALLIE EXHIB COPS 3

can be done by Para-

Sheikh's Pic Diet
'»•;'.
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Gossip columnist Sheilah Graham
is
cast as a gossip columnist in
"Champagne for Everybody," which
Sam Coslow will make for United

mount about

On

Hollywood, Sept.

that

GET BIZ-

to-

wards the cameras, indications are
that pix slated for 1947 lensing won't

James Lane Allen's novel, "The undergo heavy axing. British tax
Sword of Youth," will be filmed by crisis and resultant crippling of for-

Paramount ("Unconquered"); United
indie company.
Artists ("Arch- of Triumph"), and
Understood Metro started to reRKO ("Mourning Becomes Electra" view
the unusual investment and
and "Miracle of the Bells"). Warner
called
in Wanger, Fleming and DaBros*, is already playing "Life With
vid
Tannenbaum, their attorney, and
Father" at higher scales while Metro
requested
the budget be shaved. Elhas definitely decided on that course
for "Green Dolphin Street."
Fabian's Attitude

on the way

tions already well
9.

would hence-

that they

week
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.'
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MCTCTHES
British

NX, D.C, LA. and Frisco Best B.O. For

Board of Trade Contacting

75%

D. C. on Compromise of

Rank's Prestigers; Stix

Duty;

Kicking

Much Depends on Yank Prod, in Eng.
London, Sept. 9.
of Trade stating
government has
not closed the door to any suitable

With the Board

5 Hurt

ispecifically (that the

alternative to

Shang

chequer Hugh TJalton's 75% ad
valorem tax, a ray of hope now
gleams through the impasse. However, much depends upon a reply
.

from the U. S. Government to a Britproposal

that American distribuish
tors will guarantee not to restrict
in any way their previous policy of
producing in studios here if Britain
accepts an international film quota
formula set out in a world trade

Hollywood, Sept.

Fire in a vault of the Harmonising Pictures Corp, injured five and
ruined thousands of feet of completed film.
Most seriously injured was Henry
Donovan, film technician, who was
treated for first degree burns.

Levey's European Prod.
Plans, Perlberg's Sked;

—

which was completed in
—
Geneva last week.
Under a tentative charter, drawn
up by the Preparatory Commission
charter

of the proposed International Trade
Organization, member countries will
be able to formulate quotas to regulate the amount of playing time that
theatres in their territory may give
to imported films. It prohibits any
other restriction (except those already in effect) but quotas. Pact
fundamentally; recognizes an exhibitors' quota and does not permit
a distributors' quota.

Many

Pix Biz Returnees

Producer Jules Levey, who arrived
New York yesterday' (Tuesday)
aboard the Queen Mary after, a fiveweek European trip, declared he exin

pects to return to the continent in
about six weeks to finalize production plans he has with undisclosed

Arinterests in Italy and France.
ranging for overseas distribution of
his latest
release, "New Orleans," on the junket, Levey visited

UA

France, Italy, England, Belgium, Hol-

American production in England land and Switzerland also exploring
has stemmed from Britain's dis- production possibilities.
tributors' quota which decrees that
Levey emphasized that filmmaking
a certain percentage of U. S. film budgets in France were highly unfootage must be produced locally. certain but were in better shape in
Accordingly if Britain doesn't re- Holland and Belgium. He plans a
ceive a guarantee of continued short stay in New York then goes
American film-making, there's small to the Coast.
chance that its ITO delegation will
William Perlberg, who'll receive
revoke its d*»ision not to vote in producing credit on "Forever Amfavor of the quota pact.

Latter

is

ber," also

was among the

arrivals.

also subject to international review
before the ITO. Meanwhile the draft
is slated for final approval at the

Currently he's handling the production reins on 20th-Fox "Escape"
which Joseph Mankiewicz is directITO's Havana meeting on Nov. 21.
Abroad for two months, preing.
Otherwise Limited to 100 Films
paring the film which is being made
Board of Trade, nevertheless,' in Britain, he declared he'll hold conmakes it clear that Britain's quota fabs with studio production execs.
act is going ahead through the draft- He was uncertain as to just when he
Peggy
ing stage and talks have been called will leave for the Coast.
between the Board and the British Cummins, who co-stars in "Escape"
Film Producers Assn. to consider with Rex Harrison, planed to Britain
the problem of increased production. Saturday (6).
Other passengers were Cary Grant,
Consideration will be given Ss to
how British theatres may manage the Luciarf Ballards (Merle Oberon),
on 100 home-made films annually if Frederick Lonsdale and Elizabeth
America's new product ban con- Taylor as well as Robert Ryan and
tinues.
Board of Trade makes it Robert Coote, who appeared in RKO's
clear that the Government hasn't "Berlin Express" with Miss Oberon.
contacted the U. S. film companies but Picture was made on location in
Germany. Others in cast, including
is working through Washington.
In other developments of the Paul. Lukas, Roman Toporow and
•week a resolution for immediate Charles Korvin, arrived in New
Government aid to assist greater York yesterday (Tuesday) by plane.
production in British film studios Producer Bert Granet returned a
'

was made by the Assn.
Technicians

at

the

of

Trades

Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Bryan Foy and Aubrey Schenck
will take over "The Noose Hangs
St Costello starrer
Abbott
High," the
which the late Milton H. Feld was
to produce for Eagle Lion.
get
the producer
will
Schenck
Script being nearly ready,
credit.
film rolls in six weeks.

9.

.."

Cine-

Congress which is now in session.
Asking for nationwide union support

duty

in light of possible future effects on theatre -closures through a

product shortage. Pointing up the
latter was the statement of Arthur
Deakin, chief of the Transport and
^General Workers Union, who de"NkV ed "We want the Government
vv,take every measure to insure
that the workinrman's recreation is
riot strangled by any closing or theatres through lack of films."

ANNOUNCING
THE GEORGE GIVOT

Trailerizes

SHOW

Probably the first film exhibitor to
write a novel, Stanley Lawton, former executive director of the B. S.
Moss chr:in on Broadway, has completed "Her Secret World," slated
for October publication by WilliamFrederick Press.

A modern

,

]

'Bobbysoxer' Nearly

$1,000,000

in

is

George

"Late

er,

which went

Apley"

to $682,000 in

(20th),
its five-

week run.
The Cary Grant-Shirley Temple
starrer held close to $150,000 weekly
the first four stanzas, holding up remarkably well as "Bachelor" has in

key

bor Day week, with $134,500 taken
in waeti about $140,000 had been anticipated.

•

Incidentally,

"Notorious"

(RKOX

picture, was
making 1946 history just a year ago
This opus racked up
at the Hall.
$1,130,000 gross at the Music Hall in
eight weeks, one of the biggest ever
at this N.Y. house. Picture also ran

another

Cary Grant

650G

established a new summer
record of $110,000 at the Par opening week, held to $104,000 in second
session^ and held up to $93,000""even"
in fourth week although badly hu'-t
by the American Lesion convention
and tieup of Times Sq.

Film

_

i

!

|

He

is

prepping two films

this fall.

followups.

following
through by forwarding the letters to
U's exchanges with instructions that
salesmen contact the aspirants and
tip them off on the ways and means
of getting their own houses.
Prestige,

in

turn,

is

throughout the country.

cities

fell t>ff some in the fifth frame
and the American Legion convention
cut deeply into the usually big La-

It

,

studio.

*

Prestige Is finding its chief outlets in some 300 art houses currentstructed to act as
success
tion advisers to newcomers wanting ly operating with varying
said.
Unit
to enter the exhibition game in a throughout the U. S., it's
has been fostering conversion of
Tinkers-to-Evers-to-Chance parlay.
New policy began as a result of a nabes to a straight art-house opersyndicated column by Billy Rose ation. During the first year exhibs
urging GIs and others to build or in 15 medium-sized towns have
rent art houses as a surefire way of made the switch.

at the N.Y.

better than the previous high gross-

•

Hollywood. Sept. 9.
Hal Wallis has checked in at Paramount on his return from London for
story confabs on "Sony. Wroii!;
Number" which will be his next at

Best
keys, a Prestige official said.
coin for the arty British imports was
corralled from New York, Washington, Los Angeles and San Francisco.
was
derived
Half the entire take
from those iour keys plus' Boston,
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Chicago, according to the exec.

Showmanraking in blue chips.
Bobby-Soxer" columnist Rose urged there was a
and
winding up its seventh brand new, profitable field open to
Music Hall today the public in acquiring a small the(Wed.), with about $20,000 under atre and booking British and foreign
making it the big- pix in towns of 50,000 and over.
$1,000,000,
gest money grosser of the year at the
Rose has received over 200 letters
Hall and for any picture at a single to date from all parts of the country
N.Y. house in 1947. .With a little asking for detailed dope on invadbetter than $110,000 looked for this ing the sure-seatar field. Columnist
week, the Music Hall gross for turned over most inquiries to Uni"Bachelor" will be approximately versal's Prestige unit, distrib of J.
This is nearly $300,000 Arthur Rank's artier product, for
$980,000.

t

Wallis Back on Coast

Would-Be

s

7 Wks. At

Radio City Music Hall

love story with a prolog-background of the Civil War, the
"KESLrMM M& pages and-was- culled v— Silverstone declared
he would
by Lawton from his experiences in
observing audience reaction to the hold a press conference at the homestory values in films. Lawton also office today (Wednesday), and added
served at one time as mnnrgi ng di- that he h ad some "intorcting obto "make.
While in" |
rector of the old Keith-Albee music servations"
Europe he installed William J. Kupand
stage
productions
for
the per
as managing director of the
Greater New York area.
company in England, replacing the
resigned Otto Bolle.
'

that British product
has rough going in the b intermoney so far has come

lands, big

"Bachelor

(RKO)

week

hesitated to make a prediction as to
the ultimate outcome of the British
tax situation.

.

August to handle British pix ungeneral distribution,
for
suitable
funnelled 10 J. Arthur Rank films to
V. 5. screens during the year with
almost all these pix currently making the rounds of sureseaters scattered through the country.
last

.,

'

Stanley Lawion, Novelist

stanza

total ^j'entals for the
coming up. Outfit, created

in

from a handful of the most populous

"FiftaM Minute* of Civet"
GI-Exhibs for Arties
A new transcribed radio show
Universal's efforts towards promofeaturing popular songs in the Greek
dialect with comedy folderol.
tion of art houses operations in the
BRUCE KNOX
U. S. as one facet of its peddling of
REPLICA RECORDING CO.
British pix has taken a new twist.
1819 Golden Gate Avenue
Company salesmen have been inSan Franciico, Calif.
theatre-construc-

NX

'

second

its

Indicating

West

Government to grant
building permits for new studios, the
resolution also sought a guarantee
of all-out aid in strengthening the
domestic film industry.
The unions agreed to ask the Government to review thj» foreign film

to pressure the

minimum

still

Rose's Column

Billy

through Labor Day as "Bachelor"
did but was not hurt by any American Legion convention.
week ago.
Another big coin-getting and also
"Jolson
picture,
eight-week
an
Irv Lesser, Seymour Poe
Story" (Col), followed "Notorious"
into the Music Hall. "Jolson" registo Huddle Producer
tered $1,038,000 in its eight weeks,
Seymour Poe, eastern rep for Sol which included Thanksgiving week.
Lesser productions, leaves New York,
"Bachelor" is being supplanted tofor
the Coast Sunday
(14)
for tomorrow (Thurs.) by "Down to
huddles with Lesser and v.p. Louis
Earth" (Col).
Hyman. Poe will be accompanied
by Irving Lesser, Sol's brother, who
has been associated with him since
leaving the managership of the Roxy, 'Stranger' Peak Grosser
N. Y., several months, ago. They'll
be gone about a week.
in 7 Wks.
Par,
At
Lesser has been ill and the extent
"Welcome Stranger," which wound
of his production activities in the
future will depend upon his health. up its fifth week last (Tues.) night
appears
cerParamount,
the
Y.
at
N.
He'll continue at least, however,
making the "Tarzan" series released tain of being the biggest grosser of
the year for the Par flagship. It sets
by RKO.
a lonsrun record for 1947 with the
launching of its sixth week today
(Wed). Bing Crosby-Barry FitzSilverstone Back in U. S.
run seven
Murray Silverstone, 20th-Fox In- gerald starrer is set to
weeks.
ternational prexy, returned to New
For the first five weeks, the picYork yesterday (Tuesday) aboard
the Queen Mary after a two-month ture grossed $474,000 and may hit
European junket to survey industry $650,000 or a bit over in the seven
"Stranger" originally had
conditions and visit company ex- stanzas.
changes in England, France, Sweden, been booked to run a maximum of
Switzerland, Spain and Italy.
He only six weeks at the Paramount.

Union

Nix 'Em

week on

year of operations, Prestige unit of
Universal is figuring on a $1,000,000

Foy-Scheock's 'Noose

in Film Fire

Still

off this

Paired with Carmen' Cavallaro
band, heading the stageshow, picture ran close to "Going My. Way"
figures in its first five weeks. "Way"
ran a record 10 weeks in 1944.

U Moves

Into

New HQ

Others Teed Off

Towns in which full-time sureseaters were given a starter during
the 1946-47 period are Milwaukee.^
Buffalo, Houston, Seattle, Louisville,"
Columbia, Portland (Ore.), Oakland,
Dallas, Oklahoma City, Tulsa and
Utica. In Syracuse, Richmond and
Omaha, exhibs are now testing the
switch to a policy of British and foreign-language films. Changeover to
booking imports has been pushed
through by a number, of circuits for
weak-grossing houses including the
Fox-West Coast chain, Interstate and
Century circuits.
Top-grosser to date has been the
Noel Coward opus, "Brief Encounter," which garnered strong critical
approval.
Pic has played number
of major circuits including .Loew s,

F-WC and
In

Runner-up
is held by "The
Aussie-made semi-

Interstate.

s>ot as a grosser

Overlanders,"

Tishman BIdg. Next Week

documentary.

Universal makes

Lawrence J. McGinley heads selling with Lewis Blumberg assisting.
Lawrence Audrain has held down

its

long-heralded

trek to new homeoffice quarters in
the Tishman bldg., corner of 57th
and Park avenue, N. Y., next
Monday (15) after a string of postponements because of delays in
completion of the new office building.
In switching from Radio City,
company takes over the third to 12th

the ad-pub spot.

street

N. Y. to L. A.
George Brown
Donald Buka
Eddie Cantor
Dane Clark

floors.

Top executive offices (J. Cheever
Cowdin, Nate Blumberg, Matty Fox,
et al.) will be on the seventh floor.
Publicity and advertising department will locate on the fifth floor.
Original plan to label it the Universal-International Bldg.

is

out

—

mains the Tishman.
Completely air-cooled and

it

Howard Da Sylva
Virginia Field

Harry M. Goetz
Bert Granet
Leland Hayward
Skitch Henderson

re-

Sigurd Larmon
Art LJnkletter
Burgess Meredith

plush

offices will include a private- dining
room for top company officials
plus
a
series
of
inner
circle

Mack

MPF to Name NX Head
A

L. A. to N. Y.

national trustee and a perma-

Eddie Aaron

nent area chairman for metropolitan
will be elected by the

Don Amcche
Howard BaJ
John W. Byrne

New York

committee of the Motion Picture Foundation at a meeting called
for Friday (12) at 11:30 a.m. Conclave will be held at the office of
Max A. Cohen, head of the Cinema
circuit, who's acting as temporary
local

Vernon C. Caldwell
Roy Del Ruth
Ernest Emerling

Marvin Faris
Norris Goff

chairman.

New MPF

officials will

Walter Gould

be desig-

Hardwieke
John Ireland
Speed Kendall
Leonid Kinsley
Angela Lansbury
--Chef Lauck
Col. Nathan Levinsor
Bill Lewis
Don Loper
Sir Cedric

nated by a committee of 17. who
were slotted for preliminary organi-*
zation work.

—-

-N-.-Y. to
Peggy Cummins
David Lewis
Jim Timoney
Mae West

Millar

Robert Mochrie
Arthur Schwartz
George Sidney
Jimmy Stewart
Pat Weaver
William Wyler
William B. Zoellner

very private eateries. In view of
current stress on economy, no big
hoopla is mapped but Maurice Bergman, eastern ad-pub chief, will stage
a personal affair to fete the"T>cciision.

—

Europe

•Harold-Mirisch

;~

Thomas
Lucian
Cheever

Ballard,

Bob

Coote,

Mitchell

Donald Nelson

Arrivals from Europe

Donna Reed
Rodgers
Frank Satenstein
Bill

J.

Cowdin,
Cary
Grant,
Charles Korvin. Jules Levey. Fredrick Lonsdale, Paul Lukas, Burgess
TAUROG'S 'BIG CITY'
Regular quarterly dividend of Meredith, Merle Oberon, William
»'..
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
37><2C. per share on common stock Perlberg,
S. J. Perelman, Lennox
Nnrmpn Taurog will direct Metro's was declared last week by Metro's Robinson, Robert Ryan, Murray Sil"Big City," Margaret O'Brien star- board of directors.
verstone, Margaret Tallichet, Roman
rer.
Divvy will be handed out Sept. 30 Toporow, Elizabeth Taylor, William
Joe Pasternak produces..
to stockholders of record Sept. 13.
Wyler.

Lizabeth Scott
Silas F. Seadler
Earle St. John
Brian Sullivan
Charles Vidor

METRO'S REGULAR DIVVY

!

Murvyn Vye
Sam Wanamaker
Charles Wilpan

.•

-
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PAR ALSO

a

It's

WEB RACE

IN VIDEO

:

»

.

About Time

v

.

'Amber/ 'Castile/ Along With Tights'

The picture business has been notorious in the past couple of
years for acting after-the-horse-is-stolen. The sundry intraU.S. investigations; the local taxation moves, enabling local
communities to swell civic coffers 1-5% on top of the national
20% tax; the various publicity-seeking and red-herring probes
all these are climaxed, of course, by the 75% British tax rap.
That there is every indication that it will become ameliorated
in time is something else again.

Now comes

Mae eastern Advertising Advisory Council's plan,
chairmanned by 20th-Fox's Charles Schlaifer, to aggressively engage in an anti-smear campaign. That it's about time goes
without saying. That it should have been done years ago—
True, occasional attempts were essayed. It is hoped
ditto.
that this time the plans of Schlaifer's group and those being
made by the Motion Picture Assn. will be continuing, broad and
better thought-out than some of the quickie schemes of the past.

Now

admen and

and

'

Judicious ballyhoo can get over the fact that any foreign
embargoes on American films, for example, run the

nationalistic

gamut from economic restraint of trade to being a form of arbitrary censorship since, most surely, this is a curtailment on the
flow of communications, be it in book, kilocycle or cinematic
form.

isms are spotlighted in Hollywood, this new machinery of challenging the maligner should be in a position for
positive approach. When C. A. Lejeune in the New York (Sunday) Times, in a dispatch from London, expounds on the premise,
"Can Piccadilly Do Without Hollywood?", or when the British
press quizzically, indicts America with the screamer "What Is
Hollywood Doing to Our London Belles?", the pub-ad-and-bally
boys should have the answer.
Abel.

and

manager

district

of

San Fran-

engineering
Paramount's
relay
operations and chartings have been
are being carried out under
the close direction of Capt. Bill

Eddy, managing director of WBKB,
B & K's video station here. Eddy,
who has, three planes equipped with
radar and field measuring instruments at his disposal, has been mak
ing weekly trips to N. Y. via differ
ent routes, laying out the primary
route for the relay towers and also
a secondary setup that could be used
as an auxiliary link in the event of
power or equipment failure.
Other Links

with the soundtrack, intentional

whereby patrons can munch
awas without fear of competing
or otherwise.

Popcorn

now

soaring,

are
says Levin, and goodwill galore
has been- garnered. Although the
bags cost seven times as much as
the theatre
ones,
the standard
exec emphatically states they're
worth it. Payees echo the same
sales

comment.

Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Frenzied activity to hypo the domestic market, in order to make up
for revenue lost through embargo on
exports to Britain, is sweeping filmdom. Attention is focused on color

20th Joins

RCA Co-op on Tele

and the 16m field as the most likely
means o£ upping the b.o. take at
home.
Accelerated demands by studios
on the two big indie tint processors,
Technicolor and Cinecolor, for more
color commitments is reported, in
addition to increased activity by Re-

declined

16m

Sept.

10.

On the marquee of the State,
Hastings Neb.;
Double Feature
One Good Show and One Stinker

Jam Hits

M-G Releases

public in use of Trucolor, that studio's own process.
Rep alone is
making 16 features and four carMetro's plans for a stepup in the
toons in color for 1947-48, as against
number of monthly releases have
nine in 1946-47. Surveys show that
been temporarily stymied by a new
returns on tinters have gone as high
jamup at the Technicolor studios on
as 35% over black-and-white. Pothe Coast. Eight of the company's
tentialities of color, despite continued
list of films already completed or in
desperate shortness of equipment, is
various stages of production are in
demonstrated by Columbia's prog- color, but because of the Techninostications that each of Gene Aucolor situation, some won't be ready
try's next five for that studio, all in
for reiease until the middle of next
Cinecofor, will double grosses of
year.
first, which was black-and-white.
Illustrating the processing bottle-

8

leading the field in 16m
activity, having just made current
releases available for schools, colis

camps,

summer

resorts, shut-in
institutions (hospitals, sanitariums,
prisons), six months after first-runs.

RKO

conceived the idea as a strong
source of profit, indicated by their
releasing setup for the narrow(Continued on page 61)

LLOYD REFILES 800G
SUIT VS. UNIVERSAL
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Lloyd has refiled his
damage suit against Univerand two writers, charging copy-

Harold
$800,000

righ' infringement.

Suit, filed in the

Federal court, asserts U's "She Gels
Her Man," released in 1945, is based
largely on Lloyd's film "Welcome
Danger," made in 1929. It also charges
sequences were lifted from another
Lloyd film, "Professor Beware!"

of the year.
details
last
to say any

When

queried

in

tween N. Y. and Chicago at least by
next summer. The agencies have
been advised that national advertisers
who have contracts with
WBKB when the network is announced will be treated as franchise
holders and they will have priority
on spots they desire over the bids
of any new advertisers. Affiliates
of the web will be informed that
present WBKB clients have first call
on network time. Agencies also understand that network commitments
will' control the time allotments on

search

they

as

Paramount

affiliate

link.

Schoenstadt's Chi

with

in

Division,

announced a deal

jointly

research

station

Victor

charge of the

week Eddy
more except have

that his three planes were equipped
for measuring wavelengths.
Chicago advertising agencies have
received intimations from
that Paramount expects to have a
television network in operation be-

for

ners'

is

program

of

joint

at Warners'

Burbank

Col. Nathan Levinson, head of the
sound and technical department at

Warner Bros, studios, arrived in
New York Monday (8) for consulta-

RCA Victor engineers in
theatre teleconnection with
vision experiments. He left yesterday (Tuesday) for RCA's plant in
Camden, N. J., and is also planning
tion with

WB

the

a trip later this week to EastmanKodak in Rochester.

Before
Levinson

leaving

for

the

Coast,

is expected to attend theatre television demonstrations at the
convention of the National Assn. of
Broadcasters in Atlantic City next

Nabe

Wins Day-Date With B&K;

week.

See Another Case Settled
Chicago, Sept. 9.
Piccadilly, southside lead house of
the Schoenstadt chain, has obtained
clearance on Paramount film released
in Chicago. Under an out-of-court
settlement of a suit, which was dismissed by Judge Philip Sullivan in
federal court, the Piccadilly will
play Paramount pix day-and-date
with Balaban & Katz's Southtpwn.
Operator of the Piccadilly had in
action asked for over
anti-trust
$600,000 in damages and an order
restraining B&K, Par and other major distributors from allegedly discriminating against that theatre on

part of a string of seven pix to be
released by the company between
October and January that represent
a production

investment of $24,000,-

000.

By coincidence, the lineup of
heavy-biidgeters has been in work
at the studio during the' period ot
boxoffice recession that started* early
last spring.
By further and more
unfortunate coincidence, 20th during
that period has suffered a particular dearth of b.o. heavyweights.
The combination of tremendous
outgo on "Amber," "Castile" and the
other films and the abbreviated intake in film rentals and b.o. receipts
makes it apparent why the company
finds itself short of cash and in need
of the new loan. Fox is not unique
in any way, however, in arranging
the bank credit, since every other
major producing company has already obtained such a loan.
An upturn is seen, without a
(Continued on page 22)

Execs Mark Time As

Amalgam

Gets Treasury Stall
With Liberty's deal for amalgamaParamount still unapproved
by Treasury Department tax execs,
none of the four Liberty partners
has as yet reported to Par for assignment. Three have been working
at other studios and the fourth member of the quartet has been vaca-

tion into

Col. Levinson East

.

"Amber" and "Castile" together
have some $10,000,000 of Fox coin
tied up in them.
They are, in fact,

re-

studio.

'

last

being carried on by War-

RCA

and

bank credit arranged
week than the $5,000,000 already

that $25,000,000
received.

Liberty-Par

reel Studios, N. Y.

similar

"Forever
Amber" and "Captain
Castile."
Should the pair of
top-budgeters live up to official expectations, it is hoped that the company will have to dig no further into

from

Fox Movietone News-

will center in

A

Hopes of 20th-Fox execs to pull
the company out of its present
short cash position are riding on

television

large-screen

for use in the film industry. Project

WBKB

Billing

Techni

first

about

<

Omaha,

WB In

The N. Y.-Chicago series of relay
towers would be the first of two
links that Paramount has on its tele
agenda. The other link would extend
from Chicago to Hollywood, where
Paramount has its other video out
Eddy's planes have also
let, KSTL.
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
been making survey trips west.
Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox r>rexy,
Paramount expects to have its east
to midwest towers completed by Frank M. Folsom, RCA exec veepee

of Color Pix as Possible
Offset to Foreign Mart; Also

sal

When the Academy passes out
the "Oscars" come next winter,
let not the discoverer of the
noiseless popcorn bag be dismissed without recognition. For
film fans have Irving M. Levin,
cisco Theatres, Inc., to thank for
introducing a crackle-proof bag

the

Wave

leges,

New York

9.

.

When any

RKO

between

the Pop?

San Francisco, Sept.

week when information leaked
out
that
the
organization
had
already ordered equipment for relay

major media of mass dissemination, information and educaSo all right call it propaganda. That's what it is. We
tion.
trained an army and eventually won (sic!) a war on that sort
of quick graphic education. We must now try and win back some
of the challenged world markets.

f

What About

But

last

towers

'Kissing/ Figured to Put 20th

In Strong Cash Position Pronto

9.

Paramount appears to have joined
the race with the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. and Western
Union to establish the first television
link between the east and the midwest'. Extent of Paramouht's operations in that direction was indicated

Chicago.

—

i

Chicago, Sept.

publicists are intent on this antismear campaign, they should not overlook the alliance of the
press and radio which, together with the screen, form the three

that the

And

lONNY-CHITIE

tioning abroad.

Frank Capra and Sam Briskin are
engaged at Metro on "State of the
Union," while George Stevens is at
RKO as exec producer and director
of "I Remember Mama."
William
Wyler returned to New York yesterday
(Tuesday) from a threemonth motor trip through Europe.
Although the four-month delay in
approval of the Paramount-Liberty
deal by the Treasury is considered

somewhat unusual, the Department
would give no indication when queried this week that an okay was or
was not coming. Lawyers handling

the matter for Liberty said simply
that the delay was normal.
Wyler declared yesterday upon his
BELLE' arrival aboard the Queen Mary
that
the Technicolor plant is
"we're waiting for the Treasury's
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Metro's "Kissing Bandit," forthcoming Frank Sinatra starrer. Film was
Benedict Bogeaus closed a deal approval. Until we get it the d^alis immobilized.
Frankly, it's a^bore
completed two months ago but won't
with Columbia for the release of his
marking time.
We don't know
be ready for release for another
forthcoming picture, "Lulu Belle," where we stand and can't make
three or four months because of the
a
slated for October filming at Gen- move."
holdup in print delivery. Under the
Regarding future plans, Wyler
new system of releasing films sieral Service with Dorothy Lamour
stated "Sister Carrie," based upon
multaneously in 300-400 situations
in the top role.
Theodore Dreiser's novel, is defithroughout the country, it's necesBogeaus' releasing contract with
nitely on his schedule, although he
sary to have more prints on hand
United Artists calls for two pictures
might not do if for a year or two.
before a picture can be sold. Right
annually, with the right to make
He expressed great satisfaction with
now, it's impossible to get delivery booking dates.
one outside deal. He has completed
his three-month motor trip, in which
on Technicolor prints.
The other, defendants in the suit "Christmas Eve" and "A Miracle he visited
England, France, GerMetro^r
"Unfinished had entered in similar settlement Can Happen" for UA this year.
Prints
on
many, Switzerland and Italy. He
Dance" are already in the company's months ago. Clearance agreement as
said such a tour "would do a lot of
exchanges so that delivery won't be far as Paramount was concerned had
good for a lot of people who think
held up on that one.
In addition, been held up pending the return of
Metro Plots Early Lensing the world revolves around Hollythough. Metro has coming in color John Balaban, o£ B & K, from
(Continued on page 61)
4
Prize Novels wood bgcause it doesn't."
Europe. Balaban got back this week.
Wylers return to Hollywood the
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Myles Seely, counsel for B &
end of the week.
and the major film distributors, deFollowing favorable previews of
Ulric Bell Vice Fields
nied in a brief filed here last week "Green Dolphin
Street," Metro is
Mochrie's
and
companies
the
special
asdefendant
heretofore
that
Bell,
Ulric
Robert Mochrie, RKO's veepee in
ad-publicity motion picture house chain had dis- rushing four more of its prize win20th-Fox
to
sistant
chief Charley Schlaifer, has been criminated against the Deluxe, lo- ning novels into production, hoping charge of, sales, planed to the Coast
named 20th's eastern publicity man- cal nabe, on product. Suit, filed last to complete them within the next Monday (8) for one week of huddles
year.
with
small
scater,
Dore Schary, company's studio
northside
Fields.
Latmonth
by
Jules
ager, succeeding
Othr prize stories are "Before the chief. Mochrie will plan sales stratter resigned Friday (5) after four claimed that majors and B&K had
conspired, through the Chicago sys- Sun Goes Down," by Elizabeth Metz- egy for six pix which
will
years in the position.
ger
Howard;
"Return
to
Night,"
release
and
estabby
within the next month.
pix
exmonopolize
field
tern,
to
in
the
Fields, who served
Walter Branson, RKO's western
ploitation, department of 20tji before lish runs and admish prices. It is Mary Renault; "Rainlree County,"
being promoted to New York, is ex- hinted that an out-of-court settle- by Ross Lockridge, Jr., and "About division manager, pushed off last
week
for
is
Lyddy
Thomas,"
by
Marietta
case,
M.
a
before
three-week
orreached
publicity
ment
may
be
tour
of
his
pected to form his own

neck

at

A previous suit, making the same
charges against U, was recently dismissed by consent.
Current suit
asks $150,000 profit allegedly lost to
"Danger" by infringement, $200,000
general damages and an additional
$400,000 for estimated 8,000 showings
ganization.
of "Gets Man."

COLUMBIA TO DISTRIB
BOGEAUS' 'LULU

Of

More

—

K

Schary Huddle

.

I

RKO

I

j

j

I

i

'

brought to

trial this fall.

Wolff.

territory.
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Hcronns
Film Editors Elect

SPG and S0PE€ Call on Other Unions
In

Move

to Counteract N. Y. Layoffs

the majors taking meas-+
ures to cut down the operating nut,
an additional 75 white collarites fell
scythe in New
economic
under the

With

all

Russell Aide to

Crown

Dan Russell, transferred by Samoffices of five film comuel Goldwyn last week from the stupanies this week. According to the
dio press department to the New
prevailing opinion in both indusYork office, will serve as aide to fortry and labor circles, more layexpected to be made eign salesmanager Alfred Crown.
offs
are
unless Russell joined the Goldwyn staff a
period
coming
in
the
few months ago to do foreign puba sharp uprising occurs in the
licity.
His new duties will combine
domestic and foreign revenue picoverseas selling with flack work, in a
ture.
Moving to counteract the layoffs, Goldwyn move to conserve expenses.
Crown, who has been in Europe
Screen Publicists Guild and the
Professional Em- for the past five weeks, is due back

Hollywood, Sept.

IATSE, for one year.
Other new officers are Frank
Gross, veepee; Robert Joseph, secretary; Harold McGhap, treasurer, and
Roy Livingston, sergeant-at-arms.

York home

Screen

Office

&

in New York next Monday (15).
ployees Guild, both CIO affiliates,
have issued a united front call to
other employees unions in New
York, including the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage EmTo date five IATSE loployees
cals, including projectionists film lab
technicians, film editors, shippers
and exchange workers, have responded favorably to the call.
Initial conferences of both the CIO
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
and American Federation of Labor
Gradual decline in studio employgroups will be scheduled within the ment during the past year resulted
next several days.
in a drop approximately of 7,200

Studio Payrolls

Cut 30%, or

Ask MPIC Aid

Simultaneously,

SPG and SOPEG

have requested the Motion Picture
Industry Committee, formed by the
companies

at the conclusion of the

last negotiations with both unions,
to convene immediately go over the
Under a clause of
entire situation.

the union agreements, the industry
committee, comprising top industrial
relations consultants of all the companies, is being asked to adjudicate
"a -claim by the union that the companies have abused the right to layoffs for

economic reasons."

Both unions also plan to continue
demonstrations before the home of-

I

UA's $25,000 Wkly

Save on Overhead
Directive of United Artists board
week requiring management to
slash expenses by 25% will save the
company about $25,000 weekly, it is
has started an economy
figured.
campaign— which cost some 30 employees their jobs even before the
board's order and no further firings
in domestic departments will take
last

UA

—

Additional
place, it is understood.
savings to make up the 25% will be
via the shaving of other expenditures.

Foreign department is about to go
through the rigors of economy. Two
translators in the press department
have been given their notice and
from payrolls, according to industry about 20 other employees are resources. It's a 30% dip, brought on ported getting axed at the end of the
chiefly by withdrawal from abnor- week.
mally high wartime employment,
An aspect of the economy camand secondarily by the British tax. paign that came to light this week
Studio employment normally runs is cancellation of the transfer of
24,000 but is down now to about 16,- Ralph Cramblet from the Minne800. Layoffs mostly are the crafts- apolis exchange to district manager-.
men.
Latter spot has
ship in Chicago.
been open since Rud Lohrenz quit
Film Pay Hits New High
recently after buying an Illinois
Sacramento, Sept 9.
theatre. Plan now is to leave it unHourly workers in the film studios filled to save coin, with the Chi
drew ,an average weekly wage of brand} manager reporting directly
$109.67 during the month of July, a to the division manager, rather than
new high in the motion picture in- through the district manager.
dustry, according to the California
Company has also not replaced
.

and theatres owned by the Labor Statistics Bulletin.
majors which have discharged emAlthough the weekly paycheck
ployees.
In addition, the unions was higher,
there were less hourly
haye allocated a "substantial" sum workers on the payrolls. July avefor newspaper advertising to bring
rage was 42.4 hours a week at $2.59
their viewpoint before the public.
an hour. In July, 1946, the rate was
(N. Y. Times, which ran one SPG46.5 hours at $1.86 an hour.
SOPEG ad two weeks ago, turned
the second one down on the basis
fices

'

that it was "scare" copy.) Circulars
will also be distributed in front of
nabe theatres.
Meanwhile, Leon Roth, SPG prez,
declared that upcoming negotiations
(Continued on page 20)

Ching Allen,

district

manager.

"America's Town Meeting of the Air" broadcast Tuesday night (2)
over ABC was a disgrace. It not only failed to shed any light on the
topic, "Is There Really a Communist Threat in Hollywood?", but it
actually obscured the issue with a shocking assortment of irresponsible
charges, reckless smearing of reputations, appeals to religious bigotry,
personal abuse and what amounted to street-corner brawling.
It was not enough for George V. Denny Jr., the moderator, to be
obviously embarrassed and exasperated at his inability to curb the
excesses. He and the other Town Hall and network officials will do
well to exercise greater discretion in the .selection of topics and
speakers henceforth. They cannot evade their responsibility for such
.abuses of democratic free speech. (As it happened, the N. Y. Herald
Tribune, in its regular coverage of the broadcast the following morning, Sept 3, seemed to indicate by its careful editing that it deplored
the extremes of the controversy.)
Only one of the four participants in the discussion emerged from it
with any sort of dignity. He was Emmet Lavery, president of the
Screen Writers Guild, who except for two or three instances when he
had been subjected to the most extreme provocation, avoided personBut since the positive side
alities and devoted himself to reason.
offered no concrete facts or examples to support their charges. Lavery
was handicapped in arguing the negative (for it is naturally difficult to
prove something DOESN'T exist, except by refuting argument or evi-

v

dence that it DOES).
There is little point in reporting in detail most of the things said on
the broadcast. Lavery indicated to the satisfaction of an impartial
listener that he is not a Communist or a party-liner himself (he explained that he is a devout Catholic), that he knows of Communists in
Hollywood but believes they do not constitute a real threat, and that
he knows what he was talking about. The other participant for the
negative was actor Albert. Dekker, who gave a bombastic "performance" of irrelevant generalities, wild statements and persohal accusations. Taking the positive side were Mrs. Lela Rogers, mother of
Ginger Rogers, and Jack B. Tenney, California State Senator, who has
a dubious reputation for his Red investigations in Hollywood. Town
Meeting officials used them on the broadcast after any more recognizable Hollywood names refused to participate.
At any rate, Mrs. Rogers and Tenney joined in smearing the names of
various writers, actors and others none of whom had any opportunity
of defense or reply. Both used the most inflammatory appeals to mass
prejudice (Tenney repeatedly resorted to religious bigotry in referring
to Laverty's Catholic faith), used extravagant and unsupported generalities, indulged in name-calling, audience-baiting and various other
rabble-rousing tactics.
A libel suit has already grown out of the episode (see separate
Town Meeting and the ABC network owe a pledge
story, Page 2 ),
Hobe.
of a greater exercise of public responsibility in future.

—

Unique Angle of Radio Delivery

Jack

com-

Ellis

In Libel Suit vs. Mrs. Lela

bining duties of branch and district

manager.
Directors also discussed last week
a plan for joint UA-British production in England, based on a report

Pennsy Sunday Pix Vote

Easton, Pa., Sept. 9.
sent by Arthur W. Kelly, exec v.p.,
Residents of Nazareth, near here,
who has been overseas the past four will vote Nov. 4 on Sunday pix. A
weeks. Discussion was of the possi- petition to place the question on the
Meetings as Followup
bility of producing a series of non- ballot was presented by George C.
quota pix for worldwide distribu- Meeser, manager of a theatre in the
Echelon Confab
tion, jointly financed by
and town.
Metro division sales managers will "one of Britain's top industrialists,"
Nazareth is one of the few towns
hold two-day regional
conclaves whose name was not revealed. No in this section without Sunday films.
Hardie
with their assistants, district and steps were taken by the
board,
branch managers beginning tomor- with the deal far off and very much
row (Thursday), as a followup to only talk as yet.
Also Washington
Pool
Detroit's
the week's meet of company sales
Agenda was not completed and diStudio toppers and studio executives on tbe rectors will work on it at another
For the
Revivals of 'Grapes/
Coast. Regional meets will be held
session slated for Friday (12).
Washington, Sept. 9.
five
in
the
division
headquarHardie Meakin is now handling ters, including New York, Pittsburgh,
'Road' a Socko Payoff
in Washing- Chicago, New Orleans
double chores for
and San FranDetroit, Sept. 9.
ton. Meakin, who's managing direc- cisco.
Big Injun Chief
An experiment at mass exhibiting
tor of the
Keith theatre and
veepee
Sales
William F. Rodgers
of reissued top films has proven so
circuits,
X>.C. rep for all the
presided at the Coast huddles, which
Bally on 'Gold'
Off successful here that its sponsors call
"will henceforth officially act also as were
participated in by assistant
studio rep for the company in the sales chief Eddie Aaron; short sales
Allied Artists is having encourag- it the salvation of the independent
capital.
Latter post, incidentally, is manager, William B. Zoellner; pro- ing results from its special exploi- neighborhood houses. Paul Broder
one he's been doing unofficially, on duction chief Louis B. Mayer and tation for "Black Gold," now in re- (Broder Theatres) recently induced
and off, for the past 18 years while other studio execu tives,' and the five lease, and the company also plans a three other circuits to put houses in
a pool with him to form a 10-house
desimultaneously running the
d v ; s i on mana g ers including John similar campaign for the King Bros.'
bloc for the mass showing* at inluxer.
P. Byrne, John J. Maloney, Burtus "The Gangster" scheduled for Nocreased prices of "Grapes .of Wrath"
owev
ffic a " y
e
was
Bishop,
Jr.,
Rudy Berg'er and vember distribution. Firm veepee and "Tobacco Road." A 300% in,?
? to
f' ,t
named
the post as result of; the George
A. Hickey. Group outlined Harold Mirisch, who conceived the
crease in normal business was reacquisition by Warner Bros, of the
sales
policies
and merchandising "Black Gold" promotion, arrived ported, so Broder set up a display
Pathe newsreel. George Dor- techniques on
eight top forthcoming from the Coast this week to set up
ad campaign and persuaded the"
sey, Pathe newsreel rep stationed in
pictures and also viewed all com- ideas for "Gangster."
D. C, had the role officially for the
For "Black Gold's" ballyhoo Allied houses to increase their prices.
pleted product at the studio.
It
Studio, but he's now handling
The net result was a $6,000 film
was the first major sales meet held Artists has been using for the p%~t
it for Warners under the change in
by Metro on the Coast within the two months two troupes of Chey- rental to 20th-Fox, on percentage,
'sv'iwiship.
enne Indians which have covered and such a heavy increase in busilast 15 years.
Meakin is well know in showbiz
Conclusions reached at the Coast more than 100 towns in behalf of the ness, Broder said, that many of the
since he served as chief barker for
conclave will be passed on to the dis- film. In their nationwide tour, made nabes had long lines of standees.
the Washington Variety Club in 1941
success of the ventrict and branch managers in the in station-wagons and trailer-truck, Because of the
and has been on the club's board for
regional meets. Latter, in turn, will the Indians set up their own tepee ture film companies which snubbed
the past five years. He's also freinform their local staffs of new de- villages in the average small town. Broder originally are now anxious
quently been a valuable all-industry
velopments in production and sales Schedule usually calls for a parade to "cooperate," Broder declared.
contact
while
in
Washington
In the pool, in addition to Broder's
to the City Hall, where the mayor is
activities.
straightening snarls with Governinducted as a chief in the tribe plus own theatres, are two houses from
ment officials.
radio, newspaper and other lieups. each of the Krass, Krim and MidHis two sons were in the armed
Units are booked up until the first west Circuits. All are 1,000-seaters
and Chain
services during the war.
One, an N. Y.
of November and the redskin road or over.
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Meakin
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RKO
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RKO

'

RKO
v

Boothmen

ex-Navy man,

is

now

in

pre-med

at

companies, after hitting Michigan
Ops Still Deadlocked and Wisconsin, are expected to head
deadlocked after more than south. Switch to warmer climes, is
of negotiations, pro- prompted by the fact that life in an
jectionists Local 306
and cirquit outdoor tepee becomes a bit chilly in
heads of the RKO, Loew's, Warner Wisconsin's Novembers even though
and Paramount circuits have sched- the occupant- may be a hardy
uled another meeting for tomorrow Cheyenne.
(Thursday) to iron out an agreement. Major bone of contention is the

the Bullis School; the other came
out a major. Meakin at one time
was head of Variety's Washington
Bureau for nine years.

Still

four

KLINE SUIT DISMISSED

BUT HE GETS $7,500

months

Raft Standin

union's demand for a 34% wage inLos Angeles, Sept. 9.
Wally Kline's breach of contract crease and a 5% welfare fund,
against Romay Pictures was
Negotiations are being rushed to
dismissed by Judge Charles Burnell beat the Sept. 21 deadline set by

Now

Prod

j

Hollywood, Sept. 9.
George Raft's standin, Neil Colwas upped to production execu-

j

suit

lins,

;

in L. A. superior court, but Kline Local 306 -leaders after it agreed to
was granted a conditional award of postpone strike action originally
$7,500 because he had been commis- set for Sept. 1.
Such a walkout
sioned to write a script for the film, would tie up most of the Broadway
"Return of Rin-Tin-Tin."
jfirstruns including the Roxy and the
Condition is that Kline renounce Music Hall which are involved; in
all rights to the script he wrote.
the current talks.

tive in

i

by

company

recently

and

Samuel

Raft

Bischoff.
First chore for Collins in his new
status will be on "Morocco," to be
filmed in North Africa, starting late

|

i

the indie

organized

j

;

i

in

October.

.

manager work-

ing out of St. Louis, who died recently.
In New York there is no

branch

Public Dis-service

9.

William Hornbeck, elected without opposition, was installed as president of Film Editors Local 776,

Rogers

Libel suit for $1,000,000 damages
has been brought against Mrs. Lela
Rogers by Emmet Lavery, the
scenarist - playwright, and Martin
The action,
Gosch, legit producer.
filed yesterday (Tues.) in Los Angeles Superior Court by attorney
Max Fink, is based upon statements
allegedly made by Mrs. Rogers on
the "America's Town Meeting of the
Air" broadcast Tuesday night (2)
over the ABC network, originating
in
the Philharmonic Auditorium^
Los Angeles.
Lavery, president of the Screen
Writers Guild, participated in the
broadcast, taking the negative in a
discussion, "Is There Really a Communist Threat in Hollywood?" Mrs.
Rogers, mother of actress Ginger
Rogers, argued the positive side in
a bitter four-sided wrangle involv-

ing-name-calling and Red-smearing
of various screen writers

and

actors,

most of whom were not present.
Others heard on the broadcast were
Albert Dekker, actor, negative; Jack
B. Tenney, California State Senator,
positive, and George V. Denny, Jr,
moderator. Lavery's and Gosch's
suit claims that Mrs. Rogers referred,
though not by name, to Lavery's
forthcoming play, "The Gentleman
from Athens," which Gosch has
slated for production, as

propaganda.

Tenney

is

Communist
not named

the suit, as he did not refer to
the play.

in

According to Gosch, as a result of
Mrs. Rogers' charge, $46,500 of promised backing for the production has

been withdrawn.

He added

that at

the time of the broadcast he had
obtained $65,000 of a desired $75,000
financing, but that he could have
done the play for $65,000 if necessary.

now

However, he said, he must
enough additional coin to

raise

cover the defaulted $46,500, or else
postpone production indefinitely. He
has only the next couple of days to
do it, as he was slated to post an
Equity bond and make advance payments for set construction, costumes,
etc., by yesterday, as well as pay
advances on theatre contracts. The
IN DEC. show is scheduled
S
to go into "reJoseph Basson, former prez of hearsal Sept. 29 for engagements beprojectionists Local 306 and current- ginning -Oct. 23 in New Haven and
ly a Coast rep for the International Oct. 27 in Philadelphia, preliminary
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em- to the Broadway opening.
Sam
ployees, is reported ready to make Wanamaker
signed
to
direct,
is
a comeback try against Herman Gel- Ralph Alswang has designed the setber, Local 306's incumbent prexy, at tings and the title part is to be
the union's election in December. played by Anthony Quinn, son-inTop execs of the IATSE are giving law of Cecil B. DeMille.
tacit support to this move since they
Want Air Rebuttal Time
regard Basson as being closer to the
Meanwhile, Gosch and' Lavery
international's overall policy.
have requested the ABC to give
them
15 minutes of network time to
Basson was defeated by Gelber for
Local 306 leadership several years answer Mrs. Rogers' attack on th.~ago after a hot inter-union fight.
(Continued on page 22)

BASS0N SET TO OPPOSE
306

GELBER

,

'
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PRODUQ PLANS TOP
U Says If$ Pioneering for Entire Biz In
is

to

determined to push its-f
reduce unreasonable

clearances and will sell

U

away from

first-run accounts, if necessary, comsales topper declared this week.

Wis., to represent it in negotiations with distributors regarding

gram.
"If

a

exhibitor

first-run

to

up liquidation

speed

clearance. The Sprague is asking that 20th-Fox, RKO, Universal and Warner Bros, eliminate
the seven protection days they
now grant to the Standard Cir-

refuses

—

taken

9.

Seymour Simon, Chicago atwas retained last week
by the Sprague theatre, Elkhorn,
torney,

in a few scattered spots, but so far
hasn't encountered stiff exhibitor opposition to its clearance-slashing pro-

agreement on a reasonable reduction
in clearance, we'll go elsewhere, even
if it means taking action against an
old account," U exec said. "There's
always a competitor to deal with.
"The situation in New York is perfectly satisfactory because the second-run circuits plays films almost
immediately after the Broadway run
is over," sales staffer added. "But in
many other parts of the country
there are clearances varying from
50 to 60 days, and that's far too long
We're carrying the ball
a period.
for the industry there must be steps

Sued on Clearance
Chicago, Sept.

pany

U has already initiated its new policy

cuit's

house

which

is

in

Lake

Geneva,

nine miles away, and in
Delevan, 10 miles distant.
The Sprague wants to play

them

day-and-date
Standard houses.

with

both

of

18 Top-Budgeters

Universal has taken the action, it
was explained, to insure speedier
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
return on production investments.
Otherwise, it as well as other comUniversal-International will spend
panies would be forced to either re- a total of $33,000,000 on a program
duce production outlays or borrow of 18-high-budget productions durcash to carry on. Added factor, it's ing the remainder of the year, resaid, is the feeling that speedier play- gardless of the British and the genoffs would mean better boxoffice eral trend of economy in the film
performances for most pictures. industry. Leading the fall and winter parade of expensive pictures will
(Continued on page 18)
be "Up in Central Park," starting
Sepf. 22 with Deanna Durbin, Dick
Haymes and Vincent Price in top
B'way Theatre Shuttered
•

roles.

Defies

films go into

"Casbah" and "All

making a total of
License Dept. on 'Outlaw' lenses,
with "Mortal

five

which makes the
chance of License Commissioner Ben
Fielding slapping a padlock on it a
worthwhile gamble.
The Jane Russell-starrer has never
played New York because of a
threat by Fielding to revoke the
license of any house showing the
It was slated to day-and-date
film.
at the Republic, Gotham and Rialto
theatres on Broadway last Oct. 26,
but owners of the houses backed

down under

Fielding's threats—""*"-

Broadway theatre has been unlighted for the past six weeks, after
about four months of unprofitable
operation by UA. Company has a
year's lease on it from the Shuberts
at about $5,000 a week. It was acquired last spring to open Charles
Chaplin's "Monsieur Verdoux."
Being situated at 53d street and
Broadway, somewhat off the Times
figures that
Square beaten path,
only with an exceptionally heavy
attraction

will

audiences..

"Outlaw"

such

b.o.

freak

in

all

it

has
its

draw
proved
out-of-

town dates, it's figured one of the
few pix that could bring the Broadway to life. Which is another rea-

Coils" and "The
Naked City" as holdovers. Others
slated to start before the end of the

year

are

"Midnight

Lace,"

"The

hawk," "Traditionally Yours," "The
Tin- Flute," "Patent Applied For,"
"The Gay Goddess," "Three for the
Money," "Winchester 73," "Purgatory Street" and three screenplays
currently

in

but

echelon luncheon

Albert

Cohen, Edward Nassour,

J.

Merian

C. Cooper, Benedict Bogeaus,
others, one
apiece. Score by pictures:
Allied Artists— "Smart Woman,"

Monte Shaff and several
.

and William Goetz, When the
cantaloupe appeared on the table
he found it unripe, and said to
the waitress: "What else have
you got? This melon is bad."
Whereupon Goetz cracked:

Burt Lancaster will
G. Robinson in "All My
Irving Reis directing and
Chester Erskine producing. Meanwhile Lancaster's own production,
"Kiss the' 'Blood * Off My Hands,"
has been pushed back to a December start.

Sons,"

fictional stage producer.

ENTERPRISE HAS FIVE

TOP-BUDGETERS SET
Hollywood. Sept.

9.

Taxing

their studio facilities to the
limit, Enterprise is set to film seven

Memphis

simultaneously. Around first of the
front of "Duel in the Sun,'' Selznick
Releasing Organization is making a year, lensing will start on "Pursuit
detour. It's opening the overgrown of Love" followed by a John Garhoss opry in three towns around field starrer, as yet untitled. In early
Memphis, one of them the home spring, greenlight will be given to
"Tuesday To Bed" and Lewis Milebailiwick of Memphis political boss
stone's production of "Proud Desand Binford's patron, Ed Crump.
Pic preems for an indefinite run tiny."
Studio is also working on several
Sunday (14} at the Crittenden theatre, West Memphis, and at the Von other properties. Last year. Entertheatre, Hernando, Tenn. Next day prise's first, company turned out five

United Artists will handle
domestic production with Loew's International releasing abroad.
pictures.

adjust."

Due

to

Open on B'way

Father's House," first featurelength film made in Palestine, will
preem at the Ambassador, N. Y.,
Produced by Herbert
Sept. 25.
Kline and Meyer Levin, pic is based
on a recently published novel by
Levin of the same title and will have
Al Margolies is
English- dialog.
handling distribution in this country.

will be contacted for special screenings.

Briefs

Herbert J. Yates and Harry M.
Goetz signed the papers last week
by which Goetz bowed completely
The Rep prexy
out of Republic.
bought up for his own personal ac.

new series of shorts, titled "Just
Suppose," to his Specialties on 194748 Metro program ... Mike Frankovich starts 1947-48 series of Republic cliffhangers Oct. 3 with "Dangers
of the Canadian Mounted."
Chodorov screenplaying
Baby" for production
Goldwyn
Wallace
Samuel
by
MacDonald sent "The Wreck of the
Hesperus" before the cameras at
Columbia. .. .Miklos Rozsa assigned
as musical director on "A Double
Life" and "Mortal Coils" at U-I,...
Jack O'Connor and Larry Bio signed
to assist LeRoy Prinz in dance sequences of "April Showers" at Warners. .. .Republic is starting "ThunJerome

"Billion Dollar

der
to

lumberjack yarn,
low-budget action pictures
1947-48 production
its

in the Forest,"

first of 16

initiate

program.

Edward Small

Nancy

borrowed

Guild from 20th for femme lead in
"Cagliostro," to be produced in Italy.
Actress leaves for Rome next week,
along with Akim Tamiroff, recently,
added to the cast.

Adele Mara and

Alan

Mowbray

featured in the untitled AI Pearce
to be produced by Sidney
Picker and directed by K. G. Springsteen at Republic.
H. C. Potter
scouting suburban locations for "Mr.
Blandings Builds His Dream House,"
starrer,

.

.

.

co-starring Cary Grant and
Loy, starting Oct. 1 at RKO.

Ward, secretary

to

Hal

Myrna
.

.

.

Ai

Wallis, turned

of the stock of Goetz

all

westerns,

Rep policy of adding class producits output in order to up the
general standing of the company has
proved considerably less successful
than hoped for. Yates turned to the
scheme during the lush war years,
when there was less gamble involved
in big budgets. With uncertainties
as to the future both at home and
abroad, Yates has come to the con-

Continued on page

18)

in

holding company, AssoPicture Industries.
is
understood to have been
something over $500,000.
Not included in the sale were the
approximately equal holdings of
Goetz's brother, Ben, board chairits

Motion

Hedy's 'Ecstasy' In

Again as

Sam Cummins

Regains Distrib Rights

director of Metro's°British production setup. Both
brothers have been associated with
Rep and its predecessors for over 30
years.
They owned an interest in
Erbograph, an early film processing

man^and managing

Much publicized and ballyhooed
15-year-old Czech, film, "Ecstasy,"
which stars Hedy Lamarr (nee Hedy
Kiesler) is slated for reissue in the
U. S. under a deal recently made
with the picture's producer-writeroutfit, which was later merged with director Gustav Machaty by Eureka
Film Labs,
which Productions, headed by Samuel
Consolidated
mothered Republic. Ben was at one Cummins. Latter held the original
time exec v.p. and Harry v.p. of distributional contract with ElektaConsolidated.
film Studio on a five-year pact but
Harry Goetz has been a burr in lost it in 1941 to Michael M. WynYates' hair for almost a year.
By gate, Inc., which reportedly was
voting his brother's holdings as well headed by Max Weingarten, nephew
as his own, he became third largest of former Elektafilm head
Josef
stockholder and had been squawk- Auerbach.
continued on page 55)
Few films, with the possible exception of Howard Hughes' "Outlaw," have been involved in more
RJg'ar'ari'd censorial wrangling than
"Ecstasy." Cummins waged a long
battle in 1935 against the U. S. Customs before he succeeded in having
the print admitted to the country.
literary and handed in a western Machaty, now
in Hollywood, rescript, "Twister."
gained exclusive rights to the picGeorge "Gabby" Hayes at
ture last December following a defor another film to follow "Return of cision by the Regional
Bank of ComFelipe Turich, merce in Prague, Czechoslovakia,
the Bad Men."
S. A. thesp, for heavy role in "To the upholding
certain
of
his
claims
Victor" at Warners.
Arthur against Elektafilm.
Murray checks in next week to play
Famed as the picture where Hedy
himself in "Jiggs and Maggie in So- is seen bathing in the altogether,
ciety"
John Hoyt left stage cast prints to "Ecstasy" mysteriously

From

Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Carl Hittleman draws producer
"Code of the
responsibilities on
North" and "Law of the Mounties,"
Longridge streamliners for Screen
Pete Smith added
Guild release

the

tions to

Goetz for 500G

ciated
Price

"My

on

tiveness.

Yates Buys Out

Rep and

.

For. Frederic Wakeman's novel,
"Saxon Charm," U is negotiating
with James Mason for the male lead.
Claude Binyon is assigned to screenplay the book, which deals with a

"Nothing doing. You have to
eat the whole meal before we

count

(Continued on page 18)

activities

siastic about the potentialities for
boosting b.o. take by use of Trucolor
and will transfer to that field much
of the stress he has been putting on
lining up high -budget productions
for the studio. Trucolor is the relatively low.-cost tint process developed by Rep's Consolidated Film
Labs. With exhib enthusiasm already
indicated for hoss opry's released in
Trucolor and several just-completed
films, in Yates' estimation, looking
particularly good, he feels the process has reached close to peak effecp

Skouras was dining
recently.
with Universal's Nate Blumberg

three; Enterprise, two; Screen Plays,

un-

Edward

Rep's

lower-bracketed actio ners and
mediunf-cost comedies and musicals
on which the company was built.
Rep topper is particularly enthu-

at
a highin Hollywood

'

Me-

Film, which will include a group
of actors recruited from Palestine's
leading theatrical groups, was financed by the Jewish National Fund.
Jewish organizations, trade unions,
co-star with lodges and synagogues in the U. S.

preparation

titled.

his ideas of swinging Repubinto the major company category
via high-budget productions, it has
been learned. He will concentrate

lic

came

terms

rental
fixing the
in for comment

Artists, six; 20th-Fox, five; Warners
and Allied Artists, four; Eagle Lion,

Sept.
Sons,"

son UA is anxious to get it in there. top-budgeters between now
and next
It has been announced to play on a
spring. Kickoff°will be with radio
24-hour-a-day schedule.
comic Henry Morgan's initial film,
UA and Harry Gold, Hughes' sales "So This Is New York," which Enrep, are fully prepared to have
terprise is handling on a cooperative
Fielding make an attempt to revoke
profit-sharing
financing and
deal
the Broadway's license and shutter
with Stanley Kramer, head of Screen
the house. Standing by for such an Plays.
Dick Fleischer, borrowed
eventuality is Hughes' counsel, the
from RKO on Dore Schary's permis(Continued on page 20)
sion, will direct, with shooting slated
to being Sept. 29.
Starting Oct. 15, Charles Boyer
'Duel' Into
starrer, "Eugene Aram," and Ginger
Censor's Bailiwick Rogers vehicle, "Wild Calendar," are
Memphis censor Lloyd T. Binford, scheduled to roll on the same day.
having put his usual roadblock in This will make three pix shooting

it opens at the Holly theatre, Holly
Springs, where Boss Crump makes
his home.

ditched

Test Meal First

in

list

21,

versal-International's eight entries
will cost around $12,000,000, but
three or four' additional films maygo into work during the 60-day span.
Lineup of other studios includes
Screen Guild, nine; Republic, eight;
RKO, seven; Paramount and United

before the

UA

marquee

While Columbia tops the
the number of pictures with

to Modest-Budgeted Pix

of
Charles
penchant
W.k.
Skouras, head of National Theatres, for playing a pic and then

tures slated for filming before the
English Parliament drew its deadly
They
tax are going right ahead.
number more than 100 for the 60day period which actually started
last week.

work

My

Howard Hughes' "The Outlaw" at Saxon Charm," "Are You With It?,"
its Broadway theatre tomorrow (11).
"The Brain of Frankenstein," "AnHouse is shuttered anyway because other Part of the Forest," "Tomaof lack of product,

And Back

With a few exceptions in the superduper financial brackets, all the pic-

1st Palestine Feature

Two more
29,

United Artists is taking a "whatcan-we-lose?" attitude in defying
the City of New York by opening

Hollywood, Sept, 9.
Theme song of Hollywood's film
producers for the next 60 days is
"Who's Afraid of the Big, Bad Tax?"
In that period more than $100,000,000 will be spent on production,
topping the figure spent during a
similar period last year when all
looked well in foreign markets.

them all financially with
seven high-budgeters at an outlay
UniOf approximately $17,000,000.

films."

Anyway So UA

Are Westerners in His New Trucolor

6QDAY OUTLAY

tro leads

Us $33,000,000 For

1946 LEVEL

Yates Decides Rep's Best B.0> Bets

jUUUf

Reducing 'Unreasonable Clearances
Universal

campaign

nov

the Lots

RKO

.

.

.

.

.

"Biography"

of

.

.

.

.

for

film

in

role

"Christopher Blake" at Warners
Gail Patrick and Marsha Hunt reported for "End of the Rainbow" at
Rep.
"Last of the Westerners,"
formerly "Outlaws of Ghost Town,"
will be filmed as "Bandits of Dark
Canyon" at Republic.
"Man
Eaters of Kumaon," which Monte
Shaft will produce independently for
U, will be filmed at General Service,
starting in October.
William Bendix in "The Connecti.

.

.

.

.

.

have vanished from time to time
much to the chagrin of its yanlaus
distributors. Back in 1935 CufnWrtns'
original Czech print unaccountably

was destroyed by the Customs Dept.
whose custody it was being held
pending a court decision on its admission. Later when Wyngate won
the distributional rights via the
(Continued on page 18)
in

M-G Plans

cut Yankee" at Paramount.
Button's impending motherhood caused temporary shelving of
"Sainted Sisters" at Paramount.
.
Hal Wallis optioned "Rendezvous
.

.

,

0100,"

.

.

.

.

.

Hollywood, Sept.

.

9.

.

.

.

.

Pix Despite Cost Cuts

Metro will continue to make outbased on the experience of standing pictures regardless of cuts
in production costs occasioned by
the British film tax, Louis B. Mayer

Mickey Knox, former GI.
PineThomas sent "Caged Fury" into production at Thousands Oaks, with
Richard Denning and Sheila Ryan
in top spots.
John Ford bringing in Argosy's "War Party," two
weeks ahead of schedule.
Lucille Bremer borrowed from Metro
to play the heavy in "Prelude to
Night" for Producing Artists.
Glenda Farrell and Frank Jenks,
teamed at Warners, will be paired
again in "Mary Lou" at Columbia.
William Lundigan checked in
(Continued on page 18)
.

'Outstanding'

.

Betty

.

.

told a

meeting of the company's sales

executives.

Congratulating the stu-

dio's producers on their voluntary
efforts at trimming costs, the Culver

City chief pointed out that the public is getting choosy and will not accept just anything in the way of a
picture.

make

He

added:

"Metro

pictures to meet

that

will
situa-

tion."

William

F. Rodgers, general sales

manager declared: "Metro is getting
the finest product it has had in
years."

AM

I

•

republishing the highlights of Chick Lewis' recent editorial in

Trade Review, because

it

opportunity. * Advanced admission prices
*

Showmen's

so fairly represents both the exhibitor's problem and his

do represent a

real

problem

they are

if

going: to be used indiscriminately. But if they are used where they are justified. .when a
.

truly fine picture

comes along... they

are not a

to obtain the same results obtained by Mr.

below

is

typical

problem to the

Sam

C. Meyers^

of the experience of every exhibitor

who

exhibitor, but a chance

whose unsolicited

of Our Lives" at advanced prices.* Today more than ever, in view of the British

must

attract

more people to the motion

letter

has played "The Best Years
tax,

we

picture theatres in America. This can only be

"

done by improving, not reducing, the
ever, requires the

when

calibre

the exceptional picture comes along. * Last

his papers to the British film industry to seize

British tax

and to build

slogan, "If it's British,
that

of American

we

pictures.

To do

this,

how-

cooperation of the exhibitors in charging an advanced admission price

swiftly

it's

week Lord Beaverbrook appealed

upon

the opportunity presented by the

and surely so that

good."* That's
(t

in

it

could prove the truth of the

fine... but let us here all

can continue- to say truthfully. .. If it's American,

it's

work

together so

unsurpassed.

—
'

::

;

fiaXBrvv iondon onracs

INTERNATIONAL

10

I

on "The Basement Room," a Graham
Greene story, starring Ralph Richardson and Michele Morgan, while
December is the date set for "The
Winslow Boy," the Terence Rattigan
play which Anthony Asquith will

Has H'wood Learned?
Continued from page 1

the luxury of the Savoy or Claridges
have been frequently pointed out.
What did the American companies
do when the British Film Producers
Assn. published ads telling the public

we

that

couldn't

grow tobacco,

but that we could make films? Nothing.

What
when

did American executives do
bombardment of ads

a

screamed that British pictures are
good pictures, and left cinema patrons to infer that the American
films were not so good? Nothing.
And rarely have ads done their
work so well. It was a short-sighted
policy for a man like J. Arthur
Rank, controlling 600 theatres and
needing 80% American product for
his screens, to countenance such a
campaign. Particularly as he was
at that moment seeking big expansion in America, and the mirage of
the U. S. market had begun to materialize.

doubt that those
But
ads have softened the blow of the
virtual banishment of American picthere's little

tures.

Hollywood Asleep
Hollywood boasts an abundance
of commercial brain, but the bosses
have been asleep where the British
situation

is

concerned.

They alAmerican

ing, Moira Shearer, Robert Help- direct.
In the high-budget bracket can be
mann.
placed "The Promotion of the Ad"Hamlet"; Laurence Olivier.
Pressburger
"Oliver Twist" (Cineguild): Rob- miral" which Powell &
are due to make for Korda in Janert Newton, Alec Guiness.
uary, 1948; "Cyrano de Bergerac,"
"The Mark of Cain" (Two Cities)
produce
will
Welles
Orson
which
Eric Pdrtman, Sally Gray.
the
"Saraband for Dead Lovers" Eal- and play title role (Jan., 1948);
Cary
starring
fantasy
Stewart Granger, Francoise untitled
ing)
(Feb.,
Reed
Carol
by
directed
Grant,
Rosay.
new
thje
Repay,"
Will
and
"I
1948);
"Scott of the Antarctic" (Ealing):
Scarlet Pimpernel film with Rex
John Mills.
:

Copenhagen, Aiig. 29.
Danish censor has adopted a stern
attitude lately, with result some Hollywood films have been badly cut
while other pictures have been completely banned, Among imports that
have, been subjected to heavy censorial scissoring have been Univer-

"The Killers.'?
sal-International's
Verboten in entirety are "The Daltons Ride Again" (U) and Warners'
"Arsenic and Old Lace."

Ban on "Arsenic" drew

•'

ert Beatty.

"Miranda" (Gainsborough): RobNewton, Greta Gynt, Griffith

ert

Jones.

(Gainsborough):
"Snowbound"
Robert Newton, Dennis Price, Stanley Holloway, Herbert Lorn.
"One Night With You" (Two
Cities): Patricia Roc, Nino Martini
(remake of Italian picture).
"Esther Waters" (Ian Dairy mple):
Dirk Bogarde, Kathleen Ryan.
That's not a bad crop of films
And the
from one organization.
following are being readied for production under the Rank banner, alschedthem
the
though with many of
uled budgets will undergo a pruning.
"The Passionate Friends" (Cineprobstory,
a
Wells
guild): H. G.
able starring vehicle for Ann Tbdd.
(Gainsborough)
"Easy Money"

That's a mighty list of films from
one British producer, and Korda
doubtless has great faith in the
Dalton hasn't scared him.
future.
Within the Korda-British Lion

Frankenstein film has never been
shown. They've all been barred by

Herbert Wilcox whose
orbit
is
Spring in Park Lane" with Anna
Neagle and Michael Wilding to be
shot at Metro's new Elstree Studios.
Wilcox is heart and soul against the
tax, but he is planning three pictures a year.

the censor.

Vienna Bars In

The Independents
For Associated British Pictures
the Boulting Bros, have completed

Middle

Graham Greene's "Brighton Rock,"
their next picture is an adaptation of Warren Chetham Strode's
successful play "The Guinea Pig,"
for Warners (British) . Other A.B.P.
film
now on the floor is "My

and

owed a campaign to belittle
product without firing a shot, and
they believed that a situation could
continue where they took up to
Brother Jonathan." This company,
Wayne, Basil Radford, which is closely allied with Warners,
$80,000,000 a year out of this coun- Naunton
try and allowed British producers Flora Robson.
and controls a circuit comparable
"The Calendar" (Gainsborough): with Rank's, in which Metro and
to collect a charitable couple of
Wallace
yarn.
remake
Edgar
of
million.
Warner had pick of the dates, has
Ambi- a good deal to worry about. It has
"Melba" (Gainsborough)
What of the future here? Let us
diva.
Technicolor
biog
of
famous
tious
a small studio at Welwyn City -and
take the big J. Arthur Rank Organi"London Belongs to Me" (Launder & is now reconstructing— after war oczation first.
Gilliat): Norman Collins' novel pub- cupation its former lot at Elstree.
It is no secret that rising produc"Dulcimer It has a working arrangement with
lished
U.S.A.
as
in
tion costs have been a headache for Street."
British National, a studio capable of
some time. Orders had gone out
"The Blue Lagoon" (Launder & Gil- turning
moderatelyeight
out
that cuts must be made. With the liat) remake of De VereStackpoole
Films due
budgeted pix a year.
hazardous IT. S. market, a feature story with Jean Simmons.
from this studio are "Princess Fitz,"
picture costing a million and a quar"Precious Blane" (Paul Soskin):
Weird Sisters," and "Death of a
ter dollars— quite an average cost- Mary Webb novel starring David
all of which ought to earn
without any , marquee names, was Farrer and Ann Todd. Robert Siod- Rat,"
home market.
becoming too big a gamble. True it mak, on loan from Universal has their cost in the
Other British independents now
would be given a big London come over to direct.
making pictures are Excelsior Propremiere, many critics might rave
"Then and Now" (Arnold Press- ductions (Marcel Hellman) who is
about it, and it would be booked on burger): Somerset Maugham novel
shooting "This Was a Woman," starone of the big circuits. But if it with George Sanders.
ring Sonia Dresdel, at Riverside, for
wasn't what the public wanted they
"Eureka Stockade" (Ealing) Harry 20th Century-Fox world release;
stayed away.
Watt has gone to Australia to make Premier
(Maurice
Productions
No longer can a Rank producer
this, but the new tax may cause acOstrer) "Idol of Paris," at Metro's
with an exception here or there
tivities to be transferred to home Elstree Studio, to be released by
say "I'm going to make this and studios.
Dryhurst
ProducWarners; Edward
that" and receive carte blanche to
In addition to these pictures Rank tions which has just finished "While
go ahead. That freedom is now cur- will have a number of B's being
Live," with Sonia Dresdel Carol
tailed by an assessment of the prob- made at the small Highbury Studios
20th-Fox
Tom
Walls,
for
Raye and
able boxoffice return in this country. by John Croydon. Add to these the release; Alliance Studios, for which
But what of those pictures ready documentary "Modern Age" and the Paramount is releasing "Daughters
for the screen, those in the cutting newsreels and J. Arthur Rank is of
(Anne Crawford),
Darkness"
room, and those on the studio floor. not as badly off as some Americans 'Just William's Luck," "The Brass
Can Rank recoup his costs if for- imagine he ought to be.
Monkey" (Carole Landis). For the
eign markets retaliate with a tariff,
Alliance
thriller
"No Orchids for
Korda's Status
or if, understandably, tjiey are not
Now let's move over to Sir Alex- Miss Blandish," Jack LaRue crossed
sold with any enthusiasm?
Atlantic.
ander Korda who makes expensive the
Class
In $1,000,000
V. S. Pix Made In England
pictures and hasn't his own circuit
In the $1,000,000 class, and above, in which to show them. Korda has
American companies which Have
can be put Launder & Gilliat's always planned for a world market. made or which plan pictures here
"Captain Boycott" (normally a good Nationalism in films is anathema to are:
bet for America), now being shown him, and so far he has made no anParamount, now readying Hal
here; "Fame is the Spur," the Boult- nouncement about limiting produc
Wallis' "So. Evil My Love" with Ray
ing Bros, film starring Michael Red- tion for the home market. He be- Milland, Ann Todd, Geraldine Fitzgrave and "The October Man," the lieves that a way will be found soon gerald Metro, which has scheduled
Eric Ambler production starring out of the situation. Meanwhile- he "The Secret Garden" with Margaret
John Mills and Joan Greenwood. continues to shoot and plan.
O'Brien, but whose plans are now
["October Man" and "Captain BoyFor current exhibition there is "A most fluid. Columbia, shooting "The
cott" are reviewed in this issue.—
Man About the House"- with new- First Gentleman" with Jean Pierre
Ed.]
comer Kieron Moore, Margaret Aumont and Cecil Parker. TwenAt the moment of writing the fol Johnston and Dulcie Gray. A good tieth-Fox is going ahead with John
deal of it was shot in Italy, but is not Galsworthy's "Escape" starring Rex
lowing are being cut and edited:
picture owing to production Harrison, with William Perlberg pro"The End of the River" (Powell a cheap
Korda was pioneering ducing and Joseph Mankiewicz
difficulties.
and Pressburger with Sabu).
at Sound City, newly converted from directing.
"Signche Fury" (Cineguild) star wartime use as a factory.
None of the American-British picring Valeria Hobson and Stewart
Ready for the screen is "Mine tures is modest but these of course
Granger.
Own Executioner," for which Bur should earn a good deal in the States.
"The White "Unicorn" (John Cor gess Meredith came across, and in
If all goes well England should be
field) with Margaret Lockwood, Ian the cutting room is the ambitious able to turn out about 60 pictures in
Hunter, Dennis Price, Joan Green- Technicolor Korda-directed Oscar the next 12 months. And that will
wood.
Wilde play "An Ideal Husband
need careful planning. All sorts of
Ustinov) starring Paulette Goddard, Michael societies and ignorant folk are clam(Peter
"Vice Versa"
Diana Wynyard, Glynis oring for a substantial increase in
starring Roger Livesey and Kay Wilding,
Johns, with a host of feature play- production, but this is impossible
Walsh.
Cer"The Woman in the Hall" (Ian ers including Sir Aubrey Smith and without putting up studios.
Ursula Jeans, Jean Constance Collier. Obviously made tainly no producer is going to emDairy mple):
with U. S. screens in view Korda -has bark on a "Caesar and Cleopatra,"
Simmons, Cecil Parker.
the consolation of his deal with but for the British industry to adopt
"Uncle Silas" (Two Cities): Jean 20th
Century-Fox. This should be a cheap picture policy is to commit
Simmons, Katina Paxinou.
one for Spyros Skouras to spread suicide. But that doesn't mean that
Less costly, but none the worse himself out on if he is so minded. a lot of money couldn't be saved by
for that, now being cut are:
So too with "Anna Karenina" now proper planning.
"Rescue" (Gainsborough): Phyl- on the floor, being directed by
lis Calvert, Margot Grahame, James Julien Duvivier and starring Vivien
MORRIS' U.S. CONFABS
Leigh and Ralph Richardson. What
Donald. _^
- Rains on Sunday" a chance for an American company
L. F. Morris, London operating
"It Always
(Ealing): Googie Withers, Jimmy to show what they could do with a manager of Western Electric Co.,
British
picture!
If,
of
course,
the
Ltd.,
British subsid of Westrex Corp.,
Hanley, Jack Warner.
"When the Bough Breaks" (Gains- picture lives up to expectations. On has arrived in N.Y. for a series of
borough): Patricia Roc, Rosamund the floor too is the Technicolor confabs with Westrex officials on
"Bonnie
engineering
Prince
Charlie,"
for
which
subjects.
John.
Morris plan's visiting several plant
Rank pictures, now in production, director Robert Stevenson and star
which must have an international David Niven came from Hollywood. which turn out picture equipment
profit,
surely
in
and
Telephone Laboraa
are:—
That
must
be
the
also
Bell
to
show
$2,000,000
market
tories in the east. He will return to
"Red Shoes" (Powell & Pressbur- class.
.'»
'
Carol Reed has begun production London Sept 26.ger): Anton Walbrdok, .Matfihs Gor:

—

:

:

'

—

'

wrath
see any

the,

of the press which failed to
logic in this move inasmuch as the
play here was a great success. Film
censor, Mrs. Bodil Begtrup, reportedly forbade "Arsenic" because of
the "Frankensteinish" appearance of
Boris Karloff in the picture. Denmark, incidentally, is one of the few
countries of the world where a

Less ambitious productions (only Harrison (May, 1948).
Only picture Korda appears to
financial aspect) on the
have shelved for the time being is
Salome," for which he put Eileen
(Ealing):
"Against the Wind"
under contract.
Herlie
Simone Signoret, Paul Dupuis, Rob-

from the
floor are:

Martln'n rlaeo, Trafalgar Sqnar*

Si.

KARL0FF SCARES HECK
Danes, Aussies
OUT OF DANISH CENSOR

'

'

•

'

,

On Raids
Vienna, Sept!

2.

The Old Vienna Bar, frequented
mostly by Americans, has been raided by the police and closed. Huge
quantities of rationed food were conThis marks the beginning
fiscated.
of a general attack against so-called
Kuenstler
Klub,
"foodeasies."
Schmauswaberl and one or two more
have suffered the same fate, but
and
stored
warned,
been
others had
away their goods before police came.
Assn. of Bar Owners, presided
over by Karl Zebek, held meeting
and protested, some members going
so far as to demand an organized
Fact is that on one
protest strike.
side, the government permits free
sale at black market prices, on such
stuff as wine, so bars are obliged to
buy at these prices, while on the
other side, other prices are limited.
Association furthermore asked permission to keep open longer. Closing, time is now midnight.
Due to prevailing circumstances,
many employees, artists and waiters
do not go home, but sleep at place of
their job, It's believed, though, that,
with the coming fall and winter sea-

Get Ideas For
.S.

Coin

With the British 75% tax situation
pretty much at a standstill pending
the meeting of Eric Johnston with
British officials in London in about
six weeks, top" level discussions are
hinging around effect of the British
action in encouraging other countries to follow suit with restrictions.
principal point of huddles by
top industry brass is the peculiar
Australian regulation pending for
30% of coin to be '.'permanently invested" in that country. Discussion
of the advisability of accepting the
Aussie proposal occupied the prexies
of most of the major companies at
a meeting at the Motion Picture
Assn. in New York Monday (8). Also
at the session were Donald Nelson,
president of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers,
:

A

and James Mulvey, prez of Goldwyn
representing
Productions,
indies.
Joyce O'Hara, assistant to Johnston,
represented him. Johnston is ill in
a Washington hospital.
Determination of Denmark
to
slash export of film funds by 50%
also took the attention of company
toppers at the meeting Monday (8)
and a session the previous week.
They dispatched Fayette Allport,
MPA's" British rep, to Copenhagen
make a personal attempt at
to
'

straightening out the situation.
Danish tax, per se, is not serious
in that comparatively little coin is
It's
plenty
obtained from there.
serious, however, in that it's indicative of the manner in which practically the whole world is closing in

on American receipts.
Aussie's

30% Freeze

Australian picture is odd in that
and the
the American industry
Aussie government can't get together on what constitutes a "permanent investment." U. S. companies are pretty much resigned to
accepting the 30% freeze which
would tie up a total of about $2,000,000 a year if they could get a satisfactory interpretation of the "in-

—

—

vestment" angle.
Premier Joseph B. Chifley,

in

pro-

posals and counter-proposals from
the U. S. industry, has been too
problem will solve itself. vague and too narrow in his interThere will be no coal or electrical pretation to suit the MPA toppers.
current, so the bars will have to The only thing he originally allowed
investas
clearly a "permanent
close earlier, anyway.
ment" was picture production. That
has been widened in the past week
son,

Uruguayans Pay Off Mex

include
Australian
securities,
both government and private.
Further inquiries are now being
to

Actor on Reported Slight made
Montevideo, Aug. 26.
Jorge Negrete, Mexican film actor
singer, announced he wjll ask
the STIC, Mexican pix union, to
send a protest to both the Uruguayan government and film union

and

against

"acts

of

aggression"

ing of the interpretation in this respect might be made if satisfactory
guarantees are made that the coin
actually
in, Australia.
stay
Chifley's principal fear is that the
investments will be quickly reconverted into cash and exported from
the country, camouflaged as income
from sale of the securities, or building or whatever the investment

by a will

Montevideo audience during his
personal appearance at the Artigas
theatre here.
Negrete, who is making an extended tour of South America, was
bombarded, with "overripe tomatoes
and rotten eggs.
The public, apparently possessing
a long memory, acted in retaliation
against remarks attributed to Negrete while in Buenos Aires last
year. The Mexican actor supposedly
said he had no intention of ever
going to Montevideo, since he never
appeared in theatres with a seating
capacity of less than 5,000.

Current London Shows
(Figure shows weeks of run)

London, Sept. 9.
"Annie Get Gun," Col'sm (14).
"Bless the Bride," Adelphia (20)
"Born Yesterday," Garrick (33).
"Chiltern Hundreds," Vaude. (2),
"Crime of Foley," Comedy (9).
"Deep Are Roots," Wyndhams (9).
"Dr. Angelus," Phoenix (6).
"Ever Since Paradise," News (i4).
"Girls Quite," St. Martin's (3).

"Here There," Palladium

on the possibility of investing in such things as apartment
houses and commercial businesses.
thought likely that some widen-

It's

(23).

"Jane," Aldwych (32).
"Life With Father," Savoy (14).
"Linden Tree," Duchess (4).
"Noose," Saville (12).
"Off the Record," Apollo (14).

"Oklahoma:" Drury Lane (19).
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp (125).
"Piccadilly Hayride," Wales (26)
"Present Laughter," Haym'kt (21).
"Separate Rooms," Strand (3).
"Sweetest Lowest," Ambass. (71).
"Together Again," Vic Palace (21).
"Trespass," Globe (8).
"Worms View," Whitehall (19);

was in.
American industry

feels itself particularly fortunate in both the Australian and Danish situations in that
it
is the
only one which is still
negotiating with the governments on
the cuts. Other industries had the
restrictions flatly imposed with no
chance to argue or compromise.
Companies are taking a compara-

tively, mild attitude toward freezes,
in tontrast to the British 75% iax.
As one exec pointed out: "At' least

with a freeze you know you have
the prospect of getting your money
back some day. And in the meantime you can carry it on your books
as an asset.
With a tax,
kiss it goodbye."

Disney Due for
Invite

you

just

Command

on Mex 'Song' Preem

Mexico City, Aug. 26.
Mrs. Beatriz Velasco de Aleman,
wife of Mexican President Miguel
Aleman, will invite Walt Disney to
attend the Mexico City premiere of
his "Song of the South" on Nov. 20.
Mexico's First Lady heads the
city-wide nutrition campaign which
will receive the proceeds of the
benefit performance. She will also
invite Luana Patten
and Bobbie
Driscoll, the'picture's child stars.

RKO officials, who are sponsoring
the performance, will charge 100
,>-•>
pesos ($20) a seat.
•

•
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Soulful Music

Daff Sees Far East Sterling Areas

75% Tax Also a Blow to Rank's Prod.

Tokyo, Sept. 2
Priests of 53 Buddist temples in

Toyama prefecture near here last
week huddled and decided to or-

Forced to Freeze Part of Fix Coin
may

Far East sterling areas

be-f

example
forced to follow Britain's
monies
and restrict the flow of film
will
but officials in those countries
Daff,
only do so as a last resort, Al
Universale ass't foreign sales man-

Mex

Strike Situation

Heads for Sept. 18 Meet

Daff, who's
a«er, said this week.
42-day flight
just returned from a
around the worlds stated that Far

Mexico City, Sept. 9.
Showdown on whether there will
be a strike against the 15 distribuparticu- tors of Mexican pix and such for-

East government officials,
unrest, eign films as British, Argentinian,
larly in areas of political
considered the screen "an important French and Spanish, is set for Sept.
18, when there will be a meeting at
safety valve."
during these riotous the Labor Ministry. Distributors'
In 1 India
help, members of Local 1 of the Natimes, mixed audiences of Hindus
tional
Cinematographic
Industry
and Moslems are peacefully sitting Workers Union (STIC),
demand pay
side by side in film houses," Daff
hikes of 54%-74%, same as their
•'Officials know that any insaid.
mates who work for the eight U. S.
terference with film entertainment
distributors demanded.
will aggravate the political problems
Americans' help accepted a 20%
and spell more expense and trouble
boost and cancelled the strike they
in the long run."
had announced. That promises to
Business in the Far and Middle give the Americans labor peace until
East is levelling out after peak post- August, 1949. General expectation is
war returns, according to Daff. He that the help of the 15 distributors
thumbnailed the take as follows: will regard settlement of the AmeriChina, off considerably because of cans' conflict as a precedent and take
inflation; Hong Kong, down 30%; around 20% more pay.
India, down 25%; Egypt, dipped 30%
Philippines off 50%; Malaya off 30%;
during the summer; Siam, no slackening of biz. The summer slump in
the Middle East was harder than in
any other year, Daff declared.
s

No

Odets' 'Moon'

At the same time, there's been a
quickening of theatre building. In
Japan, still suffering from effects of
U. S. air raids, five new theatres
have been erected 'in Tokyo alone.
They're playing American pix and
some native product, Daff said.
British films are just beginning to
enter the country while Russian
product has made no dent at all.
Cairo is- also showing building
Four showcases are reactivities.
cently up or under way. They're J.
Arthur Rank's Odeon; Gaffa Bros.'
Capitol; The Ambassadors; and" the
Solomon Pasha, being built by
Palestine, deEgyptian interests.
spite the unrest, is pushing theatreerection plans and four new houses
have opened their doors in Tel Aviv.
.

Division of India into two new
nations is presenting a tough problem to U. S. film companies, according to Daff. Separate offices' must be
established in Moslem Pakistan and
since -there are few, if any, Moslems
trained in film distribution, the companies must organize staffs with

green help.
whether Hindu pix
It's- doubtful
Pakistan
acceptable
to
will
be
Moslems and this means, more than

Copenhagen Draw
Copenhagen, Aug.-

One

29.

of the biggest flips in years

Copenhagen was Clifford Odets'
"Rocket to the Moon," which was
panned for its slowness by the
critics and
only played about a

in

houses at the big Ny
Yesterday," which
had been played for months, will
bill
till Jajos Biro's
on
the
again,
go
"Patricia's Seven Houses" is ready
for premiere.
"Clutterbuck," the British farce,
is a tremendous success at the Alle
Scenen, and the existentialist play
by Sartre, "La Putaine Respectueuse," is playing to sellout houses at
the small Alle theatre. At the
Danish State Royal Theatre, "Porgy
and Bess" is still the top draw.

week

to sparse

Theatre.

"Born

.

The best of the summer revues,
Fitter's,
had played to complete
sellout houses ail summer, but had
to leave for a tour of the provinces,
because it could not find another
theatre, when Swedish cinema star,
George Rydeberg, moved into the
Nygade theatre in the play, "Death
Takes a Holiday." The theatre shortage in Copenhagen is almost as bad

ever, that Yank films will do big as the cinema shortage, especially
Daff predicted. since Frederiksberg theatre has been
country,
in
that
There's no Moslem film producing closed for months after a big fiTe.
activities in India to slow business
for American product.
In only one country, Daff said, did
the American ban on film exports
to Britain stall restrictions. That's

DEL GIUDICE HONORED

Malaya where the ban put a stopper
to quick government action threat-

BY BRITISH DIRECTORS

Plans in Aussie, Canada, So. Africa

ganize an orch in an attempt to
bring entertainment to rural fishcommunities.
Concerts begin with a short,
service and sermon, after which
the priest declares: "Now, dear
friends, let us make merry with
a few songs and music." Idea
has been so well received that
the clergy is toying with an idea
of adding singers to the orch.

Caracas

UNION WRANGLE ALMOST
NIXES

MEX 'DUEL' PREEM

Mexico City, Sept. 9.
Union wrangle with Selznick Releasing Organization almost snafued
the opening of "Duel In trie Sun" at
four downtown theatres in Mexico
City, scheduled for next Friday (12).
STIC, equivalent to the International
Alliance o'. Theatre Stage Employees
in the U. S., objected to the simultaneous screening on basis that it
would virtually, exclude Mexican

Mexico City's limited
of big theatres. After successful negotiations. SRO was permitted to put up its lobby displays
films

from

number

they made with him be-

Egypt Film Biz

playwright-director, acted
as host. A second gift of a silver
cigarette box was presented by 72
technicians and others on the Two

2.

In Nosedive

and South Africa.
Since the British market'was even
more important than the U.S. for pix
turned out in the dominions, the prohibitive tax has spelled ruin to any
hopes of profitable returns for films

is

Lead

RKO ADDS TWO HOUSES
ON PARIS BOOKING DEAL

Wide

RKO

for 11 pix,
practically a solid year's run,
now has made a similar deal with

RKO

the
Marbeuf,
exclusive
Champs
Elysees house, and the Cameo, near
the Gaumont Palace, for the same
pix, but. to play in the original ver-

in Argentine

Argentine

of

theatres

jumped by 159 from 1944 to Jan. 1,
'47.
There are now 1,770, contrasted
with the former figure of 1,611. Seating capacity has been upped from
793,284 to 871,980.

in Toronto, and the second in
Montreal, are now at a standstill
with the exception of a few commercial shorts being ground out
for
American industrial companies. Four
low-budgeters, okayed by Rank in
partnership with Robert Savini, Astor Pictures head, and Bud Pollard

have been shelved.

In Australia, the Rank-Norman B.
Rydge production combo has been

forced

to- nix home pic production.
locally considered a great blow
is that the decision,
taken only after heavy deliberation,
will set local pic-making back
for
the next 10 years at least.

It's

and the belief
i

|

,

"Mathew's Son." a joint venture in
filmmaking with Universal and Rank
dividing, will be completed in South
Africa despite the tax, a top U exec
said.
However, the extensive production plans of Rank-U-Schlesinger
Bros, combine in South Africa
will
mark time so long as the tax stands
'n

its

present shape.

QP
hit hard.

Quebec Productions, new
Canadian outfit, has pushed back its
plans on filming a second pic until
next February, it's been iearned. It's
generally conceded in Canada that
the tax will put the burgeoning
production industry flat on its back.

Quebec Productions, for

METRO, FOX DISTRIBS
Caracas,

Two
against

Sept.

2.

strikes were called this week
local
firms
distributing
films.
Strike was

Metro and Fox

called after several conferences be-

tween the workers, firms and representatives of the labor board failed
to

come

In both

terms.

to

strikers
are seeking
hikes, long vacations

cases,

QP was considered most promising
because, unlike many other Canadian outfits, it makes bi-lingual
pro-

duct.
resse"

It's

heavy pay
and seniority

that

Coward's 'Valaine'

new

contracts, granting

wage

and better working conditions had been signed with the
Ayacucho, Hollywood, Rialto, Cines
Unidos and San Juan film houses.
increases

Disappoints London

first

venture,

(French

"La Fortand its

language)

English

counterpart,. "Whispering
City," cost some $750,000 to
make.

In Australia, Rank and Rydge
had
plans to hypo the home field via the

Pagewood

duction

came

studios,

with

C<-P the

the

combining
thereby

unit,

most powerful pro-

organization there.
into the
production

Rank
setup

through his 50% buy into Greater
Union Theatres and allied interests,
headed here by Norman Rydge.
As Aussie-made pix depend on
the British market to recover production costs, the 75% tax kills any

home venture immediately,
unsound

it

from an economic

p"*"<(

y^w-

point to expend heavy coin on production overhead knowing full well
that a major market such as the
British is a closed shop.

rights.

Theatre and film union announced

instance, is

one of the most important and ambitious of the new Canadian film
companes.

making

VS.

Back Plans

Sets

Smaller producers have also been

Cinesound

the fact that as soon as the trade

VENEZUELA STRIKES

a cease-shooting

way

!

maintained."

Number

(England, Scotland, Wales

Rank has relayed

cess in distribution of British films
is assured from the record of these
few months, If only a measure o£
the quality thus far exhibited is

sion with subtitles.
Not only will RKO, through its
publicity exec Elias Lapinere, handle the theatres publicity for the
showing of its own product, but
prexy Jean Hellman of the Rex has
asked him to take charge of the
Rex publicity during the weeks the

itself

order to dominion studios following
a determination that his, own overseas pix, imported from other parts
of the Empire, would be subjected to
the tax. Two Canadian lots, Queens-

"Then several U. S. distributors
began releasing a series o£ British
films which were rated by Argentine
critics as the best examples of consistently good releases ever presented by any country. British films
rose in the short space of six months
to a foremost position in the eyes of
critics and public alike. Future suc-

Paris, Sept. 9.

Extending the deal whereby the
the Rex have

been booked by

dom

and north Ireland). As a result of
the imposition of the tax, studios in
the dominions have now almost completely shut down.

of 1946.

Gaumont Palace and

made in the British commonwealth
of nations, outside the United King-

j

Washington, Sept. 9.
Flim biz has done a complete nosedive in Egypt, with attendance for ference.
the first half of 1947 40% under
corresponding period of last year.
Nile studios are in dire shape and
cutting production by 40% under
what was estimated .at the beginning
of the year, according to Government reports here.
Studios, cleaning up last year as
the result of low production costs
and the bull market for Moslem type
Washington, Sept. 9.
pix with Arabic soundtracks, figured
U. S. pix continue to hold their
to grind out a minimum of 100 features this year. Instead, it is now wide lead in the Argentine market,
estimated that they will not reach and of the 57 1945-46 releases se60. U. S. distribs in that country lected as very good by Argentine
claim that the fall-away in business critics, 39 'came from Hollywood,
was even worse in theatres special- U. S. Dept. of Commerce reported
izing exclusively in Arabic pix than in a comprehensive study of the
in those which also show foreign Argentine film situation. During the
films, because the theatres showing 1942-46 period virtually 80% of all
the foreign films generally have a foreign releases came from this
better heeled clientele. Reasons given country, the survey shows.
for the dip in the Egyptian industry
Last year, of the 447 imported
are:
features screened in the country, 310
(1) Disappointing boxoffice on pic- came from the U. S., 51 from Mexico,
tures, which had figured to gross 17 from the United Kingdom, 24
big; (2) decline in attendance due to from France, 16 apiece from Russia
worsening economic condition with and Spain, five from Germany
a growing mass of unemployment in (oldies revived); and one from Italy
the larger cities due in part to the (also revived). Uruguay and Brazil
withdrawal of the British military also produced one apiece; and three
force to the canal zone; and (3) ten- came from Switzerland.
dency by the public to stay away
The study remarks on the big upfrom theatres since the May 6 bomb- swing in interest in British pix
ing of a large one in Cairo.
which have been boosted in Argen"British
tina by U. S. distributors.
films," it says, "had practically disappeared from the scene by mid1946, only three features being released during 1945 and the first half

LIS. Films'

Arthur Rank, Britain's top film-

is J.

maker, who had far-reaching production plans for Australia, Canada

|

hanging out the SRO sign
early each night at the EI Pinar.
Miss Montes said her show played
all
the principal cities of South
America without any censor inter-

Show

(producer
Craigie
Ustinov,

dominions' ambitious postwar production plans. The tax definitely applies even to dominion film imports
and one of the important casualities

Show

censor board.

tween 1940 and 1947, and to welcome paper Cinematographic Francaise
his new company, Pilgrim Pictures, carrying a picture of the inking of
Ltd., recently formed.
the pact reached North Africa, a lot
At the dinner, organized from of inquiries from there swamped the
Denham Studios and held privately office. Also a visiting exhib from
without the press, Olivier presented Pau, in southern France, where he
the ex-Rank producer with a cigar owns four houses, and usually books
cabinet bearing the signatures of RKO product on 45% rental, when
virtually every top director or actor told that he would now have to pay
in British pictures— Olivier himself, 50%, kicked and left the office.
He
Noel Coward, Carol was casually handed a copy of the
Richardson,
Reed, David Lean, Ronald Neame, trade sheet carrying the photo, read
Anthony Havelock-AUen, Maurice it soon after and within an hour had
Anthony Asquith, Harold signed at 50%.
Elvey.
French, Eric Ambler. Josef Somlo

now for Two Cities), Jill
and many others. Peter

Girl

Caracas, Sept.

Censor board nixed the Susana
Montes girl show, after a special
showing for the board and press,
board claiming show was not for
The newspapers
the family trade.
played up the story and the federal
district government overruled the

London, Sept. 9.
Sir Laurence Olivier, Sir Ralph
Officials
ened against Yank pix.
there, are waiting to see what hap- Richardson and 25 top British dipens in England before making any rectors gave a banquet at Grosvenor Rex has to play French quota pix.
House Sept. 5 to Filippo Del Giudice,
What moral effect the original
moves.
ex'Two Cities chief, in celebration contract had on exhibs is shown by
of the films

Britain's 75% ad valorem bite,
aimed primarily to halt the drain of
dollars to American companies, has
also struck a crippling blow at its

On

Censors Overruled

It's

regarded as certain that Eal-

ing, under the Rank banner, too, will
not stay in this zone to make pix
after completion of "Eureka Stockade," now set to face the cameras

under Harry Watt's direction.
Whether the Watt unit will stay to
make "Robbery Under Arms"- is as
yet unknown. Michael Balcon inly 75,000 pesos ($18,000) to date. This
Wechsler Has 2 More
a disappointing preem at the Emdicated that Ealing's ambitious Ausis SRO's first venture into Mexico.
made 32 films in the 1940-47 period, bassy theatre Friday (3) with the
Lazae Wechsler, Swiss producer sie plans would have to
be curtailed
Formerly, United Artists handled its including "In Which We Serve" and
who
made
"The Last Chance", dis- somewhat following that
generally
disand
lukewarm
press
•
British
films in this area.
"Henry V," and that nearly all of
Mary tributed by Metro in the U. S. last tax.

and to show its trailers.
Ballyhoo campaign preceding the
openings has cost SRO approximate-

Cities payroll.
Reason for the gift, apart from the
esteem it implied, is that Del Giudice

London, Sept. 9.
Noel Coward's "Point Valaine" had

.

Vog's Four French Pix
Vog-International Film Co., foreign film distribs, has acquired four
French language pictures with the
quartet scheduled for
first of the

them, after a tough battle, won over
the industry to more, artistic pictures and enlarged employment op-

portunities..

2

New Panama

••

.

year,

is

expected

in

country

this

Stations

.

.

..

Ealing, via Balcon, had plans for
in production here,
British stars to play
Aussie pix for added marquee.

from Switzerland this fall with two
West End after the normal three films.
One is being- made with a sharp upbeat
bringing out top
week run at the Embassy.
Metro financing and being directed
had a brief run at the by Fred Zinneman, M-G megger.
Barrymore, N. Y., following its OpenMetro film, not yet titled, is being Jan. 16, '35. Lynne Fontanne was ing made in English and French
(Play

Washington. Sept. 9.
October release.
Two new broadcast stations are
Headed by "Adventures of Casanova," which is divided into two slated to go on the air soon in the
feature-length parts, "A Knight o£ Republic of Panama.
HOQ. whose slogan is "Radio NaAdventure" and "Mirage of Hell/'
films also include "La Route du cional" will operate with 400-watt
The other, station HONZ,
B:\gne" ("Road to the Galleys ") and power.
/
t
,-tt
,will be. a 250-watter.
"Lea Roquevillard."
.

Show starring.
couraging.
is unlikely to transfer to the

Ellis,

featured.)

German,
Broadcasting Corp. of Japan boosted radio listener's fee to 17.50 yen
(35c.) per month. Previously, a fee
of five

yen

The

other, in Swisslabeled
"Madness
directed by Leopold

simultaneously.

(10c.)

owners '.of receiving

Reigns." It was
Lindtberg,
who also handled
"Chance" and "Marie-Louise", which

was distributed here by Mayer &

was imposed on
sets.

•>..

•
,

:

is

Burstya,

,

•

-.

i

>

»

.',''•

in

This plan

is

now

dropped,

it's

un-

derstood.

Seems pretty positive that Columbia will bow out of the home field
after announcing via Nick Pery
that another pic would be mad.
here
to

this year. Pery was all set to go
London on production biz in con-

nection with, the

new

film.,

.

j
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H.0/s Not Hurting Chi; Tights' Plus

Omaha,

My Man'-Russell 40G
Broadway Grosses

m

have

hypoing

been

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$745,000
(Based on 19 theatres)
Last Year
$844,000
(Based on 18 theatres)

of these longthe boxoffice of many
the Chiruns. Best gross of week is
and
cago with "Mother Wore Tights"

lineVirginia O'Brien heading stage
Oriental has
up at hefty $70,000.
debut,
'Harold Russell in his vaude
the
but the armless winner of
Academy award gets little help from

surrounding

My Man" and

"That's

this

Looks only
week. Other newcomer "Cry Wolf
at the
looks like a strong $24,000
$40,000

-stagebill.

.

-.

Apollo (B&K)
Stranger"

come
$2

Cw2ajo

(Par)

(B&K)

Orpheum

(Tristates) (3,000; 16-65)

—"Trouble With Women" (Par) and
Fine
"Vacation in Reno" (RKO).
Last week. "Ghost Mrs.
$12,000.
Muir" (20th) and "Danger Street"

$10,000.

Last week. "Buck Privates
(U) and "7 Were Saved"

(Par), $11,500.

Frisco; Kiss'

24G

Paramount
65

(Tristates)

(2,800;

)— "Dishonored Lady" (UA).
Last week,

$9,000.

"Variety

16-

Fair
Girl"

(Par), smash $14,000.
San Francisco, Sept. 9.
15-50)—
State (Goldberg)
(865:
With vacations ended, big weekend "Cheyenne" (WB) and "Mutiny Elcrowds are boosting biz generally sinore" (FC). Very big $4,000. Last
here this week despite plethora of week, "Sioux City Sue" (Rep) and
holdovers. Brightest new entry is "Gas House Kids West" (EL), $2,800.

95)— "Wel- "Down

(1,200;

wk).

(6th

week,

Last

$17,000.

fine

95)—

(3,900;

But Tassage'-V. Lombardo Sock 65G;

to Earth," smash at the Orpheum. "Kiss of Death" Is not far
behindwith sock session at the Warfield.
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer,"

new vaude,

with

is still

Black Gold -Harvest Mooners Neat 35G
Dearth of new entries and return
of kids

800.

Home"

>

Sturdy

Plenty H.0.'s, School Bells Hit B'way

"Ciossfire"
(RKO) and "Son of
Rusty" (Col). Healthy $9,500 or over.
Holds. Last week "Bachelor BobbySoxer," (RKO) (2d wk), strong $8,-

(Par), $11,800.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-65)—
"Variety Girl" (Par) (m.o.) and
"Secret of Whistler" (Col). Nice

'Earth' Giant 26G,

R

Of ^the holdovers "Life With
Father'" with $1.25 top at the_ Statefake continues at $40,000 for its
Palace
third week. "Crossfire" at toe
has a noble $27,000 in second frame.
"Life of Walter Mitty" should garner
on its
a sock $25,000 at toe Woods
week.
sixth
Estimates for This Week

9.

With Women" is
good at the Orpheum. On moreover
at Omaha, "Variety Girl" looks nice.
"Trouble

deis.

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—

Chicago, Sept. 9.
in
Despite lowest turnover of films
still
several months, the Loop is
chalking up solid grosses. Holdovers
top biz.
hauling
in most eases are

Conventioners

Sept.

13

"Crossfire" is doing one of the
bigger weeks currently at the Bran-

4

O'Brien Tall 70G,

Omaha

'Crossfire' $9,500,

'Bachelor'

to

school

Monday

(8)

hit

Broadway's 19 firstrun filmeries this
week. Strand and State, only two
houses with newcomers, were the
only two to show a gain over last
week, when Labor Day boosted the

Main

overall

St.

gross

to

a

fat

$886,000.

with "Desert Fury" (Par) to follow*
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-$2.40>
—"Frieda" (U) (4th week). Perking along steadily with neat $7,500)
in sight, after slightly better $8,000

week. Remains.
Radio City Muse

last

efellers)

(5.945;

Hall (Rock70-$2.40)— "Bach-

(RKO) and

and Bobby-Soxer"
stageshow (7th week). Big drop in
Radio City Music Hall, final session to about $110,000, but
where "Bachelor and Bobby Soxer" still good .after, socko $134,000 for
was aiming for a seven-week rec- sixth frame. Gives film record
ord of $1,000,000. Film stumbled in seven -week gross of near $900,000.
its final frame, however, to a dis"Down to Earth" (Col) with stageappointing but still good $110,000, show comes in tomorrow (Thursbringing the grand total to about day).
$900,000.
It's
still
a record and
Rialto (Mayer) (594; 35-85)— "Last
gives "Bachelor" the title of box- of
Redmen" (Col) (2d week)
elor

Indicative

office

of

the

faltering

box-

is

champ of the year to date.
Outstanding among the Broadway
runs is "Dark Passage" at
Strand, where teepff frame with Victor Lombardo orch heading stageshow, looks headed for sock $65,000

office
first

Dropped

to still
profitable $8,501)
after hefty $12,500 on opening round.
Could stay but previous booking for
"Arnelo Affair" (M-G) brings that in

Friday

(12).

Klvoli (UAT-Par) (2,092: 60-$1.25)
and may go to $70,000. "Gone With —"Crossfire" (RKO) (8lh week).
Wind" topped the long list of hold- Seventh frame ending yesterday
overs,
snowing amazing strength (Tuesday) held to outstanding $27,-

Wow

big in fourth

with smash $50,000 in sight for sec- 000, or near, after fine $30,000 for
stanza.
Figure is especially previous round,
good for a reissue. "Walter Mitty"
Roxy (20lh) (5,886; 80-$1.50)—
at the Astor also maintained its
"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) with
\ „
steady pace with fancy $50,000 loomJack Haley, Ella Logan. HarmoniEstimates for This Week
ing for fourth week.
Indianapolis, Sept'. 9.
catE topping stageshow (4th week).
It looks like film biz is on the way
Center Theatre (Lippert) (300; 90"Kiss of Death" with an almost Third stanza wound up last (Tues$1.20)— "Duel" (SRO) (4th wk). Oke back here. Firstrun spots, fortified unanimous press, continues strong day) night with great $98,000 after
by line of strong attractions, are the at the Mayfair, indicating nifty
$5,000. Last week, good $5,500.
smash $133,000 for previous frame.
65-85)— hottest they've been in months. $35,000 for third week. "Life with Stays two more weeks, with "Foxes
Clay
(Roesner)
(400;
"Children of Paradise" (Indie) (6th "Dick Tracy's Dilemma," helped by Father*" equally, well-lauded
by of Harrow (20th) and Milton Berle
wk). Colorless $1,600. Last week, Henry Busse band and Wally Brown critics, continues its fast tempo at due in Sept. 24.
on the stage, is front runner at the Warner with fine $44,000 shap$1,800.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
Esquire (Blumenfeld) (1,000; 55-85) Circle but closely pressed by "Bach- ing for fourth frame. "Mother Wore
—"Burning Cross" (SG) (2d wk). elor and Bobby-Socker." a straight Tights," with Jack Haley and Ella "Black Gold" (Mono) with Ed SulliOnly $2,500 in 3 days; pulled. Last film single at the .Indiana. "Gone Logan topping stage layout, dipped van and Harvest Moon winners, plus
With Wind." at Loew's, is bidding to $98,000 on its third lap at the others on stage. First stanza ends
week, nice $11,000.
nifty
with
(Wednesday)
tonight
for
a
hofUover.
Fox (FWC) (4,651:60-95)— "Mother
Roxy, but still good after the smash
$35,000 in sight and entire program
Estimates for Th's Week
Wore Tights" (20th) (2d wk). Down
$133,000 second week.
Last wetk,
stays another round.
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2.800: 48to thin $14,500.
Last week, trim
With several newcomers due next "Hucksters" (M-G), With Max Baor
74)— "Dick Tracy's Dilemma" (RKO)
$27,000.
Golden Gale (RKO) (2.844; 65-$l) with Henry Biisse orch. Wally week, biz is expected to pick up con- and Maxie Rosenblum topping stage

"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) with frame at Golden Gate, while "WelVirginia O'Brien on stage. Hearty come Stranger" continues strong in
$70,000. Last week, "Trouble With eighth week at the small-seater St.
Women" (Par) with Olga San Juan, Francis.

ond

'

Charioteers, Gil Lamb leading stigeshow (2d wk). fine $53,000.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 95)— "Perils
Pauline" (Par) (6 wk). Fading out.
Last week, profitable
at $10,000.
$12,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,500; 95)— "Bachand Bobby-Soxer" (RKO) (3d

elor

wk). Still strong at $18,000. Last
week, brisk $22,000.
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400: 95)—
"That's My 'Man" (Rep) with Harold Russell and Jackie Gleason in
Below par $40,000. Last
person.
and
(EL)'
"Adventuress"
week,
Henry Busse orch (2d wk), medium
$40,000.

(RKO) (2,500: 95)—"Cross(RKO) (2d wk). Husky $27,000.

Palace
fire"

"

.

—-"Bachelor

and

Blalto

'

—

$13,500.

Stasrcdoor (Ackermnn) (350; 60-85)
Spirit"
(UA) (reissue).

—"Blithe

'Bachelor' 23G,'Thin

Man'

19G, 'Brute' 12G, Smash
Louisville, Sept.

9.

Main stem's three big seaters are
going to town this week with powerful wicket fare, and the trio will
up a sizeable figure. "Bachelor
Bobby-Soxer" at the Rialto,
'Song of Thin Man". at the State, and
'Brule Force" at the National are
the winners. Standout is "Bachelor"
pile

and

with a sock session. Weather continues hot, but apparently is having
little effect

on

biz.

Week

Estimates for This

Brown (Fourth Ave.)

(1,200; 40-60)

—"Variety Girl" (Par) (m.o.). Too
much' competish from the Fourth
Street
looms.

houses, but ample

$4,500

Last week, 'Desert Fury"
and "Thunderbolt" (Mono)
mild $3,500.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
—"Perils Pauline" (Par) and "That's
(Par)

(m.o.),

My Man"

(Rep).
Sprightly $3,400.
"Fiesta*

Last week,
(M-G) and
"Cheyenne" (WB), $3,000.
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100;
40-60)— "Marked Woman" (WB) (reissue).
Medium $6,000. Last week,
"Deep Valley" (WB), $6,500.
National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60)
(U). Solid $12,000

—' Brute Force"

to lift this big-seater out of

doldrums.
Last_week,
(2d wk), $7,000.

summer

"Ivy"

(U)

Rialto (FA) (3,400; 40-60)— "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO). Biggest thing in-town at extra-strong
$23,000 or near. Last week, "Variety
Girl" (Par), excellent $18,000.
Scoop (Louisville Theatres) (700:
40-60 (—"Baker's Wife" (Indie). Mild
$2,000.
Last week, "Sis Hopkins"
(Reo) (reissue), $2,300.

State

(Loew's

(3,300;

40-60)—

"Song of Thin Man" (M-G) and
"Sport of Kings" (Col). Big $19,000 or close. Last week, "Gone With

Wind"

(M-G)

(reissue),

$13,000.

Strand (FA) (1,400; 40-60)— "Happened Fifth Ave." (Mono) and "The
Modest
Guilty" (Mono) (2d wk).
.

$5 nnn

<«<«>«i

w""Vs

f5

^ *7

onn.

siderably. Topping the list of new
Isli
Kabibble, others, on
Hefty $22,000. Last week. entries is "Down to Earth" at the
"Brute Force" (U) and "Code of Music Hall and "Romance of Rosy
West" (RKO) (2d wk)), oke $8,000 at Ridge," plus Georgie Price, Luba
Malina and Enric Madriguera orch
on stage, at Capitol. Latter replace
Indiana
(Gamble-Dolle)
(3,300:
40-60)— "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" "Song of Thin Man" and Bill Robin(RKO). Terrific $20,000, and holds, son on stage, which was pulled after
likely.
Last week, "Variety Girl" disappointing second week of $49,000.

Bobby-Soxer" Brown,

(RKO) (4th wk) plus vaude headed
(Indie) (1;700; 95)— "Out- by Jack Marshall and "Hub-Bub
law" (UA) (lltowk). Dandy $12,800. Club" with-Jack Gregson. Big $22,000.
Last week, with vaude headed by
Last week, crisp $13,500.
95)—
Tommy
Dix, sock $26,000.
"Cry
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500;
Guild Theatre (Lippert) (400; 35Last
Big $24,000.
Wolf" (WB).
week, "Ghost Mrs. Muir" (20th), 85)— "Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue) (5th wk). Nice $5,500. Last
moderate $18,800.
State-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 1.25)— week, big $6,600.
Larkin (Roesner) (400; 65-85)—
"Life With Father" (WB) (3d wk).
Potent $40,000. Last week, smash "Hamilton Woman" (UA) (reissue).
Weak $1,500. Last week, "Pageant
$48,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 95)— of Russia" (Indie) (2d wk), $1,600.
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448: 55"Down To Earth". (Col) (2d wk). 85)—
"Down to Earth" (Col). Terwec'„
Last
Handsome
$26,000.
rific $26,000. Last week. "Singapore"
snanpy $32,000.
(U) (3d wk), oke $10,500.
Woods (Essaness) (1.073: 951
Paramount (Par) (2,646: 60-85)—
"Life Walter Mitty" (RKO) (6th
wk). Brisk $25,000. Last week, keen "Variety Girl" (Par) (2d wk). Dipped
to $14,000. Last week, great $28,000.
$32,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1.400; 60-85)—
World (Indie) (58?; 75)— "This
(8th wk).
Happy Breed" (EL) (3d wk>. Tidy "Welcome Stranger" (Par)
Strong $12,500. Last week, smash
$3,800. Last week, tasty $4,000.
Last week, huge $32,000.

Lville Outslugs Heat;

$20,000 in Indpls.

Nice $3,300. Last week, "Magic Bow"
(U) (3d wk). $1,700 in 5 days.
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,207;
55-85)— "Hal Roach Carnival" (UA).
Pallid $6,500. Last week. "Carnegie
Hall" (UA) (4th wk). $8,500.
United Nations (FWC) (1,149: 6085)— "Topper Takes Trip" (UA) and
"Topper Returns" (UA) (reissues).
Thin $3,000. Last week. "Marked

layout, solid $33,000.

st^qe.

40-60c. scale.

(Par), flush $18,500.
Keith's (Gamble-Dolle)

interest
Attracting
considerable
for the ensuing week is the trial
.

40-

Strand

(WB)

75-$1.50)—

(2,756;

"Dark -Passage" (WB) with Victor
Lombardo orch heading stageshow.
First week ends tomorrow (Thursday) night with sock $65,000 or over
in sight. Holds. Last week, second
and final frame of "Deep Valley"
(WB) with Count Basie orch on
stage, fine $59,000.

(1.300:
Victoria (City Inv) (730; 70-. .1.20)
run of "Outlaw" at the Broadway,
Girl" (Par)
(m.o.).
—"Lured" (Col) (3d week). Second
Very good $6,000. Last week. "Alex- with UA keeping fingers crossed in frame finished last (Tuesday) night
ander's Ragtime Band" (20th) and hopes that License Commissioner with fat $17,000 or near, after solid
"Western Union" (20th) (reissues), Ben Fielding won't shutter the $19,000 last week, Holds.

60)— "Variety

about same,
Loew's (Loew's)

40-60)— ard

(M-G) and "Adventures Don Coyote"
(UA). nice $12,000.
Lyric (Gamble-Dolle)

40-

(1.600:

60)— "Dear Ruth" (Par) and "Philo
Vance's Gamble" (EL) (m.o.) (2d
wk). Neat $5,000 added to
week.

tall $9,000

last

$18,000

In Buff.; 'Desert' Ditto,

'Bachelor' Tall 12G,
Buffalo, Sept.

2d
9.

Big news here this session is showWoman" (WB) (reissue) (2d wk)
ing being made by "Slave Girl," at
(m.o.). nice $4,200.
Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)— Lafayette. "Desert Fury" is fairly
"Kiss of Death" (20th). Sock S24.000 good at the Buffalo, while "Bachelor
or near. Last week, "Cynthia" (M- and Bobby-Soxer" is big on its second week at the Century
G). fair $13,300.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)— "Desert Fury" (Par) and "Second Chance"
(20th). Fine $18,000 or over. Last
In
'Kissing' Nice $17,000
week. "Song of Thin Man" (M-G)
and "Moss Rose" <20th), $14,000.
Mpk.; 'Bachelor' 14G, 2d Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400: 40-70)
—"Variety Girl" (Par) (2d wk).
Minneapolis, Sept. 9.
Newcomers are almost at a record Trim $10,500. Last week, sock $21,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-75)— "Cynlow in numbers currently as holdovers and return dates almost en- thia" (M-G) and "Great Waltz" (MG) (reissue). Okay $9,000. Last
tirely monopolize the scene. "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now," the week. "Who's Kissing Her Now"
(20th) and "Crimson Key" (20th)
sole important new entry, looks nice
(m.o.). $10,500.
at Radio City. It's the eighth week
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000: 40-70)—
for the record-breaking "Welcome
Stranfer." Other holdovers are the "Slave Girl" (U) and "Millerson
Big $18,000 or over.
boff "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer." Case" (Col).
"Variety Girl" and "Desert Fury," Last week, "Down to Earth" (Col)
and
"13th Hour" (Col) (2d wk), stout
all in their second weeks. A recur•"
rence of hot weather is not helping $12,500.
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)— "Gone

first

(15)
after
oldies.

(reissue).

Solid $16,000 and holdover is likely.
Last wek, "Song of Thin Man"

'Slave' Great at

Palace returns to its standrun policy next Monday
five weeks of playing

house.

(2,450;

"Gone With Wind" (M-G)

'

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 80-$1.80)
—"Waller Mitty" (RKO) (4th week).
Maintaining steady pace with fancy
$50,000 in sight for fourth week ending tomorrow (Thursday) night, only
slightly off from third frame's $50,500. Continues indefinitely.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820: 70-$1.50)—
"Thin Man" (M-G) with Rill Robinson, Art Mooney orch headlining
stageshow (2d week). Down to thin
$49,000, after disappointing $54,000

opening week, and pulled. "Rosy
Ridge" (M-G), with Georgie Price,
Luba Malina. Enric Madriguera orch
on stage, opens tomorrow (Thursday).
Criterion (Loow's) (1,700: 60-$1.25)

—"Gone With Wind" (M-G)

Warner (WB) (1,499; 90-$1.50)—
With Father" (WB) (4th
week). Continues torrid tempo with

"Life

excellent $44,000 looming for fourth
last
$48,000

frame, after robust
week. Remains indef.

second round ending Friday (12).
Last week sock $53,000. Holds indef.
Fulton (City Inv) (785; 80-$1.80)—
"Black Narcissus" (U) (4th week).
Nice weekend biz will boost this to
trim $15,000 or over. Last week,
with Labor Day crowds to help,
sturdy $18,500.
Globe (Brandt) (1.500: 70-$1.20)—
"Roosevelt Storv" (Indie) (3d week).
Stalwart $25,000 in sight after hefty
$32.000» for the preceding frame.
Continues.
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.40)—

*

Prov. Fine; Spivak Tilts

'Honeymoon' 12G,'GWTW'
24G, 'Variety' Fast 196

(reis-

sue). (2d week). Showing amazing
strength, smash $50,000 looming for

.

Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60$1.20)— "Something in Wind" (U)
(2d week). Second week ending tonight (Wednesday) looks about $14,okay but disappointing after
000,
stout $20,000 for opening frame. Continues one more round, with "Singapore" (U) opening Sept. 18.

Providence, Sept. 9.
is skyrocketing here with all
houses carrying healthy to big bills.
Biz

,

Of new pictures State's "Gone With
Wind," and Strand's "Variety Gill,"
look tops. "Bachelor and BobbySoxer" at Albee is big in third
"Lost
Honeymoon" plus
week.
Charlie Spivaks band is fine in 3-day
weekend date at reopened Metropolitan.

Estimates for This

Albee

(RKO)

Week

(2,200;

44-65)—

"Bachelor and Bobby -Soxev" (RKO)
(3d wk). Stout $15,000. Second„was

».-•
"Lady in Jam" (Indie) and "Lady great $18,000.
from Cheyenne" (Indie) (reissues).
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400: 44-65)
Moderate $7,500 or less, after $7,800
"Marked Woman" (WB)and "Dust
week for "Shark Woman" Be My Destiny".
last
(WB)
(reissues).
(Indie) and "Night Cargo" (Indie)
Fairly strong $5,000. Last week,
(reissue). "Dark Journey" and "Din"Cry Wolf" (WB) and "Gas House
ner at Ritz" (both indie reissues)
Kids Go West" (EL) (2d run), same.
open Saturday (13).
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— "Buck
Mavfalr (Brandt) (1.736: 70-$1.50)
—"Kiss of Death" (20th) (3d week). Privates Come Home" (U) and
With Wind" (M-G) (reissue) (4th Nifty $35 000 second week ending vaude pn stage. Prime $7,000. Last
wk). Down to $3,500. Last week, last (Tuesday) night: tceoff frame week, "Son of Rusty" (Col) and
vaude
on stage, $6,500.
smash $48,000. Continues indefinitely.
solid $7,000.
Palace (RKO) (1,700 ;50-$D— Fifth
Majestic
(Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
20th Century (20th Cent) (3,000:
40-70)— "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" week of summer repertory (revival "Mother Wore Tights" (20th) (2d
Sunday
of
oldie
hits)
winds
up
wk).
Sturdy $12,000 after wow
Strong
(RKO) (2d wk).
$12,000 after
(14) night, with "Spiral Staircase" $17,000 first week.
terrific $23,000 opener.
(RKO closing series. Current week
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 65should see okay $12,000, after good 85) "Lost Honeymoon"
(EL) and
$13,500 previous session. House will Charlie Spivak
orch on stage for
Grosses Are Net"*
be closed Monday (15) with "Long three-day
weekend run. Sturdy
Film gross estimates, as reNight" (RKO) preeming following $12,000. Last week,
house was dark.
from
the
varito
herewith
day.
Boxoffice
for
return
ported
scale
.State
(Loew)
44-65)—
(3,200;
first runs not vet set.
ous key cities, are net, i.e., withParamount (Par) (3.664: 55-$1.50) "Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue).
Distributors
out the 20% tax.
"Welcome Stranger" (Par) with Nifty $24,000. Last week, "Song of
share on net' take, when playing
Carmen Cavallaro orch, others on Thin Man" (M-G ), strong $20,000.
percentage, hence the estimated
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
stage (6th week). Fifth frame endfigures are net income.
ing last (Tuesday) night shaping to —"Variety Girl" (Par). Second week
admission
parenthetic
The
sturdy
con- opened Monday (8). Last week was
outstanding
$76,000.
prices, however, as indicted, in.
sidering length of run: preceding rousing $19,000. In ahead, "Dear
pllt^n *V,/. TT ^ arnne-^»v,««*
(•.,„„,; ».« son
,.vi
v

—

•

biz.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Par) (900: 30-44)— "Hoppy's
Holiday" (UA) and "Newshawks"
(Mono). Neat $2,400 in 5 days. Last
week, "Cover Big Town" (Par) and
(RKO),
"Dick Tracy's Dilemma"
$2,500 in 5 days.

Century (Par) (1.600; 50-70)— "Variety GirP-<Far ) (m.o.). Good $7,500.
Last week, "Repeat Performance"
(EL). $5,500.
Gopher (Par) (1,000: 44)— "That's
Mv Man" (Rep). Mild $3,000. Last
week. "Springtime in Sierras" (Rep)
and "Robin Hood of Texas" (Rep),
good

$4,500.

Lvrie (Par) (1,100; 50-70)— "WelStranger" (Par) (8th wk).
powerful, but clearance puts
Still

come
it

Uptown next week. Good
(Continued nn n-"»o 94)
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Not Brisk; 'Fury Potent

Pitt

Okay 16G,

Pittsburgh, Sept. 9. •
just cruising currently

Business
week,
along following the holiday
although "Desert Fury" looks like a

Key

defairlv solid entry at the Penn,
With
spite the crix brickbats, "Life
is

tres, chiefly first runs,

for

sight

There^ not
"Ramrod* at

Last Year

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 40-70—
"Brute Force" (U) (2d wk). No staying powers at around $7,000 and
comes out tonight (Tues.) for "Wyoming" (Rep). First week's $16,000,
was out of this world for this house.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)

40-70)—

(M-G), off beam here at $14,500.
Rita (Loew's) (BOO; 40-70)— "Song
of Thin Man" (M-G) (m.o.). Around
$3,000. Last week "Cynthia" (M-G)
and "Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue),

$22,000.

ber. Mildish $14,000, Or near.

(m.o.), nice $3,500.
Senator. (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—
(Col) (m.o.). Still
has something left after fortnight at
Okay $4,000. Last week,
Harris.
"Corsican Brothers" (EL) and "Pago

looks mild.
Estimates for This

Aldine
"Crossfire"

same.

(WB)
(RKO)

40-70)— plenty potent

"Variety Girl" (Par).- HaS a good
build-up with midnight preem Labor
Day eve for Variety Club's benefit.

showmen's organization,
which was founded here, figured to
be of more -help, however, than
shown by $18,000, moderate. Last
week, "Deep Valley" (WB). n.S.h.

at

$15,000.

Warner (WB) (2,000; 50-90-$1.25)—
"Life With Father" (WB) (3d wk).
Holding up nicely at $20,000, enough
to keep it for at least another stanza.
Last week, fancy $28,500.

50-94)—
(2d wk).
Still'
$19,500. Last week,
(1,303;

sues), $24,000.
(2.250;

50-94)— "Mother

(20th) (3d wk).

Mod-

erate $14,500. Last week, fair $18,500.
Goldman (Goldman) (1.000; 50-94)
—"Won't Believe Me" (RKO) (2d

Oke

wk

Oke

>.

Only 33G

Karlton (Goldman) (1.000- 50-94)—
"Desert Fury" (Par) (2d wk). Bangup $18,000. Initial week was swell

City, Sept. 9.

Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)—
"Who's Kissing Her Now" (20th) (2d
run). Nice $7,500. Last week, "Michigan Kid" (U) and "They Were Sisters" (U). $4,500.

Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-94)—
"Welcome Stranger" (Par) (4th wk).

way combo,

after terrific opening
session.
May stay a third week.
"Variety Girl" at the Paramount for
a second week likewise is nice at
$14,000 and may hold again.
New-

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45"Wyoming" (Rep) and "Last
Uprising" (Rep).
Strong
$8,500.
Last week, "Brute Force"
(U) (m.o.), trim $5,000.
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 65) "Live
As I Please" (Indie). Slight $1,500.
Last week, 'Alexander Nevsky" (In-

'Hall'

45-65)—

"Gunfighters"
(Col)
and 'Corpse
Came C.O.D." (Col). Okay $17,000.
Last week. "Song of Thin Man"
(M-G) and "Guilt Janet Ames"

Wi*i

Wind"

at

Columbia,

Loew's

Oipheum (RKO)

Fenway

;

40-80)—
(M-P1
(1,373;
Fury" (Par) and "Kilroy
Was Here" (Mono). Second week

!

unusual

I

S7.500

2.043.

700;

45-65)

—

$5,500

(reis-

in

sue) (m.o.) (2d wk). Fine $9,000 for
fourth downtown week. Last week,

O.'s; 'Ruth' $11,500, 5th

first.

$3,500.

Last week, subscquent-runs.

Orpheum (Loew) (3,030; 40-80)—
"Gun Fighters" (Col) and "Corpse
C.O.D."

(Col).

Standard

$23,000.

Last week, "Song Thin Man"' (M-G)
Hippodrome (Lust) (305; 44-85)— and "Last Redmen" (Col). $25,000.Paramount (M-P) (1,790: 40-80)—
Happy Breed" (EL) (3d wk).
"Desert Fury" (Par) and "Kilroy
Nice $2,500 after sock $3,500 for secWas Here" (Mono) (2d wk). Solid
ond week.
first.
Keith's
(RKO) (1.838; 44-80)— $13,000 after $15,500 for 40-80)—
"Gun
State (Loew) (3,583:
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO)
first holdover session. "Other Love"
wk) Nice S1S.000 after last Fighters" (Col) and "Corpse C.O.D."
(3d
is passably Rood at the Palomar, the

Seattle, Sept. 9.
i_
,
Following the Labor Dav holidav.
the town currently is tophcavy with
holdovers. Best of these is "Dear
Ruth," now in fifth week at Liberty
but still great. "Mother Wore Tights"
also is solid at the Fifth Ave. on

sole

new

$15,000.

Last week,
So-so $10,000.
week's sturdy $18,000. Holds again. (Col).
(M-G) and Last
Metropolitan (WB) (1.153; 44-74)! "Song Thin Man
-"Welcome Stranger" (Par) (2d Redmen (Col), $12,000
Translux (Translux) (900: 30-74)
Average $8,000. Last week,
run).
and Black
Passage
(U)
—"Canyon
run).
S6.500.
"Crv Wolf" (WB) (2d
Customary
Palace (Loew'';) (2 370- 44-74)— Angel" (U) (reissues).
Last week. "SnUyO'Rourke;'
"Mother Wore Tights". (20th). Mild
One Body Too Many
$19 000. Last week-, "Variety Girl" (Par) and
(Col; (reissues;, $3,500.
(Par). $23,000 but over hopes.
!

Week

j

Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
'Carnegie Hall" (UA) (4th wk). Fair
$3,500 in 5 days after $5,400 last week.
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) (2d
(Continued on page 24)

I

—

.

I

(FWC)

(880;

50-$D—

"Something w- Wind" (U). Okay $5.Last week. "Singapore" (U) (3d
wk), good $3,300.
United Artists (UA) (2.100; 50-$l
—"Something in Wind" (U) and
"Killer at Large" (EL). Fair $14,000.
Last week, "Singapore" (U) and "Big
Fix" (EL) (3d wk), nic S10.300.

(FWC)

Uptown

50-$D—

(1.719;

"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) and
"Second Choice" (20th) (2d wk).
Solid $10,000. Last week, great $14,100.

Vogue (FWC)

50-$D— "Wyo-

(885:

ming" (Rep) and "Trespasser" (Rep)
(2d"wk). Okay $3,000. Last week,
good $5,800.
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 50-$l)—
"Song Thin Man" (M-G) and "Arnello Affair" (M-G) (2d wk). Into
second frame Monday (8) after nfee
$14,700 first week. Last week. "Romance Rosy Ridge" (M-G) (2d wk),

.

on'v $2,30f in 3 days.
Wiltern (WB) (2,300; 50-$D— "Deep
Valley" (WB) (2d wk). Drab $7,500.
Last week, slow $14,600.

'Desert' New Del.

(1,800;

Ace; Great $30,000

50-$D—

Detroit. Sept. f».
"Desert Fury," at the BroadwayCapitol, will carry off top honors here

(2d wk). Down
Last week, light $18,000.

to $13,000.

Downtown Music Hall (Blumen(872; 50-$D— "Carnegie Hall"
(UA) (4th wk). Neat $7,500. Last
week, fine $10,100.
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 50-$D—
"Song of Thin Man" (M-G) and "Arnello Affair" (M-G) (2d wk). Into
second frame Monday (8) a'ter trim
$15,000 first week. Last week, "Romance Rosy Ridge" (M-G) (2d wk),
bare $2,900 in 3 days.
El Rey (FWC.) X861; 50-$D— "Wyoming" (Rep) and "Trespasser" (Rep)
(2d wk).
Bettering $2,000.
La>t
week, okay $4,600.
Esquire (Rosener) (685; $1.20)—
"Years Between" (U). Robust $5,000. Last week, "This Happy Breed"
(U) (14th wk), $1,900.

this

week.

Two

holdovers, "Mother

Wore

Tights," at the Fox. and "Variety Girl," at the Michigan, are doing well in the second week. The
opening of school is hurting business generally.'

Estimates for This

(Balaban
—Downtown
"Dillinger" (Mono)

Week

(2.683: 70-95>

)

and "Mutiny

Big House" (Mono) (reissues). Tall
$14,000. Last week. "Duel" (SRO),
solid $18,000.

Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)
(3,309: 70-95)— "Desert Fury" (Par)
and "Cover Big Town" (Par) Smash
$30,000. Last week, "Cry Wolf" (WB)
and "That's My Man" (Rep) (m.o.),
good $16,000.
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-$l)
Adams (Balaban) (1.740; 70-95)—
—"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reis- "Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue)
sue) (4th wk). Smooth $7,000. Last (4th wk). Stout $15,000. Last week,
week, nifty $7,800.
$19,000.
Guild (FWC) (968: 50-$l ^"SomeCinema (Marten) (250: 80-90)—
thing in Wind" (U) and "Killer at "Happy Breed" (U). Pleasing $3,000.
Large" (EL). Fair $5,500. Last week. Last week, "The Vow" (Indie) (2d
"Singapore" (U) and "Big Fix" (EL) wk). satisfactory $1,900.
(3d wk), $3,100.
Madison (UD) (1,866; 50-60)—
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956; "Ramrod" (UA) and "Buck Privates

50-$D— "Carnegie
wk). Oke $4,500.

Hall" (UA) (4th Home" (U). Grand $2,300 in 3 days.
Last week, good Last week, "Song Scheherazade" (U)
and "Undercover Mazie'.' (M-G). $2,Hollywood (WB) (2.756: 50-$D— 400 in 3 days.
"Deeo Vallev" (WB) (2d wk). Only
Michigan (UD) (4.039: 70-95)—

$5,100.

Last week, slow $14,800.

$9,000.

!

Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen(475: 50-85)— "Carnegie Hall"

(UA)

wk). Pleasing $3,000 or
near. Last week, good $3,400.

|

;

"Variety Oirl" (Par) (2d wk).
$24,000.
Last week,

Iris

(FWC)

(828:

50-85

Fox (Fox-Michigan)
I

(—"Some:

!

Loew State (Loew-WC) (2.404: 50$1 )— "Mother Wore Tights"
(20th)
and "Second Chance"- (20th)' ('2d
wk). Brisk $22,000. Last week, hefty
$30,300,

(5,100: 70-95)

—"Mother Wore Tights"
"Bulldog

.

and

(Col)
big

after

$29,000

Palms-State (UD)
"Crossfire"

(20th)

Drummond Back"

(2d wk). Swank
$42,000 opener.

$2,700.

85)—
Laurel
(Rosener)
(890:
"Storm in Teacup" (Indie) and "Beloved Vagabond" (Indie) (4th wk).
Just $2,000. Last week. $2,200.

Still

wow

sock at
$36,000.

(4th

thing in Wind" (U). Fair $5,000. Last
weok. "Singapore" (U) (3d wk). only

(2,976:

70-95)—

and

"Millie's

(RKO)

Daughter"

(Col) (3d wk). Strong
Last week, loud $2i,Ufjfr:
United Artists (UD) (1,951: 70-95)
—"Welcome Stranger" (Par) (7th
wk). Big $13,080; Last week, $16,000.
-

$15,000.

'

Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2.097: 'Expectations' Neat 12G,
50-$l)— "Song Thin Man" (M-G) and
"Arnello Affair" (M-G) (2d wk).
St. Loo;
Hot
Into second frame Mondav (8) after
.good $25,300 first week. Last week.
St. Louis. Sept. 9.
"Romance Rosy Ridge" (M-G) (2d
One new film, "Great Expectawk), only $3,900 in 3 davs.
tions" is sandwiched in between a
Loyola. (FWC)
(1.248:
50-$D— batch of manufacture and holdovers

'GWTW'

"Mother

Wore

wk). Hefty

Marcal
$5,500.

Tights" (20th) (2d and reissues.
-Best
of
latter
is
Last week, fancy "Gone With The Wind," smash' at
Loew's. "Variety Girl" and "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" are top hold-

(G&S) (900: 75-S1.20)—
(RKO) (4th wk Near

"Best Years"

$1

32G

$9,000.

$12,400.

"This

entrant.

Estimates for This

Downtown (WB)
"Deep Valley" (WB)

after

44-65)—

Old South (Siritski) (700: 40-80)
— "Queen's
Necklace" (Indie). Okay

Earle (WB) (2.154: 44-85)— "Carnegie Hall" (UA). Okay $19,000 but
not up to hopes or favorable press.
Last week, "Deep Valley" (WB), thin

Loaded With

50-$l)— "Some-

(1,370:

000.

feld)
(700;

'

—"Gone With Wind" (M-G)
$10,000.

H.

Solid

(Indie)

— —

"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) (2d
wk). Big $18,000. Last week, holiday trade helped thus to terrific
$25,000, over hopes.

Seattle

here.

first.

Kenmore

|

I

Tower-Uptown-Fairwav (Fox Mid(2.100,

—

I

j

$20,000.

west)

$1.25)

both doing better than the new- "Fantasia"
(RKO) (reissue) (7th
comers. "Carnegie Hall" at Warner's wk). Nice $2,000 after about same
Earlc is a disappointment despite
Memorial (RKO) (2,985: 40-80)—
double plugs by music as well as "Bachelor
Bobby-Soxer"
(RKO)
drama crix." "Mother Wore Tights" (3d wk). Still wow at $24,000 after
great 828,000 tor second; can go anis mild at the Palace.
other easily.
Estimates for This Week
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,279: 40-80)
Capitol (Loew's) (2.434; 44-80)
"Variety Girl" (Par) and "Jungle
"Kiss of Death" (20th) plus vaude. Flight" (Par) (2d wk). Good $19,000
Nice $24,000. Last week, "Song of after first week's nice $27,000.
Thin Man" (M-G) plus local talent
Modern (M-P) (890; 75-S1.25)—
stageshow. hot $35,000.
"Life
Father"
(WB) (2d wk).
Columbia (Loew's) (1.263; 44-70) Slipped to $12,000 alter good $15,000

45-65)—

(1.900;

"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO)
(4th wk).
Fortunate booking durthe heat wave, good $10,000.
Last
week, fine $12,000.
Paramount (Par) (1.900; 45-65)
"Variety
Girl"
(Par)
(2d
wk).
Sturdy $14,000. and probably will go
a third week.
Last week, smash

(700:

"Desert

;

(Col), nice $15,000.

(M-P)

Esquire

"Life With Father" (WB) (2d wk).
Off to $6,500 after nice $9,500 first.
44-65)—
Exeter
(Indie)
(1.200;
"Magic Bow" (U) and "Blackout"
(Indie) (2d wk). Nice $4,500 after
big $6,000 first.

1%, Below Hopes

Washington, Sept. 9.
Generally biz is dull here this
week, with humid, rainy weekend
taking its toll. Brightest spots are
two holdovers. "Bachelor and BobbySoxer" at RKO Keith s, and "Gone

with "Redhead" (In(3,500;

Studio City

feld)

9.

$36,000.

'Kiss'-Vaude Fine 24G;

—

Midland (Loew's)

Sept.

Dumps

—

Frontier

die) split week
die). $1,200.

2 Houses

Big $24,000. Last week, great $32,000.
Stanley
(WB) (2,950; 50-94)— disappointing at Modern and Es"Bachelor and Bobbv-Soxer" (RKO) quire on second week.
(2d wk). Nice $23,500. Last week,
Estimates for This Week
trim $32,500.
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$l. 10)—
Stanton
<WB> (1,475; 50-94)— "Kiss of Death" (20th) plus Rosen"Gunfighters" (Col) (2d wkr. Mild bloom and Baer. Merry Macs, Ben
$10,000. Opener was sweet $17,000.
Beri, Nelson Sisters on stage. Great
$32,000, huge for non-band show.
Film will stay another round. Last
week, "Crimson Key" (RKO) plus
D.C. in
Albeit
Louis Prima orch, others, on stage,

comers are "Gunfighters." sturdy at
the Midland, and 'Wyoming," at the
Esquire. After weeks of high temperatures, weather hit an all-time
September high with 109 degrees
m
last week.

65)

in

Boston,

GI's cashing bonds, back-to-school
reasonably
good
shopping
and
weather are helping biz to a generally higher boxofVice level here
this week though the new product
appeal.
"Kiss
of
has no unusual
Death" plus stage show at RKO is
leading the town with "Bachelor"
in third week, at the Memorial, the
"Life With Father" is
next best.

$22,000.

Holdovers are. surprisingly strong
currently and will get some of the
Biggest
big money of the week.
holdover is "Mother Wore Tights" in
second week, at Tower-Uptown-Fair-

(FWC)

Ritz

nice' $4,900.

$5,800.

At $32,000; 'Gunfighters'

$21,000.

Hot K.C.

(2,890;

thing in Wind" (U). Mild $8,000.
Last week. "Singapore" (U) (3d wk),

(878;

Last week, neat

$16,000.

Week

50-

(RKO)

Hillstreet

week, big $18,700.

—

week, "Marked Woman'' (WB) and
"Dust Be My Destiny" (WB) (reis-

Fox (20th)
Wore Tights"

Estimates for This

(1,-

RKO

80)— "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer"
(RKO) (4th wk). Trim $16,500. Last

35-74)—"DilBelmont (FWC) (1,532; 50-$D—
and "Mutiny Big "Wyoming" (Rep) and "Trespasser"
House" (Mono). Modest $4,000. Last (Rep) (2d wk). Over $2,000. Last
week, "Duel" (SRO), sixth week week, neat $4,800.
downtown, nice $4,500.
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S35-74)— Blumenfeld)
Tabor
(Fox)
(1,967;
(826; 65-$l )— "Carnegie
"Western Union" (20th) and "Roman Hall" (UA) (4th wk). Good
$4,000.
Scandals"
(reissues).
Fair Last week, over average
(FC)
$5,700.
$7,000.
Last' week, "Corpse Came
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 50C.O.D."
(Col) and "Newshounds" $1)— "Mother
Wore Tights" (20th)
(Mono), $9,000.
(2d wk).
Handsome $8,500. Last
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)
week, great $12,300.
"Something In Wind" (U) and "The
Chinese
(Grauman-WC) (2,048;
Pretender"
(Rep), day-date with 50-$l)— "Mother Wore Tights"
Denver.
Okay $2,500. Last week, (2d wk). Solid $14,500. Last (20th)
week,
"Cry Wolf u (WB) and "Son of sock $21,400.
Rusty" (Col), good $3,000.
Culver (FWC)
(1,145;
60-$D—
"Something in Wind" (U) and "Killer at Large" (EL).
Near $5,000.
Last week, "Wyoming" (Rep) and
'Kiss'- Vaude Paces Hub
"Tresspasser" (Rep) (8 days), oke

Rlalto (Fox)
linger" (Mono)

Paramount Hollywood (F&M)

Stranger"
50-$l )— "Welcome
451;
(Par) (2d wk). Stout $17,000. Last
week, great $22,000.

(742;

$1.25 top.

Week

Last week, fancy $32,000.

$24,000.

$42,500 in six theatres.
"Song of Thin Man," however,
finished its first stanza in Ihree
houses with a rugged $55,000 and
started its second week last Monfair,

week, "Cry Wolf" (WB) and "Son
of Rusty" (Col), same as Webber,

great $22,500.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 50-94)—
"Dear Ruth" (Par) (2d run). Great
Last week, "Romance Rosy'
$8,000.
Ridge" (M-G), $5,000 second run.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)— "Life
With Father' '(WB) (3d wk). Sock
$30,000. Last week, great $36,000.
Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-94)— "Deep
Valley" (WB). Fair $23,000. Last

Interest in

Kansas

Last

Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$D—
"Welcome Stranger" (Par) (2d wk)
and "Danger Street" (Par). Smooth

1

"Down To Earth"

$17,000 in

only

Tights' 64C, 5 in 2d
(4th wk). Good $16,000. Last week,
smart $19,500.

Valley Fair 23G

"Desert Fury" (Par). Potent $19,000.
Last week, "Song of Thin Man"

'Gunfighters'

6;

day (8).
"Mother Wore Tights" is commanding top coin even if in its
35-74)— "Framed" second round, five situations, with
"Wecome Stranger"
(Col) and "Sport of Kings" (Col), hefty $64,000.
is
comparatively
much stronger
day-date with
Paramount.
Fair
$2,300.
Last
week, "Life With with big $41,000 for second session
in tw6 Paramount houses.
Fourth
Father"
(WB)
(2d
wk),
$2,500.
Philadelphia. Sept. 9.
week of "Bachelor and Bobby35-74)—
Orpheum
(RKO)
(2,525;
Biz- continues good in Philly film
"Crossfire"
(RKO) and "Yankee Soxer" is neat $32,500 in two spots.
houses, despite the fact that most of
Second and final week of "Deep
Fakir" (Rep). Okay $16,000 or close.
them are featuring holdovers. Grab- Last week, "Bachelor and Bobby- Valley" looks slow $29,500 in three
bing top gross this session is "Life Soxer" (RKO) (2d wk). fine $15,000. houses while fourth frame of
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)— "Carnegie Hall" is okay $19,000 for
With Father," in its third week. Not
"Framed" (Col) and "Sport of four spots and holds a fifth. Gene
far behind is "Bachelor BobbyKings" (Col), day-date with Esquire. Krupa band with "Wife Wanted" is
Soxer," in fourth round. Only major Fair $8,000. Last week, "Life With nice $20,000, but far from startling
newcomer is "Deep Valley," which Father" (WB) (2d wk), $8,000 at at Million Dollar.

ordinary biz or $10,000, if
Last week, second or "Down
To Earth" (Col), big $12,000.

(3,800;

192 theatres)

Esquire

doing

(reissues),

421/$

sock. $20,000.

that

Stanley (WB)

cities,

PhUly Solid But

"Ramrod" (UA). Ordinary western

Pago" (EL)

Week

Denver (Fox)
35-74)
(2,525;
"Something In Wind" (U) and "Pretender" (Rep), day -date with Web-

—

(3,300;

including

.$3,222,000

(Based on 22

Harris.

Penn (Loew's-UA)

Estimates for This

Aladdin (Fox)
35-74)—
(1,400
Los Angeles, Sept. 9.
"Cry Wolf" (WB) and "Son of
Firstruns here so far have failed
Rusty" (Col), after week at Denver,
-Webber.
Fair $8,500. Last week, to react strongly to the return of'
"Dishonored Lady" (UA) and "Road cool weather. Fact that there are
to Hollywood" (Indie) (m.o.), $2,500. few new bills will make the overall
Denham (COckrill) (1,750; 35-70)— biz picture this session none too
"Welcome Stranger" (Par) (2d wk).
Big $15,000.
Last week, smash hefty. "Something in Wind" is rated

N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Wool-

Variety Club charities.
in

W

But Thin Man' Fat $55,000, 3 Spots;

;

at Warner in third
fourth. Stanley is

much

Cool Weather Fails to Boost L. A.

Denham.

at

City Grosses

Estimated Total GrossThis Week
$2,963,000
(Based on 20 cities, 206 thea-

holding up well enough
week to stay a
doing fair with
"Variety Girl," which got a sock
a .big preem for
through
build-up
Father"

W|G

Denver, Sept. 9.
Biz is only fair to good in most
spots this week, neither "Something
In Wind" nor "Crossfire" measuring
up to hopes. Best bet looks to be
"Welcome Stranger" in second week

'Ramrod' Thin 19G, 'Variety' Only 18G
is

W

IS

).

overs.

Last. week, steady $6,100.

Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2.210: 50)—"Wyoming" (Rep) and "Tres(Rep) (2d wk). Down to

passer"

Last week, neat S1B.200.
Million Dollar (D'town) (2.122; 55-

$8,500.

98)— "Wife Wanted" (Mono) witli
Gene Krupa orch on stage. Nice $20.000. Last week. "Kilroy Was Here"
(Mnno) with Miguelito Valdez orch
and Three Blazers on stage. $19,000.
Vantages (Pan) (2.812; 50-SD—
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO;

Estimates for This

—

Ambassador (F&M)

Week

(3.000;

50-75)

"Bachelor and
Bobby-Soxer"
(3d wk). Fine $11,000 after
big $16,000 for second stanza.
Art (S'Renco) (115; 85)
"Know
Where I'm Going" (Indie). Good
$600.
Last week, "Johnnv Frenchman" (Indie) (3d wk). $500.
Fox "(F&M) (5,000; 50-75 (—"Variety Girl" (Par) and "Seven Keys
(Continued on page 24)

(RKO)

—
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FILM REVIEWS

party of -Frempnt's
a trail to Oregon.

-

Reuubllc release of Sidney Pleiter producStars <3e»e Autry: teatores Lynne
tion.
Mara,
•Roberts Sterling? Holloway. Adele
Directed by Lesley Sen>M Cuunly Boys.screenplay,
John K.. Butlamier, Original

Bade

.

September 10, 1947

Hood

(SONGS)

ler

.

hand

at

two

men

opening up

He also tries his
traditional songs, "Pretty

"Robin
Hood
of
Texas"
(Songs) (Rep). Topfllight Gene
Autry musical western; solid for
spots that go for his pictures.
"Along:
the
Oregon Trail"
(Color-Songs) (Rep). Sagebrush

Pink" and "Sweet Betsy from

Little

child's death, and develops suicidal
tendencies.' Released from hospital,
he is warned of a possible relapse
unless he takes things easy. He returns to work and lives in a subur-

Miniature Reviews

Pike." Foy Willing and the Riders
of the Purple Sage combine on "Oregon" and "Along the Wagon Trail."
Clayton Moore heads up the villainy
the
ambitious empireas
builder.
Chief henohman for the
dirty work is Roy Barcroft. Pair
steal rifles to arm Indians for uprising but Hale gets in his licks before
any serious damage is done. Adrian

tinter
trade.
.

femme star, shows up well
among the action. Max Terhune tries
for comedy and others are okay.

Booth,

ban hotel inhabited by a small crosssection of the community retired
business men, fussy old women,

—

young people struggling for a jobsome well meaning and some vl-i

okay for Saturday matinee

ciously stupid.
Molly, a fashion model, is being
ruthlessly pursued by Peachey, a
retired wolf.
He is anxious to pay
her hotel bill, but in a tight corner

"Captain Boycott"
(British)
(GFD). Exciting historical yarn
Stewart Granger. OK b.o. anywhere.

she borrows a check from Jim, who
has only met her once. The follow-

*

James. Flavin
.Dorothy Vaughan

Cant. Daiiforth
Mi's O'Brien

Mr H.mtbv

••••'

Sheriff..."

Andrews

.Stanley

•

Themselves

concentrating- on: fast action
rather than inane dialog. This is in
the groove for Autry fans, his best
since returning from the seryice.
ically,

Cowboy picture scripters many
times have tried ringing in a gangster
cattle-rustling
usual
with
angle
theme but generally with unhappy
Here John K. Butler and
results.
Earle Snell make four bank robbers
and their gunmoll dovetail into Au-

'

Tucker production and Alfred
Brog.
Keller lensed.

S.

•

'•

This new Gene Autry musical
western comes close to upsetting the
premise that all oat operas are alike.
Film is not overboard on instrumensinging, and
tal music nor Autry's
for the most part goes along in. slickest Autry tradition. Director Lesley
Selander keeps the story moving log-

newly-opened dude ranch and

try's

"The Silver Darlings" (Brit-'
ish) (Pathe). Romantic drama
of Scottish fishermen limited in
appeal.

R. G. Springsteen directed the Melville

A,an B lt,B,
-Cass County Boys

the western atmosphere logically.
After the initial bank- stickup and
Autry's gang being innocently involved, the whole action is in and
about this Serenity (Texas) Rest
ranch.
Yarn finally focuses on the search
for missing $100,000 taken in the
bank holdup, with Autry, per usual,
riding headlong after two bandits
who are making off with the coin in
the last reel. This gives the warbling western star a chance to stage
a fist fight with the pair as the wagon
careens down the road. Topflight
stuff for a western.
He's the Autry of old, singing better than ever. He's best with the sentimental ballad, "You're the Moment
of a Lifetime" and "Goin' Back to
Texas." -#ther rather lilting tune is

"The October Man" (British)
(GFD). Smooth Eric Ambler

Captain Boycott.
(BRITISH-MADE)
London, Aug,

ing day Molly is found murdered
and Jim is suspected. From then on
it
is the
police versus Jim until,
finally
escaping arrest, he tracks
down the murderer.
This bare outline, which omits the
somewhat superimposed love affair
between Jim and Jenny Carden
(Joan Greenwood), can't do justice
to the development and treatment
of the yarn, nor to the unusual
angles. The dialog is taut and adult,
and the direction by Roy Baker,
onetime assistant to Hitchcock, is
imaginative.
Only defect is the
tempo. For a suspense pic it some-

hefty

meller;
27.

General Film Distributors release of individual Stdney OIIIIat-Frahk Launder production.
Slurs Stewart Granger, .Kathleen
Ryan; feature*! Alasfair Sim, Mervyn Johns,
Noel Purcell, C»cl] Parker. Nlal McGlnnis.
Directed by Frank Launder.
Screenplay
by Frank Launder. Wolfgang Wllhelm,
from novel by Philip Roouey; additional
dialog, Paul Vincent Cnrrpll, Patrick Campbell; music, William Alwyit; camera, AVI1kle Cooper. Oswald Morris. At Odeon. London. Aug. -11, '47. Running lime. 93 MINS.
Stewart Granger]
Hugh Davln..."
Kathleen Ry;
Anne Klllian......
Captain Boycott.
..Cecil Pa:
Watty Council
....Mervyn Johns
.Alastalr Slnt
Father MeKeogh
Daniel Mctiinty
Noel Purcell

grosser interna-

tionally.

and a

little imagination to make this
of a couple of years more acceptable to general audiences. As a
documentary it is too sketchy and as
fiction it is too conventional and

work

packed with

cliches.

.

. .

,

Mark

Klllian
I*leut. Col. Strickland
Mrs. Duvin

.

McGinnis

Denham

.Maurice

.Maureen Delaney
Kddla Byrne
-Liam Redmond

Sean Kerin

Kgan

M-nrtin

.

.-..Nlal!

.

.

am Gaffney
Hermulette O'Farrell

Michael

Fagan
Sergeant Demsey
Robert Hogan
Mr.i.

...Mdward Lexy
Harry Webster
Ian Fleming

Times Correspondent
American Reporter

Reginald

Put-dell

This story of troubled Ireland in
1880 is off from the beaten track.
Rooney's historical
Philip

From

romance Frank Launder and Sidney

.

Story is set a century ago in the
Hebrides. Tormad, a crofter dispossessed of his holding, makes a precarious living herring fishing. His
wife hates the sea and sees her foreboding come true when her husband
is shanghaied into the Navy. She decides to move to another part of the

country and make her home with
an aunt. Here she meets Roddy,
skipper of a fishing boat. From now
on the love story is punctuated by
the newly setup herring industry, an
outbreak of cholera, the determination of the woman's son to be a
fisherman, a storm or two, all ending
in the final lovers' clinch.
Ingredients for an exciting picture
are present, but somewhere along
the line it became lost in the desire
to show the rugged scenery and
grandeur of the Scottish coast. Only
faintly implied is the courage and
tenacity of the crofters, a people of

|

!

|

I

times lacks pace.

As a man haunted by fear and a
to
nerves,
Mills
gives
a
splendid performance, He makes use
of every opportunity provided him
in a fine part. Co-starr Miss Greenprey

wood

is less fortunate.
She seems
to have been an afterthought in
bler's mind and is too sparingly used.
Photographed better than in previous productions, she still has a certain stiffness about her acting and in

Am-

]

her speech.
All the minor characters are exceptionally- well played, and special
praise is due to Catherine Lacey,

Joyce Carey and Edward Chapman.
Title, which can have little selling value until the book is published,
ha-s an astrological reference.
Presumably people born in October
have among other qualities, a love of
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Volk Bros. Sue^r

On %, Countersue
Distribs in

Turn

Minneapolis, Sept. 9.
Sidney _and~William Volk, among
the territory's most successful and
prominent independent circuit owners,
whose holdings include four'
Minneapolis and suburban de luxe
theatres and who have announced
plans for another new theatre here,
figure in five suits filed in Federal
court.
They're defendants in four
and plaintiffs in the other.
Paramount, Metro', R K O and
Warner Bros, have filed four separate suits against the brothers for
alleged fraudulent returns on percentage pictures. They allege that
many of the Volks' statements disclosed "substantially less" in gross
admissions than in fact had been
received.
court order is sought
for permission to examine the Volks*
books— a request that had been refused prior to the suits. Plaintiffs
ask that loss and damages be ascertained and awarded to them. They
claim the amount is more than

A

$3,000.

On their part, the Volks are suing
eight major distributors, charging
the latter have joined together in a
price-fixing arrangement -on miniadmission prices, their suit
being prompted by the distributors"
demands .on them which led to the
four suits against the Volks.
The Volks ask the court to declare
as illegal all of the past minimum
admission contracts between them
and the distributors, which are Para-

mum

Gilliat have fashioned a first-rate
film, although some of the changes
from the novel appear unnecessary.
Part of the picture was shot in
life, and so find it difficult to comIreland, and the locations and native
mit suicide.
And Mills is an mount, M-G,
extras were chosen with a care and mountains and glens who tried- to October
RKO, Warners, 20thman.
Cone.
judgment reflected in the quality of win a livelihood from a sea that held
F o x, Columbia, Universal and
terror and catastrophe for them.
the film. In addition to the marquee
United Artists, including contracts
Clifford
Evans
pergives
nice
a
pull of Stewart Granger, and the
on which four of the companies are
formance
as
the
hero
Helen
and
growing prestige and popularity of
Foreign Film Reviews
suing to recover additional percentproduction Shingler, a comparative newcomer,
Kathleen
Ryan,
the

has her moments as wife and ldver.
ages.
(Unlikely for Anglo-U. S. Market)
should earn plenty of word-ofIn spite of need for British pic"Merry-Go-Round-Up." Cass County mouth publicity.
A court order is requested by the
Business on it
Boys make with solid instrumental should be good, and there should tures, "Silver Darlings" (nickname
Volks to restrain the distributor-demusic and singing to background the certainly be a market in the U. S. for herrings) will find the going hard
Sand few Bau- fendants from auditing the plainRoberts
here
and
likely
is not
to win any man Flint release of Anders Sandrew promusical sequences. Lynne
for a film dealing with the troubles"
tiffs' books to determine if there are
duction.
Cane.
Stars Maj-Britt Nltsson, George
provides the slight romantic touch in caused by .the British in the bad old market in U. S.
any unpaid percentage share or
Fatit; features Ktof Ahrle, Stig Jaerrel,
okay manner but Adele Mara, as Imperialist days.
(ieor'g
Skarstedt, Ake Claesson,
Agneta other balances due on pictures as
femme foil for the gangsters, proa
The October
Prytz, Nils Hollberg.
Directed by Goesta
Story centres round Captain Boyvides the more torrid love sequences
Folke. Screenplay. Sven Bjoerkman, based basis for their recovery and the re(BRITISH-MADE)
upon novel by Gustav Sandgren; music, covery of damages, if any, resulting
as she goes on the make for Autry. cott, whose surname was coined into
London,
Aug.
29.
Land agent
Hakon Von Kiehwald; camera, Goeran from failure
Sterling Holloway,. cast as the shoe the English language.
General Film Distributors release of Two Slrindberg.
to make accurate perAt
Royal,
Stockholm.
Runestates,
the
Earl
of
Erne's
Mayo
Cities Fllm-F. Del Gimliee production. Stars
clerk who's worried about his health, to
centage statements and returns to
ning time, 88 .MINS.
provides the comedy moments and it's his duty to exact rents for the John Mills, Joan Greenwood; features Edthe distributors. It is claimed that
slogan ward Chapman. Directed by Roy Baker.
o.k. Ray Walter makes a plausible absentee British landlord. His
Screenplay by co-prudurer Fric Ambler.
Fine scripting and especially bril- under 'the Minnesota state law any
is "pay the rent or be evicted," and
Wear.
western detective.
Music. •William Alwyn; camera, Frwin Hilhe is unmoved by pity, threats, or Her. Russell Thomson. At Studio One; Lon- liant lensing give this film excellent illegal clause, such as. that fixing the
N
prospects in Scandinavia, and it minimum admission to be charged
violence.
In the end he is beaten don, Aug. !?8.-'47. Running lime. »!» JVIIXS
Along thr Oregon Trail by
John Mills should do well abroad. Yarn, based by the exhibitors on
a strategem devised by Parnell, Jim Acktnnd
pictures, inJoan Greenwood upon a best-seller, deals with a
Carden
(COLOR— SONGS) \
who advises a form of moral banish- Jenny
Mr. Peachej
.F.dw d Chapmab young girl from the country who validates the entire contract.
Hollywood, Sept. 6.
ment.
Molly
Kay Walsh
Republic release of Melville Tucker procomes to Stockholm seeking to be.'.Joyce Carey
But before his defeat, Boycott Mrs. Vinton.
duction. Stars Monte Hale. Adrian Booth:
come
a
picture
star and succeeds.
Catherine
Miss
Lacey
Selby
features Clayton M-oore, Roy Barcroft, Max stirs up a newspaper agitation and
Frederick Piper Performance of Maj-Britt Nilsson iff
Terhune, Will Wright, Foy Willing- and obtains military protection for his Godby
Felix Aylmer the title role is one of the top femme Anderson Circuit (III)
Dr. Martin....
Riders of Purple Sage. Directed by R. (J.
volunteer farm workers. But it is Joyce Garden,.
Adiianne Allen
Springsteen.- Screenplay, Raile Snell: added
...Patrick Holt thesping portrayals of the year.
a pyrrhic victory.
He is bankrupt Harry
dialog. Royal K, Cole; camera (lVucolor),
Mr. Pone......
.George Renson
Settles 6 of 8 Suits for
Alfred S. Keller; music. Mort Olickmun: unless he can find ready money and
....Ann Wilton
Miss Parsons..

Man

'.

. .

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

%

.

son*.*, Foy Willing; editor.
erts. Reviewed Sept. 3, '47.

Arthur- Rob-

Running

04 MINI*.
Monte Hale.....

Dunn

Sally

time.

Monte Hale
Adrian Booth
Clayton Moore

firegg Thurston

Jake Stoner

Roy

Man

Max Terhune

Jim Bridger

Barcroft

Mill Wright
Crosby

Tom

Wade

John Fremont

.

Driver
Kit Carson

Foy

-.Willing

and Riders

...LeRoy Mason
Tom London
Forrest Taylor
Purple Sage

of

"Along the Oregon Trail" carries
formula plot along at action pace to
satisfy moppet western fans. Lensed
in Trucolor, film uses the stock yarn
of the heavy who plots to hew an
empire out of the early west but
there are enough chases and gunplay
to keep it moving.
Monte Hale is an okay hero in the
action,

portraying protege of Kit
Carson who's called upon to guide

do this he evicts Hugh Davin,
buys his steeplechaser for $20, and
rides him in the big race on which
he bets himself heavily to win. Just
as he nears the winning post the
enraged villagers invade the course
As
and it's curtains for Boycott.
he rides away from Ireland, ruined
and ashamed, the local priest tells
to

his people they

tracise him, you can
you can boycott him."

Prestige

Rank production) which has its
preem shortly in the Little
Carnegie (N. Y.), was reviewed
by Variety from London in the

out

31, '44, issue.
the pic's title

film

takes to make a boxoffice
said.
"The
pipit is a rare bird, and this
frankly a glorification of

there's nothing unbelievable in
the entire country rallying to
protect the family of pipits, discovered by a wounded airman,

reviewer opines. And winding
VP. he admits: "Sounds goofy, but
if given another title it may do in
the U. S." (It's not being rc-

titled.J

MINS.

(13

Roddy
-

(

},

t

Clifford

•

rlne

1

Angus
Mendrv
Mis. Hendry
Dun

.

Simon Lack

•

Lieutenant

losetihlne

,

Clin

W'llHmhs
Morris
Murdo Morrison
Christopher Capon
Stanley .lay
Harry Fine
Phyllis

iclilldl

Uo'stin

Bernard

Norman

Tiirmnd

f n:

Sbinglcr

.Carl

Shelley
lean Shepherd

Tnrmad's Mother
Finn
Finn

le

(child!
Iris

Kirs lv

Skipper

Kremnor

Rvans

Idea

Xornj.-iu

.

.

Stuart
Lesley

Vsndeleur

..hick

Fain!

Much conscientious labor has gone
lo the making of this film, and it's
evident in every foot of it. What
a dash of inspiration
was needed was

Bsin'e

Author
of his

ning

many

of

own

it

is.

form and

Melford
Beringer

John Boxer

Ambler makes
a

Eric

is due for hefty grosses here and
should be well received in America.
Unlike the usual Ambler story,
this is not a whodunit or spy story.
It's a study of the conflict in the
mind of a mentally sick man. not
absolutely certain that he basri't
committed murder.
John Mills plays Jim Aekland, an
industrial chemist who suffers from
a brain injury following an accident
in which the child of a friend is
killed.
He blames himself for the

Sudan Dispute
This

tempt

is

at

J.

Arthur Rank's

the

March

of

at-

Time

technique for a two-reel short.
Trouble is 'that it is too docu-

mentary and too much

dull trav-

Also, the very, very Britnarrator won't particularly
enhance its chances in the world
market. Universal releases "This
elog.
ish

Modern Age"
in

"Krlgsroans Erinrau" ("soldiers Reminder") (SWEDISH). Svcnsk Fllmln.
dustrl production and release. Features
Gunnar
Birgit
Tengroth.
Btof
Ahrle,

BJoernstarnd,
thrillers,

debut as producer

his

and a fine beginWith John Mills in top
grand all-round cast, this
script,,

pic

most

a

London. Sept. 4.
Palhe Pictures release of Hotyrood Mini.
Stars
CHlTord
Karl Grnne production.
Kvnns: features Helen Kbingler. Directed
by Clarence Wider. Screenplay by Clarence
rider; from novel by Noil Ounn: camera.
Francis Carver. Paddy Vlnlpn. At studio
One. London, Sept. 3. '47. Running time.

Variety 'then"
is

ornithology. With such a theme,
a picture could hardly be expected to have much appeal, but
it actually has."
Plot has a swiftness of tempo
and many gripping incidents, it
continued. Under the film's spell,

Boycott

(BRITISH-MADE)

it

hit."

tawny

Captain

Tin* Silver Darlings

While singling
as worthy of

an Oscar for being a "worst,"
reviewer still considered the
film's b.o. chances as good both
in Britain and the U. S.
"Despite this handicap (that of
title). 'Tawny Pipit' has everything

him,

credible and understandable figure,
and Ireland's leading comic, Noel
Purcell, misses nothing as a fireGood
eating schoolmaster agitator.
actor as Alastair Sim is, he is stilla Scot, and his humor is not that of
Cave.
the Irish parish priest:

Pipit

Pipit"
(Universalrelease of J. Arthur

U. S.

May

isolate

Since scant attention has been
paid to history it is a pity that a
more tension was not engendered between the estranged
lovers.
Granger has compensatory
scenes, but Miss Ryan has been sadly
neglected.
Picture should give Granger a
much-needed fillip and please his
Cecil Parker
multitude of fans.
little

makes.

Tawny
"Tawny

no longer have need

"If
anyone offends
of violence.
against the community you can os-

Jack

Wilcox
Miss Heap
Troth

series, as

it's

called,

America.

Perhaps the subject-matter, the
people, lives and customs of Sudanese, even though there's an
attempt to bring up the dispute
angle, are hot best suited for the
Producer becomes abscreen.
in showing minute deof the educational system
and medical lineup. Also how
much has been done by the British, not only in both of these
factors, but also in modernizing
farming equipment.
To make a two-reel documen-

sorbed
tail

with editorial overtones
sufficiently interesting is an art
tary

have
producers
few
that
This particular subachieved.
fit that category.

ject does not

Wear.

HarrfcM

Phlllpsson,

Van Nomikos' Pending

liar

Kage, Bengt Kklund, Sven-Krlc Carlsson.
Directed by Hampe FauMman. Screenplay,
Herbert Grevenius, based on his own (day;
camera, Gunnar Fischer.
At Skandla,
Stockholm. Running time, 80 MINS.

Anderson

Chicago, Sept. 9.
Morris, 111,, last

circuit,

week announced that it made outof-court settlements with six of the
eight major distributing companies,

which were suing the chain for alLast year's most successful Sweleged non-reporting of receipts on
dish play has emerged as a film of
Only companies
dubious quality. Elof Jahrle as Jocke, percentage pics.
that
have not made settlements are
a soldier in 1940, contributes a brilliant performance, but his fine work Paramount and Columbia, both of
can't save the picture. Camerawork whom are negotiating with AnderYoung, promising Harriet son at present.
is okay.
Philipsson is deserving of better
Par's suit against the Van Nomikos
roles. Pic's chances overseas are nil.
theatre chain here has been poststrictly for the Scandinavian
It's
poned again until Sept. 30. It's the
market.
only one pending filed against the
"Town Vrnn StoMfiytorprl" (The Girl circuit for alleged non-reporting of
from the Marshcrott (8WKDISH) Kungs- receipts on percentage pictures. All
Stars Alf other major film
filin
release and production.
distributors have
Kjellin, Mnrga.reU Fahlen; features Ingrid
Burthen, Ceve HJelin. Oscar Ljung. Carl
Slroem. Goesta Cederlund. Frik Berglnnd.
sten Lindgren. Sven d'ailly, Lil Hermelin,
Directed by Guslav FdScreenplay, Oscar Rydquiat and bidgren.
gi.en
based on novel by Selma Lagerlnf;
Palladium.
At
camera,
Martin
Rodin.Running time, l«fi
Stockholm, Aug. 18.

made

out-of-court settlements. Hearing was last set for Sept. 15.

Anna Lennmalm.

MISS.

Based on the late Selma Lagetlof's
noted novel, "Tosen Fran Stormytorpet" is a good film that's headed
for long runs in Scandinavia. Story
originally hit the screen some 30
years ago as a silent -and scripters
found it necessary to expand the
yarn somewhat to conform with the
needs of modern filmmaking. Thesping, led by Alf Kjellin, is generally
good.
Lensing of Martin Bodin' is
especially worthy of mention. Film
has a good chance in the world film
*
market.

Vidor Stays at Col

4 Ad Film Companies
Deny Restraint Charges
\
Washington, Sept. 9.
Preliminary hearings of four advertising film companies, charged
with using unfair methods
to restrain trade and create a
monopoly
were postponed yesterday (8) by
the Federal Trade Commission
until
Friday (12). Delay was at the request
of lawyers for the companies
who
asked time to ready separate' pretrial stipulations.
Case will go to a
formal FTC trial about Oct. 1. Defendant
companies are Ray-Bell
Films, Inc., of St. Paul;
Alexander
Films, of Colorado Springs,
Colo •
United Film Ad Service, Kansas'
City; and Motion Picture Advertis-

Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Vidor will continue to ing Co.. New Orleans.
Columbia under his old
They are charged with making
"long term" contracts giving them
Proposed deal whereby Vidor "exclusive privilege" of exhibiting
would produce pictures independ- advertising films on the screens ot
ently for Columbia release has been certain
theatres, thus preventing
other firms from obtaining screens.
called off.
Charles

work

for

contract as director.

'

'

'

.
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ATA,

MPTOA Reps to Huddle ASCAP

On a Compromise

—

this week to compromise the
300 % boost in seat taxes for theatres
"
which the American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers
planned to push through Oct. 1. As
a result o£ action taken by the
American Theatres Assn., reps of

.

—

theatre

groups

Memorial Services For

Sam

Gross, C. E. Peppiatt
Philadelphia, Sept.

"Prince of Stallions,"- "Blondie's
Night Out," "Adventures of Silver-

9.

"Woman From Tangiers,"
"Port Said," "Brick Bradford," "Return of 'the Whistler," "West of
Sonora," "Durango Kid," "Gallant
Blade," "Best Man Wins," "Song of
"Woman Order," "Black
Idaho,"
Eagle" and "Boston Blackie's Great-

Memorial services for Sam Gross
and C. E. Peppiatt, 20th Century-Fox
officials who were killed in a plane

will meet Friday
to talk adjustment

ado,"

crash, will be held Sept. 22 at the
Broadwodd Hotel by the Motion

(12) with ASCAP
theatre
If
of conflicting claims.
can win a substantial whit-

Picture Associates.
Plaques will be given members of
their families. In charge of arrangements are Albert J. Cohen, chairLester Wurtele, chairman exman;
Si
officio; William J. Doyle, and Charles

officials

rates
tling of the announced hike in
the
they'll recommend acceptance by
industry.

Huddles will bring together
Ted •• Gamble and Robert Beilan.
Coyne of ATA; Fred Wehrenberg
and Herman Levy of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America;
Fred Schwartz, prexy of the Metropolitan Theatre. Owners of New
York; Herman Greenberg and other
Harry Brandt,
officials of ASCAP.
head of the Independent Theatre
Owners Assn, Jack Kirsch, prexy ol
National Allied, and Bob Poole,
prez of the Pacific Coast Conference
of Independent Theatre Owners,
have also been invited. Move for a
was initiated by ATA's
crnfab
Indianapolis, Sept. 9.
Coyne.
Meanwhile, a knockdown battle is
Reports of "exhibitors being amswear still in the wings, with exhibs
bushed into picture contracts which
ing defiance to any attempt to put they never would agree to sign excolchest
War
effect.
the boost into
cept on compulsion" are the subject
lections have been started in a flock of scathing comment by the Associof local theatre groups and several ated Theatre Owners of Indiana.
large circuit operators have pledged
"These instances have. been, reto
necessary,
if
$25,000,
as much as
peated often enough that we are
wa'le a legal contest. s
Number of exhib leaders figure, ready to believe it is a planned
strstegem," the Hoosier indies dedisthe
o*
settlement
that
however,
clare.
"For your own protection
pute via a moderate boost in charges
don't 'get out on a limb by advertisrray be the best thing for the ining a picture on which you have no
dustry. They reason that there's a
contract approval or confirmation
fair enough chance of winning a disand do not leave such a date unprosolution of ASCAP as an alleged motected," it warns.
nopoly by legal action. But once
The way the gimmick w5rks, acdone, exhibs' troubles wouldn't be
cording to ATOI, "the decoy used is
.over.
a hold date on an outstanding picASCAP's Function

est

By

—

of the Union,"
Lorraine," "Big City,"
of
"Hills of Home," "B. F.'s Daughter,"

ture. Deals for a number of other
features are .negotiated at the same
time the contract is made on the hit
picture. Now, pending, approval of
the deals, a hold date is set on the
decoy picture.
"But for some reason or other the
representative cannot
distributor's

seem

make up

to

"Wanted" and "Easter Parade."
"The Long Gray
Paramount
Line," "Caged Fury," "The Sealed

his

Screen Actors Guild

—

"A Foreign

Verdict,"

—

"The

"Mr.

Green

With

Boy

Blanding

His

Builds

Whiskers,"
Man's
"Great
Fall,"
"Mystery in Mexico," "The Road to
Carmichael's" and a Tim Holt western.

Guild

Screen

—

"Cellblock,"

"Code

"Law

Rep Back to Actioners

the
the

of
of

Continued from page 7
Mounties" and six in preparation
but still untitled.
elusion that the reasonably-budgeted, he attributed in part to Yates' choice
Twentieth-Fox
"Call Northside sure moneymakers are a better bet. of product.
777," "The Flaming Age," "Deep
Disappointers
In the Trucolor department, over
Water," "The Ballad of Furnace
None "of the upped-budgeters or which Yates is so enthusiastic, "he
Creek" and "The Street With No
prestige-type films has proved par- has. scheduled 12 westerns (six with
Name."
ticularly profitable to Rep either in Roy Rogers and six with' Monte
United Artists, through its indie a financial way or in adding much Hale), "Bill and Coo," a featureproducers "Queen of Hearts,"~"Only stature to the company, although length novelty produced by * Ken
the Valiant," "Outpost in Morocco," some did manage to break into im- Murray, and four cartoons by Bob
"Pitfall," "Texas, Heaven and Brook- portant first-run houses.
Pix with Clampett.
,

—

Marx which Yates was trying to build up
Rep prestige included Ben Hecht's
"Letter. experimental low-budgeted "Specter
of the Rose," plus a number of much
in Central Park," "Casbah," "An- higher cost films, including Frank
other Part of the Forest," "AH
Borzage's "I've Always Loved You,"
the

—

From An Unknown Woman," "Up

My

Sons," "The Brain of' Frankenstein,"
mind whether "Are You With It?", and one untitled, with "Midnight Lace,"' "Tomaha.wk" and two more as possibilities.
Warners "Winter. Meeting," "Don
Juan," "Johnny Belinda" and "To

22 Meet

to

Future of N.

J.

Sept.

Decide
Federation

Question whether the Federation
Man" and "That's My Man";
Eddy-Hona Massey star- of New Jersey Theatres, an alliance
"Northwest Outpost" and such of indie houses and affiliate chains
Vera Hruba Ralston starrers as "The in the state, will continue as a perPlainsman and the Lady" and 'Wyo- manent organization will be decided
at a general meeting called by chairming."
man George Gold for Trenton Sept.
Two prestige specials made by the 22.
Group was formed in the spring
Charles K. Feldrrfan group for Re-

"Gallant

the Nelson

.

rer,

—

days off.
"Perhaps the exhibitor already is the Victor."
Singles and their productions inhis trailer, his programs are
distributed and he may have spent clude "The Secret of Dr. Parazoides,"
considerable money in additional Edward Nassour; "So This Is New
advertising. At this point the dis- York," Screen Plays; "Lulu Belle,"
Benedict
Bogeaus;
"Mr.
Joseph
tributor decides the deals are not ae
ceptable and an. ultimatum is issued Young of Africa," Merian C. Cooper;

en amendment which would prevent running
from levying on theatre men
af fer exacting fees from producers.
Passage of amended laws, it's felt
by many exhibs, won't serve the
purpose because ASCAP would almost certainly boost rates on producers if they can't levy a charge
on theatres. That hike would be
reflected in added rentals and there'd
be no real saving for exhibs.

•

-

—

lyn" and the story of
Bros.
Universal-International

or not to -accept the license application of the exhibitor. Time goes by
and the date in question is just a few

ASCAP

who

U

Dream House," "The Harder They

North,'

franchised agents not to sign
did not ink a Guild contract
closed shop agreements Aug. 22.

all

Universal's deal for the screen rights to the Broadway legit smash,
"Harvey," called for $200,000 down and the balance of the total $1,000,000
price tag over a period of five years. Under terms of the deal between
and Brock Pemberton, producer, and Mary Coyle Chase, author, the
pic can't be released until 1950.

ing an Al Pearce comedy.

RKO

notifying

Notice will cover only a few indie producers who expect to go into
production in the near future.
Before these indies can use SAG members, Guild clearance must be
given.
Along with notice to the agents, SAG is also sending a list of
producer signatories to its one-year pact.

'

Hair,"

is

clients for acting deals with producers
j>rior to the Ta't- Hartley deadline on

Affair," "Haz-

ard" and "A Connecticut Yankee."
Republic— "End of the Rainbow,"
"California Firebrand," "In Old Los
Angeles," "Dangers of the Canadian
Mounted" and four untitled, includ-

Indies

•

pointed out that dissolution of
under the present copyright
laws would compel exhibs to treat
with a thousand or more songsmiths
on different pictures
separately
played.
An alternative which exhib legalItes have been considering is to pressure Congress into amending the
Argument is that
copyright laws.
these laws, passed in 1909, do not
meet present conditions and were
not adopted with sound-on-film devices in mind. Exhibs could a$k for
It's

ASCAP

.

"Joan

Sewed

hi

Ten major book promotions, most set at one time in the history of 20thFox, have been lined up for nationwide exploitation backing for current
and forthcoming 20th films. List of bestsellers, most of which have been
acquired during the last three years, points up 20th's emphasis on converting top literary properties into pictures.
List includes "Mother Wore Tights," "Foxes of Harrow," "Forever Amber," "Captain From Castile," "Gentleman's Agreement," "Green Grass of
Wyoming," "Snake Pit," "Daisy Kenyon" and "Nightmare Alley," Special
reduced price edition of "Amber," slated to sell at $1.49, will be issued by
Macmillan in October, simultaneous with the mass roadshow release of
the film.

Danger."

"Eugene Aram."
"State
Metro

Distribs 'Ambush*

Tactics

Pointing up the steps being taken by picture producers to cut costs and
improve films as the world market shrinks, the Wall Street Journal last
Friday (5) frontpaged this new problem of the film industry in one of its
lead stories. Story cited the various steps being taken to meet this new
problem, recently accentuated by Great Britain's new 75% tax, including
rehearsal of casts, use of cheaper sets and more careful editing of scripts
instead having to trim the finished film.
This cites that pre-rehearsing was credited by 20th-Fox with bringing in
"Daisy Kenyon" ahead of schedule but that some producers question its
value. W. S. J. states that cost cutting hasn't been reflected yet in salary
cuts, most studios feeling this isn't necessary if efficiency is improved. It
states, however, that one vet talent and casting director of a major studio
contends salaries must be cut.

Eagle Lion— "Clementine," "Corkscrew Alley," and at least one more.
Enterprise— "Wild Calendar" and

!

Fabian,

7 55;

'The

Important overtures have devel-*

oped

Continued from page

Me
"Follow
Tenderfoot,"
Quietly" and "The Red Light."
Columbia "Coroner Creek,"
"Whirlwind Raiders," "Mary Lou,"
"The Wreck of the Hesperus," "Let's
Fall in Love," "Return of October,"

300% Seat Tax

of

Inside Stuff—Rctures

Product Plans

public release, with part Rep financing, are almost ready for distribution.
One is the John Steinbeck

to fight a threatened sales tax bill
and there's considerable sentiment
to keep the outfit operating as a
state-wide

mouthpiece for all thea"The Red Pony," produced by
tres.
"Man .Eaters of Kumaon," Monte Feldman and Lewis Milestone in
to the exhibitor dictating at what re
Federation of over 400 Jersey
Technicolor and starrkig Myrna Loy
vised terms he must sign up for the Shaff, and an untitled indie by AlRobert
Mitchum,*
The
other
is houses includes New Jersey Allied;
and
pictures, or what additional pictures bei't J. Cohen.
Shakespeare's "Macbeth," produced indie circuits, Warner Bros., RKO
he must contract for if he is to get
by Orson Welles as an experimental and Walter Reade chains. Meet will
delivery of the feature whose playalso discuss the threatened boost in
low-budgeter.
date is right on top of him. OI
seat taxes by the American Society
Nine "deluxe" productions are on
course, all along he thought he had
Clearances
of Composers, Authors & Publishers
the schedule for the 1947-48 season.
a deal that would be accepted in
and growing practice of advanced
Continued from page 7
Despite Yates' reported disappointdue time.
prices on pix.
"Faced with this dilemma," ATOI Second and subsequent runs would ment at the turn his efforts have
story,

!

U

SAG'S SPECIAL RATES

;

,

FOR CHEAP INDIE PIX
Hollywood, Sept.

A

membership vote ef

9.

2,104 to 135

reports, "the exhibitor usually feels
he has no alternative except to agree
to the new demands; He has reached
for the bait and the trap has been

on advertising and taken at upping Rep's class, he will
up during the go ahead with those "deluxers"
which represent coin already inopening engagements.
vested in the property itself and in
^ As part of its revamped selling
Budgets will be
policy, Universal is seeking guaran- its development.
be able to cash
exploitation

in

built

endorsed the Screen Actors Guild's
special rates for low-budgeted indesprung."
Concessions
pendent productions.
tees of longer runs, staffer disclosed.
granted indies cover overtime work
Company is asking for more reasonon westerns with $45,000 maximum
able control figures on first-run
budget and features having a top of
bookings to insure that a picture will
$90,000. Day players, working at $55
hold over while it's still grossing a
dnily. will draw straight time, for the
sizeable sum.
Heretofore, U was
'8th and 10th hours put in, time and
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
hampered by control figures which
one-half for hours after 10-a-day.
Film studios are hanging the were "unrealistic and absurdly high"
"Weekly players, working at mini"Keep Out" sign on their gates to in 'many situations, it's said.
oi $155, will be paid straight
stop the deluge of tourists and contime for first six hours over 48, time
vention delegates who have been
and one-half afterwards.
costing plenty in impeded produc- Mass.,
tion.
New policy was announced by
Clearance
Y. Frank Freeman, chairman of the
Boston, Sept. 9.
board of directors of AMPP. Move
Eisner Theatres, Inc., operating
is part of the wave of economy that
the
'Cameo
theatre
in
Uxbridge,
Continued from page 7 55
has been sweeping the lots since the
Mass., and Marshall G. Carlton, who
closing of the British film market.
at Republic for co-starring in "End
Working press and other legitimate runs the Yarmouth, Yarmouth, Me.,
of the Rainbow." . . . Warners'
visitors will be permitted to enter filed clearance complaints with the
"Christopher Blake" troupe, headed
film
arbitration
board
here this
the studios as usual, but sightseers,
by reter Godfrey, shooting on loca- particularly those
on bus tours, arc week, both against the Big Five
tion in the L. A. Union Station. .
major distributors. Eisner seeks retabu.
Joe De Kita started his summer
duction or elimination of 14-day
shorts program at Columbia with
clearance on Stadium, Park

STUDIOS LOWER GATES

|

ON TOURIST DELUGE
'

-

mum

Maine Exhibs

From Lots

.

.

"Wedlock Deadlock," produced by
Hugh McCollum, with Edward
Bernds directing.
"The Flapper
Age" at 20th will be released as "The
Flaming Age" ... Dona Reed shifted from Metro to Par for femme lead
in "The Long Grey Line"
Jose
Ferrer officially signed for the Dauphin role in the Ingrid Bergman
.

.

Minneapolis, Sept.

.

.

starrer,

$1,590 Theatre Haul

.

.

the foyer of the Paradise, local indie
nabe, and. after cracking it, escaped
with the $1,500 receipts.
Marks showed that the heavy

"Joan of Lorraine"
strongbox had been hauled at least
Silva has featured role 25 feet from the boxoffice into the
at Para- foyer where they could work on it
.

.

.

Howard Da

"The Sealed Verdict"
mount.
in

9.

Safecrackers tugged and hauled a
heavy safe from the boxoffice into

at leisure.

Continued from page

7
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courts its victory was a hollow one
Borzage's Exit
it was conceded that Cummins
A re/leetion of Yates;' change of since
owned the available prints and
heart is seen in current negotiations
others could not be obtained due to
to terminate Borzage's contract. With
the war.
his three entries having produced
However, according to Cummins,
minimal financial gain for Rep, he's
expected to leave the lot shortly. he was a good fellow and permitted
Yates recently got into a row with Wyngate use of the prints but not
the
picture's score which be added
his producers by putting a ceiling
to the film, and was owned by his
on their budgets.
Domestic Music
One of the difficulties Rep runs subsid. Foreign
Wyngate, incidentally, was
into with the heavy-budget produc- Corp.
tions is that its sales department is slapped with an $18,000 judgment
not geared to handle them effici- last spring for unauthorized use of
ently. Having been built on another the music. For his current distritype product, it has difficulty in get- butional plans* Cummins has secured

&

Squawk on

Briefs

'Ecstacy'
i=5

held in tight rein.

'

,

I

j

i

I

|

ting rental terms commensurate with another print, a German version,
the cost, of the pix. That's not to which he claims to be "complete
deprecate,
however,
distribution- and unexpurgated." New York State
chief James R. Grainger's sales force, censor body, Motion Picture Division
which is particularly efficient in its of the State Board of Education,

own metier. Its task has been made
doubly tough by the fact that none
and of the big-budgeters has had any
Bijou theatres in Woonsocket over outstanding
b.o. pull.
the Cameo. The circuit a'lso wants
Change of policy on which Yates
relief on other clearances.
is embarking regarding the prestige
Carlton seeks similar clearance in product may
be partly attributed,
connection with theatres in Frecport too, to criticism
from Rep stock
and Brunswick plus adjustments in holders. Long burning
feud with
30 and CO day clearances enjoyed by major
shareholder Harry
Goetz,
Portland houses. Meantime Loew'S which came
to an end last week with
has filed an appeal with the N. Y. Yates' purchase
of Goetz's stock,
film arbitration board in connection arose
partially over this subject.
with a recent award to the Narra- Goetz squawked
that net during the
gansett Community theatre, Wake- war years
wasn't commensurate with
field, R. I.
the profits of other companies, which
!

now has the

official

film

before

it

for

its

okay.

With "Ecstasy's" ownership
fied,

clari-

Cummins

declared last week,
his firm, representing Machaty, will
attempt to recover moneys earned
by the picture for other individuals
and companies who claimed to have
held rights to the picture as well as
any stray prints that may be in existence.

Attorney

for

Machaty

is

Coast Icgalite Herbert T. Silverberg.
Producer,
incidentally,
shortly
leaves for
to make
studio.

Prague where
a

film

at

he's slated

the Barensdorf

PRRIEFY
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Before

grew out

cities

of

19

our land

Inspired

and atomic power challenged us, the
cradle of our nation

At

was the

the forks of the

mighty Ohio,

whose furnaces bring

bone and sinew

'

frontier. It

around

it

defense of Fort Pitt by

of

women

Pitt

Cecil B. DeMille's

their

own

.

.

of almost

men and

super-human

a story that sweeps through

exciting days of history to

moments

of tenderness. Countless thrills, thou-

Color by

sands

TECHNICOLOR

often at the price of

Howard Da

lives.

These are the

It is

UNCONQUERED

dangers, to weave the pattern of an
.

dra-

battles of all time.

stretched a vast wilderness

flag

Its

and

where men came, facing untold

unborn

his first

courage in one of the most heroic

a

guarded the

was called Fort

valiant people,

matic grandeur depicts the fierce

forth

for a continent,

lonely outpost once

by these

DeMille has made

production in three years.

forest.

where today stands a colossus
steel

Cecil B.

UNCONQUERED

of players

mass a wealth of

entertainment into one gigantic
Silva

Cecil Kellaway

•

•

Boris Karloff

Technicolor production.

Ward Bond

Produced ond Directed bv

who back through time and

to the

Because the picture

Cecil B. DeMille
Screenplay by Charles BenntH

end

of time are the living fortress of

Lasky

Jr

•

Frednc

W

f

*

cr^c

1

America's freedom.

B.

so great,

we

confidently predict that the screen

event of 1947 will be

Cecil

is

j-^-

P'c~«

Bastd on fhe Novel by N-il M

WDE MlLLE'S

The Great American Adventure

1

to

shooting,

electrical

equipment

the

stitute

O'Dwyer's

is

used.

That's

of

Mayor

result

specific

first

attempt

to.

a

open

A

streamline

Decision to abandon the regulation
requiring a daylight shooting permit
at

Series of -12 lectures,
City.
intended primarily for lawyers but
to others qualified in the Held,
will be given Thursday evenings,
local newsreel, featuring news starting Oct. 6, in the Bar Assn.
of Denver and Colorado, is being Bldg., New York.
used in eight flim theatres here.
Course will cover books, magacompany, headed by Harry Huffman,
zines, periodicals, dramatic-musical
city manager of Fox theatres, and
and musical works, films, radio, teleGordon Gross and Harlan Mendenvision, commercial prints and adverhall, cameramen, make the reels up
with special, emphasis on
tising,
from shots taken Of selected local
copyright registration and renewal,
events, with schedules two weeks
protection of ideas, contractual re-

York

9.

A

license regulations in his attempt to
attract a greater" share of major film
production to N. Y.

was reached

by the Practicing Law Inand the Bar Assn. of New

Denver Newsreel Clicks
Denver, Sept.

"heavy"

no

if

meeting of film

advance.

in

Monday
representatives
industry
(8) with Judge Edward C. Maguire,
the mayor's motion picture coHuddles were also held
ordinator.
at the meet on the possibility of
"street
so-called
the
eliminating
fare" permit, which requires producers to obtain the approval of the
Police Dept., Dept. of Water Supply,
Gas and Electricity, the borough
president and the Building Dept.
Idea is to work out a single permit
that will be issued by one individual,
possibly the police traffic division.

Room

is left

for spot

news

in each

issue.

Continued from page

ister of Copyrights; U. S. District
Court Judge Vincent L. Leibell, and
Walter J. Derenberg, trademark
counsel to the U. S. Patent Office.
The lecturer's panel includes Bruce
Bromley, of Cravath, Swairi &
Moore; Robert J. Burton, head of
Garson and "Michael Kanin's indie the legal department of Broadcast
Digges,
which wound up Music; Isaac Watlington

a further step to eliminate
of the redtape that has scared
producers away from N. Y. to date,
Maguire plans to issue a simple set
of rules governing the lensing of picRules will also
tures in the city.
contain the names of city department representatives for the various
In

shooting in

unit,

New York

last

Friday

counsel to the Assn. of National

Ad-

set

up by any other gov-

,

.

He
complacent."
an oath such as he proposed
not invade anyone's civil

that

would

rights,

able.

also had suggested the forof a special committee to
resolutions offered to
with the idea of pre^-

Nugent
mation

any

Kanins Strong

For N. Y. Locales

1

mechanisms

ernment, and if any one of us is uncouncil meeting.
willing to stand up and state what'
In arguing yesterday for a pledge
he believes in and what he stands
clarifying each councillor's position
as- for, in writing, then he should get off
Nugent
groups,
totalitarian
on
the Council. I did not invent the
serted that the overwhelming majoror
moderate rule which says ho. councillor
ity of the members are
1
He asserted mat "Equity officer may be a Communis or a
liberals.
Fascist. Equity made that rule sevshould be run by the middle group,
eral years ago.
not be either extreme— but it needs
"I believe that there is a place in
both extremes to act. as a goad to
any labor union (if the unioh
keep, the middle from becoming
also declared chooses to accept them) for openly

as this is a union, not civil
matter. Equity, he claimed, has the
memlations with authors, and strategy right to adopt any rules for
and procedure in preparing and try- bers or officers that it chooses, even
rules should be unreasonif such
ing copyright cases.

Participants in the program will
include Sam B. Warner, U. S. Reg-

production

Showdown on Isms'

Course on literary property and
next week's
copyright law will be conducted in time, submitted to
this fall

film

daylight

Actors'

On Literary Copyrights

Encourage Film Prod.

producers wishing to +
lens pictures in New York henceforth will need no city permit for

Major

N.Y. Bar Ass'n Lectures

AD

N. Y.'s Mayor Certainly Cutting

Red Tape

W&taesdsy* September 10^ 194?

PWRmfr

PICTURES
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the

council,

venting the association from becoming involved in political matters or
any activity not directly related to
His proposal for a
union affairs.
oath by councillors and officers was
adopted at last week's council meeting, but, in order to have it decided
by a larger council attendance, he
subsequently withdrew it and wrote
to every council member, urging
them to attend yesterday's session,
when the measure would be taken

avowed Communists, and

logically. I

even for openly avowed
I do not believe that there
any place in any labor union jjr

suppose,
Fascists.
is

organization or in the 'United Stales
of America for anyone who refuses
to say what he is and what he believes in. If you tell me that such an
open stand exposes people to persecution in various forms, I agree
with you. It- does, but only mildly
and there are
in this country,
plenty of liberal organizations, such
as the Civil Liberties Union, to step
in and try to correct or mitigate
such injustices.
"I accuse no one. I ask every Councillor to vote for or against the
KennedyrNugent Resolution, and I
ask the membership to sustain the
action of the Council or to disclaim
it if they so choose, but those of us
who consider ourselves liberals or
conservatives, but not totalitarian,

—

'

Arthur E. Farmer, of
Reubens; Sidney Fleisher,
back in January for lensing of its counsel of the Authors League of
America;
A. McDonald, genJoseph
second pic under its Universal-Ineral attorney and v.p. of the Ameriwill
ever nerve and
fight with
ternational pact. Kanins are so im- can Broadcasting Co.; James S. Polk, up.
muscle to carry through our policy,
Referring to the resolution which
pressed with the documentary qual- Paramount attorney; Edward A. Sarand we will carry it not only to a
officers
York shooting, ,goy, of Sargoy & Stein, and Charles would require all councillors,
general meeting but to a referendum
permits necessary. City administra- ity gained by New
employees to take a non-comand
copyright
Rosenschein,
in
S.
counsel
if necessary."
tion does not intend to seek. commit- they want to work in Manhattan deletter
litigation and chairman of the sub- munist, non-Fascist oath, the
With the passage of the Taftments from the majors to lens more spite the fact the story will be circa
committee on education of the Bar said in part:
Hartley
legislation -recently,
the
films in N. Y. but will do everything 1880 or 1890.
"This resolution does not compro- question
Assn. committee on copyright.
of union participation in
possible to make it easier for those
Harry Horner, w.k. Broadway
mise our stand in criticism of the "political" matters has become much
filmmakers who desire to work here,
Taft-Hartley Bill. It simply implescenic designer, who is serving in
more involved, since most Equity
according to- Maguire.
ments' an old rule, (that no officer and AFRA members agree that the
the same capacity for the Kanin film
Attending Monday's meet were
may be totalitarian, in politics). It T-H law directly concerns their
unU> is rema ini'n g east to scout posWilliam D. Kelly, of Metro, with
brings the whispers into the open. unions and the conditions under
sible locations for the next picture.
Continued from page 3
Eddie Dowden, of Loew's; Gilbert
Let us stand and be counted, as which they operate. However, how
He figures he can beat the antique
Kurland, Universal; Doug Travers
angle to the script by carefully expected that the unions represented American Constitutionalists, or as far the organizations should go in
and JHarold Lewis, RKO-Pathe; Hal
Please
choosing representative houses of at last Sunday's Chicagcrhuddle will Stalinists, or as Francoites.
opposing the T-H law is admittedly
Hodei Columbia; Thomas Murtha, 50-60 years ago and shooting nar- attend the new meeting since all attend this meeting and support the
a matter of degree and interpretaN. Y, state representative of the Inrowly to block out stuff that doesn't have an interest in reaching an early new Militant Middle!
tion. Similarly, there were two disternational Alliance of Theatrical
"Personally. I am sick of the Right tinct points of view on whether
Story, which Garson Kanin settlement "of long Hollywood labor
fit in.
Stage Employees, and Sol Scoppa,
and the Left— in Equity, in Holly- Equity should become involved in
fight.
will write, is only an idea as yet.
;
business agent of the N. Y. studio
States and in
Earlier, Congressional investiga- wood, in the -United
the controversy over racial segregaMichael Kanin, who's producer of
mechanics local.
I believe (perhaps naive- tion at the National Theatre, Wash."Double Life"; Ronald Colman, who tors moved out of town after five the world.
have Jesus Christ and ington.
In that case, the council
stars in it opposite Signe Hasso; weeks of turbulent and sometimes ly—but I
Buddha
Confucius,
and
on
Moses,
of
data
reams
with
sessions
fistic
voted to take positive action against
the
George Cukor. the director, and
Wil- the discrimination and, in the new
FIX
crew returned to Hollywood over studio working conditions but no Franklin Roosevelt, Woodrow
Willkie on contract with the League of N. Y.
and
Roosevelt
current
Teddy
the
son,
answer
to
concrete
legit
plays
a
the weekend. Colrhan
my side) that the majority of men Theatres, it was outlawed, effective
IN
L
Si. DIP actor and many scenes were shot strike
liberals or decent con- next May.
along Broadway and in other parts
Testimony ' in" trie closing sessions are decent
Picture company stocks were car- of Manhattan.
Garson Kanin and charged Walsh and the IATSE with servatives. If you are a radical
ried down to their previous 1947 his wife, Ruth Gordon, wrote the
radical reactionary,
playing on the side of the producers, Stalinist, or a
lows, or close to them, as the whole story.
and vote against us."
anyhow
come
to the detriment with CSU workers.
stock market sold off to new low
Nugent's Letter to Loeb
This was denied, not only by Walsh
levels for year in Monday's (8) sesto the proposal
opposition
Loeb's
18 PIX
but by Roy M. Brewer, Internasion on N.Y. Stock Exchange. The
N. Y. OK for Filming
IATSE. that Equity councillors, officers and
of
representative
tional
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
forced to take
only- fi'm company issue to resist the
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Charging that the investigation was employees should be
Writing mill at RKO is the- busiest
oath
non-Fascist
sell-off was Republic common which
non-Communist.
a
Frank Satenstein, Marathon Pic- used as a smear campaign by
in nearly a year, with 26 scripters at
Nugent
and
that
he
climbed fractionally to $4.87Va. With
strenuous
so
was
declared:
tures prexy, is strongly in favor of enemies of IATSE, Brewer
the whole market staging a rally
engaged in a lengthy argument ahput work on 18 story properties.
New York as a film location.
'Promise Broken*
Scribes are DeWitt Bodccn. MarSo
last week's session.
yesterday (.Tues.), picture shares also Weather, he said, is no longer
it during
a fac"We were Hopeful that the Suite, Nugent wrote another letter, ait open tin Rackin, Harold Medford, Norman
lifted fractionally or closed up firm.
tor, and it doesn't rain any harder
committee would make a thorough letter addressed to Loeb, which he Panama, Melvin Frank, Eric HodIn Monday's sell-off. Paramount at on the roof of a studio in New York
investigation of the causes of the read at yesterday's (Tues.) meeting. gins, Ben Barzman, Alfred Levitt,
$21 and Universal at $15.fi2'/2 both than it does on the roof of a studio
recurrent .Hollywood jurisdictional In it, he sought to explain his rea- f Ernest Pascal, Umid'^Houser. Art
equalled their lows for the year. in Hollywood.
'
Waldo Salt, David Hertz,
strikes. We expected that the hear- sons for the proposal and his answer Cohn,
Latter was off $1.25 on day. U preProducer left for the east to film ings would be conducted on the
Gerald Grayson Adams, Charles
to Loeb's arguments.
ferred also equalled its 1947 low. "Close Up" in Manhattan.
Our
plane of authenticated facts.
The letter said, in part: "I hope, Schnee, John Paxton, Frank Fenton.
Loew's sagged 75c. but still was
hopes were futile. The promise was frankly, that the resolution which Edith Sommer, Mel Dinelli. Samuel
about $1 above the year's low price.
broken.
Kennedy and I proposed will carry. Fuller, Norman Houston, Frederick
RKO barely held- above its low level
GEVAERT'S
"Those who would understand I also hope that you will see that Lonsdale, Herman J. Mankiewicz,
while 20th-Fox dipped 50c. 'where
Hollywood's complicated labor prob- this is not a personal attack on you,' Edward Gelsoy, Robert Piro.-h and
near the year's bottom.
Belgian's Opposition to the Russians lems must recognize that there are and I think you must see that since Leonardo Bercovici.
at work in this conflict two separate 1 voted for you and supported you
Agfa Tint Process
and distinct forces, joined for the two years ago when you were under
Paris, Sept- 2.
purpose of destroying the dominant attack, and I proposed and carried
'Outlaw'
Gevaert, the Beligian film manuposition which the IATSE holds in through the compromise which kept
facturer, has a new color process
Continued from page 6
Continued from page t
the motion picture industry. These you on the Council when you were
for 35m pictures which may be first
general election two with the majors for cost-of-living in
law firm of Poletti, Diamond. Rabin, offered to the Brussels government forces are (1) the Catpenters Union defeated at the
arn ition of Big years ago
nd , h
burni
Fricdin & Mackay (partner Charles but which Continental film proBm
Hutcheson to dorainate studio Jaffe he will tell you that there was reopening clause would not be afformer lioutennnt-gov- ducers are eyeing interestedly.
Poletti
>s
It
a fected at all by the recent wave of
ernor of New York) and O'Brien, comes on the heels of the Agfa L labor; and (2) the subversive drive an open 'deal' between is at
a „ Hollywood abor under Council meeting, when a deadlock pink.slips. SPG is demanding a flat
'UrjscoU, Raftery & Lawler, UA's color, controlled by the Russians in tQ brj
the intJuence of the Communist had arisen with Matt Briggs leading 30f!- across-the-board increase while
--counsel.
Berlin, winch is. highly touted and
one side and Sam leading the other, SOPEG is asking for 30 r^ or $10,
Part
and tnose who fo „ ow
JLcgalites are certain that the Li- which was given its debut in
Le communist line, which drive centers I was the Henry Clay of the moment whichever is greater. These negocense Commissioner has gone be- Manage de Ramuntcho
-Marriage
arouHd ;fhe Conference of Studio who suggested the one-year com- tiations will forma% bcrin Sept. 27
yond his authority and will fight of Ramuntcho >. currently doing
promise with "a chance for you to run although' SOPEG is "holding a preUnions and Herbert K. Sorrell."
him. They tried last April, but N. Y. OK business despite the heat, at the
again at the end of one year, and liminary session' with the majors toSorrell Names Bioff
court
Bernard Rex and Gaumout Palace, in Paris.
supreme
Justice
you did run again, and you were re- day (Wednesday).
N
Sorrell, who. denied any near or
Shientag dismissed Hughes' comIncidentally, a sidelight on the
elected for five years. I am not your
Breakdown of last week's layoffs
remote
plaint against Fieldi.ig and Police vagaries
connection
with
the
Commuof the Russians, with whom
personal enemy nor Sams nor the lists 24 persons sliced from ParaCommissioner Ai:thur W. Wallander. the Fren-h must do business in or- nist Party, was recalled before the
enemy of any member o" the Equity mount's accounting and contract deCourt held that decision on the pic- dcr to
committee to clarify a statefa col
t the A
has t0 d0
Council.
partments, 15 persons from Loew's
tiivnV right to
in be
V\n /•K/imn ,,/iiil,-l /nilti
ture's
shown could only with thoir vodka-dr'nking proclivi ment he had made ;.t an earlier sesIn re: Frank Fay
contract sales devision, six from Rebe handed down after it had been ties.
The French emissaries must sion to the. effect that he had been
"Last Tuesday I said some, rather public, and 36 miscellaneous employopened and prosecution instituted.
offered a bribe of $56,000 to remove
be equipped to cope alcoholically
"lf fr „ m the Hnllvwond labor harsn thin; s about Frank Fay- bllt ecs flom UA a "d UA International,
Fielding was turned down by the and fraternally with the Russkys,
w ?s speaking of Mr. Fay as a All of these were SOPEG members.
„
New York 'Board of Regents in an- whose vodka consumption is prou?l Council' member, not as an actor or In addition, Republic, Universal and
*^"f "^""j,
efi'ort
to have revoked the film's digious. rOtheYwi.^^
is a damn good actor an
UA International laid off two publicense, indicating its. approval by film mail said, you hurt then feeltrl nd
a » d a "cists, a piece, all SFG m. ,nbcrs.
to create an impression that the
?
°f
State censors.
In the forefront of ings, they forget they have been
£aWy P^ant
acquaintance o" mine. On Monday
Republic laid off
°
offer
"of'
bribery
™
nad
by
bem
made
b*
"«!
opposition to "The Outlaw" and your pals all through the day and
,.but I don't like the way he behaves five SOPEG clerical employees aid
«
a
plodutffr
tacitly backing Fieldmg have been half the night, and suddenly turn on
in Council, and I don't like the pothree publicists, members of the
powerful church groups.
Sorrell answered: "It was Willie jitical policies for which
you, telling a couple of Russian solhe stands. SPG. Case of nine publicists laved
Much of the squawk regarding diers to 'throw him out' for- being B.off."
Thcjsame thing goes for you or any- off at 20th-Fox last month is cur"The Outlaw" hinged around the ad- .an ingrate. It's literally happened
Pat Casey, for years labor contact body else who. has been suspected rentiy being submitted for arbitia
In New York papers this that, after a week of powwows.' for the producerls, laid the blame of being Communistic, and as I ex- tion. At the
verti.-ing.
same time another unweck it has been he'd strictly to comes Sunday dinner they forget for studio labor troubles on the plained to you personally the other ion row- is brewing at 20th where a
type, with no pictures, and very cir-, who you are and why you came." A. F. L. executive committee and day, when I say 'Communist.' 1 bookkeeper in the field exploitation
Agfa's counterpart in the U. S. is the "three wise men" who Issued mean a worker tor Stalin. If you or department, earnirc $175 a week,
cumspect wording.
Fielding will
have nothing to point a finger at in the Aii'ct c lor process; both orig- the directive that complicated the Frank Fay or I owe n'lc-ifheo- to was laid off w'-'h t'°
b later
inally German).
situation.
this regard.
any other government or to the reopened at a big salary cut.
J
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'GREEN'

FOR THE BOX OFFICE!
THE INDUSTRY'S TRADE

A

CLUES TO

THRILL HIT!

'Delightful tale of crime and humor
turned to hold audience attention!"
—Motion

.

.

perfectly

.

•

Picture Herald

•

•

•

.

•

.

.

'Will keep payees guessing
Inspector Cockrill
.
-Daily Variety
played superbly by Alastair Sim I"
.

"Weil-made

thriller

.

high degree of suspense!"

...

.

— Exhibitor
"Enthralling thriller
ious climax!"

.

.

.

builds to suspenseful, ingen—Showmen's Trade Review

'Refreshingly made . . . excellent all-around acting,
clever dialogue, adroit direction!"
-Aiof ion Picture Daily

keep audiences excited and guessing up to
-Independent
minute!"

'Will

last

,

NEW YORK NEWSPAPER
CLUES TO
"A humdinger of a

A

baffler

THRILL HIT!

.

.

.

humorous, intriguing,
-Times

startling!"

Loaded with suspense

.

.

.

make a

note to see

it!"

News

-Daily

"Well worth seeing. Amusing and gripping drama !"
—Herald Tribune

'More humor and excitement than most!"
'Corking good thriller. Suspenseful
deftly devised. Sim is terrific!"

A

.

. .

—Son

slick

.

.

-Post

tonic for the audience. .Inspector Cockrill

0GW
i.

SALLY GRAY

•

•

ROSAMOND JOHN

FOR DANGER"

i'GREEN
ff\ Or
LtU btNN

Dieted by SIDNEY

ARTHUR RANK /h*e*t*

TREVOR HOWARD

GILLIAT
5

*h

MEGS

MOORE

ll)0»

CAMPBELL MARRIOTT

'

JENKINS

•

Produced by FRANK LAUNDER and SIDNEY GILLIAT

•

EAGLE LION FILMS

-
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CINCY VARIETY TENT

Despite lifting of Price Ceilings

Cincinnati, Sept.

Canadian Theatres Not Tilting B.O.
Toronto, Sept. 9.
Because it's the general opinion of
Canadian exhibitors to leave well
enough alone for the time being,

no immediate intention to
raise admission prices in this country, despite fact that the ceiling on
film admissions was removed in
January by the Wartime Prices and
Trade Board,. equivalent here of the
there

is

OPA

and still functioning.
Survey of the various chains,

in-

Famous Players Canadian.

cluding

Odeon, Loew's and the independent
associations, reveals a concerted decision to merely make what all

spokesmen term an "adjustment,"
amounting to pennies and never
more than a nickel. For instance,
where the admission, plus tax, made
this

for an odd-cents' tariff during the
war years such as 42c. for a mati-

—
— this has

been hiked to a
straight 45c, which includes tax.
In the major cities across Canada,
there has been no change in the
wartime price situation, apart from
that 3c.-5c. hike, and nothing at all
like the big price jumps in the U. S.
However, in most small towns
where the admission wa.s less than
25c, the tariff has been hiked to

nee

that figure.

schedule for first
runs illustrates the general price
scale in the larger Canadian, situa-

The

tions.

Toronto

Morning

prices

have been

30c. to 35c. and this prevails until 1 o'clock; the matinee
price of 42c. is now 45c. up till 6
o'clock; and -60c. thereafter, the latter the wartime price.

hiked from

Hopalong Quiz Kid
William Boyd, star and producer of the "Hopalong Cassidy"
, westerns, for the umpteenth time
last week asked United Artists
for permission to switch from the
hoss opry series to production of
regular features. News of the request brought a Boyd a one-sheet
poster and a letter from his eastern p. a., Bernie Kamber. Letter
asked merely: "What do you

want second billing?"
Poster accompanying it was
from the Park theatre, Narrowsburg, N. Y. At the top, in heavy
block type, was "Hopalong Cassidy in "The Unexpected Guest."
Under it, squeezed in small letwas "Dana Andrews in
ters,
'Boomerang.'"

Fix Should Propagandize

Only One Thing-Love-In
Opinion of George Sidney
Following the wave of psychiatric
pictures there appears to be a cycle
the
in
of "psycho-cruelty" films
offing, according to Metro's youngest
director, George Sidney, son of M-G
studio exec, Louis K. Sidney. The
director left for Chicago yesterday
(Tuesday) after a brief stay in New

York catching new plays. "These
pictures," he said, "are made to
shock you." Opining that they stem
Postwar business, on number of
from a "postwar emotional release,"
slightly less in
is. only
termed them an oblique form
Canada than in the boom years of Sidney
of a decade
admissions,

'

the" war,

exhibitors

claim,

as

wit-

annual reports of the big
Players
notably Famous
chains,
Canadian; but this is not to be
taken that the action of exhibitors
ness

raising prices is entirely
altruistic
at the present time, they
believe they daren't raise admis-

not

in

—

sions.

of the gangster picture

ago and which "are not entertain-

ment per

se."

Use of films as a "propaganda and
message" medium also was rapped
by Sidney who felt that the screen
should be left clear of such ax-grinding. "There's only one propaganda,"
Sidney emphasized, "love." "It's the
greatest force in the world," he said,

has been
announced, particularly in the small pointing out that when pictures have
towns where the two-bit tariff is used it as theme they've registered
top, the theatre has usually been strong boxoffice pull. ,
picketed or boycotted'. Though the
Touching on production Sidney
placard-carriers in such instances observed that before the war most
are usually high school students companies had the impression that
they have parental support in that they must make one picture a
type of a campaign, with maw or week— 52 a year. Then they dispaw being the person who hands covered that quality pictures would
the kids the movie money.
run five or six weeks and the trend
became "fewer and better" pictures.
Now with the falling boxoffice and
infrequent extended runs it's become
necessary to increase filmmaking.
Metro has already hiked its producContinued from page S
tion schedules and Sidney felt that
If the time is given, Lavery other studios as well would embark
play.
•will probably read' several signifiupon more shooting. While the incant passages from the "Gentleman dustry is in a partial slump at the
from Athens" script and deliver a moment, the director declared that
personal answer to Mrs. Rogers' other fields of endeavor are experistatements. Lavery asserted on the encing similar postwar reactions.
"Town Meeting" broadcast that The recession is "nothing to be
•'Gentleman from Athens" is not alarmed about," he said, and quoted
only not Communist propaganda, but Nick Schenck's famous line, "There's
that its theme is one of faith in the nothing wrong with the business
democratic process.
The author's that a good picture can't cure."
previous play.
"The Magnificent
Describing the motion picture as
Yankee," dealt with the career of
a great teaching medium, Sidney exOliver
Justice
Wendell Holmes. pressed
the view that greater use of
Lavery's only other play was "The
the film in classrooms would unify
First Legion," a miracle drama about
our educational system thus doing
the Jesuits.
away with regional interpretations
If and when the case comes to
of history and the arts in general.
trial, *Jaffe intends to try to have
Exchange of documentaries among
the recording of the "Town Meeting" the countries
of the world would
broadcast played in court. He ex- also
do much to broaden our global
plains that as the alleged libel was
outlook, he maintained.
by spoken rather than printed word,
Sidney,
who
makes periodic visits
the actual delivery of the speaker
should be heard to get the full value to Gotham to gander new legit pro*Iuth*-emotions of the huge listen- ductions, was accompanied by his
wife,
Metro
voice
coach Lillian
As far as known, this
ing public.
Couple trekked to New
would be the first time the repro- Burns.
duction of an actual spoken libel Haven Friday night (5) to catch

Where an attempted

tilt

Mrs. Rogers

in court.

However,

records of telephone conversations
have occasionally been admitted as
evidence in court trials.

Plenty of L. A. Newspaper Space
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Though radio seldom gets any but
unfavorable space in the local news
papers, due to the ostrich-like policy
of the publishers association, the
event of ABC's "Town Meeting'
here last week, in which the locally
very touchy subject, "Is There
Really a Threat of Communism in

On

"Allegro."

their

the
Coast they'll visit Mrs. Sidney's
family in Chicago for a few days.

editorial field day with the controversial issue, liberals and conservatives taking desired slants and with
the coverage accorded running the

gamut from varying
to

virtual

f-pace.

'interpretation

distortion— in

reams of

to

The Metro

director, who has no studio assignment at the moment, expects to return to New York next

January

when

the

.

Hollywood" was debated, made for
a banner day in space for the ether.
Local sheets had a reportorial

way

reaches the midyear

legit
post.

season

TELEFILM PREPS COLOR

FEATURES IN 16M

Continued from page

3

;

9.

have attacked the practice
A gold life membership certificate Variety
Fabian
as "poison to the industry."
to Cincinnati Tent No. 3, Variety circuit, for instance, is now weighClubs of America, and luggage were ing a policy move, which would ban
houses.
admissions in >its
given to Col. Arthur Frudenfeld, re- all advanced
The chain played Samuel Goldwyn's
tiring supervisor of RKO theatres in
"Best Years" in some of its subseCincy and Dayton, O., at a testiquent runs but refused to book into
monial dinner here last week at
its top theatres.
the Netherland Plaza. About 200
Another large circuit operator deexhibis, exhibitors and others in the
he had refused to book
Affair clared that
picture business attended.
David O. Selznick's "Duel in the
served to introduce Emil Groth,
maintain that stand
on from Sun" and would
successor,
Frudenfeld's
against subsequent releases playing
Boston. Frudenfeld held the Cincy
on the same policy. It's been learned
post for the last 14 years and has
that several biggies in affiliate cir45-year record of theatres managecuits are opposing the policy set by
ment in the west and midwest. He
the distribution branch of their comhis wife are
Calif.

and

moving

to Glendale,

panies.

Bergman-Moss' Realty
Maurice Bergman, Universal's

east-

ern ad-pub head, and Charles Moss,

managing director of the Criterion
on Broadway, are now co-landlords
of a tenement house at 102d street
and Second avenue, N.Y., which they
recently acquired.

may

In time they

ment with the idea
theatre in

its

place.

raze the teneup a

of putting
.

.

,

20th's Position
Continued from page

ings,

with

company
two

is

smashing through

excellent

grossers,

"I

Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now"
and "Mother Wore Tights." In addition there's "Kiss of Death," just
starting into release, and the bigseven lineup that tees off with

'Foxes of Harrow" and "Gentleman's Agreement" next month.
Amber" opens a flock of dates
around Oct. 20 and "Castile" is being held for Christmas. If all this
product clicks, as hoped for, it's evident that Fox won't need much of
As a
that $25,000,000 loan money.
matter of fact, expectations are so
high on "Amber" that original distribution plans have been switched
in order to use the picture to help
bolster the company's cash position.
Original plan on "Amber" was to
premiere it area-by-area. First was
to be on the" Pacific coast, where

Fox
could

Then

controls
assure
it

•

many
it

theatres

and

a strong getaway.

would have been brought

followed by the midwest. Present 'plans have been changed to get
hundred of dates in top theatres
right across the country.
east,

Under the original method, playoff
and income would have been slower,
since many of the prints would have
been in secondary grossing houses.
Under the new plan, they'll all be

working in the deluxe theatres
across the country, scooping off the
cream as quickly as possible.
Cheap Loan
Although it -Is hoped that no further coin will have to be borrowed
than the $5,000,000 which the com
pany got when it signed the papers
last week, the $25,000,000 was ar
ranged to insure plenty of working
capital in the light, of exigencies
that may arise out of the muddled
foreign situation and otherwise. The
extra $20,000,000 is costing only' a
one-fourth of 1% commission fee, or
about $50,000 a year.

Terms of the credit provide that
all of the loan may be taken
within the next three years and is
to be paid back in the following five

any or

years.
Borrowings will bear interest at the rate of 114% until September, 1949;
until September,
1950 (when borrowing must cease),
and 2% during the five-year repayment period.

1%%

Banks providing the credit, executed as of Sept. 4, are headed by
Chase National, which has long had
a heavy interest in Fox stock. Others
are Bankers Trust, Manufacturers
Trust, Chemical Bank & Trust and

Commercial National Bank & Trust,
all of New York, and Bank of America, Los Angeles.
Approval of the loan must yet be

given by the prior preferred stockHollywood, Sept. 9.
holders.
Their majority consent is
Telefilm,
Inc.,
hitherto concen- necessary to permit borrowing in
trating on cemmercial, educational excess of $5,000,000,
as per terms
and documentary films, announced a of Fox's certificate of incorporation.
production schedule of 16m feature Prior preferred stockholders of
recfilms in color and a worldwide dis- ord Sept. 15 will
receive the proxy
tribution program.
statements, which they will be asked
Joseph A. Thomas, prexy. also an- to return by Oct. 24. As of Sept
3,
nounced the 'appointment of Ira H. there were 89,388 shores outstandSimmons to handle arrangements, in ing. No difficulty is anticipated in
domestic and foreign fields.
gaining approval.

Confab to Debate
ExhibvsDistrib
Highlighting the current exhibitor
preoccupation with advanced price
policies of distribs, the joint Washington convention of the American
Theatres Assn. and the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
will include a lengthy full-dress forum on the subject. Idea is to appoint some prominent industry
figure as moderator and then invite
two or more major company sales
toppers to speak for the distribs and
several important circuit operators
to present exhibs' side of the ques-

With exhibs plenty peeved, theatre group opposition may become tion.
unanimous. National Allied has alUnderstood that invitations have
ready plunked against the hikes. already been sent by
ATA-MPTOA
Roadshow question has been set for to Andy Smith, Jr., 20thFox distrigabbing at the Washington merger bution chief, and
Ben Kalmenson,
Theatres
convention of the American
who
holds the same spot for Warner
TheaAssn. and the Motion Picture
Bros. They or other top distribution
it's
been
tre Owners of America,
execs would be asked to present dislearned. Stand by the ATA-MPTOA
tribs' reasons for boosted scales on
group would align it with Allied in
big pix.
the first solid front on trade pracForum would be open to all extices.
hibs. Aim, however, is to avoid the
One local theatre group, unaffili- usual one-sided harangues by
exhibs
ated with any of the national units,
burning over new and old distrib
appeal
is currently considering an
wrinkles. Each .side would give their
via ads placed in all trade papers.
views with the idea, if possible, of
sign
It would also ask exhibs to
reaching some agreement on the
protesting the boosts and
petitions

S

doubt, in both the cash-on-hand and
profit situation starting with Sept.
After five months of lean pick1.

;

has been heard

ATA-MPTOA D.C.

lipped Prices

FETES COL FRUDENFELD

practice.

taking the pledge against booking,
MPTOA-ATA , confab which pripix falling in this bracket.
marily plans ratification of a merger
Exhibs' Reasons
of the two groups is set for Sept.
Exhibs' arguments against the prac19-20. Some 400 to 600 exhibs are
tice is summed up as follows:
expected to attend. ASCAP seat tax,
1. Patron resentment against paygeneral trade practices, public relaing higher prices outlasts the picture
tions problems and Government taxand hurts the theatres, particularly
ation are also on the agenda.
small town and nabe flickeries.
being endangered'
2. Tax relief
hampsince exhibs fine, themselves
ered in arguing that the flickers are
the poor man's form of entertainContinued from page 3
ment.
3. Definite loss of patronage bereturn of $6,000,000-$7,000,000 on the
cause of upped prices with competibasis of present grosses.
tors cashing in on customer disconBrace of M-G's top takes currently
tent.
compare favorably with the com4. Dangerous interruption
of the
pany's two highest last year, "Green
filmgoing habit. Where a patron has
Years," with rentals totalling $4,750,budgeted himself on weekly ex000 and "Adventure," with $4,500,000.
penditures for films, he and his famParamount biggies feel the same
ily can only go once at advanced
way. Their prime example is "Welscales instead of the usual twicecome Stranger" which in its dozen
attendance.
weekly
test runs has consistently gone ahead
Distribs, on their part, point to
of "Going My Way," another Bing
uncertain foreign prospects as makCrosby vehicle which heretofore has
ing the move necessary.
Without
held the record high for Par as a
increased returns domestically, sales
b.o, smash.
Comparison is' all the
heads assert, studios will have to
more striking since Par slotted
drop top-budgeted product. If the
"Stranger" in the same houses that
pic is strong enough, it's said, the
pre em e d "Way." Consequently,
public is willing to pay more. They
they're predicting a $7,0OO,000-$8,note that "Best Years" and "Duel"
have each grossed over $6,000,000 000,000 ultimate U. S. take on
"Stranger" which would be an allwith neither pic more than half
time high for the company.
milked at the present time.
Universal's sales execs are reporting, similar results. While the company has no ready comparison in
Mountain Indies
view of its recent switch to big pix
Oppose
Scale Pix from; low-budgeters, "Egg and I"
Denver, Sept. 9.
has gone so far head of any preAllied Rocky Mountain, Independ- vious film that there's the same senent Theatres does not approve the timent on the value of heavy-budadvanced admission scale being in- gerers. "Egg" has already taken in
sisted on by various distributors, ac- over $3,500,000 in rentals with less
cording to its current bulletin. Bul- than half the playdates completed.
letin reads in part:
Previous record holder for the com"What Selznick and Goldwyn pany was Walter Wanger's "Canyon
started has now become a landslide. Passage" (released in '46), which
Warners, Fox, Paramount, United racked up a total of $3,000,000 or
Artists and Metro are all coming up thereabouts.
with increased admission specials.
Relative Figures
The public doesn't want high prices
Back in '41, outstanding businessand the recent firstrun Denver en- getters in top releases i-an between
gagement of Warner's 'Life With $2,000,000 and $3,000,000 with anything
Father' has proved it.
For Inter- over the latter figure deemed excepmountain tried to pull it out after tional. In the five years following
the first week, but the Fox homeof- Pearl Harbor, gross returns on top
fice insisted that it be held.
Why? releases ran between $3,000,000 and
Well, Fox has a couple of increased $4,000,000 and beyond with $5,000,000
admission pictures of their own pix not so rare. While the flock o£
coming up, and they want holdovers runners-up (medium budgeters) are
on the Warner circuit.
Increased veering towards pre-1941 biz, the big
admission pictures are a mistake for grossers are staying right up with
the exhibitor and an insult to the war days making the differential all
patron.
If
you keep on buying the sharper.
them, you'll keep on getting more
One important reason for the
and more of them."
staying power of big pix is that now
exhibitors as well as the public are
shopping for films, sales execs say.
Where an exhib during lush war
UI
days played anything on the knowledge that it would still do business,
N. Y.
he's currently looking for the heavy
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
grossers.
Universal-International is sending
"We dealt with many exhibitors
Lillie Messinger, story scout, to New who
didn't want the big pictures
York next month to prowl authors, during the war,"
one exec said. He'd
publishers and stage producers in rather
have the bread-and-butter
quest of forthcoming film material.
films then because he paid a lot
During the last six months U-I less in
rentals and he still did terhas bought "Harvey," "Another Part rific
business. Consequently, many

Big Ones

.

.

Rocky

Upped

.

•

STORY SCOUT PROWLS

FOR MATERIAL

My Sons," "Are times, he made more money on little
"The Saxon Charm," films than on the big
where rentals
were much higher. Now, he can t
pull in the customers with small pictures so he's willing to pay for the

of the Forest," "All

You With

It?".

"Midnight Lace." "Gus the Great,"
"Aftermath," "Treachery," "Mortal
Coils" and "Letter From An Un-

known Woman."

big boxoffice draws."
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"YOU HAVE TO SEE 'THE
ROOSEVELT STORY' TWICE.
YOUR ORBS ARE CROWDED
WITH TEARS THE FIRST TIME."

— Vfahat

Winch»H

BIG new

money-maker at the
Globe .... Surmounting the hot
weather to land a great $38,000."- Variety
MARTIN LEVINE

and

OLIVER A. UNGER

in

Association with

HARRY BRANDT

present

RooSelt story
The Most Important Picture of the Century

'

Musical Score by

EARL ROBINSON

-

Lyrics by

LEWIS ALLAN

International^?,
Prixt Wimtr

1947
WOUlDflLM
FESTIVAL

Script by

LAWRENCE M. KLEE

•

Edited

Musical Director: JACK SHAINDLIN
World-Wide

Distribution

•

and compiled by WALTER KLEE

Sound

by TOLA PRODUCTIONS. INC.. 229 West 42nd

St..

Editor:

New York

EDWARD CRAIG

18. Tel.t

LOngaere 3-5833. Cable Address: TOLAPRODS. N.Y.
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sen to Henry Pickens, who also owns
and operates the Iryle, a 350-scater

Bergman

Stresses Idea' Pix to Schine

Managers; Other Exchange Briefs
Syracuse, N. Y., Sept. 9.- +
"idea" pictures will be the and one each in Lowell and Provifilm diet (or the coming year ac- dence. Domingo began with
in
cording to Maurice Bergman, direc- 1928 as an office boy at the Keith
tor of advertising and publicity for Memorial. Will continue as house
Universal Pictures. Bergman, speak- manager of the Boston with offices
ing to 54 theatre men attending the in that house as well as in the
central and western New York re- Memorial, other spot he will handle.
gional meeting of Schine Theatres,

More

RKO

.

.

(4),
at Hotel Syracuse,
outlined the realignment necessary
in the film industry due to. the
British tax on American films.
"This will not only be economic,"
he said, referring to a cutdown of a
quarter of a billion dollar movie
sets, "but there will be a different
type of picture offered."
"There will be more idea pictures," he continued', "which will
appeal by the story, or the people
in it, rather than by ornateness or
embellishment in the film."

Thursday

Beiersdorf's

Eagle Lion
aligning

last

E L Division
week continued

re-

PRC

erstwhile

the

ex-

changes under the EL banner. Herman Beiersdorf, formerly an EL spesales rep,

cial

tagged for district

manager of southwestern sector. He
came to EL after many years with
the 20th-Fox organization.
At the same time, three branch
managers were named to work under Beiersdorf. They are Clair Hilgers, Dallas; Claude York, Oklahoma

New

and George Pabst,

City,
leans.

Through more informative selling
pictures the industry hopes to
draw a larger audience to make up
for loss of profit margin from England.
And with offering of these
"idea" pictures the movie producers
will try to get more fans from the
older groups in this country.
Gloversville,
Schine
of
Louis
owner of the five-state Schine organization, opened the meeting in
the morning. Gus Lampe, in charge
of theatre operations in this region,
presided." Managers were told that
coming shows include several

Or-

cf

.

adapted from best-sellers

White- Shafer Lease 4 Houses
Cincinnati.

Maurice White and Nicholas G.
Shafer, operators of some 24 houses
in this area, have acquired the Monte
Vista and Ridge theatres, Pleasant
Ridge, O.; Emery theatre, Reading,
O., and the Strand, Lockland, O.
Houses were secured on a lease from

—"Captain

ever Amber."
Representatives from the home ofattending included E. P. IrishSeymour Morris, Maurice
Glockner, William Kraemer, Louis
Goldstein and Bernard Diamond.
Myron Gross of the Buffalo office
fice

1

•
also was present.
Division managers present were
Harry Unterfort, Syracuse, Central

New

York; Joseph Schwartzwalder,

Auburn, Northern New York, and
C. C. Young, Geneva, Western New
York.
R. Vadeboncoeur, of WSYR,
•was the after-dinner speaker. This
was the first of a series of regional
meetings for the Schine theatres.
E.

RKO's Groth

to

Ohio
Boston.

Long-expected shifting of Emil
Groth, New England division manager of RKO, to division manager of
Ohio, this week upped Benjamin
Domingo, formerly house manager of

RKO

New

Boston,

to handle four
theatres.
Groth takes over the 17 Ohio
houses in Cincinnati, Dayton, Cleve-

England

RKO

land and Columbus, Domingo assuming charge of two houses in Boston

New

Extra!

ZASU PITTS

Century-Fox

• Ella

LOGAN

JERRY MURAD'S HARMONICATS

DAVV
nwA I

Av «
50th st.

*
of

HOWARD LINDSAY

RUSSEL CROUSE

S,

Produced by

Directed by

MICHAEL CURT 12

at

•

_

ROBERT BUCKNER

the Air-conditioned

THEATRE BWAY 51st
U/ADNrD
flnl\llLl\ OPENS 10:30 A.M.
lAtt MIDNIGHT fllM

•

irimon

/
f

^

SAMUEL GOIDWYN presents

DANNY KAYE • VIRGINIA MAYO
and

'

the

GoMwyn

Girls In

cmcir

recHNicoLOR

A C TA O

C'i

New Hit

Bros.

"DARK PASSAGE"
Produced by

With

""Jerry

Borrah

BROADWAY

-

Air-conditioned

M

IN

It-M's,

"ROMANCE
OF ROSY

PERSON

X»TVOIjI
IWAY4

<

mi.*.

49ih ST.

mimm
MHWWfctt

BING CROSBY

tfnric

JOAN CAULFIELD

Mtulrifsuprn
l.uhu Muliita
(Jforgie Price

BARRY FITZGERALD

B'w.iy

&

51st

Doers Optn

APITOL

St.

Eagle Lion's Appointments
L. McCoy named Eagle Lion

district manager for the southeastern
sector, comprising the Atlanta. Charlotte and Memphis exchanges.
McCoy formerly Warner Bros, district
manager for the same territory.

ricrckefcllcr

i
,

ON

Center

•

Larry

PARKS

"DOWN TO EARTH"!
,A

Columbia

Picture

•

IN

TECHNICOLOR..

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Music HaU (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
"Woman on Beach" (RKO) and
"Born to Kill" (RKO) (2d wk). Fair
$6,000. Last week, "Won't Believe
Me" (RKO) and "Vacation Days"
(Mono), $6,300.
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
"Cry Wolf" (WB) (2d wk). Okay

good

$16,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,400;
"Gone With Wind" (M-G)
Sensational

$16,000

warranting indef
"Down to Earth"

for

stay.

50-75)—
(reissue)

this house
Last week,

Last week, nica

$7,000 in 6 days.
$13,400.

>

Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)—
"Other Love" (UA) and "Hit Parad*
1947" (Rep). Good $7,000. Last week,
"Calendar Girl" (Rep) and "Apache

Rode" (Rep), $6,800.
Paramount (H-E)

(3,039:

Kansas

last

week.

Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—
"Bel- Ami" (UA) (2d wk), Oke $3,Last week, $4,200.

500.

(Col) (m.o.), all
right $8,500.
Keiths (CI) (1,542; 50-75)— "Slave
Girl" (U) (2d wk).
Plump $8,500
after big $12,500 first.

Lyric
50-75)—
(RKO)
(1,400;
to Earth" (Col).
Second
raoveover for third downtown sesh.
Okay $5,000. Last week, "Riff-Raff"
(RKO) and "Likely Story" (RKO),

"Down

$4,500.

FLY
u

Luxury f light over
new, direct route

United's

City.

Shift in managers brings Edward
Crouch back to the helm of the
Southtown theatre for Herman Elmer. James Chapman, who has handled the house for the past several

It's

Tops! Leave

SCREEN

N. Y. Showing:

'BLACK

GOLD'
in

IN PERSON
ED SULLIVAN
Harvest

Extra!

CinecoJor

Anthony (Julim

Moon

Dance Winner!
MONICA LEWIS

Paul

WINCHELl

Fcld's

William

EL

Feld

New York

1

p.m.

(E.D.S.T.) Arrive Los Angeles 8:10
p.m. (P.S.T.) Magnificent DC-6

Mainliner 300!
Airlines Terminal,

80

E.

Pennsylvania Hotel or
Call

Murray

Hill

42nd
1

St.

Wall

or

St.

2-7300

Division

appointed

manager for Eagle Lion

district

for territory

including St. Louis, Omaha and Des
Moines. Serving under Feld. will be

William

Sherman,

exchange

ager in St. Louis; Sol Reiff,

branch manager, and
Moines.

man-

Omaha

F. J. Lee,

Des

45-80)—

"Variety Girl" (Par) (2d wk). Rousing $11,000 after magnificent $21,000

or an authorized travel agent
st

HAYWORTH

800 in 10 days.

1

K.C. Changes

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
tRita

9.

manager of Rialto. another
Schine house, becomes Empire man-

weeks,
resigned
recently.
He'll
probably go to the Coast. Crouch
had been manager at the Southtown
before Chapman's advent, but moved
over to the Fiesta- theatre, also
owned by Elmer for the last couple
of months.
Crouch will continue
the policy of first-run English and
foreign language films in the Southtown.

.Inlm & Kcnu
Arniuit

A.M.

10

Sept.

assistant

Two
MB Ml

RIDGE"
.

is

Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)—
"Won't Believe Me" (RKO) and
"Vacation Days"
(Mono) (m.o.).
Mild $3,000 in 5 days. Last week,
"Kissing Her" (20th) (3d wk). $6,-

transferred to Colonial. Norwich
N. Y., as manager.
John Havens,

Rascals

STRAND

VAN
JOHNSON

Cincinnati,

Eyery downtown house is in winweek and total biz
matching that of Labor Day week.

ning stride this

This in face of five holdovers and
only, one new bill.
"Desert Fury,"
the newcomer, is a click, yet trailing
the
sensational
snowing o*
"Gone With Wind.". "Bachelor and
Bobby-Soxer" in second week at the
flagship Albee is topping holdovers
with big session.
Estimates for This Week
Albee
(HKO)
50-75)—,
(3,100;
Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO)
(2d wk). Hefty $16,000 on heels of
sock $28,000 teeoff.'
Capitol (RKO) (2,000;. 90-$1.25)—
'Life With Father" (WB) (3d wk).
Okay $12,000 for finale. Last week,

'Ke-eter. Charlotte: and'

-HOHNSY FUI>EO
W.tKNEKS'

AT 47TH STREET

in

Wald

LOMBARD©

His Orchestra
Mlncvitch's Harmonica

'.Starring

CINCY; 'WIND* BIG 16G

Bill Straub Moved to Norwich
Glens Falls, N. Y.
William Straub, former manager
Empire, Schine Theatres here

and

.

'DESERT' TORRID 14G,

EL also tapped Grover Parsons to
head the Atlanta exchange; Harold
Leonard Shea,
Memphis.

With

.

Bruce Bftflnett, Asnos Mcorhcad, Tom D'Andrea
Directed by Dclmer Daves
.

Person VICTOR

Last week, great

$10,500.

Liberty (J&vH) (1,650; 45-80)—
"Dear Ruth" (Par) (5th wk). Great
$11,500 after last week's big $13,000.

Ralph

eMwowAy

Humphrey BOGART • Lauren BACAIL
Warner

be

will

ager.

J

3s
In

Eddy theatre

$13,700.

Palace
(RKO) (2,600; 50-75)—
at Gainesville. "Desert Fury" (Par). Swell $14,000.
Last week, "Variety Girl" (Par),
strong $21,000.
Richey Buys Texas House
Shubert
(RKO) (2,100; 50-75)—
Mount Vernon, Texas.
"Variety Girl" (Par) (m.o.). Solid
T. L. Richey has purchased the
local Joy theatre, formerly owned $9,000. Last week, "Fantasia" (RKO)
(reissue) (m.o.),- so-so $4,000.
and operated by T. M. Hasty.

PU

Okay

SEATTLE
wk). Solid

and Dennis theatres

DAN DAILEY
WORE TIGHTS'

Picture in Technicolor
S ON STAGE

EDMUND GWENN

Continuous

*

250-seat

York Theatres

SUM/ Screen Play by Donald Osdert Stewart* Muuc by
"•SllMa* Sterner • From Oscar Strlinj Statu PtrXuctrori

In

New

.

•

15)

wk).

(Continued! from page 15)

—

Releasing Organization for Philadel- atre at Marshall, Texas, for Negro
phia,
Washington and Pittsburgh patronage.
areas. He replaces E. J. Fontaine,
C. C. Dues, El Paso theatre operawho was- promoted to eastern divi- tor, announces plans for the consion manager.
struction of a $100,000 house in suburban Ascarate. Actual construcRichard McCool to Seattle
tion awaits permit and approval
Seattle.
from Washington. Dues says that
Richard McCool, of Uniontown, when the house is completed he will
Pa., where he was with the George sell it to Bull & Hendon, circuit operManus circuit, has been named man- ators of Big Springs, Tex.
ager of the Palomar, of the Sterling
The Waggoner circuit has opened
"chain.
the new Elk theare at Grand Saline,
Rivoli, ex-burley house, dark for Texas.
Ben and Ruth Dyer have
the summer, has reopened on a grind been named to manage the house.
pix policy, subsequent runs, at 1525c scale. Henry Oppenheimer, manLaRoque Sells Upstate House.
Albany.
ager of Florence and Circle, will
also take on the Rivoli. All are operJerry LaRoque, who operated the
ated by Sterling Theatres.
Fairyland in Warrensburg for 30
Stan Goodman, manager of Ster- years, sold his house to Phil Baroudi,
ling Theatre's Beacon Ave. theatre, of -the Northwood in North Creekgiven added chore of managing Adirondack
Mountain town 210
Madison theatre.
miles away. LaRoque disposed of
the business, and equipment, BaRKO's $500,000 Iowa House
roudi buying the building from its
owner. A 400-seater, it's the only
St. Louis.
Floyd Kraft has lighted his new film house in Warrensburg.
Aloha, a 300-seater, at Clifton, 111.
Aircraft Worker-Exhib
The Rex, a 250?seater, Carlisle,
Fort Worth.
Ark., has been sold by Elbert ClausL. C. Dennis has sold the Pix theatre to W. A. Hanna, an employee of
the local Consolidated Vultee aircraft plant. Hanna will hold his job
at the plant as well as operate the
house. This is his first experience
Dennis will
in theatre operation.
continue to own and operate the Rio

20th

(2d

$15,000 after sock $24,000 first ses-

—

at Eddy, Texas, within the
next several weeks by Frank and

Jack HALEY

(RKO)

Baldpate"

—

opened

hranVDwfc
S \

$6,000 this session after virile $6,500

;

the

LOUIS

ST.

(Continued from page

(Continued from page 13)

the

Krugman Named nisi. Sales Mgr.
Mrs. Coleman.
Sol Krugman has been appointed
Alonzo Hudson and Glenn Stauts
district sales manager of Selznick are constructing a new $9,500 the-

A

^Ar\

MINNEAPOLIS

from

la.,

previous week.
Royale, a 250-seater, Lohrville, la.,
)—"Spell- sion.
Pix (Corwin) (300; 50-70
to W. O. Brush. Des Moines, la.
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
and "39 Steps" (Indie)
RKO has earmarked $502,000 for bound" (UA)
"Walk in Sun" (20th) and "Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue).
the construction of a new 1,000-seater sp.lit with
Wow $32,000. Last week, L'Song of
(reissues).
(20th)
"Thunderbirds"
the
in Marshalltown, la., to replace
"Thief of Thin Man" (M-G) and "Sport of
week,
Last
Okay
$2,200.
destroyed
recently
700-seat Capitol
Bagdad" (FC) (reissue) (2d wk), Kings" (Col), $21,000.
by fire.
...
,
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
Norman Merkel, formerly with good $1,800.
Marked Woman"" (WB) and "Dust.
Radio Citv (Par) (4,400; 50-70)—
Warner Bros. West Coast studios, has
Destiny" (WB) (reissues).
purchased the Fox, a 200-seater, in "Who's Kissing" Her" (20th). Fine Be My
Last week, "Variety Girl" Fine $11,000. Last week, "Northwest
Nora Springs, Ia„ from Ro;la $18,000.
Outpost"
(Rep) and "Hit Parade,
(Par), $16,000.
Cloughs.
,.
1947" (Rep), $10,000.
The Family, a 285-seater, KirksRKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50Everett
by
Orpheum
(Loew) (2,000; 50-75)—
ville, Mo., has been sold
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer"
70)
"Song
of
Thin Man" (M-G ) and
Elsea to W. E. Korsmeyer.
(RKO) (2d wk). Still going very
Roland Foster, Bloomfield, Ky.. is strong at $14,000. Last week, terrific "Sport of Kings" (Col) (m.o.) Trim
$11,000, Last week, "Romance Rosy
seeking OHE approval for a 428- $20,000.
(M-G) ana "Blind Spot"
seater he intends building in the
RKO-Pan
(RKO)
(1,600; 50-70)— Ridge"
town. It will be the first film house "Marked Woman" (WB) and ''Dust (Col) (m.o.), $12,500.
in Bloomfield.
St Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)—
My Destiny" (WB) (reissues). Big
Expectations"
(U).
$10,000. Last week, "Slave Girl" (U) "Great
Neat
El Paso House Planned
$12,000. Last week, "Perils Pauline"
$8,500.
Houston.
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70 )—"Desert (Par) and "3 on Ticket" (PRC)
Jim McKinney has sold his interest Fury" (Par).
Good $9,000 after (5th wk), $6,000.
in the Navaway theatre, Houston, to strong $12,000 opener.
Mrs. B. C. Gibson, widow of his forUptown (Par) (1,000; 50-55)

Ralph Kinsler.

llfEWTTHFATHEIt

;

Bluffs,

Sandberg, who opened
house in Feb., 1946.
William Laughlin has sold

Crosby, Jr.

'MOTHER

IP

Masmussen, Council

Tom

the Montgomery Amus. Co.,
Theatres Co.. and Mont Ridge, Inc.,
headed by Mrs. Lily M. Shard and

BETTY GRABLE

/

.

mer partner.
'Happened on Fifth Ave." (Mono).
M. L. Mouldeh has purchased the First nabe showing. Good $4,500.
formerly Last week, "Cheyenne" (WB), $4,000.
theatre,
(Texas)
Alba
owned and operated by J. H. Seagler.
50-99)
World (Mann)
(350;
Amherst,
The Majestic theatre,
Doctor Takes Wife" (Col) (2d run)
Texas, owned and operated by W. T. Mild $2,000. Last week,
the Pela Ash, has been purchased by O. M. (WB) (3d
wk). $2,800.

from.Castile," "Foxes of Harrow,"
•'Gentleman's Agreement" and 'For-

man,

there.
,
,
A. E. Crowder, Jr., has purchased
the Pike, a 350-seater, Hot Springs,
Ark., from Kay White.
The Star, a 250-seater, Anthon, la.,
has been purchased by Walter D.

*he Main Line Airway

RAMO
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NBC AWAITS 'BE GOOD' SHOWDOWN
What

to

Look for

NAB

at

TELE TOPS

Atlantic City, Sept. 9.
3,500 station men, talent, advertisers, sponsors and
Convention at Atlantic City,
their spouses expected at this year's
walking
for
the
boards
time
or picking up a
little
will
find
15-18,
Sept.

The mora than

Will

NAB

E

belated suntan, judging by the jampacked, three-day agenda NAB has
laid down for its 25th annual meet.
and
NAB emphasizes that while no special clinics are devoted to
tele, both will get plenty of attention in general panel discussions and
keynote addresses. All general sessions will be held in the main arena
clinics
and
special
interest
with
panels
Hall,
assigned
Convention
at
private rooms in the same building.
For those with special interests, here's what to look for:
Keynote Addresses! Tuesday, main arena, 10:05 a.m., NAB Prexy
Justin Miller; 1:20 p.m., Admiral W. H. P. Blandy, U. S. Nl; 1:30 p.m.,
Rep. Clarence Lea, author of the Lea Act.
Wednesday, ballroom, 12:30 p.m., luncheon, FCC Chairman Charles

By GEORGE ROSEN

FM

'

R. Denny, Jr.
Program Clinics

;

been

1

tices;

selling

p.m., joint broadcasting adver-

to life;
television, etc.

Monday, grand ballroom (west), 12:30 p.m., joint broadcasting advertising-program clinic luncheon.
Wednesday, main arena, 3 p.m., Ail-American radio team panel on
"Sales Foundation of the American System of Broadcasting."
(
Station Management: Tuesday, main arena, NAB Small Markets
Committee panel, "Radio Management Tomorrow Problems of Service
•

'Variety's'
Variety's

—

and Survival."
Wednesday, main arena, 10

Hugh

KLZ;

Terry,

NAB

BMB

panel "Facts for Management,"
a.m.,
research director Kenneth Baker "Radio's Bal-

consider, especially in view of
the rather distinguished auspices
behind him.

coverage

'

ance Sheet."

Employer-Employee Relations: Monday, room 21, 2 p.m., clinic restricted to station managers and owners.
Wednesday, main arena, 2:30 p.m., NAB Director Employer-Employee
Relations Richard Doherty, "Building Sound Employee Relations."
Music: Tuesday, main arena, 2 p.m., BMI Publishers and Their Hits,

Rod Erickson

tion to delegates on the opening

day.
staffers
editorial
Variety's
covering the convention will include Radio Editor George Ro-

Carl Haverlin presiding.
Thursday, main arena, 2:30 p.m., membership session on music.
Code: Thursday, main arena, 10 a.m., floor discussion, Justin Miller
presiding. Code discussions also due in Monday program and advertising clinics skedded above.
International Radio: Tuesday, main arena, 11 a.m., Goar Mestre, v.p.,
Inter-American Broadcasters Assn.; 11:30 a.m., main arena, Joseph
Sedgwick, general counsel Canadian Broadcasters Assn.
Women's Programs: Tuesday, main arena, 2:30- p.m., Association of
Women Broadcasters, Dorothy Lewis, presiding; Mary Margaret McBride; Robert R. Wason, NAM; Ruth Crane, acting prez, AWB.
Resolutions: Thursday, main arena, 2:30 p.m.

Ben Bodec

sen,

Holloway,
Bureau.

of

the

flock of affiliates led

With Strike Threat Again Looming
when the National Executive

nister,

NBC

by Harry Ban-

general manager of WJR in
will hold their own preconvention meeting tomorrow

tion

The

station is
constitutes a

RWG

For to them the NBC
Standard of Practices limiting station breaks and calling for multiple innovations on local commercials means nothing short of losing
a large chunk of their revenue.

the tieup
of position

WKTG

Golenpaul told

They

execs that he was against allying
"Information" with a suds account,
but later these same Mutualites
talked him out of his stand.

A

However, when the webs refused
still for the writers retaining ownership of their scripts— the
major bone of contention in the
drawn-out negotiations— the National

Executive

summoned

Committee

NAB

was

New York

-Sam—Moore,™ RWG- prexy,
came on from the Coast, along with
Pauline Hopkins and Paul Franklin,
while Chicago rushed in Rod Holmgren and Lou Schofield. They met
(Continued on page 38)

..,_„,_.

-end;

NAB

.

the

tion of the type of legislation which
the powerful Senate Interstate Commerce Committee may get through
the upper chamber. (The White bill

back into its former standing.
no one is under definite

said

Razor Pidlout
Cutting

audience pull, there's some concern
moment as to what effect the
razor market situation in general
will have on other cutbacks in radio

at the

billings.

Large returns of stock plus

On

'Arthur's'

market
tough

Sub

Kenyon & Eckhardt won out over
Young & Rubieam in the two-way

straggle for the Borden billings on
the Friday night CBS half-hour
KeW" "meditrmr period "being" vacated By~"K~"& E's
em'br;icTh]T" t"he
"in
There will be no mincing of words- ill-fated "Arthur's. Place."
The web echelon is ready to conK & E, in a bid to retain the
cede that there may be an element $1,000,000 business wrested from Y
of financial risk in supporting such & R several months back, was suca display of courage, but they are cessful in pitching up a musical
more convinced, themselves that; show topped by Mark Warnow's
there is a greater element of risk orch. plus a chorus. It preems on
involved in staking their entire fu- Sept.. 19 in the 9-9:30 segment, week
radio alone.
ture on
after "Arthur's Place" shutters.

,SeRt,.:9.......

will not be heavily attended

is held responsible for
the
days being encountered by

the razor people.
It's reported that Gillette,
along
with the others, is seriously considering retrenching in radio. Company
tops all others in ajr expenditures,
via its multiple sports programming,
and its hesitancy in plunking down
$100,000 for the television rights to
the World Series is said to stem from,
the- -business- uncertainties.— Afty previous year, it's pointed but, Giilctte
would have outbid any other cores'

will ask its affiliate stations for a display of courage

by locals, except for reps of all four
networks going, plus Bill Ryan, director of 16th district and g.m. of
KFI. and Bob Coieson, Hollywood
Only three or four
rep of NAB.
indie station owners or managers

the

Government surplus thrown on the

KM Bests Y&R

NBC

In effect,

Deep

the heels of the Gem Razor
cancelling its "Falcon" show
on Mutual, despite its consistent high

On

outfit

WOR

All-Out Video Bid
if not more importance
the NBC hierarchy is the determination to officially launch at
the convention the web's all-out bid
to start the television- ball rolling in
earnest.
In fact the NBC convention shapes up as the curtain-raiser
on probably the most concerted and
outspoken attempt to shift video
into high gear.

Convention
JIolly.wftQd.

.,

of

Of equal,

Coast Indies Skip

for a series
o£ conferences over the past weekto

NBC's side

to

widened.
to hold

see

can't
picture.

MBS

proved measure as counter-proposal
to the White bill next January. This
move, it was believed, would block
any possibility of House considera-

consideration yet for the program
director's chore.
Norman Livingston, now director of commercial
program operations, was Erickson's
predecessor.
Erickson has no immediate plans.
He was with Procter & Gamble in
Cincinnati, and before that with
Young & Rubieam agency, before
joining WOR.
Station is hopeful of pulling in a
"really strong man' from an administrative as well as programming
standpoint to hypo
out of its
current rating sag.

strategy.

WKTG, and

reversal
previously taken by Dan Golenpaul,
owner of the program.
When the bid came into New York

from

He

their
forces
rally
(Thurs.)
to
against the Trammell Plan. It's re
ported that approximately 75 station
managers will sit down with Bannister at the session to map final

Beer OK, Sez Golenpaul
Fort Wayne, Sept. 9.
"Information, Please" will have a
local beer distributor as sponsor
when the quiz goes co-op on Mutual.

officially rejected the webs' counterproposals. The latter proposals, subon Sept. 3, in efmitted to the
fect rejected the principle of ownership of radio and subsidiary rights
by freelance writers to what they
created.
Upshot is that for the first time
since last April the threat looms
strike
again of a major strike.
vote was taken in April but in-subsequent negotiations with the networks the area for agreement

actually

WOR

Detroit,

(8).

Hope is that a high-ranking GOP
member of the House Interstate and
Commerce Committee will
NAB-apintroduce
the

Foreign

over heightened post-war competiexpands government
considerably
tion which has seen
slip behind WJZ, ABC's N. Y. flagship, in authority over radio program and
business practices.)
the nighttime race.
Heart of the NAB measure is
Ted Streibert, WOR's prexy, has
been taking an increasingly active language first proposed by prexy
hand in programming in recent
(Continued on page 34)
months in an effort to boost the sta-

.

pfenty of opposition to
Trammell's "be good" edict and the

Committee of the RWG met with the
four networks representatives and

Cued To

Rating Sag vs. WJZ

stand in the way of its own ambi
tious attempt to rid the web's kilocycles of commercial excesses and
*
abuses.

•

be

will

Capitol Hill.

and Dorothy
Washington

There's

Negotiations between the Radio*
Writers Guild and the four networks hit a serious impasse Monday

WOR

At

Exit

Rod Erickson, after a little more
the industry delegates pack up and
For than a year in the program direturn home next Thursday.
whatever the sentiment of the na- rector's berth at WOR, N. Y., is extion's broadcasters to the NAB code iting the job the first of October
(and at the moment there appears to "by mutual agreement" with the key
be considerable conjecture as to Mutual station's brass. His departure
how the industry will react to it), stems from increasing concern on
NBC is determined that nothing the part of the station's management

on Rights,

Nets, Writers Face Impasse

Spread

extensive

campaign

—

ing the videocasters.
This isn't the first such proposal Royal has had, and while
he nixed it before he may re-

of the National Assn. of Broadcasters convention at Atlantic
City, starting Monday (15), will
include publication of a special
eight-page edition for distribu-

new

The

sparked by release of NAB's own
comprehensive draft of a proposed
new radio bill next Tuesday morning (16).
The measure— almost as
long and weighty as Sen. Wallace
White's controversial bill will be
discussed by NAB prexy Justin
Miller in his keynote address Tuesday and then thoroughly explored
at a press conference later in the
day, with some 150 newsmen covering the convention proceedings.
The NAB is counting on wide publicity for its "free radio" bill. Draft
of a bill which would carry the support of the industry was drawn up
by Miller and NAB general counsel
Don Petty in response to a specific
request from Sen. Ernest McFarland
(D., Ariz.) during hearings on the
White bill this July. The draft will
be turned over to the unfriendlySenate Interstate Commerce Committee but NAB is hoping to carry
the bill itself on the House side ot

—

completely independent of the
overall industry code formulated by
the NAB which is also scheduled
for a thorough going-over before
It's

Room

to radio stations.
proposed, should be

is
is

fancy backing offered him, the
idea is go further than mere
video station rep it's proposed
that with his vast show biz background Royal might engage in
teleshow production, in addition
to the business end of represent-

Niles
Co. for the affiliate sta-

&

it

television station representative.
However, according to the

tions.

A, 9:30 a.m., resumes 2 p.m.,
talent charges; time brokerage; sales prac-

come

John F. Royal, NBC
over radio, has had an offer to
head up an organization which
would be tantamount to what

Ed Petry

FCC

Atlantic City, Sept. 9.
The NAB will use its annual convention here next week as a sounding board for a new drive for "free
radio" legislation barring FCC from
any interference with broadcasters'
programs or business practices.

veepee

Royal,

Barring

on Programs, Practices

Royal as Tele Rep?

down by prexy

laid

Trammel!

spot announcements.

Monday, grand ballroom (west), 12:30

New Code

'Interference'

NBC officials and affiliate operamoving in on Atlantic City
today (Wed.) and tomorrow for the
network's annual convention.
In
some respects it bids fair to spark
more fireworks and transcend in importance the highlighted activities
on the NAB convention agenda.
There are two paramount issues
on the NBC roster and both will be
followed intently by the entire industry.
One is the network's own
Standard of Practices formula that's

•

tising-program clinic luncheon.
Advertising and Sales: Monday,

Propose

tors start

and -Discussions* Monday, Room B, 9:30 a.m., resuming 2 p.m., panels on Objectives and obligations of the program
manager; effective public interest programming; farm service programs;
care
and selection of time for local originations and
stints;
jockey
disk

case histories

NAB to Start Tree Radio' Drive at A.C.;

IB

"

tender for the rights.

.

CHESTERFIELD CUTS

:

will go East, feeling being that with
SAMISH PROWLS H'WOOD NAB
first spring convenholding
tion on the Coast in May trip now
FOR 'MYSTERY' REPLACE obviated. Other business matters,

AM

its

Hollywood, Sept. 9,
Adrian Samish is around for two
weeks to audition shows to find a
replacement for "Mystery of the
Week.'' which goes off the Procter

& Gamble payroll in November.
Client is partial to five-a-wcek situation comedy piece. He'll also scout
other shows for Dancer-Sample Fitzgerald, for whom he heads up
the radio and television department.
To supervise the agency's daytime
shows in New York, Samish hired
Lester Vale away from Young &
He has been
"Aldrleh Family."
Rubieam.

producing

'

'

,

1

Y&R

musical,

came up with a Ted Dale
which the Borden people

nixed

favor of

in

K &

E show

the Coast, with
writer-director.-

Warnow.
will

otigin.ate

Paul

Camden. N, J. plant diDitto Jen- Ilion at its
head, are goingreeled toward output of television
nings Pierce, station relations and
receivers and equipment).' and of
public service head of NBC. Lewis
Uhe revamp within the NBC teleAllen Weiss, Mutual board chairman

tions

i

j

|

and Don Lee v.p. and g.rri. will attend, along witli Francis Conrad, staIndies
tion relations man for ABC.
certain to show are Larry McDowell.

KFOX; Ben McGlashen, KGFJ
Lee Wynne, KGER.

and

|

|

department, which will find
Frank Mullen. NBC's executive veepee and general manager moving in
vision

the hielm on
operation, with
at

Now
.

:

j

from

Phillips

as

,*

|

DOWN ON JOCKEY

j

And NBC is apparently ready to
is
back-up-4ts--ai-gu-mont with its own
vacations. etc.. are also governing.
The convention will
Exodus started yesterday (Monday) positive action.
officially informed of the mass
and continues through the week de- be
under way by
pending on transportation being rail production already
Don Tliornburgh. CBS v-p, the parent. RCA company (which
or air.
50'; of the total RCA producand E, W. Buckalew, station rela- find*

Audition 'New Brides'
Chicago, Sept. 9.
Feature Productions is readying
an audience participation. "Brand
New Brides," for- auditioning to a
Chicago account next week. The ob-

'

j

that

it's

COIN

plunking down sev-

eral million dollars a year for time
and talent -in- bankrolling Arthur

Godfrey cross-the-board on CBS
and showcasing its five-timep-a-week
"Supper Club" on NBC, Chesterfield
has decided to take a

powder on

disk jockey coin splurge in a

its

num-

ber of markets.
Ciggie outfit has been buying disk
jockey, segments in 10 leading markets, including the Ted Hitting whirl
on WHN, N. Y., Martin Block on
the Coast and in New York and in
such scattered sections as Chicago,

jective is a network strip.
policy and overall
The m.c, spot on "Brides" will go Atlanta. Birmingham, etc.
John Royal as his handled by either Claude KirschThe 10-way jock ride will be cut
ner or Lee Bennett.
down to four.

(Continued on page 38)
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Wednesday, September 10, 1947-

Shade Looms Over

Petrillo

FMA

1st

CBS
To

Confabs; Kearns Off-the-Cuff Guest

—

'

CBS Takes Richmond

Network Premieres

.

Music

.

EDT.
Thursday, Sept. 11
Dick Haytnes, music, sponsored

N. (Bill) Bailey, exec direcFMA, has quietly polled

of

by Auto-Lite (Ruthrauff & Ryan
agency); CBS, from Hollywood;
Thur., 9-9:30 p. m., EDT.

FM

licensees and
questionnaire,
permittees,
on their respective music situations
and how they feel about the
duplication ban. Results of the poll
will be disclosed by Bailey probably
just preceding Kearns' talk.
1,000
via mail

"Village Store," comedy, with
Jack Carson, Eve Arden, sponsored by Sealtest (McKee & Albright agency); NBC, from Hol-

AM-FM

lywood;

to set out
Petrillo
was
meeting in Chicago with execs of
networks to disthe four major
cuss again his edict against duplicaOutcome of this parley promtion.

their

New

York; Sun., 3-3:30

remarks being
largely dependent on developments
in the

FMA

Hooper and Hugh Feltis,
prexy of the Broadcast Measurement Bureau, were among other late
additions to the confab program.
They'll speak, along with P. K.
Leberman, prexy of WGYN, N. Y.,

in a session
Audiences."

"Measuring

on

FM

Up-To-Minute Poll

An

up-to-the-minute

picture of
broadcasters'
progress
the
toward making their operations pay
will be one of the products of the
poll.
Question was asked, "Are you
operating at a profit, breaking even,

FM

Report of any in-

or at a loss?"
creases

in

billings

in'

the

last

six

months was also requested.
With regard to AM-FM tieups and
music,

the
questionnaire
asked
among other things: "Are you affiliated with a network? Are you carrying any
or network musical pro-

AM

grams on FM? Does your network
agreement forbid duplication on

FM? Do you feel that the simultaneous broadcast over FM and
of established programs will help

AM

stimulate listening to

grammed

AM

FM?

Do you

FM

feel that

stations should be proentirely independent of

and networks?"

As

of

Monday

(8),

advance reser-

for the confab exceeded
Turnout by the time the opening session is called is expected to
range between 400 and 500.
Some of the sessions will be

vations
250.

aired

FCC

via
vice

FM.

Banquet talks by
chairman Walker and

m.,

p.

orch.,

music,

p.

m.,

pen

New

EDT.

Tuesday,- Sept. 16
Bob Hope, comedy, sponsored
by Lever Bros, for ^epsodent
tooth
paste' (Foote,
Cone &
Belding agency); NBC, from Hol-

In the Petrillo-network huddle.

E.

9-9:30

sponsored
Sheaffer
by
(Seeds agency); NBC, from

"expected to speak off-

the-cuff, trend of his

C.

Howard

Eddy

sion.

Another last-minute change

Sat.,

Sunday, Sept. 14

FMA

agenda came as bad news to
FMers. Scheduling of plenary sessions of the World Radio Conference
at Atlantic City for Friday find Saturday (12-13) forced FCC Chairman
Charles R. Denny, Jr., to cancel his
engagement as keynoter for FMA's
Friday night banquet. FCC Vicechairman Paul Walker will speak in
his place.

York;

EDT.

ised to have major bearing on the
sesbusiness and tenor of the
is

m.,

p.

Saturday, Sept. 13
'Gangbusters," melodrama, is
again sponsored by Waterman
pen (Reach agency); ABC, from

conclave,

AM

Kearns

9:30-10

Thur.,

EDT.

As FMers prepared

3.

lor

Sales, the spot broadcasting division of the network,
really went to town here last week-

Wednesday, Sept. 10
"Great Gildersleeve," comedy,
with Hal Peary, sponsored by
Kraft
cheese
(Thompson
agency); NBC, from Hollywood;
Wed., 8:30-9 p. m., EDT.
Henry Morgan, comedy, sponsored by Eversharp for Schick
razor (Biow agency); ABC, from
New York; Wed., 10:30-11 p. m.,
'

Situation."

J.

2.

more, than

lywood; Tues.,

10-10:30

p.

m.,

EDT.
Friday, Sept. 19

Mark Warnow

orch.,

music,

sponsored by Borden Co. for
dairy products (Kenyon & Eckhardt agency); CBS, from New
York; Fri., 9-9:30 p. m., EDT.

end
the

KLZ's Programoter

was consistently during
that period among the first 15 'shows.

—

its

K&E

&

where a promotion piece incorporits acquisiating the pix and an account of action of the Borden and Ford billings
complishments in the meetings here
a few months back is the Meredith
shipped together for distribuwas
"Ford
night
Willson Wednesday
Showroom" CBS show. Program tion to e,very client and prospect of
casualty sihee

fades out Sept. 24, with client also
giving up the 9:30-10 p.m. segment.
casualty was the BorOther
den show, "Arthur's Place," but with
the agency retaining the billings
story)
in programming
separate
(see
duel with Young & Rubicam.
Fading of the Willson show leaves
Ford putting all its programming
eggs in the hour-long NBC dramatic
basket, via "Ford Theatre." Latter
is an institutional show, paid for by
the Ford family, while the musical
was strictly a showcasing on the part
of the dealers, who bankrolled the

WRVA.

K&E

Stauff er Sez Hope

Only Nix on 'Show';

Has

13 Go-Aheads

FLACKS PROF

colleges.

P. S. They'll continue
•
Petrillo.

i

Among

p.a.'s

who

be

dis-

coursing on opportunities in radio
be Dick Pack, of WOR, teaching
New Ydrk""lJhiv.;"Syd'"Eiges;~6f
at Columbia Univ., and Jo
Ranson, of WHN, at College of City
of New York.
Adjective jerkers even have an
"exchange prof" system worked out,
with such assorted p.a.'s. as Hal
Davis, of Kenyon & Eckhardt; Bill
Maloney, of B.B.D. & O., etc., doing
the "university circuit" as guest
will

at

NBC,

lecturers.

Two flack "profs^.Jaying off this
semester are George Crandall and

mendation of J. Walter Thompson,
"ad njxed the Idea, but Stauffer said
he had received no such turn-down!

"Show of the Year," is set up as
an Amusement Enterprises, Inc

promo-

package, similar to the Jack Paar

for

of

the Year," also handles
"Big
Story" for package owner
Bernard
Proctor.

Pat Weaver's Coast 0.0.

&

this fall.
In addition to his six days a

disk

jockey

whirl

on

WHN,

Pat Weaver, radio head
of Young

Rubicam, left Thursday (4) for
a
three-week trip to the Coast, his

Ted Husing

week
the

gunning for

on Mutual, while shuttling to Baltimore on Sundays for the pro grid......
cast.

Rural Appeal
William Fineshriber, assistant of
broadcasts, in a talk on entertainment-package shows, reported a survey had shown that network pro-

gramming goes as well in rural
areas as in cities. As examples, Fineshriber said Bindings snowed 64%
of all men in cities and 61% of those
in rural areas like news broadcasts?
comedy is liked by 52% of city "and
farm listeners alike; radio plays are
liked by 36% of the men and 51%
of the women in cities, 38% of the
.

men and 54%

of 'the women in farm
regions; classical music finds favor
with 16% of the men and 22% of the
in cities, 10% of the men and
16% of the women on farms.

women

Lowell Thomas, whose P&G news
show preems on CBS Sept. 29, told
the

affiliate's

execs

at

a

Monday

luncheon that he plans to originate
some of his newscasts from various
sections of the country.
He also
disclosed that he is prepping books
on Gen. Jimmy Doolittle and Col.
Phil Cochrane, which will be published "sometime in the future."

Station-Agency Panel
Four ad agency execs were on" yesterday morning's agenda for a panel
on station-agency relationship. Participants were Linnea Nelson, J.
Walter Thompson; William Dekker,
McCann-Erickson; Carlos Franco,

Young
Rubicam, and Frank Silvernail, BBD&O. C. E. Midgley, CBS
sales service manager, spoke for the
net.

&

Howard P. Abrahams, sales promotion director of the National ReDry Goods Assn., was down as
guest speaker at yesterday's lunchtail

continued on page 40)

WORTBRi^
EMCEED BY BARRY GRAY

The package agency is owned
"Broadway Quiz," a show biz "Inby Jack Benny. An odd angle
of formation Please" type of show, the
is that Music Corp
of idea of Robert A.
Simon, New
America, which would service "Show Yorker columnist and
WOR-Mutual

'

Husing Marathon

Taylor disclosed, among other
things, that plans are afoot to have
CBS newsmen cover events across
the U. S. in much the same manner
that they cover major news in other
parts of the world. The' reporters
will be stationed in Detroit and Los
Angeles, to start with, with the Detroit man covering as far east as
Buffalo and as far south as Pittsburgh. One of these reporters' first
assignments will be to report on
early effects of the Taft-Hartley
Law's enforcement.

the situation

term.

There's a brutal schedule on tap

commercial show sked and Davidson
Taylor, veepee and public affairs diunveiled his department's

rector,
plans.

series.

Arthur Perles, of CBS. They spieled
New School of Social Research

at

last

Metro-owned N. Y. indie, Husing is
down for the West Point grid series

given

There were reports in the trade
that Stanflard Brands, on the
recom.

will

by

impetus

100

Casualty

Second Kenyon

gramming

.

initial

more than

Wilkon Second

AM

on the
Swezey.

(8)

—

Meet on FM Setup

post when
he decided to return to the air).
And Hedges and Cowan are mapping
an agenda which will follow through

Monday

tion managers and station managers
of affiliates showed up in New York

DENVER

AFM-Webs

Burrow withdrew from

off the 194748 campaign in this direction, CBS
called the first promotion managers'
"clinic" in the net's history:

to hear CBS' story, look over its
proAngeles, Chicago, San promotion blueprints, load up on
motion organ with Lee Fondren at troit, Los
converged program kits and other materials,
the console playing for all he's Francisco and Atlanta
here for a two-day-round of. sessions and ask questions. The "clinic" reworth with hands, feet and head.
to acquaint them with the personnel, sinned yesterday (Tues.) with more
KLZ,
programs, talent, problems, etc., of talks and presentations by net execs,
WRVA. CBS delegation also in- and will continue through today
cluded all department heads from (Wed.).
N. Y., account execs, research, proThomas D. Connolly, director of
motion and availability specialists.
program promotion, teed off the conHuddles made use of carefully fab Monday with a general outline
prepared lectures, exhibits and sub- of plans and aims. Whole afternoon
jects for open discussion. All of the was devoted to detailing of the fall
sessions were covered by a photog, promotion program. William C. GitEckhardt pro- and the pictures were flown to N. Y., tinger, sales veepee, sketched the

pulls all the stops on

Gloom Spreads

GM

"Ranger"

ef-

With only two days to go before
he has to submit a firm list of availstems not so much able programs,
Don Stauffer, of the,
from disappointment in program (K Sullivan,' Stauffer, Colwell
Bayles
& E makes much of the point that agency, is going ahead on& the
asthe Ford people were happy with
sumption that
deal for Pall Mall
Willson and with Neilsen and to> sponsor histheproposed
"Show of
Schwerin. tests) but a case of pro- the Year" series
will start Oct. 1 as
duction problems arising from De- scheduled.
If he can tie up the
troit labor difficulties.
operation by getting firm agreements
Willson had a firm 26-week deal for the series,
the agency will take
and it's reported he's being paid off over the Pall Mall
account from
for barance of contract.
Foote, Cone & Belding. Otherwise,
It leaves CBS with «nother 30cigaret firm will continue its current
minute
nighttime
fill.
segment
to
"Big Story" series, with F C & B
Chicago, Sept 9.
In
his musical setup, Warnow will
American Federation of Musicians
retaining the billing.
will let the broadcasting industry use neither brass not featured vocalUp to late yesterday afternoon
know by Thursday (11) whether ists. Band of 26 will be made up of (Tues.) Stauffer had definite comwoodwinds, three French horns and
the union will either modify or lift
mitments for "Show of the Year"
string
section
selections
in
the
with
entirely its ban on the duplication
from the talent and sponsors of the
the
strain
on
familiar
sweet
and
the
of programs over jointly operated
side.
From the chorus of eight men following programs: "Big Town,"
and FM stations.
and four women will be chosen the Phil Harris-Alice Faye, Abbott &
Officials cf the four national nets
Costello (cooperative sponsorship),
vocalists, each number suited to the
who pitched request for revocation singer's particular range.
Eddie Cantor, Jimmy Durante, "Date
of the ban before James C. Petrillo
With Judy," "Mayor of the Town,"
It's
a reunion with Borden for
and AFM's exec board at meeting in Warnow after eight years, the "Flashgun Casey," "This Is Your
Blackstone hotel here yesterday maestro having
FBI," "Cavalcade of America," "Sam
directed a music
(18) came away with little optimprogram from New York called "45 Spade," Tony Martin and "Quiz
ism that union would switch its pol- Minutes From
Hollywood" for the Kids." He said he also expected
icy.
It was the first time that any
okays from Colgate (Dennis Day,
creamery outfit.
members of the industry had opporJudy Canova), General Foods ("Altunity to take duplication case didrich Family," "Fanny Brice," "Thin
rectly to the federation board.
IT
Man," Burns & Allen) and BristolMyers ("Duffy's Tavern," "Mr. DisWhat particularly led the network
Radio p.a.'s doubling into colleges,
trict Attorney ").
officials to doubt whether board will
His only official
with "guestars" 'n' all
turn-downs were from Bob Hope
(Continued on page 42)
Manhattan's radio flacks, when (which is handled by Foote,
Cone &
they're not plugging their station's Belding— but not
any other Lever
sopranos and aisk jockeys this fall Bros, show, so he was
Radio Execs Club Set For
confident of
and winter, will be donning mortar being able to get a reversal
of that
boards and
radio-smitten one), "Inner Sanctum" and
"The
Another Lively Season youngsters at teaching
practicaly all the local Shadow."

I

"Ranger," it's pointed out, had between September, 1946 and July,
1947 come off with an average
Hooper rating of 8.5 and a Nielsen
average of 11. Nielsen, it is added,

Richmond,

1.

Cancellation

After

years. Loss of quite a few top billing personalities via the cancellation
route or raids »by other webs called
for a shift 'in promotion emphasis.
The result is a primary accent on

preparing to take over
rep job for WRVA, programming. To kick

affiliate in

Twenty-eight members of the RS
staff, headed by Jack L. Van Volkenberg, general sales manager, and
representing every one of the organization's branches including De-

LEE FONDREN
KLZ

Cowan Hypo

spot?

6) in
station's

(5,

50kw CBS

fective Oct.

stanza.

Everett L. Dillard, head of the ConWith Hedges,
tinental Network, will be carried by
When Bob Swezey moved in as
_ the .25.- station Continental web
WNYC-FM, the N. Y. municipal out- -prexy- of- the-N.-Y.- Radio Executives
Club last year, the outfit, it was the
let, and possibly also WABF, Ira
A. Hirschmann's station, will pick universal consensus, was taken out
of its longtime inertia as a chinfest
up some sessions.
for
radio buyers and
salesmen.
Things began to hum; provocative
discussion and debate enlivened the
Hi-Ho Hooper
post-luncheon meets at the Roosevelt Hotel hdqs. Swezey, it was
Chicago, Sept. 9.
General Mills is reported as some- agreed, gave the club sessions a new
what miffed at ABC's tendency to meaning and, with the single unsuc-overlook "The -Lone Ranger" pro- cessful effort to snare James C.
gram when the network beats the Petrillo as a speaker, practically
tom-tom over its forthcoming Thurs- everybody in sight was wrapped up.
day night lineup of shows. Most of
Shindigs get under way in another
this promotion starts its clock-point- month, with NBC vice-prexy Bill
ing at 8 p. m, and
would like to Hedges taking over the helm and
know what's wrong with what goes Lou Cowan moving in as chairman
on between 7:30 and 8 p. m., "The of the entertainment committee, (Ed

Lone Ranger"

9.

CBS Radio

FM

tor

Richmond, Sept.

(Sept. 10-21)

for the confab:

.

waded into a tough job this,
week to sell, promotionwise, a fall
show lineup which boasts fewer star
names than the web has 'had in

like

first

1. Rep. Carroll D. Kearns (R., Pa.),
chairman of the House labor and
education subcommittee which has
been probing Petrillo's activities,
was inserted in the agenda early
this week as star speaker for the
principal
luncheon proconfab's
gram Friday. His topic: "The

Men

Promotion

Affiliate Stations,

1CBS

the major eoncern of-f
annual convention of the
FM Assn., opening Friday (12) at
the Roosevelt hotel, N. Y., will be
James Caesar Petrillo's AM-FM
music duplication ban. Several developments pointed up this probability as FMers prepared to head

Looks

the

Showcase to Sell Programs

Clinic

production executive, is being cast
for its test recording next
Monday
(15) night, with an audience. A Saturday-night half -hour slot is m-theoffing, as is a possible
commercial
sponsor, although the show tees off
sustaining regardless.

Barry

Gray

will

be

quizmaster

with Belle Baker, Cliff Edwards and
first
Walter Gross as the panel.
The
agency. Besides
editor of Variety
to have been
taking a gander at the various
Y & R the fourth memberwas
but declined the
programs
since

joining

the

originating

there,

he'll

have get-acquainted confabs with
the
executive and production staff.
Sigurd Larmon, Y & R prez
and
board chairman, also leaves
for
Hollywood next week, but primarily
scouting

new

business.

'

'

Another newspaperman will
round out the quartet.
Like "Info" there will be cash
prizes plus a year's subscription to
Variety to those whose questions
are employed.
Wrong answers get
offer.

extra bonus

."prizes.

r

'

—

-
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HOW GREEN ARE 4 NETS' VALLEYS
How-We ve-Grown Claims

Mutual s

BMB's

MBS'

"Listenability"

Radio homes

A BC

28,412,000
28;688,000
28,398,000
28,089,000
29,275,000

CBS
Mutual
(Including duals)

N BC

MUTUAL CLAIMS

27,888,770

Such

in

Considerable significance is belng-f
attached by the trade to the poor
showing of the musical shows on the
networks this summer. Almost without exception, they trailed on the
Hoopers despite the fact that some
of them, particularly in the case of

Alec Templeton, were accorded

client,

Red

Skelton;

Carmen

Dragon-Frances Langford for Burns
"& Allen, etc.

Today it's strictly a case of a sponsor wanting a quick payoff, summertime or anytime, and on the basis of
the recent Hooper charts, he's only
getting them on the non-musicals.
On the Sept. 1 Hoopers, nine of the

Next Year

JOINS BERLE IN

N.Y.-T0-L.A.

HEGIRA

Henry Morgan joins Milton Berle
season in the N. Y.-to-L. A.
migration of air comics because of

film

with a summer half-hour replacement on his hands,. invariably threw
in his lot with a musical, despite
a talent-production nut that ran
higher than the average non-musical
such as whodunits, quizzes, etc. A
few such bankrollers in fact played
along this past summer with the
same theory that soothing music is
a good counter-irritant for sultry
evenings, with the David Rose show
in as Eddie Cantor's sub; Fred Waring for Fibber & Molly; Sigmund
for

THE
this

Time was when the average

commitments.

Morgan will originate the first two
of his ABC Wednesday night shows
for Schick-Eversharp from N. Y.,
.

then head for Hollywood to work
on his pic, "So This Is New York,"
with 13 broadcasts scheduled from
the Coast.
Berle show

moves to the Coast in
January, when the comedian starts
work on his upcoming Hal Roach

pic.

Four Webs Pick

NAB

Delegates

Here are the delegations to represent the four major networks at the
NAB convention in Atlantic City
Sept. 15-18."
NBC's delegation will include:
Brig.-Gen. David Sarnoff. prexjr.

and board chairman of RCA and
board chairman of NBC; Niles
15 were whodunits, with musi- Trammell, president; Frank E. Mulrunning a poor last with two, len, exec veepee; William S. Hedges,
"Manhattan veepee of planning and development;
and
Parade"
"Hit
Ken R. Dyke, administrative veepee
Merry-Go-Round."
Failure of Templeton to fare any of programming, continuity acceptbetter than No. 41 position in rank ance and public service; John F.
order, with a 5.4 rating, and with Royal, veepee of television; O. B.
such sturdy reliables as "Telephone Hanson, veepee and chief engineer;
Hour" trailing with 4.8; Romberg Sidney N. Strotz, veepee of western
coming up with a 4.9; Summerfield division; Frank H. Russell, veepee of
band (subbing for Gildersleeve) hit- Washington office; I. E. Showerman,
ting a 3.5, Meredith Willson winding veepee of Central division; James M.
up with 3.1 and the Dragon-Langford Gaines, manager of o.-and-o. stations;
show hitting a 5.0—these are offered Hugh M. Beville, Jr., director of rein evidence as the tipoff that, come
(Continued on page 38)
next summer, musical fillers will
probably hit an all-time low and that
even the fall-winter semester will
SLIPS IN QUICK
find new emphasis put on straight
dramatics, comedy or other non'SUBLIME'
PITCH,
musical formula.
"Point Sublime," dramat stanza
General Electric's purchase of the
Fred Waring show for a Monday aired several years ago which has
night winter ride Is cited as the ex- been revived for a fall comeback
ception to the prevailing sentiment under John Hancock Mutual Life
Insurance Co.'s sponsorship, will
among bankrollers.
ride ABC's kilocycles— after having
been practically conceded to CBS.
ABC, on which Hancock sponsored
'Stop
This'
the Boston Symphony last season,
slipped in a quick pitch and won the
first

cals

ABC

LANDS

Combo

Me/ Top

Sounds

Like

On Same

Fireworks

Station

(WOR)

A

lot of the boys are anticipating
"a "'verbal sTugf est, with" Cal "Tinhey
'

coiner and "Senator" Ed
the other, with the return
of Tinney's package, "Stop Me If
You Heard This," to the air, via its
upcoming
(N. Y.) series.
"Stop Me." which has practically
the same format as Ford's "Can You
Top This?" was on the air some
years back, when Milton Berle emceed the show. Then along came
3Eop-This." h itting—fee- comroer-eialjackpot and snaring enviable Hoop
ers. All of which didn't contribute
toward making Tinney any happier,
since the latter claims his show
pre-dates Ford's.
Tinney's now back in the running,
with Morey Amsterdam and Lew
Lehr as his colleagues on the show,
and with Roger Bower, formerly of
"Top This," taking over the "Stop
Me'' production helm. All of which
in

one

Ford

DOAN

NAB Prexy Hails It "A Great Step

The whole confusing, highly conroversial question of audience measinto the
result
of
spotlight,, again
as
a
Mutual's" unveiling last Thursday (4)

in

WOR

—

Deal, as reported earlier, calls for
a 13-week test run of tlie show on
12 stations on the Coast and in
.the„sefluence_ clicks... .it'.ll
Texas.
Proget a coast-to-coast schedule.
gram will tee off Oct. 5, occupying
the Sunday 12:30 p.m. slot on the
skedded stations. That's the "World
Security Workshop's" new time, effective same date, on the rest of the
web, which means the Workshop
will have to hunt a different time
berth if Hancock likes "Sublime"
and wants to give it more air.
...

U

Agency

is

McCann-Erickson.

Mexican Coin Fading
Mexico

City, Sept. 9.
Big coin for radio stars is defiThat's
nitely on the way out here.
happened fast, within the past couple

of months, with big advertising curtailing air spreads.
Some radio performers who in

,

.

,

fers "grade 1"

daytime service to
approximately the same number of
Around NBC,
U. S. radio homes.
offices,

,

reaction to

Kobak thing," as it was quickly
dubbed in these quarters, ranged
from don't-quote-me denouncements
"the

to complete silence.
It was plain from the fact that
there were no ready-made rebuttals
waiting to be passed out .that the
Mutual claims were more competitive than expected and caught the
other three nets without a quick
answer. The furore in high places
could be guessed from such immediate developments as the fact that
one net clamped a strict "no comment by anybody" order on its per-

sonnel. It is common talk that this
is just what prexy Ed Kobak and
his Mutual cohorts wanted.
Kobak iet his coverage cat but of
the bag at a Waldorf luncheon for
the N. Y. trade press. The presenE.P.H.
tation
was
easeled
by
(Jimmy) James, veepee of research,
promotion and advertising (and, inBroadcidentally, a director of the
cast Measurement Bureau). Mutual's
"listenability" technique is no substitute for BMB, James said.
On
the other hand, coverage figures
such as BMB's 1946 totals are "no
good when they're a year or more

—

So Mutual's engineers worked
out a broadcast reception yardstick
of their own, making use of some
standards accepted by the FCC during the clear-channel hearings, and
old,"

came up with
parisons

"listenability" comstation- and network

of

facilities.

On

Atmospheric Level

Unlike

the

old

half

-

millivolt

method of gauging station signals,
James explained, the Mutual technique takes into account such factors
as
atmospheric statis, man-made
noises sand signal interference, as
well as power and frequency, antenna types and ground conductivity.
The result is "a flexible standard
based upon actual reception conditions in nil types of localities."
minimum 20-to-l ratio of interference was set as a standard of
satisfactory reception. Three grades
of service were designated: Grade 1,
representing service free from objectionable interference 90% of the
time; Grade 2, free of interference
50% of the time: Grade 3, free only
20% of the time. It was on the

A

(Continued on page 42)

Danton Walker, Hy Gardner

Teamed

in

Mutual Bid To

Washington, Sept.

Up
Harris

Sneak, in on

WW Audience

Danton
has signatured
Walker. N. Y. Daily News columnist,
in "S "scheme- to -try- to-take some-of
the edge off Walter Winchell's Sunday night flashes on ABC. Walker
will be teamed with Hy Gardner,
author of the Newsreel column in
Parade magazine, in a 15-minute
stanza at 8:45, immediately precedMutual

ing

WW's ABC

Walker

-

phones was brought to

Permanent Wave, are currently
in New York, listening to what
the most elaborate
is perhaps
and lengthy presentation in the
With
history of the business.
Foote, Cone & Belding as host
and mentor, the brothers will

yesterday

session,

over audience.
is offering the columnist
for bankrolling, of course.
Gardner has also been signed for
a brief ride, starting Monday (15). in
the 8:55-9 p.m. slot reserved for Billy
Rose's Kreml show. Latter will take
over this segment Oct. 13.

Mutual

when

the

a

head here

FCC

sched-

during the course of the week
be confronted with about 60
soap operas to choose from in
their quest of a show to go into

Decision which established the "no editorializing" rule,
hailed the calling of the hearing as
a great step.
He said NAB and a

Mayflower

the 11-11:15 a.m. spot on NBC.
Ranked as one of the most
recent
accounts
of
fabulous
years in the advertising business, Toni has over a period of
a few years mushroomed its ad
expenditures from a few hundred thousand to the $4,000,000
mark, with slightly over threefourths of it going into radio.

number

of

member

be heard.
heard must
to

stations will ask
Persons Wishing to be
notice by Dec. 1.

file

FCC meanwhile

has a specific request from the Cornell Univ. station,
WCHU, Ithaca, for permission to
take a strong editorial position urging greater representation for Ithaca
on the county board of commissioners.

FCC Chairman
Jr.,

PCA

in Blast

As

the.

Charles R. Denny,

promised Congress last spring
probe the no-edi-

FCC would

torializing hot potato as soon as the
World Radio Conference in Atlantic

and the long-delayed clear
channel hearings were out of the
way. FCC's order calling the Jan.
12 hearing said it would decide
Max Lerner, one of the few re- whether "expressions of editorial
maining prominent liberal commen- opinion by
broadcasting
station
tators on the air, has become a licensees on matters of public incasualty of the conservative trend. terest and controversy are consistent
WOR, N. Y., which has carried him with their obligations to operate in
four years, dropped Lerner from its the public interest."
Commission
program schedule after his Aug. 31 also will examine the relationship
stint— and promptly brought down between editorializing and "the afbitter
wrath of the Progressive firmative obligation of licensees to
Citizens of America.
insure a fair and equal presentation
WOR's excuse was "contractual of all sides of controversial issues.
obligations to the Mutual network."
Hearing will culminate widespread
The station, which has often been discussion in the industry on the
attacked for giving voice to reac- meaning of FCC'S" 1941 opinion in
tionary views, announced, however, the Mayflower Broadcasting Corp.
that "in accordance with our policy case, which held that licensees must
of presenting varying points of view not become advocates or use their,
on the news, we will continue to mikes to espouse specific causes.
provide a variety of commentators
with different shades of opinion."
Station pointed out that it still
Flooded With Bids
carries Dr. Frank Kingdon (Sundays, 10:15 a.m.), although both he
City

Lerner Exits

WOR

WOR

and Lerner

lost their
last
summer,

sponsors

commercial

and

He

commentator."

new one

how

did not say

would

the station
if

find a spot for a
contractual obliga-

its

tions to Mutual left no time open.
also did not volunteer the
objections to Lerner.
Latter was
aired Sundays at 10:15 p.m. Mutual's
Gabriel Heatter show is moving into
this time.
PCA's N. Y. State Radio Division
issued a statement asserting that
"citizens must ask with increasing
alarm why radio stations and networks, licensed by the FCC to serve
the public interest, have not been
able ~> find room anywhere in their
broadcast rosters for other than conservative and reactionary spokes-

WOR

He

PCA

added

dence

why

it

On Replacement For

Ted

WOR

Streibert,
prexy, said the station is "looking around for a liberal

was. "assembling eviFCC should not

the

renew broadcast licenses of those
and networks who cannot

stations

find'space for- two sides of publicquestions" and would "fight these
excesses
against
public
interest
where it will hurt biased broadcasters the most at the FCC hearings concerning broadcast license
renewals."

—

ewman
WOR,

the Mutual flagship in

New

York, didn't realize what it. was getting into when it allowed word to
get around that it was in the market
for an all-night disk jockey to step
into Eddie Newman's shoes.
Jim Sheldon. WOR's man -in
charge - of - sifting - candidates, has
within a period of 10 days received
150 recorded auditions
from all
parts of the country
plus one
waxed audition by a St. Louis aspirant who legged it in himself.
Last week the station spotted four
candidates on the air
Cliff Edwards. Jack O'Reilly, Willie Bryant,
the nitery emcee, and Red Benson,
who did a show on WINS. N. Y.
Harry Osborne, of WNAB, Bridgeport, gets an airing-.this week, along
with Jack Lescouile, of WNEW.
And more "on-the-air auditions"
are being set daily.
has. even invited radio edi-_
tors to send in candidates. Sheldon
is asking for an assistant. And
WOJ3U-'
is
still
undecided as to >il5' will
succeed Newman.

—

—

WOR

JERRY BAXTER HEADS

which

tees off next Sunday (14). will be
called "Twin Views of the .News."
with the News columnist gabbing
about the same sort of stuff he
writes while Gardner comes in with
humorous slants on the week's happenings. Duo's bracketing with Jimmie Fidler. slotted at 8:30 with
Hollywood doings, is figured to give
Walker and Gardner a strong carry-

combo

(8)

uled a public hearing on the matter
for Jan. 12, 1948. in Washington.
Prexy Justin Miller of the National
Assn. of Broadcasters, who has been
waging a vigorous campaign 'over the
past 18 months to upset the FCC's

airer.

Gardner

9.

whether
of
Burning
question
broadcasters would be permitted to
editorialize over their own micro-

to Ears in Soap
Bros., who own Toni

men."

final nod.

July were floating along at $400 per
is said to have cued some ill feeling
show, are now only too glad to do
on Ford's part. Latter's show is also that same show for $50. Further drops
aired on WOR, in addition to his in air outlays and mikers' stipends
NBC Colgate commercial.
are expected.
,

of comparative "listenability" potentials of the four major networks.
The Mutual claims, based on a twoyear engineering study, are that, as
of Sept. 1, each of the four nets of-

CBS and ABC

MORGAN

crit-

-

—

Romberg

Fillers

a unanimity ot

raves.

There was, in fact,
opinion that Templeton rated a yearround commercial stanza of his own
but Templeton, like the rest of
them, fades off with the return of
the regular season shows.

.

By DICK

urement has been kicked

Cues Drop

12

On No-Editorializing Hot Potato;

KICK-UP FUSS

21,557,990
25,261,730
19,160,260

Poor Rating of Summer Musical Subs

ical

FCC Sets Public Hearing Jan.

'46

Oncc-or-morea-weck
Radio families

'47

Coast

AFRA

Results

'VARIETY'S' CHI OFFICE

Election

Due

in

2 Weeks

Hollywood, Sept.
Yesterday

(Monday)

9.

was

the

deadline for the return of ballots

AFRA's

local

Hot

officers

and

in

board

electioneering preceded the deadline as opposition
factions,' steamed up over disclosures
at the recently concluded convention
election.

Chicago, Sept. 9.
Jerry Baxter, formerly of ABC's
press department, is the new manager of Variety's Chicago office.
Before joining ABC five years ago
Baxter worked on Illinois newspapers and did magazine and radio
script writing.

Ian Gordon's Package Setup

fought for key positions.
Ian Gordon, scripter of the Gordon
Announcement of the new hier- MacRae recorded series for Gulfarchy will probably be made at the spray, has formed his own program
annual general membership meeting, package agency, Muse Productions.
called for Sept. 26. and which may
He'll
scratch his first audition
develop into a wailing wall e^ent..
platter. next week.
in the east,
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28
I960??

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES

JIMINV CRICKET!

cox, announcer; audience partici-

pants
Producer: Edwards

'

STANDARD BRANDS'

NBC, from Hollywood

When NBC started becoming senGive ABC an A for effort to begin sitive recently about the avalanche
•with. But add a special A for will- of
cow-catchers and
hitch-hikes,
ingness to try new things, with a nod other commercial intrusions in proin particular to Bob Saudek, ABC's gramming, it's a pretty safe guess that
director of public affairs. A lot of the web's watchdogs must have had
wiseacres wagged their heads skep- in mind, among others, the 8 to 9
tically when the word got around Saturday night back-to-back prothat Saudek was going to use Donald gramming of Procter & Gamble's
Duck to report on the ponderous "Life of Riley" and "Truth or Concontents of an 812-page scientific sequences." For make no mistake
treatise entitled "America's Needs about it,.P & G is in there swinging
and Resources." Walt Disney car- hard and fast on behalf of its Prell,
toons had been used during the war, Duz and what seems like a multi-

plicity of other P & G products that
are thrown in cuffo, thank you, no
extra fee for listening.
More's the pity that the gangup
in plugs seems to come between the
"Riley" fadeout and the Ralph Edwards "T or C" bow-in, for it isn't
exactly conductive to a "stay-tuned"
invitation. For Edwards served notice in preeming his new season last
Saturday (6) that he's worth hanging
for. Quite a showman, this
around
which
facts,
into
simple
rewrote
they then embodied in a fanciful Edwards, who has been favorably
employing likened to the late P. T. Barnum in
framework
dramatic
Jiminy Cricket as the narrator, with his ability to parlay out-and-out
Donald Duck and the Seven Dwarfs stunts with a fine, expert sense- for
frequently merits
as participants, and a symphony the dramatic that
orch and chorus for embellishment. headline attention. A half-hour with
the
The main objective was to stress a Edwards and one feels that, if the
portion of the Needs & Resources re- "T or C" quiz type show is what
port which forecast U. S. living con- public apd the sponsor want, then
permit
ditions in 1960, all other conditions there ought to be a way to
Edwards to circuit the lot of them.
being normal.
There was one stunt in particular
Many of the facts and forecasts
that
•were dished up in ditty form, as on last week's opening show
•when the Dwarfs sang about the proved anew Edwards' terrific showmanship
flair.
It was a stunt so
"15
milJiopulation by 1960 being
executed, in extracting a
ions more than we had in ''44." Some nicely
cf the facts came out in fantasy, as blending of nostalgia, color and

Jiminy took Donald and drama as to excuse his subsequent
Grumpy on a soaring swing around recourse to the old pie-throwing
the land, and the earth below told technique. (Why, of why!) Edwards
them in rumbling voices of the min- brought on a couple from Decatur,
eral deposits it held. Some of the 111., married for 37 years. They came
descriptive armed with their wedding party
musically
facts
took
and other rememform, as when Jiminy "drew" a tone photographs
picture of power lines. Other facts brances-of-things-past, the idea became out of brief skits, such as when ing to reenact the scene on stage for
Jiminy, Donald and Grumpy knocked a faithful reproduction of the origDuring a lights-out
at Uncle Sam's door (after knocking inal photo.
at the doors of Mrs. Nussbaum, Ajax switch, the original wedding party
and Sen. Claghorn! ) and asked him was brought on for a face-to-face rehow he'd be spending 51 billion dol- union with the couple. Edwards
built
it up step by step, perhaps a
lars in 1960.
The show bounced along like that bit too slow at the start, but with a
for most of its 60 minutes. It slowed dramatic payoff that gave the whole
up a little here and there, as when idea a sort of inspirational quality.
Edwards took up where he left off
it made slightly too much of the
business of J, D & G's buzzing across eight weeks ago, bringing back the
the years to 1960 aboard a 2,000- Mr. and Mrs. Al Anderson who were
to go forth in quest of exmph rocket. And too much, perhaps, told
Mayor
LaGuardia's hat band, a cigar
effort
on an
to depict a graph of
production climb via loud gratings of from Churchill, an autographed ham
a hoist shooting" Donald up and up. bone from B. G. Show, etc. SomeBut if these were flaws, they were how it all appeared anti-climactic
Jininor. The major flaw, sad to re- following the full-blown "produclate, was Donald Duck's (Clarence tion" given the Decatur incident. It
Nash) virtually unintelligible quack- didn't really seem to matter whether
Rose.
talk. No doubt the producers antic- they got the items or not.
ipated this, somewhat, inasmuch as
Jiminy repeated nearly everything HOUR OF CHARM
Donald said. But Donald really con- With Phil Spitalny's all-girl orch,
Glee Club, Joanne, Evelyn; Paul
tributed little to the production alter
Brentson, announcer
his' initial outburst.
The Dwarfs
were much more effective and amus- Director: Joe Ripley
ing, and it's a pity only Grumpy was 30 Mins.; Sun., 4:30 p.v.
employed to any extent. The others ELECTRIC COMPANIES
only came in for the opening and CBS, from Baltimore
(AT. W. Ayer)
closing scenes. They were cleverly
employed in the windup to tell, in
Phil Spitalny's all-girl band, a ratheir own fashions, the credits for dio staple for more than a decade, is
the show. Donald quacked "This by now as institutional as the com•when

i

I

•

Electric Companies
its sponsor. Its entertainment formula is virtually the
same as it was during its early days,
but embodies latter-day refinements,

ABC, the American Broadcasting mercials for the
Co."— catching the N. Y. flagship, Advertising Co.,

WJZ,

offguard and resulting
minute of dead air!
Edwards,

in a full

as Jiminy. did a
didn't bother to which have permitted it .to keep
accent Cricket's character, but gave abreast of the public's taste.
Spitalny's highly disciplined and
the main narrative job a fine touch
cf feeling in keeping with the light talented femme unit has by now
vein of the show yet artfully getting reached its alltime peak that provides a relaxed mood through interacross the facts of the case.
orchestral and glee-club armusic
the
est-laden
Green's
and
Bernie
chorus including several brief solo rangements. Unit is self sufficient
spots contributed mightily to the as far as entertainment values are
concerned, inasmuch as it's one of
stanza's high score.
Only segment of the show which the rare musical shows that gets by
Cliff

superb

job.

He

seemed entirely*misplaced and un- without name guests, and manages to
necessary was a brief straight news- retain a sizable audience.
Proof
cast tagged anti-climactically at the that the Spitalny crew has done ivell
I

close dealing with current problems
housing, etc. It. told, informed .listeners nothing and effected a let-

...of.

down

the windup.
"""--Charles Harrell's skilled direction
was apparent in. the show's overall
pace. Scripting, mainly by Lou Hain

zam, was artful and imaginative.'
Saudek and ABC ought to take
gambles like this more often. So
should some others.
Doaii.

for itself is seen in the fact that during its recent nationwide concert
tour, "it was able" fb draw -sizeable
houses in face of falling boxoffice
trend.

Layout has properly cased the
middlebrow and middle clasp tastes,
giving out with pops and pop claswhich

AMERICAN TOBACCO

NBC, from Hollywood
(Fpot'e, Cone & Belding)
Lucky Strike brought its Hit Parade back to the air for the

and

fall

NBC, from Hollywood
winter Saturday (6) with everything
(J. Walter Thompson)
new but the format. This year it's
E_..k after a summer layoff and Frank Sinatra, who did the show
several years ago with Mark War-

(Contpton)

ABC, from New York

of course, for instructive purposes
but this was a radio documentary,
and dealt with a much more complicated subject. One thing freely
admitted in advance was that Saudek
and ABC had nerve. It could be a
terrible flop.
Of
It wasn't half-bad.
It wasn't.
necessity, it must have skipped over
at least 800 pages of the book, but
it seemed to have picked out the 20
pages that count. These the scripters

McKeon

Producer-Director: Earl Ebi
30 Mins.; Sunday, 8 p.m.

•<"

PROCTER & GAMBLE

is

Producer: A. A. Coughlin
30 Mins.; Sat., 9 p.m.

die

Hawes, Paul Edwards
30 Mins.; Sat., 8:30 p.m.

LUCKY STRIKE KIT PARADE

Carpenter, announcer
Writers:- Zeno Klinker, Royal Foster,
Alan Smith, Harry Lawrence, Ed-

Ken

Director: Murray Bolen
Writers: Phil Davis, Bill Burch, Bill

MacAliaster
Writer: Lou Hazam
Director: Charles Harrell
Producer: Robert Saudck
Music: Bernard Green
60 Mins.; Mon, (8), 9 p.m.
Sustaining

EDGAR BERGEN SHOW

With Charlie McCarthy, Mortimer With Frank Sinatra, Doris Day, Ken
Lane Chorus, Axel Stordahl Orch,
Snerd, Pat Patrick, Eddie Mayhoff,
Anita Gordon, Ray Noble Orch; Writer: Paul Dudley

With Ralph Edwards, Harlow Wil-

tyith Cliff Edwards, Clarence Nash,
Robert Dry den, James Goss, James
Boles, Art Carney, Louis Neistat,
John Griggs, Scott Tennyson, Ian

braced by a whole division of gag
writers, Edgar Bergen's fall teeoff
on NBC's airlines for Standard
Brands last Sunday (7) should have
had some freshness and drive but
didn't.
Instead, the show .was a

now's orchestra, but now has his own
gang, conducted by Axel Stordahl,
behind him, plus Doris Day and the
Ken Lane singers. In all they do
seven top tunes of the nation, plus
tasteless rehash of the same old three- "extras," which seem to be too
routines tha( caused radio comics to many tunes packed into a half hour.
Nothing
sing the blues last year.
Perhaps the most noticeable thing
new has been added except some about this first show (6) was the
mold.
work of Sinatra. He's been around
Charlie McCarthy, who usually can for some time as the greatest name
be counted on for a couple of im- and performer since Bing Crosby bepish barbs, was suffocated by the gan earning a few bucks. And ho
preem's staleness.
He never got should know better than to step up
started along that crackling line of to theyrrike on a debut show without
comebacks that once used to cut a proper rehearsal of the pop tunes
swathe of laughs through this ses- he's being called upon to perform.
sion.
Somebody (maybe it was the That he spent little time going over
whole gang of scripters) wetted them after a summer's layoff was
Charlie's powder. And as every obvious in comparing his sloppy renstudent of trends knows, as Charlie dition of "Feudin' and Fightin',"
goes, so goes the Bergen show. which opened the show, and his later
Charlie's
dim- performance, as an extra, of "That
Mortimer Snerd,
witted cousin, was desperately Old Black Magic," which he recorded

—

EVALYN TYNER
500

stations

praised Allah

when

Lang-Worth re-signed the "First
Lady of the Piano" to an exclusive
series of transcription:!

The sparkling rhythms and inimistyle that captivated New
York's Waldorf and Rainbow Room,

table

Washington's Embassy Room, and
devotees of the National and Cleveland Symphony Concerts will be re- thrown into the breach on this
stanza to supply some laughs. But
leased immedately.
while it was cleared that the scripters
LANG- WORTH, INC., NEW YORK were
better equipped for this routine, Mortimer was bogged down in
some unclever stupidity and flat-

footed nonsense.
Eddie' Mayhoff, new addition to
the show, did manage to inject some
raw vitality into the preceedings
when he made his entry midway in
the session. He rants like a Mississippi politician and has a load of

Transcription Review

TOMMY DORSEY SHOW
Producer: Lou

Cowan

laryngal

Participating
150 Stations

Tommy

'

come up with a

solid idea for the

use of the talent and vast experience
he has gathered over the years as
an outstanding musician and bandleader.
He started' Monday (8) on
a two-hour transcribed disk jockey

WMCA, New

show on

tricks

to

rig

his

gags.

Danger

(Lou Cowan)
Dorsey appears to have

York, which

is sold on approximately 150 other
stations throughout the country on
a one-hour-a-day basis.
Dorsey brings a lot of talent to

here, of course, is that if
overplayed, Mayhoff will soon become as tiresome as double-talk.

Aptly enough, he played the role of
a program consultant hired to cure
the Bergen show of what ails it. He
didn't have the answer. Mayhoff introduced Pat Patrick, in the guise
of three amateur singers, who furnished a brand of off-key comedy

was broad, blunt and
totally unfunny.
Unless some sight
gags were being Aised, dialers must
have, wondered what all the studio
singing that

for

Columbia and which

doing for some time.

sounded

like

two

he's

been
he

Brother,

different singers.

Same wordage can be

applied to
Sinatra's chirping of "That's My Desire."
The going-over he gave "I
Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now"
was something else again. It was a
job.

Doris Day, formerly with Les
Brown, did an unexpectedly good job
on the tunes she was assigned
"Apple Blossom Wedding" and "Ask
Anyone Who Knows." She had poise,
good control and a generally good

out why, when Lucky Strike modernizes its Hit Parade, it demands
the so-called extras, which always
was about. As such, these are standards, must be played in the
the disk show mike. Not only is he apparently unprovoked yaks act only old Mark Warnow tempo. Perhaps
it's felt that the modernizing went
one of the smoother-talking of the as an irritant.
Ray Noble's orch and vocalist too far,, that some flavor of the old
major maestroes, but he knows good
music, and above all, should be and Anita Gordon nicely handled the regime must be held over.
As mentioned above, 10 tunes in a
musical portion of the program.
is aware of the value of pacing.
This was
half-hour seems tight.
Plugs
Sanborn
for
,the
Chase
&
more
Another angle, which is much
important is that Dorsey has at his product, which were moderately obvious in Sinatra's performance of
which was hurried as
finger-tips, after years on the road sized and moderately "worded, were "Magic,"
hilarity

.

and years of close association with ?»orked over in typical zestful
Herm.
stars, a vast fund of anecdota. This fashion by Ken Carpenter.
is invaluable to a disk jockey, as any

them who try mightily to inject
a personal note and a behind-the-

of

scenes flavor to his or her efforts,
will tell.

For example: During the opening
show on WMCA, which used a
rather

uninspired

guest

by

shot

Dinah Shore, Dorsey explained that
years ago he had' been approached
in Nashville by a gal who wanted a
vocal job with his band. He fjointed
out sadly how he fluffed the gal off.
Of course, it was Miss Shore. Such
items will be eaten up avidly by
listeners who make the dozens of
movie fan mags, etc., a big business,
always looking for bits of gossip
about the stars.
Though the initial disk carrying'
was an
Dorsey's voice on
early example of his efforts, there
seemed to be one drawback. His
Voice seemed high, which could have'
come from the transfer of lines to
record to air. Later, its tone dropped

WMCA

QUICK AS A FLASH
With Win

Elliott, emcee; six studio
contestants; Bret Morrison, guest;

Cy Harrice announcer; Ray

Bloch's

orch
Writer: Gene Wang
Producer: Bernie Prockter
30 Mins.; Sun., 5:30 p.m.

HELBROS WATCHES

Mutual, from New York
(Weintraub)
Returning last Sunday (7) for its
fourth semester on the air for Helbros, "Quick as a Flash" is a wellgimmicked audience participation
quiz. Puzzlers on everything from
nursery rhymes to news events are.
presented via dramatic skits or Ray
Bloch's music; six studio contestants
push buttons which flash different

colored lights and make dit-dit-dit
sounds as soon as the quizees think
they have the answers. First one
with the right answer gets cash,
plus a little personal quizzing and
»
a bit and became easier and more kidding from the emcee.
(which 'may have been
natural
As a special feature, capsule whomike
when Jie stepped into a
dunits are presented with radio's
to inject some live ad lib lines). At leading sleuths in guest roles and
any rate, Dorsey's or anyone else's the top prize of the stanza goes to
voice trying to sell something to the the quizee guessing the tipoff clue
public is much more acceptable at in
the
mystery sequence. Bret
a lower level and this should be Morrison, who'd made his fall debut
in "The Shadow" during the precedwatched.
"Otherwise. T. -D. did a swell job. ing half-hour, was the initial guest
And the pacing of disks used on this on the Helbros preem.. (Next week:
opening show might be taken by Casey, the Crime Photog. from
many rival jocks as an example of CBS.) Morrison did his "Shadow"
with a neat
what can and ..should, be. done. He stuff in a murder briefie
tag—the murderer " gave himself
used a finely balanced mixture of
away by saying he was listening to
vocals and band disks, using both
"Quick as a Flash" on Sunday, Aug
pop and standard tunes. In present24, forgetting the show hadn't re^
ing his guests he inserts one of the
turned to the air then!
latter's disks before and after. In this
Puzzlers on "Quick" serve no
spot, he used a new tune by Miss
more useful purpose than those in
Shore prior to and a comparatively
most other quiz stanzas, but at least
recent one, which was unsuccessful,
have the merit of being slightly betfollowing.
It might be wise to inter brain teasers .than the average.
sert before the interview a disking'
Win Elliott, who did his first turn as
which helped make the guest a emcee
of the show last Sunday, has
name and a current one following. had plenty
of experience along this
That would add something to talk line (including
"County Fair" on
about, too.
CBS) and

WMCA

1

'

against his usual performance of it
and he wasn't able to give the tune
what he has put into it in the past.
Perhaps seven pops, and one "extra"
to both the band and Sinatra would
make for a freer race with time.
Paul Dudley's writing of the show,
what there was of it due to the reasons directly above, seemed fair
enough. As for the commercials,
they're the usual hammering tobacco
auction angles. It's about time Lucky
Strike came in on another beam.

Wood.

CHESTERFIELD SUPPER CLUB
With Perry Como, Helen Carroll
and Satisflers, Lloyd Schaefer
Orch.
Writer-Producer:

Ward Byron

15 Mins:; Mon.-Wed.-Fri.

LIGGETT & MEYERS
NBC, from New York
(JVetoell-Emmett)

Perry Como climbed back on the
airwaves Monday (8) for Chester-,
field and it was just as if he had
never gone off for the summer
along with Jo Stafford, who occupies the Tuesday-Thursday
slots,
both having been seconded by Tex
Beneke's and Frankie Carle's orchestra.
Nothing had been altered on
the Supper Club scene since Como
began relaxing for the summer
(with eight weeks of p.a.'s. which
exactly relaxing) with the posexception of Como himself.
eight weeks on the road
a better performer.
When he hit the air for his first
show Monday (7) the difference
was immediately noticeable. He's
looser and seemed to display more
personality than in past performisn't

sible

Those

made him

L?"?i"g
which always has been of the
crack
variety, although that seemed freer

than ever, but more in his handling
Initial show (7),
came
of lines.
from the Lyric theatre, Baltimore,
Musically, the first performance
stayed on solid ground with tunes
was in there. It showed Como at
such as "Violeterra," "Great Day."
his best on "My Heart Is a Hobo,"
"Whiffenpoof Song" and "Kentucky
HOMEKEEPERS CALENDAR
for a rhythm opener, then "When
With Dick Keplinger, Ruth McCloy Home." Violinist Evelyn soloed with
Tonight
Is Just a Memory,"' a new
"You and the Night and the Music,"
30 Mins. Mon. thru Fri., 3:15 p.m.
ballad, which seemed to upset his
and Joanne knocked off the difficult
Participating
coloratura aria, "Lo, Hear the Gentle
knows how to keep a audience when announced, and for
KOMO, Seattle
Though he's a name, Dorsey is in guessing session swinging
a closer his disked arrangement of
Lark." all with good results.
along.
"Homekeepers Calendar" is a com"I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now."
Commercials, capably handled by the same spot that any unknown
There's
nothing
modest,
however,
pletely ad lib show, with basic idea
Paul Brentson. are quiet in tone and disk spinner is in when he arrives about Helbrosl commercials. Deliv- For pacing, the Satisflers and Helen
of casualness and flexibility well institutional in nature
As ered in standard style by Cy Harrice Carroll chirped in between the latin on the air with a new show.
handled by mike-vetcran Dick Kep- nicely with the show's and fit and
time goes on, the fact that T. D. is at the
mood
10-minute' and 20-minute ter two with a bouncy "Poppa Don't
linger and able foil Ruth McCloy.
and has been a top b.o. footer will marks as well as the opening
tempo.
Jose.
and Preach To Me," a good selection for
Commercials, all slanted at the hausfade out in the minds of listeners close— which
Lloyd Schaefer's band
is
bearing down a that spot.
frau, are blended nicely with the
through constant association with little heavy— the copy
well with the accomp.
homey spirit of the program, with Family Life Education department him via the series. At that point he .following adjectives, employed the didIn right
its
commercials. Chesterfield
to name "but a
both gabbers doing their share of of the Seattle Public Schools, were will be forced to deliver. As it few: invincible,
rugged,
amazing,
ex- started' a new pitch in addition to
the cash-producing plugs.
guests with emphasis on their soci- stands now he's doing just that and ceptional,
its ABC chant with the line "simple
world-famous,
handsome,
Along with news, reminiscence ological work resulting. Chatter was as he progresses his mike technique, sturdy, charming,
•nd chatter, guests join in "Calen- kept at a sprightly- level, while how- sense of humor, knowledge of band curate, dependable, remarkable, ac- facts always add up." Neither of
beautiful— and, the three plugs, nicely intoned by
dar" each day. On day caught Dr. ever, poking over some good points business people and music should low-priced.
What would the copy- Ben Grauer, disturb the program.
Taylor Whiteside of the Univ. of on the solution of some school-fam- carry him all the way. He is a writers do without
Roger's The- They seem to fit in smoothly.
Illinois, and Mrs. Elba Crum of the ily problems.
Reed.
$ood' show.
Wood.
saurus?
Doan.
Wood.
sics.

.

understanding of the tunes. In other
words, she apparently rehearsed
them.
As for the musical portion of the
show. Axel Stordahl's 33-piece firoup
did its usual crack job, although
there were times when too much was
going on behind the singers as far
as listening to the latter was concerned. And nobody will ever figure

'
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Catching

Up on

the Serials

BURNS AND ALLEN
With Meredith WMson

BABY SNOOKS
orch.

Goodwin, Tobe Reed
Producer: Al Kaye
Writers: Paul Hennlng, Keith Fowler,
Willie Burns
30 Mins., Thurs., 8:30 p.m.

be another short-circuit before she gets hitched. Incidentally, the
heiress sounds at times as if
gal playing the part of the theatre-happy
she were doing a Margaret Sullavan impersonation.
"Aunt Jenny" was telling a rehash of the Romeo-Juliet story last
whose
fathers
were sworn enemies.
small-town
couple
with
a
week,
Despite the be-sure-not-to-miss-tomorrow's-episode pitch, the outcome
seemed obvious. Incidentally, Aunt Jenny's "golden thought for the
with
femme
probably
a
fave
dialers.
This one's also
is
palaver
day"
on CBS, but for Lever's Spry.
"Helen Trent," also on CBS, is still embroiled in romance, but natuthe
mentioned
in
complete
one
ancient
title
("The Rothe
rally not
mance of," etc.). Anyway, the commercials on this show are enough
to give a healthy guy the shivering willies. First there's a blurb about

NBC, from New York

the caution about consulting the doctor covered
the FTC, but tossed away sufficiently so as not to
Then there's a seemingly interminable spiel about
and how Kolynos sweetens same because the
breath
unpleasant
"mouthwash effect is built right in." Presumably by the same guy
who "locks in" the Jello flavor.
on CBS is still, a'ter umpteen years, the story of
Sunday"
Gal
"Our
whether an orphan girl,' found on the doorstep by two mountaineers
and raised by them, can find happiness as the wife of England's richest
lord.
If the listeners (never mind Sunday; nothing
handsomest
and
ever wrinkled HER brow) can't figure the answer by this time they
should be ready for the sponsor's product, Anacin. The playing of
Vivian
Smolen on the show is competent, surand
Swenson
Carl
prisingly so for Swenson, considering how long his British accent has
had to go stale. But that Anacin commercial copy must have been
mountaineers.
old
Anacin, it seems, "is like a
those
two
by
written
doctor's prescription; that is, it's composed of not just one, but three
Which makes it that much better than plain water,
ingredients."
hydrogen
composed
of
two
oxygen. That's what the
and
which is
copy-writing fraternity call "cheating" copy.
Hobe.

cold tablets, with
enough to get by
discourage sales.

Carmen Dragon, conductor
Producer: Walter Bunker
Writers: Ashmead Scott, 'Frank Tar-

&

GENERAL FOODS

&

Allen, Eddie CanWith Burns
and Al Jolsori (shades of the old
Palace vaude days) entrenched this
season as a Thursday night parlay
on NBC, it certainly looks like the
web is well on the way toward recapturing its onetime stature on
Thursday programming. As the cur-

CBS, from Hollywood
(Young & Hubicam)

&

last

Thursday

ABC, from New York
(B.B.D.&O.)
There's a lot of interest being focussed this season on the Sunday
hour-long dramatic sweepstakes. For
the U. S. Steel-sponsored 'Theatre
Guild on the Air" will no longer
have the Sabbath program picture
to itself. That little item known as
"Ford Theatre" which bows in next

Fannie Brice, one of the great
comics of show business history, is
understood to have created the Baby
Snooks character for entertainment
at private parties. She first played
it publicly in the legit "Ziegfeld Follies" of the 1935-36 season, in a sketch

tain-lifter on the comedy ride. Burns
Allen, back again as star salesmen
for General Foods' Maxwell House
Coffee, can be relied upon to upbold their end. They left little doubt
about that when they preemed their

written by the late Dave Freedman
and making good-natured fun of the

month

then current Shirley Temple rage.
The act made no particular impres-

the 5 to 6

Sunday

after-

be vieing for listener attention.
Granted that the 60-minute drama

Humphrey got bigger laughs), but
Miss Brice subsequently did it on the

seekers in radio are limited in number, it presents something of a challenge for the "Guild" mahouts in
inviting those audiences for a second
time around on the same day. Particularly since, on the basis of the
blueprinted format, "Ford Theatre"
will most likely embrace the same
area of legit properties for adapta-

"Ziegfeld Follies" radio series and
the "Good News" program, both

sponsored by General Foods.

in

'

noon segment on NBC under the
expert hand of George Zachary will

sion at that time (the commedienne's
hoke dance routine satirizing Doris

(6).

Here's one of the real vet teams
of radio that have perfected to a
science the adaptation of a comedic
As the
pattern to the kilocycles.
years go by they develop more and
more a sense of timing and a keener
appreciation of the techniques that
It was
are peculiarly radio's own.

Harold

Levey

Writer: Erik Barnouw.
Producer: Carol Irwin
60 Min., Sun., 9:30 p.m.
U. S. STEEL

Ion", Jess Oppenheim
30 Mins.; Fri., 8 p.m.

Botoles)

tor

new season

Brokensliire, announcer,
orch, Roger Pryor

>

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE
(Benton

29

THEATRE GUILD ON THE AIR

With Fannie Brice, Hanley Stafford, ("One Sunday Afternoon")
Ai lene Harris, Leone Ledoux, Ben With James Stewart. Hailla StodAlexander,
Alen
Reed,
John
dard,
Augusta
Dabney,
Leon
Brown; Harlow Wilcox, announcer;
Janney, George Hicks. Norman

Bill

"Wendy Warren," strip serial on CBS for General Foods, is getting
mired in heavy romance again. This time it's another threat of marhousewife hokum can be pretty sure there'll
riage, but follower* of

'

Still

Baby Snooks became the
opening half of the Fannie Bricelater.

Frank Morgan show and, when the
salaries of the stars forced the sponsor to split that into two different
semester.
programs. Miss Brice retained Gen- tion.
Scriptwise, they've been endowed eral Foods sponsorship, which she
In contrast to last season, "Theawith more sparkling craftsmanship still has.
tre Guild" is in a better position to
The Snooks character was the snare larger audiences this semestime and again in the past. In fact,
last week's byplay, which concerned comedienne's property from the start, ter, for it's been moved up a halfeven though first presented publicly hour to the 9:30-10:30 ABC period.
itself, somewhat heavily-handed, with
the plight of a civilization returning in a Freedman sketch. Various peo- And from the vt;>nd^"'v>t of painto long skirts, was too frequently on pel have written the radio series, staking production and choice of
the sorry side. Yet what B & A man- though Phil Rapp, as the author dur- vehicles. "Guilt,
tias
no occa..ii
ing the teaming with Frank Morgan, sion to take a back scat to any comefaged to extract from the labored
The petitive stanza. That was pointed up
fort in translating the whole thing was most closely identified.
JUDY
THE LIFE OF RELET
into a succession of yoks can only scripting since Rapp exited has been again on the season's premiere (7)
With William Bendix, Paula Wins- With Mel Blanc, Joe Kearns, Ruth stand as a tribute to the solid show- uneven, but last season's team of when James Stewart was starred in
Perrott, Ruby Dandridge. Sports
Everett Freeman and Jess Oppen- an adaptation of the legit play of
lowe, Barbara Eilers, Tommy Cook,
men's Quartet, Charles Dant, con- manship of the duo.
John Brown, Alan Reed, Jim GllAs such it's an act that need never heim (the latter remains In an ad- several sersons back, "One Sunday
ductor; Howard Petrie, announcer
lis; Ken Carpenter, announcer; Lou
change and will always find an audi- visory capacity this year) regained Afternoon." It was stunningly exeProducer: Joe Rines
Kosloff, conductor
become ac- much of the show's old strength. cuted, with extraordinarily fine perWriters: Henry Hoople, Fred Fox, ence. General Foods has
customed to the fact that those Judging from last Friday night's (5) formances by Stewart. Hailla StodProducer: Irving Brecher
30 Mins.; Sat., 9 p.m.
Gracieisms are today standard in the preem, however, this season's writ- dard, Leon Janney and Augusta
Writers: Alan Lipscott, Reuben Ship COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
Dabney.
catalog of American humor and ing is going down hill again.
SO Mins.: Sat:, 8 pan.
NBC, from Hollywood
The reason seems fairly simple. As
True, since its introduction into
zanyism.
PROCTER &
(.Sherman & Marquette)
Bill Goodwin's comedy contrib. as written by Rapp and later Freeman. radio, there's been a fine point of
NBC, from Hollywood
Nothing much new happens with well as his integrated commercial, "Baby Snooks" was more than controversy, (though mostly within
Bowies')
(Benton &
Judy Canova's brand of radio tom- incidentally, was. one of the high simply a comedy show with an oc- trade circles) as to the merits of
With Procter &, Gamble footing the foolery from year to year but like marks on the season's opener. If casional laugh. It was pleasant "Guild" attractions as strictly radio
•*•"H
listening and its characters were theatre.
bills, "The Life of Riley" premiered ol' Man River it keeps rolling along,
There are those who conanything, it demonstrated Goodwin's
Saturday night (6) for another sea- garnering payoff ratings for its overall value to the show and, as essentially likable people. Snooks tend that the Theatre Guild auspices
son of popular commercial corn. The sponsor, retaining the same faithful in the case of his Saturday night was a mischievous moppet, with an and tho::e behind the production
knack for turning a quiet reins have contributed
only important change in the series audience and perplexing the ivorynothing toCBS sustainer, accents again his incurable
household
into turmoil and shaking ward developing
the product, now Prell cream tower critics. It's the same old unis
the necessary techemergence as a comedian of grow- the sanity of her parents, but she
shampoo, instead of Teel dentifrice, diluted corn, but with this difference
niques to give the adapted legit
ing stature in his own right.
was not a brat. She was not 'nasty plays the true aura of a kilocycle
with the agency now Benton
—it's packaged brightly and with a
Meredith Willson's chiffon music
Bowles instead of Biow.
surehanded professional touch. Joe continues to blend neatly into the or mean, spiteful or sadistic. She theatre; that the two previous seaBecause it picked up the former Rines obviously knows how to knit show's formula. His midway Square was at heart a nice kid. Similarly, sons found "Theatre Guild on the
merely
pace so neatly, there's little new to 'em together so that they click along Dance routine showed anew that he's Daddy, as played by-Hanley Stafford, Air'
transplanting
legit
desperate, and oc- shows on the
report about "Riley." It's standard with a tell-tale rhythm and pre- one of the top arrangers in the busi- was harried and
air without true apcommercial situation comedy, with a cision, shine with a polish that isn't ness. But why he insists on project- casionally was driven to spanking his preciation of radio values.
moderately plausible story, a mini- there in the script or in the char- ing himself into the gab end of the impish daughter at the sign off. But
The fact remains that, in terms
ill-tempered or unDaddy
wasn't
acter
gallery
and
project
the
illusion
and
the
mum of incredible situations
script is something that should be kind with the kid.
He wasn't a of the average home listener, (who
proper number of jokes. If no char- of bigtime radio.
into— for the preservation of crab. And the show was amusing in the final analysis is the one who
In terms of -the perennial few looked
acters Quite like these ever existed
an otherwise guaranteed-to-satisfy and enjoyable. It was fun. without counts), the latest verdict on 'Theain real life it's not going to trouble comedy programs few are as firmly
tre Guild," based on last Sunday
Rose.
package.
offending good taste or anyone's senas
Miss Canova's.
She
the listeners or lessen the advertising stylized
Any listener could safely night's performance, is all in the
sibilities.
value of the series. And one thing knows what butters her cornpones
hear it in his home, whether the Guild's favor.
can be said for "Riley," in contrast and she ain't going to be mislead by THE
It is entertaining (and it's more
Matthews,
Morrison,
Grace
chilBret
strangers
or
With
company
included
to some of the other current situation any new tangled ideas or gags. She
than likely that said average home
Jack Arrison, Ethel Everett, Joe dren.
comedy successes. That is, part of its knows what they've come to expect
Santos Ortega.
Julian,
At other times, and last week's listener is not particularly conappeal is in its occasional moments of her and that's the way they're
episode seemed a step in that direc- cerned as to whether it is good
Writer: William Morwood
of pathos, hokey but obviously effec- gonna get so long as that thar Hootion, the plotting was forced and the radio theatre or good legit theatre
per doesn't show otherwise. Judging Director-Producer: John Cole
tive.
unattractive. as long as what comes over the air
characters
from the sample of cowbell kicking 30 Mins.: Sun., 5 p.m.
For the seasonal opener, Riley was
Snooks was not merely mischievous, adds up to good entertainment). In
BLUE COAL
filmflammed on a diploma mill, with that Miss Canova gave her following Mutual, from New York
but became mean and vengeful. She that respect, U. S. Steel and Theatre
Alan Reed playing the flamboyantly last Saturday (30). it isn't likely that
did nasty things to hev buoy brother, Guild can take a bow.
Ryan)
(Ruthrauff &
it will for the 1947-48 season.
In the
fraudulent college dean. The perRobspierre.
such
as
coating
his head
George Hicks is again carrying
backcountry regions Miss Ctnova is
That dual personality, Lamont
formances of the entire cast were
with green paint, or deliberately the commercial ball as the between- •»
a hardy flower.
Cranston, the crime chaser, alias The
expert, so the laughs were all (or
Bound up with the same batch of Shadow, the bodyless voice that burning down a neighbor's garage. acts "Voice of Steel" with consideralmost all) whacked on the button.
father's able less stress this
characters .of yesteryear. There's laughs like a hyena and can bring or willfully jeopardizing the
time on the
The commercial pattern of the again "Geranium" (Ruth Dandridge) to book any criminal you've got job. Daddy, in turn, became a "institutional" aspects of industry
show was fairly heavy. There was wilh her ricn thl oaty ]augn toppin? handy, returned last Sunday (7) for chronic grouch, and his .quarreling in the American way of life. Rather
a long product identification at the oJT a deftly-delivered gagline; Pedro' another tour of crime-does-not-pay with Mommy Higgins was a listener's it s a more down-to-earth approach,
incompreAll
which
seems
ordeal.
of
opening, plus two major plugs, each of the slow Mexican purr
with
triphammered emphasis on
(Mel duty for the Blue Coal peoplq.
hensible
it should be apparent
using femme commercial voices and B lanc); the guy with the sputtering
U. S. Steel's contribution as an inThe opener left little to be desired to anyonewhen
that the basic quality of tegral part of the American
a musical signature, and finally an routine (Joe Kearns), who, incideneconomy
as stock whodunits go four good
elaborate
musical hitch-hike for tally, reminds of a recording that is gory murders (two by old-fashioned all comedy or drama, in fact any pattern.
successful story-telling, is symoathy
Ivory Snow.
Hobe.
privately making the rounds of the cutlass); a haunted lighthouse, a murNorman
Brokenshire is the regufor the principal characters. Maybe
trade. and the inevitable "Aunt Ag
derer masquerading as the ghost of that "Terrible Tot" subtitle, which lar announcer and the heavily-budgie" (Ruth Perrott). The sputtering a long-dead pirate: an old hag. a
geted roster has Roger Pryor in as
obviously adopted merely bePER1SCOPE
routine just rolls that studio audi- batty guy. a S20.000 cache in the was
a sort of host-emcee. Harold Levev's
cause it's alliterative, is the evil inWith Ralph Paul, Mort Lawrence
ence in the aisles. On the season hold of a wrecked ship, a secret map
orchestral contrib rates a deep nod.
flurn cc.
Producer: Charles King
series' debut occasion it turned out and illicit love. All this, and a field
Rose.
Commercially, last week's stanza
Writer: Hugh Beach
to be the high point of the laugh re- day for the sound-effects man too,
notable
for several things. One
was
15 Mins.; Sunday, 7:45 p.m.
sponse, as perhaps it should have including storms that broke like auto
the references to rotten eggs and
was
JUVENILE JURY
INDUSTRIAL
OF COM- been.
collisions, footsteps on winding Stairs,
insecticide bombs in the script— this
With
Jack
Miss Canova * remaias- funniest a creaky door, shots in the darkness,
Barry,
MERCE
Dickie Oi land,
a program selling desserts and
Charles Hankenson, Pegfgv Bruder,
when she is her most self-depreciat etc. And. oh yes. there's the pri on
WOR, N. Y.
which should presumably have what
Robin Morgan. Patsy Walker; John
ing self. That she patently learned vate-eye's inevitable femme sidekick,
(Moore & Hamm)
the agency boys call "appetite apScott, announcer
from away back and the emphasis in this case Margo. who trots along
In projecting a radio edition of on the type of joke that turns its for no apparent reason other than peal." Another was the intearated Producer: Dan Ehrenreich
Jelly, in the tracommercial
'or
first
Periscope, one of the more prom- barb on Miss Canova. pose.d for to be menaced by the villain,
30 Mins.; Sun., 3.30 p.m.
ditional Y & R manner and perfectly
inent features of Newsweek mag, script purposes as an ugly duckling,
The biggest mystery of all in this
Harlow Wilcox. Snooks GAINES DOG FOOD
producers had to take into account not only points up the flow of-eom- particular crime chase is how Crans- handled by
Another was the second MBS, from New York
that this live show emanating from edy but is the solid meat o' the en- ston works that Shadow stunt. In and Daddy:
(Benton & Bowles)
commercial, an effective straight sell
(N. Y.), on Sundays, would tire caboodle of characterizations. As the initialer he had occasion to re
for Jello puddings. Final and the
The prodigies who people "Jube rebroadcast via transcriptions for the opening script, it was amply mind Margo that "there's no such
topper was Snook's singing of the
" venile Jury" w cue back Sunday -t-7-i
several days later on "various sta- dressed with the "tried and proved, thing as a ghost." yet she seemed
Hqffe.
familiar Jello" Jingle'.'
after a summer loaf, to discuss "their
tions throughout the country and even as far back as the "Arkansaw not at all surprised that he could run
vacations and tell the world -about
still retain its timeliness.
.Traveler." "Among the familiars was around wraith-like, impervious to
its problems.
TALES OF WILLIE PIPER
This they did for "a'
Problem has been solved handily the one about hens laying more eggs gunfire, with nothing but an echo With BiHy Redfielil. Elaine Rost, very amusing half hour, sustaining
by concentration on backgrounds on wilh a radio in the henhouse because chamber voice to scare the culprit
Charles Irvine, Stewart Macin- the general high level of the projust one of those
the issues discussed.
Writers have they got so interested that they into confessing. It's
tosh: Win Elliott, announcer; Ralph gram it s carried before. There was
to
fan
has
mystery
a
done an excellent job in surround- dropped everything: also the one in unexplainables
Norman, music
a great deal of, spirit and fun, the
ing the news items with material which Paw complains that there is a overlook
show moving
Writer: Sam Taylor
The fact that a sizeable segment Director-Producer: Gordon Auchin- under emcee vjry fast and smVothly
events leading up to the issue dis- grasshopper in his coffee and Maw
Jack Barry's A\pert
retorts, "Don't worrv. he can swim." of the listening public has been leavcussed.
loss
guidance. His frank, unpatronizing
It's done in a manner that
The vocal interludes, slicklv bat- ing the radio on during the Shadow's 30 Mins.: Thurs.. ft p.m.
gives the listener the idea that he's
handling of kids^ stood out even in
past exploits seems to indicate suffiELECTRIC
the glare of the amusing, surprising
getting an impartial and complete oned by Charles Dant. were divided
GENERAL
belween a hillbilly "Feudin' and cicnt call for the stanza to continue. ABC from New York
and
set of data on the topic under disfrequently
unbelievable answers
torcher.
"All It's a lil tie hard to believe, however,
and
a
IBBD&O)
the kids threw back at him.
cussion without dwelling on past •Fi«htin"'
any
teach
goings-on
these
of Me." with the latter apparently that
Questions were the usual type
tenses for any length of Wme.
General Electric, which picked
as
pay" lesson,
doesn't
potted in there for the carnage "crime
Show has a newsroom atmosphere trade. In any event. Miss Canova claimed on the show. The sponsor up the tab on this situation comedy what to do with a kid- who imitates
item last week (4). could have done soldiers and puts kitchen pots on his"
with teletype introes to the various
is kidding himself if he's using that
t rol p ed well with both sets of lyrics,
head: what to do with a son who
a lot worse. The sophisticated crowd
subject.
In its 15-minute running Her fans mav prefer that she give tag to ease his conscience.
covers up his dad with sand at the
their comedy brassy and
time, show manages to get in a wide
Bret Morrison does ably in the who like
em a hillbilly encore, but. like the
otherwise.
But beach, preventing a swim— but what
will
say
variety of topics from international comic who yearns to play Hamlet, title role. Grace Matthews as his brittle
the answers! A couple of puns pulled
cast are there's a considerable bulk of
politics to sports and in each inMiss Canova can prove that she's Girl Fridav and rest of the
who.
land
were out of this orbit; there must
the
across
population
stance manages to sound like inside just as adept with a romantic ballad. competent. Production is par. Andre
on the seeking respite where they can find be ectoplasm guiding these kids,
stuff was being ladled out.
Plugs for Supersuds and Halo Baruch- does a straight job
it
from the confusions of our day, Program followed the familiar forcommercials.
sponsor is the Industrial Shampoo are a mixture of the singmat. with its dog guests of the week,
in won't tune out a quietly amusing
point
particular
no
There's
and
be
patter
Bank of Commerce, which gets in a ng kind and straight
It's no yak
as highly original sponsor plug. All
of this sort.
fast wave of studio sequence
How switching .n * ftvrt
nd HowPair of fast plugs, but show will be tween the Four Sportsmen and
It
isn't
snide or smart- in all, a good gain for Gaines.
show.
ssf""ill} applause at the shows
open-ended for local sponsorship ard Petrie they're all p.ofCSM—.lly
iContinued on page 34)
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around the country.
compounded.
Jose.
noticeable, for example, on their return
last
week for the '47-'48
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TELEVISION

so

Phiko's

Significant Easing of Film Biz $

Hollywood, Sept.

Looms Through NBC, KFI, Al&T. Tie

9.

of films and .other veterans of video
have for too long made a stereo-

that

trial balloons by leasing their
shorts for transmission over tele staan experimental basis.
tions on
Features, obviously, will remain on
the verboten list for years to come,
since no advertiser will be willing to
spend the $2,000,000-$5,000,000 a top
picture might gross in order to sponsor its showing on tele.
.James C. Petrillo and his American Federation of Musicians, of
course, will have to be contended
with before even shorts can be
ruling is now
cleared for video.
in effect that no film with a musical
soundtrack produced after February,
1946, may be shown on tele. Petril-

up

—

type

if

not antiquated

daguerro-

directorial staff, largely Albert Cole,
plus station head Klause Landsberg,
and producer Larry Finley and his
aide, J. Clinton Stanley (for Gough)
offer a welcome freshness, if not
altogether startling initial results at
changing the old order. New ideas,

medium.
Though hustling

the

NBC

productional innovations, fresh talent (to video) and some plenty acceptable
and selling— commercials
contribute, albeit the thought occurs
that there is still too much radio
thinking in television.

ing

»

a

the baby

try.

Per'-Station Basis
tele

•

Under the present

of

it's

MPA

members.

for
will necessitate a

medium

»»»»

^

produced by Jerry Fairbanks espe- FOOTBALL
cially for tele will be sold in that Giants-All Stars (NBC)
way, one industry spokesman de- Yanks-Rockets (DuMont)
WNBT, WABD, N. Y.
continued on page 34)
the local

FCC

Smiles

On

particularly

—

—

The commentators,
of the closeup.
all three of 'em, don't know enough
about the sports they're describing
to either be authoritative or interesting.
The cameramen, or their
directors, are-giving viewers a head-

ache (literally) through making it
hard on the eyes with their constant
switching of the lens turret.
It took radio a long time to find
out how to broadcast a football
first game. Harry Wismer finally reached
common carrier company last week the best solution by restricting himto .come before the FCC with a firm self to following the ball and giving
offer to network commercial video statistics while letting Red Grange
shows via' radio relay between New fill in with recounting the inside on
what's what and who's who orr the
York and Philadelphia. Company field. Grange can do it because he
wanted to use the radio circuit to knows his game.
link
shows between
Columbia's
With television even less talk is
WCBS-TV station in Manhattan and necessary, of course, but such comthe Philadelphia
Bulletin
outlet ment ought to be to the point and
everything should count.
If
the
WCAU-TV in Philly.
commentators (Bob Stanton and Bill
The
Commission
indicated
it
Slater) are going to slip and slide
"looks with favor upon the estabtheir, way around as. they did in
lishment of such network service" these two
games then they would
and outlined a procedure for
to be better off to verbally turn the
follow in getting its okay. Com- game over to the bull horn of the
pany should put in a bid to build public address systems. But teleexperimental relay stations and then vision can do better than this if it
ask for special permission to charge will take advantage of radio's exCBS and
for networking perience and pick men for the ability to transmit their knowledge of
their shows, FCC said.
the game rather than because of
The move is looked on as signifi- their
skill as announcers.
cant since the A. T. & T. is already
Those closeup-crazy cameramen
providing coaxial cable service be- have something to- answer for, too*
tween New York and Philly. Philco Even with the bases filled, two out,
and General Electric have been and the count three and two on the
"experimenting with radio relays as batter, the tele cameras just won't
preferable method of networking go to a long shot to show everybody
video shows but FCC's present running with the next pitch and
thereby allow the viewer to see the
allocation of radio channels makes
play of the entire
no provision for tele licensees to medium shots arefield. Most of the
reasonable and
engage in this activity on a regular good but over at Ebbets Field the
basis. Commission is now consider- CBS boys have
got the camera
ing request from the licensees to let scanning to such a fine point that
them in on the network business, they can follow a- fly ball through
particularly in view of the fact that the air. This is swell stuff from a
no common carrier company had technical standpoint yet it robs the
shown any particular desire to un- viewer of all illusion of the brilliance of a— difficult outfield ^atch
dertake the job for them. (Telebecause all he sees is the finish of
vision Broadcasters Association is it.' He has
no idea how far the outcarrying the ball for the tele men on fielder had to go to get it. On
the
this count.)
other hand, these closeups occasionAt the same time, FCC gave the ally offer a reward in catching an
Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone unusual view of an exceptional play.
Company here okay to lease lines But on the whole the percentage is
It
to permit remote pickups of foot- with the steady medium view.
seems odd that no station has asked
ball games this falFin Baltimore and
its audience to vote for the camera
Annapolis for telecast over Wash- angle it
favors of the game.
ington, D. C. tele station.
This camera thing, incidentally,

Video Webbing

Washington, Sept.
Western Union became the

9.

1

WU

WCAU

'

•

,

i

.

.

•

,>

,

,

,

..

t

and had a

difficult day of it
during the doubles in that mechanical difficulties blanked the screen
for the entire second set and half of
the third.

nis

And

use of remote pickup equipment for
the

so likewise with football. The
closeup of the backfields swinging
into action deprives the viewer of
the sense of ground gained or lost
or the thrill of watching the ball
carrier weave his way through the
secondary into an open field. The
closeup, medium or long shot, is cer-.
tainly something for cameramen and
their directors to study and figure
out.
There's a time and place for
each.
The camera that both gives
the viewer a picture of the game as
a whole and is easiest on the eyes
is the best camera.
Meanwhile, the
same adage holds for television as
for the newsreels: "You're no better

will

of sports and special
Although many of the shows

airing

events.
thf

stood out during the
Davis Cup tennis when all first
services from the near court started
as a closeup with a quick change to
grid- a medium shot in trying to follow
Inauguration of
iron season revealed Manhattan's the ball into the other court. It cost
television sports crews stumbling the viewer almost all idea of the
over the same two rugs they've been explosive services of such men as
tripping and slipping on all summer Kramer and Long and was very
the commentators and over-usage hard on the eyes. NBC did the ten-

WU's Proposed
.

jockey to films
(Continued on page 34)

Television Reviews

"

directly for showing on a sustaining
or to advertisers for commercial tele shows. Noting that the films
basis,

Up

New

But

delivered.
transitions from

(Continued on page 34)

circum-

probable that shorts
would be rented on a station-tostation basis, either to broadcasters
stances,

V

now,

final

affiliate

analysis

to

its

often

that cannot in
cost
anything.

They are a familiar combination of

LANNY ROSS
CBS

gesture

nice

a

the

Hollywood Bowl, August 2nd
CBSGues'tars (David Largest audience o£ current season
Doubled instead of disks.
Coast Network.
Street and the Modernaires) simuthe Hooper the first thirteen weeks.
recordlating
singing'
off-screen
to
Just Renewed!
ings provided the most entertainWith
Management
Comes
ment, and the ancient 16m reels of
A. & 8. LYONS
New York Rudy Vallee singing "Lydia," GerHollywood
\
Technique For
trude Niesen doing "Jim," plus some
other oldies suffered badly by comIts Tele Remotes
parison. Summed, however, it was
Studios Prep Pitch For
a watehable-listenable half hour in
CBS television, continuing to dewhich Jarvis, though a mite nerv- velop remote shows to compensate
Star Video Guestints ous, demonstrated himself
to
be
(or its. non-studio policy, has devised
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
equipped for the medium's demands
entertainstrong bid to exclude television of scriptlessness. Street presented a a new technique of airing
from guest star regulations affecting charming naturalness. Patter be- ment and demonstration programs
radio is in the offing at the next tween soundie takes and guestings directly from their point of origin:
meeting of the Radio Subcommittee was passably good and just as pass- Technique is an expansion on the
mechanical
Dispensation
ably

A

bones

its

to beat KFI on the
looks like the latter will

hope

troublesome

First to preem for Philco was Al
Jarvis, daddy of the disk jockey,
who introduced his * calling backgrounded by '-'soundie" musical films

ED EAST
— "Meet
the Missus,"

M.C.

it

be number one of newcomers and
number three station here, coming
in by December. Net would be mak-

circumstances, he might withdraw
Even if he doesn't
the film ban.
though, it would still be possible for
the film producers to rent out product made before the deadline" date.
Reasoning behind the proposed
change-of-heart attitude on the part
of the film industry has not been
It's believed' to
clearly explained:
be based, however, on the industry's
growing realization that tele has a
tremendous future which might be
turned to the film industry's advantage. Whether the renting of shorts
on a trial basis will pay off in the
'immediate future is yet to be made
known, but the industry, at least,
seems finally willing to give the idea

Pacific

can't

and

air,

—

shown increased

9.

AM

type— of the 3,000 odd screens here.
The combined efforts of the stations

AFM

Hollywood, Sept.

,

.

Transcontinental television may
well be a reality by year's end—
and not in 1950, as previously figured—with NBC and KFI sparking
the Bell system's coaxial connection.
Story is denied from all three corners, including the telephone company, but it is being talked that
NBC will permit its present
affiliate, but video rival, KFI, to televise the Rose Bowl football game on
New Year's Day for experimental
networking to the east via the phone
company as an all-around goodwill
gesture and national ballyhoo for

Arrival of Philco (via Gough Industries, Inc., distributors) on the
local video programming scene has
added a change from the monotony

official
industry
no
Although
would go on record as saying so, it's
been revealed that several of the
companies are considering sending

however, has

Coast to Coast Rose Bowl Telecast

Change From Old Ideas
By JOHN HURLEY
v

Video Ban; Rent Shorts for Tele

signs recently of easing up. on his
non-cooperation policy with tele, and
it's predicted that, under the right

Coast Tele

Shows Offer Welcome

Long-standing film industry ban*
on" selling current or recent product
to television broadcasters may be
eased In the near future.

lo.

New

be carried sustaining as public
CBS also hopes to

long association and, since the net
expects shortly thereafter to be on
the air itself in video, there is no
prestige loss as would have been
the case if Paramount had carried
it, as requested
and noticeably refused last year.
Overall attention

—

—

to

be accorded any such event

certain to appeal to

is

all.

week a phone company inadmitted that "it is a possibility," after denying a rumor that
kept recurring over the past two
months. Such an event was said to
be an impossibility for this and that
reason.
Now, however, the line is
known to be in via the southern
route and all that is required is to
put in sufficient booster stations to
carry the extra load video would enThis

sider

Deal

tail.

deemed worth

is

in

it

value, and may also be
acceptable in view of talk in the
trade that other means than th«
telephone lines may be employed.
publicity

service offerings,
line

up sponsors

Among

the

for others.

types

different

of

shows to be broadcast under the
system are a flying school course directly from Teterboro airport, N.J.,
and a cooking program directly from
the kitchen of a N.Y. eatery. According to CBS national tele director
Worthington Miner, such shows will
"bring realism to the forefront of
precisely in the same
manner that the film world's highlyrated producers are now injecting
television

actuality into their celluloid stories."

For Video Ball
Chicago, Sept.

9.

K.

Wrigley thinks that anybody who believes that the televising of baseball will have an unfavorable effect on ballpark attendP.

ance is still living mentally in the
days when ballplayers wore beards
and long mustaches.
The owner of the Chicago Cubs,
when asked last week what he
thought of Larry McPhail's stated

Hartford In

5-Way fight
Hartford,

Hartford

Wrigley to Bat

Sept.

broadcasters

are

9.

prep-

ping for a five-way fight for the two
clear television channels assigned to
this area. Opening shot in the battle
royal was fired last week by the
Empire Coil Co.' of nearby Avon
with the filing of application for
television assignment.

opposition to telecasting the coming
world series, said that he had been
battling for 27 years to open all the
ballparks to radio. He wpuldn't be
surprised, he said, if it took baseball magnates as a whole that many
years to see the light with regard
to television.

Wrigley, who manufactures gum
on the side, said that he has always
contended that radio team owners

should not use radio as a means of
making money but rather as a proIt was a shot heard by the four motional device, and that the same
Hartford stations with the result that view should be taken toward teleYOU SHOULD RIDE A HOBBY
all are preparing necessary data for vision. His experience has been that
HORSE
the filing of their applications. Sev- radio makes a crack sales medium
With Russ Davis
eral hurried conferences were held for baseball park attendance.
He
Director: Beulah Zachary
last week by execs- of the stations knows that radio has increased atWriter: Russ Davis
when it was learned that the coil tendance progressively at his field
15 Mins.. Tues.. 8:30 p.m.
ARBEE FOOD PRODUCTS
company had filed with FCC.
and he feels certain that television
WBKB, Chicago
Second shot in the battle was will prove still more effective as far
Similar pattern to the "Hobby fired by WDRC last
week when the as the turnstiles are concerned.
Lobby" show of radio fame is re- station
Wrigley recalled the vehement opmanagement announced it
flected in this 15-minute stanza. What
was
filing.
Firing of the second position he met at National League
the show, lacks however, is the "HsalvobyWDRG-provided confusion .owner_meetings.-whenev£r-..the.s.ub =..
L" "standdut^dlffefent hobbies with
and
ject
of radio came up. For years
consternation
human interest and a touch of
in the camps of
comedy. On the night caught (2), WTIC and WONS. The latter two some owners tried to get legislation
Davis, who acts as m.c, interviewed stations had way back filed tele- passed banning mikes from all
NL
three model airplane enthusiasts, vision applications
fields,
and it was only at the last NL
and then withwho explained their models and drawn them
when it appeared that meeting, Wrigley pointed out, when
demonstrated how they work. UnCBS color television was around the all the owners agreed that radio was
identifed wood - workers projected
corner.
good for the .game. "As for the
well as they had no hesitancy talking
about something they foiew.
According to Paul Morency, debate on television, it seems," reDavis, who is garbed as a chef to manager of WTIC, his outfit is de- marked Wrigley, "that this is where
tie in with company product, hurries finitely in the running for
a tele- I came in."
back and forth for the commercials vision station. Ralph Kanna,
Wrigley feels that the sooner ballstation
to demonstrate the scrapbag, dissupervisor of WONS, a Yankee out- parK owners look on television as a
posable waste container. While eflet, said the station is in the
process beneficial «ontribution to baseball
fective 'as the housemaid's friend,
he could" have- done""a~bBtter job if of Planning, for television. ^ At the better off they'll be.
Glover Delaney, station
contrast of costume and kitchen WTHT,
could have been tinted darker. Show manager of the Gannet outlet, said
looks as likely prospect for long that although there are no
Mexico's 1st Co.
definite
stay if it varies its interviewees and blueprint plans at
the moment the
Mexico City, Sept. 9.
introduces a note for the femmes— station will
be watching with hawk
Mexico's first commercial teleafter all they are logical prospects
eyes the moves of the other stations. vision
for the item.
operating company, Peliculas
Incidentally, out of a
home viewing aud of about 3,000, Other sources said that the station Especiales, has been organized and
pitch for direct sales brought in 56 is definitely interested in the estab- registered here
by Enrique J. Certelephone calls that night, which lishment of a television outlet and vantes
and associates.
demonstrates the impact of video that it will be the first etherer of the
Company, however, is handling
presentation. «
publisher's chain to establish one.
pix on the side.

than your cameraman."
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TELE TRADE FACES PARADOX
Lots of Grideo on Tap
With DuMont yet to announce its schedule of telecasts for college
football games this fall, New York televiewers will have available thus
college and professional games from which to
far. this fall 43 different
choose. These include the seven remaining games of the pro N. Y.
Yankees, aired by DuMont; the 11 college games (including Army,
Navy, Princeton and Pennsylvania) and eight games' of the pro N. Y.
Giants to be aired by NBC, and 10 college games (including Columbia
and Georgetown) and seven games of the pro Brooklyn Dodgers to

NBC's college schedule

steadily

during

the

day, with the Columbia-Rutgers game from Bakers Field', N. Y. All
six of Columbia's home games and the Columbia-Navy game from
Annapolis will be "televised, plus three games of Georgetown from
Washington, D. C. Two of the latter will be against N. Y. opponents,

Univ.
All 11 college games to be -televised by NBC will be sponsored by
American Tobacco, marking the entry of Luckies into tele bankrolling.

advertisers

Latest

cerned.

is

week
from

RECEIVER UNVEILED

WBBK

of

its

remainder of 1947."

announcement

follows

moment

on the heels of similar tele
pullouts by General Foods (which
its

tele

billings),

Bristol-Myers and Standard Brands.
are

decisions

paradox

in

number

the

of tele

considered

trade,
sets

in

since

AFM

a

the

New York

alone in the last two years has increased from 5.000 to approximately
68,000.

Wholesale

abandonment

the Inter-American Radio Conference in Havana. Broadcasters from
Argentina, Cuba, Brazil, Mexico and
Panama announced their readiness
to enter the field, with radio men
from another five countries agreeing
to

come

on

in

a

tentative

basis.

Broadcasters would be in an excellent position to trade shows, Azcarraga pointed out, since the language,
religion
and psychology of all
countries concerned is practically
the same.
Since no inter-American radio
network now exists, though, it would
have been necessary for the broadcasters to start from scratch in their
tele

Nicholas
television

Despite Waiver
'

of sets.

Adding still further to the paradox is the fact that DuMont has
come up with five new sponsors in
the last two weeks, none of whom

down to 500.
now operating

stations
in eight different
cities, with 54 more stations now
In addition,
building in 40 cities.
applications for 11 stations are now

conviction that
an attention that makes it a poweradvertising medium." Despite
ful
this.
Peabody added, Borden's is
pulling out to "take a breathing

pending before the FCC.

Tele expredict that new stations
will be in operation before the end
of the year in Boston, Baltimore,
Cleveland, Indianapolis, Milwaukee,
Minneapolis and Richmond, Va.

spell,

ecutives

tele officials

UST Cuts Prices As
as

$480 a

i

Set

'

according to prexy Hamilton Hoge.
All price changes were made in
UST's large-screen projection models,
which formerly sold around the
$2,000 mark. Biggest drop was on a
home console set with a 21x16 inch

include
has re-

clearly.

scale

for

tele,

|

I

has

far

Video Station
.

the

AM, FM,

Hollywood, Sept.

9.

,

|

rich
r

ping
ager

and powerful Downtown SbopNews here whereby, as -pack-

for the big stores here.' the
News will purchase time on all of
the stations present and planned

last

week

in

D. C.

in

9.

service

Washington. D. C,

September when

activates

tele sta-

its

campus of the American
University
here. . Unlike
NBC's
WNBW, the ABC station is going
easy on the ballyhoo, and will go
on the air without fanfare of any
kind.

CBS

I

has an arrangement with the
to
do local pickups for

station

WCBS-TV New York
turn,
until

|

it

is

City.

expected^ that

In
at

releast

ABC's Manhattan ""video outgoes on the air, CBS w;II reciprocate by feeding several of its New'
York shows over the co-ax to

let

A

:

added

tion on the

Tele

deal
without precedent in
broadcasting circles has been coneluded between veteran KFI and the

video network

third

WMAL-TV

on

1

Coast

The

will be

News Buys Time

As Big Store Packager

in

Washington. Sept.

future. Scale
tentatively

other three member unions before
negotiations are started with tele
broadcasters.

On

Preps

Sept Teeoff as Third

been

Shopping

WMAL

ABC's

it's

for the 4As
approved by
the American Federation of Radio
Artists and now awaits okay by the

the

are still conadvertisers in

advertisers

i

the

believed that Petrillo will continue
to sit out until he feels he knows
exactly where tele is headed. And,
with the tele picture changing almost daily, that may be sometime in

relight of

|

New DuMont

I

minimum wage

I

we can

that national
the future will enter their field in
larger numbers and stay in, it's
their opinion right now that some
happy medium must be found between the top-coin spenders who've
abandoned video and the small advertisers such as DuMont has lined
up. Latter, it's pointed out. won't be
able to afford tele, except on a
limited local basis, once networking
reaches its peak, -National advertisers, on the other hand, must be
lured in now to make certain they'll
be interested in the future. Solution
for the problem hasn't been found,
but it's one to which broadcasters
are giving their fullest attention.
fident

As

experimental tele programming

which

!

Associated Actors
and Artistes of America has already
taken official steps to establish a

examine television in the
overall advertising appropriations in
terms of a consistent television campaign sometime in the future."

they

via a small transmitter in Mexico
City operated by one of his subsidiaries. That, he declared, is about
as far as television has progressed
to date south of the border.

during

While

Much

|

|

Twelve

For that reason,
first approached U.
S. manufacturers with the idea of helping
Output Climbs
finance the net. To that, they didn't
New price reductions on television
even receive an answer, Azcarraga
on some
charged. When the manufacturers receivers, ranging up to $480
United
wouldn't even guarantee the de- models, have been effected by
- livery of sets, the Latin broadcasters States Television. Reduction, second
ditched the entire idea, deciding made by UST within the last several
they couldn't afford to risk their months, is directly attributable to
greater mass production and the
time and money.
costs via
Azcarraga, meanwhile, is conduct- absorption o£ development
heavy sales throughout the country,
ing
operations.

j

Borden's, which has beet! airing
shows on WNBT (NBC, N. Y.) and
its affiliates for the last year, has
"conducted an intensive and wellrounded experiment of the most
practical nature" during that time,
according to Stuart Peabody, the
firm's assistant veepee over advertising.
"This experience has contestants.
firmed and strengthened our original
Although
television commands

predicted a nationwide
audience of 1,000,000 by

the end of the year, which is in line
with estimates of' other leading
manufacturers.
Latest figures reveal that 700 sets daily are being
sold in the N. Y. area, although a
shortage of installation technicians
has held the actual installation fig-

ure
are

Held

Marking Time

of

video thus refutes in part the optimistic hopes of broadcasters that
top-coin advertisers would appear in
droves with a boost in the number

spends so much advertising- money
as do the big national sponsors. Tele
withdrawals
officials
believe the
follow a pattern, with the big advertisers sinking a pile of money
into tele in order to gain experience
sell for $349.50, was regarded with
their production to South America.
^or the future and to sew up the
considerable interest by the trade cream of time franchises and then
In the U. S. currently for further
attempts to talk the tele manufac- since Philo T. Farnsworth is gen- pullmg out when they find the meturers out of their current attitude, erally accredited with having in- dium doesn't pay off yet in increased
Azcarraga charged that it was ex- vented the first systems of all-elec- product sales. With the N. Y. video
According
to audience
Time will tronic television.
tremely shortsighted.
now numbering approxicome, he pointed out, when the.U. S. Farnsworth prexy E. A. Nicholas, mately 350,000, however, the medium
market will be satiated with tele the set is equipped with a "bcam- offers a natural for small, local
relaxer," which eliminates the use of advertisers.
sets, same as it is with radio sets
today. Manufacturers then will look several tubes and thus makes for
Borden's 'Breathing Spell'
easier operation.
for foreign markets to bolster their
sales. If they were smart, he declared, they would do as much as
possible
growth
to
help
tele's
wherever possible with an eye to
the future.
Trading of Shows
Plans for the Latin-American network were mapped out last year at

I

|

television temporarily, at least

Their

j

I

new medium

which announced this
intention to "withdraw

close

Alleged

NEW FARNSWORTH

list

have

Dealers

idea of bankrolling telecasts of foot-

con-

Borden's,

cancelled part of

shortsightedness on the+
manufacfart of U. S. television
u r e r s has temporarily stymied
spectacular plans for a Latin-American tele network that would include stations in at least 10 different
List of manufacturers producing
countries at the outset.
Manufacturers forced a halt to the television sets was upped to 25 Monplans by re'fusing to guarantee deday (8) with the unveiling of the
livery of any equipment, or receiving
gets south of the border, according new Farnsworth receiver. With the
to Emilio Azcarraga, Mexican radio sets slated to go on sale first in New
»nd motion picture magnate and the York and Philadelphia, it's believed
man behind the Idea. With no they'll add considerable impetus to
Latin-American manufacturer en- the total
of 500 sets daily now being
gaged in tele production, Azcarraga installed in the
N. Y. metropolitan
pointed out, the tycoons interested
area.
in establishing the network obviFarnsworth set, a table model
ously couldn't operate unless U. S.
with an 8xl0-inch screen that will
plants agreed to shunt a part of

are

•

the

join

to

firms pulling out of the

Borden's

In Neglect of Latin-American Market

Ford

mercial tele program, at least as far
national

%

[Through use of the antenna, shows
Chicago. Sept. 9.
shelved the transmitted from Philadelphia have
been picked up directly, without
this fall. They means of intermediary relays, in
ball games on
have decided that they would rather Hartford.
Termed the "Vce-Dec-X." the
not go in for this type of promotion
antenna was invented by engineers
as yet.
The .Ford factory, which under- of the La Pointe-Plascomold Corp.
writes the Cubs baseball games cur- of Unionville, Conn., a suburb of
cently on the same outlet, has not Hartford. It's slated to sell for $120
decided whether it will assume the and tele officials are confident that
football bill itself, but the indica- it will bring video to out-of-thetions
at
the
are not way points at least two years ahead
of the most optimistic predictions
promising.
made to date, since it obviates the
need for extension .of the coaxial
cable or radio relay towers to those
areas. Since it will expand coverage
that much more, .the greatest boon
Still
to the industry is expected to lie in
the lure it will provide to topspending national advertisers.
Antenna will be unveiled to Connecticut residents next month in
the centennial celebration of Hartford's G. Fox departrhent store. DuMont, it's rumored, will tie in with
the
manufacturing
company by
Television broadcasters a r e n t offering its distribution facilities and
placing too much hope in the fact by providing special shows, originatthat James C. Petrillo has lifted his ing in its New York studios, for the
ban on the use o* live musicians for store's celebration. -Indicating the
tele shows twice within the last store's enthusiasm in video, G. Fox
two weeks. Instead of indicating has taken for the theme of its anni:
that Petrillo is getting ready to do "100 years of Connecticut Living
business with tele, it's believed the Television Brings
Connecticut to
American Federation of Musicians Life."
Antenna is also reported to prois still worried about how the TaftHartley Act will affect it and so vide absolutely ghost-free images
doesn't want to take any chances of under the most unsatis actory rcceppulling a blooper until AFM legalites tion conditions.
Recently-strengthened DuMont signal, for e:. ample,
have the new law doped out.
Ban was waived by Petrillo in has made for plenty of ghosts in sets
both instances for CBS shows. First operating in Westchester, since the
was the pickup of the American original signal was followed by a
Legion's celebrity night from Madi- reflected signal that bounced off the
son Sq. Garden, N. Y.. two weeks RCA building in N. Y. Through use
ago, when several name bands were of the "Vee-Dee-X," however, the
used. Legion obtained the waiver signal came in ghost-free.
Antenna has
in this instance on the plea that
reportedly
been
many Legionnaires were still in completely tested and proved with
Army hospitals recuperating from photographs taken directly off the
war-incurred wounds and deserved face of a receiving tube in Hartford
a chance to watch the proceedings showing programs transmitted from
Second instance was CBS' airing of N. Y. Antenna was recently installed
the Harvest Moon Ball finals last for a tavern set in Greenport, Long
Wednesday (3) night, when the Ray Island, a distance of 104 air miles
McKinley and Noro Morales bands from N. Y„ and the set has consisprovided music for the dance con- tently picked up the N. Y. signal

parently dropped out of the com-

for the

Shortsightedness Laid to U.S. Mfrs.

—
ON PIGSKIN BANKROLL te^jlff

last

as

New York

|

FORD DEALERS RENEGE

of television sots in circulation has

several months, the bottom has ap-

Fordham and

Revolutionary new television re-ceiving antenna that expands the
radius of transmission to more than
200 miles four times present video

•f

number

Despite the fact that the

tees off Sept. 27 with the Army-Villanova
Point, with pickups also being made in Princeton,
Baltimore and Philadelphia. Army-Illinois game will be the only one
originating in New York. CBS' college schedule opens the same Satur-

game from West

Spreads Tele Coverage Fourfold

AS SETS INCREASE
increased

be aired by CBS.

New Antenna to Bow Next Month;

T

i

!

WMAL-TV

WMAL

:

plugging

here.

manager Ken Berkeley
the

station

and special

as

a

is

"'sports

events operation." He
Fischer Baking Co., which
has already signed, up the Washingnewed sponsorship for six months of
ton Redskin pro football games and
the "Small Fry Club," on Thursday facilities, including AM,
and
the grid epics of local Georgetown
television.
7:30.
Candy
nights from 7 to
Comet
The merchant - controlled sheer -and George Washington Universities
screen, which was reduced from has inked to bankroll 15 minutes of
Teleamerica Into
earlier copped off
Company's best a new half-hour show featuring largely run by the eight big depart- Dumont's
$2,275 to $1,795.
the baseball games and tele rights to
Film Production seller, a tavern and club model with highschool talent, with its contract ment stores, will act as clearing sporting
events at the Uline arena.
reduced
was
screen,
house
for production and facilities,
weeks.
Jay,
inch
running
full
52
Jay,
a
a 19x25"
Chicago, Sept. 9.
is still making a strong
the
with
•starting
Set
20operation
$1,595.
on
an
institutional
to
Junior,
Inc.;
picked
the
bid
has
up
Teleamerica, local producer of from $1,995
today. week tab on Bob Emery's "Real basis via a cost-sharing system and for the local fights and wrestling
produced
screen
films for television, is planning to largest
reduced Jockey" show and Botany Mills has expanding later to individual pro- matches.
invade the motion picture biz and 30x22',2 inches, has been
Station
will
be
gramming
as
well.
used
weeks
of
Intra-tele
is
to
$1,795.
another
13
also
signed for
train
has bought an unproduced play from $2,245 to
American
students who
script,
UST last week concluded a deal weather signals. Packard Bay Ridge. planned for the stores as showcasing. are signed University
"Devilsfoot," by Channing
up for the college's new
Schedules are now being arranged,
for a
Overton. Company plans to produce with the Industrial Bank of Com- an auto dealer, has signed
finance series of one-minute spots. Springs along with costs, programming, etc. radio-video curriculum, under the
the picture as an
release, using merce, N. Y., for the bank to
direction
of
WMAL's
It's
have
of
cotton
hoped
to
an
anmanufacturers
.official
special
events
video techniques and hoping to com- sale of receivers to dealers and the Mills. Inc.,.
nouncement in October and actually director Gordon Hubbell. School is
fabrics, meanwhile, was signed last
plete film for less than $100,000. Pic- public. Bank, an outgrowth of the
week to sponsor all local games of be in operaUnn by December on an committed to produce around 52
will also be shot so as to allow cut- Morris Plan system, is offering tele
hours of tele programming a year.
experimental basis at first.
Yankees' football team.
financing at 4.88% per $100 per year. the N. Y.
ting 30 minute video presentation.
j
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WHERE ARE THE NEXT "TOP
Latest nationwide audience "returns" confirm

FACT

I

In the toughest
?

'
.

.

'

season

off

the
V",

-

•

.

year to get really good ratings,

two sustaining CBS PACKAGE
PROGRAMS have 11.3 and 1 1.0
NRI evening ratings— and top
all commercial programs
on all networks this summer.
*

V

FACT

,

2
'

\

The twelve evening sustaining
CBS PACKAGE PROGRAMS have
an NRI average 26% higher than
the average for all commercial
1

I

evening network programs.

•fCBS
Bill

CBS

PACKAGE SHOWS:
Goodwin Show,
Is

There,

Doorway

to Life,

Escape,

My Friend

lrma,

Romance,
Robert Q. Lewis Little Show,
Rooftops of the City,
.

Strike It Rich,

+*Studio One,

Sweeney

Sc

Bnsr.d

All

on time- period ratings

July 30-26
report.

.

March,

Winner Take

KRl

pocket piece

r

PROGRAMS COMING FROM?
CBS PACKAGE

cheers for

critics'

The

loudest and most consistent cheers

from radio

i.

PROGRAMS

recent

critics in

months have

been for the impact, the freshness and
top-skill of

Now
in.

CBS PACKAGE PROGRAMS.

the audience

And

prove the

reports are

coming

critics right!

NRI facts show clearly that CBS
PACKAGE PROGRAMS capture all signi100

ficant audience-honors, in the toughest
to

testing season of the year. (In fact, four

91

CBS PACKAGE PROGRAMS
the range of

NRTs

fell

within

"top ten" in this

report.)

And

the record for the whole

gram schedule shows
i;

leadership.

The

the chart at the

CBS

pro-

just as significant

facts are

summarized

in

left.

For Radio's next

headliners

ALL
NETWORK
COMMERCIAL

ALL

,

EVENING

CBS

NETWORK

SUSTAINING

COMMERCIAL

COMMERCIAL

PACKAGE
PROGRAMS

EVENING

EVENING

EXCLUDING

PROGRAMS

PROGRAMS

CBS

CBS
if

Index based on HRI

1

PROGRAMS

July It It,
Potket Piece Rofing Aveiog.s foi loch jiouf:

|

CBS

• • •

PACKAGE
*

PROGRAMS
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S4
is
a stock Brooklynese,
"dese-dem-dose guy" type, bringing
a mangled accent, coi'uy approach
and a genuine love for serious music
to a quarter-hour disk show.

Tonken)

Radio Reviews
Continued from page 29
alecky.

It's

somewhat

just
a
of

homey

with
Aldrichtype of

stuff,

Henry

I

about?
In

;

What's he to do about
case,

this

it?

as the title plainly

Opening program (7) was wellmixed, presenting an excerpt from
Tchaikovsky's Piano Concerto, an
orchestral

version

of

"Estrellita,"

and
told you, the stanza was devoted to Ijily Pons in an operatic aria,
showing that the path to lasting the Don Cossack Chorus in a Rusappeal.
peace is no cinch a fact which just sian hymn. Tonken says he doesn't
The first GE-sponsored stanza, for about every American over the age know why he likes classical music;
listeners
the benefit of any new
Having arrayed "It just hurts around my .heart tout
of six must know.
around, took the form of a flash- the past year's peace-award tum- it hurts good." He tied up the
back to the honeymoon of Willie blings and failures (a depressing Tchaikovsky excerpt with his lessons
Piper (Billy Redfield) and his bride spectacle) across about 25 minutes, as a kid; the Pons disk with the
(Elaine Ro.-t). At the wedding certhe producers of "Peace Road is diva's appearance before GIs in a
emony Willie, sans suspenders or Rough" went 'way out on a limb and hangar in Germany, where her notes
belt at the last moment, went to
ventured an optimistic suggestion: were so high "like dey wuz covered
the altar with his hands in his pock- "But it's not too late" to head off wid snow all year roun'." That exets to hold up his trousers. Arriving World War III.
And what to do presses the approach. If it brings a
at their honeymoon hotel, the newly- about it? Why. said the windup— couple lugs to longhair, it's worth
weds found that the place (selected and hold on tight to your chairs, it.
Bron.
for them by the bride's papa be- kid." °et out and vote!
That's all.
cause he'd honeymooned there had That's the who'e answer! No question
been torn down years before. At but that you'll vote right.
DIARY OF FATE
another hotel, where Willie was
why
waste half an hour of a With Herbert Lytton, Stan Waxman,
But
mistaken for the honeymooning son listener's time to tell him that—
Dou^ Youny. John Gatiner, Ginny
of a foreign diplomat, the Pipers which he's been told a million times?
Johnson; Hal Sawyer, announcer
were given the ambassador's suite, He deserves more out of a docu- Producer: Larry Finley
courtesy of the State Dept., only to mentary.
It should either present
Writer: Richard Tace
and
minutes,
few
out
in
a
be found
him with fresh evidence on a mat- 30 Mins.; Fri. (5), 8 p.m.
evicted.
ter of public concern or it should Sustaining
These and other trials .and. tribs array already known facts, events WNEW, N. Y.
honeymooners made for and trends in such a manner as to
the
of
This was a good psychological
easy-to-take, lightly diverting listen- help him form one or several con- meller in WNEW's current "MysProduction and acting were clusions. If the conclusion can't be teries at 8" series, with a couple of
ing.
both in intelligent, capable hands. any more directional than that the fresh twists to give it an added lift.
The stanza would be better off. how- listener should be a more active Tale was a combination narrationever, without a studio audience. The citizen, the documentary had better dramatization, story of a man in
show isii't playing for guffaws, ancF do more than throw that old get- prison who is to die in half an hour
the scattered places where the~spec- out-and-vote bone at him. It had for a crime he didn't commit, with
tators' laughs broke in tended to better offer him some 1-2-3 simple, flashbacks to the incidents leading up
grown-up-and-just-married
,

-

—

,;

—

I

|

—

t

spoil the dramat's

handled the GE lamp
commercials with commendable reCatchline sung by femme,
straint.
something like "Don't forget GE,"
didn't come through clearly enough,
however, to register easily. Sounded
like something about a gypsy.
Doan.

Win

plan-of -action suggestions.
That would seem to be more of a
"public service' 'than further confusing an already sufficiently confused
oractical

illusion.

Elliott-

RENDEZVOUS WITH RAMONA

public.

WOR's VJ

stanza, aside from being guilty of adding to the confusion,
had an undertone of deep pessimism which left the impression that
the producers believe another war
is inevitable and were trying to
convince themselves as well as -the
listener that "it's not too late." The
nrogram emoloyed a d e v i c e the

HMD a Tree

Radio'

Continued from page 25

Miller in his Capitol Hill testimony
It would provide that
this summer.
"nothing in this act shall be understood or construed to give the commission power of censorship over the
radio communications transmitted by
any radio station or any supervisory
power to regulate the business of
the .licensee of any radio broadcast
draft is also explicit
station."
in banning FCC's interference with
substance of any "material broadbroadcast through
cast or to be
order, regulation, report, opinion,"
etc.
This would directly blackball
future blue books.

NAB

only of
tion
licensing
in

technical

Lu'gar's

—

—

.

,

WOR

questions

political broadcasts but not rethem to divvy out political
time in accordance with White bill
provisions.
Nothing is included on
identification of news or commentaries, both White- bill provisions
which drew-heavy industry .fire. The
NAB draft would give broadcasting
parity treatment with other indus-

at

NAB

NAB

—

Comment

1

•

.

.

—

..

nically,

the stanza

made

a

passing

It

-that

bogged down on the same score
many a documentary does, in-

cluding the bulk of these commemorative pieces— they consist 90',;, of

a rehash

of yesterday's headlines,
tell the listener little he
doesn't already know; the station or

hence

network, bending over backward to
avoid editorializing or taking somebody's side, fears even so much as to
inject a dominant: note or theme into
the story, let alone any constructive
suggestions for licking the problem.
Result Is that the average listener
is left with the feeling that the parade is impressive, but what's it all

Francis Duffy, as well as the brief
addresses
of
Miss
Ferber
and
LaGuardia. But the windup makes
its plea
strangely similar to that
used for soap and toothpaste.

THE CHARACTER
With Phil Tonken
Writer-director: Tonken
15 Mins.: Sun., 10.45 a.m.

Sustaining
WOR, N. Y.

Longhairs

may

ent, breathless

something

to

object to the rever-

treatment of music as
be worshipped on a

pedrntal, but otherwise this program
is an effective stunt, with an original twist.
"The Character" (Phil

because

FCC

turned

application

its

it

down,

indicated

quire

.

grade.

Left out in both decisions was the
State Beacon, Inc., which has
court fight on the

stations,

tries under the antitrust laws.
Friday's (5)
What
On other fronts,
is plugging
airing was .the simplicity of the telling, the restraint that kept the, yarn hard to sell its new industry code.
from being overly dramatic and Code wilj be released at press conphony, the vividness and suspense, ference Monday a. m. and will be
and the excellent performances and used as backbone of program and
diction of trie principals. Moreover,
sales
clinic
discussions
skedded
the fresh angles were interesting.
prexy
Fate (in the voice of a man) it- throughout that day.
self did the narration, reminding the Miller wired his board of directors
condemned man of each incident in in Washington yesterday (8) that
the tragedy, sympathizing with him
will not release the code bein the wretched chance that had fore they see it and that -a trade
taken him into the murdered man's story purporting to paraphrase it
company, reliving the courtroom
was "substantially incorrect."
scene (an especially vivid dramatizawill prime its code campaign
tion) and then "giving the ironical
punch finish. The man wasn't dying by urging station men and advertisfor this crime, but for one committed ers to spend more time and money
long ago.- Fate had caught up with on program building.' With better
him, the man was reminded. There's shows,
men argue code will
a page for everybody in the diary of have
speedy "-effect of bolstering
fate.
listenership and sales.
Clinics will
Good scripting and acting, despite hit need to stress sale of shows
an occasional melodramatic overflow, ratser than
spots.
study
put this one over.
Bron.
shows average of 75 spots per station per day. NAR_spokesmen will
y
urge incentive plan which makes it
as profitable for salesmen to sell

Follow-up

casting Co.

Bay

in

»»» »»«

.

Washington, Sept. 9.
to have been a surefire
court case testing FCC's authority
over radio programming got a new
twist yesterday (8) when the commission, in a sudden change of mind
on its preferences among three bidders for a new station in Brockton,
Mass., gave the nod to the Cur-nan
Co. In its proposed decision, FCC
favored the Plymouth County Broad-

program time would
and only 5% of its
be left open for sustaining public
strengthening the hand of licensees
service shows.
FCC favored Curin appealing FCC rulings up and
non
in the final count because its
down the line. It would give staowners, besides being local residents,
tions added protection against libel
would actively run the station.

new

Orch;
NAB
Hank Fisher, Frazier Thomas, an- "spirit
of, the Unknown
Soldier"
nouncers
come back to ask what's been done
15 min.; Mon. through Fri., 6:30 p.m.
since
ended
while
the
war
which,
CO-OP
NAB
perhaos not -yet overworked, gives
WLW. Cincinnati
promise of being. (NBC used it a
(Field Hoehnle)
few days earlier.)
Taking a cue from WHN, N.Y.,
"Do we have to do it all over
which recently brought Ruth Etting again?" asked the Unknown Soldier.
NAB
out of retirement, this 50kw indie, "Here's an answer to paste in your
likewise dipping into the past, has hat," said narrator Robinson, and he
come up with Ramona, who helped listed the places in the world now
build this station in the 1930's. This prod'.iein? uranium. "How close are
mono-monickered vocalist, who rings we to World War III? asked the U. S.
NAB
mission bells in oldtimers' memories, Robinson
reeled
pff
Big Name
has returned in an across-the-board ouotes to indicate we're nretty c'ose.
stint that should garner her new But. he added hopefully, there's
fans among the younger dialers. Her still time.
go,, vote.
style is slightly redolent of a bygone
U. S. radio.
included, could ;
programs as it is to peddle spots.
era when singers used to work over do a lot better than this.
Doan.
numbers twice, once straight and
once trickily. But this registers less
as old-fashioned than as nostalgic. OUR DELAYED PILGRIMS
"Pause That Refreshes" preemed
"Her pipes are still solid; she hits the Producer: Ted Hndes
the score of "Allegro," new RodgersPhilco
high notes with authority and knows Writers: Fred Methot. Don Agger
Hammerstein opus, Sunday (7), addhow to smoke up the low ones with Director: James Sheldon
SH Continued from page 30 55
the best in the business.
30 Mins; Fri. (5) 10 p.m.
ing Jack Kilty and a mixed chorus
made
for
stage
waits in some inCITIZENS'
COMMITTEE
ON
DISOn her second program (2), she
to the Ginny Simms-Percy Faith
stances. '
PLACED PERSONS
accented some old faves with rendiregular, weekly lineup.
Faith artions of "This Can't Be Love," WNEW, N. Y.
Lois Andrews' bow in tele was
Sponsored by the Citizens' Com- rangements, as always, were bright also an interesting if not too absorb"Baby, Won't You Please Come
Home,'.'
"You Go to My Head" mittee on Displaced Persons, "Our and sparkling and never got in the ing experiment. As video's first
and "How Many Times." Joe Su- Delayed Pilgrims" is a half-hour way of the melodies.
Song called Hollywood gossiper she came off
gar's orch backed up nicely. Emcee dramatization-narration potpourri to
aplomb,
acquitting
herself
chore is handled by Frazier Thomas gain support for a bill which would "So Far" seems to have the best with
who has an ingratiating personality authorize the admittance of some chance to reach hitdom and was largely via a breezy and flippant dedespite occasional corny touches. 400,000 displaced' persons into the done nicely by Miss Simms and livery of the usual "scoops," giving
(Ramona asks: "Are you serious?"; IT. S. Introduced by Congressman later reprised by her alid Kilty. the straight dope on inquiries, guest
he replies: "No, I'm Frazier."). Hank ,r7 illiam G. Stratton, Jr., of Illinois, "Pause" has reduced coke plugs to interview, dictation to a secretary
Fisher's plugs are short and direct. his measure would spread admit- absolute minimum which makes for (also in the picture), etc., all standSeries is being bankrolled on a split tance of these unfortunates over a easy listening on this fast rising ard radio
gimmicks. Backgrounded
week basis by Procter & Gamble and four-year period.
musical half-hour.
with a den-like office set and other
Moores Stores of Ohio.
On the opener,. Friday (5), which
productional enhancement, shi alterwill be followed by three other
"Let's Visit," at one time a Mutual
nately draped her svelte figure and
stanzas to be presented at the same airer, is now invading various type
THE PEACE ROAD IS ROUGH
time, program enlisted the aid of residences via WINS (N. Y.) (Tues- pert puss behind or atop a desk, both
With Prescott Robinson, narrator; such
varied personages as novelist day, 9 p.m.) for what can develop items a video- asset. There were a
Warren Bryan, Cameron PrudEdna Ferber and F. H. La Guardia, into an interesting series. Succession few delivery fluffs (or u it bloopers
homme.
Murray
Forties,
Bill
Smith, Bill Quinn, Adelaide Klein; among others, as well as spokesmen of interviews with residents of one in this trade)- but never anything
for the three major church denom- building could build up to colorful serious enough to detract from her
Sylvan Levin, music
inations, all of whom placed their fodder once the interviewers, Dor- physical attributes throughout the
Writer: Howard Merrill
stamp of approval upon the bill. othy Day and Jack Lacy, get a bet- quarter hour, George Jessel as first
Director-Producer: Roger Bower
Supervisor: Dave Driscoll, assisted While the script undoubtedly made ter idea of the goal they're driving guest came off with flying colors
an able summation of events that at.
by Edythe Meserand
in a snappy repartee during which
led up. to the postwar total of an esPreem session had the interviewSO Mins.; Tues. (2), 10 p.m.
timated 1.000,000 displaced persons, ers making the rounds of the Hotel each jibed the other much anent
Sustain-ng
its methods were not too original in
Des Artistes where a host of celebs their previous connection a? man
WOR, N. Y.
seeking support of this commendable make permanent residences. It ap- and wife.
The road to good documentaries bill.
The letdown of the lineuf came
pears that the station personnel
is also rough.
This one found it
Teed off with a few bars of fluffled lots of interesting material with the third show, "Home Ecoparticularly so. Its apparent objecthe "Pilgrim's
Chorus," program in their talks. Gab with artist Willy nomics," a Philco kitchen equipment
tive was we$l enough chosen: to
itself into a trite format.
Pogany and his wife, the Van Patten demonstration that was nothing
commemorate VJ-Day by arraying resolved
It ran the gamut from a soap operakids, Joan and Dick; Walter and more
the past year's progress and failures
than the standard^ unenhanced,
ish dramatization of "John and His
Mrs. Thornton, and Jimmy Saunin the direction of permanent peace,
dreary
store-window
variety
of
the better to show what must yet be Wife" former is skeptical of the ders, former Charlie Spivak vocalist, showcasing,
and further damned by
bill's merit while the latter supports
formed no definite patterns, and for
.done to attain that goal. Most of the
it—
to the stanza's close where the the most part lacked interest. How- poor delivery on the part of Phyllis
established techniques of documentary presentation were brought into announcer points out in trip-ham- ever, novelist Fannie Hurst pro- Frost, obviously stage named, and inplay
The script incorporated some mer "LS MFT" fashion, "It's their vided the biggest spark of the session distinguishableness of food objects
pertinent questions and well selected only chance for life, write your when she took it upon herself to carrying the ball for. the deep
Dignity give a comparatively long talk on freezers, refrigerators, etc.
comments, including quotes from congressman today!" etc.
demonPres. Truman at Rio, a last-minute was evident in the short sketches of her writing plans and some interest- strated. She and possibly
the entire
insertion. Direction and acting were the origin and background of Albert ing sidelights on the street on which show will
be replaced, it was later
Einstein, Carl Schurz and Father she lives.
Her stint provided the
sufficient to the assignment.
Tech-

Ramona, Joe

With

In Brockton Bid
What was

would bar FCC from imposing
promised a
regulations on chain broadcasting,
grpunds the
limit the commission to consideraBill

to the event.

impressed

Plymouth Nixed

,

SCHUTTER CANDY TO

HEAD FOR THE SPOTS
Chicago, Sept.

Candy

Schutter

9.

decided

has

against buying a half hour on CBS
Saturday night but instead will go
in for an intensive campaign of recorded spot announcements. Indications are that when the campaign
reaches complete coverage the expenditure for time will be equal to
any of the year's P & G spot
splurges, customarily rated as the
leader in that. field.
The Schutter- campaign opens with

a test in a dozen major markets,
with the stations involved, running
the announcements at the rate
of 25 to 50 a week. The station list
will be rapidly expanded from coast
off

to coast.

Account will retain
Spy" program on ABC.

its

"Counter

Studios Prep
Continued from page 30
in the present rules that do
not exclude video, a decision "hurriedly
arrived at," according to
parties to the pact, two months ago
when the matter first came before
the group.
According to sources on both sides
of the fence, there will be strong
agitation for a revamping of the
regulations, report being that some
studios are eager to supply guests to
test the medium and otherwise familiarize themselves with it.

change

Arch Reeve, of MPA.- stated that
the entire matter would come up for
re-discussion and not re-affirmation— though not indicating which
way it would turn on rehashing.
However, it's known that George

—

Jessel,

new

first

guest

used on

"Star-Views"

KTLA's

program

with

made a strong pitch
in film circles for allowance of such
a policy.
others Paramount

Lois Andrews,

Among

desirous of helping its own staobviously, and Metro is also
figured to be on the pro side along
is

tion,

with

Warners,

both

vitally

inter-

ested in video.

Meanwhile, majors are making no
commitments on talent, pending the
decision at the meeting, believed to
be slated sometime this week. Indie
producers, however, will be in there

whenever
of

the

possible,

absence

of

making

capital
at

competition,

least for the nonce.

Film's Video

Bon

Continued from page 30
clared that the idea certainly couldn't
mean any profit to the majors for
the next several years. Even though
a New York broadcaster or advertiser might be willing to pay
$1,500
(Fairbanks' asking price) to show
one short, the same film would bring
much more than that through its
usual playing from a Broadway first-

run house down through the last of
stated.
Monotone of the store the subsequent runs
in the metropoldemonstrator prevailed throughout itan
area.
Miss "Frost's" quarter hour, there
Question of what use the film inbeing absolutely no entertainment
dustry will make of tele once largevalues
contained in her stiffly screen
theatre video has been demouthed and> even more stiffly veloped
to
a commercial point,
written material. Idea of guestar
meanwhile, remains up in the air.
amateur chefs and gourmets taking
Proof that the majors are definitely
Robert Hall men's clothes re- over is being happily suggested.
interested in this end of the busicorded spot anouncements, can be
Plugged are Philco's familiar port- ness was contained
in a report this
added to the entry list in the tough- able AC-DC radio
and the equally week that 20th-Fox has signed with
to-take commercial sweepstakes. As
familiar 1201, portable phono-radio RCA to
conduct joint experimental
heard over WHN, New York, they're
combo. Terry O'Sullivan handles the research
noisy,
on developing the largeintrusive,
ludicrous
and non-jarring
wordage
ably but the screen system. Deal is believed
annoying enough to constitute an
to
visual tinkering proved the oldie of be
invitation to dial to. say,
patterned after the one recently
or WINS. They're also a good plug a picture telling— and selling— better negotiated
between RCA and Warfor Barney'*.
than 10,000 words.
ners for the same purpose.
largest splash of color in the session.

Miss Day and Lacy willprobably
soon catch the inherent interest contained in any interview.
They're
not taking celeb-packed hostels only.
Even the Mills hotel is down on the
list for a gander.

WNEW
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City Fathers See Spots

Inside Stuff-Radio
issue of "The'

March

of

Time" newsfilm dealing v.; h radio and
was given a dusting by George Carson

tossed

on his series over WOR, New York. After
describing the reel in some detail and reporting that John Crosby, N Y
Herald Tribune radio critic, was quoted in it as stating that bad programs
outnumber the good ones 20 to one, Putnam commented: "Yeah
we're
.if you look at one side of the "March of Time' picture.
a pretty bad lot.
But in the next breath 'March of Time' says 20,000,000 housewives eat up
.

officials

booming

L

when

St.

into

Sept.

Louis,

St.

City

New

titled "Is Everybody Listening?"
Putnam last Wednesday night (3)

CBC Resignations Seen Cueing Inside

9.

Clayton,

of

Louis suburb, were
a

tizzy

week

last

.

the soap operas daily and... to repeat that early figure... 82 out of every
100 U.S. citizens tune in every day of the year. Arfd somewhat grudgingly
it concedes there might be a few pretty good shows on the air. Yes, Time
...Marches On. But it seems to be going in the opposite direction from
the millions who listen to the little magic boxes that bring them crackling
news, breath-taking music, costly entertainment. Somebody's wrong. Could
it be 82% of the American People? That, I doubt, Mister March of Time.
Americans don't listen to what tfiey don't like... not for long, And not
by the dozens of millions, you can bet your last month's newsreel on that.
"Time ..Marches On. And like poor little Johnny in the Pee-rade...
everybody else is out of step.
"Or are we?"

Noting Variety's Aug. 20 story on "New York's Baseball Steal," Wilt
Gunzendorfer, g.m. of KROW, Oakland, reports baseball listening in the
Bay Area hasn't reached the fever pitch of N.Y.'s or Chi's, but Hooper
checks out that way show "there are more people interested this year in
baseball than any year before."
Special Hooper tabulations in May of this year and in the same morith
the previous year showed KROW's rating for the 9-10 p.m. period (when
night ballgames are on) grew from 4.3 to 5.3, representing a 23% increase
in audience, Gunzendorfer said. "The Hooper May-June share-of -audience
index, Sunday through Saturday, showed baseball controlled 5.3 on
and 4.8 on KYA, for a total of 10.1. Sunday afternoon baseball for
with 13.9, KYA with
San Francisco and the Bay Area showed
Saturday daytime: KROW, 8.6; KYA, 7.8, totaling
12.5, totaling 26 4.
Hooper, according to the Oakland indie manager, "has reported
17.4."
that the night baseball games during all or part of the two-hour period
between 8:30 and 10:30 have increased the share of audience percentages
on independent stations in the 36 cities oyer 8.6."

Toronto, Sept.

man

chairman.

is

didn't know why the various key
men had resigned and was not pre-

Next aldermanic meeting
was devoted almost entirely to

Canada networks. With McArthur,
Jean-Marie Beaudet, director of the
French-language network of the

result.

KXLW

bill but ended with
the
the board as non-plussed as
ever.

KXLW

is

still

Waiting for

money.

...

its

of the' directorial board, of the
CBC. Dunton isn't talking yet but
facing the resignation, effective
Sept. 30, of Dan McArthur, news
editor of the CBC's two trans-

CBC, has

also resigned unexpectedly.

D'Arcy Sullivan, supervisor of the
United Kingdom and British Com-

monwealth

section of the international service of the CBC, has also

.

quit.

Hartford Dept. Stores

Claim is that dictatorship and red
is ruining the CBC, most of the
criticism being leveled at Dr. Augustin Frigon, general manager of
the CBC. Chairman Dunton is now
in Toronto to straighten out the controversies
and is huddling with
Ernest Bushnell, program director
for the CBC networks.
tape

Set to Buck Each Other

On Early Morning 'Watch'
Hartford, Sept.

For the
lli4

Fox

7

to

&

first

time since

8 a.m. spot

Co.,

it

9.

has had

cn^.'HC, G.

large department store,

not speak for publication, they are
howling in mutual derision at the

ing.

alibi of

some other store air buck"Early Morning Watch," one
hour disk jockey gag show has been
sponsored oy the merchind'.se mart

Frigon that McArthur wants
pursue painting and that Beaudet
wants to devote his time to the violin and composing.
Sullivan says
that the resignations stem from the
to

CBC

Frigon,

g.m,,

said

Talk in the. trade is that the series
of resignations has been precipitated
by Frigon in his hampering of crear
tive talents.
Horace Brown, former
CBC writer, says: "I resigned because of the dictatorial powers for

He says
leadership of the CBC."
that reports and protests of "inner
turmoil" in the CBC have been
hushed up.
.

"The CBC creative department has
been riddled -to the point where
there is scarcely any of the personnel who built Canadian radio
left," says Brown.
"Dr. Frigon arcause the people involved want

more

The answer is that one
could hardly receive 'less than the
pays. At the same time, many
of us would gladly have stayed with
the CBC because we believed in namoney.

CBC

sense
The internal strife in the CBC has
reached the stage where it will become the necessity for a Parliamen'Degree of Mystification'
Sullivan maintains that "the inter r tary probe, with all these resignanational service is too closely tied tions bringing the situation to a
to the commercial side of the CBC head. Regret has been expressed at
organization": that "there is a cer- these resignations, with Chairman
tain degree of mystification about Dunton admitting "minor irritations."
the general direction of the whole He also admits that difficulties inCBC set-up." (Sullivan joined the volve personalities and matters of
CBC in March this year after con- internal administration.
siderable radio experience with the
British Broadcasting Corp. and the
St. Louis
A 52-week contract for
Australian Broadcasting Corp.)
Ronald Colman's transcribed "FavorDan McArthur, who has been press ite Story" has been sold by
chief with the CBC since 1936, after to Werner and Hilton, Inc., men's
25 years in Canadian newspaper clothiers.
real broadcasting in the real
of the word," he said.

—

KXOK

It

Happened on

Fifth

Avenue

Sinbad the Sailor

WOR

That's

My Man

Duel in the Sun

The Late George Apley
I

Monsieur Verdoux

sells

The Macomber

Affair

Carnegie Hall

movies!
leave

it

to

showmen

Great Expectations

Mother Wore Tights
Kiss of Death

to pick the greatest

New York
They pick WOR.

showcase
radio.

in

mutual

he

nell, CBC director of programs for
the Canadian networks, said ditto.

The Other Love

Bedelia

The Egg and

Dr.

pared to release the text of their
Ernest Bushletters of resignation.

tional radio, had our hands been
same general conditions. "I resigned freed of the red tape in which we
from the CBC because I want to do were constantly entangled."

Blaze of Noon

Orleans

flects

While McArthur and Beaudet will gues that these resignations are be-

will get

WWDC

New

work, refuses to give his reason for
resigning but his and others' pulling
out of the federal radio system re-

the buck, denying he authorized
the staggering expenditure or
knew who did. City treasurer
frantically canvassed the 10-man
board .of aldermen with the same

Washington, is contacting stations throughout the country for
material for a new program, "Salute to American Radio." Station's idea is
for some 12 years.
to present once weekly a 15-minute segment of a local program somewhere
Now a competitor, Sage Allen &
else in the U. S., on the theory that no one person can hear all the fine local
programs of American radio, and that Washington, as a tross-section of Co., has bought the same time or.
WTHT and is placing Ben Hawthe U. S., would be especially interested in this radio showcase.
Station asks others to send a 15-minute transcription of one. program thorne in to buck Bob Steele, maesFunr.y
they're especially proud of. It doesn't matter if it's sustaining or commer. tro of the "Watch" show.
part of the whole deal is that it was
It can be an excerpt of a longer procial, so long as it's of local origin.
gram, a regular weekly feature, or a one-time shot of a special event. Hawthorne who originated "Watch"
would carry program as sustainer, promising to ce*. aside 15 min- and ran it until he went to war. His
utes of Class A time for the feature, provided a sufficient number of sta- wife took over the slot and then
came an argument with the G. Fox
tions cooperate in sending disks.
management with the result that
N. Y. metropolitan area listeners are to get a taste of BBC's strictly Steele took over the job with Hawhigh-brow Third Program via WNYC, the municipally-owned indie, start- thorne reporting to WTHT after he
ing Friday (12). Station will air full-length transcribed broadcast of five shed the khaki.
classical and contemporary dramas from the Third Program's "World
Sage Allen has for several years
Theatre" series, starting with "L'Aiglon." On succeeding Fridays WNYC been sponsoring an institutional
will "air "Doctor Faustus," "The Trojan Women," "Hedda Gabler" and longhair show over WTHT nightly.
G. B. Shaw's "The Man of Destiny." First three broadcasts will run an This marks the first real air merhour and a half each, the last two an hour each. Starting time will be chandising effort on the part of department store.
8:30 p.m.

The Locket

9.

growing internal trouble. McArthur said he would make a statement within the week, after his
weekend huddle v'th the CBC board

Mayor Kenneth Thies passed

KROW

WWDC,

and Need of Parliament Probe

Resignations of keymen in the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. have
thrown this Dominion's nationalized
radio system into a turmoil that has
a quick journey to
necessitated

Toronto of Davidson Dunton, chair-

Louis County."

.

KROW

Strife

the city treasurer received

a bill for $41,940 in ad services
KXLW, St. Loo indie with
studios in Clayton,'- Bill was for
5,124 station break spots in past
seven months tooting Clayton's
horn as "the garden spot of St.

from

The Farmer's Daughter

36
.

PGatntfftr
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WE SOUND-PROVED ABE

He's famous for making the great laughmakers themselves

laugh most,

at

Hollywood's funniest private

parties.

He's long-

been the entertainer's favorite performer, the comedian's funniest comic, the wit's sharpest wit!

And

for years,

Abe Burrows

comedy-writers, heading
writers,

for

and

has

been one of radio's great

also

Duffy's Tavern's stable of script-

gagsters; writing his sharp-edge, sparkling

Joan Davis,

we

This summer
something

up

else

For Burrows

Dinah Shore and
him down

sat

to

a

comedy

others.

coast-to-coast microphone,

and proved

about him... in sound!

is

now

revealing to millions what the great come-

dians have always known: that no one can get as

many

laughs

out of a Burrows song as Burrows; no one can get the laughs out
of his lines that he himself does.
V

Listen to

him any Saturday night on CBS

you'll hear

Burrows

at 10:30

EDT and

what they mean.'

(as

one

put

critic affectionately

But

bull-frog with a sore throat."

that have made,

comedy and songs

it's

it)

"has a voice like

a*

just the voice for the

him famous: "The

Girl with

the

Three Blue Eyes" or "O, hurry, Mr. Hurricane, and blow

my

lover back to me,"

and dozens of

Without exception, the
of our time, in any
Post,

critics

others.

have called

medium, anywhere.

(See

it

the best comedy-satire

The Saturday Evening

Time, Newsweek, Variety, John Crosby, Jack Gould or

any of the others.)

As

writer, composer

week,

lie's

and

in front

of a mike, Burrows proves, week after

one of today's great comedy buys; top-talented comedy, at

fifteen-minute time

If

,

you want

and

talent costs.

to laugh, hear

him.

If

you want

to smile,

buy him.

A CBS PACKAGE PROGRAM

j
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Murray Manager at

WQQW Mulls Subscription Plan While

Vice Wasser,

KQV

Hoping for Bid to Take
Washington, Sept. 9.
so-called Blue Book stawhich ran up a' distress flag
here several months ago, may approach FCC on a plan to get
subscriptions from its music-loving

WQQW,

listeners as a means of keeping the
station on the air under its present
management. This was vote of the
station's new 18-man board of difectors at two meetings here last week.

Edward Brecher, program director
Paul Martin and business manager
Mort Nusbaum. Station is now on
the lookout for a combination station-program-business manager.^ to
keep station going for the nonce,
until firm course is decided upon.

Board, however, is split on the
question of a hurry-call for suband will exert most effort
new capital to the station,
now running in the red to the tune
of $3,000 -or more a month. At the
same time, the Board said it will
continue to acept bids for the stascriptions
to attract

reports a raft of letters
from its longhair music audience
offering to underwrite subscriptions
to keep the station on the air as a
strictly music and news operation.
Number of subscriptions, however,
would probably not support station
without a healthy injection of sponsored shows .Any subscription plan
would have to get informal okay of
the FCC, if undertaken as a straight
commercial proposition.

try

continue

to

the

on the air under present
ownership was voted overwhelmingly by WQQW's 200 stockholders,
but may have been reached under
station

forced

draft. The stockholders got
offer anywhere approx-

Continued from page 27

9.

at

sales

15 years.

last

Strike Threat

search; James V. McConnell, manager of national spot sales; Eastern
C. Woolley, director of stations departments; Sheldon B. Hickox, Jr.,
manager of station relations depart-,
ment; Vernon H. Pribble, manager of
WTAM, Cleveland; Carleton D,

and research;
Robert A. Schmid, veepee of station
relations; Abe Schechter, veepee of

news, special events and publicity;
Charles Godwin,' director of station
Smith, manager, WRC, Washington; relations; Phillips Carlin, veepee of
John W. El wood, "manager KPO, San programs; Bert J. Hauser, director
Francisco; Lloyd E. Yod'er, manager, of co-op programs; James Wallen,
KOA, Denver; A. W. Kaney, man- treasurer; Earl M. Johnson, director
ager of central division station rela- of- engineering; Don Ioset, James
tions department; Jennings Pierce, Mahoney, Norman Knight, Bob Carmanager of western division public penter, all of station relations; Franservice and station relations depart- cis X. Zuzulo, assistant director of
ments; Willis B. Parsons, manager of press.
Thesaurus and Syndicated Sales,

Radio-Recording Division; John de

Russy, assistant manager of national
spot sales,, and Sydney H. Eiges,
with the New York exec group, manager of press department.
and
StuNewman
Pete Lyons, Bob
Members of NBC Station Planart Hawkins' and voted to reject the ning and Advisory Committee who
Glimmer will attend:
webs' counter-proposals.
of hope is seen in a new RWG-web
P. W. Morency, WTIC, Hartford;

huddle slated for today
tomorrow.
Decision

RWG
RWG

the

of

;

Swezey, veepee and general manveepee of ad-

ager; E. P. H. James,
vertising, promotion

NBC's 'Be Good'

Continued from page 25

WQQW

tion.

to

James Murray, head of

KQV, has been elevated to station
as promised by a second meeting, managership
with resignation of
last Friday (5). This sizable figure,
Pete Wasser, who has headed outfit
which the stockholders would not
have rejected, was supposed to come since it was sold by H. J. Brennen
from a wealthy Pittsburgh, manu- to & local syndicate couple of years
facturer, who says now he wants ago. Prior to that Wasser had been
more time to think the deal over. associated with Brennen in operaAs a result, the board voted to tion of both WJAS and KQV and
clip the staff down to a bare 12 until latter was ordered to dispose
persons, a move which resulted in of one of the properties by the FCC.
the resignations of station manager
Murray's been in local radio for

tion

Decision

It

4-Web NAB Delegation

Resiped

Pittsburgh, Sept.

Out of Red

(Wed.)
will

Continued from page 25
right

Richard Mason, WPTF, Raleigh; Milon
ton Greenebaum* WSAM, Saginaw;
H.

W.

Slavick,

WMC,

Nashville;

John

NBC's new emphasis
and the "come on in" invita-

In the face of

or

be

member-

,

bower directing programming

activities.

tele

tion to affiliates,

it

obviously poses a

problem for the stations which will
J. Gillin, Jr., WOW, Omaha; William
imating their $181,000 investment in
ship in New York Sept. 15, at a B. Way, KVOO, Tulsa; Walter E. probably be thrashed out at the web
meeting at the Barbizon Plaza; and Wagstaff, KIDO, Boise, and Quentin convention. For the poser confrontthe station.
in Hollywood Sept, 18, with prexy Cox, KGW, Portland (Ore.).
ing tha affiliates throughout the
At a Wednesday night meeting
last week, they turned down a notThe D. C. consumer cooperative Moore to circuit the huddles in mapmidwest, west, etc., is: what about
CBS's delegation:
too-firm $80,000 bid from Lawrence also put in a bid for the station to ping the next step, which might posour programming, since there won't
Frank Stanton, prexy; Joseph H. be any network shows for some time
Heller, onetime owner of WINX, bulwark an FM outlet— WCFM— it sibly be carrying out the strike
Washington. Another bid, rumored expects to activate here in Novem- move. Meeting for Chi session has Ream, exec veepee; Frank K. White, to come?
veepee and treasurer; Adrian Murto top $125,000, failed to materialize ber.
not been set yet.
1
The convention is also expected* to
phy, veepee; H. V. Akerberg, veepee
no purchase

brought before the

of

station

relations;

Earl H.

yield

some

Gam- what NBC

mons, veepee of Washington office;
William C. Gfftinger, veepee of sales;
W. Lowman, veepee of television;
Howard S. Meighan, veepee of station administration; Davidson 'Taylor, veepee and director of public
affairs; D. W. Thornburgh, veepee of
western division; Julius Brauner,
secretary and general attorney; Edwin Buckalew, director of western
division station relations; Carl Burkland, general manager, WTOP, Washington; Wendell B. Campbell, general
manager, KMOX, St. Louis; Thomas
L.

Connolly, director of program
promotion; George Crandall, director
of press information; Frank Falknor,
assistant general manager, WBBM,
Chicago; Harold E. Fellows, manager
of New England operations and general manager, WEEI, Boston; Michael
J. Foster, trade news editor; Gilson
Gray, director of editing; Ralph
Hatcher, manager of co-op division;
Arthur Hull Hayes, general manager,
WCBS, N. Y.; Merle Jones, general
manager, "WCCO, Minneapolis; John
J. Karol, sales manager; William B.
Lodge, director of general engineering; William A. Schudt, Jr., eastern
D.

interesting sidelights

on

intends doing about giving impetus to its public service
video programming.
With the exception of the upcoming UN General
Assembly sessions at Lake Success
and such hit-and-miss events as the
American Legion parade, there's
been little emphasis to date on the
public service aspects of video.

N. Y. AFRAites

Meet

Sept. 18

New York chapter of the American Federation of Radio Artists will
its quarterly meeting Sept. 18
at the Capitol hotel, N. Y.
Agenda will be devoted chiefly to
a report to the members, and discussion, of the union's recent national convention.
Local elections
are not due until the December

hold

meeting.

division manager of station relations; J. Kelly Smith, director of station relations; J. L. Van Volkenburg,
general sales manager, radio sales,

and Elmo C. Wilson, director of research.

Members

years

of the Columbia Affili-

ates Advisory Board who
.'
tend.
I.
R. Lounsberry, WGR,
chairman; E. E. Hill, WTAG,
ter; Richard Borel, WBNS,
bus; Kenyon Brown, KWFT,

will

at-

,

ffUgj

Buffalo,

Worces-

ColumWichita

Clyde Coombs. KARM, Fresno;
George Higgins, KSO. Des Moines;
C. T. Liicy, WRVA, Richmond; Glenn
Marshall, WMBR. Jacksonville, and
W. H. Summerville, WWL, New OrFalls;

Radio

is

tively

few can claim 18

barely past

.

years' experience in the
.

and darned few can

.

boast of 18 years with the same station.

But
only

that's the history

full-time

years has been

He's

18 years with

in

„

of Eldon A. Park, whose

employer

during

his

thirty-eight

Nation's Station, Eldon has

part-time office boy to Vice-President

Charge of Programs

.

.

.

with administrative

responsibility for the million dollars a year

WLW

.

who began

careers

WLW,

at

behind the success of

he's

stars

Park's

convinced there's plenty

supervision,

and with the able

will testify, there's

this

"Horatio Alger

WLW

Program Department

is

a smoothly-

'^riters7-producer^^irect6rs7 musicians, announcers,
talent of all types. It

and do

won

it

to a full

in

is

more than adequately

many

excellence

—has

gram

work and vigorou s

largest, most-loyal

t

he job.

a

spot an-

hour of musical -variety

the professional

the station

of Crosley Square" other than conscientious hard
enthusi asm for

.

Edward

J.

of

Noble, board chairman;

.

.

.

manner which has

top national awards for probuilt

and retained one of the

audiences in the world.

m iw

Mark Woods, prexy; Robert E. Kintner, exec veepee; Robert H. Hinckley, veepee of Washington office; Joseph A. McDonald, veepee, secretary
-

arid general attorney; E. R. BorrofT,
veepee of central division; John H.

Norton,

functioning organization, comprised of scores of

and

ABC's delegation:

their

Ghet Herman and Milton Wiener,

assistance of

the

leans..

he looks back

more where they came from.

nouncement

As everyone who knows him
secret

— never give

as

over the long roster of *adio

equipped to turn out anything from

Spends on programming.

no

however, has served

"encourage new talent

.

.

newcomers the brushoff." Because

Under

you say? Then consider: In his

The

tenet Park lives by,

hirn well

WLW.

in a rut,

come up from

One

twenty-fifth birthday." Rela-

its

broadcasting industry

Jr., veepee of stations; Ernest L. Jahncke, eastern division station relations manager; Robert Jones,
J-SDfral division manager; Francis
Conrad, western division manager;
Otto Brandt,. James Connolly and
'Alfred Beckman of N. Y. station
relations department: Frank Marx,
director
of
general
engineering;
George O. Milne, director- of techni-

cal

engineering

operations:

L WORCESTER^

WTAG
„
^WORCIESTE^

Ivor

Kenway, director of advertising and
promotion; Ted Oberf elder, assistant
director of advertising and promotion; Murray Grabhorn, manager of
o-and-o stations and of- WJZ, N. Y.;
Roy McLaughlin, manager, WENr!
Chicago; James Riddell, manager,
WXYZ, Detroit; Edward F, Evans,

F'n'FF

.

-

"

*
«

WLW

CROSLEY BROADCASTING CORPORATION

director of research; Robert Saudek,
director of public affairs; Earl Mullin,
publicity manager; Paul Movvrey, director of television; Raymond Diaz,
traffic

eastern

manager; Boudinot Stimson,
division

station

Frederick G. McNally,

relations:
eastern di-

vision station relations; Jack Pacey.
*
trade hews editor.

Mutual's delegation:
,

MS.™. Kobak v jnexy^

Robert D..

See page
46
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fARAMOUin'S

in

APVEXT1IKE fffl
any place

Will 90

BOX

Da anything.

BOX

13

Alan ladd plays a part tailor-mad* far him ... a man
of action... a versatile resourceful fiction writer who
o4vrfis9% for adventure . .
and gets it the hard way

. .

13

HAS EVERYTHING

a top motion

picture

Alan Ladd-

name. Alan Ladd— one of radio's

most popular voices. Alan Ladd— whose millions of
followers have

made him

Paramount.
direction

Yes,

fops in fan mail at

and BOX 13

by Ted Hediger

.

.

.

will

have

full orchestral

background under Rudy Schrager

.

.

.

stories

by many of radios leading writers

.

.

supporting roles by Hollywood radio stars

.

Yes!

'

t

m

-

t

>

BOX

.

13 has everything!

ft*
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"FACTuary" (pr.ee $10)
Radio service has brought out a loose-leaf
agencies and their programs t.me listings
all sponsored radio shows, ad
Info will be brought up-to-date periodically
stations, radio families, etc.
into cast of RosemaTy.
Saint
Marie
.Eva
inserts.
..
loose-leaf
via
Raceway
Tomorrow (Thurs.) will be Milton Berle Day at the Bay State and all
reins of a trotter
near Boston, with Berle to do a p.a. at the
Pa u \ «• ^ee
Boston
proceeds to go to the Carney charity hospital in
engineer of WHQM,
has been brought in from WNDR, Syracuse, to be chiei
headed by
Fortune Pope's N. Y. indie. .. .Voice of Freedom Committee,
Thursday night,
Parker, is propping another Town Hall rally for
has Dorothy
WOR
Deal for Clifton Fadiman to emcee new CBS show biz quiz package
.Mutual's "Leave It to the Girls" has lost its N. Y. outlet
-Sept 25
.Alfred Hitchcock show being packaged by Dick Dorso (Cen- has sold the "Girls" time Slot to a local sponsor for a plattered Ted Lewis
gone cold.
one,
Peter Donald off on 12-day Caribbean cruise stanza
tury Artists) on the Coast.
Group of textile mills is talking of jointly bankrolling
Saturday (6) on Santa Paula.... The "Can You Top This" luncheon chin- maybe two, network shows ..Eleanor Kilgallen building radio package
signed by
specialist for
fests at the Lambs resume next week (19) ... .Alois Havrilla
shows with Mark Hanna's talent agency. Former talent
Starts on the
to announce the "Perfect Program" on Sundays.
Rubicam, Miss Kilgallen left that agency to align with Hannas
Young
&
Bob Maxwell says "Superman" situation has resolved itself thusly: artist representation organization
.Elaine Carrington has a new series in
14th
the
Miss Carrington as
"With Mitchell Grayson engaged to secure additional script material for
the wind, based on her published short stories, with
daytime strip under Allen Ducovny's direction, latter has been appointed narrator. ...On his return from Europe, Lyman Bryson becomes permaexecutive producer of show. When and if Grayson takes over direction nent chairman of CBS' "Invitation to Learning."
well
of show, Ducovny will be free to- supervise production on program as
as other shows originating from Maxwell office.
Fred Thrower, ABC sales veepee, was aft engaged man when he came IN
George McGarrett came out from New York to shake up the Jack Paar
home from a flying weekend trip to Nassau. His intended is Miss Marian
.Hank Boorheam checked in last week show and after probing the weak spots decided it needed new characters
Kendall of Montreal. No date set.
Edward R. Eadeh, formerly and more cohesion. The trade is wondering how long Paar will hold still
at Mutual as national program manager
manager of Mutual's coverage dept., and William H. Steese, formerly di- for the tampering.... After auditioning a few dozen AFRANS, Lou Place,
Hollywood headman for Russel Seeds, and Red Skelton decided on Lurene
rector of CBS' listener diary division, have joined ABC's research staff
Ventriloquist Paul Winchell and his dummy, Jerry Mahoney, currently Tuttle as the mother of "junior" and girl friend of Clem. Fans wrote in
Greer Garson
doing four-a-day at Loew's, were booked for a flying round of air shots— they wanted Red's ma back after a season of grandma
the initials the guestar policy on the Jimmy Durante show hitting the wires
12, all told— yesterday (Tues.) on various N, Y. shows in behalf of
Marty Goodman out from N. Y. to talk a radio deal with Arlene
N. Y. Cancer Committee... Kay Raht, who plays Henry Aldrich's mother Oct. 1.
on the air, inked for an important role in Fred F. Finklehoffe's legiter, Francis and negotiate a picture deal for Jean Sablon .... Bruce Eells, late
"The Heiress". ..Charles C. (Bud) Barry, new ABC program and tele office manager of Young & Rubicam, out on his owji agenting, selling
Lum'and Abner in Chicago to confer with the
veepee, hopped to the Coast last Friday (5) for a two-week checkup on and packaging
Jerry Danzig, WINS program chief, to Alka-Seltzer people before they move the jot 'em down store over to
net operations from that end
discuss the radio phases of "The Hospital and Public Relations" in a round- CBS... .Emily Vetter left the Tony Martin show to write and research for
Radio Repertory named David
table session today (Wed.) at the American College of Surgeons convention Walter CKeefe's "Double or Nothing"
Glenn Wheatop, gives up the
John Graham, Kay Campbell and Emily Kipp into the cast of Raksin to head up its music department
here
Alan Young
Vivi Janiss new to "Our Gal Sunday" and Nancy scripting stint on the Tony Martin show alter 26 weeks
"Just Plain Bill"
Executives' switched over from Frank Cooper to Jimmy Saphier
It's not often that
Sheridan and Lewis Whiteman into "Evelyn Winters" roles
»
a film star comes on a radio show for a guest shot and wins the warm
admiration of the AFRANS but our lady of distinction here is Ida Lupino.
THRUSH
CANTOR'S
On one of the hottest days while the cast was at rehearsal for Cavalcade
Just Completed
of America, Miss Lupino called all hands to her dressing room and disCece Blake (Nee Martin)— Comedian pensed ice cold beverage, which she had brought along in a picnic basket
Working on Biopic
Whether it's to escape the N. Y. heat or for other reasons, the town is
suddenly crawling with the high 'n' mighty from Big Town. To name a
in Clubs and Theatres
.Eddie Cantor has set Cece Blake, few: Walter Craig, Pat Weaver, Adrian Sam ish, Bud Barry, Bob Lusk, Hubnee Martin, as vocalist on his NB.C bell Robinson, Gil Ralston .... Bob Burns is turning over in his mind a
series', starting Sept. 25 on NBC for
half dozen deals the William Morris agency has warmed up. Quarter-hour
Pabst. Change in name is to avoid
strip of commentary for a national acccnint is his for .the signing but he
confusion with his former vocalist,
doesn't want to be tied down five days a week. Naturally, there's a -co-op
Nora Martin.
True
deal dangling before him and that he likes if it can be recorded
(ex-Martin)
Miss.
Blake
was Boardman, writer-producer of Rexall summer show, will be technical
brought to the comedian's attention
adviser of the radio sequences in "State of the Union," which Frank Capra
three years ago by his daughter
the audition records of Frank
is filming. .. .Agencies are calling' for
Marilyn. Cantor recognized that she
Ferrin's "Fantasy" and Eddie Bracken's' new comedy idea. Both are being
needed experience, so he got her talkgd up by those who caught the disking. Another new show exciting
vocalist assignments first with Skitch
interest is Ken Dolan's *tPop/' a family comedy written by David Schwartz
and
Henderson and later Vaughn Mon.Picture work brings- Henry Morgan to Hollywood late this -month and
band.
roe's
the
hell be around for three months. .. .Intimates.of Lou Costello say he'll be
Before his radio series returns to
laid up for six months with a recurrence of rheumatic fever, which shelves
the air, Cantor will confer in Hollythe AC co-op series for the time being at least:. Gil Ralston took an opwood with, Charles Townsend and tion for Procter •& Gamble on Ken Krippene's "Road to Gold," recently
Louis Soldmon, who are to script his
Margie Grant of McKee &
aired, on KFWB's Preview Theatre of the Air
forthcoming film biography, as yet
Albright and Jack Geyer, L. A. Times sports writer, were stitched over
untitled.
While on the Coast he'll the weekend. .New papas last week were Bill Sloane, director of drasupervise cutting of his latest picNBC's "Bud"
matic auditions at CBS, and Bill Tisher of ABC press staff
Carrently
ture, "If You Knew Susie," which
Berend off on a sales safari through his territory and then east for the
is the second and final one under
NAB convention. Huckstering fraternity is burning over March of
his producer contract with RKO. The
Time's clip ridiculing radio. There's some talk of subtle reprisal.
previous one was "Show Business."
HOTEL SHERMAN

From

M»M *»»»»»*

the Production Centres

.

.

.

IV

AW

YORK CITY ...

.

.

.

.

WNEW

.

.

CBS

the reference department, on
"Building and Using a Public Rela-

of

.

tions List"; Victor Ratner, ad and
sales promotion consultant, on "Station Public Relations," and George
Crandall, press info chief, on "Sta-

HOLLYWOOD ...

.

tion Press Relations."

Edward

R.

Murrow, recently resigned vfeepee
and director of public affairs, who's

.

.

Clinic

Continued from page 26
eon, to discuss "Radio and the Department Store."
In afternoon session yesterday, the
visiting firemen heard Elmo C. Wil«
director
of research;
Louis
son,
Hausman, director of presentations;
Ralph Hatcher, sales manager of the
co-op division, and John Cowden,
director of C-O station promotion.
Today the "clinic" is scheduled to
hear: William C. Ackerman, director

.

returning to newscasting, is billed as
speaker at lunch today. Windup will
come this afternoon in a panel on
problems' of creating ad and sales
promotion materials.
Sessions are being held at the Hotel Pierre.

—

Topeka Will Yearout, Jr., former
keeper of the early morning musical
clock at WREN, then at Lawrence,
has returned to the station to produce and conduct a new "Topeka
Timekeeper" series for the new location here.

:

1

NEW

THANKS

ONE SOLID YEAR

LO,

HI,

to the

DISC JOCKEYS
Canada

of Toronto,

'

JACK

.

.

.-.

.

CHICAGO

ILL.

Elgin-Am Going on Spot

New York

Campaign

in

40 Markets

Chicago, Sept.

9.

.

Elgin American, manufacturer of
compacts and cigaret cases, is re-

bankrolling of live and
open-end shows with a spot announcement campaign covering
40 markets. The number of recorded
blurbs placed weekly with each staItion will depend on the availabilities.
This campaign will start some time
in October.
placing

its

i

I

I

j

Mgt.:

!

LOU CLAYTON

UNITED RKXAI.L »RI)G CO
Wednesday, NBC.
M-tt-M

—"On

tlie

10:3.0

Island

V.M.. K.9.T.

With You"

my

during

j

Account has been dickering with
Phil Baker for a show on one of the
networks, but chances of a deal have
almost completely dimmed. E-A rejected a show that MCA had cut for
it, with Buddy Clark as the star.

fiV
.
Ed Reynolds, formerly with WBBM publicity staff, becomes publicity
director for Foote, Cone & Belding's Chi office, Sept. 22
L. W. Herzog,
and James Robertson of WTMJ, going ,east to look over the television
picture in New York, Philadelphia, and Camden, in preparation for their
tele station, opening, Dec. 1. ...Ade Hult, back at Mutual after vacationing
in Florida.
.Norman Barry, NBC announcing staff, in Guatemala for two
weeks...; Dr. George W. Crane selling his transcribed program, "Psychology in Action," now heard in Chi over WGN, on the basis that if the
program doesn't ;succeed, he will guarantee a refund of the sponsor's money
...Joanne Seybert in New York Visiting former WBBM associates, Mr.
Engineering department at NBC has just
and Mrs. Bob Livingston
completed installation of air-conditioning in Mart's 20th floor, making
entire Central Division air-cooled. .. Annual outing of NBC employees
takes place at the Medinah Country Club Sept. 11.. Dawn Bennett and
Terry Prendergast have joined sales staff of Mutual. .. .Albert Crews, head
of Japanese radio under General MacArthUr's headquarters, visited his
former associates in NBC's production department during his return to the
.

NORMAN
recent engage-

ment there

.

COLLEGE INN

Bldg..

CLUB

.

DAME
CHICAGO.

grosses at the

.

.

BOB KERR. RKO

making it possible for
me to top all previous

for

JOAN
BROOKS
OB

KERR.

RKO

Bldg..

New

York

.

.

on furlough last week.
Recent baseball game between the Chicago sports announcers and the
Andy Frain ushers for the benefit of the Damon Runyon Cancer Fund, had
such success, that teams are scheduling a rematch game at Bidwell
Stadium. At last game, over 15,000 people were turned away.
William J.
Ncwens,- manager of KOIL, Omaha, and Frosty Blair, sales manager for
the same station, visiting ABC officials at Central Division. ...Sybil Keith
added to Dutton-Lippold, press rep staff, to work as writer. .. .Milton

_city

.

ON
Good
as

in

TARGET

timing
polo.

zation

is

is

as essential

in selling

Weed's nationwide organi-

fully

aware

of the importance

of proper timing in all elements that

nfluence the buying of radio time.

HIRES

WBBM

engineer, now licensed flight instructor at Pal-Waukee airJudy Logan comes out of retirement to return to her "Help Your
Neighbor" show on
next month ... .Armin Bender, Jack Kennedy,
Charles Siyerson and Truman Brizee of WHAM, Rochester, N. Y., conferring with Walter Damm of WTMJ, Milwaukee, regarding construction
of their new Radio City
Qlan Soule leaves for the Coast with his family
Sept. 25, where he will be heard as co-star of the "First Nighter" program
beginning in October
Harry Peck, manager of KFOR," Lincoln, here
alter Labor Day week-end for confabs with ABC biggies
"Hobby Horse
Presents," juve book show, back on
for second year, Sept. 20,
sponsored by Carson Pirie Scott
Katherine Rizzo of the W.BBM music
library, in northern Wisconsin .... Bob Hurleigh, head of W&N's news
department, back at the mike after two weeks' rest. .. .Ralph Eddy, of
announcing and sports staff, in Chicago City, Minn., where he purchased summer home recently. Ernie Simon and Bob Elson set for new
show starting Sept. 29 over WJJD.

Korf,
port

,

WMAQ

Convention Addreu
Ritz -Carlton

Hold,

—

Atlantic City

O.O.'s

MBS

schedule
strip

in

Co.

is

—

Strip

Chicago, Sept.

Armour &

9.

eyeing the Mutual

I

!

j

Providence
Wallace A. Walker,
g.m. of WFCI, ABC affiliate in Pawtucket
and Providence, has appointed David W. Brooks as program

manager and William G. Weston as

for a 15-minute daytime
production head.
which to spot an audience
This would be

participation show.
in

oriD

com pan v

RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES
•

•

DETROIT • SAN FRANCISCO . ALT AN tA «

HOLLYWOOD

Watch For

addition to the account's under-

writing of "Queen for a Day" on
MBS' various southern circuits. The
product tied in the new show would
be a new Armour brand, Perk.

Account is also the backer of "Hint
Hunt," the afternoon strip on CBS.
i

EARL WILLIAM
I

Hi iM^iUlv in

"The best

tight

"THE RK0 MlLV"

opera tenor to

1

F'n'FF

WGN

Armour

NEW YORK BOSTON •CHICAGO

TO YA"

FOR THIRD YEAR
ON CBS

WAAF

hit

in many a year."
—Watts, Boston Traveller.

Boston

)

-

)
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The Tommy Dorsey Disc Jockey

liillllJIf"

Show

is

already sold for

more

IlilltMlilJf

today's the

transcribed radio program!

day

I

"tommy

SHOW
ON TRANSCRIPTION
DISC JOCKEY

1
A

1

V*

sterte delivering
new

audience ratings to statiqns •

new
(

new

sales highs to advertisers

entertainment peaks to listeners

that takes in everybody, doesn't ii?

The Tommy Dorsey Disc jockey Show drops

the needle today. Are
you one of the hicky ones? Don't say we didn't warn you. We said: "If
you don't book it, you'll have to buck it!" (There's a chance your territory

is still

open.

It

won't hurt

you— or us— to find

out.)

These are some of the lucky ones: top NBC, CBS, ABC, MBS, and
leading independent stations ... and many stations are 100% sold Out
for not five, but TEN hours a week!

You know all about the show by this time Dorsey, the boss bandsman
:

of them

all,

best records

most

on transcription personally emcees the show, picks the
by top recording artists, and— get this!— brings on the

glittering line-up of guest stars ever!

here's the Disc Jockey

Show

for wonderful sales results!

And you can sponsor it too! You share the cost with hundreds of other
sponsors in every neck of the woods. You pay only for your listening
and you get your area delivered ... because Tommy Dorsey
area
on transcription means top drawing power five full hours every week!
(That* was the immediate reaction of these sponsors among others!
.

.

,

Warner Brothers

Piel'sBeer

Venida Hair Tonic
Park Central Hotel
K. Arakelian Wine
Maryland Pharmaceutical
Chicaco Sun

Crawford Clothes
Old Country Trotting Races
.

.
'

Camel Cigarettes
T.VV.A.

Oldsmobile

20th Century Fox
.

.

.

and hundreds

of others everywhere
f
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Col.

Football to Rule Chi Air in Record

Gloom Spreads
g

-»
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Sked; Advertisers in Competition
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favorably

•

ss

was the intimation

from the union's side

of

the table

WIND

Alien Platters

Inside Washington' Series
Washington, Sept. 9.
Robert S. Allen, newspaper
and former half of the

Col.

country, will be bombarded
WMAQ: NBC originated games on tracts.
football games this fall than a sustaining basis.
Mark Woods, ABC prez, declared
WBBM: nine college games to be
ever before. All network outlets and
that FM should not be
picked
as the season goes along for at this point
major indies, excepting WCFL, will
made a trading point in these negoShell Oil.
have an event from some gridiron
tiations but should be treated as a
Saturday afternoons, while WIND
and independent issue.
separate
and WJJD will be broadcasting them
Bamberger Dept. Store
Sundays and during .week nights.
New contracts would replace those
Competition for football among midNegotiations
Jan. 31, '48.
Splurge expiring
In Quiz
west advertisers has also been at a
are expected to start immediately
recordhigh.
L. Bamberger & Co., Newark de- after NAB convention.
The local schedules as they're partment store, has bought "Second
In asking for immediate privilege
blocked out for the fall follows:
Honeymoon" for five times weekly
of duplicating programs which use
WIND: 12 Chicago Bear games for over WAAT, Newark, starting Sept. musicians, the nets' spokesmen inStandard Oil of Indiana; nine Chi- 22. Thirty-minute audience-partici- directly made reference to the Juscago Rockets night games from Chi- pation show goes on at 10:30 a.m. tice Dept.'s recent charge that NBC
cago and two from the Coast for Aside from unusual aspect of depart- and AFM were in cahoots in retardGoebel beer; a night game of the ment store going in for extensive
'.

Show

ing development of FM. The webites assured the board that their orinterest in furthering
FM broadcast was serious and steadfast and that regardless of Washington criticism this petition was
not being made tongue in cheek.

Chi Cardinals vs. N. Y. Giants for radio advertising, it also is the
Atlas beer; 8 Northwestern Univ. initial time for Bamberger to do
games for Armour, and the cham- this type of promotion on an indepionship high school football game pendent station.
Show, which is being produced, by
for the Fair department store.
from
WJJD: Chicago Cardinals games Claries King, will originate first
auditorium the
Sundays for Atlas Prager beer and Bamberger's
weeks; then it's to go on the
the Univ. of Illinois games Satur- three
the store's trade area
days for the Illinois Central Rail- road, touring
in North New Jersey.
road.
Quiz of audience members reWGN: nine mixed college games
garding initial honeymoons, with,
judges picked from audience, too,
will springboard those participating
into $500 daily prizes. Bob Jennings
is show's writer and director. M.c.
chore will be handled by Bert Parks.
He'll be aided by Don Kerr, of
WAAT' staff, who will do the com-

Stations to Sit

—

On
Architecturally beautiful old struc- was almost four years ago.
ture, built in 1886 under supervision hand for the three-hour confab beof Stanford White, was remodelled sides Woods were Frank Mullen,
for WCAO's use under the super- NBC exec v.p.; Frank White, CBS
vision of Henry Powell Hopkins, v.p.
and treasurer, and Robert
Swezey, MBS. general manager.

on Confab

Chicago, Sept.

WIND,

9.

Chicago, has embarked on

the idea of expanding its Midwest
Baseball Network in a big way for
It has invited 50
the 1948 season.

stations in Illinois, Michigan, Wisconduction outfit here, will produce the sin, Indiana and Iowa to attend a
Allen stints fo rsponsorships locally meeting at the Ritz hotel,*Atlantic
or regionally.
City this Monday (15) to discuss coapether
first
its
make
Show will
op participation in the network,
pearance the week Col. Allen's book whose prime concern js the broadon General Patton's Third Army— casting of the Chicago Cubs games.
published
is
Forward"
Lucky
"The
heretofore was managed
The
by Vanguard Press. Book will hit on the outside. Next season it will
the stalls Sept. 23.
be operated directly by WIND, which
The Allen show will" be an "inside locally airs the games for Old Gold
parWashington" series, though no
and Walgreen. Under the co-op setticular format has been laid down.
up the network furnishes the lines,
Show will be recorded in advance of and in return the affiliate gives two
the time it goes on live over WINX, plugs to Old Gold and Walgreen,
timely
Washington, to permit more
seHs two announcements and, to
distribution throughout the country.
cover the line costs, allows WIND to
W*OR, New York City, is also dicker- sell four announcements.
ing to carry the show either live or

MBN

recorded.

McNeill's Son Polio Victim

ganization's

The network officials further argued that the economics of the business made it mandatory that the
union regard FM as separate from
AM broadcasting and that there
should be a separate agreement for
FM. They said that they could not
see any real money for musicians
in FM and hoped Jhe federation got
to see it the same way.
AFM board in return assured the
network officials it would give matter every consideration and there
mercials.
was no reason why there couldn't
Baltimore
WCAO, CBS outlet be a decision within two or three
here, has moved into its new five- days. The last time that webs met
story studio and office building. with union's hierarchy as a group

Baltimore architect.

Expand Midwest

columnist

made Washington Merry-Gro-Round team
that FM situation could
Saturdays for the Chicago Motor
Chicago, Sept. -9.
of Drew Pearson and Bob Allen,
item of discussion when webs and
Club.
will debut a new radio platter serChicago listeners, rated as perhaps
negotiations
Ed
for federation opened their
games
all
the
Army
ies beginning around Sept. 26.
WENR:
the most sports conscious in the
shortly regarding new network con- Hart & Associates, indie platter prothe army recruiting service.
with
*>e

more

to

Network; Asking 50

Ball

Chicago, Sept.

Continued from page

27

is in.

the Evanston hospital, a polio

Father is m.c.
victim.
Grade 1 level that Mutual chose to Breakfast Club" (ABC).
compare "listenability" of its facilities against

9,

Don McNeill's seven-year-old son,
Tommy, the oldest of his three boys,

How Green
those of the other nets.

The current week

"The

of

the critical

is

one and the medics report that they
A feature of this technique, James should know by then whether the
noted, is that "we can tell you, with- recovery will be a quick one.

in 24 hours, the effect of a station

being added or subtracted from a
network."

Summing

declared,

James

up,

"We've reached daylight

at the

end

of the tunnel in our first big job—
tQ build facilities. In other words,
now we've got the theatre. Our
next big job is to build programs to
draw listeners into the theatre."

Tackle Skywave Problem'
similar
that
admitted
James
measurement of nighttime "listenability," on which Mutual's engineers are now working, presented
more complicated" problems, such

He said, however, that
evening coverage figures were ex-

as skywave.

pected to be
three months.

available,

in

two

to

Skepticism was expressed in other
offices that Mutual can
provide nighttime figures via this
technique.
Mutual's technique was described
too elastic and variable" and again
as "too harsh a yardstick." Such a
system of coverage measurement,
said one research exec, has "never
Mubeen generally acceptable."

network

We

Got 'Em!

-

were criticized as
it appear that all of the
offer practically equal dayisn't
just
facilities— which

findings

tual's

"making
networks
time
true."

.

More

specifically, the engineers' of

one web memoed the brass that the
Mutual figures "appear unduly optiin the case of Mutual daytime coverage, particularly' for the

niistic

,

lowest of the three grades of service
and particularly in .the rural areas

Western United States, where
atmospheric noise is not likely to be

of the

the limiting factor."
Same engineers said they believed
a survey "would show that a considerable percentage of receivers

would not respond satisfactorily to
signal strengths as low as .025 milli-

Panola County "Belongs"

.

Yes, Panola County, Texas, situated atop one of
the world's greatest natural gas reservoirs,

important

member of

Panola countryside

is

36,000 head of high-quality

cattle.

KWKH*.

goods

.

.

You can

.

an

The

Net

reach Panola best with

Panola

KWKH

retail

KWKH.
.

.

.

*

7tU
Siwcfxntl

said, to easel

"BMB

Quarterly,"

last
week, carries an
article by James detailing the Mutual project.
One thing is certain— "the Kobak
thing" will unleash a new flood of

BMB

Study No.

KWKH
J

James

—

book forgive -away or

self-liqui-

dating offer.
Write or Wire for Complete Details

The Texas Rangers
AN ARTHUR
Qto.

(.

t.

CHURCH PRODUCTION

Holliy, Mgr. Syndicated f»alvr*t

PICKWICK HOTBl, KANSAS CITY

Station
Station

1—1946

94%
"B" 78%
"C" 55%

.

.

.

6,

MO.

••THERE'S PLENTY OF

published

forty-nine county Ark-La-Tex.

m% mm Jrm

willing,

First issue of the

heard

by most, preferred by most in the $1,000,000,000

5UREYEPO

is

survey story for any other web,
any agency or advertiser group or
any other interested parties.
"So
far, nobody's asked."
BMB had no immediate comment
on the Mutual claims, but indicated
willingness to pass them along to the
industry for what they're, worth.

Last year 22,000

goods they heard about over

The engineers

transcriptions of western tunes are tops in
quality of content. The price is
reasonable
scaled to the size of
the station and market. Available,
too, at cost is an attractive song

its

some

Panolians spent nearly $4,000,000 on

meter."

added that "in the case of locals
(250-watt stations) there's still no
known method of accurately computing nighttime interference."
Mutual execs profess they have
nothing to hide with regard to their
technique and findings, which they
"offer as a service to the industry."

dotted with derricks,

fractionation towers and, incidentally,

radios are tuned to

is

the Ark-La-Tex family.

per

volts

.

"The Texas Rangers"

•

BUSINESS IN

L~

oh\o

claims and counter-claims on the
coverage front.
Mutual, parading
around with el "listenability" claim
of^9,089,000 radio homes— almost as
much as NBC and more than CBS
and ABC, by Mutual's count— won't
go unchallenged for long.

Your
G •
Share By
Using...
I

Hartford—Elliot Miller has been

named program director of WTHT.
Was formerly with WDRC, Hartford,

and

WKNB, New

Takes over a vacant

slot.

Britain.

WEED & CO,

Notional Representatives

So Mr. Biow

said to me,

"TAKE IT OR LEAVE IT

your show for next season

is

TAKE
So

OR LEAVE

IT

said to

I

Should

IT."

George Gruskin, "George,"

TAKE

I

you want it—

if

IT

OR LEAVE

IT?"

So George said to me, "TAKE

LEAVE
So

I

"I'LL

said

I

IT— don't

IT."

said to Mr. Biow,

"Okay,"

TAKE IT-not LEAVE

I

said—

IT."
1

So starting Sunday, September
I

14,

over

NBC,

begin as master of ceremonies on that ever-

lovin'

Eversharp's "TAKE IT OR LEAVE IT."

MORAL:

If

you get a chance

to

be represented

by George Gruskin and the Morris office—

TAKE

IT.

Don't LEAVE

IT.

GARRY MOORE
p. s.

And

don't forget to catch the Shnoz's

October

first.

It'll

be

great.

first

show over

NBC on

Wednesday, September 10, 1947
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Frankie Laine, Carmichael

ReA-VktortoPunComos'ADegro

Collab on

Score Disk Following New Beefs
RCA-Vktor has dispatched
distributors

to

letters*-

them

advising

to

Jerry Roberts' Disk

withhold releases of Perry Como's
backed-up recordings of tunes from
the "Allegro" score, some of which
apparently got on the market during
the past week and renewed squawks
from rival companies. Victor had
disked the two tunes with Como
before any other company had
Copies of them and several weeks
This
back they beefed mightily.
led Chappell Music, publisher, to
place a Sept. 25 deadline on their
release by all manufacturers.
Meanwhile, Victor had been going
ahead with production of the Como
disks, and while it had been hewing to the Sept. 25 date it has been

Show

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

New Tune

Frankie Laine, one of the few
singers to hit the jackpot in the past
couple years (via his Mercury disking of "That's My Desire"), has
turned songwriter. He collaborated
with Hoagy Carmichael on a tune
called, "Put Yourself in My Place,

Baby," which Burke-Van Heusen
will publish as per its contract with
Carmichael.
Laine wrote the lyric to the tune,
platter
a
originate
will
jockey,
disk
Cafmichael the music.

By George

New

—

It's

just about

WB

enjoyed

Suit;

twenty-seven years

wasn't working and spent

my

afternoons

at

much

it

WAAT

Pays

&

Artist Coin

MCA

No

Up

WB

— and

I

enjoyed

it

gramophone

immensely.

I

get

Break

Own

ommodore, N. Y

MCA

MCA

MCA

My

many

others.

Looking over the disk jockey sitwe find that Boston doesn't
as" most cities of it'3

uation

have as many
size.

I

try to play

all

kinds of music,

and find that Boston listeners are
easy to please with plug tunes, light
classics, and jazz all getting a good
spin.

Some

folks

seem amazed that we

have anything going, on at midnight
in Boston.
We really live here at
midnight. As a matter of fact, you
don't find guys sleeping on benches
in the Boston Common any more.
to our studio where
they can listen to celebrities, music,
and listen to me arguing with the

They come up

Ml in all we have a very
happy hour at midnight and I'd like
engineer.

to take this opportunity to express
sincere appreciation to all of you
folks who've spent time with me on
the air and really are responsible for

my

whatever success

I

have seen.

|

I'

10 Best Sellers
That's

My

on Coin-Machines

Desire (21) (Mills).......,.

(Frankie Laine

Sammy Kaye
(Tex Williams

{

.

Kenton, which it bought last week,
has changed the setup of the room,
shifting the bandstand back to where
it was in the days when Tommy Dorsey played the spot.

By moving the stand from directMercury ly opposite the entrance to the Cen.RCA- Victor tury Room and placing it at the

south end, Commodore execs feel
Capitol
that two purposes will be achieved
{Phil Harris
Victor
(1) that a band will be working di( Harmonicats
Vitacoustics
rectly to at least 75% of the patron{ Three Suns ..... RCA-Victor
age instead of a minimum number
(Perry Como
RdAVictor
when the bandstand was on the side4. When You Sweet 16 (9) (Shapiro-B).
{ Mills Bros
Decca center of the long, narrow room, and
(Robbins)
6. Temptation
Ingle-Stafford
(15)
Capitol (2) that heavier bands such as Ken(Dorothy Shay
Columbia ton's can be used. Though the Cen(Chappell)
6. Feudin' and Fightin' (6)
{Tex Beneke
RCA-Victor tury niche is terraced at both ends,
7. Who's Kissing Her (1) (E. B. Marks)
Perry Como
RCA-Victor the new bandstand will not disturb
this setup. It will simply replace the
Decca first terrace at one end, with the
j Crosby-Andrews
8. Tallahassee
(4) (Famous)...
Victor second running around and behind
| Vaughn Monroe
(Freddy Martin. .RCA-Victor the stand similar to the Roosevelt
« t j -r.
r. i„
/»*„ f_\
9. Lady From 29 Palms (Martm)
Decca Grill, N. .Y. However, the second
{ Andrews Sisters
Mercury terrace will be curtained off unless
( Vic Damone
10. I Have But One Heart (Barton)
"' {Frank Sinatra
Columbia biz warrants that area's use.
In securing Kenton, the Commodore
got him away from the Pennsylvania
JLTp
hotel, the only other major hostelry
the band has played in N. Y.
Too,
Buddy
Clark
Columbia
Apple Blossom Wedding (Shapiro-B)
the date will mark Kenton's first in
{Sammy Kaye
Victor
N. Y. with his new band, which goes
Hurry On Down (Criterion)
.......*..
Nellie Lutcher
Capitol into rehearsal on the^ Coast next
( Betty Hutton
Capitol week (15).
He opens "Nov. 25 for
I Wish I Didn't Love You (Paramount).
Victor four weeks.
Vaughn Monroe's or( Vaughn Monroe
Come to Mardi Gras (Southern)
Freddy Martin .RCA-Victor chestra opens the Century Room for
the season Oct. 2 for six weeks. After
Jo stafford -'
Capitol
Ivy vourKe
ivy
(Burke- VH)
\
vbj
Kenton there is an open slot until
{Vaughn Monroe
Victor
Jan. 2, when Eddie Howard returns.
On the Avenue (Leeds)
Andrews Sisters. .... .Decca
S.

Smoke, Smoke, Smoke

8.

Peg O'

(6)

(American)

*

My

Heart

(15)

.

(Robbins)

.

.

u

Coming

(

.

.

I

—

Preps for Big Play

—

1.

also favorites, their last" Victor reHeart" along
lease of "Peg of

•

RKO

.

in.

so

Horace

New

them

this section

that I kicked the slats out

will construct a complete
in the process of shipping the studio at the nitery, with the aforeSome, it mentioned window looking onto 52d
already finished platters.
seems, got loose contrary to orders. street. Studio idea is to avoid the
Majestic Records, -which found, itHaving gotten wind of the fact crowd noise interference always
that the Como tunes were on the present on such shows. Roberts will self two weeks ago on the wrong end
of a suit by Music Publishers Holdmarket in the midwest, particularly use no telephone angle, either.
ing Corp. (Warner Bros, firms) to
Minneapolis, Jim Conkling, Capitol
collect some $16,000 in overdue royRecords exec, and Manie Sacks,
alties; will eliminate the basis of the
reperColumbia Records artists
Hassle,
action some time this week. Majeshead,
who began several Tucker in
toire
tic is currently reckoning what It
ago the loud beef to
•weeks
owes the publishers under the WarMax Dreyfus, Chappell head, against
Quits for Rest as
ner flag and is arranging to pay the
Victor's having had the tunes earlier
debt and get out from under the cost
than usual, hit the ceiling again.
Location Date Crops
Conkling wired Dreyfus to the effect
of defending the. action.
firms will be paid,
While the
Add Tommy Tucker to the list of
that allowing Victor to put the
Como disks on sale was a violation maestroes hassling with Music Corp. other publishers so far have not refor royalties owed
of his agreement and that legal acTucker temporarily ceived final sums
of America.
tion might result.
for the first quarter of this year from release.
disbanded his orchestra last Tuesday Majestic sales and the company is
However, I'd like to talk some
(2) evening following .a record ses- behind for the full second quarter. about bands and vocalists that have
sion in New York for Columbia due This delay in issuing royalty state- made my life as a disk-jockey very
Heidt Building
to (1) being tired of road trips ments and checks for the periods pleasant. Buddy Clark's records are
(MCA hasn't supplied him with a lo- due and wiping out publisher debts tops here. Bing Crosby is as strong
Band; Will
cation), and (2) he wanted a vaca- is due to the fact that Majestic has as ever, and probably could run on
tion«anyway, to spend some time at been paying off royalty coin due its the Republican ticket and still beIt in at
Trianon his New Jersey shore home with his artists. This was completed, or just come mayor. Dick Haymes doesn't
three-month old youngster.
Eddy do too badly as shown by his recordabout completed last week.
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Tucker has been on the road con- Howard, the company's top seller breaking engagement at the
Horace Heidt, who recently healed
his differences .with Music Corpora- sistently, on one-nighters, brief sum- since his flash click last year with Boston theatre last fall. The theatre
tion of America and signed a new mer-date locations of not more than "To Each His Own," drew approxi- brought live shows back last week
pact with agency, has started re- a week, and one three-week stint at mately $90,000 for six-months' busi- after six weeks of "B" pictures',
scraping gum off the floors and
forming an orchestra here. Crew the Ansley hotel, Atlanta, since last ness. •
empty seats. And they couldn't
will break in at the Heidt-owned Xmas, when he worked the Pallahave opened with a stronger,' better
Hollywood.
He rebelled
Trianon Ballroom early next month, dium,
guy Perry Como.
With him was
playing three days weekly for sev- against hitting the road anymore for
didn't come
Lloyd Shaeffer and Marion Hutton,
eral stanzas and then hitting the awhile and when
who also ran a diner backstage.
road on one-niters. Neither tour nor up with a sitdown date he quit for
At this particular time,
terms have been worked out yet- by a while.
As for bands, there is no doubt
Tucker had intended taking a threethat in this area Vaughn Monroe is
bookers.
As yet agency has not peddled week layoff, but will extend it to
king. His records are big, his oneHeidt to a radio sponsor, prime mo- three or four months or, may cut
nighters jammed, and he holds the
tivation impelling the batoneer to it shorter, if he's booked for a locaCommodore hotel, New York, is current band record at the RKO.
make a professional return to the tion
aiming for a better share of the bus- Monroe started here in New Engwah-wah wars. Heidt made an audi
Meanwhile, Don Brown, Tucker's iness being done in N. Y. name band
tion record of a program idea and vocalist, is preparing to take' on solo
rooms this fall and winter. And, to
has been showing it, without dates while the band is temporarily
enable it to use such outfits as Stan
•uccess so far.
retired.
.

really pulled

home from

with "Across the Alley From the
Alamo" on my "most requested" list.
A group fast catching on in these
of my crib [Sherm,
parts because of some recent waxcorny, remember this is for Variety.]
ings is the Dardanelle Trio. DardaThe disk featured a great song and a nelle sings fine, plays piano well and
It was by Al keeps the group, in very listenable
wonderful
voice.
Jolson.
A few weeks ago I played shape. Another gent who does very
well here, both on records and perthe same record on my midnight
Herth.
madhouse and had more mail * and sonal appearances is Milt
Right now there are more dance
comment on it than any of today's
halls and ballrooms in action than
number one plug tunes.
And therein lies my only gripe at any period in Boston history and
One of the
competition is rough.
with current records; too few are
built to last.
Once in a while, out oldest and most successfully run is
the Totem Pole, about 18 miles out
of 30 or 40 released every week, one
of the city and without a doubt one
will sneak in that shows originality,
showmanship and personality. Too of the country's prettiest dance spots.
many bands and vocalists hew to a Then there's Nuttings oh the
Charles, with Jack Edwards, the
rut
that
well-worn
commercial
Green, Vicgrows more monotonous with every Meadow's, with Larry
tor's
piano-playing maestro, and
so

don't

:

has a big follow-

too,

Probably the most popular trio in,
from what I can gather
requests is King Cole's.
His
lounging around with a bottle, lis- records get a big play on radio and
disk
boxes.
The Three Suns are
in
record
successful
tening to a fairly
I

of

on' the family

Settling

Stan Kenton,

ing in this neck of the woods. While
some name bands did pretty sadly
at the b! o. here last winter, Kenton

(WEEI, Boston, Disk Spinner)

most

Majestic Plans

local guys.

By SHERM' FFXLER

ago that

this

month. In Roberts' case, however,
the idea of doing a disk show from a
nitery, using name patrons as guests,
which has spread in the N. Y. area
until virtually every major club has
a show on the air, will be furthered.
Roberts will have a complete studio
with a window on the street.

Frazier

and both Ziggy Talent and
Frank Fontaine, with the' band, are
land,

Disk-Jockey, Or
You're Better Off Dead

From Leon & Eddie's in N.Y.
Jerry Roberts, WAAT (Newark)

program from Leon & Eddie's
York nitery starting later

A

So You Want to Be

Want To Be Loved (Paramount)

(

Benny ^Goodman

Capitol
Victor

{Beryl Davis..

Near You (Supreme)
Tin So Right Tonight (Leeds).
Whift'enpoof Song (Miller-Schirmer)

.Francis Craig

Bullet

Jo Stafford

Capitol

LENA HORNE SIGNS

CONTRACT WITH M-G-M

Bing Crosby
Lena Home has been signed to a
Decca
recording contract by M-G-M RecDick Haymes
...Decca
Art Lund
M-G-M ords, a firm she was assertedly
barred
from some months back due
Ask Anyone Who Knows (Witmark) ....... Margaret Whiting. ..Capitol
to having made a deal with a Coast
(Elliot Lawrence ..Columbia independent.
Echo Said No (Lombardo)
Contract is for two
Sammy Kaye ....... .Victor years with options and the singer's
I
On Old Spanish Trail (Maurice)
Eddy Howard
Majestic initial date will be made some time
this
month.
(Tex Beneke.. ..RCA-Victor
As Long As I'm Dreaming (Burke-VH)
Miss Horne is under contract to
"{Harry James
Columbia
Metro pictures, which, as part o£ the
{Margaret Whiting... Capitol
Old Devil Moon (Crawford)
overall Loew's, Inc., set up, is a sis{ Gene Krupa ..... .Columbia
ter outfit to the recording company.

Naughty Angeline (Simon)

[
|

.

.

Inside Orchestras-Music

Columbia Records is experimenting with a new type of album in marketing its Andre Kostelanetz version of Ferde Grofe's "Mississippi Suite."
Instead of the usual book-style album containing envelopes, into which
the records are inserted, Columbia is trying out one that opens the same
way but in which the recordings are enclosed in^a different manner.
They lie flat on a spindle projecting upward from the bottom cover and a
buyer simply lifts them out together and places all on a machine in one
motion, instead of rassling them out of envelopes. It's claimed that the
new album is narrower, allowing for more shelf room, that there's less
breakage, etc. Kostelanetz disks are 12-inch.
Another possible hit
this year's top-selling

tune discovered by the public in a film score, as
"Mam'selle" was, maybe in the offing in another
20th-Fox film. Song is "Street Scene," which serves as the theme music
for "Kiss of Death."
According to 20th, more requests for information on the title of the
song have been received than were received on "Mam'selle." "Scene" is an
oldie cleffed by Alfred Newman, 20th's top scorer, and rights are controlled
by Robbins Music. "Mam'selle," written by director Edmund Goulding,
was picked up by the public after being introduced in 20th's "Razor's
Edge."

Members of the two American Federation of Musicians locals in Los
(47, White; 767, Negro) had a field day Labor Day when a total
were hired to work in downtown parade sponsored by AFL and CIO.
Total of 8 Negro and 25 white bands trudged, each paid for by some union.
Scale set was $13 per sideman and $19.50 per leader for the march. Local
47 delved into its treasury and underwrote a 66-piece crew as its contribution to the turnout; Local 767 tossed in a 30-piecer to plug its parAngeles

of 856

ticipation.

When the Three Suns broadcast from a N. Y. hotel dining room, management puts a screen around them so patrons won't have to pay the
20% entertainment tax. But when Dardenelle, femme pianist at the
Hickory House, goes on the air for 10 minutes three midnights a week
over WNBC, it isn't easy to screen her from patrons— she's on a raised
platform inside a circular bar. But the HH proprietors have figured out
a different dodge." The cash registers are taped while Dardenelle
broadcasting, and the house absorbs the 20% tax on all coin taken
during the 10-minute period.

is
ill

Being released simultaneously with Enterprise film, "Body and Soul,"
are 14 newly-disked versions of the Johnny Green-Ed8ie Heyman song
of same title.
This brings to total of 41 the different platters of tune
currently available.
RCA-Victor has nine different "Soul" versions on
the loose, Columbia eight, and Decca six.
Enterprise publicists are on
a self-steered campaign to prod the nation's disk jocks into spinning versions of the song (which also is reprised in the pic), hoping thereby to
stimulate

b.o.

for

Hooper on the

New

the

film.

start of

Tommy

Dorsey's transcribed show on

WMCA,

York, Monday (8) morning (10-11 a.m.) must have been hefty among
band and music tradesmen. Few seemed to have missed bending an ear
to the maestro's debut as a radio personality despite the comparatively
early hour for some.
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BANDS' TOUGH WINTER SLEDDING
Pubs, Writers Irked in Continued

SPA,

MPPA

Contract Stalemate

Representatives of tht Songwriters*
Protective Assn. and the Music PubMpls.
lishers Protective Assn. met again
last

Thursday

(4)

in

New York

the task of ironing out a new confor use between songwriters
and publishers and the meeting
again made only slight headway toward a new deal. As a result, publisher-members involved in the meetings, and some of the. .writers, are
getting slightly impatient with the
long delays .in putting the terms of a
new deal on paper.
tract

Reason for the impatience

is

A

on

Minneapolis, Sept.

street car tokens, as result of which
Fred Gates, who operates a number
of the boxes throughout the Twin

that

any improved terms agreed upon in
a new deal as far back as the expiration of the old contract. That
went out Jan. 1 and has been temporarily renewed monthly ever since
while the new-pact meetings went
on. Actually, the pubs and writers
have been .conducting periodic con-,
.

on a new deal since

9.

Minneapolitans have been playing
the dime slot of jukeboxes with 7 Vic.

since Jan. 1 last all contracts signed
for the publication of tunes carry
retroactive clauses demanding that
the writers receive the advantage of

ferences

Music Lovers Find
Way to Beat the Jukes

Cities,

accumulated some

of

5,000

them

in a year's period.
So Gates
held a bargain sale of the tokens—
14 for $1— at his loop music store, a
huge window sign announcing the
sale.

Newspapers gave the bargain sale
front page notice and there was a
quick sellout of the tokens after the

By BEBNIE

BMfs Unique Rap

is rapidly apcondition that prevailed in 1939, when so many outfits
were looking for work that a. "buyer's market" prevailed, to the detriment of both bands and agencies.
With the closing of so many summer locations and one-nighters for
the' season, the number of bands
that are at the moment facing a
rather bleak winter season or breakup is extensive. And that includes
virtually all the secondary names.
The top names, as usual, won't be
touched because the demand for

them

as

at least 10 or 12 proffered
spot.
And the situation

fc-r

&E.

Cap, Victor Nix

Retail Price Boost

used by its orchestra.
"Coffee Song," ironically enough,
stems from a C"r>acah;>na revue.
Tune, written by Bob HiUiard and
Dick Miles is published by Evans'
Valiant Music, a BMI affiliate.
It
puts the Copa
in
the
position
of
having
violated
copyrignt
week to all concerned flatly stating laws
performing
by
a
tune
that it intends to "hold to the price around
which an entire production
line."
Victor's feelings are identi- number of its floor
show had been
cal.
built.
Apparently, the writers of the
This situation is a complete twist song had reserved all rights beyond
on the last price increase. Then, it the Copa's use of it in the floor
was Victor which moved from 50c. to show and Valiant's marketing of it,
60c, Capitol which followed and Co- since that firm is a BMI affiliate, put
lumbia which heralded it's holding the Copa in jeopardy with BMI.
to the 50c level.
Other club being sued is Leon
A few months
Inter, Columbia boosted to the 60c &
Eddie's,
whirh allegedly perlevel and last week took the lead formed oirrht BMI tunes without liamong Victor, Cap and itself to go cense late last yenr and early this
to 75c.
year. BMI seeks the usual $250 for
Decca, incidentally, has boon at 75c each violation,
Capitol Records and RCA-Victor,
the trade expected to eventually
follow
Columbia Records' retail
price boost last week from 60c. to
75c, assert they will not do so. Cap,
for example, sent out letters last

i

summer

location

field.

areas.

|

CAPAC

CAPAC

Quits CRI;

York headquarters, arrived

support.
One-ni'iht

6.

America will defifrom the Mount
Royal Hotel's Normandie R.oo" nitery. and. it's thought, from the rest
ago Saturday (30) of Columbia's inof the Cardy hotel chain. Sept. 27.
tentions to announce a price boost
when bandleaders Buddy C'arke and
as of the following Monday, many
grabbed as many.disks as they could Ernie Aldi will depart after a twofrom dis'ribs to take advantage of vear tenure. MCA was already on
buying at the old whole-ale price the way out as agents for the Roof's
and selling at the new retail level. shows some months ago when its
former employee. Mac Johnson, quit
and be":ih booking the Roof's acts on
her own. with offices in the hotel.
Coin Crimps Switchover
But as far as the two band leaders-,
both under contract to MCA, were
*
To
Binds For
of

ousted

bowed

Bergere Room, N.Y.
room in the Edison
York, will not go into a

-name band policy

this

fall,

as

was

out.

Richards' biz in the east wasn't
definitely
ascertained
before
he
pulled stakes, but it's rumored here

cent.

BMI's agreement

he has been talking with Saul Bernand has made a deal to go to
work for that firm. Not as a contact
in a general manager capacity.
Since Jerry Johnson left
Bourne a couple months ago to go to
the Peer interests. Bornstein has
been delaying selection of a successpr on the grounds that he was
seeking someone who could take
over the operation of his entire publishing business and leave him free
to take it easier.
stein

ASCAP Action

man, but

I

I

j

I

!

Up

to

Tom

Clark

Whether
push

its

the
Government will
anti-trust action against the

American

Society of Composers,
& Publishers or ret'.ch an
early settlement is now up to U. S.

Authors

Attorney

General

Tom CUrk and

John Sonnett. chief of the

incidentally,

To Tubby' Masters, But

mediately in charge of the action
who've forw;trded it to their, chiefs

Authenticity Questioned

for a final say.

A. Edward Masters, mu.sic and
band business attorney, and at one
lime a band financier, hns bought the
right to "Tubby- The Tuba" from the
tiustee assigned by the court to'
liquidate the defunct Co.smo's assets,
Masters is said to have paid $5,200
f-'r the rights to the George Kleinsinger-Paul Tripp story, and his purchase of it is for the purpose of resale.
He's asking $8,000 for it on the

!

i

I

Dizzv Gillespie Sets

Scandinavian Tour;

much

in (he

Bergere had been opened as a band
'-om, the Grcn Roi m would have
used small cocktail combos.

anti-trust

Consent decree, prepped
by ASCAP's attorneys, has the approval of Government attorneys im-

division.

Masters Acquires Rights

of

Decree was delivered
Justice last week.

much

to the Dept.
It

of the basis of the

removes
compiamt

wiping out exclusivity fei-u) is
of current ASCAP dealings internaby

tionally.

Decision by Clark and Sonnett is
expected some time during the week,
it's

understood.

i

4 Wks. at 6|G Per

turnover.

British Musicians fill

Mea'nwhile. there is in some quarDizzv Gillespie becomes one of the
Try to Bar Vienna
few U.S. mnestrocs who since the ters doubt as to the authenticity of
end of the war have taken their or- the rights Masters bought. There had
Symph
London
r:en a lien on the "Tubby" ri"hts
chestra's overseas to shew f f this
e"e to the fact that Cosmo, be ore
London, Sent. 6.
country's latest mu.sic styles. GH'csit died, had borrowed $5.0(10 a«ainst
National Executive Committee of
pie leaves New York Oct. .10 for a
la'-t week that their run would end
However, it's figured the British Musicians Union, reorethe Mcslers.
Sept. 27. the hotel giving out as its four-wc"k -run of dates in S"anthat the trustee knew what he was .ienting some 22.000 members, aavis-^-'
reason for the move the statement dinavian countries. He's getting *(!.doing when he sold the "rights to sued a statement expre.ssing''al»rm
tlir-t "after a
two-year stay we feel 500 weekly, plus all expenses for 17
Masters.
and indignation on the issue of laa change would be satisfactory.
Nei] people.
Another angle to the "Tubby" bor permits to the Vienna PhilharGillespie's overseas bid is probGolden, from Hamilton. Out., will
monic Orchestra enabling it to come
succeed Clarke. He was. three years ably due to the stir he has marl'} in saga, beside the fact that the writers
reMef leader at the Roof anr! U.S. jazz circles during the past two of it recently sold it to Decca. who here and work at Covcnt Garden
a'.'O.
was hooked back at the Mount Royal years or so with his so-c""cd "re- assigned Danny Kaye to make a Opera House as accomp to the Viingle 12-inch double-faced disking enna State Opera Co., soon to visit.
bop" style of trumpeting. When this
by Miss Johnson.
Committee states': "We intend to
was at its heivht' a year ago thcic if it. which is now on the market,
use our fullest powers to prevent
s that there are many bootleg copWs
Irvine Massey has taken over rep- was much. ado among the proponSome- this dilution of the British musiresentation of the new Dennis Day ents and exponents of the curiously •if the item in circulation.
cians'
interest- -that
perfoimall
scmewhere
got
hold
of
the
Vdy.
style.
ta'^ed
music firm— Patmar M"sic— in New
i-ri" nal masters or copies of them an-rs in P.rit'-h o-nhest >-al nits shrill
G'lle-'pic. inc dentally. is the subYork. Jack Pr>-rin vi'l rc» on th"
continue to be the sole and inviolias been turning out their own
(-••"«».
"
wi"> ject of a celor spread In Esquire
h "i
h"d
M
late right of British musicians."
diskings.
this
week
(.15).
magazine
out
j
(Stevens Music, Perrin with General.

they weren't disturbed.
Royal's music commissions
alone are sa ri to total $10,000 a year.
Clarke and Aldi were both notified

From

'

!

'

intended. It's claimed that too
coin would have been involved
redecorating of the room, plus
which the top names, which the hotel sought for the spot, proved to be
too expensive.
Accordingly, the hotel will go
along with the band policy in its
Green Room, a much smaller niche.
George Town's orchestra is current,
but who will follow later this month
is
If
the Folies
still
undecided.

first

l

was one

it

with
Canadian
radio,
however,
doesn't include the rights to music
in
the Peer-International catalog*
which includes Mexican material, no
South American rights and no rights
to
Italian
music in the Ricoidi,
Milan, catalog.

concerned,

Folies Bergere

New

In granting the boost last week to
seven cents per set, the government
was placed on the same basis as the
independents and CAPAC is now
drawing an overall 14c per set from
Canadian's home listening' posts for
its music.
Broadcast Music, Ltd., the Canadian counterpart of the U. S.'s BMI,
incidentally, is drawing three cents
per set music revenue. Originally,

take

Originally, it was the intention of
CRI's executives to talk Richards
into staying with the local branch to
work with Higgins. Richards apparently couldn't see that angle and

Mount

hotel.

.

over, quit the firm over the weekend.
Richards, who had been with
Columbia 11 years, had been expected by music men here to blast
the' situation that he felt left him no
alternative to quit, but he hopped
off for N. Y. immediately after resigning without uttering a word.

over
Labor Day was not extraordinary.
It was much better the past weekend.
All in all, however, the summer spots did well enough over the
season to premise their return next
year.
But that's not going to help
the lower-level band through the
months immediately ahead.
biz.

to

—

independents and three from the
government. Then the former voluntarily offered a boost to seven
cents and thereafter CAPAC went
after the government stations, asking an increase to 21c.
This bid
was rejected by the government and
the case went to arbitration.

Hollywood. Sept. 9.
Bill Richards ,head of Columbia
Records Coast branch until last week
when Joe Higgins, .vet from the New

.

at least $60 a week for Only
eat« while on one-nighters,
without incidentals. At $100 or $125
salary, that doesn't leave much in
the event the tooter has a family to

May

Go With Bourne

Some-

'

revenue rate from

its

the
government - owned stations
boosted.- In July, the case went to
arbitration and the Appeals Board
has been sitting on its decision ever
since, finally turning it oi^t last
week. Boost to seven cents per set
income from government coffers
matches a previous boost
had gotten from the owners of inde T
pendent stations.
Originally, since 1939 until 1946.
had been drawing a total
of eight cents per set five from the

it

during the war were being sold for
as low as $850 and $1,000, againstpercentages.
That's quite a drop
and about as low as they could go
in view of the fact that the cost of
living for musicians on the road was
going up steadily while their salaries
were going down commensurately
with lowering band prices.
Bookers say, and it's easy to believe, that it costs the average musi-

Mae Johnson

Montreal, Sept.
be

time to have

Mercury recording of "Red Top"
seems to be moving fast in race

|

the

room and

Chain to

29 of this year, which calls for
and options for six
sides

his

,

which had been getting as
high as $2,000 and $2,500 guarantees

Cited as Losing

Music Corp.

four

months, and that Amons can't move
elsewhere until Nov. 31. The saxer
is fairly hot property just now. since

i

outfits

Canada's Cardy Hotel

nitely

.

That the fall and winter was likely
produce tough times for secondary and minor name bands was indicated before the past summer was
half over.
Prices for such combos
(and many of the better ones)
tumbled sharply in the one-nighter
and

in rates for its music.
CAPAC,
which had been seeking a jump from
three cents "per set to 21c per from
the Canadian Government, was allowed only. a boost to seven cents
per by the Canadian Copyright Appeals Board, chairmanned by J. T.
Thorson, Chief Justice of the Exchequer Court.
CAPAC has been fighting for some

can go

cian

top names would all be selling for
75c before the year was out. Decca
also has a 50c. line (Blue label) carrying secondary artists and reissues.
When dealers in various parts of
the east got just a slight sniff a week

May

|

to

for

MCA

piece combo, is at odds with Mercury Records oyer contract stipulaHe is approaching other diskmakers for cutting dates, but Mercury threatens legal action if be records elsewhere.
Mercury contends that Amons
must first fulfill a pact he signed

after.

who

—

—

9.

of a five-

tions.

did seven or eight years
ago, when leaders and managers and
agents offered spot owners so many
inducements that some leaders were
barely scratching a living and the
majority were losing money weekly.
And that was in the good old days
when financiers, attracted by the
coin being made by successful leadwere obtainable on almort
ers,
every corner. There's none around
today.
In many cases, agents are not too
bothered oy the developing situation
and they may be right. They feel
that at the moment there are far
too many bands in existence, m?ny
led by men who shouldn't be waving a baton. They feel that what is
happening will kill off a lot of the
"deadwood" that isn't easy to move
even at good times and the business
will be in a better condition there-

On Infringement

most of its artists since last
December, and as high as $1 for
records on which top names arc
coupled. Decca jumped the tab to
75c gradually and quietly although
as far back as last October, Variety
had pointed out that the company's

Chicago, Sept.

Gene Amons. sax leader

heavy as ever.

one

Down

The Canadian division of th«
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers Composers,
Authors and Publishers Assn. of
Canada, Ltd. was slapped down
slightly last week In its drawn-out
try to secure a heavy per-set boost

Mercury, Maestro Anions
Glower Over Disk Pact

the

That the so-called "buyer's market" is here again, or coming fast is
evidenced by the number of orchesoffered for a comparatively
tras
minor New York job. -There's been

October and claim to have made unL.
important headway in all that time.
John Schulman, attorney for the
SPA, leaves for Europe and a
UNESCO meet this week and won't
be back for three weeks. This may
delay the confabs further, although
Broadcast Music Inc. last week
meetings may be held without^him filed suits in .N. Y. federal court
on subjects not requiring legal" ad- against two New York merit clubs
vice.
for infringement upon copyrighted
BMI songs, and one of the cases
presents a unique twist.
One suit
is
against the Copacabana, which
lias consistently refused to take out
a license to publicly perform BMI
tunes and it is being sued for allowing "I Don't Know Enough
About You" and "Coffee Song" to be

Name

is

as far as

Vs. Copa,

WOODS

The band business

proaching

Held

In Bid for Per-Set Boost in Rates

BUYER'S MART'

stories appeared.

last

ASCAP Canadian Div.

BACK T0 1939

-

'

'

i

|
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•

,
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with catering to bridge
With Moon Maids (4), Zirgy Talent, clubs, which come for lunch and
Frank Fontaine
play until the cows come home (no
Meadows, Framingham, Mass.
Monroe, though ). Another neat touch
In recent years bandleaders who is two large pools between the buildhit the b.o. jackpot when it was ing and the road, which are used for
really worthwhile (before taxes, let's free ice-skating in the winter and
say) developed a follow-the-leader when blade-cutting gets too rugged
penchant for investing coin in ven- there's always the cocktail bar neartures allied with the band business. by with a big fire place for that
Some went into music publishing, homey atmosphere.
some went into backing other leadMonroe's combo does business in
ers, others invested in ballrooms, this setting and when he's away
niteries, such as did Horace Heidt, Larry Green (RCA-Victor pianist)
Tommy Dorsey, Shep Fields. This takes over and is said to be handy
spot is Vaughn Monroe's sideline and enough at the b.o. himself. Monroe's
a pretty one it is, too.
combo, fresh from a long one-night
Monroe is a third partner in the tour, didn't come in for too much atMeadows and every so often he tention since first-timers at the spot
bolsters the annual take with the lure get a complete Cook's tour, but it
of his own band, which originated in sounded business-like enough. Monthis area. And of all the maestro- roe, however, is still the main gimowned spots this writer has seen, mick in the band, backed up by
Monroe's takes the cake. 'Set several Frank Fontaine's fine talent for
hundred feet back from the main mimicry. Ziggy Talent's novelties,
highway between Worcester and and the Moon Maids which, if they
Boston; and about evenly situated aren't always solid on the ears, are
Wood.
between them (20 miles to Boston. solid in the eyes.
18 to Worcester and an overall 3,000,000 population) this spot is a perfect MEADOWBROOK
picture post-card. Painted barn-red Mel Tormr, Ray McKinley Orch.
and white outside, beautifully landwith Lynn Warren, Jack
(16)
scaped and lighted by floods, the
Norman, Walter Grass
buj'ding, though only a year old, is Cedar Grove, N. J.
a :,f ique-iike in .appearance.
This is the second of a series of
Within, however, an entirely un- bills Frank Dailey has or will book
expected semi-modern view comes to alternate with top name bands at
up. Knotty pine is used throughout his Meadowbrdok. Perry Como, Sam
the interior and though it's obviously Donahue's orchestra, Marion Hutton
new, a certain rustic feeling is re and two acts comprised the first,
tained. Main room, which seats ap
which launched the spot's fall and
proximately 850, is built in three winter season with a bang, and the
tiers starting with a sunken dance current lineup, in for two stanzas,
(16)

fits

in,

too,

—

,

and moving on to two table

is

made up

of

Mel Torme, Ray Mc-

levels. There is a bar room just off kinley's orchestra and a Latin dance
••
the entrance and a cocktail room act.
beyond, both of which increase- the
Not since the meteoric rise of
spot's capacity to about 1,100.
Frank Sinatra some years back has
In addition to providing good food there been so much controversy
and name music (when Monroe is over a singer as there has been in
here), the spot uses other stunts the past year or so over Mel Torme.
to build trade. One is most unusual This youngster, who'll be all of 22
—a group of pony carts. It seems the this week and who is essentially a
spot is open for lunch daily and musician rather than a crooner, has
stove-weary housewives can bring been dubbed the "velvet fog" and is
the kids to be entertained all after- exhibiting the same wild hold on
noon in rotation on the cart-path femme teenagers and is running into
which winds around the overall 30 the same male razzing that characacres of land the spot is set on, while' terized Sinatra's early days. And it's
mom and pop enjoy themselves. This all on the basis of a comparatively
•'

.

few recordings, fewer of which
reached high sales marks (due,
principally, to Musicraft label's pro-

GEORGE PINCUS

duction difficulties).

'

—

SUGGESTS FOR TOUR PROGRAM

High recording sales or no make
no mistake about it, Torme repre-

ON THE
SUNNY SIDE
OF THE STREET

sents fine talent. The guy has a voice
that's just ordinary in normal tones,

Music by.

but he does tricks with it and, despite the fact that he's still not a
polished performer— he makes too
many mistakes in many ways— he
sells his stuff smartly and makes you
like what
his forte,

he

sells.

What seems

to

be

is a good-looking youthful
appearance, combined with a confibreezy manner. That's about
all anyone could put a finger on—
that plus an almost whispering style
of delivering ballads and out Sina(Continued on page 50)

.

dent,

JIMMY MetWGH
SHAPIRO-BERNSTEIN

o

o

technique of specialty entertainment
grouped around a musical aggregation, the "Musical Depreciation Revue," under the blustering baton of
Spike Jones, manages in spite of
several dull lapses and some poor
routining to justify a good part of
the $3.60 top for the 116 minutes of
musical mayhem now ensconced at
the Gurran Theatre.
Divided into two "acts" of approximately 30 unrelated specialties, with
the "City Slickers Band" acting as
the integrating factor, the hellzapoppinish brigade interlards much corn,
a lot of slick orchestral hubbub and
considerable good variety artistry, to
give the seat buyers hilarity. Barring the drag of the tempo effected
by the acrobatic dancing of Betty-

*lce

Sept.

11

6
43

925
1,300-

1

—Ginny Simms

Yorker.

12,775
17,150
18,375
7,600
39,725
2,450

Waldorf

at

Chjc
icago
Del Courtney (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach; 1,100; $1.50-$2.50 min).
first break weatherwise in over two months, Courtney jumped to

Freddie Nagel (Empire Room, Palmer; 550; $3.50 min,; $1.00-$1.50 Cover).
Another step up, nifty 3,800. Liberace the draw.
Benny Strong (Boulevard Room; Stevens; 650; $3.50 min.; $1.00 Cover),
3,000 florists convening at hotel-frequented room, raising total to

Over

.

3,600.

Charlie Ventura (College Inn, Sherman; 900; $2.00-$3.50 min.). Shaye
in first Chi date replaced Clark Dennis Wednesday (4). Nice sledding with 4,500.

Cogan

Los Angeles
Eddy Howard (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Fine 2,300 covers.
Buss Morgan (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50). Fairish 1,900 tabs.

5.

Spike Jones production of revue in Iwo
at Curran, San Francisco, Sept. 5,

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

acts,

'47: at *3.«1 top.

.Cast:

Weaver,

Spike

and orch. Doodles
Purv Pullen, Fred Mor-

Jones

Bill KiiiR,

Rock, Karl Bennett, Bettyjo
Houston, Gardner Twins, Helon Gayco,
Dick Gardner, Aileen Carlyle.

gan,

jo

(Chicago)

Marty Gould (Chez Paree;

Georpre

and the birdcall

artistry of

Purv

Pullen, both of whom are more boffo
under other setups, the so-called
"Revue" is adequate if Brassy entertainment. If properly tightened up
and helped along with another specialty or two to provide diversity, it
should do all right for itself in most

show

Carmen Miranda

540; $3.50 min.).

still

sizzling

with 6,100.

Henry King (Aragon;
peppy

90c-$1.15 adm.).

Making up

month with

for slow

15,600.

Ray Pearl (Blackhawk; 500; $2.50 min.). Band exited Sunday (7). Sherman Hayes opened yesterday (Tuesday). Pearl pulled hefty 3,000.
Teddy
heavy

Phillips (Trianon; 90c-$l.I5 adm.). Phillips out

Sunday

(7), after

Johnny Long in- yesterday (Tuesday).
(Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50 min.). Buddy Lester's opening
following Ben Blue, boosted covers to 4,700.

15,900.

,

Buddy Shaw.
Friday

(5)

spots.

High spots of the evening are defithe works of Carl Bennett
and Doodles Weaver, the former a
deft handler of hoke copy of the
Chaplinish type, and the latter who
gallops through a series of blithering
items, most of them plenty funny.
Another who gleans kudos galore
is George Rock, trumpet player, who
whams with his lip work and comedy sohgstuff. For eye value there
are Helen Grayco, singer, and the
Gardner Twins who, though badly
costumed, add zest to the scenery.
nitely

On the whole, the
appeal.

show

lacks

Frankie Masters JCasino Gardens, B, 'Ocean Park, 2d wk.). Wavered
around 4,500 customers.
Jimmy Dorsey (Ralladium, B, Hollywood, 1st" wk.). Initial frame started
sluggishly, built slightly and wound with around 10,000 customers, okay.

Barclay Allen, Another

femme

The production

will have to give
to pacing, with
much verve added to the first act
and the finale flashed up, before it
is ready, for big time. Current price
level also seems on the higher side
for the contents provided, though a

greater

(Los Angeles)

•

Lawrence Welk (Aragon, B, Ocean Park, 2d wk.). Smashing 13,000 admissions, on heels of terrific opening stanza. Best biz ballroom has done
in years.

large middle bracket audience should
be available wheri the performance
is vitamined to better tempo.
Spike
Jones, as m.c. and all-round performer, turns in an excellent night's
work, as do the others in "his band.
•Novelty cartoon curtain by Milt

The Andrews Sisters

Martin 'Alumnus/ Eyeing

attention

Band; Signs

MCA

are doing their

Pact

Freddy Martin, whose band fathered the new ones now being maestroed by Jack Fina and Murray
Arnold, each of whom came to attention via their piano chores for
Martin, is due eventually to supply
the band biz with another, embryo
leader. Music Corp. of America last
week signed Barclay Allen, Martin's
current pianist, to an "if and when"

CHRISTMAS DREAMING
A LITTLE EARLY THIS YEAR

HOW ABOUT YOU?

Gross is an easy on the eyes opener
show.
Teed.
management contract.

to

Allen,

who

ter after
form his

joined Martin last winArnold cut out suddenly to
own band (which Martin

did not like), has been getting more
attention than either. Fina or Arnold
did while they were with Martin,
due principally to the fact that Martin worked eastern theatres this year
for the first time. And since
was beaten to the, punch by the new
Mus-Art agency in so far as Arnold
was concerned, it wasn't taking any
chances with Allen. Hence the contract for future representation.

SKITCH HENDERSON'S
Sensational Instrumental Recording

(Cap. 441

DANCING WITH

A

DEB

MCA

FUN AND FANCY FREE
LAZY COUNTRYSIDE

WITH A SLAP

IF

SONORA, VOGUE LATEST

»

Johnny Desmond-I'tige <

11 vunauKli Trio
(Victor 20-2312)

BLUE
(and Broken Hearted)
(Deceit 2 4114)

MILLS MUSIC. INC.
Iroqdway
New York 19

U19

ON FOX CARPET

Harry Fox, collection agent for
music publishers regarding record-

THE BACHELOR
AND THE
BOBBY S0XER

ing royalty collections, is still moving against indie disk firms for back
royalties.
He turned a case against
.Sonora Records over to Chicago attorneys last week .with instructions
to begin action against the firm in
that city, it's home base.

Fox made his move against Sonora
on the basis of the fact that the
to allow a complete
audit of its books by an auditing
firm that has been working for him
on other companies. Sonora did open
its books to the accountants in N. Y.,
but Fox feels the check was incom-

"On*

company refused

TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE)

TRUE

IT'S

Bins Croaby

INDIES

IT

New

at

3,300
2,650
1,675
1,125

13,600.

Revue
San Francisco,

Revue

Total

Coven
Week On Dato

5

Getting

Musical Depreciation

MOTION PICTURE

SAY

Cover*
Post

flayed
4

inLegiter

SN£/>S

o

B.O.'s
Week!

FOUR HITS FROM

HIT-MUSICAL

Hotel

at

Hotel
Band
Skinnay Ennis!.. Astor Roof (850; $1-$1.25)
Waldorf (400; $1 )
Jack Fina
Skitch Henderson. Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50)
By TED FRIEND
Jerry Wald*
New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50)
Obviously slanted to appeal to the
Johnny Pineapple. Lexington (800; $1-$1.50)
vaude-minded ticket.; buyer and
drawing heavily on the stageshow Orrin Tucker. .... Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50)

'

floor

Bands

Spike Jones At

Band Reviews
VAUGHN MONROE OBCH

the

of

happiest pic-

ever."— N.

tures

Y.

Orch. by Will

Mirror.

Hudson

PAULL-PIONEER MUSIC CORP.
I6i" Bro-jdv. :y

in certain aspects.
He also
claims the company is overdue with
its
statement, which should have
been in Aug. 15. Sonora, on the other
hand, claims he gave it a month's

New

Y:rk

19

N

Y.

plete

grace,

Fox

which Fox
also

w

York

19,

N«w

York

N. Y.

SANTLY-JOY,

-MAC KOGPER,

VIC

PELLE

ED McCASKEY

3E\N* M.uEti

Inc.

TOMMY VALANDO

7,

1947

Best Sellers
checking

the Vogue company, Detroit,
which owes publishers approximate-

1619 Broadway

September

denies.

has attorneys

into

N<

REPRINTED FROM
DAILY NEWS

NEW YORK

PEG O- MY HEART
COLUMBIA).

My

(CLARK.

ly $9,000.

That's

Sav-Way

When You Were Sweet 16 (Como,

This indie, a subsidiary of
Industries, is partially involved in a bankruptcy. An involuntary petition was filed against the
parent firm last July by someone not

connected with the music industry
and if the bankruptcy goes through
Vogue will be involved since it is
part of the overall set up.

Desire (Laine, Mercury).

Victor).
I

Wonder,

I

Wonder.

I

Wonder

(Armstrong, Victor).
Feudin'
Fightin' (Shay, Columbia).
Tallahassee (Crosby, Decca).

V

y

DOUGLAS WATT

!

.
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Songs With Largest Radio Audiences
The top 32 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted Audiene CovSurvey 01 Popular Music Broadcast over Radio Networks
published by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman Director.
Survey Week of August 29-Sept. 4, 1947
SinatraAin'tcha Ever Comin' Back
erage-' Index'

All My Love •••
All Of Me.

Harms

'

—

.

.

..

;

.

....

Me— t"Hucksters"
.

...

....

.

Famous
.

.

.

Miller-Schirmcr

Wonder, I Wonder
.Robbins
Almost Like Being Love. .. Fox
Doing New Year's Eve. Famous
Ainfcha' EverComin 'Back. Sinatra
On the Avenue...
Leeds
Smoke, Smoke. Smoke. .Genera)
Kate .... ......
Berlin
I

.Paramount

Wonder
.Robbins
I Wonder 1 Wonder 1
Her Now— t"l Wonder Now". ....E B. Marks
i Wonder Who's Kissing
Crawford
Je Vous Aime f'Copaeabana" ....
C-P
just An Old Love of Mine

—

.

.

.

Lady From 29 Palms.
On The Avenue
On The Old Spanish Trail

My

•Peg O*

Heart......

;

........

.•

Martin
Leeds
Peter Maurice
........ ....Bobbins

..

.

.

.

.

That's'

My

E. B.

Mortis
Shapiro-B
Miller-S

,

BVC

,

Chi-Baba
Deep Valley f"Deep Valley"
Every So Often
For Once In Your Life
Fun And Fancy Free— f'Fun And Fancy Free"
I Have But One Heart.

Oxford

Ivy— f "Ivy"

Burke-VH

.

—

Plain Love
Kokomo, Ind.— t"Moiher Wore Tights"
The Man Who Paints The Rainbow In The Sky

BVC

is

tossing in

Sargent orchestra
goes
ballroom. St. Paul,

Prom

the

two weeks

in

November.

Yorker in December on a return
ticket growing out of his date there
last year.

Mood Music
Crawford

'Play wind or strinq -Strauss or Surinq-

^...........Morris

Pemora

:

Mellen

.

Famous
Inc.,

with ease on the Solovox

New York)

Anson's Sardi's Jock
Stint

Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Capitol Records went on an artistsigning spree late last week, inking
chirp Kay Starr, conductor-arranger

The customers won't

Other L. A. Eateries
Hollywood, Sept.

9.

started a trend here, it appears, in
airing a midnight to two a.m. platter parade,' with yokel interviews,

from new Sardi's, formerly the ChiChi on Hollywood boulevard at Vine.
Spot was dying on its nightside
about two months ago when Anson,
who originated the notion in Golddepartment store, Chicago,
blatt's
some .time back, was ushered in as
a last resort,

now

let you- quit

with a

Solovox* attached to the piano.

Shows Way To

Though on cue from Jack Eigen in
Eddie New York, KFWB's Bill Anson has

Dave Cavanaugh, oatuner
Kirk and Joe Lutcher's 8-piece sepia
combo. Move dispelled talk that
waxery was narrowing its performer lineup after dropping Matt
Dennis last month, and allowing
Martha Tilton to jump to Majestic*.
Cavanaugh will be given label
billing and will use a combo to back
jazz vocalists on Cap roster. Lutcher
is younger brother of Nellie Lutcher,
song stylist who clicked solidly for
plattery within recent months.

Kenny
into
last

Henderson

.

Mutual

—

Artists

.

of concerts
the nitery.

Ray McKinley's orchestra gets its
first -shot at a major New York hotel
spot later this month when it opens
at the New Yorker hotel. McKinley
was sold last week by General
Artists to replace the current Jerry
Wald for an indefinite period, opening Sept. 17. Booking in all probability is based largely on McKinley's recent showing at the Roosevelt hotel, New Orleans. He's now
at Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook.
Sammy Kaye is due into the New

Beverly

Future Just Passed
Achin' Heart
Old Devil Moon ""Finian's Rainbow"
Red Silk Stockings And Green Perfume
Story of Sorrento
There's That Lonely Feeling Again t
What Are You Doing New Year's Eve
» Le«it Musical
t Fitmustcat
(Copyright Office of Research,

4 More

9.

resort spots, Lagoon, and Saltair.
Summer b.o. ft the Randevu was
strong only when name bands hit
town, with a sharp fall off inbetween. Grove was slow, with only
fsir response to names.

Morris

My

Capitol Builds Roster,

City, Sept.

|

Dreyer
Santly-Joy
Barton

Just

Slow Salt Lake
Lake

King Cole Trio racked up a solid Henderson Sets
week, ending Saturday <6), at Jerry
For His Salt Lake Nitery
Jones' Rainbow Randevu. Trio followed Jimmy Dorsey orchestra,
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Horace Henderson, vet pianistwhich had a great b.o. one-nighter
the week before.
Dorsey beat the arranger, has taken over The Dixiegeneral Labor Day exodus, and went landers, roadhouse near Salt Lake
into his percentage.
This was a City, and is leading his own crew in
sharp contrast to a n.s.g. two-nighter site.
The 88er was in Hollywood last
by Alvino Rey the two preceding
week, lining up various jazz names
nights.
;
Biz at the Randevu and the Coco- for one night personals in spot.
First
set was Benny Carter who flew
nut Grove is expected to ?et a hypo
from the Labor Day closing of two up Sunday' 17) for initial in series
!

Remick
Warren

''.

in

Own Crew RAY McKINLEY SET
FOR NEW YORKER RUN

Marks

.
Feist
You're Not So Easy to»Forget ....
The remaining 18 songs of "the week, bnsed on the copyrifjhteti Audience
Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast Over Radio Networks.
Research,
Inc.
the
Dr.
John
Peatman,
by
Office
G.
Director.
of
Published
...Republic
Castanets and Lace

Signs

Okay

Salt

Mills

Desire

Be Some Changes Made.
Tomorrow
When You Were Sweet Sixteen
Whiffenpoof Song
You Do— t"Mother Wore Tights"
There'll

Oh My

J.

Dorsey, King Cole

Famous

Tallahassee— (-"Variety Girl"

.

•

.Berlin

Kate

.

.

Who Knows. Witm'k

Whiffenpoof

.Chappell
Melrose

—

•

Chappell

Fightin'

Tallahassee
Ask. Anyone

Lombardo

1

&

Notes
.

Mills

Second 10

Witmark

ABC

Echo Said "No"
Feudin' and Fightin'— t"Sons O' Guns"
I Want To Be Loved
t"Perils of Pauline"
1 Wish I Didn't Love You So

Desire
.

Southern
Robbins

the Mardi Gras

Doii't Tell

My

That's

Sweet 16
Shapiro-B
Apple Blossom Wedding. .S-B

Miller
.

Cecilia

Come To

ic

47

Larry Shayne, prof. mgr. of Beverly Music, in Hollywood confabbing
.Frankie Carle and Doris
with Dick Haymos, chief stockholder in firm
Day etched four faces apiece for Columbia, last week on Coast. .. .Bobby
Sherwood, who disbanded his orchestra several months ago, now singling
on Capitol Records as vocalist and trumpeter, with Frank DeVol aggregation backing him. First sides were slashed over weekend, under new
setup.
Barton Music has peddled the Terry Shand-By Dunham ditty,
"Lazy Stream," to Eagle-Lion for insertion in upcoming "Northwest Stampede"
Kay. Starr signed by Capitol diskery... Johnny Clarlrand Drugstore Cowboys cutting four faces for Whimsy Records, Hollywood, oddlabel... Dick Haymes disked pair for Decca over weekend ...Buss Morgan tracked 10 tunes or World Transcriptions.. Jose Itur'oi concerted in
Panama City last night (9).. Larry Raine cutting for United Artist label
on Coast, backed by Bill Millner band
Xavier Cugat crew signatured for
another Hollywood Bowl concert Sept. 20.. Chuy Reyes rhumband
recording for Capitol tomorrow (11).... Eddy Howard sliced four more
sides for Majestic Sunday (7). ..Tony Martin piped a new pair for RCAVictor late last week on Coast
.Jack McLean orch slashed four faces
for Coast Records in Hollywood last week and started one-niaiht trek to
Chicago, where band opens six-week stand in O'Henry ballroom Sept.
24 .. .Frankie Carle sessioned again last week for Lang-Worth Transcriptions ... Eddie Janis, BMI's Hollywood film studio contact, back at post
after whirl to N. Y. to huddle with Carl Haverlin.
Arthur Piantadosi, formerly with Music Publishers Holding, has joined
Broadway Music as its Coast rep ..Bob Schermen, one-time recording
master for Coast Atlas Records, joined King Records in similar capacity
..
Trumpeter-vocalist Bill Diliard inked waxing pact with Mary Howard
label

Near You..
Supreme
Lady 29 Palms.
Martin
I Have But One Heart, ..Barton

Burke-VH

Stranger''

Sellers

(Week Ending, Sept. 6)
Who's Kissing Her
Marks
Peg O' My Heart
Robbins
Wish I Didn't Love You.Param't

Feudin'

.Bourne
....Fox
.Shapiro-B

>

Almost Like Being In Love— *"Brigadoon"
An Apple Blossom .Wedding

As Long As I'm Dreaming t"Welcome
As Years Go By
Ask Anyone Who Knows. .............

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC

P^RMETY
10 Best Sheet

Because, with this amazing instrument,
you get the rich tonal effects of many instruments, played to your own piano accompaniment. For night club or theater work,
the sax, clarinet, trumpet, and many other
tones are easily played by a simple adjust-

ment

of tone controls.

For heavy

stuff,

the Solovox gives you the
English horn, bassoon,

effects of the violin,

French horn, organ,

etc.

Here

is

an instru-

ment that is ideal for the professional and
offers him new income possibilities.
It's portable— easily attached to and detached from any piano— plugs into the lighting circuit. It does not interfere with the
normal use of the piano and gives a much
wider variety of renditions to every tune.

Find out more about this modern instrument now! See your dealer or mail the coupon below.

the joint's leaping

at night, business being a reported
6()0"f over previous night trade.
.

And there's the
of Murphy went

rub, 'cause

House

for the gimmick
with Ben Alexander. Brown Derby
Roy Maypole.
is daytiming it with

From Hollywood

Breneman's has a lobster trick halfhour audience participation show,
Club Morocco is looking for a guy
and so are the Palladium and Mike
Lyman's.
Jarvis,

And

local

jockey vet, Al

many

reports

way.

inquiries

his

_

STAN KENTON'S LARGE

COMBO SET FOR FALL
Hollywood. Sept.

9.

Stan Kenton's reorganized orcheswhich goes into rehearsal here
next week (15) in preparation for
its start east early in October, will
be just as big as it ever was despite
the current trend toward smaller
combos. Kenton will use 20 musitra,

cians, in addition to singers, managers, secretaries, publicity men. etc.
All told, there will be 30 people on

his payroll.
Kenton set his personnel with the
exception of one trombone 'here last
week. It includes, Vido Musso, Bob

THANKS

CANFIELD SMITH

Cooper,
Weidler,

Boots

George
Mussulli,
saxes; Buddy

"1

Bob Gioga,

Chico Alvarez, Ray Wetzel, Ken Hanna. Al Porcino, trumpets; Eddie Bert, Milton Burnhart.
Bart Varsalona and
Forbes,
Harry
one other, trombones; and Shelly
Manne, drums; Eddie Safranski, bass;
a concert guitarAlmeida,
Laurinde
June
ist, and Jack Costanzo. bongoes.
Christy, who gave it a try as a
was disbanded
Kenton
single while
will
Wetzel,
Ray
this summer, and
handle vocals.

I

Hammond

Instrument Company
4248 W. Diversey Ave, ChicaKO

Childers,

EDDIE and GEORGE
TAILORS TO THE STARS

Smart ntdre

for

Acta

and Hands

in the foif Call or Win
Repretenfofiv* with Samples

When
for

305
Pliune:

8.

Brand

St.,

Phlla.

I'Konynncker

5-l<>ff<

l

39, Illinois

Gentlemen: Please send me further infonnaiion about
the Solovox, and the names of Solovox dealers Bear roe.

oVox
Made

fcyl

• the

makert of th»

Hammond Organ

Name
Addresn
City

P. O. Zone

*T. M.IUC. U.*.l*T.©Ffc

» *»«,.»« *»*».» ••««•»

•»-.

a

.»»««•«

»»***•*,« s ****** lis

s,

State

I

The dean and creator of the world famous

Pan Alley," writer of thousands of

"Tin

published songs including hundreds of hits
?0*s

in the early

beginning

and continuing

for over fifty years.

and Americana of the €*a

*Jh*U gtcnd&uUaAe 4oihlo*e *fodaf

Want

I

A Hird
Wait

My

Till

Old

a Girl

a

in

the

Nkht Wa>

the

Please Go

Nellie

Wax and

Me

Let

Down W

Aboard

On*

to

Coney

Little

Oh You

You're in

Isle

Can't Fool an Old Hoss

When

Built for

When

A

Little

is

Shining

Around
the Old Fall River Line
Lend You Everything I've Got
Except My Wife
Sent My Wife to the Thousand

I

•

I

Dear Louise
All
(

I

for

You

Aboard

Cross

My

for

I Found It on Your
Sleeve
With His Little Cane and Satchel

Dreamland

Heart and Hope to Die

Down at the Old Minstrel Show
Down on a South Sea Isle
Just as Your Mother Was

You'll

Have

JULES

VON

TILZER, Gen. Mgr.

New

York 19, N. Y

to

in His

Pockets

Read the Answer

in

The Stars
You're a Better
Gunga Din

Man Than

I

Can You Tame Wild Wimmen
Gallagher
I

Ain't

Gonna Weep No More

Oh Oh Miss Phoebe
Mariutch Down at Coney

How
Want My

Jack,
I

I

Envy You
Rib

Idaho

On

the

Hoko Moko

HARRY VON TILZER Music Publishing
1697 Broadway,

in

Hand

His

With His Hands

Someone More Lonesome
Than You*
Watching and Waiting
Where the Sweet Magnolias Bloom
In the Evening by the Moonlight

Old King Tut
Under the Anheuser Bush

Wood

Knock
Steve

Were Coming

She's Waiting
on the Farm
if

There's

on Zee

I

Isles

.

Kate and
Thru the Rye

Wonder

Down

Twine

Dear
Bunch of Shamrocks

When
I

Glories

the Harvest Days are Over,

Jessie

Two

Coax Me
Remember You
I'd Leave My Happy Home

Moon

The Ragtime Goblin Man
Top O' The Mornin' Bridget McCue
And the Green Grass Grew All

BALLAD.

Door

a Hammock
Want a Doll
Moving Day

VeUatiLL}
the Harvest

On

Where the Morning
Around the Door

Ann?
Hannah Won't You Open That
B on Zee Bou
Boulevard

Me

at

I'll

Bay

On Zee

Smiles

CHARACTER

Summertime

They Always Pick On Me
Do You Take This Woman for Your
Lawful Wife
Don't Take Me Home
I Love My Wife But Oh You Kid
Are You Coming Out Tonight Mary-

In

£iU Shawl JtU Ama^in^

Fly

for Blanket

New York Town

to

When >h Hahv

love
Lady Hottentot

Alexandei

All

Take Me Hack

a Hundred

My
My

In the Sweet Bye and Bye
The Cubanola Glide
Under The Yum Yum Tree

Mother of Mine

Irish

here the Cotton IJlossoms Crow

It's

Goodbye Eliza Jan*
Goodbye Boys

Sundm A f tern
•noon

a

That Old

Sleep

QidlouHHf P&Uial
NOVELTY
Down Whtr* the Wurxburger Flows

.

On

World

of the

A lorn

All

Aching Hearts

Knd

Around the Corner

Just

a

C

New Hampshire Home
of

Last

Gilded

Which they Wete WiUten

Dear Old Dad

Just Like the Girl That .Married

Sun Shines

The Mansion

m

Co.

Isle

Isle

Am
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Another

flatit
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YOU

GREAT
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Standard!

All StaA, pGAade

IN THE BOOKS OR IN PREPARATION BY:

Claude Thornhill, Louis Prima,

Sammy Kaye,

Vaughn Monroe, Tommy Tucker, Chuck Foster, Shep Fields, Al Trace, Dell Trio, Bill McCune, Dardanelle Trio,
Beasley Smith, Glenn Gdrr, Robt. Q. Lewis (Kathy Norman) Cities Service, Buccaneers, Lenny Herman, Tony
Pastor,
Blair,

Ray Heatherton, Eddy Howard, Randy Brooks,

Griff Williams,

Buddy Weede, Jack

Eddy Rogers, Horn Kobblers, Johnny Long, Freddy Nagel, Ray Anthony, Skinnay

Kilty,

Ennis,

Jimmy

Lawrence

Welk, Frankie Masters and Russ Morgan.

RECORDED BY:

ted lewis-decca • the pied pipers-capitol
* CHUCK FOSTER—MERCURY and more to follow

DELL TRIO— COLUMBIA

•:•>:-:>:•

BROADWAY MUSIC CORPORATION
WILL VON TILZER Pres.
1619 Broadway, New York 19, N Y
Coast Rep 4956 Placidia Ave,, No Hollywood
,

ARTHUR PIANTADOSI

.

.
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;

Welk's Champagne Music
Bubbling; Booked Into '48

;

On Ae Upbeat

Hollywood, Sept.

New York
Vaughn
.
Questions"
Monroe had two forced landings flying his own plane on recent oneCarmen Cavallaro and
nighters
Tommy Dorsey both ran cocktail
Joe
parties" in N. Y. last week
Moohey quartet opened at Warwick

Who Ask

.

.

.

.

.

:

trumpet and trombone for theatre idly deep into next year. After pullAnita O'Day ing stakes here, crew starts trek of
and one-night work
into Club Troubador,' Sept. 15 with 30 one-niters to Chicago. On dates
Georgie Auld band.
around Far West, Welk has been
booked at $1,000 per gig against
Hollywood
usual S0 r/,, but from Rapid City,
Harry Owens Hawaiian outfit
S.D. on into Chi, the Welk happy
inked into Aragon ballroom for four hunting grounds, the dates are for
...Willard
.

Decca, Records readying an album
called "Decca Records for Children

.

26

Sept.

teeing

stanzas,

.

$1,500.
Alexander due in Friday (12)..
Nov. 11 the band opens at three
Gerald Wilson's combo into Club
Chi, followed
Alabam, black-and-tannery, for a month stay at Trianon,
return to the RooseHeathertones," femme quartet, join stretch.. Marcia Whalen new chirp by a March 27
where the orchestra
Ray Heatherton's band after he quits with Les Parker combo. .. .Barbara velt hotel, N. Y., and 20% oV gross,
Nelson, formerly with Boyd Rae- will get guarantee
Biltmore hotel, N. Y. Sept. 16
Welk got at the
Harry Prime shifted from Randy burn, formed 17-piece orchestra a better deal than
<
Brooks to vocals with Jack Fina, on here, all male save herself. Among site last spring.
Nancy Reed to sidemen are Red Doris, ex-Kenton
.
Waldorf Roof
Skitch Henderson band from Hal tenor; Chuck Peterson, ex-BG trumMclntyre. Betty Norton replacing pet; Dick Shannahan, ex-Barnet
with latter, at Post Lodge, Larch- drummer; Ollie Wilson, ex-Crosby
cutting trombone;
Fitzgerald
Jimmy Salkb, ex-Les
Ella
mont

Tuesday

hotel last night

.

.

.

.

.

"The

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

NBC finally Yields

.

.

Safety Campaign tranof
scribed jingles for N. Y. cops
Sister Rosetta Tharpe hitting high
b.o. marks on one-nighters, getting
as high as $2,000 guarantee against

Brown trumpet. Benny Carter is
.RCA-Victor
doing arrangements
and Exclusive Records have made
pitches to pact Jack McVea combo,
which recently split from Black &

... Herman Schubert
opened new "Pan-American" cocktail bar at Pelham Heath Inn , .
King Cole Trio cut disk with Johnny
Mercer for Capitol in Hollywood
"Harmony." from "Variety
titled
Norman Granz opens
Girl" film
new jazz tour with "Jazz At Philharmonic" unit at Academy of Music,

White

series

.

.

.

percentage

.

.

.

.

Brooklyn, Sept. 24,
Hall Sept. 27. Unit

includes

Bill

Howard

Phillips,

Flip

Harris,

Carnegie

then

McGhee, Ray Brown, Hank Jones,
Jack Mills and Helen Humes. Illinois
Jacquet will guest on both N. Y.

.

Mclntyre

Hal

waxery

nixed two-week bid from Edgewater
ballroom. Frisco, because no other
location

work was

On 'Body and Soul'
NBC, which

available to

him

on Coast and he didn't want to jump
out here from east in October for
mere fortnite. .Everett McDonald
has filled vacant chair in Harrjr
. .

M

en eJames' trumpet section. Ed
lick, James' bass, one-niting. for a
spell with Tommy Dorsey, but will
rejoin James before latter
stand at Palladium Oct. 7.

starts

.

able taste, finally

Chicago

.

.

.

.

.

l

I.

. .

»i

'

lUJMAT

WK *)"

"H»fA'CH

'

"

.. .

"Ill"

meet

.

.

10

for

two

Buddy Shaw

Jimmy

Ray's band, which
hasn't played this territory in almost
two years, is skedded for a Sept. 19
opening at the 400 Club in St. Louis

WHY SHOULD

v.
I

Oct.

arid also inked at Schroeder
Milwaukee, for same period

orchestra celebrates start of third
year at the Latin Quarter as house
band next week ...Deems Taylor,
prez of ASCAP here for a couple of
days before going west for Coast

BIGGER
'Ti

Louis,

St.

weeks

beginning Nov, 18

THAN EVER
'•

.

hotel,
hotel,

COMIHG BACK

CRY

;

.

;

.01ivett Miller, sepia harpist, at

Capitol
Lounge here.. Chi
telephone number of the National
Assn. of Disk Jockey headquarters is
State 3472, and according to «tele
system here, the numerals spell,
"Disc"
Gardner Benedict into the
Netherlands Plaza, Cincinnati, Sept.
30
After closing the Rainbow
Rendezvous, Sept. 19, Frankie Carle
begins series of one-nighters until
Oct. 10 when he moves into the Chicago theatre for two weeks, followed
by Riverside theatre, Milwaukee,

,the

OVER YOU?

Hl» liMdwey • K.w Y«k. N. V.
AMY LINK.Ctn.ftet.Mgr.

ft

GfOAGfOAUN.fW.Mgr.

its

lifted

last

and Paramount theatre, Toledo

Continued from page 46
not only for its instrmental work,
but also for the choral arrangements
it produces.
Material Pieper' works with seems
well rounded. He's got a good stock
of pops, novelties and standards and
paces them well. They're all nicely
written to fit the aims of the band
and occasionally there are, combinainstruments
producing
of
tions
sounds unusual enough, in view of
That I Marry," "Almost Like Being the band's danceability aims, to'
In Love," "Old Devil Moon," "Sep- make one sit up and take notice.
tember Song," "Jamboree Jones
Pieper is at the moment having
and "Over The Rainbow," plus a
trouble with the femme vocal deshot at Ray McKihley's drums and
partment. He has a boy, however,
got off leaving 'em wanting more.
who doubles from bass, who does
Walter Gross, Musicraft Records
job. He's Jack Damone.
acceptable
a
music director and cencert pianist,
Briefly, for the size of it, Pieper's
accomps Torme and. does one numcombo is a good buy. It makes for
ber on his own.
dancing and good listening.
good
Sharing the spotlight with Torme
Wood.
is
Ray McKinley's new band, a
combo that's a sharp improvement BOBBY MEEKER ORCH (11)
over its last date here some time With Dolores Dean
ago. Thi* band has a chance to go Mnehlebach Hotel, K. C.
excellent

MEADOWBROOK

traing Sinatra at

He

it.

does show-

type tunes too, such as his "Country
Fair" and "Jamboree Jones" in a
crack manner. In short, he's got it.
This show he opened with "You
Oughta Be In pix." "Aint'cha Ever
"Kokomo, Ind.,
Back,"
Comin'
"You're Driving Me Crazy" (one of
his best disks), "Let's Do It," "Girl

Lifting of the "Body and Soul"
ban, due the imminence of the UAEnterprise film using the title and
song, points up the bans on other
tunes, which music publishers often

,

.

1

-

.

places for it combines
music, most of which forms a pattern for dancing, plus which its
leader has awakened to the fact that
entertainment is the main factor in
the current band market. McKinley
has in the past turned most of his
toward boogie-beat
talent
vocal
vocalling. He has changed that now

and though much of it is still in that
week category the tunes used are more
entertaining and his manner of de-

the 17-year old ban, imposed on the
Johnny Green standard, "Body and
Soul." One of the outstanding tunes
of the past two decades, NBC had
barred the lyric ever since the song
was born out of the Libby Holman
musical, "Three's a Crowd." It was
permissible only instrumen tally.

.

.

harsher than

contemporary networks in banning
from the air the lyrics of tunes that
seem to its executives in question-

dates ... Tony Pastor doing CBS
Chicago, Sept. 9.
Treasury shows for two weeks from
Ray Olson joined Sherman Hayes
Click, Philadelphia, opening Sept. orchestra as vocalist when
band
20
Chuck Foster into Blue Moon, opened at the Blackhawk Sept. 9 ...
Rocky Carr, to Coast for Mercury Records threw promotion
Wichita .
Johnny Desmond party for Harry Cool's opening at
United Music
to remain a single, instead of form- LaMartinique,
Tuesday
and
(9)
ing band . . . Jerry Wald dropping hired special bus to transport press
guitar and french horn from band and town's disk jockies, to far South
at New Yorker hotel and adding one side spot
.Henry Busse into Chase
.

is

Band Reviews

9

Lawrence Welk orchestra, which
month stand t Aragon ballroom Sept. 21. has been booked solcloses

-

livery has been brought down to a
laugh level. For example, he does a

"Mumbo Jumbo

thing called

Gumbo"

that's a riot.

In the

This and other

items similarly worked and delivered draw a 20-deep ring around
the Meadowbrook bandstand, which

been

hasn't

happening

lately

in

many

of the country's ballrooms.
Musically, McKinley's six brass,
four
rhythm combo
sax,
smart. It is well-rehearsed and

Bobby Meeker has been around
the local scene for quite a spell, but
his present aggregation was- put together around St. Louis only a couple
Instrumentation is
of years ago.
fairly standard with four reeds, two
trumpets, trombone, piano, string

bass and drums, with Meeker- himself getting in now and then for a
little fiddle playing.

Band, has a standout idea in the
it puts across medleys. Meeker
has made a consistent play for rnedley lovers, and it's beginning to pay
oft. So much so that dancers shuffle
up 'frequently to request a combina(Band recently retion of tunes.
corded an album for Premier, .with
Disks are
17 tunes off eight sides.
coming in for some notice from midwest platter spinners.

way

five
is

its

is

silly.

They recognize the

.

—

1

KFWB

.

on the LUCKY STRIKE HIT PARADE

WONDER WHO'S

NOW

KISSING HER
Lyric by

HOUGH AND ADAMS

From the 20th Century-Fox Technicolor Film

of the

Same Name

AND FROM THE SAME PICTURE

HONEYMOON
BE SWEET TO ME
lAJUMT'C

On

tup nor AC

B.

MARKS MUSIC

MEYER

vocals. Gal is cute and voice in
erate soprano range.

mod-

the Muchlebach date,
due for a stand at the

Following

Meeker

is

Music Box, Omaha.

Quiri.

•

SMOKE!
SMOKE!
SMOKE!
Cigarette)

(That

AMERICAN MUSIC,
0109 Sunset Blvd.,

Hollywood

46, Cat.

INC.

Romero

Gtiret

85 IV. 42

St.,

N.T.C.

AUlTSONGblStms
*
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DAVIS' SON IN

FATHER'S FOOTSTEPS
Meyer Davis

i-

grooming

his son,

Emery, for the society band business and he's now starting to lead
orchestras for debutante parties.

Son led a band

all

summer

for

dances at the Beach Club, Greenwich, Conn., and last Friday (5)
played for a deb party.

Ten Acres Folds; Monroe's

OUR
HOUR
(The Puppy Love Song)

Meadows Opposish Tough
Boston, Sept.

KID

nnr-Aftaiun

P. S.: Watch THERE'LL IE SOME CHANGES MADE
fh* Peatman Survty After Only On* Weak of Promotion

EDWARD

fioint up these, as well as sweet balads, Dolores Dean chimes in on the

'

-

JOE HOWARD'S

I

veers off to a novelty
south-of-the-border

KFWB

LOVE THAT SONG!
No.

Meeker's music generally is on tho
softer side, but occasionally
number or a
fhythm.
To

some by Eddie sweeter,

arrangements,

Sautier, are as colorful and musically interesting as they ever were.
need for censorship, but the nets, But, virtually all are now fitted to
good dancing beat whereas they
NBC in particular, is far too strict aonce
were fit only for tangled feet.
in its evaluation of what will harm
There's only one objection to this
the public morals.
For example, band, and if McKinley can work it
another outstanding tune fenced off out the possibilities in his crew as it
from net air is "Love for Sale."
nowovorks are legion that's a leaning toward loud brass passages. If
he somehow can work out a mute,
Disk Cleanup at
style or something along those lines
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
for the section the band would be
Wholesale cleanup on double en- more improved. Brassy bands, no
tendre and risque-lyricked songs is matter what else they have to offer,
being
undertaken
at
Warners' are going nowhere today.
McKinley has two other vocalists
by new program director,
Thomas Freebairn-Smith. Bans have with his band, Lynn Warren, a cute
already been issued to all disk brunette who sings well and Jack
Norman whose ballads are often disjockeys on several recorded tunes turbed
by (jyerdone backgrounds,
and now Smith is combing entire but who otherwise is a fair enough
library to weed out offensive plat- worker.
Woods.
ters, after which complete list of
nixed tunes will be circulated
throughout entire staff to preclude LEO PIEPER ORCH. (11)
use of disks contained in personal With Jack Damone
Donohue's Mountain View, N. 3.
libraries of jock.
Those already
This Leo Pieper combo, one of
banned are "Hurry On Down" and
"Snatch and Grab It." both Capitol the first, if not the first booked into
the eastern area by the Chicago
platters, and "Aren't You Kind of
McConkey Agency, is a smart little
Glad We Did," Decca.
band for its aims. A mickey outfit,
Some jockeys' have been volun- catering to dancers rhostly, its style
tarily censoring their own output, seems to combine a little of all the
but now all will be governed by outstanding sweet band names, with
Lawrence Welk predominant.
published list to which it's expected
However, what catches attention
many more will be added shortly.
mostly when Pieper gets to work is
the unusual precision attained. Applying that word to a grouping of
two trumpets, one trombone, four
sax, three rhythm, all led off and on
by Pieper's own accordion squeezing is in itself unusual, but this
combo is one of the best rehearsed
of its type ever heard. That goes

feel

CORPORATION

RCA Building
Radio City
New York
HAROLD LFE — General Professional Manager

9.

Ten Acres,. Ruby Newman's suburban dine and dance spot seems to
have lost out in its battle -^ith

Vaughn Monroe's Meadows for patronage. Ten Acres iolded last week
and there has been talk here of
bankruptcy proceedings.
Ten Acres is only three or four
miles from Monroe's Meadows operation and in the same direction out
of Boston. Also in that area is the
Totem Pole, operated by Roy Gill,
which has been doing consistently
good biz with local bands this summer. Spot stopped buying big name,
crews several months ago due to
prices.

SANTLY-JOY, INC.
1619 Broadway.

TOMMY

New

VAXANItO, On.

York

i

Pro. Mgr.

The Ail-Time Hit

DARDANELLA
Records Available by
All

Top

Artists

FRED FISHER Mutic Co..
1619 Broadway

Now

Inc.

York 19

.
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Eye Toward Top Bands To

Niteries

Bridge Gap of

N. Y. Nitery Biz Bullish Again

Name Act Scarcity

Many niteries are considering*
the qccasional use of name bands in Frankie Laine Gets
$3,500
an effort to get a strong enough draw
to take the place of scarce top line
For N. Y.
Date
attractions. The Town Casino, BufHollwood, Sept. 9.
for
Harry
dickering
already
falo, isFrankie Laine, singer who rockJames at a reported $12,000 weekly, eted in niteries and vaude here in
YoungsMerry-Go-Round,
while the
past year, has been signed for three
town, O., is negotiating for Louis weeks at N. Y. Paramount, at $3,500
Prima.
per stanza. He* will start stint either
Idea for name bands' as a substi- Nov. 24 or Dec. 1 on a bill that intute for names, probably stems from cludes
Dean Murphy and Ray
the Click, Philadelphia, which is McKinley orch.'
hitting good grosses with top orchs.
Cafe, operated by Frank Palumbo,
has been using top orchs whenever
Slaps
Fine
available, with the result that he's
decimated the attendance at nearby
Baer
Rosenbloom
ballrooms.
Use of name orchs in cafes is figFor Breach of Rules
ured by the -ops to cost not much
Max Baer and Maxie Rosenbloom
more than name shows. The Town
Casino recently paid Lena Home were tagged with fine of $500
$8,500, and has even used more ex- by arbitration board at American
pensive talent, including a complete Guild of Variety Artists last week
Olsen and Johnson show. Even if it after having been adjudged "guilty
pays James $12,000, they count* on of conduct unbecoming a member
eliminating the usual house orch and violation of union rules." Sum
during the run, arid if a floorshow is when collected will go into union's
welfare and death benefit fund.
still needed, layout will be modMatter, as brought out at hearing,
estly budgeted.
Another factor that will make stems back several weeks when the
name band operations feasible for Maxes played the Club Nicholas,
Saratoga, N. Y.
When spot anniteries is the probable elimination
nounced installation of show, headed
of the standby fees for traveling
AGVA
orchs before long. These fees have by the comics, Lou Smolov,
been illegal since the Taft-Hartley rep in that territory, notified operalaw went into operation Aug. 22, but tions they'd have to post cash sesalaries of talent. It
in some cases are still being paid curity covering
pending action by the American was not done and when Smolov said
he'd hold up the show if bond cash
Federation of Musicians.
was not posted, comedians reportedly told him to take a powder.
Baer and Rosenbloom, according
GIRL
to additional testimony, stated they
had been paid their $4,000 weekly
LINE
Smolov told
stipend in advance.
Count Basie is slated to go on a them this constituted infraction of
vaude tour with a line as part of a union rules, claiming the amount
'package. Idea has frequently been would still have to be posted with
considered by other maestros includ- union. When this idea was negated
ing Sammy Kaye, but few have yet he ordered them out of spot, but
gone in for femme production, num- they stayed. Smolov retaliated, by
bers. Basie opens with new setup at yanking them up on the carpet at
the Paradise theatre, Detroit, in AGVA, which resulted in the fine.
When comics admitted collecting in
October.
Ziggy Johnson will produce the advance on the date, they had no

•

Union Yanks Show When
Loo Nitery Nixes Pact

St.

Jefferson

$500

&

BASIE ADDING

TO YAUDE UNIT

defense.

12-girl line.

FRANK MARLOWE
"THE FALL GUY"

to

the

Strand,

Band Units

AFM

New

York, soon.

For the

&

Tishman
Mgt.: Singer
701 Seventh Avenue, New York

Film

to

Combat

first

Hartford, Sept. 9.
time since it opened
ago, the State theatre

Friday reopened after a summer hiatus, without the aid of a pit
band.
House and the Musicians

last

Protective Association, local affiliate of AFM, are in the midst of a
dispute on the recontracting. of a
pit band.
Current bill has Desi

post-Labor

Day

Years

shows

many

in

coupled with the
return of summer

vacationers has boomed cafe business considerably.
Takes are reported to be the biggest since last
winter, and operators anticipate that
business for the month of September
will compensate for the unusually

business

Hartley bill, State theatre came of
opinion that the use of musicians,
when it feels they are not needed,
is
featherbedding and
therefore
they do not have to use pitcrew.

Adjusted

House

is willing to hire them when
occasion requires. Union is seeking
a reinking of bid contract which
called, for eight men and minimum
of three shows a day.

Until the film industry decides on
the extent of budget slashes to compensate for loss of revenue from
Britain because of the 75% tax on
American pix, talent agencies expect
that personal appearance tours will
be at a standstill. Percenters declare
that many filmsters prefer to stick

Miami

Festival Nov.

was bright-

ened by the reopening of the Blue
Angel and Ruban Bleu. Both hit
capacity most days of the week.
Copacabana didn't increase much,
since it's been doing capacity, anyway. Versailles picked up considerable amount of late trade, and opening of Cafe Society Uptown, Monday (8) was similarly big. with
Lucienne Boyer as the draw.
September is traditionally a good
month in cafes, but this month's
increase

noticeable because
Arnaz orch unit.
With the inaugural of the Taft- mer.

Time on PA's Till
Is

was

Louis,

'Featherbedding'

some 20 years

Names Mark

Tax

St.

in

fall

cafes

East side cafe picture

Opening week September 26 at the
State, Hartford, as the extra added
attraction with Sammy Kaye and
his orchestra.
Returning

hotel,

Opening of

New York

placed on the unfair list by American Guild of Variety Artists for
failure to pact •minimum basic agreement and post cash security with slow summer.
union. Gil Robinson and George &Both eastside and westside cafes
Joanne, who were to open in the
hotel's Continental room Friday (5) boomed to the extent that ropes
were up in a number of clubs. Spots
were yanked by union.
such
as the Carnival arid Diamond
Spot is only one in that area that
Horseshoe, which had been doing
has not signed pact with AGVA.
passably, had lush weekend business,
even at the late shows. Latin Quarter, wheh had a prosperous summer,
State, Hartford, Sets
also hit higher grosses.

.

On

Summer

After Worst

Paramount

AGVA

SI

particularly

is

of the

slow sum-

BILL MILLER ANGLING

TAKEOVER OF FLA. BOITE
Miami, Sept.

9.

Palm Island's Latin Quarter will
operate this season under new aegis
with Lou Walters dropping his interests in the nitery.

9

Associated with the

room

for sev-

A three day festival starting Nov. eral seasons, Walters will drop out
around Hollywood until it's deter- 9 will be held
to mark the opening to concentrate on his New York and
mined how they will be affected.
of Miami's $6,000,000 Rickenbacker Caribbean interests.
Major problem facing ttie film Causeway, and the $11,000,000 CranDickering with E. M. Loew, owner,
players is wheter they'll fit into the
ston Park which can accommodate of the L. Q., for outright buy or

Tilans of the economically-minded
studios. Some of the higher-priced
supporting players who could get
huge salaries on vaude and cafe
stands fear that minor roles will be

150,000 patrons in a single day.
Festival will be_ directed by Jerry
Donovan, Dade county supervisor of
.

park

activities.

lease, are: Bill Miller, operator of
Riviera, in Ft. Lee, N. J.; Irving Tint
and Sid Peretz, who o'ton the Paddock club here.

essayed by cheaper talent, but are
still
waiting for evidence in that
direction.

The top-priced

ATTENTION!
Dan

Friendly, Sidney Piermont,

Harry Levene, Harry Mayer

NOT AVAILABLE!
Laying off leisurely and pleasantly

ALAN CARNEY'S POOL
HOLLYWOOD

IN
(If

you* have any work, give

We Love That

it

to Carney)

LAYING OFF

COLLETTE LYONS

...2 years

.

Fulton Burley ......

3 years

Alan Wilson

1 year

Gene Wesson

2 years

according to

ments.
Until announcement of the British
tax came, agencies had been able to
get a number of top players to hit
the road, but since then, no active
player has signed up.
While, the studios are still to decide how the cuts will be applied,
each class of film performer is hopeful that they'll be benefited by the
new course of action, and consequently want to be on the scene in
order to cash in.

PETER LIND HAYES INTO
N. Y.

Sunshine!

stars,

agencies, fear that they may be used
in only one picture a year, and unless they have a clause in contracts
specifying that they can make films
for other studios, they're likely to
go out on tour. However, the studio
course of action is too indefinite for
them to sign for theatre engage-

COPA, NOV. 28

Peter Lind Hayes has been signed
to follow Joe E. Lewis at the Copacabana, N. Y., Nov. 28. He'll play the
spot with his wife, Mary Healy,
songstress, who will accompany him
on a string of other cafe and
vaude dates. Hayes and Miss Healy
will precede the Copa date with the

"That's Good Enough for Me!"

Ciub Charles, Baltimore.
Hayes' dates in the east are being

booked by Lou Irwin from the Coast.

j

|

Buddy Ebsen

.

Frankie Hyers

...

......

.

5 years

............... 4

years

Tom

Kettering

and Leon Newman

Other places we have laved off successfully:
Lake Tahoe, Las Vegas, Palm Springs. Reno.
Lake Arrowhead and Sun Valley.
those bookers who have btfen kind enough
not to interrupt our California Swimming season.

Thanks to

all

P.S.—We're

not even jealous of
Roberts for "Always Working."

"Whitey"

of the strongest acts to be hitting the Strand
...

.

.

crowds are a pushover for
Variety, Aug. 27, 1947.

Sepia Policy Set For

Former Riocabana, N. Y.
Exclusive Non-Representation

"One

potent at. the boxoff ice
her delivery."

Former Riocabana will reopen
under management of Dickie Welles,
Harlem nitery operator, with sepia
show policy and renamed the Black
and Tan. It will preem when liquor
license is cleared.
Spot, some years ago, had colored
policy
when called the Ubangi.
Since then, it has gone through a
succession of names and policies.
Most successful operation was when
club operated as La Conga and fea-

tured Latin bands.

Tax

"In Paramount's 'Variety Girl' film, Pearl Bailey
walks off with the solo honors with her vocalizing of
'Tired'."

Don

Craig, Washington, D.

C, Times-Herald,

PEARL BAILEY
COLUMBIA RECORDS

difficulties

caused the shuttering and subsequent indictment of Jack Green,
who several weeks ago was given a
two years' suspended sentence to

pay up taxes due the Government.

Exclusive

Management

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY. INC.
NEW

YORK. CHICAGO. BEVERLY HILLS.

•

LONDON

i

"7

—
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35 Loew, RKO Houses Playing

Saranac Lake

12 Niter

Night Club Reviews

By Happy Beltway
Saranac Lake, N. Y, Sept. fl.
not batoning for the show who has
Cafe Society
an unique combo of bass, accordion,
Birthday greetings are in order to
(NEW YORK)
violin and guitar backing up his
May Taft, Eddie Vogt, Helen Inglee,
Liicienne Boyer, Abbey Albert dexterity at the keyboard. He mixes
Virginia Godwin, William "Whitey"
Frank
Quartet,
up "Rhumba Rhapsody" with muslMathews, Eddie Slagus' arid Abe Orch (5),Gao Gnroel
Pourcel conducting jor Miss Boyer; comedy dansapation excerpts in a
Seligman, all Rogerites.
minimum.
colorful and brilliant style which
Sophie Medes, who mastered all $3.50
should command disk attention. What
stages of the thoracoplasty operation,
continues.
Rhapsody," incidentally,
"Rhumba
Invasion
picFrench
and
The
suppers
for
has been upped
For Lucienne Boyer it's a comeback, did for a Jan August on the disks
tures.
could well happen with Albert,
Larry Ritza and frau in from On- of course and a signal one it is
& given a waxworks opportunity. H«
tario for vacation at the Wilson but this week will see Dario
camp on Kiwassa lake. He's general Jimmy Vernon simulating the Mon- makes the melody dominant, brilmanager of the O'Brien circuit in seignor (Paris) motif of strolling liant. sVccato and dance-compelling.
Whether bossman Josephson did it
violinists when they induct their La
Canada.
,
The Isaac Schulmans motored in Martinique tonight (Wed.) for the deliberately or not he likewise has
to visit their son, Sam Schulman, fall season. Billy Rose may ditto at a small Latin group in Gao Gurgcl
his Diamond Horseshoe, N. Y., which who, for all their number (4), prowho anticipates an all-clear soon.
Dolly Gallagher elated over holi- has been an institution for nostalgic duce plenty of congarhiftsbaology.
But the main draw is Miss Boyer
floorshow.s; instead he, too, may get
day visit .from her mother.
Largest crowd to turn out in the a gang of fiddlers to group them- who's worth the $3.50 minimum sha.
Abel.
history of the actors colony attended selves around the customers and commands.
the lecture given by Rabbi Stephen give out with string music. Charlie
here.
Hollywood
Center
in
Morrison's Mocambo
Wise at the Jewish
1
El
This week in
Rabbi Wise is an annual visitor.
is already doing it.
Montreal, Sept. 3.
Joe Denicolo suffered setback that New York, also, is climaxed by the
Phil Brtto, Gory Morton, Stanley
returned him to infirmary, while return of Joe E. Lewis to the Copa- Kramer, Norma Hutton. Line (6),
Robert Pasquale has been upped for cabana. all of which indicates that Hutton Orch; minimum $1.50.
the 1947-48 season is getting into
extra meals and pix.
,
May Taft given a 10-day furlough high.
Phil Brito toplines diverting new
to N. Y. C. to attend the wedding of
As for Miss Boyer's return, fol(Continued on page 54)
lowing a wow engagement this past
her son.
Thanks to columnist E. E. Mere- spring which stretched into four
dith of the Fairmont (W. Va.) Times solid months, boniface Barney
and James Lee of the Worcester Josephson is paying more attention
(Mass.) Gazette for their boosting to his food although it's still essenand greetings.
American rather than the
Lovely
tially
George and Ethel Rittenhouse, French, cuisine one might expect
Lady
Beulah Brown and Emma Binkley from the advance bally.
in from Lancaster, Pa., to bedside of
In Miss Boyer he has a chanteuse
of
is
imwho
Binkley,
better
(IATSE)
considerably
John
who (1) looks
proving nicely.
than when she marked her American
Song
Jessie Carter planed in to visit comeback and (2) is fortified by a
husband Joe Carter, who has been little more English, plus some judiciupped for meals and pixj
ous program notes which interpret
Dennis and Rose McMahon. who the lyric content of her major song
are vacashing in Saratoga, visited cycle" Thafs presumably her manBill Lalis, who is doing nicely.
ager, Arthur Lesser's idea, and a
(Write to those who are ill.)
good one it is too. It's something akin
to the technique of Maurice Chevalier, whom lesser also presented
last season on his legit-concert tour
wherein The Lip—,with more glib
English at his command that Mile.
Boyer explained the song themes,
and then did them in French. ReBach
sult was solid, all around. It doesn't
resemble the linguistic quiz show as
to
with most Gallic entries since, no
matter how you slice it, the Yank
Boogie
customers would like to know what

—

Uptown

Yaade, With Jefferson, N. Y„ Full Wk.
One and two night vaude stands
New York area will continue
important factor this season
with around 40 theatres in operation.
in the
to be an

of theatres is virtually the
as last year, but -talent
are hopeful that many of
these stands will increase time al-

Number

same amount

RKO

houses
the full-week Jefferson.
comprise the Royal, Hamilton, 125th
Street, Regent, Yonkers, Mt. Vernon,
Franklin, Orpheum, Strand (Rockaway), Prospect, Republic, Greenpoint,
Bushwick, Tilyou, Dyker,

.

.

Morocco, Mont

Other houses may follow suit if that the Lyric, Bridgeport.
Arthur Fisher has a three night
experiment is successful.
stand at the Jamaica theatre, and
Meanwhile, RKO has 17 other
occasionally sets shows in other nabe
houses around New York playing
houses including Bayonne and other
vaude.. Bookings are farmed out
North Jersey towns.
between Dave Stern and Irving
Barrett, with Stern setting shows at

Show
PAIR OF JOKERS
FOR A FULL HOUSE

A

..."

Honor

Biz, Elks

NYA

Chas. Loder at

On His 90th Birthday
Char.les A. Loder, retired comedian and reputedly oldest member
was
Artists,
of National Variety
given a testimonial dinner at the
NVA clubroom, N. Y., last Monday
(8) night in celebration of his 90th
birthday.
Prominent among those attending
the affair were Walter Vincent,
prexy of the Actors Fund; Dave Ferguson, repping Jewish Theatrical
Guild, and a committee from the
Buffalo, N. Y., Lodge of Elks, where
he's also the oldest member. About
300 NVA members attended. Lou
Hand in, exec secretary of the organization, was toastmaster.

lei'it

STANLEY BURNS

he appeared in "Hilarity,"
"The Evil' Eye" and "On the Go,"
with the Four Cohans. He toured
the IT. S. and Europe with Jess
Dandy in "The Prince of Pilsen."
dian,

'

Crystal Gazing with 'Willie'
Thanks

grand
rht

engagement at

three-week

Brown Hotel,

«

for

Lereh

Chester

to

Louisville.

Agent

LEON

NEWMAN MARK

48 West 4«rh

St..

J.

LEDDY

New York

New Youngstown

(0.) Spot

Splurging on Names
spot using name talent will

A new

open Sept. 25 in Youngstown, O.
Merry-Go Round, to be operated by
Nick Constantino,, will preem with
Joey Adams, Tony Canzoneri and

Mark

Parodies! Special Songs! Bits!
ic

Draw from oar

one ot the
comprehensive Is

library,

most

largest,

Murphy

specialty

I

Sisters,

and Leon

Art,

Showbiz!

* l!>4" Catalog mr,E!
* delusive material oar
J.

Plant topping the bill. Subsequent layout opening Oct. 2 will have

Nancy

Fields.

Bell,

Duke

.

Jerry Rosen, who is booking the
is now dickering for the Louis

club,

& H. KLEINMAN

25-31-K 30th Rood, I. I. Gty 2, N. V
Telephone: Astoria *-CM»

JOHNSON

Gambling lid
Stays

—

On For

Miami Boites
Green light for the gaming season
in Broward county, Fla., has been
given, according to agencies, who
are now angling the lush Florida
winter business. Simultaneously, it's
expected that the Miami Beach and
vicinity will have to get by without

bills.

help from the gaming tables, but
are hopeful of lining up sufficient
number of names to snare business.

Ink Spots Booked For
Strand, N. Y.,
I

j

EDDY MANSON

New

LOEW'S STATE,

|

I

i

York

(week Aug. 28)

VARIETY—Sept.
effect

.

—Sept.

. .

.

!

.

.

6—"Harmonica
.

TRIBUNE

.

telling

.

Jose.

Act Hums!

show

.

.

It will

j

—

—

1

j

!

,

j

.

RESULT: BOOKED SOLID INTO 1948!

MARGERY WELLES,
Management
1350 (roadway.

4

New

at the piano

CURRENTLY

BEN UPSET
York

CONCERTING

THE
DOMINICAN REPUILIC
IN

amour

Tommy

is

—

:

COMEDY
PATTER
For All Branches of Theatrical*

SUMMER

SPECIAL

PRICES!

GAG FILES
At $1.00 Each, or

FUN-MASTER

Nob. 1 Thro IK (or $10
Nob. 14 Tlira 32 at S1.00 Each
or SET OF 22
lor $18.00

MIES

WOTTA

BUY!

HURRY!

"BOOK OF BLACK-OUTS"
8 Vols, ut $20 per Vol,, or
$50 for S Vols.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
Over 10 Special-Written
S»cl; Parodies ONLY $5.00

"HOW

TO MASTER THE
CEREMONIES"

(How

to

Be an Emcee)
«ae File*

$3 per Copy, Inel. 2

Be Sure

NO
to

C.O.D.'b

Send Permanent Addresa

PAULA SMITH
200

W. Mtli

St.

New York

10, N. Y.

Dance Producer
Just completed

Dorsey.

who now runs the
Ft. Lee, N. J.
Spot had
tough sledding most of the time, and
Miller subsequently sold out to
Morris Schwartz. Club closed last
ispring and later went into bankRiviera,

Bep. EDDIE SMITH AGKNC1
Chicago Kep.: mil, TYRKKIX

set

Embassy was opened two years
ago by Bill Miller,

GUEST
New York

MARGARET FABER

concerned

Herbert Jacoby, who in conjunction with Max Gordon operates the
Blue Angel, N.Y., is currently negotialing for the purchase of the
defunct Embassy club, N. Y. Deal
hasn't been set yet but is expected
to be consummated shortly. If deal
comes through, Jacoby will double
between" the Blue Angel and the
Embassy.

'

GEORGE

amour

department, albeit
punching it a hit too hard, but it is
to her credit that she holds the room
the way she does despite the overlong songs in an unfamiliar tongue.
No small assist is given hier by
her own violinist-conductor Frank
Pourcel who heads up the Abbey
Albert orojpestra (5). Latter should
develop into one of the outstanding
little bands of the year.
Albert is
a piano-conductor when Pourcel is
-

Marimbitt

French patootie's
She personifies the

GOING NATIVE"

Tell.

29 — "Best

—

disputing
the
nitery appeal.

Jacoby's Embassy, N. Y.?

.

NEW YORK POST — Aug.

be

band

Good

Aug.
peramazing depth and variety of
Jack Barstow.
30
"Proves his versatility
with excellent renditions of the Roumanian Rhap.
sody Number 1 and 'Scott's Powerhouse'."

formers of the
expression."

Xmas show has been

in so far as the

|

..strong hand."

Jack

—

bill.

Capitol's

gained- respect

NEW YORK HERALD

j

j

arrangements

solid with audience."

.

.

BILLBOARD
authority

3—"Slick

Xmas Time

Ink Spots quartet, which has
played the Paramount theatre, N.Y.
every time they were dated on
Broadway since they became b.o.
names, is this. year shifting to the
rival
Strand.
Group has been
booked by the latter house for the
Xmas period, with their opening
date still indefinite. No band or acts
have as yet been named for the same

j

"The Heifetz of the Harmonica"

—

—

ing season. The resort cafe owners
are already resigned to the fact that
they'll have to get by without any

i

...On

it's all
about. They may act and
look wise, perhaps for fear of not
tipping their mitt on linguistic shortcomings, but it makes for better b.o.
if the show-wise performer (and his
or her manager) makes "sure that
the payees are hep to the wordage.

Miss Boyer, trimmer and back to
her svelte shape of the days when
the Shuberts first brought her to
America or when she operated
any backroom activity.
Chez Elle in Paris is compelling in
her trademarked bob. She' wears a
Tipoff un the gambling situation is
becoming blue gown, making one
seen by the fact that the Colonial change into an 1860 costume for her
Inn, Hallendale, Fla., is signing top "Attention"
number, latter being
names. Slated to open the room on the current hit of Paris.
preem show starting Christmas day
She does "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now" in French and "Love
is Jane Froman, who's set for two
weeks, and Joe D. Lewis -vho tops Is Love", in English. A portable
hand mike, camouflaged in a prop
the following show, Jan. 8.
bouquet, permits for greater audiColonial Inn is the only important ence mobility and intimate byplay
talent spot in Broward county; there with the ringsiders, as she freare other gaming rooms, but they do quently dismounts the podium.
Apart from an inclination to be a
not use talent.
too dramatic in her repertoire
Dade County riiteries, which tike shade
at least at her premiere dinner
in Miami and Miami Beach are still
show caught plus the fact she milks
to set important shows for the com'em a little too much, there is no

Prima Orch, Ella Fitzgerald, Frankie
Laine and Belle Baker for subsequent

.

JANE

Loder, who had spent the greater
part of his life in show biz until his
retirement some years ago, had ap-

peared in vaude and later in

-.

.

:

productions.
Starting out as a blackface come-

—

.

Madison and Capitol, Brooklyn.
Other big one night - operator is
the Loew circuit which also has 17
lotted to live shows.
They point out that the RKO Jef- nabe houses in the area. Abe Feinthe Leo Cohn agency sets the
ferson, which previously operated gold of
two nights of vaudeville, will now shows for the chain. Houses include
Premier,
be a full week stand for the first the Orpheum, Willard,
Prospect, Fairraount, New
time. House will open a five act Yonkers,
show Sunday for three days, play Rochelle, Triboro, Boulevard, Gates,
Delancey, Coney Island, Oriental,
a nine act bill Wednesday, and revert
Hillside, Bedford, and
to five acts for the rest of the week. Bay Ridge,
sellers

direction

Thanks to

CARTER BARRON

produced under
of

GENE FORD
Managing Director

LOEW'S CAPITOL
Washington, D. C.
Currently on tour

Margaret Faber Dancers
The Fast Steppers
The. Lovely Ladies
Sweethearts

GENE FORD
SAM JACK KAUFMAN
JOE MAGOLIS
SIDNEY PIERMONT
IRVING MARTIN
BROCK WHITLOCK
and the entire staff of
LOEW'S CAPITOL
and

HARRY

KRIVIT

;

ruptcy.

Dir.:

PAUL SANDER

— 54 W. Randolph

St.,

Chicago

:

VAU0EV1IJLE
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Canadian Exhibition
Union
Tops Previous Years

N.Y.AGVA Local Meet

AQUASHOW CLOSES
RUN

10-WK. PROFITABLE

Aquashow, the swim-display at the
Ampitheatre at Flusing Meadows
Park, closed Saturday (6) after 10
Elliot Murphy,
weeks operation.
layout's producer, had the most pros-

At Town

Hall, Sept.

13

N. Y. local of American Guild of
Variety Artists has made another
switch in plans for its pre-conven-

meeting which had been set for
the Hotel Abbey, N. Y., Sept. 18.
Due to large response, meeting has
been switched to Town Hall.
perous season since its opening three
Purpose of conclave will be to
years ago. Grosses are reported to
nominate candidates for delegates to
have run as high as $20,000 weekly represent
the local at the forthcomor over, while nut was kept around
ing national convention of AGVA to
mark.
the $10,000
be held in midwestern city to be
Aquashow had remarkably good named later. After nominations are
run of weather, only two shows hav- made, nominees will be balloted
ing been rained out during its run. upon by entire membership and
In both cases, no refunds were given those elected .will represent
the loInasmuch as rain checks were hon- cal at the convention.
ored on subsequent shows.
All other of the 32 branches of
Site was originally operated as the AGVA will
hold
similar
meets
durAquacade during the New York ing September and its
expected that
Worlds Fair by Billy Rose. Pro- balloting and election
of delegates
ducers originally intended to use the will be completed in
time
hold
to
original tag, but idea had to be dropconvention in mid-November.
ped because of protests by Rose.
C. D.

MacKinnon, former Decca

manager, who was in service
then went into refrigeration
joined Keynote Records as
sales manager.

sales

end

tion

'Wonderland' Weak $3,750
At Utah Centennial Expo
Salt

field,

and Ml
^
SMOKE
"SMOKE, SMOKE.
•

Los Angele»

38

E

57th

Cardy's
A»«oc.

A.
New

St

last legs.

its

Over

the Labor Day weekend, the turnstiles clicked to about 21,000, while
the Salt Lake County Fair, playing
opposition, crashed through with a
solid 85,000 for four days.

»

SHAOER

Booked by

HARRY

on

definitely

is

||

THEATRE

A.

Barnes & Carruthers' "A Trip to
Wonderland" finished the first of its
two-week run at the Utah Centennial Exposition Sunday (7) with a
weak gross of about $3,750. Averag-

be attributed

I

AGENCY
CUff CARUNO.

9.

Chief reason for the low take can
to the fact the expo

.,

Opening S«P*-

MILLION DOLLAR

MEIVIUE

City, Sept.

ing about 700 spectators a night in
the grandstand that can handle
5,000, the variety show seems headed
for a grand 'floperoo.

Tex Williams
Orchwlro

v

Lake

ROMM
N Y

York,

JACK PARKER

New

Opening Day

Cardy hotel chain of Canada has
changed opening nights in the entertainment rooms from Mondays to
Fridays starting Sept. 12. Move has
been made to give the shows a
chance to .be reviewed in weekend
editions of local papers which have
a wider circulation than weekdays.

Change was instituted following a
survey conducted by the hotel chain
and May Johnson, Cardy entertainment booker.
American

First

acts to benefit by
Ugo Martinelli,
12 at the King

Toronto, Sept.

Canadian

National

Lifts Unfair'

On

9.

Exhibition

Ban

Trio of Philly Spots
American

between

Differences

53

YANKS
SHOW AFTER 2 WEEKS

CAPITOL, N.Y.,
Sudden decision

I

to

yank Capitol

Guild of Variety Artists and Frank theatre, N. Y., show after a two
Palumbo, operator of trio of niteries week run forced booking of an enurday after usual two weeks oper- in Philadelphia, were adjusted this tirely new layout in record time.
Failure of show to hold up promptation.
week when latter signed new pact t Wednesday), with new show openOfficial
attendance figures
re- with talent union and agreed to post ing tomorrow (Thurs.).
leased Monday by Elwood Hughes, cash security for all performers
Decision was reached Wednesday
(3) noon, and by the end of the afgeneral manager, were an all .time, playing his spots.
high of 2,360,500, an increase of
Palumbo, who operates Ciro's, ternoon, Sidney Piermont, Loew
It
521,500 over the previous record of Click Club and Palumbo's, had re- booker, had the new bell set
1928.
It
seems certain now that fused to negotiate bond with union comprises Enric Madriguera's orch,
next years CNE, according to of- for an incoming show at Ciro's. Georgie Price, Luba Malina and the
ficials, will inaugurate long-discussed AGVA retaliated by labelling spot Arnaut Bros.
policy of running for a three week unfair.
However, Palumbo pacted
New film will be "The Romance
scored biggest success in

its

68 years

|

history

when show

shut

down

Sat-

period instead of two.

deal and unfair ban

was

Rosy Ridge."

of

lifted.

I.

i

I -

ii

I'

:

in

I

'"'

'

INI'll

NOTICE TO

AGVA MEMBERS
In

order to receive a ballot to vote for the dele-

gates nominated at the membership meetings,

your dues must be paid up to and including the
quarter ended July 31, 1947.

The deadline date for paying your dues is Oc1st, 1947.
The ballots showing the delegates nominated for each area throughout the
country will be mailed shortly thereafter.

tober

Pay up your dues by October
can have a voice
resent

in selecting the

1st

so that you

delegates to rep*

you at the coming Convention.

the change will be

"THE JACK
OF CLUBS"

who opens
Edward

Currently

BROWN HOTEL

Sept.

Toronto and the Normandie Roof show at the Mt. Royal
hotel which will- include Durnan
Bros., and Helene- and Ho'ward.
hotel,

LOUISVILLE. KY.

Healy's Preems Sept. 25

Wecfcs of
Sept. 8

IS

nr.il

Direction

TOM FITZPATRICK
130

W.

«2cl St..

PE

Phone:

N.Y.

6-0976

GOWNS BY ERNESTO

Healy's Cafe, N. Y., which had to
postpone its preem several limes, is
now set to bow Sept. 25. Located on
former site of Thomas Healy's
Golden Glades at 66th street and
Columbus avenue, new enterprise
will be operated by Jerry Healy, son
of

Dan

Healy

and

the late restaurateur, and
(not related), vaude
nitery comedian.

supervise
Healy
will
Jerry
restaurant and business end of en-

while Dan Healy will head
and supervise entertainment in the
Initial show has not
nitery room.
been set as yet.
terprise,

JUDY MAGEE

MOUNT ROYAL HOTEL
MONTREAL. CANADA

MATH

SCHEDULE OF

AGVA MEMBERSHIP MEETINGS:
New York
Chicago,

City
III.,

Membership Meeting; Thurs., Sept.

1947

18,

Membership Meeting, Wed., Sept. 17, 1947

FOLLOWING JURISDICTIONAL AREAS:

Antics'

Currently

Dir.:

IN

ADD TO MEMBERSHIP MEETING SCHEDULE THE

HEENE and HOWARD
'Comedy Dance

NOTE CHANGE

ROSEN

WORCESTER, MASS.

.

.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

.

.

READING, PA.

.

.

.

*

.

.

.

SEPTEMBER

.

.

,

SEPTEMBER 16th

.

.

.

SEPTEMBER 16th

...

SEPTEMBER 18th

19th

Panfo-Mfmicry

Opening

SHOW BAR
BOSTON

.

.

DENVER, COLORADO

.

Featured Sent. 10 (Touiie)

LEONARD GREEN AGENCY,
139

E.

57th

St.,

—"The
lVlevlhion

inc.

WABB

Mho Bur"

(Dll.Mont) X:»0 I'.M.

PL. 9-7470

N. Y. C.

DON'T FAIL TO EXERCISE YOUR PREROGATIVE AS A MEMBER

OF AGVA TO ATTEND THE MEETING

Sings His Original "LYRICS

SATIRIC

HELD OVER 6TH WEEK

LE RUBAN BLEU, New York
— HERIERT

Management

New

York

- NOMINATE - VOTE

MATT SHELVEY,
National Administrative Director

American Guild of Variety

MARKS TALENT AGENCY
)Wtwtm 'wninnr»iiJi^i;ii:

Artists
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with clever gab and adept manipulation of the dolls.

Norma Hutton

Nitery Reviews

cals

Continued [rom page 52

does neatly on vo"She Didn't Say Yes" and

of

"Temptation."

Mororau. Mont'l

Hutton orch, led by Leo Lafond,
OS
More.
backs up show nicely.
layout here. Teeing oft with "Sweet
Lorraine" and "Peg O' My Heart"
IV. V.
Village
as warm-ups, he follows with "Ain't
Bertha "Chippie" Bill, Evvy Shaw,
You Ever Coming Back," "Five
"Sorrento." Jay Marshall, Jimmy Shirley Trio,
Minutes More," and
Don Frye; $2.50 minimum.
Then does table to table singing with

Vanguard,

portable mike for "If I Could Be
With You" and "That's My Desire"
•which bring him good results. Encores with "I've Got You Under
My Skin" for more plaudits.

Gary Morton

is

a clever

For

Vanguard's
to order.

new

blues
fall

Bill-

Rainey and Bessie Smith setting the
pattern. Miss Hill has been brought
out of a 17-ycar retirement by boniface

Max Gordon

for her

preem ap-

pearance in a modern N. Y. nitery.
Resembling a colored matron more
than anything else, Miss Hill noneshould prove a booming
Working
draw at the Vanguard.
without a mike to give her powerful pipes full play, she runs through
several standards, such as "Some of
These Days" and "If I Could Be with
You. She really hits her stride on
demonstrating unique
blues,
the
phrasing and plenty of rhythm and
getting the audience to join with her
Result is alin rhythmic clapping.
most "a Holy Roller conclave.
Miss Hill could improve her act
by bypassing the standards in favor
of more blues. At show caught (5),
she sang only "Old Careless Love"
and a special, "Vanguard Blues."
She's much more at home on these,
with part of her secret evidently
being that she has so much fun herAudience
self while singing them.
was clamoring for more but she
begged oft on the plea that- her pipes
were a little fusty and needed lubritheless

COMEDY
MATERIAL
for

NIGHT CLUBS, STAGE,
RADIO, TELEVISION

the

is

the old school that nourished in the
1920s with such stalwarts as Ma

comedian

with a nice choice of material and
Does neat impreshes of Bette
Davis in "The Letter," Bogart in
"Casablanca," and other Hollywood
greats. Winds v/ith socko Jolson impresh in medley from "Jolson Story."
Kramer's Marionettes, held over
from previous show, click again

of

classic

the

made

head
"Chippie" Hill, one of
line.-,- Bertha
the last of the blues chirpers from

gags.

BY THE WRITER

of

enthusiasts

singing,

show

.

Famous

cating,

Rest of the show comprises comedienne Evvy Shaw, former understudy to" Betty Garrett and Jane
Kean in "Call Me Mister"; comicmagician Jay Marshall, and the
Jimmy Shirley Trio. Marshall, with
his suave demeanor and excellent
patter that he mixes ingratiatingly
with his minor prestidigitations, is
definitely ready for the big time.
He shows plenty of ease with some
free-riding ad libs and demonstrates
outstanding versatility with a neat
bit of ventriloquism and a parody on
radio cowboys.
Miss Shaw and the Shirley trio are
reviewed under New Acts.
Don
Frye fills in capably at his perennial
stint
of
emcee and intermission

"The French Lesson"

.

AS PERFORMED BY

WILLIE

HOWARD

Currently at

The Latin Quarter

New

York

SIMON GURVITZ
Hotel Edison.
Circle 6-5000

New

pianist.

Stot.

York 19

Ootid Room, Port., Ore.

Room 1633

Portland, Ore., Aug. 24.
Jack Marshall, Allan Rogers, Lorna
Fordyce, Eddie Flenner's Orch (6);
85c cover, $1.50 Sat.

be happy. Most of the verses were Cannon and Greb and Lober, constitute a pair of excellent turns, but
not funny.
Hollywood, Sept. 6.
Another Lester aberration that unfortunately, refinements and subHarry Richman, with Ken Jones; could have been omitted to his bene- tleties of these acts aren't too eviEddie Oliver Orch, Don Alfredo fit was his introduction and spot- dent in this large structure. Miss
rhurriband; cover charge $1.50 week- lighting of the town's nightclub re- Cannon, who previously clicked in
days, $2.p0 Saturdays.
viewers.
Some of them seemed musicals, has a rich, warm and colquite embarrassed by the intrusion orful voice, is a fresh-lookirig gal,
Host H. D. Hover, whose book- on their privacy and felt that he but projection is designed mainly
ing coup brought Harry Richman might have consulted them before for musical and intimeries. At show
into this Sunset Strip spot for a pulling them into his orbit of efful- caught, she attempted punching, at
minimum of three weeks is going to gence. Dale Harrison, Chicago Sun whieh she's out of character, but
have his headaches during the cur- columnist, for instance, ducked from withal, managed to retain her infreshness.
She
rent stand. The place will, after all, his table at ringside, before Lester nate
showed
hold only a certain number of had a chance to direct the spotlight her ability to handle difficult numpeople.
And even if Richman did in the former's direction. As far as bers with her rendition of excerpts
"Manhattan
Towers"
nothing but get up and take a bow, the payees are concerned, Lester has from
and
Come
as favorable a sounding board in this "Great
'n' Get It Day."
every table would be taken.
This is, as expected, a nostalgia spot as any comic could ask and he
Greb and Lober, clickers in smallpacked show. It is Richman at his should pile 'em in solidly for two er rooms, are similarly lost here.
best, singing the songs with which weeks at least.
The cute characterizations of their
The Rossilianos, who open the terp turn suffer, but nevertheless
he is identified, "Sunny Side of the
Street," "Putting on the Ritz," "Song proceedings, .are experts at knowing they register.
of the Vagabond," "Birth of the their way around the ballroom floor
Production by Donn Arden is beBlugs," etc., but with new material whether the rhythms are waltz, ing held over in the new show.
Every number is a click. Latin-American, polka or the latest Tony Bavaar still does the vocals.
as well.
Every step, every gesture, every in- fast step. They look smart and comPupi Campo, who leads the new
port
themselves
smartly.
film
Richman
that
the
flection the
Nicole Valerie, a French Canadian rhumba band here, may lack some
crowd sardined the place to see on
of the improvement that general
import, has the elements that make
opening night.
run of Latin addicts go in for, but
it easy
on the eye and there is a
First show probably is typical of
he has floor-filling capabilities. Walwhat the run will be like. Whether nice lyric quality about her soprano, ter Nye conducting Joe Herron's
with Ken Jones at the piano or but she has yet to develop .the knack orch, backs the show capably. Jose.
of routining and selling herself. At
88ing himself, everything he does is
solid.
They kept him on the floor the opening occasion Mile. Valerie
took the edge off the corking imfor an hour at the opening show
pression she had made up until that
with shouted demands for his more
point by milking 'em with encores.
famous numbers.
And even after Her impressions
of Lucienne Boyer,
he obliged, there were screams for Jean
Sablon and Maurice Chevalier
reprises.
serve as a sturdy foundation for her
The best-known of his oldies' have act and her
,
been woven into a routine about of There's specialty on the theme
Danger
in Your Eyes"
plans for a picture of his career.. fits
the personality pretty well, but
Imitations are worked into another there s
doubt about the Hildegarde
routine based on "That Old Gang of takeoff
and the "That's What Uncle
Mine" and include Jolson, Cantor, Remus Said"
routine. Nevertheless,
Sophie Tucker and Fanny Brice.
there's much promise in the girl.
Ken Jones accompanies neatly
Highlight of the
and Eddie Oliver crew rates a nod tribution is a Latin girlie line's conwhirl with strofor a solid job of backing and for bolite effects,
ORIGINAL PATENTED SLEEP MASK
cooked up
smooth dansapation. Don Alfredo Marlowe, and with vocal by Selma
by barirhumbeaters holdover to please the tone Dick Hyde. Buddy
550,000 sold
Shaw lends
Latin-American addicts with their his customary skilled baton
to the
SLEEP SHADES nave vron widespread
south of the border rhythms.
runoff and also stooges well with medical approval. They exclude light
Kap.
Lester.
no completely that not even the faintodec
est glimmer penetrate* through the
Sheraton Lounge, IV. Y. Riviera, Fort Lee, IV. «I. eyelids.
SLEEP SHADES help rest tired eyes,
(SHERATON HOTEL)
Dean Martin k Jerry Lewis, Mau- relax
tension, edgy nerves and promote
Bud Taylor, Harry Smith; no reen Cannon; Miriam
Lavelle Greb sounder, more restful sleep day and
cover or minimum.
& Lober, Tony Bavaar, Donn Arden night.
Line
Joel Herron Orch con- BLEEP SHADES alone are held gently,
A cocktail lounge, generally, isn't ducted(18),
by Walter Nye, Pupi Campo yet securely by guide elastics over and
a place for a leg-show. The type pa- Orch; $3.50 minimum.
under each ear and the soft, adjustable
tronage that frequents the hotel
tape around the hack of the neck. They
cocktaileries are usually drinkers
without slip or pull.
Probably the
approach to stay In place
who sip for relaxation, like unobtru- development of closest
name
talent is on This patented fastening; and the soft,
sive entertainment, and rarely miss exhibit at
stuffed frontal pad are special Sleep
Bill Miller's Riviera, Ft
the gam-exhibits.
Lee, N. J., where Dean Martin and Shade features. They" positively prevent pressure on the eyes and assure
However, the Sheraton Lounge has Jerry Lewis top
the new layout. Duo wearing comfort.
hit upon an idea that exploits. femme incubated
last season at the Havana
Be sure to order by name."Slaep Shade"
architecture, is publicizing it with Madrid,
clicked
good taste and is reaping a good re- stands, and now on local vaude is trademarked and copyrighted.
impress as potenturn on the plan. Gimmick being tial name
Black Sateen $1
fodder in their first
used here is the costumed waitresses top-rung cafe
Pastel Satin Beauty Shades $2
engagement.
garbed in regulation gown tops and
Lads belong to the anything-for-a- Sold by leading stores in most cities
flimsy net skirts that fully reveal laugh class
with no one performance
the lower structure. They're a bit a repeat
If not available at your store, order
of its predecessors
They
startling at first glance, but once the show
direct. Postage prepaid.
sufficient
interest
for
the
customer sees the parade passing sev- Broadway lammisters
to cause rePull refund if not entirely satisfied
eral times, he gets to like it. The peat visits
and will draw enough
ads showing pictures of the servitors Gotham trade to
hypo
toll collections
are helpful in bringing the patron- considerably
on the George Washage in.
ington bridge.
2949 Balboa Street
Withal, the lounge is a restful spot
A s e \\ the pair haven't reached
SAN FRANCISCO 21. CALIFORNIA
tastefully decorated with plastiglass <u
their Z
full potential, there are still
murals, and subdued lighting. At- some rough
evident, but they
mosphere is conducive to low-con- are going in edges
the right direction inversation, and during an evening gets asmuch as
they're developing a duo
a good turnover.
comedy style
The aural, entertainment is by or- number of freshwith a considerable
angles and new maganist Bud Taylor, who's able to get terial
Strong factor in their act is
rich tones out of the Hammond, and the ability
of Martin to make his
provides tuneful pops that don't songs stand
up on own, and work
call upon too much trick interpreta- into
tne spontaneous buffoonery by
tions since that would destroy the Lewis.
Pair, remained on for nearly
rest'ul nature of the room. Harry an hour
and didn't wear out their
Smith, at the piano^also hits the welcome.
stride of the room with his literate
Exclusive Theatrical Creation!
Other strong asset of the show is
piano interpretations culled mainly the
holdover Miriam Lavalle, who
from musicals.
although
The attention-arresting feature is ing from is the process of recovera leg operation, hasn't let
the piano-organ duets, in which both up
on the pacing or design of her
254 W. 46th St.
play complimentary counterpart for

t iro's,

Hollywood

•

A

boon

to
restless

sleepers^

SLEEP SHADE
Over

.

Sleep Shade

Company

-

The Exclusive and Amusing

Jack. Marshall,
i

|

LAURETTE and CLYMAS
"DANCUMORISTS"
FKOM SEPT. 17 TO 8KPT. SO
HOTEL EL RANCHO. LAS VEGAS

headlining

new

layout, starts in low-gear but soon
gets attention with his face-contorting biz and amusing parodies. Follows with his "Butchy McGurk"
characterization for comedy tirades
on taxes for plenty laughs and a
yokel bit prefacing "Doin' What
Comes Naturally" for solid sendoff:

Allan Rogers, tenor, turns in a
neat job on "Smile Back at the
Sun", "Fine Old Iris'.i Gentleman"
"Don't Tell Me" and pop numbers
requested by the audience.
Lorna Fordyce cliks in her brace
of tap routines. Eddie Flenner's lads

background shows nicely and keep
floor crowded for customer dansa-

Gowns by

NOW

applause-getting returns.

Jose.

pation.

Latin Quarter,

i hi
Chicago,' Sept. 5.
Buddy Lester. Steve
Condos,
Nicole Valerie, the Rossilianos, Dick
Hyde, Line, Buddy Shaw Orch; $1
cover, $3 minimum.
'

Between them Buddy Lester and
Steve Condos should make the tinkle
of coin at this spot a little louder
than it has been. They'll come to see
Lester, a hometown boy. but they'll
%o away talking about Condos. For
Nick's brother, as a single, has turned out to be superb entertainer in

-

dishing out the taps and the shuffles.
Watching him in motion can't Kelp
but elicit raves. He's tops in complexity of pattern, mixing o£ rhythm
and stirring up excitement.
At the opening Lester and Condos
teamed up for a series of comedy
bits and slayed 'em. In fact,
Lester's
best score of laughs was chalked
up
when he had Condos feeding him,
tor Condos. because of his
unassuming callowness, Is as likeable
when pitching cues as he is at pitching the feet. Lester's other
top laugh
session accrues from his
one-man
vaude routine.
It likewise rocked
em to a fare-thee-well.
Lester being Lester, he
wasn't
content with wrapping the
customers
up in securely tied knot with
a profession of good, clean stuff
and callett
^ triu mphant occasion.
wl 'i! !. p/
t0 g lve
em his old stag
Shi
he elects to caption
Alaska.
Midway through the lat-

strenuous act. Her trick spins and
applause garnering tricks still follow in rapid succession for top re-

New

acts on the bill,

N, Y.

Assisted by NELLY de FREITAS

turns.

The new

OPEN

York,

Maureen

MAXINE

SULLIVAN
OPENING SEPTEMBER
LE

RADIO: Sundays,

3-3:15 P.M.,

Personal Manager

Joseph M.VRSOI/Ais
1607 isrouiltvuy
Suite 90U
*

10>

RUB AN BLEU, New York

•

.

CI.

WNEW
Direction:

New York

MUSIC VMKr.
CORP. ur
OF amkki^a
AMERICA

8-40H4— 5

'

.

•

,

ter s

parade of lyrics he paused
to
apologize
for

just had, to

the

sootiness

do^envor.he

of

the

wouldn't,

Currently for 6 Weeks
London Cpsinp, Londo^ England

..

Mgt.— UNIVERSAL
,

ATTRACTIONS

,«6£, Fifth, Avenue, New, York

.

Wednesday, September 10, 1947

ss
again after
motherhood.

Variety Dills
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER

CJl'X

3

10

C Cavallaro Bd

Nip Nelson
Kaul & Eva Keyed

Ed

11

Harvest Moon

&

Robert. Sis

Music Hall
Fanfalre

W

CHICAGO

Chicago (P) 12
O'Brien
Wlere Bros
Arthur Blake
Lewis & Van

Virginia

11

(1)

Palace (R) 15-H
Merry Macs.
Nelson Sis

Koxy

3

Leon Kramer
Barney Grunt
Roland 2
Elsa & Waldo

Peggy Palmer
D'Qulncev

Rob

Ore

.Phil Foster

Gulden

.

ATLANTIC CITY
8

WASHINGTON
Capitol

11

(I.)

(I)

1!!

BRISTOL
*

Sid Fisher

Mad Halters Bd
Constance Evans
Pat O'Brien
Sereno £ Joy

Buddy Shaw Oro
Dick Hyde
Nicole Valerie
Vine Garden*
Lillian Lee

.Yvonne York
"Whitehouse
J & J Wail on
Joe Kifih Ore

Edgewuter Bench

W

Mayo Bros

.Max

Chas Stephen

Eighth edition ot

Casino
Tnk Spots
Stoll

CHISW1CK

8

(I)

8
Ice

(I)

T Arnolds

8

Rv

MANCHESTER

Trolsc

Hippodrome (I)
Nat Mills & B
Tarzon & Pngo
Downey & Dnycm
Maple Leafs
4

Douglas Ryng
Amazing Fogel

& Vann
Mary Pristman

Vclda

& Babette

DERBY

Grand (I) 8
Billy Cotton Bd
Leslie Strange

WOOD

(1)

8

E & D Waters

Len Young
Herschel Henlere
Matchett

& Dawn
& A

Slrdanl

Keefe Bros

Pittsburgh, Sept.

8,

'47; $.1.00 top.

Los Florence
Ellleen * Paul
Olsen Sea Lions

8

Cabaret

NEW

TORE. CITY
Hotel St Regis

Blue Angel
Alice Pearce

Milt Shaw
Lasida & Peplto

Marc Lawrence
Amanda Lane
3 Flames
Phil Gordon

Paul Sparr Ore
No. 1 Fifth Ave
Louise Howard
Nype & Cote
Hazel Webster

Larkln
Caie BoitetT

Ellis

Downey

(Downtown)

•

Dorothy Jarnac

Hope Foye
Lutcher
Dave Martin Oro
Cafe Society L'ptn
Lucienne Boyer
Nellie

Frank Pourcel
Abbey Albert Ore
Carnival
Lou Holtz
Dlosa Costello
Wood & Kelly

Paul Gavotte
Reld Ore

Lober

Miriam La

Copucnlmna
Joe E Lewis
George Tapps
Mario & Floria

everything a split-second precision.
Show runs nearly three hours, but
there's not a dull moment except in
the first act when an Uncle Tom's

Cabin number doesn't come

Clark Dennis
Horsesiine
La Pierre

Sirl

Herman Hyde
Turner Twins
Rosebuds

Banks

Goodies

Tables Davis
Renald & Rudy
Jack Mathers
Noble Slaslo Ore
Syd strange Ore
Hotel Lexington
.Alomas Hawaiian*

and

Hotel Pennsylvnuit

Henderson

Oro
Hotel Riltmore
Ray Heatheiton
Arthur Ravel Ore
Village Vanguard
Bertha Hill

Monio Carle

Shaw Oro
Yorlni

Wald Ore
Marion Snolman
Arnold Shoda

Jerry

&

Norris

Connie Conn
Waldorf-Astoria

Ginny Simms
.lack Flna Ore
Mischa Uorr Ore
l.alln-

Ouari-

Howard

S

Willie
Al Kelly

Mazzone-Ahbolt
Gloria Us ,Roy
Einili Boieo

j

'

1

divided

and Harry C. Mills
will all resign

With

a

to

the board.

now.

place on the directorate,

.

I

German Comics
^

fight for proxies

among

the film folk wonder. Attuned
to the idea that the musichalls and
the cabarets, with their kidding-on-

the-square comedy, too often interpret the true feeling of the people,
the accent is always against the Occupation Army. At the Palaast, a
vaudery, in Frankfort, for example,
the emcee-comedian a funny fellow,
concedes Granet
made his entire
comedy spiel one against the Occupation.
Gags run something like

—

this:

"Formerly we had one

now we have

dictator,
four," referring to the

quadruple split-up.
In Berlin the
comedians gag about British tommy
or American GI "denazifying" the
fr'auleins simply by the act of rubbing derrieres, or some other intimate gesture, thus ridiculing the fra-

and denazification laws.
More realistic is the constant ribbing, in nitery and vaudery, of (1)
the general shortages, (2) the Russians—of course that's only in the
U. S., British and French zones and
(3) the smug position of the German
as he is now being fought over by his
four different occupying groups. The
accent is chiefly on the Anglo-American faction versus the Russians.
ternization

House, she looks

.

—

Blacketeering an Open Joke
The shortages make blacketeering
Granet's camera crew

lensed, quite by accident, two actual
raiding parties on blackmarket operations. Prime commodities are soap,
cigarets, candy and chocolates, towels, etc., with cameras, field glasses
and kindred optical goods the trading items from the other side of the
fence.
The GIs also do a terrific
business in watches readily bought

Songs
15 Mins.
Socage, Hollywood
Enterprise waxworks troubadour,
his nitery bow here, shapes
up as a very definite heartthrob attraction.
A personable young gent
who handles himself easily, Derry
Falligant already has built a following through his platters- and will
Singer
build more through p.a.s.
has an easy style, neat delivery and
a romantic set of pipes that fairly
reek with s.a. Femme contingent
Ent is a Coast
will go heavily.

making

the

of upsetting the present

regime.

tries.
Latter owns 175,730 shares of
27,600 of,preferred and
$285,000 in debentures. Harry Goetz

and Falligant a

outfit

large

at

local

amount camera crew

Act looks

EVVY SHAW
Comedienne
Village Vanguard, N. Y.

It

Shaw is making her first stab
work here, after serving

pagne kid didn't trust anybody. In
fact, that went for Hitler and one
other wealthy German woman; all
three owning the same type of special auto job which seats nine people, had miniature gun-turrets on
sides and rear, apertures for small

last year to
Kean in the
musical, "Call Me Mister."
She's got a raft of special material

Broadway

which she

j

i

'

1

With

belonged to Joachim Von RibbenIt manifested that the cham-

trop.

nitery

understudy for the
Betty Garrett and Jane

as

sells adequately but still
needs plenty of polish before heading to any of the swankier boites uptown.
A slightly-built gal with an impressive face, she does her best
work on a takeoff of a tyro chirper
trying to sing torchies.
This she
wisely saves for an encore.
Preceding numbers are not so good,
lacking melody, and Miss Shaw has
not yet learned the knack of' selling
material on the basis of lyrics alone.

"A Foreign

era values, the location-finders for
both RKO and Par naturally lighted
on the same spectacular backgrounds.
The V. S. Army is very cooperative with the Hollywood contingent,
and Miss Oberon will probably never
forget that five-speecV-forward Mercedes-Benz motor she was assigned.

like a strong

15 Mins.

Miss

for.

(Marlene Dietrich)

Express"

bet and with the disk background
probably will go far.
Kap.

at

years in

walked
on top of Granet's "Berlin
company. That's not as"
unusual, however, as it might sound,
because, for obvious reasons of camAffair"

that helps.
3

in

Hollywood company

in right

he has a naturalness on the stand

Svelte B's

stores.

— one

Falligant's balladeering is in the
real troubadour style.
He accompanies himself on the guitar and gets
in some romantic whistling trills to
back up his smooth vocalizing.
Numbers are selected with care and

holdings in AMPI represented about
9% of its outstanding stock.

PX

What wouldn't happen
America

tripping over another on location
took place when Billy Wilder's Par-

fave.

Rep common,

to in most cases and web-covered, haunted belfry to Dr.
they're all set, of course, in differ- Jekyll's
most frightening vision.
ent locales which deliver the illusion And, on this, Mayer's den of drawnof newness.
out murder thrived.
Topping the talent list are Donna
Then Universal went fancy and
Atwood and Bobby Specht, and
That robbed
they're about as close to skating per- decided no more B's.
fection as it's possible to be. Miss the Rialto of its top source of
Atwood cuts a lovely figure of shim- product. Columbia, which likewise
mering grace in her backstage ballet had made the horrors a habit, also
reprise from last season; Specht puts decided on the more aesthetic apon a terrific display in a Western proach. Which leaves Mayer with
number wrapped around a tinkling nothing but a few castoff psychomedley of "Oklahoma!" tunes, and
mellers. a choice of low-budgeted
both get together for a couple of
striking duets in the spectacular actioners and an occasional higherDutch Treat finale, carried out in the cost epic which didn't turn out quite
windmill-wooden shoe motif, and the way the producers saw it.
again later in a colorful gypsy charMayer, who's a rather esoteric feldas.
low himself, is pleased at the upThe Western setup likewise brings turn in tone of the Rialto's clientele,
on the badminton whizzes. Hugh For- But he can't help feeling a little
crock
them
who
Larson,
Stig
gie and
sentimental about horror and viowith their specialty attain, and Trixie,
lence— and that' $2",000 a week.'
the" cute juggW, 'ba'ck'wffB. the show

—

an open joke.

independent shareholders is there
even any conceivable and remote

Continued from page

Continued from page 2

make

DERRY FALLIGANT

With the Harry Goetz shares
added to his own, Yates now has undisputed control of the company.
Only if Ben Goetz and Brulatour
should band together and put up a

possibility

Town

dancing

The latest Cansino grouoin.a have,
been around for some time, in hoand cafes. They have the fire
and dash, plus the enthusiasm, but
only for lesser spots.
Kahn.

good bet.
Miss Piper works neatly with no
pretensions and registers with equal
effectiveness on rhythm or ballad
stuff.
With no control man riding
her voice, she needs to learn just a
trifle about the shadings of nitery
presentation but judging by breakin, stint will be well polished with
only a few more hours experience.
As it stands, act is ready for intimate
hotel room circuit.
Kap.

than he did as a stockholder. He
got an abundance of material, which
he, his lawyer and his accountants
have been analyzing. The fight, it
has been estimated, cost him over
$50,000 in fees to Becker and the
accountants and in other costs.

terrific

of the

like a

Spanish

whom film star Rita Haymember), are doing the
of flamenco hoofing which
their
more notable

tels

easily, getting a zest in her
tones that is all too often missing
with nitery vocalists. For a small
but class hotel boite, like the Garden

room

a

is

kin.

warbles

be-

but the familiar routines on skates

Rliumba Oro

N'arena

evenly

worth

same type

off the
of the
evening, offering four or five numbers at each stint.
She's well spotted here and the
method of presentation is okay. Gal
makes a nice
appearance
and

second only to Yates himself in size
Goetz named himof its holdings.
his attorney, Col. Sam Becker,

Cansino

family (of

distinguished

Gal wanders on and
podium during the course

self,

Stal.

12 Mins.
Hotel St. Moritz, N. Y.
Lita and Gabriel Cansino, of the

style.

war

The Rep prez early this year
bowed to him to the extent of opening the 14-man board to three representatives of Goetz and three of
the Jules Brulatour estate, which is

show capably.

famous

House, Los Angeles
of the loudspeakers comes
thrush Penny Piper to take a
whack at entertaining, intimate

have been added

•

3

Roberto
Hotel New

and

tween the two acts, and routining has
been laid out by skilled hands. Lineup's exactly the same as last season,

Terry Corrlgnn
Catron Bros
Robert Baxter
Paco & Hilda
Shepard Line
Joel

are

the

Spanish dancing

Out

that point.

Leon St Eddie
Eddie Davis
Art Waner Oro
Gloria. Wallls
Ruloft

off

slows down what has been an extremely swift entertainment until

.Martinique

La.

Leila Ernst

got

Maximo

Aimee Valreze
Rubv Hill
Nicola Mathey Ore

Michael Dut-so Oro
Fernando Alvarez O

It's

Rodrid'z & Phyllis
Repita Triano

Florence Budny
Jo Anno Axtell
Frankie Frissaura
Bllmpy Blank Ore

guard Re-Bop." Group also backed

LITA & GABREIL CANSINO

ABC

opened wide on production. Sets are
Harry Goetz held about 40,000
housed in the arena flies and drop shares of Rep and 17,000 shares of
and go up again in a flash, giving Associated Motion Picture Indus-

Velle

El Chlco
P.oslta Rlos

Leary & Flagg
Leary Bros

Tai Sings

Don Vryo

&

Greb

Sacasas Ore
Iceland

China Doll
John Tlo
Moo Song
Fran Yang
Jadtne LI Sun

Evvy Shaw
Jay Marshall
Jimmy Shirley

Maureen Cannon
Tony Bavaar
Joel Herron Oro

Cabalkros
Huvnim-Mnariii
Noro' Morales Ore

C & T Valdca
Yvonne Adair
Jimmy Ellison

Sliitch

Fonvlll«

&.

Highlights
Riviera
Martin & Lewis

Stanley Prager

groups, the guitar carries most of
the melody, with the piano and bass
tagging along for rhythm effects.
Trio didn't get much of a chance
to show in the Vanguard program,
serving up only one number. This
was a good original, titled "Van-

8 mins.

show Goetz had opportunity to ask of
have been set Yates even more facts and figures

everything and should mop up easily.
With the '48 version, "Ice Capades"
has finally emerged from the nouveau
riche stage to become an entertainment of character and distinction.
Frozen eclair has been tightly streamlined, moves much faster and at no
sacrifice to the eye-popping splendors
of the past. There seems to be an
easy charm about this edition, and
it's the charm of experience and security; the lavish hands of the past
have been laid on with a lighter,
simpler touch.
Costumes have the look of a king's
ransom, and pocketbook has been

Bills

Williams on piano and Moses Allen
on bass, the group demonstrates
rhythm and improvisation
techniques.
As with most such

nifty

Town

looks like the

the producers' sights
on ever since the beginning.

Village. Vanguard, N. Y.
This three-man colored combo impresses as a good instrumental group
which can hold its own with any ot
the 52d street trios. Comprising
Jimmy Shirley on guitar, Charles

chuckles, Jackie Gleason, another
headliner on bill, joins him for
several good gags, which lad always
topped.
Russell completes his bit with an
accomplishment
taught
him by
Hoagy Carmichael during the shooting of their picture, the keying of
"Tea for Two." In this spot he was
assisted by maestro Carl Sands, who
sat next to Russell for bass accompaniment in duet.
Macfc.

7

ing about Yates' management
lack of big profits during the
years.

They

Eighth edition of John H. Harris'
"Ice Capades"

JIMMY SHIRLEY TRIO
Instrumentalists
5 Mins.

his stint evolves around
details of how he crashed
motion pictures, and his casual treatment of his co-workers, especially
Virginia Mayo, -aroused plenty of

Billy

HACKNEY

Syd Seymour

&

Continued from page

Stal.

as
this

PENNY PIPER

St. Amant, Joseph Sella, Helen DaAnn Drewry, Pat Matthews, Mary
Lvla. Wood, Line (71 girls and 'St boys).
Brian McDonald, m.c. Produced, iiy John
H. Harris and staged by Chester Hale. Di^
rectorial assistants: Rosemarie Stewart and
Robert Dench. Costumes, Freddy- Wlltop
and John Booth, Jr.; sets, Floyd Parrish;
music, Jerome Mayhall and Fran Prey. Orchestra conducted by Jerome Mayhall. asAt the Gardens,
sisted by Waller Carl.

GREEN

Empire

Johnson Clark
Paul Wlngrave

in

Songs

vidson,

SHEPH'RDS BC8H
Empire (I) 8
Dante & Co

almost

Most of
humorous

Yates- Goetz

3.

extravaganza in two'

Frank

Mario

Jose

Ponlos

8

is

Cohen.

Features Donna Atacts and 23 scenes.
wood, Bobby Specht, Markus & Thomas,
Eric Walte, Tfixie, Jackson & Lynom, Hub
Trio, Patti Phlllippi, Dench & Stewart, the
Walleys, Chuckle Stein, Forule &. Larson,
Red McCarthy, Alan Konrarl, Phil Taylor,
Al Surette, John Flanagan, BscO Larue,
Mary Irwin, Mary Sleichter, Don Bearstin,

LONDON

Les Parisiennes

ice

there

you."

Consensus here was that for most
part eighth edition of "Ice Capades"'
is about the classiest of the lot.

Pittsburgh, Sept.

Rex & Eileen
Yale Bros

Bona Rieardo
12 G Ray Girls

Billy

animated nursery rhymes, is a neat
bit, and sure fire for the kids, while
Skating Prom, which opens the secact, gives Chester Hale a chance
to go to town with some swirling
dancing effects from the big choruses
and he doesn't miss a trick. It's costumed to a queen's taste, too. Mexicana finale is really an eye-popper
and sends 'em away happy. M.c.
chores are looked after expertly by
Brian McDonald, who likewise doubles as company manager, and music
under the direction of Jerome Mayhall is best it's ever been.

Ice Capades of 19 18

Naitos

RaT/lds

best advantage.

'

-8

(I)

Bacon
Rex Rsmer
Shane Sis

Rev Continentals
Arnley & Day
Agnette & Silvio
Big Ben 3

Ross

Surprisingly,

Bernard Delfont

E

Diamond

,

Unit Review

LEICESTER
Filiate

(I)

(I)

H

Seymour Lovelies
Henry Adams

Derek Roy

Empire

Buddy Lester
Latin Lovelies

Oro

belt, she'll probably be okay for
the intimate rooms in which she can
show off her facial expressions to

her

Chicago

Nate Walley, slick skater, teams act, as there is human interest. Harup with his wife, Edythe, in a smart- old Russell, handless Army veteran,
ly-tailored number and then again and double Academy Award winner
with Chuckie Stein, the midget per- for his portrayal of Butch in "The
former, in a precision routine that's Best Years of Our Lives," with his
cuter than a button, and the old appearance on the stage, conveyed
Smoothies, Orrin Markhus and Irma the same emotion and poignant feelThomas tear the house apart as usual ing his characterization did in the
Chief film.
with their mature grace.
comics, Eric Waite and team of Larry
Although Russell has been tourJackson and Bernie Lynam, are still
ing vet hospitals, this marks his first
top-heavy favorites but are slowly
professional vaude appearance. Rusreaching the point where they'll
sell has developed a natural ease rehave to be a little more inventive, garding
his hands and his acting,
and same goes for Esco Larue, doing that would be the envy of the oldest
his familiar comedy adagio with
He remained unruffled
Mary Irwin and Joseph Setta. Their trouper.
during two technical errors, caused
sameness over the seasons is wearing when the piano he played later in
a bit thin.
the show, was raised from the pit
Dench and Stewart are class every too early, almost completely coverinch of the way; young Alan Kon- ing him, and when the solovox atrad is rapidly developing into one tachment he was to use was not
of the flashiest bladesters on any turned on.
rink and the Benoit Sisters move
The theatre wasn't completely
smartly into the revue's Hit Parade filled during the opening show,
with showy skating. Phil Taylor's which helped stifle any impression
stilt routine hasn't varied, the fracthat patrons came out of curiosity.
tion of an idea but the Scotch High- Lad broke the tension in the audilander costume gives it a push and ence immediately after walk-on, by
Patti Phillippi clicks in her quick pointing out the memorable line
specialty as a jitterbugging, pistol- Fredric March delivered in "Best
packin' mama in "Rodeo Daze." Years." that Butch's hooks "didn't
Mother Goose Omelet, a series of bother him, why should they bother

ond

Boulevar-Dears
Quarter
Li! tin
Steve Comlos

Alex Konyat
Del Courtney Oro

Kav
Earle * Oscar
Jimmy Mac & F

CARDIFF

&

Benny Strong Ore
Bob Hopkins
Acromaniacs
Fay & Gordon

'
Al Morgan
Del Breeze
Adrian Lorraine

Alt

Ronnie Leslie
Pharos & Marina
Doylo Kids

(1)

Dave Garroway

UelsinKS

Hippodrome (I)
Max. Miller
Ivor Moreton
Dave Kaye
George Lacy
Lupe & Velez

Empire
Co

Charlie Ventura Ore
Studs Terkel
Joso Melis
Shave Cojjan
Hotel Stctenp

Hild Dam-is f!2)
Hotel Shrrrnttn
Carl Marx

Eddie Fens Oro
Benno Delson Oro
Orln Morehouse

Mabley

ENGLAND

Theatre

Carmen Miranda

D

"Lorita

Brown Buddies

3

Tlie Juvelys

The Tatbots (2)
Mahoney

Eddie Vinson Ore.
M Ellington Ore
Hndda Brooks
.Tnekle

George Prep t Ice
Larry Daniels

ttlaiklmwb
.Sherman Hayes Or
Vera IjOVC
Countess Marina
Chez l*aree

Barry Sherwood
Chez Adorables (10)
Hal Winters.
Galento & Leon'da
Hotel Bismnrck

L Hampton Ore

Howard

(I)

Paulens
Doris Haywood

Gene Kardos O

Bailey

Nick Lonp .Tr
FRANCISCO Marty
Gould Oro
Cute (II) 10

John Calvert

Valalda Snow
The Debonaires
Rio & Rita
Pier

SAN

Ni-13

(I)

CJiv'nf

Janczl Makula
Zslga Bela

CHICAGO

Sis.

King
Reno

.1

Allen

Mlnevitch Rascals
Johnny Puleo
Dorothy Keller
Marshall Bros

Jamaica

&

Zimmerman's

%*

(I)

Brook * Van
Sanger- Ross &
Andre
Paul Walker Ore

Adey

Carole
Stuart Langley

Troubadour

Carroll

Cooke

U'ivel

Bob Lee

Kay

Paul Smith

Mildred

Harmotiloats
Strand (W) 12

Earle

Hotel Ellison

Geo Towne Ore

Barrett.

ROCKPORD

Palace

Jack Haley

V Lombardo

Triano

.

10

(I)

&

Pappy Below

Sarroga

Rico

Ella Logan
Victoria Cordova

5

O

Spivy's

.

Spivy
Shlela

10

Dunhills

Barn

Village

Corday

Stuliby Oro
Lou Cecil

.

(P)

Olymnia

Puppets
Alexander Small
Lawrence Nickol
Paul Franks
Ester Borja

Vew

Panehlto Ore

Ann Dennis

MIAMI

Krouvller

Salicl

Steel

R

Wms

Versailles

Roy Douglas

12 Mins.
Oriental,

much entertainment value

Dean Murphy
Bob Grant Oro

Belmont-Plata
Rich & Gibson
Diane Adrian
Jose Mazanares
Eddie Stone Ore
It u ban Bleu
George Krelsler
Maxlne Sullivan
Jean Palmer
Paul Vlllard
Cedrlc Wallace I
Wally Blacker

COLUMBUS

Bowman

Patricia

R

Tim Herbert

Oriental (I) 11
Olsen & Johns'n
Carl Sands Ore

Dance Winners
Paul Wlnchell

Monica Lewis

Ted
The Glcnns

Acts

Comedy, Music

'

Auld

Georgie

New
HAROLD RUSSELL

stacles.

Mary Lou

Miriam Gwynne

Bon Vtvants
Vincent Travers O
Hotel Tnft
Vincent Lopez Oro
Charlie Drew

BOSTON
Weems Ore

Keith's (R) 11

Luba Malina
j & R Arnaut
j>an»mount <P>

State (L)
Sullivan

Piroska

Del Hlos
Cyclonluns

3

Melody Masters

Price

Georgle

out for
(Mullen
are easy

standouts with their acrobatics, winding up with unbelievable back-Hips
through hoops, and Red McCarthy,
the speed demon, works this season
as a Bat Man and pulls some hazardous jumps over a flock of ob-

10

tetter In parentheses indicates circuit: (I) Independent; (L) Loewi
(P) Paramount! (R) RKO; (W) Warner

E Madrlguera Oro

time

Hub Trio
Twins and Ed Raiche)

Numerals in connection with bills below isdlcaia epssiss &-7 of shew
whether full or split week

NK W VOBK

taking

I

!

|

I

fi'lirtfe^mCPe" eSpertefrrte Chicle? *

firearms, bulletproof glass and steelplate. When you ride in the back it
feels like a hook-and-ladder wagon,
requiring a rear chauffeur, because,
the wheelbase is that long.
On the subject of Hitler, the. Russians opened up his and Eva Braun's
suicide subcellar, but closed it up

'

a

1

'
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"Flight of-the Bumble Bee"
started out seriously, and ended up
a rib tickling bass fiddle-violin imitation. Their final number, a takeoff on Jeanette McDonald and Nel-

Victor Lombardo Orch (13) with
Patty -Dale, Morfc Carter; Dorothy
Keller, Marshall Bros. (2), Borrah
Dark
Rascals
(6),
Minevitch's
son
Passage" (WB) , reviewed tn Variety,

Sid Field Tommy Trader, Crazy Gang

Go

for All

Eddy
had 'em.

Ow Old Rationing Joke

Sept.

and here Flanagan, Nervo & Knox
and Naughton & Gold go in for all
Hark-back to the revusicals seen the Olsen & Johnson shenanigans
uniin London indicates the same
besides rationing and butcher gags.
formity o£ comedy. It's a holdover They're the whole show but have
from our rationed-days jokes be- good assist from the vocalizing Eric
cause austere Britain today, with its Whitley, the aero Chevalier Bros.,
very
is
shortages of everything,
Janik & Christian Arnaut who like
much food-minded. As a result, most all the other Arnauts and
whether it's the Sid Field show at Goldschmidts (family) acts, click.
the Prince of Wales ("Piccadilly
Then, too, it is noted that flippant
Hayride"), or Tommy Trinder at the gags about "Billy the Yid" (Kid)
"Here,
Parnell's
(Val
Palladium
creep in, perhaps natural enough in
There and Everywhere"), or Nervo a land which is the world target
& today because of the Palestine snafu.
& Knox-Bud Flanagan-Naughton(this
Golden at the Victoria Palace
traditionally the music hall and
present- But
is another Crazy Gang show
cabaret reflect the
political
the
ed by Lupino Lane and Jack Hylton, moods, modes and manners of the
this time called "Together Again"), times and it's inevitable that a little
the humor is uniform.
becomes intrusive, particu
that
of
Gags have to do with being Tdnd ]arIy s0 when {'ne rest 0f it is such
to your butcher; local cockney com- downright hokum.
edy about the "barrow boys
Above all, whether in these music
they're the blackmarket boys who halls or the legiters seen, what
push the fruit and vegetable barrows strikes the visiting American is the
(modified pushcarts) and sell you burlesque atmosphere of most audicousans
everything
and
anything
ences; particularly in the summer.
pons and above ceiling prices. The Lacking airconditioning, it's a wonbarrow boys are apparently well or- der in the first place why and how
ganized into a "protective associa- people come to the theatre. But
tion" which has good lawyers when since the British provincials, like
they're arrested; one of the top news the American gawkers go for the
stories, transcending others, was a hits, the natives at least make them100 pound ($400) 8ne paid by one selves comfortable by doffing coats,
o£ the barrow boys for selling fruit dispensing with ties, and rolling up
above the legal price limit.
shirtsleeves. There is no tabu on
smoking apparently and. in summer
Field and Trinder OK lor U. S.
that's no asset to the
Field and Trinder are capital for particularly,
only tabu seems
America, and of course Nervo & environment. The
the theatre.
Knox. Bud Flanagan and the others to be photograohing in
legends warn:
have plaved the varieties around the Important programcopyright the unbeing
world. Flanagan still talks about "productions
photographing of scenes,
the Bushwiek, Colonial and Royal— authorized
acts
is illegal."
and
incidents
wotta memory!

By

ABEL GREEN

—

Sid Field is the top fave and, if
that 75% film tax is ameliorated, he
may well be on the threshold of a
new career when and if J. Arthur
pairs him with Bing Crosby in
that proposed filmusical to be pro-

Rank

duced in London. The Groaner
would carry Field's phiz and comedy
style around the world whereas now
Field did an abortive
it's limited.
.film attempt for Rank a couple of
years ago in "Talk of the Town,"
which despite its U. S. director Wesley Ruggles (aided by Buster Collier) proved so disastrous, the Rank
organization wisely scrapped it although one good song, "My Heart
Goes Bumpity-Bump" did emerge
from it. Chances are that after Field
clicks in pix
dusting-off as
Mason, et al.

get the same
the case with James

that'll
is

"Piccadilly Hayride" is presented
by Val Paruell in conjunction with

<Jeorge

Black,

Shanks
Henry) and

Ltd.,

Alec

produced by

Charles
performed twice

(associate
is

—

3,

'47.

This new show at the Strand,
coupled to the Humphrey Bogart-

Lauren Bacall

j

"Dark

film,

—

army -gags, plus some

None
a very pleasing package.
of the acts or the band are outstanding names as individuals, so that
the entertainment load is evenly
distributed on them all. And they
deliver nicely,
Victor Lombardo's orchestra, a
sweet one composed of four sax,
three trombones, two trumpets, three
rhythm plus the leader's straight
soprano sax, is playing its first major Broadway theatre, after a spell
at the New Yorker hotel's Terrace
Room. And it does a highly satisfactory job in the same smooth,
workmanlike manner that characterizes frere Guy Lombardo's stage performances. Plus which there's the
same attention to dress. This band
looks good onstage.
There's only one fault that can
be found with the band's work and

due to Lombardo himself.
He's strange to the m.c. chores and
Time will condition
it's apparent.
to overcome that, however.
Otherwise, the combo works like it
has been around for years. It has
worked out a well-paced group of

.

:

Playing his annual date at Harlem's sepia " vaude flagship, Earl
Hines' band heads up the current
Apollo layout. His is a competent
four
comprising
outfit
polished
rhythm, eight brass, five reed plus a
vibe. Boys tee off with a jive tune,
"Cofteyhead," paving the way for
Jesse
James. Lads garbed as bell
hops are a fast moving terp turn.
Work hard with varied routines and
close to good returns.
Only ofay act on the ball, the
Gibsons brings a nice change of pace
to the show. Portly male, obviously
an old-timer, opens with some deft
knife juggling, then v follows with
neat blade pitching, framing in the

&

stage

stralia..

,

|

back to blighty. It's a serviceable
enough libretto skeleton during
which George Campo (& Partner)

Stint is much
effective here than in closer
confines of local club which featured
them recently. Blend ings include
"That's
My Desire," - "Shadrack."

does his standard Apache dummy bit;
the 3 Jokers (male lookers) do acrodancing of a suaver school than the
3 Sailors: Wilson. Keppel & Betty
indulge in effective hoke: Valeric
Tandy is a tiptop soubret foiling for
Trinder: John & Daphne Lee supply
.-some effective Hollywood masks for
the film colony number. In between.
Trinder cavorts with gags about
"how long can you do without food?"
and kindred be-kind-to-yourbutcher jokes.
Like field, Trinder is coming to
the States this winter just to get
the "feel" of American audiences.
They're wise in recognizing that
their local comedy might be strange
to the Yanks but this reporter stressed that our Berles and Holtzes also
have native local gags about Brooklyn, smog. Jersey and the like
Jftclc Hylton's Crazy Gang is "To•ther Again" at the Victoria Palace

Oriental,

"Swing Low, Sweet Chariot"

solid
i

featuring the sock bass

member

of

Harold

Russell,

4

hi

Chicago, Sept. A.
Jackie Gleason,

Emerald Sisters (2), he Chords
Cnri Sands Orch (13); "That's
f

Man"

(2),

My

(Rep.)

Vet Pat Rooney wraps things up
showmanship.
his

Plays

out

full values of his still spry hoofery
to click with young and oldsters iii

aud.

Off to solid palming.
Terp slot is held by Zarco and
who tee off layout with carefully devised adagio-Spanish numbci
.

Beryl,
to

warm

add

to

milling.

Colorful costuming
orb-impresh. with lifts and

spins top-drawer stuff
Pansy the Horse, with
blonde stunner guiding,
steady laughs.

usual
garners

Russel.

amputee

star

of

"Best Years of Their Live:;," makes
his vaude debut as headliner of current
bill.
Reception
terrific,
is
i

New

acts).

Show

opener

is

a

roughhouse

routine by the Emerald' Sisters.
Zippy steppers cue routines to pop"lar rhythm tunes and practically
knock themselves out to please. For
(ini.sh they switch to wheel somersaults over

and under a table, and
small tank effect number, for heavy
response.

George Broderick purveys pantoverord canto that goes well. Mugging is well-timed with waxiniis of
Spike Jones' "Chloe" and Phil Harris' "Poker Game." Discards disks to
mimic Peter Lorre for topper.
Les Rhode and house orch hand'
backgroundings in good

Harold

style.

Laru

The Chords tee off with "Jitney
In the Jukebox." a perfect cue for
their vocal imitations of bands of

Guy Lombardo, Henry Busse. Harry
James and Vaughn Monroe,
Monroe.
Boys
feature everything from fiddles on
"Holiday for Str'
to hot trumpets and brassy n -isRs in Spike

Jones

version

assistant

.

four Lai Founs, good Chinese acrobats and iugglers, and Freddie Carpenter's Casino Girls, complete the
bill. Harold Collins and the Casino
Orchestra pace the show nicely.
Same bill is to last at least four
weeks, but it's the Ink Spots .who
Cane.
will lure audiences.

eye target.

fast to the target, gal is then
rotated on the. spinning frame while
her mate etches in her outlines with
the knives. For a climax the hurler
dons a black mask and repeats
throwing blindfolded for nice results.

Band returns to dish out an okay
arrangement of "Begin the Beguine,"
warbled by Essix Scott. Stocky chap
with robust voice, he sells his tunes
nicely.
Also does "Only Have Eyes
for You" to garner good applause.
Per usual, comic Spider Bruce scores
with the payees in the house's standard weekly blackout.
In the nature of a reprise of his
Gershwin concert of last
year, for this sesh Hines does an
unusual Fats Waller medley. Pianistleader, gets it underway with some
solo ivoring then warbles "On the
Old Yazoo," more for novel effects
than for the quality of his voice.

George

Teen-ager

Johnny

Hartman.

tall

displays potential ability in
His
crooning "Ain't Misbehavin'."
received
on
baritone
well
also
"Mam'selle" and with better salesmanship should rate among the topbracket Negro vocalists. Hefty Melrose Colbert, blues singer, registers
with "Black & Blue." On the whole
Hines' Waller concert is a commendable deviation from the "bra,ss and
blast"' offered "by some of his podium predecessors.
Bert Howell and Buddy Bowser,
comedy turn, hold down closing
spot. Open with straight man's tenor
giving out with Jean Sablon's "Passing By."
Due follows with comic
patter, vocalizing and violin playing.
Boys would do well to acquire fresh
material. Gags are substantially the
same used in their last booking
here.
Nevertheless most of them
scored with the patrons and they

youth,

bowed

Circle, Indpls.
Indianapolis, Sept.

Henry

of

"Cocktails

for

6.

Betty

Henry Busse has a crowd pleaser
for the Circle's first stage show after
a long summer layoff. The band,
which has held its popularity longer
than almost any other competitor
here, plays up to standard and the

supporting acts are individually okay
and long on comedy, all three entries
leaning to laughs. Wally Brown and
the English girl juggler, Anita Martell, push Ish Kabibble for heftiest
audience response.
Basse gets best results in spot featuring Arne Barnett as piano soloist.
Barnett gets such good response for
a swell job on "Warsaw Concerto"
that two encores, "Bumble Boogie"
and "Holiday for Strings," latter
without band, are in order. Aside

from traditional "When Day Is
Done" and "Hot Lips," top instrumental" routine is medley from
"Annie Get Your Gun." Betty Taylor looks and listens well on vocals
of "Feudin' and Fightin' " and "The
Lady from 29 Palms" and Lee
Sherain does "Ivy" and "Almost
Like Being in Love" nicely.
Miss Martell, Who comes out singing a sophisticated ditty about a guy
who left his hat and stick, is a slow
starter because it takes the audience
a while to figure what she's going
to do.
But the customers really
warm up when she goes into her
nifty juggling routine with a humorous line of talk on the side. Brown's
staccato chatter keeps the house in
chuckles. Ish Kabibble's collection
of original poems and witty sayings,

topped by a radio mystery program
with sound effects in which he is
assisted by Effie Lee. is strictly corn
but gets a fair quota of laughs in
the closing spot. Biz good when
caught.
Corb.

RKO, Boston
Boston, Sept.

with

Orch,

Dilemma" (RKO).

off to boff reception.

'

Busse

Taylor, Lee Sherain, Arne Barnett;
Ish Kabibble & Effie Lee, Wally
Brown, Anita Martell; "Dick Tracy'3

5,

Max Baer & Maxie Rosenbloom,
Merry Macs, Ben

Ber'i, Nelson SisLarry Flint House Orch; "Kiss
Death" (20th)-.

ters.

of

Million Dollar,

Max Baer and Maxie Rosenbloom
have been around in the niteries,
but this is their first local vaude
date.
They're doing their standard
act of breaking up each other's
routine, heckling each other from

Gene Krupa has

the audience, plus a copule of songs
(with Gordon Andrews at the piano)

ing

and patter. Smoothly accomplished
and wow.s the customers.
Other acts are pretty standard,
too, all working in front of Larry
Flint's house orchestra.
The Merry
Macs do such items, as "Natch,"
"Almost Like Being In Love." "Pass
the Biscuits Mirandy" and "Anyone
Can Dreani," proving personable and

combination

a

smooth-workaround his

built

skin-pounding.
Orch has visual as
well as musical attraction for vaudfilm bookings and is pleasing Million
Dollar patrons this week. Added attraction is Sara Vaughn and comedy
act of West and D'Arco, giving
nicely-rounded bill for the frame.
Krupa takes off with "Boogie
Blues."- vocaled by.. Dolores Hawkins, and is next up with "Lover."
Both numbers come oft well. Jazz

attractive as well as plenty compeient vocalists niceily blended, and
go big. Ben Beri's comedy juggling
and the Nelson Sisters work on the

made up

trio

trapeze likewise smooth and
without effort. Band does a
couple of specialties, but the bill
could use another act to make this
layout a little more impressive on
liisjh

clicks

the marquee.
Main attraction this week, however, is the film, in tor a couple of
w,ceks and clearly responsible for
the strom; a.m. biz which lifts this
house e"t of average takes and puts
ii
pbo
the 30G mark.
Which is
tfi'Mrn dene, incidentally, without
a' name band.
Eiie.

A.

I..

Los Angeles, Sept. 6.
Gene Krupa Orch (17), toith Dolores Hawkins, Buddy Hughes; Sara
Vaughn, West & D'Arco; "Wife
Wanted" (Mono).

.

quartet.

with

bull's

stanza.
Scott Sanders, veteran comic, the

Made

audience believe that they're
the group that did the hit-disking of
the tune.
Nevertheless, this act has plenty,
both musically and laugh-wise. The
midget, Johnny Puleo,. is still with
the act and, tire laughs he provides
with his constant squabbling with
the others are plenty.
Biz s.r.o. when caught Friday (5)
evening.
Wood.

more

wooden

against a

in this

to begofT proportions.

Hollywood. Manhattan and

femme

figure of his blonde

I

(Par).

peze act.
Roily Rolls scores with his pianoing, interlarded with comedy, and
wins solid applause.
Western brothers deserve their
star spot because they are always
up-to-date and clever entertainers.
One appearance of Billy Caryll and
Hilda Munday would have sufficed,
since offerings in second half duplicates mother-in-law gags of earlier
,

numbers for this date, some recorded
for Majestic Records and others
straight pops.
Lombardo can be thankful for a
fine vocal section, which in his type
of band is so vitally necessary to

Current layout blends high spots
with good supporting acts to make
for pleasant 60-minute show.
Amory Brothers top proceeding
with a sesh ol harmony which builds

Reception given them was terrific,
and they did not belie reputations

"

"

"Perils of Pauline"

With temperatures wilting boxoffices, the Ink Spots proved their
tremendous popularity by drawing a
with turnaways.
house,
capacity

—

—

i

original ideas

made by their disk sales.
Teeing off with "Bless You" they
follow with "The Java Jive." "Do I
him a begoff.
Worry," and "Can You Loolc Me in
House orchestra, with Carl Sands the Eyes." Encore with "Whispering
at the piano, closes bill with "By Grass" and "Maybe." Each number
the -Light of the Silvery Moon," brought appreciative salvos. Lads
combined with a Jolson medley, were terrific all the way.
featuring vocals by drummer, Smith
Rest of bill is nicely balanced and
Howard. Sands also does good job entertaining, with Charlie Rivel the
Mack.
at emceeing.
trapeze Chaplin— outstanding. Living up to their billing as the "Contiaent's most versatile young trio,"
Apollo. N. Y.
are Rivel's three sons, Three Chr>rEarl "Fatha" Hines Orch (18) with
livel. New to London, they offer speEssix Scott, Melrose Colbert; Jesse
cialties ranging from instrumental
& James,. The Gibsons, Howell & work to jive and ballet. They also
Boioser, Spider Bruce & Co.; "Web of
appear in their father's famous traDanger" (Rep).

him

Miami, Sept. 5.
Pat Rooney, Amory Bros., Pansy
the Horse, Zurco & Beryl, George
Broderick. Les Rhode House Orch;

his

'

that's

Olympia, Miami

with

on radio programs. Also does clipped
impersonations of Charles Laughton,
Peter Lorre, Charles Boyer, Errol
Lionel Barrymore and
Flynn,
Jimmy Durante. His closing number, the story of his romance with
an usherette named "Laura" wins

is

-

facilities
are still available.
Since coal is at the base of all this,
the early theatre-going habit, long
inured during the war, is a necessity. The public has its high tea before theatre and dines (or sups)
after the show.
Tommy Trinder at the Palladium
is in Val Parnell's production (staged
by Robert Nesbitt; dances by Joan
Davis; and the same Charles Henry
who did Field's comedy material reports here). The format is a trip round
the world from London to Paris, the
Sahara, the Orient, the jungles, Au-

scores

Aside from a neat
Harold Russell bit, he
revamped

London, Sept. 2.
The Ink Spots, Western Bros.,
Billy Caryll & Hilda Mundy, Charley
Rivel, Roily Rolls, Scott Sanders, Lai
Founs, Bert & Harry Nicol, 3 CharHvel, Freddie Carpenter's Casino
Girls, Harold Collins Orch.

keeps thing rolling with

He has Patty Dale,
work.
Mark Carter and a man from the
sax group to provide a trioi Miss
Dale and Carter for duos and also
Trio opens show with
for solos.
"Zu Bye," a new tongue-twisting
pop, then Carter, showing a neat
baritone, does "That's My Desire."
State, IS. Y.
Farther down in the show, Miss
Ed Sullivan with Harvest. Moon Dale does "Kokomo, Ind." and
Ball Contest Winners, Paul WincheU, "Feudin' and Fightin'," the last maMonica Lewis, Robert Sisters & jor contribution by the band. She
White; "Black Gold" (Mono), re- handles it excellently and
gets
viewed in Variety June 25, '47.
away to heavy applause. Later there
well-done arrangements of "Lady
The annual two-week session of are
From 29 Palms" and "Begin the
the Harvest Moon ball winners, an
stage
colorful
the
last
a
Beguine,"
event which gets plenty exploitation
arrangement.
by the N.Y. Daily News, provides
Dorothy Keller, tap star of legit,
the State theatre with a healthy
Many who didn't get into is the first of the acts. She's a
draw.
Madison Square Garden to witness smart dancer, but her antistry is not
Her roufullest.
to witness the events, hit this house being used to its
tining doesn't take full advantage of
for a reprise gander of the winners.
Ed Sullivan, Daily News column- her ability. There's a fast tap to
start, then a Latin-tempo bit, and
ist, naturally goe<- with this package.
With
jitterbug.
close
takeoff
on
a
to
He's been, emceeing the event for
many years, and virtually grew up the exception of the first routine
It gets
there's nothing to the act.
as an emcee via this series.
This year's crop of dancers im- response, but not what could be gotpress as being the best in many ten with better routining.
Marshall Bros, hit the spot. Two
years.
Group, generally, are lithe
are
zanies
terpers, make a nice appearance and young,
fresh-looking
show a degree of skill which devel- sharp at mimicry brimming over
oped further could be put to pro- with laughs. Opener brings on one
foxthe
Winners
in
fessional use.
to do
a good takeoff on Frank
waltz, tango, jitterbug, and Sinatra doing "Night and Day," introt,

tion

duet on "Sweethearts"

routine.

in the

assist

Passage,'

5:50 and 8:30 p.m.
Frank Fay Field is the
whole show although ably foiled by
Jerry Desmonde, a tried trouper in rhumba categories, latter which won terrupted by his partner, who strolls
the best variety tradition. An Amer- the all around-championship, show on in a Hollywood sport shirt and
ican turn, the Ross Sisters (2), with up as good amateur performers.
pipe, to do a Bing Crosby.
From
However, the bulk of the enter- there they go into accurate apings
their contortive routine (and incidentally very homesick, having been tainment is left to skilled profes- of Peter Lorre, Danny Kaye, Lionel
in the show eight months) stand out sionals with Paul WincheU topping Barrymore and others, all smartly
ventriloqy
the
list.
His
and
cbmedy
as does Robert Lamouret,, French
tied
together
with laugh
lines.
ventriloquist who should click big hit the audience potently. Although There's a lot of entertainment in
in the U.S.
He utilizes a Donald he recently worked the nearby Capi- this act.
Duck dummy that's a wow. A pre- tol, his effectiveness on Broadway
Finale is the Borrah Minevitch
cocious 10-year-old drummer Victor hasn't been diminished.
Since the
act without Minevitch.
Monica Lewis also provides pleas- click
Feldman, is another highlight m
of the Harmonicats with their
this tastefully mounted vaude-revue. ing session with a well delivered line
recording of "Peg O' My Heart"
of songs.
She's personable, shows
Actors Like 6 P.M. Shows
good taste in selection of her num- mouth organ groups hav.e a new
Incidentally, in line with those 6, bers and works up enough audience lease on life (Harmonicats, incidentally, are at the nearby Roxy).
And
7 and 8:30 p.m. shows, this is some- enthusiam to win encores.
thing the actors like and it will be
A warm opener is provided by the Minevitch group, despite the
a long time before the public loses dance turn of Robert Sisters and tact that they've been around for
With double daylight White.- Trio work atop a drum ala years, are no different from others.
the habit.
(summer) time the 6 p.m. show is Tip, Tap and Toe and make a good That this is true is obvious when the
group does its own arrangement of
actually 4 p.m. so that by 10-11 it's warmup act for bill.
Jose.
still bright in London, the trams and
"Peg," which is close enough to the
buses are running, and transportaHarmonicats' version to make people

nightly at
ringer for

in

Gleason

Jackie

comedy

London

Casino,

Two."

Strand, N. Y.

'

:

of

Krupa,

Tommy

Lucas, alto sax and Buddy Eanelli,
piano, at show caught, was sock
with arrangement of "Stompin' at
the Savoy." Midway in show, Krupagives fine arrangement of "Valse
Trieste,"
featuring
unusual drum
work.
Windup tune is "Drum
Boogie,"
silhouetting
Krupa and
solid skin-beating.
Miss Hawkins and Hughes get off
two tunes each. Gal's best is "Boogie
Blues
Her other spot, "That's
i00a Enough For Me" doesn't regGood
lster
Hughes' workout on "Please
<-

-

I

(Continued on page €1)
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Syracuse's Legit, Vaude

Hanna, Cleve., Boosting B.O. Trade

Syracuse, Sept.

With Low-Deposit Subscription List
hypo legitInteresting device to
bookings in
attendance and attract
in its initial 'Soldier'
Cleveland, successful
will
irv last season)
this

energetically

fall.

manager

Called
idea

Hanna Ticket Plan, the
stituted

was

the
in-

by Milton Krantz, general
of the Hanna playhouse

of plan is to line up theatre
new
subscribers for all the season's
for a $4 adshows, ask them only
a steep
vance deposit instead of
mail,
subscription fee. Subscribers
on each showin the balance due
are
when' notified that the tickets
deposit covavailable. The original
tickets for the
the
of
price
the
ers
allowed
are
Members
show.
final
three rejects a season.

*Gist

had an
In this manner, the Hanna
advance of $7,300 in the till for
every show that came in last season.
Krantz,
according'
to
season,
This

already
the subscribers' total is
likelihood
$9 700 for each show, with

that the total may go to $12,000.
Since subscribers don't have. to lay
out much at a time, 90% of them
have signed lor the pay-as-you-go
plan this season, says Krantz. His
mezzanine (150 seats) is sold out for
every performance by this plan.

rows of the orchestra are
gone, subscribers getting the choicest
First 12
seats.

Krantz believes, is one
way of saving legit on the road. It's

The

Opens Season
At Nixon, Pitt., Sept. 22

be pushed more

plan,

way of getting bookings, the
"guarantee" being a magnet
The Hanna is an independent house, although it books
through. UBO. The plan is separate
from the Theatre Guild subscription
list in Cleveland, which Krantz says
totals 5,000. His sutTscribers don't
take the Guild plan, and one of
also a
$9,700

to a producer.

Krantz's projects now is to try and
combine the two groups, for their

Pittsburgh, Sept. 9.
will have an unusually late
opening this season, staying shuttered until Sept. 22, when "The
Chocolate Soldier," with Billy Gil-

Nixon

In recent past, Labor
Day week has usually been tee-off
time for the local legit site.
Getaway for 1947-48 was delayed
a week when Theatre Guild decided
against
sending "The Iceman
Cometh" on the road again. Eugene
O'Neill drama was to have launched
the season Monday (15) with a subscription offering. Bookings following "Soldier" are practically solid
up to the first of the year.
bert, arrives.

Winter Strawhat

RKO hopes to revive stage here
with double-barreled' plans for vaudc
and legit attractions in their two
Syracuse houses, manager Jack Flex
announced. Leadoff is Sammy Kaye,
signed for a week at RKO-Keith's
Oct.

And

9.

week, and "I Remember Mama" is
underlined for Jan. 13-14. Later in
the season the Empire will have

"Lady Windemere's Fan"
and "Harvey" May 25-26.

May

I

!

18-19

New Haven, Sept. 9.
Two unexpected incidents punctuated the opening last Wednesday
"Allegro"
the
at
night'
(3)
of

DRAWS

CRIX IRE, CUSTOMERS
Reading,

Pa., Sept.

"How Now, Brown

Cow;"'

9.

Ezra Stone,

week

in

is

Green

being repeated this
Hills

Lake

Pacting also' of Gielgud to appear
in Dostoievsky's "Crime and Punishment" on Broadway this fall has
stimulated interest among film companies for the English actor to do
a

Hollywood version

new Gielgud

by Madeleine L'Engle and
Robert Hartung and directed by
farce

theatre,

near here, thus extending the strawhat's season one week.
The house
was scheduled to close Saturday

By

of the

he's

lish and French.
both Reading newsThe star, who arrived in the U. S.
papers, Eagle and Times, tore "Cow" recently to stage Robinson Jeffers'
almost to shreda in Tuesday's (2) "Medea" for the new producing firm
reviews, but the writeups had an of Robert Whitehead and Oliver Rea,
unexpected effect.
They started a surprised the trade by agreeing to
rush to Green Hills that kept up all play in the Dostoievski revival for
last week,
the house selling out the same firm, as he was slated to
every night.
appear in two short Terence RatReviewers objected to play's ex- tigan plays in London this fall. He
treme length and "unnecessary" sec- played the role of the student,
tions.
The Eagle's Larry McDer- Raskolnikoff, in "Crime" in London
molt took exception to a "pass word" in 1946 for a seven-month run. Show
used by the college girls in their an- will go into rehearsal in mid-Notics which in McDermott's opinion
Y. in
vember, opening cold in
more than exceeded the limits of December.
good taste and were downright ofRodney Ackland's version of
fensive.
"Crime", the same as he used before,
will be used by Gielgud. Theodore
Komisarjevsky will direct. Believed
'Evening With Woolley,'
that certain revisions will have to
be made on .the script, which
Poetry,
at Spa Gielgud and Komisarjevsky will attend to. with a possibility that AckSaratoga Spgs., N. Y., Sept. 9.
supervise
"An Evening With Monty Woolley" land will come over to
will be presented at the Spa Music
Festival in the theatre on the State
Reservation, tonight (Tues.), with Barter Thea. to Tour
the star reciting poetry to specially
3 Troupes This Fall
composed music played by 39 memAbingdon. Va.. Sept. 2.
bers of the New York Philharmonic
Orchestra under the direction of F.
The Barter Theatre will have
Charles Adler.
Woolley is a. resi- three troupes on tour this season with
dent of Saratoga and has been re- one unit making a national tour,
cuperating here from an operation The road trip will supplement the
recently performed at the Albany schedules of two. other Barter units,
hospital.
now playing in Abingdon, which are
The Spa Festival was launched in booked "to tour Virginia and the
1941, discontinued during the war South.
and revived last year.
National tour, to cover all 48
It started
with an orchestra of strings and states, was the idea of Robert Porter-

on

.

show.

About Aug. 25, says Chanin, he
got a dispossess notice from Ballet
International because the August
rent hadn't been paid. He took the
matter up with Jelin, who straightened it out. Ballet International's
attorney, incidentally, stipulated at
the time that the September rent
must be paid by Sept. 3, when "Magic" opened. Night be'ore the opening,
says Chanin, Jelin presented him
with a bill for $921— for tickets,
backstage doorman pay (both, of
which Chanin says Jelin was to
handle) and stagehands and rehearsal pay while house was occupied (Which Chanin claims he was

9.

of Musical Artists

signed a new basic agreement with
the San Carlo Opera Co. covering the

and

Boston

Chicago

engagements.

Irv Meyers, local counsel for AGMA,
said new paper calls for chorus
members to get $70 a week and local
ballet members $56 weekly. Ballet
dancers from out of town will get
$75. Payment for rehearsal time is
also provided.

-

Sah Carlo runs from Oct. 6 to 26
Chicago Civic Opera House, replacing regular Chicago opera seaat

son.

to share with Jelin).
this bill, until Chanin

Boston Weekly Weeps For
'Stars';

Who

Lambasts

Roasted
the

lists

as

9.

diocese, made a
the aisle-sitters

tie, and had authorized sale
of tickets in its name at a $2.40 to $6
scale, with the Council to share in

the
proceeds.
Producer
Chanin
claimed $60,000 worth of tickets sold
before the opening.
Show's $6 top is considered high
for a straight comedy. But of the
$6, Chanin claims he's getting only
$2 out of each ticket sold, balance
going for taxes, promotion and
union's share in backing the show
and selling tickets. Chanin, who says
he took the International as an interim booking, planning to move
downtown later, has the house on
a four-wall basis to run this share
scheme, instead of the usual percentage rental deal.
Jelin's lease on the Bela:co expires Sept. 30, and the time limit on
his stated purchase of the theatre
for
$500,000 has passed.
The
Belasco Theatre Corp., owners, will
operate it after Sept. 30, with Leonard B. Sang as managing director.
Sang, recently employed by the
Shuberts in Chicago, has managed
theatres here and in New Haven.
If
"Burlesque," Belasco's present
tenant, stays after Sept. 30, it has
to make a new deal with the owners.

wrong guess when

panned show to a
man, and followed up with an editorial

scorching the crix.

Play, set for two weeks, closed for
a rewrite after eight performances.
It had to do with a husband and

against birth control, a topic coming
up periodically for referendum (so
far always beaten) and about due to
come up again.
It reviewed
the
show while it was in rehearsal for a
week at the Wilbur, urging all to see

.

it.

of the screwball
pal of the six-foot rabbit with a
Pemberton consistency, close to his
chest. By Saturday (13) night's performance, which will be given in
Roanoke, Pemberton will probably

The crix stepped in at this point
and let the play have both barrels.
Even Elliott Norton of the Post and
Leo Gaffney of the Hearst American,

He played the part
.

K

At
Hollywood.
he will have no more worries
about an understudy.
The Barter Theatre furnished some
substantial support for the visiting
Broadway producer; Ernest Brognine, Caddell Burroughs, Mary Hayden and Kalita Humphreys being
be

I

thinking about

I

either of
perience.

I

|

Broadway
Carroll

!

!.

I

:

I

the

in

its

RAY BOLGER'S 'READY'
FOR BRITISH TOUR

decency."

The newspaper editorial did not
Deal is in the works for a Britishmention the main turning point of tour of "Three to Make Ready," with
the plot, which allows one of the Ray Bolger in conjunction with the
unborn children, who falls in love William Morris agency attempting to
with an ex-Marine flyer, to lose him line up a group of principals in the
thrice-divorced original production.
marriage to
in
English tour
woman.
would sta"rt at the completion of
Bolger's run at the Carnival, N. Y.
i

potential or ex-

McComas

who reflect generally the viewpoint
In its
of the church, murdered it.
editorial,
headed "What Did the
Critics Want?" the Pilot tried to pick
up the pieces, claiming the play
failed "for no discernible reason except

least

Dispute, over

had paid it in
the opening

agement

drama

by enthusiastically previewing
"The Stars Weep," the Pilot, weekly newspaper of the Catholic arch-

MURDOCH PEMBERTON

in

Switch of getting the teamsters
union to back the play is a new one
in legit circles.
Council secretary
John Burke said union officials had
read the script, liked the labor-man-

Critics

a

caused delay

night curtain.

New Drama

Boston, Sept.

Entering

full,

critic

Hopkins school, he relied upon underplaying and the oblique approach.

.

Symph

Pact

Chicago, Sept.

pressed desire to act the part or his
Having witnessed
portrayal of it.
over a thousand performances of his
own show with three topnotch comedians he- evidently felt that there
was something to be added.
Pemberton's interpretation is entirely his own. Reared in the Arthur

(6).

Critics

says he gave Jelin $8,000 in escrow
and $8,000 more to cover the complete rent, before the show officially
opened. Production has been in the
house for two weeks, or since Aug.
19, giving a series of preview performances, mainly for friends and
members of Teamsters Joint Council
J6, the union which backed the

wife legit acting team which had
vey" at Bob Porterfield's Barter the- resorted to birth control measures
atre here last night <8) came off as to keep from having children.
Acscheduled to a full house of local and tion of the play focuses on three of
Also a few relastate dignitaries.
the unborn children being on stage
tives.
with their "parents" watching them
Yankee spies and first friends of sadly as the actors crack up.
long acquaintance were not surPilot saw in this an eloquent plea
prised either at Pemberton's sup-

drama.

has already received screen

and he says

New

Sign

American Guild

(Only The Producer's Brother)
Abingdon, Va., Sept. 9.
Brock Pembertoh's much heralded
appearance in the lead role of "Har-

interested
because he'd be given opportunity to
direct as well as act in the Russian
classic. It would be his first U. S.
picture chore 'rn either capacity.
There have been several previous
film versions of the drama, in Engoffers,

the theatre for four weeks at $4,000
rent from Max Jelin, who
a week

has the house on lease from its
owners, Ballet International. Instead
of the usual week's rent as bond and
a week's rent in advance, Chanin

Agma-San Carlo

happened when "Lisa

BROCK PLAYS
-CLOSE TO HIS CHEST

signed as lead in "Crime

roles,

Bobby

his first musical.

is

formances were canceled, but bond
was posted with Equity late yesterday (Tues.).)
According to Chanin, he rented

Oct. 13 in Boston.

Shubert here. Both occurred late in
the show which ran until nearly
midnight on its initial performance.

and Punishment."

last night, after

Clark will continue as star.
Fred Hebert will succeed Milton
Stern as stage manager. Jim Miller
will stay as company manager, and
Zac Freedman will go on the road
as advance man. The musical closes
its New York run Oct. 11 and opens

of 'Allegro' in N.H.

First incident

by first nighters.
(Show was doubtful of resuming
two Sunday (7) per-

tion

subbing for Mark Dawson.

but this

Enliven World

mutual benefit.
Krantz figures it costs the playhouse 15c. a ticket for handling details of his- plan. Season's advance
promotion costs about $450 an atAlso to Act 'Medea'
It was felt that a serious distraction, which cost is shared with
John Gielgud was signed yester- turbance was avoided by presence in
the production. The Hanna had 33
play lead opposite audience of a large number of showshows last season, and this season day (Tues) to
Judith Anderson in Robinson Jeffers' folk who knew how to conduct themalready has bookings beyond Christ"Medea," opening on Broadway, Oct. selves in such an emergency.
mas. Paul Beisman, of the American,
20.
This will mark first time duo is
in St. Louis, has a somewhat similar
since 1937, when
subscription
scheme,
called
the playing together
they appeared in "Hamlet." Gielgud
Playgoers- Plan.
'HARVEY'
Krantz is currently in New York can -stay in play only until Nov. 30,
when replacement must be made, as
to set bookings for the Hanna.

OFF-COLOR 'COW

Y.,

Russ has done some Broadway

Footlight Tumble, Rubbish

Preem

sented "The Magic Touch" at the
International last Wednesday (3) to
open New York's fall season. Opening night the marquee didn't light
up or house doors open, until 8:40,
causing bewilderment and specula-

goes on tour, it will
have two principal replacements.
Ann Andre, last seen in "Red Mill,"
will play the romantic lead, Sylvia,
in place of Janet Medlin, while Alan
Ross will play opposite as the young
N.

bert,
i

prince,

Smoke Help

Vagaries of present-day production are exemplified in the experience
of John Morris Chanin, who pre-

For 'Sweethearts' Tour
When "Sweethearts," at the Shu-

Kirk, engrossed in putting over a
solo ditty on an elevated stage,
stepped too far downstage and fell
Girl reasseminto the footlights.
Palm Springs, Sept. 9.
with
considerable
bled
herjself
Winter strawhat drama company
aplomb, kept singing as she reis being organized here by a group
gained her feet and finished the
headed by Rudy Vallee, Earl Strebe
number to a tremendous hand.
and Ned Bergen, with plans to open
Second, and more serious, inciin November in a local house owned
dent came when rubbish burning in
by Strebe. Program calls for presena nearby alley wafted fire odors
tation of known plays, with an
through open doors of theatre. Jitoriginal script tried out as the final
tery patrons leaving orchestra seats
offering in every group of four.
were met by house and company atInterested in the project are Wiltaches who succeeded in -calming
liam Powell, Chester Morris, Eve
down most of them.
Arden, Charles Farrell, Victor MaEntire balcony rose, to quote a
ture, Vince Sherman, Ida Lupino
musician, "as though we were playand Paul Lukas.
ing the national anthem," but aside
from a few patrons who played it
safe by leaving, practically everyAnnamary
Gielgud's 'Crime' Stint
oi. e returned to his seat.
Dickey, vocalizing at the time, continued with her song, those on stage
Spurs Film Interest;
being unaware of what was happening.

also

the Critics-Plague Chanin

Ann Andre, Alan Ross

On the legit side, "State of the Union" (Kay Francis) is set for a onenighter Oct. 8 at the RKO-Empire.
"Oklahoma!" arrives Dec. 8 for a

For Palm Springs

he's

Dispossess Notice, Bifls—

Jelin,

9.

«7

Josephine Hull role turned out a
had
Pemberton
job.
Thorough
brought Paul Foley, stage manager
Of the Joe E. Brown troupe, on from

St.

Detroit and much of the success of
the venture goes to his careful toning down the cast to Pemberton's
subdued interpretation.
Barter in this lush state, by the
(way, is now in the form of lettuce

nitery, slated to start Sept. 25.

Loo Little Theatre
Takes After Broadway
Louis. Sept.

St.

If deal is completed, show would
do a tour of the provinces before

hitting

London.

9.

|

j

that

rabbits

don't

eat.

Only

Two of Inst season's Broadway
successes. "Joan of Lorraine" and
"Years Ago," are among six plays to
be presented,. by the
munity Playhouse,

one

Little

white rabbit was turned in at the
!

boxoffice in exchange for tickets.

Ferruccio Tagliavini, Met's click
'tenor last season, and Jascha Vcissi,
viola, will start a joint concert tout
woodwind^ The Festival features 't'ield, theatre's founder-director, and
Have 25
5 in Los Angeles.
Oct.
apTuck's
M.
the seldom-played music of older has Gov. William
dates, ending in mid-December at
and modern composers. Every pro- proval. It will open in Charleston,
Norfolk.
W. Va., Oct. 8.
gram has one new piece.
;

|

St. Louis Comthe
formerly
during the 1947-48
next week. Other

Herb Jeffries to Top
Negro Musical 'Camille'

1

theatre,

season that tees off
pieces on the sked
"The
Machine.''
"Hodda Gabler'

are "The Adding
Bearer,"
Torch

and

Herb
;

\

"Laburnum

Grove."
Bradford Whitney, director of the
Community Playhouse, is casting for
"Joan" which will be the opening

1

|

piece.

j

Los Angeles, Sept. 9.
singer, was signed

Jeffries,

for the top

male

role in 'iCamille,"

an all-Negro stage musical to be
produced by Thomas Hammond,
slated to open in Los Angeles and
move to New York- this winter.
Marvin Mar is adapting the French
classic and Rene Du
Plessis has
written lyrics to Serge Waller's
score.
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Maurice Abravanel

Who Plays

Inside Stuff-Legit

Both,

John Chapman, N. Y. Daily News

critic, in Sunday's (7) column, said that
I try to learn as little as possible about what I am about
is, I don't like to read scripts or out-of-town notices, and will
rudely shush any friend who happens to have caught a show in a try out and
f
wants to tell me his opinion of it.
"All summer," he said, "I managed an almost complete state of ignorance,
but I did have a struggle with the Theatre Guild's- Rodgers-Hammerstein
the
county
I
live
because
in
is
was
practically
musical, 'Allegro.' This
infested with producers of, investors in, and friends of 'Allegro' and I have
several friends (up to now) in the cast. Everybody is so enthusiastic about

"as a play repprter,

Claims Pops, Longhair Don't Mix
Maurice Abravanel, who has succonducted theatre orcheson Broadway and symphonic

cessfully

groups

in

concerts,

Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Leonid Kinskey and Akim Tamiroff, have acquired the rights to Irving Stern's comedy "The Lady Has

that

believes

lady

Kinskey-Tamiroff

tras

to see; that

theatre music and the long-hair ya-

What's more, he
riety don't mix.
doesn't intend to try combining

They plan a Broadway production
this winter.

Tour Map For

Couple Years, Due to Pic;

During the winter, as a totally dischore, he will stage a

associated

HENRY CLARKE

Radio Rights Set for '49 With

performance of "Street Scene" with
the drama department of Utah Univ.,

London Pro-

Theatre

Guild's
of "OKLAHOMA" (Jud)
Due to the release of the "Life duction
says there
Theatre Royal, Drury Lane
has been an unusual amount of in- with Father" film, Oscar Serlin
Direction
terest in the show outside of New doesn't figure on sending a stage Henry Wiese, 1674 Broadway, N. V.
Yor* But he won't schedule a suite version of the comedy on the road
from the musical in his symphony
three years, possibly
programs, anymore than he plans again for two or
Latin-American Coin
performing the "Show Boat" suite a little more. However, he's conor "Porgy and Bess" symphonic ar- vinced that the play's appeal is timeHeadache;
Situation
rangement. They just don't belong,
less and universal, and that within
he says.
a few years after the picture has
Hitting Concert Biz
Abravanel feels that symph conthere will be a public
shown,
been
Broadnot
program
ductors should
a
U.S. concert managers .are conagain.
way musical suite, because the music for a stage production
cerned about the current financial
Radio rights will not be available situation in Central and South
is better played by a small-sized
specialized orchestra than an 80- until Aug. 15, '49, when a number of America, as it affects engagements
will
file,
on
kept
propornow
bids,
out
ofsymphony.
It's
written
piece
and payment for their artists. They
tion, he says. Furthermore, arrang- be opened and considered by Mrs. see a definite inflationary trend being it into a suite, he says, takes Clarence Day, Jr., widow of the or- low the border,
with recession
away all the flavor from a show's iginal author; Howard Lindsay and symptoms clear in certain countries.
music.
Russel Crouse, who wrote the dram- Practical result has been that U.S.
Abravanel left the Metropolitan atization, and Serlin, who produced artists are finding it difficult to get
it.
Opera Assn. in 1938 to conduct
their .salaries in U.S. dollars (as pre"Knickerbocker Holiday" on BroadMeanwhile, Serlin is waiting for viously arranged), out of certain
way, following that with assignments the script of the sequel, "Life with countries. Other nations, to all inon "Lady in the Dark," "Ohe Touch Mother," which Lindsay and Crouse tents and purposes, have put a halt
sporadically
In have been working on^
corollary effect
of Venus" and "Street Scene."
to dollar outgo.
between he has conducted summer for the last year or so and which has been the increased hiring of Euconcerts, and this summer conducted may be ready in a matter of months. ropean artists, at much smaller fees,
opera in Mexico at the Opera Na- He's also waiting for a revised and different financial arrangements.
the
Moonlight,"
tional and led two cpncerts of the script of "111 Met by
The Mexico City opera season is
Toronto Philharmonic.
Michael MacLiamoor drama -which over, with talent having been paid
He feels that a public for opera is Serlin bought after seeing it pre- off, although there is talk of subsebuilding, and that a time is coming sented at the Gate theatre, Dublin. quent government clampdown. The
at its special request.

He

a

A

when Broadway
"Street 'Scene"
point a trend.

will

take

it

up.

and 'The Medium"

The Met,_ Abravanel
says, can't supply new productions
because of the heavy costs and limited run, and Broadway will ultimately fill its place.
But he
musical's

also feels that a Broad wax
social function
is
still

mainly to entertain the out-of-town
buyer, and he believes that the old
type musical, of girls, gags and
glamor, is on the way back. The
tired business man needs it.
In Utah, Abravanel will have a 77piece orchestra and a 22-week season.
Symph has a $130,000 budget
already guaranteed.
Orch is one
year old; its conductor last year was
Werner Janssen. Group is an outgrowth of a WPA orch some years
back. Abravanel is taking with him
a few players from New York, including Leonard Posner, concertmaster of Radio City MUsic Hall, as
his c-m; Napoleon Cerminari, exBhilly orch clarinetist, lately' in
"Street Scene," and two French
horn players.

The author

bana.

cast changes from last
run.
Most imthat of Judith Fellows as

Broadway

Lady

Windermere, in her U. S.
debut. George Thirwell, also from
London, is the new Cecil Graham,
and Bramwell Fletcher will play
Lord Darlington.
Cornelia Otis Skinner is still
starred, with Estelle Winwood, David
Manners and Rex Evans again featured. The Oscar Wilde revival will
follow the Wilmington engagement

with a three-week run in Washington.

'No Exit' Holds in L.A.;
Dickering Road Tour
Los Angeles, Sept. 9.
Pelican Productions' presentation
of "No Exit" grossed enough in its
original two-week stand to warrant
*

two weeks more. French
ist

On

PARLAY

this, his first

lecture tour,

Dowling will do a combination lecture and elocution including exLEGIT
KIBBEE WILL
from "Glass Menagerie,"
cerpts
"White Steed," "Shadow and SubIN REVIVAL OF 'BEAN'
stance" and "Time of Your Life."
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Plan of Edna J. Giesen, lecture diGuy Kibbee has revealed that he
vision head, is to book Dowling
and February, will pass up pictures this fall for a
through January
doing dates in between his "Big top role on the Broadway stage in
Break" radio broadcasts Sunday "The Late Christopher Bean," to.be
night. For that reason he can't be produced by Michael Myerberg.
booked too far from New York.
Kibbee joins the cast in New York
Dowling is .now staging the legiter on completion of his current film
"Our Lan'," due to open Sept. 27, job in Argosy's "War Party." He
with a possibility this will be fol- will play the part originated by Wallowed with similar chore on "Heav- ter Connolly.
en Help the Angels." He wants the

"Lady. Windermere's Fan," open-

is

is

I

existential-

play will continue through Sept.

14.

Road tour is under negotiation,
starting in San Francisco, with the
same cast toppers, John Emery,
Tamara Geva and Nancy Coleman.

"All My Sons," Arthur Miller's prizewinning play which the Army banned
from occupation, zones after a pressure group called it "Communistic, unrepresentative arid a smear on U. S. business," was defended by Brooks Atkinson in his Sunday (7) N. Y. Times drama column. Atkinson apparently
saw nothing Red in the play, and denied the other two charges. Defending
Miller as "not a hack but a young man of genuine talent for the stage,"
Atkinson felt he had made a moving, thoughtful play out of authentic
American materials.
"These small arms attacks on 'Sons,' " said Atkinson, "suggest that American tolerance and flexibility, over which we have been thumping our chests
1

internationally for some time, are getting a little thin. Either a playwright
has or has not the freedom to choose his own subjects, without first rnaking
sure that he does not tread on touchy toes. The only alternative to this
freedom is a censor." Atkinson claimed that political critics of "Sons" "are
working in the direction of censorship and restriction.^
They would feel happier if all art were innocuous and never touched on
a real idea. If a man of genuine talent cannot write a play about a family
of Americans and base it on a situation that resembles something already
discussed in public, there is not much point in doing anything in the
American theatre more serious than 'John Loves Mary'."

Irwin Shaw, sole newcomer to the N. Y. drama critic scene this season
New Republic's ganderer, replacing Stark Young, who retired, is
due in this weekend from the Coast (where he was working on a picture
deal). He'll take up his reviewing chores next week, the magazine having
decided to skip coverage on last week's opener, "The" Magic Touch."
Shaw also has written a play, in collab with Peter Vientel, titled "The
Survivors," set in Missouri after the Civil War.
as the

Also back on the aisle is Wolcott Gibbs, New Yorker critic who was
taken seriously ill last February, with John Lardner- subbing for balance
Gibbs covered last Wednesday's "Touch" opening. Kelcey
of sqason.
Allen, vet reviewer for Women's Wear Daily, announced appointment of
Thomas R. Dash as his associate. Dash, who has been with
since
1917, is associate editor of the tradepaper, and has covered plays before.
He'll help Allen out on any double openings, etc.

WWD

in Ireland.

1

DOWLING

ing a 40-week tour in Wilmington
tomorrow (11), will have several
season's

is

home

FOR 'WINDERMERE' TOUR

portant

currently working on

Buenos- Aires season will run until
the revisions at his
October, with singers reported to
have collected their coin thus far,
But other centers report less favorable situations. The Rio de Janeiro
WILL
opera season, finishing this month,
A
been causing some anxiety.
LECTURES-DRAMATICS has
couple of artists haven't been paid
Eddie Dowling's first lecture date for performances sung, and are wonfor Columbia Concerts Lecture Bu- dering about the balance of their
reau will be Jan. 7 in Town Hall, engagements. Rio hasn't yet paid
Detroit, with other January dates to some artists from last season 'and
follow at Albany State Teachers the government is now believed
College; State Normal School, Nor- working towards a complete halt of
mal; 111., and Univ. of IUinois, at Ur- outgoing dollars.

SEVERAL CAST CHANGES

important

baby that

1

'Father' Off

Oct. 20.

•

it is hard for him to keep quiet.
a dangerous thing because it results so easily in dishave managed to quell my instinctive enthusiasm for
'Allegro' by remembering the shrewd custom of Oscar Hammerstein 2d,
author of the show: Once a year Variety puts out a whopping anniversary
issue and everybody but critics buys space. Most of the advertising is selfpraise, but not Hammerstein's annual quarter-page. He is regarded by most
of us as a man who can do no wrong. We remember only his fine shows,
not his failures. But Oscar remembers the flops and. on Variety's birthday
he lists them all— and they are quite a few. Beneath the list and over his
signature Hammerstein boasts, 'If I did It before I can do it again'."

this $300,000

"Overselling
appointment.

Ideas."

Abravanel, whose last Broadway conducting job was with last
season's "Street Scene," has since
been appointed conductor of the
Utah Symphony Orchestra, Salt Lake
City.
He starts his season there

them.

GO

spring free to do another play, either
acting or directing.

Burl Ives, also on Columbia's list,
will do a concert tour under the
lecture bureau's management, and
hot a lecture tour, as erratumed.

NTC to Base Road Co. At

Sale by Columbia- Pictures of its screen rights to "Burlesque," tc 20this figured to have little influence on the future of Jean Dalrymple's
revival of the old George Manker Watters-Arthur Hopkins legiter. Although in its 10th month on Broadway, the Bert Lahr starrer has only
recouped 50% for its investors because of the high overhead. Some have
been petitioning Miss Dalrymple to fold the show, rather than send it on
the road as is her intention, as a- means to ,limit the possible losses. For
Lahr, incidentally, the show has been all right since he collects around

Fox

$2,000 weekly.

The 20th-Fox remake of "Burlesque" is supposedly on George Jessel's
schedule with Betty Grable-Dan Dailey in mind.
William Home, tenor who played male lead in New Opera' Co.'s "Helen
Goes To Troy" at the Alyin, N. Y. in 1944, and sang in the Irving Berlin
GI musical, "This Is The Army," will give his first New York concert
recital at

Town

Eall, N. Y. Sept. 30.

More recently Home has been singing in opera, with the N. Y. City
Center Opera Co., and elsewhere, and appeared last spring in the Gertrude Stein-Virgil Thomson opera, "The Mother of Us All," at Columbia
Univ., N. Y. He sang the title role in U. S. premiere of Benjamin
Britten's opera, "Peter Grimes," at Tanglewood.^IasS\7a¥t'' ycarrTKe' Met
will do the work in N. Y. next season.
London critics, reviewing "Tobacco Road" at its private showing at the
Lindsey Theatre Club (the Lord Chamberlain still bars it from
public exhibition in the West End), were more severe with the Jack
Kirkland opus than their N. Y. brethren were years ago. One called it
"a salacious, oily peep show." Another referred to the "excellent—that is

New

A

loathsome— performances."
third wrote that "we don't love or
hate these demented human beings; we turn from them as from diseased
animals." Another called it "sordid and eventually tragic; the third act
succeeds in being moving after two acts which were grotesquely, unconsciously funny."

to say,

1

.

Indiana for School Tours

One way to circumvent the tight space situation on Detroit drama page
Indianapolis, Sept. 9.
was demonstrated by Joe E. Brown during the first week of "Harvey" at
Plans for a National Theatre Conthe Cass theatre in Detroit. Before leaving the Coast, where he completed
ference road company based at In"The Tender Years" before rejoining the show for another season, Brown
diana Univ., which will take two
arranged with Hollywood columnists having Detroit outlets to have his
plays this season to cities and towns
last interviews break in Detroit at the time "Harvey" was opening.
Opera Pulls off
St. -Loo
the beaten path, were announced
Result' was two wire stories each in the Times and Free Press and a twoInto Black by Thin Margin today (9) by Lee Norvelle, director column feature by Harold Heffernan in the
Detroit News.
of the university theatre and chairSt. Louis, Sept. 9.
man
of the NTC committee in charge
The 29th consecutive season of the
the venture.
of
Municipal Theatre Assn., sponsor of
Schwartz
Scouting
Cast,
Company of five men and five
alfresco entertainment in the Forest
representing
Park Playhouse, just skinned into women
conference
black figures. A two-week transit member institutions in Ohio, InSkits for Inside U.S.A.'
strike that halted bus transportation, diana, Kentucky, Illinois, Michigan
Arthur Schwartz, producer of
San Francisco, Sept. 9.
two performances washed off of the and Iowa will be supported by 10 the forthcoming musical, "Inside
Following a run at Pasadena, the
boards by rain and decreased at- $1,000 fellowships granted by the U. S. A.," planed Monday
night (8)
tendance at several more because of conference in addition to a scholar- to the Coast to line
up material and Victor Jory musical version of David
threatening weather reduced the to- ship apiece at Indiana Univ.
The talent for the show. He wants Harry Belasco's "Girl of the Golden West"
tal gross. Despite advanced costs all conference also will provide funds
Kurnitz, Irving Brecher and Don will open at the Curran theatre here
along the line the management con- for operating expenses "until such
Quinn to write comedy sketches and for two weeks on the first leg of a
tinued the price scale (30c-$2.20) time as the project becomes selfget major names for the cast. George trans - continental tour.
Catherine
which has been in effect since the supporting," according to Norvelle.
S. Kaufman has already agreed to Craig and James Ellison are
coenterprise started.
Company will be assembled at In- write a sketch for the show, and starred with Jory.
Total paid attendance of 843,279 diana Univ. this0 month to prepare Beatrice Lillie is a possibility for one
Revival will open Nov. 16 in Depeople was 23,684 below the best the first play on the docket, Somer- of the leads. The score will be writ- troit for
three weeks and will make
season high in 1946.
Should the set Maugham's "The Sacred Flame," ten by Schwartz, with his old part-' other stops in the east.
Louis O.
Housing Expediter Office give the for a Nov. 12 opening at Blooming- ner, Howard Dietz, supplying the Macloon
is presenting, with Ned Algreen light, the management is ton. It will be available after Nov. lyrics.
vord handling press.
ready to proceed with improvements 24 for bookings throughout the mid"Inside U. S. A.," which was sugcosting $400,000, to be completed be- dle west in community, university, gested by the current John Gunther
Walter Vincent, prexy $f the
fore next season.
One of the ma- college and high school theatres. book, is to be a satire of contem- tors Fund of America, is holdingAcan
jor improvements will be the add- Work will begin on the second pro- porary America.
The production is outdoor entertainment at the Actors
ing of 2,000 seats, bringing the ca- duction, to be opened in February, budgeted at
$175,000, with a late win- Fund Home in Englewood, N. J.,
pacity to 12,000.
as soon as the first is under way.
ter opening planned.
Sunday/ (14).

Muny

JORY'S 'GOLDEN WEST'

SET TO TROUPE EAST

.

LEC5ITIMATK

Wednesday, September 10, 1947
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'Okla' Capacity $33,000

Convention Hypos Chi;

Florist

For Toronto Repeat
Toronto, Sept.

Sock 21G

'Carousel' Big 34G; 'Lives'

last week. Top money
"Carousel" which looks set
for the next couple of months. Musi-'
flowcal had a special house for the
for
er growers and took in $34,000
the week. ^Private Lives," with
$21 000, doesn't waver, more than
biz,
due
capacity
from
$100 or $200
"Born
Bankhead.
Tallulah
Miss
to
Vseterday," which leaves Oct. 11,
rolls into its final month with fine
"Swing Mikado," which
$11500.
opened Sept. 2 with an all Negro,
non-union cast found lukewarm reception and will only take home
is

.

the

for

$12 000

Musical,

days.

five

at the Chicago Civic Opera House,
were
is set for three weeks. Critics
not enthused over the first entry of

the fall season. "Call Me Mister"
goes into its last two weeks with a

husky

$24,500.

the playbill for the next two
months are the Bert Wheeler opus,

On

"The Bench Warmer," which occupies the Selwyn starting Sept. 22;
the musical, "Toplitzky of Notre
Dame" at the Studebaker, Sept. 29,
and "The Chocolate Soldier," with
Billy Gilbert, in the Blackstone,
Oct. 6. "All Gaul is Divided" may

be an October entry if it can find
an empty house. Brightest spot so
far

Shows

announcement

the

is

Monday

house.

full

Oliver Rea.
"Our Lan' "—Eddie Dowling, Louis
Singer.

J.

"Call Me Mister" Blackstone (17th
week) (1,358: $4.80). Midweek biz
was perked up by special showing
for delegates to the florist convention, gross shooting up to $24,500.
''Carousel" Shubert (15th week)
(2,100: $4.80). Musical also got an
extra play from floral conventioneers and kept its legit lead with

"Dream

Girl"

(road)

"Private Lives" Harris (7th week)

Noel Coward-Tallulah
is a potent combination
town; $21,000 last week..

(1,000: $3.60).

Bankhear
for. this

"Swing Mikado" Opera House (1st
week) (3,649: $3.60). All-Negro musical that opened (2) was not warmly
greeted by the critics 'and got poor
$12,000.

/Catch'

to

Try B'way

liam Fields.
"Music in

My

Heart"

Button

Shoes"

Duffy.

"High

—
—

Henry

—

(10-20).

— Shubert-Lafay— Lyric, Bdgport.

"Benchwarmer"
ette,

Det.

"Big

(8-20).

People"

(15-20).

"Blackouts

Hollywood

of

1947"— El Capitan,

(8-20).

"Blackstone"
tr'l

(8-13);
(15-20).

— His

Royal

Majesty's, MonAlex., Toronto

Monte

Chi.

"Call

Me Mister"— Blackstone,

Chi.

"Carousel"— Shubert, Chi. (8-20).
"Chocolate Soldier"— Rajah, Read-

"Command
Princeton

Decision"

— McCarter,

Det.

"High

Shoes"

Button

(8-20)
Forrest,

—

"How
yen

I

Wonder"— Shubert,

N.

Ha-

(11-13); Wilbur, Bost. (15-20).

"I Got
to
Get Out"— Walnut.
Philly (8-20).
"I Remember Mama"
Biltmore
L. A. (8-20).
"Lady Windermore's Fan"— Playhouse, Wfl. ((11-13); Nat'l., Wash.

—

(15-20).

"Make

— Shubert,
Superman" — Shubert,

Mine

Philly (15-20).

"Mam and

Music"

N. Haven (17-20).

"Oklahoma!"

— Lyric,

(8-13); Aud., Hartford

Bridgeport
(15-20).

"Private Lives"— Harris, Chi. 8-20).
"State of the Union" Playhouse,
<

—

Wilm. (19-20).
"The Red Mill"— Shubert, Philly
(8-13); Ford's, Balto.

"This Time
Prov. (19-20).

(15-20).'

Tomorrow"

— Victory,

"Voice of the Turtle"— Nat

l.

Wash.

(8-13);
Richmond (15-17);
Lyric,
Academy, Roanoke (18>; Aud., Louisville

(20).

(69th week) (M-1,472; $6.60). Gross
leader maintaining its capacity pace,
with Ethel Merman back; $45,000.
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (84th
week) (C-993; $4.80). Long run
comedy hit upped itself a bit, to

of

"Oklahoma!"

home

who come home

or

(22-27).

"Professor White" bows here Oct.
2-4.

on

Blackstone 24G
Boston, Sept.

9.

in

booked here through Nov.
after

will

Allegro
New

Haven, Sept.

3.

Theatre Guild production of musical play
two arts. Music by Richard Rodgers;
hook and lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein, II;
musical numbers and production
dances',
staged by AKnes de Mille; sets and lighting,
Jo Mieiziner: costumes, l.ucinda Ballard:
Russell Bennett; musical
orchestrations,
In

Salvalore Oel'Isola; choral director. Crane Calder; speaking chorus director,
Josephine ('allan; dance music arranged by
Trudl Rlttmann. Production supervised by
Lawrence |.:tngner and Theresa Helbuin.
Opened at Shubert Theatre. .New Haven,
Sept. it, '47; $4. SO top.
Annainary Dickey
Marjorle Taylor
William t'hlng
Dr. Joseph Taylor
Kdwurd Piatt
.Mayor
Muriel O'Malley
(iiamlnia Taylor
Hay Harrison
Bovs on Roller Skates

Principal
.Mabel

Roberta Jonay
Robert Byrn

.'.

Georgle
Hazel
Charlie Townsend
Joseph Taylor. Jr..
Miss Lipscomb
.

.

Xed Brin ker.

,'
.

ISnglish Professor.
'hernial ry Professor

Annabelle Lyon
Harrison Muller
Kathryn Lee
.John Oolite
lohn Battles
....Susan Sveltlik
Wilson Smilh
Paul Parks
.

David

Robert Byrn
Blake Ruler
Annabel!* Lynn

Klolouy Professor
Philosophy Professor

.\l„]]v

Harrison
Kalrina Van Oss

Ray

Wills

Gloria

tieulah

Edward

Plait

Humphries

.Julie

Addle

Chn rloLle

Millie

J

Iowa

rd

.Patricia Bybell
..Stanley Simmons
-

Dot.
Vincent Itelliv
Dr. Hlgb\ Denhv
Mrs. MulhoUse
Mrs. Lonsdale
Jarrnan
'.

.

Lawrence Fletcher
Virginia Poe
Lily Paget
Rradle.v

Bill

lean

Maid'

llollloose
< ,k
'

Bmily"''..".'..

Perkins
Stephen t has"
Wilson Smith
|

Doorman
Brook l.ans.lalf
Buckley
Singers, dancers.

In

view

of

the

personalities

in-

volved in the creation and production of this musical play, a fitting
preface to comment on the premiere
of "Allegro" might readily include
reference to the literary title, "Great
Expectations." As of its opening,
those anticipations have not been
fully gratified, but they are well on

way toward fruition. A threeweek pre-Broadway fusing period
should blend the numerous talents
their

integrated in this offering into outstanding theatrical fare that will in
all probability claim a prominent
spot in the legitimate showcase.
entry into the hit col"Allegro

V

on numerous dramatic
and humorous opportunities.
Producers of this one again have
stuck out their necks in an attempt
to get away from the conventional.
As in the case of "Oklahoma!",
which pioneered in the musical field,
"Allegro" employs a technique that
is distinctly its own. Story is told in
combination of dialog. Greek
a
choral effect, and dance movement

,

I

'Biography/

is

Los Angeles, Sept.

New

so

Through

it

all,

Nothing to Remember." "You Are
(Continued on p:ige 60)

got

underway

9.

last

first week of final offering,
Other, two
"The Great Waltz."
houses ran along as usual.
Estimates for Last Week
"Biography," Las Palmas (1st wk)

during

a thread

charm is constantly in
evidence.
Musically. Richard Rodgers has
sounded the limits of his talents. and
has come forth with an outstanding
Everything in the scales is
score.
incidental
from strictly
present,
choral material to surefire ditties
that should get plenty of popular
rendition. Lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein are a fitting complement to
Rodgers tunbs. running the
the
rans;e from sentimentality to humor.
Headed for hitdom are "We Have

season

when "I Remember Mama"
into the Biltmore. Slated for
three weeks, it will be followed by
the Chicago company of "Call Me
Mister," which will stop off for an
indefinite visit.
bowed

Labor day tourists last week
pushed Ken Murray's "Blackouts"
beyond the usual gross, and the heat
wave kept Gene Mann's open-air
Greek Theatre crowded constantly

unaware

effectively.
of nostalgic

SRO $6,000

night (8)
,

correlated that auditors
of transition from one
medium to another.
There are no abrupt song cues, no
sharp surges into ballet, no kindred
breaks. An illusion of regarding the
audience as the play's central character adds novelty to the first half
Offstage and behind scrim
hour.
choral delivery, both spoken and
sung, punctuates the story telling
that

arc

47G,

'Waltz'

capitalizing

'ollyer

Raymond Keast

Greek Prolessor
Shakespeare student
Bertram Woolhaven

(

.William McCulley

to $12,500.

"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial

(15th

week) (M-2,994;
for 12

$2.40). Did $53,000
performances this week. Re-

turning next week to winter schedule of nine a week.

"John Loves Mary," Music Box
week) (C-979; $4.80). Lifted

(31st

week

slightly this

"Oklahoma!",
week) (M-1.505;

up

to $12,000.

James

St.

(229th

$4.80). Takings went
to $24,000 for this marathon mu-

sical.

"State of the Union," Hudson (95th
(CD-1.057; $4.80).
Hit is

week)

bouncing back after last week's mild
slump; $14,000.
"The Magic Touch," International
(lst week) (C-1,173; $5). Opened last
Wednesday night (3) to unanimously
bad notices; continuance very un-

"The Medium,"
phone,"

and "The TeleBa'rrymore
(19th
week)

(M-1,064;

$4.20}..

Participating

in

general upsweep with tilt to $11,000.
"Voice of the Turtle," Morosco
(178th week) (C-939; $3.60). Status
quo at the b.o. with $8,000.
"Young Man's Fancy," Plymouth
(19th
$7,000
last

week)
which

(C-1,075; $3.60). About
is slightly better than

week.

REVIVALS
"Burlesque," Belasco (37th week)
Still around the

(C-1,077; $4.80).
$10,000 mark.

"Sweethearts," Shubert (33d week)
Improved with
$4.80).
general upped biz to $19,000.
(M-1,382;

K.C. PROSPECTS C00D;

SUBSCRIPTION BIZ

OK

Kansas City. Sept. 9
Outlook is for big legit season
according to early signs. Although season proper won't get
under way until early October,
"Harvey" played three performances
Aug. 29-30 in the Music Hall, bringhere,

SRO sign before curtain
time for every show. The Frank Fay
ing out the

company rang up
enal

figure,

as

$17,000, a

the

first

phenom-

indication

of what the season may hold for
good road companies here.
A & N Presentations, which brings
in the shows, cooperates with two
local groups, the Playgoers League
and the Theatre Guild. Membership
in both these groups is booming.
League last year had about 3,300
members, an all-time high, but the
pace of enrollments already is far
ahead of 1946 and membership over
3,500 seems likely. Each
member
pays $1 for which he gets choice -of
.

seats

before

general

ticket

sales

open.

700.

"Annie Get Your Gun."

Continued
three-day

capacity

sellout

for

"Blackouts of 1947," El Capitan
(272nd wk) (1,142; $2.40). Labor day

up to smash

it

$18,200.

"No Exit," Coronet 2d wk) (255;
Morbidity apparently keep$3.60 ).
ing a few people away but maintaining 90% pace for $4,400.
(

i

replacing Jimmy Stewart.
"Icetime of 1948," Center

(lstwk) (4,419; $3.60l. Season's final
offering, benefiting from 101 degree
heat that sent 'em rushing for open
air amusement, registered sweet $46,-

$2.50).
initial

tourists shoved
I

(45th week) (C-1,160; $4.80). Helen
starrer up with the general
trend, for a $17,500 take.
"Harvey," 48th St. (149th week)
(C-920; $4.20). Still buoyant with a
capacity $18,000. Frank Fay is back,

Hayes

Theatre Guild is a subscription
committed to five shows. This
year the line-up will include "Carousel," Ina Claire in "The Fatal
Weakness," Cornelia Otis Skinner in
"Lady Windemere's Fan," "Another
Part of the Forest" and one yet to
be named. Past membership of the
Guild has been around 1,600, but the
pace is fast with this group and
list of over 2,000 looks likely.
For the first time in recent years
A & N will go through September
without a show to offer. Season gets
under way in October with return
of
"Tobacco Road," followed by

(388;

after

great $6,000.

I

"Call Me Mister," Majestic (73d
week) (M-1,659; $4.80), Veteran GI
musical continues improvement of
recent weeks; up to $24,500.
"Finian's Rainbow," 46th St. (35th
week) (M-1,319; $6). Capacity attendance continues the rule at this
musical, for a $42,000 gross.
Birthday,"
"Happy
Broadhurst

certain.

D.C.

will not be,

sions."
acceptance.
"Voice of the Turtle," with Haila
keynote
of
the
Simplicity
is
"Allegro." Play is not divided into Stoddard in the lead role, looks good
scenes, as such; there are no ponder- for its current week, with extra
ous settings, no counterplots, no Sunday matinee and evening shows
the
thrown in.
complications to distract from
Cornelia Otis Skinner in "Lady
simple story of a youthful smalltown-born doctor who finds too Windermere's Fan" begins a three
much sham among his big city week- run Sept. 15 under Guild-ATS
clientele, and who finally brushes sponsorship.
aside to return to his homeit all
town in order to serve humanity.
Book is a fine piece of scripting,
Strong
L.A.;

Frank Weslbrook
Blinker

Jennle

FIRST FOLDER00,

Town

Washington, Sept. 9.
however, without
"We Love A Lassie" became the
a certain amount of audience re- first casualty of the local season
sistance.
Playgoers anticipating a when it did a folderoo after flopping
stylized musical will not find it here. badly in last week's stint at the NaNor will they find a tuneshow of the tional. Shubert production of the
frothy variety.
There are some Marcel Wallenstein-Kathleen Cooper
pretty serious sequences in the play comedy grossed a sick $7,500, at $3.30
and practically every human emo- top, after, a merciless panning by
Show played
tion is tapped where auditors are town's drama desks.
concerned. The whole, however, is one week in Boston before coming
with Broadway aspirations.
so smoothly and skillfully presented here,
that the net result indicates general Called a halt Saturday for "revi-

umn

Up

"Brigadoon," Ziegfeld <26th week)
(M-1,626; $6). Rolling along on even
keel, with sellouts, to keep to $42,000

'LASSIE' SICK $7,500,

Plays Out of

(32d
(D-1,095; $4.80). Critics Circle

getting attention, pro
and con, from raps by pressure
groups and defense by reviewers.

prizewinner

mark.

early,

marquee names,
depend on notices.

lacking

(Musical), O (Operetta).
"All
My Sons," Coronet

week)

$17,000.

'Weep 7G, Hub;

"The Stars Weep," second opener
a list of 14 legit attractions
1, folded
one week at the Wilbur, the
victim of general thumbing-down by
have to
the crix. Was supported by the
Next Monday (15) brings "High Pilot, organ of the Catholic archButton Shoes." season's first tryout diocese here, but. wound up with an
musical, to the Forrest for a three offish estimated $7,000. Play was
weeks' stay and the Shubert will withdrawn
for
possible
rewrite.
counter with another tune show, Blackstone, in second and final at
"Music in My Heart," with Tchai- the Colonial, did 12 shows and got
kowsky tunes, on Wednesday night a wow $24,000, at $2.40 top.
(17). Latter plays here only 10 days.
Opener this week is "Allegro,"
"The Big People," comedy tryout mammoth Rodgers and Hammerstein
opening Sept. 22 with Ernest Truex, musical coming in under Guild auswill relight the Locust for the sea- pices. Opens tomorrow (Wed.) at
son, and Sept. 24 the Walnut will the Colonial. Following week brings
have "Another Part of the Forest," in '^low I Wonder" at the Wilbur
which is in for only 10 days. Shu- and "Alice in Wonderland" at the
bert's offering for three weeks start- Opera House, with "Man and Supering Sept. 29, previously announced man" following Sept. 22 at the
as "musical repertory." is still a mys- Shubert.
tery. On Oct. 6, Blackstone comes
Final strawhat production of the
to the Walnut and "Medea," with N. E. season is at Lakewood this
Judith Anderson, opens at the Lo- week, the Skowhegan strawhatter
cust. "Alice in Wonderland" and "All doing "But Not Goodbye," to finish
My Sons" open on Oct. 20, the for- off its 47th year.
mer at the 'Shubert for two weeks
and latter at the Walnut for a month.

season's 52,084 was blamed on
the loss of six performances, one to
rain, one to power failure, and four
to the July 24 fire which destroyed
most of the stage and part of the
backstage area of the theatre. The
production made a spectacular comeback after this mishap, the theatre
being reconstructed in six days by
the cast, staff and people of Roanoke

. .

Philly (15-20).

ment

edy,

last

Minister

(19-20).

"Harvey"—Cass.,

M

to take care of one legit show, especially a musical.
"I Gotta Get Out." season's first
new show, opened last night (Mon.)
at the Walnut to light advance. Com-

eastern N. Carolina, who bought the
house for the night as part of their
fall ceremonial.
It was the 320th
performance of "Colony" since its
preem July 4, 1937.
The total attendance drop from

»

(8-20).

Philadelphia, Sept: 9.
terrif.
PhiHy's first legit gross" of the 1947Season carries on with another
48 season was turned in by "The Red
breakin this week (11-13) with RayMill," musical revival playing the
mond Massey unfurling "How I
first week of a return engagement at
Wonder."
Next week gets the
the Shubert theatre, where it did a Maurice Evans opening of "Man and
month's strong biz last winter.
Superman" for five shows (17-20)
Management expressed disappoint- and following week is a full stanza

stay

for an extra perfor the Shriners of

.

ying (19-20).

Shubert opened the 1947 -48 season Touch," got unanimous thumbsweek (3-6) with a smash sell- down from the critics; and continuance is doubtful.
Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),

has been.demonstrated in the last 10
years that although Philly goes to
the seashore in droves' over this
weekend, there are still enough who

9.

remained

staff

American Legion, return of vacationers and more seasonal weather.

$22,000,

out for every performance of "AlRacks were clean several
legro."
days prior to opening. Tremendous
response, at $4.80 top for five performances meant a gross of $22,000

Day night's opening was big, then
show nose-dived for three or four
performances and came back strong-

"The Lost Colony" ended its 1947
season Sept. 1 on Roanoke Island
with total attendance of more than
45,000 persons for 44 performances.
Season opened July 1 in the Waterside theatre at Fort Raleigh.

The cast and
Roanoke Island
formance Sept. 2

Smash

Five Performances, N.H. Weekend weather — and biz — was
okay, to offset any early-week dips.
New Haven, Sept. 9.
Week's sole entrant, "The Magic

at last week's $23,000 but, to
onlookers, that figure didn't look so
bad considering weather conditions
and fact show was a return. Labor

ON SEASON

Raleigh, Sept.

week, with the departure of the

last

in the closing stanzas.
No surprise in the Labor Day crowd, as it

45,000

N.S.G.

Broadway bounced back sharply

last

ly

Coach

"Born Yesterday"— Erlanger,
(8-20).

here

,

director,

Hse., Boston (15-20).
" Allegro"— Colonial, Bost.

Fay Holds $18,000, But Touch'

musical

PhiHy Opener

DREW

'LOST COLONY'

Bill

Current Road Shows

'Annie'

last

"Musical.

Milford, Conn., this summer,
has been bought for Broadway production by new firm of Lee Parry

(Period covering Sept. 8-20)
Opera
"Alice
in
Wonderland"

date

f Hot 236,

Proser, Joseph Kipness.
"Alice in Wonderland" (road)
American Repertory Co.
*"The Chocolate Soldier" (road)—
J. H. Del Bondio, Hans Bartsch.

New

fall.

previous

—

Island.

Downer.
"A Copy of Madame Aupic," new
work by Gian-Carlo Menotti, tested
at the same theatre Aug. 27, is also
definitely set for .New York this

Hammerstein

-

a

'Allegro'

Stanley

"Man and Superman" (revival)—
Maurice Evans.
"Command Decision"
Kermit
BlOomgarden and Sidney Phillips."The Big People"— Theatre, Inc.
"The Heiress"— Fred Finklehoffe.
"How I Wonder"—Ruth Gordon,
Garsori Kanin, Victor Samrock, Wil-

"Catch On the Wing," by Howard
Richardson and Frances Goforth,
tried
out in Theatre-in-the-Dale,

and

—

Rodgers
played

'

$34,000.

[

spring.

Wolff.

the

that

Lunts will bring "Mistress Mine" to
the Selwyn starting Nov. 3. ,
Estimates for Last Week
"Born Yesterday" Erlanger (28th
week) (1,334: $3.60). Comedy did
well last week at $11,500 with a

Rehearsal
Robert Whitehead,

in

—

"MeHea"

off

falling

Icethne

its entire 1,525-seats scaled at $4.?0
Show grossed a terrific $33,000.
All mail orders were out and it was
a matter of lining up at the boxofr
fice for the return engagement.

top.

Chicago, Sept. 9.
Labor day sellouts, plus two midweek matinees for the Florist congrosses from
legit
kept
vention,

maker

B'way Rebounds With Season Start;

9.

Within two days of first newspaper
announcement of the return date of
"Oklahoma!," Royal Alexandra sold

"The Great Waltz," Greek Theatre

list

LEGITIMATE

60

,-

of

away

whether

11

belongs in the

clinic or in the theatre.

Never Away," "A Fellow Needs a
Theatre Guild gives steadfastly
Givl."
A' good comedy number is fearless voice to science's campaign
"Money Isn't Everything" and torch to overcome the dread of even disgood exponent in "The cussing one of nature's greatest
finds
a
Gentleman Is a Dope." "Allegro" plagues. There are no medical delitheme in a cacies in de Hartog's fortright script.
the
play's
carries
sprightly number, and "Come Home, It is a courageous play but it is not

Come Home"

furnishes excellent ballad material. "Yatata, Yatata,

an entertainment for fearful theatre-

Yatata" is a nifty song satire blasting the cocktail set. Other numbers,
interpolated briefly but tunefully,
are "A Darn Nice Campus" and "Sitting On the Porch in the Moonlight."

But the laboratory is only an incidental setting for de Hartog's prin-

Son,

Ensemble singing of the wedding
ceremony may find an ultimate reception similar to the vocalizing of
the Lord's Prayer.
To state that ballets are run of de
Mille material is to pay the dance
department a compliment which is
what it rates. In addition to assuming contributory -importance to story
delineation, the terps division provides, numerous highlights strictly

—

A number combining
its own.
Annabelle Lyon, on toe, and Harrison Muller, on taps, is well done.
Ray Harrison adds good footwork
Kathryn
Lee neatly wraps up
and
the proceedings on several occasions.
This girl is due to become one of
Broadway's acclaimed dancers of the
on

a season.
Cast names are few, but talent is
notable. Roberta Jonay, John Battles
and John Conte all are smart selections for the respective roles as
Jennie, the neighborhood kid who
marries the young doctor; Joe, the
medic himself; and Charlie, the

playboy

Annamary

sawbones.

Dickey sings well and adds a good
straight performance as Joe's mother.

from

detective

plunging at the track

Continued from page 59
tion

bet

goers.

cipal mission, a cure for the fear of
death. Dr. Wilts, an assistant to Dr.
Wouterson, the renowned Dutch
scientist, befriends a young Hungarian girl stricken with tuberculosis.
He brings her to Dr. Wouterson's
home for attention. There x-ray pictures reveal that she should already
be dead.

as

is

'

to Muriel O'Malley who does the
boy's grandmother. Lisa Kirk and
Gloria Wills account for okay solos,
latter also putting over a good comedy scene. Lawrence Fletcher, Paul
Parks, Stephen Chase fit in straight
roles.
Julie Humphries leads the

"Money" song

good

in

style.

production gets away

Scenically,

from standard technique via a threesuperstructure, fronted by a
crescent-shaped movable platform
which carries props and people on
and off. There is a minimum of
actual scenery, with lights and an
upstage masking piece for drops and
.colored slides bearing the major
scenic burden. Costumes reflecting
the lengthy period from 1905 to 1940
give plenty of leeway for striking
design and color.
level

continue
kitchen where everything works out
okay, including right of bookies to
cointinue using home as hideout.
A large and generally hard working cast is one of the show's assets.
Another is the authentic bookie atmosphere and various bits of business which attempt to cover the
play's many shallow spots.
Peggy Maley, as Gussie, a hard
boiled, witty manicurist, gives an
eye-catching performance with the

Thompson
Amy Thompson
Baker
J.

Loving

•

The return of Kolb and Dill to the
boards after 15 years may rekindle
a glow in the hearts of many old
local showgoers, but will hardly add
to the stature of current drama here
or elsewhere. Nor will the three-

Sam Jaffe will improve his performance as the veteran scientist.
Gentle and amusing in turn as ab- act, one-set opus, "The High Cost of
sent-minded old doctor, he occasion- Loving," the museum piece which
ally adopts the wild, gleam of a Dr.
Staging. emphasizes imagination, a Miracle which perplexes an audience Kolb and Dill chose for a come back,
quality that stamps the overall pro- already groping Its way among the take any blue ribbons as a vehicle.
Both play and players at the' Geary
Bope.
duction.
tortuous paths of this earnest drama. theatre are regretably dated, in spots
Tyler Carpenter registers in the role even dreary.
This
of a third assistant in the laboraTime has marched speedily since
tory. Herbert Brodkin's settings are Kolb
Westport, Conn., Sept. 8.
and Dill wowed their bucolic
Theatre Guild production of pJay by Jan quite satisfactory, particularly one of audiences with their Joe Millerisms
de Hartog. Directed by Taul Crnbtree. a doctor's study.
and Malaprops. The American stage
Scenery by Herbert BrodUin; costumes.
"This Time and its audiences have jointly come
The
Guild
routed
has
Patricia
Montgomery.
Production under
of
Tomorrow"
to
Boston,
by
way
supervision
of
Lawrence Langner and
of age the past two decades and,

Flossie

Known, when the script first
reached Broadway, as "Death of a
Rat.U this unusual new play is by
Jan de Hartog, a Dutch playwright

now

living in England to which
place he escaped with the help of the

Dutch underground after he had
been sentenced to death by Nazi
forces of occupation.
Set in the shadows of-a cancer research laboratory, this grim production will arouse considerable dis
cussion and willalso raise the ques

NOW

IS

THE TIME

TO PUT YOUR
"BEST FOOT FORWARD"
The eyes of the theatrical
profession are focussed on
photographs by

I Goltn

William" Terry

London, Aug.

Larry Masters...
t'Vank

London, Aug. 2ft, '47.
A. E. Matthews
The Earl of Lister
The Countess of Lister. .-Ma rjorle Fielding:
Leora Dana
June Farrell
.Diane Hart
Bessie
Heeeham
.Michael Shepley
Lord Py in
Peter ('oka

while crying into nostalgic beer is
a pleasant excursion for the moment,
it will not substitute for the more or
less solid stuff that current boxoffice
requires.

Henry Lasco
Richard Karlan

Sarroni

tired,

.

A

"The Magic Touch" hasn't any.
humorless

Lady Caroline Smith

broadside against our prison system,
W. Douglas Home turns to the lighter
side of politics, and launches his
cracks at every political party. But
it's all

more

effective

heir to the earl-

of Lister, is engaged, to June,
an American heiress, who wants her
to have a job. Defeated as a
Conservative in the 1945 election for
a seat held by his family for 200
years, Pym wants to call it a- day, but
June insists on his finding work.

They quarrel and

separate.

Pym

Just to prove he has guts,
fights a by-election, this time as Labor, and gets engaged to the parlor-

to prove to Pym that an
American girl doesn't like a turncoat,
June engineers the candidature o(
the family butler in the Conservative
interest. The election is fought, the
butler wins, finds the parlormaid
cares for him more than she does
for a coronet, and he promptly applies for the Chiltern Hundreds.
(According to Parliamentary Law a
Member of the House of Commons
cannot resign his seat unless he accepts an office of profit from the
Crown. By applying for the mythical
post of Steward of the Chiltern Hundreds which once paid $4, he can
vacate his seat.)
This action leaves the way clear
for a reconciliation between Pym

maid.

and

winning. Sara Anderson and William Terry make an appealing young
couple, with'Miss Anderson's freshness and charm standing out in an

'

inept script.
The supporting characters are
stock and caricatures Hope Emerson being futile as an overpowering
femme photographer; Le Roi Operti
being lost as a spiritualist neighbor,
and Norman Tokar, Henry Lasco and
Richard Karlan being positively embarrassing as the young wife's three
well-meaning friends from back
home. Sid Melton, as the family
friend, is amusing at times, in a part

—

And

'

and June.

This merry romp wouldn't be half
as funny without the wonderful performance of 77-year-old A. E. Matthews. As an imperturbable huntin',
he manages to outrace.
shootin' and fishin' member of the
Louis Kennell's set is satisfactory.
House of Lords he pursues his placid,
Herman Rotsten's direction isn't.
vague way through every farcical
Brore.
situation. Undaunted, he puts over
No
his lines in masterly fashion.
author was better served.
Next best opportunity to provide
Strawhat Review
laughter comes to Michael Shepley
as a vintage Wodehouse butler, and
he makes the most of it. Rest of the
cast added their quota of laughter.
Provided the current heatwave

The Shining Threshold
Falmouth, Mass., Sept.
Arthur

J.

Beckhurd production

isn't

5.

Martha.
Eara Dill

lister' Heads West

4.

,

.

it

-

Edna Eustace
Jay Barney
Arthur Mayberry
Eddie Nugent
Robert Allen

Herbert H. Harris and tester Meyer production of comedy in three acts by Joseph
Fields and Ben Sher.
.Staged by Fields.
Sellings by Raymond Sovey. Presented at
the Playhouse, Wilmington, Sept. 4, '47;

too prolonged, prospects for

here are good, and witti amendments
it is worth a tryout during .the American strawhat season.
A courageous British film producer
could make a good modest farcical
comedy out of it. Cane.

of play in

three acts ^four scenes) by Rowland V. Lee,
starring Eddie Nugent. Direction Rowland
Lee. Sets. Joseph Kapfar; lights, Pamela
Judson-Stiles. Opened at the Tangleivood
theatre, Falmouth, Sept. 1, '47; $3.60 top.
.Mrs. Collins
lahmar Black

line of tired gals. Instead, it has a Mona
Elaine Strilch
John Ik-Kee
line of tired jokes and some tired Dr. Charles Alden.
Helen Reynolds
foot-racing on stage, which is meant Mary
Mathew Cobb
Tom Hoier
to take the place of dramatic action. Rev. Merrihew
Ed Crandall
, The most that can be said for those
Chief MacNider
Spencer Davis
who labor in "The High Cost of Lov Coroner Burns
Percy Helton
at Hp top.
James Lee
ing" is that they are earnest and Charles
Theodore
Jake
John Gerstad
D 0n Grusso hopeful folk. But this is not the year
Dr. Parker
Angle
Elmer l.ehr
Kenneth Forbes
1902, when Kolb and Dill first trod
Sieve
Grift Kvans
Ted.
Hymie
:
Joseph OIney the boards.
Stoddard
A superior strawhat tryout and
Charles Rondeau
Tom Wright
.Robert Gallagher
natural for ftims,
"The Shining
Gussie
Peggy- Maley
Frances
Eileen L,nrseu
Threshold" can't look too riopefully
Dallas Operettas
Tlmmie
John Hudson See
towards the shiny thresholds of
Mary
Sheila Stephens
Broadway. Doubtful if they'd go for
HoR.m
.Mickey Cochran
Topping Previous Years this one, no matter what improve
r.roderi.-k.
'Dan Evans
Dr. Perrln
Edward Whltner
ments are made.
Dallas, Sept. 9.
Dr. Flugelman
W. A. Krumschmldt
It's another one in the blithe spirit
Constantin
Richard Shankland
Dallas' sixth season of summer
Nurse
Vlcl Raaf operettas,
which ended recently, department, but with a twist. £
Swltty
Reed Brown, Jr.
chemist in a small university town,
Bernle
..David Burns will probably top all previous sea- fooling around with stuff
in his
Radlke
Hal Nelmun sons in gross receipts and attendgarage,
blows himself up.
His
Mrs. Clark
Hazel Dawn
Taxicah Driver
Ralph Smiley ance. Final figures will not be avail- friend, a physician, has long worked]
fairs'
Ted Erwin able till later this month. Nine pro- on the- problem of bringing dead
Player
.Robert Gallagher ductions were offered during the 10- animals back
to life a la Russian
Ticket Seller
Charles F. O'Connor
experiments.
week
season, with "Show Boat" the
He brings the body to
Jerry, .\ Bartender
Ralph Slmone
Wonikn Player
Barbara Thorsen only production to play two weeks. his laboratory and goes to work,
Second Womnn Player
Ruth Saville Estimates indicate
Action of the play fills the interthe total paying
Third Woman Player
Vici Raaf
Tom Hill
Donald Foster attendance for the season will be val between* the beginning of the
Waiter...
experiment and the payoff, and conWilliam Ayres close to the 260,500 mark.
Biggest hit of the season was sists largely of variations on a roThis new racetrack comedy isn't
mantical situation involving the dead
in the money in present form. But "Show Boat," which set a season man, his living wife, and a couple
it
has possibilities if gh/en sorely high in admissions and receipts dur- who died in an automobile accident
ing
its second week.
needed hypo. Authors Joseph Fields
Show earned two years previously. There is
and Ben Sher draw heavily on gags $73,000 in 13 nights (one Was rained plenty of action and a couple of
and wisecracks to produce laughter. out).
Runner-up was the closing funny sequences but somehow it
But it's tough going and to anyone production,
"The Desert
Song," never jells into anything more than
not familiar with bookies and betwhich played to 34,335 customers, a clever and knowing sketch.
ting it's bewildering. Play's main
and
The cast does a generally satisset
a record for Sunday night
appeal is to those who follow the
attendance
on
the
closing
night of factory job, but isn't quite up to the
ponies with their pocketbooks, but
the show, Aug. 24, when it played to demands of the script in some sports.
it fails to show enough stamina
to
Eddie Nugent is sound as the man
4,939 customers.
span an entire evening.
Gross for "Song"
This plot revolves around three will probably run between $39,000- between life and death, and Robert
Allen and Elaine Stritch are good
bookies and their trials and tribula- $41,000.
as the other disembodied spirits.
tions, mostly on- the farcical side.
"Roberta," with Gertrude .Niesen Jay Barney is excellent
as the
Chased out of their barn hideout by topped this
figure with a gross of doctor. Helene Reynolds okay as the
a police raid, the bookies find refuge
$36,000.
"Student
Prince"
with Lan- wife, and there are splendid bits by
in
the home of a Long Island
such
ny
old timers as John McKee,
Ross,
did
$33,000, while "Blossom
matron. She's away cohducting a
Elmer
Lehr,
Tom
Time,"
Hoier,
Percy
with
John
youth camp so they decide to set up
Brownlee, drew
shop in her kitchen. Woman re- $26,000. "No, No. Nanette" grossed Helton and Arthur Mayberry and by
turns and throws monkey wrench $25,000 and. with "Rio Rita," trailed such bright newcomers as James Lee
and John Gerstad. The production
into trio's plans by innocently ac- in the total attendance.
is
upper-level strawhat and the

Wilmington, Sept.

in fun.

Young Lord Pym,

dom

man

decided on hokum, very bad hokum.
Howard Smith, as a pompous publisher determined to keep the kids
poor until the bestseller is written
and published, tries hard but vainly
to keep the yarn rolling. Frances
Comstoek, as his practical, polished
a little

Savlle

Tom Macaulay

,

Having scored an important preswith "Now Barrabas," a

tige success

First play of the fall season strikes
a dismal note. What could have been
the basis for a sensitive and pertinent comedy-drama, is a springboard
for wild and senseless doings, with
cheap gags and silly situations to set
them off. The young couple is extricated from its financial problem by
a publisher who turns their experiences into a bestseller, turning their
home and lives upside down in the
process. There was opportunity for
fun and wit here, but the authors

is

...Edith

Mr. Cleghorn^.,.

fast.

spouse,

27.

•

Bttrke McHush
Carleton Carpenter
Is'orman Tokar

"The High Cost of Loving" is little Joe Case
Carrouthers
more than burlesque without the Henry
Larry Devlin

Get Out

The Chiltera Hundred*
Linnlt & Dunfee- presentation of comedy
In three acts by W. Dougflfs Home.
DiAt Vaudeville,
rected by Colin Chandler.

Hope limerson

Claypool

'

Providence, first time it has ever
used the Westport stand for a standard break-in. (Lawrence. Langner,
one of' the Guild's two chiefs, .owns
Doul.
the Westport theatre.)

Sara Anderson
.Sid Melton
Howard Smllh
Frances Comsloclc
Lb Rol Operti

'..

Ken White

Time Tomorrow

Theresa Heiburn.
At the Country Playhouse, Westport, Sept. 8, '47.
Dr. „Wouterson
Sain .Taffe
Dr. Wilts...,
John Archer
Yolan
Ruth ford
Knrele
Tyler Carpenter

a

'47: $11 top.

3,

L.

farce about the
struggles of a young couple to get by
these days on $28.50 a week, the play
is badly written and directed, with
It's
rather
motley.
the
acting
"Touch" and go with this one, but

.•

man.

national, N. Y., Sept.
Cathy Turner
Jeff Turner.
Eddie Mitchell

good

account

make

John Morrla Chanln production of comedy in three acta by Charles Raddovk and
Charles Sherman. Features Howard Smith,
Frances Comstoek. Directed by Herman
Rotsten; sets by Louis Kennell. At Inter-

authors' best lines. The bookmaking
trip is well handled by David Burns,
Reed Brown, Jr., and Hal Neiman.
They set a fast pace in the opening
hayloft scene. John Hudson gives a

'

its only hue, John Archer is equally
interesting as the assistant, torn behis service to and his indigna-

The Magic Touch

Wilbur Grisby
Phil Parks

The High Cost

tween

a little too bustling. Should

sock film and might possibly make
the grade on Broadway, but the
chances seem stacked a little too
heavily against it.
Elie.

explained

of getting funds to
camp. Scene reverts to

as the novice who
wasn't cut out for the bookie business. He also is half of a mild love
interest, with Shelia Stephens oppoDr. Wouterson swoops down upon site. Her wooden playing is partly
this phenomenon. Interrogation dis- the fault of the script.
closes that the girl is subject to halKileen Larsen impresses as a foil
which forecast many for the Maley role. Hazel Dawn
lucinations
shocking events and Dr. Wouterson ended 16 years' retirement to enact
is convinced that a psychic force is
the society matron. Her interpretakeeping her alive. By means of hyp- tion is uneven, ranging from the
nosis the scientist is able to recreate Billie Burke style, of fluttering to
her visions and he probes them to straight playing. Rest of the large
the point of death.
cast is mostly atmosphere for the
The girl, by leave of de Hartog's- excellently staged Belmont Park
storytelling, if not by scientific law, scene.
is able to describe an equanimous
Fields directed arid keeps things
brush with eternity. Through this moving. Raymond Sovey's settings
penetration of the girl's images, Dr. are excellent, especially the. raceWouterson divines that the love urge track scene.
* Klep.
has kept her alive and that its satisfaction will terminate her existence.
of
His young assistant, who has fallen
in love with her, kisses her impulSan Francisco, Sept. 7.
sively and she falls dead in his arms.
Kotb & Dill Co. production* of comedy In
The playwright's motives are con- three
acts, by Clarence Kolb and Max Dill,
vincing and his probings are realis- under supervision Clarence Kolb. musical
tically undertaken. Writing his own program arranged by Fred Hoff. . At Geary,
English dialog, since no translation San Francisco, Sept. 7, '47.
May Cloy
is credited, de Hartog is literate and Lena
I.ynne Lyons
frequently moving, but long speeches Cora-.
Emma
Julia Blanc
handed the stricken girl in her clos- Rose Hauser
Virginia Lee
ing scenes take as much of her Edward Hauser
Gladden Jamea
Max Dill
strength as her strenuous mental Albert Bean.
Clarence Kolb
treatments. Paul Crabtree's staging Ludwig Klihke
Anthoiny Tiedmeyer
Frank Darlen
of dialog drags considerably but he Noel Burnham
Marvin Press
is always aware that he has a»static Lawrence Tucker
Edwin Rand
Stella Rae
script and he invests it with as much Mathilda Burnham
Godfrey Burnham
George W. Poultney
movement as he can command.
Carmen Prietto
Ruth Ford, given one of the long- Carmen
Ann....Ann Stephens
est parts in recent new plays, is out- Wanda
Wanda Roostanding as the ill-fated Yolan. Her Mae
Mae Jackson
personal beauty "gives the evening

tion of

Play on Broadway

means

,

The father is played competently
by William Ching, and same applies

Rowland Lee, who cama
on from Hollywood to stage the
comedy-fantasy, is lively and deft, if
direction of

over

Scene shifts to Belmont Park,
where woman gets arrested after
cleaning up on the ponies. Her

Town

Plays Out of
Allegro
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cepting
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Los Angeles, Sept. 9.
Chicago company of "Call Me Mister," co-produced by Melvyn Douglas and Herman Levin, will tour the
west coast after a showing in Kansas City.

Revue

is

slated

to

open

the

at

Biltmore theatre here about Sept.

29.

DANIELS IN 'LOVE'
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
F.
Hugh Herbert signed Mark
Daniels for the juvenile lead in "For
Love of Money," which opens next
month on the Broadway stage.
Daniels goes east late this

week

to

start rehearsals.

I

N.B.C.
B'
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WAY MUSICALS
Now

i

JO

MERMEL

Producer and
Musical

Director

!

Creafor of lights and

Shadows

You pay no more for photographs by America's leading creative theatrical pho~

tographer.

DO

IT

T0DAY1

WRITE—WIRE—TELEPHONE
FOR APPOINTMENT

JO MERMEL
480 Lexington Ave. at 46th

New

York, N. Y.

Tel. Plaza

3-5791

St.

i
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.
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TAMIMENT
SUMMER
THEATRE
Tamiment,

Pa.

VING MERLIN

BLOOD DONORS
ARE PAID
An

appointment is
unnecessary.
Apply in person daily 9 A.M. to 4
P.M., Saturday 9 A.M. to 12 Noon.
Blood Bank of NEW YORK POST

GRADUATE HOSPITAL,

20th

St.

and 2d Ave., New York. Please
bring this announcement with you.

<,»»»»>
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number

of papers and for awhile
a European reporter and newscaster for station WOL, Mutual outlet in Washington. He has just been

was

made

editor

of

"Chester

Labor Letter," an "inside
MauUlid Book*
while subsequent color covers will ing on labor matters.
Marion Hargrove is working on be continued.

SCULLY'S

Wright's

Reportedly the biggest in the Atdraft of his, as yet
untitled novel, which William Sloan lantic's history, the November numAssociates hopes to have out by next ber will include pieces by Albert
spring. It's his first novel, and first Einstein, John Marquand, the late
Sumner Welles,
book since "See Here, Private Har- Thomas Wolfe,
The George Bernard Shaw and Somerset
1942.
in
grove," published
author described it as "a domestic Maugham among others. Editorial
comedy about two guys whose wives policy will remain unchanged.
It's at least
start a radio program.
Hargrove
partly autobiographical.
started to work on the 75,000 word
book in June, and will have second
draft finished this month.
The Sloan firm consists of staffers

Techni

Pity, Me., Sept.

•

Louis Sobol's Big Backer-Upper
Billy Rose will "defend" Louis
Sobol's nostalgic book, "Some Days

Color Pix

program over

WHN and

Rus- burg, Pa^ for a reported $2,500,000.
Sale of the papers was announced
Mrs.
Gertrude
McCormick,
by
widow of Vance C. McCormick, who
published the Patriot since 1902 and
founded the Evenipg News February
15, 1917.

Russell,

who

is

33,

is

married to

Sarah

Spencer Churchill, a
cousin of Winsto.. Churchill.

first

Al Capp's Club
Al Capp, creator of the "Li'l
Abrier" cartoon, is holding a big club
over the head of E. J. Kahn, Jr.,

Flood Leaves Hsbg. Tele
John R. Hood, general manager of
the Harrisburg Telegraph, Harrisburg, Pa., since 1940, has resigned to
devote all of his time to the Associated Advertisers, of which he is

founder and treasurer.
Hood has been associated with the
Telegraph since 1934 and during

CHATTER
Tom Powers
novel

for

writing his fourth
publication by Bobbs-

Merrill.

Hy
ture

(Hotel Astor) Gardner's feacurrent Parade on "Glenn
Musical Heir," profile of

in

.

and

(N. Y.) p.a., teed off a "Where
There's Smoke" chatter column in
the September Park Bast mag.

the most

Merle Miller, of the editorial staff
of Harper's mag, has finished a new

with the

flavorful, accurate story of

"That Winter," dealing with
veteran adjustment to civilian life.
Sloan Associates will publish it in
the fall.
Charles Fletcher Batchelder, 95,
died in Evanston, Illinois, Sept. 3.
Before his retirement was cartoonist
and artist for the Chi Tribune,
Herald & Examiner, Daily News,
and the old Times.
Allan Stevenson, actor last seen

|

on Broadway

in

"A Family

j

;

I

.

j

i

j

.

j

I

j

1

Affair,"

|

'

has finished a book on ballroom
dancing. "May I Have The Pleasure?" Includes discussion of dance
and music and a dancing career.

.

the N
joined the

By Mel Heimer
lllutlralwl

by

PEGGY BACON
•II

hMilttMM

.

until recently editor

Sunday Mirror; has
New5 Yorker as associate
During the war he was Piceditor.
ture editor of Yank magazine and
second in charge of the GI weekly,
under JoetMcCarthy.
John Herling, Washington corre-

S*.M

WHITTLESEY HOUSE

Y.

spondent, clicks for the second time
on the Argentine situation with a
piece on Evita Peron in the Sept. 30
Herling provides
issue of "Look."
rough, blunt treatment of the gal.
Last month he had a yarn in "Look"
hitting Peron's peso diplomacy. He
has served abroad off and on for a

I

i

I

'
(

I

Leo Hofeller,
ol

;

House Reviews

novrjl,

modern Broadway that has
yet been done."— chitagoSun

UK

'

:

Leonard H. MacBain. El Morocco

.

In the old days these shows charged two bits, four bits, and never
more than $1, but by 1947 they had convinced the public that $2.75 was
a nice figure for lightening the dog days of show biz.
In the old days, too, new playwrights got a chance, but by 1947 new
productions were hitting an all-time low. Out of 1,755 weeks of playing
time between Cape Cod and Laguna, 30 weeks were bravely set aside for
new plays, something all Broadway producers agree Broadway desperately
cency.
needs.
The Truth of 'Dear Ruth'
LAlfred Palca, who made a detailed study of drama throughout th VBain
Belt, found that of 100 strawhat houses, 26 opened with Elmer Rice's
"Dream Girl," 19 with Norman Krasnai's "Dear Ruth" and the rest seemed
to be one long line of "Joans of Lorraine." Thus all the sheds were resting
Continued from tpage 1
on established Broadway playwrights' shoulders and most of them didn't
Turner is mentioned for the title take a chance on a newcomer during the whole 13 weeks, which constitute
role.
the summer season.
Even houses like Skowhegan, which opened with "Life With Father"
The scenarist - playwright's last
long, long ago; Westport. which gave "Pursuit of Happiness" its first break;
stint for Metro was an adaptation of
"The Three Musketeers," which and Cape Playhouse, which opened the road for Bette Dav'.s many years
Berman is currently readying for ago, were not mixing old stars with new plays or old plays with new
production.
Previous to that Ar- stars this year but sticking to old stars in old comedies.
None For the Brave
drey wrote the screenplay of "The
Westport, with the backing of the Theatre Guild, reached a high point
Green Years." He has had a number of plays produced on Broadway, with Belasco's "Girl of the Golden West'' in 1947 and took further c. antvS
on such unknowns as "French Without Tears," "The Male Animal" and
one, "Thunder Rock," having bcrn
"The Man Who Came To Dinner." Outdoors in the garden, presumably.
a hit on the London stage and filmYet in the previous 13 seasons, Westport presented 20 new plays. By last
ed in England.
For the last six months, Ardiey year it had got down to one original, and this year, none.
As this is among the half dozen more substantial and serious summer
has been working on a novel, but
he will probably require a year or projects, imagine how far the others have skidded. Westport had 22 apmore to finish it, with periodic in- prentices in 1947 and charged these college kids absolutely noth'ng lor
terruptions for screen and stage playing small roles, working as ushers, building, painting and erecting
sets, sewing Costumes, sweeping out dressing rooms, flushing to le'is, tal: ng
writing.
tickets at the door and giving the bum's rush to gatecrashers.
In most
houses that would have cost these kids $30 a week, with room and board
added, running the lab up to $60 a week.
Call ornia. Here They Come!
Having so successfully fenned out all over the east, it requires no swami's
Continued from page 56
skill to see them duplicating their formula with even greater success in
the next five years in the west. They have already turned Anderson's
boat house in St. Paul into the Plantation Theatre.
Million Itoiiar. L. A.
Using such established legit houses as the Pasadena Playhouse, the
Don't Play No. Six Tonight" and
Beverly Hills Miniature Theatre and the Sanla Barbara Lobero as spring"Mam'selle" gamer neat applause.
look for their diving into profitable pools all the way from
Miss Vaughan, currently getting boards, you can
Susanville to San Diego.
attention on records, has next-toA canvas top over an old corral will be about all the producers will
closing spot and pleases.
She has!
appeal in chirping but could garner need in California, barns being practically unheard of in the land of cacti
wider audience if dropping bebop and oranges. But if 100 houses in the east e;'n be supported by the tuition
vocal style. Slated for five numbers fees of 2,200 apprentices, California alone can absorb at least 10,000 thesps
at opening show, she stayed on for
who will pay to be seen. The trouble wiil be finding people who will pay
four, "You're Not the Kind of a Boy
to see them.
for a Girl Like Me," "I Cover the
"Tenderly"
and
Water
Front."
September Song."
Arthur Blake excels in his female
weeks, show is scheduled.
Virginia O'Brien, deadpan come- impersonations. Has added knockTypical song and chatter vaurle
act
of
West and D'Arco rates dienne, is trying to build herself as out impresh of Carmen Miranda to
chuckles. Pair, particularly the tall a singer, rather than comic person- the usual line of initiated Hollywood
West, Has been around for some ality sfie has already developed. g reals, including LouelfS Parsons,
time and knows how to sell material. She has proven her potentialities as H'ldegarde and Bette Davis, Lionel
a songstress, both in musicals and Barrymore, Jimmy Stewart. Charles
Btocj.
pictures, and more emphasis on the Laughton and Peter L^rre for solid
old shoulder movement, will make returns.
< Itinngo, < hi
Wiere brothers have added a luswhat are now good vocal jobs, punch
tunes. Her numbers are "Ramona." cious brunet to their standard violin
Chicago, Scpr. 5.
"Everybody Has a Lauuhing Place," act. and though on stage but a few
Virginia O'Brien, Arthur BIW.-e. and "I'm An Indian." "Feudin' and minutes, she provokes wolf ca"s
Wierc Bros, cm; Leiois & Vmi. f.ox Fightin.' " solidly done tor appre- Lads click, as usual, with conn try
Breeze Orch (14); "Mollier Wore ciative returns.
antics interspersing their violinisicts
Tiofifs" (20fhV
Show opener is a quick percision and rate solid salvos.
Opening day biz was especially
tap, whipped up by pair of young.'
"Mother Wore Tights." will prob- smart looking lads, Lewis & Van. good, with nothing but brlcony scat?
to
bouncv
available
They
stair
torping
do
at
second show.
Lou
ably be cred'tcd in preference to to*
r .:itin numbers, "Lolita Lopez." and
Breeze orch backs show neatly.
<!l»!>o presentation, as boxoflice di
J
Loop.
three, and possibly five "Mama Inez" to hefty applause.
for the
,

Tex Beneke.

.

were professionals.

Ardrey's Deal

Miller's

characters

'

least,

:

my

re-styling the. publication
makeup. The Atlantic colophon will
be features on the November cover

authentic

agents and producers woujd have shown an appreciable income derived
from invisible clips, proving that the amateurs were wholly out front or
among the jailbait playing character parts.
By the end of the strawhat season the producers and agents had made
enough money out of summer stock to convince Mr. Big that they, at

a western. Catalogs contain synopsis of pix. length, players,
etc., as well as ratings by National
Board of Review and Legion of De-

in the New Yorker soon.
"If I don't come out okay in that
profile," Capp told Kahn, "I'll put
strip, and make you out
you in
as the world's littlest jerk."

is

landmarks

actors get $46.50.
In fact, Equity was about the only union which had even a toehold in
summer stock. Everybody from Petrillo to Walsh were bypassed on the
grounds that this enterprise was free, beyond the shackles of organized"
labor, being really in the arena of visual education.
But a frisking ot

more than

who's working on "profile" of Capp

sary, the Atlantic Monthly will introduce a new cover technique in
four colors by William Dwiggins who

"Seasoned

J

tures, shorts, Sportscopes and comedies. Film rentals are high or low
for these groups depending on organization booking films and quality o?
pix. Best discounts are for schools.
"Spiral Staircare," for instance, costs

Would War II served as assistant
Atlantic Revamp
public relations officer of the Fourth
Revamping its format with the Naval District.
November issue, its 90th anniver-

also

Continued from pace

gaugers, with 21 of their exchanges
now handling them. Applicants must
sign a "location approval form," explaining why screenings can't be
considered in competition with nearby theatres. Homeoffices pass on the
forms, and if everything gibes applicants receive booking forms and
catalogs, with authority to draw from
nearest exchange. Pix on RKO's current 16m list include "Spiral Staircase," "None But the Lonely Heort,"
"Stage Door," "Carefree," "Top Hat,"
"Follow the Fleet," "Citizen Kane,"
"The Great Man Votes," "Abe Lincoln in Illinois," "The Magnificent
Ambersons," and the "Informer," besides a number of Walt Disney- fea-

Harrisburg Sheets Switch

Maloney will "prosecute" it.
Sterling North will be moderator.
Example of Sobol's sentimental
standing with his fellow journalists,
as well as the Broadway bunch, has
been evidenced in some extraordinary measures. For one thing, King
Features 'is using Joe Laurie, Jr.'s
review in Variety as an exploitation
piece for its columnist. The N. Y.
Journal-American, which is Sobol's
"home" paper, virtually employed
Gene Fowler's foreward as an editorial trailer,
Perhaps the most
sentimental gesture, however, was
the roundrobin encomium from all
the top N. Y. bistros, in a large display ad contrived by the Blackstone
agency, wherein the saloonkeepers
(whose beat Sobol covers regularly)
cooperated in a half page ad to
salute its author and further attract
public attention to it.
The major blight in the authorcolumnist's life, however, is that
Lee (Mrs. Louis ) Sobol has returned
to Doctors hospital, N. Y., for the
nth time, this trip necessitating
blood transfusions. They have been
married nearly 30 years.
sell

Money From Straw
The original hope was that the kieis would earn a modest wage and be
learning at the same time. This illusion was soon dispelled by the strawhat producers. These in the main were guys who had a shoestring and a
flair for free publicity and, by combining the two, convinced many towns
that it would help a summer tourist trade immeasurably if the towns
helped the producers set up summer theatres. Before he even had a
theatre, such a producer discovered he had $5,000 in the bank in tuition
fees alone. He learned further that these kids would do almost anything
to become part o'. a strawhat theatre project.
The proud parents, possibly a little less proud by now, were then told
that the producer in addition to charging $300 for tuition would do what
he could to find room and board lor the apprentices at prevailing prices,
and if no parts were available, the chips from the old blockheads would be
allowed to work backstage, or handle the turntable of the mechanized
music as a warmup to the play itself. The rest might sell gum and
cokes between the acts.
The Pay's the Thing
For the parents it worked, out, if anything, a little dearer than the
summer camp, but it seemed to have mure glamor attached to it and now
and then an actor or actress ot some passing distinction did appear in the
cast.
These stars get from $5.00 to $1,000 a week. Four or five supporting

Union" and Walter Wanger's "Joan
of Lorraine," both of which will be
released by Metro.

Edwin F. Russell, former associate
publisher of the Newark (N, J.)
Were Happy" (Random House) next Star-Ledger, has acquired the PaMonday (15) on the "Books on triot and the Evening News, HarrisTrial"

—

Slated to start in the near future
are "Hills of Home," Lassie film
which will also be shot in Technicolor, and "Big City," co-starring
Margaret O'Brien, Betty Garrett
and Danny Thomas. Also forthcoming are Liberty Films* "State of the

.

9.

what more natural than

Now

Continued from pace S

from Henry Holt Co., which pubHargrove's first book. It's
believed this story will be serialized
before book publication. The author
has been doing some magazine
He already
writing and lecturing.
has plans for another novel.
Bill diately had offers from two syndialso publish
will
Sloan's
Mauldin's new book next month. cates for such a series.
(which will be
Tentative title
Miss Speare's idea would be to
"Amateur Citizen." have a panel of names from various
is
changed)
Tome, of 320 pages, is in same style of artistic fields to select such items as
cartoons and text as the previous "most unfair review of the week,"
"Up Front With Mauldin," but with "most neglected, book of the week,"
more text. Copy lists the reactions "book boners of the week," etc.
of a returned soldier to civilan life. Milton Caniff, creator of the "Terry
Work has also been picked as a and the Pirates" and "Steve Canyon"
Book of the Month selection, prob- cartoon strips, and Basil Davenport,
This is also the writer, have already agreed to
ably for November.
Mauldin's first book since "Up participate. Helen Hayes and TalluFront" (which Holt also published). lah Bankhead have been suggested
He has done some magazine writing by listeners for the actress member
in between.
of the panel.
lished

stolen,

.the

Jam

"This Time for Keeps," "Summer
Holiday," "Good News," "Birds and
the Bees," "The Pirate," "Kissing
Bandit," "On an Island With You"
and "Luxury Liner." All but the
last two have been complete*, with
Metro having cut its current production activities to only these and
"Homecoming" (Clark Gable-Lana
Turner) because of the slight backlog, of pix built up.

Reviewers on Review
Dorothy Speare, whose "Spring on
52d Street" is being blacklisted by
the Boston Public Library because
its "tone is unmoral," may do a syndicated newspaper column reviewing the book-reviewers. Authoress
half seriously suggested the idea
during an interview Wednesday (3)
on the "Hi Jinx" radio program over
WNBC, N. Y., with Tex McCrary
and Jinx Falkcnberg. She imme-

Scully

to put a lock on
three men in the-barn?
that everybody knows that summer stock, with a few analgesic
exceptions in places like Dennis, Mass.; Skowhegan, Me.; Westport, Conn.,
and Bucks County, Pa., is a dubious cartel of culture, I rush in with a
supplemental report verifying same. Returning voyageurs who put their
children into summer stock throughout New England report everything
from disillusion to dysentery.
In its early days summer stock was just what it claimed to be a legit
opening for apprentices, a tryout for new plays, a workout for seasoned
troupers. Latter were vacationing in the country anyway, and liked the
idea of showing the natives how they made big money in the big city in
wintertime.
What changed that handful of strawhat theatres into a scatter-brained
industry of at least 135 companies trom Cape Hatteras to Capistrano by
1947 were two things.
One was the almost compulsory practice of our
middle class to send their kids off to summer camp. The other was the
bulging desire of these same kids to get into show business one way or
another. The parents of this army of adolescents, figuring they would have
to pay $400 to $1,000 at a summer camp anyway, were easily persuaded
to let their clamor-kittens try out for summer stock.

The horse having been

second

the

SCRAPBOOK

By Frank

stuff" mail-

New HWjrove.
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bidding for Kitty Davis* or Chez
London
Paree, both of which are for sale.
Harry the Hipster held over at
Hermiona Baddeley returning, to
Mrs. Zac Freedman ailing.
Blackamoor room, with Liza Mor- the stage, following her film work
Dick Watts' infected left ankle as row and Ray Manton rounding out in "Brighton Rock. ,T
resulted of torn ligaments.
Sh
George Formby airborne for a
Phil Lauf er, of MoEjugram s homeNew beach development, to em- tour of Australia and New Zealand
offtce publicity staff, resigned
brace 3,500 seat auditorium and to bring him home again around
Jane Cowl heading for Hollywood dance hall, taking shape in Holly- Christmas.
film
resume
in about two weeks to
Market Windheim relinquishing
.
career.
.
George Bourke, Miami Herald the peddler r«e in "Oklahoma" for
Eddie Grainger, Jr., son of the amusement ed, to New York for health reasons. He planes to New
Shea Circuit exec, engaged to Vir- vacash and gander at mtery and York Oct. 8;
ginia Rocke.
legit shows.
Eve Ashley back in the cast of
Dorothy Gulman, after 10 years
Mary Hatcher, Tampa gal who is "Off the Record" following appenof flacking Leon & Eddie's, resigned featured in "Variety Girl" visiting
Gainsborough
Louise
dectomy.
that account last week. Jerry Sager the home town, with invite to Miami
subbed
in her stead.
succeeded.
...
.
extended by Variety Tent 33.
First production set for the reMichael O'Shea working with
Copacabana, Paddock Club and
the Old Vic Co. at the
Marjorie Barkentin on "The Magic Kitty- Davis all shuttered for Sep- turn visit of
New theatre Nov. 4 will be "The
Touch" publicity chores.
tember, dull month of the year. The Taming of the Shrew."
Bannerman replaced Door and Copa will refurbish.
Margaret
William First, formerly a director
Ann Mason as the mother in "John
Lineup^of names skedded for of Jury's Imperial Pictures and for
Loves Mary" (Music Box).
Colonial Inn this season, includes
(Grace
a time of Jury-Metro-Goldwyn, left
The Byron McGraths
Joe E. Lewis, Jane Froman, Carmen
Coppin), legit and radio actors, have Miranda, with Danny Thomas a estate valued at around $248,000.
Conn.
Joyce Grenfell,. revue star of
Bethel,
home
at
a
bought
.
possibility.
"Tuppence Colored" at the Lyric
Lennox Robinson in from Dublin
Peace among local and state agents
Hammersmith, is to get a regular
with new play. "The Magic Finger.
didn't last long, with Howard Parker
BBC's Third
Due to teach at Ohio State Univ.
resigning from newly 10-minute spot in the
,

.

.

.

.

this fall.
Earl Carroll's birthday invites for
next Monday (15) at his Bevhuls

are signed by "the 60 most
beautiful girls."
Charles; M. Amory now associated
with Monroe Greenthal as account
executive on Eagle Lion Films, Pathe
Industries and subsidiaries.
Arthur Lesser quickies by plane
to Paris for five days on business
now that his charge, Lucienne Boyer,
has been launched at Cafe Society

home

.

•

'

and Sam Foor
formed Florida Theatrical Agents Program.
Margaret
Assn. the day after its organizational
.

who plays
Leighton,
femme lead in "A Sleeping Clergy•'•'',•
meeting.
.
married in London, Aug. 16
Lou Walters' writing friends he man,"
to Max Reinhardt, son of late Ernest
will not be associated with Palm
Reinhardt.
other
any
Island Latin Quarter, or
J. B. Priestley's new play, "The
Miami operation this yjjar, BH1 Miller
good start
dickering for managerial reins of Linden Tree," off to a
at the Duchess with the ticket specthe E. M. Loew swankery.
ulators guaranteeing $1,200 weekly
•

'

.

.

.

.

-

for next

two months.

Executors

Chicago

who

of

J.

W. Pemberton,

recently died, negotiating for
.

beating the drums for the Nixon s
opener, "The Chocolate Soldier."
Bert Steam has gone to Hollywood
for a month to get his and Harry
Hendel's second indie picture rolling.
Edith Warman Skinner, of Carnegie Tech drama faculty, spending
September p.t her mother's home in

Bermuda.
Three Suns,

giving Bill
Green's biggest two weeks of the
summer, moved on to Town Casino
after

in Buffalo.

,

Vince Barnett has been

town

in
for a couple of weeks seeing the
family. He goes to Montreal for a
picture stint.
. , ">„,.
Mercur Music Bar's Al (Stomp)
Russell and his guitarist, Joel Cowan,
are the composers of the new tune,
"Just Plain Love/'
.

Hollywood
Hal Wallis in from England.
Linda Sterling aired to Mexico
City.

„
Jules Seltzer trained to San Fran-

cisco.

Don Marlowe has opened a talent
agency.
Virginia O'Brien and Kirk Alyn
to Chicago.
Allan Jones in town after a tour
:

,

of Canada.
Janet Blair vacationing at Newport Beach.
Tony Owen opening a new agency
.

.

in Bevhills.

Mikhail Rasumny on siesta at
Lake Tahoe.
M. K. Jerome hospitalized with
heart trouble.

Roy Rowland returned from
Honolulu

Caracas, Venezuela
Gloria Reyes at the Esplendor,
Billos Caracas Boys orchestra at
the Society roofrgarden.
New downtown film house, Teatro
Roma, opened by Felipe Gagliardi.
Le Canari featuring a girl line,
and the dance team of Tania &
Robert.
_
„
Night spots clamoring for U. S.
acts— acros, jugglers, dancers, animals and musicians.
Estampas Mexicanas, musical show
from Mexico, pulling in the crowds
at the El Nacional theatre.
Sam Backerman and Jose Borges
report biz good, at Coney Island
amusement spot, despite rainy sea
.

.

son.

.

_

.

siesta.

••
.

his

„,

Irving Berlin moved in from Manhattan to Metro.
Butch Jenkins returned from his

Mexican vacation.
Charles

Europe

Korvm

this

returning

from

week.

Hugh Camp, Virginia exhib; gandering Paramount.
'

Margaret

O'Brien

mother

and

sailed for Honolulu.

Alan Carney back from a summer

work

of

at

Lake Tahoe.

Bernie Sebastian recovering from
'

emergency appendectomy.
'Jimmy Durante back in
after fishing at June Lake.

town

-

Milton Sperling returned from
conferences in New. York.
Frances Rafferty to San Francisco
f'-r personal appearances.
James R. Grainger in town for
sales confabs at Republic.
Osa Masson returned from a
month's vacation in Canada.
Bert Granet checked in at RKO
after two months in Europe.

"Stars & Ice" due back in Caracas
disposal of Ambassadors theatre, on
Eddie and Ida Cantor in town.
when
which there is an 11-year unexpired for three months' engagement,
Tim Morrow in from New York.
Buenos Aires contract is finished.
Adele Jergens in for a week's stay. lease. Price asked is $176,000.
Eliz"Money-Go-Round," tried out at Show is staged by Fritz and with
Ronald Reagan expected here
•
Gateway theatre in the spring, has abeth Chandler of New York
/
Sept. 18.
,
Sylvia Sidney and her husband been rewritten and retitled "Love U. S. cast.
»
For Money." After a short provinchecked into, town.
..
,
.
Nat Dyches back to work after
visit
Sonja Heme on her third
cial tour, show hopes to come to the
three weeks in the hospital.
locally in six months.
West End,
.
Sol Lesser returned to hi* desk
Ben Laurie, Columbia's Chi manAfter eight years in his native
after three months of illness.
By Les Bees
business.
on
York
New
back
here
Dawson
into
Peter
ager
Australia,
Jerry Mayer ill at home as an
Andre Kostelanetz at Auditorium,
Paramount theatrels managing diRita Hayworth. Alan Ladd and with 140 concerts lined up for next
aftermath of recent surgery.
Sept. 28.
rector Bob Weitman will again Sue Carol in for brief stopovers last
months.
At
&
12
65, the famous bariAl Hoffman joined the Fanchoff
Paul
St.
commitat
chairman the entertainment
Gene Autry rodeo
tone has already 12,000,000 record
Entertainment Agency. Marco
held
be
to
of
Stars
Night
of
the
Auditorium.
tee
„
"Born Yesterday" skedded to dis- disks in circulation.
Billy De Wolfe checked in at
at Madison Square Garden Nov. 17.
Henry Busse orchestra at Spring
'
band after closing at the Erlanger,
Kirsten Flagstad, who recently
Paramount after, a stage tour.
Vera Ferguson, daughter of Dave
near here,
club
Lake
Oct, 11.
_ , registered popular success at Albert
Bess Short returned to Metro after
,
Ferguson, Jewish Theatrical Guild
"The Drunkard" held fourth week
H. M. Warner, vacationing at Eagle Hall, is to sing in English at the
recovering from auto injuries.
exec, sec, held over at Sayville
Wise, summer home of next session at Covent Garden, as at Plantation strawhatter.
River.
Helen Traubel arrived for two
(L.I.), Playhouse in support of FredRKO-Orpheum's first stage show
one of the principals in the new
weeks of Columbia recording.
Bartholomew in "Charley's Jimmy Coston.
die
in months will be Tommy Dorsey,
and Abner, Donna Reed, British opera company.
Lum
Eugenie Lebntovich filed suit for
Aunt."
Oct. 2.
Betty Lawford and Arthur Lake all
of opening
collection
Harry "Green's
against Gregory Ratoff.
divorce
Heller Halliday, Mary Martins
TerMinnesota
Carl Ravazza into
for the weekend.
Lucille Ball returned from 10
cameos, intaglios, etc., is now valued
daughter, 11, will play the star's in
Daryl
Walter Huston back to Hollywood at $500,000. Incidentally, the Ameri- race, Hotel Nicollet, with
weeks of eastern strawhatting.
youngest sister in the national comorchestra.
his
with
Harpa
trip
month's vacation
Robert Alton in from New York to
can comedian was recently invited to
pany of "Annie Get Your Gun," after time
here
Milwaukee,
of
Fox,
Charlie
Smith.
Jack
friend,
become a British subject, in view of
prep dance for "Easter Parade."
which starts touring, next month in long
for opening of his third annual
Chick Evans, /United Artists pub- his longtime residence here.
Robert L. Lippert to Sah FranDallas.
season at the Hirschback from Salt Lake
Jewell and Warriss from the Lon burlesque
cisco after Screen Guild huddles.
Evelyn Keller, who sings Monica licity chief,
City preem of "Carnegie Hall."
don Casino- and Billy Russell sub Katz Alvin.
James R. Grainger in from New
the daughter in "The Medium," will
W. R. Frank, independent circuit York for Republic sales huddles.
Leonard Sang, formerly with the stituting for Sid Field while he is
make opera debut with N. Y. City Harris
theatre, now in. New York absent from "Piccadilly Hayride" owner and producer, to Hollywood
Steve Cochran obtained his release
Opera Co. in "Eugene Onegin" Sept. managing the Bj»lasco house.
for his Tech
due to indisposition. Expected- to to get cameras grinding
from a contract with Srmuel Gold28, and alternate between "Barry more
model
Patch."
Chi
"Dan
picture,
nicolor
Suzi Crandall, former
return in about three weeks.
and. City Center playhouses.
Max Torodor, former local exhibnow Hollywood starlet, visitHelene Constantine, from New
Buddy Rogers will u'i a tour of 40
George Brown, east for the un- and
as part other vaca- York, playing in the Ballet Russe itor now resident of Los Angeles, personal appearances to plug "Sleep,
mother
ing
her
veiling of his father's monument, coto'
tion.
season at Covent Garden, took over here on visit, announced plans
My Love."
incidentally sat in with Paul RaiBill Thompson spending his an- the lead from Renee Jeanmaire in build and operate five west coast
Allan Lane to Louisiana and
bourn and Curtis Mitchell on easttrip here helping his "Les Sylphides" at two hours notice drive-ins, in association with Harry Mississippi for a month of stage apwest Paramount pub-ad matters. nual vacation
get packed for her move to and received universal acclaim.
Dickerman, also an erstwhile Min
pearances.
Brown flies back west this weekend. mother
home.
Television cameras will be used neapolis theatre owner.
Herbert Yates and William Saal
Max Youngstein, Eagle Lion Films' hisAlCoast
do
to
Detroit
Winston, to
for the first time at the Albert Hall
in from Republic board meetings in
director of ad-pub, along with his
executive job at the Wedgewood recording the last of the Promenade
New York.
aides, Jerry Pickman and Bob ConRoom, in preference to his former Concerts, Sept. 13. It will be the
Ottawa
Al Lichtman returned to his desk
don, in Washington on a series of
picture flack career.
motion
first time an outside broadcast has
at Metro after two weeks of inhuddles with Treasury , dept. ofJimmy Stewart, Richard Conte been made from a concept hall.
Musicman Bruce Stephens heading testinal trouble.
ficials to build fanfare for EL's new
Quebec-side niterie
and Frances Dee, will be in town
Margaret Louise Curti, daughter
Richard Ainley, son of Henry floor show at
pic, "T-Men."
Sept. 17 to shoot scenes for Chi
Gatineau Club.
of Charles P. Skouras, divorced
Guy Lombardo's speedboat, Tempo locale picture, "Call Northside 777." Ainley, whose promising film career
Bert Niosi, with 15-piece aug- Giorgio Curti, writer.
in prewar Hollywood was cut short
VI. lias been scratched from the
from Toronto's Palais
Richard Ney filed a default statewhen he got badly mauled in action mented band
President's Cup Regatta in Wash*
open
for
to
here
week
Royale,
ment, giving Greer Garson a clear
in France, is now staging comeback
ington, Sept. 20-21, due to engine
Copacabana's season.
on
in "Everyman" at Dunfermline Abtrack in her divorce suit.
trouble. Orch leader will instead
Chateau Laurier's lush new JasEdward Ashley in from Mexico
bey.
pilot Miss Great Lakes, owned by
By Florence S. Lowe
(after Jasper National Park)
per
When "Edward, My Son" trans- Cocktail Lounge opened during con- City after winding up his chore in
Albin Fallon.
Nathan Golden, Dept. of Com"Tarzan and the Mermaids."
Jan Peerce, who opens San Fran- merce film head, currently in Cleve- fers to the Lyric at the end of the vention of Canadian Bar Assn.
Lou Costello's injured knee will
cisco Opera Co. season Sept. 16 in land attending a VFW powwow.
month it will be replaced at His
Ernest Warren, mgr. of Elgin
"La Traviata," flies next day to Los
The annual Harry Wismer-Jim Majesty's by a short season of filmer, ex-RCAF flier who owns and delay the start of "The Noose Hangs
High" for about two months.
Angeles for benefit concert for L. A. Gibbons broadcasts of the Redskins Shakespeare by the Stratford-onhis own plane, flew self and
Sanitarium, and right back for his football games over WMAL-ABC Avon Festival company, opening pilots
Maj. Gen. Yun-chl Cheng, chief of
National Air Show at
wife
to
Sept. 18 Frisco appearance in "Don will be televised this fall.
China Motion Picture Corp., learnwith "Romeo and Juliet."
Oshawa.
Giovanni."
ing about product at Warners.
With Lee Ephraim having lost
Ilka Chase took time out from a
"Red Runs the Fraser," first color
Efrem Kurtz has cabled invite to straw has stint in Lynn Riggs' new heavily over his Princes theatre
Cyd Charisse hospitalized with a
Board's
Rome, to Pierino Gamba, 10-year- comedy, "Laughter From A Cloud," presentation of "The Nightingale, release in National Film
injury sustained while reknee
Carries On" documentary
old Italian conductor, to lead Sun- to talk and model fashions at a local the leading man, John Westbrook, "Canada
hearsing a dance sequence at Metro.
series, due for splash preem in Vanday afternoon children's concert shindig.
Barbara Stanwyck checked into
has taken over financial responsibil- couver in October.
with his Kansas City Philharmonic
Metro
for "B.F.'s Daughter" while
Jay Carmody, drama critic of the ity. Only chorus, small-part people
Duke Ellington orch skedded for her husband,
Orchestra. Gamba is seen currently "Evening Star," will talk to the and orchestra are getting full pay.
Robert Taylor, was
one-niter at Auditorium in Oct., to
In "The Great Dawn," at the Golden. Washington Film Council this week
checking out after his "High Wall"
Charles B. Cochran and Lord
Milton Berle will travel in fast on "Film Criticism and its Effect Vivian are presenting Ram Gopal play for Civil, Service Assn. annual chore.
Governor-General
and
offidance.
company when he drives a sulky at Upon Audience Attendance."
Friars Club hung a portrait of the
and Hindu Ballet for a series of cial brass to attend.
the Bay State Raceway, Fbxborough,
late George M. Cohan, painted 31
matinees at the Adelphi in Novem
Mass., tomorrow (Thursday), during
years ago by Harrison Fisher and
ber, before they go to the Continent,
the Milton Berle night, for the bendonated to the club by Irving
These will not clash with the curBucks County, Pa.
efit of the Carney Hospital, Boston
Australia
Berlin.
rent production, "Bless the Bride."
By Sol Jacobson
It's his first ride in that type ve
Eddie Sherman, the agent, occupyNoel
"Valaine,"
Coward's
"Point
Eric
Gorrick
By
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vidor week- although
hide.
ing the Arthur Schwartz home in
staged
in
New
York
in
New
Formby
opens
his
George
Washington National Insurance end guests of the Moss Harts at 1935, hasn't yet been seen here, and Zealand tour
Beverly Hills until next spring,
His
Majesty's,
Auckat
Aquetong
home.
Co. of Evanston, 111., has a matured
when Schwartz expects to be back
was tried out at Embassy theatre land, for the Tivoli loop.
proofs
reading
Harry
Haegnigsen
endowment policy issued irt 1927 to
Sept. 3.
Cast headed by Mary
Harry Wren is playing top radio after producing "Inside U.S.A." on
Doris A. Kaschewski, then a resi- at Buckmanville farm on tome based Ellis,
Anthony Ireland, Audrey stars at his Cremorne, Brisbane, for Broadway.
dent of Davenport, la. She was a on "Our Bill" cartoons in H-T.
with Peter Glenville direct- a limited span. House will then go
Powers Gouraud and Bob Sensen- Fildes,
dancer, professional name unknown,
ing.
pix.
and the insurance company is try- derfer up from Philly for dress reWill Mahoney will do a vaude run
hearsals at New Hope Sun. (7).
ing to locate her.
Tokyo
in Perth for Bruce Carroll, and may
Justin Herman back at his Lumdo another repeat later for Tivoli
berville home- from flying Coast
Rumored dissolution of big film
Pittsburgh
loop.
junket for Paramount shorts dept.
companies caused a .noticeable slump
By Hal Cohen
Sir Ben Fuller announced that his on curb market past week. ShochlCarter Blake in to stage "ChristoMiami Beach
pher Bean," starring ZaSu Pitts at
Dale St. Clair, the dancer, birth Mayfair, Sydney, now on lease to ku, largest outfit, dropped three yen
By Larry Solloway
Hoyts, will do live shows starting to 120 ($2.40).
New Hope for the final bill of sea- day-gifted herself with a new car.
Nan Blakstone at Vanderbilt hotel son.
Morry Wentinzger, new KDKAarv April 1, '48. First in .will 'be Ballet
NBC g abbers H. V. Kaltenborn
for vacash
-Helen-Hayes-and-Charles-MaeAr- nounceii-plans-to-rechrislen himself. -Ratmbert;
and Ben Grauer, planed in from aitMother~~Kelly's on the block-for thur in Sun. (7) to catch dress reRepublic's "Spectre of the Rose" ferent directions.
Kaltenborn and
Jackie Gleason coming back to
sale or lease.
hearsal of "The Marquise" In which town Monday (15) for a Carousel will go into the Savoy, Sydney, for wife, in from China, are winding up
Dorothy Sebastian, former film daughter Mary is featured.
extended run under the -Peter Daw- their
junket.
engagement.
round-the-world
actress, in town.
British Empire Grauer, in from the states, visited
Lamaar Clark checking out of
Hal Curtis band has taken on as son management.
Henny Youngman off to Cleveland Playhouse b.o. for New England vocalist Jean Bailey, "Miss Beaver Films is handling pic.
brother, Major A. M. Grauer, of
date, via auto and train.
"Clutterbuck"
the General MacArthur's Visitors' Buis
solid
at
holiday before returning to Mercers
County of 1947."
Jerri
Blanchard into Embassy, burg Academy teaching job.
Harold Lund here visiting his folks Minerva, Sydney, for Whitehall Pro- reau.
Jacksonville, then to Glen RendezStaats Cotsworth, Muriel Kirk- en route to coast on business for ductions in 12th week. This is the
Radio calisthenics, time-honored
vous. Cleveland.
show that Georgie Wood produced daily broadcasting feature in Japan
land, Robert Bell, Dortha Duck- Ward Wheelock agency,
Jake Lansky, one of Colonial Inn worth down to catch Buddy Ebsen
Roy Hill, of KDKA technical staff, before leaving for U. S. and London. for 19 years, disappeared from the
back
in
ops.
town to ready the big in "The Male Animal" last week.
"Oh, Mistress Mine" finishes an air Sept. 1. Large amount of mail
named production manager of "Y"
casino for season.
eight weeks run at the Princess, from listeners claimed show has beDon Walkers due In from coast Triangle Players Workshop.
Walter Jacobs back in town, to Sat. (13) by auto following summer
Fred Burleigh back from summer Melbourne, for Garnet Carroll. Next come "outdated." JOAK (Tokyo),
ready his Lord Tavleton hotel for as arranger on Romberg air show. at Cohasset, Mass., to begin auditions in is "Dangerous Corner," with a officials are skeptical, however, and
November opening.
local cast.
Ballet Rambert preems have show ready for revival should
Coming via Canada, where they for Playhouse's new season.
Johnny Howard, cafe performer, stopped off to visit relatives.
Horace Greeley McNab in town in October.
many beefs be registered.

Uptown.

:.

Now

preits department store
Foley's of Houston, Tex.,
holding cocktail party at St. Regis
Hotel today (Wed.), to celebrate its
unveiling.
forthcoming
Sam Salvin's new eatery in the
Tishman (Universal) B\Ag. to be
billed Salvin's-on-Park Avenue to
eliminate any dispute with Arthur
Brown's Park Avenue' restaurant.
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Bernhard, president of Film Classics,

less than 24
put on sale.
Chandler's

survive.

O0ITUARIES

WU-tas Vegas

1

[

MILTON H, FELD
Milton H. Feld, 54, an executive
producer at Universal-International
died in Cedars of Lebanon hospital
Hollywood, Sept. 7, after three weeks
He had recently
in a virtual coma.
been planning to produce "The Noose
Hangs High," with Abbott & Cos
tcllo, for Eagle Lion.
Feld entered the film industry
while in school, getting a job as an
usher in a neighborhood theatre in
Kansas City, He later became a
nabe manage);. He attracted the at-

ment

Cos., which presents the Icecapades show, among others.
Besides her son, John H. Harris,
another son, Harry, also associated
with the family theatrical enterprises, and three daughters survive.

FLOYD SCOTT
Floyd Scott. 60, veteran theatre
man and for five years rr.ui.ager of
the Davidson theatre, Milwaukee,
died in a local hospital of heart
disease, Sept. 5. As a young man he
was a reporter for the Kansas City

of Krank L. Newman, and
for him as managing direcNewman theatre.
to the Coast in 1925 as

worked

tor of the

He came

arch Theatres, Inc., with Katz, the Chicago, a
Mother, Mrs. J. L. Scott of Membrother-in-law and Dave
phis, and a brother, Glenn, of Kansas
Chatkin.
He entered production two years City, survive.
later as associate producer and asGUSTAV
sistant to, Darryl F. Zanuck at Fox,
Gustav Klemm, 50, conductor,
and moved to Universal in 1938. He
was planning to produce "Bloomer composer and critic, died Sept. 5 in
Baltimore. One of the founders of
Girl" with Nat C. Goldstone and
when that deal blew up, began pre* that city's symphony orchestra, he
paring the production of "The Noose was at one time program director
-and assistant manager of station
Hangs High."
Wife and adopted six-year-old son WBAL.
A native Baltimorean, Klemm was
survive.
.

latter's

,

KLEMM

^

-

a film critic for She Baltimore Sun
1915 and later a reviewer of

JAMES HAGAN

in

drama

James Hagan: reportedly in his
middle 60's, actor, playwright and
stage manager, died in Cincinnati,
Sept. 1, when stricken with a heart
attack
while
visiting
his
son,
Douglas, Best known of his plays
was "One Sunday Afternoon," produced at the Little, N. Y. in 1933.
By way of memorial, James Stewart starred Sunday night (7) in a
.radio version of "One Sunday Afternoon" on the "Theatre Guild of the
Air" program, though there was no
air reference to the author.
Starting his writing career as a
St. Louis newspaper reporter, Hagan
later turned to acting and playwrighting.
In the latter field he
wrote more than 15 plays. Besides
"One Sunday Afternoon," which was

and music.
compositions,

many

"Sounds," "Indian
Fairy Field" and

He composed

including
"The

Sunset,"

"The

Bells of
Notre Dame". Some of his music
used in such films as
"Cimarron," "Little Caesar" and

was

"The Jazz Singer."
Widow, Margaret,
Mrs.

Mary Klemm,

and

mother,

survive.

.

William Kolar, member of the
Treasurers and Ticket Sellers' Union,
Local No. 774, an affiliate of IATSE,
died of a heart attack at his home in
St. Louis last week. At one time. he
was assistant treasurer of the Henry
W. Kiel (.municipal) auditorium, St.

former ballet

dancer, died in. his home in New
York, Sept. 4, after a long illness.

But it's^ growing ^steadily, an all
year round resort that isn't worried
at all about Augua Caliente opening
up again, now that Mexico gave
that former gambling capital the
green light. Figured in some quar-

He was

Widow and daughter

LYNNE

Barry's "Here Come the Clowns".
recently he directed a summer
theatre company at Deer Lake Pa.
Also surviving, besides his son,
is his widow, Sadie.

B.

survive.

MONROE

Miss Lynne B. Monroe,

More

69,

theatre

owner-manager in Shinnston, W, Va.,
for more than 25 years, died recently
at the St. Mary's hospital in Clarksburg, W. Va. She had been hospitalized only two days, although ill for
a long time.
Miss Monroe's first
theatre in Shinnston was the Colum-

MARCO MONTEDORO
theatrical
scenery and costume designer, died
of a heart attack in Radio City Music
Hall. N. Y.. Sept. i. At the time he
60,

which she opened in 1923. She
was the majority owner of the Prin-

bia,

Rex Theatre Co. at the time of
her death.
Only survivors are a sister and a
cess

was taken ill he was conferring with
Leon Leonidoff, Music Hall producer, on future productions.
After coming to the U. S. in 1927,
Montedoro was pacted Try the Music
'

nephew, both of Shinnston.

1

JOSE MARTINEZ DOMINGUEZ

theatre

in' Rome.
Eleanora Duse
spoke some of the puppet parts in

Jose
Martinez
Dominguez, 52,
Mexican composer of pop folk songs,

these productions. Montedoro also
did film set designing in Milan and

died

of

down

worked on a story written and persupervised
by the poet
D'Anminzio.

sonally

City,

won

injuries

stairs

Sept.

in
2.

suffered

home
Many of

his

favor in the U.

S.,

a

in
in

fall

Mexico

his

songs

besides the

Spanish-speaking world. Burial was
in the American Cemetery. Mexico

ELEANOR M. HARRIS
Mi s. Eleanor M. Harris, 75, mother City, under auspices of the Mexican
John H. Harris, died in Pitts- Society of Composers and Publishers
2.
She was thp wirlm of Music.
of Sen. John P. Harris, who opened
Sister and an adopted son surwhat was believed to have been the vive.
of

burg h, Sept.

all-motion picture theaand was the founder of the Harris Amusement Cos., operating
film
theatres
throughout Pennsylvania
and Ohio.
She was the only woman to hold
honorary membership in Variety
Clubs International and was the
Mother of Pittsburgh's Variety Club
Canteen and Camp O'Connell. She
was a native of Harrisburg.
Her
son now hf«ds the Harris Amuse-
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'Casting' Angels

i

MARRIAGES

first

BELA BLACK

tre

Bcla

Black,

71.

president

of

Danubia Pictures, Inc, foreign films
distributing company, New York,

I

raised $160,000 which

|

j

j
1

its

tryouts

weather remains

as

long

as

warm enough

is

Sept.
in

the weekend,
the gambling

|

Mrs. J. Walter Schneider to Peyton
Legare, Los Angeles, Sept. 1. He's a
musician at 20th-Fox.
Elaine Pols to Vincent Liguori,
New York, Sept. 6. He's with RKO
Theatres publicity dept.
Shirley Names to William Sheenan, Tijuana, Mexico, Sept. 2. Both
are screen players,
Sally Wood to Paul Flono, EnBride 's
senada, Mexico, Sept. 6.
a screen actress; he's a laboratory

for
that she wanted to see
room, for it was the

time she had ever lamped a
In the Frontier show was
Jayne Di Gatano, blonde ballroom
dancer, partnered by Adam, about

!

I

the classiest of her line. Schnozzle
was down for relaxation and gave
freely and funnily across the green

.

technician.

baize.

Flamingo the Tops

members

At the Flamingo,

largest and most
costly of the resort's three major
hotels and casinos, there's the top
swimming pool that makes that at
El Rancho look like a bathtub. Ice
show there is only the makings of

Miss Lortel, as a recontinuing with non-Equity

casts.

.

I

ers do not move off their chairs and
that there be no rehearsals. Actors
get a $5 fee for the job.

j

•

[
:

j

j

I

the best possible .-howing.

Leon Askin, who directed, is chairof the Veterans Memorial Stage,
an actor and director in Europe lor
many years and a former U. S. GI.
More successful, however, than as
a casting spot for angels has been the
White Barn's success as a showcase
for actors. About hal f a dozen have
been picked up out of the first four
shows by Broadway producers and
agents and have got jobs on the
Stem. Several of those in "Some of
the Sky" may have the same fortune, despite their non-Equity background. Lillian Adams, a roundfaced youngster who played an old

Powell explained that it was her
appearance since her last picture two and one-half years ago. ItS
between shows Miss" Powell told

casino.

to

Five plays on successive Sunday
nights have been given. The past
Sunday's (7) w^s "Some of the Sky,"
by Joseph Anthony. Presentation at
the White Barn was arranged by
Larney Goodkind, who holds an option on the script and expects to produce it this fall. He's former ea. tern
story editor of Universal Pictures.

:

first

the

White Barn has a stage, there are
the actors
move
rehearsals and
around, although reading from
scripts. Props and lighting are simpie, varying with the ingenuity and
enthusiasm of the producer to make

Pittsburgh.
Clare Young to Theodore Rietesel,
Evanston, 111., Aug. 23. Bride is program director for WBBM-FM, Chicago.

|

Jimmy Durante, who was down

participating.
sult,

|

first
|

attractive. Equity
claimed that the form of the reacP
ings was in violation of its rules and
its

Soph allocates the Kinders Three, radio vocal trio,
dame.
and groom's a newscaster on KDKA,

the Last Frontier, Eleanor
Powell, as nimble a stepper as ever
drew them. In the room that stars
Diamond Jim Brady roast beef, Miss

make Connecticut

edicted against. any of

a

At

White Barn ran into trouble with
Equity last week, but is going ahead
with

What

to charity.

of the tryouts is attracting increasing numbers of Broadwayites. They
include agents, film story scouts and
assorted characters with enough gas
to make the 50-mile trek.

j

j

;

j

i

,

j

what it should be. Behta, another
blonde, is so good that she don't belong with this outfit. But gambling
gets nearly all the play at the
mgo, the place that the late

Dclmar.
Las Vegas is a
croupiers working
at

.

time to scram.

BIRTHS
|

j

ords.

Mr. and Mrs.
Angeles,

'

j
I

,

Mr

j

.

j

Mrg

4.

_

'Father

James c

Mr.

tele's

sion.

possible effect on the gate receipts.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Vreeland,
are entirely ground- son. L"- ."...ijiries, Sept. 5. Father is
Such
according to tele spokesmen. an assistant film dhector.
less,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ardrey, son,
Set dealers and manufacturers have
jumped the gun on Chandler's de- Hollywood, Sept. RT/^^her is a
.jJfjflfcw
cision by advertising that the series screen writer.
^
will be carried on video this year.
Mr and Mrs. Norman Lloyuffson,
As a result, it's pointed out, almost 'Culver City, Cal., Sept. 1 Father is
everybody in the Greater N. Y. area a film producer.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred N, Polangin,
is convinced that they'll be able to
watch the games on a tele set. son, New York, Sept. 3. Father is
Despite that, all series tickets offered eastern publicity director for Enterby the N. Y. Yankees were sold out prise Pictures.
fears

.

.

\

:

|

1

Los

screen

McDon .

in

'

1

)

son,

is

pother

)

worried about

an(j

h daughter, Chicago, Aug. 29.
is Meg Haun, radio actress
the Betty Crocker series.
and Mrs. James Sebastian,
son. Chicago, on Aug. 16. Mother is
radio actress, Helen Behmiller.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert (Bob) White,
son, Chicago, Aug. 31. Father is on
sales staff at Mutua l's centr al divi-

I

1

still

Sept.

a '^[^

Tele Series

j

Tom Brown,

'

I

Continued from page

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Light, son,
Los Angeles, Sept. 3. Father is prexy
Command Radio Productions.
Mr. and Mrs. James B. Conkling,
daughter, Burbank, Cal„ Sept. 4.
Mother is Donna Kim,', of the King
Sisters; father is with Capitol Rec-

of

1

1

apparently

.

,

,

j'

,

Co

Betty Sail f ord to Vernon Whitney,
Fla ., Sept 7. Groom is trombonist in S ammy Kaye's orch.

j

everybody coming from the town
having cartwheels, because that's the
way they make change; buy a pack
qf smokes with a $5 bill and they'll
give you four silver dollars among
the change. Las Vegas is no health
resort and after several days its

.

rj'istrib

.

24-hour town,
on eight-hour
shifts, also the barkecps. The jingle
of silver dollars is general, nearly

Margaret Ford to John Kieran,
Brooklinc, Mass., Sept. 5. Bride is
columnist on Boston Herald; he's
wrjter and expert on "information,
Pleasc " radio sta nza.
Mrs Elaine Joel t0 Dr Allen
Friedli(, h| New Y ork, Sept. 7. Bride
is daughter of Hernert R. Ebenftein,
genera i man ager of Western Candy

Tampa

FlamBugsy

Seigel fronted for. It's now operated
by Sanford D. Adler who also operates El Rancho and has the hostelry

.

man

4 in Claremont, N. H.
Hungary, he was educated farm woman, is one such; likewise
in Budapest, where he was engaged Robert Burr and Jim Noble.
Actors, incidentally, get a weekin the banking business prior to
end in the country on the sizable
starting his film career.
Brother. John, and a niece, Mrs. Lortel estate while rehearsing for
Florence Bernhard, wife of Joseph, the Sunday night precm.

died

Born

.

_

.

1

Equity rules for readings require
that there be no stage, that the read-

EMMETT BEACH
Hall in 933 to design costumes for
Emmclt Beach, 54. author and
their stage spectacles. He was also
employed by the Shuberts, the Roxy, playwright, died in his home at Point
Paramount and film studios in Lookout, near Saginaw, Michigan,
Hollywood. His first important as- Sept. 3. His best known novel was
signment was the designing of sets "The Goose Hangs High." As a play
for Sarah BcrnhardtV'L'Aiglon" in it had a successful run on Broadway
in 1924, was selected as one of 10Paris.
Later he worked in theatres and best plays of the year and later was
opera houses of Berlin, Rome and made into a motion picture.
Beach also wrote "The Clod,"
Milan. At the outbreak of the first
World War he was working in the •The Square Peg." "Mary Andrew"
Mctropdle in Berlin, but returned to and "Ann Broome.''
Mother survives.
Italy in the early months of the war
to do costumes for a marionette

world's

.

|

Days."

instructor.

-

>

reportedly made to Chandler by a
Coast official of the J. Walter
that the town south of the Thompson ad agency. Chandler was
border would crimp Las Vegas be- forced .to nix the offer because he's
cause it's closer to Hollywood; by been given permission by the club
died of a heart attack at a local hos- motor to the Nevada resort it's a owners to negotiate for this year
tough 300 miles spin through desert alone. Latter, it's believed, are conpital, Sept. 3. He had been employed
But this spot cannot be vinced that the scries for 1957 alone
at the Palace, Harmanus Bleecker land.
might be worth $1,000,000 to an adHall and Leland in Albany for more liquidated by Caliente.
vertiser if the number of tele sets
than 20 years.
Airconditioning All Over
in circulation maintain their steady
Wife and two „ons survive.
Amazing feature of the top hotels increase. As a result, Ford abanis the airconditioned rooms, spread
doned the idoa and joined with Gil.
OTTO SCHNEIDEWIND
cottage-like over the grounds,
out
e tte in the joint offer of $60,000 for
Otto Schneidewind, 71 '~ veteran serviced
by bellhops in little motor t n s year
stagehand, died at Omaha hospital
vehicles. Boulder Dam not far away
Broadcasters, meanwhile, are conlast week. He had a leg amputated
and its power plant make possible tinuing to pool their interests in atnearly a year ago, but had been
modern conveniences— even hotels tempting to line up this year's series
feeling well.
along the roadside and ac- for the best interest of tele. Under
He became a stagehand in Omaha scattered
companying dining rooms are air- (the baseball owner's assumption that
in 1898 and was one of the charter
members of Stage Mechanics Union cooled, brilliant with neons, free of Mutual has "moral rights" to first
mosquijocs and most other pests.
refusal on the series, Mutual could
No. 42.
Over Labor Day weekend El have frozen out the other webs if it
[Rancho Vegas, probably the f'avor- had wanted to do so, according to
ite
of Hollywoodians, had -Sophie prexy Edgar Kobak. With its own
Tucker as the chief attraction. And N. Y. outlet not expected to hit the
did they go for her, including gray- air until next year, though, Mutual
Continued from page 1
haired mamas, a few even older than offered to pool with the other broadcasters.
by angels viewing it in her Westport Soph, when she announces the sale
White Barn Tryout theatre. Size ol of her book for charity every table
her share hinges on how much coin is a pushover. She arrived from
spectators who see the performance Saratoga with 2,200 books and two
Dorothy Carter to Fred Kline, in
at her house put up. It's a deal sim- days before she left (Soph is now Bever i y Hills
Aug 2 8. Bride is
at the Florentine Gardens, Holly- Bryan Foy
ilar to those offered by Broadway
s seere tary at Eagle Liori.
money brokers who dig up legit wood) there were only 300 copies of Groom is a publicist.
"The Last of the Red Hot Mamas"
sponsors.
Elaine Kinder to Paul Long, in
Those tomes have already Pittsburgh, Aug. 21. Bride's with
left.
Admission

Hippodrome

capacity. He
was a member of the cast of. the
1938 Broadway production of Philip

Marco Montedoro,

son's games.
Ford's offer of $1,000,000 for 10
years' tele rights to the series was

j

ters

his first

same

the

money

and

born in Moscow and made
is by invitation only.
appearance in N. Y. at the There's no direct solicitation of coin.
in *1919
in
"Happy And after the reading, the audience
of 150 or more is invited to adjourn
He also played in vaudeville be- to the barn's lower floor where a bar
appearing in
"Artists
and is set up and a plentiful array of
filmed by Warners and Paramount, fore
he also scripted "Guns" and "Mid- Models" and "The Passing Show." food and drink is laid out. It's all
His last appearance was in "Any- for free, of
west" among others.
course.
As a stage manager Hagan had thing Goes" in 1936, with Ethel MerWhile an effort is made to restrict
been with Arthur Hopkins and man. Injuries suffered a year later the invitations to the weil-heeled natoured on the road for Jules J. forced him 'to retire from dancing tives of the lush Westport
area, news
and he became a ballet
Leventhal
in

-sponsored all home games of the
N. Y. Giants. Angered because their
is considered good enough for
the regular season but not for the
series,
these breweries have reportedly threatened to cancel all
contracts for bankrolling next sea

class, every so-called casino taking
all comers, with thousands of hicks,
sporting suspenders, mostly tieless
coatless. Without that trade they
could wrap up the town.

WILLIAM KOLAR

|

45,

»

:r'

|

|

VALODJA VESTOFF
Valodja VestofT,

;

':

5

nWon^the .RHeingold
ERNEST HILLIARD
bid may hav§ f6ivrea.ching effects.
Ernest Hilliard, 56, stage and
; Continued from page
jHe reportedly ^fifths-downed the ofscreen actor, died Sept. 3 in Santa
fer through re;Iufctaijce..»to permit
Monica, following a heart attack. that haven't slot machines they .are! f'ther cigaret
OEvh^e^hianufacturers
Born in New York and educated in the several, churches. The number 'to be connected
witfh
the series,
Europe, Hilliard played leading roles of those coin snaring gadgets is despite
the fact thk other brewon the stage before moving tq Holly- myriad, lining the walls on every eries
haye been welcomed as sponwood, where he began his film career side. The sound of levers being sors for
radio airings of lggular seain 1912 with "Red Wine" and "Divine jerked is continuous. The way the
machines are rigged, it is conceded son games. Bnllantine's. 'Jbr. axawSinners."
pie, paid $175,000
Widow, Mrs. Rulo Hilliard, sur- that the house makes more, money coffers to bankroll intovBSseball's
broadcasT£'^D*r*«»"
from them than from the wheels or
vives.
Yankee games this year- and Pabst
dice tables. There's no attempt at

Star and then became* assistant to
Lawrence Lehman, manager of the
Orpheum in Kansas City.
From Kansas City he went to
manager of the Metropolitan, now Chicago to do publicity work for the Louis.
Widow, brother and sister survive.
the Paramount theatre, and pro- Orpheum circuit and later became
duced stageshows there. He went chief press agent, it. New York, for
FRANK G. OSBORNE
entire
organization.
east with Sam Katz to handle opera- the
Before
Frank G. Osborne", engineer at the
tions of the Publix Theatre circuit, going to Milwaukee, he was a press
and resigned in 1933 to form Mon- relations' man for station WLS in Palace theatre in Albany, N. Y.,
tention

•

:-t"

M^-jsrter ttcy
werm
~
\
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RADIO'S $430,000,000 QUESTION
NON-PROFIT LAB

Original Albertson At

Feels-No-Pain Act Nixed

30,TooWforMcCarey?
Frank Albertson, Hollywood film
and radio actor, has a one-picture
contract for Leo McCarey's forthcoming "Good Sam." He's getting

FOR LEGIT

$650 a week, but won't appear on
the screen, or even before the cameras. He's been hired to teach a
young, virtually unknown newcomSetup for actors to practice their
er, to- do a Frank Albertson characcraft, whether they're without shows
terization in the picture. The new.or in long-run successes, has been
comer, whose identity isn't being reout by producer Cheryl
JjvorKed
vealed, is being paid $250 a week.
and
directors
Crawford
Robert
When McCarey was readying the
i Lewis and' Elia Kazan. There is no
film he decided the juve character
Commercial angle to the plan and no
should be played by a "young
..jffflCjnat organization will be created
Frankie Albertson," so he located a
vto handle it. Actor participants will youthful actor who looked the part
.'tfep'fia'rged a trifling amount to cover
and then signed Albertson to teach
ftasic. expenses. The project has been
him all the Albertson mannerisms,
temporarily
titled Studio
by the
tricks of speech, walk, gestures, etc.
three o'tganizers and may never have
The original Albertson is in his 30s.
•'•any more official designation.

ACTORS

.

,

.

"'

'

:

.

'

'

The idea for the actor
^Setup

ously

-

training

more or less spontanemore than a month ago, during
arose

Weekend session of theatrical shopby Miss Crawford, Lewis and
had agreed that one of

DelffiDe

Nixed

By

^ italk

'Kazan. All

the unfortunate aspects of the contemporary professional theatre is
(Continued on page 63)

ingoritheLam,RuggIes

AFRAon'VoxPop'
Cecil B. DeMille has been refused
permission by the American Federation of Radio Artists to participate
in the season's premiere broadcast
of the "Vox Pop" series, Oct. 1 from
Pittsburgh.
Paramount Pictures,
which has a tieup for the broadcast

WILL INDUSTRY

By Swiss,

in

Hollywood

—

of self -regulation.
It's a question of

whether an

in-

dustry still riding high with an annual boxoffice take Of $430,000,000
could be sold on commercial curbs.
It's the one issue of any consequence to help take the broadcasting
conventioneers' minds off the iritense Atlantic City heat. For other-

Continued on page

Groaner
north

had already left for the
with Bill Morrow, his radio

scr.ptei'-producer.

courts.
Possible,

improbable, that
but
Gary Cooper and Paulette Goddard,
leads of "The Unconquered," will be
available for the broadcast, as the

Ruggles will stick around until
Crosby returns since Rank is anxious to get the greenlight from him.
If the Crosby okay is given, the pic,
produced by Ruggles, will roll early

former

next year.

1ST ALL-NEGRO S0APER

Crosby's understanding with Rank
is that everything in the film, except
the singer himself, will be 100%
British. That includes cast, story,
background and songs. Crosby has
told Rank that he wants to sing a
batch of old English, Scotch and
Irish airs. Hence, only one or two
new tunes will be written -for the
pic.

SWG's \% Royalty Yen
Can Nab $18,000,000 Per
Hollywood, Sept.

16.

After a tumultuous membership
meeting. Screen Writers Guild last
night (Monday) voted 205 to 136 for
referendum of its entire membership by mail on the controversial
1% royalty payoff which would return an estimated $18,000,000 annually to the Guild.
After vote was
taken. F. Hugh Herbert, who tendered his resignation as'SWG see'?
retary, said he might reconsider his

(Continued on page 56)

is currently working in another picture and latter is not expected back from England in time.

TEES OFF IN CHICAGO
Chicago, Sept.

"Here

Comes

Tomorrow,"

16.
first

soaper in Chicago with an all-Negro
cast, sponsor and agency, teed off

week via WJJD. Thrice-weekly
will follow a conventional
story line emotional upheavals in a
doc's family— with incidental references to Jim Crowism and other so-

FILM BIZ IN
RED PROBE
Paul V. McNutt was named by the
motion picture industry yesterday
(Tuesday) to represent it at hear*

War Manpower Commission and

Gets B'way Prod.
Scheduled

26)

Broadway

for

production

November

in

is

a

pines.

,

of

McNutt

capped

on

Radio Scripter Shaw
Couldn't

,

Have Written

Himself a Better Part

Could this.be another trend?
serman stafring in one. Nash is coRobert Shaw, scripter of "Mr.
author of another play, "Jellicoe," District Attorney" and the forthcomformerly titled
"A Certain Miss ing "Christopher Wells" whodunit
Jones," which is slated for produc- programs, has just inherited between
tion in California this fall, with $3,000,000 and $4,000,000.
Several
Charles Ruggles in the lead.
months ago a legit actor, Tony
whenever
"Mothers" will be presented by Rivers, also became heir to a fortune
productions, which was too frequent new producing firm of Casey Allen reportedly well in excess of $1,000,*
for comfort. I now forgive them at\d
Charles Irving.
Allen
has 000.
and promise never to speak unkindly directed and produced shows in
In the case of Shaw, he doesn't get
of them again, at least in public.
(Continued on page 63)
(Continued on page 63)
This death-bed reformation
result

of

viewing

is

•

the

compassion in reperformance of Elwood

their

my

P. Dowd in "Harvey" at the Barter
Abingdon, Va., and the
theatre,
Academy of Music, Roanoke, last

PERFECT CHRISTMAS OFT

week. I have scanned every review
and have failed to find a hatsh word
or judgment.
Someone writing under the byline
of Murdock Pemberton in Variety
last week says I played the part
(Continued on page G3)

SILENT NIGHT

'TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE ClffiSTiS*,

ADESTe'fIDEUS

last

series

—

problems.
Richard
Durham

GOD REST YE MERRY, GENTLEMEN

VATICAN CHOIR GETS
$20,650
Mexico

cial

MEX

HARK! THE HERALD ANGELS SING

script63)

To

Sam

CAROL OF THE BELLS

BID

City, Sept. 16.

Negotiations are well under way
continued on pane
for what will be Mexico's biggest
coin performance show. Dickers are
on to bring to Mexico, under a guarGoldwyn, Jr., 21,
antee of $20,650 per performance,
in Eng. Monsignor Refiee s Vatican Choir of
Produce for
Sam Goldwyn, Jr., 21 -year-old son 60 voices. Expected that the Choir
of the producer, has been signed will open here during Christmastide.
not yet
as an associate producer for the J. Number of per.'ormances has
been decided.
Arthur Rank organization.
Lily Pons donated her fee of
Goldwyn probably will be assigned
He $4,000, for radio rights to her operto work at Two Cities studios.
only recently returned 'from England atic warbling here last year, to
was the highest paid
after a six month tmuimg session charity. She
under Sydney Box, Gainsborough artist per performance ever to apwill

OH LITTLE TOWN OF BETHLEHEM
JOY TO THE

1

Rank

studios chief.

a

of mulling by industry toppers of dozens of important names
for the post. McNutt was felt to
have -an ideal background, especially
in his association with the American
Legion.' The Un-American
com(Continued on page 63)

drama

co-authored by a playwright who is
at present the stage doorman at the
Broadhurst, N. Y.
Play is "Three
Mothers," by Richard Reich and
Alden Nash. Reich is a refugee,
three of whose plays were produced
by jMax Reinhardt, with Albert Bas-

Producer Pemberton

last

U. S. Commissioner to the Philip-

month

Doorman's Play

pear in Mexico.

WORLD

THE FIRST NOEL
,

I

L tk

HOUR OF CHARM

ALL-GfRL ORCHESTRA -~i CHOIR

'

Under lh»
\

P.
i

Q.

1m

s

ings of the House Un-American
Activities Committee, scheduled to
start in Washington later this month,
McNutt, a* liberal lawyer and onetime Presidential aspirant, has a*
long record of public activity which
includes service as National Com*
mander of the American Legion,
governor of Indiana, head of the

Selection

Praises Actor Pemberton
in connection with its forthcoming
"The Unconquered'' release, reHollywood, Sept. 16.
quested the waiver for DeMille, proAnd Forgives All Critics
"
Wesley Ruggles is cooling his heels
However,
ducer of the picture.
By BROCK PEMBERTON
here' impatiently and J. Arthur Rank
AFRA would not grant it, as the
Although it comes a little late I
'j?,on the hook in London while Bing
union expelled DeMille three years
wish to apologize to the critical fra[Crosby stretches out his hunting trip
ago for non-payment of a $1 assessternity. For a quarter of a century
jri'the Canadian woods. Ruggles hurment, and his suit for reinstatement
I have been taking pot-shots at them
ried to the Coast recently to submit
in the California
still pending
is
they took them at my
the script of his first British-made
film under the Rank banner but The

16.

—

On Rank Commitment

'5

Sept.

Paris agents are currently mulling
a way to introduce here a Dutch act
which has been barred by the Swiss
police in Zurich, where it was demBy GEORGE ROSEN
onstrated. Act is that of Marin Dajo,
born August, 1912 in Rotterdam, who
Atlantic City, Sept. 16.
a
American radio, on the spot for was shot by the Germans with
batch of other victims but survived.
permitting-what is essentially a show
Dajo permits himself to be run
business medium to become inun- across any part of his body with a
dated by excessive commercials, sword, without apparently feeling
faced one of its major decisions to- the worse for it He is accompanied
day (Tues.) for the radio men of by medico Hyke Otter and nurse
the nation. Debating the merits of Johann de Groot, both Dutch.
Police trouble came when one man
the new code of the National Assn.
and specifically in the audience, when driving the
of Broadcasters
that section of it which advocates sword through Dajo, struck a bone
reforms on commercials will decide and kept on pushing which caused
whether the status quo is to prevail, Dajo to fall to the floor. The show
thus inviting another year of bar- was then tabooed.
rages, or agree to a voluntary plan

-

Marooned

McNUTT TO REP

Tries France
Paris,

direction of PHIL

CHARM RECORDS.

Inc.

40. Radio City Station.

New

SPITALNY

York It. N. Y.

—
P&R1ETY

MISCELLANY
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This Week's Football
A KIND WORD FOR THE COMEDIAN

-By

By FRED ALLEN=
The comedian

is

the whipping boy

the obof the radio industry. He
ject of critics' scorn and a target for
free-lance derision. The comedian's
intellectual
by
jokes are ridiculed
and cretin alike. Listeners in mansion and motel agree that the comedian is a no-talent lout whose sense
At
non-existent.
is
of
women's clubs, on dank afternoons,
polls are regularly taken. The republitor
released
sults, invariably
tend to show that radio
cation,
comedy is in a state of galloping
disintegration. National magazines
turns
in printing semi-erudite
take
post mortems on the radio funster
and his wares. Variety the "National
Geographic" of the honky tonk, annually runs its hackneyed headline
"Which came first—The Egg or the
is

humor

Radio Comedian?"
Since radio first began, no convert
has deserted the ranks of the scoffers to champion the cause of the
radio comedian. No defender has
attempted to kindle a mighty hotfoot that will cause humanity to
yelp and raise its heel from the
comedian's throat. The "voice in the
wilderness" has not cried out in his
behalf. Truly the radio comedian
has been abandoned by all mankind.
Before he becomes extinct, before
he is naught but a petrified memory
whose tracks are found by scientists
retreating down the corridor to oblivion, I would like to say a kind
word for the radio comedian. His
artistic life is a bedlam. Many hazards confront him on his way to the
microphone each week Multiple
forces conspire to thwart him at

every turn.
.

A

.

•

»

of aggravations

list

clude

.

would

in-

.

The Writer: The average radio

"

writer is an ulcer with a pencil. His
rancid expression- leads one to assume that his mother had an acid
condition and the writer was weaned
on sour milk. The weight of the
writer's head causes his buggy -whip
backbone to " bend forward, giving
the impression that the writer Is
concealing a boomerang in the hack
of his coat. The writer instinctively'
dislikes the comedian who employs
him. The writer is always about to
write a smash play, sign with a
picture company or assemble his

own package
is

show. The comedian
paying the writer a large salary

which stops the writer from leaving
radio to do big things. The writer
so busy bewailing bis upholstered
he has scant time to work
on the comedian's scripts. When the
stale jokes he has contrived fall flat,
the writer blames the comedian.

is

fate that

When

the comedian's contract is
finally canceled, the writer packs his

and his benzedrine and goes to
work to undermine another comedian. Most of the comedy the writer

files

Sam Coldwyn Concerned
('Best Years') Vandates
being played by Harold Russell, the
handless sailor of Goldwyn's "Best
Years of Our Lives." While Russell's
"act" is admittedly thoroughly in
good taste, Goldwynites look askance
at theatre dates as breaking down
the dignity carefully built up around
Russell during his period of con-

Goldwyn.

tract to

Producer had the handless vet under a one-year pact which expired
Purpose of the contract,

19.

following completion of the film, was
to give Goldwyn control over activities of Russell.
He was fearful that
outside
sources
might take advantage of the one-shot player and
put him in a position to take advantage of and break down the
prestige he build up in "Years."
Goldwyn reportedly was paying
him $150-a-week during the postpicture period and had offered to extend the contract. Russell figured it
o u W-bF -preferable tcr ta Ire-advantage of the $1,750 a week he is
said to be getting for the vaude

w

dates.

who

is

Goldwyn
in

his

wanted

thirtie.

,

Russell,

to return

to

College, where he had 13
months of an advertising course behind him and 18 months to go.

Boston

During the past year, the liberalminded
and
highly
personable
former GI made dozens of speeches,
with all dates approved by the
Gol''wyn office, to civic and patriotic
"roups.

HARRY WISMER-

(Sports Director of

be laughed at.
The Censor: The censor is the
house detective of the radio network. The censor is usually a man
with no sense of humor who is so
narrow-minded he thinks in strips.
He comes to his job equipped with
nothing but a blue pencil and the
right of way. The censor can find
dirt in an infant's glance. The height
of the censor's ambition is to delete
everything in a comedian's script.
The censor would like to hear the
comedian at the microphone reading
nothing but punctuation.
The Stooge: The stooge is the un-

ABC Network)

College
EAST

not

to

274th

:..

Eastern football, which figures to be as exciting as anything the country
will produce this fall, won't really get under way for a couple of weeks
yet. For your future book, you can mark down the University of Pennsylvania and Navy as the east's top teams, with Yale not far behind.
However, you'll have to wait to get a look at these titans in action. Villanova, prepping Tor its role as the first team to get a crack at Army's
three-year winning streak, warms up against the Kings Point Merchant
Marine Academy, ant* should win in a breeze. The Nittany Lions of
Penn State should get by Washington okay. More will be heard from
the east later.

WEEK!

MIDWEST

in the midwest yet, either, although that condition
be remedied before long. Iowa will work out. at the expense of
North Dakota State and, if anybody cares, Iowa State will probably wallop
El Capita n Theatre, Hollywood, Cat. Iowa State Teachers. The big noise in this district is bound to be the
Coming toon, the most unusual powerhouse Wolverine squad Fritz Crisler is drilling at Michigan. Michipicture ever made.
KEN MUR- gan opens against Michigan State on Sept 27—and watch Bob Chappuis

Not much goes on

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF

will

1947"

happiest character in radio. He
knows that he is funnier than the
comedian. His" wife is forever re- RAY'S Production, "BILL
','
minding him. The stooge is always COO," in Trucolor. A Republic re- go!
SOUTHWEST
stalking the comedian demanding lease.
As. usual the caliber of play in the wild and woolly southwest will be
bigger billing, more money or funhigh this year— and there's plenty of action on tap this weekend. Highnier lines. Utopia will arrive when
lighting the card is a clash between Texas Tech and the University of
the stooge has his own program and
Paulette Goddard to
Texas. With Bobby Layne's pitching arm on its side, Texas U. should
the comedian is working for him.
take it, but not without a fight Texas Christian looks too tough for KanThe Sponier: The comedian's
'Anna Lucasta' in French; sas, but Ray Evans, the Kansas quarterback, may have a thing or two to
sponsor is tannon happy. The sponsor was the first man to shoot a rice
say about that
SOUTH
grain out of a cannon. Every emMerediths' Film Plans
ployee in the sponsor's factory has
Georgia's Bulldogs and the Crimson Tide of Alabama -will be fighting all
Paulette Goddard, due to arrive in
been shot out of. a cannon. The spon- New York Friday (19) via plane the way for honors in the deep south, along with Georgia Tech and North
sor himself has been shot out of a from Paris, is scheduled to return Carolina, and if s going to be a real dogfight. Georgia "goes against Furcannon. The .sponsor's new breakfast
to the French capital in January to man on Friday night and Wally Butts' crew should win by plenty; Alafood is called "Bang!" Bang not only
play the lead in a French-language bama, behind Harry Gilman. ought to get by 'Mississippi Southern without
sparkles, snaps and crackles, as it version of "Anna Lucasta." Adapta- sweating too much. And South Carolina has a soft touch in Newberry.
is
being eaten, Bang explodes in tion of the long-run Broadway Charlie Justice and his North Carolina Tarheels don't get into the swing
babies' mouths. The sponsor wants
drama, originally presented with an of competition until they tackle Georgia in that big game on the 27th.
these startling facts brought out in
TACIFIC COAST
all-Negro cctst, reportedly will be
the commercials. The Bang commer- done
San Francisco and St. Mary's generally are considered the class of the
by Jean-Paul Sartre.
cials get longer and longer. The
Producer John Wildberg is under- Coast independent colleges, and both get a chance to prove it this weekend:
comedian doesn't dare complain. stood to have made the preliminary Forrest Hall should pitch Ed McKeever's San Franciscans to victory over
The comedian knows that the spon- approaches for the deal with Miss San Joe, while St. Mary's looks like the winner over scrappy little Portsor doesn't have to put him in a
Goddard in Dublin last August. land. California has a tough opener in Santa Clara, but figures to make it.
cannon to fire him.
Actress was appearing there with
The Studio Audience: The studio her husband. Burgess Meredith, in
audience is a mass of negative flot- a revival of "Winterset"
at the
Football
sam. Open the door of a radio stuGaiety.
(NATIONAL LEAGUE)
dio at any hour o'. the day or night
Wildberg has since returned to
After warming up in a series of exhibition games, the National Football
and a faceless group will flock inside London from Paris to sponsor the
League will put on its first official contest of the year on Sunday in
to participate in quiz programs, complay in Britain in association with Pittsburgh, when the Steelers play host to the rebuilt Detroit Lions.
munity sings or to laugh and ap- Jack Hylton. A number
of the orig- With Bullet Bill Dudley in there, you've got to go along with the Lions
plaud as directed. Where they come
inal American cast will re-create on this one.
from, where they go, nobody knows.
their original roles in London where
AI. I.- AMERICA CONFERENCE
Rumor hath it that most studio au- it's due to bow Oct 20. Nature of
Well under way by now, the All-America Conference has a busy scheddiences are cannibals.
They eat the Paris cast is unknown as yet.
ule coming up.
On Friday night Brooklyn's Dodgers will go to Lns
masters of ceremonies they trap beUpon her UJS. arrival Miss God- Angeles, probably to take a licking from the Dons. The Buffalo Bills
ll i n d
washing machines, electric
dafd
will
the
go to
Coast where she figure to whip the Rockets at Chicago the same night. On Sunday Clevestoves and other quiz bait The studio audience is the bane of the come- has been assigned to a top role in land's championship Browns will overpower the aggressive Baltimore
dian's existence. While he is trying "Hazard" at Paramount. Picture, to Colts, newest Conference entry, and the New York Yankees should nose
to please the listeners at home he' be directed by George Marshall and out the red-hot San Francisco 49ers in a .sizzling tussle at San Francisco.
with
MacOonald
Carey
as the male
has to indulge in some low comedy
That's all for now, but things will be a lot hotter next week. Beginning
to entertain his studio audience. The lead, rolls late this month. In Bricomedian knows that any joke an tain most of the summer, actress next Wednesday we'll list odds for each game, as- well as the probable
recently
completed
"An
-Ideal Hus- winner.
inch off- the ground will be over the
band" for Sir Alexander Korda.
studio audience's h*ad.
Husband
Burgess
Meredith,
who reThe
Executive:
The
agency executive is a man who has turned last week from six months Pix as U. S. Envoys
read "The Hucksters" and passed the abroad, likewise made "Mine Own
Gardenia Test. (The Gardenia Test Executioner" for Korda.
Byrnes
Stressed
N.Y.
With their Korda film chores comis. used by all reputable advertising
Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick
Hollywood, Sept 16.
agencies. The potential executive is pleted late in July, Meredith said in
James F. Byrnes, former Secre- Loewe, authors of "Brigadoon,"
seated at a desk. A gardenia is pinned New York last week that he and
tary of State and now counsel on intend opening a night club on the"
to his lapel.
If he has sufficient Miss Goddard originally had hoped
"
to appear in a new John Steinbeck foreign affairs for the film industry, east side oi midtown New York.
(Continued on page 63)
play at the Gaiety. Dublin, but when called motion pictures "the ambas- They've formed a syndicate with
the playwright did not have the sadors of America," and stressed the Carroll Case, son of the late Frank
script quite ready they dug up importance of continued export of Case, owner of the Algonquin Hotel,
"Winterset."
"The play." he re- Hollywood product at a dinner given jN. Y., and Richard Lamarr, the
marked, "received mixed critical by Joseph Schenck and attended by talent agent. They are reported to
acclaim and rebuke but nevertheless studio toppers. Byrnes discussed the have considered buying the E. Mth
it broke all house records for the foreign situation, country by coun- street
building in which Michael
Hollywood, Seo,t. 16.
Gaiety since a Sir Henry Irving try, and advised the producers to Todd has offices, but decided against
Richard Rodgers and Oscar Ham- success in 1887." Piece closed Aug. regulate production costs so as to it, and are now seeking another
merstein II have agreed to write a 31 after a four-week run.
be sure of making a profit in the property to house the venture.
Understood the group would not
musual picture far Metro within the
Both he and Miss Goddard. Mere- domestic market.
Before leaving for Washington, actively operate the spot, but figure
next 10 months. Subject is not dith said, plan to appear in more
pictures for Korda and may return Byrnes discussed plans for the Con- on remaining more or less in the
agreed upon as yet but Metro proto
Britain .for film-making next gressional committee meetings on re- background, with an experienced cafe
ducer Arthur Freed is digging for
spring. However, the actor added at ports of a Communist menace in man in charge. Besides the profits
stories
among those the studio the moment he has
from "Brigadooh," Lerner presumno contractual Hollywood.
already owns which they might
ably would have access to additional
obligations with« the British proadapt. Although Freed will produce
financing through his family, which
ducer. He planed to the Coast over
the picture, billing will be a Rodgers
operates the Lerner women's apthe weekend for confabs with Sen- Noblesse Oblige
& Hammerstein production.
parel shops, a national chain.
edict Bogeaus on the shooting of
Hflier's
Play
Agreement means that R&H will additional scenes on their jointly
Case was left a half-interest fwith
film
house running a trailer his sister, Margaret Case Harflman.
probably not produce any Broadway produced "A Miracle Can Happen."
to plug the premiere of a Broadway
legits after their musical. "Allegro,"
(the New Yorker writer) in the
legit
is
the case of the Sutton theatre Algonquin Hotel, under his father's
opens in Ne* Yoik in early October.
on
New York's east side.. Flickery's will. He and his sister sold the
One reason for their Hollywood de45-second
trailer
cision is that their Broadway cut- Frisco Dailies Recant
heralds
"The property about a year nao to Ben
Heiress," a new play 'starring British Bodne, a southern oil man, at a
rent productions of "Happy Birthday" and "John Loves Mary" have
Hildegarde 'Speeding' actress Wejidy Hiller and produced price reported to have been approxby Fred F. Finklchoffe.
imately $1,000,000. Lamarr is Lernot done as well as expected in reSan Francisco, Sept. 16.
Miss Hiller is also starred in the ner's and Loewc's agent.
couping
investments.
"Birthday"
Hildegarde was collecting a sheaf Sutton's feature
film, "I Know Where
particularly has a huge backstage
of retractions today (Tuesday) from
I'm Going" (Rank Prestige picture.)
overhead.
four. San Francisco newspapers in
Legiter will reciprocate with lobby
general and cafe owner Al Williams and
Off
program plugs when it opens Dot
in particular following threats of
at the Biltmore theatre, N.Y., Sept.
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Samuel Goldwyn office is somewhat disturbed by vaude dates now

Aug.

is

-

R0DGERS-HAMMERSTE1N

Over Harold Russell's

•

N

turns out for the comedian

FOR METRO

.

Plug

For Wendy
A

j

I

On

Ilona

damage

Massey sN.Y. Cafe

suits

resnftmg^om^n-Tir-

cident involving the arrest of Williams on a speeding charge in the
at Versailles, N.Y. city
of Berkeley, Cal.
Williams
Ilo'i'u Massey. film songstress, wil!
allegedly had declared to the police
make her New York cure bow, at that Hildegarde was one of his partj
the Versailles. Nov. 11. Singer has in the car, which the
papers picked
boon booked in at $3,000 by Music up and featured.
Corp. of America. Other dates are
Hildegarde at the time was in her
be'i);> lined Lip.
Ran Francisco hotel, the Mark HopMiss Massey. last seen in Metro's kins. She denounced Williams
as
"T'o'if'ny in Mexico" is set to follow
"a nuisance, a Rate crasher and a
H'" un of Dwight Fiske who opens trouble-maker''
whom she had never
iKxL Wednesday (24;.formally met.

"25:

—

Lamour Checks

—

Par Lot After 11 Years
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
Dorothy Lamour has checked off

Bow

i

I

the

s

Paramount

lot,

alter

11

years

under contract, to freelance. She still
Hollywood. Sept. 16.
retains a picture deal with ParaBillie Burke, star of Stage, screen
mount for one appearance annually
and radio, goes into the film shorts for
an indeterminate number o£
field for the first time under a Coyears.
lumbia contract calling for a series

Actress also has a three-picture
of two-reelors.
deal with
between lfM8 ami
First of the series 'loes into work
iTTOl. Next film will be for Benedict
Sept. 23, with Jules White producing
Bogeaus in title role of "* -'u Belle."
and directing, .:'...,
which Columbia will release.
>
j
I

j

,
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RKO'S 50-DAY SHOOTING SKED
Big Budgeters

Warners' Home Stretch

On

Paris, Sept. 16.

Fall Release Slate

Rathvon Deal Still Hot
RKO president N. Peter Rathvon

TO

1

The Jack Lv Warners, who haVe
been visiting Europe for about a
month, shove off for London Thursday (18), then head straight for
New York. Warner has already
o.o.'d his company's British Tedding-

FIRING PEOPLE

said in New York, Monday (15), that
negotiations are continuing in his efforts to obtain financial backing to
buy up Atlas Corp.'s controlling

Theatre bookers can cull from a
crop of 104-106 pix set for reduring September,
lease in the U.S.
fall

October and November under presmajors and
ent schedules fixed by
minors. While the total represents
the spring's 122
a tapering from
majors' profilms, full force of the
duction swing

away from Bs and

During their Rome stay .the Warwere accompanied by their
daughter Barbara. She is now back
at a Swiss finishing school.

in-

when the companies sent approximately 100 films to the screens.
Of the total number, 63-65 will be
Republic, Eagle
the major's share.
Lion, Monogram and Film Classics
Aside
are supplying the other 41.
from the 11 films currently being
handled by Universal^ Prestige unit
don't

be

general

hit

the

Four reissues from
releases.
the majors, two from Metro and two
from Warner Bros*, plus six oldies
by Film Classics are included.
* Paramdunt's string of releases set
for the autumn illustrates the flock
of high-budgeters which all majors
are currently prepping. Par's group
takes in "Where There's Life," the
Bob Hope starrer, "Variety Girl,"

.

"Wild Harvest" and possibly both
"Unconquered" and "Road to Rio."
Warners has both "Life With Father"
and "The Unsuspected" to tone up
RKO big ones are "The
its slate.
Secret Life of Walter Mitty,"- "The
Bachelor and the Bobby Soxer,"
"Magic Town" and "The Long

without hurting "a lot of
people,"
has imposed a
of 50 days on all future
shooting schedules, prexy ,N. Peter
Rathvon disclosed in New York
(15).
He said it would be
impossible, however, to put a ceiling on budgets themselves.

%

(Metro is reported to have edicted
similar limit of 55 days on its
shooting schedules while 20th-Fox
has cut to 50 days or less.)
Rathvon said that the 50-day ceiling did not mean there would not
be an occasional exception.
However, he added, that with proper
preparation before lensing and careful study of the script by "cost-conscious producers," he felt that the
50-day limitation was reasonable.

MAY

Loew's Fears Chaplin
Defi, Sets

UA heads the majors for the number of releases planned with the
(Continued on pap.e 18)

Back 'Yerdoux

IN GALLIC PIX
its

step in aiming Gallic pix for the
U. S. market. Out ^f upped U. S.
revenues for French film" imports,
the government has sent Dr. Jean
Stoetzel, co-director of the French
Institute of Public Opinion, along
with Dr. Alfred Marx, across the Atlantic to sound Yank reaction to the
French pix and make recommendations for changes in story material
and treatment.
Dr. Stoetzel, who arrived last
Wednesday (10), is confabing with
Dr. George Gallup of the Audience
Research Institute. He's arranging
'

lin

has

officials that his organto live with Congress

WATCHING WARNERS
ADMISH CUT ON SEPT. 25

D.C.

flickers.

from the French

government, Dr. Stoetzel will also
take steps to set up a motion picture
audience research unit in France.

Salesmen Group Seek
To Restrain Major Cos.
Chicago, Sept. 16.
Pressing its organization campaign
fxVn salesmen, the Colosseum
of
Picture Salesmen of
America has asked the National Labor Relations Board to petition federal court for an injunction to re-

[

—amongMotion

major film companies from
engaging in allegedly unfair labor

strain

practices.

CMPSA, whose

1873—SEPT.

Buck

shoot

his

national headquarters are in Chi, claims a membership
of 650 out of 900 through the country and is requesting a national
across-the-board election for all exchanges to determine the bargaining
agency for salesmen.

Washington, Sept. 16.
prices
First slice in admission
since before the war will take place
here Sept. 25 when Warner Bros,
drops the tap at its Warner theatre
(formerly the Earle). Cut follows
immediately after the conclusion of
the advance-price run of the current "Life With Father."

Warner has been
ing 80c. weekday

regularly chargnights and 85c.
Saturdays and Sundays. Fee will be
cut to 70c. during the week and 74c
weekends. There will be commensurate daytime drops.

Other

houses

are sitting tight,
waiting to see the effect on grosses
It was the highestat the Warner.
priced showcase in town. The reductions will bring it level with
Loew's Capitol, which, however, has
stage shows, and Loew's Palace.

Gotham last week
Mayor O'Dwy-

in

films

reverberated through

campaign to lure more major

er's

Prod. Shortage

production to N. Y. Charges were
vehemently denied by city administrators, who termed them "absurd"

and "ridiculous."
Complaint was levied against the
city departments by one of the producers who has done some work in
N. Y. He obviously can't be identified but he stressed that "too many"
had their hands out for "contributions" to "welfare funds."
In denying the charges, city officials intimated that the producer
might have had an axe of his own
to grind. Administrators claimed that
industry representatives who had
worked with the mayor in lining up
the ^program would attest to the
"wholehearted cooperation" offered
all branches of the city governCheck by Variety of these
industry homeofflce officials disclosed they had, in fact, been given
full cooperation by all city departments in their attempts to streamline
the permit regulations relative to the
shooting of films in N. Y.

by

ment.

tween the industry's "working committee" and city department heads
have been completed, with full plans
outlined on eliminating the red tape
that has heretofore stymied produMaguire has three further
cers.

22, 1933

Breen Compromise Or

Exits Hellinger

terminate

Graft Charges
Charges that attaches of New York
police and Are departments,
and others, were "on the take" from
Hollywood producers attempting to

City's

shortly.

Judge Edward C. Maguire, the
mayor's special coordinator for mopictures, meanwhile, prepared
this week to wrap up the first phase
of his work. Series of meetings be-

With Mark Hellinger polishing off
"Naked City," his fourth and final
pic committment for Universal, Jules
will

Deny Film Indies

tion

associate

OK

on Certain Rank

New Tag for

Pix;

'Narcissus'

Cooler Weather Helps

'

continued on page

Mark Registered

Trails

18)

FOUNDED BY

SISIE

PILVERMAK

Weekly by VARIETY.
8M Sllvorman. President

I'nhllHliert
15)

'Earth'

West

<0tli

Top Grossers

Vol. 168

(Par), in third po"Bachelor and Bobby-Socker"
(RKO), in fourth slot; "Down to
Earth" (Col), and "Kiss of Death"

Runners-up are "Gone With
"Crossfire"

(reissue),

(RKO), "Variety Girl" (Par), "Singapore" (U) and "The Outlaw" (UA).
Last-named moves back into limelight because of terrific first week
being recorded i.i N. Y.
Ability of "Stranger" and "Bach-

among

elor." still

first

six grossers

again this week, to stay up with the
leaders is amazing. Both have been
in first position, or near,

week

after

its great showing
bearing out its original
N. Y. Roxy an- on

week. "Tights," on
this stanza,

promise

is

at the

1

earlier key" dates.

"Heaven Only Knows" (U), a
newcomer, is doing big business in
San Francisco this round. "Trespasser" (Rep) shapes strong in Chicago with stage unit, "Dark Passage"
(WB) is stout on N. Y. second frame.

"Singapore"

(U),

which opens

in

N. Y. this week, is racking up sturdy
biz this session in several keys.
"Wyoming" (Rep) looks nice currently in Frisco.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on

Pages 10-11).

York

19,

Inc.

N.

T.

Foreign
$11
25 Cent*

$10
Slugle Copies

No. 2

•

come Stranger"

Wind" (M-G)

New

Annual

INDEX

sition;

(20th).

St.,

SUBSCRIPTION

Many Keys—Father,' 'Tights,'

tional boxoffice this week despite
the number of holdovers and longruns in mpst keys. In some cities,
however, this relief from unusually
torrid weather came too late to help
greatly on current week's biz.
"Life With Father" (WB) is grabbing the biggest coin total this week,
showing in some 11 cities covered by
Variety, all at roadshow scale.
"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) is
pressing for top honors although
having fewer openings this round
than "Father" and playing at regular
prices. "Tights" is spotted in some
14 cities currently, ranging mainly
from fine to sock or terrific. It's pacing Denver with big totals in two
houses and is rated best in mild
Boston.
"Father," playing three theatres in
L. A., is hanging up new hi^hs in
two of them. Warner opus also is
leading Washington, D. C„ with a
new record. Picture also is huge in
Detroit, sock in Cleveland and smash
in Providence.
Others in the Big Six are "Wel-

meetings scheduled with city corporation counsel and the police, fire
and water, gas and electricity departments. After that he intends submitting a report on his activities to
the mayor.

Mayor O'Dwyer, in turn,' is expectFlirting for a reversal by the ed to take steps to
carry out the
Catholic Legion of Decency of its suggestions embodied in the report.
condemnation of ''Black Narcissus," He'll submit to the city council whatBritish Technicolor opus starring ever part of the plan requires a
Deborah Kerr and David Farrar, J. change in city statutes and attempt'
Arthur Rank officials are rushing a to carry out the rest of the plan
new ending for the pic in Britain. personally if he finds it feasible.
Once completed, new finale will be
flown here' for submission to the
Legion.
New footage being prepped will
be an addition to the pic rather
than a revision of its present wind-

National Boxoffice Survey

and couldn't unguard its chin by
'Stranger,' 'Bachelor,'
the "Verdoux" de£i. Paul N. Lazarus,
Jr., UA's pub-ad
chief, rushed to
Much cooler weather in the
Washington in an effort to upset the
local decision but made no headway. middlewest and far western key
UA officials thereupon hinted that cities plus letup in heat wave last
Monday (15) along the Atlantic sea(Continued on page 24)
board is being reflected at the na-

for a profile

instructions

UA

and

ization

which would
represent the American public reaction to various Gallic films. At the
same time, he's to undertake his own
research on the subject of what the
Americans like and dislike in French

On

19,

D. C. Opening Until Oct. Buck

first

ARI

New York

Ms Old Bogey:

wrath, producer chores. Buck teamed with
Fearing Congressional
Loew's local theatre execs in Wash- Hellinger on the quartet of films for
ington have put a crimper in Charles U. He parts company to close with
Chaplin's plans to defy the House some other studio while Hellinger is
Un-American Activities Committee reported heading for a Columbia
by opening his "Monsieur Verdoux," tieup.
in D. C. Sept. 25, one day after the
Hellinger has acquired an option
committee renews prying into Holly- on all Ernest Hemingway yarns unwood's red activities. "Verdoux's" der 30,000 words and on all short
booking at the Capitol;' a Loew's stories the author may write in the
house, has been pushed back to next eight years. During that period
some time in October after Carter Hellinger is committed to lens at
Barron, head of the local Loew's least four of the properties
and cut
circuit
and industry mouthpiece, Hemingway in on the profits.
insisted on the delay in face of objections by both his home office and
United Artists, pic's distrib.
Barron reportedly told both Cha.p-

FRENCH PROBING U.S.

with

to

a

pen."

TASTES

RKO

tme

"A Miracle Can Hap-

French government has taken

trim

United Artists board of directors
resumes tomorrow (Thursday) the
concentrated wrestling it has been
doing with the critical product shortage facing the company next spring.
It has sent an emergency call to exec
v.p. Arthur W. Kelly, in England,
RKO has had to make fewer ad- to return for tomorrow's session.
heavily on the tinties to boost dojustments than most studios to the
Major hurdle causing the extreme
mestic returns during the current
new conditions caused by the loss paucity of indie product for UA to
world crisis, deals made by British
of the British market, the company's distribute is inability of the comproducers with Technicolor, Inc. for
topper declared, since its overhead pany's producers or would-be^-prosupplies of prints is expected to
has risen very little in the past year. ducers to get financing for their pix.
touch off' an even hotter run on
That's due, he explained, to the in- Kelly for many years handled bankTechni's limited Hollywood facilities.
Out of a total of 18 Technicolor creased quantity of production, which ing arrangements for the company's
has kept the lot and its employes indies and has good connections with
pictures now in production or editbusy.
the financial institutions. It was in
ing, the British have a full one-third
There may have to be further this regard that the hurry call was
though their total production is. only
one-sixth that of the Yanks. What's cuts, Rathvon admitted, but how far sent him in England.
Tomorrow's board conclave will
more; of the 23 tinted films in prep- they'll go would depend a good deal
aration, the British, meaning J. Ar- on strength of domestic business this be the third in two weeks in which
(Continued on page 18)
(Continued on page 24)
(Continued on page 25)

Night."
Universal's group includes "Ride
the Pink Horse," "The Exile" and
promising
"Singapore."
Metro's
grossers jye "Song of Love" and
"Romance of Rosy Ridge." M-G has
also a top coin-collector in "Gone
With the Wind" now on its fourth
time around. Costly pix being released by 20th-Fox are "Forever
Amber," "Mother "Wore Tights" and
"Foxes of Harrow." Then there's
Columbia's "Down to Earth" and

United Artists'

to

ceiling

On Color Over U.S.

fall's

.

efforts

costslittle

Stepped - up competition In the
world market between British and
U. S. pix is currently seen by trade
circles as result of the planned increase in color films by the industries of both countries. Moreover,
with the U. S. majors counting

release,

five British films in

its

Monday

Rank's Greater

ter

there'll

of

'

ners

this year
to heavy-budgeters early
coming up. The
is felt in the flock
step-down in release tempo reverts
the pace" to that of 1947's first quar-

which

As part

tori studios.

interest.
He expressed optimism on his prospects of success.
Company topper has been east for
the past week working on the negotiations.
He goes back to the Coast
today (Wednesday) and will return

stock

:

Of 104-106 Films

N.Y. City Fathers

56
62
16
14
44
George Frazier
House Reviews ........... 57
58
Inside Legit
Inside Music
52
20
Inside Pictures
34
Inside Radio
34
Inside Television
Legitimate
58
Literati ....
61
Music
44
Acts
56
New
Night Club Reviews
54
Obituaries
63
44-Orchestra s
Pictures
3
Pre-Production News
7
Radio
26
Radio Reviews
30
Records
44
Frank Scully
61
Television
31
Unit Reviews
57
Vaudeville
53
Bills

Chatter

Film Reviews
Foreign

DAILY VAKIEXX
(Published In Hollywood bl
Pallj Variety. Ltd.)
$10 a Year—$12 foreign

hcnjhes
'Johnston's Aide Airs

Own Ideas On

Hollywood, Sept. 16.
J. Robert Bren signed Dolores del
Rio and Arturo de Cordova to costar in "Jaguar Hill," to be filmed
in Cinecolor in Mexico City, starting

Film Biz's Improved Public Relations
Major company toppers will have*
to realize that the development of
a farsighted public relations policy
for the industry will entail the giving up some immediate profits in
favor of long-range objectives. That
the warning given in New York

week by Edward

T.

in

Hollywood, Sept.

Carny Aspects of Such Shindigs

January.

Part of the picture will be shot in
the Petan Jungle, southern Yucatan,
a wild territory never before explored by American film makers.

Academy's Industry Fix
To Show Film Problems

Cannes Festival Again Points Up

*"

De Havilland Sues Agency
To

16.

Academy

of Motion Picture Arts
is sponsoring a series
of films covering every phase of the
industry. Series will be screened in
every large city in the U.S. to acquaint the public with the problems
of film making.

was
last

JWeJneeday, September 17, 1947

PftfSIETY
Del Rio, De Cordova Pair

L.

and Sciences

Cheyfitz,

Terminate Contract

Los Angeles, Sept 16.
Olivia De Havilland filed suit in
A. superior court against the

Berg-Alienbcrg agency, demanding
termination of the managerial conBlack Into Blackstone
tract and the return of $10,300 she
Cheyfitz several months ago was
has paid in agency commissions.
named by Johnston to develop an
Actress declares she has lost screen
overall and continuing policy lor
By JOE LAURIE, JR.
contracts worth $150,000 through deFilming is slated to start in two
promoting the prestige and standing
Little did I think years ago when lays caused by her representatives.
of the industry. Even before being months, with Grant Lecnhouts as
i sang at the going-away party for
Arbitration committee appointed by
actually appointed to the task by coordinator-producer.
Abe Hummel (Abe was going away the Screen Actors Guild recently deJohnston, however, he had been
to serve a
year in Blackwell's clared the agency contract valid.
seguing into the chore of thinking
Island), given to him by his cronies
out public relations problems for the
in back of White's restaurant on the
MPA chieftain.
Bowery, and picking up the throw
Cheyfitz joined the MPA staff 20
money the guests showered us with,
months ago after serving for five
that I would grow up and review a
years as national chairman of the
book about this same Hummel and
International Mine, Mill & Smelter
his partner, Wiliiam F. Howe, for
Workers and as a member of the
Variety.
national executive board of the CIO
To us kids on the East Side of
His duties originally were to be
New York the names of Howe &
executive assistant to Motion Picture
Asm. prexy Eric Johnston.

|

See Criterion As

Trend to More B's

B way

Important

In 20th s Seltzer

Metro Showcase

limited to that of labor adviser:

Cheyfitz said he welcomed the retent activity in the Advertising and
Booking of Metro's "Green DolPublicity Directors Committee of 'the phin Street" into the Broadway Crimajor companies in drawing up the terion following the current "Gone
"master plan" for an "anti-smear" with the Wind" presages Metro's
drive which was announced without taking over the house exclusively as
details in New York last week. He a long run showcase for its own top
said, however, he thought the an- product.
Universal,
consequently,
nouncement was '"perhaps slightly will be forced out, leaving
with

U

premature."

the Winter Garden and off-the-track

MPA

Park Avenue.
Loew's State on
Broadway, however, is expected to

exec emphasized the extreme
co-nplexity of drawing up a public

Hummel were as well known as the
Smith Bros. We didn't know exactly
what they did but we did know if
they we're on your side you could
get away with murder literally.
Tiend of the majors back to B's
Richard Rovere has expanded his and of their effort to get off hook of
series of Profiles on "Howe and an uncertain future by distributing
Hummel" (Farrar, Straus; $2.75) films in which they have no financial
that have appeared in the New investment
was exemplified last
Yorker and has come up with 190 week with the signing by 20th-Fox
pages of entertaining and interesting of a deal with Frank Seltzer Proreading. What a show a good play- ductions. This is the first indie 20th
wright could do on these two wacky has taken on in several years to
sons of Blackstone! Howe & Hum- make low-bud geters, but the second
mel were the Duffy & Sweeney and parted within a few months to turn
the Houdinis of the Criminal Bar. over to Fox pix in which it holds
They were two crafty, cunning, no financial interest.
slick, sharpshooting, nutty guys who
Fox in the past has been highly
stuck big law books right through reticent
about taking jon independ-

(Nasser) Distrib

—

relations program because it must play more firstrun product, with
cover so many different fields of the possibility that some U films will
activity and because so many basic be booked in there.
„
issues of policy must .be determined
Metro feels it has enough big picby industry toppers before the super- tures forthcoming to adequately take
structure can be erected. His prin- care of the Capitol, Criterion and
cinal point was that it must not be whatever is accepted for Radio City the loopholes they'd make in the ents. Until it made a deal with Sir
e one-shot affair of a few radio pro- Music Hall. Capitol, wj'h its vaud- Bar of Justice. They not only rep- Alexander Korda recently, it had
grams, or newspaper stories, but film policy, will probably play the resented bank-robbers, fences, pan- only two of them, Sol Wurtzel and
tContinued on page 20)
broad and continuing.
Edward L* Alperson. Korda is maklighter type of films, such as musiing high-budgeters, while Wurtzel
cals, with the Criterion getting what
Objectives
and Alperson have been turning out
are considered the more serious pic"First we must decide," he said,
lower-cost product. Seltzer's pix will
"what our objectives are. The basis tures "Cass Timberlane" will prob- Schines Buy Into
fall in the latter category.
of any public relations campaign is ably follow "Dolphin" into the house,,
miking the public understand your with "Good News" and "if Winter
10,000-Watt Albany Sta. Seltzer is one of the first indies
to receive bank financing since tbe
objectives. Perhaps when we sit Co.-nes" following in that order.
Albany. Sept. 16.
British 75% tax virtually put a pad"Dolphin" is now scheduled to
down and figure out our objectives,
Albany is to have a new station, lock on all such backing.
Coin is
well find that we're better off not day-and-date in seven out-of-town WPTR, in which the Schine
Chain being put up by the Bankers Trust
* hrving them understood."
situations Nov. 13 and will go into
Theatres, Inc., owners of Hotel Ten Co.,
N.Y. It's not being handed diCheyfitz was being facetious, of the Criterion immediately following
Eyck, will have the controlling in- rectly to
Seltzer, either, but to him
course, but was making the point "GWTW," now in its third week.
terest.
Chain, headed by J. Myer via James Nasser,
who recently acto emphasize the complexity of the Film will play at advanced admisSchine. has purchased a controlling quired
ownership of the General
problem. He said there were at least sion prices out-of-town and, al- interest
in the Patroon Broadcasting Service
Studios, where Seltzer will
seven categories in which policies though plans for the Criterion Co. Papers
noting the change in the operate.
Presumably Nasser "guarmust be determined and that these haven't been finalized, it's probable financial structure
will be filed with anteed further
security than merely
involved not only relationships to the same policy will be followed the
FCC this week for approval. the picture negative,
as is customary.
the public but within the industry there. Producer Carey Wilson has
Harold E. Blodgett, Schenectady at- Bank took
cut 15 minutes out of the original
another precaution by
itself.
torney and owner of WBCA, a freinsisting that the film be budgeted
print that was recently sneak-preAwful Relations
quency modulation station in that so it
viewed
on
could
the
come
Coast
and
in
out
the
east,
okay on estiHe pointed out that, for instance,
city,
will represent the minority
mated domestic income alone. First
tb? relationship between the distri- with the film now running 135 min- stockholders.
film will be budgeted at $150,000 to
bution end of the industry and its utes.
The Patroon firm has a grant from $175,000
and
will
roll
15 at GenOct.
Loew's
currently
leases the Cri- the FCC and a construction permit
customers, the exhibs, was "awful".
Within no other industry, he de- terion from Charles Moss, with the to build and operate on 154 kilo- eral Service Studios.
Seltzer's pact with Tox calls for
clared, is there sucb antagonism and lease expiring next year. Company cycles at 10,000 watts, day and night.
three
pix,
recently
with
the
gave
up
its
lease
distrib
public name-calling. A policy and
on the This gives Albany a powerful staholding
technique must be found, he assert- Broadway May fair theatre to the tion, similar to other cities of this an option for three more. Seltzer hasfor many years been associated with
ed, for smoothing this relationship Brandt circuit. Under Loew's opera- size.
tion, however, the Mayfair played
out
Plans are now underway for con- Hal Roach as sales and distribution
aide. He is understood to be partthird and fourth run product, so that struction of
Another point he made was rethe station with studios
nered in the new venture with Hugh
lationship with employes in the in- its departure from the Loew banner in the Hotel Ten Eyck. The transKing, former story exec for David
dustry. Not only in the matter of the had no effect on the Broarway first- mitter will be located in the town of
Colonie, between Albany and Sche- O. Selznick.
jurisdictional strikes, but overall, he run situation.
Fox's taking on of Seltzer is part
nectady.
said, "nothing could be worse" than
Leonard L. Ashe, manager of of a general move toward keeping
the industry's employe - employer
WBCA in Schenectady, will be the distribution machinery of the majors
st'tus.
FP-Canadian's Extra 50c
general manager, as under the cor- busy without tying up coin in pro"Even such reactionary firms as
porate setup. Earlier,
call let- duction. It's a form of insurance or
Central Motors and U.S. Steel have
Sends It Ahead of 1946 ters WNYS were issuedthe
to the Pa- hedging on future business.
better employe relations than the
Because declaration of 50c. extra troon firm, but New York State obfilm
industry." Cheyfitz declared.
"Toere must be long-range planning dividend recently brought total dis- jected to it, explaining the state may,
at
PIC PIONEERS SET DATE
some time, desire to operate a
bursements in tbe year's first three
of employment policies."
Annual dinner of the Picture
Concerning the foregoing of im- quarters to $1.10. Canadian film station.
Ashe has received word from the Pioneers set for the Hotel Plaza's
mediate profits .in favor of long-term stock buyers are wondering just how
FCC that the new call letters, grand ballroom (N. Y.), Nov. 19, acobjectives, Cheyfitz asserted that this high earnings of Famous Playerswas a phare of ciccision-makin<? Canadian Corp. will go tli is year. WPTR, have been issued as being cording to Jack Cohn, exec veepee
through which every industry must FPC had paid 20c. in the first two more in line with the name Patroon. of Columbia and prez of the org, inIt was pointed out that WPTR
quarters so that the 50c. extra decla
go at some point in its growth.
will stead of the Waldorf as lor many
ration brought third quarter melon- be one of tbe most powerful stations years.
cutting to 70c. and $1.10 for 1947 in the Albany area with its 10.000
Max A. Cohen. New York circuit
thus far. Corporation paid &5c. la<4 watts, making it a regional station, operator, heads the dinner commitPaul Short Exits Par
i-ather
than a local station. The only tee.
year and placed the stock on an anPaul Short ankles the Paramount nual diwy basis of 80c. last Decem- other regional station in this area is
WGY,
Schenectady.
studio in mid-October following an ber.
agreement reached over the weekN. Y. to Europe
FPC operations in the first half of
end to call off his writer-producer 1947 were better than the
Nunnally Johnson
correpad with the company.
Short, who sponding period
Jock Lawrence
lasit
r
year,
JTJtiJ
with
VVJLJ1
Lawrence,
—
St. John Sail
owns several s\ovy properties, plans earnings expected to be as good and
Antonio Moreno
Jock Lawrence, veepee and ad_b tiip to New Yo rk to h uddle on io.ssibJy_aJifiafiLjttf_final_six.
Grcgor Piatigors ky
month! pub chief fur the
Rjmtr^ij^rzafion
fiT Mzation of these~~yarns;
of 1946.
Enrle St. John
Corporation was opcralint; in America,
with his wife, Mary,
Ke's been affiliated with Para- 340 theatres as of Dec. 31. 1946. and
Mae West
off for London
tomorrow
mo nt for some 18 months during now has plans for building or hr?. shoves
Carley Wharton
18) aboard the Queen Elizabeth.
Which tirjie Short arranged for ac- started construction on some 22 adOna White
E.-.rle St. John, Yank-born producquisition of rights to "Variety Girl," ditional houses.
Diana Wynyard
tion advisor to J. Arthur Rank, acdramatization of the Variety Clubs
Financial quarters fail to sec
companies Lawrence alter a sixInternational. Prior to his stint with Where this expansion
program will week trek to Hollywood to
Arrivals
study
Europe
Par, Short held posts with Para- cut in to reduce net earnings
avail- latest techniques.
Oscar Karlweis
mount-affiliated theatres and Nation- able on common stock
even over the
Lawrence will remain in England
Andre Kostelanetz
al "creen Service.
.short term. At the start of 1947. the
one month before returning home.
Ray Milland
Producer-scripler .s a former chief eorporaUon had a
net working capl- His trip is for a periodic
discussion
John Perona
b>.
er of the Variety Clubs ofjtal of nearly
$8,000,000 giving it an of upcoming
product ticketed for
Lily Poiyk
* cxas extremely strong liquid position.
U. S. distribution.

WPTR,
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Dorothy Shay

Paris, Sept. 16.
Cannes Film Festival, opening a
13-day run, limped away from the
starting line last Friday (12) in
an
atmosphere of anti-American senti-

ment and exhibitor squawks. First
sour note was struck when the regular cinema houses staged a two-hour
symbolic strike to protest again.vt
the city's refusal to make good their
losses during the festival. Second
clinker sounded when the critics attending the festival did a premeditated hatchet-job on Columbia's 'The
Jolson Story," first U.S. film to be
shown.
In addition, the plethora of- film
in Europe is becoming a
permanent headache for the bona
festivals

who cannot cope
with them all for lack of time, manpower, films and money. This is in
fide picture people,

face of their desires to slight no one
by refusing invitations to participate. Everyone, is hoping that some
regulation will provide -for one festival, a year in all of Europe similar
to the ones governing the Olympic
games and international fairs.
Everything cued the Cannes Festival this year to be just as much of
a non-film racket as last year, especially when the government re-

fused to appropriate about $160,000
its operation and made it de-

for

pendent on the resources of tbe local
promoters. Chief interest in the Festival is not in, the films but in a
desire of local hotel and boite operators to extend the Cannes seafm
a little beyond its normal streti-h.
American distribs, through the Motion Picture Assn., tactfully accepted
the invitation to enter the show but
their hearts weren't" in it
As suitable for a Cannes festival,
if started with banquets, dances, fireworks, water ballet, election of a
Miss Festival and the usual fol-derol. The theatre intended for the
screenings, however, was not ready

opening date and they are taking
place at a local cinema.
Re.is Get the Brush
Lack of available cash is evidenced
by the fact that though Frank MacCarfhy.
European rep, and his
aide, Rupert Allan, were originally
at

MPA

MPA

(Continued on page 18)

N. Y. to L. A.
Charles Brackett

George Brown
Jerry Devine
Al Durante

John Farrow
Virginia Field
Paulette Goddard

Mose Gumble
Burgess Meredith

Sam Moore
John Reber
Charles M. Regan.
Arnold SUing
Billy Wilder

William Wyler

.

L. A. to N. Y.

Daniele Amfitheatrof
A. Pam Blumenthal

Don Cash
Helen Colton

Max

Cutler

Yvonne De Carlo
Ernest Ernerling

Ray Evans
Douglas Fairbanks,
Marvin Faris
Martin Field
Arthur Freed
Mrs. John Garfield
James R. Grainger

Jr.

Henry Hathaway
Leland Hayward
Horace Heidt
Karl Herzog
Malcolm Kingsberg
Irving Kumin
Otto Lang
Doris Lee

Martin Lewis
Jay Livingston
June Loekhart
Myrna Loy
K«nneth MacKenna
Alan Napier
John O'Connor
Hans Otto Peters
Otto Pieminger
Jack Pulaski
Carroll Righter

John W. Rogers

Ben Shipman
Red Skelton
Edward Snyder'
Deems Taylor
June Truesdell

Sam

Vorziiher

Edward Walton
Robert

Webb

Carey Wilson.
Irving Yergin

:
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METRO SUBSIDIZES 3 BOOK PUBS
In August in Retrenchment
story

Film

Proposal to Pay Tax on the British

Play Sole Pic Purchase

1945 Flop

was

market

a

hit

Portion of Pix Income in Eng. May

Wave
Vendetta, which the other majors
have been carrying on against the

'Arch' Scissored

Metro story, department recently,
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
blazed afresh this week with the
"Arch of Triumph" has been cut disclosure that M-G has still further
from its original three-and-a-half hypoed its scouting activities for
running
hours
time
to
two
hours
new books. Studio has inked pacts
31-day period.
Although August is traditionally and 22 minutes, with possibility it'll with three publishing houses by
the year for stay that length if roadshow deals which it will subsidize them in sendthe slowest month of
now
being
angled
published
by
George
.T.
studios
of
ing scouts on the road to search new
purchase by the
works as the raw material for films, Schaefer, veepee in charge of dis- authors out of the hinterlands.
four- tribution for Enterprise, go through.
Publishers with whom deals have
story editors count this past
memory.
in
dullest
Total production cost to date is been set are Random House, Farrar
week stanza the
Reason was the desire of all com- $3,750,000. Film will be sneak pre- Straus and Atlantic Monthly Press.
coin
further
Each
has agreed to send out one or
up
viewed within the next month.
panies to avoid tying
then ducking Meanwhile, Schaefer is huddling more literary Boones to find .writers
in story inventories and
away from costume yarns, which run with Lee and Jake Shubert on road- whose amateur status is guaranteed
by
the
fact they have neither agents
showing it in their legit theatres.
into heavy budgets.
nor publishers.
Pair of casualties on the latter
Scouts report back to the publishscore are Thomas Costain's "The
ShellabarSamuel
ers
by whom they are employed,
Moneyman" and
who, in turn, report to Metro. Pubger's "Prince of Foxes." They have
lisher may get a book out of it and
for weeks been No. 1 and 2, respecOrlist.
M-G
is assured first look— exclusive
seller
tively, on the best
for 30 days at any such manuscript
dinarily they would have been long
turned up. If the book is unfinished
since snapped up for films. Now they
to
or
needs
further polishing, Metro
expensive
are considered far too
_

•

4-

British tax

checking out to devote time to radio

commitments

and writing

music.

sions at

original

Option was obtained with
when the book was still
writing stage, with 20th putting up $15,000 against a purchase

Anti-Trust Suits

effort

ticket of $150,000
pleted.
v

when

it

was com-

The majors are now pulling from
grab-bag an assortment of
baubles ranging from conventional
the

straight coin to better

20th

Instead of such properties,
and all other companies are now
concentrating on getting novels and
plays of relatively simple everyday
which can be filmed at
life,
moderate cost. "While variety in pro-

(Continued on page 18)

loans in a quiet
drive to clean up the current rash of
exhibitor anti-trust actions pending
against" them.
A potpourri of in-

ducements has been used by the distribs to wangle discontinuances on a
trio of actions which were nearing
trial.

British

Settlements

some

cases
have been so unorthodox that one
of the majors' legalites last week
labelled the deals "a pretty screwy
bunch of terms."

Producers Okay

Cripps' Call

run deals and

even temporary

on Speedup

in

Distribs, apparently, are ready to
talk settlement on any basis besides

But Await Some Details the customary one of shelling out
cash alone. Recent deal made with
London, Sept. 16.
Duluth Theatre Corp., operator of
Board of Trade is rushing arrange- the "Lyceum theatre, Duluth,
illusments for a full-scale meeting of trates the new tactics.
Closeout of
British film producers which has that case
against the majors plus
been specially called by Sir Stafford Paramount affiliate,
Minnesota
boosting of
Cripps to discuss the
Amusement Co., it's understood, infilm production in this country.
volves bankrolling plaintiff's modernSir Henry French, chairman of the ization plans for his house. -Majors
British Film Producers Assn. told are taking back a mortgage in the
disVarimtt: "The conference will
neighborhood of $75,000 for the loan.
cuss not bnlyjthe effects of the tax
Distribs have also closed with 10
on foreign films, but will cover the
(Continued on page 25)
widest field. Stimulation of producstudio
tion and provision of more
of
space -will form an important part

producers to
formulate production speedup plans
"It

until

difficult

is

for

we know how

the Government

We intend
intends to help us.
emphasize to Sir Stafford that it

to
is

essential to the well-being of the
British film industry that quality be

Numbers must not be
made the first importance.

maintained.
officially
It

^,

would be unwise to

sacrifice qual-

ity to step up numbers."
The association will be in a position to give Sir Stafford a blueprint
for the expansion of the industry
and the best use of existing facilities.
Film studio building, it will be
pointed out, is a specialized type of
construction not likely to affect the

housing program.

There are many

derelict factories and certain types
of aircraft hangars which could be
converted at little cost of
money or labor. The producers: will
agree that the utmost economy in
the making of new pictures is

readily

needed.

Board

of

Trade has intimated that

may grant the necessary priorities
firm foundations for studio
expansion and a prosperous British
sympathetic hearing is expected, as the Government
ves—the-film—ind ust-r-y—is—essen^
tial, giving a good return of dollars
for a minimum expenditure in this
it

to lay

film industry.

A

country.

New

York.

Plan, in essence, calls for paying
of income taxes on British profits
to the British government instead of
to" the U.S. government, as now prevails. This could save the American
companies up to 38% of their British
income, which is the amount they
now pay to the U.S. Treasury as corporate profit taxes.

studio general musical director since 1944, and with Paul
Whiteman prior thereto.

Agnew

<

New

Plots

One of the advantages of the proposal is that it could be accomplished without an act of Congress,

Sales Idea For

which

it

thought would be imOn the other hand,
Dept. approval

is

possible to get.

DOS.

subsidize the author.

however,

Reissues

Treasury

is considered by some industry atwas with Random
torneys necessary before the plan
House. It has been in effect, in fact,
An innovation in distribution has could be put in effect and they feel
since May 15, when RH hired Frank been devised by Neil Agnew, prexy
it
is
too optimistic to expect that
Taylor, formerly of Reynal & Hitch- of Selznick Releasing Organization,
the Treasury would volunteer to
cock, to go on the road, and Albert in setting up currently an auxiliary

Erskine as his partner on the receiving end in New York.
Team has
turned up nothing yet.
Kenneth
MacKenna, Metro Coast story exec,
told Variety Monday (15) in New
York, that he expected nothing for
perhaps the first year, although
trade reports have it that Metro is a
bit unhappy at the lack of results.
MacKenna refused to disclose
financial aspects of the deals with

forego taxes

sales organization to handle reissues
and special films on an area basis.
Initialer for the new outfit will be
reissue of "Intermezzo," followed. by
reissue of "Since You Went Away."

^ne w^^glans ,Jto ..have
move

into"

sell

it

is

being

divided

is

now

receiving.

the idea, it is understood feels
strongly that a Treasury okay is not
necessary. This viewpoint also has
c6nsiderable legal backing".' Mulvey
does feel, however, that the Treas•

crew
com-

pletely before going on to the next
territory. Unit will consist of a
salesmanager, six to eight salesmen
and an exploitation man.

Country

(Continued on page 20)

an area and

the

it

James Mulvey, prez of Samuel
Goldwyn Productions, who evolved

(Continued on page 16)

by

Agnew

into eight areas. He figures
that each can be covered in about
two months, so that it will take approximately 18 months to cover the
U. S. as a whole. If it is desired to
release, other films before a crew
Economy axe swinging through the has completely covered the country
film industry has struck particularly on
a previous One, further similar
hard at eastern story departments, units may be set up.
with Columbia the latest to be hit.
Agnew admits that the idea is exIts entire department, with the experimental and may be changed or
ception of editor Janet Wood and remolded to suit situations as they
her secretary, was let out last Fri- arise. He sees numerous advantages
day (12). There was some recant- in the regional selling. One is that
ing on Monday (15), with notices to advertising-exploitation can be contwo staffers revoked.
centrated at point of sale and thus
Paramount and 20th-Fox also reach the greatest number of potentrimmed their departments. At Par, tial patrons at minimum cos™ AnJean Weidman, assistant to editor
(Continued on page 22)
Alan Jackson, was retired, along
with her secretary and a file clerk.

Indiana Indies

ECONOMY AXE HITS
STORY DEPTS. HARD

Memph

Install

Would

16m

Setup As

Guard Vs. Pix Shortage
Indianapolis, Sept. 16.

Suggestion
film

that

exhibitors

with

buying problems should

seri-

ously consider installation of 16m
projectors as a protective measure
against a product shortage and narrow gauge competition was made
last week by Associated Theatre
Owners of Indiana.
Upbraiding producers for selling
picture rights to 16m distributors "to
wring out the last possible dollar"
after "mulcting" standard exhibitors
to obtain profits "doubled and redoubled in spite of curtailed production," the Hoosier indies charge:
"When the exhibitor is forced to
face the competition of this very
same picture on which he once was
responsible for its great profits, it is
nothing less than a kick in the face
after he has already been belabored."
"Some producers do protect their
regular accounts by retaining control of 16m production, but most do
not," ATOI charges. "The 16m catalogues are growing every day. For

At 20th-Fox, the London office is
Fans Go for 'Duel'
being shaved, with the result that
Archibald Ogden, who headed it, is
Like French Postcards
being transferred t'o New York, Let
For 'Outlaw' at $1-$1.80 out of the Manhattan headquarters,
Memphis, Sept. 16.
"Duel in Sun" is breaking recDespite loss of publicity because as a result, was August Spectorsky,
of failure of the New York City li- assistant to editor Bert Bloch. Spec- ords in first showings at four midcense commissioner to make his an- torsky resigned as book ed of the south theatres near Memphis, where
ticipated objection to "The Outlaw," Chicago Sun a year ago to take the it was banned by censor chairman
Lloyd Binford. There was a traffic
pic has been doing smash biz since Fox job.
virutalty the moment it opened at
Universal had previously done the jam afternoon and evening Sunday
United Artists' Broadway theatre most drastic trimming of all, by (14) on the Mississippi River Bridge
last Thursday (11). Howard Hughes' completely eliminating its New York leading from Memphis to West Mem- example, one narrow gauge distriwestern, although it got a unanimous and London story scouting depart- phis, where all-time records, even butor alone has just acquired anthumbs-down from the local review- ments. On the other hand, Kenneth for "Gone With the Wind," were' other 40 features and 40 westerns
ers, was racking up better grosses MacKenna,
Coast story exec for shattered at the Crittenden. Town in this manner. Of course distribufrom midnight to 6 a.m. last week Metro, declared that company had was completely swamped with visit- tors disclaim any responsibility for
than the Broadway had been doing no intention of slashing at all and ing cars, virtually all from Mem- the acts of independent producers.
during regular evening hours pre- was, in fact, increasing its expendi- phis. J. Jackson Rhodes, owner, said This is ridiculous because there are
ture on finding yarns by subsidizing he'd never seen anything like it. ways that can be and have been
viously.
"And nobody from West Memphis used to retain control of distribuStrength of the "Otulaw" pull was publishers' scouts.
Let out at Col Friday were Miss has had a chance to see the picture tion," the indies complain.
demonstrated by the $12,000 opening
Wood's
two aides and five staff yet," he said Monday night (15).
day take and $10,600 the second day,
Similar experiences reported from'
readers,
in
addition
to
Tom
Ratas against under $5,000 for the enHolly theatre at Holly Springs, Miss.,
tire final week of "Copacabana," the eliffe, who was to have become play
Von theatre at Hernando, Miss., and
last new pic in the house. Theatre editor on the day he got the boot.
Gem
at Covington, Tenn. Usually
He
had
been
assistant
to
John
Gassusually suffers because of its
b.o..
ner, who had previously failed to two-day stands, these houses are
out-of-the-way 53d street location.
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
"Duel" to four and five
Hal Wallis closed a long-distance
The 24-hour-a-day operation was come to an agreement on a new extending
days. West Memphis, however, has
contract.
He
departed
Friday
as
telephone deal by which Wendell
discontinued Sunday morning. House
announced it will hold indefinitely as Corey, currently
in London, goes on
now is closed from 5 a.m. to- 8:30 per schedule.
long as good business continues.
Monday
Reversal
came
regarding
loanbut to star in an untitled picture
a.m. There has been an average of
Beatrice Aronson, aide to Miss Wood,
to be made in Switzerland by Lazar
more than 500 admissions after mid'Duel' Mex Smash
reader.
and Albert Johnson, a
Wechsler, European producer.
night, with a slight spurt at 3 o'clock,
Mexico City, Sept. 16Others got two weeks' salary in
Corey, who had b een p laying in
-when—niteries-shutteiv
''D uel in th e-S-urfMtad-a—un-iq-ue
lieu of notice and severance pay of
"Voice of the Turtle" on the London
Cuts made in the film at the reone week for each year of service Mexican debut (12) with simul- stage since last May, was packing to
quest of the police department and
taneous exhibition in four cineleave for Hollywood when the deal
cautiousness in advertising, which
mas, which, according to Alfredo

B way Yokels Go Big

the talks.

Motion Picture Assn. head-

quarters in

-

He had been

Initial contract

drop.

saving

film

was presented to major
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
company presidents and foreign
Charles Wolcott has ended a nine- managers last week. They discussed
year association with Walt Disney, the proposal at length in two ses-

Flock of Recent

in the

for

companies a heavy
portion of the cost to them of any

Wolcott Ankles Disney

—

may

plan

concrete

First

American

Majors Settled

produce.
20th-Fox had an option to buy
the Shellabarger novel and let it

%% Rap

One Way to Offset Much of

•

much

Be

+

the
"smashing blow during August by
the accompanyBritish 75% tax and
all the studios.
ing run to cover by
pursole
the
was
play
A 1945 flop
in the enchase by a film company
legit field during the
tire book and

.

WALLIS LOANS COREY

TO SWISS PRODUCER

—

—

"

'

were

Hartman

at

Hollywood, Sept.

restricted

License

RKO
16.

RKO handed Don Hartman a twoyear contract calling for double
chores as producer-director.
Hartman moved over from Columbia where he produced "Down to
Earth" and "It Had to Be You."

to

plain

type,

led

Commissioner Benjamin

Fielding to issue a statement opening day that no action would be
Fielding and a squad of
taken.
aides were on hand for the 8 a.m.

preem last Thursday Execs of UA.
which is distributing the film, were
amused by the fact that each of the
(Continued on page 63)

Last of the Mo-hopis
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
Script for Columbia's "Coroner
Creek" called for 65 Hopi Indians, but only one genuine Hopi
could be rounded up in Hollywood. Sequence was shot with 64
Indians from seven tribes,
one Hopi for atmosphere.

and

Holguin, manager in Mexico, exceeded all expectations. Total gross
was $9,600, at $1 per, better than any
American pic has ever done here
on its opener. "Duel" is continuing
at the four houses— Cines Chapultepec, Palacio, Insurgentes and Savoy.
Manny Reiner, Selznick's Latin
American supervisor, supervised
"Duel's" effective publicity ballyhoo.

was made.

WINGABT AIDES BELL
Karl Wingart, veteran of 28 years
in the film industry, named 20th-Fox
assistant publicity director, under

Ulric Bell, recently-named publicity
chief. Bell succeeded Jules Fields to
the position, latter resigning to set
up his own publicity agency.

—

—
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Scott-Brown's Indie Co.
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
Producers-Actors Corp., indie outhas changed its name to the ScottBrown Corp.
fit,

Challenge Certain Trade Practices
Merger convention of the Ameri- +
can Theatres Assn. and the Motion
Owners of Ameri-

Upped

Picture Theatre

previous big pix played at
the same houses, circuit so far is
reporting a 20% increase in

'

grosses.

On

the debit side of the ledger,
however, according to a circuit
official, average walkaways because of the boosted scales have
been 114 daily. Circuit also reports a terrific dip in children
attendance because of the higher

moppets
While
tariff.
payed to see Goldwyn's "The
Kid From Brooklyn" at the same
27,000

houses, only 5,000 forked out for
"Best Years."

Majors Await

Skouras on Britain
Convention committee last week
reported attendance would be over

Aussie

Among company toppers accepting invites are Spyros P. 'Skouras,

500.

Barney Balaban, Ned E. Depinet and
Gradweli Sears. Skouras will be

OK On

%freeze fov.

speaker at the opening-day
luncheon on the British question and
As negotiations to settle currency
its effect on the industry.
difficulties in Australia ran into a
U. S. Attorney General Tom Clark
third week, American distribs are
takes to the podium Saturday (20)
waiting out word from the Aussies
with his theme the industry's role in
as to what would be acceptable expublic service. He's expected to
sponge up 30% in acmake a pitch for cooperation of in- penditures to will actually
consume
tivities which
dustry ites with the Freedom Train
proportion of Australian inwhich is touring the country as a that
come, chief question has been the
museum of historical documents.
form those investments will take.
Indicating the scope of subjects to
Acceptance of Australian terms
be covered, committees will be
has already been indicated by the
formed to huddle and report on legAmerican film companies and, conislation, film programs, public relasequently, there is no chance of
tions, ASCAP, organization, budget
taken
and finance, distrib-exhib relations, retaliation similar to that
audience expansion, anti-trust decree against Britain. Wbat continues to
Special committee puzzle the majors' foreign dept.
and television.
heads is a formula for investments
on upped admissions is likely.
satisfactory to the Aussies.
•Meanwhile, rivalry between Allied
Prime Minister Chifley has taken
and TOA has' already come to the
steps to prevent what he terms "unfore when Jack Kirsch, Allied's
movie remittances" to be made
prexy, and Abram F. Myers, general due
swapped publicity - release during negotiations. A freeze has
guest

.

counsel,

punches

Fred

with

Wehrenberg,

MPTOA prez,

over Allied's nix on an
invitation to send reps to the convention. Wehrenberg charged Allied
with habitually crippling any move
towards a united front for exhibs.
(Continued on page 22)

been imposed on 30% of U.

S. pic
He's also said that if the
talks taking place in Australia did
not produce a satisfactory deal, legislation would be introduced in parliament to empower the government
to handle the situation.
Foreign dept. chiefs here would

profits.

keep the investment formula
flexible so that a distrib could apply for permission in the future to
make some sort of deal which might
crop up but which couldn't be reasonably foreseeable at present. Aus-

lik«»,to

Sales Execs Dodging

Opc
pen Forum

in D.C.

On

ATA

fruitless.

is

Net

Considering

result
calling

FILM ECONOMY

off

proposed open forum on the upped
prices hassle which it had planned
fov the Washington merger convention of ATA and the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America.

Number

WAVE

Chicago, Sept. 16.
Local exchanges last week felt the
after-effects of the economy wave
that has already struck the Coast
and home offices of the distribs. In
the wake of the abolishment of th.e
post of restrict manager of United
Artists in Chi, Ralph Cramblet has
returned to Minneapolis to his for-

its

distribution biggies
will attend the confabs slated for
this weekend. They've expressed the
sentiment, however, that the rush
for upped prices is on for real and
no amount of talking is going to
of

mer job as branch manager there.
He had replaced Rud Lorenz, former
d.m.,
ago.

who

retired

several

months

Minneapolis
branch head, moves back to the asE.

J.

Stoller,

matter. As one company sales head sistant spot again.
Other shifts in UA's lineup find
puts it: "There's going to be plenty
©f advanced price pictures so long Nat Nathanson, arrived from San
as it pays off. The only thing that Francisco, taking over Sid Rose's job
will stop it will be some picture as Chi branch manager. Rose is new
going on its ear because of advanced assigned to the h.o. Additionally, sev*
prices."

1

femme billers who left have not
been replaced.
Economy move has 'also been
launched by 20th-Fox. Cleve Adams,
salesman, has been dropped and five
other people have been let out after
eral

trr
CI
TV.
S Sales
'

Film

Ail

Meet

•

in

Classics will hold
national sales convention

NT

V

IN. I.
its

first

75% Tax
Washington, Sept.

shellacking

The British 75% bite took a
Gordon L. McDonough, Hollywood's

last

16.

week from Rep.

congressman,

who

protested

He urged the
strongly to Secretary of State George C. Marshall.
State Department to make straightening out of this situation a
prerequisite for any other aid to Britain, and continued:
discriminatory,
and has
and
"The ad valorem tax is confiscatory
been levied in violation of international agreements. The American
motion picture industry has been singled out as the object of this
greatest
industries
of
the
excessive taxation. Because of this levy, one
of our nation faces serious curtailment of production which will
Our inaffect the livelihood of thousands of American citizens.
dependent motion picture producers are being faced with extinction
because of Great Britain's action in this matter."
,

NW Indies, Chain

1

Nix Upped Prices
Minneapolis, Sept.

16.

Twin City independent exhibitors
and the Minnesota Amus. Co. (Paramount circuit), the latter as far as

French Remittance on $11,725,060

1st

neighborhood houses are concerned, have turned thumbs down on
roadshow pictures at advanced adits

missions.
Years of

As a result neither "Best
Our Lives" nor "Duel in

is getting any bookings in
Minneapolis or St. Paul neighborhood or suburban houses.
The same treatment will be accorded to all other advanced admis-

the Sun"

roadshow pictures, including
"Forever Amber," it s declared. The
big Paramount circuit and the independents won't buy them because

sion

they are determined, it's explained,
to "hold the fort on admissions" and
make no exceptions whatsoever.
Circuit and independent exhibitor
spokesmen say they feel it. would
be a poor business policy to insert
even occasional roadshow pictures
into the uptown spots at higher than
regular admissions.
"Best .Years" played the RKO-

Orpheum and RKO-Pantages here
St. Paul Orpheum at $1.25

and at the

The Minnesota Amus. Co. had
"Duel" at two of its downtown houses,
but it had refused to "buy it or

Due

"Best Years" for its neighborhood
theatres as long as the higher roadshow admission is demanded; Both
pictures enjoyed long loop runs and
did huge business.

New

England Exhibs
In High-Price Protest
Boston, Sept.

16.

Independent Exhibitors of New
England unanimously voted last
week protesting high theatre admission prices set by producers for top
showings.

Vote came "in accord with the
national policy of the U. S. regarding price-fixing and increases in
view of the inflationary period we
are now going through," the exhibs
Group represents owners of
said.
300 indies in N. E.
Have appealed to U. S. Attorney
General Tom Clark for action curbthe price-fixing, which, they
claim, is forcing them to a general
increase of admission prices.

ing

Paris, Sept.

Tax on Frozen Funds?
Washington, Sept.
Internal

Revenue

16.

officials

U.
disclosed today (Tuesday) that
they are studying the question of
whether or not American industry funds frozen in foreign countries should be taxed. They are
theoretically taxable, but Treasury execs indicated there 'is a
possibility of a ruling by which
they will remain untaxed during
the period of the freeze.
S.

Revenooers are also working
on requests from a number of
industries for rulings concerning
taxes on goods taken in barter in

One pic prolieu of dollars.
ducer has already made an offer
to England to accept manufacfilms.
his
for
goods
tured

States Flays

MPTOA, ATA as Tools'
Washington, Sept. 16.
Exhibitors charged
week that the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America
Theatres Assn.
American
the
and
were stooges for the theatre interests of the Big Five producer-disAb ram F Myers, Allied
tributors.
general counsel and board chairman,
Allied

Control. The postponement, latest of
a long series, arises since the Exchange official's signature is necessary to a transfer order.
Initial slice of the cash which has
mounted since the inception of the
war originally was to be handed
over to the film companies July 31.
Agreement made between the Yank
majors and the French treasury had
set 'three payments, the second on
Aug. 31 and the final one, Sept. 30.
Fixing the amounts to which each

would be entitled, and
working out of other details therehave slowed the original time-

company
after,
table.

Only a week ago, Saturday (6),
the government and the film companies finally set the amounts with
the government stamping its approval. Several of the companies,
claiming they've been short-changed
on amounts transferable, accepted
the government figures with intentions of pushing for further remittances later. There's been a question raised as to how much such
are
majors as Universal and
entitled in view of their local proWhile majors and indies have
duction activities.
been working closely together on
The
$11,725,000 represents almost
attempting to find a compromise
all the coin which has been frozen
solution to the British tax problem,
since 1939 with the exception of a
they are far from seeing eye-to-eye.
payment made to the Yanks last
There are considerable differences
year. What pix officials now fear
and some bitterness between them,
is that a change in government or
it has been learned.
fast diminishing dollar credits may
Principal point of divergence is
dump the cart before the three paythe majors' willingness to accept a
are completed.
ments
compromise that entails a freeze,
while the indies want to continue
the search for a formula that will

Indies Clash

With Majors On
'Freeze

Ideas

avoid such a measure. The income
tax switch plan, which is outlined
in this issue of Variety, was evolved
by an indie. It's an example of the
type for which these producers are

'

public a letter to Fred Wehrenberg, MPTOA prexy, which also
repeated the Allied "no, no, a thou-

made

in

on

coming joint sessions here
and MPTOA.

of

sand times, no" refusal to
the

ATA

searching.
The indies have pointed out repeatedly, both to the majors and to
U. S. and British government officials, that a freeze is virtually as
great a hardship on them as is a

(Continued on page 22)

States

in effect last

sit

Allied has been doing a burn since
Wehrenberg referred publicly to
"Allied's constant policy of refusing
to accept sincere bids for united exhibitor action," after Allied first
nixed the invitation,
'I am afraid," Myers wrote, "that
on this occasion you were courting
a public controversy as a buildup
for the meeting.
Since ATA and
MPTOA both include affiliated thea-

-

among
number and
tres

their

members

—their

influence having long
been a matter of debate it is fair
to assume that the affiliates will be

—

16.

payments on the
which the French government has authorized be made to
U.S. film companies is being delayed
as a result of illness suffered by the
department chief of the Exchange
three

First of
$11,725,000

RKO

Ex-Rank Writer-Producer
R.

_

Allied

Again

U.S, Film Cos. Stalled

top.

Of Froducers-Distribs

CHI EXCHANGES FEEL

that

is

"Coroner Creek."

(Continued an page 25)

Upped-Admish Issue
Efforts of the American Theatres
Assn. to lure a duo of major company sales toppers to climb the
podium and wrestle" it out with
circuit operators on the subject of
advanced admission scales has so far

proven

ly filming

five

et majors when warranted.
ATA and MPTOA are committed

to make some entry into trade practices in joint ads placed in the trade
sheets. Current sentiment among officials of both groups is to authorize
the new outfit to luck around industry gripes on a national level, but
leave any local problems to local
theatre groups. If that move carries
through, the Theatre Owners of
America (new label for the merged
org) will take a stand on advanced
admissions, proposed seat tax raise
by the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers, and
other wrangles affecting the industry
on a broadfront.

Price Survey

Survey of the effects of advanced prices at the boxoffice
and its reaction by steady patrons is currently being conducted
by one of the larger New York
metropolitan chains. Using results clocked on Samuel Goldwyn's "Best Years" as against

curtain - raises Friday (19) in
Washington With the prime tanglehow far. the new org will move into
the trade practices field. There's a
feeling the outfit being birthed won't
stand a chance of challenging National Allied's position unless it's
ready to handle hot ques(jpns even
though that may mean taking shots

ca

Company, headed by Randolph
Scott and Harry Joe Brown, produced "Gunfighters" and is current-

Solon Sounds Off on

4 OF 20TH S 8 PIX IN

SCATTERED LOCATIONS

J.

Minney Sounds Off

On Brit. Pix in New Book
London, Sept. 9.
R. J. Minney, writer and producer,
films as "The Wicked

who made such

Lady," for J. Arthur Rank, and Is
currently producing "The Idol Of
Paris"

for

Maurice

Ostrer's

new

company, is the author of a new
book, "Talking of Films" (London;
Home & Van Thai; 6s.) wherein he
reviews the history of films, the
growth of the American industry
during the first- World War. the development of British films before
and during the last war, and gives

Emphasizing the growing importance being placed on location shootwrong
ing by 20th-Fox, four of the com- his views on what is right and
with the British industry at the
pany's eight films scheduled to roll
during the next two months will be moment.
of firstdeplores
the
shortage
He
lensed at their actual locales. Chief
the
reasons for the swing away from the class writers and technicians,
stars
studio are efforts to achieve authen- limited number of topnotch
available and vehemently attacks the
tic settings and the fact that it's less
critics who, he says, don't know what
expensive to film such pictures in
harm
their natural locales than to attempt the public wants and do more
to reproduce the locales in studio than good.

Speaking of "Britain's Opportu(the book was written before

sets.

First on the location

list is

"Deep nity"

Water," which rolls next week at
Island Vinalhaven, Maine. Dana Andrews, Jean Peters and Ceser Romero arrive in Maine Saturday (20),
after director Henry King gets
to set up his shooting schedule.

day
in

Film is slated to wind up in 24 days.
Other films to be shot on location
include "Ballad of Furnace Creek,"

new 75% tax was introduced),
pleads for more British films,
all of them at a moderate cost, and
attacks
the
expensive "prestige"
productions which were boxoffice

the

he

He fires many broadsides at
the Rank Organization, which he
describes as "top heavy and costly."
In his summining-up, Minney deflops.

six
in New
Victor Matu re-Coleen Gray co-star- clares "We should aim at making
¥ork—in-a-three-day^ession-^twthi^-4-several statistical functions wctb' -ineluded-ifi-the-merger. If -they-are
rerTalTCanab, Utah; "Call Northside times the number-of-fi-lms-Ave m*ke
tomorrow (Thursday) at the Hotel erased. As yet, other distribs have not, they will certainly feel slighted, 777,"
starring James Stewart, in Chi- today. That will provide careers for
Roosevelt.
Principal agenda point not announced any slashes, but sev- since they are taking such a promiand
six
times
producers
as
many
cago; and "Street with No Name,"
will be discussion of forthcoming eral positions left open through nent part in arranging for the conscheduled to start Oct. 6 in Washing- directors and writers and six times
product, first of which will be resignations have remained unfilled. vention.
as many technicians. Will we take
ton, D. C.
"Spirit of West Point." Pic's pro"The convention letterhead, which
Work at the studio will be done on the opportunity or will the Governducer, John Rogers will attend conI now have before me, lists A. Julian
Winn Wins UA Buff Berth
us?''
"Flaming Age,"
starring
Jeanne ment step in and make it for
vention.
James L. Winn has been appointed Brylawski (Warner) as convention Crain and
Dan Dailey; Ernst LuSam Wheeler, FC salesmanager. United Artists' Buffalo exchange chairman; Gene Ford (Loew's) as
EKO'S REGULAR 30c DIVVY
bitsch's "Lady in Ermine," starring
will outline .details of the coming manager, succeeding Matt
entertainment
and
amusement
chairSullivan,
Betty Grable and Douglas Fairbanks,
RKO's board has declared a quar'season's schedule with Joe Bernhard. resigned.
Winn has been UA sales man: Morton Gerber (Warner), 3s Jr.;
j

-J

—

—

—

j

j

'

outfit's

clave

chief

which

also addressing conwill
cover all FC

branches in U.S. and Canada.

New England sector following a stretch as St. Louis branch

rep in the

manager

for

the company.

printing and

decorations chairman;
Carter Barron (Loew's), as arrange'

(Continued on page 56)

"Walls

Linda

of
Darnell,

Jericho."

and

starring

"The

terly dividend of 30c per share on
stock.
Divvy will be paid Oct. 1 to stock-

Dark outstanding tommon

Wood,"' starring Jennifer Jones and
be directed by Otto Preminger.

to

holders of record Sept.

20.

.
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NEW VALUES

REISSUE RIGHTS'
New Try

to Settle

Set for
New
wood
made

H'wood

Oct 4 Huddle

Chicago, Sept. 16.
try at resolving the Hollylabor controversy will be
Oct. 4 in
set in

cMe was

San Francisco. New
Chicago by William

president. San Frantwo days
cisco meeting takes place
r
ore AFL convention is slated to

Green,

AFL

Strike

"

b;

open.
fails to achieve
I£ Oct. 4 huddle
is still another meeting
in Hollywood, at
for Oct. 20
which heads of unions involved have
agreed to meet with Rep. Carroll
Kearns in move to settle matter,
Major producers said short notice
of last Saturday's meeting in Chicago would have prevented arrival
of representatives in time: Producers

peace there
set

in Frisco

Seven Pickets Fined
Burbank, Cal„ Sept. 16.
Fifteen of the 23 cases against film
pickets, arrested
at Warners last
year, were dismissed in Burbank
Police Court and seven were fined
$25 each after pleading guilty to
charges of disturbing the peace.
Case of William E. Wright, charged
with rioting, was deferred to Oct. 6.

% Suit vs. Volks

did not like implication that
Saturday huddle had been called at
suggestion. In notice to
studios'
Green, it was made plain producers
are willing to cooperate in any way
to help settle long dispute "if we
are given ample time and notice and
proper assurance international presidents of all union parties to conalso

troversy will attend."

Key to Others In

NW

Territory

Minneapolis, Sept.

A

Fewer %, More Flats, Less Checking,

OFFSET TO

16.

number

of other suits against
independent circuits and individual
exhibitors in the territory for al-

Among

FOREIGN CUTS

With

ASK

PEACE XONFABS

Comm

Covering approximately 3,000 cleremployees, SOPEG asked for a
raise
or $10, whichever is
higher, while SPG, representing 400
publicists, requested a straight 30%
across - the - board
increase.
Industry reps, receiving the unions'
demands in office of Pat Scollard,
Paramount's labor relations director,
took the wage hike proposals under
advisement and declared they would
give their answer Sept. 27, date set
in the contracts for the opening of
formal negotiations.

Cantor to Sponsor Zion
Film for Palestine Fund
Edd ie Ca ntor has been set as sponthe world preem "of " "My"

~~50T ~of

Father's
House," first full-length
feature produced in Palestine, which
debuts in New York, Sept. 25, at the
Ambassador. Entire proceeds of the
opening will go to the Jewish

National Fund.
Film, directed by Herbert Kline
from novel by Meyer Levin, has an
all-English speaking Palestinian cast.
Following the premiere at advanced
prices, it will be shown on a grind
basis at regular prices.

|

Another

RKO

already

Paramount

at

is

in this

one time had an

SALES ORG REVAMPS

.

— —

".

.

.

Organization of Eagle Lion's sales
was completed this week in a
flurry of appointments to executive
spots in the newly-enlarged distribution department. Staff has been reshuffled and built up over the past
month following decision by EL to
absorb the PRC sales organization.
Final step pushed through is creation of eastern and western divistaff

Move to reappraise the industrial
film field is being taken even though
independent producers in this category have been folding as fast as
Legionnaires on a spree.
Experts
claim industrial pix production is
up nearly 60% over what it was at
the start of the war.
Reason for

many newcomers

not becoming sucsions. Al Suchman is named eastern
in this market is that too
sales manager and L. E. Goldhamso-called industrial fllm-mak
mer, western topper. Under a setup
have no real background.
devised by Al W. Schwalberg, EL
veepee in charge of distribution,

cessful

many

'

ers

Suchman

will supervise 17 branches

and Goldhammer, 14.
Suchman, special sales rep for
Samuel Goldwyn Productions during
.

.

insti-

EAGLE LION COMPLETES

in-

dustrial production division in New
York but folded it shortly before
the U. S. entrance into the war.

Hollywood, Sept. 16.
production, "Prelude to Night"
.
Clem Bevans signed- for frontier
blacksmith in "Paleface" at Para"Western Trails" at PRC...
mount
Mike
.
Sandler
shifts from
Pine-Thomas shooting "Caged Fury"
legit to make his film bow in "Mirunder three circus tents at Thousand

.

method

producing

.

in

Seymour

ciSst-saving

tuted for 20th by Smith was the
elimination of the company's adsales department, which' formerly
handled all newspaper ad material
and lobby and billboard display accessories
Last of the majors to
operate such a department through
its own staff, 20th turned the job
over to National Screen Service several months ago. As a result, instead
of taking a loss on the department
as had been done before, 20th is now
(Continued on page 20)

Eileene Hardin, rodeo rider, film

Oaks... Dan

exhibs addicted to falsifying

those

production-distribution
companies
recouping part of the losses sustained in sterling foreign countries,
especially Great Britain, if's viewed
by some in the trade as a logical
step especially with officials scouring every facet of the industry for
a means of counterbalancing the
heavy English cutback: Several companies are considering reentering
the industrial film field with this in

end on a big scale, having gone in
for industrial films in. a comprehensive manner shortly after, the war.

signed for
role in "Johnny Belinda" at
To Curb U.S. Reissues heavy
Warners. .Columbia sent crew to
Charging Brandon Films, Inc. with Del Mar to film race requences for
of
its
illegal distribution of some 24
"Return
of
October". .Douglas
pictures, Sir Alexander Korda's Lon- Bagier upped from film cutter to
don Film Productions and Hecuba, director on "Red Witch," second inCorp. filed suit in N.Y. federal court die production by Frank Wisbar and
last week seeking an injunction and Arthur
Claire. .Frost
St.
Films
an accounting of the profits. Action bought screen rights to "Shed No
claims that defendant infringed the Tears," novel by Don Martin...
films in violation of Hecuba's sole, Raoul Walsh picked location spots
exclusive right to distribute 16m near Kansas City for the "Colt 45"
prints of the pictures in the U. S. for Warners. .Richard Walsh is the
granted it by London Film July 3, busiest th'esp at Warners with roles
1946, under a seven-year pact.
in "April Showers," "Johnny BelinPlaintiffs charge, as result of Bran- da," "Christopher Blake and "To the
don's wrongful acts, Hecuba will Victor."
Metro signed Margaret Lindsay
lose profits approximating $200,000.
be
Daughter,"
to
"B. F.'s
Complaint alleges that at no time for
has either plaintiff granted a license produced by Edwin Knopf and di.
to the defendant to distribute any rected by Robert Z. Leonard
copies of the picture. It's also claim- Argosy moved its "War Party" into
ed that Brandon "deliberately, wil- Enterprise studio to shoot interiors.
-ftrtiy
ami on numerous—occasions11 t—r .—Republic—bought—iiGentlemaninfringed 'on the film by advertising, For a Day," Satevepost yarn by
distributing and exhibiting the pic- William Porter, and handed it to
tures thus causing widespread con- Sidney Picker for production ...
fusion among exhibitors regarding Roy Rogers, currently riding with
his rodeo in the east, is due Oct. 16
the true source of supply.
at Republic to ride "The Golden
Pictures involved are "Over the
the
Great," Stallion."
"Catherine
Moon."
Dennis O'Keefe's top role in
"Thief of Bagdad," "Lady Hamilton"
and others. Hecuba is a 16m reissue "Corkscrew Alley," to be produced
firm set up by a. group of individuals by Aubrey Schenck for Eagle Lion,
Fort
who are represented by Arnold Anthony Mann directing
Pearson pacted for Arthur Lyons'
Grant, also attorney for London.

—

Tax Rap

industrial picture producing
as a means of major

now looms

mind.

.

ical

To

20% Tax

.

30%

Films

their reports.

The
field

.

last year.

meaning that that many
would have to be checked. Although Smith didn't say so, the fact
that so many films now are sold on
flat terms would preclude the possibility of cheating on the part of
films

Briefs Front the Lots
bow

Outfit Sues

theatres,

"

Ready To

AMPP

16m

1

Offset

AMPP

Korda's

Smith's

centage,

House

Pay Demands

Plan ties in directly with
new sales policy for small
under which exhibitors are
asked to play not less than two and
not more than five top 20th pictures
each year on percentage, with the
rest being sold on flat rental, terms.
Exhibs previously J were asked to
play 10 or 15 films a year on percounts.

Majors Again Eye

•

Collarites'

Sys-

flat

WFC

'

In face of mounting layoffs at the
homeoffices of the film companies,
both white collarite unions, Screen
Office
& Professional Employees
Guild and Screen Publicists Guild,
presented demands for substantial
wage hikes to the industry last week.
Negotiations were opened with the
majors for salary increases under
the wage reopening clause, in the
union pacts signed in September of

checking.

through, according to Smith, 20th is
currently selling more films on a
rental basis to smaller accounts
and checking fewer of the larger ac-

a worthless check.
According to the local district attorney the check was given to McEnery on May 26, 1947, for three
week's salary while McEnery was
Productions
employed by the
of New York in the making of a
western film near here.

NOW

"financially and in every -other way"
in their own suits and the actions
against them. He calls the distribu
tors' suits "persecution of one of our
members" and "humiliating" to all
independent exhibitors in the terri
tory.

to cut
that may be
that of cutting

new method

generally is
'Red River Dave' inthe Red adopted
down materially on

'

27

ideas

majors anxious

all

a

San Antonio, Sept. 16.
tem has already been tried and
"Red River Dave" McEnery, local proved successful by 20th-Fox sales
cowboy singing star, has filed a com- chief Andy Smith, Jr., and it's beplaint here in Justice of the Peace lieved
probable the other comCourt against William F. Crouch of panies will take a crack at it.
Scarsdale, N. Y., charging he had
In order to push the system
been swindled out of $1,000 by

producers are giving doubly intensified attention to the value of the
reissue rights of their top-coin productions. It's a case now where not
only big pictures of the past are being taken off the shelf in evergrowing quantities, but of producers closely examining current prop-,
erties from a long-range point of
view. Decisive question now posed
before shooting is: How will this
picture do five years from now?
Simple economics explain this
general turn.
Formerly, xerelease
of a feature meant pure gravy for
the distributors who usually paid
off the original production cost from
the domestic gross and earned their
profit
from the foreign market,
which constituted 35% of the total
take.
Now, however, with the
thickening "iron curtain" of taxes,
duties,- quotas and other foreign restrictions against U. S". films, that
profit margin is thinning down to
the danger line. Hence, the reissue
gravy has now been transformed
into the staff of life to pay off the
filmmakers.

leged fraudulent returns on percentage pictures will be filed here by
'Father' for Example
major distributors if the present acCase in point is Warner Bros.'
tion against Sidney and William
Volk, owners of four Minneapolis de Technicolor film version of "Life
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
neighborhood and suburban With Father."
Total production
Five studio unions wired the AFL luxe
cpst of this picture as of the opentheatres, is successful.
executive council asking an immediThese suits are contingent, too, ing dates on Aug. 15 is estimated at
ate peace meeting in Hollywood in(Continued on page 24)
stead of letting the strike problems upon the failure of the Volk brothhang fire until Oct. 20, the date spe- ers' countersuit to prevent the film
companies from auditing their books
cified by Rep. Carroll D. Kearns.
Cowdin, Other
Wire was signed by Herbert Sor- on the grounds that the film contracts involved were invalid because
rell, for the painters; James Skelton,
minimum adAdvisers
carpenters; Carl Rex, machinists; of clauses specifying
for
piccharged
prices
to
be
mission
Ed Gilbert, set designers, and Ben
tures.
Anisman, sheet metal workers.
Urge
Cut
that
charge
distributors
Local
Washington, Sept. 16.
Chi Parley Fails To Come Off
there has been widespread falsifying
J.
Cheever Cowdin, Universal
Chicago, Sept. 16.
of percentage statements in the terboard
chairman,
and
the
other
nine
other
many
that
alleged
Conference between AFL chief- ritory. It's
tains and representatives
of the exhibitors, as well as the Volks, have members of the special 10-man adr
visory committee to the House Ways
Assn. of Motion Picture Producers been guilty of the fraud.
and
Means
Committee
are
reported
toward settling the Hollywood strike
The distributors' success in col
failed to come off last week due to lecting the unpaid portions of the ready to recommend a slash in the
the non-arrival of
reps. percentages, if any, depends upon 20% admissions tax and other warConfab now has been scheduled to the ability to obtain a court ruling time excises.
Committee was in town for two
take place in San Francisco Oct. 4. opening the exhibitors' books to
days last weekend and returns here
Charles Boren,
v.p., said them, it's pointed out.
Oct. 21 to put its recommendations
that the invitations wired by the
Both sides in the present action, into official form. The Ways and
AFL prexy William Green hadn't the Volks and the distributors, have
Means Committee meets early in
given his group time to arrive in expressed
a desire for a speedy trial, November to shape up new tax legChi for the Saturday session.
which now is set for Sept. 26. Ben- islation, including the long-deferred
nie Berger, North Central Allied revamp of the overall tax structure.
president, has announced that his
Sept.
Deadline for N.Y. organization will assist the Volks

5 STUDIO UNIONS

Economy

20th s Sales
costs,

Backed into a tight financial corner by the threatened collapse of
their international market, major

.

RKO

acle of the Bells" at
.
.
. PRC
borrowed Phyllis Blanchard from
Eagle Lion as femme lead opposite
Eddie Dean in "Westward Trail" .
Frank Wisbar and Arthur St. Claire
follow "The Prairie" with "Sea
Witch" as their second indie production, starting Sept. 25 at Nassour
Studio*.
.

.

the past 18 months, has resigned that
Goldpost to fill the new job.
hammer joined EL last year as Coast
district manager. He previously put

with RKO.
Al Herman has been named Eagle

in 14 years

Lion's district

manager

for the Buf-

and Albany territory. Herman
over immediately with his

falo

takes

h.q.s at

EL's Buffalo exchange. Serv-

under him will be Lewis J.
branch manager, and
S. Alexander, Albany head,
other new district managers
were named Max Roth and William
Irene Rich returns to the screen Shartin. Roth takes over the sector
in a mother role in "Joan of Lorcovered by the Chicago, Minneapolis,
raine."
RKO has another script, Milwaukee and Indianapolis branches
"Weep No More," waiting for Cary while Shartin's territory covers CinGrant when he winds up his chore cinnati, Cleveland and Detroit.
Named to serve under Roth are
in the "Mr. Blandings" picture
Arlene Harris, radio thesp, draws a Harry Mandel as Chi branch manfilm job in the Al Pearce starrer, ager and Clarence Phillips, Chi sales
"The Main Street Kid," at Republic manager; Abbott M. Swartz, MinMichael Dunne, Columbia con- neapolis branch manager; Joe ImMilwaukee head, and Sam
tractee, spotted in "Woman from hof,
Abrams for Indianapolis. Branch
Tangier."
managers tagged for Shartin's sector
William Roberts in from New
are Harry Bugie, Cincinnati; Max
York to collaborate with Ken Eng- Goldman,
Cleveland,
and
Clair
lund on the screenplay of his novel, Townsend, Detroit.
"The Saintly M iss Peters," in which
Katharine Hepburn will star for
Eagle-Lion Reorg in Pitt
Metro
Jacqueline Dalya drew a
Pittsburgh, Sept. 16.
featured role in "Mystery in MexReorganization of Eagle Lion exico," to be filmed by RKO at the
change here puts Jack Weltner in as
Churubusco studios
Republic head booker. Lawrence Carettie bebought "Secret Service Investigator,"
comes city sales, rep, switching jobs
and assigned it to Sidney Picker
with William Nesbitt, who returns to
for early 1948 production
.Robert office manager's post. Allan Treuhaft
Ardrey will do the screenplay for becomes northern area salesman and
"Madame Bovary" at Metro.
Aaron Rosenzweig main line repreRobert Preston was borrowed by sentative. Jerry Geinzer remains as
(Continued on page 20)
West Virginia salesman.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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DANCING RINGS

AROUND THE
RECORDS OF
20th's GREATEST

TECHNICOLOR HITS
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PICTURE GROSSES

10

'Crossfire'

L A. Swamped With HA s, Reissues;

Lush

$15,000,

Heat, Schooldays Dull

Mont'l; 'Stranger' 18G, 2d
Montreal, Sept. 16.
this week is "Crossfire," big at the Capitol. "Welcome
Stranger" still is great on second
week at Loew's.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (C.T. ), (2,610; 30-45*62)—
"Crossfire" (RK<J). Hot $15,000. Last

Hub

Albeit

Ace newcomer

Tather' Terrif $113,000 in 3 Spots,

EDington Ups 'Winners' to Sock 26G
Los Angeles, Sept. 16.
"Life With Father" is the only important new picture this week and is

commanding

terrific business.

Broadway Grosses

Pic-

ture is giving the three Warner firstruns a new weekend record and
looks to hit colotssal $113,000.

"Father" will

hit

new house

Estimated Total Gross
$778,500
This Week
(Based on 21 theatres)
$739,500
Last Year
18
theatres)
(Based on

records

at the Hollywood and Wiltern, two
of spots playing.
Other houses are feeling the effects of school reopening, the num-

ber of holdovers and extended runs
plus the Jewish holidays. Majority
are on the light side. Reissue combo
of "Western Union" and "Daring

Heat Hits
'Earth'

lid

12G

is

four sites.
boosting "Too

Many Winners"

to

solid $26,000 at the Million Dollar.

"Mother Wore Tights" looks good

Louisville, Sept. 16.
Earth," at the State,

"Down to
looks top newcomer, but not big this

topping everything on
"Baohelor and
is
Bobby-Soxer" at the Rialto, where
the pace hasn't slackened much after
a terrific opening stanza; Annual
State Fair lured patrons from the
firstruns, but this ended last SaturEstimates for This Week
day (13), giving film houses a chance
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 50-$l)
to recuperate. Baseball playoffs in
"Western Union" (20th) and "Daring the American Association at ParkDesperadoes" (SG) (reissues). Light
way Field also are a factor. Un$3,500. Last week, "Wyoming" (Rep)
and "Trespasser" (Rep) (2d wk), usually hot weather also is hurting.
fair $2 300
Estimates for This Week
Beverly' Hills Music Hall (G&SBrown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200;
Blumenfeld) (826; 65-$D— "Carnegie (40-60)— "Corsican Brothers" (EL)
Hall" (UA) (5th wk). Fair $2,500. and "South Pago Pago" (EL) (reLast week, $4,100.
Light $3,500. Last week,
issues).
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 50- "Variety Girl" (Par), good $4,500.
$1)— "Mother Wore Tights" (20th)
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
(3d wk). Okay $5,500. Last week,
—"Hucksters"
(M-G) and "Gunfight$8,000.
Last week,
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048; 50- ers" (Col). Strong $3,500.
$1)— "Mother Wore Tights" (20th) "Perils of Pauline" (Par) and "That's
about same.
(3d wk). Sturdy $11,000. Last week, My Man" (Rep),
$48,000 for third round in five spots,
many of them smaller houses. Third
frame of "Welcome Stranger" also is
nice $35,000 in two theatres. Fifth
session of "Bachelor and BobbySoxer" in two spots is neat $26,000.
"Something in Wind" is down to
$22,500 in second week for six spots.

week.

the

Still

main stem

—

$14,100.

—

Culver (FWC) (1,145; 60-$l)
"Something in Wind" (U) and "Killers at Large" (EL) (2d wk). Slow
$2,500.

Last week, $4,900.

$1 scale.
(872;

50-$l )— "Carnegie Hall"

(UA)

(5th

wk). Only $6,000. Last

week, $7,600.
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 50-$l)
"Song of Thin Man" (M-G) and
"Arnello Affair" (M-G ) (3d wk, 4
days). Started last 4 days Monday
(15) after. $8,800 second frame. First
week was trim $15,000.

—

El

Rey

(FWC)

(861

^ 50-$l) —

"Western Union" (20th) and "Daring
Desperadoes" (SG) (reissues). Fair
$4,000. Last week, "Wyoming" (Rep)
and "Trespasser" (Rep) (2d wk),
modest $2,300.

Boston, Sept. 16.
Sudden return of hot weather plus
schools reopening is pushing film
takes down this week. "Mother Wore
Tights" looks, best at the Met, with
"Down to Earth" second at the State
and Orpheum. Latter is mild. Second week of "Kiss of Death" with

City Grosses
Gross
.$3,321,000

Ted Weems band topping new

(.Based on 28 cities 215 theatres, chiefly first runs, 'including

Estimates for This

'Valley'

Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80)—
"Deep Valley" (WB) and "Second
Chance" (20th). Moderate $6,000.
Last week, "Desert Fury" (Par) and
'Kilroy Was Here" (Mono) (2d wk),
$5,500.

Kenmore

$12,initial

$18,500

(Indie).

45-65)—

(700;

(RKO)

Fantasia"

(8th

(reissue)

wk). Nice $2*000, about same as last
week.
Memorial (RKO) (2,985: 40-80)—
"Something in Wind" (U). Begins
today (Tues.). Last week, "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO) (4th
wk), big $19,000 in six days after

wow

$24,000 in third.

Metropolitan (M-P) (4,279; 40-80)
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 95-$1.25)— -"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) and
"Life With Father" (WB). RoadTrespasser" (Rep). Best in town
prices drew some kicks but opening at $26,000. Last week, "Variety Girl"
biz was surprisingly brisk. Slated for
(Par) and "Jungle Flight" (Par) (2d
•
Estimates for This Week
(Continued on page 22)
wk), $19,000.
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 40Modern (M-P) (890; 75-$1.25)—
60)— "Deep Valley"
(WB) and
"Life With Father" (WB) (3d wk).
"Yankee Fakir" (Rep). Oke $10,000.
Okay $9,000 after trim $12,000 for
Last week, "Dick Tracy's Dilemma" Cincy Hot; 'Tights' Sock
second.
(RKO), with Henry Busse orch.,
Old South (Siritsky) (700; 40-80)—
Wally Brown, others, on stage, hefty
Queen's Necklace" (Indie) (2d wk).
$22,000 at 48-740 scale.
$22,000, 'Singapore' Big

16G,

(PRC) and

"Gone With Wind" (M-G)

Good $2,500 after nice $3,500 in first.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,030 40-80)—

'Stallion'

(reissue)

;

Trim 12G "Down
(Col)

good

to Earth" (Col). Fairly

Last

$23,000.

Cincinnati, Sept. 16.
All major houses are in velvet for
the third successive week, overcoming the lingering heat spell. Three
bills
new
are iyl clicks. Tops is
"Mother Wore Tights," terrific at
the Palace. "SinMpQre" is best at
,7
the big Albee. Red Stallion" also is

National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60) "South Pago Pago" (PRC) (reissues).
—"Brute Force" (U) (2d wk). Hold- Good $6,000. Last week, "Variety
ing up to a firm $8,000 or over. Last Girl" (Par) (m.o.), very good $6,000.
week, sturdy $12,000.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)—
Rialto (FA) (3,400; 40-60)— "Bacheand Bobby-Soxer" (RKO) (2d
Big $16,000 after first week's
giant $23,000.
Scoop (Louisville Theatre) (700;

great

45-65)— "Disand "Dear Ruth"

(1,200;

(Par). So-so $5,000. Last week. "Magic Bow" (U) and "Blackout" (Indie)
(2d wk), $4,000.

gapore" (U) (2d wk). Excellent
000 following
round.

as last.

Exeter (Indie)
covery" (Indie)

Veterans of Foreign Wars convention nearly wrecked the town and
kept many localites from attending
theatres. Longest lines being pulled
by "Welcome Stranger" at State and
Hipp's "Life With Father." Both are
loaded for bear and are sure holdovers. Third week of "Bachelor and
"Bobby-Soxer" is still particularly
strong at Palace.
Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 55-70)— "Sin-

Loew's and "Bachelor and BobbySoxer" at the Indiana are holding
up well. The new starters, "Deep
Valley" at the Circle and "Trouble
With Womep" at the Lyric, are getting moderate results.

40-$1.10)—

"Kiss of Death" (20th) (2d wk) plus
others, on stage.

Cleveland, Sept. 16.
Key houses are recovering after _a
disastrous- week in which the riotous

2d

Week

School days hurt this one, the $24,000
being way off for a band show. Last
week, with Rosenbloom and Baer,
Merry Macs, others, big $32,000.
Esquire (M-P) (700; 75-$1.25)—
"Life With Father" (WB) (3d wk).
Remained near fine $6,500, about

same

Indianapolis, Sept. 16.
Firstrun biz has leveled off here
mainly because of holdovers after
last week's peak for season. But it's
still average or better at most spots.
Both "Gone With the Wind" at

(3,200;

Ted Weems orch,

$27,000 in Cleve.

Only $10,000 But

'Bachelor' Stout 12G,

(RKO)

Boston

'Stranger Lusty

H.0/s Slow Up Indpk;

stage-

giving the Boston only a so-so

bill is

week.

N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week$3,346,000
Last Year
(Based on 23 cities 199 theatres)

Orpheum (C.T.) (1,119; 30-40-60)—
"Les Anges du Peche" (Indie). Nice
Last week, "Par la Porte
$5,500.
d'Or" (Par) and "Nuits Binnanes"
(Par) (2d wk), good $3,000.
%

—"Corsican Brothers"
60)

•

Downtown Music Hall (Blumenfeld)

Key

Estimated Total
This Week

Indiana (Gamble-Dolle) (3,300; 40Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100; 60 )— "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer"
40-60)— "Dust My Destiny" (WB) (RKO) (2d wk). Dandy $12,000 after
(reissue). Mild $6,500. Last week, big $20,000 opener.
"Marked Woman" (WB) (reissue),
Keith's (Gamble-Dolle) (1,300; 40-

$6,000.

Dowritown (WB) (1,800; 90-$1.50)
—"Life With Father" (WB). Giant
$35,000. Last week, "Deep Valley"
(WB) (2d wk), fight $12,700 on 50c-

week, "Cheyenne" (WB), $12,000.
Loew's (C.T.) (3,115; 35-47-67)—
"Welcome Stranger" (Par) (2d wk).
Big $18,000 after sock $23,000 opener.
Palace (C.T.) (2,578; 30-45-62)—
"Other Love" (UA). Good $13,000.
Last week, "Perils Pauline" (Par)
(2d wk), $11,000.
Princess (C.T.) (2,270; 30-40-53)—
"Dark Delusion" (M-G) and "Undercover Maisie" (M-G). Nice $8,000.
Last week, "Blaze of- Noon" (Par)
and "Jungle Flight" (Par), ditto.
Imperial (C.T.) (1,916; 30-40-50)—
"Abie's Irish Rose" (UA) and "Little
Iodine" (UA). Okay $5,000. Last
week, "Adventure Island" (Par) and
"Danger Street" (Par) (2d wk),
$3,000.

only fair $26,000 in
Duke Ellington band is

Desperadoes"

L'ville;

'Tights'Trhn $26,000; Earth' 32G in 2

week,

"Gunfighters"

and "Corpse C.O.D."

(Col),

Paramount (M-P) (1,790; 40-80)—
"Deep Valley" (WB) and "Second
Chance" (20th). Usual $15,000. Last
week, "Desert Fury" (Par) and "Kilroy Was Here" (Mono) (2d wk), fine

$13,000.
Solid $12,000 following strong at Keith's.
(2d wk).
40-80)—
State
(Loew)
(3,583;
strong $17,000 first stanza.
Estimates for This Week
Down to Earth" (Col). Offish $9,Albee
Lyric (Gamble-Dolle) (1,600; 40-.60)
50-75)—
(RrJO)
(3,100;
"Trouble With Women" (Par) and 'Singapore" (U). Hotsy $16,000. Last 000. Last week, "Gunfighters" (Col),
40-60)— "Hi Neighbor" (PRC) (re- "Blackmail" (Rep).
Okay $8,000. week, "Bachelor arid Bobby-Soxer" and Corpse C.O.D.'' (Col), ditto.
Translux (Translux) (900;- 30-74)—
issue).
Light $1,900. Last week, Last week, "Dear Ruth" (Par) (m.o.) (RKO) (2d wit), great $17,000.
"Baker's Wife" (Indie), $2,000.
Capitol (RKO) (2,8)0; 90-$1.25)— "Brute Man" (Mono) and "Fog Is(2d wk), dandy $6,200, making threeland" (Mono) (reissue), $4,000. Last
40-60)— week firstrun total nearly $34,000.
State
(Loew's)
(3,300;
'Life With Fatjier" (WB) (4th wk).
(U) and
"Down to Earth" (Col) and "Son of
Good $9,000 trailing strong $12,000 week, "Canyon Passage"
"Black Angel" (U) (reissues), $3,500.
Rusty" (Col). Moderate $12,000. Last
third session.

lor

wk).

week, "Song of Thin Man" (M-G)
and "Sport of Kings" (Col), fancy
$18,000.

—

—

Grand (RKO) (1,400;
"Gone With Wind" (M-G)

'TIGHTS' TERRIF 23G,

40-60)
Strand
(FA)
(1,400;
'KISS'
"Springtime in Sierras" (Rep) and
"Northwest Outpost" (Rep). ModerDenver, Sept. 18.
ate, being hit by general slowdown
Esquire (Rosener) (685; 85c.)
"Mother Wore Tights" is packing
"Years Between" (U)
(2d wk). in town, fair $6,000. Last week "Hap- the Paramount and Rialto to easily
Down to $2,500. Last week, good $4,- pened Fifth Ave." (Mono) and "The pace the city this week. It's sock at
Guilty" (Mono), $5,000.
400.
both houses. "Kiss of Death" is pass
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-$D—
able in two spots. "Welcome Stran
"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue)
ger" still is good in third week, arid
(5th wk). Steady $6,000. Last week, Duke Ellington orch on stage. Solid stays over a fourth.
$6,700.
Estimates for This Week
$26,000. Last week, "Wife Wanted'
Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$D— "Some- (Mono) with Gene Krupa orch, $19,Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)
thing in Wind" (U) and "Killer at 500.
Something in Wind" and "PretendLarge" (EL) (2d wk). Scant $2,500.
Vantages (Pan) (2,812; 50-$D— er" (Rep), after week at Denver.
Last week $5,200.
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO) Webber. Fair $3,000. Last week, "Cry
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956
(5th wk). Trim $13,000. Last week, Wolf" (WB) and "Son of Rusty'
£0-$l)—"Carnegie Hall" (UA) .(5th $16,500.
(Col) (m.o.), fair $3,500.
wk). Okay $3,000. Last week, $3,700.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$l)
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 90-S1.50)— "Welcome Stranger" (Par) (3d wk) Welcome Stranger" (Par) (3d wk)
"Life With Father" (WB). Record and "Danger Street" (Par) (2d wk). Fine $11,500 or over. Last week, big
$40,000.
Last week, "Deep Valley" Fine $21,000. Last week, $25,000.
$15,000.
(WB) (2d wk), only $8,000 at 50c.-$l
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)— "Kiss
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,451;
50-$D—"Welcome Stranger" of Death" (20th) and "Blondie's Hoi
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen- (Par) (3d wk). Fast $14,000. Last iday" (Col); day-date with Webber.
feld) (475; 50-85)— "Carnegie Hall" week, $17,300.
Okay $15,000. Last week, "Something
(UA) (5th wk). Oke $2,000. Last
RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; 50- in Wind" (U) and "Pretender
week, $2,400.
80V-"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (Rep), fair $14,000.
Iris (FWC). (828; 50-85 )— "Some- (RKO) (5th
Esquire
(Fox)
wk). Fat $13,000. Last
35-74) (742;
thing in Wind" (U) (2d wk). Light week, $16,500.
"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) and
$2,500. Last week, $4,600.
Rite (FWC) (1,370; 50-$D—"Some- "Blackmail" (Rep), day-date with
Laurel (Rosener) (890; 85)— "Ex- thing in Wind" (U) and "Killer at Paramount. Big $4,000. Last week.
tenuating
Circumstances"
(Indie) Large" (EL) (2d wk). Modest $5,500.
Framed" (Col) and "Sport of
and "End of. Day" (Indie). Okay Last week, $7,400.
Kings" (Col), fair $2,250.
$3,000. Last week, "Storm in TeaStudio City (FWC) (880; 50-$l)
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
cup" (Indie) and "Beloved Vaga- "Something in Wind" (U) (2d wk). 'Song Thin Man" (M-G)
and "Stepbond" (Indie) (4th wk), $1,800.
Just $2,500. Last week, $4,600.
child" (EL). Passable $14,000, Last
Loew State (Loew-WC) (2,404; 50United Artists (UA) (2,100; 50-$l) week "Crossfire" (RKO) and "Yan
$1)— "Mother Wore Tights" (20th)
"Something in Wind" (U) and kee Fakir" (Rep), good $15,500.
and "Second Chance" (20th) (3d "Killer at Large" (EL) (2d wk).
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)wk). Nice $17,000. Last week, $20,- Slow $7,000. Last week, $13,600.
"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) and
800.
Uptown. (FWC) (1,719; 50-$D— "Blackmail" (Rep), also Esquire.
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097 "Mother Wore Tights" (20th)
and Sock $19,000 or better. Last week,
50-$D—"Song Thin Man" (M-G) and "Second Chance" (20th) (3d wk).
"Framed" (Col) and "Sport of
"Arnello Affair" (M-G) (3d wk-4 Neat $7,500. Last
Kings" (Col), fair $8,000.
week, $9,200.
days). Into last 4 days Monday' (15)
Vogue (FWC) (885; 50-$D— "WestRialto
(Fox)
(878;
35-74)
after $14,000 on second week. First ern Union" (20th)
and "Daring Des- "Framed"
(Col)
and "Sport of
was good $25,300.
peradoes" (SG) (reissues). Fair $4,- Kings" (Col), after week at Para
Loyola (FWCX--U,248;--50-$l-)— 500r- Last wHek^"Wyoming"
Rep mount, Esquire. So-so $3,000. Last
"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) (3d and "Trespasser" (Rep) (2d
"Dillinger"
wk), oke week,
(Mono)
and
Wk). Good $J,000. Last week, $9,000 $3,100.
Mutiny Big House" (Mono), $4,000
Marcal (G&S) (900; 75-$1.20)—
Wilshire (KWC) (2,296; 50-$l)—
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 74-$1.20)
"Best Years" (RKO) (5th wk). Neat "Song Thin Man" (M-G) and
"Ar- "Duel" (SRO) seventh week down
$5,000. Last week, $5,400.
nello Affair" (M-G) (3d wk-4 days)
town.
Trim $13,000.
Last week
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2.210; 50- Last 4 days began Monday
Western Union" (20th) and "Ro
after
$1)—"Western Union" (20th) and $8,300 second week. First (15)
was nice man Scandals" (FC) (reissues), fair
"Daring Desperadoes" (SG) (reis- $14,700.
$7,000.
Mild $14,000.
sues).
Last week,
Wiltern (WB) (2,300; 90-$1.50)
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)— "Kiss
"Wyoming" (Rep) and "Trespasser" "Life With Father" (WB). Record of Death" (20th)
and "Blondie's Hol(Rep) (2d wk), okay $8,600.
$38,000. Last week, "Deep Valley
iday" (Col), also Denver, Fair $2,000
Million ftqi'pt'iD'tqmn,): (2*122; 55- (WB) (2d wk.\ slqw
$7,5Q0. on, 50,-'$l |Last week,. .'Something ia Winjd"'(U)
98)— "Too Many Winners" (EL) with scale)
'and "Pretender"" (Rep), fair" $14,000

—

-

'

—

(

.

—

)

-

50-75)—
(reissue)

'Bachelor'

(2d wk). Sock $"13,000 on heels of
first
$16,000
round.
Holds

17G wow
again.

DENVER;

Wow

Big 32G, 'Singapore'

$9,000.

Lyric
ert

(RKO)

(1,400;

Fury" (Par)

Last week,
third

(fh.O.).

"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer," play-

$5,000.

downtown
(RKO)

(2,600;

Adams and Downtown,

ing at the
and "Life

to Earth" (Col),
stanza, $5,500.

Palace

"Mother Wore
$22,000.

Okay

30G

Detroit, Sept. 16.

50-75)— "Des-

"Down

$34,000,

2 Det Houses; 'Father'

Keith's (CI) (1,542; 50-75)— "Red
Stallion" (EsL). Big $12,000. Holds.
Last week, "Slave Girl" (U) (2d wk),

With Father," on upped
scale at United Artists, are getting
50-75)— top coin here this week. "Singapore"
Smash at the Michigan is strong, while
"Brute Force' r is okay at the huge

'fights" (20th).

Last week, "Desert Fury"

(Par), tall $15,6"00.

Fox.

Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 50-75)—
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO),
Third downtown fling. Wham $10,500.
Last week, "Variety Girl" (Par)

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO).
Sock $16,000. Last week, "Gone

(m.o.), pleasing $9,000.

'Stranger'

Omaha;

With Wind"

10G

'Hucksters'

(MM3)

(reissue)

(4th

wk), $15,000.
Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)
(3,309; 70-95)—"Desert Fury" (Par)
and "Cover Big Town" (Par) (2d
wk). Strong $22,000 after great $30,-

Record 24G,

Omaha, Sept. 16.
000 opener.
Away out ahead of everything in
Cinema (Marten) (250; 60-90)—
town are "Welcome Stranger" and "Happy Breed" (U) (2d wk). Nice
"The Hucksters." The State bought $2,300. Last week, lofty $3,000.
"Hucksters" away from Tristates and
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 70-95)
will set a 15-year high at this band"Bachelor
and
Bobby-Soxer"
box house. "Welcome Stranger," at (RKO). Terrific $18,000. Last week,
the Orpheum also is setting a record "Dillinger" (Mono) and "Mutiny Big
with a terrific week.
House" (Mono) (reissues), tall $14,•

—

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO ) (1,500; 16-65)
"Riff-Raft" (RKO) and "Born to
Kill" (RKO). Started Sunday (14)
In ahead, "Crossfire" (RKO) and
"Son of Rusty" (Col), stout $12,000 in
10 days.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-65)-

"Black Gold"

(Mono) and "Kilrc

Was Here" (Mono). Nice $10,000.
week, "Variety Girl" (Par)
and "Secret of Whistler"

Last

(m.o.)
(Col)

sturdy $11,000.

Orpheum (Tristates)
—"Welcome Stranger"

(3,000; 16-65)

(Par).

Case" (Col). Okay $28,000. Last
week, "Mother Wore Tights" (20th)
and "Bulldog Drummond Strikes
Back" (2d wk), strong $29,000.

Madison
"Egg and

(UD)
I"

1,866;

(U).

50-60)—

Tall $2,500

in

3

Last week, "Ramrod" (UA)
and "Buck Privates Come Home"
days.

(U), $2,300 in 3 days.

Michigan (UD) (4,039; 70-95)—
"Singapore" (U) and "High Con(Mono). Big $30,000. Last
week, "Variety Girl" (Par) (2d wk),

Smash quest"

an all-time film record here
Last week, "Trouble With Women
(Par)
and "Vacation in Reno"
$24,000,

(RKO),

000.

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-95)
—"Brute Force" (U) and "Millerson

$11,500.

State

(Goldberg) (865; 16-65)—
"The Hucksters" (M-G). Sensational
$10,000, and 15-year high. Last week,

'Cheyenne (WB) and "Mutiny

Elsi-

nore" (FC), $3,?00.

$24,000.

Palms-State (UD) (2,976; 70-951—
"Corsican Brothers" (EL) and "South
Pago Pago" (EL) (reissues). Fair
$14,000.
Last
week,
"Crossfire"

(RKO)
(RKO)

and "Millie's
wk), loud

(3d

Daughter"
$21,000.

United Artists (UD) (1.951; $1*
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16- $1.25)—
65)— "Mother Wore Tights" (20th). Giant "Life With Father" (WB).
$32,000. Last
"Welcome
Oke $10,500 or over. Last, week, ",Dis r Stranger" (Par},(.7thweek,
wk), bfe $13.-i
honored Lndy"

(UA), thin

'

$8,800."

000.

Hit $158,000

in'

seven weeks.

PICTURE CROSSES

Wednesday, September 17, 194?

Rosy

'Ridge'

'Father'

$26,000 in Sultry Chi;

Smooth

Tights -Va. O'Brien
Chicago, Sept.

"
.

nto
prospect. Only two
nice grosses in
in, which gave
new pictures came nice
showing to
most of credit for
strone holdovers. Best new film is

of Rosy Ridge," with sock
"The Tres$20,000 at the Garrick

"Romance

helped by Oken and

Film gross estimates, as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e., without the 20% tax. Distributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
*

figures are net income.
prices,

Best holdover is "Mother Wore
Tiahts" now in its second week at
Virginia O'Brien
the Chicago with
heading stage bUl. Looks fancy $55,Mitty"
000 "secret Life of Walter
continues sensational
at the Woods
with $28,000.
session
biz in its seventh
"Li e With Father" at the State-Lake
fourth
for
$29,000
bit
to
a
slid off
week "Cry Wolf," at Roosevelt, is
dandy $20,000 in second round.
'

"Crossfire" will hit handsome $20,000
in third stanza at Palace.
Estimates for This Week

The

parenthetic
admission
however, as indicated, in-

WW

(Hasris)

(2,200;

30G

first.

Record

'Father'

Tops DX.

40-70

$45,000
"Mother Wore Tights" (20th). Betty
«
*
cleaning up at terrific
(RKO) (2,500; 95)—"Cross- Grable starrer
Washington, Sept. 16.
and easy holdover, Last
(RKO) (3d wk). Handsome $19,000,
Current session looks dullish exweek, "Ramrod" (UA). rather sad
$20,000. Last week, fat $23,000.
cept for one dazzling standout, "Life
at near $10,000.
(1,700; 95)—"The
Rialto (Indie)
With Father" at the Warner, new
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3.300; 40-70)— tag
Outlaw" (UA) (12th wk). Keen $12
for the Earle. The Warner showGone With Wind" (M-G). Same as case boasts an all-time high, part of
000. Last week, $12,500.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500: 95)— "Cry if it had never played here before. which is due to hiked admission.
Wolf" (WB) (2d wk). Dandy $20,- Sensational $30,000. Last week, "Des- Also being helped by crix unaniert Fury" (Par), $20,000.
000. Last week. $27,000.
mously beating the drums for it.
Stale-Lake (B&K) (2,700; $1.25)Bits (Loew's) (800; 40-70)—"Des
"Riff-Raff" is stout at the Met.
"Lite With Father" (WB) (4th wk)
ert Fury" (Par) (m.o.). Doing well Holdover of "Mother Wore Tights" is
$42,000.

$29,000. "Last

a

bit to
crisp $37,000.

week,
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 95)—
"Down to Earth" (Col) (3d wk).
Average $16,000. Last week, snappy
$22,000.

„

(Essaness) (1,073; 95)— "Life
of Walter Mitty" (RKO) (7th wk).

Woods

Terrific
$30,000.

World

Last week,

$28,000.

(Indie)

wham

95)—"Happy

(587;

Breed" (U) (4th wk). Smart

$3,800.

I

7arietv'Hot32G,

33G

Philadelphia. Sept.

16.

. "Kiss of Death" and "Variety Girl"
are running neck and neck for top
honors while Philly wilts in the September heat wave. The sizzler put a
crimp in business but rain brought
relief yesterday (Mon.). Ace holdover is "Bachelor and Bobbv-Soxer."
Estimates far This Week
50-94)
Aldine (WB)
(1,303;
"Crossfire" (RKO) (3d wk). Hold
ine its own with $15,000. Last week

—

hefty $17,500.

Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 50-94)
"Hucksters" (M-G) (2d run). Okav
$7,000.
Last week, "Dear Ruth
(Par), great 48.000 second run.

50-94)— "Life
With Father" (WB) (4th wk). Slip

Boyd (WB)

$4,500.

Last

(M-G)

doing nicely after strong opener at
the Palace, which was far over

Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—
"Abie's Irish Rose" (UA) and "Susie
Steps Out" (UA). Not much pull to
this twin bill, average $3,000. Last
week, "Down to Earth" (Col) (m.o.)

hopes.
Estimates for This week
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434 44-80)—
"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue) plus
vaude. Good $25,000. Last week,
"Kiss of Death" (20th) with vaude,
nice $26,000, exceeding hopes.

week,

Man"

Thin

"Song

(m.o.), $2,000.

:

$3,300.

Stanley

(WB)

(3,800;

40-70)— "Va-

(2.350:

Century (Loew's-UA)

(3.000; 20-60)
(reis-

sue) (2d wk). Holding well at $15,000 after sock $23,200 opener.

Goldman (Goldman) (1.000: 50-94)
—"Variety Girl" (Par). Big $32,000
week. "Won't Believe Me'
(RKO), neat $15,000 second canto.
Karlton (Goldman) (1.000; 50-94)—
"Desert Fury" (Par) (3d wk). Fair
$13,000. Last week, solid $17,500.
Keith's (Goldman) (1.300; 50-94>
"Green Was My Valley" (20th) (reissue).
Fair
week.
Last
$4,500.
'Who's Kissing Her" (20th) (2d run)
Last

Still

good at

'

50-94) (5th wk)

week,

Last

$18,000.

(4,360:

50-94)

Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer"

(RKO)

Lured"

*Wfc

(Col). Fine $13,500. Last
"Gunfighters" (Col), mild $11

000 ;fpr -second

Week/
;

i

-

i'i

•

•

'••">•
I

San Francisco, Sept. 16.
Biz is dull here this session with
plethora
of
holdovers
hurting.

—
.

"Singapore" (U) at $9,300.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 25-55)— "Red
Stallion" (EL). Strongly sold and
beating house average at nice $9,000
or near. Last week, second of "Ad
venture Island" (Par). $5,900.
New (Mechanic) (1.800: 20-60)"Kiss of Death" (20th). Solid $12,000.
Last week, third of "Mother Wore
(20th"). fine $7,600.

Stanley (WB) (3.280; 25-75)— "Wei
come Stranger" (Par) (2d wk). Maintaining strong pace at $18,000 after
a near house-record on getaway at

Town (Rappaport) (1,600; 35-65)
"Crossfire" (RKO). Leading current
parade at great $20,000, all this house
can hold. Last week. "Bachelor and
(RKO > (4th wk)
Bobby-Soxer"
brought grand total for run up to
' "
'
hugi' $5T.O00.

Estimates for This

•

;

'

:

'

'

4RKO)

Golden Gate

Week

(2,844; 65-51)

—"Banjo" (RKO) plus Lionel HampOke $25,000. Last week,

ton orch.

"Bachelor Bobby-Soxer"

wk)

(RKO)

plus vaude headed
Marshall, strong $22,000.
•

(4th

Jack

by

Fox (FWC) (4.651: 60-95)— "Cry
Only $23,500. Last
Wolf" (WB).
week, "Mother Wore Tights" (20th)
(2d wk). $14,500.
Warfield (FWC) (2.656: 60-851—
"Kiss of Death" (20th (2d wk). Fair
$13,500. Last week, hefty $23,500.
Paramount (Par) (2.646; 60-85)—
Nice $16,500.
"Wyoming" (Rep).
Last week, "Variety Girl" (Par) (2d
wk), $14,000.
I

St.

Francis (Par)

(1.400:

"Welcome Stranger" (Par)

M

60-85)
'9th

(Continued 'on traye 48).'

'

-

'WOLF 23G
-

$26,300.

(3d wk). Solid $21,000. Last week,
bi" $24,500.
Stanton
(WB) (1,475: 50-94

IN FRISCO;

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240 Lionel Hampton band is pushing
20-70)— "Down to Earth" (Col) (3d "Banjo" to okay $25.00 at Golden
wk) plus new vaude headed by Gate but "Cry Wolf" is no great
Johnny Desmond. Fairish $13,000 shakes at Fox. "Wyoming" is fairly
after steady second round at $14,900. nice at Paramount.
"Heaven Only
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20
Knows," in one of its first playdates.
60) "Desert Fury" (Par). Opens to- shapes as strong at small United
day (Tues.) after okav week of Artists.

Tights"

Hutton on stage.

Park Avenue (U)

only fair $52,000.

Howard Hughes' "Outlaw" proved —"Frieda"

Radio City Music Hall (Rock(5,945; 70-$2.40)— "Down to
Earth" (Col) plus stageshow (1st
week). Off to excellent start with
rousing $147,000 in sight for opening frame ending tonight (Wednesday). Last week, seventh and final
session of "Bachelor and BobbySoxer" (RKO) plus stageshow, good

efellers)

$107,000.

35-85)—
Rialto
(Mayer)
(594:
"Arnelo Affair" (M-G) (1st week).
Critics sloughed this off and so did
public to tune of only fair $7,500.
"Last of
frame
of
Last week, second

.-

''{

.

i

'

'<

Redmen"

Pipit" at Little Carnegie

"Know Where

wk).

(19).

Rivoli

•
'

(UAT-Par)

(2,092; 60-$1.25)

(9th- week).
—"Crossfire" (RKO)
Holding up amazingly, with sock
$27,000 sighted for eighth frame ending last (Tuesday) night, same as
previous session. Holds three more
weeks, with "Unconquered" (Par)

due

in Oct. 9.

Boxy

(20th)

80-$1.50)—

(5,886;

"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) plus
Jack Haley, Ella Logan, Harmonicats
topping stageshow (5th week).
Dropped to okay $88,000 after big
Stays another
$95,000 last week.
round, with "Foxes of Harrow"
(20th) and Milton Berle topping
stage layout scheduled to open next

and

I'm Going" at Sutton

drew steady art patronage, former
getting big $8,500 for second week
and latter rolling to robust $11,000
on fourth frame.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 80-$1.80)

Wednesday

(24).

(Loew's

State

43-$1.10)~

(3,450;

"Black Gold" (Mono) with Ed Sulli—"Walter Mitty" (RKO) (5th wk). van and Harvest Moon winners,
Balmy weekend took a tumble out others on stage (2d week). Held
of this, dropping it to about $40,000
week ending tomorrow
for
fifth
(Thursday) night. Last week, big

wK'< about $28,00(3 sighted for
se'^ivi ?.nn;e. after big teeoff week
of $35,000 "Cynthia" (M-G), plus

we'll,

Holds.
John Calvert, Paul Regan heading
Broadway (UA) (1,895; 70-$1.50)— stageshow, opens tomorrow (Thurs"Outlaw" (UA) (1st wk). Howard day).
Hughes' opus finally hit Broadway
Strand (WB) (2.756; 75-$1.50)—
censorship$48,000.

after

years of

several

"Dark Passage" (WB) with Victor
orch, others on stage (2d
week). Sparkling $60,000 looming for
tomorrow
second
frame
ending
(Thursday) night, after sock $65,000
previous week. Holds.
Sutton (Rugoff-Becker) (561; 70$1.25)— "Know Where I'm Going"
(U) (5th week). J. Arthur Rank
Prestige film rolling steadily, with
fine $11,000 for fourth frame ended
Monday (15) night. Previous session,
sock $12,000.
Victoria (City Inv) (720; 70-$1.20)
—"Lured" (Col) (4th week). Third
round finished last (Tuesday) night
with neat $14,500, after solid $16,500
last week. Continues.
Warner (WB) (1,499; 90-$1.50)—
"Life
With Father" (WB) (5th
week). Looks like another long run,
with robust $40,000 sighted for fifth

Monday

Lombardo

to close three hours daily.

Film continues indef.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 70-$1.50)
— "Rosy
Ridge" (M-G), with Georgie
Price,

Luba Malina, Enric Madri-

guera

orch

on

stage

(1st

week).

Opened only fair, with okay $52,000
on tap for teeoff frame ending tonight
(Wednesday). Last week, second
and final session of "Thin Man"
(M-G), plus Bill Robinson, Art
Mooney orch headlining stageshow,
thin $41,500.
Criterion

(Loew's)

$1.25)— "Gone

With

(reissue) (3d week).
$10,000 this round

(1,700;

Wind"

60-

(M-G)

Dropping about
to

$40,000

for

week ending Friday (19), but still
big for an oldie; previous session, fat

session,

after

excellent $44,000 last

week. Remains indef.
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60$1.20)— "Singapore" (U) (1st week).
Rushed in ahead of schedule yesterday (Tuesday) after "Something in

Holds indef, with "Green
Dolphin Street" (M-G) scheduled to
$50,000.

follow.

Fulton (City Inv) (785; 80-$1.80)
"Black Narcissus" (U) <5th week).
Holding steady pace, with, trim $13,000 in sight for frame ending last
(Tuesday) night. Last week, okay

Wind"

slumped

disappointing
<U)
$8,500 for five days of third week.
Previous week, fair $12,000.
to

$i5.ooo;

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.20)
(4th
(Indie)
Story"
"Roosevelt
week). Sturdy $22,000 in sight, after
previous frame.
for
$27,000

'Harvest'

big

Smash 16G

In

Holds one more round, with "Fun
and Fancy Free" (RKO-Disney)
opening next Wednesday (24).
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.40)
"Dark Journey" (Indie) and "Din-

Cool Mpls.; 'Wind' Fair

ner at Ritz" (Indie) (reissues). Moderate $7,500 for week ending Friday
(19) night, after fair $7,200 last
week for "Lady in Jam" (Indie) and
"Lady from Cheyenne" (Indie) (reissues. House continues dual reissue
policy, with "Each Dawn I Die" and
"Bad Man of Missouri" (both
oldies) opening Saturday (20).
Carnegie
(Indie)
Little
(460:
95-1.20)— "Tawny Pipit"
(U)
(2d
week).
British-made going great
guns, abetted by uniformly good
press.
Fine $8,500 shaping for second frame ending Friday (19) night,
after smash $9,000 opening week.

of major newcomers conbe conspicuous as holdovers
still
dominate
downtown
houses. "Wild Harvest" and "Something in Wind" are the new entries
and they're being helped by the

10G, 'Bachelor'

Mayfair (Brandt)

(1,736;

70-$L50—

"Kiss of Death" (20th) (4th week).
Excellent
word-of-mouth keeping

on gravy train, with fine $28,000
for third frame ending last (Tuesday) night: previous week, sock
Holds.
$34,000.
this

Palace

(RKO)

60-$1.20—
(1,700:
'(1st wedi).

<RKOf

9G in 3d

Minneapolis, Sept.

16.

Absence

tinues

to

public's limited choice of

WB

"Long' 'Night"

•'

'

(Col), okay $8,500. "Sec(20th) opens Friday

ond Chance"

the same for third round. "Kiss of
Death" continued strong at Mayfair,
with nifty $28,000 indicated for third
week.
"Crossfire" looks headed for a
longrun record at Rivoli, with sock
$27,000 sighted for eighth frame.
"Dark Passage" at Strand, with Victor Lombardo orch headlining stagebill, rolled to sparkling $60,000 for
second week, and "Life With Father''
continued strong with bright fifth
week of $40,000. British-produced

"Tawny

(583; $1.20-$2.40)
(5th week). Picked

(U)

up speed this frame to rack up hefty
$8,500, gain of $500 over last week's
okay $8,000. Holds.

44-70)— wrangling to pull near-capacity $80,000 for initial frame ending tonight
(Wednesday). Opening on a roundhouse began
schedule,
the-clock

'HEAVEN'

—"Gone' With Wind" (M-G)

Karle (WB) (2.760: 50-94)— "Deep
Valley" (WB) (2d wk). Fairish $17,
000 *fter okav $23,000 opener.
Fox (20th) (2.250: 50-94)— "Kiss of
Death" (20th). Solid $33,000 or near.
Last week, "Mother Wore Tights'
(20thi (3d wk). nice $14,000.

brieht $24,000.
Stanley (WB)

s) (1,263;

Up

week.

Mastbaum (WB) (4.360:
Welcome Stranger" (Par)

Columbia (Loew

run).
(Par)
(2d
(Par) (2d wk). Bottom "Variety Girl"
out of all-star musical on hold- Above average $9,500. comparatively
over and it's coming out tonight better than its firstrun gross. Last
(Tues.) after five days to about $8,- week, "Gone With Wind" (M-G) (re000.
"Welcome Stranger" (Par) issue) (m.o.) (2d wk). okay $8,000.
Keith's
(RKO) (1,838; 44-80)—
comes in ahead of schedule. Last
week, "Variety" soared above orig "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO)
(4th-final
wk).
Slipped to trim
inal estimate to big $22,000.
$10,000 after last week's great $14,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 90-$1.25)Metropolitan (WB) (1,153; 44-70)—
"Life With Father" (WB) (4th wk)
"Riff-Raff" (RKO).
Stout $12,000.
Still
showing surprising strength Last week.
"Welcome Stranger"
with $13,500, and will stay a fifth (Par)
(2d run), strong $11,500, and
week, pushing back "Bachelor and way over
estimate.
Bobby-Soxer" (RKO). Last week,
Palace (Loew's) (2,370: 44-74)—
"Father" hit $15,500.
"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) (2d
wk). So-so $15,000. Opened last
week with nice $23,000, going well
over expectancy.
'Crossfire' Lights
Warner (WB) (2,154: 90-$1.25)—
"Life With Father" (WB).
Sock
Balto at Great $20,000 $45,000, for an all-time record for
house, formerly the Earle.
Last
Baltimore, Sept. 16.
week, "Carnegie Hall" (UA), thin
Excessive heat is nicking current $17,000 and below hopes at 44-85c.
figures but "Crossfire" is smash at scale.
the Town. Only two other new
comers, "Red Stallion" at the Mayfair
and "Kiss of Death," at the New.
BIG $14,000
Latter is especially solid.
Estimates for This Week
riety Girl"

pins> to $23,000 after fine $27,000 last

nice $7,000.

;

tell

Last week,, same.

Philly; TCiss'

at this small-seater at

week, with "Desert Fury"
(Par) opening next Wednesday (24),
along with Desi Arnaz orch, Marion

more

—

Palace

off

Hall's top seating capacity giving it
the best of the deal. "Down to

week, "Lost Honeymoon" (EL) and (Tuesday).
Charlie Spivak orch on stage, also
"Frieda" topped the holdovers with
3-day weekend stand, nice $12,000.
week at the Park Avenue,
fifth
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)— "Gone showing a $500 gain over last week's
With Wind" (M-G) (reissue) (2d strong $8,000. "Walter Mitty" at the
wk). Healthy $16,000. First week Astor, and "Gone With. Wind" at the
was snappy $24,000.
Criterion, both dropped off sharply,
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65) due probably to weekend weather.
"Variety Girl" (Par). Third week "Mitty" showed okay $40,000 lor fifth
opened Monday (15). Second week week, with "GWTW" pulling about
hit nice $10,500 after big $19,000

$7,500.

Carmen Cavallaro orch. others on
stage (7th week). Continues strong,
with sixth frame ending last (Tuesday) night shaping" to strong $70,000.
after $75,000 last week. Holds one

the most spectacular draw. With the
Broadway theatre running on a
round-the-clock schedule for the
first four days and then cutting down
wk), nifty $12,000.
to a 21-hour day. "Outlaw" pulled a
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 65- near-capacity $80,000 and looks set
85)— "Bedelia" (EL) and Desi Arnaz for long run. "Long Night" at the
orch heading stage show lor 3-day Palace and "Singapore" at the WinLast
Hefty
$14,000.
run.
weekend
ter Garden both opened yesterday

fire"

Slioped

(RKO), thin

(Par) (3,664: 55-$1.50)
— Paramount
"Welcome Stranger" (Par) with

(reissue)

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 90-S1.25)—
"Life With Father" (WB). Upped
Started
scale has fans wavering.
slowly but picked up over weekend.
May hit sock $34,000. Last week.
"Mother Wore Tights" (20th ) (2d

(M-G). Sock
where a h.o. is also in the bag. "Va
$20,000. Last week, "Perils Pauline
riety Girl" is staying only five days
(Par) (6th wk), $10,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 95)—"Bache- of second week at Stanley.
Estimates for This Week
lor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO) (4th
week,
Last
wk). Sturdy $15,000.
40-70)—
(Shea)
Fulton
(1.700;
$18,000.
"Wyoming" (Rep). With competition
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 95)— what it is h u re, westerns have small
"The Trespasser" (Rep) with Olsen chance. Only $6,000 is about all. Last
and Johnson revue on stage. Smash week, second of "Brute Force" (U),
$65,000. Last week, "That's My Man" $7,000.
(Rep) and personal appearance of
)—
Harold Russel topping stagebill,

after a
blackout to transform the
house back to firstrun policy after
five weeks of dualing oldie hits. Last
week, six days of dual policy closed
Sunday (14) with "Spiral Staircase"

Earth" looks headed for a rousing
$147,000 teeoff therf!. "Rosy Ridge"
and vaude on (Van Johnson) at the Capitol, with
stage.
Sturdy $6,000. Last week, Georgie Price, Luba Malina and
"Buck Privates Come Home" (U Enric Madriguera's orch on stage,
and vaude, fancy $7,000.
showed little strength, opening with

Pittsburgh, Sept. 16.

.Harris

Five newcomers invaded the Main
Stem the past week, with the Music

Wow 80€

Opened yesterday (Tuesday)

Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— "Golden

mance Rosy Ridge"

me

pace.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)
"Marked Woman" (WB) and "Dust
Be My Destiny" (reissues) (2d wk).
Nice $4,500. First week was nice

Boy" (Col)

Tights' Tafl 19G
Pitt;

$15,000.

Plus

day's

$5,500.

clude the U.S. amusement tax.

Standout in current okay session
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 95)—"Welcome Stranger" (Par) (7th wk). is "Gone With Wind" at Penn. Picture is doing the next thing to capacStrong $15,000. Last week, $17,000.
(B&K) (3,900; 95)- ity and best this house has had in a
ChiSago
"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) plus long time.
Terrific
showing of
Virginia O'Brien heading stageshow
Wind" is over-shadowing what
(2d wk). Fine $55,000. Last week,
otherwise would.be a headline stanza
sock $68,000.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 95)— "Ro- for "Mother Wore Tights" at Harris,

dium

Whammo 147G, 'Ridge

-

$6

B.0.s;

Stage Fair 52€, Outlaw'

55G, 2d

Grosses Are Net

is being
Johnson unit at the Oriental to a big

passer"

Newcomers Boost B'way
'Earth'

10.

Not even rain or sultry weather
keeping film fans from coming
some,
the Loop this session, with

5

11

Okay 16G

Prov.; 'Wind'

Providence, Sept. 16.
Standout this week is "Life With
Father" at Majestic with $1.25 top.
Hitting nice pace are State's "Gone
With Wind." in second week, and
"Variety
which
Strand's
Gill,"
stepped into third sesh Monday. RKO
Albee's "Something in the Wind"
looks fairly peppy.
Broadway's first-run film houses
Estimates for This Week
had their ups and down again last
Albee
(RKO) (2,200; 44-65)— week. Balmy weather over the week"Something in Wind" (U) and "Des- end took its toll at the boxoflice. Biz
perate" (RKO). Fairly steady $10,- picked up, however, with the Jewish
"Bachelor and holidays Monday (15) and yesterday
000.
Last week,
Bobby-Soxer' (RKO) (3d wk), big to round the week off at an okay

"Trespasser -Olsen & Johnson Big (5G,

..„

Smash $34,000,

I

new

fare

and much cooler weather. Top holdover
is
"Bachelor and BobbySoxer." now in third week.
Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)— "Banjo"
(RKO) and "The Guilty" (Mono).
Okay $2,000 in 5 days. Last week,

"Hoppy's Holiday" (UA) and "Newshawks" (Mono) split with "Winter
Wonderland" (Rep) and "Danger

Ahead"

(Indie) (reissue),
tory $2,600 in 9 days.

satisfac-

Century (Par)
50-70)-^
(1,600;
"Variety Girl" (Par) (3d wk). Good
Last week, fine $7,500.
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)
"Hit
Parade 1947" (Rep). Moderate $3,500.
$6,000.

'

•

—

(Continued on page
1
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Robey Turning Legit
London, Sept. 16.
Comedian George Robey, at 78,
(encouraged by his success as
Falstaff some years back), is to
have his first serious role.
Billed for so long in vaudeville as "The Prime Minister of
Mirth," he is to play a real
Prime Minister in Archie Men-

U.S. Operation of Fix Setup Sparks

Colombia Show Biz Postwar Upbeat
By RAT JOSEPHS

<

Bqgofca, Col., Sept.

1.

DOMINICAN PIX TAX

operation of
theatres, distrib setups and advertising agencies, pix and radio in
Colombia— Latin America's fourth
largest country— are showing vital

Sparked by U.

S:,

zies'

new comedy, "Boomerang,"

which

Blanche

his wife,

presenting in the West
October.

TO AID POOR, INSANE

is

Littler,

End

in

Washington, Sept. 16.
New admissions tax law has gone
whose
always into effect in the Dominican Repubfor a cent bite on each
been admittedly slack haven't been lic. It calls
ticket of 20c or less, and 7% where
too slow on the pickup. Result is
of the ticket exceeds 20c.
that operations are not only on the the price
slapped on
upgrade but getting better than in An additional tax of 3c is
irrespective of price.
almost any other west coast, south- all ducats,
This is to raise funds for free
of-the-border republic.
breakfasts for poor students, to
Copenhagen, Sept. 9.
The Yanqui infiltration originated maintain asylums and for other
primarily to beat the strong Cine
While nothing official is known as
social assistance. It is the first time
Colombia distribution and theatre that the elbow has ever- been put on yet as to the amount of money the
will release for
monopoly in the pix field. Outfit not
government
Danish
a filmery admission anywhere
long ago controlled an estimated specifically to support insane asy- payment of foreign films in the new
99% of the release situations as well lums, so far as is known.
fiscal year starting Sept. 15, it's unas a flock of distribu rights. Today
derstood that authorities will only
they're down to 190 houses, and
earmark 4,000,000 kroner ($1,000,000)
handle only distribution, of Univerfor picture imports. In- an effort to
Yet though the
sal International.
Govt. Makes Denial
win more favorable terms from the
percentage of the total is only about
government, Motion Picture Assn. of
40%, gross is said to be actually
America's London rep Fayette Allhigher,
port has been holding extended
with state officials as well
Metro is now the largest U. S.
Boss Picture Industry huddles
as U. S. distribs' local branch manoperator in Colombia. It owns the
Mexico -City, Sept. 16.
agers.
Metro in the seaport town of Barranthe suburban Metro
quilla and
National
CineRecently organized
Reportedly the U. S. majors will
Teusaquillo in Bogota. Moreover, matographic Commission is neither be allocated half the sum to be set
local chief Dean Banker is readying a trust nor a monopoly of any kind, aside with the rest going to indethe former Astral which Metro has but an organization intended to pendent
buyers of films, both
bought as a key downtowner on "improve and develop the Mexican American and European origin,
Calle Septima, Bogota's Broadway cinematographic industry," accord- which are bought for a fixed price
and leases the Metro TVvenida in ing to the Ministry of the Interior. and not on a percentage basis. Take
Medllin, Colombia's top industrial Government
made of foreign film imports this year
department
city. There's also a signed pact for statement to deny reports here that amounted to 10,000,000 kroner ($2,the the now building Metro in Call. the commission aims at bossing the 500,000) so the anticipated cut is a
Warner's leases the San Jorge in pic industry.
considerable one. However, the film
The Ministry added it will con- industry appears to be in the .throes
Bogota; Fox, the Colon in Call.
Both, as well as other Hollywood tinue to be in charge of the super- of a postwar boom here currently
majors, are known to be looking vision and censorship of all -pix, and it's expected that in the near
over the general Colombian setup native and foreign, offered for ex- future theatre' attendance will level
with a view toward further direct hibition in Mexico, and that .the off.
only thing the commission has to do
pilot operations.
Appeal of American picures to
with that, is to strive to attain Danish filmgoers is pointed .up by
New Gov. Legislation
Mexican pix and offer sug- extended runs of such product as
A number of companies are again better
gestions as to how to make pix
Walt Disney's "Bambi" at the Metroworried over new restrictive legisbetter public entertainment. The
pol, 20th-Fox's "How Green Was My
lation which the government— exMinistry's pic supervision and cenValley" at the Alexandra and Wartremely short of dollar exchange
sorship department, the commission
ner's "Meet John Doe" at the Grand.
has begun mulling in order to cut
and the film trade's own bank, the These pix have run for months,
in on some of the profits. Bills now
Banco Cinematografico are the three creating a serious film backlog
before Congress are similiar to those
prime props of the Mexican pic in- awaiting firstrun outlets.
proposed last year. But distribs
dustry, the Ministry said, stressing
claim as now framed they'd be air
that neither all or any one of them
most confiscatory.

postwar

show

gains.

biz

Localities

know.-how

has

Dane Pix Imports

At $1,000,000?

Mex

•

.

will

Colombia's radio setup is rapid in
picking up ideas, partially because

Nelson Rockefeller's wartime office
of Coordinator of Inter- American
Affairs concentrated on this field
here and brought in a flock of ex.

•

perts trained in the States.

Many

expansion plans
by the war, therefore cooked up all
kinds of ideas which are now going
stations, limited in

Into into effect.

Nuevo Granada, for example, has
Just about finished its new 500,000
peso (rate is currently about 1.75 to
the dollar)

studios.

Voz de Antioqua

film

meddle in any way in private
companies or private pic

Salzburg Theatre Set

enterprise.

For Pic Studio Pro Tern

Commission, the Ministry said, is
democratic and being cqnducted so.

Washington, Sept. 16.
Festspielhaus in Salzburg,
Austria, is being turned into a studio by the newly formed Salzburg
Motion Picture Co. until it can complete arrangements for another stu-

Government

is covering all costs of
the commission, chairman of which
is Antonio
Castro Leal, chief pic
censor. Makeup of the commission
has been made closer to,, the film
trade by the naming of two reps
each of producers, distributors and
exhibitors and one of the National

Cinematographic
Union
(KTIC),

The

dio, the War Department announced
here. Military Government officials
are considering production of part
Industry Workers
of the Anglo-American Newsreel
Mexico's pioneer
(Welt im Film) in Vienna.

Medellin has
just completed its new, ultra-modern, six studio setup.
Reportedly
cost close to 400,000 pesos.
There's been a slow improvement
In programming of all Colombian

paced in no small measure
Nacional, the non-commergovernmental entity.
Only U. S. agency to concentrate
on radio here is McCann-Erickson.
Local boss is now Frank Linder,
iformer CIAA radio man in Montevideo. Agency which opened locally

stations,

by Radio
cial

in '45 currently has Esso Reporter
with news, sports; Ronda Musical for
Coca Cola. Epoca, largest Colombian radio agency originates "Profesores del Aire," a kind of local
"Info Please" and handles the Sunday afternoon concerts of the Bogota
Symphony for the local RCA distrib.
Sidney Ross (Sterling Products), one
of the largest airtime users, does its
own producing and placement.
Nitery and theatre situation here
is n.s.h.
Bogota where, during the
winter season which is now, few
venture out after late dinner, has
always been one of Latin-America's
dullest after-dark spots.
Granada
Grill, which has a fairly good Cuban
outfit, gets the smart set and the
international crowd, especially on
Saturday nights. In season, La Reina
.

Radio Station 'A Glorified Jukebox
By SEYMOUR S1EGEL
Director,

But the cahacos, Bogota's men-

Paris, Sept. 16.

Roger Ferdinand, prexy of the Auprepping to have
dealing with the
done in N. Y. by
French actors.
Play, directed by Henri Vonnieres,
will be acted by a cast headed by
Edith Laurac, Nicolas Vogel, Jacques
Emmanuel and Claude Lacloche.
"J3" is the number printed on ration cards of youths, whose current

culed in the play.

Metro's Subtitled 'Sea

Of Grass' Favored In

of the major

American

dis-

Understood that since the American film companies can't get their

money out of Austria, they decided
to use some of the blocked funds to
advertise themselves.

A

special per-

mit had to be obtained to import the
neon from Germany.

Mex

City Over Dubbing News Bureau.
Mexico City, Sept. 16.
Veteran Pan-Am resident manattendance records in several ager Bill Burton was somewhat
miffed when Colonial carried Sir
Mexico City theatres showing the
William Stephenson, head of the new
non-dubbed "Sea of Grass" (Hep- hotel syndicate in which Pan-Am
burn-Tracy) confirm Metro's deci- has a chunk of stock. Stephenson's
group, in which Hilton Hotels have
sion to drop Spanish dialog 'dubbing
an interest, have just taken over
of ftlms booked for this capital.
Old Furness Withy Hotels, BermuLatin audiences have been highly diana, Castle Harbor and Belmont.
critical of the dubbing since it was This is expected to drop runaway
introduced here several years ago. charges and to loosen so-called restricted clientele policies. Latter is
The most frequent complaint was not
a concerted feeling, but general
that movements of the actors' lips impression is that the effort to reoften were not synchronized with strict the island is sum total of inthe dialog.
dividual feelings. Darrel Lightbourn,
M-G films scheduled for the in- young American owner of Mt. Royal
terior will still be dubbed because Guest House, is one of the staunchthe high illiteracy rate in many est believers in democratic way of
parts of Mexico sometimes bars the life scrapping to remove old restricuse of " subtitles. This assignment, tions.
Station's Monopoly
however, will be carried out by
Radio station ZBM is in operation
name Mexican actors in Mexico City
instead of in New York or Buenos one year with Elaine Lambert handling
programs.
H. J. Tucker, presiAires.
For a long time Metro was the dent of the Bank of Bermuda, who
leading exponent of dubbing, with controls the outlet, is more or less
ready
to
dispose
of 30 to 40% innearly all other foreign companies
terest in return for good manageclinging to subtitles.
ment. With 8,500 receivers on the
Arthur Rank recently pre- island, station
J.
is currently grossing
sented a film here in which only
$65,000, which is hardly enough to
background voices were dubbed break even.
while actors' lines were subtitled.
Tucker gripes about necessity of
The film met a very favorable paying Petrillo $5,000 a year in order
response but most local exhibitors
to carry transcribed American netagreed the process was not adaptwork shows. He also doesn't cotton
able to every picture.
to paying $1,500 a year to Society of
Performers Rights, English equivalent to ASCAP. Station has a 10With Ballet
G-B's
year monopoly grant, and since ra-

SR0

dio reception

Cues

FKENCH MEX DISTRIBS
Mexico City, Sept. 16.
French pix are being distributed
Mexico by Francia Films de
organized
and officially
registered here exclusively for that
in

where

Mexico,

purpose.

•

free.

Company is composed of Enrique
(Third of a series on postwar show Fienert, Manuel Trilli and Alfonso
biz trend in Latin America^,
: Villela, all. of Mexico, C»ty>
.

New Trend for Pixers

•

.

.

•

>

tion for ballet.
into its

Harold Gibbons' Pink
Beach socks $8 a portion for a steak
dinner. Ace of Clubs and 21 Club
are somewhere in-between.

Jap Feins Show They've
Learned of

Tokyo, Sept. 2.
Japanese women, probably the
quietest of the feminine species until
General MacArthur introduced democracy here after the war's end,
demonstrated last week they understand freedom of speech— much to
the chargrin of the Shochiku cinema

may
many

to

houses.

neighborhood houses used
run three to four hour shows of

Shochiku managers in the KyotoOsaka-Kobe districts booked a "Normal Childbirth" flicker, shot at the
Nagoya Imperial Univ. Medical Col-

film and stage acts.

lege. Women immediately raised a
howl, chaiming the film was a "desewhat should be something

Mex Pirstruns Find They
Can't Shade Price Scales
Mexico City, Sept.

Saville (13).

"Off the Record," Apollo (15).

cration of
sacred."

16.

Firstrun houses here are standing
pat on nixing civic fathers' plea that
they slash their admittance charge

"Oklahoma!" Drury Lane (20).
"One, Two, Three," Yorks (1).
"Peace In Our Time*" Lyric <7).
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp (126)
"Piccadilly Hay ride," Wales (27).

"Trespass," Globe (U).
'Worms Viewy- Whitehall' '20).

as

of these

"Girl Quite," St. Martin's (4).
"Here There," Palladium (24).
"Jane," Aldwych (33).
"Life With Father," Savoy (15).
"Linden Tree," Duchess (5).

"Present Laughter," Haym'kt (22)
"School Spinsters," Criterion (1).
"Separate Rooms," Strand (4).
"Sweetest Lowest," Ambass. (72).
"Together Afaln," Vic Palace (22).

again,

of 80c, the highest ever here, for
pic's first

a

week, and 60c for the rest

of the booking.

j

I

'

Exhibit made it plain that it's impossible to pare their prices. High
operating costs, taxation, wages, and
of late, very expensive electricity
cither buying it or installing and opcrating
generating
plants,
allow

them

a s.miil return, they .say.

1

"

Democracy—

At Pix Houses' Expense

Vaudeville, too,

own

erratic

is

shillings ($3).

may

come

S.

phasis oii public service.
Claudia Darrel's Water Lot Inn in
Southampton is still attracting oldtimers" with dinners going for 15

induce other circuits to
follow G-B's example, especially as
the country during, and since the
war, has shown a marked predilec-

loid

London, Sept. 16.
"Annie Get Gun," Col'sm (15).
"Bless the Bride," Adelphia (21).
"Born Yesterday," Garrick (34).
"Chiltern Hundreds," Vaude (3).
"Crime of Foley," Comedy (10).
"Deep Are Roots," Wyndhams (10).
"Dr. Angelus," Phoenix (7).
"Ever Since Paradise," News (15)

from U.

during daytime, it provides the only
dependable service on the island.
Outside of transcribed American
shows, general impression is that of
a glorified jukebox with little em-

London, Sept. 16.
Gaumont-British Picture Corp. has
made an experiment that may have
far-reaching results, in view of the
imminent shortage of films. At its
State theatre, Kilburn (a London
suburb),
which with a seating

.

"Noose"

9.

New

MPEA's

tributors.

Sept.

.

tendency to operate on the black
market and act as grownups is ridi-

|

marks

N. Y.

Bermuda,

after the war
highly commercial and the cost of
living (for the tourist) is out of this
world. Despite ballyhoo by Bermuda Trade Development Board,
summer tourist trade was off 60%.
Prior to the war, Bermuda depended upon the Monarch and Queen
of Bermuda, and other shipping.
The recent burning of the Monarch
in England is considered a catastrophe by Bermudians. Four airlines now provide daily service to
Bermuda. The recently instituted
Colonial Air Service is using sock,
showmanship in competition with
the long established Pan-ArB. Colonial's Jean Baumer was recently
picked as the best-looking stewardess in all American Airlines while
Ted Waugh and Mai Martin _are
drumming up goodwill on the island.
Latter is
particularly
well-liked
since he married into a family long
resident, in Bermuda. His wife, June,
social
editor
is
for the Bermuda
is

thors Society, is
his hit play "J3,"
young generation,
English speaking

I

Vienna, Sept. 9.
Plugging itself and its eight member U. S. film companies, Motion
Picture Export Assn. has erected a
huge neon sign over its building in
Vienna.
Spectacular, which is 125
feet long, has letters three feet high
spelling out MPEA's name and trade-

WNYC,

Bermuda two years

SLATED FOR BROADWAY

TO

•bout-town,

still prefer their cafes
a tinto of Colombian coffee
•till costs only three cents and gossip
which is the town's top diversion, is

FRENCH JOVE HIT,

'J3,'

Of American films, "Jane Eyre"
has been very well received and
"Holiday Inn" has been doing record
ACQUIRES RIGHTS
biz in Vienna, says the Army. Also
seen recently in Vienna were "Going
LINDFORS ITAL0 PIC My Way," "Adventures of Mark
Twain," "Union Pacific," "Lost AnHollywood, Sept. 16.
capacity of 5,000 is the largest picgels," "Louis Pasteur" and "Kitty
North
ture house in Europe, it presented
American
distribution
Foyle."
the International Ballet Co. for one
rights to "Nebbe-Sur Mare," last picReports from the French zone of
week.
ture made in Europe by Viveca LindAustria show that the following
fors, have been acquired by Lester
Most of the seats, priced at $1.50
have done well in Innsbruck: "GenS. Tobias.
Film was produced in
tleman Jim," "Dangerous Journey," top, had been booked well jn adRome, with the star playing an Ital"Holiday Inn,", "Young Tom Edison," vance and hundreds had to be
ian role.
"It Happened Tomorrow," "Wing and turned away at the opening perPicture will be released in this
formance, Sept. 8. Top price when
a Prayer" and "Ziegfeld Girl."
country as "Sea of Fog," with Enghouse was used for showing films
lish dialog.
was 75c, and profit at end of the
week was estimated at $32,000, which
is double normal receipts.
Current London Shows
Viennese Neon
This triumph of flesh over cellu(.Figure shows weeks of run)

.

has an imported show and Embajador boasts a small unit. El Bolero,
opened two years ago, is the only
equivalent of an all night spot and
Monte Carlo, located in the Cine
Colombia gets the younger set.

Manila's rfaee, Trafalcar Squar*

Bermuda Runaway Costs Hit Tourists;

film labor organization.
in

St..

;

|

Majority of the managers cancelled the show, but the Osaka house
opened as scheduled. Nip women
picketed, and the gendarmes were
called to restore order. Police, after
hearing both arguments, finally decreed that it could be shown— but
>
only once.
Tokyo houses of the Shochiku
chain steered clear of the pic until
the resentment subsides a bit.
They've tentatively booked" it for the
latter part of this
with
month
<•>
audiences.'

womwonly

—

•

'

'

•

•

'

•vASxerrr London office
•

St. Martto'a, Phiee,

INTERNATIONAL

TrafaUnr jguttt

U.S. Trying All-Oat All-Media

Japs Nipped on Pix Ducats

Plan

Surplus of Studio Space Adds

IS

To

Via Jove Black Market

To Sell Democratic Way
Sam

Uncle

13,000,000

in.

yet

With shows enjoying their biggest
of all time, SRO signs go up

early after the doors open.

Result
kid gangs now queque up early
in the a. m. and scalp their ducats,,
getting 100 yen ($2) for their 30 yen

Youth Assn. whose
Anti-Fascist
Members read letters written by
teenagers who had been imprisoned
in an internment camp between 1933

Another program consistlectures on the root
five
Nazism and explained
of
propaganda techniques. A special review outlined U. S. foreign and Hamburg. "Saturday's Children"
A political roundtable, un- at Nymphenburg, "Voice of The
policy.
rehearsed, consisted of talks by rep- Turtle" and "Pursuit of Happiness"
resentatives of four political parties at Heidelberg and "The Patriots" at
who discussed the question "Should Hesse.
ConcluPolitics -Be a Profession?"
These five plays brought to 35 the
sion was that politics must serve the total number of American dramas
1945.

of

causes

their

public in terest

presented

Radio Bremen broadcast a politiroundtable dealing with denaziand demonstrated why it
was indispensable to a democratic

last

fication

[
'

"Rundfunk in AmeriSektor," Berlin's U. S.licensed station, sent out a biographical sketch of Harold E. Stassen in the program "Names in the
News." The same station is giving a
Germany.

kanischen

in

As

to films,

the states at Bremen and Emden.
statements by U. S. and British officials,
policy pronouncements and
feature dramatizations.

the

Germany during the

Radio Munich scored a winner
with on-the-spot broadcasts from
Nuremberg,
the
courtrooms
at
a
and Buchenwald.
In
sta"Never
iicvti ngam
Again War," the
tut awtion broadcast the story of the I.G.
Farben Industry's role as the backbone of the German war machine.

series
«Ka

In order to increase the size of
audiences, balanced pro

Stockholm, Sept.

Captain

9.

.

I

over Radio Frankfurt, largest in the
U. S. Zone, shows that 30.8% is devoted to general music, 8.4% to
chamber music; 8.7% to world news
and news of Germany, 6.4% to local
news, 6.8% to the "Voice of America."
5.1% -to- missing persons.
2.1 %
to radio plays and the rest
to commentaries, church services,
women and children's programs, etc.

'

I

Gothenburg.

in

|

Documentaries produced in
ted-i
U. S. and with sound tracks added
German studios have proved
in

j
1

tfeSfSJ bS? waT

tween a.000 and 20,000 copies.
Some ot the important books published last month in the American
Zone were "Alte Amerikanische
Dokumente Zur Demokratie" ("Old
American Documents on Democracy"!; "USA Geburt and Aufsteig
der Neuen Welt" ("USA—Birth and
Rise of the New World"); "Die
Grundlagen der Sittlichkeit" ("The
Foundations of Morality"); "Freiheit and Wuerde des Menschen
"Stimmen aus Drei Jahrtausenden"
'"On Liberty and the Dignity of
Man." "Voices- of Three Thousand

—

Years").

The average German doesn't care
particularly for jazz but the better
American muric pleases him. In the
past two or three months the works

number oi American,. composers/

»

Form Foreign

Import Firm; French Pic,
'Ramnntcho,' First Product
Michael Hyams and Joseph Green
operators of the City and Irving
Place theatres, N. Y., and the Hopkinson, Brooklyn, have formed a new
foreign film distributing company

known as Globe Film Distributors,
Inc.
As a showcase for their imports, pair

is

currently negotiating

Koepenick," Jean Paul for a house in the Times Sq. area.
Sartre's
"Morts sans Sepulture,"
Hyams, member o" the British
Marcel Pagnol's "La Femme du Hyams family long identified with
Boulanger." as well as revivals of the film business, who has become
Shakespeare and Shaw,
been
an American
citizen,
has
The Stadttheatre, which opened abroad since early August lining up
the new season Aug. 23 with Puc- product for the new firm. His first
cini's "Turandot," followed
its
in- acquisition is the French film, "Maraugural piece with Franz Lehar's riage of Ramuntcho," produced by
"Paganini." In the course of the Annet Badel in Agfacolor. Hyams
'47-'48 season some six of the standpurchased the U. S. rights from
ard operas are expected to be per- Films de France, while .the Rank
formed in addition to such new Organization holds the United Kingoperas as Bela Bartok's "Bluc- dom franchise.
beard's
Castle."
Zoltan
Kodaly's
"Die Spinnstube." Leos Janaeek's
"Katya
Kabanova" and
Arthur
Honegger's "Danse des Morts." Composers Franz Lehar, Johann Strauss,
IN FIRST
Oscar Straus and Ralph Benatzky
London, Sept. 9.
be represented with various
of

'School'

Bows

STRATFORD TO LONDON
SUCH TREK

of

will
their bpefatlas;

- For the first time on record, the~
governors of the Shakespeare Memorial theatre have given permission
for their Stratford-on-Avon Festival
Co. to play away from their en-

Williams, Ealing Exec,

vironment.

Home

for H.O. Huddle
A limited season at His Majesty's,
London will include three of the
Sydney, Sept. 9.
Eric Williams. Aussie production current repertoire, opening Oct. 2
lematical.
chief for Ealing here, has left by air with "Richard II," featuring Robert
"School for Spinsters," comedy for London to huddle with Michael Harris in title role, followed by
drama by Roland Pertwee. bowed at
Killed the Criterion Thursday (II). Well Balcon and Ealing Studios directors "Twelfth Night" with Beatrix LehBarned,
on the future plan- for the unit in mann as Viola. "Romeo and Juliet.'
exchange at Lahore, India, acted play with a farcical tormina- tnis zone Tne 75 '-; tax imposed by the third production, will show
has been burned to the ground and tion may appeal to unsophisticated the Attlee Government will cover London the youngest Juliet— 18 year
R. K. Sharma. manager there, has audiences but actually has nothing pix made in Aussie, and the Rank- old Daphne Slater who caused conbeen killed, according to word re- outstanding to commend it.
Uydge Cinesound-Pagewood unit de- siderable controversy among the
cciv-ed at the homeoft'ice from Chas.
cided to nix future pix until eco- critics by playing the character as a
•
o. Julian, company's manager for xr
child of 14 (as Shakespeare in,
n,t
noroic position rights itself.
VaUtlerS in JVIeXlCO
India.
Ealing was due to start "Eureka tended).
Presentation, by Sir Barry JackNo olher detaiu werc rece ve d but
Bidding for Toppers Stockade'' here late this month, with
Chips Rafferty. plus a trio of British son, the Festival director, brings him
-li's believed that destruction of the
Mexico City. Sept. 16
back to management in the metropo'exchange building and death, of
Vaude houses" here have beaun to players, under Harry Watt's direcsharma was part of rioting that has reach for the biggest foreign stars to tlon. This one was lo have been lis for the first time in 15 years.
with
"Robbery
Under
De cri going on in India in "recent continue lush biz that set in for them followed
Aims." Ealing execs may decide on
"'
weeks.
during the wartime boom.
n,xl "« ocally-made p.x if tax takeImpresarios of the historic Teatro
awa * s ays But a ot wl " de P cnd Radio's 'Sourabaya Sue'
Lirico, where Lupe Velez started.
Segal to Scandinavia
on Williams s report on the home
are dickering for Maurice Chevalier
Paris, Sept. 16.
to Singapore
setup.
and Josephine Baker if possible, on
Jack Segal, veopee and treasurer
Sydney, Sept. 9.
the same bill, otherwise, one after
of Columbia Pictures International
the other. Irnpesarios also operate
"Sourabaya Sue" (Mrs. Muriel
'Dream's' 1,000
Corp.. who recently arrived from
Pearson)
the Folies Bergeres here.
is
returning
to Singapore
London. Sept. 1G.
Rome for a brief stay, has left for
Tom. Arnold's production of the after short Aussie looksee. "Sue"
a tour of the Scandinavian countries.
Argentine Pact* Swedes
Ivor Novello musical, "Perchance to did not find a broadcasting spot here.
He previously had Visited London.
Nor
did
she
flnd
ai
lecture
book>y
Dream." closes at the Hippodrome ln|
Stockholm, Sept. 9.
Segal is accompanying Josep:; iVIcln 83- Femme, prior to Aussie trip,
Swedish tenor and accordion-play- October, shortly after its 1.000th perConville, Columbia's foreign chief,
broadcast for the Indonesians.
on a European junket surveying in- ef CaJle Jaerde and guitarist Olof formance Sept. 24.
Understood Aussie immigration
Entire company then takes the
dustry conditions and company ex-" Firmberg leave Sweden this month:
where it opens authorities nixed permit to *tay
chnntfes. Fair left the U. S. about a for Argentina to appear at a night- .show to South Africa,
».•.•
<'"
t in
longer.'' -v.V* «•;«.! .i
Johannesburg at Christmas'.
••'
club 111' Buerid^ Ait'eS/
auonth

j

(about 30c.) per copy. The volume.
which was recognized by the War
Dept. reorientation authorities as
one of the "clearest accounts of
German life in the era of concentretion camps," is reported to be selling
fast. Normal book circulation during the Occupation averages be-

^ Be Two, Three/

In Mild London
highly popular. Some of those with
"
the Ionge.-t rims include Mirror of
London. Sept. 16.
Submarine LTfe;'"^efTerTorr~df~MbnBrace of legit entries last week
ticello'
and "'Alaska Tour." Cur- won only mild receptions. "One,
rentiy
"Lessons in Living" and Two. Three," patchy, intimate revue
••people's Bank" are being synchron- starring Binuie and Sonnie Hale,
ized together with "Suspicion," was generally well received but gal"Random Harvest" and "Lost Angel." lery was restive at its premiere at
the Duke of York's Wednesday (10)
and success of the offering is prob.
,

j

»
SKi SiSK^SSS

Tempelhof Studios

j

Berlin.

first

time since VE-Day a German book
in an edition of 100,000 copies was
published in the U. S. Zone. Entitled

at the

N.Y. Exhibs

,

.

,

'

\

studio Unions.
Jurisdictional
disputes
halt
production
almost
every other day. with two big
unions in Mcx plants constantly trying to get the upper hand.

SET

FOR STOCKHOLM SKED

I

|

grams based on studies made in the
U. S. by major networks have been
developed. A percentage breakdown
of time devoted to types of programs duction

of a

TORMENT

LEGIT

Legit version of the hit Swedish
film, "Torment," reportedly is beUnder Military Government scrut- ing. done by Ingmar Bergman, author
of the screenplay. Upon
completion
German nun
milium: v ifc
iny. the
my,
me ^j*Ti!ii<x(i
film industry
is propro
...
of the SL npt pleee wl11 be Panted
during the first postwar feature film
entitled
"Between Yesterday and at the Studio theatre in Oslo.
"Torment,"
which
starred
All
Tomorrow" at Munich studios, with
an all-star cast, which is a new de- Kjellin and Mai Zetterling. was well
received in the U.S. Another play
parture in German production tech
niquc. Two other full length fea- by Bergman. "Mig Till Skrack"
("Dread of Me" ), is down for a late
tures, "Above Us the Sky" and "Long
winter preem at the City theatre,
Is the Way," will shortly go into pro-

listening

book publishing, for the

for this reason.

presented at 2,000 cinema houses
every week in both zones and in
May passed the two year mark.

j

with

I

British and U. S. Military Governjointly in produca hewsreel called "Welt im
Film" ("World in Film") which is

Dachau

tion.

An added production headache for
Mexico is the difficulty experienced

|

ing

|

Zurich

in

j

ment are engaged

Radio Munich Scores

Smartly

mapped

some of the features

more popular

Legit Steps Out

however.

which have had long runs here in recent months are "You Cant Take It
"America Looks at Itself" With You;" "Laura;" "Keys of the
which highlights such subjects ns Kingdom;" "Adventures of Mark
the "code which guides U. S. press Twain:" "Shop Around the Corner^'
correspondents" and various other »AH This and Heav en Too;" "Anna
professions.
and the King of siam;" "Gaslight,"
The entire U. S. Zone network aad "Two "Sears Before the Mast."
carries daily announcements report- All of these have been synchronized
ing the arrival of food ships from in the German language and are all

to

9.

m.

a.

A study of the country's pix inr
dustry discloses that "at least" nine
Zurich. Sept. 1.
features were released there last
Legit and opera season here looks
year, most either produced by Chile
Films or made in its studios by in- to be fairly promising with more
dependent producers.
Despite the than a dozen productions slated for
fact that this was peak for the coun- the Schauspielhaus. while an amtry it failed to provide enough bitious operatic schedule has been
for
the Stadttheatre.
product to make the industry finanwhich officially opens
cially successful. Hence the trouble Former,
which came to a head early this Thursday (11) with Lessing's 'Miss
Sarah Sampson," one of the classical
year.
The Commerce report, like a re- tragedies of German literature, also
cent one on the Argentine industry, is planning the first German peremphasizes the new popularity being formance of John van' Druten's "I
achieved by the small number of Remember Mama."
With the leading role portrayed by
British pictures being shown in that
the w.k. German actress Kaethe
market.
As of Jan. 1 last, Chile had 312 Dorsch. "I Remember Mama" is
German
theatres with a seating capacity of slated to »pen Sept. 27.
271,126.
This is an increase of 49 translation was done by Carl Zuckmayer. First German performance
theatres since 1940.
of Jean Coeteau's "The Eagle Has
Two Heads" is also due at the
Schauspielhaus Oct. 23 with Maria
Becker in the femme lead. Other
plans include Carl Zuckmayer's "The

series

As

by 6

large American company either rent,
purchase or help finance the Chilean
outfit.
Nothing has come of this,

two years, 24 of them enjoying
generally successful runs in all four
Zone.-; of Occupation.
"Biography
marked its 100th consecutive per
formance in Berlin and will reopen
in the fall.
"Ah Wilderness" was
sold out weeks ahead in Berlin.

cal

.

Zurich. Sept.

Customers have voiced beefs to
that
they're out of luck unless they're in

management and newspapers
line

Mex-

ican film industry now is faced with
a big surplus of studio space with
prospects of a considerable portion
of it going begging. There's been such
an over-expansion of picture plant
facilities that somebody seems sure
of getting burned. It's simply a case
of having too many studio stages for
the number of "eature pictures that
Mexico's industry can absorb.
Figured that 60 fcatufe pictures
per year is about tops for Mex-produced films that can find the necessary market. That total might be
upped to 66 if six U. S. productions
are turned out here. This would give
virtually one picture per studio stage
annually since there are now 58
stages available or will be before the
end of the year, or approximately
twice as many as in recent years.
Such a production setup looms dismal enough but rt's further complicated by the fact that Mexicrn
producers are prone to curb their
annual program of feature films
rather than expand. They still have
some 50 pictures, produced over the
last eight years, that never have
been exhibited. With such a deadweight confronting them and possibility that many of them will have
to be written off as almost complete
native producers naturally
losses,
are going slow on ail future produc-

FOR ZURICH PREMIERE

pasteboards.

(,60c)

tive, producer's standpoint, the

Saved by Spain

-

ed

BENATZKY MUSICAL SET

is,

Chile Pix Setup

Radio Stuttgart recently featured
a youth program, arranged by the

and

Mexico City. Sept. 16.
As if Mexico's' production outlook
was not shaky enough from a na-

boom

Corso theatre. Zurich, is preparing the world-premiere of Ralph
Benatzky's new musical comedy,
"Kleinstadtzauber" ("Small Town's
Charm"), based on Nicolai Gogol's
classic Russian comedy. "The Repress for their work.
viser."
The time is 1900, the place
Legit As Force
a small town in Russia.
Decorations and costumes will be
Recently
nine
important
legit
designed by Prof. Ludwig Kainer,
critics
were queried by Military
Viennese artist. The leading parts
Government's Information Control
will be played by Max Schipper,
Branch on the question of whether
Viennese singer; Paul Kemp, wellthey believed in the effectiveness of
known German comedian, and Olgo
Washington, Sept. 16.
the theatre as a force for education
in democracy. They replied unaniChilean film production industry Gebhard. a young Swiss actress.
After its run in Zurich, the show
mously in the affirmative, and has got into such bad shape that the
singled out "Skin of Our Teeth" and No. 1 firm, Chile Films, was saved will be played in Sweden, Great
"Nathan the Wise" as the best within from bankruptcy this year only by Britain, U. S. and Brazil. The prea deal made with Spain which pro- miere is expected to take place in
these brackets.
During June, final month in the vides for an exchange of pictures, September.
theatrical season, there were five giving Chile Films product to dispremieres of American plays in U. S. tribute, U. S. Commerce Dept. reEarly this year, the Chilean
areas. "Mourning Becomes Electra" ports.
opened simultaneously in Frankfurt government also suggested that some

Through the medium of 9,265
lending Libraries; 308 publishers who
books,
issue an average of 3,000
pamphlets and magazines a month in
U. S. Occupied areas; 44 daily newspapers with a circulation of over 4,000.000: 19 information centers with
10
a weekly attendance of 13,000;
film producers; 962 cfnema houses;
434 legitimate theatres and five radio stations, the Army is trying to
build understanding and sympathy
'for ideas for which the war was
fought.

Mexico's Already Bad Prod. Headache

to the cinema..

plugging hard to Samuel

Germans who
the American Occupation
live' in
Zone what democracy means and
results not
the
how it works with
•how the

Germans

to

have been performed in Germany.
Barbers "Adagio for
Strings" was played this season in
Dresden; Aaron Copland's "Appalachian Spring" was well received in
Augsburg in his "Prairie Night and
Celebration Dance" in Berlin. The
"Suite for Flute and Piano" and
Symphony No. 1 by Harrison Kerr
were performed by important orchestras in Berlin. Composers David
S. Smith, Quincy Porter and David
Diamond have been given a good

Berlin, Sept. 2.
is

Tokyo, Sept. 9.
Japan's black market has extended

Flies
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The Unsuspected

gets its

Hollywood, Sept. 13.
Warner Bros, release of Michael Curtiz
iCharleo Hoffman) production; nssoolute,
Ceorge Amy. Stars Joan Caultleld. Claude
Jtalns. Audrey Totter, Constance Bennett,
Kurd Hal field, Michael North; features
Fred Clark, Harry Lewis. Jack Lambert.
Screenplay.
Directed by Michael Curtis.
Bess
adaptation,
MaoDottgall;
Ranald
Ileredyth; from a story by Charlotte Armmusic,
BtronKi camera. Woody Hredell;
Kranz Wax man; editor,
ards. Trndeshown Sept.
103 JIIN8.
Matilda Frazier
Alexander Grftndlson
lime,

Rich-

Frederick

Running

11,

Joan Caulfield
Claude Kalns
Audrey Toller
Constance Bennett

Althca Keane
Juno Moyhiha
Oliver Keane

Hatfield

Hurt!

Steven Francis Howard
Hlchard Donovan

.Fred Clark

Harry

Max...

Just ice of the I'eacf

North

.Michael

Mr, I'ress
Donovan's Aslstant
Mrs. While
.

He

title.

has been crudely assembled with

gives a sustained

Miniature Reviews

portrayal that clicks.

Fred Clark

an unconventional

is

inifor

Warners via his own unit. Mystery drama has class production, interesting development and is loaded
with thrills and suspence. Boxoffice
Cast names are
outlook is good.

.

"The Case
(SG).

Directorial tricks, light-

ing crime.

ning and mobile cTamera are strong

in

maintaining the atmosphere.
Plot workings are not as clear as
they could have been but motivation
of principal characters is followable
as scripted by Ranald MacDougall
from a Bess Meredyth adaptation of
the Charlotte Armstrong story.
Rains is seen as radio narrator of
murder mysteries who's not above
making his stories actually true. An
apparently suave, kindly soul, he's
unsuspected in the death of his secretary, niece and latter's husband.
He meets his downfall, though,

when he attempts to kill another
niece and her boyfriend.
Rains pulls out all his thesping
tricks to sustain the character, and
makes it believable. Joan Caulfield
is good as the rich, troubled niece
•who believes in her uncle's goodness. Audrey Totter and Hurd Hatfield show up well as the murdered
and Constance Bennett peps up
assignment as a radio producer.
Picture introduces Michael North
under the Curtiz banner. Young ac-

pair,

tor
.

is

not

new

to

films,

"having

worked under another name prior to
the war. He makes a good impression

Miss Caulfield's

as

friend,

of Rains are finally
responsible for justice being served.
Fred Clark, Harry Lewis, Jack Lambert and others round out the good

whose suspicions

cast.

Charles Hoffman draws producer
the Curtiz production,

credit on

with George Amy as associate.
Mounting is handsome, with tasty
art direction and set decorations
that give
lensing a

Woody

.

Bredell's standout

smooth physical
Franz Waxman's music score

target.

good.
Brog.

is

:

.

Gomez

Thomas

.-

Carla

Rita
Trls

Ma

Wanda

Tito Renaldo
Richard Goines

Jonathan
Marjorle-.
Bill

.-,-.t4-.

,

Conde

Flores
Hendrix^

Grandon Rhodes

Mr. Edison...'.....;
Bellboy

Andrea - King
Art. Smith
Martin Garralaga

r<

lletz

Barkeeper
Locke

Edward Earle
Harold Goodw>n
Maria Cortex
Fred Clark

Bed
Elevator Girl

Hugo

"Ride the Pink Horse" hides its
tough melodrama under an odd
title.
It's a suspense thriller that
features unconventional casting and
sturdy performances.
Story lends
itself to exploitation that will be
needed to garner good ticket sales.
Production has given thriller story
e background .that heightens suspense, and Robert Montgomery, in
dual function of star and director
takes every advantage of plotting to
hold spectator interest.
The Ben
Hecht-Charles Lederer script is nifty
melodrama writing, and lays its
story of violence against colorful
fiesta background in a small New
Mexico town.
Getaway has Montgomery arriving in the town on trail of war-profiteer who has had former's buddy

knocked

What

the shootin's ail
but gradually
clears. Montgomery has a cancelled
check that ties up the heavy with
illegal profits. He hopes to sell the

about

is

off.

foggy at

Sitter"

yam,

situations.

lar singer here in musical comedies,
as a man of the Basque country, who
like most of the men on the Pyrenees
Spanish border, is engaged in con-

.

w

.

Le Mariage de
Itamunleho

—

.

Ride the Pink Horse

Maria

Baby

detective

William Baade
Bob Steele
His love for "comely Gaby
Hairy Shannon traband.
strikes a temporary snag
...«. .Charles Evans Sylvia
Joyce Compton when Frank Villard, a handsqme
Russell Hicks painter, falls for her when he tours
Haul E. Burns
Professor
To win her he mixes
country.
the
Colin Campbell
Dr. Richard
Edward Gargan also in contraband but when the cusBig Mac
Mary Gordon tom officers catch the gang, bad man
Miss Keets
Knox Jean Rouff wounds one of them and
...,'•• -Patricia
Waitress.
Dassary takes the rap and is jailed.
Never pretending to be anything Of course, he finally gets cleared and
more than a lesser meller, this who- gets his gal, while Villard consoles
dunit from the Republic stables is himself by painting the beautiful
OK entertainment. Picture obviously countryside.^
Dassary, as Ramuntcho, has a part
lacks marquee names which relegates "Exposed" to lower rung tit which permits him to warble plenty.
average dualers where a short pic- Gaby Sylvia is a very personable
ture is needed.
Maritchu, and Frank Villard, as the
This tale of a private crime inves- third corner of the triangle, gives an
tigator (this time a femme opera- excellent account of himself. Baltive) contains the usual ingredients ance of the cast is very good. Beintended to baffle the audience until sides Anne Bruslay, Maupi as the old
the last five minutes of screen time. countryman and Jean Hebey as the
And it succeeds fairly well. There's bistro owner have good character
the usual slaying. Adele Mara (Be- parts.
linda the investigator) is about to do
Rouff is very convincing as a
her first checking on mysterious go- bad hombre, and both priest and jail
jngs-on in an apartment when her warden, respectively done by Gusnew client is bumped off. After that tave Lacoste and Lucien Callamand,
it's merely a question of how many
provide plenty comedy relief, helped
will die before Miss Mara uncovers by
Andre Tabefs witty dialog.
the actual slayer. In between a bit Jacques Lemoine, as the officer, is
too much dialog are the gunplay and suitably dumb to be taken in by the
fisticuffs between her. heavy assistant contraband experts, while Monique
and the gang's torpedo lad. Plot has Delavaud, Mona Dol and Daisy, as
the odd twist of making Robert Arm- the local females, provide local color
strong, as chief police inspector, also
Director de Vaucorbeil, under very
the father of investigator Mara.
trying circumstances, has managed
Miss Mara continues to show cin- to draw all there could be from the
ema promise. William Haade does simple story which is mostly a preright by his part of tough aide to the tense to have tuneful music sun:
feminine Sherlock. Armstrong is ac- amidst
wen
beautiful
scenery
ceptable as the police official. Bob brought out by the color process. He
Steele, generally in cowboy roles, is has wisely retrained frorn detracting
the hardbbiled gunman. Robert Scott, attention from the main fare arid
the
male
lead,
approach
closest
to
abstained from an arty direction or
looks well but is no signal actor. queer camera angles which would
George Blair's direction is passable have not been in keeping with the
- Wear.
if seldom original.
material.
This self-effacement insures the picture a maximum mass
appeal.
A couple of composer Marc Lanjean's tunes are like(ly to become
Maxi.
very popular here.
(The Marriage of Ramnntcho)
(Color Songs).

Hollywood, Sept. 12.
Universal-International release of Joan
Harrison production. Stars Robert Montgomery: features Wanda Hendrix, Andrea
King. Thomas Gomez. Fred .Clark, Art.
Smith.
Directed by Robert Montgomery.
Screenplay, Ben Hecht, Charles Ledet'er;
rinsed on -novel by Dorothy B. Hughes;
Prank
camera.
Russell
Metty: music.
Skinner; editor, Ralph Dawson. Previewed
Running time,
In Hollvwood Sept. it, '41.
100 MINS.
Robert Montgomery
Gagln
Fane.ho

of the

Weak

running only 41 minutes.
"Russian Ballerina" (Songs)
(Russian) (Artkino). Story of
Leningrad ballet okay for art

production,

familiar and performances sturdy.
Iggy' ilroty
has packed yarn with Chicago
Curtiz
plenty of rugged action thrills, de- Severance
spite society setting. Two chase se- Jonathan Lowell
quences are especially humdingers Emmy Bentry
Colonel
for audience chills. Story deals with
Ordson

.

(DPF)

b.o, for all

Latin countries.

Exposed

mayhem, with murderer
suave
Claude Rains known from the open-

(French.

(color-songs)

Republic release ot William J. 6'SulHvan
features Adele Mara, Robert
Adrian Booth, Robert Armstrong,
Scott,
Harry Shannon. Directed by George Blair.
Screenplay by Royal K. Cole and Charles
Moran from original by Charles Moialli
camera, William Bradford; editor, Irving
M. Schoenberg. Trndeshown N. Y., Sept.
Running time, 59 MINS.
12, '-17.
Adele Mara
Belinda Prentice
.Robert Scott
Wm. Foresman, Hrrt...
Adrian Booth
Judith
..Robert Armstrong
Inspector Prentice

.

(WB).

Robert Armstrong in lesser
whodunit; minor dualer.
"The Marriage of Ramuntcho"

Romantic drama sure

first

check but, after being .knocked
around by the villain's stronrjarm
crew, he turns the evidence over to
the law for windup.
Socko performance is turned in
by Wanda Hendrix. as young Mexican girl who befriends the hero.
Miss Hendrix has an appealing personality and abundant talent that
gives the character of the adolescent
girl warmth and interest. Also registering big is Thomas Gomez, operator of the merry-go-round with
the pink horse from which picture

(FRENCH-MADE)
•Paris, Sept. 4.
DPF release of Films de France (Anet
Badel) production. Stars Gaby SyKia, AnDirected
dre Dassary and Frank Villard.
Original story,
by Max de Vaucorbeil.
Pierre Apesteguy; screenplay, Ernest Ncubaoh; dialog, Andre Tabet; camera, Raymond Cluny; music, Marc Lanjean. F'ltincoAssistant producers.
Alfa-Color process.
Maurice Refregier and Yves Oucygne. Al
Gaumont Palace and Rex, Parts. Running
'

MINS.

time. HS

Gaby

Maritchu

Ramuntcho
George
Barbara

Anne
..Jean

l.arramendy.

.

.

.

Punlamento
Ramunteho's
Ca r-loa

Sister.

.

Priest

,

.

Jail

.

.

.

Warden

Customs

Bruslay

Hebe
Maupl

..lean .lacuues Routt

'

.

Sylvia

Andre Dassary
Frank Villard
*

Bartender..

Old

.

.Monique Oelavaud
Arsehio Freygnae
...Gnstave l.acoste
.

.

l.ucien

Callamand

cones t.emoine
Daisy
Mora Dol

Offlc

Mrs. Maupi.
Louise

This is the first tinter made in
France, and the color is excellent.
Film. was made in the Basque country, on the Riviera, and studios de la
Victorine. Nice. Lab work was done
at Laboratories Eclair, at Epinay
near Paris.
Produced against considerable difficulties, resulting from bad weather
on location, running short of raw

and problems involving
leged color experts, the picture

stock,

al-

was

made

for about $520,000. It is an unquestionable success. In France, it's
a smash, and due to the locale and
story, as well as the tuneful songs,
a decided bet for all Latin countries.
For England it is handled by the
General Distributors branch of the
Rank organization.

Lab work was made possible here
because the Germans, during the occupation,
installed
the necessary
equipment in Epinay for their own
use and forgot to take it away when
they

left.

When

the producers ran

short of raw stock, they had to buy
whateyer they could at fancy prices,
in odd lengths.
Finally, after attempting to shoot on location in the
Basque country, the bad weather

made

a switch to the Riviera neces-

sary.

Despite this, Max de Vaucorbeil
has turned out a picture which lias
everything colorful
story
that's
easily understood; plenty of beautiful outdoor shots; enough love interest; tuneful songs, and novelty of

—

color.

Yarn shows Andre Dassary, popu-

lighting, inferior camera
work,. and bare settings framing a

deficient

Mystery drama done in the Michael Curtiz manner. Good bo.
"Ride the Pint Horse" (U-I).
Tough melodrama plot hides
under crearnpuff title. Exploitable for good returns.
"Exposed" (Rep). Adele Mara,

Dewtfl

Michael Curtiz production

Unsuspected"

"The

heavy, wearing a hearing aid and
personifying the average citizen. Another casting off beaten path is the
G-man role performed by Art Smith.
Both are excellent. Andrea King,
femme heavy; Grandon Rhodes, Richard Gaines, Martin Garralaga, Tito
Renaldo, Rita Conde, Iris Flor.es and
others deliver competently.
The Joan Harrison production has
a topnotch music "score by Frank
Skinner. Another major production
factor is lensing by Russell Metty.
Art direction, set decorations and
Brog.
other credits are strong.

lack .X^mbert
...Kay Walker
Nana Bryant
.Walter Baldwin

"The Unsuspected" marks the
tial
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weak screenplay.
Yarn concerns
thieves who hire

lax Proposal

.

a pair ot jewel
a detective agency
their swag under guise of
guarding their baby. Another gang,
meanwhile, is trying to hijack the
jewels, and after a series of unlikely
coincidences, the culprits are unmasked just as they're about to bump
off the private eye's girl friend.
Cast does as well as expected unto

watch

der the circumstances with Allen
Jenkins turning in an okay performance as a comedy aide to Tom Neal,
who plays the gumshoe in standard
Rest of the cast grimace
style.
Herm.
through stock parts.

Russian Ilallerina
(SONGS)

(RUSSIAN-MADE)
Arlkino release of Lenfllm production.
Features Maria Rcdlna, Vladimir Kazanolvanovsky.
vich.
by
A.
V.
Directed
lvanovsky;
Screenplay,
Erlich
and
A.
Pondances,
V.
camera,
Kalsail;
A.
omarev; songs. M. Dtulin and V. I'ozhdestvensky. At Stanley. N. Y-. week Sept. 17,

5 Continued from page s -
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ury's nod, before presenting the idea
to the British, would be preferable.
Plan is based on provisions of the
double-taxation treaty between ihe
U.S. and England. Agreement, as ils
name implies, was made to prevent
taxation by the two countries on the
same income. It provides that money
earned in Britain by an American company cannot be taxed there
as income unless the company has
an establishment for doing business
there and, vice versa, that the U.S.
can't levy an income tap on British
earnings in this country.
As things stand now, American

companies have been paying nojevy

(In Russian; English Titles)
Despite the fact that anything Russian is in disfavor in many sections
of the U. S., "Russian Ballerina" can
be exploited into good boxoffice in
metropolitan art and language situa-

England on the $68,000,000 a year
they bring out. They do, however,
pay a 38% U.S. corporate tax on it.
U.S. laws provide that any income tax, or "other payment in lieu
of an income tax," paid to a foreign
country may be deducted from tax
due the American government. Good
part of this is that thus under the
new plan the sum paid abroad
would be taken as a credit against
a firm's total income tax bill and
not merely deducted as a cost of
doing business. That's important,
since if it were a cost of doing busi-

tions.

ness,

In the exhibitor's favor is the absence of any political propaganda.
Film may be sold also on the
strength of its ballet aspects. Major portions of appeal lies in the excellent musical and ballet sequences.
Terp enthusiasts will go all-out for
the well staged and lengthy passages
from Tschaikowsky's "Swan Lake"
with Galina Ulanova as premiere
ballerina,
and "Sleeping Beauty"
with Maria Redina of the Leningrad
ballet in the lead role. For added
strength in its cultural appeal, lead
male role is by Vladimir Kazanovich
who impresses with fine tenor work.
Film falls down in the story line,

saving, as

'47.
Running time, 75 MINS.
Natasha
Ma rla Redina
Vladimir Kazanovich
Nadia Yestrebova
.

.

.

.

Alexel

Olga

Ballet Teacher
Lubom rsky
i

......... Olga Zhlzncva
V lad Imf r tSardin

,

to

it

would amount

to

much

*

less

it would be deducted from
income, before computation of tax,
rather than from the total tax after

computed.
The double taxation treaty, as has
been pointed out, provides England
can't levy an income tax on American companies "unless they have an
doing business
establishment for
it is

there." All that remains, therefore,
would be to set up "an establishment" there, whereupon the British

could tax them and they could fake
the tax off their American bills. The
British would thus be holding an
which is too thin to sustain interest important quantity of dollars withon its own. Yarn is a familiar tale
out its costing the U.S. film comof a ballerina and a singer who
overcome a major misunderstanding panies anything.
American firms do not have "esbased Upon disappointments in their

tablishments" now in England. They
English subtitles fail to give the operate there through separate coraudience some credit for intelligence. porate entities. Sudden setting up of
Any non -linguist knows that- "da" such establishments, in the opinion
means yes, but even with head-wag- of some lawyers, would be of such
ging accompaniment that gets literal
a dubious nature that it would be
translation.
Performances by Miss Redina and reason for getting Treasury approval
Kazanovich are creditable. Miss Red- first.
ina giving a note of piquancy in her
It would be necessary, of course,
thesping.
Nadia Yestrobova and to have cooperation of the British
Vladimir Gardin provide staunch Treasury before the scheme could
support.
Jose.
be put through. The British would
be asked to levy an income tax on
film earnings after the "establishlleliind Nation
ments" were set up, so that the U. S.
(INDUSTRY DOCUMENTARY)
companies would be justified in deblessing
Eric
Johnston,
With the
of
ducting this tax payment. It might,
Motion Picture Assn. prexy, who apbe necessary to ask the British to
pears in a Technicolored intro, and
switch the present ad valorem tax
the backing of the MPA, this is the
Case of' the
Sitter first .of the industry-documentaries (which is a customs duty) to an
Screen Guild release of Maury Neunes on current U.S. subjects.
Warner- income tax to cover the provisions
production. Stars Tom Ncal. Allen Jenkins;
made subject is being sent out with of U. S. law.
featured Virginia Sale, Pamela Blake. DiMPA backing because the association
rected by Lambert llillyer. Screenplay by
Would Be Marked Offset
Carl K. Ililtleman and Ande Lamb: catn- felt it illustrated how productivity
U.S. laws provide that deductions
era. Jim Brown; editor, Arthur Brooks.- At
was the power that made the U.S.
N'ew York Ihealre, N. Y-, week Sept. 30,
the great nation it is today. Short from taxes for income levies paid
•47.
Running lime, 11 MINS. „
mins.)
strives
(20
to
show
what
cannot exceed the 38% corabroad
Russ
Tom N.eal
Allen Jenkins makes the U. S. tick as" a democracy. porate tax here. That means that if
Howard
Veronica
Virginia Sale
"Power Behind the Nation" cerget the British
Susan...
Pamela Blake tainly is an improvement over many it were possible to
to compromise to the point of 38%
Duke
George Meeker
of the wartime documentaries that
Duchess
Rebel Randall
on their present 75% tax, the AmerSilk
Keith Richards were supposed to sell the public a
Mavlne
Lena Andre message. This subject never drags. ican companies would lose nothing.
Moore
Crane Whitley While at times it may appear to wan- Even if they only reduced it to
der a bit, ultimately it slips home the 50%, it would be very satisfactory
"The Case of the Baby Sitter" has Eoint without using the sledge- to the American companies, since it
little to recommend even for the botammer. Picture is constantly on
tom end of dualer programs. Run- the move in pointing up how cooper- would then only cost them 12%.
What companies would do if the
ning time of 41 minutes makes it ation, workmanship and productivity
seem like an elongated short sub- has built America to its present British refused to compromise at all
ject but without the usual produc- greatness. Because it covers all the on the 75%
leaving the U.S. firm*
tion care given to the briefies. Pic many ramifications of a nation's pro- with a 37% tap (assuming Treasuiy
ductivity, the film could well be okay was forthcoming)— is open lo
shown in some other countries where question. American companies, when
v
production activity is at low ebb.
the British ad valorem duty was
1st Palestine Pix
Technicolor cameras here obvi- first
imposed, were adamant against
Claimed to be the first producously have made a grand tour of
tion of the first film studio in
countless industries. U. S. commerce an outright tax on that much of their
Palestine. "House in the Desert"
income.
But the situation has gotten
and its leading cities, its forests,
has been brought to the U.S. by
grimmer
and it is possible that a
fields,
prairies, rivers,
lakes and
the United Palestine Appeal as
ocean fronts. Subject tries to con- 37% compromise looks brighter now
added inducement in its current
dense American
accomplishments than it did then.
fund-raising campaign. A straight
from early days up to the present.
Should
Treasury
approval be won
documentary, "House" is being
There's an intelligent roundup at the
for application of the scheme to
paired in the UPA drive with
finish, showing that America today
England, it might likewise be ap'Assignment: Tel Aviv," another
is united, laborer and executive, all
documentary that's narrated by
plied
elsewhere, as to the threatened
creeds and racial groups combining
Quentin Reynolds.
Australian 30% permanent freeze,
to make it click.
Despite the current bloodshed
Technically this is not Gordon Hol- inasmuch as the U.S. law speaks of
and political trouble in Palestine,
lingshead's best effort in this field. "a tax or any payment in lieu of a
neither film deals with fighting.
Perhaps that was because he attempt- tax."
Instead, they point up in simple
ed to show too much in the limited
Taking credit on U.S. tax bill*
but stirring style the work done
footage. In fact, there seems an exby the Jews in vitalizing the
cess'in shifting of scene, and some for levies abroad is already a widely
Dead Sea desert and in building
of these do not appear to be closely established film 'industry practice.
Tel Aviv into one of the most
related. Saul Elkins' written narra- It applies in Canada, for instance,
modern cities in the world." Betion fits the subject matter nicely which has a 10% remittance tax,
cause they're documentaries, it's
but Art Gilmore's narration is too which is paid by U.S. companies
improbable that neither of the
much on the breathless side. Music there,
shorts will get much theatrical
by William Lava is superb as is the
While the transfer of tax paydistribution, although the UPA
color.
Wear.
fs now trying to book them into
ment from V. S. to England under
circuits
in
metropolitan New
the Mulvey plan would put an adYork. Technically, they're both
ditional burden on U. S. taxpayers,
RAMBEAIT RETURNS
good enough to rate such distriindustryites do not feel that to be
bution.
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
justified.
Inasmuch as the present
"House" runs 30 minutes, with
Marjorie Rambeau, off the screen
75% levy is wholly a deal to help
"Assignment" running 21 minfor two years as result of an autoout England in a crisis, they feel,
utes.
Both films, produced by
mobile accident, returns to work this
that the cost of such aid should' be
Palestine Hlms, Inc., a new indie
week
at
20th-Fox,
outfit in
Jerusalem, are now
spread over all the taxpayers rather
running at the N. Y. Museum of
Actress draws a key role in "The than have a single U. S. industry be
Science and Industry.
Walls of Jericho."
Stal.
the patsy for such aid.
careers as artists.

Power

Baby

,

—

FOR THE MEN

OF THE MOTION PICTURE THEATRE.
j

To every one of the theatre men who
are playing this attraction

we want

to

*

acknowledge the wholehearted

skill

showmanship which

the great

and

now

is

making "Life With Father"

contributing to

the record success

it is.

WARNER BROS.

Luwrux, DayA,
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ASGAP's Proposed Seat Tax Boost

Means Additional $2,300,000 Income
Proposed boost in seat tax rates
which the American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers
Renoir Guides 'Faces'
seeks to put into effect would levy
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
some $3,500,000 annually from exJoan Renoir was signed by Federal
hibitors, ASCAP officials informed
theatre men last week. That figure Films to direct "The Woman of a
represents an increase .to ASCAP of Hundred Faces," based on a novel
yearly since the Society
written jointly by Thomas Mann,
garnering annual revenues
and Maximilian
Louis ••Eromfield

$2,300,000

-

now

is

from

fliekeries of $1,200,000.

ASCAP

officials

Ilyin,,

conceded that the

William LeBaron and Boris Morboost would vary in individual theros, producers, are reported dickeratres between 25% and 600% dewith Greta Garbo for the top
pending on the size of the house and ing
femme role.
its present admission scales. Firstrun and deluxe theatres would be
hit hardest.since their b.o. prices are
at

the

group

The Paramount'
top level.
of houses, for instance, which
$250,000 yearly
meet an upped charge of

ASCAP-MPLS. SEAT

now, pays ASCAP
would

TAX SUIT UP

S- Month

Moratorium?
Sixmonth moratorium on the proposed 300%, boost in seat taxes by
the American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers was asked last
week by a number of exhibitor
groups in a huddle with Society of
ficials.

Proposal

to

postpone

announced upping of rates

the
|

will be

ter position to determine whether
the boost can be met and what that
hike should be, it's understood.
Si Fabian, Robert W. Coyne and
Leonard Golderison fronted for the
American Theatres Assn. at the huddle. Herman Levy, general counsel
of the Motion Picture Theatre OwnSchwartz,
ers
of 'America; Fred
prexy, and Murray Gurfein, counsel
for the Metropolitan Motion Picture
Theatres Assn.; Joseph Ubick of Allied Theatres of Michigan and David
Newman of the Cooperative Theao£

16.

by American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers
against Bennie Berger, theatre circuit owner, and Mrs. Jessie Jensen,
White Bear, Minn., independent ex-

The

considered by the ASCAP board at
its next meeting Sept. 25.
Exhibs argued that industry conditions at the present time were
chaotic in view of both the uncertain foreign 'situation and the pending anti-trust appeal before the
U. S. Supreme Court. Expiration of
the half-year stretch (beginning Oct.
1) should find the industry in a bet-

tres

W NOV.

Minneapolis, Sept.

$750,000.
suit

hibitor, for non-payment of theatre
license fees, is on the federal cour
calendar here for the current term
and is likely to be reached for trial

Continued from page
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levellup. With part of the criticism
ed at "Narcissus" because of the de-

piction of utter failure by a group
of Anglican sisters in establishing a
school in remote India, that'll be
handled in the added tag. Sequence

Metro's deal for Jack Cummings to produce the biopic of (Bert) Kalmar
(Harry) Ruby makes the third songwriter fllmusical on the Culver
City schedule. It already released Jerome Kern's "Till the Clouds Roll
x
By," which the late songsmith lived to sce in its cutting-room stage,
and is working on "My Heart Stood Still" (tentative title), the saga of

&

Richard Rodgers (now so successfully teamed with Oscar Hammerstein, 2d,
and the late Lorenz (Larry) Hart. Rodgers & Hart are the Tin Pan
Alley and show biz standards who have frequently been called "the
20th century Gilbert & Sullivan."
of the failing, group) on the receivAt 20th-Fbx, Mack Gordon, himself a songwriter of no mean potency,
ing end of an inspirational talk by is the associate producer of "Wabash Avenue," saga of the late Gus Kahn,
the head of the order. The thesis will another songsmith.
Michael Chodorov is now writer-producer on this
be that it's human to fail and chore, with Gordon as musical supervisor.
through our failures we learn and
Warner Bros, pioneered the sorigsmithing biopix with "Yankee Doodle
become stronger.
Dandy" (George M. Cohan), "Rhapsody in Blue" (George Gershwin) and
Experience with botn the Legion "Shine On. Harvest Moon" (Nora Bayes-Jack Norworth).
is bullish on
and the Joseph I. Breen office will other show biz biographicals, which are-still in the writing mill, including
probably lead to an established Brit- "Mr. Broadway" (Variety's Sime Silverman), and biogs based on Marilyn
ish practice of shooting alternative
Miller and Will Rogers. At 20th, a similarly pending chore is the Oscar
material on any questionable picture Hammerstein saga which his nephew, Oscar 2d, has yet to complete. The
as a- matter of routine, Rank officials newest, Kalmar & Ruby, tentatively has June Allyson 'and Gene Kelly
here say. That recommendation was mentioned as cast nominees. In real life Mrs. Ruby is the former Eileen
made by Sydney Box, head of Gains- Percy, silent screen star. Bert Kalmar has been ailing o' late, but whether
borough studios, who huddled with Kelly will personate K. or R. is uncertain.
Breen on his recent U.S. trip. Box
managed to smooth the path for a
Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Assn. prexy, explained this week that
number of British pix after agreeing
the association was sponsoring "Power Behind the Nation," two-reel
with Breen to scissorings and subdocumentary produced by Warners, to help create a new crusading spirit
stitutions.
system and the U. S. way of life. He cited that inBox had shot an alternative end- for the American
creased production is the key to American power and to world' reing to "The Brothers," film headed
Johnston said! that the need to produce an ever-increasing
covery.
for Universal distribution here, but
volume
goods
to
offset the destruction caused by the war is one that
of
didn't disclose that fact to Breen
should be brought home to every citizen of free nations.
while attempting to win his approval
Planned to have- 200 prints of "Power" ready for showing in theatres
to the- original tag. When Breen
of
U.
S.
on
Oct.
11.
Johnston said that this short is one of several
stood by his guns, Box disclosed his
the code which MPA member companies plan to sponsor jointly.
new ending and wangled
"
The net amount over cost of production and distribution of "Power"
administrator's okay.
will go to the- Damon, Runyon Memorial Cancer Fund which has been
Box also agreed to extensive scisguaranteed $50,000.
soring of "The Man Within" (retitled
will

show Miss Kerr

(sister superior

.

WB

November, it's indicated.
Judge G. H. Nordbye of federal
denied the de- "The Smugglers" for Eagle Lion disNew York Post columnist and erstwhile Secretary of the Interior Harold
summary judg- tribution here). In "Dear Murderer,"
without trial. another Rank opus, Breen objected L. Ickes directed his wJc. vitriol against the film industry Monday (15) in a
Ickes
Post article which swiped at the U. S. ban on pix to Britain.
Defendants' counsel state they'll to the actual depiction of an execucharged the industry with taking a "business as usual, or none at all"
seek to have a stipulation on the tion. That'll be- fixed up before the
attitude towards the British, adding "it is not conceivable that Great
film hits U.S. screens.
facts to save time.
"Jassy," new Rank Technicolor Britain, except as a most reluctant step, decided upon a sharp increase in
Defendants contend the ASCAP
taxes so as to cut to the quick further imports of movies and tobacco."
film which will be released by U
tax is unconstitutional and Berger
The industry decision, Ickes. asserted, "was lacking in sympathetic unbefore the year "is up, won Breen's
has said that, if necessary, hell carry
derstanding of the tragic economic situation that today exists in Britain."
approval without revisions.
his end of the fight to the U. S. SuQuestion was squarely posed: food or films, and it had to be the former.
preme Court for final adjudication.
Industryites, countering to the Ickes pasting, declared there was nothing
He's president of North Central Alto prevent an agreement being worked out with Britain which would give
lied as well as a circuit owner, and
Festival
her both films and food.
that organization
is
backing the
Continued from page 4
fight against the fee.
Since the majors are intent on cutting overhead wherever possible,
invited to attend, they found their smaller items are now getting fish-eyed scrutiny.
A possible casualty,
and something definitely marked for some sort of downbeat, are the colinvitations cancelled at the last minin

district court recently

fendants' motion for
ment and dismissal

'

Cannes

1

50-Day Sked

|

!

Continued from page

3

fall

and

winter.

ute by the impecunious organizers.
Elias Lapinere, who handled MPA-'s
public relations in Brussels, has returned to his
post and the p.r.
job has been assigned to JacquesBravet of Metro. He has about $2,000
per distrib allotted him as an exploitation fund.
'

,

Michigan were also at the

meet.

Inside Stuff—Pictares

Breen Compromise

Paradoxically,

ASCAP's attending officials were weakness at the b. o. may serve to
Gene Buck, Donald Gray, Louis keep more workers employed at the
Frohlick, Herman Greenberg, Her- studio than larger grosses would.
man Finkelstein, Richard F. Murray,
How It Works

RKO

stills of stars currently in use by flacks.
It's estimated that a set of
stills of a femme star cost $1,000, that of a male $600, while blackand-whites come to $200.
Comparatively high cost for the photos is due ,to the necessity of paying
for a full day's time when making a set.
As for the added tariff on
femmes, that's because their eyes are puffier in the morning so all sittings
must be set for the P.M. stretch, according to flacks. Hence, there'll be
less tinted stills hereafter and more blaek-and-whites.

ored

color

Even before the festival opened,
Thai's the result of the inventory
Long editorial plugging Warners' "Life With Father" and its star,
there were some difficulties as to
situation, Rathvon explained. If biz
William Powell, appeared one day last week in the conservative Buffalo
who would show what. The- French Evening
is off it means pix have less holding
News, an almost unprecedented gesture by this publication.
Pa. Allied's Resolution
power. That, in turn, means more Scenario Writers Guild wanted to Editorial, devoted largely to Powell's stage and screen career, declared
Philadelphia, Sept. 16.
films must be fed into release, with show Charles Chaplin's "Monsieur in part: "Manhattan movie critics extol Powell's transformation, termAllied Independent Theatre OwnVerdoux," which United Artists also
a resultant decrease in size of the
ing, it the perfect family entertainment.
In it nearly everyone will
ers Of Eastern Pennsylvania last
wanted to release under its banner.
inventory,
notice.- a resemblance to something in his own family life
an opportuweek called on Attorney General
Chaplin settled the issue by nixing
nity for self-identification that helps make the- world kin."
Should the inventory drop off, it
Tom C. Clark "to promptly instituteany showing of his picture. In anincreased:
would
occasion
activity
at
criminal
proceedings"
against
other corner. Sir Alexander Korda
Columbia received an unlooked-for tie-in with its "Down to Earth",
ASCAP following, the recent price- the studio. It would likewise- re- wanted to show only a. montage
hike for license fees for filmers. This duce studio overhead, since that's made up of sequences from his vari- the- Rita Hayworth-Larry Parks starrer, in Erie; Pa., when Mayor Gale
H. Ross of that city proclaimed the week of Sept. 19 as "Down to Earth
action was taken in a resolution largely determined by the number ous films. When this was rejected by
The pic opens at the Colonial in Erie Sept. 19.
passed by the organization, at a meet- of films in work, the more pix be- the committee Korda agreed to send Week."
Taking his
fore the cameras the more over
ing at the Broadwood hotel.
a regular picture. Among U.S. en- cue from the film's title, Ross in his proclamation urged both merAt the same time another resolu- which to spread the standing costs. tries are- "Dumbo," "Boomerang," chants and consumers alike to use down-to-earth common sense in
all
dealings as a means of attaining personal social and economic
tion denounced the "policy of in- Activity of RKO's indies also are- a "Crossfire" and "Ziegfeld Follies."
betterment.
creased- admission prices on so-called factor here-.
Though several American stars are
Rathvon said that whether there's
super-productions" and urged the
available, there will be very few of
proAttorney General to "institute crim- a cut in the quantity of
Danny Kaye's recently-inked deal with Warner Bros, provides that his
them in Cannes, if any. There'll be
inal proceedings against distributors duction would thus depend on the
wife, Sylvia Fine, will serve as associate producer on film he makes and
lots of French talent, however, headlevel of business. Company now has
who indulge in these practises."
ed by Maurice Chevalier, who will wUl receive $100,000 per picture. Contract also gives Kaye and Miss Fine
resolution declared an inventory on hand that will carry
The
act as host for the- visiting celebs. a great deal of autonomy in choice of story material, contents, other playthat the music licensing organization it for a year, which he said he conAmong the U.S. stars the French ers, etc.
"had exqeeded its copyright privi- siders a trifle excessive.
Current "trial separation" of Kaye and his wife is said to "have no bearwere expecting, but not in Cannes,
leges and arbitrarily cancelled perStudio, which a couple years ago are Ray
Milland, Susanna Foster, ing on their professional association.
forming contracts held by motion had no backlog, has been struggling
Maria Montez, Eleanor Parker, Marpicture theatres, and at the same t0 build it up. It finally succeeded
lene Dietrich, currently in SwitzerWhoop-de-doo being stirred up by the Boxing Managers Guild over the
time notified the theatres of an un
during the past year in getting it
land, Merle Oberon and Paul Lukas. way the poor prizefight 10%ers are maligned
in Enterprise's "Body and
conscionable and extortionate in
self into a very haalthy position in
(Latter has gone back to the States, Soul" has a not unfamiliar scent of press agentry.
crease in license fees."
this respect, Rathvon stated.
It's
as has Miss Foster).
Releases from the Guild squawking that its members are depicted as
wise to have a big stockpile when
u
Closing ball at the Festival, sched- "thieves, gangsters, fixers, contrivers and double-crossers" are by odd
costs are going up.
However, he
uled for Sept. 28, will be sponsored coincidence going to the entire publicity mailing lists of United Artists,
added, he did not think it now a
which is distributing "B&S."
good idea to carry too heavy an in- the French National Radio.
ventory, since if expenses go down
i Continued from page 1 ;
The Chester (Pa.) Times last week began publishing a weekly film
and
?'•»*»' .less to make a picture
U
company counting on 10 pix. Columguide of pictures "suitable for children" in conjunction with the Parent" cxt vear tnan this— each film on
bia takes second with nine.
Other
Teachers Association of the area surrounding the town.
majors are as follows: RKO, 20th the shelf-contains a hidden item of
The FTA complies the ratings on the basis of ratings by Parents
loss.
Continued from page 5
and U, eight apiece; Metro, seven or
Magazine and the Legion of Decency. It is printed on the amusement
Cost Leveled Off
eight; WB, six or seven plus two reuctl0n P r °8 rams ls recognized as section.
Costs have now leveled off and
issues: Par. five.
Of U's eight, two
desirable,
studios feel they can get
are British-made pix of J. Arthur Rathvon thinks that, under the cirAs result of snagging the lead opposite Bctte Davis in Warners' "Winter
cumstanees. there's no where they 'plenty of it in simple sets and modRank.
Meeting," J Jm Davis will get bigger billing than originally
Eagle Lion heads the minors with can go but down. It's going to take ern dress that's
scheduled in
easy on the b.r.
Republic's "Fabulous Texan," which will be released in
13 films slated including three of considerable time before that hapNovember. Patricia
Sole
purchase
of
a
story
property
Knight,
who plays the second femme lead, is also due for a buildup in ads,
Rank's exports. Monogram is second pens, however, he said, since pracwith 11 (including four oaters); Re- tically all personnel is employed on during the month was by Fox. It in view of her recent reconciliation with spouse Cornel Wilde.
Star
billing
paid
still
$32,500 for a play by Clifford
goes to William Elliott, John Carroll and Catherine McLcod.
'public will have nine (three- west- contract,
whether with the inerns); arid Film Classics, two new dividual himself or via a union. Thus Goldsmith,
"Mr.
Cooper's
Left
it
feature's and six reissues.
will be necessary to wait until Hand." It was produced by George
Booking of Warners' Technicolor short, "The Circus Horse," directed by
Abbott
in
Schedules are tentatively set, of contracts gradually run out and can
1945 and closed in Boston Dick Bare, day-date in
Hollywood with "Life With Father," is part of the
without ever getting to New York. studios campaign
course, and can be upped if length be renegotiated
for Academy awards. Shortie was made last year, but
of runs should dwindle. In all. it
has gone about the matter
Deal
was started during the color was lacking so the studio held it, figuring it had a better Oscar
constitutes probably the most costly of economy differently than "firing month, but just closed last
week, for chance in tint. Hollywood engagement marks the short's premiere. Like
batch of pix yet turned out by the a lot of little people," Rathvon said, purchase by Columbia of
Father, it will get an Acad award material
the curbally.
itudios.
Such films as "Uncon- It is making a study of per picture rent longrun legit liit,'""Born"
Yesterquered" and "Life With Father" cost and of the operation of all de- day." Pritfe is reported to be
$750i,With flacks feeling the economical axe in
Hollywood film studios, In.
must gross well over the $5,000,000 partments, including distribution and 000. plus a percentage of profits
th Jl
R !ive_ casualties this Week at
8t
Metro,
Mctro
the
press agent through an
mark domestically in order to pay exhibition, in an effort to achieve well might send the tola over $7- ironical,
« Tr
u
twist of fn
in f0Ur tor thcoming pictures,
off.
"Forever Amber" has a nut of economy by increasing efficiency, he 000.000. The down
*,
payment wHl be Publfdsts are
rH
the Bells." "Slate
Movies" and "The Harder They Fall."

T. Cohen, Jules Collins and GeoFgc
Hoffman.
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report on Big
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VERY M-G-M!

IS

...

•

.

M-G-M

which were pre-

recent Sales Conference in Los Angeles

GREEN DOLPHIN STREET
reports dwarfed as

attractions

mightiest spectacular drama ever made! All advance

we watched with our own eyes earthquake, tidal wave, shipwreck, tribal warfare in

romantic picturization of the book that 20 million reatfcers are waiting
Donna Reed, Richard Hart. Truly it's Road-show calibre!

for, starring

this gigantic,

Lana Turner, Van Heflin,

GOOD NEWS

packed with Technicolor verve and joy, moves with lightning pace. Peter Lawford,
is at his romantic best with June Allyson, plus brilliant young Broadway'
stage stars. Great tunes, excellent dancing, swell fun. Picture runs only an hour and a half which means perfect
set-up for big Xmas and New Years turn-aver business.

rapidly reaching top box-office draw,

"CASS TIMBERLANE"

unquestionably y/ill be among the Ten Best of the Year! Spencer
Tracy and Lana Turner are a marvelous combination in a big-time production of the best-seller that packs humor
and humanity, luxury, love and laughter into a warmly appealing romance. It's got everything for the millions

of movie-goers.

A

"KILLER

honey!

McCOY

audience which approved

new

previewed

at

Loyola Theatre, Inglewood, California, before enthusiastic
had since "Boys' ToWn.'*

type of role for Mickey Rooney, the best that he has

Mickey, in his new socko characterization, has terrific power, punch and vitality. This is a highly commercial
attraction, with the important factor of an even greater screen career for Mickey Rooney.

"THIS TIME

FOR KEEPS"

an

M-G-M

musical in the" "Anchors Aweigh" manner, big,

romance with magnificent backgrounds of Mackinac

Island. "Bathing Beauty" sequences
Johnnie Johnston gives rich promise of appealing romantic singing
stardom, teamed with Esther Williams in a suspenseful love story. Lauritz Melchior, Jimmy Durante, Xavier Cugat

luscious, Technicolor

in spectacular aqua-show. First picture for

in big box-office cast.

"HIGH WALL"
office attraction.

Not

continuing to build to stardom,
this a really big,

melodrama, which we predict will be a headline boxhad as powerfully rugged a role and Audrey Totter,
excellent romantic partner. Fresh direction and fast-paced handling make,

exciting, tense, romantic

since "Johnny Eager" has Robert Taylor
is

his

important box-office picture.

THE PIRATE

teams Judy Garland and Gene Kelly in a rich Technicolor Cole Porter musical

extravaganza with provocative love story. Picture fans will royally welcome Judy Garland in an adorable singing
role. This picture has genuine novelty of treatment and content and produced on tremendous scale is riot only eyev

filling

but has outstanding musical score and

is

loaded with comedy and action.

A great

all-around entertainment.

"ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU"

has Peter Lawford, new idol of the fans, romanteamed with Esther Williams plus Ricardo Montalban, Jimmy Durante, Cyd Charisse, Xavier Cugat in
a dashing Technicolor picture. The love story has a delightfully different, racy, new twist and the South Sea backgrounds are a perfect setting for Esther Williams' beauty. A big, gorgeous musical for packed houses.

tically

"THE KISSING BANDIT" teams Frank

Sinatra

and Kathryn Grayson in a big and gay

Technicolor musical with an unusual and intriguing plot and plenty of love songs for the stars to sing. It has a swashbuckling theme of the inaccessible high born girl and the daring kissing bandit, with thrills and excitement
galore. Rich, racy, romantic for sure-fire returns!

PS.

Vfed w*>

JWYl/

A

gala audience attraction.
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Drive-In Theatres Favored

New

to

Drive-Ins

Minneapolis, Sept.

As

A

Biumenstock Says Ideal Pre-Selling

16.

Twin City independent ex-

hibitor group,

comprising most
St. Paul theaplanning to organ-

Is to Build Up a Pic Right from Prod.

Minneapolis and

Booster to Realty Devebpments
Drive-in theatres, are rapidly replacing super-markets as the prime
feature of commercial real estate developments. Realtors are latching on

SMPE's 62d Meet Oct. 20
To Cover Plenty Ground

open-air flickeries because
they're comparatively cheap to conthe
struct and they act as a lure to
Result has been
shopping public.

the

to

that
stress

have

tre owners, is
corits own million dollar
poration to build Drive-In thear.
tres .and to keep away further
already
which
opposition
outside
ize

lems

building blueprints.

Technique most commonly

among

in

of

and

equip them— then turn them
Beside SMPE members, a group
to seasoned exbibs for operation. o£ j nea tre owners and architects will
Usual arrangement has been a mini- also atten(j tne convention for the
mum rental plus a percentage of the lates t tips on construction, modernp:'-fits.
ization, equipping and operation of
While the rent and profit-sharing ftlm houses. Among the subjects to
television,
helps, main purpose is to boost the be covered are. theatre,
general value of the property and lighting, acoustics, safety and mainarm the landlord with .an added tenance, floor covering, airconditaking point on leasing his stores tioning and promotional displays.
and offices. Fact that rigid building
re t-ictims and h»"h f~sls a"e limiting expansion of orthodox theatres

over

Hollywood, Sept.

gram

:

srr"t

new type

building

is

gether a development, including the
drive-in, at 3d street and La Cienega
It's currently offering the
drive:
theatre for lease on minnie plus percentage.

20fch's

Fewer

Continued from page

"Deep Water"

Competition

Minneapolis, Sept.

16.

Twin City area, charges that Twin
City independent exhibitors are. trying to throttle competition by keeping out new theatres and monopolizing the exhibiting field for themselves and the Minnesota Amus. Co.
(Par). Flexer claims the independent exhibitors tried unsuccessfully to
keep him from obtaining his permit

Maine and "Call

picture, why certain stars have been
selected to appear in it,, and how the
film is being made at the studio and
you will have-showmanship that will
pay off," he said; observing that such
a process doesn't require money as

j

1

From Lots

Briefs

j

Continued from page

7

20th-Fox from Paramount for one
of the top roles in 'The Walls of
Gene Fowler, Jr.,
Jericho." .
.

•

much

The smash inaugural of the
Mermaid," William Powell
Bloomington drive-in, owned and and the
produced by Nuimally
David Flexer and Al starrer to be
for Universal-International
Avery of Memphis, who are building Johnson
'
Rinaldo and Robert
Frederic
a chain, has got the independent
to script "Three for
assigned
Lees
neighborhood theatre- owners plenty
Money," Abbott-Costella comedy,
worried. The new drive-in grossed the
EdUniversal-International
at
an estimated $9,000 at 60c, including
one of the
and thousands were turned mond O'Brien signed for
tax,
Part of the
leads in /'Another
away the first four nights.
will play
/Gwynne
.Anne
Forest.".
.
Terrific pre-opening ballyhoo for
drive-in
was engineered by second femme lead in Panhandle
operated by

.

.

.

.

as

much

as

it

does

new

ideas.

Biumenstock rapped the welter of
which fetter
tie-ins
commercial
Such
many Hollywood pictures.
practices are an easy and sorry substitute for selling campaigns and
tend to cheapen films unless the tieins are with reputable nationa'lyknown accounts. "It was understandable 25 years ago for the industry to take- a free ride with any
agreeable business outlet, but today
we're in a position to pay our own
way and we ought to pay more attention to our prestige," he said

.

leaves this week for the Bahamas
to scout location for "Mr. Peaboety

more.

'Stifling'

in

According to Mort Bium-

"There has to be- more advance
thinking," he said, pointing out that
the customers have to be brought
behind the scenes for every topbudget production for best results.
"Educate the public to the rea.ons
why a studio is malting, a particular

Ermine" and

Northside 777" in Chicago.

in theatres. One has just opened
auspiciously at Bloomington. Minneapolis suburb, the first in the .territory, and there are plans for four

David Flexer, vice-president of a
chain of drive-in theatres, hoe- lor
the' opening of his new one at a
Minneapolis suburb, the first in the

in

16.

Twin City independent exhibitors
held a "secret" meeting behind
closed doors 'to discuss plans to combat a threatened invasion of drive-

Theatres

Gty

Twin

that of Liggctt's in
Beverly Hills. Outfit has pieced to-

operation

"Lady

among industry brainstrusters as one
way to surmount the foreign boxenstock, Warner Bros, v.p. over advertising and publicity, showmanship is the art of selling pictures
from the point pf production right to
the time when they hit the screen.
Too often campaigns are launched to
But
coincide with opening dales.
Biumenstock opined, no matter how
big the ballyhoo splash is at such
points, it's too late to penetrate deeply into the film-going public.

"Walls of Jericho" at the studio and
"Ballad of Furnace Creek" in Utah,

Drive-In Theatres

Drive-In Exhib Charges

hurt.

'"ypical of the

calls for

Stepped-up showmanship to sell
films more widely in the domestic
currently
circulating
market is

office rap.

derstood a majority of the 500 workers dropped during the August slump
will soon be back on the payroll.
In addition to "Flaming," the pro-

Fear invasion Of

|

d<

16.

a new burst of production activity,
starting this week with "The Flaming Age." Program for the next 30
days calls for three starters on the
lot and three more on location. Un-

sell real estate.

Minneapolis, Sept.

!

Twentieth-Fox recalled more than
200 departmental workers to ready

Mi Cfty indies

in

building after Government restrictions are lifted. To date, 10 sessions
of the convention's program have
been put aside for this subject.

use

realtors planning new develis to build the drive-ins and

opments

I

has
Corporation also would be empowered to build and operate
kind of theatres and
other
amusement places and to buy

Motion Picture Engineers, which will open its 62nd semiannual convention in New York at
the Hotel Pennsylvania Oct. 20, is
which
developments
many
emphasis in its
placing special
stores and business offices agenda on theatre engineering probhad the drive-ins added to
anticipation of large-scale
Society

-4-

Fox Recalls 200 Workers
To Tee Product Splurge'

started.

.

the
Putting his theories into practice,
Leonard L. Levison, producer of :for Allied Artists.
Blumenstock's department has mapFred Brannon will co-direct "Dan- ped plans to infiltrate all basic comcartoons and ex-V.*.KiKTY mugg, who
gave away dollars for dimes, in gers of Canadian Mounted;" cliff munity groups with educational "maMike
downtown Minneapolis and St. Paul hanger, to be produced by
terial
about forthcoming Warner
Republic, .Pepe Bros, productions. Libraries? schools,
at
and license, wrote to distributors to determine which city has the Frankovieh
urging them not to furnish him more cautious residents. Stunt land- Romero wrote Spanish translation of women's clubs and similar organizaproduct, asked state- authorities not ed big front page stories with art the script for "Serenade," which tions will be covered with public
produce in service booklets, brochures, posters
will
Cnrtiz
to license the project and "sicked" in both of the Twin Cities' news- Michael
health and other officials on him to papers. Levinson is a business as- Mexico. .Jan Clayton's singing role and other printed and pictorial handHe says sociate of Flexer and Avery.
increase his difficulties.
in "The Snake Pit" at 2(ith-Fox
Touts pointing up background interest
that it's the first time he has ever
There is talk among the inde- Richard Rosson to direct battle and n VVB features,
encountered such tactics and he ac- pendents of seeking state- legislation mob scenes in "Joan of Lorraine"
cuses the Twin City independent ex- to impede the drive-ins. The ex- Ray Barons shifts from legit to make
hibitors of "lowering the business to hibitors also complain that the state his screen bow in "Mary Lou" at
highway department is compelled Columbia. .Luis Van Rooten plays
any other company. With most of a carnival level."
Victor" at
the excess eliminated, it's probable
Continued from pag« 5
Despite these efforts, Flexer says to station a number of its police at French lawyer in "To the
the company will operate henceforth he has obtained all the necessary "taxpayers' expense" to handle the Warners. .Dorothy and Ruth Cos-,
1
the Bloomington tello, dance duo, signed for "Aprili
wi'ih its present total number.
product. He launched his theatre last traffic jam that
Ross Ford he- did not believe the amounts paid
drive-in theatre is creating.
Showers" at Warners
Indicating the extremes to which Aug. 29.
covered the costs of the
Metro
by
Highway engineers held a meeting and Gay Nelson teamed for romancee
the film companies are going in their
number
of
A
pubs.
It is'known that a number of peothe
to
scouts
.
solve the traffic in "Blondie's Night Out" at Colum
cost-savings efforts, Smith revealed ple and groups would like to build today (Tuesday) to
pubs used- to maintain such scouts
Cars have been backed up bia.
that he'd sent orders to all 20th riew theatres, but are; prevented mess.
on their own preceding -the present
highway
Frank Mcllugh for support role downtrend in their profits. It w.as
branch offices to save as much from doing so because trie city coun- for miles on a three-lane
money as possible on telegrams and cil is on record not to issue any more and patrolmen have had to ban left in "Velvet Touch," first picture at such a snooper, Harold Latham, ot
turns, preventing many cars from Independent
Greer
Now,
calls.
Artists. .Jane
long-distance phone
permits and licenses. Last year North entering the drive-in.
MacMillan, who discovered Margaret
rejoined "Stations West" cast at RKO
20th's field men will communicate Central Allied urged the council to
Mitchell in Atlanta writing "Gone
Prior to the Bloomington drive- after
two- week
honeymoon. ..Rewith the homoffice, by mail wher- continue this policy and when Ted
City independent group public decided on a title for its Al With the Wind."
ever possible and the homcofftce and Bolnick, associate of and general in, the Twin
Story eds of other companies were
succeeded in blocking permits Pearce starrer, "The Main Street
studio executives will use the mails manager for Bennie" Berger, North had
been applied for in other Kid". .Universal starting "Up in already burned at Metro over its
instead of telegrams or phones ex- Central Allied president and inde- that had
than
Minneapolis and St. Paul suburbs. Ce „t ra l Park" Sept. 22, Kail Tun- purchase of two books rather
cept under emergency.
pendent circuit owner, applied for a The Bloomington permit, .however;
one out of its recent semi-annual
Seiter
Smith declared that he wasn't try- permit to erect a new theatre both was put through without any pub- ber£ producing and William
prize novel contest. They held that
.Phil Ford's director stint
ing to start a scare campaign in the he and Berger were roundly assailed hcity and was granted before the direc ting ..
its own rules restrained it to buying
on "California Firebrand," Monte
With the British market and Bolnick finally dropped his efindustry.
independents had a chance to move Hale-Adrlan Booth oaler, starting the prizewinner only. The new sirbcut off and much of the world market forts.
of publishers has brought
against it.
.Helen Walter to play
Sept. 25
tied up in knots, the industry must
forth
J^ing of objections.
,
Minneapolis has grown considerFlexer has charged that the Twin
„
be prepared, however, to effect cost- ably in population since the last new City independent group attempted James Ste.rarts w.fe in Northside;,
]acM , he
y
savings measures wherever possible. theatre. was built, the federal census unsuccessfully to put all- sorts oP 777" at 20th.,. Metro recreating 10- |_ wno,tpubli shing house so subsidizeti~
replicant Ahzio Beach for seAnd that, according to Smith, is go- bureau's population estimate now be- obstacles in his path, even going to acre
under suspicion." Story eds say it s
Clark
quence, in ."Homecoming,"
ing to require hard-headed business ing 500,000.
felt likely that M-G may have an
Independent leaders, the lengths of trying to get distribuGable-Lana Turner starrer.
techniques in all branches of opera- however, still contend the city is
advantage over other companies by
tors to refuse the theatre product.
Joseph H. Lewis directing "Return being tipped off or given a first look
tion from here on in.
"overseated."
The drive-in represents an investment of $140,000. It accomodates 660 of October." comedy film with a at other books beside those dug up
horseracing background, for Colum- by the scouts, because of the pub's
Ta.
cars and has projection equipment
Drive-in Building Rash in \V.
Adele
Ad eJ e Jergens'
, * r ens
first
bl
bia...
*** heroine anxiety to please the company and
Pittsburgh.
similar to that o: the Radio City
? v
,
f
pro- retain the subsidy.
"»lt in Woman from Tangier
Biggest season yet for drive-in Music Hall. It throws its image 228

m

king money on

its

ad-sales

ma-

terial, Smiih.said.

Other Savings
Although he wouldn't divulge the
number of field salesmen laid off,
Smith admitted that several of them
He pointed
had been eliminated.
out, however, that most of those
axed from the payroll had been those
with no definite territory assigned to
them, such as students. In addition,
Smith declared, 20th for years had
operated with a greater number of
film salesmen than that employed by

1
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Howe-Hummell
Continued from page

Beggar

how Howe & Hummel

.

Carol Yorke's film bow in "Letter
from Unknown Woman" at U...

cal.

E. G. Wollaston. manager of
Fabian's State theatre here,, said that

high-budget must-

I

"Luxury Liner". .Ann Dvorak

"Walls of Jericho"
Ricardo Cortex will

in

20th-Fox;..
with

co-star

What

a picture!

drive-in

theatres,

the

first

in

this

Oct.

17,

which wi.l
to buy up
it

chooses.

an effort to get agents to submit
novels to them at the same tinve
they're entered in the M-G conte.-t.
way they figure they will have
an opportunity to register inteiest
With the novel's agent, so he ear

j

;

between 700 and 800 cars will be William Lundigan and Jacqueline determine whether he wants to »<•accommodated
at
each
theatre, White
in
RKO's
"Mystery
jn'. cept the Metro bid or wait until he
which are to be ready for opening Mexico."
hears other offers.
,

.

gold.

starting

In this

.

at

grow

in

.

its

will

said,

As a
ln keeping books from them.
result they're readying to gang up

Laguna Beach. .Metro using four

stages to film

is

Story officials of other majors feel
this makes the contest more potent

,

zation.

Harrisburg, Sept. 16.
erecting two $125,000

test,

j

at

it

make clear Metro's right
as many of the entries as

the role of Sir Logris in "Connecticut
Yankee"
at
Paramount...
Michael Curliz and George Amy
prowling Northern California to find
loeaUon spots for .. xhe , 49ers .,
>|
Two Columbia unils shoo ting - The
Wreck of the Hesperus" on location

[

Harrlsburg Drive-ins

|

will

Warners resumed work on "To the
Victor" after delay caused by nonarrival of Vivcca Lindfois' wardrobe
from Paris... Joe Vilale signed for

,

for

thesp.

play Joan Fontaine's husband, in
"Letter from an Unknown Woman,"
a Rampart production.

New Cal. Drive -In
Los Angeles, Sept. 16.
Rep Guns 3 More
outdoor house, the Vermont,
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
will be opened Oct. 15 by Pacific
ftepublic will give the green light
Drive-In Theatres, making a total of
ctures 'before the end of,,
l ° l ne
f P'
five in this territory, Company has
}
September, making a total of five in
bought three other dr ive-in sites and
^
work on the lot.
will soon enlarge the circuit to eight.
Houses will accommodate 800 cars
each, at an approximate cost of area, have been announced by the
Fsbian-Wilmer and Vincent organi$250,000, including land.
Two

|

.

M»,«l Joumet, French

of this,

'

.

,

New

Plans

out

sharp competitive practices by other
companies to keep up .with Metro,
w i tn the result that the whole story
mar k e t will be subject to corruption.
MacKenna, who negotiated the contracts, took the opposite view that
both the publishing and film industries would be helped by the finding
of new authors. He arrived in New
York Monday (15) for a three- or
four- week stay, part of the purpose
of
which, it is believed, is Hie
spreading of balm on the troubled
tempers of other company's editors.
Latter are further disturbed by a
change in the rules of the next coiir

I

.

-

got so many acquittals, instead of
Rovere's hinting and insinuations.
I always was a guy who liked to
know the gimmick.
The introduction to this book,
Vvvitten
by Judge James Garrett
It's
a capsule
Wallace, is grand.
history of New York City in the
early '80s and '90s, written with
humor and understanding. The judge
also knows his show biz. You'll enjoy reading about Howe & Hummel,
the two boys that put Black in
Blackslone, and made it pan out

j

Cinecolor for .<i\ cartoon shorts,
. .Latin-American dance team, Coslenzo &. Marda, spotted in '"Mary
Lou" at Columbia. .Universal "Mortal Coils," formerly "The Giaeonda
Smile." is now "Sleep" No More". .

Too

,

details

,

duced by Martin Mooney at Columbia... Paramount closed deal with

4 j

EL

more

•

;

theatres has launched a wave of out- feet on a 55 x 58-foot screen.
From here Flexer and Avery went
door building, and Pittsburgh area
derers and counterfeiters, but also will have at least a dozen more by to St. Louis for the opening of
represented the tops of the show next year. Construction has already another of their drive-ins- there.
Barnum, Edwin started on superstructures in FarP. T.
business!
Henry Irving, John rell, Erie, Franklin and Butler. Pa.,
Sir
Booth,
E; r;-ymore, Lily Langtry, the Froh- and others will get going shortly.
Gets Tele Rights
'•& and many more.
.,
ir,
Despite some bad weather breaks at
Ill
S ChOlCe BlIV
Hummel was a top theatrical law- die beginning, takes generally at
I
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
contracts.
on
expert
an
terrific.
yer,
open-air cinemas were
learn
"Beggar's
Eagle
Lion
bought.
surprised
to
bit
a
be
Bolivar,
Pa.,
wouldn't
Allan N. Gamble, of
t'.-iat
he was the guy who put the who designed and built Carol thea- Choice", a novel by George Axelrod,
small print in contracts that take tre there for Clyde S. Waugamann, for $75,000, plus $50,000 in case the
away your rights in the big print. is erecting a duplicate of that house book sale reaches 500.000.
the
reading
interesting
New angle to the deal is that EL
makes
all
It
in Sewart, Pa., near Johnstown, for
retains television rights to the story
way Rovere has put it down. Per- himself and his son.
after its screening.
sonally 1 would have loved to know
-

1

l

A

Ph

}

m
'9h
'ci

The ENTERPRISE STUDIOS

JOHN GARFIELD

•

present

PALMER

LILLI

Sodij and SovSL
introducing

ith

ANNE

REVERE

HAZEL,
'

WILLIAM

CONRAD

Directed

b,

•

BROOKS

LLOYD COFF

ROBERT ROSSEN

JOSEPH PEVNEY

•

•

Produced by

•

as

CANADA

"alice"
LEE

BOB ROBERTS
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Petrillo Grants

Big Concession

RKO

To
RKO

Skeds 9 Pix

Hollywood, Sept. 16.
sending nine features into

is

in the next two months, starting this week with "Berlin Express,"
part of which has already been
filmed on location in Europe.

work

Indie Producers

on Use of Musickers

Hollywood, Sept. 16. tC. Petrillo has reversed his

James

Paris, Sept. 9.
Retaliating against the British
attitude on imports, the French
have begun holding up in customs what British pix are submitted for admission here.

la.-Neb. Allied

came from

his

office,

and towns
Iowa and

Nebraska are frankly
worried over the situation. President Howard Brookins of Allied's
Iowa-Nebraska section eyes rising
costs of operation with anxious eye.
Crops and livestock form the
backbone of this section'* economy.
Business is as good as crops and
livestock supply and prices, and this
year has certainly been a disappointment in crops. Corn is badly
burned out in many areas but while
things are bad they have been

matter.

Argentine Film

Freeze Seen

As

under contract reg-

Only Temporary

and
interchangeable,
ularly
are
hence by judicious planning the pro-

may

stagger their schedules so that the
maximum can be used rotatively
•without hiring extra hands from
Tanks of the freelancers.

c

'Freeze* Ideas
Continued from page C „

in Wind" (U) and "Exposed" (Rep). Solid $14,000. Last
week, "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer"
(RKO) (3d wk), big $12,000.
issue) (6th wk). Fancy $5,000. Last
Art (S'Renco) (115; 85)— "Know
week, $5,500.
Where I'm. Going" (Indie) t2d wk).
65-85)— Building to swell $1,200 after only
(Roesner)
(400;
Clay
Fine $3,500. $000 in first session.
"Torment" (Indie).
Paradise"
of
"Children
week,
Last
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—"Mother
(Indie) (6th wk), $1,700.
Wore Tights" (20th) and "The PreLarkln (Roesner) (400; 65-85)— tender" (Rep). Fine $19,000. Last
"Children Paradise" (Indie) (m.o.). week, "Variety Girl" (Par) and
Listless $1,700. Last week, "Hamil- "Seven Keys Baldpate" (RKO) (2d
ton Woman" (UA) (reissue), $1,500. wk), sock $18 v000.
United: Nations (FWC) (1,149; 60Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
85)— "Mother Wore Tights" (20th) "Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue)
Last week, (2d wk). Fine $20,000 after wham
(m.o.).
Mild $5,000.
'Topper. Takes, a Trip" (FC) and $31,000 initial stanza.
"Topper Returns" (FC) (reissues),
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
$3,300.
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO)
Solid $12,000. Last week,
(m.o.).
"Marked Woman" (WB) and "Dust
Be My Destiny" (WB) (reissues),

85)—"Gone With Wind" (M-G)

worse.

Brookins says far as his own
house is concerned, he hesitates to
make any admission increase and
most exhibitors feel the same way.

Freeze on U.S. pix funds ordered
week by .the Argentine government is only temporary and some
arrangement for continued remittances will probably be. worked out
by the film companies with Argentine officials, foreign Sept. execs said
this' week. Action by the Argentine
stems from the sudden ban by the
British on Converting pounds to dollast

However there are

rising costs to be
considered.
Prices all along the line are advancing sharply in the area. Food
.

and

'TIGHTS'

—"Something

(re-

SNUG $18,000,

$10,000.

steadily increasing figure.

17G

BiffF; 'STAIIION*

1

So far, there have been no great
As a result, the South Ameri^
Buffalo, Sept. 16.
tax. Indie picture financing is on a
complaints from any source but in
can government halted any dollar
Competition among new films is
short-term per-film basis and income
general people will soon begin to
transfers until it can make an overkeen this week, with "Mother Wore
accruing in a frozen account abroad
feel the increased pressure on their
all estimate of the situation.
Tights" and "Red Stallion" running
no
is of
use in paying off such debts.
purses.
neck-and-neck. "Deep Valley" is a
Actually, it's said, the freeze is
Banks would be no more likely to
fairish third best.
more a future threat than a present
advance coin on such
basis than

mak-

one. Film companies have been

ing weekly remittances from Argentina to the home offices and, therefore, no substantial sum has been
built up. Hence the blocking doesn't
tie down accumulations.
The Latinos followed the path of
Britain but then went a step further.
Few weeks ago, further licensing of
celluloid imports was halted to slow
-down the stream of pix* money.
When the government discovered
that the Yank distribs had backlogs
of films which would enable them
dies frightened is the possibility
to continue for months without afthat they will have to pay an Amerfecting their revenues, the freeze
ican government tax on the frozen
action followed.
coin. This would be a double blow,
since they'd have to use up other
money to pay a tax on income
they're not getting.
There's considerable difference of legal opinion,
Continued from page' 6
however, on whether such a tax
,

TO A Challenge

could be levied by the U. S. Treas- He taxed Kirsch and Myers with bad
ury.
faith for refusing to join in discusIn the numerous meetings at the sions on ASCAP's threatened seat
Motion Picture Assn. in New York tax hike.
on the working out of a tax comMyers countered with the asserpromise, reps of the indies have tion that Wehrenberg was "courting
been putting up a running battle to a public controversy as a buildup
get the majors to accept a plan that for the meeting." It would not be .apdoes not entail freezing. Majors are propriate for Allied officials to atperfectly willing to have some other tend a confab of two outfits "subscheme, but are not optimistic about stantially made up of affiliated theasuch devices as the income tax tres," he declared. Any such Allied
switch. Therefore, they keep tend- participation would be
misintering toward a freeze.
preted by indie- exhibs-and-no suchAside from attending all' the meet- move is feasible so long as affiliates
ings of the majors at the
on remain in a theatre group.
the tax, indies have been holding a
flock of sessions on their own in

MPA

New

York, in their effort to find a

Barter Goods for Films?

solution that they can present to the
majors and retain the united front
now being presented. James Mulvey, prez of Samuel Goldwyn Productions, has been the leader in this

Hollywood, Sept.

An

He has been meeting with
Milton Kramer, board chairman and
counsel for Selznick Releasing Ormove.

and Grad Sears, prez of
United Artists. Last week, Donald
Nelson, president of the Society of
Independent Motion Picture Producers, also sat in on the deliberations.
Nelson went from New York to
Washington for presentation to the
Export-Import Bank of another idea
hatched by the indies, by which
they'd get loans to tide them over
the crisis caused by the British tax.

best-seller, "Linden on the Saugus
Branch," will make final revisions
of his English titles for the French
Pic, "Le Diable au Corps"
(Uni-

.

.

exchange for any profits his
films would make in England.
in

versal).

preem

there,

New York 'for
the

He
pic,

flew to Paris recently for the

titles.

expected back in
confabs with Paul on

is

16.

British

Rogers, in a letter to Attlee,
said, "I would be willing to take
fine English silver, machinery
from Lancashire, cotton goods
from Manchester, wool fabrics
from Bradford and Leeds, steel
products from Sheffield, scotch
from Scotland, antiques from
London— all f.o.b. Los Angeles,"

Paul East

Paul Graetz, producer of the.

accept

!

I

j

-stressed that the suggestion

of taking manufactured products from England, which can be
turned into dollars here, may be
pari of the answer to the serious

economic problem.

Estimates for This Week
7 Buffalo
(Shea) (3,500; 40-70)
"Deep Valley" (WB) and "Jungle
Fright" (Par).
Modest $12,000 or
close.
Last week, "Desert Fury"
(Par) and "Second Chance" (20th),
great $21,000 in 8 days.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-70)
—"Mother Wore Tights" (20th). Solid
$18,000 or over. Last week, "Variety
Girl" (Par) (2d wk), fine $11,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2.100; 40-70)— "Des-

—

Agnew Plan
Continued from page 5
other is that by playing off one area
at a time, small number of prints is
needed, which is a consideration on a
reissue.

Agnew plans the auxiliary sales
organization as a permanent setup
which

will operate completely inde^
pendently of the outfit of general

salesmanager Milton Kusell, which
has about 30 men in the field. Latter
is now handling "Duel in the Sun."
It will follow with "Paradine Case"
next February, "Portrait of Jenny"
at Easter and "Mr. Blandings Builds
His Dream House," being made by
RKO for Selznick Release, next summer.

Agnew didn't want to burden the
SRO regular sales organization with the reissues. Incidentally,
aside from the reissues, he figures
the new unit may well be able to
handle other special films which
come along. It starts work on "Insmall

Fury" ^(Par)
and
"Second
Chance" (20th) (m.o.). Oke $9,000
ert

in

8

days.

(M-G)

Last

week,

"Cynthia"

and "Great Waltz"

(reissue),

(M-G)

big $11,500 in 8 days.

Teek (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)— "Cyn(M-G) and "Great Waltz"
(M-G) (reissue) (m.o.). Mild $3,500.
Last week, "Gone With Wind" (M-G)
thia"

Last week, "Song. Thin Man" (M-G)
and "Sport of Kings" (Col) (m.o ),
$11,000.
St. Louis (E&M) (4,000;. 50-75)—
"Desert Fury" (Par) and "News
Hounds" (Mono). Okay $14,000. Last
week, "Great Expectations" tU), $7,-

000.

World (Ind) (432; 50-65)— "Lucrezia Borgia" (French) (2d wk). Nice
$2,500 after $3,800 for first chapter.

'Crossfire'

Loud 15G,

/GWTW'

K.C.;

Kansas

Fast

23G

City, Sept. 16.

Steady trend of biz continues here
with "Gone With the Wind" leading
the parade at the Midland. It's great
and may hold. Principal other newcomer is "Crossfire" at the Orpheum
likewise heading for a holdover.

"Red Stallion" in the three FoxMidwest house combo is average.
Protracted heat spell finally was
(reissue) ditto.
cracked last week with rain and
Lafayette (Basil) (3.000; 40-70)
"Red Staliion" (EL) and "Lost cooler weekend.
Estimates for This Week
Honeymoon" (EL). Stout $17,000.
Last week, "Slave Girl" (U) and
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820: 45"Millerson Case" (Col)ffancy $21,000 65)— "Mother Wore Tights" (20th)
(m.o.)

—

in 10 days.

(m.o.).

20th Century (20th Cent) (3,000;
40-70)— "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer"
(RKO) (3d wk). Sturdy $9,000. Last
the Eastern Pennsyl- week, big $12,000.

termezzo" in
vania territory in a month or so.
Agnew's now engaged in selecting a
salesmanager to head it up.

Tall
lion"

Here

after

two weeks

in

three firstrun houses. Stout $6,000,
and at that rate will go another
week. Last week, "Wyoming" (Rep)
and "Last Frontier Uprising" (Rep),
$5,500.

Kimo
As

MINNEAPOLIS

In Seattle; 'Kiss'

(Continued from page 11)
Last week, ^That's. My- ManMRep),

(Dickinson)

(550:

—

65)

"Wings of Morning" (SG) (reissue).
Moderate $1,500. Last week, "I Live

'ftnte' Forecful 15G,

8G

Seattle, Sept. 16.

I

Please" (Indie), $1,006.

Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue).
Opening the house at 8:45 in morn-

Top newcomers are "Brute Force" ing daily, to land great $23,000.
"Gone With Wind," latter for Likely will hold. Last week, "Giintime here at pop scale. "Ivy" fighters" (Col) and "Corpse Came
Last
week,
"Welcome Stranger" is okay, but "Kiss of Death" looks C.O.D." (Col), okay $17,000.
(Par) (8th wk). good $6,000, and mild.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-85)-Estimates for This Week
could have remained several weeks
"Crossfire" (RKO).
Sturdy $15,000,
longer, but clearance sent it to UpBlue Mouse -(H-E) (800; 45-80)— and holds.
Last week, "Bachelor
town theatre, first-run nabe. Landed "Variety Girl" (Par) (m.o.).
and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO) (4th wk),
Good
nearly $90,000, terrific for downtown $5,000. Last week, "Carnegie
Hall" big $10,000.
run.
Paramount (Par) (1.900; 45-851—
(UA) (4th wk-5 days), good $3,800.
Pix (Corwin) (300; 50-70)—"Rains
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349 45-80) "Variety
Girl"
(Par)
wk.);
(3d
Came" 20th ) and "Purple Heart" —"Ivy" (U). Okay $10,500.
Last Modest $9,000. Last week, trim $13,(20th),
(reissues.). Satisfactory week, "Mother Wore Tights" (20th) 000.
$2,000.
Last
week,
"Spellbound" <2d wk), fancy $10,700 in 6 days
Tower-Uptown-Falrway (Fox Mid(UA) and "39 Steps" (Indie) split
Liberty (J&vH) (1,650; .45-80)— west) (2,100, 2,043, 700; 45-65)— "Red
with "Walk in Sun" (20th) and
JPear Ruth" (Par) (6th wk). Solid Stallion" (EL). Average $16,000 or
"Thunderbirds"
(20th)
(reissues), $9,0Q0. Last week, huge $11,000
over.
Last week, "Mother Wore
good $2,200 in 7 days.
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)— Tights" (20th) (2d wk), big $16,000.
$3,000.

Lyric (Par)

50-70)— "Desert Fury" (Par) (m.o.). Nice $6,000.
(1.100;

and

first

;

1

Radio City (Par) (4.400; 50-70)—. 'Mother Wore
Tights" (20th) (m.o.).
Who's Kissing Her" (20th) (2d wk). Nice $6,000. Last
week, "Won't BeBrisk $12,000 on top of virile $17 eve
(RKO) and "Vacation
.. %S
000 initial session.
r\
wk " e days> okay
RKO-Orpheum

(RKO)

(2,800-

50-

70)— 'Something in Wind" (U)
Moderate $10,000. Last week, "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO)
(2d
wk). big $14,000.

the U. S.

Elliot Paul arrives in New York
tiom the Coast over the weekend.
While east the author of the current

who

to

in answer to Attlee's request for
.suggestions for a compromise of
the 75% tax. If the plan works
out the producer declared that
he'll leave a percentage of film
earnings in England for a fund
to be used to help stimulate interest in American and British
sports, with a like percentage to
be used for the same purpose in

ganization,

Elliot

offer

goods in lieu of money was made
over the weekend to Prime Minister Attlee by independent film
producer John W. Rogers. He
said he was making the proposal

(2,000; 50-75)—
Timber" (SG) and "Black Stal(SG) (reissues). Neat $10,000.

Orpheum (Loew)

commodities are up with a

all

lars.

a
they are now when the British market is closed off completely.
On the other hand, the majors
don't finance each picture separately,
but operate on .general loans. In addition, they have staffs and establishments in England and thus could
have use for the frozen funds in
payrolls, paying off mortgages, etc.
Thus it is evident that a freeze is
much less damaging to them than to
the indies.
Another point which has the in-

Louis. Oct. 16.

Tights" will land biggest total but
"Something in Wind?' is comparatively stronger at the Ambassador.
Estimates tor This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)

Girl" (Par) (m.o.). Neat $9,000.
"Adventure 'Island"
week,
good $12,500 with picture
plugged as on world preem.
Center (Lippert) (300; 90-$1.20)—
"Duel" (SRO) (5th wk). Holding
up to $4,600. Last week, nice $4,900.
Guild Theatre (Lippert) (400; 35(Par),

in the smaller cities
and in the rural areas of

Exhibitors

Old
group

ducers in the Chadwick corral

Eyes

In Relation to the B.O. riety
Omaha, Sept. 16.
Last
'

'

two crews were idling, though on
Under new conces-

St.

•

for pix.

steady payroll..
sion, all 60 men

Big 14G; Tights' 196

Three-game crucial series .between
Dodgers and Cardinals clipped biz
"Hal Roach Comedy Carnival" (UA), at main stem cinemas as those who
„'
weak $6,500.
„
Stagedoor (Ackerman) (350; 60- were unable to get into the ball park
85)—"Blithe Spirit" (UA) (2d wk). flocked to radios and television sets.
Hefty $2,000. Last week. $3,300.
Of the new films, "Mother Wore
State (Par) (2,133; 60-85)— "Va-

Michel Fourre Cormeray, head
the
Centre National du
when asked if the

confirmed same, explaining that
the Board of Trade and the
French Embassy in London are
now parleying to adjust the

Bops St Loo But 'Wind'

United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,207;
55_85 )—''Heaven Only Knows" (U).
Last week,
Big $14,000 or near.

two Tim Holt' westerns.

Cinema,
orders

Dodgers-Cards' Series

(Continued from page 11)

The Velvet Touch," "Mr.

of

year pact, dated from this month,
which will effect for IMPPA group
of 30 indie producers an overall saving of about $60,000 in cost of music
indie
contract forced the
to regularly hire three orchs
of '20 men each. Whenever a producer wanted to swell the size of
any of the bands he had to hire
freelance windjammers, regardless
of the fact that either of the other

SAN FRANCISCO

in

Rugged $12,000, Last week, $13,000.
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 55Blandings Builds His Dream House," 85)—"Down to Earth" (Col) (2d wk).
"The Window," "The Boy With Trim $18,500 after last week's terrific
Green Hair," "Joan of Lorraine" and $26,000.

French Bite Back

usual tactics and granted large conThe
employer.
sideration to an
comedown for prexy o£ the American Federation of Musicians comes
to light from the negotiations concluded by I. E. Chadwick, prez of
the Independent Motion Pictures
Producers Assn., whereby group has
secured readj ustment on its contract with the Federation for use of
musicians.
Chadwick wrangled a new one-

"Mystery

includes

Schedule

;Mexico,"

moo

(2,200;

45-80)— big

(Continued from page 10)
and h.o. Last week, "Kiss

$35,000,

of Death" (20th)

oke $21,000.
(reissue).
tune at P°P Prices here. Great
Lake (Warners) (800; 55-70)
i}„ o
$16,060
Last week, "Woman on "Kiss of Death" (20th) (m.o.). Big
50-70V- Beach" (RKO) and "Born to Kill" $5,000. Last week, "Cry Wolf" <WB)
*RKO), good $7,500.
(m.o.), nice $3,006.
Orpheom (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
Ohio (Loew's) (1,200;, 55-70)
and
0
eath " <20th) a "d "Step- "Variety Girl" (Par) (m.o.). Third
3Sfe5.
5 "^" (WB> lreiSSU6S)
Falr $8 000 ^st week, week downtown hearty $6,500. Last
S?
week,
(WB) (2d wk 6 days^
"Undercover Maisie" (M-G),
State (Far) (2.300;
:
50-70)-"Wild
$5,000.
Harvest" (Par). Sock $16,000 or near.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)
Palace (RKO) (3,000; 55-70)—
S
he L Ve "
t , $9,000.
™A ,Dese rt Fury" (Par) (2d
(2d wk) Go °d "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKOr.
wk),
5n Last
f ? week,
„
$5,500.
(3d wk). Strong $13,000 after solid
$6,700.
0wn
Par)
a 00 °: 50-55)— Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)— $19,000 last week.
"w^
I
Welcome Stranger"
(P ar ). Fu st
State (Loew's) (3,450; 55-70
nabe showing. Smash $5,000. Last 'Brute Force" (U) and "Vigilantes
Return (U). Rousing $15,000. Last 'Welcome Stranger" (Par). Teed off
Ha PPened on 5th Ave."
"
,
ty Girl
,Par ^ c2d Wk) big and $27,000 is outstanding biz this
(Mono) good $4,500
week at pop scale. Last week. -Song
World (Mann) (350; 50-99)
Rooeevelt
(Sterling)
Thin
Man" (M-G), mild $12,500.
(800: 45-80)—
Green for Danger" (E-L). British
Seventh eHaven" (20th) and "Tailpicture well-liked by crix.
StHIman (Loew's) (2,700: 55.70)—
Fairly
good $2,500. Last week. "Doctor spin (20th) (reissues-). Nice $4,000. "Ramrod" (UA)
Average $10,000.
,BCl " Amr,UA M2(lwk)
Takes Wife' (Co); (2d run),
2d
Last week, "Variety Girl" Par
$2,000. klr$S.'
wk), rugged $10,500.

RKO-Pan (RKO)

good^M'

™

—

(1,600;

Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO)
(m.o.). Still healthy at
$9,000. Last
week, "Marked Woman" (WB)

'

CLEVELAND

'

Music Hall (H-E)

Gone With Wind" (M-G)

—

M L^

'

'

-

So

'

M

-

>

—

-

1

S$S
'
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get back to
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showmanship!
Just
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roll

up your
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for Bigger
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PICTURES

24

and Kennext month. It will be tagged operated by them' in Ohio
111.;
tucky to 24.
.
the Sumner.
W. G. Carmichael, former branch
New 450-seater in Crossville, 111,,
but rebeing erected for Delbert A. Wagner, manager here for Universal
company's sales
Carmi, 111. Wagner operates the Nox, cently with that
beto
returned
staff in St. Louis,
Eldorado, 111.
_,,
Eagle-Lion
Civic Amusement Co., McLean, in, come sales manager for
has been incorporated and will re- Cincy exchange.
for
shuttered
theatre,
Civic
the
open
incorporators are
Century's Bally Meet
He also will book Carney theatres many months. TheAvonelle
Richards
W. J. Richards,
Century circuit, N. Y. indie chain,
in three other Missouri towns.
•will stage a showmanship convenPaul Seholer has succeeded C. J. and Shelton B. Leach.
A. J. Field has sold his Lyric, 234- tion Sept. 30 at the Waldorf-Astoria
Madison, resigned, as manager of the
Bowen, 111., to Floyd E. Dor- (N. Y.), with top industry figures inRitz, a Tri-States house in Chariton, seater
sett, auto' dealer in the same town.
Theme of one-day
vited to speak.
la.
A. J. Swanston has sold his Iowa,
session will be necessity of returnSam Lefko Recovered
a 600-seater, Emmetsburg, la., to the
ing to showmanship since the plush
Philadelphia,
Emmetsburg Theatre Corp. Sucbiz of war years is over.
lothe
with
salesman
Davis,
manager
A.
Lefko',
as
by
R.
Sam
ceeded

IATSE'S DICK

,

Scions Boost Negro Vets' Bid For

It Car. Theatre; Exchange Briefs
Raleigh.

North Carolina Congressmen have
appealed to the office of housing expediter to grant the application of
William, Howard and Vernon A.
Steed, -brothers, to build a Negro
theatre in Salisbury. The applicants
ore veterans. The estimated cost of
the theatre they wish to build is
$10,000.

Mary

Ellen Strickland,
Crpitol theatre at

the

manager

of

Fairmont,

,

mont

exchange, being discharged

from Will Rogers Memorial hospi-

City, la.

tal,

Saranac Lake, following a long

illness.

Joan Meyers, director of WCAU s
Movie-go-round" program, to Hollywood for studio tour.
Wilson Turner has resigned as
salesman for Eagle-Lion. He han-

atre Corp.

recorder's court.

RKO

former owner of Empress, Rockwell cal

The old Tracy theatre, dark for
K. C- has been cleared of a lottery
charge for which.' she was tried be- three years in Storm Lake, la., is
fore Judge Durham Mitchell in Fair- being face-lifted by Pioneer The-

'

She was charged with operating

and advertising a game of chance
called by the theatre a quiz program
but in reality a lottery.

Milton Smith to l-ilmack
Chicago.
Milton Smith, formerly with RKO
Hollywood, has been appointed
sales manager of the new California
His terrioffice of Filmack Corp.
tory will include the entire west.
in

Harris Circuit Gets Warner House
Pittsburgh.
New Nabe, Elmdale, Ottawa
Harris South Hills theatre in Dor- dled Harrisburg.
Ottawa.
Sig Horowitz has succeeded Wilmont, Pa., operated by Warners for a
Ottawa's West End got a new
number of years, will revert to the liam Cohen as 20th-Fox sales man- nabe, the E-lmdale, operated by the
ager.
Republic ha.s
with Harris circuit next January.
brothers, Abe, Charles, Harry
Zumar
Joe Bugala, formerly of the Mathe Fourth Avenue Amus. Co. covReuben.
and
Chi
Harvard,
Gets
Cbernoff
ering firstruns in Louisville, Terra nos in Ellwood City, Pa., has been
Chicago.
Haute, Indianapolis and Lafayette, appointed manager of the Manos in
Paul F. Douglas Shfits to
Sam Chernoff has leased the Harall Indiana cities except Louisville. Uniontown, succeeding Dick McCqol,
Paul F. Douglas, formerly with
750-seat nabe, for 15
Indianapolis
branch manager Ed who resigned to supervise 11 Sterling vard, so'uthside
field pubyears. Lessors are Ivan Goode and United Artists, appointed
Brauer, represented Rep in the deal. circuit houses in Seattle, Wash.
lic relations rep for Warner Bros, in
Mrs. Catherine Larkin Flint has Samuel Lerner.
Canada, succeeding Glenn Ireton.
resigned from 20th-Fox office and
He fills spot of Glenn Iraton, reH-B Now Realart
Booking Service, Dallas
John Prioletti from Eagle Lion ex- Open
signed.
Harris-Broder Pictures Corp., which change staff.
Dallas.
obtained a batch of Universal reisRussell Brown, formerly with the
sues recently, has changed its name
Republic and PRC exchanges in
Marcine Little to Okla. City
to .Realart Pictures and has set up
Dallas, and Raymond Willie, Jr., who
Kermit, Texas.
permanent offices in New York City.
has been with the Warners and PRC
been
with
Marcine
Little,
who
has.
Realart has paeted a deal whereby
exchanges, have formed the
Film Classics will distribute its pic- the local Griffith Theatres circuit for Booking service here.
Continued from page 3
tures in U. S., Alaska and Hawaii the last 16 years, has been transBob Yancey, owner and operator
over a five-year period, or 10."pic- ferred to Oklahoma City, where he of the Yancey theatre, Oakwood, the product crisis will take up most
tures each year. These are in addi- Will assume duties as manager of Texas, has sold the house to L. E. of the time. Last Friday (12), direction to distribution arrangements the Will Rogers theatre there.
Adcock.
torate was in session from 10 in the
previously made with PRC.
Ralph Davis, Harold Jackson and morning until after sixain the eve>Simon to Shea's Hipp, Buffalo
Roy Lown have joined the staff of ning.
Buffalo.
Goodman Heads Par Club
the Wigwam theatre, El Paso.
Bankers' reticence about giving
Monroe Goodman, assistant to
George Simon, former assistant
loans to UA producers grows out of
short subjects sales manager Oscar manager of Shea's Hipp, becomes
Freddy to Manage Telenews
two situations. First is applicable
Morgan, elected president of .Para- house manager of the Lafayette, reDallas.
mount Pictures club for 1947-48, placing Emmett Connolly, resigned.
James Preddy, manager of the to all indies, no matter who handles
succeeding Agnes Mengel Grew. Sara
Forest theatre, is the new manager their distribution. That's the upset
Lyons Danto. veepee; M. H. Hodge,
Norman Paul Succeeds Johnson
of the Telenews theatre, according condition of the foreign market,
treasurer; Edward F. Morey, secre»Los Angeles.
to an announcement made by James particularly the loss of British intary.
Norman Paul succeeded Darryl Owen Cherry, Interstate circuit city come. Moneymen want to see what
Johnson as general manager of the manager. Alex Barr, treasurer of
L. A. Variety's Boys Club
Victor Walker theatre chain, con- the Melba, succeeds Preddy at the comes of that before dishing up coin.
Los Angeles.
•

Rep

Sets

Four

Cities
closed a deal

WB

B&W

UA's Bogey

B&W

;

'

WALSH

STEPS INTO 306 SNARL
Despite threat of a walkout which
was set for today (Wednesday),
agreement between projectionists of

Local 306 and circuit heads of Paramount, Loew's, RKO and Warner
Bros, in their new contract negotiations is expected within the next
few days. Outlook for an early
settlement of the four-months nt-godeadlock
became much
tiations
brighter over last weekend when
Richard F. Walsh, prez of the InAlliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees, personally stepped
into the dispute at the invitation of
Local 306's prez, Herman Gelber.

ternational

Circuit reps, for whom RKO's laconsultant Major
Leslie
E.
Thompson is spokesman, had previously indicated their confidence in
Walsh's ability to make a fair deal,

bor

around. Major bone of contenin the contract talks to date
has been the union's demand for a
34% wage hike plus a 5% welfare
fund. It's understood, however, that
the union is prepared to split the
wage hike demand but is holding out
for the welfare fund. Membership
meeting of union has been called
for this morning to consider postall

tion

ponement

of walkout.--

Anticipated agreement will cover
400 boothmen in about 100 theatres
in the New York area, including

many Broadway

first-runs. Also involved in the negotiations a.s single
units are the Roxy and Radio City

Music HalL

Reissue Rights
Continued from page

7

•

.

sisting of five houses.

.Tent 25. Variety Club of Southern
California, will establish a boys' club
and recreation center in East Los
Angeles, a sector heavily populated

by

kids.

Clubhouse and equipment,

costing about $100,000, will be ready
lor use by Christmas Day.

Callow Heads Philly Post
*
Philadelphia.
Everett Callow elected commander
of Variety Post No. 713, American
Legion. He is publicity head of War.
ner Bros, theatres in Philadelphia.

Forest.

A newcomer in the exhibitor field,
Preddy replaces Ross McCausPaul will operate the Walker, Yost, Iand, who joined Adelman-Sachs
Princess and State theatres in Santa theatres, as manager of that circuit's
Ana, and the Surf, Huntington new Delman theatre.
Beach.

Stanford .Manages 3 Texas Houses
Gainesville, Texas.
Elbert Stanford has been named

A

Smalley Theatres' Drive
Albany.
Anni Drive will be conin the 12 Smalley theatres,

34th

ducted

which includes
$6,000,000,
the $500,000 paid to Howard Lindsay and Russell Crouse for the screen
rights to their legit play plus their
percentage against the gross. Production of this picture took place
Second reason- for UA's troubles is last year before anybody had any
the difficulties in its own manage- inkling of. the 75% tax bite imposed
ment which it recently went through by the British and the resultant emin attempting to locale a prexy.. bargo of U. S. shipments to EngSome bankers lost confidence in the land.
company during that period and its
Frank opinion among Warner
now only slowly being rebuilt under execs is that the company will be
the stewardship of Grad Sears. Kelly lucky to break even on "Life With
also is expected to be of help on tfiis Father" on basis of its domestic

manager of the local State, Plaza beginning Sept. 15. Drive will high- aspect.
and Ritz theatres, owned and op- light 34 years in film business for
Severity of the shortage facing UA
erated by Theatre Enterprises, Inc. William C. (Bill) Smalley.
is evident in the fact that it has no
He comes from the circuit at GalIndependent Theatre Service is product for distribution beyond next
lup, N. M.
buying and booking for Harry La- March or April and there is nothing
Others chosen were Jack Brodsky,
mont's new Drive-in at Middletown. now shooting -or close
senior vice commander, assistant
to shooting
Malone, Texas, Theatre Deal
contact manager WB; Bill Brooker,
that gives it any immediate prospect
Malone, Texas.
Selling "Crossfire"
junior vice commander, Paramount
of getting product. It's believed the
Joe Joseph, Dallas "theatre broker,
Philadelphia.
exploiteer: Sylvan M. ICohen, adju- has
purchased the local Malone theAn open letter on a jumbo post- board is probably discussing the
tant;
Richard L. Brown, finance atre from W. M. Sparling, who is
card was mailed to more than 10,000 possibility of buying films from
officer;
Joe Reilly, sergeants-at- retiring.
key individuals and organizations in other companies for distribution,
arms, manager, Liberty theatre, and
this city by Maurice B. Fagan, acting such as was done in a previous
Bill Huffman, manager, Keystone

Mac Wood

theatre.

N. Braunfels, Texas.
Braunfels, Texas.
Mac Wood, manager of the local
Brauntex theatre, owned a-nd operated by the Griffith Circuit, has
been transferred to Seminole, Okla.,
where he will manage the State and
Rialto for the Griffith circuit. Floyd
Barton, former manager of the Rialto and Rib theatres at Refugio,
Texas, will succeed Wood.
to

director of the Philadelphia Fellowship Commission, calling attention to
"Crossfire" and urging support to
the individual and his organization
in "bringing the movie and its mes
sage to the community."
Tie-in with the Fellowship Commission, which includes eight agen-

New

Proctor's, Troy,

Wants Tax Cut
Trov, N. Y.

Supreme Court Justice William H.
Murray has issued a writ of certiorari
In the matter of the Fast Theatres,
Inc. (Proctor's) for a reduction of
assessment by the City of Troy in the
amount of $75,000.
Fast, which leases* the five-story

Iowa Town Seeks Pix Shows
St. Louis.
_
Sans picture entertainment, busimen of Somers, la„ are dickering for a traveling cinema show for
weekly showings during the summer months.
G. C. Bcrtch and son have purchased the Lyric, 400-seater in
Farina. 111., from J. Robert Harrell
.

,

right

from Paramount.

Work ha.s .started on a $150,000
prive-In on outskirts of Springfield,
Strand, 400-seater in Monett,

Mo

the local M-G office. Sam Schwartz
has been transferred from the company's Boston office to take over
the loaal booking desk, succeeding
Bill Baynard, who leaves to go to

joined

exploitation

staff

Barney Slaughter, Republic salesman, becomes office manager of the
company's local branch.
Lewis Owens, RKO booker, has

New House

in Cave-in-Rock,

Ga
III.

St. Louis.
been relighted by CommonPartain & Huma readying their
wealth Amus. Co., after being dark new 400-seater
in Cave-in-Rock. Ill
years. Glenn Deter is manager Tom Partain
also operates the Ohio,
New Strand. Jewel. Ia., owned and 300-seater
in the same town.
managed by G. H. Maxon, lighted.
Henry Hollo way,- owner a chain
William Grant, city manager of of St. Loui.s county
indies has let a

lhas

.

.

.

•

two

Frisina Amus. Co. in Taylorville, 111
convalescing after major operation.
Buck Lewis now head man for
E. E. Carney theatres in Rolla, Mo

contract

for

a

1,000-car

drive-in

theatre.

Merlin T. Atkins to- open his new
quonset house' in Sumner

300-scat

WB

chiefs

aren't

pes-

value.

Mary Pickford's interests. He it is now." As a result, Warners
Edward C. Raftery, former is pursuing a careful distribution
prexy of \he company, who resigned. policy on "Father," with plans to go
Kelly is expected to give a report once around the' circuits without

tive of

replaced

of

bertson, Neb.

Cooper Foundation Theatres reopened the Avalon, Grand Junction,
Colo., as the

Cooper, following ren-

ovations,

college.

return to Atlanta,
Dean Lynch will succeed him.

issue

ager of the Belmont, N. Y., theatre, and will acquaint the directorate tribution.
which was transferred recently from with the progress^of his negotiations.
It's
figured that period costume
Wally Anderson, Mt. Jewett, to Likewise on his
efforts to arrange features will enjoy the most favor
Louis G. Hausser of Galeton.
cooperative production by UA there. of producers since they are least
Charlie Baron, former Metro's p.a.
here,

to

However,
simistic

ties of this

was idea of Everett C. Callow, tomorrow on his progress in clearing wearing down the prints, then withdirector of advertising and publicity
up the playing time stymie UA. has drawing the film from circulation.
for Warner Bros, in Philadelphia.
suffered on the two J. Arthur Rank- According to their estimates, a new
controlled circuits in England.
Nordquise, Belmont Manager
He film generation is born every seven
Al Nordquist, Jr., son of the late also has been attempting to line up to 10 years, and their profits will be
Galeton exhib, has been named man- British product for release by UA reaped in the second general dis-

cal 20th-Fox

resigned

admission prices.

over the profit potentialiopus because of its re"This picture is an
Sam Dembow, Jr., took his place evergreen," one exec said, "and five
on the board Friday as a representa- years from now it'll be as good as

product shortage in 1942. At that
time, a flock of pix were bought out-

Charlotte Changes
Eagle Lion, Philadelphia.
Charlotte.
John A. Reilly, veteran theatre
The following have exited the lo- man, has resigned as manager of Lou
Loew's-Chapiin
branch recently: Frank Kaufman's
Metropolitan
in
the
Lowry, salesman; Hugh McDonald, Bloomfield district. Kaufman bought
Continued from page 3
booker; Ruby Honeycutt. clerk, and the house some time ago from Dave
WB Builds 2 Exchanges
the company may take legal actiorr
Mildred
Griffin,
contract
clerk. Leff, now UA manager here.
Los Angeles.
against Loew's.
Warners will build two new ex- Lowry joined Warner Bros, and
changes, starting late this month, in Miss Griffin moves to Eagle-Lion.
The Chaplin dating in D. C. had
Cummings Buys State
Dallas Richardson has replaced
Omaha artd Jacksonville, Fla. Meanbeen regarded as a double-ply operDenver.
while, the company is putting finish- Ernest Johnston in the booking deR. W. Cummings has bought the ation which would have tossed in
ing touches, on new quarters in Min- partment at Universal-International. State, Lewellyn, Neb, from the Carl
the gauntlet via his widely attacked
Betty Beaty, clerk, and Ernest Beard estate. Beard died last year.
neapolis, under supervision of Herfilm and, at the same time, reaped
Poole, shipper, have resigned from Cummings also owns the
man Goldberg.
Gem, Cul- considerable cuffo publicity

ness

grosses the first time around. This
sentiment prevails despite the fact
that "Father" is doing better business
than expected and that it has
broken house records at the Warner
theatre on Broadway for the first
three weeks. "Father" is also being
distributed under a special engagement policy nationally under upped

city,

brick theatre building from Copia
Kenneth Cobb Upped by Schine
Realty Co., Inc., of New York, conRochester, N. Y.
tends that a proper assessment for
Kenneth
Cobb,
manager
of
1948 would be $275,000. The present
assessment is $358,000, full value of Schines' Lake theatre here, transferred
to the Cameo and made diland and buildings.
rector of publicity for the 12 Schine
houses
in. Rochester following resigEdelslein's Division
nation of Meredith Cramer. LawSyracuse.
Michael Edelstein transferred from rence F. Lewis moved from Riveria
New York to take over division to manage the Lake.

managership of RKO's Syracuse and
Rochester, working out of Syracuse.
Lawrence Lynch. Jr., named assistant manager of RKO-Keith's under
manager George Maxwell.

every racial, religand nationality group in the

cies representing

ious

,

around

Unterfort

Upped by Schine
Syracuse.

susceptible to appearing old-fashioned after a lapse of five or 10 years.
Such an important detail as outclothing styles are eliminated in this type of picture and
when rereleased, they appear a.s upto-date productions.
Warner Bros,
toppers feel their general theory
about "Life With Father" is confirmed by the current reissue run
of "Gone With the Wind,'' another
period costume picture which is
proving a b.o. smash despite its 1939

moded

for the production label.
UA co-owner has not yet
been subpoenaed to appear before
2d Run Network for Reissues
the D. C. committee hearings. He's
Los Angeles, Sept. 16.
dared the solons to subpoena him
Encore Theatres, a new unit of
and intended to combine his Wash- four neighborhood
houses, went inington
appearance in committee to operation on a policy
of handling
rooms with a personal appearance reissues
and moveovers from the
.

picture.

Harry H. Unterfort, local theatre at the Capitol.
man, promoted to Central New York
Russell Birdwell, Chaplin's pubzone manager of Schine Circuit, Inc.,
lic
relations advisor, has been in
in charge of the firm's theatres and
Washington for days prepping bally
real estate in Syracuse,
Oswego,
Cortland, Hamilton, Norwich and for the pic's opening.
1
Oneonta.
Barron later issued a statement
declaring "there was no thought in
Kinsler-Shard Cincy Deal
our mind of linking the appearance

Academy

group. Encore consists of
the
Melvan, in Hollywood: the
Jewel and American, L. A., and the
Beverly Canon, Beverly Hills.
New group gives complete neighborhood coverage for the revival
policy started by the four Academies
a year ago. It will bring reissues to
subsequent runs which do not usually handle that class of booking.
Opening bill is "Tobacco Road'' and
"Grapes of Wrath," which recently

Cincinnati.
of the picture at the Capitol with the
Leasing and management contracts were entered into Sept. 1 by appearance of Mr. Chaplin before
Maurice White, Nick Shafer and the Un-American Activities Committee.
We wish to avoid any -appearance of such an intent, and played
16 days at the Academy
therefore have postponed the en- group,
consisting of the Picl'air, Vergagement."
mont, Arlington and Cinema.

associates for the four Kinsler-Shard
theatres in suburban Pleasant Ridge,
Reading and Locklancl, This hikes
the number of houses owned and

.

R

.

;

!
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on Air

Bullish

Anti- Trust Suits

I

-

Shows, Cuts Down

Field Exploiters
Universal will up the proportion
radio advertising to newspaper
pic-plugging and, at the same time,
swing away from spot announcements, Maurica Bergman, company's
eastern ad-pub chief, said' this Week.
U is launching into a campaign of 15rninute local shows instead of the spot
commercials, according to Bergman,
because of its conviction that "thematic radio material" is a more effective way of audience penetration.
Present Universal ratio of expenditures is 80 20 with newspapers
on the top-heavy end of the stick.
Blueprints for the new season's
drum-beating calls for a 50-50 split
between the dailies and radio, Bergman said. Universal expects to stage
$ix intensive local campaigns of airway shows annually at a minimSm
of

—

v

PICTURES
DALLAS TENT RAISES
Contin
Continued
from page

5

J

Dallas, Sept. 16.

of Scheherazade,"
each Instance using platters recorded in Hollywood. "Singapore,"
"Lost Moment" and "Secret Beyond
the Door" are already earmarked for
the radio treatment.
"Secret" will be plugged by using
a "clinical- type" platter, Bergman
said, playing up the question of how
well a woman knows her husband
and vice versa. Fritz Lang, producer
of "Secret," will tour the cotintry

making

his appearance on local stations along with the platter airer.
also has slashed its field exploitation force to a skeleton, retain-

U

ing only two men in Chicago and
one on the West Coast. While the
action has been partly economy-inspired, main reason for the axeing
is the new type of pic-peddling by
which places practically all emphasis
on the use of flying teams from .the
homeoffice, according to Maurice
Bergman, U's eastern ad-pub head.
Men stationed in Boston, Cleveland
and* Atlanta have been eliminated.
Duo in Dallas and Cincinnati have
been brought back to the h.o. for
expansion of the central staff. Exploiteer in Philadelphia, only other
spot which used a fleldman, is being

U

Consequently, U has switched to the
operations and no longer requires a field force.

Jerry

Mayer

Sliced

Hollywood, Sept.

16.

Jerry Mayer, Metro studio manager and brother of Louis B. Mayer,
was operated on at Cedars of Lebanon Hospital, one of many operations he has undergone lately.
His condition last night was reported fair.

other settlements are

in the

also a

an

moment

Legal

bill

the average

for

anti-

truster costs the majors between
$60,000 and $70,000 to defend. That's
figuring lawyers fees, court costs,
printing of minutes and expenditures necessary for bringing witnesses, frequently company biggies,
to the scene for trial. Consequently,

strongest of the exhib-wielded court
forays are figured cheaper to settle
than to fight, providing the balm
doesn't come too high.

All costs of settlement, it's said,
are divided equally among the majors named in the suit regardless of
variance in income to different distribs in the particular locale. When
the usual happens an an affiliate or
indie chain is also named as defendant that circuit or circuits is
asked to foot a proportionate share
of the settlement-bite.
tilio.

Hollywood, Sept. 16.
United
California
Productions,
headed by Eugene Frenke, started
construction on a $100,000 building,
slated for completion in five months.
New structure will include facilities for television as well as motion
pictures.

Aussie

l:

last

United's

DC-6 Mainliner 300

Luxury

Flight

directed by Marshall Brown,
former director of Dallas Athletic
tion

i

i

Club.

The boys attend public school in
Copperas Cove, Texas. The ranch
staff and the faculty of the school
cooperate in a program for the boys

New

York 12 noon

UNITED
AIR LINES
42nd St. or
Pennsylvania Hotel or 1 Wall St.
Call Murray Hill 2-7300

Airlines Terminal,

or

80

E.

an authorized travel agent

several years.

Minneapolis and St. Paul situations.
Theatre Associates also is at
loggerheads with 20th-Fox, and- M.
A. Levy, 20th district manager, is
reported to have "walked out" on it

designed to adjust them to normal
life. Three boys from the ranch finished high school last year and are
being sent to college by the Variety
Club.

16.

Midnight preem of "Variety Girl"
Stanley for benefit of Tent No.
charities kicked in with clear
around $10,000. It was the

l's

show

grosser showmen's or-

$10.

In

addition

to

picture

D.C. Tent Adds 6

it-

New members

and outlays for film proAnswer to those two are

New

sizable

spending

in the erection of studios despite

such action would
the purchase of realty.
that

the

to investments in theatres or
exchange buildings, the reception has
been definitely cold. Aussie officials
are giving that the brush because
they assert realty purchases are not
permanent expenditures since the
properties can be sold and turned
to cash again. -Acquisition of stocks

Australian government lor 15 years
and extending credit and loans to
local theatre companies were forwarded to the Aussies several weeks
With the government shying
ago.
reps

in

of the proposals, in-

Canberra

are

still

McLEOD'S 'BIG FISH'
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
upon completion of "The Paleface" at Paramount,
will go back to New Hampshire for
extensive confabs with Corey Ford
on "The Big Fish," story of the
Alaska salmon run.
McLeod will produce the picture
independently next June from a
story by Ford.

McLeod,

For

Louis Nabes

St.

Using Old Systems
St. Louis, Sept.

•

16.

mum, with none

York Theatres
in

Sir

3

Bros.

New Hit

Bruce Bennett. Agnes Moorliead, Tarn D'Andrea
Directed by Oelmer Oaves
Produced by Jerry Wald

LIVE WITH

With

BROADWAY

EDMUND GWENtWASU

WARNER
I ATE

555

Person VICTOR

In

FATHER
WILLIAM

10 30

4M

Borralt

CI T

-

51st

BETTY GRABL.E

5545

fh«

Goldwyn Girk

•

I'l.l'S

Extra!

OX STAOK

HALEY

Jack

In

• Ella

,~recH/if/cotof!

Subject to limitations
Techni has agreed to
eight color pix annually for
for a five-year period. To ease
Rank's print problem in England,
Harrison also stipulated that the

LOGAN

JERRY MURAD'S HARMONICATS
* v» *
'"'

DAW
WY%J/i. I

in the spring.

DAN DAILEY
TIGHTS'

Century-Fox

20tli

Picture in Technicolor

\

presents

DANNY KAYE • VIRGINIA MAYO

i

and

5011.

St.

p.

facilities,

make
Rank

Hollywood plant would supply

RADIO CITY MUSIC HAIL"
Itbckeretler. Center

all

TRira

the Briton's print requirements
on pix distributed in the U. S.

of

H'wood

to

Service

JA

Since Rank's eight-per-year color

Hollywood

plant

U. S. distribution alone.

Rank's color films in production.
editing or just releasing are "Blanche
Fury," "Jassy," "Red Shoes" and
"Scott of the Antarctic." Korda's are

"Bonnie Prince Charlie" and "The
Ideal Husband."
Planned for early shooting are
Rank's "Beggar's Opera," "Colum"Far
From the Madding
bus,"
Crowd," "Mary of Magdala." "Melba"
and "Saraband for Dead Lovers."
"Blue Lagoon," another tintie. has
been temporarily shelved. Korda has

Repay"

set for tensing.

.

Larry

Columbia

Picture

•

IN

PARKS

TECHNICOLOR

I SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

,

'.

'.

BING CROSBY'

is

committed to delivering between
1,600 and 2,500 color prints to the
British for use here. Rank's pix take
anywhere from 200 to 350 prints for

"I Will

•

"DOWN TO EARTH"

Rank

films are all slotted for U. S. distribution
as
heavy coin - collectors.

Technicolor's

HAYWORTH

ON
,

I

SCREEN

n

S

'

8

."ir<,
c,1'"-N. Y. Showing!
,

st

;

IN PERSON

JOAN CAULFIELO

JOHN CALVERT

BARRY FITZGERALD

M-G-M's

"CYNTHIA"
|

TAYLOR

Murphy
Astor

rt'trrHOH

OillHi

KUZAI5KTII
IMienrsrc
j5jj|S^
.Mary

Kxtra!

KttUAN
OT1IKKS

I'Al'f/
PIllH

U e»
n
M

MOTHER WORE
A

SAMUEL GOIDWYN

Rascals

ri'J.KO

IVAItMiKS'

A
C
J T' D
I* «

Alr-Conditionod

MIDNIGHT FILM • CONTINUOUS

/

JOHNNY

AT 47TH STREET

Alexander Korda,

!

His Orchestra
Minevitch's Harmonica

starring

PITTS

— BWAY.

THEATRE
OPOl

IOMBARDO

and
-

^POWELL- DUNNE ^
^
ELIZABETH TAY L O WL

have eight in that bracket.
British pace has been hypoed, it's
been learned, through a deal which
closed with Kay Harrison,
head of Technicolor's British wing,
while the duo were in the U: S. late
on

Warner

"DARK" PASSAGE"
With

Rank's Color Bid
Rank and

.

flicker houses being cut to a mini-

*

'

dickering.

Norman

Ice Dearth Chills B.O.

Humphrey BOGART • Lauren BACAU

mean Rank

As

dustry

buying, making the decree's competitive bidding a joke.
Home office
counsel have been asked to deterif the combines' activities constitute a conspiracy to lower rentals
and would come under the anti•«!.'.
trust laws.

mine

16.

of Tent 11 of

is Continued from page
thur

,

ment would okay

hits,

amounts;

,

Members

Washington, Sept.

— in

each instance, the excould not be liquidated
There's also pretty strong indications, it's said, that the govern-

fact

o.

b.

it

an elimination of competition in

being delivered for
a three-day period up to Labor Day.
While the houses remained open
and attempted to use the cooling
system blowers to give a semblance
of comfort most of them warned
going increasingly more difficult customers that the cooling systems
and, in effect, combines have been were out. Many of them turned
trying to dictate deals, it's charged. away 75% of their normal attendBranch manager? say it's getting ance. The nabes have a total seatW. Whiteharder to sell than ever before be- ing capacity of 30,000.
cause the combines are so tough. sides, manager of the Shady Oak,
Five of them have sprung up here Clayton, explained that most of the
within the past two years and a ice-cooled houses used about six tons
large percentage of exhibitors has of ice nightly.

self, there was a presentation featuring most of the nitery acts in
town. At least a couple of thousand
were turned away at the door.

apparent
penditure
later.

outstanding

branch managers.

to

Branch managers say
to

lower than Columbia wanted."
The increasing buying power concentrated in and wielded by the
combines is making the distributors'

Variety Clubs
here are Donald W.
Chaban, Screen Guild salesman; Hal
J. Miller,
theatrical p.a.; Paul L.
Heller,
ad man; Murray Alvey,
Only Types Okayed
As things now stand, oply two Pathe News' tenser; William F. Gearof
expenditures have al- ing. Republic, and George Allen Dortypes
ready received government approval. sey, of NBC.
They're increased salaries and bonuses or pensions for local employees

many

so

according

negotiations again failed last

flat,
instead of on percentage as
originally demanded, "at a price
higher than we wanted to pay, but

ganization has ever had in its many
years of putting on these affairs for
its Heart Fund.
General admission tickets sold for
$2 but flock of donor ducats were
disposed of in advance at $5, $7.50

and

up

"we

,

profit of

biggest

"fair" profits.
can't play
everything." but never before in
local film industry history until the
combines came into being and became so powerful have so many important circuits and theatres passed

They

The prolonged heat wave, the
most severe in many years, is nickAmus. Co. (Par) and non-member ing grosses at '30 nabes that depend
theatres in Minneapolis and St. Paul on ice for their prewar aircondition
to record business,
A deal was fi- systems. Such a demand by housenally made, however, that combine holders, etc. for ice to alleviate
spokesmen say represented a "com- some of the conditions caused by
promise," the picture being bought heat resulted in deliveries to the

10G

Pittsburgh, Sept.
at

when

insist.

on "fair" deals

insist

will net them
also point out

week. Until last week Independent
Theatres
hadn't
bought
"Jolson
Story" although it played Minnesota

•

'Variety' Nets

on the other hand, are insistent
that investments take a form which
would prevent the distribs from
liquidating later and then bombarding the government for consent to
convert into dollars.

away from most
Leave

Arrive Los Angeles 8:10 p.m.

,

The non-profit buying combines
that have been and are refusing to
buy Paramount product are Theatre
Associates and Independent Theatres.
The former comprises the territory's largest independent circuits;
the latter, most of the important

the distributors

It's

are "unreasonable," they

that

OK

and bonds are also in the same category for the same reason.
All these proposals for expenditure
plus the added ones of purchasing
bonds to be held in escrow by the

"-tkeLo&Aitqe&t-*

and "Welcome

to Utopia," "Two. Years
Before the Mast" and "Lost Weekend," four weeks each, during the

friends and a careful proof health and physical educa-

gram

sies,

duction.

Frenke's 100G Bldg.

My Way"

who

They simply

and "Road

Majors exercise a form of puncWhere an affiliate is the
dominant exhibitor in the sector, it
Albany Variety Bldg. Fund Drive
has the final say on settlement.
That's so even where the opportuAlbany, Sept. 16.
nity presents itself for a major to
Albany Variety Club is starting to
Idea, of raise money
pull out on cheap terms.
for a clubroom-buildcourse, is not to leave one or more ing fund at the suggestion
let out.
of Second
Assistant Chief National Barker C.
U's field exploitation staff never defendants holding the bag.
J. .Latta,
was as large as that of the other
Warner zone manager.
majors, Bergman explained. MoreLatta urged this after members decided against a proposal to rent
over, company has found use of local
exploiteers ineffective in building
quarters on Elk street.
hot campaigns for local openings.
Continued from page 6
h.o.

calls attention to the fact

Stranger" have run eight weeks each
downtown Minneapolis for their
initial
engagements;
"California,"
and "Blue Skies," five weeks each,

in

new

ride,
j

I

last

tried out
of

The ad

that "Going

.

I

Supreme Court.

U. S.

in

U

"Welcome "unreasonable."

utilizing

is

Stranger" newspaper advertising to
point out that no other company
can boast a record for boxoffice hits
in Minneapolis to equal it.

|

in

new approach with "Time Out

company

j

down by the
Number of

Mind" and "Song

the

NW 'Boycotting' Par and Others

In

Minneapolis, Sept. 16.
come within the folds of one of
With two of the territory's biggest them.
On their part, members of the
non-profit buying combines in effect
combines
deny that their groups are
"boycotting" Paramount product, the

K

wind. Action by the Deluxe,
Chi nabe house, may wind up
Tbeatco
out-of-court deal
suit against the majors in San Francisco was almost settled last week
but negotiations broke down at the

'

cost of $40,000 each.
By way of experiment,

2 of the Largest Buying Combines

COIN FOR BOYS' RANCH

I

exhib plaintiff's, operating six
Tent 17 of the Variety Club of
houses in Memphis, who joined in a
trlple-damager against the majors Texas sponsored the eighth annual
and the.Lightman circuit. Suit has Turtle Derby here Sept. 13 to aid in
been settled for a lump sum in ex- raising money for the Variety Club
cess of $200,000, presumably to be
Boys Ranch of Copperas Cove, Texas.
split among the six theatres. PlainThere are 42 boys now living on this
tiffs operate the Tallewild, Airway,
Lucianus, Hollywood, Bristol and 4,000-Sfcre ranch in central Texas
and this Variety Club expects to
Rosemary theatres.
have more than 100 there by next
Suit of the Schoenstadt chain
year. Some of them, who have never
against the distribs and the B &
broken any law, would have been
circuit has also been called off after
sent to the Texas Juvenile Training
Schoenstadt turned down a cash of- School
if the Boys Ranch had not
fer of $150,000 which jockeying
taken them.
might have raised considerably. In
Fear and uncertainty faced these
that case, plaintiff won day-andbefore
they were lucky enough
boys
date run for its Piccadilly With
B & K's Southtown rather than the to be accepted by the ranch. The first
sizeable chunk, of cash. Agreement, days at the ranch are revelations
to the average new boy. They get all
it's, understood, extends for five
years but is subject to anything the food they can eat, a good bed
security. There are horses to
•contrary in the final decree handed and

PALACE
HENRY FONDA
VSJCErffPlllCE
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The Opposition Speaks Up!

NBC Crime-Doesn t-Pay-Before-9:30

Atlantic City, Sept. 16.
of the NAB'* tough new code getting "the nod! this week
vanished this evening (Tues.) as more than a dozen indies and small
network affiliates urged the appointment of a new committee to review
and rewrite commercial code limitations more to their liking. They also
asked for an industry-wide referendum before the NAB board voted on
any code, and suggested rewording of several program sections of the
present document. In view of the kickback on the code, the convention
session to discuss it was recessed until Thursday (18) noon. As a result,
it was believed the NAB board would not get around to a code vote
before a post-convention meeting scheduled for November, at the ear-

Any hope

Pays Off—With Bronx Cheers

Edict

Atlantic City, Sept. 16.

-f

NBC copped itself a whopping
play in the press of the nation last
weekend with a pre-NAB conven-

Eye Orient APRS

Hollywood, Sept. 16.
announcement of an NBC
Lt. Col. R. E. Kearney, comman"crimp code" banning all whodunitmystery stuff on the web before dant of Armed Forces Radio Service,
8:30 p.m., New York time. But about flies to the Pacific and Orient today
all NBC collected by way of re- (Tues.) to inspect and survey existaction from the competing networks ing broadcasting facilities and operawas a chorus of Bronx cheers. Top tions, of AFRS.
execs of CBS, ABC and Mutual
Aim is to set up permanent intion

scornfully characterized the move stallations in the area covered.
as "hooey," "unrealistic" and "a lot
of hokum," pointing out that NBC
had nothing to lose by it.

KLZ'S

NBC

whodunit

now

aired

"Ellery Queen,"
is
its Sunday 6:30 p.m.
spot after Sept. 21. It would be another story, the feeling went, if NBC
prexy Niles Trammell were carrying
a block of such shows "before the
designated "curtain" time.
Frank Stanton, CBS prexy, said it
was more a matter of a show's content and treatment rather than the
time. Edgar Kobak, Mutual prexy,

was cited,
which Will exit
it

lift to

i.e., that the
code imposes maximum commercial limitations but sets
no minimum standards for public service broadcasting.
A similar contention that the web's views got most recognition in the
NAB code was expressed by Fred Fletcher, WRAL, Raleigh, who pointed
out that 250-watters, even though web affiliates, got less than 30% of
their revenue from net sales and had to depend primarily on local sponsors. Fletcher demanded a referendum before any code vote was taken.
major awards for outstanding proElmo Green, KFTD, Ft. Dodge, la., blasted the code as "window dressgramming, promotion and coming and in bad taste," characterized it as "negative and confused," and
munity service.
claimed its adoption would only "forge a weapon for our enemies." Miller
KLZ, DENVER.
denied; these charges, declaring it was not the NAB board's purpose to
adopt, a code immediately, but to study all criticism. He added that
the proposed code was whipped together in a hurry only to satisfy the

TERRY

B.

of
winner
three-times
KLZ,
Variety's annual Showmanagement
Award, has, in addition during the
past six years, received 25 other

Trammell Gives

before the 9:30 deadline in the east,

The indies' anti-code campaign was sparked by WNEW (N.Y.) program
manager Ted Coil, who claimed commercial sections of the document
gave network stations competitive 'advantage in attracting advertiser
dollars. NAB prexy Justin Miller then asked Cott to head an Indie
committee to draft alternative provisions. Miller said he was mulling a
preamble to the code which would answer another of Cott's objections,

SHOW MANAGER

HUGH

*

Only

liest.

Summer

Radio Hypoing
Atlantic City, Sept. 16.
Niles Trammell, NBC prexy, took
time out during the web's convention here to give impetus to the
whole new concept on giving meaning to summertime radio.
Among the major resolutions
passed at the NBC convention was
one urging support of the move to
make bigtime radio a 52-week proa few
position,
as was outlined

ABC

in Middle

»:30 p.m.
In addition to the

•

pre-9:30

writing, etc.

What
Code is

The Hard

No Legal Privacy Right
In Radio,

important in the Crime
the fact that the ban will
all local crime program-

is

RCA, NBC Tiff

On Video

rule,

the web drew up an eight-point set
of format restrictions soft-pedaling
the bang-bang stanzas on over-lurid

apply to
ming by

In

Newspapers

Ruled by Chicago Judge
Chicago, Sept.

16.

Agency men, broadcasters and
Just how effective the NBC regu- newspaper execs hailed the decision
lations will be in terms of minimiz- of Judge George M. Fisher, of the
ing the impact of such shows «n Illinois circuit court, who last week
kids is considered problematical.
sustained the Russel M. Seeds ad
The general feeling is that, unless agency in its contention that there is
Ell webs and stations fall in with no legal right of privacy In Illinois
NBC's policy, it won't have teeth. as far as radio and newspapers are
For the question immediately raised concerned.
is: what's to prevent competing staThe decision was handed down
tions around the country from mak- in a suit brought by John and Jesing a bid to pick up juve audiences sie Hunter, who were depicted withby really going to town on a pre- out consent in a 1941 NBC airer
9:30 showcasing of whodunits.
"Wings of Destiny," sponsored by
Brown and Williamson Tobacco Co.
The couple asked $100,000 damages.
Defense attorneys John Moser and
FASHION
SLAVES
Morris Leibman argued that, insofar

TO

as libel or slander are not inv loved,
the right of privacy doesn't exist in
Illinois. In dismissing the suit Judge
Atlantic City, Sept. 16.
Hotel protocol and humid sticky Fisher granted the Hunters permisweather are biggest headaches to sion to file an amended complaint.
NAB conventioneers. The radio men
couldn't do much about the weather
but raised plenty of noise about
Clay
in Serious
jron-clad hotel rules which required

MOP UP AT NAB MEET

Way

NAB

complicated transmission
It

New

York, to Mount
then to Philco in
with two speciallyantennas to
gap between Philly

relay
City.

Family spat

—

as

between

ABC

tells

RCA

lot of the broadcasters are reof the fact that the code's
contents had been kept under wraps
until yesterday (Mon.), 24 hours beprexy Justin Miller was
fore
throwing it pn the floor for discussion with the attitude of many being: "Why should we buy a pig in
a poke?"
It appears a certainty that the
NAB board of directors won't adopt
the code-at the close of the convention this week, despite widespread
sentiment that immediate action is
necessary lest the broadcasters revert to a state of inertia. Rather,
it appears a foregone conclusion that
the board will hold off on a decision
until it is specially-convened again

NAB

setup

along with a local showing at the
Hotel Ambassador.

NBC

ABC

Kept Under Wraps

A

was case of transmitting
Kmpire State Bldg.

Rose, N. J.,
Philadelphia,
constructed
complete the
and Atlantic

Continued from page 1
wise the annual confab has resolved are backing the code, as reflected
a mere "here-we-go- for example in the expressions of
itself
into
Sigurd Larmon, president of Young
again" reprise.
As the delegates assembled in Con- and Rubicam, But the fact remains
vention Hair this afternoon for the that some other agencies have definaligned
themselves
all-important discussion of the code, itely
agflinst
the question of whether the industry adoption of the code.
Here's the four network .affiliate
would buy it seemed to rest with the
pocketbook-conscious small station position on the code: NBC affiliates
operators who, through their mul- were first to come out for the code,
tiple local plug-ugly deals, are bound even though its contents were unat
time resolution
to be most vitally affected by adop- known
was
tion of the code. Consensus of a passed.
CBS affiliate advisory board voted
large segment of the broadcasters is
that it will take a steamroller to put "strong endorsement" of the new
it across, for opposition to the new code, with web prexy Frank Stanstandards of practice appeared to ton recalling it was board chairman
be mounting on the eve of the code William S. Paley who shouted up
the code cry at last year's meeting.
airing.

sentful

RCA

to date.

from the
tower in

Radio's $430,000,000 Question

Stunt

Atlantic City, Sept. 16.
In unveiling its large screen
(5x7 feet), television projection
before
delegates here,
was confronted" with the most

affiliates.

demands "of the trade press, the general press, arid critics of radio."
gripe against code provisions on controversial programs came from
UAW-CIO radio director Allen Saylor, who protested the clauses limiting
these stints to certain time periods, banning dramatizations, and permitting only ."qualified authorities" to discuss -controversial subjects.

A

"It's just as though we were
going to tell you that we won't
carry any soap operas, simply because we don't have any." Mark
Woods, ABC prexy, also chimed in
with "hooey."
NBC termed its move a step designed to combat the gangup of criticism from social and welfare orAtlantic City, Sept. 16.
ganizations and other groups pro- weeks back in Variety.
ABC, which had planned a cooptesting the airing of bang-bang stuff
The convention participants took erative large-screen tele promotion
before children's bedtime.
official cognizance of the plans of stunt at the NAB
convention with
Actually, the Crime Code ban, Eddie Cantor to stay on the air on a
and paralleling that put on by RCA•which sets a 9 p.m. local-time "cur- year-round basis on behalf of his
NBC, got the raw end of the deal
tain" for the Mountain and Coast sponsor, Pabst, on the theory that
when an intramural spat between
zones, will call for some reshuffling summertime listening is being unRCA and NBC knocked these plans
of schedules in the two western re- dersold: that even bigger audiences
into a cocked hat.
gions, which now are taking NBC's are to be had if the programming
ABC had planned to work cheek
late-hour whodunits live and will warrants.
by jowl with NBC in staging a telehave to platter them for later hours.
NBC and its affiliates thus voted cast of an aquacade from the Hotel
Mystery airers on NBC's sked, and to get behind Cantor's drive to perBrighton boardwalk pool last Fritheir N.Y. airing times, are: "Molle suade other top personalities to stay
day (12) which was to have been reMystery Theatre,"- Fridays at 10 on the year-round, with a reciprocal
layed by courtesy of an RCA link
p.m.; Pall Mall's "The Big Story," guestar system for perhaps a* month's
to WFIL, Philly, and broadcast there
Wednesdays at 10 p.m., and Bristol- summer and a month's winter layoff.
Myers' "Mr. D.A.," Wednesdays at

said:

and

the story-

spoiled the arrangement with result
that no link was available for ABC
director Paul Mowrey's big

tele

show. Only audience was handful
of viewers at the Hotel Ambassador
here. RCA did come through with a
few hundred yards of line to carry
the show several blocks down the
beach from the Hotel Brighton.
ABC recouped part of its tele loss
with a second showing of the Brighton aquacade Sunday (14) with a
special press demonstration. Energetic Mowrey also had crews at work

in

board empowered to act as it sees
fit. Nevertheless
it was because of
prexy Justin Miller's desire to sound
out full industry sentiment that the
code was brought before the floor.
Originally scheduled for airing on
Thursday, the closing day of the
convention,

it

was moved up

to

Tuesday, second day of the confab,
on the premise that the problem
should be tackled while it was still
hot, that by Thursday many broadthem to wear coats in all hotel lob
Condition After Fall filming NAB registrants
casters would be deserting the conbies, bistros and dining rooms.
for a special
Added grievance was fact that
Atlantic City, Sept. 16.
Sunday night show. The pix were vention. Also regarded as a factor
hotels required not only coats but
stimulating interest in the code
Clay Morgan, assistant to the pres- flown to Philly for broadcast over
,ties as well in the dining rooms and
was the avowal of support from NBC
ident of NBC, was rushed to At- WFIL,
along
with
simultaneous
Mb;iars. Result was sweating, open lantic City Hospital Saturday (13) viewing at A.C.'s Ambassador
and its affiliated stations at the
hotel.
shirted NAB'ers panted around to night when he hit his head on the
web's convention which preceded
sessions with coats over their arms concrete in a fall at the Claridge
the NAB meet. Similarly CBS, ABC
and a spare tie in their pockets.
and Mutual came out for a new code
Hotel,
NBC Convention Head- Swift's
'Club' Renewal
and it's from the bigtime affiliate
quarters.
stations that support must come.
Morgan was in a semi-conscious
condition throughout Sunday, with a
Eases
Locals The Problem
Exec Minds
Gaines Changes Mind
specialist
It's the low-powered regional and
rushed
from
PhilChicago, Sept. 16.
Jim Gaines, manager of WNBC, adelphia to attend him. On Monday
local station that comprises 70% of
Swift Co. last week renewed its
the NAB membership that has to be
the New York flagship of NBC, has he regained full consciousness but
share of "The Breakfast Club" for
reckoned with and since the NAB
changed his mind about accepting his condition was reported as another 13 weeks, effective
Oct. 16, board wants its final
still serious.
decision on
and ABC's sales execs here let out a
spots for Howard Hughes' "Outlaw"
adoption or rejection to reflect the
sigh of relief. Although they felt
film which" had a belated preem in
se- overall sentiment, the
commercial
cure that Swift wouldn't walk out
of hot potato is due for plenty
N.Y. last week.
of toss"Club," these execs have had their
The
Sinatra Story
ing around.
However, the "about face" came
fingers crossed ever since Swift
sevHollywood, Sept. 16.
Another factor that might mitigate
eral weeks ago expressed its
cnly after Hughes himself personally
dis- the chances of
Frank Sinatra should get a chance pleasure over
adoption, is the opthe admission of Toni
intervened, squawking that WNBC
position from advertising agencies
to tell his own story if plans of Bob
was being unfair, since the New McLaughlin, disk jockey on KLAC, Permanent Hair Wave as another who have been doing some quiet
client.
campaigning to help kill the code.York state stigma had been removed. do not go awry— as they are wont to
The food outfit told ABC at the Its their
contention that there's ng
Gaines said he wasn't aware that do with Frankie.
time that it was peeved at Toni's
ac- need for such drastic cleaning up
On Sept. 19 McLaughlin turns his ceptance as
t he o ff-cial heat was off and gave
.co-sponsor of the "Club" of commercials, that
the potshots
entire
because when it (Swift) originally at
ffies and the agency an okay.
radio stem primarily from newsS
made
the deal for participation in paper
Originally Gaines had turned down guest, telling
publishers who don't own staand being asked hi the show there was
an understand- tions and are resentful of the
the spots because he thought, the film 'story. During this time
coin
some
20
Sina
ing
that only products with kitchen being
1
unci exploitation were in x ba'd tasted tra disks will
'"
poured into radio's coffers.
be airVd'
appeal would be accepted.
*
True, some of the larger agencies

Morgan

They urged "thorough study"
Bob

tion.

before adoption. Mutual veepee

Swezey urged stations to endorse a
set of standards, even if they couldn't

way clear to going along
with the document as now
Swezey said both he and
Ed Kobak favored present
code. But he did not call (or vote of
see their

100%

written.

'

prexy

affiliates.

ABC EXECS OK OUTDOOR
BILLBOARD CAMPAIGN

November.
Full NAB membership vote

is not
required under the by-laws with the

prexy Mark Woods and Rog-

er Clipp, of WFIL, Philly, chairman
of the Stations Planning and Advisory Committee, called for a board
code but cautioned against hasty ac-

Atlantic City, Sept.

16.

Plan for blanket ad coverage of
main highways in the U. S. with

all

giant-size lighted billboards got the

nod from ABC affiliates meeting
with web execs here yesterday (15).
ABC is first web to plug a nationwide outdoor ad campaign and has
skedded campaigns for all five M.
and O.

Web
its

ABC

stations.
also tried for big play with

affiliates

on

Newsweek

biog

(Sept. 15) plugging infant ABC's
spiraling billings, in face of slumps
on other three webs this year, and

web's coup on disking Crosby de-

major web opposition.

spite

'

ABC

^X^IX ft

i

'

'

'

'

'

'

/Queen' Sold Out
Chicago, Sept.

16.

Dotted line action by the International Milling Co. of Minneapolis
last week put the sold-out tag across
the board on Mutual's "Queen for a
Day." The flour firm wrapped up

Monday,

Wednesday,

and

Friday

quarter hours on 193 stations of the
Dixieland circuit.
A. A. Crooks of Dallas is the
agency.

NEW

CHI RADIO REPS

Chicago, Sept. 16.
Lorenzen and Thompson, newspaper reps, disclosed last week' that
they were entering the radio rep
field, beginning Nov. 1.
James J. Devine, v.p., will lead
the

new

radio division in the

New

York

office and Carlin S. French
be manager of radio operations
Chicago office. French was
former owner of WTMV in East St.

will

of/ the

Louis,

111.""
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TRAMMELL SPARKS NBC MEET
Wted Front' By

Miller Calls for

NAB's load Map to Good Radio' Stirs

REBEL GROUP

B casters; Warns vs. Trend of Govt.
Domination of
By DOROTHY"

Quick, Watson!
Atlantic City, Sept.

NAB

radio,

tional

headlined

NAB

CBS

prexy

NAB

to

at

affair.

in

heat

back Lulu MeConnell, "and
where are you going to find one
at this

all in
can't listen to

SigLannonWarns;

from section 326 of the communications act."
Miller's draft of a new "free radio"
bill will be released to the press to-

Cites

Atlantic City, Sept. 16.
CBS rivalry even extended into the festive hoopla cooked
up for the annual convention. CBS
Dinner-Dance Sunday (14) night at

and

Traymore, jampacked with 700, was
highlighted by an Irving MansfieldWerner Michel "production" starring Dorothy Shay and Abe Burrows. NBC sparked its own convention with a double-decker dinnerdance-entertainment fiesta Friday
(12) and Saturday nights at Claridge
Hotel hdg., also with lots of talent
on hand.
Only squawk at the three dinners

the ball rolling toward a
prehensive industry job

broke

entertainment.
With 706 radio people there to whoop
it up, there wasn't a guy around who
could fix the mikes. But the Bur-

combo

wowed

when

shows, citing specifically
crime and detective and
comedy programs. He also deplored
the lack of an adequate censorship
"in spite of every safeguard" and
supported the industry's move for a
code to combat commercial extaste

of
mystery,

But above all, in the opinion of
Larmon, what radio needs is "the
courageous exercise of more original thinking" designed to develop
new talent and new types of pro-

sponsor in mind is indeterminable.
Jack Runyon of Biow has been in
huddles with Rogers and his packager, Mai Bo>l, and writer Ray
Buffum on several -occasions.
Likely that initial platter will be
c^it out of town since the show will
have a talent runoff format a la the
standard "amateur" show and touch
of too much professionalism here
might hinder. Idea will not, how
ever, b» tyro but nearer a combination of both, using unknown pros

Detroit) Rump committee "Mountain" of opposition brought forth a
"mouse." Further, it helped establish a more cohesive functioning of
(Continued on page 42)

NAB

Curtiss Mailing

Assn. Has More Members

Yet Smaller Percentage
Atlantic City, Sept. 16.
Here's one for the books.
The annual report of the
shows a smaller percentage of broadcasters joined up as
association
members than a few years ago, yet
paradoxically
has, numerically,

Quiz

Chicago, Sept.

16.

about

all

Reason, of course, is the wholesale
invasion of new licensees into the
field.

fast,

FCC's been giving them out so
that NAB hasn't had time yet

to sign them up.
Report shows 63% of the
number of standard broadcast

total
sta-

members. A few years back
was 74%. Total NAB membership,
today numbers 1,372

tions as

incidentally,
stations.

Plus Basis

Stang goes to the Coast

tomorrow

(Thurs.) to become a
regular featured stooge on the Eddie
Cantor show resuming Sept. 25 on
for Pabst, He bowed off the
Milton Berle and .Henry Morgan
stanzas to take the Cantor spot.

NBC

to

get $800 a week, with yearly options
to $1,250 after five years, with

yp

the deal involving guest appearances
on uon-competitive programs.
t
|

shows impact of widespread criticism from women's clubs and other
organized pressure groups in children and crime program categories.
About 90% of the code, according

was voted to reannually.
However,

NAB

it

to
Fair,

P&G

new

Warning

Pulls Props

On

Rate Boosts
Atlantic City, Sept.

What

16.

of hope might
have remained in any attempt of the
networks to boost their rates among
advertisers
was seen completely
last vestige

eliminated in Procter & Gamble's
warning, via its general manager,
Neil H. McElroy, the P&G- is striving
"for a more efficient use of its ad-

tively.

Bitter opposition from sponsoradvertising groups has already forced
(Continued on page 40)
.

vertising dollar."

Question of networks hiking their
rates in a bid to offset upped operating costs has come up periodically

Disker Assn.

Move

ently McElroy's note of warning is
seen as the clincher that the net-

works had the

TO
RESUME PACT TALKS

Cleveland

Feller,

Indians

the star of a tran-

is

scribed sports quiz series produced

and

syndicated

.

by

Frank

Chase.

"Your Sports Question Box,"

Titled

will be sold as an open-end twice-

it

weekly

15-minute

sponsorship.

series

The

first 13

have already been waxed.
a 52-week guarantee.

Show
ball,

for

local

programs
Feller

is

will cover not only basealso football, basketball,

but

weeks ago when the companies challenged the union's claim of representing a majority of the directors.
Since then, the Guild has held
strike votes of the memberships of

York, Chicago and Las AnAs expected, the New

Similar efforts toward organizareps over the years
likewise failed with similar
reason often cited.

Entire

length
tions,

partment and wrole and produced

Tie-in with Photoplay mag would
provide brief summary of latest film
news. Show is packaged by Green
Associates of Chi.

the original "Superman" series. He
is also putting together a television
show about pool and billiards, titled
\

Linkletter to

recognizing the
bargaining agent for the
writers,
and establishing a 90%
Guild shop, but on condition that
the balance of the issues could be
effective,

RWG

Resume

As Tarty/

little

Agreement was reached before
22, when the Taft-Hartley Law

tors to cross-country trips.

Your Cue:;

still

Aug.

Guild as

de-

is

'People' M.C.

After confabs with General Elec-

and Young & Rubicam execs.
Art Linkletter returned to the Coast
over the weekend to resume as m.c.
of the "House Party" and "People
Are Funny" audience participation
shows. He and Mrs. Linkletter spent
tric

a week in New York after a vacation tour of Latin America.
"House Party" will be sponsored
on a five-afternoons-a-week basis

again this season on

of contract, working condiair credit, etc., remain to be

became

transcription

situation

After breaking off negotiations last
week, the Radio Writers Guild and
the networks resumed huddles on a
minimum contract covering all
scripters of commercial and sustaining programs, but have made little
progress toward reaching an agreement. As before, the prime issue is
still that of the rights to written material.
Questions of minimum fees,

This is the first series Chase has
syndicated on his own. although he

NBC

have

changed from that of a year ago.
Writers, Webs Huddle

Chase.

the

tion of station

chapter surprised by refusing to
support a walkout call, and the
Coast group did the unexpected by
voting to back up a strike.

discussed.

"It's

tions.

geles locals.

tennis,
golf,
swimming and even
such non-athletic games as bowling,
pool. etc.
Chase is the m.c, producer and writer of the series, and
is co-director with Gertrude (Mrs.)

started

Major motive among some of the
open-enders for organizing was the
position they have found themselves
in as exhibitors at the NAB-directed
layout in Convention Hall.
The
open-enders have been complaining
over fact that while they could display their wares on exhibition floor
they had to take their prospects into
hot stuffy rooms elsewhere for audi-

four networks will resume negotiations Monday (22) for a possible national contract for directors.
The
talks were broken off about six

local voted overwhelming endorsement of the union's negotiating
committee. However, the Chicago

BOB FELLER TO STAR ON

Atlantic City, Sept. 16.
organize open-end pro-

tive state to insure a sound organisation.

The Radio Directors Guild and the

New

to

ducers
and
other
transcription
makers into an association of their
own blew up Monday (15) when
some of the major companies in the
field rejected membership. Attitude
of the latter was that the business
was still in a questionably competi-

right slant all along.

NETS, DIRECTORS

its

program director Harold

could be put into operation
immediately. Dangerous 10% is tha
limit
on
commercial copy
(three-minute ceiling on all 15-minute shows regardless, etc.).
This
will be target of most industryadvertiser-agency opposition. Evea
if accepted by the ad men and nonaffiliated stations, these provisions
would not go into effect immediately
since present station-ad vertiser contracts woffld in no way be affected
by the new code.
Disk - jockey shows, "musical
clocks." shopping guides and morning stints would be hardest hit by
the code strictures. There are now
no limits on number or duration of
such plug-uglies but they would be
subject to same conditions as singlesponsor shows' under the new code.
This means three minutes plug per
quarter-hour segment and one and
two minutes for five and 10-minute
multiple-sponsored shows, respec-

whether it will be held as a
"trailer" to the Industry convention, as was done this year, will
be left to the stations to decide.

enactment of scene. Winning actor,
chosen by audience applause, would
receive loot ranging from refrigera-

.

(Mon ). Document borrows generously from current network credos
of the past three NAB codes, and

York

Andre on

salvaged of his invasion of Hollywood, is novel in that each flve-aweek show would be preceded by a
two-hour warmup at which current
film would be unreeled.
During 30minute broadcast following, six contestants would be quizzed on pic
with top scorers taking roles in re-

Into Cantor Spot

style that
prise
it

NAB

pitching ace,

Curtiss Candy is mulling new
film-quiz show. "Reach for a Star,"
that Chi announcer Pierre Andre
dreamed up during his recent sojourn' on the Coast.
is

NAB

May) — will

NAB

Bob

New

Cross-Board Pic

which

to the spring (in

be held on the Coast, with a lot
of the boys drumming it up for a
Frisco confab. Others want it in
Los Angeles. Board wilt decide
Thursday (18).
Meanwhile, NBC's first convention came off in such grand

among the networks. But web execs have been influenced in_thfiir_re-_
luctance to take the drastic step solely by an awareness that they might
invite an exodus of bankrollers out
of radio into other media.
Appar-

Proves Paradox—

'SPORTS QUESTION BOX'

Idea,

,

'Go Ahead' On Reforms
It gave Trammell the "go ahead"
on reforms designed to curb commercial abuses on the NBO kilocycles as the Harry Bannister (WWJ,

grams.

as well.

is

on public

relations.

it

cesses.

Hollywood, Sept. 16.
It's the Biow' Co: that's interested
in the airshow being readied by
Charles (Buddy) Rogers, though the

cial

16.

Looks like the next annual
convention— to be moved

NAB
up

started

It

more com-

time.

BUDDY ROGERS AIRER

Understood the young comic

in."

Larmon also saw a great need of
improving the moral tone and good

heard

Atlantic City, Sept.

and urging the af-

"come on

more members than any previous

'em.

On $800

to

filiates

tening.

6I0W AGENCY EYES

Arnold

programming with

blocks of time devoted to a single
kind of program. Such sameness, he
argued, deprives the listener of exercising a reasonable choice in lis-

down during

rows-Shay

Larmon,
president
of
Rubicam agency, warned

unbalanced

lack of air-conditioning. The
joints roasted.
Also, CBS mikes

Atlantic City, Sept. 16.
NAB's toughest industry code
calculated to cut volume of commercopy heard on the nation's ether
lanes anywhere from 3% to 20%
was released to the press by
prexy Justin Miller here yesterday

Next Meet Going West

During its two - day meet, NBC
jumped headlong into the television
picture, beating the drums for a
"now or never" projection of video
into the bigtime

times by developing improved standards in programming. He cited the
case of his own agency, as an illustration, pointing to the fact that
while Y&R's overall billings are at
an all-time high, the agency's been
taking it on the chin, radiowise, during the past year.
Larmon asserted that the leadership and guidance must come. from
the networks, "particularly in correcting certain program conditions
which provoke public criticism." For
example, Larmon deplored the tendency for networks and broadcasters
to concentrate on certain types of
programs which, he says, makes for

was

NAB

Curbs on Diskers, Giveaways, Plugs

a succession of Trammell - inspired
acts that sent the delegates away
feeling they had not come in vain.

Atlantic City, Sept. 16.

the radio industry that the lush days
were over, that it was a case now
of keeping pace with the changing

Social Side
NBC

&

Young

Webs Show Off

of a reso-

urging passage of an

improved broadcasting
for
practices, with -NBC
affiliates
by
their pre-NAB convention action
thus becoming the first to shout it
up for an industry code, highlighted

Y&RBiUmgs

(Continued on page 40)
Sigurd

The unanimous adoption
lution

Commercials Cut Up to 20%;

code

lush Days Over,'

remove certain words

—

hour when they're

bed so that they
crime shows?"

.

maneuver

wound up

Tom Howard remarked

official pointed to
ahead." He warned
a "long
that unless broadcasters maintain a
radio will
"American
front/
united
be taken over, step by step, until it
becomes a Government operation."
trends
in that
He listed as obvious
direction "operations of the FCC,
pursuing the philosophy of the Blue
movements for state sysBook,"
tems of broadcasting and "efforts to
play down the constitutional guarantee of free speech evidenced by
.

rib

first

of quiz crossfire with his troupe.
"Why, even a schoolboy could
spell 'Mississippi'." "Yeah," shot

fight

.

its

vaudeville that

FCC

The

in

policy on programs
during the dinner Columbia
gave its affiliates at the Traymore Sunday night (14). Needle
was applied during personal appearance of "It Pays To Be
Ignorant." which was part of the

only technications act to give
nical jurisdiction over radio operations.

got

16.

NBC's new

Justin Miller's omnibus report to the
today
convention
City
Atlantic
(Tues).
a new
Miller's speech sparked
drive for amendment of the commu-

*

Radio Setup

Int'l

HOLLO WAT

Atlantic City, Sept. 16.
Urgent plea for a united broadradio legislacasters' battle for free
code to
the
tion support for
programming,
raise level of present
and a grim warning that the broadcasters move against trend toward
Government domination of interna-

Conflict;

[
Atlantic City, Sept. 16.
NBC's first convention for affiliate
station members will perhaps best
be remembered as projecting the
network's prexy, Niles Trammel',
into topnotch industry leadership
ranks for his sparking of constructively-slanted accomplishments.
It was virtually the unanimous expression of affiliate delegates that
the
network's initial
convention
came off with resounding success
success in terms of establishing,
closer working relationship between
the parent network and the affiliates,
in dissolving a- minor insurrection
among a group of midwest station
operators who were concerned over
the possibility of NBC reforms hurting their pocketbooks, and overall
formulating of policy to improve industry standards.

CBS by

General

&

Electric, through Y
R.
It was
originally sponsored by the same
firm on a five-a-week schedule, but
1

later reduced to thrice-weeklv spon
sorship and finally dropped, because
of labor troubles at the GE plant at
Bridgeport. It has been a CBS sustainer in the interim.
"People Are
Funny" continues Friday nights on
NBC for Brown & Williamson,
through the Seeds agency.
Various people have been m.c. on

worked out. Sam Moore.
president, planed out Monday night (15)
Party" and "People Are
for Hollywood, after participating in "House
.Funny" during Linkletters absencef**"negotiations for 10 days.
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use of the term "Court' in a program
Atlantic City, Sept. 16.
title, in such a manner as to create
is the full text of
the false impression that the proceedings broadcast are. vested with
judicial or official authority, should
not be employed.
bership airing tomorrow (Thurs.):
Professional Advice
Section 1
Broadcasting of legal, medical or
STANDARDS FOB ALL
other professional advice, diagnosis
The standards enunciated in Sec- or treatment should be permitted
tion lot this Code apply to the treat- only in conformity with the law, and
recognized ethical and professional
ment of all types of programs.
Religion
standards.
Sports Events
The subject of religion should invariably be treated with respect.
The regular and recurrent broadJleverence should mark any mention casting of information relating to
of the name of God, His attributes prevailing odds on any sports event,
or powers. Reference to religious the effect of which could be expected
faiths, tenets or customs should be to encourage gambling, Should not
respectful and in good taste,-free of be permitted.
Section 2
prejudice and ridicule.
STANDARDS FOR SPECIFIC
Religious rites— baptism,, marriage,
should
burial and other sacraments
priest
News Broadcasts
be portrayed with accuracy.
broadcasts should keep
or minister, when portrayed in his
1. News
informed fairly, acpeople
calling, should be vested with the the
without sensational
dignity of his office.
curately and
Race, Creed, Color
treatment.
commentary and anNo program should be considered
2. News
acceptable which derides, misrepre- alysis should be clearly identified as
sents or attacks any person or in- such. The broadcaster's news servstitution by reason of race, creed, ice should be fair, balanced and uncolor or national origin.
biased, representing all significant
Profanity and Obscenity
and pertinent phases of opinion upon
pro- issues of public importance.
blasphemous,
Sacrilegious,
fane, salacious, obscene, vulgar or
3. Broadcasters should be at all
indecent material should not be times responsible for the control of
broadcast.
the content and format, and presSex
entation of all news, commentary
In
All reference to sex should be and news analysis broadcasts.
within the limits of good taste and no circumstance should, such redecency. Dramatic situations, dialog sponsibility be delegated to a sponor lyrics which are suggestive or sor or other person or agency.
involve "double entendre" should not
4. Newscasters, analysts and combe used.
mentators should be members of the
rape, broadcaster's staff or be directly and
seductions,
Sex crimes
etc, and sex abnormalities are net solely responsible to the broadcaster
desirable subjects for broadcast.
for the content, format and presentaMarriage and the Home
tion of their news, commentary and
Respect for the sanctity of mar- news analysis broadcasts.
riage and the home should be main5. News should not be broadcast
Marriage or extra-marital in such a manner as to create alarm
tained.
relations should not be made a vehi- or panic.
cle for suggestive or offensive lines.
6. Good taste should always preAdultery and other infractions of vail in the selection and handling of
moral law should not be presented news.
Stpries of crime or sex
as glamorous or socially or morally should at all times be handling withexcusable.
out morbid, sensational or alarming
Divorce should not be casually details. .
treated or advanced as the normal
should
exercise
7. Broadcasters
No particular discrimination in the acsolution to marital problems.
material tending to break down ceptance and placement of comjuvenile respect for parents, the mercial announcements on news pro-

the proposed Standards of Practice
of the National Assn. of Broadcasters
which is scheduled for general mem-

PROGRAMS

PROGRAMS

A

•

—

—

home or moral conduct should be
.broadcast
„„..•,:
„„.
Insobriety and Excessive Drinking
Insobriety or excessive drinking
should not be portrayed as desirable
or prevalent factors in American
life, and reference thereto should be
kept incidental to the development
of plot or character.
Narcotic Addiction
Narcotic addiction should never be
presented except as a vicious habit.
,

Physical and Mental Afflictions
Program material which depends
upon physical or mental imperfec-

deformities should not be
used in a way which will tend to offend sufferers from similar defects.

tions or

The presentation of insanity or
other mental or physical maladjustments for any sort of plot development should be approved only if
within the bounds of good taste.
Simulation of

News

Fictional
events and
non-news
programs should not be presented as

new

authentic

broadcasts,

or

news

announcements.

Sound effects and expression characteristically associated with news
broadcasts,
such
"Bulletin,"
as
"Flash," Stand by," "Here's News,"
"Attention," should be reserved for
the announcement or news and
should not be used for any other
purpose except where no possible
'

confusion

may

result.

Litigation

Comment

or opinion on pending

litigation which could reasonably be
construed as an attempt to influence
a decision or which might otherwise
obstruct the orderly course of justice
should not be used.
Simulation of court atmosphere of

any human problem.
Children's Programs
General

offering services of a professional or
specialized character until the broad-

Policies*

Programs for children and young
people should be designed to meet
the following:
1. They should convey the commonly accepted moral, social and

ethical
American
2. They

TONY PASTOR
Philadelphia's bell-ringer!

Tony is rinsing the bell in
Not the Liberty Bell, but the

Phllly.
silver-

toned outie in the cash register at
the "Click."
Sinnott (GAG) and LangWorth's V.P. O'Keefe have concluded new contract guaranteeing
Pastor transcriptions to 500 Lang-

Howard

Worth

affiliates

for

12

happy

months.

LANG-WORTH,

INC.,

NEW YORK

periods or programs specifically designed for that purpose.

programs
issue
2. Controversial
should be clear-ly identified as such
and no techniques should be permitted which may mislead listeners
to believe the program is of a news,
entertainment or other character.

Where time

3.

controversial

of

for the discussion
issues is provided

to one side, it should be available on
equal terms to significant opposing

viewpoints.

No

dramatizations of controversial issues should be permitted. The
material should be presented in a
straightforward manner to appeal to
the intellect and reasoning of the
listener, rather than to his emotions.
The presentation should be made by
properly identified authorities.
5. Broadcasts of controversial issues should not be subject to censorship, but the broadcaster should reserve the right to check them for
compliance with the laws of defama4.

tion, sedition, etc.

ideals

characteristic

of

life.

to
contribute
should
development.
personality
healthy
They should contain no material
which jeopardizes sound character
development.
3. They should provide opportunities not only for entertainment but
also cultural growth.
not be por4. Criminals should
Cruelty, greed
trayed as heroes.
and selfishness should not be presented as worthy motivations. Unfair "exploitation" of others for personal gain should not be made
Vice in any of its
praiseworthy.
manifestations should not be made
appealing or attractive.
tortures,
involving
5. Programs
horror, or the supernatural, where

unduly excite the
emotions, should be avoided.
should
6. No profanity or vulgarity
be permitted!
7. No references should be made
to kidnapping, or threats of kidnapping.
,
,
,
8. No program or episode should
contain material- or end with an in-'
cident which will create in the
mind morbid suspense or
child's
likely to terrify or

other harmful nervous reactions.
9. No appeal should be made to
the child to help characters in the
story by sending in box tops or
wrappers. There should be no appeals urging children to purchase the
product in order to keep the program on the air.
10. Since contests and offers which
encourage children to enter strange
places and to converse with strangers in an effort to collect

or wrappers

may

box tops

present a definite

Religious Programs

same general standards applicable
to news broadcast.
Political Broadcasts

General
All political broadcasts should be
in accordance with the provisions of
the Federal Communications Act.
The procedure outlined in those
provisions should be followed with
respect to allotting time in behalf
of,
against,
or
public
proposals
which are subject to ballot.
Policies
1. No
dramatization of political
issues should be permitted.
2. All poltical broadcasts must be
clearly identified as such.
3. Poltical broadcasts should
not
be subject to censorship, but the
broadcaster should reserve the right
to check them for compliance with
the law of defamation, sedition, etc.
•

Public and Controversial Issues

General

Time for the presentation of public questions, including those of controversial nature, should be allotted
with due regard to all other elements* of balanced program schedules, and to the degree of public interest in the questions to be presented.
A broadcaster in alloting
such time should use his best efforts
to insure fair presentation of those
issues which concern the welfare of
the community.
Policies

the presentation of controversial
questions or for the expression of
partisan opinions or discussions. Appropriate
time,
other than that
designated for religious programs,
should be supplie for such use.
No offer (other than free copies of
the message presented) should be
permitted on religious programs. No
appeal for funds should be permitted
on such programs.

Crime and Mystery Programs

vertising of:
1. Any spirituous ("hard") liquor.
2. Any product or service, the sale
or rendition of which, or the method
of sale or performance, constitutes a
violation of law.
3. Any occultism,
fortune-telling,
mind-reading, or character-reading

by handwriting, numerology, palmreading,

which tends to make the commission of crime attractive.

Before

2. The use of multiple crimes of
violence and the use of horror for
its own sake
should not be permitted.
3. Law enforcement should be upheld and portrayed with respect.
Characterization of officers of the
law as stupid or ridiculous should
be avoided.
4. Programs which exalt the criminal or condone the crime should not
be presented.
5. Criminals
should always be
punished either specifically or by im-

astrology or phrenology.
4. Matrimonial agencies.
5. Offers of "homework" except by
firms of unquestioned responsibility.
6. Any
"dopester,"
tip-sheet or
race track publications.
7. All forms of speculative finance.

broadcasters

accept

any

financial advertising, it should be
fully ascertained that such advertising and such advertised services

6.

element of danger.

of

or calloused manner.
8. Murder, or revenge as a motive
for

murder, should never be

justi-

fied.

Any

'

ethics.
school, educational insti-

or organization

institution,

zation

is

person,
able to

firm or organiall claims
offered in its

fulfill

made and inducements
commercial copy.
Professions

14.

deemed unethical

which
in
to advertise.

it

is

Product or Service Claims
Broadcasters should not accept for
broadcast:
.<
statements or
1. Advertising
claims that are false or deceptive.
statement of price
2. Misleading
or value, or misleading comparisons
of price or value.
3. Any copy which offensively describes or dramatizes distress or
morbid situations involving ailments.
4. Unfair attacks upon competitors,
competing products, or other industries, professions or institutions.
5. Claims that a product will effect
a cure.

Presentations of Commercials
should take par1. Broadcasters
care in the production and
Dispresentation of commercials.
turbing or annoying sound effects or
and
blatant announcers,
devices,
over-repetition should be avoided.
Time Limitations on Commercials
ticular

1.

The maximum commercial

time,

including station breaks, allowable in
any 15 minute segment of broadcast
time, regardless of type of program,
or sponsorship, or how such 15 min T
ute segment is divided into program
units cr announcements, should not
exceed three minutes.
2. The maximum commercial time
allowable to any single sponsor, regardless of type of program, should
be as follows:
Before 6 P.M.

programs (4:30) 1:00.
programs (9:30) 2; 00.
programs (14:30) 2:40.
programs (29:30) 4:00.
programs (44:30) 5:30.
programs (59:30) 7:00.
After 6 P.M- an* Sunday
5-minute programs (4:30) 1:00.
10-minute programs (9:30) 2:00.
15-minute programs (14:30) 2:30.
25-minute programs (24:30) 2:45.
30-minute programs (29:30) 3:00.
45-minute programs (44:30) 4.30.
60-minute programs (.59:30) 6:00.
5-minute
10-minute
15-minute
30-minute
45-minute
60-minute

multiple sponsorship pro3. All
grams such as participation proprograms,
announcement
grams,
shopping
and
clocks"
"musical
guides, which ""heretofore through
general practice have been exempt
from any commercial time limitations, are subject to the limitation
set forth in paragraph 1 and, in the
case of such programs of half-hour,
three-quarter hour and hour duration, to appropriate multiples of that
limitation. Five and 10-minute multiple sponsorship programs are subject to the limitations set forth in
paragraph 2 for such length programs, namely, one minute and two
minutes respectively.
4. Programs of news, news com'

,

mentary and news

analysis,

which

are less than 15 (14:30) minutes in
length should contain no middle

commercial announcement.
5. While there is no restriction on
the number of products which any
single sponsor may advertise within
the above time limits, commercials
for these products should be pre-'
sented within the framework of the
This
sponsor's program structure.
precludes the use on such programs
announcements
of simulated spot
which are divorced from the pro-

gram by preceding the introduction
of the program itself, or by following its apparent sign-off.
To this
end the program itself should be announced and clearly
fore

the

known
cials,

as

use

of

be-

identified

what have been
commer-

"cow-catcher"

and the program should be

—

—

•

ticians,

The techniques and methods

and business

13.

tution, person, firm,

comply with all pertinent federal, signed off after riot before the use
state and local laws.
of what have been known as "hitch8. Reducing
agents,
including hike" commercials.
foods and beverages designed solely
6. Any reference in a program to
to perform that function.
any product or service under any
9. Products designed for the care
trade name, or language sufficiently
and relief of ailments of human or descriptive to identify same should,
animal life which are chronic or except for normal guest identificairremediable or for conditions in tions, be considered
as commercial
which self-medication presents an copy
and as such is a part of and in-

10. Mortuaries,
cemeteries, morcasket makers,
memorial
parks or any product or service ascriminals should never be presented sociated with
burial should not be
in such detail as to inspire imitation. accepted
unless both the program
Blueprints for
crime should be and the commercial copy are hanavoided.
.
dled in accordance with the highest
7. - The commission of crime should
standards of good taste and- business
not be treated in a frivolous, cynical ethics.

plication.

8. Brutal killings, torture or physiThe presentation of viewpoints cal agony should not
be presented in
connection
with controversial detail.
public issues should be confined to10. Episodes! involving
the kid1.

in

mercial presentation.
Business Not Acceptable
Broadcasters should not accept ad-

In determining the acceptability of
crime and mystery programs, due
consideration should be given to
their possible effect on all members
of the family and the following
should be observed:
1. No program should be accepted

taste

caster has satisfied himself that the

element of danger to the children,
To every American the Bill of they should not be accepted.
Rights guarantees freedom of worSection 3
grams. Special care should be used ship without fear in intimidation or
COMMERCIAL POLICIES
to avoid those sound effects^singing reprisal.
Radio, therefore, which
Acceptability of Advertiser and
commercials or other devices which, reaches men of all creeds simultaneProduct
while acceptable in other programs, ously, should not be used to convey
No broadcaster should make his
would not be appropriate when used attacks upon religion.
facilities available to or accept comin connection with news programReligious programs should be pre"
mercial copy for any product or
ming.
sented by recognized and responsible
service until he had satisfied himself
8. No
middle
commercial an- groups and organizations.
of the integrity of the advertisers,
nouncement (announcements preReligious broadcasts should place
the quality of product, or value of
ceded and followed by regular or major emphasis
on broad religious service and the validity of the claims
analytical news context) should be
truths. They should not be used for
made, and the good taste of the comincluded in programs of news, news

Crime and Horror
commentary and news analysis
Crime and punishment should which are less than 15 minutes
never be presented in a way that (14:30) in length.
will portray the criminal in an at9. Commercial
announcements in
tractive light or condone the crime. connection
with news 'programs
Criminals should always be pun- should be distinctly set apart from
ished, either specifically or by im- the news .content.
plication. The technique and methAgricultural News
ods of crime should not be presented
and
market
10. Agricultural
in enough detail to invite imitation.
newscasts should be governed by the
killings,
Brutal
torture or physical
sgony should never be presented in
delail.
Episodes involving the kidnapping of children should never be
«n ployed. Sound effects, calculated
to mislead, shock, or unduly alarm
the listener, should not be used.

with the highest standards of good

^Programs designed for children require the closest supervision of
broadcasters, both as to content and
method of presentation. Programs
should be based upon sound social
concepts and should reflect respect
for parents, law and order, clean
living, high morals, fair play and
honorable behavior.

The following

—

napping of children should not, be
>'
broadcast.
11. Suicide should never be presented as a satisfactory solution of

Products which are not acceptable conversational topics in mixed
11.

social groups.
12. Laxatives,
deodorants
and
products claiming similar functional
service should not be accepted unless both the program and
eommer,cial copy are handled in
accordance

cluded in the total time allowances
as herein provided.
7. The placement of more than one
commercial announcement between
two programs should not be permitted under any circumstances.

Any

Contests and Offers
broadcasting
designed

to

"buy" the radio audience, and to influence it to listen in hope of reward,
rather than for the quality of the
broadcasting should not be permitted.
Contests should be subject to the
following:
1. Proposed prize contests should
be submitted to the broadcaster well

(Continued on page i2y
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AM SHOWDOWN
BMI Divorce Move From NAB Started
By Streibert; 'Can Stand on Own Feet'
BEN-BODEC

By

Wiz
You

the industry.

AM

Musicians'

the

It's

cide last

a resolution

took

It

to

15

directors

Prez

of

"Whereas,

FM

programs over

Saturday (13) who they
wanted to be the next FMA prexy.

iron out couple matters arising out
of current pact.
One has to do .with mechanics of

Coming

payment on co-op programs and the

annual convention, the directors

— to

nobody's

AM

has been

ABC OKs 8 Disks
Airer

FMA

-

i

M

Shows

;

;

j

i

|

j

j

FM

FM

Chicago, Sept.

FM

,

j

Siegel,

Coast gam-

Under the eight-week transcripDevine intends taking a
two-month rest each year. Meanwhile, the series has been renewed
tion setup,

'Books' in

Hollywood

over next, weekend-.

W.E. UPS

DIVVY TO

75c

Western Electric Co. upped its
dividend last week, making a declaration of 75c per share as compared with 62%c paid in the previous
quarter

Bivvy

is

payable Sep?. 30

Holder:sua* ?OBciprd'>Siepti

to sti.ek-

cM'..'.'

16.

with
been

Reprise

The Books"

WNEW,

summer

N.

Y.

is

its

appliance pitch the

way

for

some

of

layoff,

|

I

j

i

I

!

|

1

I

i

1

:

i

.mi

i»

».v>»i»sd
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To

Script 'Mulrooney,'

Book

Albert N. Williams, radio scripter
and critic, has gone to Denver for
the winter to work on a book about

cooperation,

WINS

of

Wine, which sponsors a
period on WINS, N. Y.,
after ball games on alterhas signed for a new series of 24 quarter-hours per week,
Pact was inked
beginning Oct. 1.
through Olian ad agency.
Paradise
15-minute
before and
nate days,

America

series.

and
Review

air,

will
of

continue his Saturday
Literature

articles

on

radio.

Sale comes on top of the Crosleyindie's biggest August biz in

owned

history. 50','
ahead of last year,
sparked by signing of Crawford
Clothes for 36 quarter hours per
week.

"Mulrooney." based on a series of
short stories Williams wrote for Colliers, was audition-recorded by ABC
and whether it will be given a sustainer run will be decided by Charles
Barry, network program head, on'
his return from the Coast. The audition platter was produced by Ted
Corday and Wilfred Roberts, with
Charles Irving playing the title part,?
Billy Quinn. Ted Osborn and Girvgor
Jones as the other rcqula-r leads, andCharles Paul conducting) the- orohes-

crosr-tho-board. and Don Dunphy's
jBaiui)daj)i.JiooUxilb'aoaun«xi-M >»'o »j*Sfc »>+(t>*tt.tM
I

He'll also script

"My Friend Mulrooney" comedy
if and
when it goes on the

scries,

Paradise buy includes news commntator
Sidney
Walton.
disk
jockey Jack Lacy, and Irving Landrtu
and. live orchestra.) all. three

:

i'ntghfer

Williams to Denver

his

1

1

termined.

the River Platte, as one of the rivers

whom were

at one
time pretty consistent users of radio.
Response to sales talks from the
network men in this sector has been

facturers,

29

its

Paradise on

has

made easier to revive interest
among midwestern appliance manu-

re-

Sept.

with switch
in format and time slot. Louis Untermeyer, former emcee, will now consistently the same. The makers
join the panel of experts, opening of household appliances have exprogram finding him lined up with plained that .they have been able to
Henry Simon, musicologist and au- sell anything and everything they
thor, and David Davidson, author of could make.
Among past users of radio in this
"The Steeper Cliff." Ted Cott, station's program director, will act as field are Bondix. Hotpoint. Maytag
washing machines. Sunbeam. Altormoderator,
Oilomatic.
Show, formerly in the Sunday 6:35 for washers and Wi' 1! "
p.m. slot, has been moved- to Monday Another consist.cn'.. a'"">unt had been

by Equitable for another 26 weeks, .after a
effective Oct. 3.
Devine will -return io

WNEW

"Let's Balance

1

turning to

in this segment, to be shifted to
"a good evening time" not yet de-

Idea behind "Show" is to air repeat performances of hit stanzas
various top network shows,
with the American Federation of
Radio Artists getting 52,500 a week
for a union Welfare fund, in return

GE

I

now

from

Return of General Electric to CBS
as sponsor of "House Party" has had
a hypoing effect on network time
salesmen here in the direction of
household appliances.
They figure
that with
back in the radio field

:

bier.

option
o'clock

I

AS RESULT OF GE MOVE

j

Bugsy

net's

the 9

the idea further.

j

late

gets

Saturday night spot starting Oct. 11,
with Bill Goodwin's comedy stanza,

rante. Duffy's Tavern, Jack Carson,
Phil Harris. Abbott & Costello, "Big

APPLIANCE HYPO IN CHI

!

the

Show

expired.

for

Abe Burrows will add scripting of
Town," "Date with Judy," "Mayor the Joan Davis
co-op to his present
of the Town." "We, the People,"
chores (including his own show on
"Cavalcade." Tony Martin, "Sus- CBS),
while Dick Mack will conmeeting to set details is arranged pense." "Take It Or Leave It," tinue as Miss Davis' producer.
for today (Tues.) at the Chamber "Crime Photographer," "This Is Your
Skedding of the stanza, which will
of
Commerce building. Southern FBI," "Lone Ranger," "Quiz Kids," continue its familiar situation comCalifornia
Radio and Electronics "Break the Bank." "Fat Man," "Sam edy format, heightens the comedy
Spade." "Dr. Christian," Henry MorAssn.' is sponsoring.
co-op competition on the major
Aim is to set up a promotional ac- gan, "Vox Pop." Jack Benny, "Hit webs, being the third entry in this
Parade" and "Mr. D.A." However,
tivity that willoutshine the "T-Day"
field.
ABC started it by inking Abbally accorded television in an effort certain of those shows are question- bott & Cftstcllo. Mutual following
able.
to hypo interest in FM. Some 350
suit by lining up Parkyakarkus. CBS,
"Show" promoters have received however, claims its Joan Davis enpersons are expected to .participate
in the drive, among them present turndowns from Standard Brands,
try has the highest average Hooperand prospective FM station oper- Procter & Gamble and Lever Bros, ating (14.8 last season) of any airer
ators in this theoretically FM-hcavy and have been told that General yet to hit the co-op brackets.
area.
Foods and Colgate want to consider

FMA

i

unless they can afford to

off,

week, just before the

which Stauffer claimed
to have clearance included: Fibber
McGee, Eddie Cantor, Jimmy Du-

|

I

are cut

(for Pall Mall cigs)
decided against making the switchover at this time.

FM

:

'

one major drawback stemming from
the very nature of its ether links.
a station chooses not.to carry a particular CN program, any affiliates
beyond it which rely on air relay

To Renew 'Story'

Hollywood, Sept. 16.
First symposium of
station
operators,
receiver
manufacturers
and dealers to be held in the U.'S. is
planned Tor Los Angeles in the near
future and a preliminary luncheon

]

;

Dp 'Show'

FM

In Los Angeles

-

|

panding.
This phenomenally simple system
of chain broadcasting has, of course,

Davis 7G Co-op

-

!

claimed

It's

signals suffer-

If

FM Spnosium

I

-

which cost almost

no deterioration in being kicked from one station to another. As long as there are
stations within range of one another's
signals. CN can keep right on ex-

Tobacco

Passes

FM

CBS Pick Dp

!

<

:

Anser.

air relays,

mushrooming growth.

American Tobacco passed up "The order a phone-line hookup with the
nearest CN outlet carrying the show.
was all. No mention of Show of the Year" Monday (15) and
Over 60 Applications
Petrillo's ban on duplication. And renewed "The Big Story" for anBurning desire of FM broadno other resolutions or actions by other 13 weeks on NBC. Don
Stauf- casters, snubbed to date by the AM
the association bearing on this subnetworks,
to hook up with the only
fer, who handled negotiations for
ject, lwhich several speakers termed
(Continued on page 42)
"the most important" before the Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwcll & Bayles,
group.
was advised, however, that the bankKearns Takes Chore
roller
was "still interested" and
The FMers had put all their might reopen the deal if Stauffer
Petrillo worries in the lap of Rep. succeeded in lining up more top
talent.
Carroll D. Kearns (R., Pa.) and ap(Continued on page 39)
Stauffer had 30 shows in the final
presentation, but some of the big
ones (including Bob Hope, Fred
Allen. Edgar Bergen
and Amos
CBS said yes to Joan Davis' $7,000'n' Andyj were missing, and the toa-week co-op show deal late last
bacco company

Chicago.

New board elected Ware veepee,
Jerry Devine, producer-writer of Hodel secretary and McNulty treasexec commit"This Is Your F. B. I.," has received lirer Named to
an okay from the ABC network to tee were Dillard. David G. Taft,
do eights weeks of the series by WCTS. Cincinnati: Jones. Strouse,
Jansky, Jr.. radio consultranscription next year. The net had and c
previously refused such a setup, but lant Washington. J. N. iBil)) Bailey
Mark Woods, its president, agreed was re-elected exec director,
to it at a luncheon last Friday (12)
Delegates, prior to elections, voted
with Devine and J. R. Warwick of to increase the
board memberWarwick & Legler, agency on the .ship from 12 to 15, "at least nine of
account for Equitable Life.
whom shall be actively engaged in
In order to come east for various FM broadcasting." but voted down a
confabs on the series, without inter- proposal that three of the directors
rupting the Coast origination, De- be engaged in
receiver manufacvine previously obtained permission tu ring, two in the manufacture of
from ABC to do four weeks of retransmitters and one in "scrvco) ded shows.
related
to
broadcasting."
ices
night's
Friday
This
119) episode w,ill be >the last of the They also defeated a proposal to set
tour. It is understood to be a de- up geographical regions from which
parture from the show's formula: directors should be chosen, deeming
and to be based on the life story of this step premature,

But

nothing and can be established in a
twinkling, are the key to the net's
the

That

tinental

Committee's slate of five for threevear terms, however, all went in.
They are: Edward Hodel. WCMC,
Beckley. W. Va.: W. M. Ware. KSWIFM. Council BlufTs. Ia.: E. Z. Jones,
WBBB-FM, Burlimiton, N. C, and
Ben Strouse, WWDC. Washington.

AT&T

facilities."

flywheel of the up-and-coming Con-

FM Network, to succeed Roy
Hofheinz as FMA's topkick. Dillard
FMA's veepee the past year.
He runs two indie stations, WASH,
ment did not cover co-op type pro- Washington, and KOZY. Kansas City.
grams. ASCAP is insisting they be
He's also a radio equipment manutreated as network programs, even
facturer and an engineer.
though they are sold locally.
Streibert further disclosed the amElection of seven new FMA diwhen
biguity existing over date
rectors, involved some close voting,
licensees may switch from blanket following a number of nominations
contracts to per program deals has from the floor. Thomas McNulty.
been cleared up by ASCAP agreeing WMCP. Baltimore, edged out the
to extend the right to change over nominating
committee's candidate.
to between Sept. 3, 1948, and Sept. W. D. Wilson, WOPI-FM Bristol,
Tenn., for the two-year term. Morris
3, 1949.
Likewise made known by Strei- Novik. consultant for the Unity
approval
bert was the NAB board's
Broadcasting Corp. (Ladies' Garof the establishment of a special ment Workers Union) and commitcommittee to dicker with ASCAP on tee nominee for the one-year term,
television rights.
barelv
defeated
Marian
Clare,

FM

it

station licensees which
prevent the simultaneous broadcast
of programs over both
and

|

surprise

their selection of Everett L. Dillard,

WGNB,

be

FMA's ments with

the speakers' platform at the
first

facilities;

resolved that the FCC be requested
to order a legislative hearing to determine whether a rule should be
adopted prohibiting network agree-

out of a football huddle on

announced

FM

sta-

The simole thing about the Continental network's expinsion. according to the trade, is that it can go
anywhere an
station can satisfactorily pick up the signal of a station already linked to the net. Phone
lines, at a fairly expensive cost of
course, can be used where air relay
is
impossible.
8.000-cycle
lines now arc being used to link
parts of the web.

convention believes

that the advancement of
at this
time will best be accomplished by
the duplication of regular network

FM

the

Twenty-seven

first

which read:
this

Buffalo.

to

were linked up with the skein
Friday (12), when it aired its.
commercial program. It might
be 30 or 35 by the weekend, the way
FMers are clamoring to climb on.
last

Sarnoff said, are the technical
difficulties of preventing nonpayers from receiving the same
shows as those viewers who put
out their good money for McDonald's pictures.

—

New FMA

ton
tions

Sarnoff said the system would
dynamite "free television." adding that McDonald's plan to limit
service only to those who would
agree to pay for the programs
as well as for receivers is an
"idle dream." Another stumbling
block in the McDonald dream,

convention in New York. Following
the only open display 0* dissention
shown during the two-day confab
a small minority felt the duplication problem was either unimportant
or being attacked the wrong way
the FMers overwhelmingly adopted

Quick Vote As

16.

Bids

FM now has its network. Not since
Topsy, say observers, has anything
"growed" quite like Continental, a
loosely connected affiliation of FM
outlets now reaching from Washing-

as "wholly impractical."

All this became plainly evident in
the closing minutes last Saturday
(13) of the FM Assn.'s first annual

Wins

Wrong Number

president Dave Sarnoff
blasted plans of Zenith's Gene
McDonald for a subscription tele
service limited only to phone
subscribers here last Saturday
(13). System was lambasted as
'"monopolistic" and
technically

AM

the

Swamped by FMers

Atlantic City, Sept.

AM

Assn. just about 15 seconds, to de-

TJJT

boss.

Mushrooming Via

RCA

AM

making such commitment

For

Sarnoff's

big
networks they're worried about.
webs
Petrillo ban or not, the
can still order their outlets not to
feed network shows into FM. And
the FMers are spoilin*, for a showdown before the FCC to decide
whether the
nets should be permitted to get away with this.

committee have received reassurance from ASCAP it will extend
present contract which expires end
of 1949 at no increased rate for
broadcasters.
His committee has
been advised by ASCAP that before

other matter involves method of accounting from per program contractees of participating spot programs such as musical clocks and
disk jockey sessions.
His committee, Streibert revealed, is scheduled
to thrash out these two angles with
ASCAP spokesmen Oct. 15.
Streibert
said
committee
his
agreed with ASCAP that the agree-

broad-

FM

national

week covered

his

wants

modulation

ment

last

Hard

rights organizations.

it

frequency

Petrillo that

casters are particularly wary of in
their fight for simultaneous duplication of
and
programs. The

sports

amateur golf tournaat
Pebble Beach, Del
Monte, Cal. He finished up announcing the final Saturday at
10 p.m., New York time, hopped
aboard a friend's private plane
and flew into New York in time
to spiel the final of the national
amateur tennis championships
all within 24 hours...

ASCAP

he and

the

James Caesar

FMers think they can do business
with the American Federation of

Wismer

committee.
man of NAB's
Streibert disclosed that he is urging
entitythe NAB to set up BMI as an
separate from the association, make
an independent corporation and
it
operate it on a self-supporting basis
•without any further strings tied to

Streibert declared that

ABC

director Harry Wismer doesn't
keep busy.

been launched by Theodore C, Streichairbert, head of WOR, N. Y. and

While admitting that, his plan is
meeting strong opposition with BMI,
Streibert said that he will press for
the' adoption of the divorcement. He
feels that time has come for BMI to
stand on its own feet and such policy
will insure even more kindly business relations with outside music

It isn't

for Short

can't say that

Air Relay,

El

*

Atlantic City, Sept. 16.
Broadcast
First move to divorce
Assn.
Music, Inc., from the National
and put its relations
of Broadcasters
same
with the radio industry on the
setup ha*
basis as any other music

Continental Web,

CALL PETRILLO

I

•..*>
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j
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RADIO REVIEWS
80
STORE
RED SKELTON
„ 4 VILLAGE
Jack Carson, Eve Arden, Dave
frith Lurene Tuttle, Anita Ellis, Pat With
Willock, Louis Armstrong, Jack
McGeeban, Verm Felton; Rod
Frank DeVol, conduc-

Teagarden;
O'Connor, announcer; David Rose,
tor; Hy Averbeck, announcer
music
_
Edna Skelton Borzage, Producer: Robert L. Redd
Writers:
Writers: Sid Dorfman, Larry GelBen Freedman

Johnny Murray,

Director: Keith

McLeod

NBC, from Hollywood
(Russel M. Seeds)
Red Skelton ushered in his 1947-48
season last Tuesday (9) in a mood
•where the sentimental slightly overbalanced the comical. Perhaps thats
the way it should have been, for
that particular occasion, because
Skelton was celebrating his 10th anniversary in radio. Skelton has come
a long ways in show business since
he did those first three minutes as a
guest on the whilom Rudy ValleeFleischmann show and the fellow s
all-around record makes him deserving of extra-warm congratulations
especially from the trade. Skelton
may have through the years been
accused of grinding the corn pretty
thick, but the thing they can't take
away from him is that it's always
been clean and cleverly packaged.
Skelton did come through *ith his
now well-grooved trio of characterweisenheimer
two
the
izations,
katzenjammer
the
morons and
"Junior," but a goodly portion of
the half-hour was taken up with
patter about the anniversary and
passing out of posies. Skelton's is
certainly not a short memory. He
recalled those who helped further
his career, including in his appreciative embrace before the mike such
early guiding hands as Uncle Jim
Harkins, Tom Kennedy and Harry
Kalcheim of the William Morris office.

The script's agenda also included
what it termed "Red Skelton's Caval'

cade in Radio." It purported to
cover the highlights of a career but
It was not -choicest of Skeltonia. At
an early point of the program Skelton stepped into the audience to
quiz two women and a man on, the
subject of long dresses and that sideplay wasn't productive of particularly boffish laughter. Where Skelton did score handsomely was with
the three characterizations.
David Rose made his bow on the
Skelton stanza just what has come
an irrito be expected of him
descent display of modern melodic
idioms. Skelton's crack in the "Cavalcade" about bringing in a 30-piece
orchestra to lend class to his program could have been kidding on the
square as well as not. Anyway,
Rose lends it. Anita Ellis filled her
usual up-front spot with her usual
slightly overdramatized ballad, but
it was as usual pleasant listening.
The commercial still concentrates
on the "whoosh" slant. Skelton is
needling it a little more than he did
last season, and without taking anything away from its effectiveness.
Raleigh seems to have added a big
wad to its weekly bill from the -networks. It's cutting in local announcers to give their testimony to
the cig brand's popularity in their

—

own

bailiwicks. That also

Marvin Fisher

READER'S DIGEST RADIO EDITION
,
'"

•

.

Producer: Sam Pierce
Writer: Harry Kronman
30 Mins.;,Thurs., 9 p.m.

Norman Barasch, others
Producer-director: Charles Powers
30 Mins.; Wed., 10:30 p.m.

30 Mins.; Thurs., 9:30 p.m.

30 Mins.; Tues., 10.30 p.m.
Raleigh Cigarets

smart

HENRY MORGAN SHOW

With Lina Romay, Cliff Arqaette, With Abe Burrows, guest; Bernie
Green's, orch; Charles Irving, anFour Hits & a Miss, Gordon Jennouncer
kins, conductor; Frank Martin, anWriters: Henry Morgan, Leo Stein,
nouncer

.
EVERSHARP
With Les Tremayne; Gertrude Law- ELECTRIC AUTO-LITE CO.
ABC, from New York
rence, guest; Tom Shirley, an- CBS, from Hollywood
NATIONAL DAIRY
(Blow)
(Rutliraujff & Ryan)
nouncer; Jack Miller's orch
NBC, from Hollywood
"Here's Morgan," the opening line
Having tried and given up drama
Writer: Robert Cenedella
tMcKee & Albright)
of Henry M.'s stanza, was particuis
Auto-Lite
a couple of seasons ago.
Director: Marx Loeb
larly applicable to his fall teeoff
The history of this "Village Store"
the
with
satisfied
better
apparently
p.m. '..
demonstrate the 30 Mins.; Thurs., 10
to
last week
(10). Either
sequence
series seems
impact
commercial
and
CARDS
rating-draw
GREETING
HALLMARK
of economy or
value of a potent time spot. The
of the Dick Haymes musical stanza, from a sudden burst
CBS, from New York
Scaltest division of National Dairy
answer to a dare, "Radio's
so it's back again at the same stand in
(Foote, Cone & fielding)
entered the show in the Thursday
this season. This pop song and mild Rasputin" (as the ABC flack dept.
few
the
of
one
is
Digest
Reader's
with
night slate on NBC in 1940,
series isn't likely to draw delights in dubbing him) elected, to
major net shows which continued comedy
entire
stanza
Rudy Vallee as star.
almost the
basic any more Hooper points CBS-ward carry
There were various co-leads on through the summer on its some from the hefty Thursday night line- singlehanded, including the announcthere was
the stanza until John Barry more pattern, although
ing and all of the commercials. This,
budget. Now up on NBC than it did last year. But
settled in the spot, with Joan Davis curtailment of cast and
enough listening and the of course, couldn't make Morgan
pleasant
s
it
Upon Barry- the budget is upped again, and the product
one of the stooges.
fans mad and tKere are only two
punched
is
identification
pattern
more's death, Miss Davis moved up show is back in its original
hard, so presumably it'll satisfy the kinds of people: Morgan fans and
Then Vallee featuring a weekly guest star.
The former are
to co-star position.
bankroller and impress the salesmen Morgan haters.
went into the Coast Guard and Jack
The new series was inaugurated and dealers.
suckers for everything in the MorHaley took over the male comedy Thursday (9) with Gertrude LawHaymes is, of course, a handy man gan book; the latter can just be
Next, Miss Davis bowed out rence as the initial guest. As Malead.
with a pop number, and sufficiently counted out.
to head her own show, being suc- dame Curie she helped the guest versatile to take on almost all kinds
El Morgan was in fine fettle for
ceeded by Eve Arden. Now, with series off to a good start in a con- of tunes, and he talks well enough to the season's kickoff. He started off
Jack Haley's exit, Jack Carson has siderably condensed version of the get by, though he's not exactly a with some gratis "commercials" for
been weaned away from Campbell fairly well known story of the dis- powerhouse straight man. The ad- a place called Snowey's garage, up
'
to head the stanza.
covery of radium.
dition of Lina Romay to the lineup in Massachusetts near where he
There have been minor revisions
As it must in a brief half -hour, provides a nice change of pace, and vacationed. He announced a numof the program's routine and emthe story boils down pretty much to presumably there's a loyal following ber by Bernie Green's orch, which
phasis, to meet these various star highlights, and star and cast must for Cliff Arquette's dippy "Mrs. Wil- turned out to be one of those inchanges, but the overall pattern
Miss
son" comedy characterization. But mitable slices of musical burlesque,
hit an alert pace all the way.
of the series has remained pretty
did if neatly for this one, the light-banter continuity doesn't now an established feature of th*
And allowing Lawrence
much as was.
agenda. Morgan brought on "the inwith some able support, particularly always get off the ground.
for minor fluctuations accoording
voice of Pierre Curie. "The
On the season's preem Thursday comparable Abe" Burrows for a few
from
the
marquee strength,
to the show's
Curie," as show was (11), the show opening was clean and minutes of the latter's indeed ingeneral Indomitable
conditions
and
seasonal
fast, introing the star nicely and es- comparable songplugging. After this,
titled, may not be the best presentahas
trends,
Hooper
the
listehing
show will see this tablishing the proper mood, though M. got around to mentioning, "for
remained robust. As noted above, tion the Hallmark
the benefit of people passing by here
season, but it hung together very the billboard let some of it escape.
there's no rating-getter like long
Then, just as Haymes had the show on their way to NBC," that the show
well and will be something for foltenure of a strong time spot.
rolling again with a nicely handled was sponsored by Eversharp.
With Carson now the head man of lowing stanzas to match.
Morgan whistled offkey, comof "I'll Be Seeing My Baby,"
A major change for the winter vocal
the operation, the format shifts
integrated plained that his cast hadn't shown
ponderously
was
there
a
as
Tremayne
slightly away from the village store season brings .in Les
commercial, with a long sales pitch, up, wondered aloud "what's doing on
locale to feature the new star. Thus, a permanent member of the coman echo-chamber spout of the "Switch the other networks," said Hooper
Hallmark
the
as
forth
hold
pany
to
story
bit
and
acminimizes
the
a
it
slogan and reiteration told him that during the summer
As sampled, his voice may to Auto-Lite"
cents the variety show pattern. As' Host.
of the "batteries, spark plugs, igni- people "listen to 'Take It or Leave
he has always done on his various well give the show the different tion systems, lifeline of your car" It' and crickets." Then, by turns,
programs, Carson portrays the brash, flavor it has sought, a means by blurb.
Morgan was: (1) Winston Churchill
but essentially likable fellow who's which the entertainment portion
the show was pretty announcing a British prizefight; (2)
rest
of
The
always tripping himself up with his can be focused apart from the com- much like that, except for Miss Ro- a Paris newscaster reporting a duel;
own pretentions. Miss Arden re- mercial. Tremayne registers some- may's vocal, Arquette's spot and a (3) Dr. Heinrich von Morgan being
and
tones
middle
mains the slightly acid but- always where in the
dramatic - narrative- interviewed by Morgan; (4) H. V.
splendiferous
attractive
gal
who periodically thereby is readily distinguished song commemorating the admission Kaltenmorgan, speculating on what
yanks *the rug from under the star's from the basso of Tom Shirley, the of California into the Union. This happened to Little Bow Peep's lost
feet, and there are the regular quota regular commercial announcer.
last was obviously "impressive" to sheep ("Soviet Russia is suspected"),
of freak stooge characters wanderIt's therefore somewhat questionthe studio audience, but seemed at- and (5) Gabriel Morganheatter coming in and out of the loose story line. able whether Tremayne doesn't lose tenuated to the non-California lis- mentating on ditto ("Ah, there's a
One outright move toward the some of his prestige as host by tener.
Hobe.
flock of sheep wandering somewhere
bert,

Producer: Jack Simpson

DICK HAYMES SHOW

makes

for

selling.

Skelton added his own bit to the
over-the-counter action, by calling
attention to the fact that Raleigh
has put out a special "anniversary"
carton with a picture of himself
wrapped around each of the packages.
Odec.

CALLING ALL DETECTIVES
With Paul Barnes, narrator; Jack
Callahan, announcer
Writer: Ken Houston
Producer: Alan M. Fisbburn
IS Mins.; Mon.-thrju-Fri., 10:15 p.m.

SEALY MATTRESS
WGN, Chicago
(Schiuimmer & Scott)
"Calling All Detectives" is a combination whodunit and telephone
quiz with Paul Barnes doing a oneman show as narrator' and cast.
The question used on the phone call
pays a minimum of $25 for a right
answer. A missout puts the money
in a jackpot which, at the rate of
five nights a week, can build rapidly into a big bundle of swag.
Judging from the obscure nature of
the question on the premiere (8),
the cash angle will be hammered
hard to snare listeners.
Barnes, a former instructor of dialect at the Radio Institute of Chicago,
performed smoothly as a super
sleuth recalling his exploits. He slid
readily into a mobster characterization, then turned in a neat bit as
a flustered father whose infant had

been kidnapped.

The script sagged under a load of
cops-and-robbers action that, without the help of musical bridges,
tended to flatten out into straight
narration. This effect was emphasized at one point where Barnes
plunged into a flashback without
shifting his vocal pace.

.

—

'

variety format is the addition of a
musical guest spot. On the season's
preem Thursday (11) it consisted of
a pulsating jive number by*Louis

Armstrong

and

Jack

Teagarden.
Also, as a variety spot, Carson did a
vocal of "Wonder Who's Kissing Her
Now." All in all, the series standard is, if anything, strengthened with
this season's edition.

The
was a

first commercial, as before,
straight sales pitch, more or

less integrated
edy line. The

with the show's comsecond was the usual

cut-in for the local Sealtest branches,
but delivered straight instead of being played as "phone call," as formerly. The copy was generally clean,
direct and, by commercial standards,
listenable.
Ho be.

spieling the center commercial, as
Shirley by
he did on this issue.
now is an old hand with the show
and • has mastered the commercial

vein well enough to leave it virtually entirely in his hands.
Marx Loeb, who has directed the

show

since

continues,,

spring,

last

and Jack Miller continues to direct
the orch and pen the original mood
music. Other guests set for the
show include Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
and Fredric
Eldridge
Florence
March, Ralph Bellamy, Roger Pryor
Quin.
and James Mason.

TREASURY OF MUSIC
With Rochester Civic Orch, under
Fraser Harrison; Maj. Edwin
H. Armstrong, Lee McCanne; EdLittle,
Robert King, an-

Guy

HOUSING— 1947

ward

With Ben Grauer, Fred Heywood,

nouncers

others
Director: Clay Daniel
Producer: D. L. Provost
30 Mins.; Thurs., 7:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WNBC, N. Y.
With the housing shortage still
simmering at the boiling point for
millions of apartment-hungry citizens, WNBC, flagship of the NBC
net, is performing a standout public
service in airing four consecutive
weekly sessions devoted to a serious
and many-sided investigation of the

Writer: Ann Houlihan
Director: Charles Siverson
Producer: Silvester Novell!
30 Mins.; Fx!., 8:30 p.m.

problem.
Program, utilizing wire
recordings of interviews taken by
the station's special events staff, is
bringing to the mike a wide range
of viewpoints on the situation, ranging from the homeless ex-GI to the
leaders of labor, banking and government.
This series is making no attempt
to dress itself up in any phony melodramatic garb. Both questions and
answers are handled in straight
fashion and the interested adult
dialer can find his drama in the stark
facts as they are presented.
Perhaps this is a defect since it will

teed off impressively last week (12)
Nothing gives FM's high fidelity a
better chance to shine than sym

limit the audience, despite the cream
time, to the comparative few who
don't need a potent shot of adrenalin
in their radio fare.
But
made a wise decision in sticking
wholly to the facts since melodrama

WNBC

and accuracy usually operate

in

an

inverse ratio.
Initial stanza last Thursday (11)
was a preliminary exploration into
the shortage with the aim of defining the problem.
Statements from
many builders, labor leaders, life in-

surance companies, housing councils,
architects, etc., revealed a discouraging pattern of cross-purposes in the
construction industry that bodes ill

Network

(FM),

while Hy Gardner, mag columnist,
handles news about show biz personalities with a mild gag twist to
each of his stories.
Like other Broadway columnists
who have stepped out as political
commentators. Walker can dish up
a diplomatic vagary as if it were a
top state secret to which he alone
had access. How accurate Walker
is with his predictions of things to
come, only time can tell. But his
flair for crawling into cranial re

tion

musicians as FMers could

of

want at
.

this point.

Orch's

selections

for

were especially chosen

FM

preem

the

showcase

to

the fine points of
broadcasting.
the prelude to "Carmen," "Tambourine Chinois," Waltz

They included

from "The Sleeping Beauty"

ballet,

de

"Claire

Lune," Grieg's "Norwegian Dance No. 2" and a symphonic arrangement of Gershwin's

Up

"Strike

heavy

the

Band"—none on

side, all calculated to

the

garner

the widest popular appeal possible
in the symphonic field. The orchestrations were deft, the performance
skilled.

.

hall

.

THE SPOKEN WORD
With Arnold Moss
Sustaining
WNEW, N. Y.

Ted

Cott,

WNEW's program

di-

come up with a program
idea here which is novel to say the
least and well worth the 15 minutes' "listening time. Series, which
preemed last Tuesday (9), makes
rector, has

use of little known dramatic recordings
of
American and English
classics by British and American
stage and screen stars. Some of the
platters are from Harvard's Vocarium, others will be obtained via
BBC. Arnold Moss briefly intros
each recording.
Platters on the initial airer featured Paul Muni reading Thomas
Paine's "The Crisis," Charles Laughton in his interpretation of Lincoln's

played up

of

course,

the jackpot fattens.

the shortage, with the union
leaders throwing back the hot poby accusing the building counof laying down on their responsibility to the community.
Between
these groups, program presented the
viewpoint of some housing engineers
for

tato

Judging from the way things
went at the teeoff, "Calling All
Detectives" doesn't sum up as especially strong fare. However, it may
build up to something if the "break
the bank" motif is effectively geared.
Sponsor's theme is "sleeping on a
Sealy is like sleeping on a cloud,"
and. the commercial is deftly integrated into the program.e
1A -,
.

.

.

cils

who put

plague on both houses by
declaring that both labor and industry were blocking reforms in the
most archaic phase of America's
economy, construction methods.
»

a

..... Jtierm.

ager of S-C, addressing the first annual convention of the FM Assn
introduced Maj. Edwin H. Arm-

strong, inventor of FM.
Latter in
a brief talk, paid high tribute to S-C
for advancing
and declared
"Nothing can stop
now."

FM
FM

"Treasury" stanza as a whole was
professionally staged, had high listener quality, and, as FM's first dip
into commercialism, was well in
keeping with the new medium's high

aims

-

...

,

,

,

v

%»,

;

wished he'd swing into song. All of
platters gave off some rieedle
scratch.
But the idea is socko. It could
the

stand expanding. It could be duplicated on every station in the land.
Lincoln s address and the national
anthem, although familiar to everyone, are perennially inspirational.
Given spoken interpretation by
star talent, these all-time classics
of
thought come sharply alive. Airing
them is in the direction of radio at

its best.

WOR,
Hy

—
—Elliott."

Herm.

love

WORLD THEATRE
With James
Young,

McKechnie,

Arthur

Vlctorio Rieti, David Pie!.
Valerie White, Hedda Ippen, Rita
Vale.

Producer-Director: Val Glelgud
Adapter: Clemence Dane
90 Mins.; Fri.; 8:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WNYC. N. Y.

New York
WNYC, is

Via
transcriptions,
City's municipal station,

giving the U. S. radio audience a
sample of the shows aired over the
British
Broadcasting Co.'s Third
Program service. Five full-length
classical and contemporary dramas,
running from 60 to 90 minutes, ijave
been selected from BBC's standout
'World Theatre" series which wer*
staffed both on the production and
thesping end with
Britain's
top

theatrical talent.

Choir.

plugged Stromberg-Carlson's ArmSeemed a little over-dramatic.
strong FM receivers.
Laughton was too affected. Crosby
At intermission, the pickup was read a little too lightly and fast,
The number for the phone quiz for the future.
was picked at random from a dircAs expected, the builders blamed switched to New York, where Lee not giving Francis Scott Key's lines
tory. The agency plans to work out the "high cost and waste" of labor McCanne, veepee and general man- all the meaning possible. You rather

a scientific system of selection to
prevent listener kickbacks when

5 Mins., Mon., 8:55 p.m.

first

his anecdotes in

.

Commercials,

ity."

With Hy Gardner

15 Mins.; Tues.. 9 p.m.

Gardner handles

Gettysburg
Address,
and
Bing
"the magic of Crosby, not singing, but reciting
which rivals the concert- "The Star Spangled Banner," asfor rich color and tonal qual- sisted by the Jean Neilson Verse

Intros

FM

THE SUNNY SIDE OF THE NEWS

Writer-Producer:, Ted Cott

ing.

which has played many a broadcast
for the AMs, including the NBC and
CBS networks, is as fine an aggrega-

way through his curtain raiser. If
he can keep his material this good
all season, he ought to win new listens and influence the Hoopers.
Doan.

Sustaining
N. Y.
Gardner, mag writer who's
sharing a 15-minute session with
Danton Walker on the Mutual net
Sunday nights, solos in a five-minute
spbt with a breezy repertory of anecdotes, gossip and cracks.
He has a
dry sense of humor that casually
mops ud as he goes along.
On his kickoff stanza (15). Gardner retailed a series of divorce
items touching a half-dozen public
figures. Following is sample of his
script: "According to her friends,
Faye Emerson is set to return to her
first love
the stage and screen. And
Elliott Roosevelt will return to his

Truman

or Eisenfor interesting listen-

of Stalin,

to

music, and the Rochester
Orch, a 50-piece assembly

phonic
Civic

mercial,

'

amusing style when he lays off polbe aired by an FM itics. On the preem (14), however,
web, this high-tone stanza, which is he took some time off to moralize
dully about the British economic
slated for a 16-week ride on the
crisis.
At this point, program lost
Continental (a 27-station hookup) its edge.
Herm.

gram ever

friends").

script

which was straight copy,
but gagged it up with typical Morgan
Sustaining
inflections.
M. also signed off, the
WOR, N. Y.
stanza, announcer Charles Irving
This is a snappy quarter-hour of
coming
in
only for the "This is
gossip and rumors on what's allegABC,"
etc. Copywise, the commerpolitical
and
the
edly doing on
were standard.
Broadway-Hollywood front. Danton cials
Morgan, wffbse most devoted listWalker, N. Y. Daily News columnist,
international eners admit some of his stuff falls
the
behind
peeks
flat on its face, was clicking all the
scene during his half of the session,
15 Mins.; Sun., 11:30 p.m.

from hower, makes

First commercially sponsored pro-

my

Morgan apparently stuck to the
on the sponsor's second, com•

With Danton Walker, Hy Gardner

cesses

STROMBERG-CARLSON
Continental
Rochester

tonight,

TWIN VIEWS OF THE NEWS

n

,.

,i

,J)oan.

If these shows prove a success in
America, as they undoubtedly deserve to be, it should be a shot in
the arm to those U. S.' programmers
who are trying to break trails
through the jungle of commercialism
to serious and adult entertainment.
These dramats rate as superlative
theatre and if radio is ever to lay
claim to being an art. it'll be on
this basis. "World Theatre," more-

over,

isn't
handicapped by rigid
time segment considerations which
are paramount in U. S. radio. The
dramats run as long as they have to,

which

is

or novel.

tured

also true of any play, film
As a result, they've cap-

all
the sweep, power
(Continued on page 34)

and

—

,

TELEVISION

Wednesday* September 17, 194?

New

Swiss Perfect

Leave

Selnta Lee's

light System

Selma Lee, head of

television for

31

New System of Outside-Studio

CBS'

the William Morris agency, has been
granted a leave of absence until next

To Project Images on Large Screen
By JOSEF ISRAELS

II

Zurich, Sept.

9.

Mary Young's Play

What's claimed here to be a
theunique approach to large screen

Hollywood, Sept. 16.
Mary Young, feature player in
of a televised image
atre projection
films, has sold her original playlet,
last stages of practical
is entering
"The
Little
Countess,"
to WRGB,
development in labs of the Swiss Schenectady, for televising.
Technology.
of
Institute
Federal
Actress flies East Sept. 21 to play
Known as the Idophore system, ap- the lead in the three-person cast of
photo-electriealparatus, which uses
the show, returning here immediliquid as light amplifily sensitive
first
cation medium, was
writer in 1945.

ately after telecast to resume picture work. There's a possibility that
the show will be networked through
Philadelphia, Washington, etc.

viewed by
|

tfiis

Projector, at that time, weighed
some six tons and was of a size to
more than fill a fair sized projection
It had been developed durbooth.
when Switzerland was
ing war years,
from outside
cut off
effectively
sources of patents and special matedirection of -Prof. Fritz
rials, under
Fischer. Finances stemmed from the
Society for Advancement of Research—a group of big Swiss indussunk some
tries .which has already

Par Propping

DuMont Bowout?
Paramount

search theatre at the Institute of
Technology, the Idophore, while still
based on its original principles, is
claimed by Prof. Fischer and his

new

electronic devices.
stands today Idophore, rep-

resented in two hand-built project-,
ors along with special power system and television transmitter (because Switzerland has no operating
video senders) is still beyond size
and cost limitations of theatres. But
it throws a strong, fully satisfactory
linage from film or live shows transmitted by conventional television
systems or wire on a screen approximately 12 by 9 feet. Picture is as
adequate as that from ordinary mod-

were

problem

in

large

reproduction has been

screen
im-

about 18 inches in diameter covered
with a thin layer of the secret Idophore fluid. This fluid is the only
presently secret clement in the«pro-

Philco

(and are)

Par's

stock

Subway

I

in

in

A visual edition of "Meet the
Press," ad lib interview susiainer
Friday nights on Mutual from Washington, has been recommended to
General Foods as a five-week teleWNBT,

Television

Where

slated to
Sept. 30.

radio, So is radio to
while
least,
at
Here,

medium,

starting

Young & Rubicam, agency

on the account, plans doing the video
stanza from New York, and spotting
Press
interviews
Mayor
with
°T>wyer, District Attorney Hogan
and City Councilman Quill on subjects of local, topical
interest.

General Foods already sponsors a
tele series
on WNBT of another
Mutual radio show, "Leave It to the
'....„> .-<ts
>.-•>•
Girls."

I

!

j

Holly-

rehearsing

Aetors

for

addition,
will re-

through
cameras
studio

a

show must

d need i ess hours get .
itf
tneir camera positions down pat,
ints out _ Eecause remote
Miner
fQUr , er)ses inStcad
cameras
j

;

|

^

j

m

its plan for a
very limitedsharing of television channels 7 and
FCC announced its plan to eliminate channel No. 1 for television
on Aug. 14 last, explaining that
many other services could be packed
into the channel, thereby eliminating most of the existing duplication.
Commission pointed out that
no station was operating on the
wavelength and that only one con
strucbon permit has been issued for
it.
Channel one was reserved for

,

£eqU(jntly> can

precision in studio work
essary lor these same shows

on remote locations," Miner

8.

doi.e

said.

Ends Restriction Rumors
Series of shows lined up under
the new plan should end once and
for all the rumors that CBS henceforth will stick only to pickups ot
sports events and to film shows,
Miner declares. Web will do as

.

much programming

as any other
dramaticincluding
broadcast
s> vari ety and audience purticimaterial. Shows will natuybeoffered t0 sponsors at strai ght
Miner
In {act
colrfmercial rates
dea f underlying the
b
'
tt
\l °
wh, °.ie new system ls
f"
th, sting
mereial tele that will take the
u programout °* the current high

I

,

.

^traV
™*

* IP**™
part:

,
b e
df??red
n
? growth
f'
Natural
of he television
industry anticipates the establish-

^,

j

,

,

!

meanwhile,

/

.

!

of network programming and
availability of inter-city connexions,
as well as an adequateTreceiverW
j,,,.;
a
,
j
duction.
As
present plans and
construction are realized the demand
mlng costs for sP°» sors
for community service on channel
CBS wi!1 do about 20 different,
No. 1 will come rapidly and over-!
whelmingly. The loss of this com- shows during the next six weeks,
munity channel as proposed cannot including two or three daytime proIncluded among the.-e are a
grams.
fail to produce added geographic
insufficiencies
seriouslv
hindering .fashion show to be lensed in a hotel
the commission in fulfillment of its room and the airplane training proTeterboro airport, N. J.,
from
gram
obligations.

series"

X

ttlTffJiihS
....

.

.

,

•

-

j

I

•

j

'

on

which teed off Sunday M4'>*. Miner
a l s0 hopes to have his cameras down
cisions
over the years has
emphasized again and again the im- at the passenger liner docks to in-

"The commission through

its

dere-

j
!

'

portance of local expression via local outlets based upon the desire to
afford the opportunity for civic ex-

trie

terview arriving celebs. Time of
these shows, of course, depends on
what time the ships dock,

1

i

j

commercial advertisUnder present equipment eondiing, the development of local talent tions, Miner says, it will still be
and a community of interest.
necessary for actors to use makeup
"RTPB Panel No. 6 testified (at on remote shows. Because image
the hearings in 1944-45) that ap- orthicon cameras are employed and
proximately 30 .channels were nec- because there will be no studio lightpression, local

j

'

!

',

i

j

but to no avail. Chandler, it's
reported, will have nothing to do essary to provide
nation-wide
a
with either beer or cigarets as far competitive television broadcast sysas sponsorship of the series is con- item.
Panel No. 2, -after considering
cerned.
the needs of other services, reduced
Only other offer forthcoming, the the request to 18 channels. As to the
$60,000 joint bid made by Ford Mo- specific number of channels necestors and Gillette Safety Razor.-'was sary, the general feeling was that 30
withdrawn before Chandler had a would be adequate, 15 too few.
chance to pass on it. Two firms re
"However, the commission in its
portedly believed that neither would proposed report, found that 12 changet sufficient advertising to merit nels were the maximum which could
the expense for a seven-game series, then be assigned to television below

deal,

'

:

ing conditions to contend with, actors will not suffer from the same
heat problem that now confronts
them in most studio work, Miner de-

'

|

j

j

1

—

I

clares.

:

|

I

1

j

1

believed, however, that Chandler
would have nixed their bid anyway
as being too low.
It's

|

|

Cherchez La
Pointing

amount

it's

up

the

Femme
tremendous

IRE REGIONAL

of public interest in tele-

newspaper story
dreamed up last

.

with pictures,

week by DuMont

publicity chief

|

ment, it needed produetioua) lift
such as undertone music backgrounding for mood or some writing
other than the straight btisiness-athand patter exchanged by model and
Joel Mason, beautician.
Too. contrast in the picture was
lacking due to model being blond.
dressed in white and backgrounded
by a pale-framed mirror, the latter
reflecting the sole productional touch
The
in the draggy quarter-hour.

commercial was worked right into
J
'(Continued 011 page 38)
\
'

,

Evelyn Lawson, got top space in
1.0(18 newspapers throughout the
through
Syndicated
country.

King Features, the story broke
in

almost every Hearst daily in

the nation, getting

more lineage

than any other one-shot

PMly's WFIL-TV

;

.

\

|

Tees Off With 8

I

i

Philadelphia, Sept.

WFIL-TV went on
first

time Saturday

the air for the
(13) with eight

commercial shows under its belt. The
sponsors are Judson C. Burns,

Marcus Printing
Rubber Co.; Bartel's. a reDrake and Brighton,
Del-Mont Motors: Dewees.
specialty shop: Mort Farr, radio and
tele
distributors,
and Ballantine's
distributors;

tele

Co.; U.S.

HEARS TELE PROBLEMS

t-'il

shop; the

hotels:

Beer..

.

The station grideoed the EaglesBears football game from Franklin
Flold in the afternoon, and then fornlal| y
inaugurated service with a
.

!

I

!

!

tele fea-

IB.

;

MEET

Hollywood. Sept. 16.
First regional convention to be
held in seven years will be launched
by. the Institute of Radio Engineers
in San Francisco. Sept. 26 through
'28, and the meet is expected to lure
'several hundred technicians.
A preliminary meeting to discuss
television problems to be taken up
at the conclave will be held here in
the auditorium of the Los Angeles

,

;

further reduced without damage to
the new medium.

vision, a feature
j

MCS. This' was
13 channels in the final report.
The brief then goes on to remind
that television channels cannot be
later revised to

30
1

for the occasion. In
strictly for dames.
particularly, it's strictly for
those really needing such dope and
demonstration, for the presentation
was dry and of little interest to all
but the eager wallflower in its present form. Devoid of any entertain-

'

sets have to be built. In
Miner claims, such shows
quire less rehearsal time
the greater flexibility of the

Washington, Sept.. 16.
Broadcasters Associa

.

eled to Cincinnati last week to huddle personally with Chandler on the

More

i

|

sider

brewer's account. In addition, Ralph Austrian,
FC&B's veepee over television, trav-

Philco (Gough Industries here) is attempting to reach Joe Average, both
items being aimed -at the common
man. First of pair to bow was the
old newspaper and radio standby
beauty hints, tabbed
of
feature

]

many

leading

!

which handles

ing,

shortcutting

of

Plan works on the same

that

stuclio
found
usual
cameras iVs possib i e t0 use more long
shotg
a<: .- co „.
and
do m0 £t o[ tne work>
channels, rather than surrendering
leaving the actors free to act and
any.
not to remember their camera posiIn a brief filed with FCC. it also
tions. "The time required to achieve
asked that the commission reconis not nec-

—

off,

as

film producers to concentrate
on 0 ut-of-the-studio location workmoro authentic settings at far less
cost than if similar sets were to be
constructed in the studio.
Straight shows produced via the
remote pickup system can be done
for at least 30% less cost than if produced in the studio, according to
Tony Miner, CBS national tele director who inaugurated the new system, Chief price-saving measure lies
in the fact that only about oiie-half
the number of technicians are required, since no elaborate studio

j

Need

TBA

Rheingold offer, it's been revealed,
was forwarded to baseball commissioner A. B. ("Happy") Chandler on
two separate occasions by Emerson
Foote. prexy of Foote, Cone & Beld-

-

!

tee

as

wood

were

others,

tion yesterday (151 called upon FCC
to hold a public hearing on the commission plan to avoid video and
other service duplication by turmng
television channel No. 1 over to
other services exclusively.
agreed heartily that television and
other services cannot properly share
the same^ portion of the ether but
in S1sted that tele needed three more

Not to Tele

—

sales and general video interest, now
slated for Oct. 5 here.
With both of its latest efforts,

I

basis

For More Channels

looking good, television's chances to
get a look-in on the World Series
this year appear extremely remote.
Only advertiser to meet baseball's
asking fee of $100,000 for series
rights to date Rheingold Beer has
been turned down and no other
sponsor willing to spend so much
money has yet been found. Series is

—

short,

tion costs.

.

Cites

method

possible

a

last

Vallee, now readying to produce films for video, and Norman
Blackburn, one of J. Walter Thompson's local veepees, in charge of tele
here for agency.

TBN

of

it

the current extremely high produc-

An-

Fans, As Sponsors Lag ment

Paramount's KTLA lO'.'a hours per
week. Literally, Philco took up
where- RCA 'apparently feared to
tread, going all-out. i! not always
right, for its "The Day" to hypo set

Goes Visual

on

Hale

Looks

With chances for a "subway

to

—

been

On Five-Week Tryout

series

Series

Good—But

"Tele-Beauty"

Sept. 30.

J.

Harrisburg, withbid at the height

in-

and away from special
events, etc., it appeals to be coming
broadcast
the
from
principally
branch of show biz.
Perhaps, however, it's fitting since
'tis Philco that is doing the stepping
up. having introand anteing
duced two more regularly scheduled
shows this week to be added to the
list of nine it will have in toto. Ineluding sports events, it will have on

attempting to
video channel
number four here. Incensed when
the FCC gave its network affiliate
the four channel it had requested,
while giving KFI number nine, the
station appealed the FCC "final" decision of some weeks back.

vision

WKBO,

its first tele

of the color versus black-and-white
controversy last year.

show--wise

NBC from

ress'

J.

Company, along with

day.'

drew

Feared to Tread,

television.
there's renewed life in the

16.

fight

Edward

Stackpole, The Press
will spend $190,065 on its tv station
and operate initially four hours a
is

Hollywood. Sept. 16.
Like other show, businesses were

ON VIDEO CHANNEL
Hollywood. Sept.

and WHP is proposing a full-blown
operation.)
The company is owned
by the Telegraph Press, whose prexy

With 9 Shows on Coast

DROPS APPEAL

had

Walks

RCA

Jector.

it

.

Stock is not
in DuMont.
Current
on the exchange.
price is about $7 per share, meaning
complete sale of the B stock would
bring Par close to $4,000,000.
FCC has already granted two extensions of the original 60-day diWhether a
vorcement
deadline.
third extension will be applied for
next month has yet to be determined.

light amplifiers, is a flat glass plate

KFI has given up the

of

hda a
Har-

Inc..

refiled for

risburg's lone No. 8 video channel.
(Complication may arise since FCC's
new video allocation saves out only
a community channel for Harrisburg

terests

which are installed on two
with an arc light sources a
below the tele receivers and

which

part

WHP,

among

200.
at

Rudy

listed

jectors,

unseat

Meanwhile

change of heart and

Steinman's

the major

Heart of the huge Idophore pro-

KFI

air.

has never stated what Par
in order to follow through
on the divorcement plan, but it's
believed it would necessitate sale of

jector.

floor

a "television in every room" promotion campaign. The partners expect
to spend $300,000 on station construction and get their tv operation
in the black after six months on the

FCC

viewing

levels

divorcement
What steps Par will

interests.

to

16.

cepted the first bid for video-poor
Harrisburg, Pa.
Winner in Dallas was the LacyPotter Television Co., which was
given the No. 8 video slot. Station
will, operate 35 hours a week, from
6 to 10 p.m. daily and 10:30 a.m. to
noon weekdays. Sponsors are chipheavy oil magnates Tom Potter and
Rogers Lacy. Lacy is building a
new 47-story hotel in Dallas to house
his tele studios.
Hotel -will feature

must do

pose the delicate micro-volts of the
image, usually seen in
received
cathode ray tube's tiny
screen, on a light source powerful
enough to solidly illuminate a theatre size screen, overcoming shadows
Idophore is claimed
and- flickers.
to deliver an evenly spread 1,500
lumens on the test size screen mentioned above and using a conventional projector arc lamp. Inventors
say this can be increased 10-fold in
a longer projector throw (prdsent
one is only 45 feet) by a three-fold
In
Increase in projector lens size.
video terms the projected image is
520 lines on U. S. standards deThis against
livered to the screen.
a gross lineage of 720 in the pro-

Dallas, Hsbg.

The FCC handed out the third tele
permit in Dallas last week and ac-

A

Even Spread
Biggest

effected.

Latest to join,

Washington, Sept.

of the video industry glued to

Hollywood, Sept. 16.
more than a year of

organization, the Television Academy of Arts and Sciences reports a

FCC OK s Permits
To

little

new system

television's

programming a variety of shows
from outside the studio has the eyes

200 in Tele Acad

membership touching on
nouncement was made
monthly meeting, Sept. 9.

Lower Costs

to

CBS

After

take to separate itself from DuMont
before the. Oct. 15 deadline, however,
has not been revealed.
Par presently owns all 5G0.00O
shares of DuMont B stock, plus a
hitherto
unrevealed block of
stock.
Both companies have consistently
denied FCC allegations,
however, that Par's stockholdings
give it a controlling interest in
DuMont. B stock gives it the right
to elect three of the company's eight
directors, including the secretary
and treasurer, while the other five
directors, including the prez and
veepee. are elected by the DuMont

ern film projector.

tele

8^

Programming Cued

Milton Markowitz, who's doing medical research at Johns Hopkins Univ.
in Baltimore.

unlcss -.complete

fit
I

and mechanical, which have beset

As

to'

«

I

principal associate, Dr. Hugo Thiemann, to have eliminated considerable number of the bugs, electrical

it

week was reported

divest itself of all
interest in DuMont television in
accordance with the FCC edict of no
f " rth
station
to either out-

Seen today in a specially built re-

this, as all

this

getting ready

$2,500^000 in Idophore.

July. Bill Murray, assistant to talent chief Sol Radam, will take over
during her hiatus.
Miss. Lee- will join her husband, Dr.

special telecast at 7:45 p.m.

;

j

ture to date.

1

j

j

1

I

Story quoted DuMont director
Paul Bclanger on the five points
tele directors look for in signfemme talent. Pictures
ing
showed Bclanger surrounded by
a bevy of lookers, eagerly seeking his advice to launch them
on their way to tele fame.
.

On this formal program were
'Mayor Bernard Samuel: Rog»r W.
Times today (Tues.). Ray Monl'ort. jClipp. g.m. of WFIL; Kenneth W.
Times; Harry Lubcke. Don Lee; Stowman, tele ciuector, and Frank
Klaus Landesberg. Television Pro-|Folsom, RCA-Victor exec v. p. After
ductions. and Paul Reedy, formerly the inaugural mumble-mumble, the
with CBS' color video research and first edition of the Inquirer Teledevelopment section, will talk.
vision News was shown, with Wally
." '
Sheldon as com'menuninV
> n
1

]

j

I

'

——

j

.

'

:

T

N THE SUMMER OF

1943,

the American Broadcasting

As an example

JL
by

Company (then the Blue Network) was taken over
a new ownership and a new management.
The new management set about accomplishing two

important jobs:

first,

ABC
1943

to bring the best possible listening

homes across the country; and second,
American business with an efficient, effective
advertising medium which would sell more and more
goods to more and more people at the lowest possible cost.

to furnish

food

field

"X"

Network

Network

Network "

"Y"

V

$12,941,518

$12,600,180

$1,104,588

1944

11,217,318

15,925,268

13,183,755

2,241,069

1945

•13,189,172

14,046,091

12,150,275

2,913,405

1946

12,741,277

13,359,844

12,579,209

4,154,383

6,718,836

6,571,307

6,272,099

1947*

* First Six

Months

2,535,845

PIB

Source:

.

years later (in radio time, that's 140,160

good time

quarter hours later!)— is a

to review the prog-

network has made.

ress that the

ABC, take the

$ 6,913,471

to millions of radio

Now— four

of the growth of

NETWORK FOOD ADVERTISING 1943-1947"

is now completely sold out from 9 AM to 6 PM every
Monday through Friday. And in the mornings, it is the

ABC

most-listened-to network in radio.

FACILITIES:
At the time of the change, the Blue Network was made
up of 160 stations with a

total

power

of 469,800 watts.

There have

ABC has 264 stations, an increase of 65%. The
power of the network is now 1,045,700 watts .an

Today,

:

been important improvements in pro-

ratings. (In Jan.-Feb., 1947,

ABC's Hooperatings for ALL

programs were 1 8.4% higher than the same period of 1943.)

increase during the four years of 123%.

Part of the credit for these improvements goes to the

In expanding from 160 to 264 stations, the emphasis
has been on the nation's top 200 markets. Of the 104

Program Department for
and new talent— and for

stations added between 1943

and

1947,

them

52 of

the development of
better

programming

experience

primary coverage in 24 of them from outside stations.

network; they have had faith in the network.

vital sales areas.

In 1943, the network owned and operated three

WJZ

in

New York, WENR

in

mass

sta-

R.

San Francisco.

Owned-and-Operated

By the end' of

1947,

ABC

to

ABC's

its

the

They have worked

company

it

U. S.

roster like

keeps, then
Steel,

General Mills,

and

in the

closely with the
If

a network

ABC— with

General

Electric,

P&

G, WestingAmerican Tobacco, Bristol-Myers, Goodyear, and

And

if

mention only a few) — cannot be outdone.
a network

is

known by

the entertainment-

enlightenment— education— inspiration— it provides,
ABC and its clients have their full share of winners: top

stations.
will

in entertaining the public

J. Reynolds, Philco,

Gillette (to

tant stations in key markets, have since been added
to the Owned -and -Operated list, making a total of
five

known by

house,

KECA (Los Angeles) and WXYZ (Detroit), both impor-

— both

selling of goods.

names on

KGO

Chicago and

of shows.

_the..network.lhey have, brought their vast

is

tions:

ABC

new shows

But an even larger share of the credit must go

Thus, by the
end of 1947, ABC will have its own outlets m-at
167 of the top 200 markets (45% more than in 1943).
And in the remaining 33 markets, ABC provides

were located in these

in

also

grams, and they have been reflected in consistently higher

*

total

PROGRAMS AND SPONSORS:

have a total of eleven

popularity

50,000-watt stations on the network.

programs

like

the

Bing Crosby Show,

the

Theatre Guild on the Air, the Boston atid Detroit Symphonies, the Breakfast Club, Walter Winchell, the Metro-

BILLING:

politan Opera, This

is

Your FBI, the Uenry Morgan Show,

America's Town Meeting of the Air.

Gross billings for the year ending December 31 1942,
were $15,782,493. Billings for the year ending December
,

31, 1946, totalled $40,617,130. This

is ait

increase

add up to just this: ABC
made remarkable progress in four years* And with
our many friends— with their loyalty, their prestige, their
confidence in our network— we can see this progress
All these facts and figures

has

of157%.

continuing in the years ahead.

American Broadcasting CompanyT
A NETWORK OF

2 6 4

RADIO STATIONS SERVING AMERICA

ABC PLANS MORE SPACE
Inside Staff-Radio

Radio Reviews

FOR HOLLYWOOD SHOWS

who
Alfred T. Dorf, the Danish-born former Brooklyn minister
Storm" daya running part several years ago on the "Against the
who
time serial, performed marriage service recently Jor two people
One was Gerda Mickelson, who cowit* the show.
Dr.

had

Hollywood, Sept. 16.
L:-bensraum will be added here to

Continued from page 30

First in the series, whft-'h
last

Friday U2), was

tand's

•

"L'Aiglon,"

preemed

Edmond Ros-

translated

and

adapted for the 'BBC by Clemence
Dane A poetic romantic tragedy on
the fate of Napoleon's son, this play
rhetoric and
is too full of purple

sentimental excesses for modem
Despite this, however, the
taste.
BBC craftsmen have fashioned out
this

of

The

work

a

brilliant

historical

canvas which riveted interest for
adjacent to the west.
full 90 minutes.
Network is now using pro tern theHeading
the cast was James Mcspace at NBC, has some departments Kechnie, who portrayed the role of
Varibty's coverage of- the union's recent national convention. The local quartered in a building on Cherothe Due de Reichstadt, originally
prez doosn't mention Varietv by name, but his meaning is unmistakable. kee, uses its own station (KECA) made famous by Sara Bernhardt on
The implication of Collyer's article is that Vaimrtv's reporting was "biased building as much as possible and has the stage. His performance was a
.hearsay." This conforms with the local president's repeated assertions to additional space in a rear building virtuoso
mix of tenderness and
frllow members that Vakjety's convention reporting was "inaccurate." opposite NBC at Sunset and Vine. strength. Other standout performers
However, Collyer has refused to be quoted to that effect by Variety. Studio space is equally varied, net in the play were Arthur Young,
Val
Also, he has told various fellow AFRArtes that Varikty refused to meet using NBC. KECA, Sunset Radio Victorio Rieti and David Piel.
was skillfully
him at an off-the-record luncheon to discuss the convention coverage. Center. KFWB, sometimes Earl Car- Gielgud's directionmood
and he reto the play's
But he hasn't explained that Varikty insisted that such a confab be on- roll's, etc. New space, however, will cued
excellent support from Richceived
the-record, so its hands would not be tied in advance.
also be only temporary until net is ard Addinsell's music.
Other plays in the series will inable to build an all-embracing plant.
Evening broadcasting course of Fordham Univ., N, Y., scheduled to
clude Christopher Marlowe's "Doct
, tor Faustu.<" Euripedes' "The Trostart Sept. 22, has a guest faculty of instructors culled from the radio
jan Women," Ibsen's "Hedda Gabler"
field.
Those due to teach on their own particular branch are Arthur
and George Bernard Shaw's "The
Television Reviews
Hull Hayes, WCBS, N. Y., general manager; actor Ed Begley; Lindscy
Herm.
Man of Destiny."
MacHarrie, producer-director of "We, the People"; JucY,on LaHaye,
music lecturer; Tom O'Brien. NBC staff announcer; Ernest Ricca, direcTELE-THEATRE
SIIEAFFER PARADE
tor of "True Romances," and Dorothy Klock. WNYE staffer.
With
Rosario
Antonio,
Mack
Tripand
Orch,
Ford
&
Howard
With
Eddy
Course, is supervised by the college's radio division chairman, William
lets, Briants (2), Jumbo, Minevitch
Pearson
A. Coleman, who also will lecture on dramatic writing for radio. Radio's
Harmonica Rascals, Kitty Kallen, Producer -Director: Lou Place
social aspects will be taught by the institution's communication arts
Hurt mans (2)
30 Miiis.: Sun., 3 p.m.
head, Rev. R. F. Grady.
Producer-director: Ed Sobol
SIIEAFFER PENS
Tech. director: Al Protzman
NBC, from New York
Though established transcription companies appear to be riding the SO Wins.: Sun. (14), 8:05 p.m.
(Russell Seeds)
crest of the platter trend, a considerable barrier remains to be hurdled Sustaining
A straight musical half-hour, with
WNBT-NBC.
N.
field,
however
solid
only a vocalist backed by a band,
by the legitimate independents coming into the
NBC went out after the best talent has only a slight chance of making
Irresponsible predecessors
their offerings or honest their intentions.
available for this special variety a Hooper-wise dent. Considering that
series
after
contracthave created much ill-will by failure to deliver
show for its affiliate station owners
singers. Crosby. Sinatra
ing to do' so, leaving stations high and dry after a show series' has and managers assembled last week in even the top
et al., have a multitude of embellishReliable newcomers are finding selling tough because of the Atlantic City. After shooting the
started.
ments including guests, and excelprecedents set by the fly-by-nighters, having first to break down some- show to
Saturday (13) after- lent writing to make for a hargetting
into
sales
pitch
on
product.
prejudice
before
even
a
noon,
the
web
officials
what justified
apparently monious whole. Consequently Eddy
believed it was good enough to do a Howard coming in with orchestral
Jimmy Durante and Dennis Day will be starred on "The Family repeat for the general public the backing larrks a multitude of ingreTheatre," over Mutual tomorrow (Thurs.) in a sketch written by Father following evening. Program prob- dients which makes tor a repetitious
ably created an equally favorable Session.
Father Mulvey,
Timothy Mulvey, OMI.
Durante will serve as host.
effect on both performances.
It's neither the fault of Eddy nor
who has been in Hollywood during recent months, is the only priest
Despite the general excellence of his excellent collection of sidemen.
regularly writing scripts for the program, which Father Patrick Peyton production, the show pointed up
Both are competent, show excellent
presents.
anew that the more subtle vaude musical taste and attempt to get a
More than 325 stations now carry the feature, dedicated to fostering and nitery acts don't take too well large degree of variety into their
to the current small tele screen. offerings,
daily family prayer.
but unfortunately, this
Routine such as that presented by combo is inadequate as far as holdRosario and Antonio with their subtle ing interest during a half-hour show.
Schlitz switch from Gordon Best (formerly McJunkin) ad agency to
terpsichore just didn't have
Eddy has previously made a dent
Y&R revives speculation of what's to become of the 39 15-minute shows flamenco
the punch it usually "has on a vaude boxofficewise through his Majestic
recorded for the beer firm by McJunkin and then mysteriously shelved. stage.
Highly-subtle
slow-motion recordings. He has warm and fluid
Titled "Adventures in Gracious Living," the series featured Ralph comedies of the Briants failed to pipes
robust enough to stand up in
Ginsburgh with his string ensemble and a femcee who lends a genteel project for the same reason. Broad the upper crust of singers, but withal
touch to the suds.
Production cost is estimated at $75,000 and those humor inherent in the dance satire needs further support.
of Paul and Grace Hartman, on the
who heard the cuttings say they're top quality.
There's little attempt to enliven
other hand, was amazingly good.
the proceedings with banter and
Format followed that inaugurated Ford Pearson's only chores are the
by the almost-defurict Borden's show. announcements and the commercials.
Acts performed in a nitery settitng Both are okay.
Jose.
before a live studio audience, who
took part in the proceedings by foxTHE CHILDREN'S THEATRE
CBS football viewers are going to be a disgruntled bunch if this trotting to open and close the pro- With Eddie Cantor, Barry Thompson,
camera crew follows the pattern it set during the Brooklyn-Cleveland gram. With one or two minor faults,
Victor Jory; Carl King, announcer
Eddie Sobol's direction was good.
night game. Constant closeups of the ball in the air and the ball carExtremely bad lighting for several Writer: Shelley Dobbins
Producer-director: Bob Labour
riers may delight the lens men but these shots are unsatisfactory to of the acts, hjwever,
completely ne- 30 Mins.: Sun., 5 p.m.
the audience.
gated
Sobol's work.
Closeup of
As an example of how wrong a camera can go on an important play songstress Kitty Kallen, for instance, CENTURY THEATRE CIRCUIT
WNEW, N. Y.
take that Cleveland runback of a punt for a touchdown.
The camera wovild have been noteworthy with
Utilizing the wealth of material
focused on the ball in flight, showed a medium shot of the receiver proper lighting. As it was. Miss available in kid disk albums, Cencatching it, went to a closeup as the runner cut for the sideline and Kallen appeared completely devoid tury theatres has built a series
of makeup and strangely pale comheld this closeup as the runner kept on running and running and he
oared to the later image transmitted of Sunday afternoon shows around
juvenile platter stuff with its sights
ran quite a ways. Consequently it was merely a picture of a boy run- via a medium shot.
'Slai.
trained on the 10-year-old and unn ng with a ball. The audience had no conception of any blocking ahead
der.
Initialer Sunday
(14) sandof the ball or even whether the youngster had scored or been forced DISC BAR
wiched brief jingles on safety and
out of bounds. Lookers only know it was a long run. That a score had With Don Roper, Belle Flower
tolerance between Eddie Cantor's
been made was not certain until the lineup for the extra point.
To Producer: Bill Monsees
waxing of "Tweedle Dum and
make it a little worse the commentator didn't even mention the length Director: Frank Bunetta
Tweedle Dee." Barry Thompson's
of the run (82 yards.)
All he did say was what there was "a beautiful 15 Mins.; Mon., 7:30 p.m.
"Tree and Ax" from Aesop's Fables
b'ock" somewhere but it was a secret from the camera and the audience. Sustainius
and Victor Jory's "Story of Celeste."
Produced by Bab Labour, show
"Fancy Dans" of the camera will chase viewers to opposition stations. WABD-DuMont, N. Y.
M
Here's
There is a simple way to televise a football game which makes it easier much of another example of too 'was of the wholesome type and no
a good thing going sour. doubt should attract a heavy mopfor both crew and audience.
"Disc Bar" devotes its entire 15 min- pet listener clientele.
Shelley Dobutes to the age-old vaude record bins' scripting
was couched in terms
Not much doubt that DuMont's Dennis James is doing the best job routine—performers moving their easily understood
by the small fry
among 'Manhattan's television sports commentators.
James does the lips in synchronization with a plat- and announcer Carl King unobter novelty, with their antics and trusively
wrestling and boxing from the Jerome and Jamaica (L. I.) arenas.
handled introductory narfacial e.voressions supposedly lend- ration
It is on the groaners that James particularly shines due to his basic
as well as weaving in plugs
for a forthcoming -children's Saturknowledge of wrestling besides a sense of humor that permits him ing comedy to the process.
Similar routine has been tested day matinee
at some
to kid both the participants and himself. James has had a definite part
and proved by such top entertainers houses. Theatre chain, five Century
incidentally,
in popularizing wrestling on the screen and a poll of viewers might
as the Bernard Bros., who've played boosts the.
radio show via one-minute
surprise as to the number of its regular followers.
the Versailles. N. Y.: Roy Davis, and trailers in
all
its houses.
Low. Hite and Stanley. These acts, whole, program acceptably On the
fills in a
Studio retrenching in Hollywood is causing a reverse trend in tele- however, never did more than one Sunday
afternoon niche long vacant
vision, it appears, with technicians and productional talent being "lib- such number in a show, which served for children in
this age bracket
erated" taking a new awareness of video in which they are seeking jobs. to retain the. novelty and make it
Gilb.
Idling persons are not looking for any temporary relief from the baying easy to take. Don Roper and Belle
Flower
on this DuMont show may. PRUDENTIAL HOUR
wolf either but are seemingly eager for permanent association once
be funny but they're certainly not With Rise Stevens,
Al Goodman
introduced, feeling being that video is here to stay and the close rehilarious enough to feed this kind of
Orch,
Oscar Shumskv, Milton Retlationship of the two visual mediums affords them' an edge over other stuff lo viewers
for an entire 15-mintenberg, Frank Gallup
job seekers.
ulc program.
in

the

issue of Stand By,
Clayton Collyer refers to

September

AFRA,

local of
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Y
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Inside Television
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;
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Duo

Chicago, Sept.
Productions shortly

Feature
a Los Angeles

open

office

Omaha,

16.

WOW

will
has signed up to air all of
under the Univ. of
Nebraska football games
of which there will be nine this

and

Chuck Logan.

FP

Dawson

expansion

al-o will include opening of a

New

York office some time next year,
and the bow of Feature Publications
to market Acrcc's fan books via
open-end series packaged by Feature Productions.
FP currently handles

the

CBS

"Hint Hunt." and ABC's "Ladies Be
Seated."

year.

The

station has

network together
North Platte and

formed a small

with

KOLT

KODY

at

of Scotts-

bluff.

Tip
at

the

Saggau.

mike

sportcaster,
to

give

will

listeners

D

the numbers,

atic

Sept. 10.

Tom Hargis, former NBC producer,
who was in town last week to huddle with Chuck Acree. Stu

mix up

with Miss Flower dubbing an oper-

NEBRASKA GAMES AIRING

Hargis'L.A.Setap

tries to

be
the

aria. Roper working over
a
•Timmv Durante platter and both of
thorn doing a hillbilly routine. It just
doesn't come off. though.
Roper

moreover,

overworks the gag of
waiting fur his former partner to return to the show. The team might

be good for
variety
this

a single

number

show but they

in a big

can't

carry

not

much

one by themselves.

Show
better.

prodticlionwise

DuMont may be

is

justified in

using cheaply-made painted flats for
scenery, since the show has no sponsor.
But how can they expect to
lure a bankrollcr if the show
isn't

attractive?
Camera work is okay
running game. Merrill Workhoven tor
the material, but even the best
will do the color. Nebraska opens
at variety of camera shots can't instill
" .interest in a lacklustre program
Lincoln with Indiana,' Sept. 27;
'

Stat.
.

CAROLINA OUT-OF-DOORS
With John Harden
Producer: Warren Barfield
Writer: John Harden
Music: Kingham Scott
15 Mins., Fri. 9:45 p.m.
Sustaining:

»««

-

!

rector:

Ken Burton

Writer: Alan

PRUDENTIAL LIKE INSURANCE
CBS, from New York
& Bou-Ips)
Prudential program,
iBeiitoii

The

WPTF, Raleigh
This is a new program idea designed to serve the vacationist, the
person with a few days off, or the

which

some years has made ii heavy
dent upon the conservative type of
listener
hankering for an even
for

and pleasant flow of music,'
has
resumed with virtually the
same format that, has made this, session
a standout among
the pop
placid

classic sessions.

There's only been a slight change

— the

male singer has been eliminated, an item which isn't missed
particularly here inasmuch as there's
a sufficiency of male voices with the

conferenciering of Frank Gallup and
the well-trained male chorus
As in previous years, the feature
of this session is the Mot's
Rise!

•'

weekender.
i

Each week "Carolina Out-OfDoors" goes on. the air Friday nights
to help plan weekend trips or to
suggest vacation trips for the week
ahead. Idea is to spotlight currently
available and attractive outdort
places and things, with information
as to how to get there and what to

expect on arrival.
Harden, who has been a North
Carolina Variety mugg since 192!),

is currently serving as
secretary to Nouth Carolina's Gov.

and who

ties in with bis recitals interesting traditions, tales and

'Gregg Cherry,

legends about the places he reports

on and recommends.

.

.

To give variety, Harden has guests
on program and has interview dialog
presenting particular locality or" resort area.
The guests are experts
on the particular subject being covered.
When they are available, offer is made to send out folders, tour
maps; and other vacation literature.
Program is generating a big request
mail.

V »*

»»»

Follow-up

»-*»

Comment
4<+++-£

EhhM-M

Garry Moore, as the new irt.c. of
"Take It or Leave It," now on NBC.
should

be

series

when

a

distinct

asset

to

ttie

more

becomes

he

familiar with it and masters the
peculiar ..requirements of the assignment. Judged strictly on his merits
on his debut on the show Sunday
night (14). he was only so-so. The
format of the audience participationer remains unchanged, with
five studio contestants trying to answer questions in selected categories, at pyramiding cash up to 464.
As when Phil Baker and before
that Bob Hawk had the stanza,
Moore opened with a standup gag
spot with the announcer. Ken Roberts, and sprinkled other quips at
obviously prepared points in the
q. & a. sequences.
Mobre handles
the jokes smartly, of course, but he
violated a few audience participation
basics, such as criticizing the contestants a bit severely -and failing
to keep the studio audience under
control.

On the other hand, he was generally
ingratiating,
maintained a
lively pace and created an air of
gayety to the proceedings. He'll have
to be ultra careful about blue stuff,
however, as that can be sudden horror on an audience adlib show. In
one instance Sunday night he used a
sapolioed gag. something or other
about Glen Gray having been built
like a brick Sinatra, that bofl'ed the
studio audience.
Ii? also mangled one of the Eversl!arp commercials, but neatly turned
it. into a laugh
and thereby saved tha
plug. For the first few shows under
Moore, the series originates in
York, then goes to
the
Coast

New

permanently.
Louis

new

Sobol's

"Some

book.

Days Were Happy," was supposed
to be the pivotal point of WHN's
IN. Y.) "Books On Trial" sequence

Monday

Sloane
30 Mins., Sun.. 5 p.m.

;

Stevens, whose versatile and expressive mezzo soprano lends warmth
and authority to the^airer. Miss
Stevens is equally capable of bringing out the best in either pop or
classical renditions.
Especially rich backing is given
her by the solid musical arrangements of the Al Goodman orch with
Oscar Shumsky at the violin and
Milton Rettenberg's piano interludes
enriching the musical portion o£ the
show. The well-disciplined chorus
has its moments in the spotlight for
equally good effect.
The commercials are deftly handled by Frank Gallup. They're institutional in nature, handled wellenough to become an integral pari of
the show without destroying its dignified character.
Jose.

demanded
depth of characterization
original.
for full appreciation of the

ease ABC's administrative tigh't-jope
were connected
walking if a deal for more Sunset
authored it under the name oi Gerda Michael, with her- sister, Sandra boulevard space is approved by
"
Michael.
',
headquarters brass. Deal is being
,
.
n
The other was Nelson Case, who announced the program for a time. negotiated for the taking over of
Case's bride, actress-writer Nbndas Metcalfe, directed soldier shows two buildings on the north side of
the
for the USO in France during the war, and later had charge of
Sunset near Cahuenga, one of which
Since the war she's done radio writing, was formerly a giant restaurant
enlisted men's club in Paris.
Theatre Wing work and a year's fund-raising speaking tour for USO. wherein
perambulated
waitresses
Nelson was a Navy flier during the war. Miss Michael's husband, Ole on wooden-wheeled roller skates.
Skaarup, is a shipping executive
other is smaller and immediately
In his "The President's Box"
monthly publication of the N. Y.

Sepiemoer 17, 1947

»PwSnitnI:iy,

BAMO-TKLEVISIOIV

34

came

night

more

off

but the session

(15),
r-s

a

battle

of

wits

between Billy Rose, who was defending the book, and writer Russell
Maloney, who criticized the tome.
Maloney glibly dubbed the work
"corny" and said Broadway needed
Sobol's
childhood
reminiscences
"like it does a hole in the head."
Rose snapped back, "Cold or hot, I
like corn!" He thought lots of things
Maloney would term corny, "like
Strauss waltzes," were pretty fine'.
Malnney's "just a Broadway wiseguy," Rose sneered. Sobol. from the
sidelines, observed. "There I was,

minding
writer

.

my" own

past, at

my

type-

.-.

"Jury" headed by Ben Hecht voted
in favor of Sobol.
But it
was mainly Maloney's rapier parrying versus Rose that made the
'*
ll-to-1

inning a lively'

Sti'mlriutes'.

"'

—

,
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P&G Invites a Showdown
Looks like the fight

it

how

expected just

far

it is

&

Procter

Gamble, whose

run into

billings

to demonstrate
willing to go in

"Masquerade"

$20,000,000 a year,

convention in Atlantic City and served
stood up at the NBC
doesn't intend to permit tamnotice on the network that
pering with its commercials, he was in effect sounding the clarsponsors in the battle to preserve the
ion call in rallying radio's
status quo.

P&G

could well be that here at last is the real test case that may
determine just how far NBC and all radio is willing to go in its
avowal to clean up the air in ridding the kilocycles of commercial
It

NBC's sked

of soapers.
prexy's speech before delegates of the U. S. National Commission# for UNESCO was carried live by WAAF, 1,000-watter
Chi indie, opposite NBC's "Today's Children,"
"Woman in
White,"
and
"Light of the World."
Sarnoft" didn't hit' the network
via trancription until 11:30 that
night (12).
to

RCA

rid the airwaves of commercial excesses. When Neil
its desire to
McKlroy, one of the high priests of radio's largest bankroller,

H

Radio Needs Selling Job to Offset

service

comes

The radio industry may have an opportunity

much sooner than

Chicago, Sept. 16.
is just another
orator when it

David Sarnoff
public

on.

is

Brickbats,

Wag As

Heads

McElroy's "you-can't-do-this-to-us" edict comes right at the
is projecting its new code designed to estabtime allowed for commercials.
lish a uniformity of standards on
Niles Trammell's own battle
It also comes smack in the middle of
with his affiliate stations to curb such commercial excesses as
hitch-hikes, cow-catchers, etc. When in recent weeks network
chieftains witnessed the new March of Time release on radio and
and Metro's filmization of Frederic Wakeman's "Hucksters,"
they stood up in righteous wrath in vehemently denying the
double-barrelled contention that it's the sponsor who has final
control In determining what shall and shall not go on the air.

Would appear Is radio's opportunity to back up its
claim. The question of whether there will be a hasty retreat
in the face of a threat from a $20,000,000-a-year bankroller is of
vital significance. Out of it will come the answer as to whether
the industry merely intends paying lip service to the newly
promulgated code. In fact, radio's whole future may hinge on It.
it

constructively
'selling the radio industry to America,
'again came under the critical eye
of broadcasters at this year's
meet. It was particularly keyrioted
Mexico City. Sept. 16.
Local stations XEFO and XEUZ, at the NBC convention which prespokesmen of the Party of Revolu- ceded the overall industry powwow,
tionary Institutions (PRI), Mexico's with NBC prexy Nilcs Trammell;
dominant political organization, were Charles Mortimer, General Foods
sold to the Mexican, Radio industry veepee, and Neil H. McElroy, Procter
Workers' Union, which obtained part & Gamble biggie, calling for a more
of the cash for the deal from its concerted industry effort to "sell"
parent, the National Electricians' radio to the people in the face of

its

of past

picnic

dustry

here.

The

Worries Chi Salesmen

ominous outlook.
belief is on the

optimistic side, namely, that the
tavel while WNBC, N. Y.'s Mary
largaret McBride and Ruth Crane smaller advertisers who have deacting prez of the Assn. of Women signs on network radio are merely
waiting
to see how the availability of
Broadcasters are taking the bows.
Meanwhile, two femme performers raw products shapes up for the early
headlined yesterday's (15) program part of next year.

Among

comparatively small
manufacturers missing at the mo-

Miss Wells, former Powers model
and one of 10 best-dressed women
in a 1946 poll, got a big hand from
a predominantly male audience
when she described the tremendous

eral parts

of
women listeners and
warned the male contingent not to
look down its noses at the daytime
dialers.
At yesterday's 'retail and

ment from

the

the network lists are sevand metal fabricators. The

lem.

loyalty

Weatherman Song Spots
Fear Cancellation Rash

NAB

Due

to Official

where she described the whopping
has made in attracting
retailer's dollars since NAB sparked
its first campaign at the 1942 Cleve-

strides radio

land convention.

The

visiting wives

nition

WFPG

won new

recog-

on the NAB program when
here skedded two ocean

NAB

cruises for them and
itself
hosts a "ladies only" seafood luncheon at Hackney's restaurant to-

morrow

(17). Harry Maizlich, sparkplug of Warner Bros.' KWFB, Hollywood, also handed out 3,000 invites
to visiting couples to premiere show-

ing of Warners' "The Unsuspected"
at Warners theatre here.
.

Among

industry execs who squired
wives to the NAB clambake
were CBS prexy Frank Stanton;
CBS y.p. Earl G#mmons, Washington;
chief
Lodge.
engineer
Bill
NBC's Washington V. P. Frank Russell was on hand with his spouse
along with FCC Chairman Charles
K. Denny and Mrs. Denny.
NAB
their

Warning

Chicago, Sept.

16.

Packagers of singing weatherman
spots fear a rash of cancellation belatedly brought on by a circular let•

ter

that F.

of the U. S.

to

aiford

weather stations last June.
Letter blamed weather jingles for
a "tendency toward deterioration in
the standard of service to the public"
Crimarid quoted Section 61 of the
inal Code on the counterfeiting of
weather forecasts. The section provides maximum fines of $600 and 90-

day imprisonment for anyone who
knowingly puts the U. S. Weather
Bureau label on an unofficial forecast.

Reichelderfer asked weather station officials "to listen for erroneous
forecasts and in a tactful manner
discourage the use of singing commercials by local' stations and ad-

agers. There's little danger they'll
run afoul of Section 61, but Reichto
objection
blanket
elderfer's
weather jingles has them fearful >f

Peoria— Fred C. Mueller named as client slump.
manager of WEEK, NBC affiliate in
The main packagers of barometer
Peoria, by the West Central Broad- ballads are Harry S. Goodman, Carr
casting Company, succeeding Stan- & Slink, and Starr Radio Producley E. White, resigned.
jtippv
,

radio

NBC

promulgating a public relations
gram, it would be a significant

workers union which, natuhas retained the stations staffs.

Rubicam

is

still

milestone. Similiarly, Mortimer was
seriously concerned over the fact
that "radio has come in for perhaps
the strongest and most concentrated
criticism, from all sides that has

CBS, meantime, has decided to put
"Winner Take All" quiz, show on
the co-op block effective Sept. 29 or
Oct. 6. Move follows General Elecdecision to pick up CBS'
tric's
"House Party" starting .Dec. 1. That
show; now co-op, will be shifted
from its present 5-5:30 p.m. crossthe-board spot to the 3:30-4 o'clock
segment on Sept. 29 or Oct. 6, but
will be kept co-op through Nov. 28.
"Winner" will shift from 3:30 to

TO TELL

its

news

other co-ops, all
or sports with the exception

"Hawk Larabee," western
dramats, Saturdays, 7-7:30 p.m.
How big a crop of local sponsors
can be harvested isn't known, since
the co-op field has never been fully
But the feeling is, in
cultivated.
many quarters, that the nets won't
rate

Airer Permanent Spot
Pittsburgh,

Click

of

show,

"King

KDKA

this

Sept.

P&G

exec took the broadcasters to task
for failure to hit back at critics.
"Here is a place where radio," he
argued, "which you would pardonably claim to be one of th% world's
great selling tools, is falling down
daily in the first selling job which
any organization should think of.
"The public prints," he argued,
"is thick at times with criticisms and
snarls at radio, and apparently the
solid facts of,

fine,

accomplishment

of radio are conspicuous by their
absence; not because they don't exist

but because nobody has organized
to do a real job of properly calling
them to the attention of the same
readers who see and hear the
criticisms."

Neglect of this problem, he told
the convention, is bound to make
its-self felt in a weakening of radio's
power and standing as an advertising
medium. He said he was not sug-

|

whitewashing

gesting "a grand
brush". What rankled him was that
"an unpardonable error of omission"

was being committed every day
through the failure of radio's leadership to inform and enlighten the
public concerning radio's accomp-

FMW STORY

lishments. "And leadership in this
direction should come from you who
are responsible for radio broadcasting."

Philly Ex-Columnist In

duplication, won't be reweek or two. Bailey announced at the close of the FMA
confab in N. Y., Saturday (13). He
said around 200 replies had been received and he still hoped to get quite
a few more.

leased for a

i

Disk Turn for First Such

Show From

FMA

j

|

Local Nitery

Philadelphia, Sept. 16.
Jeff Keen, former columnist for
delegates made their
the defunct Philadelphia Record and
views on duplication pretty well
veteran Philly newspaperman, has
known at the N. Y. parley, however,
taken to the air waves over
the big news in Bailey's poll is ex
h A
pected to come out of replies to two ™}f " J°«$
of goss.p, mtervtews and
^
questions:
"Are
you
fagged-on
la
J»»
operating at a profit, breaking ever, |P
^"w, originating from the
or at a loss?" and "Have your gross
Latin Casino nitery, marks first time
jx
billings increased in the past
in Philly radio annals that a disk
months?"
jock type program emanates from a
If
the replies are honest, most local night spot.
FMers feel, around 95% of the staKeen works his nightly 12:30 a.m.
tions will be found in the "at a loss" stint from a specially-built soundFMers also feel, though, proof booth in the lounge of the
column.
that if a question had been added, nitery. His first broadcast featured
"If operating at a loss, how soon do the world premiere of Bing Crosby
you expect to be breaking even?", a and the Andrews Sisters' Decca waxhefty percentage would reply "With- ing of Irving Berlin's latest, "Free-

Since

KYW

^.^CLlwS

*™

««

j

|

16.

in

comedy
quarter-hour
a Minute," on
for

summer

American

I

KDKA Click Wins

'King's'

an

to tell off the industry. In his
off" at the convention, the

FM
AM-FM

five

of

at

McElroy's 'Sound Off'
remained for McElroy, however,
"sound

.,

It

looking for a re-

Results of a questionnaire mailed
to 1.000 FM licensees and permittees
by Bill Bailey, exec secretary of the
Assn., quizzing them in detail on

4:30.

has

been aimed

ever

industry," citing as but two instances
the "Hucksters" film and novel and
the new March of Time release.
"Vehement criticisms of radio
continue to roll off the presses of
this nation," he added. "They need
to be offset by actions and not by
protests of virtue."

BALLOT ON OPERATION

ship.

CBS

criticism.

Trammell, who chaired the
Stations were closed recently bemeet, took the position that i" the
cause the PRI lacked funds to run
convention came up with
them and pay their help. Three NAB
something concrete in the way of
months wages were paid by the
pro-

—

to all

-

mounting

Confederation,

these

W. Reichelderfer, chief be long in finding out, at the
are being sown.
Weather Bureau, issued new co-ops

That some weathermen
vertisers."
that is evident in the
boardjmember Paul Morency, WITC, have done just
current alarm of temptune pack-

Hartford and Henry Johnson, WSGN,
Birmingham, manager, both showed
up with recent brides.

.

placement show for the oil concern,
ABC, with "America's Town Meet- preferably a top-rank production
ing" going well co-op and Abbott & with name talent and Hooper-getCostello lately added to the list, is ting potentialities. The bankroller
considering a Hedda Hopper stanza has expressed a willingness to pay
Dick substantially for an audition for
for the co-op sweepstakes.
Dorso of Century Artists, N. Y., has such a program. It's indicated howhopped to the Coast to negotiate a ever, that Oscar Bradley, conductor
(Bud)
Barry, of "We, the People," is a sponsordeal.
Charles C.
ABC's program veepee, <js also in must for any new show selected.
Hollywood. Show apparently would
The choice of a new permanent
be formatted along the lines of Miss m.c. for "We. the People" has now
Hopper's Hollywood stanza which narrowed down to George Putnam,
Camay Soap (P&G) sponsored last Edwin C. Hill and Dwight Weist.
season, on CBS.
Each has had the show for one
Mutual, flushed by a record 300 broadcast and gets* a repeat assignsponsors for Kate Smith's noonday ment, after which a final selection
inning' and pitching hard to sell a will probably be made. Various
trio of recent entries— "Meet Me at others had one-shot dates as m.c. of
Parky's," "Information Please" and the stanza, but weren't recalled for
repeat. And still others were audi"Alexander's Mediation Board"
is
thinking about adding "America's tioned and weren't used.
"We, the People" is produced by
Forum of the Air" to the roster as
competition for ABC's "Town Meet- Y & R on. a license arrangement
ing."
Theodore Granik, moderator with Phillips H. Lord, who owns the
of "Forum," is on a swing around title. Lindsay MacHarrie directs and
Adams heads the writingthe country to see how the show Ted
research staff.
would go as a co-op.
Mutual also may offer "The
Shadow" for co-op sale on stations
not covered by Blue Coal's sponsor-

web salesmen say that with this
group it's strictly a materials prob-

clinic,
assistant director of advertising Miss Lee Hart grabbed the
largest audience on a morning panel

NAB

;

j

items?

to Radio

and advertising clinics. Beauteous
Barbara Welles, WOR commentator,
emceed joint ad-program luncheon.

able

advertisers

Chicago, Sept. 16.
broadcasters are playing an active
NAB clinics. While
Inquiries for network time which
a record turnout of spouses are on customarily
come from smaller achand to accompany their husbands
at evening parties and open sessions, counts after Labor Day haven't mafor first time in history, NAB ear- terialized this year arid the rate-card
marked an entire afternoon session toters are beginning to wonder
here today (16) for femme gabbers. whether it indicates just delayed acof
of

in

I

can the traffic bear before the sat- semester in the 9-9:30 spot Tuesday
uration point is reached among local nights on CBS. Meanwhile, Young &

role in several

NAB's director of women's activi- tion or a sign
ties Dorothy Lewis is wielding the The consensus

relations

STATIONS

Tho'MOotSet

Delay on Time Queries

femme

public

I

Goes On

f

absence at formal sesNAB conventions, is
much in evidence at this year's insions

TWO MEXICAN

rally,

The feminine contingent, conspicuous by

Co-op Act

Into

Femmes Barge In on NAB to Show They

Make

RADIO UNION BUYS UP

The network co-op programming
splurge, which shows no signs of
tapering oft has more and more
industry heads wagging. Last week 'People'
three of the four webs either announced a new co-op offering or
were known to be considering added
entries in this suddenly crowded
field.
The question being heard
"We, the People" has been remore and more, in the very shops
where the added starters are being newed by Gulf for another 13-week
prepped, is: How many co-op shows cycle, carrying it through the fall

Not only the industry but everyone interested in an unshackled
medium for free expression will be watching and

to

16.

That old perennial, lack of good

I

Everybody Jumps

radio as a
waiting.

Atlantic City, Sept. 16.

Atlantic City, Sept.

K"

moment that NAB

Have Contribution

Say Sponsor Bigwigs

I

abuses.

Here then

85

Prophet Without Honor

six months."

dom

Train,"

Also plugging the Freedom Train,
to Philadelphia tomor(17) for a three-day stay, was
an interview with Frank B. Murdoch, of the Freedom Train committee. Other guests were local columnJerry Gagham, of the Daily
ists,
News; Don Fairbairn. of the Bulletin, and Frank Brookhauser, of the

which comes

warm-weaBernie Arm-

as a

Simon's

row

Mag Yarns

ther replacement for
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
won it a
strong's musicale has
Al Simon, erstwhile press and propermanent spot on station's sustaining lineup. With Armstrong return- motion head of WHN, New York, is
13-week
ing tomorrow (Wed.), after
blossoming here as a radio writer
layoff under same utilities sponsoraft«:r establishing himself as a naship, "King for a Minute" will switch
tional mag writer. First of his efforts,
to Monday nights at 6:15.
a humorous airshow. "It's A Living,"
Zany program is scripted by Ed
has been recorded for audition by
continuity departKing, of
packager Jim Doane for the Foote,
ment, who also stars in it. along
Cone & Belding agency.
with Lionel Poulton. Stephanie DiaIdea is bafed on odd-job characmond. Jim Wcstover and Aneurin
Bobycombe's orch. NBC has been ter stories which Simon has had
showing some interest in "King for published over past couple of years
a Minute" and there's a chance of in Collier's, American, This Week,
feed to the Cosmopolitan and other mags. He is
it getting an occasional
also readying .two other shows.
network.

Inquirer.

Besides his radio chores, Keen is
writing a weekly review type ad

I

KDKA

|

,

,

,

for the
'

]

I

;

j

!

Fox

theatre.

—

Yorkton, Sask,
CJGX, Yorkton.
just celebrated its 20th anniversary.
Station is owned and operated by'
Yorkton
Broadcasting
Co., with
the
Dawson Richardson, president, A. L.
Garside, managing director, and K< i.
Parton, local manager.
.

J

r
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Who's

RCA, NBC Push Promotion Campaign

On

First?

AFRA

Joe Moran, "the singing street
who guested last night

year-end 1948. with an average of
Atlantic City, Sept.
RCA-NBC sparked all-out promo- seven viewers per set.
The tele broadcaster cannot detion campaign for tele station opr
and
pend solely on radio, pix or the usual
eration and set sales— the first
only significant plug for video sked- sources of talent for video, Sarnoff
sessions
claimed. RCA's kinescope recorder
ded for the NAB convention
—at an NBC affiliates' meeting and which will enable indie tele operademonstration, widely attended by tors to build up inexpensive film
Saturday
transcription libraries should prove
other station men, last
particularly helpful to pioneer tele
(131.
10.

.

Ballyhoo was timed to coincide operators.
Here's the way the kinescope rewith first public demonstration of
corder works:
RCA's new "kinescope recorder"
Gadget is a 16m pix camera adapta specially-designed camera to profrom a
duce clear motion pix direct from ed to record tele images
tube.
monitor
kinescope
the face of a tele picture tube. De- special
separate
vice enabled NBC's WNBT to tele- Sound is recorded on a
Major
obin
standard
pix.
cast pix of the Mineola, L. I. Fair film, as
recorder-—
development
of
m
last Saturday 20 minutes after shots stacle
which took 10 years was fact that
were taken on the Island.
24
exposes
pix
camera
standard
All-out tele campaign was sparked
fcames a second, while the tele image
by predictions from RCA's David has 30 frames a second. Camera
Sarnoff of at least 50 tele stations
shutter had to be adapted so that
on the air in 1948, bringing shows
24 frames of film could be exposed
to some 5,000,000 viewers. At least
while 30 frames of the tele image
50,000.000 persons will be within
appeared on the kinescope monitor.
range of tele service next year, Sar-

—

noff said.

Big point in declarations by Sarand NBC exec veepee Frank
Mullen, who has been projected
into the helm of network tele op-

Indiana Committee Nixes

noff

erations,
was that station men
shouldn't hold back on tele plans to
wait for network shows. Tele is no
lonser around the corner but right
in the living room, it was emphasized, adding that for their own prohad better
broadcasters
tection
climb on the video bandwagon.
About 750,000 sets will be in use by

t
I

Censorship

Move

in

(Tues.) on "We, the People" on
Rubicam
CBS, visited Young
la< t week to discuss the script

Pledges; Vital to Their

with Joe Moran, the agency viceApproaching the reception desk in the radio department, he asked to see Joe Moran.
The receptionist followed routine procedure and, not knowing
the question was loaded, inprez.

Officials
ists

replied, "Joe Moran."
"No, no," said the girl, politely,
"what's YOUR name?"
answered the
Joe Moran,"
still

straight-faced,

added helpfully, "I'm
of your Joe Moran."

mean,"

she

inquired

of

the

Radio Art-

and

non-Communist pledges, it could not
use the NLRB power to enforce the

brother

a

'

receptionist in an agency
radio department has to deal
with some eccentric characters,
so this girl remained calm. "You

*=>

claim.

AC's Future

'

Up

It's explained, further, that one of
the reasons the NLRB action is
usually effective in such cases is that
station
owners are reluctant to
disobey NLRB rulings, lest such
action be held against them in FCC
license renewal hearings.
the
existence
of
continued
The
It's believed the other performer
Artists Committee within the memunions, affiliated with AFRA in the
bership of AFRA will be the chief Associated Actors & Artistes
of
issue at the meeting of the union's America, will likewise abide by the
N. Y. local tomorrow (Thurs.) night non-Communist pledge regulation.
at the Capitol hotel, N. Y. A resolu- In the case of Actors Equity, there
tion declaring that the AC activities is a move on foot in the council to
"do not serve the best interests of go beyond the actual T-H require,
AFRA" may be the storm center of ment by means of an amendment to
the session. The resolution was sub- the association's constitution.
mitted by Betty Garde, Myron Mc-

steadily,

"that you're brothers and you're

For

both named Joe Moran?"
"Oh, sure," the caller remarked, "there are seven of us
brothers we're all named Joe

—

Moran."

merely
blinked,
girl
The
nodded slightly, picked up her
desk phone and asked for the

AFRA Debate

'

vice-prez.
"Mr. Moran is here
to see Mr. Moran," she said
Then, after a slight
evenly.
pause, she hung up and addressed the apparition, "You
may go right in."

Cormick and Minerva Pious, who
are regarded as moderate liberals.
AC is generally viewed as con-

The

servative.

Levers Luxuria

Buys Earl Carroll
For Beauty Series

The AC jssue may come up before
the Garde-McCormick-Pious resolution is considered, however; as Clayton Collyer, local president, is expected to. defend it during his earlier
"Remarks by the President" spot on
-the agenda. Ifs expected that the
AC forces will follow a carefully
mapped plan at the meeting, since
the group held another of its closed
sessions last night (Tues.) to pre-

Hollywood,
pare its members to "to be particisubject in the
pants instead of just spectators" at
to be beaunight's
meeting.
The
be expounded by one of tomorrow
closed AC confab was held at the
the foremost authorities on feminine
where
charm. Earl Carroll, in a series to Twelfth Night Club, N. Y.,
huddles
numerous
of the group have
be sponsored by Lever Bros. Luxuria
taken place in the past
line of cosmetics. Series of half hour
Incidentally,
the contention of
shows goes to either ABC or Mutual
with Lever laying out $225,000 for various AC leaders that the group is
not secret, but is open and abovethe first 13 weeks.
board is refuted in the official minSept. 16.

New Jersey's
First Station

welcomes

The most popular

world for

tiful

—will

women—how

will Carroll tell la femme
doll up and get her jnan but
devise charts to help them get

Not only

how
he'll

'to

that way. Tied in will be a national
•beauty contest with each of the 48
detrimental to the public interest."
James stated that any type of cen- states to name a candidate for the
sorship is not a legislative problem finals. Grand winner gets the
and said the committee's action was treatment with all the Hollywood

A

the end of the Huff proposal

of

will sten pledges of

trimmings.

utes of the union's recent national
convention. As reported in Stand By,
the official publication of the N. Y.
local, Alan Bunce, one of the AC
heads, asserted during a speech defending the organization, "nor do I
apologize for all the efforts, campaigns, secret meetings that have
gone on in New York for the past
two or three years." Also, although
AC leaders claim the organization is
now open to anyone, notice of meetings are still mailed to a carefully
screened list.

N. A.B.
to Atlantic City

and

10

UTAH UNIV. GAMES
Salt

5MM

WATTS

suggests

.

the delegates
visit the

Lake

City, Sept. 16.

Tidewater Associated Oil Co. has
signed with the Intermountain Network for sponsorship of the 10 Univ.
of Utah football games to be carried
over five Utah 1MN stations, starting
Sept. 27. KALL, Salt Lake; KLO,
Ogden;
KOVO, Provo; KVNU,
Logan, and KOAL, Price, are the
outlets to be used.

NEWSPAPER
PUBLISHER'S

FAXIMILE

May Wyman, KALL, sportscaster
whp handled the games for Tide-

SERVICE

water

last year over the same stawill do the play-by-play and
commercials. Paul Coburn is slated
take care of color and commentary, while Dick Eskelson will
spot and take care of statistics.
Contract was inked by Lynn

. . •

WAAT-

INTERMOUNTAIN INKS

HOW

NLRB Claims

services must
munist pledges.

file
the non-ComWith several NLRB
non-Com- claims pending against local stations

executives

The

The bogey of censorship was be-

lieved ended here for the immediate
future at least when the Indiana.
Advisory
committee
Legislative
turned town a proposal by State
Rep. George B. Huff of Indianapolis
that it favor a bill controlling radio
programs considered detrimental to
juvenile listeners.
"Such regulation leads inevitably
to abuse, as those assigned such
authority go to extremes in endeavoring to justify, a political job." the
Indianapolis Star commented editorially on the action. "The legislative
committee's
formal
action
should close the recdrd on censorship proposals in Indiana."
The. committee, after a meeting in
the office of I^eutenant-Governor
James, issued a statement declaring:
"The committee is not in favor of
any type of censorship of radio programs by any agency, either state or
federal, but the committee feels that
the radio industry should take action,
to eliminate programs which are

Non-fled

munist affiliation or sympathy, to throughout 'the country, AFRA figbe filled with the National Labor ures it's necessary to file the stateRelations Board, as required under ments, even though the requirement
be declared unthe terms of the Taft-Hartley Law. may ultimately
•*
They have been so advised by the constitutional.
union's counsel, Henry Jaffe, even
In one case alone, against a station
though there may be a question of in Atlanta, the local AFRA members
the constitutionality involved.
have a claim totalling $3,500 outUnder the Taft-Hartley statute the standing. It's pointed out that if
the union were to fail to submit the
officials of any' union using NLRB

quired, "Who's calling, please?"
Without a smile, the visitor

m:in,

and

American Federation

Indianapolis, Sept. 12.
.

Officials Will Sign

1947

cleaner"

&

For Tele Station Operation, Set Sales

'HIRES TO YA"
FOR THIRD YEAR
ON CIS

Stfrlenifcer 17,

Wedries<lsfr.

RAM*

tions,

9

Chieago s most
powerful independent
station

. .

MARSH ILL FIELD STATION,
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
sRY-IP

A

to

Meyer, sales manager of IMN, and
Harold Deal of Tidewater. Tab runs
about $7,000 for all 10 games, including time, and talent.
Intermountain grabbed the series against
the bids of KSL and KUTA.
Intermountain has also signed
Chamberlain's
Lotion, through
BBDO, for a spot campaign on all 17
stations, starting Sept. 15.
Other
new business coming to the net includes Sam Hayes' Football Previews on nine Utah and Idaho stations, for General Petroleum (Mobilgas), to be aired Wednesdays at 8:45
p.m., from Sept. 24 to Dec. 17;
"Mystery of the Week" on KALL,
for Dreft, across the board at 8:30
p.m.,* starting Sept. 29, and Cactus
western platter jockey,
10
minutes across the board on KALL,
KLO. and KOVO. starting Sept. 15.
Vick's is .sponsoring, with biz placed
through Morse International.

Jim,

Headquarters

in

Convention Hall

V
V
-

FIRST IN AM
FIRST IN COMMERCIAL

FM

y SOON

V'

FIRST IN
TELEVISION
FIRST IN FACSIMILE
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)iVilliam

Morris Agency,

Inc.

Takes Pleasure in Announcing the Exclusive Representation

4-

Vndm ^m

Creative Direction of

11

Mark Warnow
1940-1947

JOHN CHARLES THOMAS WESTINGHOUSE PROGRAM
HELEN HAYES THEATRE OF THE AIR

NORMAN CORWIN'S

NEW YORK

PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS

WE THE PEOPLE
PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA STADIUM CONCERT
YOUR HIT PARADE

MARCH OF TIME

and

:

j
'

;

'

Currently

SOUND OFF
—

The Regular U,

S.

Army Show

CBS

and

Beginning Friday Evening September 19

202

Drivc

a

BeU

H?iis

California

William Morris Agency,

- CBS

Inc.

RoSSe,
new

New

TorK

Tork

'

Wednesday, September 17, I947
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the Production Centres

From
1

NEW YORK CITY

IN

.

Johnny Olsen exits Chi and his "Ladies Be Seated" emcee chore
from N. Y. Tom
Sept. 29 to resume his "Rumpus Room" airer on
gets the "Ladies" chore. ., .Patsy Campbell into the "Big Sister"
"Ivory Tower," a comedy by Lawrence Bearson and George
cast
Belding's flack chief, on the' boards this
Wolf, the latter Footc, Cone

ABC

Moore

&

week at the White Barn Theatre in Westport. .. .Harry Rauch, Young &
Rubicam's radio flacker, pushes off for the Coast next Sunday (21) for
a week's looksee at the GE "House Party" and other Y&R Coast propJury
erties. .. .ABC staffer Charles Powers now directing "Famous
Trials".... Basil Loughrane has submitted leads for the new "Sherlock
Holmes"

series

Barasch,

writers

He'll direct. ,. .Joe Stein and Norman
the agency.
for Henry Morgan, planing to the Coast tomorrow

to

(Thurs.).

-

,

.

,„

WCBS' John Reed King has moved into a newly purchased' 10-room
John ("Adventure Parade") Griggs and writer
home in Scarsdale
Alan S. Rogers have put finishing touches on a new farce comedy air
series
shifts

entitled "Desmond Garrirk & Co.".. ..Mutual's "20 Questions"
over to Trenton for a one-night stand next Saturday (20) to re-

ceive a blue ribbon from Governor Driscbll as the "best quiz program
Bill Griffis into the "Tennessee Jed" cast.... Vic Damone
on the air"
and Irving Berlin to guestar on the "Tex and Jinx" show tonight
(Wed.), with the former singing the latter's new tune, "The Freedom
Train," on the air for the first time. Occasion is the start of a nationwide tour by the Freedom Train bearing famous American documents.
Don Dunphy, WINS sportscaster, named sports ed of "The Sign,"
rational Catholic publication. .. .Herman Chittison of CBS' "Crime
Photog" currently featured with his trio at the Piccadilly's Circus Bar
....Producer Walt Framer taking his CBS, "Strike It Rich" show to
New Orleans next Monday (22) and to Louisville following week (29)
current one nicks
Those chain letters are going the rounds again.
1

A

Scads of McCann-Erickson and Ayer
each receiver for two bucks.
ABCers busy denying Abbott &
agency radioites have fallen for it
Costello co-op airer to be shelved six months owing to recurrence of
Lou Costello's rheumatic fever. Costello's in a wheel chair as result
of hurting his foot, say the web people; the show will go on, Oct, 1,
as skedded.... Allan Stevenson into a "Front Page Farrell" role... .Ed
Byron, producer of the new "Christopher Wells" series to be sponsored
by DeSoto, will address the motor company's dealer convention Oct. 9

Philco Takes

=

the Gulf

WDSU broadcasts 3OO0 watts
from the. French Quarter to
and South Louisiana listeners.

From daily association with time-honored

WDSU

has
New Orleans institutions
developed a high quality of integrity.
devotes program time regularly
and exclusively to the St. Louis Cathedral,
the international House, Moisant Inter-

WDSU

"national Airport,' Tulsne University,
Union Station, the Municipal Auditorium,
**
Symphonies add Operas.

WDSU'* dominate Hoopcrating proves that honoring local institutions

creates high listener
loyalty.

NEW
ORLEANS

1260 kc
JOHN BLAIR L

Up

Continued from page 31

the scene, Terry O'Sullivan shilling
portable Philco wares, a novel touch,
but which could have been better
handled.
'Sorry' Giveaway
Further varying the fare with
which it hopes to peddle its wares,
Philco introduced half-hour regular
Saturday nighter, "You'll Be Sorry,"
an audience participation-giveawayquiz show, presumably one of video's
first that was also not one of the
best. All on the comic bent, It was
also virtually carried by Beryl
Wallace, star of Earl Carroll's, who
demonstrated herself to be something of a showman and mistress of
ceremonies. Generally, like the kind
of radio it carbons, it should appeal
to those for whom Philco. is reaching
—and that ain't the monied set that
until now has done most of the receiver buying.
Visual immediacy lends considerable sock to such a show, particularly in the slapstick penalties given
studio guest participants who fail to
answer correctly. Each get a Philco
product handout and a carton of
ciggies, while a view's prize is afforded to the person who telephones
the right guess as to what's in a
tabled
carton
following
clues
dropped by co-m.c. Terry O'Sullivan.
Writing was obviously needed,
questions being weak ones and m.c.'s
being not so hep themselves on right
answers. In several instances Miss
Wallace's quick wit and physical zip
boosted where producer J. Clinton
Stanley (for Finley, Inc.) failed to
smooth before.
•

CO.,

R.preseirtativ.

in Detroit,
to speak.

with Arthur Pryor and Wickcliffe Crider,

Good
as

in

timing
polo.

zation

is

is

os essential

in selling

Weed's nationwide organi-

folly

aware of the importance

influence the buying of radio time.

Convention Addrili
RiU-Catllon Hottl,

—

ManlkQUy

With N. Y. World-Telly;

After weeks of deliberation, Mann Holiner finally came up with Carmen Dragon as his choice for the batoneering on the new Old Gold
There will be no shuffling of personnel or
series, teeing up Sept. 24
selection of a Hollywood headman at Young & Rubicam until Sig Larmon gets to town. Meanwhile, Pat Weaver is casing the operation and
There's
in order for Larmon to pass on.
recommendations
getting his
some talk that an outsider will be brought in to head up this end
Last Monday's broadcast of "Seventh Veil" was the 500th for Lux Radio
Tales"
to an
"California
its
Lee
sold
Don
Hollywood
Theatre from
Fax Cone around with his
auto dealer on a hookup of 20 stations
family on strict sabbatical and no talkee business, so- .they say.... Joy
and
perhaps
to
get
Paul
Dudley,
join
her
husband,
Hodges in town to

back into radio.
writing Jerry Colonna has not re-signed with Bob Hope,
yet all the publicity put out for the show carries his name....KNX
moved nine shows out to United-Rexall world headquarters to help
its client celebrate the formal opening with a week of festivities....
Texaco liked Alan Young so well in his guestings that Myron Kirk was
Comic has
told to put him on the Tony Martin show as a regular.
switched reps from Frank Cooper, who brought him out of Canada, to
Jimmy Saphier. .. .Despite heavy romancing from another percentery,
Adrian
Sweeney and March have re-signed with William Morris
Samish hot on the trail of Bob Burns to do a Will Rogers type of commentary five times a week for P & G's Dreft. .. .Medico has okayed
Larry Berns' return to the CBS creative production staff ... .ABC's sales
chief here, Frank Samuels, herded 30 agency toppers into a private
dining room and told them all there ls_ to know about the net's Coast
operation and progress. ,. .KNX will feed 91 quarter hours to the network this season as against 68V!i last year.
Charles Bickford cut a record "of a crime series that plays up the
handling of the problem rather than dramatizing the commission....
Fitch will give away everything but a kitchen sink in one of those
Likely that it's the mail pull they're after,
"Why-I-Like" contests.
the Hooperating in that lush spot not being tangible proof of anything
....James Staples, who used to have his own agency, joined Nate .Tufts
Dinah Shore and Buddy Clark signed for the
at W. Earl Bothwell's
first two guestings on the Old Gold program. ,. .Page-Cavanaugh Trio
drop off the Jack Paar show and instrumental groups will be used only
Dick Dorso around to keep Alfred Hitchcock alerted to
on occasion
the record he'll cut on a dramatic series to be directed by Mr. Suspense.
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Deals

radio
program, this making the
fourth metropolitan newspaper with
which the indie station has ex.
changes. Others are News, .TouriialAmerican and PM, giving

WNEW

more

local newspaper hookups than
New York station.
The W-T has a page called "Teen-

any other

.

Talk" three times a week.
building
Time," with
is

a

show

WNEW

called "Teen
Roy Ross' orchestra and
Emery. Ballots will be

singer Russ
printed in the W-T, and teenagers
will pick their favorite song, record,
orchestras,
etc.,
with the station
bringing favorite choices to life on
the air. Program will preem Saturday (20) at 5 p,m.
Station has also made a deal with
Douglas Leigh to advertise its programs on the moving-letters-story
blimp above New York. Airship will
plug
shows in letters 27 feet
high, every night for three months,
in first such venture for a radio

WNEW

Deal was set by station's
promotion manager, John Sullivan.
Blimp broke in the idea with an appearance over Atlantic City for the
NAB convention Monday and yesstation.

terday (Tues.).

CHARGE AYER, REXALL

WITH $200,000

LIFT

Hollywood, Sept.

The "11:60 Club" with Dave Garrowway spinning the disks, has been
increased another half hour, extending air hours, to a total of two, Tuesday through Saturday
Skip Farrell returned to the "Manor House
Party" Monday (15) after a six-week vacation at his country home....
Richard Munro, former Met bass baritone, chosen winner of the Chi segment of. "The Big Steak"
Col. Robert McCormlck will be principal
speaker at a Constitution Day lunch, Sept. 17. His talk will be carried by
WGN....Keeley Brewing Company will drop regular Wednesday night coverage of the wrestling matches Sept. 17, in favor of telecasting the
Bears-Redskins game.
Frank VS^weeney will call the game
Raymond
Morgan of Hollywood in for sessions with Mutual's brass hats.
Erwin Victor has left WJJD staff In favor of freelance announcing
and disk jockey shows. Victor's new schedule includes shots on
and WCFL for Evans Fur, and on WIND for Gibby's
Norm LeVally
and Jim Cominos leave for the Coast this week for consultations on "The
Whistler"
Connie Rivard will join the ABC publicity staff*.. .When
Don McNeill vacations for three days beginning Sept. 22, Allen Prescott
will keep things moving on the "Breakfast Club"
Bill Dooley became
a member of the WIND sales staff this week
Frank Chizzini, manager of NBC Chi radio recording division, will join the. New York sales
department.
Scott E. Keck has succeeded Chizzini
Norman Kraeft,
WENR, returned to the air Sunday (14) with his "First with the Best"
jockey show.... Curley Bradley, who portrays Tom Mix, is recording
interviews at Children's Memorial Hospital for broadcast during "Tom
Mix* Safety Week," Sept. 22-26
"Club Time" over ABC has been
renewed for another 13 weeks by Club Aluminum Products of Chi.
Fred Strayer, Zenith district manager, back from distributors meet
in Cloudcroft, N. M., where he discussed the -FM outlook. .Norman
Felton, producer-director at NBC, is vacationing
Elizabeth Hart and
husband, Louis Roen, vacationing in New England.
All their shows
have been transcribed for use during September holiday. .. .Jim Conway
took his "Shopping with the Missus" to Hammond, Ind, Sept. 11....
Myron Barg, son of Erwin Barg, Robbin's Music contact man, now with
station WJBC, Bloomington, 111
Virginia O'Brien presented a $500
bond to the winner of the "Stars of Tomorrow" show over WGN, Sept. 14.
Prize brings total of bond presentations in the past seven years, up to
Geraldine Ray has joined the "Terry and the Pirates" show
$16,000
cast
R. C. (Craig) Claiborne has been named' assistant to Ell Henry,
ABC press department.
Holleb & Co. have skedded 122 spots on the four "B" stations in town,
through Kuttner and Kuttner, celebrating their anniversary. Food distributors have also placed advertising with newspapers and outdoor
space, marking Holleb's first entry into the media
Edith -Gidlof, of
"Call Me Mister," guested on "Teens and Tunes Club" Saturday (13)
Dave Garroway emcees the first "celebrity night" series set to be held
at the Club Silhouette, during the Sarah Vaughan engagement
Harold
Russell was given .a special audition by
as a news reporter, during the "Jay Walker" program.

WGN

16.

Plagiarism suit for $200,000 was
last week in Superior Court
by Jack Rourke Productions against
N. W. Ayer agency and United-Rexall drug chain. Rourke's complaint
charges that his show, "Christopher
Strong, Corner Druggist," had been
presented to both the agency and

filed

and later his idea assertedly
was incorporated into the Rexall
Summer show, which stars Pat
client

O'Brien and Lynn Bari. .
Premise of the piece is a small
town drug store with O'Brien as the
'

apothecary.

.

—

Tucson
Former film actor and
Frank L. Orth has been

writer

named production director of the
Sun Country Broadcasting Company
of Arizona.

Orth will be heard on

KPSC and KPSC-FM in Phoenix.
KTSC and KTSC-FM, Tucson, KYSC
Yuma and the network's proposed
station in Flagstaff.

'.

'
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+
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ABC SELLS L0MBARD0,
'LAND'

TO NAT L, B0SC0

JOSEPH HERSHEY

While network brass was away
NAB-conventioning this week, ABC's
sales crew rang the billings cash
Bosco

Co.,

IME OF THE OLBEST

REPRESENTATIVES IWITES

the Saturday morning 11:30-12 spot.
Deal, via McCann-Erickson agency,
puts the stanza on 38 stations in the

V01.T0 THEIR HEMQUARTERS

basic, mountain and coast hookups, starting Oct. 11. "Land," owned

Manning Hewson, who

also

"Piano Playhouse," now in the
Saturday 11:30 spot, may go off or
may replace "Junior Junction,"
which currently precedes it.
First National Food Stores, via
John Dowd agency, Boston, picked
up the tab on a Guy Lombardo platter show, packaged by Frederic Ziv,
for airings Thursdays 9: 30-10. p. m.
on a dozen New England stations
now carrying the Dr. Pepper "Darts
this

Dough" stanza which occupies
time slot. Lombardo airer tees

off Oct. 2.

U.I. low;.™*

ll'RIXfi

ABC

for

GILLVRA

which makes a choco-

late milk concentrate, bought "Land
of the Lost," a children's fantasy, for

Isabel

ITI

Awociate Member Rational Assoc. of Hroailcastvrs

has a role in the show, has been a
sustainer on both ABC and Mutual
in recent years.

ED

Has Four Paper

WNEW, N.Y., has made a tiein
with the N.Y. World-Telegram on
a

CHICAGO ...

IN

by

arm compflriY

WNEW Sets Exchange

HOLLYWOOD ...

IN

register twice.
of proper timing in all elements that

slated

also

'

'

ON TARGET

Jr.,

Hotel

AMBASSADOR

Rooms

1046-7-8, Atlantic

CHy

FOR SALES, SERVICE AND QUICK
" l-mTS
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
366

MADISON

e°«u*t

AVE.

NEW YORK CITY

McGILLVRA

Phone Ml 2-8753-56
Offices in all principal Advertising Cities

CHICAGO

.

LOS ANGELES

•
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FM'ers Spoil
were

paren

Getting Together to

«

Continued Irom page

With

that,

convinced

would
^ him the FM industrywith
the
*3S5SidS agreement
chairman of the

Pitt

Gab

Radio Group

Pittsburgh, Sept.

16.

Apparently Tommy Riggs, who has
been spending the summer at his
SSlcbirf. Kearns,
and education subcom- home here, and the Pittsburgh Ra^
H ce. labor
activmvestfgating Petrillo's
Club just aren't
m°tteetold the FMA at lunch Friday dio and Television
destined to get together. Group had
Petrillo that
had suggested to
"on Riggs carded for a guest appearance
put FM broadcasting
on July 29 at one of its regular
the union
two
for one or
luncheons and a few hours before,
? probation basis"
that the radio star got involved in an
how you're going to auto smashup that sent him to the
without
\,mir feet on the ground
hospital and required several stitches
declared "You
to close up the cuts on his face.
I told
that help for awhile.
Then Riggs was re-slated by the
this
'Voii've got to help get
PC rilS
said, I want Radio and Television gang for its

ye

"fdon't see
.

fupSn.-'Kearns

£Srv going.'

And he

Hotel Keystone meeting last Tuesday
think it has a great
turned up and was just
between 900 and (9). He
I expect
in about to acknowledge introduction of
'""musicians to be employed
- deal. Si Steinhauser, Press Radio editor,
sTmaybe we cann make a
iff
when
terrific
blast was heard near* ;
wants to do
»u'««v Petrillo>
do think I
by.
It was the excursion steamer
I
you P^°P^ I told Island
what's right for
Queen blowing up on the
to meet with a
r yer
him i wanted him
committee from the
including Riggs, left their tables and
agreeable to such a
Petrillo was
made a dash for the wharf to have
continued, and it
meeting, Kearns
a looksee.
to name a
remained only for FMA
Now Riggs has been scheduled
delegation.
of the again for this afternoon (Tues ), and
Saturday, following close
club is keeping its collective fingers
FMA confab, Everett L. Dillard
crossed.
So is Riggs himself.
a fivenew FMA prexy, appointed
including
man negotiating group,
Seattle Doug Billmeyer, formerly
KFMZ, ADmhimself, Ray Kohn,
Novik, Unity promotion manager of KEX, Porttown, Pa.; Morris
York; land, has joined
here in the
Broadcasting Corp.,
f
and same capacity. Charles L. Burrows
Marion Clare, WGNB, Chicago,
director of takes over the job at KEX.
j N. (Bill) Bailey, exec

FM
F

to

grow

I

.

.

FMA

^^

—

New

KOMO

Walter Winchell
Mr. District Attorney
Radio Theatre.

11.3
10.9
10.7
10.4
9.8

Charlie McCarthy
Your Hit Parade.
Break the Bank
Judy Canova:
Take It or Leave It

Chicago, Sept.

9.5
9.5
9.0

Buddy Rogers Eyes Ether,
Skeds Variety Format

schedule as probably presaging for
the 1947-48 season the stiffest compe-

8.6

tition for audiences that the business
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
phalanx of
Continued pitches for his guesting has seen. NBC's solid
8.4
Theatre Guild
.these observers note,
on air shows has given. Charles soap operas,
Fred Waring.......
8.4
itself
first time find
("Buddy") Rogers the broadcast may for the
faced with a strong challenge from
bug. Former actor turned producer
the back-to-back alignments of audiis whipping up his own variety veparticipation shows on CBS
SETS 'RAINDROPS' hicle and expects to cut an audition ence
and ABC.
disk this week. Mai Boyd is packagNBC's runoff of matinee serials
'MUDDY' ing and Ray Buffum writing.
will have challenging it, on one side
Show would be, according to in- Columbia's two hour (3 to 5 p.m.)
Omaha, Sept. 16.
WOW's newest public service fea- siders, fashioned after though not of audience participationers and, on
ture is a sequel to the station's Pea- Carboning the ether efforts of the the other side, ABC's one hour (2:30body-winning "Operation Big Mud- late Major Bowes, there being a 3:30 p.m.) combination of "Bride
dy." The new series, "Regimented talent run-off plan similar to Bowes' and Groom" and "Ladies Be Seated."
Raindrops," consists of 24 radio show but not necessarily "amateur." The CBS setup consists of "Double
or Nothing" (Campbell Soup), "GE
broadcasts with Mai Hansen,
House Party," "Hint Hunt" (ArmFarm Service Director, a 50-minute
Louise Massey's 95 Outlets
our) and "Winner Take All."
sound color filni and a 3,500 word
Chicago, Sept. 16.
booklet on soil conservation, water
and flood control, power develops
Major open-end placement has
BRENNER'S N. Y. CHORE
ment and recreation in the Midwest. been worked out on "Louise Massey
Paul Brenner, WAAT, Newark
The broadcasts were used on Mai and the Westerners" between Gibson disk jockey on "Requestfully Yours"
Hansen's "Farm Service Reporter" Refrigerator Co. and Morton Radio twice daily program, will be m.c. at
program, 6:30 to 7 a.m., and then Productions, producer of the series. first annual dance of Retail Record
made into a series of half-hour pro- At Gibson's recommendation its Dealers Assn. of N.Y.
grams that were aired at 7 p.m. to dealers in 95 markets will spot the
Dance and entertainment will be
on local stations, starting called "Parade of Recording Artists,"
catch another audience. The booklet, show
prepared by Hansen, will supple- Sept. 15.
and will be held at Manhattan CenIt's a 15-minute recording.
ter, N.Y., Sept. 21.
ment the film.

Philip

.

.

.

.

8.4

WOW

AS SEQUEL TO

WOW

-

expected to
in
meet Petrillo in Kearns' office
Washington inside a month.
meeting
FMA
the
(Word reached
with
met
who
Petrillo,
Friday that
networks in
brass of the four
Chicago last Monday (8) on the
duplication question and afterward

Committee

FMA.

is

AM

he'd

announced

make known

his

decision Thursday (11), had decided
to put off disclosing his intentions
for at least another week. The move
was quickly interpreted in

FMA
pre-

circles as hinting that Petrillo

ferred to see
at

FMA

this

and

what transpired both

NAB

at the

convention

week before making up

his

mind

on duplication.)
Apparently satisfied that they had
no great worry on the Petrillo score
—Kearns having Indicated that, in
addition to permitting duplication,
Petrillo might trim pay scales considerably to help get FM going—
.

FMers felt their most serious
concern was the possibility, if not
probability, that the networks them
selves would stymie duplication by
the

A

10
forbidding affiliates to do it.
committee
broadcaster resolutions
headed by Ray Kohh, put the call
for an FCC hearing No. 1 on a list
of 10 proposed resolutions

FMA delegates,

representing about

FM

sta180 of the more than 200
tions or licensees now members of

the eight-month-old association
crammed their two-day agenda full
of shoptalk, guest speeches, award
exhibits,
demonstraand down-to-business sessions.

ceremonies,
tions,

addition to the duplication
they unanimously passed
measures asking: CI) that the FCC
assign the 44-50'mc band for widearea relay purposes only; (2) that
manufacturers and broadcasters urge
set dealers to install FM antennas
for all receiver buyers because "the

Ih

resolution,

i

FM

signal is tremendously improved
by the installation of an FM antenna
and the true quality of FM may be
some cases
especially dur
ing the period of low-<power interim
operation"; (3) that manufacturers
devote more production to low

lost in

.

FM

priced

.

.

receivers;

FCC amend

its

(4)

that the

Standards of Good

Engineering Practice to afford spe
cific protection to Class B licensees
in Area 2 to the 50 UV/M contour.
FCC Vice Chairman Paul
Walker, in a broadcast speech (via
Continental Network)
before the
FMA banquet Friday night, won the
FMers hearty applause with "a word
of advice to the general public
See that your next radio has FM
.

_FCC

Commissioner

Clifford

Burr was on hand for many of th
FMA sessions, and took a bow at th
Friday luncheon, but was not on the
agenda and made no talk.
Unquestionably the happiest man
present was Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong, inventor of FM, who at last
was seeing his dreams for the medium coming true. Speaking from the
FMA banquet Friday night over the
Continental Network, the major said
with obvious deep satisfaction: "The
long struggle
is practically over
Nothing can stop
now,"
.

.

.

FM

—

North Battleford, Sask.
New
newscaster at CJNB here is Al
Hooker, formerly of CFQC, Saskatoon,

and

CKCK,

Regina.

16!

here of the network
program picture point to the lineups
on the CBS and ABC afternoon

Observers

8.9

8.8

CBS

NBC s Soapers

9.7

Suspense
Blondie
This Is Your FBI

Man. Merry-Go-Round.
Marlowe

Chi Sees Rating Battle in ABC,

Afternoon Shows Vs.

89

'Jk

Hooper Rates 'Em

110

BUY IN NEW YORK..

svmca

570 ...FIRST

ON YOUR DIAL

40

FCC Indpk Decision Warning That

NflB s Road

Buyers Can't Duck Competitive Bids
Washington, Sept.

The FCC made

it

16.

crystal clear last

said it would ask for argument on
the ground that Radio Indianapolis,

buyers Inc., was formed by non-resident
Stephen H. Cisler, who prior to 1941
could" not duck the AVCO procedure
on "had been associated with nine difcalling for competitive bidding
arranging ferent- radio stations and held a
all stations up for sale by
Friday

1

12i that radio station

barter deals, stock swaps or anything else that could not be translated into cold cash.
Commission issued the warning in
Radio
a proposed decision preferring
Indianapolis, Inc., over Evansville on
station
the Air. Inc., as buyer of

FM

WBBW

AM

and

permit

WABW,

In-

financial interest in several of them
which appears to have been relinquished." He now has a piece of
Richmond;
Inc.,
Radio Virginia,
Radio Kentucky, Louisville; and Radio Springfield, Springfield. He will

WKYW,

continue to operate

Louis-

ville.

dianapolis.

Evansville on the Air, Inc., had
the original sales contract with
Associated Broadcasters, Inc., licensee of the two Indianapolis staDeal called for no cash but
tions.
Associated would get its payment in
stock in Curtis Radiocasting Corp.,
parent company of Evansville on the

made

Air.

Spot Worth 50G

:.

on the Air already
owns two standard broadcast and
one FM station in Indiana and has
an AM and FM authorization in
East St. Louis, 111. Therefore, Associated would have shared in profits
of any of these stations, including its
own under the new management. In
addition, Associated would have been
given a representative on the Curtis
Evansville

Radiocasting Board of Directors.

Deal appeared fireproof as far as

Cactus

Gilbert's

Phoenix, Sept.

16.

When

Dick Gilbert tees off his
disk jockey shows Sunday (21)
in nearby Glendale, he'll
be operating under a deal unique
in the annals of Arizona radio. Gilbert's two-year pact with
gives him the right to refuse any
commercial accounts, and precludes
double-spotting, transcriptions, and
spot announcements running more
than 30 seconds.

new
on

Map

Continued from page 27

KRUX,

KRUX

I

to back down from original in101tention of equalizing plug time
day and. night shows. Under urging
and the AAAA,
from
gives the edge once more to daytime
sponsors on premise that housewife

Permanent Characters, Not Farce

NAB

NAB

ANA

auds are less critical and do less
concentrated listening than nighttime listeners.
As code now reads, present practice of allowing 3:15 minutes' plug
any basic 15-minute show is
in
shaved to top of 2:40—or a drop of
35 seconds in each daylight quarterhour segment. Nighttime sponsors
can squeeze no more than 2V2 minutes plug for any one sponsor in
same period. Middle commercials
are out on under 15-minute shows
along with hitchhikers, cowcatchers
and double spotting.
Actual impact of code on commercial volume, according to NAB code
committee and Mutual v.p. Bob
Swezey, ranges from 5% to 20%
drop for normal network operations a much greater drop on indie
outlets.
Code could have effect of
slicing plugs from 50 to 60% on participating shows, as NAB program
committee chairman Merle Jones, of
WCCO, Minneapolis, sees it.
Here are important changes contemplated in NAB's self-styled "Road
Map to Good Radio":
Controversial
programs:
Storm
signal to free speechers is new code
provision incorporated '" from
net
credos banning
dramatization
of

—

—

—

Gilbert will be aired three hours
day, Sunday through Thursday, any political issues or controversial
under setup similar to stint he held program material.
for four years on WHN, New
down
WKYW,
Who Decides What?
York.
The Dick Gilbert LatinLouisville* challenged the Evansville
Big question here is who decides
American Hour will be aired from
bid. When stock shares in Evansville
what is controversial and what ef5-6 p.m., followed by the Dick GilRadio
deal were totaled to $27,810,
fect would the proviso have on'series
bert
Show,'
broadcast
8-10
from
p.m.
Indianapolis, Inc., entered a competEstimated that annual yield for like that put on by the AFL enterCompany
ing bid in this amount.
Gilbert may hit upwards of $50,000, tainment unions in opposition to the
also said it would negotiate on a
a new high for platter-spinners in Taft-Hartley Bill.
stock trade similar to that made
these
parts.
News: New code provision requirwith Evansville on the Air.
Working as engineer with Gjlbert ing "News commentary analysis
The Commission concluded that
the second bid- met the terms of the will be Leon Wortman, who handled should be clearly identified as such"
is plainly concession to sentiment on
controls
record
spinner
during
for
public
in
the
first and that it was
Capitol Hill as seen in last two radio
Interest to "encourage open competi- his WHN, N.Y.,tenure. Wortman quit
It also foltion among qualified persons desiring WSYR, Syracuse, today (16) to work bills introduced there.
as
assistant
chief,
engineer
of lows NBC, CBS philosophy on news
to operate radio facilities."
KRUX. Gilbert planed into New stints.
More Representative Officers
Another innovation is code reIn preferring Radio Indianapolis, York last week to make series of

competitive bidding was concerned,

but Radio Indianapolis, Inc.. formed
at the instance of longtime radio man
Stephen Cisler, operator of

Sees Trend to Realistic Grniedy,

;

a

that the audience couldn't hear them
all
Walker straightened out th»
timing, bringing the laughs down to
an average of 85/90 a show.
Where a year ago the averaga
length of laughs on the show was 2.4
seconds, the recent average has been

comedy shows refall air, several interesting developments may be evident, according to Ernest M. Walker,
With bigtime
turning to the

—

comedy show analyst doing research
parttime for CBS. - There is a lot
more interest in realistic comedy

Where the average volume of
laughs in a program was 65.6%, U's
lately been 78.8%.

than in farce comedy, among the
trade as well as among audiences,
for one thing. There is a tendency
towards realism in comedy shows,
says Walker, and it's a healthy
trend.
Another healthy trend, he says,
analyzing closing shows of last season, is in the tendency to get a little
more whimsy into programs. On the

3.1.

ABC Ceding Its Share Of
Profits in McNeill

Book

But Holds Paper Right

other hand, Walker feels, there are a

Chicago, Sept. 16.
..
After discussions with the lawyer
bringing in a series of unrelated vig- for the "Breakfast Club's" m.c, ABC
nettes and the records indicate this net work has ceded practically air of
participation in the proceeds
its
is unsound.
Such shows as the Henry Morgan, from Don McNeill's annual fan
Jack Paar, Robert Q. Lewis pro- book. The network, however, as
grams, bringing in scattered vig- owner of "Breakfast Club," is retaining its co-propriety interest in
nettes, are not basically sound comedy, according to Walker, because the book, at least on paper. The netsharing in the profits
the device doesn't bring any per- work has been
manent characters on a show. Per- of the books -since they started to
manent characters, as the Benhy- come out eight years ago, the money
Allen-Hope programs have proven, originally going to NBC, of which
are the big draw. Characters in vig- ABC, then known as the Blue, was
nettes are functional; they do a job a twin link.
The books since 1939 have sold
and go out. They lose the pulling
power of permanent characters, ac- over 250,000 copies at $1, via the
cording to Walker. They, make dif- mails and attended by plugging on
'47' edition, dealficult listening
there is little rela- the show. McNeill's
imaginary family attion between vignette and overall ing with an
tending the broadcast for the first
picture.
time, comes out next month, and will
Despite the fact that in an Allen
be limited to 100,000 copies.
s^iow there is a guest star, and a
Under the original deal, which
different problem each week for the
was made through the whilom NBC
Alley to discuss, the Alley and perArtists Service, the network shared
manent characters remain the same, 50-50 in tha profits with" McNeill.
and the show has a tying thread
This cut was later reduced to 20%
running all through it.
as far as the network was concerned.
Furthermore, says Walker, vignettes don't give a comedian as
much chance to establish a per- Jap Minister Denies
manent characterization for himself
by what he says, and does, and by
Radio State Control
wha't people say of him (as repeated
Tokyo, Sept. 9.
reference to Benny as stingy).

number of shows which tried to get
away from a routine format by

.

.

—

—

—

Takeo Miki, Communications MinStatistics
Walker draws his conclusions from ister, this week squashed rumors
quirement that newscasters, analysts the 1,500 comedy programs he has that the Jap government was ready
and commentators be members of charted and studied in the last 18 to place the nation's radio broadcastthe broadcaster's staff or directly re- months. Of the bigtimers, he says ing enterprise- under state control.
Speaking after a hurried huddle
sponsible to him for the content, that Benny intuitively senses closest
format and presentation qf their what the listener wants and how with Foreign Minister Tatsuo Morito
news commentary or analysis. This often the laughs should come. His and Economic Stabilization Board
Chief
Hiroo Wada, Miki reported
may get some kickback, too.
timing is typical of what the listener
-

Inc.,

FCC

declared that

recordings, attend

its "officers,

NAB

convention,

more and pick up Wortman. They'll fly
representative of the community to back to Arizona Friday (19).
be served," adding that "the conAway from the mike for 20
trolling stock of this corporation is months, 'Gilbert has done no broad." Commisheld by local citizens.
casting since leaving WHN. For the
sion said the decision is also in line past year he's been program director

directors

and stockholders

are.

,

,

.

.

with' its policy of preferring ap- of KPSC here, leaving Aug. 31 at
plications which would result in expiration of his contract, to return
"greater diversification of radio own- to active radio. KPSC was expected
ership and encouragement of new- to hit the air in 1946 but hasn't
comers in the radio field." Radio In- started yet and may not get under
dianapolis, Inc., unlike Evansville, way for some time to come.
holds no other radio permits.
Meanwhile, the losing company

wants. Benny's ratio of permanent
(personality) characters (as against
the functional) is highest. It's these
shows has been tempered to provide personality characters who hold the
for "no regular or recurrent broad- listeners.
casting of information relating to
CBS put Walker to work a couple
prevailing odds on any sports event, of months ago on analysis of its netthe effect of which could be expected built Sweeney and March show. The
Mutuat Folds Pitt Tent,
to encourage gambling."
This puts series wasn't selling its gag lines like
burden of proof on complainants, not other programs, said Walker. StudyStaying
on broadcasters.
ing past programs, he noticed several
Pittsburgh, Sept. 16.
points warranting changing. Show,
Another network, Mutual this
for one thing, was using a lot of
time, is folding up its local office.
thick dialects. Dialect comedians in
ABC did the same thing less than a
front of a studio audience may be
year ago, finding the operation of a
visually funny but not to home lisContinued from page 27
branch at this end unprofitable.
teners.
By cleaning up the copy,
Dick Bachman, who's been in morrow (17) and forwarded to the taking out the dialect stuff, the show
charge locally for the Mutual web, house and senate Interstate Com- was made more listenable.
was offered a spot In New York merce Committees next month. InThe show, furthermore, had no
headquarters but has turned it down, dustry observance of a strong new
strong characterizations, clearly depreferring to remain here. Former code, he said, Will strengthen radio's
fined
and well developed.
KDTCA salesman, before going with hand in fighting Government con- were added. Show also neededThese
perMutual, he expects to hook up with trols.
manent stooges, to complement the
advertising
agency
a Pittsburgh
No Name-Calling
principals. Instead of loading 108 to
within next few weeks.
Miller's fighting mood, however 118 gag lines to a program so fast
did not result in name-calling with
the FCC. He pointed to "improved
NAB relations with FCC during the
year," adding that "the enthusiastic
young men in the lower echelons
have much less voice in policy determinations than they once had.

Bachman

t he st ate control or c orporation,
formula wouTd" never suit the new

that

Sports: NAB's original code provision to forbid broadcast of odds or
prices paid at the track in race

broadcasting enterprise.

He added

his belief that the

new

organ should be made a jurisdic-

with its management
conducted by a
committee chosen at the polls.
tional person,

"

and

Put

supervision

VIOLINIST
Available for Dance, Symphony, Radio, Recording,
Orchestras
10
Years' Show Business Ex-

Miller Calls

—

Show

perience.

-

Mil.:

LOU CLAYTON

ONITEO BEXAIX DKU« CO
Weriiii'sclny,

NBC

10:30 1\M., K.S.T.

M-ti-M— "On me Island With \uu"
•

THIS

TIME FOB

KEEPS"

—

He urged broadcasters to participate actively in conferences on in
terriational broadcasting, declaring
"the future of free broadcasting in
this country is largely dependent on
what happens during the heStt few
years at the international level." The
NAB prexy said he saw no reason
why Government should 'not subsidize shortwave operation by private licensees, but rapped moves to
extend Government control in this
field.
He deplored U. S. broad
casters' apparent unconcern for de
velopments now taking place at the
international radio conference here.
As means

of

implementing NAB's

new radio legislation and
providing service to AM, FM and
tele broadcasters,
the NAB head
made a strong plea for more funds
for his
organization. With these
funds, he promised that NAB would
become an all-embracing association,
and "the rash of competing associa
pitch for

I
1

For further information wire, phone or write

John

Blair

—

t Co.— National Representative

tions, which make for disunity and
division of interest," will disappear.

HIGH

DAVE HYDER
Call
111
1

in favor.,

low on the

dial

WIP
iT S

MUTual!

Represented nationally
by EDWARD PETRY & CO.

,

AT 9-9715

or Writ*

j

/„

Tudor Place, Bronx 52, N. Y.
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Network Premieres

Japs Plan Nationalizing Radio

To Operate Along BBC
Tokyo, Sept. 9. -f
nationalize
Japan is planning to
operate it Big
»< radio monopoly and to
The Cabinet
BBC.
of
along the lines
next
session
the
for
has a bill ready

Diet which would have
"of the Nip
operBroadcasting Corp. of Japan

Basis

in

government

Kansas

is

lining

of

a

Molen,

ether lanes, according to Japanese
radio engineers, indicates that it
would be impossible to set up

'

The

bill,

games, his fourth season at

be no shortage of local
coverage of Big Six games, however,
as WDAF, KCMO and KCKN also
will cover the games. None of these
drawn up by the Com- stations have announced sponsors for
There'll

munications Ministry, would take
over Jap Broadcasting Co., with all

employees becoming

its

sports director, will

the mike.

.

tion.

KMBC's

spiel the

proDer competitive systems in the
medium waves. Hence it is felt that
the state monopoly is the only solu-

Sept.

ing Gang, to be on the Auditorium
stage for two performances.

16.

the games as yet.

WHAS, Courier-Journal and Times
completion of
Public officials, civic, business, and
years service to the Kentucky- labor leaders from the Kentuckian
Southern Indiana area during a spe- area are being invited to participate
cial anniversary week program of in the week-long program.
Events
airings from Sept. 28 to Oct. 4. The during the station's first 25 years of
50,000-watt, 1A clear-channel sta- airing will have dramatic re-enacttion
first
took the air on July ment on the air, and several personstation, will celebrate

25

Sept. 19

Warnow

orch,

music,
dairy

Fri., 9-9:30 p.m.,

EDT.

It

Pittsburgh,

"Hollywood
Star
Preview,"
drama, sponsored by Whitehall
Pharmacal (Sullivan, Stauffer,

one of the

& Bayles agency); NBC,
Hollywood; Sun.,' 6:30-7

Col well

from
p.m.,

EDT.

I

DISKERY CLOSES DEAL

TOWN'

FOR

as a 500-watt pioneer.
followed closely after KDKA,

18. 1922,

Sun., Sept. 28
|

up the

a sustaining basis. In years
previous sponsors have been automobile agencies, but this year it's no
go with cars as light as they. are.

Meanwhile, station is angling other
enterprise
"to let the broadcasting
remain monopolistic in nature is to sponsors before season gets under
keep alive its ill effects on various way. First tussle comes Sept. 20
aspects of national life," as the news- when Univ. of Missouri and St. Louis
paper Mainichi puts it;
Univ. tangle at Columbia, Mo. Sam
the
survey
hand,
the other

Louisville,

sponsored
by
Borden
products (Kenyon & Eekhardt
agency); CBS, from New York;

City, Sept. 16.

games on

that radio is too important
main a private monopoly and that

On

Mark

j

but this year station

circles
to re-

Is

Fri.,

As

Town will hear direct broadcasts
Prime Minister.
(a)
been
has
question
The
of Big Six football games as it has
whether to permit monopoly to rule for several seasons past via KMBC.

The feeling

cleaner

Young & Rubicam agency);
ABC, from New York; Thurs.,
10:45-11 a.m., EDT.

Games Going On

v

whether to set up
the airwaves, lb)
competitive services operated priwhether to have the
vately; or (c)
government take over.

window drain

WWJ,

and

Detroit,

as

transmitters to program regular musical airings and
talks.
Sole engineer of the infant
broadcaster, j. Emmett Graft, is still
with the station in an engineering
position.
Original
manager and
pioneer. Credo F. Harris, retired
some years ago.
Station has rented Memorial Auditorium, 2,400-seat concert hall, for
first

"Anniversary Week, and will air CBS
'FRONTIER
programs "Hint Hunt," "We. the
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
People," "Strike It Rich" and "Bob
John Guedel has finalized a deal Reid Sings." CBS soprano Eileen

the Kermit-Raymond Transcription Co. for the handling of
"Frontier Town" to star Randolph

with

Farrell will guest on an Anniversary
Broadcast to feature Bob Reid, Rosalind Marquis, Bill Pickett and the
staff orchestra, Robert Hutthat Guedel turns out the disks, sells sell, director.
Other airings of lothem to K-R and the profits are split cal origination will include political
down the middle^
discussions,
Renfro Valley Folks,
Harold Shumate writes the scripts Randy Atcher and His Cowboys, and
and Paul Franklin directs.
Roy Starkey and the Wake Up SmilScott.

Arrangement

is

Week

25th Aimi With Elaborate

Dorothy Kilgallen, and guests,
sponsored by Drackett Co.,

talk,

Car Sponsors Pull Out

seven-member committee
would be appointed by the

ated by a

w ho

lines
i

Six

to Fete

Thurs., Sept. 18

for

Sustaining

WHAS

Louisville's Pioneer

(Sept. 17-28)

41

unusual

in

WHAS

alities associated with the station in
the early days, who are now national
names on the networks, may be invited to take part in the anniversary.

s
Albany. Sept.

16.

Palroon Broadcasting Co.'s 10.000
watt station, authorized by FCC last
spring, will be known at WPTR.
had
Management
announced
it
dropped plan of using the call
letters, WNYS, because of a protest
by the N. Y. State Dept. of Commerce.
In early June, Attorney General
Nathaniel L. Goldstein sent a protect
to
FCC, claiming that use of
"NYS" in the capital city might
cause confusion and lead listeners to
believe news and announcements
over the station were official pronouncements of the state.

ser-

civil

would be recognized, as a
or government corporawhich the Government
would invest an initial. 400,000,000
It would have an operating
yen.
budget approved by the Diet.
However, all is not cut and dried.
The Communications Ministry has
run into stiff opposition from both
Japan Broadcasting and its employees. They describe the government plan as an "undemocratic plan

vants.

It

"kodan,"
in

tion

bureaureestablishing
at
controls."
They charge the
governing
committee
seven-man
would be too much under pressure
of the party in power and "could not
carry out a fair and impartial operation of the radio broadcasting enaimed

hat

cratic

.

love

It claims 6,000,000 listeners,
which 4,000,000 are in the cities.
Admittedly the co verage is inadequate and additional stations are

of

You'd probably rather be lucky at

it!

and you can

Hope Chest —

be.

Columbia

And

Hooperating.*

Unlucky

at cards,

On

Pacific's

a Sunday evening participation

—

for soon-to-be-married couples

terprise."

Tetsuro Furugaki is present managing director of Japan Broadcasting, which owns and operates a 45station network plus 50 relay sta-

—

it's

for sale!

each broadcast of Your Hope Chest, four

engaged couples

tell

about their

meeting, their

first

tions.
'

of

figures importantly in the problem of whether to
allow one private corporation to
control the monopoly.

Alt

needed.

Japan

of this

had

Broadcasting

been

operating on a listeners' fee of five
yen per month, _which it claimed was
inadequate due to inflation, increased
salaries, etc.
It was even threatened by a strike of its employees for
greater benefits. Only yesterday 1),
a new government-approved listeners' fee of 17 yen 50 cen per month
<

went

Mr.

proposal, her acceptance

his

quarrels,

Advertiser?-

Your
show

has a 6.8 Coast

—

the

all

and comic occurrences-ofconrtship~drawn

serious

out by the skilled promptings of

Hope Chest's emcee.

the most unusual romance gets a

The couple with

hope chest overflowing with hard-to-get home

fur-

The others get handsome housekeeping
too. And there's a special gift for the husband

nishings.
prizes,

and wife who send

own

in the best letter describing their

—

courtship

a second honeymoon

with

all

expenses paid!

into effect.

Simple? Yes. Popular, too! Listeners up and
the Coast clamour to get on Your

Rural Radio Coverage

tors,

Sharply Increased In

Kansas by

KCMO

Kansas

have

Stepup

City, Sept. 16.

Hope

Cliest.

down
Doc-

lawyers, college professors, butchers and bakers
all

asked to compete on the show. They could

be your customers

—

and Your Hope Chest could be

your show!

Rural radio coverage for this area

was greatly increased when KCMO
finally got going on its power stepup
to 50,000 watts Tuesday
(9). The
change climaxed over a year's active preparation

the station, including an entire new outlay of
transmitter site and equipment, remodeling and expanding of studios
and staff changes and additions.
With the new wattage
also
came down the dial from 1450 kc to
810. The station had been operating
on 5,000 watts day, 1,000 watts night
since 1942. The new setup also gives
at

KCMO

station 10,000 watts at night, making
it the most powerful station in town.

The equipment had been ready and
testing for some time, and the final
go-ahead came suddenly, giving the
promotion staff only three days to
warn listeners of the dial change.
Manager E. K. Hartcnbower was
in New York on his annual fall trade
trip at the time of the announcement, and station operated under
Clarance Breazeal, assistant manager, in his absence.
is owned
by Tom L. Evans, C. C. Pavne and
Letter E. Cox. It was incorporated in

KCMO

June, 1936, for 100 watts. Station
an ABC affiliate.

is

—Stan

Matlock is new
morning newscaster on WCKY. lie
Cincinnati

has been a

news

staff as

member

of

a writer.

the

WCKY

Your Hope

Columbia
a

Chest

Pacific's

that please

all

CPN program

more people
Radio

is

in

still

proved

families

another

example

ability to create

of

programs

— and all of the family.

With

your advertising message can reach

more radio homes.

Just call us or

Sales.

* Pacific Network Hooperatings, July

Columbia
Pacific

Network

1947.
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banquet Friday night to hear
an explanation ot CN's operations.
More than 50% of the broadcasters

tion'i

Text of NAB Code
Continued from page 28

;

advance of the first public anin any medium involving the radio program.
should offer the op2. Contests
portunity to all contestants to win
on the basis of ability and skill,
Games of
rather than on chance.
chance are not acceptable.
of the judges
decision
3. The
Duplicate prizes
should be final.
should be awarded in case of ties.
basis
4. Full details, including the
upon which contestants' submissions
are judged, should be clearly stated
in each announcement of the contest except where all details are
withheld in favor of a "teaser" announcement of a pending or current
contest, or where the listener is
directed to another available source,
date of the contest
5. Closing
should be made known to the broadcaster when the contest goes on the
If the contest is to be of short
air.
duration, its closing date should be
stated during the first broadcast anin

nouncement

FMers from Florida, Ohio, Indiana,
Tennessee— even Calilong fornia get up to ask, "How can we
date get in?" Dillard put his WASH and
two CN business manager, Hudson Eld-

of the contest; if of
termination
the
should be announced at least
advance.
in
weeks
may require
advertisers
While
6.
contestants to submit boxtops, wrappers or other evidence of purchase
facsimile
reasonable
products,
of
thereof should be equally acceptable.
which re7. Contests and offers
quire a consideration for which no
reasonable- facsimile can be produced, should not be accepted.
should be
8. Contest- decisions
made promptly, and the names of
winners should be released as soon
When the
thereafter.
possible
as
broadcasting of the complete announcement of winners is undesirable because of its length, broadcaster
should be supplied with the names
of winners and other necessary information.
con9. All copy pertaining to any
test associated with the exploitation
or sale of the sponsor's product or
service, and all references to prizes
or gifts offered in' such connection
should be considered as part of and
included in the total commercial
time allowances as herein provided
Offers should be subject to the

—

redge, up to tell the story.

"The first thing we can to get
across to you," said Eldredge, is the
importance of reaching Chicago, for
commercial reasons. It seems a good
many of our potential sponsors want
to reach the Chicago market. We
think it's possible to reach there,
very soon, if we can tie in stations
along the air route from Washington.

following:
offers,
1. Full details of proposed
including samples of premiums and

proposed copy should be submitted
to the broadcaster for investigation
and approval before the first announcement is to be broadcast. No
premiums should be offered which is
harmful to person or property.

No premium that depends, upon
alleged" "luck-bearing" powers for
attractiveness er in any fashion
to superstition should be

2.

appeals

alllowed.
3.

We

Announcement

of the terminamade as

tion of an offer should be
far in advance as possible.

Got

'fm.f

.

a consideration is required,
the advertiser should agree to honor
complaints indicating dissatisfaction
with the premium by returning the
consideration. The advertiser should
also hold the station free from all
liability in connection with the ofWhere offers require a confer.
sideration the premium should not
be described as a "gift" or as "abso4.

If

transcrip-

tions of western tunes are tops in
quality of content. The price is
scaled to the size of
reasonable
the station and market. Available,

—

too, at cost

is

an attractive song

book forgive-away or

self-liqui-

dating offer.
Write or Wirt for Complete Details

The Texas Rangers
AN ARTHUR
Gto.

C.

i.

CHURCH PRODUCTION

Haffay, Mgr. Syndicated features

PICKWICK HOTEL. KANSAS CITY

6,

MO.

Cincinnati, Sept. 16.
Speedy linkings between stations
300 miles apart for news coverage of
a disaster developed from the explosion Sept. 9 of the Cincy excursion
steamer Island Queen in Pittsburgh,
killing 19 and injuring 20 crew members, and scored an emergency triumph for radio.
Flash announcements of the trag-

Lower Costs Doc

CN

toppers explained that at present the stations linked to the net
share, the cost of line charges. The
more that come in, the lower the
prorata costs will be. To date, for

edy were made by all local stations
in advance of the appearance of extra editions by the afternoon newsoccurring
explosion
the
papers,
shortly after midday. Then the stations followed through with readings of followingup accounts as fast
as they came into their newsrooms.

with

WKCY, indie, connected
two one-hour segments of programspeming per week, no affiliate has paid Pittsburgh's Sun-Telegraph for
rolling
more than $4 or
Eldredge re- cial wire service which began

Web

Continued from page 29

major FM web yet started, was evidenced last weekend (12-13) at the

into the studio for the forthcoming

season beginning Oct. 5 because it
found its capacity Sunday afternoon
audience over a three-year period
consisted mainly of repeaters!

Show is "Sunday Afternoon at
4:30," a half hour slot offering the
Boston Pops orchestra, Arthur Fielder conducting 60 Boston Symphony
men sponsored by the First National Bank of Boston over WBZWBZA. Show was reputed budgeted
for $155,000 for the 30-week season.

less

in

WWSW

To Help Conquer

.

WLW

Assn.'s first annual convention
Everett L. Dillard,
in New York,
founder and prexy of Continental,
newly elected prexy of FMA, owner
of FM stations WASH (Washington)
and KOZY (Kansas City), engineer
and radio equipment manufacturer,
disclosed that "more than 60" stations had applied for affiliation with

•

CANCER

American Radio

$994,969.36

Trammel. Sparks
Continued from page

27

the Station Planning and Advisory

commercial abuses. For Trammell's
expressions for quick action on a
code, with
calling on

the resultant resolution
delegates to get behind it, was interpreted as the answer to radio's top spender among

erage.
Cincy's
Crosley's

television

only

W8XCT,

still in

station,

and Harry Mayo, city editor of the
Cincy Post, told the story as newspapermen heard it in Cincy.

HARVESTER'S HOOPLA

FOR ANNI PROGRAM
Chicago, Sept.

16.

make
sible

when

FMA

FMA

public,

And

this is

a most con-

servative figure.

It rep-

amount

resents the

of

time devoted by you to
our 1947 campaign for

funds—801

and

stations

the four nets reporting.

$20,000,000

listening

YEAR ALONE

It does in>t

clients,

handling should be looked at very
carefully, because it may make for a
reduction in effectiveness of the
message and at the same time a reduction in the service possible to the

LAST

program
by Lou

Barnett, engineer, it presented Howard Chamberlain, WLW's news chief,
interviewing eye witnesses of the
disaster the day after it happened.
Photos of the Island Queen before
and after the explosion were shown

NAB

Procter & Gamble, with its
a year in billings, who
sounded a warning through its general manager, Neil H. McElroy, to
"go easy" in kicking around P & G

THIS

the experi-

stage, presented a
the disaster. Arranged

mental

International Harvester wants to
as much radio hoopla as posin this sector of the midwest
it originates its "Harvest of
Stars" program from the Chicago
stadium Oct. 19. It would, if it can,
not only clear over the local NBC
commercial copy.
outlet, WMAQ, but have the program
McElroy's $30,000,000 'Sword'
picked up simultaneously by two or
McElroy, speaking at the opening
three other Chicago 50,000-watters.
session of the NBC convention, pracconfab.
CN prior to the
Bids for time in that direction have
meet, so many broad- tically dangled that $20,000,000 budg- been made of WBBM, the CBS staAt the
casters swamped Dillard with re- et as a sword over the heads of the tion; WGN, Mutual affiliate, and
quests for information how they industry as he asserted that "certain WJJD, indie.
could tie in with Continental that all clouds, which we see on the horizon,
The occasion will be an annivertend to dim the future of the methose interested were asked to re
sary, Harvester's 100 years in Chimain seated following the conven dium as an economic salesman of cago. The invitees will be the commass used product."
pany's local employees, numbering
Said McElroy: "Any restrictions
around 30,000. The stadium holds
on the advertiser in his commercial
local McCann-Erickson

FM

16.

$5,

Committee, whereby more weight
5. Before a premium or gift is ofwill be given to SPAC proposals,
fered on a program, the advertiser
with the liklihood of an expansion
should be certain of having a sufof SPAC membership to include
ficiently large supply to meet the
representation from regional, large
demand for the premium or gift.
and clear-channel stations as mem6. There should be no misleading
descriptions or comparisons of any bers-at-large.
And perhaps beyond all else, the
premiums or gifts which will distort or enlarge their value in the convention served to demonstrate, at
least as far as Trammell and NBC
minds of the listeners.
are concerned, that there won't be
any back-tracking on the move to
improve standards by eliminating

Continental

Boston, Sept.

Hub's most pretentious live audience radio show moves out of the
3,500 seat Boston Opera House and

In place of the audience gimmick,
show this year offers a series of authan three hours after the ditions to turn up young hopefuls
ported.
Coin from the web's first
TopCharles
H.
WCKY's
explosion.
future appearance as vocal or infor
commercial show, the Rochester
on the show.
miller, manager, and John E. Mur- strumental soloists
Civic Orch in a "Treasury of Music
with Fielder heads a group of judges con.
half-hour sponsored by Stromberg- phy, news chief, also tied in
put
which
Pittsburgh,
in
sisting
of newspaper critics, and
from
Carlson
WHFM, Rochester, is
3:40 plans to use about 15 soloists during
at
recording
wire
a
through
being kicked into the building of anAuditions are plenty
the season
other saleable show for the web. p.m. that was repeated at 7 p.m
If this second show sells, CN outlets
WCPO, Mutual affiliate, made line tough to keep the level on a high arwill get 50% oik their card rate f or connections with KQV, Mutual out- tistic basis, with age limit set at 26.
a
minimum of $50 for
Winners
get
newsdirect
and
the
of
for
a
the time
balance
the coin let in Pittsburgh,
will go into still more net program- cast at 5 p.m. by Herbert Morrison. first performance, after that by arThe following morning WCPO's rangement with the union. Audimmg.
~
judged
via radio, too;
toners
are
and
director,
program
CN currently is airing three hour- Glenn Miller,
tioners are judged via radio, too;
long blocks of programs weekly. Paul Dixon, news editor, reached
testants.
Sked includes the U. S. Army Band, Pittsburgh by automobile and did
relayed
were
that
Washington, Wednesdays 8-8: 30 p.m.; tape recordings
Donna Mason, pop singer, Washing- at 9: 30 a.m. for 30 minutes of on-the
interviews
ton, Wednesdays 7:30-45 p.m.; society scene descriptions and
dance band from the Hotel Carle- with survivors and relatives of misston's
Congo Room, Washington, ing victims. A similar 20-minute
and was
p.m.
2
at
followed
Thursdays 9-9:45 p.m.; Abrasha broadcast
Robofsky, operatic singer, Thursdays rebroadcast at 7:30 p.m.
9:45-10 (the U. S. Army Air Forces
arranged with KDKA for a
Band, formerly aired in the Thurs- direct 10-minute detailed newscast
day 9-10 segment, will return late in at 5:30 p.m. the afternoon of the
October); "Modern Design," pop disaster.
WKRC, the Times-Star
music played by a 14-piece orch station, did a regular news service
from Rochester, Fridays 8-8:30 start- coverage the first day and added speing this week (19), and Stromberg's cial messages the following day from
Contributed
"Treasury" show, Fridays, 8:30-9.
the Times-Star's vet police staffer
Wilmer Carmichael, who reached the
scene by train. WSAI, ABC affiliate,
also did a regular news service cov-

lutely free."

"The Texas Rangers"

Airer Into Studio

Wisconsin,

duration,

its

Hub's 155G Symph

Link to Give Fast Report

present stayed.

:

nouncement

its

Cincy, Pitt in 300-Mile

20,800.

agency

The

is

handling the arrangements.

thousands of dollars in
time given us by stations
not reporting, nor does
it

rently

Spots

which

good comChicago, Sept. 16.
Junket is readying a major spot
Then the payoff: "in a nutshell, we campaign through the Mitchellare deeply concerned with the ad- Faust agency.
It will be recorded
vancing cost of radio advertising." announcements.
He pointed to the sharp advances in
Other spot newcomers from this
time and talent costs over the past area are:
15 years and again came back to
Fan Tan Gum Corp., of Dayton,
"restrictions have been or are being announcements, via
Kucher, Helton
proposed on the length of commer- & Collett.
cial time, on how a purchaser
Py-o-My (Kitchen Art Foods),
shall
'
use the time he purchases.
announcements, out of Schimmer &
"There is just no question," Mc- ScOtt.
Elroy warned the broadcasters,
Hudson Motors, announcements,
"but
that when we feel radio costs
are no through Brooks, French, Smith &
longer competitive with one
or more Dorrance, Detroit.
of the other means of
advertising,
Holeb Foods, announcements, with
we will have no choice but to shift Kuttner & Kuttner
the agency.
to a more advantageous
advertising
Paradise
Wine,
returning
its
medium. The soap and shortening jingles
to the air, via Olian agency,
business are too competitive
for us with most of placements coming out
to do otherwise than
to keep con- of New York office.

you

are

cur-

our year

giving

'round educational campaign.
Dollars

and minutes can

not measure the amount
of good you are doing.

can

Lives

not

be

so

easily appraised.

We

say

sincere

THANKS,
THANKS,

our
for

your wonderful support.
the

New

grand

the

include

support

We are
Chi Agcys. Set

include the

counting on

future

to

it

help

in

us

conquer cancer!

mercials provide.

"Can't you take your face away from those Wheaties
long enough. .?"

stantly striving for a

more

efficient

use of our advertising dollars."

O - So - Grape, announcements,
through Caulkins & Holden.

CANCER SOCIETY
47 Beaver Street

New

JAMES

York

S.

4.

N. Y.

HAUCK

National Publicity Director

WALTER KING
Director

of

Radio

ad personally sponsored
by MR. ELMER H. BOBST, Nafl.
Chairman, 1947 Campaign)
(This

RAMO
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Hot Potato

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES
WempnUv-Eddie Dowling's NBC
"The Big Break," will salute
this
;««mnhis arid use talent from
on the broadcast Oct. 12.
auditions.
y?MC is holding

'SSSS
.

Denver— KLZ, Denver

afternoon at 1 in a new comFurs. Inc.
mercial for Clearfield
Bhow will be labeled the "Clear-

relations director at

flav
'

is

the
tas resigned from

i

As sequel

Cleve.

Mer

WWSW

—

T—

'

program

director,

director, and
assistant sales chief.

sales

Jack Kennedy
Truman Brizee

and

studios

into

offices

for

is

that

Andrew

KMOX CBS

St.

study

ence Area. (With a

CBS games on

the

site,

choice

Canadian listening-set owners are

required to pay, the indignation of
Canadian listeners at the CBC's behind-closed-doors policy is being
whipped up in the Canadian press.

Listener Diary Study proves that

Louis and throughout mid-America.

KMOX

habits throughout the

of project is $10,000.

Cincinnati— WKRC, CBS affiliate,
and its FM station, WCTS, have
scheduled complete broadcasts of 25
football games in the approaching
season, a new high in this field for
Cincy. Selected "games of both the
Univ. of Cincinnati and Ohio State
are to be carried on Saturday's by
WKRC with Syd Cornell and Dick
FM
Nesbitt handling mike chores.
highsehdol
air
local
station will
games on Fridays and outlet most of

all

di-

the way-in-front favorite o[ an overwhelming majority

This

the people's

drama

1947

is

Champlain Valley Broadcasting Co.'s

new 10,000-watt' station, WRWR, has
been authorized in a permit issued
by Municipal Building Commissioner
Philip L. Gallagher. Estimated cost

Allen,

KMOX

Again

the

hammer-

The new

of listeners in

—

Albany Remodeling of the fifth
of the First Trust Co. Building

floor

generally felt in Canadian ra-

and-tongs battle will be the subject
of a Parliamentary hearing. Not only
are the resignees refusing to talk,
but Davidson Dunion, cnairman of
the CBC board of governors, also
"has nothing to say." With the CBC
a civil service body, operated in part
by the $2.50 annual license fee which

On the reinstatement of Dan Mcsat in during the private meeting with other CBC executives, also Arthur, Frigon says that the McArcontemplated resigning until talked thur resignation was "precipitate and
based on a misconception," but
out of it..
Dr. Auguslin Frigon. general man- neither of the men will elucidate on
ager of the CBC, admitted that dur- this. In a brief statement, that was
ing the past year 19 CBC employees non-committal, McArthur said: "My
in the medium and upper salaries only comment on the general manbracket resigned to accept more ager's statement is that my misconremunerative jobs. However, all par- ception, was in not realizing, as the
ticipating in this latest resignation CBC program staff did not realize,
decision are maintaining strict hush- that the administration would be so
hush as to what reasons or causes eager to make adjustments to meet
are injuring morale among a dissat- criticism of certain aspects of instaff.
Frigon's "personality" ternal organization if Investigation
isfied
and inordinate red tape methods that proved them valid. In the light of
hinder authority of other top men in this, it was agreed that my resignaCanada's nationalized radio setup, tion should be reconsidered."

—

WWSW,

It is

dio circles that the whole

who

Al Abrams, sports also were guests of the Navy on the 51% of the capitalization fund, which
morning Post-Gazette, has trip.
must be met by next February,
a new commercial over
Other 49% will come from sale of
with the Allagheny County
Cincinnati
Readying for atten- stock at $50 per share, and each
Auto Mart doing the bankrolling. tion to sports, Crosley's W8XCT, ex- union member here will be asked to
every Thursday perimental video, added Red Thorn- pony up 50c on a quota basis toward
It's a quarter-hour
evening for the football season on burgh this week as a staffer. He has meeting the total price. Station is
which Abrams, under his score- been director of sports and special planned as a community venture
picking non de plume of La Marba, events for WKL, Lexington, Ky., for which will give free air time to both
Will make his selections for the big the
past year and formerly did CIO and AFL members, foreignweekend grid games.
varied sports coverage in Cincy for language representatives, racial and
religious groups.
FSAI and WCPO.
As a first step in
Rochester, N.
plans for expanding WHFM, general
manager William Fay appointed
George Driscoll assistant general
manager to supervise overall operation of the station, Charles Silverson
Pittsburgh

ternal explosions.

casting Corp.,

rector of the CBC's two networks,

editor of

landed

Pay Jobs

big

port

over the weekend on shakedown
Cleveland, Sept. 16.
cruise of U.S. battleship Wisconsin,
Cleveland branches of the CIO are
two-week trip that will take in tapping their members to raise $100,Halifax, N.S., Canada, being part 000 to finance a new labor-backed
of naval reserve program.
FM broadcasting station, on which
Trenchard was the only radio rep construction work will start within
from the east to go on the cruise. the next four months.
Five newspapermen from Chicago
'Parent CIO organization will raise

Friction;

quoted as reasons for the in-

are

Canadian Broadwhich had the CBC
wigs rushing to Toronto to
smooth out a crop Of resignations of
key men, Dan McArthur, chief news
editor of the CBC, has withdrawn
his resignation. But Jean Beaudet,
director of French - language programs, and D'Arcy Sullivan, supervisor of the CBC's international
service, have elected to stay out. Re-

CIO Asks

100G for

WAAT, Newark,

Toronto, Sept. 16.
to the administrative

friction within the

and interference in agency
matters. It's now been grabbed
up by the Ellington agency.

left

Sunday Serenade." Bill Martin
anplans
nouncing staff. He's made no
beyond spending the next six months
touring Mexico,
field

19 Quit in Year for Better

cies,

broad-

casting a series of weekly programs
Charles W. called "Lear and Live," to reduce
KABC here succeeding
to open accident fatalities.
B»lthrope, who has resigned
broadcast station
Programs originate at different
ifs own standard
call
with
here
the air
grade schools and are wire recorded
soon to take to
for broadcast at 3 p.m. Saturdays.
letters KITE.
Mack Switzer of KLZ and a guest
Pittsburgh—Ed Schaughency, vet- expert handle each airing.'
turns disk
eran KDKA announcer,
hour every SunNewark— Roland Trenchard, public
Jockey for half an

been
•

local radio stations.

Antonio— BiU Michaels has
named station manager of

San

Belding struck it off its books
more than six months ago, has
finally landed an agency berth.
Client, represented by the NBO
musical show, was long considered too hot a potato to
handle, due to dictatorial poli-

shop at Northwestern Univ. Besides
directing
the UKC Workshop,
Keown will be in charge of programs which school has on five

.w

McArthur Switch Eases CBC

That $1,000,000 Cities Service
account, which has been kicking
around ever since Foote, Cone St

new

is

an accurate measurement of listening

KMOX

71 -county

BMB

50-100% Audi-

470-foot antenna, at a new,

and a new 5o,ooo-watt transmitter,

more radio homes throughout

KMOX

more

now

a far larger area.)

strategic

delivers far

Using the

CBS

Listener Diary technique, with balloting conducted by Benson

and Benson,

Inc., tire

study shows...

Saturdays.

Raleigh—WPTF will begin

its

sec

"Stars of Tomorrow
contest in October, offering anotlter
$500 scholarship to the best musician
or singer appearing on contest pro
grams.
The scholarship contest
brought out 21 young performers
last season and was won by Jac
queline Harrison, Raleigh, mezzo
soprano.

end

:

annual

—

Laurinburg's new station
on the air with regu
programs Monday morning, Sept.

Raleigh

WEWO, went
lar

Ed Leach, program
for WEWO, says that the
is
complete.
Bill Ownesby
formerly with radio station WAYN,
Rockingham, and Earl Shaw, formerly with station WGBT, Roanoke
1,

at 6 o'clock.

director
staff

From

6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.,

KMOX has the largest audience

during 219 of the 324 daytime quarter-hours...

Rapids, and station WTIK, Durham,
have been added to the staff of announcers.

than any other

St.

Louis station!

From

KMOX has more listeners than any other St.

—

North Battleford, Sask.
North
Battleford city council has paid for
1» weekly hajf-hour shots on CJNB
here with the aim of fostering good-

122 of the 168 nighttime quarter-hours...

among the towns of the district
and telling the city folk about pending improvements, etc.
Programs, prepared by station
will

Cotumbio Owned

its closest

284%

more"firsts"

6:00 p.m. to midnight,

Louis station during

360% more

"firsts"

than

coiupetitor!

During the entire week,

KMOX

has the lion's share of the

manager Jack Coalston, are made
up of recordings and live talent.

Oklahoma City— WKY, Oklahoma
City,

again broadcasts the football
schedule for one of the leading colleges in the southwest this year.
Station has signed exclusive rights
10 broadcast the
10-game schedule
of Oklahoma A &
College at

M

Stillwater.

Pat Ryan,
will

mike

*way. p a t

WKY

sports

director,

all games at home and
came to WKY at middle-

season last year with a strong recommendation from Bill Stern.

Kansas City— John Keown has
been appointed director of the Univ.
of Kansas City
Radio Workshop. He
comes from Bryan, O, and formerly
was supervisor of the Radio Play-

KMOX
"The Voice

of

audience during more than two-thirds of the

50,000 watts
St.

Louis"

hours!. .is

%

Broadcasting Division of CBS:

Detroit, los Angeles,

more often than

Once again

KMOX
the SPOT
«, Represented by Radio Sales,

first

KMOX

total

492 quarter-

other St. Louis stations combined!

the-people

s

choice.

Which

is

why

should be your choice. Oct in touch with us or Radio

Sales 10 pick the

K.MOX

New York, Chicago,

San Francisco, Atlanta

is

all

a raid-America favorite.

availability that will

make your product

.

.

'"
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Jones, that can still mean that this
is a clever thing. .Frank Sinatra's

Disk jockey Reviews

.

"Christmas Dreaming" (Columbia)
Tune is
has strong possibilities.

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
— By George

Frazier

1

Mel Torme is here to stay for a
while, it seems. Personally, we can
lay no claim to charter membership
in The Torme Chowder and Marching Club, nor, for that matter, are
we at all certain that we would
emblazon the breast of our blazer
with the crest of the velvet fog
even

if

we

were permitted to do

so.

In the beginning, which is to say
when Torme was recording with
Artie Shaw, a clarinetist, and then
afterwards when he came into the
Copacabana, we said that he was

very, very pretty and The Voice
Offhand, we'd
caresses it quietly.
pick it for a more than merely respectable sale. ..In the Latin-American field Cugat's "Un Poquito de
Amor" (from "This Time for Keeps")
(Columbia ) has a smart melody that
the band handles with great effecDorothy Porter's singing
tiveness.

.

are superlative. What's more, either
of them could very easily develop
into a pretty fair coin-machine job.

"Pictures" (a tune that should be
heard a lot more often) is played
slowly and with feeling. There's no
vocal, but the tune itself and the
immaculate manner in which it's
projected by an accomplished per-

.

number which

sonnel constitute a

may

This one would seem
is nice, too.
more, for the jocks than the jukes,
but the tune itself may bring it a
extensive
more
appeal. .Wesley
Tuttle's
"Please
Be Like Your
Daddy" (Capitol) is appropriate
sagebrush stuff. A healthy sale is
indicated west of the Mississippi...
Among the reissues, there is Eddie
Cantor's Columbia Archives coupling
of "Margie" and "If You Knew
Susie," which he recorded back in
his burnt-cork youth; Louis Armstrong's unforgettable "Wrap Your
Troubles in Dreams" and "Star Dust"
(Columbia) which are jazz in the
most expressive implications of the
word; a great Columbia album of
stuff by Satchmo's unbridled Hot
Five; and another superb Columbia

pull in a lot of nickels.

"Musk-

rat," on the other hand, is fast and
with barrelhouse performances by Miller, Wingy Manone,
Matlock, and a trombonist
But,
Matty
insignificance.
destined for b.o.
that
named
Irvin
Verret.
We won't be
onto
out
stepped
every time he
Copa floor there always seemed to. in the least surprised if this should
be a man we wanted to see about turn into a disk-slot click. At any

punching,

rate,

a mastiff.

it

recommend

has plenty to

Torme, looking strictly like takeme-home-for-$22.50 with that sharp

Wax

it.

Facts

Windsor knot, opened
If we're tardy with some of the
tuit and
his kisser and we sat there wonder- following, it's because o£ the aforeing, first, why he wasn't at home said Martha's Vineyard, but these
he
what
second,
are
and,
a few of the items that arrived
bed,
in
tucked
during our absence and which sound
that

Latin -American —

Amor"

quito de

"Un

Po-

(Cugat).

— "Please
Novelty — "Get
Hillbilly

Your Daddy" (Wesley

Be Like
Tuttle).

Your
Mind" (Pearl Bailey) and "Our
Hour" (Spike Jones).
Be
In
Oughta
"You
Ballad
Pictures" (Eddie Milter). "Kokomo, Indiana" and "How Long
(Mel
Going
Oh?"
Been
This
Has
Torme), "Christmas Dreaming"
(Frank Sinatra) and "Sugar"
It

Off

—

Suggested Program

Elliot Lawrence's "Near You" (Columbia) strikes us as potentially his
most commercial release to date.
He's done any number of better
things, but this one has the ring of
a coin register.
Tune, which Francis Craig recorded for a small firm
down South, won't be confused with
a Rodgers & Hammerstein collaboration, but it is the palpable tinsel out
of which so many hits are shaped.
Lawrence's ensemble plays it danceably and there is an agreeable vocal
by Rosalind Patton.
Tony Pastor may have something

Ramble"

"Muskrat

Miller (Capitol).

— Eddia
—Frank

"Christmas Dreaming"

—Spike Jones

(Victor).

"The
Whiffenpoof
Song"—
Rudy Vallee (Victor).
"Un Poquito de Amor"—
Xavier Cugat (Columbia).
"There's No
Business Like
Business"
Mel Torme

—

.

Show

against plenty of heavy
competlsh
wrth popular music as its mains
av
offers1 some of the oldest

Monday-thru-

It

record
shows in the area, and probably
the"
SPONSORS: Co-op commercial
granddaddy of them all is this
even,
ing stanza under Katz
WJJD, Chicago
sponsorship
Since WJJD brought Ernie Simon, now rounding out a decade on "he
ex-vaude performer, here from a ^with.Katz footing the bill all the
station in Baltimore, last November,
Eddie Clark has handled the shnu,
he has gained a unique following by
capitalizing on a cleverly friendly since 1941 and thereby has become
dean of the

Friday

insult

ability to

not only his fans,

but newspaper people, advertisers
and recording artists. His two hour
morning show and his afternoon
show, both flvetime weekly deals,
are composed of gag-packed minutes
of mining disk talent, giving time
and temperature reports accented by

knows

town's disk jockey,

$»

his platters from hot
jive
and after all these years to
£

classical,

b eg>nning to get a rep reaching
out
of the local area. Over the
he s made no special play at a years
build,
up-just doing a good job has
put
him up there. Voice is okay and
blatant sound-effects, plus tearing presentation of records fine. If anv
apart commercials, till it becomes re- criticism could be levelled at Clark
markable that advertisers continue it probably is that he is a bit aloof
Shade more of informality in hk
buying him.
3
chatter would help.
Simon's air hours per week total
In its 10-year run, Dance
with
approximately 21, which makes his America
has tried about everything
early a.m. bubbling behavior even
Last year it was an all -request show
morq amazing. Working sans- script, but that
no one. particularly Simon, knows requests got to be all jive and mostly
from the same listeners
what will happen after he sings over
and over. This year the show
along with vocalist*on his "Hi Neighmakes a mythical tour of ballrooms
bor!" theme. Musical repertoire is
across the nation, picking up the
selected on request basis, making
music of a different band each quarwell-balanced and
•

program a
sified department because

diver-

favor vocals to instrumental, with
novelty tunes high on music log, and
jazz getting lowest billing. Western
tunes get continued rush, evidenced
in program caught which included
"Smoke, Smoke, Smoke" by Tex Williams and "Yankee Doodle Cowboy"
by Lea Benson. Average day is completed with numbers like "Flight of
Bumble Bee," "I Have But One
Heart," "Minka," "I Want to Be
Loved," and "Limehouse Blues," with
artists ranging from Lionel Hampton
to Beryl Davis to Ted Lewis.

Sinatra (Columbia).

"Love in Bloom"

8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.

hjs followers include teen-agers with jazz and
swing preferences, down the line to
waltz-age brackets.
According to numbers played,
Simon's early
morning listeners

quite worthwhile.

Best Bets

SIMON SPEAKS, TOO
With Ernie Simon

ter of the hour. Session caught
for
instance, had records by Johnnv
Long, Orrin Tucker. Johnny Bothwell and Raymond Scott, running in
about four sides for each band

Through Katz's own record department, contact with school crowd
and bands which come through here
Clark keeps the show fairly indicative"* of the music trend locally.
Currently it's heavily flavored with
sweet music a bit on the swing side
and show attempts to offer only the
newest records. Jive is a forsaken
tempo, for this season at least.

Some idea of effectiveness o£ th„
show can be had from its Hooper

which usually tops 6 the year round'
even in the face of net shows like
the Supper Club and other top-notch
musical sessions of the winter seaO'Brien," a" num- set, this one by Bessie Smith. They
Depending on Simon's mood, his son.
The long pull has simply made
ber which Morton Downey recorded are all recommended without quali- shows are predominantly musical,
it a habit with a respectable segfor Majestic.
with his chatter and material heard
It is played— in a fication.
of local listeners.
more often than announcements ment
word—ingratiatingly. Vocal, as you
Woody Herman's "Baby.Baby All which
Katz
pay his salary. Funniest phase minute spots transcriptions and onemight expect, is by a colleen named the Time" (Columbia) is evidence of
plugs about products hanand "What Are You Doing New
Rose Mary Clooney. .Pearl Bailey's his increasing stature as a vocalist. of package in his manner of slaugh- dled in its chain of stores, and goes
Year's Eve?" (Charlie Spivak).
tering commercials and ridiculing
"Get It Off Your Mind" (Columbia) Backing it up is Gershwin's "Some- company advertising. At times he in for very little institutional copy.
Hot—"Muskrat Ramble" (Eddie
Thus it clings pretty much to the
is, as is par for Bailey, pretty
swell. body Loves Me." To us, "Baby, Baby neglects reading them purposely, and
Miller), "Relaxin' at the Tquro"
Two Harry James disks—"Too Mar- All the Time" sounds like something other times delivers them in mono- disk jockey manner throughout.
(Muggsy Spanier) and "Wrap
Quin.
velous for Words" and "My Future for the automatics. .Muggsy Span- tone fashion just to get them out of
Your Troubles in Dreams" and
the way. Uses average of 15 per two
Just Passed" and "My Friend Irma" ier's exalted symphony
"Star Dust" (Louis Armstrong).
of convalesbacked by "Strange What a Song cence, "Relaxin' at the Touro," has hour show, and at roughly $21.00 REQUESTFULLY YOURS
Lindman Sc Don Dahl, Disk
Can Do" (Columbia) are, if not pre- been reissued by Victor. As a per minute, station takes in almost Stewart
Jockies
$315.00 per stint.
had done with the catcher's mitt, cisely terrific, nevertheless
highly couple of people have remarked, it's
3:05-5:45 p.m. dally
they surely must have given him listenable. All four
faces are dance- great.
WMIN, Minneapolis
On the other side is the DANCE WITH AMERICA
with that Buit. But we must have able. Our own favorite
Chief virtues of this disk show is
among them Spanier "Sister Kate," which has ho With Eddie Clark
been wrong, because this Torme, is "Too Marvelous." It may
the adept way it has been built to
well be flies on it either... For dance stuff, 60 Mins.; Mon. thru Pri. 6 p.m.
like we said, is going to be around the nickelodeons'
provide music and vocals to satisfy
as well.
Charlie Spivak's "What Are You KATZ DRUG CO.
for a while. At a sneak preview of
all tastes. Add to that a pair of jocks
Spike Jones' "Our Hour" (Victor) Doing New Year's Eve?" (Victor) KCKN, Kansas City
with very pleasing personalities and
Metro's "Good News" out in Holly- should do all right,
(Agency: Bruce B. Brewer)
but it's
fills the, bill quite handsomely.
So,
.KCKN is a 250-watter owned by there shines a pattern for local
wood we witnessed the delighted in a class with the high spotsscarcely
of his for that matter, does its reverse, "A Arthur Capper. It
has held its niche success.
equeals of the audience when his inspired lunacy.
In the case of Little Bit Longer".
Comprising the show are disks rein the Kansas City metropolitan area
name appeared on the screen, and
quested by listeners in letters and on
afterwards we saw him give an
post cards, which the jockies invite
altogether ingratiating performance.
Most of the writers, ask for numbers
Later, on Martha's Vineyard we
to be dedicated to or played for their
wife, sweetheart or just a friend
heard the kids discussing him in a
whom they identify. Lindman and
record shop. Week after week it
Dahl read excerpts from the cards
was becoming progressively more
and
letters, which frequently Include
apparent that Torme, like the
( Harmonicats
Vitacoustics " comments on and suggestions for the
PEG
1O'
HEART
(ROBBINS)
(15)
Hoover collar and 24-votes-for- %
Victor
program.
X Three Suns
(Lee Wiley)/
"Near You" (Elliot
Dance
"My O'Darlin' "
Lawrence),
(Tony Pastor), "Too Marvelous
for Words" and "Strange What
a Song Can Do" (Harry James)

—

in

his

My

Columbia

O'Lovely,

"My

of

(Musicraft).

O'Darlin',

My

.

.

.

on Coin-Machines

10 Best Sellers

MY

Oscar W. Underwood, was occupying
a prominent place. So this week,
with the. release of a new Torme
recording, maybe it's time we looked
at him a little more closely.
Torme'* "Kokomo, Indiana" and
"How Long Has This Been Going

On?"

have, several
things to recommend them. For
instance, his musicianly phrasing.
They also have, in the case of the
(Musicraft)

Gershwin number, a

2.

4.

THAT'S

s.

WHEN YOU SWEET

e.

::

Has

Been

Going On?," it's
Just what kind of distribution Musicraft is getting these
days we do not know, but if it's at
all decent, you should be hearing
"Kokomo" on the. jukes. "How
Long" will do all right too, but its
chief play will probably come from
the jocks. Now, as we were saying
before we wanted to see that guy
about the mastiff
Eddie Miller may well be the
finest tenor saxophone player availThis

;

.

DESIRE

LADY FROM

89

PALMS

9.

TALLAHASSEE

(4)

"

(CHAPPELL)

(6)

•

•

10.

I

Tex Williams

j,

Perry Como
Frankie Laine

'

\

.

.

Mercury

Sammy Kaye

...Victor

Decca

[Freddy Martin
( Andrews Sisters
Dorothy Shay
I Tex Beneke

!
X

...

Victor

Decca
.Columbia
Victor

Francis Craig

Bullet

Crosby-Andrews
Vaughn Monroe

Victor

Decca

Oamone

(

Vic

I

Frank Sinatra

•£

Victor

Como

I

.

On their part, Lindman and Dahl
hold down their own patter to a
minimum and only occasionally indulge in a gag. On the show caught,

]

Victor

(Mills Bros

(FAMOUS)

HAVE BUT ONE HEART (BARTON)

Capitol
Victor

Harris

err V
{ ?„

(SHAPIRO-B)

(MARTIN)....

FEUDIN'

.(

" 'X Phil

(MILLS)

(21)

16 (9)

8.

(AMERICAN)

^

Mercury
Columbia

"
J
t

J
"
«

Coming Up

these gags were moderately funny
and always in the best of taste.
There was no fault-finding with any
requests and no smart or wise cracks
at any disk. Jockeys give the impression of trying to please and
that's just what they apparently do.
The show adds up to more than two
hours of enjoyable song and music.

Among the numbers included on
this
particular
program
were
"Bumble Boogie," "Peg o' My Heart,"
the Andrews Sisters' "Her Bathing
Suit Never Got Wet" and Betty Hutton's "I Wish I Didn't Love You So."
One letter with a request came all
the way from Puerto Rico,
Rees.

DATE WITH A DISK
With

X

I

WISH

I

DIDN'T LOVE

YOU (PARAMOUNT)

f
1

APPLE BLOSSOM WEDDING (SHAPIRO-B)

HURRY ON DOWN

i

"""•(

(CRITERION),

<

Andrews

>

I

WANT TO BE LOVED (PARAMOUNT)

IVY (BCRKE-VH)

Victor

.

Sammy Kaye

f

Benny Goodman

\

f

Beryl Davis
Jo Stafford

Victor

Decca I
.'.Capitol

""X Ar tLund
'

Frankie Lai, le
Dinah Shore
(Margaret Whiting
[-Frank Sinatra
Whiting
I Margaret

.[

['''

Eddy Howard
fJo Stafford
I Vaughn Monroe

][

.Columbia
.Victor

.Capitol
Victor

Cavitnl

.:

Bing Crosby
Dick Haymes

',

Capitol

Sisters

I
.

,

X

.

Margaret Whiting
Lawrence

SO RIGHT TONIGHT (LEEDS)
WHIFFENPOOF SONG (MILLER-SCHIRMER)

I ALMOST LIKE BEING LOVE (FOX)
X KATE (BERLIN)

.

..
,

Bill Griffiths

Hours, Mon.-Thru-Sat.

Participating
KOL, Seattle

Columbia

[Elliot

I'M

NAUGHTY ANGELINE (SIMON)
BLACK AND BLUE (MILLS)
YOU DO (BVC)

able.
In any event, anyone who
feels otherwise will find it difficult
to prove it on the basis o£ "Muskrat

?.

CapifoZ
Victor

Freddy Martin

ECHO SAID NO (LOMBARDO)
I

BeUy Hntton
Vaughn Monroe
Buddy Clark
Sammy Kaye .«
Nellie Lutcher

V
f COME TO MARDI GRAS (SOUTHERN)
••••••
i ON THE AVENlIE LEEDS
.. ASK ANYONE WHO KNOWS (WITMARK)

.

Ramble", and "You Oughta Be in
Pictures" (Capitol) in both of which
the Miller horn is tremendous.
Whether or not there is anything
worthwhile in re-bop we really cannot say but, it hardly seems likely
that even the best of it is in a class
with either of these two faces. They

MY

(1)

AND FIGHTIN'
NEAR YOU (SUPREME)

7.

racks. His treatment of "Kokomo"
strikes us as the most effective yet
put on disks and, as for "How Long
triple fine.

(MARKS)

"

more

and his once-in-a-while over-eagerness to be a Personality. Torme
need not let the latter disturb him.
He's already a Personality and a boy
to be reckoned with on the record

(6)

WHO'S KISSING HER

::

fine taste for

choosing great old tunes. But even
important, they have a style
which, whether it happens to send
you or not, is admittedly distinctive. On the debit side, there is the
lack of any real quality In his voice,,
his occasionally fuzzy enunciation,

SMOKE, SMOKE, SMOKE

•
'.

••

Decca
Decca

Signature record.on this "Date" Is
"Date With Disk" and it sets the
mood and tempo for the two-hour
stint with Bill Griffiths, fast talking
jockey, ending up the 120 minutes as
fresh as at the start. Requests are
chiefly mail with some telephone
calls handled, and Griffiths mixes the
old ones with the new ones to keep
the show moving right along in nice
fashion.
It's

all

Griffiths'

the commercials in
fashion as he does
dedications, which
good reception of

show.

He

does

the same breezy
the requests and

should make for
the

cash-paying

wordage.

M-G.M

v££J|

Louis Jordan Resumes

.Columbia
Capitol

from

Capitol

Majestic
Capifo!
Victor

Chicago, Sept. 16.
released recently
hospital after an intestinal operation, has resumed his
one-nighting at the Parkway Arena,
Chicago. He was originally scheduled
to start Sept. 17 in Georgia, but
Berle Adams, his manager, switched

Louis

Columbia

t

Jordan,

New York

the place

and

date.

V
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ERS ON 'SLEEPERS'
New Disk Jockey Poll

'Variety's

To Gauge Top Songs and
In the belief that the
disk jockeys on major

SPECULATE

throughout the country exan equally and perhaps more

Gillespie's

ert

Dizzy

than

coin

Carnegie

Gillespie,

Kaye Quits Cat-and-Mouse Antics

To Sign With GAC, Cueing New Deals

Talent

hundreds of +
and minor

stations

1

whose

There has been considerable specDate ulation recently among music publishers as to whether the almost con-trumpet

Gumble

to Coast

Sammy Kaye stopped playing catand-mouse with his future agency
affiliation last week, fluffed off Music
Corp. of America's months of trying
to hold him and signed a contract
•with General Artists Corp., setting
up a chain of possible future events.
There are those who believe that
Kaye s signing with GAC presages
many things, the most important of
whi-?h would be the return to that
agency of Mike Nidorf, who quit
GAC a couple years ago to became
a partner with the ailing Jim Peppe
in the direction of Kaye and other

Warner Bros.' special contacteer
style has been a source of con- stant stirring-up of interest in new Mose Gumble heads for
one of his
troversy among jazz addicts for songs recorded by minor recording periodic Coast trips the end of this
some time, will do a Carnegie Hall, companies is not synthetic that in month.
New
York, conceit before he shoves some instances they have been taken
He will concentrate on four weeks
for a ride by sharpie writers. Durtirely new approach to the relative off for Scandinavian
dates.
Plans
in Hollywood on Too Marvelous for
In the
popularity of recordings.
are being formed for a Sept. 29 ing the past year or so, because one Words," the oldie Johnny Mercerpast. Variety feels, there has been concert
or two publishers, like Leeds Music,
at the longhair emporium:
(the late) Dick Whiting excerpt
hits such as
entirely too much accent on the
Ella Fitzgerald will work with the have found top sales
, tVl „ fi „„ 4
1n
from WB's current "Dark Passage."
"For Sentimental Reasons" on a mi-,
songs that have reached the first 10
^
baflN.
tOnce these tunes get to
nor label, other major pubs conpositions.
sistently have been advised that this
that point they arc known and acMuch
properties. But that's flatly denied.
or that new tune oh this or that incepted as the current hits.
Bill
(Wheri Nidorf left GAC soon ader
die label is creating a heavy demore valuable to the music and
his discharged as a captain from the
mand. And some have paid heavy
singer and band fields would be an
Army, be held approximately 16 r i
coin advances for tunes that turned
early insight into what .new disks
influence

powerful
machines

on the public

taste

for

—

songs and talent, Variett launches
with this issue, on Page 46, an en-

"

.

.

,

.

j

Pebio

the public wants.

On Oct. Meet For

And since the djsk jockey of late
seems to be-, through request disk
shows and other channels, lighting
toward hits for coin
the way
operators, Variety will
point up these upcoming disks via
the weekly disk jockey polls, in adto

Disk Decision

expanded coin machine

coverage.

Within the past year, such outstanding national hits as "Heartand
aches," "Peg O' My Heart"
"That's My Desire," and currently
the new "Near You" platter, were
discovered and promoted into national hits by disk jocks and coin
mar-nines, but primarily the former.
In this department, starting with
weekly thereafter.
this issue and
Vaei«tt will feature a compilation of
it
~t -„
most* requested of_rethe itunes
quest disk jockey s h ows a ired in
Various key clt.es. Each disk jockey
supplying •VAR.rrv with information
will be specifically identified.

L
|

With Alexander
talent

agency was

born this week with the joining of
Harry Moss, ex-Music Corp. of
America one-night booker and lately
head of his own agency, and Willard
Alexander. The latter was likewise
formerly with MCA and, before setting up his own solo agency, head
of the William Morris band department. Moss teamed with Alexander
as of Monday (15) to book Alexander's properties in all fields. As
of the moment his moveover is solo,
but, eventually, the agencies of the

two will be combined.
Moss leaves Jack Kearny in charge
of his own booking organization and,
it's emphasized, the outfit will continue in operation.
By no means
does Moss' hooking up with Alexander mean the dissolution of his
own setup as of the- present
When and if the merger occurs
this year there will have been three
new booking organizations set up
within the 12-month period— all by

•

Chicago, Sept. 16. .
American Federation of Musicians
came- close last week at an international executive board meeting here,
to making a decision as to which
turn it will take Inter this year,
when its contract with record manufacturers calling, for a royalty perrecord sold expires. A new one on
the same terms is forbidden by the
Taft-Hartley law. James C. Petrillo,
AFM head, and his associates on the
board almost decided to advise the
sk
immediately that
f^
their tooter members will not mi-.ke
isks after the Drc
31- OKpiration
of ft
b t decjded , h t
{
wou , d
on
m)wp
the next board mcet
mid . 0ct0 .
bcr
Actual notification of the agreement's cancellation is unnecessary
since the disk eomnanies are well
aware, due to the T-H terms, that
the present pact cannot be extended.
Such royalty payments to unions are
forbidden by the law.
Meantime, none of the di?k companies seem to be doing much stocking away of masters at least not
yet. If and when Petrillo decides to
call off his members at the end .of
the year there will be plenty of time
to lay in a stockpile of material in
preparation for the
fiVht
that's
bound to occur if the footers are
ordered not to record. And that
fisht probably won't consist of the
"waiting game" that existed last
time. This battle will probably go
info the courts since the T-H law is
aimed to preclude strikes.
Meanwhile, it had been reported
in this area a few weeks ago that
two of the major companies had
been endeavoring to determine a
method of paying a fee to Petrillo
for each disk sold in fome mrmner
that doesn't conflict with the T-H
There has been nothing
terms.
further s;iicl about this angle.

******

j

Moss Moves In

Another new

out to be dogs.
Some pubs are of the opinion that
much of the continued flurry of interest in

machine
dition

Lowe

Waits

£

:

—

Lush Canadian Dates
Spark Move for

former major agency salesmen. MusAxt, composed of ex-MCAites Jack
Whittemore, Russ Facchine and Ly!e
Thayer, was the first, and Conti-

New

Dominion Union Rules

nental,

recently organized, is the
second. Latter is composed of Jack
Archer, last with William Morris on
the Coast; Milt
Deutsch, former
Frederick. Bros, one-night man, and

.

Hollywood. Sept. 16,
Coast ton nd bookers m* trying to

means

devise a

of

getting

the Ca.-

nadian Musicians Union to relax its
rigid rules regarding U. S. name
orchestra appearances norih-of-borPresent ruling, of course, is
der.
that only one Yank outfit can play
a town within period of one month.

Abe Turchen.

AFM BLACKLISTS FINN
FOR MUNDY DEFAULT

minor label release

is

Slated

ToHeadCAPAC,

GAC capital stock. This Rockwell bought from him for approximately $65,000, the coin payable over
(final to* be made
during February, 1948).
Important anple of Kaye's switch
to GAC from MCA is that the latter
of

a period of time

cre-

ated by the writers of the tunes
themselves. Writers, it's felt, make
deals with the indie diskers to reToronto. Sept. 16.
cord the songs without royalties ar-'.
retaliated in some measure upon the
It's
probable that the Canadian larger agency for its acquisition sevwhen the disks are released, are not
above buying as many disks as pos- Authors, Publishers and Composers, eral months ago of Spike Jones.
sible in stores, to help launch a Ltd., Canada's counterpart of the Jon-a had been with GAC for ye irs
Society of' Composers, and his move to
"sleeper hit" campaign of talk that American
was a bodyeventually reaches a major publish- Authors and Publishers, will have a blow. Kaye also makes up for the
And then one reaches for new general manager after tomor- loss of Woody Herman, who recently
er's ears.
(Wednesday).
It's
expected switched to Continental, a new
the tune, usually at a hefty advance. row
However, regardless of the beliefs here that a board meeting of the or- agency (see separate story). GAC
of some majors that they are bcra" ganization will name Bili Lowe, To- still has one other contract hassle
victimized, indie labels seem to be ronto publisher and representative to >esolve, however, in the Jimmy
increasing the percentage of hits in this country of a number of U. S. Dorsey situation. Dorscy's agreement
are
digging
up for pubs. publishers, will be named to take with GAC expires Sept. 29 and
they
item over the job from the exiting Hugh agency wants to keep him. It must
promising
There's
another
moving upward now which Supreme Jamie^n,' who had held the reins of deliver certain things, however, benew Brcgman-Vocco- ASCAP for years.
Music,
the
fore he'll renew. Meanwhile, H,".r:-y
Lowe's expected appointment is Romm is booking the band for theaConn, Deoca Record firm, owns. It's
originally .said to have been influenced largely
It
titled, "How Soon."
(Continued on page 56)
was marketed months ago by Tower by pressure, from ASCAP toppers.
Richard Murray, an ASCAP execuRecords.
Its career is similar to
"Near You," which Supreme also tive, arrived here today (Tuesday)
publishes and which began on the to attend the board meet. Whether
Bullet label in Nashville and spread Lowe will give up his publishing
activities and devote all his time to
into a hot sales hit.
CAPAC is undisclosed here. JamieIt seems Jack Owens, writer of
"How Soon," made a special disking son, when he went into CAPAC
on the Tower label {or the Reynolds originally, was a certified public acPen Co., which the latter used as_a countant gradually turning his enLarry Clinton, once the nation's
promotion. It had to have a back- tire attention to the performing
ing, and Owens sang his "How Soon" rights group.
No. 1 pop maestro, who has not
Incidentally, the boost in revenue waved a baton publicly since before
for the reverse side.
It has been
catching on gradually and recently per radio set in Canada, secured by the war. is preparing to go back
Bing Crosby made a disk of it. CAPAC last week alter waiting into action. He has been working
Other companies have been aware months for decision from the Cana- for months developing an idea on
of the demand for the tune, but hes- dian Copyright Appeals Boa.d, will which he will base a new combinaitate to make it due- to the head enrich the organization by slightly tion, the instrumentation of which
start Crosby has on them.
They more than a $100,000 a ye;,r. This is he will not talk about at the mowould do it, however, when and if on the basis of last week's increase ment. However, he is soon to ko
the demand by their distributors be- from government funds of 3c to 7e into rehearsal with it in New York,
comes heavy enough.
per set. Previously, the independent and definitely unveils the combo
stations bad voluntarily boosted their Nov. 11 at Frank Dailey's, Meadowpaymeuts to CAPAC from 5c to 8c. brook, for a six-week stay.
Thus, whereas CAPAC once drew 8c
Since disbanding his orchestra
overall, it is now being paid 14c some years ago, Clinton has been
overall, and the difference adds up occupying his time conducting for
various recording companies, such
to $105,000 based on the country's
1,754,349 receivers. CAPAC's annual as the work he did last year lor
take will therefore amount to ap- Cosmo and the "Romeo and Juliet"
album he did this year with Hrrb
proximately $246,000.
England's 75% ad valorem fax on
Broadcast Music. Inc., -which also Hendler for Rainbow. Beyond that
the profits of U. S. films, which has drew an increase in peri'o.mance his only connection with the br.rd
halted their flow into that country, rights coin returns, will be paid $2K,- field has been the writing of armay soon have an effect on the 315 from the government's Cana- rangements. His arranging, as a
music publishing firms owned by dian Broadcasting Corp. this year, mutter of fact, started him out as a
film companies. At least two of the an increase of approximately
bandleader.
',4c
latter combines are now mulling over the former lc per set it had
putting various economies into ef- been getting.
Indie
broadcasters,
fect to offset the lowered incomes of members of tiie Canadian As-n. of
the mother companies on the Coast. Broadcasters, pay an additional $17,And it's probable that the fortunes 500 annually to BMI lor its 89 outof the sheet music business will not lets.
change plans in any way. That is,
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
if
sheet music sales, which have
John O'Connor, for some years a
given sisns -of stirring out of the Capitol Uses Six
member of the board of the Amerimost drastic slump in years, concan Society of Composers. Authors
tinues on the upgrade the above
Artists on Disking Of
Mid Publishers and emissary of
economies probably will be maingood-will for the Society in many of
tained as long as the English situa'Freedom Train' Tune its sharpest arguments, told friends
tion exists.
here last week that this term would
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
probably be his last as a member of
Capitol Records put Irving Ber- the
board. O'Connor was here as a
3'
lin's Freedom Train" on wax Friday
member of the eastern ASC A P facnight (12) using six of its top artists tion which came west for last Thurs$50,000
on the one disk. All star aporoach by day's 'ID annual meet with the
The same drastic economy moves firm is a new twist
Coast contingent.
and it brought
which all picture companies have Johnny Mercer.
O'Connor apparently feels that he
Mar-raret Whiting.
essayed since the' 75% British tax Peggy Lee.
Benny Goodman. Pied cannot afford to devote almost all
has hit The Big Three Bobbins, Pipers and Paul
Weston's orchestra of his time to ASCAP in the future
Feist and Miller Music, and their
because of personal business comtogether.
affiliated companies.
Some 20 were
mitments. Too, O'Connor may not be
Disk will be released as soon as
let out of the stockrooms along with
in the music business as a publisher
possible and will sell at regular
professional staffers, wiiite-rollarites.
when the next board election lime
price.
et al. It all resulted in a $50,000 per
rolls around. He has been offering
"God Bless America" will be re- his Warock c.-talog for
aiin' in saving.
sale.
Of the Robbips toppers, production verse side, featuring Mercer, Whitmanager Steve Levitz apd sales man- ing and Weston's ork.
I.orette Trie, with Lorctte

Canadian Society

MCA

IirryQtoon
Preps

English

New Band

Tax

Affecting

Pdbs

O'CONNOR READIES TO

EXIT ASCAP BOARD

Top

.

Prompting bookers' efforts at reform is fact that two British CoMUSIC
lumbia stands. Victoria and Vancou- M-G CUTS
ver, have proved very lucrative sites
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
for American orchestras one-nightFIRMS
American Federation of Musicians ing. Promoter there is Dexter Lcw.last week black isted Jay Finn and
er.s. and through him. agencies here
his Artists Personal
Management, hope to wan<?le greater consideraLtd., agency on grounds that Finn tion
from Canadian union. Just
defaulted on payments to Jimmy about every U. S. hand which can
Mundy's colored orchestra to the get a one-niter in either town goes
amount of $6,637. AFM has notified into percentage.
»H locals to that effect.
ijewtri
policy
Some time ago Finn formed a unit one band per month and play it on
here with Mundy's orchestra and consecutive days in the two towns,
barnstormed around Far West, los- In August it was Duke Ellington,
mg heavily, and eventually perform- Krupa in September, and Stan Keners were stranded in Salt Lake City. ton will make Oct. 10-11 stands. All
Mundy's musicians returned here agencies here now are scrambling ager Bernard Pragcr. both of whom,
Phil Kabl to Hollywood to repreminority
stockare
lied cb inis against him. which in to sell an attraction for the months incidentally,
sent Redd Evans' Jefferson Music.
holders, took sharp salary cuts.
turn leader
following.

TO

'

A YEAR

I

—

r,

1

!

i

I

I

|

tossed to

AFM.

I

Charon

the organ, opened Tuesday il6)
the Rose Lounge of the Ten Evek
hotH, Albany, N.Y,

at
in
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Newark AFM Appears Before Exec Rd.

To Ask Legislation for Standby Bands
t
Chicago, Sept. 16.
Executives of the Newark local of
S-J
Bernie
the American Federation of MusiHollywood, Sept 16.
inAFM's
cians appeared before the
ternational executive board here last
Dave Bernie quit as head of Santintroduce
week to ask the board to
ly-Joy office here last week, being
legislation that once and » for all
Losch, who moved
would put local musicians back into replaced by" Julie
a certain percentage of the nation's over from Bobby Mellin firm. S-J
i

Ankles

|

vaudfilm theatres and eliminate the
growing hassle over standbys. Newark me'n want the AFM to prohibit

name

travelling

.

own

acts.

Whether they got the message
through to the international board,
which was concerned with deeper
things, such as whether it would pull

1,

of the, AFM has ever run into. It has
generally been- felt that the TaftHartley Act put an end to the standby, or "featherbedding," situation in
use by various locals.
Ever since the passage of the T-H
act
those concerned assert they
haven't figured out the final ap(Continued on page 56)

by ASCAP

1949, Deadline Set

&

Tommy Dorsey is in an unusual
position in so far as the making of
transcriptions for his new diskjockey show is concerned. Whereas
Martin Block, Paul Whiteman and
others who do similar chores more
or less stay in one place and are

For Broadcasters on Royalty Decision
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers last week relieved the minds of radio people
with whom they have been meeting
for months to draft a new contract,
by setting the date by which broadcasters must make up their minds
as to what method they will want to.

had

work often on cutting disks,
Dorsey is in a spot due to his moving around on dates with his band.
in bunches
wanted Bernie to move back into its He cannot make the disks
since he
New York headquarters and, having when he hits a key* city,
Backing Uncertainty
must take cognizance of future hit
lived here for some time, Bernie
songs and doing them- too far ahead
refused and resigned.
By Other Writers
would be taking chances.
S-J's
Bill Coty continues to rep
Dorsey is thinking of buying a bus,
Oxford subsid here.
Blow Lawrence Suit
which would house him alone on
tripT with the band and also be
Jack Lawrence, who began a songequipped to turn out transcriptions.
writer suit against the American SoThis, he feels, would kill two birds
Dailey Quits Newark
Authors and
with one stone. It would insure a ciety of Composers,
smooth flow of disks and leave only Publishers some months ago, asking
Board, But Move
the guest shots to be done far in (1) that his writer-rating be boosted
advance.
to what he thought it should be and
Remains Unaccepted
Dorsey, now back on the Coast, (2) to force a rearrangement of the
Newark, Sept. 16.
got little sleep last week while in methods used by ASCAP in computFrank Dailey filed his resignation the east for the debut of the series. ing sums due individual songwriters,
He
made p.a.'s at WMCA, N. Y.; is undecided about' pressing the acfrom the director board of the
Providence; WPEN, Phila.; tion. ASCAP several months back
Newark local of the American Fed- WHIM, Balto., and WMAL, Wash- jumped Lawrence from a "B" rating
WITH,
eration of Musicians last week. So ington and from the latter returned to "A", one level below the topmost
far, the local executives have re- to the Coast to go out on one'-night- "A" and, having achieved one of his
fused to accept his quitting and the ers with his band; This schedule two points, he's uncertain about batsituation remains status quo.
was akin to the one he was on while tling for the other.
Dailey's reasons for dropping him- making the first disks in Hollywood.
It seems that Lawrence's attorneys
self off the board, after several terms Then, he was conducting his hand are n6w not so sure of the backing
as a member, are undisclosed, but at his own Casino Gardens, Ocean he will get from other writers.
are claimed not to be the result of Park, nightly and making a film When the composer first filed his
any dispute. He simply hasn't the from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily, sand- suit he was the object of many offers
time to devote to the job since re- wiching the transcribing between by fellow writers .to aid in pushing
opening'hls Meadowbrook.
the two.
it through.
able to

ASCAP's

use to pay
set as Oct.

AFM

AFM

members out of recording
studios come December, and the expiration of the AFM's contract with
record and transcription makers,, is
undisclosed. And, if they did, whether they got an answer.
Meanwhile, the standby situation
promises to explode into one of the
biggest tussles each individual local

,

Disking

Band Dates

May

orchestras from acacts onstage.

companying individual

This chore must be performed by a
house pit band, it's averred. In other
words, to confine, the name bands to
their

Oct.
To Answer Problem Of

1,

1949.

fees.

It was
seems there

It

been

considerable
agitation
broadcasters over the
date and ASCAP itself did not hurry

among

to

the

set;, it

definitely.

Reason for the hassle is this: current contract expires Dec. 31, 1949,
and can be automatically extended
if ASCAP doesn't ask for more coin.
However, during the extension period broadcasters will not have the
option of paying music fees on a
per-program or blanket basis, as
clause in the curthey' do now.
rent agreement cites that the choice

A

must be made by the

start of the

year of the pact. The pharseology of it was vague. Some radio
people construed it to mean that
they would have to declare themselves before the beginning of the
final year, others took it to mean
during the final year, and still others
that it Indicated a decision before
final

the end of

'47.

ASCAP finally advised a spokesfor radio last week that it interpreted the clause to read that
radio buyers of its wares had until
three months prior to the actual expiration of the pact or Oct. 1, 1949
to decide on the per program or
blanket licensing method.
As it
stands,- the program charge is 8%
of a station's card rate applicable
at the time when the program is
transmitted, and the blanket agree-

man

—

—

ment

calls for

2%%

of the overall

card rate.

TOP TUNES AND RECORDING ARTISTS
_

As Polled Via Leading
N.Y.

<%RIETY

L.A.

PUB

TITLE
Peg

o'

My

Heart

.

Harmonicats
Art Lund
Clark Dennis.
.

.

Smoke, Smoke, Smoke.......
That's

My

Desire.

.

.

Capitol

.

.

.

&

Feudln'

Columbia

Wonder Who's Kissing Her.

.E. B.

Capitol.

.

.Victor.

I

Wish

I

Didn't Love

You

.

Paramount.

to Mardi Gras
Never Knew
Black and Blue.
Echo Said No.

Feist.

»
You So
What You Doing New Year's

Famous.

You Do

BVC.

Ragtime Cowboy Joe.
Hurry on Down.
It's

a Sin.

.

Leeds.

.

.

.

Capitol.

,

Capitol

.

He's a Real Gone Guy
Apple Blossom Wedding

.

Passing By.

.

.

.

8

.

.Victor.

Capitol

7

Victor.

.

Freddy Martin.

.

Tony Pastor.
King Cole Trio

.Victor.

.

.

r.

Capitol

.

Margaret Whiting Capitol
Art Lund
M-G-M.
Dinah Shore
.Columbia.
.Eddy Howard.
.Majestic.
.

.

Capitol

Eddy Arnold
.Danny Kaye.

Victor
.

Criterion.

.Nellie Lutcher.

Shapiro-B
Chappell

Sammy Kaye.

.

Tony Martin

.

.

10

Columbia

.

Nellie Lutcher

Milene

.Paramount.

.

.Columbia.
..

Sam Donahue ....

.

Capitol
.

10

.

.M-G-M...

.

.

Robbins.

.

Blouu Bleep

.

.Columbia.

.

.

.

.

10

Capitol.
Victor.

,

I Miss

5

10

.M-G-M.

.Sammy Kaye.

Martin.

10

Frankie Laine .... Mercury

.

Triangle.

29 Palms.

10

.

.Decca.

.

.

.Mills.

;

Lady

.

.

Jack Smith.

Jo Stafford
Dinah Shore.
Freddy Martin.

.

Southern
.

10
10

Mills Bros.

Dinah Shore

.

.

Leeds.

Come

3

Mercury.

Helen Forrest.

I

7
.

Victor
.Decca.

.

Betty Hutton
I'm So Right Tonight

4

.Columbia.

.

Vaughn Monroe.

Mood

.

3

.

;

.Decca.

.

Vic Damone
Jo Stafford

Burke-V. H.

Achin' Heart.

.

Columbia

Ray Noble
Perry Como.
.

Oh My

10

Columbia

.

AI Jolson
Ivy

10

2

Bullet.
.

.

.

Marks. .Perry Como.

Shapiro-B.

16

.

.

Ted Weems

When You Sweet

00

10

Jo Stafford
Capitol.
.Vaughn Monroe Victor.
Crosby- Andre ws Decca.

Famous

9
fii

Capitol.

Francis Craig.

Peggy Lee
Dorothy Shay

.

!

3

oo
8

3

s

c

•o

.Mercury

.Frank Sinatra.

Sinatra.

z
A
a.

i

A

Capitol

Vic Damone.

Supreme

i

Capitol.

.

Engle-Staff ord

Chappell.

Flghtin'

Tallahassee
I

Robbins
Barton

Philadelphia

w

3

X

S.F.

Z

O

.Mercury-

Martha Tllton.
Temptation ,
I Have But One Heart
Near You
Ain't Cha Comtn' Back...

Louis Seattle Mpls. K.C

.M-G-M

Frankie Laine.

.

St.

.Vitacoustic.

.

.

.

Buddy Clark.
Tex Williams

American
.Mills.

!o

LABEL

ARTIST

Bobbins.

Cincy

X
Q
a
5

listeners.

&

Boston

O
IV
U

O
z

a

Weekly chart of the records on disk jockeys' programs, as "most requested" by
This compilation is based on information gathered from disk-spinners
across the nation and is designed to indicate those records rising in popularity as
well as those on top. Ratings are computed on the basis of 10 points for a No. 1
mention, 9 for a No. 2, and so on down to one point. Cities and jockeys will vary
week to w.eek to present a comprehensiue picture of all sectors of the country.
Songs are listed in relative popularity standing.

U. S. Disk Jockeys

Chicago

Decca

.Capitol.

.Victor.
.Victor.

10
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Bands

at

Hotel B.O.'s
W'erks
I'luveiJ

Hotel

Bind

Skinnay Ennis. .'Astor Roof (850; $1-$1.25).
Waldorf (400; $2)
Jack Fina
Claude Thornhill. .Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50).
.'.New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50)..
Jerry Wald*:

.

.

.

.

.

(300; $1-$1.50)

.

Orrin Tucker.

1

7
44
> 2

.

Johnny Pineapple Lexington
....

Roosevelt

Ice Revue

At

(400; $1-$1.50)

New

Yorker.

5
6

—Ginny Simms

at

Covers
P»st

Total

Covers

Week On Date
3,700
3,300
2,450
1,400

950
2,250

16,475
20,450
2,450
9,000
40,675
4,700

Waldorf

Carnegie Folk Concert
Folk music concert will be staged
New York, Sept.

at Carnegie Hall,

18-19 for the

first

time, bringing in

who are heavy b.o. draws
south and midwest but few
whom have ever played N. Y.
Promoter is Sol Gold. Scale is $1.80
to $3.60. He claims to have a nut
of $71500 for the two nights.
Ernest Tubb and Texas Troubaddts
artists

ih the
of

Songs With Largest Radio Audiences
The top 30 songs of the' week, based on the copyrighted Audience Cow
erage Index Survey of- Popular Music Broadcast over Radio Networks"
Published by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman Director
Survey Week

September

of

5-11, 1947.

Ain'teha Ever Comin' Back.
All My Love
Almost Like Being In Love— '"Brigadoon"
.'

.

.

.

.

.

-.Sinatra

.

..

Harms
Fox

An Apple Blossom Wedding
,Shapiro-B
Burke-VH
As Long As I'm Dreaming— f "Welcome Stranger"
will head the talent, which consists
Miller
As Years Go By
of a good portion of the "Grand
Ask Anyone Who Knows
Witmark
Ole Opry" radio show. With him
Chi-Baba
Oxford
will be Leon and Jimmie Short,
To the Mardi Gras
Southern
Minnie Pearl, Radio Dot and Smoky Come
Tell Me— f'Hucksters"
Robbins
Swann, and Rosalie Allen, WOV, Don't
Guns"
Feudin' and Fightin'—1"Sons O'
.....Chappell
N. Y., disk-spinner and RCA-Victbr
Once In Your Life...
Dreyer
recording name. Short duo is with For
Fun And Fancy Free— f'Fun And Fancy Free"....
Santly-JoyDecca.
.t ........ .Barton
1 Have But One Heart.
I Wish I Didn't Love You So— t'.'Perils of Pauline" ....... .Paramount
I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now— t"I Wonder Now". ... .E. B. Marks
Je Vous Aime t"Copacabana"
Crawford
C-P
Just An Old Love of Mine
Mprtin
Lady From 29 Palms
.Berlin
Love and the Weather
Burke-VH
My Heart Is a Hobo— f'Welcome Stranger"....
...
Crawford
Old Devil Moon— *"F1nian's Rainbow"
.Leeds
«
On The Avenue
Peter Maurice
On The Old Spanish Trail....
,

-.

Chicago
Del Courtney (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach; 1,100; $1.50-$2.50 min.).
Neither hopping mercury nor heavy rains did closing weeks here any
good. Dwindled to 11,700.
Freddie Nagel (Empire Room, Palmer; 550; $3.50 mm.-$l cover). Liberace and Michael Douglass steady at 3,700.
Benny Strong (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 650; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
Second florist gathering in two weeks helped to better than good, 3,500.
Charlie Ventura (College Inn; Sherman 900; $2-$3.50 min.). Ventura
gives way Sept. 17 to new Jose Melis orch, Frankie Laine will headline.

Okay

4,300.

.

—

Mercer, De Sylva

<

Los Angeles
Eddy Howard (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Excel.ent 2,500 covers.
Kuss Morgan (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50). Lukewarm 1,800 tabs.

'.

InSMOOO Saving

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Chicago)

Resign Cap Posts

O' My Heart
Tallahassee— t" Variety Girl"

My

That's

„•'

...Robbins

Peg

Desire

Famous

..

.".

Mills

,

Hollywood, Sept. 16.
Shapiro-B
When You Were Sweet Sixteen. .......
Marty Gould (Chez Paree; 540; $3.50 min.). Carmen Miranda exits toMiller
Johnny Mercer and Buddy De- Whiffenpoof Song
night (Tuesday), Mitzi Green and Jackie Miles replace. Good 6,000.
BVC
Sherman Hayes (Blackhawk; 500; $2.50 min.). Band's first week very Sylva last week" lightened the burden You Do— t"Mother Wore Tights"
satisfactory 3,100.
of the warborn Capitol Records by
The remaining 23 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted Audience
Nearing last round with com- stepping down as president and
90c-$1.15 adm.).
Henry King (Aragon;
*
Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast Over Radio Networks.
fortable .15,800.
chairman of the board, respectively,
Johnny Long (Trianon; 90c-$1.15 adm.). Neat 17,200.
thereby saving the outfit some $100,- Published by the Office of Research, Inc. Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.
Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50 min.)-. Buddy Lester rounding 000 annually. Glenn Wallichs, who Across the Alley Fcom the Alamo.....
Capitol
a
....Bourne
up his share of biz in town with 5,000.
:..
since the outset of Capitol has been All Of Me
ABC
Cecilia
its executive v.p., stepped into Mer(Los Angeles)
Remick
Deep Valley— f'Deep Valley"
.»
cer's spot, DeSylva's position has not
Lawrence Welk (Aragon, B, Ocean Park, 3d wk). Excellent 7,500 ad- yet been filled. Wallichs, actually, Echo Said "No"
Lombardo
mishes.
Warren
had been exerting mos£*"of the effort Every So Often
Frankie Masters (Casino Gardens, B, Ocean Park, 3d wk). Nice 5,000 in managing the company since its Ev'rybody And His Brother
;BMI
stub buyers.
.Melrose
I Want To Be Loved.
inception.
Jimmy Dorsey (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 2d wk). Hovered around
bobbins
Mercer's and DeSylva's resigna- I Wonder 1 Wonder I Wonder
10,000 admishes, okay.
\
..Mutual
tion is mainly to cut down operating If My Heart Had a Window
«
Morris
expenses. Capitol, like all other disk Just Plain Love
Berlin
manufacturers, has been hit hard by- Kate
Cracks Ansley Hotel, the summer slump in record sales, Lazy Countryside— f'Fun, Fancy Free"
Santly-Joy
FORMING
,

.

:

1

GAC

AL DONAHUE

.

although three new artists, Tex WilGeneral Artists Corp. took another liams, Red Ingle and Nellie Lutcher",
swipe at Music Corp. of America last went a long way towards alleviating
Boston, Sept. 16.
week when it cracked a spot which Capitol's situation. Nevertheless, the
Al Donahue, who has spent the heretofore had been a more or less fact that Capitol hasn't the vast
past four years oh the Coast, work- MCA exclusive.
It
got into the standard catalog of Victor, Columbia
and Decca has mitigated against it
ing locations and one-nighters, re- Ansley hotel, Atlanta, which never
during the sales drop, which has
before has used a GAC band.
turns to his home-town Boston
Ansley plays Chuck Foster's or- been, easing nicely in recent weeks.
Oct. 1. Being a member of the BosWhile Mercer and DeSylva have
ton local of the American Federa- chestra for two weeks beginning Oct.
tion of Musicians, Donahue will form 1 and Frankie Carle's outfit for a stepped out of the positions which
them approximately $50,000
a local combo and go into the To- similar period opening next March paid
each last year, according to Capitol's
tem Pole Ballroom, Auburndale, 3.
own financial report, they will reMass., which this summer has used
tain their interest in the company.
GAC Gets In On Coast, Too
comparatively few name combos as
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
Mercer holds some 92,000 shares of
against past years, preferring to get
Gene ral A rtists Corp. has cracked stock in- the firm,- with DeSylva-and
along (and -nicely-,- too) with-homethe Music Corp. of America strong- Wallichs each holding sdme 85,000.
town outfits.
In conjunction with working the hold. Adfgon ballroom, Santa Moni- This represents 70% of the comTotem Pole, Donahue, who before ca, for the first time. Agency got a pany's outstanding shares.
the war operated an extensive boat- foot in the door last week after
It has been said in recent weeks
booking agency out of N. Y., will Butch Stone combo, was paid off, by that Mercer has been anxious to
open an office in Boston. He'll sup- setting Benny Lagasse orchestra in drop front-office duties at Cap in
ply musicians and bands for Coast- spot as relief band with Lawrence order to find more time for songMore solid wedge was in- writing and other professional acwise steamers out of that port as Welk.
against his previous decision to re- serted when Hal Derwin orchestra tivities. That may be so, but the
sume in N. Y. His new combo for was Set as top liner starting Sept. 23. angle in so far as the" company is
the dance job will be composed of Derwin will hold large letters until concerned is the coin-saving. Defour fiddles, five sax, four brass, four Harry Owens comes in at Septem- Sylva, who has been ill, has not been
rhythm and Charlene Bartley, vo- ber's end. Derwin then goes over to active, comparatively, in the direc-

Atlanta, with Foster, Carle

NEW ALL-HUB BAND

—

calist.
»i

relief.
ii

tion of the

company

for

some

time.

Mam'selle

Feist

My "Future Just Passed
Oh My Achin' Heart.,

.Beverly

Mood Music
Chappell
Morris

By

Passing

Red Silk Stockings and Green Perfume
Smoke, Smoke, Smoke
So Far "'"Allegro"
.........{...

—

American

,

Tomorrow

Williamson
Morris

When

Oxford

Tonight Is Just a Memory
You're Not So Easy to Forget
t

Filmusical.

•

Mercury Signs Several
Records

Inc.,

New York)

Chicago, Sept. 16Vtalent in
the Mercury
includes
recently
stable

BOWS WITH BOTHWELL
Baltimore, Sept. 16.

Lonnie Glosson, RobElaborate new ballroom here, Tha
and Red Lige Turner. All Famous, will open Sept. 25, with
three groups will have initial disks Johnny Bothwell orchestra set for
released before Oct. 1.
two weeks. Newly built, with a
Glosson, hillbilly harmonicaist, is large capacity, dancery will feature
for long runs with
at present emcee of the Renfro Val- name bands
and
Sunday matinees
ley Barn Dance, and formerly a Saturday
member of the WLS National Barn planned.
Dance here. Scott's worked with
Lou Shecter and Mortie Baker,
Ted Fio Rito orch and the Milt Herth currently interested in film theatres
Trio.
Turners, singing duo, is now and bowling alleys here, head up the
on WLW, Cincinnati.
group behind the new venture.

parted

artists,

ert Scott

-

i

i

ANOTHER "SieePiR"

from

-

•

NEW BALTO. BALLROOM

—

Newest

...Feist

;

Legit Musical.

(Copyright Office of Research,

20th C S N T U JtY

Themed as background throughout 20th Century-Fox's

"KISS OF DEATH"
SENTIMENTAL RHAPSODY has created the some kind of public enthusiasm
shown last Spring for "Mam'selle" and previously for "Laura"! In
first-tun
screenings mi/Jions of movie fans, disc jockey? and juke box
operator* havm
responded so sensationally that we are scheduling an all-out
campaign!

FOX

Wednesday, September 17, 1947
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Music Notes

(Week Ending,

Publishers

Writers

(Hough- Adams)

E. B. Marks':'

(Bryan-Fisher)
(Frank Loesser)

Robbing

MY

Martin

(Farrow-Symes)
(Lane-Dubin)
(Loveday-Kresa)

.

DESIRE

escaped with his" life last Tuesday
(9) when the excursion steamer
Island Queen, on which Trask and
his band were being featured, blew

Paramount

Wrubel)

(Allie

.

.

THAT'S

Clyde Trask, orchestra leader
from Fort Mitchell, Ky., narrowly

Sept. 13)

Title

(Craig-Gold)
(James Thornton)

Supreme

up at foot of

Sbapiro-B
Barton
Cbapprll

Catastrophe cost the lives of at least
20 members of the crew.

SMOKE, SMOKE, SMOKE...

TALLAHASSEE

YOU DO
+

• » »»»»

Maestro

lost his entire library .in

the

-ail

outfit's instru-

etc.

Eastern Dates After Tour

parently were dissolved in his recent successful tour. Band has been
renewed by the Strand theatre, New
York, for a minimum of three weeks
and options for two to be played
some time next summer.
With Martin's return to the Strand
set, there's no question but that he
expects to hit the road again next
year. In the past, he had always
been wary of eastern theatres, etc.
His recent date at the Strand was
his first one at a major Broadway

band. Latter wasn't necessary, however.

Trio has been doing big biz. everywhere else it has played since breaking its seven-year run at the Piccadilly hotel) New York, early this

summer.

.

contract

currently

it

pact

of course, the

is,

Form B

blank,
which was outlawed by the U. S.
Supreme Court in a decision several
months ago in the case of the Crystal
Ballroom. Dubuque, la., vs. the U. S.
Internal Revenue Department.
agencies, which have been
anxious for a new blank, were told
last week at the AFM's international

3 SUNS TO SHINE

ON ONE-NIGHTERS
Three Suns, who have run
more or less unexpectedly hot
reaction
on their current

I

executive board meeting that The
union would do nothing about the,
contract blank until the U. S. Treasb.o. ury
dispatches
its
long-awaited

into

trip

directive as to their procedure on a
through various location jobs in the course which will not call for
deduceast, are being set to tackle one- tions from
musicians' salaries of
nighters. Trio, which hit the road withholding,
social security and unthis summer after- seven -straight employment
taxes.
years of broadcasting from the
Meanwhile, most band buyers are
Piccadilly hotel, N. Y., and a group
simply attaching riders to contracts
of hit recordings for Majestic and
denying their liability for the taxes
RCA-Victor, will work single dates
and making the bandleaders inthrough the south for a couple
volved responsible.
These riders
weeks.
the agencies want to eliminate.
Music Corp. of America will package the trio with an as-yet unselected band to work dance jobs, and
is

ly

selling the

combo

for $1,500 night-

guarantees against percentages.

-

Murray Vice Tasker As
Vitacoustics Talent Head
Chicago, Sept.

Cne Band Concerts
Wayne

King's orchestra will take

advantage of a long air promotion
he has gotten via transcriptions,
having set his band for a string of
straight

concert

dates,

starting

Milwaukee next week (20)
ending mid-November' in the

in

and
east.

Dates currently cover 24 cities,
and of all the entire string of work-

c

ing'

days only four are

still

to be

LISTEN — LISTEN
SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER 20, 1947
NBC—Coast-to-Coasr—5:30 P.M., E.O.S.T.
! 1

l

Now

TOR ME
GROSS

"BOULEVARD OF MEMORIES"
EDWARD LANE

ON THE "TORME

Music by

TIME"

Written and Produced by

Prowse
Ricordi

Chappell
rj asn

JOHN JACOB LOEB

PROGRAM

F.

„
Cha-Ba-Ba

"

—

11)

the Hour. .Keith

Little

and His Orchestra

1

by

Is

Sa y
F^JWn
Old Mill

INTKOIKTKS

Lyric

Week Ending Sept

Sorrento

D.

&

H.

Sun

Believe

-.-Ed. H. Morris
Got Sun in Morning ,.. .^Berlin
Mamsel'le
......... .'.F. D. .&
Spanish Trail .....*p. Maurice

H

Souvenirs

J?2 rde

'»

Wri«ht

j-

"1

-. Connelly

.Rfin

Second 12

BOB MOSS
.

They Say

It's

Wonderful .Berlin
.

Gal in Calico
Feldman
Heartaches .......... .Connelly
.

Professional Matcriol Available at

MUTUAL MUSIC
RKO BUILDING

•

SOCIETY, INC.

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

•

NEW YORK

LEO TALENT
H«rb

Reis.

Hollywood

General Monaqer

Bert Braua, Chicago

.

Beautifuf Morning ....Channell
Anniversary Song ....Connelly

Mananne

Southern
esa V
Leeds
E°"
Time After Time .Ed. H.
Morris
Little Tenderness
Connelly
My Adobe Hacienda ..Southern
•

Vl0lpUa

result

ers

normally

outfit

is

engaged

in

through the larger isles of the Hawaiian group, thus supplying three
months' solid work. Fares by air
both ways will be paid by buyer.
Already set is an eight-piece orchestra headed by jazz -vet CeePee
Johnson, which has inked to open
in Honolulu Oct. 16, .under Powers'

sponsorship. Johnson will get $1,500
Kenton and his manager, Carlos
weekly for his combo.
were .stunned by Musso's
When Variety last month
that Musso had inked a
two-year pact with McConkey, story
TRULY
STANDARD
was discounted, especially after
Musso came to Coast and "had talks
with Kenton and Gastel. When the
saxman told Kenton the facts, Kenton offered him $500 a week to stick.
This figure not only would have been
the top salary for any sideman in
By WALTER G. SAMUELS
any name band in country at presand LEONARD VWHITCUP
ent.' it would have been more than
Musso will initially .get leading his
own orch, as his contract with McSANTLY-JOY, INC.
Conkey guarantees him only $350
1419 Broadway. N.w York
weekly at start. Musso admitted he
TOMMT TALANUO. Ceo. Pro. Mgr.
would make more sticking with Ken-

walkout.
revealed

A

!

TRUE

but he is figuring primarily on
being leader of own group.

ton,

Musso long has wanted

to

front

own

his

quit

crew. Late last winter he
Kenton and rounded up an out-

Oar WAl-TV;

Raggeirtloii*

Vour Pregmin

for

playing a month at Meadowbrook
Gardens ballroom here. After that,
with no other dates lined up, he
disbanded and rejoined old outfit.
When Kenton broke up aggregation

IF

due to his illness last April, Musso
formed a small combo and played
some midwest dates, booked by Genera! Artists. It was at that time that

JUST A DREAM OF
YOU. DEAR

fit,

In Taft-Hartley Effect
An example of tHe effect of the
Taft-Hartley Bill on musicians
and
the public took place last week
at a
New Jersey which caters to

wedding parties and

.similar shindigs.

This spot lias many different
private
ballrooms. In one. on the night
in
question, a union band was oporati

fig.

while

outfits

in another,

MY GAL SAL
HAD MY WAY

I

SIDEWALKS

OF NEW YORK
ME CALL YOU
SWEETHEART

LET

All

Mnlerlal

Available

P/iULL-PIONEER MUSiC CORP.
• Y.
1657 Brwdw.iy
Now »
i

REPRINTED FROM
DAILY NEWS

NEW YORK

September

7.

1M7

BEST SELLERS
PEG

O' MY
Columbia).

That's
I

My

HEART

(CLARK,

Desire (Lain*, Mercury).

When You W«r« Sweet 16 (Como,
Victor).
I

!

spot in

i

!

I

Wonder,

I

Wonder.

I

Wonder

(Armstrong, Victor).
Tallahassee (Crosby, Dacca).
Fsudin'
Fiahtin' (Shay, Columbia).

V

By

DOUGLAS WATT

two non-union

were alternating

"•A" '-aelegaie""~6T~the "American
Federation of Musicians stepped into
the parly for which the two
nonunion Jcmhbos. wexe performing and
of the sponsors of the affair and its participants
that the unaffiliated crews be dismissed.
He
was emphatically told that the T-H
act made it permissable for
a nonunion hand to operate without
interference and to get lost pronto.

A HITSONG DESWVtS

demanded

He

did.

H

lv
?' ,("' former
„
with La ;,
Men. and Chct Milar, have
formed a terp-lwain, opening
ScpU
at (he Glenn Rendezvous,
Newport, ivy.

u"f

U

POP. TITLE PAGES

STOCK

dancer

TITLE

PAGES

ALBUM COVERS
ILLUS.

'

Dix

16.

musicians

S.

Gastel,

relations agency, Minneapolis.

Best British Sheet Sellers

U.

generaf merchandising biz in Honolulu, but now is embarking on the
sideline. Firm plans to tour combos

Maurice Murray, Chicago ABC
producer -director, has been named lie signatured the deal with
Mchead of talent and production at Conkey.
Vitacoustic Records.
Over weekend, Kenton frantically
He replaces
George Tasker, who recently re- began search for a replacement
for
signed to go with Universal Record- the man he long featured.
Among
ing Company. It will be a part time bids which have been
wired is an
set-up for Murray, as he will con- offer to Flip Phillips,
now in east
tinue to do production for the net- prepping to resume
with Norman
work.
Granz's "Jazz at The Philharmonic"
Art Ward, manager of the Honey- jazz-concert troupe.
dreamers, is another newcomer at
Vitacoustic. He will handle
public
relations. Ward was formerly
a partJersey Gets Lesson
ner in the Brooks, Setb & Ward
public

Accompanied by WALTER

16.

for

Powers Importation Co. decision to import Yank combos for
both one-niters and locations. Pow-

New

filled.

IWEL

Hollywood, Sept.

More work

looms in Hawaiian Islands, as
of J. R.

pre- label.

scribes for use by band agencies for
bookings involving musicians. This

Band

vaudfilmer.

'

IMPORTER SETS BANDS
FOR HAWAIIAN DATES

By Treasury On

Los Angeles, Sept. 16.
Freddy Martin's hesitancy over
making summer road trips into eastern theatres and one-nighters between runs at the Cocoanut Grove
of the Ambassador hotel here ap-

r

.

AFM Awaits Rale

indOn

I

.

New

been doing, particularly transcrip-

BOURNE

Records Monday (15) ... .Allan Ross new contact on Coast for
Peter Maurice Music; spot Ross vacated in moving from World
Music
is unfilled
Julie Losch now Hollywood rep for Bobby Mellin Music.
Herb Jeffries waxed four for Exclusive. .. .Bob Reichenbach added to
sales-promotion staff of Mayfair Transcriptions, on Coast. ... .Peggy Lee
last week tracked two for Capitol, backed by Frank DeVol oik.
First
time she ever has larked when not backed by her husband's (Dave
Barbour) combo. .Tommy Valando general prof. mgr. of Santly-Joy

body.
the blaze and

.

M-G-M

ship-to-shore

ments were also destroyed. Island in Hollywood for brief visit.
Queen had just come to Pittsburgh
Is Paying Off Big For
a couple of days before for a week
of moonlight excursions. Cause of
Yido Musso Quits
3 Suns on Road Trip blast was believed to have been a
spark from an electric welding
Pittsburgh, Sept. 16.
Kenton Crew to Pick
machine,
which ignited cleaning
Talk of the music belt here is the fluid, which
in turn blazed into the
record-breaking business being done
more than 30,000' gallons of fuel oil
by the Three Suns at Bill Green's in the hold.
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
last two weeks. Trio tumbled every
past mark in gross and attendance at
Vido Musso quit Stan Kenton's orbig dancery, which in past years has
chestra late last week, as the band
played some of the biggest name
was about to.go into rehearsals since
bands in the business.
its breakup last spring, when KenAdded factor was the goodweather breaks that permitted Green
ton suffered physical breakdown.
to use Terraced Gardens most of the
Tenor man flew to Chicago over
time (capacity outdoors is double inweekend to pick up a 15-piece band
doors). Even so, there were turnwhich he will front for McConkey
away crowds every night. Final
week-end saw over 1,000 .holdouts.
agency. He already has been booked
There had been some temerity on
to open two weeks at Club ContinGreen's part about buying such a
ental, Milwaukee, Oct. 6 at $2,750
small combo for his spot, accusAmerican Federation of Musicians weekly, and
to record eight sides for
tomed to big outfits, and as a precau- will do nothing about revising
the Chord Records, new Chicago oddtion he also booked Buddy Waples official

Merle Pitt, for many years a
musical director at WNEW, New
York, has opened a talent agency.
He has set up offices in N. Y. to
service various fields under the title
of Merle Pitt Agency.
.While conducting it, Pitt will continue with some of the work he has
private parties,

BVC

Seven Years On Air

UP TALENT AGENCY

tions,

by

talking

to Cincinnati when the blast
came, and immediately jumped into
the water from boat's fourth deck.
He was painfully burned about the

phone

American

»»»»«««»

»

DIRECTOR PITT SETS

musicians

Famous

(Myrow-Gordon)

J...

.

dock.

street

his

He was

Witmark

(Seiler-Marcus)
(Travis- Williams)
(Frank Loesser)

Wood

Trask was the only member of
band aboard at the time, other
having gone into town.

Mills

APPLE WEDDING .......... (Kennedy-Simon Sbapiro-B
WHIFFENPOOF SONG .... (Pomeroy-Galloway) Schirmer-Felst

ASK ANYONE WHO KNOWS

Moso Gumble, dean of songpluggers, du« in Hollywood on annual
Berle Adams, who recently quit, as talent-and-tracking
direc
tor of Mercury Records, entering western-music publishing by
buvinir
into Freddie Strieker's Fairway Music Co
King Records opened
branch offices in New York, Chicago and Charlotte
Ernie Praeger
sales head of Robbins-Feist-Miller, in Hollywood confabbing with
firm''
Coast reps, Eddie MacHarg and Artie Mehlinger . Hoagy Carmichael
sliced two sides for Decca Monday U5)..:\Harry Richman, during
current run at Ciro's, Hollywood, etching album of oldies for Decca
Alfred Newman cutting album for Majestic of score of 20th-F
O x's
"Captain From Castile," using 110-piece symph on eight sides
Bell
Records, Honolulu waxery which specializes in hula tunes, joined
the
United Artists combine of small labels.... Martha Tilton cutting
two
for Majestic today (Wed.). .. .Paul Cunningham, of Broadway
Music
making the Hollywood rounds. .. .Jimmy Dorsey sliced four faces for
junket

Pittsburgh, Sept. 16.

WHO'S KISSING HER.
PEG O' MY HEAET
WISH I MONT? LOVE SO...
LADY FROM 89 PALMS

NEAR YOU
WHEN YOU SWEET 16......
I HAVE BUT ONE HEART.
FEUDIN' AND FIGHTIN'.

Queen Fire

In Island

15 Best Sheet Sellers

SONG BOOKS
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Big font lares Basse

On

Hollywood, Sept.

Henry Busse

.

,

.

.

in

Hollywood

Mm

Kenton's "reorganized band, composed of almost identical number of
men as former outfit, will have a
payroll just as large, approximately
Erskine Hawkins band
$5,000
forgot it was to take a train from
Omaha to the Coast last w.-^ek and
sat at Dreamland Hall waiting for
usual bus while train moved out
Irving Fields trio
without them
doing RCA-Victor program Nov. 2
Jo Stafford named "Queen" of
Sunday's (21) first annual shindig of
.

.

.

j

Retail Record Dealer's Assn. 'at Man. Russ Case
hattan Center, N. Y. .
to handle all conducting for Perry
.

Beryl Davis in future.

money

j

the

trumpeter

m

ceived

j

Johnny "Scar Davis held oyer at
Kentucky Club for an indefinite pe-

-

top

leader

location

has

re-

Jon& iong time

m

Music publishers are expressing a

new

distinct affection for the

format

of the Lucky Strike "Hit Parade," which began its new season on CBS
10 days ago. They feel that the show's new approach to the performance
of pop songs, by Frank Sinatra, Doris Day, Ken Lane chorus and Axel
Stordahl's orchestra, is finally giving their songs a break.

«~ "6
W'
nee here over weekend edged jnto
They point out that for years, during the B. A. Rolfe orchestra and
the Palace, booking Desi Arnaz, for Mark Warnow orchestra regimes, phis the leaning of the late George
the Nov. 13-Dec. 24 period. William Washington Hill, American Tobacco prexy, toward fast tempi, their songslong
has
which
Morris, however,
were badly performed. With Sinatra and Stordahl, et «!., it's explained,
held rather firm grip on Palace, ballads get actual ballad renditions, etc. This never happened Before and
muscled back in immediately after they feel that the- program; which has stirred up much controversy in
Del
Courtselling
Arnaz was set by
the music business during recent years, is at last giving them a break.
Disk Jock Org
ney for an indef Stretch starting
Xmas Day. Busse probably will play
Registered in N. Y. As
Eddie Miller, saxophonist featured by G.cne Norman's jazz concert at
the hostelry next spring.
Pasadena Civic Aud. last week (9), was given special permission by
As a film
American Federation of Musicians to sit in on session.
Guild, Cueing Mild Beefs
studio musician who regularly earns more than $133 weekly. Miller is
Chicago, Sept. 16.
a quotaed member of union and hence under recently enacted rules
Latest development in the formacannot"work one-niters or casual jobs. However, permission was secured
when promoter Norman said job was non-competitive, that he would
tion of the National Assn. of Disk
hire Miller or no one.
This is first instance of union okaying a casual
Jockeys is its registration in New
job for any musician strapped by AFMs' local quota-of-work law.
York as a fraternal guild. Barry
Gray, of WOR, national chairman,
following a trip to launch locals in
David Raksin's 450-page score for 20th-Fox's "Forever Amber" will run
Chicago and Cleveland, said that the
118 minutes on the screen. Composer ground it out in eight and a halt
first charters will be issued within
weeks when heat was put on him to get it out in a hurry inasmuch as a s
three weeks, probably to Chi.. New
September release was planned for film. It backgrounds all except 16
York, Cleveland and Los Angeles.
minutes of the long film. Recording alone, which Alfred Newman wound
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
When queried as to why the NADJ
up yesterday with a 100-piece orchestra, took three weeks.
Annual Coast
of the
was registered in New York rather
than here, Gray indicated it is American
Society,
of Composers,
Add King Cole to the last of talent working out wordless vocals on
doubtful that Chi will continue as Authors and
Publishers, held last disks. Cole recorded a tune called "That's What" for Capitol on which
was
national headquarters. Outfit
he does a riff vocal similar to that employed in recent months ,by Ella
founded here and Chi has been con- Thurs. (11), proved the briefest,
Fitzgerald
on "Lady Be Good," and before that by Buddy Stewart with
sidered the logical HQ because of least argumentative meeting of soGene Krupa's orchestra.
its central location. Local jocks feel' ciety ever held here.
Presided over
that although a New York shift by ASCAP prez Deems Taylor iand
WOAfs
singing cowboy star. Red Rivef Dave, did four new sides for
w.ould be convenient for Gray, such exec committee chairman Johnny
a move would be ill advised because O'Connor,' the get-together brewed Continental Records in a WOAI studio, San Antonio, last week because
commitments prevented him from going to New York. Sides, soon to be
the same site would apply to his not a single argument, nor were
any
released,
are
"Tear Drops in My Heart, "Cigarettes and Whiskey and
the
from
successor, who might hail
beefs pitched.
Wild, Wild Women," "A Rocky Mountain Lullaby," and "Bottle Talk."
western hinterlands. Some also felt
Vet song-scribe L. Wolfe Gilbert,
that a switch in headquarters would
who
usually
blew
least
up
at
one
and
open
convert the NADJ into an
Butch Stone's new combo was paid off in full by Aragon Ballroom,
shut New York operation, and re- blast at each Coast session, made the Ocean Park, Cal., although group only played. one week of two- called for
shortest speech he ever essayed—
sult. in regional rivalries that would
merely asking fellow members to by pact. Booking wound up in an amicable parting when it was decided
damage the group's development.
join him in brief prayer for the that ballroom was too large *or small combo to cope with as relief for
Officers elected to this city's posts,
Lawrence Welk's larger combo.
many ASCAPers presently ill. Mel«u»
at a meeting Friday (12) were Eddie
+
,ow note struck b? Gabel t P°issibly
sslbl
Hubbard, WIND, chairman; Dave
cued the others to keep affair well
1
Garroway, WMAQ, secretary; and
in order.
Nabe BB-Dance Idea
Jack H. Cooper, free lance sepia
Taylor cheered the Coast cleffers
jock, treasurer. Plans of the Chi
chapter include a jockey jamboree, by saying the Society had high hopes
Applied to College
probably at the Stadium in October, in 1947 of topping last year in revwhich would feature all the town's enue, when $8,000,000-plus was reOrchs
with
The business meeting, to
spinners. This affair would be paral- alized.
Detroit, Sept. 16.
leled in New York by a rally at which members only are admitted,
Lawrence Tech will experiment
Madison Square Garden. Gray told ended in barely more than one hour,
member of the Chi branch that the new Coast record for meeting brev- with the novel plan of using name
national board approves of immedi- ity.
bands to help lure basketball cusate local fund raising campaigns,
In the evening members and nufor the
subject of course to clearance by merous guests were dined, with tomers next winter. Tickets
1
NADJ headquarters.
ASCAP picking up ~the tab. Page games will also call for admission to
On the question of union affilia- Cavanaugh Trio, Connie Haines. dances which will be held in the
gym immediately after the games.
tion it was decided that NADJ should Dick Wesson, Danny Thomas

riod ... Pat Tully back at work for
being
after
Heusen
bedded over a year following auto
(Continued on page 56)

Buike-Van

i

weekly,

$5,500

.

Cnicago

.

.

Como and

J5 JS^JS:
———

-

Stan

.

Screen Composer* Association, group of more than 100 of most active
film scorers, will insist on adherence to a standard contract form of thenown contrivance when signing with studios on single-picture deals. Advantages sought, which rarely were accorded in past, include composers getting rights to peddle pop rights to their scores, providing studio does
not wish to so exploit a work; and extra coin for eteffer if score or part
in addition to one for- which it was written.
of it is used in another

|

Danny Cameron named as
new Ben Bloom Music.

still

long ago

orchestra,

.

Coast rep of

Bloom

16.

booked for an eight - week stand
starting Nov. 13 at Palace hotel, San
Harry Babasin, bass habituFrancisco, at $3,500 per week, sought
ally with Benny Goodman and numerous Capitol Records' crews, has and was granted a release from date
SCA now has its legal rep, Leonard Zissu, drawing up another contract
bought a small roadhouse near near by the jnn. Prompting Busse to bid form' for long-term pacts. The organization, which is not a union or
Central City. Colo. Spot, presently for fre^m was an 0 ff er to span affiliated with any other group, now is planning assault on the ASCAP
system, hoping to get the Society to set up new royalty plan for screen
Dec
-Vera, winter months, starting
composers.
He will front a small combo there, 1. at Colonial Inn, HoUandale, Fla. at
u.p

.

.

.

SJF.

have taken 10 days and caused loss
of solid skein of dates already lined

New York
Bobby
joined
Foster
Frances
Byrne's orchestra, which goes into
Roosevelt hotel. New Orleans, to(Thursday) ... Frank
morrow
Dailey recovered from broken ankleDick Jurgens began 14th
bone
week at Clarement hotel, Berkeley,
Cal.

Inside Orchestras—Music

From Pakce E,

Upbeat

the

.

i

New

Coast ASCAPites

Hollywood
Stan Kenton's, reformed band has
guitarist Lauriendo Almiedo, who
recently came
here
from South
America and sweated out Local 4?
card. At first rehearsal, he showed
Anita
up with an interpreter
O'Day, current at Club Troubadour,
N. Y., inked for stand at Red Feather
.

.

.

here, Oct. 21 . . Charles Drake new
srx«clarinetist with Frankie Masters,
current at Casino Gardens
.
Frances Wayne opens stand at Theatre Club, Oakland tomorrow night
(Wednesday)
Tom Kejtering.
.
Frederick Bros.' veepee, in from
New York for 10 days
Duke Ellington, currently one-niting along
Coast, has nixed bid of $8,500 to play
a week of one-nighters in Hawaii.
Island promoter J. R. Powers, who
.

.

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

pitched bid, would underwrite the
$6,000 cost of flying entire Ellington
ensemble to Honolulu and back. One
prime reason Duke nixed was airtravel angle, since his outfit never
has been airborne in. its meanderings> Trip by boat, roundtrip, would

Keep lid Down
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JIMMY McHUCH
SHAMRO-RERNSTON

BLUE
(and Broken Hearted)
Bine Crosby (!»«•«« 2*1 M)

TRUE

Johnny De&mond- I'n k<> Cii viuiahkIi Trio
(Victor gO-2.112)

•

SkUHl
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sf»ii*M
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(Can. .441)
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GEORGE PINCUS
SUGGESTS FOR YOUR PROGRAM

Athletic Director Don Ridler said,
bypass such a move, since it doesn't Dennis Day entertained.
plan to function as a bargaining O'Connor hied back to N. Y. over "We're out for a larger following,
and since the bobby-soxers seem
agent. However, the organization in- weekend.
lukewarm to sports, but hot for
tends to ask for representation at
.bands we are going to link the two'
the next AFRA convention. To date
together."
NADJ has met no opposition from
First two bands signed for the
Sinatra, Jack Kapp
organized labor.
dance-game combo are Eddie HowGray also said that previously anard and Tommy Dorsey. Ridler said
Gripe on
Release
nounced plans for another election
only top name outfits would be
within SO days would have to be
bought.
postponed because the national setOf 'Allegro' Score "We hope girls will drag boys to
up of 14 chapters would not be perFrank Sinatra and Jack Kapp, the dances and the boys the girls to
fected by that time. He also rehead of Decca Records, last week the basketball games," Ridler said
ported that the latest batch of memtook up the argument with Max in explanation.
bers included Paul Whiteman, Ted
Dreyfus,
head of the Chappell.
Husing, Andre Baruch, Tommy DorCrawford, T. B. Harms, music comsey, Bea Wain, and Robin Morgan,
bine, over the release by RCA-Victor
five-year-old .jockette at WOR.
of tunes from the "Allegro" score.
Sinatra
wired
Dreyfus,
Richard
Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II
OFFICE
a sharp beef over the fact that Perry
Hollywood, Sept. 16:
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THANKS

'

MILLS MUSIC. INC.
.New York 19

1619 Broadway

WILLIE

|

BRYANT

CONTINENTAL OPENS

NEW H'WOOD

Tin Dim tin

ir X
DARDANELLE
and her "MEN OF MUSIC"

FOURTH MONTH

Como's Victor disks of the tune had
New Continental Agency, combeen put on the market (which Victor asserts are being withdrawn). posed of Jack Archer, Milt Deutsch
Basis of his objection is that he re- and Abe Turchen, has opened offices
corded the tunes involved for Co- in the
Beverly-Wilshire hotel here
lumbia Records and they are not yet and is already
at work booking its
released.
talent.
This includes Woody HerKapp took up his beef with Rodg- man, who shifted from General
ers and Hammerstein. too, as well Artists Corp. when he decided
to go
as talking with Dreyfus. He pointed back into the band business (his
new
out to the writers that they had a band goes into rehearsal
soon).
responsibility in
the matter, too, Archer
will
headquarter at the
*ince they are 40% owners of the Beverly Hills site, Deutsch
will work
.Williamson catalog, which will hold out of N. Y. and Turchen
will stick
the copyrights from the "Allegro" close to Herman.
score, which they composed. Show is
Herman, incidentally, does not
now trying out pre-Broadway.
have a piece of the new booking
While beef is due to the squawk organization despite the
rumors that
by Capitol Records' Jim Conkling had him a part owner,
which started
and Manie Sacks, Columbia artists immediately after his
switch from
and repertoire head, who claimed GAC. His new band
will debut Oct
jthat Victor has copies of the score 17 at Pacific
Square Aud, San Diego,
and had recorded the tunes* before and concentrate
|
on Coast oneany other disk manufacturer, saw nightcrs after that,
eventually workthem. They objected loudly and the ing into the
midwest in late fall and
disp^c. ^asnoftballcd^yer ^ace,*
corning back here for •the hblidays.
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HVood,
Pacts Ella Logan, Murphy

0. Agencies Find Way to Straddle

New

Ban on

Percenters

'Alien

More One-Nitery Towns Presage

Hollywood,

heavy talent splurge if initial show
on Oct. 16 is any criterion. Layout
headed by Ella Logan and Dean
Murphy, includes Fred and Elaine
Barry and Dick Stabile orch.
Don. Loper, former dancer, who

Less Playing Time for Top Price Acts

New York agencies which look"*/
usual winter
forward' to doing the
in Florida have Pittsburgh
season business
Cabana's
get around
redecorated the .spot, will do the
worked out a plan to
enacted Florida law
production.
the recently
from other states License Suspended
prohibiting agents
Pittsburgh, Sept. 16.
there.
to do business
Cabana Club entered two-month
percenter offices ate now sending
Unit Strands
vacation. dry spell over the weekend when
.gents down there on
Miami Beach Liquor Control Board refused check
While "loafing" in
In Toronto
to prevent them from for $600 from the operator, Theodore
there's nothing
with bonifaces, and Suleski, in lieu of a 60-day suspendiscussing talent
Dir. Attaches Effects
Only drawback is sion of booze license. Suleski plans
making deals.
talent rep must wire to,, stay open for restaurant business
Toronto, Sept. 16.
that the N. Y.
homeoffice to send only during his enforced prohibiMore than a week after the windor phone the
Some- tion.
up of the Canadian National Exhibicontracts for signaturing.
In past, it's been the usual thing tion, 31 members of the "Harlem
expensive way to book
times it's an
act. But overall, the for niteries cited for violations to Boogie-Wopgie Revue," with the exan inexpensive
pay $10 for each day of suspension ception of Stepin Fetchit, star, .are
method is working.
new but Liquor Board has been cracking stranded here after a $5,000 attachFirst demonstration of the
down lately and making nitery own- ment was slapped on the company
method was given by Johnny GreenCorp. of America ers take their suspensions instead.
by J. W. (Paddy) Conklin, director
hut of the Music
Club previously had had its li- of C.N.E. midway attractions.
While on a recent vacacafe dept.
he got exclusive cense revoked on a series of charges,
The troupe, which was currently
tion in Miami,
but on Suleski's appeal to county to have been playing the Kansas
booking of the Clover Club, Miami
court, bench subsitiuted the 60-day State Fair, are now sleeping in the
Beach, in which he set Jackie Miles,
suspension instead.
gymnasium and offices o£ the AfroWilliam Morris act, for $4,500 startCommunity Church here, whose
Vagabonds are on the
ing Jan. 14.

Booze

Talent agency cafe departments
believe that the price of top names
will be levelled off before long because of the fact that several key
cities show signs of becoming a one-

Negro

'

Development, of late, has been names.
Baltimore still has two major,
noticeable
in
Boston,
Philadelphia and Washington, and clubs, the Charles and the Chantieventually encompass Baltimore cleer. Both spots compete with each
other for top talent and only do busiand other cities.
Opening of the fall season shows ness when a hefty name is on tap.
that Philly's Latin Casino is the only The Chanticleer usually gets more
spot using top acts. There are other late business, but the Charles balclubs in that town which don't get ances with large dinner trade.
Agencies foresee the time when
the upper-crust patronage.

When Expo

bill.

,.

Florida agents are howling about
the loopholes in the law which permits outside agents to conduct business by letter, phone or wire, but
there's little chance of remedy un
legislature is in a
til the Florida
position

to

consider

amendments,

which won't be for at least another
year.

Another disappointment to Florida
agents is the fact that the Latin
Quarter, Miami Beach, will continue
to be booked
of New York.

'

Overdue Commissions

From Coronet,

M

Spot owned by E.
theatre oper-

ator who also owns half-interest in
the N.Y. Latin Quarter, is slated to

Preem show

open Dec. 27.
been set yet.

hasn't

Philly

Arthur Fisher, N. Y. indie booker
will collect $289 due him in booking
fees from the Coronet, Philadelphia
nitery, due to intervention of American Guild of Variety Artists.
Fisher booked

by Arthur Fischer out summer

New England

Loew,

Fisher Collecting

5%

for

booked

the

spot prior to

His contracts called
booking fee on all acts

foldo.

especially

may

some

nitery closed
without settling with booker, he filled

complaint at

AGVA.

Union found

Top

promoter of the show, to remove the
outdoor theatre and two busses from

Philadelphia, Sept.

Name

the C.N.E. grounds, also states that
the cast is owed $3,000 back salaries,
that there is a $720 rental for a
sleeping car during the two weeks
of the C.N.E., and that "over $3,000"
is owed Conklin.

Frank Palumbo's Click
and Jack Lynch's "Latin Casino vie-

Juit

Completed

Currently

FRONTIER CLUB
DENVER. COLO.

Wc*k

Sept. 28th

OKLAHOMA

FAIR

MUSKOGEE. OKLA.

Theatrical Wardrobes for Individuals or
Groups; Copies, New Designs,

Servicing

Replacements
MONDELLE'S DRESS SHOP
MBS. MT.Y MONTAOUB,
»7 St. Nicholas Ave., N.Y.C.

Troll.

AO

Click

PARIS BOITES READY

FOR AUTUMN

BIZ

Paris, Sept.

9.

Though nitelife has not yet rereopen in a couple
informed Daniel sumed full pace, the return of many
of weeks,
Gerson, operator, that Fisher would people from vacation is causing nitery
ops to prep for better business.
will
settlement
and
have to be paid
At the Lido, Jean Pierre Guerin
bemade this week.
has resumed with the same bill as
before closing, Harrisson & Fisher,
ballroomologists, and the Barnards,
Met, Providence,
music and comedy, both American
Guerin, who is planning an
acts.
Go Full Wk. Vaude Stand early trip to N. Y., has taken advanProvidence, Sept. 15.
tage of the summer closing to have
The Metropolitan theatre, Provi- his dance floor elevated for better
dence, currently operating on a showing of acts.
In Montmartre, Tabarin is doing
three day weekly policy, may go into
full weeks shortly. Now under con- well, and benefits by the return of
sideration is the plan to use a week- the Trio Mexicano, adagio act which
weekly
the summer on the Riviera
spent
around
$5,000
of
budget
ly
,
for six acts, with increase when and Italy.
More classy is Monseigneur, also
names are available.
Snyder,
reopened
within the last few days.
Ralph
by
owned
is
Met
Ambassadeurs,
which
remained
who also owns the Bradford hotel,
for
all
is still playing an
signed
open
summer,
recently
He
Boston.
United Artists and Universal-Inter- Ice Show to good biz.
to
hopes
and
product,
national
bolster grosses with consistent vaude
set to

2-(12ft0

policy.

.

C,

niteries either.

If more cities find it impossible to
support more than one big spot, it's
seen that the playing^ time for the
top names will be limited.

ing for headliners.

May

LAS VEGAS. NEV.

D.

GOWNS

booked Tony Pastor, who

1SY

ERNESTO

came

AGVA

LAST FRONTIER

16.

attractions will be plentiful
along Philly's night club

this season
belt, with

in Monday (15) for a stand unSeptember 27; next is Sammy
Kaye, from Sept. 29 to Oct. 4; Xavier
Cugat comes in from Oct. 6 to Nov.
and Harry James, Nov. 24 to
1,
til

warded.

JAY SEILER

now having

cities

Autumn

that although fees had been deducted
for Fisher, monies had not been for-

With spot

midwest

Boston, once a thriving town supmore than one major club will level
porting three major spots, has now
down to the one-spot status. Some
dwindled to the Latin Quarter, opcities, particularly Cincinnati and the
erated by Mickey Redstone.
The
surrounding Kentucky area, CovingBradford Roof of the Bradford hotel,
ton and Newport, have been able to
leased to the Kaskel hotel interests
beat the rap of being a one-club
by Ralph Snyder, bows next Thurstown because of casino activities.
day (25), with a limited budget
Major reason for decline in cafe
operations in those towns is the loss
congregation is. also supping food
the huge wartime transient trade
of
until the performers can make their Click, Latin Casino,
coupled
with the public's declining
way back South. (Stepin Fetchit
spending power. In Washington, it's
had enough funds to get back to
Philly, Set
Talent
of moving Governmental dea
case
Hollywood.)
partments
Congresto other cities.
The Conklin injunction, which reFor
Season sional budget lopping hasn't helped
strains
Eddie Hollinger, Chicago

When

in.

show topped by Johnny Howard.
The Mayfair, also owned by Red-

stone, is dark and plans indefinite.
Major Washington operation is
Club Cairo, which has lined up
major-nitery town and may eventu- Martha Raye, Eleanor Powell and
ally limit the number of places that Ted Lewis. The Club' Bengazi, other
can afford four-figure salary acts.
important nitery there, uses Negro

60 Days

same

53

operating Slapsie
is planning a

syndicate

Maxie's,

Florida

VAUDEVILLE

PftfSIEff
Slapsie Maxie's,

Union

Lifts Unfair

When

Dec.

6.

Latin Casino bookings call for Ted
Lewis Sept. 22, followed by Barry
Wood and Patsy Kelly, Joe E. Lewis,
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, and
Arthur Lee Simpkins and Martha

HELENE and HOWARD

Raye.

'Comtdy Dance Andes*
Current

Beatrice

House

Kay

I)'

I.

HO'I'KT.

MONTREAL. CANADA
Olr.:

\

28.

— IIKI.H OVER

MOUNT ROY A

slated to headline at
o£ Harris, San Francisco, Oct.

.

MATTY ROSEN

Ban

Nitery Posts

Bond

Truce was effected this week between American Guild of Variety
Artists and Max Barnholtz. operator
of the 400 Club, St. Louis. The union
countermanded its previous unfair
action after the spot signed a pact

and posted $4,500 security to cover
one-week salary of the incoming
show.

Former operators of club had bond
at AGVA, which was refunded
shuttered
some
the
spot
months ago for the season. With
the change of ownership, AGVA demanded a new bond to cover the
show, heae'ed by Connee Boswell,
which precms there Sept. 28„
up

when

Due Back Oct. 1
To Map Tour for Mile. Piaf
Fischer
Clifford

C.

International

who's been

Fischer, head of the
Theatrical agency

,

abroad for some time,

return to the U. S. Oct. 1 to
make plans for appearance here of
Edith Piaf. one of the more imporwill

tant French name singers developed
since the war.
Plans, so far. are indefinite, but
it's believed that Mile. Piaf may do
a one-person concert ala Maurice
Chevalier. She's expected to arrive

country in November.

in this

New

Curry, Byrd
"BEDLAM IN THf
Ili

<««••»

MATTV ROSEN

»«•

Le Roy

MUAOOM"

J. Nitery
former vaude

N.

unit
Joe Wright,
producer, has taken over Spinning
Wheel cafe, River Edge, N. J., and
will
open
alterations
extensive
after
Partnered
spot as The Carousel.
with Wright in the new enterprise
N. J. attorney.
is Samuel Liebow,
budgeted
modestly
will
be
Policy
Hoof-Shows; produced 'By 'Wright

LANDRE and VERNA
Americas Newest Dance Sensations
Currently

LOEWS

STATE,

New

(Week September

York

18)

Thanks to Sidney Piermont
....

Direction

MILES INGALLS

JOE FLAUM,

Associate

r
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Gardens

Florentine
give tuneful background
to the production. Tapps, incident(HOLLYWOOD)
ally, shows considerable ability to
Hollywood, Sept. 11.
handle the comedic and singing deSophie Tucker, with Ted Shapiro;
partment of the "Weddin' " number.
As usual, Michael Durso and Fer- Larry Marvin, Grace Poggi & Igor,
nando Alvares handle the orchestral Topnotchers (3), Paul Regan, Denise,
Jose.
assignments capably.
with
Wed din'"

Night Club Reviews
fact, some quarters insist that he
N. Y.
spends nearly as much on new tunes
Proser presentation of New as lie does with his bookmakers—
starring Joe E. Lewis; which is considerable, since the numwith Austin Mack, Mario & Fioria, ber of losing track tickets he lets
Ceorgie Tapps, Clark Dennis, Leila the audience see at each perform(S);
Ernst; Douglas Coudy Line
ance is enough to endow a foundaproduction by Coudy; costumes by tion for indigent touts. ConsequentBilly Livingston; music and lyrics by ly, there's a new Lewis for each date
Norton & Chip Stanley. here for repeat business, it's an exSieve
Fernando ample that could be emulated by
Orch,
Durso
Micliael
Alreres Orch; $3 and $4 min.
more funsters, many of whom come
back with nothing to encourage enIt's now axiomatic that the return core trade.
of Joe E. Lewis to the Copacabana
Lewis, with the omnipresent Austin
virtually marks the official opening Mack at the piano, has virtually a
of New York's fall nitery season. complete new set of ribaldry with
Lewis has been a yearly event at various satires, including a rib on
ever
dungeon
ornate
Proser's
Monte
"Manhattan Towers," and Jolson
since it opened and during each trip singing "Swanee" (Salami). In addihas been responsible for ropes up tion there's a laugh provoking bit
biz, a mounting increment to Lopez, complaining that "Everybody Steals
keeper of the velvet cord, and a My Name" and the lament of the
major reason for frivolity in these critic who's bride gave a poor perparts.
formance. Most of Lewis' oldies can
Lewis" performance here should stand repetition and at the opening
seive as an example to rising and es- show gave out with the one about
tablished comics of this day. There's the politically conscious wife. He
never been a trip here that he hasn't stayed on for around 50 minutes
unveiled a batch of new material. In without any complaints from the
premiere customers.
Those who came. to see Lewis will
also find considerable enjoyment in
the rest of the proceedings. Proser
has lined up a fairly expensive surrounding bill with Mario and Fioria,
Georgie Tapps, Clark Dennis and
Leila Ernst, which are surrounded
by the always graceful and picturesque Douglas Coudy line encased
in Billy Livingston costumes. Coudy
has done a generally expert producand the

(opacabana,

Monle
Copo Revue

m

tion job.

GLENN MILLER

Georgie Tapps is one of the superior tapsters whose imaginative
routines are eye-filling. He's got a
deal of imagination, infuses a sense
of humor in his work, and gets the

ORCHESTRA
BUFFALO THEATRE
tOTFAlO

payees in applause pounding mood
with his leaps. He's a terrifically
hard worker.
Maria and Fioria are in the same
genre. This twosome, making a return trip here, fit in nicely With the
show scheme hitting full returns on
the waltz, tango, fox-trot and encore
with their standby oldfashioned tur-

Management

WON

AV.

HAVN«8

Jookco by

HARRY
38

E

5^fh

ROMM

A.

St

Nr

.v

v c-k

key

trot.

In the song department, Clark Dennis displays one of the better tenors

NY

around

town.

This

former

Paul

Whiteman singer has since scored
considerably, with his Capitol disk
of "Peg o' My Heart" a big jukebox item. Unfortunately, Dennis'
stage mannerisms and personality
projection aren't on par with his
pipes. He hasn't had much experience on cafe floors. This, coupled
with the usual opening night jitters,
mar the effects his songs might otherwise have achieved. Pther singer, Leila Ernst, isn't
given the opportunity to do anything
,

The Exclmive and Aaniieg

LAURETTE and CLYMAS
"OANCUMOKISTS"
CVRKKNTLY
HOTEL EL tANCHO. LAS VEGAS

Clover Club, Miami

Operators Jack Goldman and
Henry Neyle have always been careful in booking of comedy acts into
this room, which draws mixture of
Latin, local and tourist trade.
In Russell Swann, the suave magthey've made a fortunate choice
for a laugh-getter. Swann's trickery,
though standard, takes on fresh angles via smart chatter and fumbling

ico,

to bringing out legerdeAbly aided by J,une_ Lopez,
gal who help's point up
ringsiders, he racks up
healthy laughs as well as the gasps
with his eye-foolers. Standouts are
the running gag with supposedly
deaf tableholder and the Chinese
guillotine sequence, also with a pa
tron involved.
Song slot is held down by Ginger
Harmon, with fair results. Thrush
approaches songs" in brash style that
doesn't go* too well with type of
patron attracted to this room. Continuous use of rhythm numbers adds
Blending in of
to negative side.
sweeter style for change of pace
would help overall.
Terp department is again standout,
with authentic Spanish rhythms of
Rosita Segovia showing to full returns in this setting. Colorful costuming, ala Spanish bullfighters, plus
castenet accomps and breathtaking
spins earn her class turn heavy
palm-pounding.
Production s d-e finds Aurora
Roche, Carlyle and dancers holding
over with their sock ballet-style
Lory.
routines.

approach
main.

attractive
biz with

i

El

Morocco, Montreal

Vickee Richards, songstress, is a
charming brunet with easy and
She does a neat
effective delivery.
job on "Chi-Baba," "That's My Desire," "St. Louis Blues" and "Peg O'
My Heart." Tiny and Lou are a
jitterbug act in typical auditorium
style. They are lively and give emphasis to their number by inviting a
girl and a boy from audience to
dance with them. Tap dancer Winn
Seely does two good routines, revealing a definite talent for her type
of dancing.
Marc.
'

HAVE THEIR HEADS EXAMINED
THEY BOOKED ME
Capitol,

BILL MILLER

New

Riviera,

MURRAY WENGER
ARNOLD KIRKEBY.

York

Fort Lee

Copa, Miami
.

Mayfair Room, Blackstone, Chicago

JACKIE HELLER

.Carousel,

Pittsburgh

JACK LYNCH. .....
.Latin Casino, Philadelphia
ARTHUR ROSEN. .............. Wedgewood, Detroit
SANFORD ADLER
El Rancho, Las Vegas
NATE PLATT.
..Chicago Theatre, Chicago
.

.

.

.

.

BUT Thanks

Fellers for

a Swell Season

ooior
GEORGIE rniut
off

unleashing a

patrons,
At opening, team
stayed on for four numbers including two straight ballroom stints a
bouncy rhumba and a whirling
tango.
Laying off any acrobatics
team's forte are fancy terping routines executed with sock timing.
Noro Morales orch continues to
the

desperation.

thousand-odd people who
packed the place opening night at
$10 a head were only faintly interested in the rest of the show, al-.
though it's a good one. They came
They maintain its edge over most rhumba
to see "Miss Showbusiness."
combos in the business with its
came, they saw and they congratu- rhythmic
vitality
and
variety
lated themselves on the opportunity. Aggregation also features a
couple
For La Tucker has never been bet- of firstrate vocalists to pepper
up
ter.
their offerings. Sarcasas orch alterPointedly answering the ringside nates on the stand with a comparwhispers about her age, Soph teed able brand of dance music. Herm.
off with "I'm Having More Fun
Since I'm 50 Than I've Had the Rest
of My Life," written by Jack Yellen.
Not in the lyrics, but very evident
was the fact that she's not only having more fun; she actually is, as she
show audience,
the second
told
"Bigger and Better Than Ever." The
timing, the gestures, the salesmanship all add up to sock entertainment purveyed by a sparkling per-

The

SECRETARY

Competent Stenographer

sonality.

Her

new

"Vitamins,

material,

particularly

Hormones and

Pills"

is

stuff.
And there's no quieting the demands for more when she
reprises her old standbys, "Some of
These Days," "He's Funny That
Way," "Nobody Loves a Fat Girl"

smash

and "Mama Goes Where Popa Goes,"
the latter made even more hilarious
by a rib-busting Yiddish version.
There's a bit of byplay between
Soph and her 25-year long accompanist Ted Shapiro that also rates a

who

can take rapid

tion

and has some execu-

the 'Octopus'

dicta-

tive ability.

hand.

Write Box 165.
Variety

154 West 46th

New

York

19,

St.

N. Y.

Igor-click- -with some- exceptionally
good 'dance routines, featuring intricate lifts and spins and in the solo
department, Denise scores with neat
hoofing. Zany trio, the Topnotchers
get enthusiastic response with their
rhythmic arrangements for bass, ac•

cordion and electric -guitar and some
eccentric vocalizing. And Paul Regan
took extra bows for his smooth impersonations,
running through a
score of impressions in short order
with smart material backing the
vocal and facial work. Chanting for
the show is very neatly handled by
"Fluff" Chorlton, who also vocals
with the Chuck Gould orch, which
effectively backs the show and takes
care of terp needs.
NTG emcees and keeps the show
moving swiftly. As a unit, it's one
of the best shows assembled here in

JUDY MAGEE
Panto-Mimicry
CURRENTLY

SHOW BAR
BOSTON

some

time.
But there's no getting
the fact that the prime

away from
draw is La

Tucker. They -welcomed her with a
thunderous ovation that lasted a
couple of minutes; they kept her on
until she had to beg off; and then
they ganged up to buy her books—
$1,000 worth at the first show alone.
And if any other proof is needed
that Hollywood considers her one of
the last of the really great entertainers, the town is ready and willing
to supply that proof.
Kap,

JACK RANDALL
AND

THE SUCK CHICKS
CURRENTLY AT

OLYMPIA, MIAMI

Havana Madrid, K.

IT.

Week

Noro Morales Orch (14), Teddy
Rodriguez & Phyllis, Pepita Triana
& Maximo, Sarcasas Orch (10); $2.5t)
minimum.

Sept. 17

PerMoniil Rep.,

1580 Il'imjr,

I.HV SHAH

New York

Layout for Havana Madrid's new
show- is small but' satisfying. This
Latin-American boite is currently
featuring two acts, one song and one
dance, plus the orchs of Noro
Morales and Sarcasas. Chief draw
for this spot, however, remains the
hot chile rhythms which are- dished
up for customer hoofing in a «ock
style by the two rhumba bands.
Pepita Triana, accomped by Maxfall

Gowns by

ERN EST O
'

fxcfuuVe Theatrical Creation)

254 W. 4tlh St.
New York. N. V.
by NELLY do FREITAS

Assisted

MAXINE

SULLIVAN
CURRENTLY

RUBAN

LE

BLEU,

RADIO: Sundays,

"Pet

Duo are tops in the genre
fast, versatile and conl
sistently superlative brand of hoofing that' earns repeated salvos from

before.

,

OUGHT TO

SIDNEY PIERMONT

ledgers will stop looking as if the
bookkeeper had cut his wrists in

Teddy Rodriguez and Phyllis, who
have been at this spot several times

By themselves, remainder of show
Montreal, Sept. 12.
do okay, but all suffer from
Syd Gould, Vicfcee Richards, Tiny cast
trying to compete with Soph. An
& Lou, Winn Seely, Line t6) Hutton immediate hit was singer Larry
Orcfi; minimum $1.50.
Marvin, making his local bow.
Strong vocal resemblance to Al JolEl Morocco nitery has a four act
show pointed up by the Millray line son is played to the hilt through use
of Jolson faves and one production
in three production routines.
has been woven around the
Syd Gould mixes gags, impromptu number
similarity.
Marvin drew heavy
repartees and a couple of songs, "I
applause and a couple of encores for
Was a Stooge" and "Morris" for neat his
opening stint. Grace Poggi and
response,

but production numbers.
Score by Steve Norton and Chip
Stanley has been designed for atmospheric effects to blend in with
the production ideas. „ Thus, the
Scotch number, "I'm in Love with
the Leprechaun in Finian's Rainbow" and an old fashioned number,
and the item, "There's Gonna Be a

THESE FELLERS

NTG, Chuck Gould Orch (14)
minimum $1.50.

"Fluff" Chorlton;

Miami, Sept. 5.
The "Some of These Days" when
better,
Russell Swarm loilh June Lopez, business is supposed to get
Ginger Harmon. Rosita Segovia, finally is at hand for this spot. With
Aurora Roche, Carlyle Dancers (8),
Sophie Tucker in for a month, theTony Lopez Orch; minimum $2.50.

imo, a guitarist, opens the floor show
with a. brace of Spanish love songs
rendered in native tongue. Strona
in the personality and Castanet
department, Miss Triana doesn't have
a set of pipes to match. Her voice
is
powerful but inclined to be forced
and strident when she starts reaching for the high registers. She'd un
doubtedly do much better if she didn't
select such taxing numbers.
Other item is the ballroom team of

Pernniml Manager
.TOSIIII MARSOL/MS
MOT ltramlway
«
New York
Suite ttOS
• CI.
ft
^-'fl '* 3 S-MM—
'J Qi it
,

I

New

3-3:1 S P.M.,

York

WNEW
Direction:

MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

i
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'Amber to Pare

Russell, Tilton,

Palace, Cleve.,

Wesson Tee Off Yaude

NX Vaude

Roxy,

VA17DEVHJJI

Andy

With "Forever Amber" slated to
Roxy theatre, N. Y.,
ttart at the
running time
Oct 22, stageshow's
fast 25 minutes.
will be reduced to a

Run

in S. F. at

Stageshow With

$12,500

Hollywood, Sept. 16.
Andy Russell, Martha Tilton and
Dick Wesson tee off on a theatre
tour Oct. 15 at Paramount, San

Francisco.
Trio will draw $12,500
for that, occasion, will per frame plus percentage.
Jerry Wald orch will join them for
Yolanda and Sid Cae6-12
lined
a
Nov.
date
who
up
at Adams theatre,
Waring,
sar Fred
vocal group for "The Razor's Edge," Newark, N, J., and unit is tentitively
for a few other spots.
will stage a similar ensemble for this set
set

Talent

&

be Veloz

run.

will follow the run
who starts at the

"Amber" show
of Milton Berle,

conclusion of the current

bill.

Geiler Join* Fisher

Agcy.

Joaquin Garay, former owner of
Alvin Geiler, formerly assistant to the Copacabana, San Francisco, will
Lou Walter at the Latin Quarter, make his New York bow as a perN. Y., resigned this week to join former when he opens at La Marthe Arthur Fisher booking office.
,

•

Walters,

joining

Prior to

Geiler

was with the William Morris agency.

COMEDY
PATTER
AH

For

Branches of TlintfrirnU

SUMMER

SPECIAL

PRICES!

GAG

FUN-MASTER

next Wednesday (24)
as
replacement for Aimee Valreze who
was imported from France for this
show. Garay, an established singer
along the Coast for years, sold his
interest in the S.F. boite in order
to return to trquping.
Rest of the La Martinique bill will
continue, including Ruby Hill, Michel Emer, Nadine Gae and Peter
Hamilton and the Nicola Matthey
band.
tinique,

U

At Utah State Expo

8 Vol«. at $20 per Vol., or
$80 for 3 Vols.
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New York
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Parodies! Special Songs! Bits!
Draw from oar library, one of the

t>

most

largest,
,

ShOwbte!

comprehensive

FREE

in
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1047 Catalog

k

Exclusive material out specialty 1
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&
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I

KLEINMAN

V-3I-K 30th Rood,

L.

I.

Cily «, N. Y.

Telephone 1 Astoria 8-BU65

orch at the

dates,

split- week

AGENT SUES RODEO
ON CONTRACT BREACH

of $25,000 plus percentages.

More U.S. Acts

for Aussie

Tivoli circuit, Australia, is signing
additional American acts.
Bobby
Baxter and the Paysees have been

the Marine Phoenix from San Fran-,
cisco.

Saranac Lake

in its final week, with
major attraction another B
C show
titled "Cavalcade of Stars".
Show

Damages

From Hollywood

Chicago, Sept. 16.
against the

of

$15,000

Whitehorse Ranch, rodeo company
owned by Ruth and Cal Thompson,
are asked by the Phil Tyrell theaagency here in a suit filed
in the Wisconsin circuit court last
week. Tyrell charges that his busitrical

10

ness reputation suffered when 8,000
ticket holders had to have their
money refunded because the Thompson troupe failed to appear for three
scheduled performances at the Eagle
River Stadium, Eagle River, Wis., on

Aug. 23 and 24.
According to the Thompsons, they
missed the dates because their truck
broke down.

I

.

is

.

By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake, N.

Y., Sept. 16.

Ice

Show Producers To

Thanks
played the outdoor grandstand Huntingtonto Mark Carson, "Duke"
and Harry Feinberg for
yesterday and today, but switches gifting many of the less fortunate
of
Gander Olympic Talent
to the indoor Coliseum tomorrow the colony.
American iceshow impresarios will
(17).
John Louden, former NVA-ite, is
Attempt of the expo to hypo the now at the Raybrook Sanatorium, gander the forthcoming Olympic
gate with $,1 admission for the whole Raybrook, N. Y., after suffering a winter games to be held at Zurich,
Switzerland, in January, in an atfamily, regardless of size, to grounds setback.
Bob- Cosgrove ended a two-month tempt to get suitable talent for U. S.
and show wasn't too successful Satvacation, during which he had a
blades displays. Walter Brown, presurday (13).
general checkup and given an allident
of Arena
Managers Assn.,
clear to return to work at Columbia
which operates "Ice - Capades" and
Pictures in N.Y.C.
Daniels Leases Met,
Charley Dowe, ex-Rogerite and "Ice Cycles," together with John
Harris,
former
past
AMA
prez:
manager
Oscar Johnof
the
Fox theatre,
Seattle, for Vaude Shows
Brooklyn, returned to the Raybrook son and Eddie Shipstad of "Ice FolSeattle, Sept. 16.
san after a week's furlough in the lies" have already booked passage
Joe Daniels, booking agent, has Big-Town.
on the Jan. 21 sailing of the America
Walter Hoban, after mastering in order
taken over Metropolitan theatre, loto take in the games.
three stages of the "Rib" operation,
cal legit house, for a series of vaudeSo far, European skaters have
upped for all meals and pix.
ville shows this fall.
Seni Okun handed 10-day fur- been disappointing because .of the
First show preems Monday (22), lough out-of-the-san
paucity
of
skating exhibitions during
and left for
with Rufe Davis, Golden Gate Quar- N.Y.C, where he will vacash with the war. Talent, thus far imported,
tet,
Benny Meroff, Four Liphams, relatives.
has failed to come up to par of
Joe Denicolo elated over surprise American ice performers.
Keaton and Armfield and Hi, Lo,
visit from his frau and two brothers.
Jack and the Dame on bill.
Even if the Olympic crop fail to
While performing an operation on
live up to expectations, it's expected
a patient, Dr. Wariner Woodruff,
SPOT SHOWS
Will Rogers' surgeon, was stricken that several will be signed anyhow,
for
their boxoffice value as Olympic
Loew circuit has added two other with acute appendicitis. He was imhouses where spot shows will be mediately operated on, with condi- participants.
booked occasionally. Sidney Pier- tion favorable.
Eddie Rehberg, ex-Roger-ite and
Joey
Adams, Tony Canzoneri and
mont, Loew talent booker, has set animated
cartoon artist, in for the Mark Plant set for the Strand, theaLouis Prima for the Victory theatre, annual checkup and given
O.K. to
Barron
Evansville, Ind., week of Oct. 9, and return to work.
tre, N. Y., with the Blue
State theatre, Memphis, Oct. 16.
Robert ,T. Goldstein, theatrical at- band, Oct. 10.
torney, left the Will Rogers with allclear papers. He'll resume law prac-

I0EWS

N.Y.C.

Chris Hagedorn, back for checkan all-clear.
Helen Williams and Jean Hull
motored in from Astoria, N. Y., to
visit the gang, while the Ray Hickman's shot in from Marietta, Ohio, to

BOB

BROMLEY
6th

Month
Oscar
Theatre,

Stockholm

UK

Sweden

fro

I

IK
AtRHERE

LEONARD GREEN AGENCY,
139

E.

^^^^^^^

57th

St..

tion.

2ua*Ut

Princess Elda Benedict was visited
by her brother, Ernie Benedict, from

HELD OVER 7TH WEEK

Cornwall, Ontario.
After six weeks at the Bellevue
hospital, N.Y.C, under the care of
an eye specialist, Helen Morris, for-

LE RUBAN BLEU. New York

mer Brandt

MARKS TALENT AGENCY

circuit staffer,

back

to

the Rogers to resume-r-est_routine.

Miami

Write to those

who

are

ill.)

Currently for 6 Weeks
London Casino, London, England

Mgr.— UNIVERSAL
1*5

Fifth

ATTRACTIONS

Avenue.

Now

RECORD COMPANIES PLEASE NOTE!
and

ABBEY ALBERT
Thanks for the kind words

in Variety,

his

CAFE SOCIETY UPTOWN
ORCHESTRA

Sept. 10, 1947

Cafe Society Uptown
(NEW YORK)
Lucienne Boyer, Abbey Albert Orch
ing for Miss Boyer; $3.50

(5),

Gao Gurgel

Quartet,

Frank Pourcel conduct-

minimum.

small assist is given her by her own violinist-conductor Frank Pourcel who hpflds
up the Abbey Albert orchestra (5)" Latter should develop into one of the outstanding little
bands o£ the year. Albert is a piano-conductor when Pourcel is not batoning for the show
who has an unique combo of bass, accordion, violin and guitar backing up his dexterity
at the keyboard. He mixes up "Rhumba Rhapsody" with musicomedy dansapation excerpts
What "Rhumba
in a colorful and brilliant style which should command disk attention.
Rhapsody," incidentally, did for a Jan August on the disks could well happen with Albert,
given a waxworks opportunity. He makes the melody dominant, brilliant staccato and
"
Abel.
dance-compelling.

No

—

—

Management,

MCA

if
*

inc.

PL. 1-7470

N. Y. C.

THE INK SPOTS

bedside Louise Barnes, doing nicely
after two stages of the "Rib" opera-

Sings His Original "LYRICS SATIRIC"

— HERBERT

and

Show

tice in

New York

stands,

on Upbeat

Biz

Covers and grosses in New York
hotel rooms and cafes took an overall jump during the past 10 day».
Increase over the usual summer lag,
which was sharper this year than
for some time, was noticed immediately after Labor Day. Return
of vacationers and the biz hike has
heartened hotel men and bonifaces
alike. They feel the fall and winter,
orv the basis of current patronage,,
will prove even more encouraging.
Hotel rooms using name bands
took an appreciable hop in biz,

the singers for Toledo and Cincinnati

up, given

Management

List

Rognan

&

PAULA SMITH
W. 5«h

own

.

The expo

Back on Unfair

subsequently cancelled. Although the
act had not filed a copy of the conLorraine
Set For
tract with AGVA, which would have
Sinatra
at Cap, N.Y. demanded cash in advance from Sun- particularly. It was noticeable most
brock to cover the date, it is processspots using fresh faces such,
Lorraine Rognan, assisted by Pat ing the claim
and blacklisting the in the
McCaffrie, has been signed for the Sunbrock show.
as the Pennsylvania, which has
Claude Thornhill, but even those
Frank Sinatra show at the Capitol
rooms with bands they've had for
theatre, N. Y., starting Nov. 13 or 20.
weeks hit new highs.
Show will also have Skitch Henderson's band and Will Mastin trio.
CHI
Sinatra's deal calls for a minimum

the two weeks run.

Be an Emcee)
Gas File*

Be Sure to Send Permanent Address
200

directs

with a disappointing $6,000 take for

CEREMONIES"
$8 per Copy, luel. 2

N.Y. Cafe, Hotel

& JohnLarry Sunbrock, rodeo promoter,
is back on the unfair list of AmeriLineup of vaude for the RKO de can Guild of Variety Artists. Union
luxer, as inked by Max Mink, new is holding
him responsible for $600
zone manager, will bring in Ted salary claim of Riders of the Purple
Weems' orch Sept. 25 and Cab Callo- Sage, western film singing combo, on
way's band and sepia unit Oct. 9.
a cancelled date.
Carl DeMarco, former assistant
Sunbrock has been using vaude
conductor, has been promoted to post acts in conjunction with his rodeo
of Palace's pit conductor. Job was ancl circus, currently touring the
previously held by 'Jacques Pollack, midwest, and signed contracts with
Continental Cafe.

55

In Contract Breach;

(18) with Olsen
son's "Laffacade" unit.

Salt Lake City, Sept. 16.
Lillian Roth, songstress, is curBarnes & Carruthers' "A Trip To rently touring Tivoli circuit, with
Wonderland" finished Saturday (13) bookings extended until April.
Centennial
Exposition,
the
Utah
at

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
Over 10 Special- Writ ten
Sock Parodies ONLY $5.00

Snnbrock

tomorrow

pacted to open sometime in November, while Harry Rose has been
signed for a later appearance. Baxter and the Paysees sail Oct. 21 on

Wonderland's Flop

WOTTA BUY! HURRY!
"BOOK OF BLACK-OUTS"

to

,

FILES

At 11.00 Each, or
Xos. 1 Thru IS for »10
at fl.00 JSaph
Noe. 14 Thru
or SET OF 83 FILES for *18.00

(How

,

O&J Unit

Cleveland, Sept. 16.
Palace ushers in stagehand policy
/

who now

GARAY SELLS S. F. CLUB
TO RESUME TROUPING

AGVA Tags

Resumes

Publicity.

MARVIN KOHN. TIKL HARD

York

.

"

Wednesday, September 17, I947

56
his first big time appearance
at the Chicago theatre here four
months ago, has been signed for the
Bocage, Holiywood, beginning Oct. 1

made

Variety Bills
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER
Numerals
numeral.

connection With

in

bills
full

(Mow

whether

^^

nmoaat

CITY

YORK
MKW
Capitol (I.)

Olenn Miller Ore
Artie l>aifn

IK

Knrio M«ilrlKUer.i O
l,uo» Mallna

Stiiion & Co
C.VMJBKN
Towers (I) 1S-2I

II

sie 1'iice

<i

Kitntalre
Patricia
I*

IK

(I)

Puliuets

Borja
IK-

(It)

1!>

Itlidnlte

sliows only

^sytim)

of

Horrors
(I*)
17

.Paramount

Kuxy

(i)

n

Ella Logan
Victoria Cordova

Ituhy

(lltbert

II)

Stooges

18

Oirls

'

.

COM 'MBIS

l.'aul Reiran
Verna
J, a mire

Jack
& Milady
Strand (W) 19
Lonibanto Ore

Spivy

Nicola Mathey Ore
ron * KUilles

Rico

Shiela

ituiorr 3

.

Tommy

m7

.

.

.

.

.

.

Barrett
Sarrosa

by most Americans

Kaye-GAC

Bailey

Wins

T.ou

in Paris.

PARIS-PARIS

Continued from page 45

Georgie Auld ore
Versa Ut«»

fully identified with them. Such
an
item, "Un Rien Me Fait Chanter"
indicates potentiality in this direc-

Maxi.

-

tion,

Athletes

Winevitoh Rascals
Johnny Puleo
Dorothy Keller
Marshall Bros
CII'KKNS
Jamaica H) 17-20

19-21

(I)

Ore-

Berry Bros

is

Panchito Orr

.

TERRY CORRIGAN

1

Dance
12 Mins.

Leon &

terping routines.
She's okay for
lesser spots in the bistro circuit but
needs considerable sharpening before she can step out effectively in
bigger dates.
Flashily garbed in sequined Gaelicgreen briefies, Miss Corrigan opens
with a pair of straight tap numbers
liberally spiced with mild bumps
and grinds that she can well skin.
Her big item is an old-fashioned arid
modern version of an Irish jig which'
s'-°
handles
with
nice
comedy

*

•

.1

1

'

'

Blki & Son
t -Movers

Shane Sis
Harry Secombe

R«x &

Johnson
Angels
Gordon Rolfe Co
Zio

CARDIFF
New Theatre (I)
Tommy Jover

Troise

Joan Winters

Guy

Fielding

& Hatton

Henrv Bekker

Casino
Ink Spots

(I)

IS

A friiiue
Adelaide Hall
Paul King
Billy

(!)

F.arle

IS

&

Vickie

.

"I think that on sober second
thought, you will realize that it
would not be appropriate for the
president and the chairman and general counsel of Allied to attend a
merger meeting of two organizations

.

Rag Doll here last night
(Tuesday), Milo Stelt and Eddie Hall
recupping from auto accident near substantially made up of affiliated
Quincy,
Illinois
Harmonicats theatres and staged under the super.
vision
of
the
gentlemen above
made first recording since returning named. Such attendance would have
to Universal, "My Gal Sal"
to be explained to the independent
Carl Ravaza visiting his old nitery exhibitors carefully and in the greathaunts during stopover
Herbie est detail. Even then it would alFields' work at Stage Door, Mil- most certainly be misinterpreted and
waukee, has drawn so well man- misunderstood.
agement has resorted to newspaper
"Permit me to say that it is Alads requesting patrons to postpone lied's established policy
to cooper.

Leslies

2

Jose Moreno
Swiss Stars

AFM

(Par) on the managing commit-

tee.

den, into

SHKPH'Uitf* Hl'SH
Empire (I) 15
Ted Heath Bd

F Bamberger & P
Ca-.valini Dogs
Philllpe & Marta
Renee Dymott

Jr.

.

.

Ford & Lenner
Harry Shlels
E & J Paul

.

.

.

week

their visits to the spot for a

or

because reservation lists are overflowing
After Duke Ellington fills
a college prom assignment at Fort
I0KK CITY
Worth, Oct. 11, one-nighters carry
Herman Hyde
Blue Angel
him through this territory to the
Turner Twins
Alice Bearee
Paradise theatre, Detroit, Oct. 24
Rosebuds
Marc 1-awrehce
Billy Banks
Amanda Lane
Del Courtney into Chase hotel, St.
Tables Davis
l'Mames
Louis, Sept. 25
Renald & Rudy
Count Basie at
Phi! Gordon
Jack Mathers
Ellis Larkin
the Savoy Ballroom, Oct. 19, will
Noble Sisslo Ore
Care society
continue down through southern
Syd Strantre Ore
(Dovt'i)tO'rn)
Stanley Braffer
Hotel Lexington
Illinois for theatre dates
Eddie
D'O otliy Jarhac
Alomas Hawaiian.. Rogers into Club Trocadero,
EvansMope Fnye
Hotel l'clinHylvaiil'
Nellie Lulcher
Claude Thornhlll 0 ville. Sept. 26 for two weeks thence
Pave Martin Ore
Hotel Kill more
to Claridge hotel, Memphis, for four
Cafe Society Cnln Dave Appoltim
weeks
Jimmy Palmer currently
Lueienne Rover
Lois Bannenusu
Flunk 1'ourcel
Ijaverne Gusts tVoti
at kake Club. Springfield
Myron
Abbey Aider! Ore
Stephen' Kisle> o
['Barg, .son .of Erwin Barg, dean of
Cnrultal
.Michael Dunn
Lou llnllst
V-lrjrihla BomI
Chi song contact men, joins the staff
Dlosa fostello
x
"
ara
of station WJBC, Bloomington, IlliWood .t Kelly
,'!V"
'•J*?* Hill
Bertha
T Vnldez
C
nois
Art Kassell planning to
.loh
Donley
Yvonne Adair
.1st
Marshall
take a three month vacation after
Jimmy Klll.son
Jimmy Shirley 3
Paul Gavotte
completing one night tour the end
Don l'rye
Rcld Ore
of
September
Griff
Hotel Plana
Williams
China Boll
Jimmy Savo
John Tin
into
Schroeder hotel, Milwaukee,
Hotel St Itesis
Mm) Sollff
for three weeks and then to Palmer
Mitt SJhaw
Fran Yang
Las/.ia & pepito
Jaditie 1*1 Sun
House here Oct. 2
Doris DonoPaul Sparr Ore
Tal Sniffs
van
is Harry's Cool's new fern vocaCo|>aenhnna
No. 1 Fifth Ave
Louise Howard
list
Joe K Lewis
Earl Hines into Regal theaNyjpe & Cole
Georne Thjius
tre Sept. 26
.

.

.

NEW

.

'4

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

ate with

any industry group

movement

.that is for

Songs
10 Mins.

Leon &

pipes.

the independent exhibitors.
That
goes for ATA, MPTOA, or any organization arising from the ashes of
both. But Allied, as an association
of independent exhibitors, reserves
the right to study all movements and
policies and to arrive at conclusions
uninfluenced toy other elements in
the industry."

Wallis needs more training, experience and the evolution of a distinctive selling style before she'll catch

.

.

ii

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

i

Mario
I.-'ila

Klovia
Kraal
.v

Hazel Webster

Downey &

Fonvlll.
l'ithllfthta
ItiTiern

Clark Dennis
Michael Du so Ore
Fernando Alvarez O
Diamond Horaeahoe
Boss & La Pierre

Maureen Cannon
Tony Bavaar

81)

Joel

i

Marl In

& Lewis

Herron Ore

I

.

.

.

At her

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

to come as a result of a
union-theatre hassle this week at
the Riverside theatre here. L. S.

New York

debut under the Gran, operator of the Riverside, for
aegis of Eddie Davis, she teed off current engagement
of Freddie Marwith a spirited warbling of "It's a tin's band,
had refused to hire a
Grand Night for Singing," segued standby
crew.
into "You Go to My. Head," and
Union
officials
consequently
finaled on an upbeat rhythmic rendition of "You Never Say Yes, You threatened to pull the band and
after five days of wrangling with
Never Say No.'
Herm.
officials, finally gave in and hired
BETTY PERCY
the crew. Operator pointed out that
Puppets
by hiring the unnecessary musi10 Mins.
cians, he as well as the union was
Village Barn, N. Y.
violating the Taft-Hatley act, which
Betty Percy, a new addition ,to went
into effect Aug. 22.
puppeteer ranks, has vaude and
Gran is expected to institute suit
flossier
night
club
potentialities,
once further experience is attained. in the. Federal court to recover the
money
expended on the standbys.
Shes an expert manipulator, shows
If such action is started, it will be
originality in routining and has
good
ha racier conception, but
attempt
needs a
ewrite of her gab sections if she's legislation, and would probably go
better location s.
all the way up to the U.S. Supreme
»?•
n
° WS 0me g00d se- court.. There's every chance, accordnt/orlcl/ fnef! if
quences
"

SWG's

1%

Royalty

Continued from page
action in view

of

the

1

changed

at-

titude in voting on the proposal.
Earlier, the Guild had voted toy
205 to 130 for straight approval of

the new economic program which
calls for royalties to scripters on the
boxoffice grosses of films. Plan was

prepared for presentation during negotiations for the 1949 contract. Herbert, in resigning, said he had
always
fought "the red-baiters who have
accused the Guild of being a Communist-front organization but I intend to fight even harder the in-

Bob Berke at the
Music Box, Omaha, Sept. 23 for two
weeks and the Peabody, Memphis
Oct. 7
Charlie Spivak into Tunc escapable inference, derived
Town. St. Louis Sept. 23-28
Tony the recent meeting, that we
Trankina, teen-age Chicagoaii, who lunatic-fringe organization."
.

likely

on.

I

!

are required.

" Milwaukee
by any standout set of
Theatre Gives In
She doesn't register with the
Milwaukee. Sept. 16.
personality impact to keep an averFirst
major test of the antiage cafe crowd from buzz-buzzing standby
and featherbedding providuring her stint. A nice looker, Miss
sions of the Taft-Hartley law is

pensated

the benefit of

.

!r

I

>t-

Eddie's, N. Y.

Gloria Wallis has a plain vocalizing style that's not sufficiently com-

any

in

Situation promises, from all angles,
to grow into one of the most serious
arguments ever confronting theatres
using name bands where standbys

GLORIA WALLIS

.

.

!

situations, too.

.

.

so,

Newark Local

;

tions chairman, with E. V. Richards,

Phillips,

.

tjabette

Micheala Miles

Bamla &

IS

Hippodrome (I) 15
Jack Duraat
Turner Layton
D & J O'Gorman

.

Barclay yis
Jura Bros

... Bob

head of
band department at Associated BookLouis
ing, back from Manhattan
Armstrong, featuring Jack Teagar-

Fogel
Dorothy Gray
2 Playboys

Burke

Ka rdoma
DDKltV
Grand (I)

Upbeat
Continued from page S2
accident

MANCHKSTER

.

cms wick

Empire

Co

Herm.

;

as

Les Florenr.os
Hal Miller
Marietta Dancers

effects.

prenticeship as a straight vocalist,
switching to comedy only several
Continued from page 46
months ago. It was a wise move
because her facile stage-presence plication of its
terms on
the
and highly-expressive face, coupled standby problem.
But attorneys
with her fine singing, make* her a for
various locals, possibly steered
natural for the top intimate niteries
from
one
central
source
(not beor for legit.
lieved
to
be
the
national
Her routine is well-set, indicating
ofshe's received some top training. fice, since the
latter has always
She tees off with a near-straight frowned upon the standby method)
"Love Is a Lovely Thing" but gets apparently have arrived at a condown to cases with a series of take- clusion. And that conclusion is that
offs on "Mam'selle," excellent stuff.
the T-H law, combined with intraThis number proves her comedic
state and inter-state angles, makes
forte lies in impressionism.
Extremely funny parody on the cur- it possible for them to continue to
rent craze for folk-singers, aptly but collect standby salaries. This is the
unsubtly titled "Susan Freed," gar- basis of the hassles occurring beners most returns and gets her off tween the State theatre, Hartford,
to a nice hand. Pointing up the com- and the Hartford
local; the Adams
edy in her numbers are a group of theatre,
Newark, and the Newark
props,
which Miss Howard uses local,
and in other cities there are
deftly.
stal.

S

ments chairman; Jack Fox (Loew's),
transportation
chairman; and
Hardie Meakin (RKO), as reserva-

'

Strange
Harris & Co

F

Continued from page

IS

LONDON

3 Allan'tas

Herbert

(I)

Leslie

15

Jnrret

Allied Flays

W

Mayo Bros

Eileen

Palace

Rat * Fe

Lee
Yvonne York
Whltehouse
Susan King
Joe Klsh Ore
Lillian

Edgewater Beach

Alex Konyat
Del Courtney Ore

liEICKSTliB

J.es

Woods &

H

Rex Ramer

Lloyd & Betty
The Naltos

Kay Burns
Jack Markhanl
Beri Hhaw

Eddie's, N. Y.

Terry Corrigan is a nice-looking
lassie with a fair set of tap-

Irish

•

Vivian

of

objective

numbers

In

'

when primary

warming up the audience.
Curiously, one of their strongest
is
"Feudin' 'n' Fightin'"
done in English. The pair don battered hats and do a hillbilly version
with a heavy French accent which
makes for a fetching combination
The lads are personable, have an
eager-to-please
attitude,
and are
vocally okay. Their harmonics are
good, talk is affable and the guitar
played by one of the lads makes for
full-bodied yet unobtrusive background.
j ose
is

tres

Dean Murpby
Bob Grant Ore

but comes at the beginning

their turn

and the new Mus-Art agency PMins.
booking the band on one-nighters. Cirque Medrano, Paris
Of the two men. the small one, who
making Kaye's GAC contract
Stump & Stumpy
Village Burn
most of the comedy, is RayLeRoy
Dennis
Anri
effective
Jan. 1, the leader and his supplies
Oro
&
C
Shaw
C
Joel
mond Manvielle, formerly of the
BIIAMI
Stubby Oro
Ithumba Oro
mentors were taking cognizance of
Olympia (P) 17
I.on Cecil
Knberto
Athena team, and ex-coach of the
themselves
and
bookings
set
up
by
Yorker
Percy
Paysees
Betty
New
Hotel
Joinville (France) Military School.
Jack Randall
Kay McKinley Ore Papov Belriw
3 Cyeloilians
another
in which MCA is still in- The other one, the curly-haired Mr.
Boy Manton
Hotel Kilinon
Marion Soelman
Aslnr & Rene
volved. Since he had delayed so long Paris, is an Italian. The act is fast
Bob Evans
Arnold Shoda
Geo Towne Ore
3>iinny ].«AVis
Sensationalists
Wlvel
Narcna & NorrU
Young * l>rew
in making a decision on an agency, and is performed with such apparent,
FMILAIYBI.I'IIIA
Connie Conn
Bob Lee
Carlton & tiell
Kaye's own office set him on thea- ease in spite of the obvious difficulty
Carman (1) 18
Hotel Pierre
Kay Carole
Al ia & Teiena
Walton « O'Rourke Stuart Langley
tres- and one-nighters beyond the that it stops the show.
Hank Whitehonae The Tunesmen
Peggy Palmer
Mi'f.erie & Butler
ATLANTIC 'CITS' Morris & Morris'
Both men wear business suits.
date
of the MCA-pact expiration and
Gtv'ni
D'Qiilncev &
Kid Rice
Chas Reader Ore
Steel Wer (I) 15
Delajre & Shirley
Waldorf-Astoria
Zlmmerman'e
the latter has him going into the New Paris appears first at the piano,
Clem Bellinffs
HOCKFOKD
Ginny Simms
Paul Smith
Frank Marlow
Yorker hotel, N.Y. Oct. 27 on option which is in the ring, as about to do a
Palace' (IV 18
Janczl Makula
Jack Finn Ore
Tkt Ijjekwells
singing turn. Manvielle then interSis
Bela
McNally
(3)
Ore
7^1
ga
Borr
Mischa
stemming
from
his
there
date
last
Johnston
J
A &
rupts and for a while the two perDon Zalaya
Paulens
Litin Onai-ni
The T)ebonftires
year. And he will have to pay MCA form various acrobatic tricks, Paris
PAul & Paulette 3 Willie Howard
Doris Haywood
1! VI .Tl.UORE
Gene Kardos O
commission on the hotel job. There- being the understander.
Al Kelly
(l> IS Ballantines <2)
11 ii>i»niln>me
Peters Bros
for XefTs Mailliouae
fore, Kaye is booked solidly until
Climax comes when Paris, using
Paul Walker Ore
of Mystery
CHICAGO
the
piano as a stand, does at the same
FRANCISCO
the
first
of
SAN
the
year
and
making
State (1) IS -ill
Golden Gate (K) 17
Paul Berkley Co
GAC's contract effective immediate- time some difficult contortions while
The Jtivelys
Blnckhawb
Gil Lamb
Johnny Faust
he turns on his back. Manvielle
Dancrs
Hild
(12)
D
Moore
ly
would
have
been
Constance
of
no
conseSherman Hayes Or
Dm tiny Crystal
Hotel Sherman*
utilizes him as a stand to do some
Peteh & Deauvllle Vera Love
Robert S fr White
quence.
Carl Marx
SPRINGHKI.lt
equilibriums and never stops singing
81-84
Countess Marina
Frankle I. nine
Court Sq (I) 18-21
Kaye, incidentally, has finally re- an operatic June with a fine voice
S * S Howard
Chez Pare*
Kddie Hubbard
Catron Bros
Oliye While
Mitiy.i Green
solved the problem of what major without showing any sign of exHi. l.o. Jack. Dame
Parks
Roy K, Davia
Miles
Jose Melis
8 Harris « Lillette Jackie
Broadway theatre he will work next. haustion.
The .Tixles
.Marly Gould Oro
Shaye Cogan
Wilfred Dubois
BOSTON
Cued for big time in vaude and
For a while, the maestro had been
Barry Sherwood
Hotel rite-ten*
Tjee Davis
Boston
15)
18
Chez Adorables (10) Benny Strong Ore
dickering with the Strand for a re- vaudfilm houses, here, America and
Norman & Dawn
giaiitiuv Kaye Ore
Bob Hopkins
Maxi.
all points N-S-E-W.
WASHINGTON
Hotel Bismarck
Olaen & Joy
turn there after several years' abAcromaniaca
Capitol (JM 18
The Talbota (2)
Canned! Smith
&
Gordon
Fay
sence, but suddenly switched back
Vaughn Monroe Or Lorita Mahoney
BCI'KAI.O
Boulevar-Deare
LOUISE HOWARD
Eddie Fens Oro
The Dunliills
Buiralo (') 18
to ithe Capitol again last week. He
Lath) Ouarter
\
Benno Delson Oro
Comedienne
Beryl Davis
Tex Beneue
Condos
Steve
will play the house after the first of 10 Mins.
Orin Morehouse
Buddy Lester
Helsfogs
the year; a definite date is not set. No. 1 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.
ENGLAND
Latin Lovelies
Lionel Proutlna;
Buddy Shaw Ore
This attractive young lass, fresh
Al Morgan
Dick Hyde
HACKNKV
BRISTOL
Donna Lane
to New York from the west and
Nicole Valerie
Empire (I) 15
Hippodrome' (I) 15
Adrian Lorraine
Vine Garden*
midwest, served her show biz apGel Blrlck
Rhodes S- Lane
Gil Robinson
State

C Calloway

V

o

Buster Keaton has written himself
a sketch which, with the help of four
stooges, permits him to play his
usual wooden-face part as a char-

Car-

.

TmubatlOur

Terry Corrigan
Catron Bros
Robert Baxter
Paco & Hilda
Shepard Line
Mnme Carl*

HARTFOKO

.

Mary

.

'

3

Splvy'a

Mildred

.

.

Dlllard

Bill

Harold Hastings
Wally Blacker

Hill

Nudine t!ae
IVter Hamilton
.Michel Kiner
Eddie Davis

The

.

Sullivan

Paul Villard

Art Waner Oro
Gloria Wallis

Glenns
Bonnie Baker

&

Hoist

O

Mazatttires

.tlaxine.

Jean Palmer

I

Valuce (K) 22-24

Ted Weems Ore
Wally Brown

jolm Calvert

.

.

Kddfe Stone Ore
Knban Kleu
George Kreisler

Blimpy Blank Oro
Martinique
Aimee Valreze

West & McUinty

16

(I.)

Cuteb Peterson

Jose

Clark
Menailiel

Martin bine
Frankle Frissaura
III

w

Harmonica!?)
Stale

Tiny
l.ou

& Dean

llloria

Haley

Jack

Florence

Rose. Bllrn
l.ynn Allison
11

(1)

Diane Adrian
Koy Douglas

Budny

Viruinla O'Brien

CI.KVJEI.ANO
Palace («). 18
Olaen & Johnson

Reyes

Nelson

>.'i|»

Iceland

ju)

Freddie Martin Ore
Jean Carroll
Blair

Cavaltaro B

C

K & K

Maximo
Sacasas Ore

Wiere Bros
Arthur Blake
Lewis & Van
Oriental

r

Phyllis

.*

Ueiuta Triano

.

.

Vincent J'ravera O
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Bal Tabarin, N. Y.

Marc and Denis, brother act ro
cently imported from France
anri
lyn to 3>raTft»n, Chicago, Sept. 23 folmaking their American bow at th„
lowing current run at Bill Green's.
Bal Tabarin, still have to attain
the
That spot gets Jack Fina back again
polish
of some of their Gallic
acter facing a duel, which is ridiculed
Oct. 6 after he closes at Waldorf, as an institution. He first comes on decessors who have played the I?
Phil Cavezza's band in the ring as intending to "do big cafe circuits, but nonetheless havp
New York
and the Music Makers double-billed moments of big plays'* and soon gets the makings of an entertaining sinp
Mousie Powell into an argument with the orchestra ing duo that may ultimately make a
at the Ankara
splash in intime cafes.
band headlining at Hollywood Show leader as to the kind of- musical
The lads are young and person,
introduction he should receive. After
Bar
. Tommy Turk, on trombone v
"duel" is arranged, all don- able, have a considerable English
joining Deuces Wild at Carnival that a
vocabulary, and have brought
niiig big black cloaks, Keaton is told
with
Lounge, transforming that quartet
them a song selection which includes
to choose the pistol and leave the
into a quintet. He's from nearby sword to his opponent It's all plain many tunes that have already estab
Johnstown and has been sweating pantomime and clicks up to his trick lished themselves on the French Hit
'
Parade.
However, by dwelling on
out his Local 60 card last few months exit.
these numbers, they inevitably in-Fort Pitt Hotel resuming SaturKeaton's personality is extremely vite comparison
with Sablon, Trenct
day night dinner and supper dancing well remembered in Paris from his and the others
that have made a
.
pictures. The , stooges are French, dent
with Ken Bailey's orchestra
in
America.
"J'Attendrai
Pianist Teenie Trent has switched aiSd although trained at short notice
Pigalle," and "Boom" inevitably in.
from Mercur Music Bar to Carnival they were kept from trying to steal vite comparison with the aforementhe show by introducing uncalled for tioned
Lounge.
singers.
A fuller appraisal
comedy in their own parts. As is, the of their potentialities
could have
sketch is going big with local audi- come
if the chaps did tunes
more
ences, opening night being attended

week

Indicate* circuit: (1) Independent;
oarcnthesea
letter in
In P
an
tetter
Warner
.
RKO;

Songs
12 Mins.

12 Wins.

Vogue Ter- Cirque Medrano, Paris

into

Acts
MARC & DENIS

(4)

Comedy

Pittsburgh
Bob Rhodes orch
race for four weeks

Onj ;t

Indicate opening

or split

New
BUSTER KEATON

17

from
are
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including a femme dancer,
skeleton dance and a juggling
monk In the latter item, there's a
surplus of baby talk which falls too
heavily on adult ears.
Lifting the
age level of her remarks wo.uld
aid
her cause considerably.
Jose
a

1

ing to observers, that other house
operators and circuits would g' ve
aid to Gran in this suit,
as adjudication of the
issue in the operator's favor would
mean a considerable savings.

financial

inasmuch

"

.

"

Wednesday, September 17, 1947
ber to introduce a one chord pianist,
« apilol,
Y.
and enough shots and body falls to
Enric MadriQuera Orch (24) with
Franke, wake the audience from any lethargy P«ficm
,
Nickol,
aSYence
Gtlmore; John & Rene
they might have. First straight piece
BrunBorja,
Esther
puppets,
of biz brings on 16 Roxyettes who Ar/laut, Luba Malina, Georpie Price,
M. H. Glee Club, Bal- jive around to "Christopher
Colum- "Romance of Rosy Ridge" (M-G),
Rockettes,
rr W*
M H Male Dancers,
bus" introducing the comedians, who reviewed in Variety, July 2, '47.
Symphony Orch; "Doum to do some quick old timers. Frank
&'
reviewed in Variety,
Earth'' (Col),
Cook scores with a harmonica and
Capitol got this show together
'47guitar specialty
as
a
break
until
the ralh<
J«»» 30,
W
Kroeller,

Bowman, Rudolf
Paul

S

.

i

iffS,

___

n^uSK
cise m

counted
Music Hall can always be
.different in
«n for something a little
if not in form of the
it* stage shows,
fantastic
nrtsentation, at least in
its
u Uby
possible
made
This time the
in equipment.
and colorful 43tonoer to a live
curtain of
minutes on stage is a
which gives the right bow.off

S

Stry
S

I eon
tional,

Leonidoff

is

the Salici Puppets
with the Patricia

^

produced by
conven-

fairly

'
,

her slick terping

bode;

.

i

,

J

«.

,

.

michael

.

As

the case with acts shown in
the usual run of booker would

is

™

return

° therK

Lc

™

aild

balls

in

O&J

*J*^

|

-

OfTlle
work

Edlia could

S^iv^wftra
iflSd^ cSTfouiw
^fuS

Sink
MH. mate^

terpers, the blouse
troupe and, finally, also the
Rockettes, for a rather exciting finis.
five
toilet

Choreography

is

by Florence Rogge,

and is up to the
usual standard of the house in providing a gesture toward art for the
masses.
.,
course, provide
of
Puppets,
Salici
the ultimate in marionete work with
their professor at the piano and
their figure lighting and puffing a
The piano biz is tops in
cigaret.
technique and good for some extra
special palm patter when the professor carefully arranges his coattails as he sits down to play and
then pulls out a kerchief and wipes
his brow after he's taken his bows.
Routining of the act otherwise is not
as good as when caught at the Roxy,
N. Y., recently. The diva, the ballbalancing and the tumblers seemed
•to be on and off too quickly to really
perform at the end of their strings
and there are overlong stage waits
between the wirepulling acts.
of the Hall's staff,

it

1948

I

*

<

i

4
,t,

"Cubana" number which opens the
show has Esther Boria contraltoing
"Siboney," backed by the M.H. Glee
Club. Brunhilda Roque and a group
of male terpers add a Cuban dance
routine. Rockettes contribute a number in the same accent for the usual
excellent results when the 36 femmes
line up across the footlights for the
gam-slinging.
Costumes are the last designed for
the Hall by Marco Montedoro, who
died two weeks ago. They're colorful and
elaborate, without being
gaudy, in keeping with the tradition
of the Rockefeller institution and
standard Montedoro set in his long
association with the house. Herb.

|

.

!

Olvmpia. Miami
Miami, Sept. 12.
Roland Twins, Elsa & Waldo, Leon
Kramer, Dunfulls <3), Barney Grant,
Les Rhode House Orch; "Dear Ruth"
(Par)

I

!

™™

i

Though not as well balanced as
which have played here in recent weeks and lacking names, current stanza plays evenly to rack up
solid returns in most spots.
Accent is on song and dance most
bills

of the way.
The Dunhills rate a
better spot than the teeoff slot assigned them. Trios tap-trickery :s
smoothly handled, with the precision
work standout.
Local fave Leon Kramer, sidelined by stage accident for 12 years,
returns with a neatly blended song
stint that reaffirms impresh made at
recent Copacabana engagement that
hes retained his slick tenor. Offers
Sweet Mystery of Life," "One

Alone" and "Eili
switch to

winds

Lombardi gives

U
item whic?MW«
C
to bring
t0
dance atop plastic
%it™™'n,~
v^""F. into bagger coin once they smooth
then point out the on Patricia Gilmore (Mrs. Madri out their rough edges, while Miss
guera) who stays on too long, but
otherwise does well enough.
She Oberon needs considerable brushJose.
ing up on projection.
da ««= with partners works over "It's Delovely," "Almost
Like Being In Love" and participates
Irom audience.
in "Jack, Jack, Jack."
Beautifully
Million Dollar, I,. A.
Highlight for the customers is the gowned and coiffured, she makes a
hoke giveaways with regular prizes pretty picture..
Los Angeles, Sept. 13.
after the fakes.
Eddie Franklin,
Duke Ellington Orch (17), with Al Skating Vanities of
Beyond that opening set, Madritenor, does neatly on "Danny Boy'
Montreal, Sept. 11.
guera gets his innings between acts. Hibbler. Johnny Hodges, Kay Davis,
and "Blue Heaven."
Znbe.
Sixth edillon ot roller ukatint," e.vliavaHe does one bit which puts forth the Al Sears, Ray Nance, Tyree Glenn;
Feagunatl in two note and 20 JB-Wies.
various Latin tempi, another on Mflntan Morelnnd uiith Haywood tures tlloria Nord, -Minkey Meelwin. Kil**'n
"Feets Too Big for De Bed," which Jones and Martina D'Arcy; Ford & McOonneill, Melva AloitMiu, KuMty May,
Apollo, X. V.
Many
Harris, Jessye Scott; "Too
The Three Craddookn. The Kudclls, Hilly
leads into a "Feudin' and Fightin'
Cab Calloway Orch. <15) with rendition, inserting an unnamed vo Winners" (PRC).
l.ee,
Frank Foster. Buddy Swan. T<my
MirrelH, Itme Piccolo, Lillian Sihroi-der.
Jonah Jones, Mary Louise; Berry cal group into several. It's all pleaJay
l>onnic
Davidson,
Terry Taylor,
Bros. (2), Stump & Stumpy, Count & sant listening and enhanced by a
Loader, Bob Jlitz, Sis MlieHer. 1-arry Fox,
Duke Ellington and his orchestra llruc*
Countess Leroy; "Spoilers of the smartly dressed band and stage setTwwlo. Ixm Hail, Jim ..Kush. Hod
are generating class stage show at (Jrimes, DouKlaii Kreniser, Win. Martin,
North {Col).
Ming Dy producer Allen Zee.
Bill
Waldren, Tex Bill**. OeoiKe
Jr.,
AuriiDollar
this
week.
Million
the
First of the acts is the standard enjbe at opening show received an (Vtro. <Hdria Siircl, Helen' Howard, Laurie
Apollo looks set for a bullish week turn of John and Rene Arnaut, extra dividend of Ellington music Bell. Glory Jonnson. Jean O' ileum. Norma
llehrmuii. Dot Glazier, l,ine Ct:i Kirts, and
on draught of Cab Calloway's or
whose bird routine goes over big when band filled in spot left vacant V.I boys)*, production under the -.supervision
chestra.
Maestro and sidemen give Since only the two men are working by Ford & Harris after act's plane of tieoree X>. Tyson; staged by Russell
out with the lively arrangements the act now, it's a good deal briefer was late arriving. Team caught up Mai'kert; costumes. Nat Karson; imisleal
the
At
director.
Benjamin' Scnwartle.
and vocals that have long been than it once was, but that doesn't with later shows.
'47; $^.5(1 top.
Forum, Montreal, Sept.
standard with the combo and par- lessen the laugh possibilities. They
Kickoff tune was "How High the
ticularly delectable to audiences at go through the trick-fiddling bit
Moon," and the dividend that folthis house.
This trip is no excep- that is also standard with them in lowed was "The Mooch" and "Jam
With a casf of some 100 performers
tion.
short order and then go right into Edition."
Trio pleased mightily. again headed by Gloria Nord and
Musickers, comprising four rhythm, the bird bit.
Incidentally, some- Also selling strongly were "Day Mickey Meehan, the "1948 Skating
five saxes, three trumpets and three thing should be worked out to fill
Dreams," soloing Johnny Hodges' Vanities" tries to get away from
trombones, carry major burden of the void between the two routines, fine alto sax: Ellington's piano solo, stereotyped formula. Gone are the
the 60-minute show.
They teeoff while each separately step back- "Happy Go Lucky Local." wordless big ensembles of oilier editions, the
with sizzling arrangement of "Sum- stage lo don the props that go with vocalling of "Minnehaha" by Kay speed marathon wheel which almade audiences gasp. In
mertime" and for change of pace the main event
Right now the Davis and tenor sax workout by Al ways
segue into ballad, "She's Funny changeover is badly executed.
Sears on "Hiawatha."
Ray Nance, their place, of Course, are new ensembles staged by Russell Markert
That Way," with Calloway pepping
Miss Malina does a fine job trumpet, does vocal and dance comIn true Rockettes style he has .staged
up the vocal. Jonah Jones, saxist, Draping
a classy chasis in form-fit- edy on "Squeeze Me" for nice re
"
also chimes in for some hot licks.
Tyree Glenn rated same an effective "Grand Parade of the
ting black, she does a routine of sponse.
Calloway then brings on Count songs that may be described as a type of return with vibraphone solo Wooden Soldiers" and- a "Minstrel
Days" Finale. But in between these
and Countess Leroy.
Male does modified Betty Hutton. She mugs on"Melancholy Baby."
two displays, one being at the
some nifty dance routines on skates every lyric for all it s W o rth and had
That's a lot of music to crowd into
.start of the show and the other
atop miniature table, while femme
presentation but when it's done in
difficulty getting off on this show
at the end, Markert has failed to
partner in brief costume gyrates Some of her material
could be called the superior Ellington manner the
through an oriental routine to gar- questionable for theatres by some- response is great. Al Hibbler, blind compose any ensemble of superior
ner nice returns. Mary Louise, band one else's performance, but the way- vocalist, clicks with "Little Brown or r-xtraordinary value. The "Silver
and Gold" number is fair and only
vocalist, gives out with sultry vershe does it takes any putesifcla stint: Book," "Summer Time," "Shouldn't achieves
audience satisfaction besions of "My Desire" and "I Want from it.
Initial number is "There Happen to a Dream" and "It's Moncause of smart, costumes of Nat Karto Be Loved" to fair reception, givMust Be Someone For Me," which is day Every Day."
and Gloria Nord's performance.
ing way to the Berry brothers,
Coming on late after an hour of son
a bit too long, a Russian item, etc..
The "Braziliana" number, closing
whose expert and spectacular hoof- Topper is "When I Auditioned For Ellington music were Mantpn Morethe first part of the show, is put
ing, grabs the heaviest returns so far
the Harem of the Shah." |lt gets her land and his new partners, Haywood over by phosphorescent costumes,
in the session.
Lads have imagina- off big.
Jones and Martina D'Arcy. Trio had Melva Moreno's lively jumping and
tive routines and practically knock
Georgie Price plays Broadway to beg off at show caught after solid Billy Lee's excellent samba rhythms
themselves out to please.
But he delivery of comedy, dance and song. on skates. The second pai l of show
Calloway follows with his "Minnie. vaudfilmers sporadically.
b that' unquestionably labels Moreland's comedy and appearance starts with a very poor "Frankie and
the Moocher
ine
Moocner, " with maestro
m^taonvZi'
on vocal, ---o^ a j°
sells
se
big
"-s D1
and new partners, wno
who rere
6 ana
hiehlv
exnerienced
oerJohnny" barroom affair while the
fer
audience participation
stunt.
late Ben Carter, also pleased
Here his alt after ^is P-a«d
"Pretty Girl Is Like a Melody" enT
Follow with another sol d number. L.i, er„'
"-- —
%•
IXr
r
u- i
N.s.g.
was Jessye
Scott, singing
(which,
Bye Bye Blackbird
"theme
semble is actually a Jot of lost time
"I've Got a Gal Named NettiV "
apologize "Augie Is a Natural Man" and while waiting for another brilliant
wWch really sends them. Band's ""--dentally, he shouldn't his
She gets Nord display.. Markert and his protheme "Boogily-Woogily Pig."
arrangements are solid all the way for^ b y expiring that it's
on
piping
but lacks rhythm in ducers here forgot to give any emcouldn't go on without do- by
They're particularly a push-over and
Brog.
and ferp work.
,n S
u consists of mimicry
phasis to their production, limiting
with this audience.
entrances to single skaters, each one
Stump & Stumpy, ma.e hoofing «gg
*. ^TrTlheTinS
making the huge stage look too
4
•Tapilol.
3 W h
1
Ur <
i^elV^cTat^n
empty. Even though the girls are
ccStr^slepting in
spe r
wi, n
Washington, Sept. 12.
apings
the
subjects
of
and
his
nice
and the costumes interesting,
comedy which adds up for sock ap
John Calvert's "Magic and Models they prove, singularly and in turn,
leading up to the developevents
plause.
Edba.
ment of some of their styles. True Shew" (12), Sam Jack Kaujman's that it takes indeed a star of Miss
House Orch with Kay de Witt; Nord's quality to fill and take over,
or false, it's good stuff.
alone, such a big square ot roller
Huston
Price tees off with a takeoff on "Great Waltz" (M-G).
skating space. Markert's personal art
Jolson doing "April Showers," then
Boston. Sept. 12.
John Calvert's magic show is a comes out much better with "In A
one of Jessel with "My Mother's
Ted Wecms Orch, with Bob Ed- Arms." another of Eddie Cantor, dressy affair with nice looking gals Modern Mood
ensemble, where
wards, Shirley Edwards, Billy Blair; George M. Cohan. All are excellent; for background and a considerable skating choreography and costumes
The Colstons, Glen West, Tim Her- he has their mannerisms down pat. variety of tricks, but never seems to bring hefty salvos.
If "Vanities" are not as stron? as
bert, iKiss o] Death"' (20th).
One
Sandwiched in between is a rendi- reach its full potentiality.
probably is that Calvert in other years in big production
tion of "Carolina In the Morning." trouble
works with an off-hand casualness numbers, it is okay in specially
response.
Wood,
The new Ted Weems band, hypoed » *>" S^s
which loses the buildup given tricks numbers. The eight "Sleek Gentleby the sock disc sale of "Heart
by other magicians. Particularly in men." all in top hat and tails and
aches," made its debut here this
•IcffrrMOM. !¥. V.
ihe early stages of the 45-rhinute act. all magicians, contrib a very smart
week and while it doesn't drag in
_
Bavlos
Favne f Foster there is a "so what?" feeling about stunt which scores heavily with
the biz (school's in session, for one H 5ili Rrof h)
the crowds. "Three Craddocks, ex& Leo« several of the numbers.
S "P
He really clicks twice during the traordinary European acrobats, and
Pete
Ob^n,
lid Gold
'
qu\eferveTn.
neter vein.
the three Rudelis, both acts being
once with the audi
t6>- "Dear Ruth" (Par) "Dark performance
Weems m.c.'s easily, mtroing a big Orch
the only ones in the show who do
ence participation
narticioation hypnotism
hvonotism stunt;
stunt
Xsion"
MGM)
and
instrumentalists
list of vocalists,
and the second time with his well not perform on skates, are popular
acts in a comfortable manner. Band,
For laughs the
known finale in which he works new additions.
For the first time in many years
not heard any too much on its own.
Bowery Belles" number is also
apparently
Some horror into the act,
does "In a Little Spanish Town." and the RKO circuit has allotted a full sawing the head off a youth from :socko.
"
I Wo "der Who's Kissing Her Now." week of vaudeville in New York.
But the show still wins most of its
the audience and then appearing in
and sounds good if a little on the The circuit, which at one time ran an ape mask while he carries the laurels via technique of its stars,
mellow side. The rest is largely the Palace during vaude's golden "head" out lo the orchestra.
IMiss Nord, Mickey Meehan and
era, has renovated the Jefferson
background for vocalists, etc.
The audience participation, in blonde Eileen McDonnell.
Bob Edwards leads off with "The theatre in the heart of the Union which nine men are coaxed up on
To a reviewer "Vanities" may not
Night Is Young," "Mickey" and "Peg Square shopping district, and last the stage by the pretty gals, fea- seem as consistent, in its ensembles,
0' My Heart," getting a nice re- week installed vaudeville on a split tures such things as hypnotizing a as in other years.
It is, however,
sponse, and other band personalities week basis .with three changes of subject so that he cannot release his] still socko in solos and variety numclicking pretty generally are Glen shows weekly. Despite that, it's not hand from the floor. Calvert also bers. As far as audience reaction is
West with a comedy guitar specialty abandoning the double-feature policy claps his hand sharply and subjects concerned, it remains one of the
offering "A-Huggin' and A-Chalkin' " under which the house operated suc- have their feet skid under them and best skating extrtvaganzas around,
and "Cecelia"; Shirley Richards do- cessfully for many years,
fall to the stage floor.
land at times even more fascinating
However, instead of making the
ing "Do It the Hard Way" and ThaWl
Other routines include a levitation than its rivafice skating shows beMan of Mine Has Went"; Billy Blair Jefferson a showcase where acts ad
in which a gal apparently floats cause of the more difficult technical
^
on the bass in "The Martins and the could be shown to advantage, the j n a n a floating silver sphere which aspects,
Marc.
Coys," etc., 'n a comedy specialty, operation is along the tired nabe Calvert tosses around the stage and
and Elmo Tainner whistling "Nola" lines. .It's a pity too, inasmuch as which always comes back to him.
the difference of only a compara- the trick of Ipai ing up m-.i^yine
is
"Heartaches"'
and "Stardust."
Sv/ann Into Glass Hat
given a play in the routine, which lively small sum would make the pa^es and pulling "them together
again to make a complete page, a
Glass Hat of the Belmont Plaza
includes possibly too many musical Jcflerson an ace house.
numbers, but the audience stays] The only blgtime concept is con- -rhapsody in smoke." the trick of hotel. N.Y., is set to resume its fall
tamed in the booking, where talent- having lighted cigarettes appear one land winter policy next week when
with it.
Vaude specialties are standard, setter Dave Stern has sought out alter another.
in..™,,
rnmpriv n, al >i™ -,nd
The honV orchestra comes up with J,.,fr TayIor
Tim Herbert does nicely in eccentric some good acts. The letdown is m
Tavlnr i!n«T
n rV^ n
" s Thursday
" ne ope
presentation.
and a new singer. Kay de Witt who
Lighting
dancing; the Glenns, two boys and the
\
femme. excellent in aero stuff with orchestral backing are third rale, shows considerable promise and up.
.,
„,
J-,ulln R
winter months, he Glass
some sock lifts, and the Colstons in] The bookers and agents here to ptars likely to go places with her
of" popular " at »*» names occasionally, along
la burlesque on ballroom styles win gander acts will still have lo use «mno1h' presentation
with production numbers.
imagination to be able to gauge numbers.
Elie.
Loire.
good applause.
and register

.

,

ditties.

plenty of showmanfy treatment, and
vocal interludes by Melvin Seebode.
Jordan. &. Parvis, mixed duo, folColey
low with smart hoofery.
Worth and his femme partner contrib hokey comedy good for plenty
laughs and hearty bowoff.
Johnny Desmond in closing spot
comes on to nice reception. Youngsters gives out with smooth arrangements of "Juke Box," a novelty announced as an original: a medley of
"My Desire," "Mam'selle" and
"That's Why I Love You," "Guilty"
Bnrni.
and "Black Magic."

^
M

»t 1-^.

("Down

house orch have been brought up on
stage and allotted slot for a medley
of Cole Porter and Hoagy Car-

|

Jo?

with h.o. of
to Earth ") packs suffi-

Brief layout spotted
film

cient entertainment to make a pleasJoe Lombardi and
ing package.

!

\

«2),
Parv'ts,
Joe Loinbardi
(14) with Melvin See"Down to Earth" (Col).

&

House Orch

:

j
1

16.

Johnny Desmond, Coley Worth
Jordan

!

10

rS«m
Roxyettes

Baltimore, Sept.

EL

\

57

Hipp, Hallo

>

bS»^S:^

r

ballet.

which Miss Bowman is
"Walpurgis Night"
starred, is the
"Faust." Lawballet from Gounod's
rence Nickol. bass, and Paul Franke,
Finale, in

•

,

r

^bon^^nd^
^tSi»fel^
™
§ife^r^e
»
SJ se^SwiK l^t^lZdtA^

and winding ap

Bowman

aisled' alone

,,
„
,
Leonard Sues
takes the solo spot*'.th a^M'taWJoet rendition
of
Basin Street Blues" and "Blue
Prelude."
Sues also does neat job
of playing the show, which must oe
loud and yet melodic. The pitchmen are good for .repeat* 'bows
with their zany musical instrunrients

t

with a
getting underway
Tuban production number, following
the Rockettes, then going into
with

the

values. But to the audience, every
act goes over terrifically.
The act lineup, topped by Gene
Baylos is extremely good for a nabc
house and would have a good chance
of going over nicely in the producduction wise flossier theatres. The
show has balance,
considerable
variety and a degree of quality.
Openers are Edna, and Leon, a

hurriedly to replace the previous entr y and while " doesn't French hand-to-hand balancing turn,
!COme anywhere near stirring any which displays some fancy tricks.
Song department is handled by
it provides pleasant enough
Wynne Oberon, a flashy looking
«f blonde, who does a series of semilatter stems ^L*t£°2.i2Sl
from the talents of
*? c f^Sr
Georgie Price, a campaigner from. classics with a few colaratura twists,
way back who knows what to do on for hefty applause. Pete Ivory ema stage. Close behind him are the cees capably without taking a spot of
his own.
vocal antics of Luba Malina.
,
», ,
,
Other acts are standards with the
Em,c Mad
era S
cheslra *«*
Honey Bros. (3) showing nifty aero
?£
l he
uslc sl,"f
the preceding
°*
.
knockabouts, while Fayne and Fos£ rt ° oney b and. Comprising five ter, previously seen in key vauders,
-'

has
wifh

a parasol roiitinl.

Seam

"Mephisto" ballet.
fa
Otherwise, the show

i

r^

''i&^^wl^

and nthtr ^Llant
Edwards
My Heart" to form an effective of cking for the line girls second number,
oe

snides
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Music Hall, N. Y.

Patricia

Eili."
Tops
girl character

little
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that

.
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RKO,
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stint for

Elsa and

sock bowoff.

Waldo contrib

.

a sesh of

comedy terping that goes well,
though duo tend to stay on too long.
Highlight

is

their

controlled

roomology satirization.

Comedy

spot

is

held

Want, a switch from the

ball-

by Barney
fast patter

comics usually installed here. Cornfilled sesh gets fair
laugh returns.
Roland Twins are much improved
since last time around.
Lads do
neatly on "Glocca Morra," "Whiffen
Poof Song" and a special "Battle of
theBaritenes" SfTto nice response
Les Rhode house orch turns in
usual good job.
Lary.
.

|

^
.....

^ K«

—

!

(

'

.

!

Oriental,

CM

!
:

Chicago, Sept. 11.
Utsen & Johnson. Revue" with the
plchuien.
Gloria
Gilbert,
June
Johnson, Billy Young, Sha»i?ion bean,
Michael Edwards, J. C. Johnson,
f'raiifc Cook, Eddie Franklin, Shorty
Kenna, Leonard Sues and. Orch.
Roxyettes (16); "The Trespasser"
<Rep).

j

!

I

i

j

'

j

'

j

I

&

Johnson have been busy
for the last few vears in legit thea
tres and nightclubs, are back to
vaudeville,' with

zany, entertaining
package.
Comics do everything in
the book and the packed house attests to the fact that good old burlesque routines, refurbished a bit,
still bring on the belly
laugh.

Snow, which runs almost an hour

nnd a half, starts off as noisy as
Possible with frantic testing of mikes
.,

a great orchestral production

num-
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Concert Season Looks Promising;

season— which was the best

Louis Seeks B'way
Hits for

1948 Stock

St. Louis, Sept. 16.

in con-

and

book by Stephen Longstreet; choreography, Jerome Bobbins; settings, Oliver Smith; costumes. Miles White.
Opened at
Directed by George Abbott.

started Friday (12)

Forrest theatre, Philadelphia, Sept. 15. 'it.
Phil Silvers
Harrison Floy
Nanette Fabray
Sarah Longstreet
-..Clay Clement
General Longstreet
Paul Godliln
Uncle Willy

There will be previews for a week, starting Saturday
Biltmore, N. Y.
This is Finklehoffe's first dramatic production although he's pre(20).
sented several name vaudeville shows on Broadway, such as "Show
He has also formed his own film producetc.
Time,"
Time," "Laugh
Play, by Ruth and
ing company, planning to screen "Heiress" himself.
Augustus Goetz, was tried out on the road last year by Oscar Serlin,
Square," but was dropped.
"Washington
title,
original
under its

Philadelphia, Sept.

Municipal Theatre Assn. is-already
"What remains to be
for Broadway hits to be preseen is how the percentage dates angling
sented in its al fresco theatre in
make out.
during the 1948 stock
These percentage dates are 25% ot Forest Park
season. Shows sought are "Song of
the business. But they are the drawNorway," "Up In Central Park,"
ing cards of the business,, the cream
and "Briganames that local managers and audi- "Carousel," "Oklahoma"
ences seek first. Business is still doon."
"Oklahoma!" will not be available
good, says one manager, if Lily Pons,
for instance, draws $4,000 instead of for stock presentation until 1950.
$6,000 for a date. The question in
Manager Paul Beisman of the
impresarios' minds is— is the public Municipal Theatre Assn. last/ week
going to buy all the top seats as be- headed a delegation of the organifore, to constitute a sellouts or will zation's biggies to Washington, put
they buy the cheaper seats instead, the convincer on execs of the Nabecause of other economic factors. tional Housing Expediter and won
This factor remains to be seen, and the green light for $400,000 worth of
will answer the mystery of percent- improvements for the al fresco playage date returns. At worst, one con- house in Forest Park.
cert

Monte Proser and Joseph Kipnesa production (in association with the Shuborts)
Styne
of musical. Music and lyrics by Jule

Bill Doll, p.a. for the forthcoming play, "The Heiress," pulled an u«u
usual stunt in a deal with Clem Perry, supervisor for Rugoff & Becker
owners of the Sutton, N. Y. filmhouse. As a result, the latter is running
a trailer for the Fred Finklehoffe production of the drama.
Sutton
"I Know Where, I'm Going," starring
is presenting the English film,
Wendy Hiller, who will also play the lead in. "The Heiress." Trailer

High Button Shoes

Percentage Dates the Vital Factor
Unlike gloomy predictions in otheH
branches of the entertainment field,
a
St.
the concert business anticipates
good season. Managers claim there
Book-f
is no sign of a recession yet.
last
ings, they say, are the same as
history.

in the U. S. last year— the Original
Ballet Russe, Ballet Russe de Monte
Carlo, and. Ballet Theatre—but this

Graham

Martha
tive,

Co.,

of

the eight-week

.

Sid Cedric Hardwicke, directing the J. B. Priestley play, "An Inspector
Calls," now in rehearsal for Broadway, 'was originally set to stage the
British production, at the playwright's request, when Hollywood commitments,, interfered. Basil Dean then stepped in, and production was put on
by the Old Vic Co. for a run starting last fall at New theatre, London,
»with Sir Ralph Richardson starred.
Play is being offered here by the new .producing firm of Courtney Burr
and Lassor Grosberg. This is first try for latter, who is 23, a Harvard grad
and Boston investment banker. During the war he worked on Stars and
Stripes in Europe, and wrote radio scripts for Army use. Burr has done
many Broadway shows, most recent having been the short-lived "Little
Brown Jug" in March, 1946. Melville Cooper, Frieda Inescourt and Rene
Ray will be featured in the Broadway production, which also includes
John Buckmaster and John Merivale. Try out opens Oct. 7 in Boston with
N. Y. premiere Oct. 21.

.

.

Philly had one of its now very
infrequent musical preoms here tonight (15) when the Monte Proser-

'

Shoes," bowed in at the Forrest,
First-night audience, with a large
contingent from New York, seemed
unduly enthusiastic at times, but
show looks to have moderate chances
of winning a Broadway spot for itUnlike "Bloomer Girl" and
self.
"Central Park," its two predecessors
in the now-popular nostalgic school,
however, it showed plenty of ragged
spots at the opening and will take a
good deal of fixing, especially as to

book and in Act 1.
Score by Jule Styne and

George Coulouris will be doing his first singing role in "Bonanza Bound,"
Green-Betty Comden-Saul Chaplin musical which Paul Feigay
and Oliver Smith, in association with Herman Levin, will preem Nov. 20
in New Haven. Charles Friedman was pacted last week to stage the show,
Betty Lou Barto, Nancy Walker's
with Jack Cole doing the dances.
younger sister, will be making her debut in this production. Show's book,
based on the 1898 Gold Rush, will play the Forrest, Philadelphia, for three
weeks after New Haven.
Production is budgeted at $175,000, considered low these days for a
musical. Producer Feigay claims production is being simplified, without a
frame drop in the show, etc. Most of the production money has been raised.

the. Adolph

Sammy

Cahn is standout although quite a
at present put over as well as they could be.
"Papa, Won't You Dance With Me"
and "I Still Get Jealous" are the two
real show-stoppers, outside of the
few of the numbers are not

•

"Papa." Latter is the surprise hit of
the occasion, although not so surprising to the gang here who remembered him in "No, No, Nanette."
"Papa, Won't You Dance With Me"
is a lively polka that everybody's
whistling going out, and "Jealous"
has nice melody and permits Miss
Fabray and McCauley to do a swell
softshoe dance.
Silvers is a capable comic but not
too inventive, and the full-length
Comedy role sags him down a bit.
Then, too, it's a shame he can't at
least sing well enough to put across
his three or four comedy numbers.
As it is, he doesn't spot or emphasize
some of the rather clever lyrics understandingly. Joey Faye is more or
less routine as his stooge.
Original story by Stephen Long-

Lu-

Mass.

May Tour

"Girl"

Pittsburgh, Sept. 16.

Fred Burleigh, back from summer
at Cohasset, Mass., to launch new
ing the big concert managements for season at Playhouse, may have to
reduced symphonic ensembles or alter plans for opener due to the
sinfoniettas. Such small 30-musician possibility that Playwrights' Co. may
groups as the St. Louis Sinfonietta, withdraw rights to "Dream Girl"
the Daniel Saidenberg Sinfonietta, from Little Theatre groups. There's
street, on which libretto is flimsily
are filling the bill. What managers still a chance that Lucille Ball, who based, gets lost much of the time,
also like about this trend is that the was a sensation in the Elmer Rice and stifl more of it will probably
small groups are trailblazers for full comedy on strawhat circuit, may be have to be thrown overboard, alwhich
ap
fall,
in
town's
in
the
though for length show is okay, with
available later
symphonies, whetting a
petite and laying the groundwork for event she'll go on tour in "Girl" for opening running from 8:45 to 11:10.
Substitution of more spontaneous and.
Playwrights.
such eventualities.
funnier material rather than cutting
The play had been scheduled by is the need.
'

Burleigh for his 1947-48 inaugural,
In event it isn't
starting Oct. 10.
IN
"Late
available, he'll open with
George Apley," which had been
CHI
slated for last spring, but was canChicago, Sept. 16.
Celled when "Hasty Heart" develBenefit performance of "Tristan oped into such a hit it was held over
and Isolde" Now, 16, for the pension for couple of extra weeks.
fund of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, led to solution of one touchy
Jennerstown Extends Season
problem last w«ek, but the solution
Pittsburgh, Sept. 16.
may lead to another snarl.
Because of its biggest b.o. season
Snag turned up when Artur Rodin history, Mountain Playhouse in
zinski, new conductor of the symJennerstown, Pa., will renearby
the
phony, threatened to call off
main open for the remainder of the
deal unless Kirsten Flagstad was
month and may extend into October.
signed as Itolde. This ultimatum
was forced to add an antripped off a chain reaction of back- Strawhat
nex this year, increasing capacity
tracking, but fast.
and has still been
In the belief that she held only by nearly 100,
turning them away.
temporary permit and
not

FLAGSTAD

MIDDLE

OPERA DATE

ON

-

a

full

was
a
member of the American Guild

of Musical Artists, backers looking
for an out consulted
counsel
Iry Myers on the Wagnerian's eligi-

AGMA

bility

work

to

checked

AGMA's

date.
Myers
Chicago office and

'the

learned the diva had joined up

last

week and was free to appear Nov.
16. This announcement already has
prompted strong protests by local
AGMA members, who object to
Mine. Flagstad because of her wartime record and her late husband's
Several members of the chorus
are reported as saying they'll re
fuse to appear on the same stage as
the diva.
Her last Chi concert
brought out large groups of pickets,
but attendance was good.

Todd

Chi Huddle
B'way Play Details

in

On

Nostaglia here, of course, is not of
such bid vintage as some of its predecessors. Time is 1913, with action
in New Brunswick, N. J., and Atlantic City. Latter setting in second
act has one of Jerome Robbins' topnotch ballets, a spoof of the old Mack
Sennett bathing girl and Keystone
Kop routine. It's too long right now
but plenty funny, and clever, too.
picnic dance, perhaps not ambitious enough to be called a ballet, is
another asset in Act 1, which needs
plenty of help.
Mark Dawson and Lois Lee handle the romantic interest and have
two of the show's runnerup songs,
"You're My Girl" and "Next to Texas

A

|

Maurice Evans' revival of Shaw's "Man and Superman," Opening tonight (Wed.) in New Haven, has been done in N. Y. only twice before,
both times with Robert Loraine as lead.
Charles Dillingham produced
it first in 1905; Liebler
Co. second in 1912.
Both times it played
the Hudson.
Show opens at the Alvin, N. Y. Oct. 8. The N. Y. engagement may not extend beyond the holidays, however, as Evans has
booked a tour to the Coast and back, through next July.
Dodd, Mead is getting out a special edition of the play in book form,
in October, with scene pix from the Evans production.
Evans, incidentally, pulled something unusual' in announcing the New Haven
and Boston engagements for the show in his New York ads.

&

Tennessee Williams arrived Monday (15) in New York for the production of his new play, "A Streetcar N^amed Desire."
Elia Kazan,
who'll stage it, returned a couple of weeks ago from Hollywood, where
he directed "Gentleman's Agreement," from the Laura Hobson bestseller,

for Darryl F.

Zannuck.

•

Marlon Brando is set for the lead in "Streetcar," succeeding John
who was originally announced for the part. Irene Selznick
producing the show. Williams has had two previous plays on Broadway, "Glass Menagerie" and "You Touched Me."

Garfield,
is

holds nothing for films. Apparently ing cast, "Wonder" would be really
the play is meant to convey some tough to -take. Although Massey is
of message, but actually no onstage for practically the entire
problem is solved- mainly because show, he is given only a fair chance
none is clearly presented.
to display his intrinsic .thesp ability.
There's an analogy here somewhere
Everett Sloane, playing an imbetween the clown who always aginary
character as Massey's mind,
wanted to play tragedy and the ob- makes a satisfactory alter
ego. Meg
vious desire of Donald Ogden Stew- Mundy,
another imaginary character,
art, better known as a scripter of
has an ethereal quality quite in keeplighter-type diversion, to get some- ing with
the part. Carol Goodner's
thing off his chest.
Now that he interpretation
of
the
professor's'
has done so, he probably feels better, wife is
good, as are other contributinasmuch as his effort is a sincere ing roles.
one. but the feeling was not shared
A striking rooftop setting, with a
by the' premiere audience of "How
huge
cyclorama, gives an assist to
I Wonder."
To many of the puzzled
patrons, the play's handle was more the staging of Garson Kanin.
Bone.
than just a title it was an actual
condition.
Show got off on the
wrong foot by being advance-billed

sort

.

—

as a comedy, which it is anything
I Love You." Miss Lee is attractive
but.
but very light as to voice. Miss FaIn his attempt to lay bare the soul
bray, in addition to two numbers
of\a modern scientist in his search
noted, supplies charm, talent and
for the truth, Stewart has written
clicks in all departments. Clay Clemapproximately two-thirds of a play.
little to do and
Mountain Playhouse has been in ent is "Gramp," with
In
several instances, he lets imporone unnecessary Civil War recita- tant followup
operation for the last decade, resummaterial fall into the
tion,- well enough done but out of
ing last summer after three-year place. Best of the dancers are Ar- category of unfinished business. For
wartime layoff. Producer is James thur Partington, Sondra Lee, Jac- example, his- central character, an
astronomy professor with liberal
Stoughton and James McAllan the queline Dodge' and Raul Celada.
ideas, hints vaguely at the college
Oliver Smith's settings are very
Stoughton and his sister,
director.
trustees' desire to "shut him up"—
Louise Maust^ also operate profitable neat and so are Miles White's cos- but the audience never learns what
tumes.
eating place, the Green Gables, in
With an accomplished veteran like he has been saying. Again, he
connection with the theatre.
speaks
of refusing to play ball with
George Abbott at the helm show
the
higher-ups, and again, the matshortly
shape
should be rounded into
but it may still miss out for lack of ter of what the higher-ups want
a Bobby Clark as comic inspiration. him to do is kept secret from the
Mpls. Starting Off
Right now show belongs to the song cash customers A buildup to an imBig Schedule writers, to the dance department pending verbal clash between sthe
and to Miss. Fabray and McCauley prof and a capitalistic trustee ends
Minneapolis, Sept. 16.
up a complete dud as the second act
Waters.
Although the local legit season at
curtain comes down just as the two
the remodeled Lyceum gets one of
are about to lock horns.
its latest starts, it begins with more
At no time does the astronomer
I
actually declare himself as he osbookings definitely set at the outset
New Haven, Sept. 11.
than at any time in recent years
(Ruth Gordon and Garaon Kaitin with cillates between contemplation of
Initial attraction is Don Cossack Victor Samrock and William Fields! pro- the heavens and contemplation of
duction of comedy-drama in three acts by^ his
wavering theories
on
the
chorus for one-nighter Oct. 17, fol- Donald Ogden Stewart. Stars Raymond*
brotherhood of man. For the most
lowed by two-day stand of Ballet Massey; features Everett Sloane. Carol part, his aims and ideals are about as
Goodner. Directed by Garson
set
Theatre and then Ina Claire in "The and lighting, Donald Oenstager;Knnln;
costumes. nebulous as some of the heavenly
Other Helene Pons. Opened at Shubert, New- bodies he gazes at.
Fatal Weakness" Oct. 20-23.
r

With

collaborationism.

How

Wonder

'47; $;i.fS0 lop.
Chicago, Sept. 16.
attractions include "State of the Haven, Sept. 11,
Prof. Lemuel Stevenson. .Raymond Massey
Life of the Irish poet, Tom Moore, Union," "Harvey," Blackstonc. "All An unusual character. *. .Ewrelt Sloane
Henry Jones
looks set for December or January My Sons," "Another Part of the Walter Smith
Cliff Saunders
John Marriott
Broadway production, with Mike Forest,'' "Lady Windermere's Fan," Margaret Stevenson ........ Carol Goodner
Bethel Leslie
Todd producing. Play, written by "Alice in Wonderland," "Annie Get Christina Stevenson....
George Drummond.
.ftyroii Mctirnth
former Chicago Sun columnist Your Gun." "The Firefly," "Call Me Dr.
Hiller
...John Kweel
Meg Mundy
W. A. S. Douglas, is being revised Mister," "Song of Norway" and Lisa..
AYyrley Birch
now, and casting will start next Maurice Evans in "Man and Super- Henry Harkrider
man". Manager Leo Murray also
month.
This pseudo -comedy looms as a
Todd was in town last week to has hopes of getting "Carousel'' after doubtful entry, mass appeal being
its Chicago run.
confer with Douglas.
completely discounted.
Production
. ,

-

. . . .

>

.

Joseph Kipness tuner, "High Button

Huntington operated the Spa theatre on a rotating guest-star arrangement with his strawhat companies in Boston and Cambridge,

Ball

ce

;

i

,

season was the

weak $2,900 attracted by Bela
gosi in "Arsenic and Old Lace."

Lucille

J

dance numbers and ballets, and both
are handled by Nanette Fabray, costarred with Phil Silvers, and Jack
Disappointment McCauley, personable vet who plays

Humphrey- Christopher Bean."

Another manager sees a new trend
towards group programs on the road,
manifest in the call from small towns
Such
symphonic ensembles.
for
small cities, with taste for good music
developed by records and the radio,
without the means for a symphony
orchestra of their own, or even the
funds to book a full symphony orchestra on their regular concert
series because of the cost, are ask-

>-*>'s

Jack McCauley
Johnny Stewart
Stevle
Tom Glennon
Coach
William David
Anderson.
.,
,
V. .Nathaniel Prey
. .
Brown
Bettors.... .George Speldtn, Harold l.em.ns
Dancers: Jacqueline Dodge, Arthur Partington, Sondra Lee, Raul Celada

Saratoga, N.Y., Sept. 16.
John Huntington, closing his first
season as producer at the Spa Summer Theatre, announced plans to return next season.

last season.

|

Gallagher

Henry Longstreet

Huntington Returning to Spa

Co., etc.— woVt be as "acnot having the bookings they

Weidman

and will run indefinitely. Filmhouse will get program mention, lobby display, etc. in return from the legiter.
"Heiress," directed by Jed Harris, will open cold Sept. 29 at the

Mark Dawscn
•!>»>', Fnye

•

Fran..

season there are two, the first named
being abroad. In addition, two novEdward Everett Horton was the
elty dance troupes, the Jooss Ballet season's top grosser, with abojit $6,and the Trudi Schoop Co., will not 800 for "Springtime for Henry."
return. The modern dance groups
ZaSu Pitts drew $4,200 in "The Late

had

Helenc

Nancy

It'll be ready for the teeoff of the
opening of the 30th consecutive season next June.

There were three majors competing

15.

Sammy Cnhn;

Hubert
Pontdue

;

manager anticipates a
servative
slight falling off in biz this year—
say, 5% or 10%. No more.
One manager sees, as a wholesome
factor in the biz, the decline* in the
number of touring ballet troupes.

Inside Stuff-Legit

Town

Plays Out of

On

the basis of the above, Stewhave to bring his celestral
down to earth; otherwise,

art will

scrivening

in all probability,

morticians

Broadway's drama

will inter his play in
theatrical terra firma with some
such epitaph as "Massey's in de

Benchwarmnr

Detroit, Sept.

9.

and Joel W. Schenker procomedy by Paul Gerard Smith.
Wheeler: features Jed Prouty.
Staged by Charles Horrell: settings; Frederick Fox.
At .Lafayette theatre, Detroit,
Alex Yokel

duction of
Kiars Bert

Kept.

T,

'47.

Roger
John

Bert Wheeler
.led Prouty

Maud Wallace

ISlmlra

Galahad

Barton

Charily

Jeanne Jerrenw
....Ben Laughlin
Harold GraU
joe Brown, Jr.
Glenn Coulter

Sam Cutaway
Mr. Kinney
Charlie
ID.xpressnui n

"Benchwarmer"

Hepburn
Ryan

.Sue

Emily

is

a.

well-staged

and well-acted homespun comedy
which, for the most part, is well written also. With some strengthening
of the opening act, this play might
have some chances for success.
Bert Wheeler, who plays his part
straight without trading on his. established film and vaude personality,
is cast in role of a wistful little fel-

low with a big heart. Play's action revolves around the hopes and disappointments of his family after a
tramp, whom he's befriended, leaves
him a supposed fortune. The trunk
in which the fortune is contained
turns out to be full of poker chips
and .Wheeler goes happily back to
his

benchwarming. Wheeler

registers

with a solid comic characterization,
despite the handicap of some childish lines.

Jed Prouty turns in a neat performance as Wheeler's brother, who
sympathizes with his manner ol
cold, cold ground."
living but has to keep up with the
Mentioning Massey, incidentally, torrid pace of his wife. Sue Ryan
brings up the fact that without his also registers solidly in her. scenes
play-acting skill, together -with the with Wheeler, as does Maud Wallace,
accomplishments of a good support- as the peeved lady of the house.
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New Season Nat Redly So
Number of

Douglas Mutes

Dire;

To

Hits to Tell the Story

legit picture this fall, lacklus-

The

has seemed to date,
tre though
as gloomy a situation, accord-

Longhair and Baseball Give

isn't

Max Wylie a Theme for Play

Max Wylie, whose "The Greatest
of These" was tried out on the road
thus far on
one show has opened
spring,
last
is collaborating with
Broadway (and already closed). Two Frank Wilson on a comedy about the
Only four concert business. It'll be called
tryouts died out of town.
more new entrants are slated for "Opus 10" and will make an analogy
between the longhair music field arid
this month.
But a check of last year's record professional baseball, treating both
shows only six productions trying as pure business enterprises rather
tone than art, on the one hand, and sport
September
in
Broadway
on
out
them a revival), and five of them on the other. Wilson has written

Equity Okays Text of Loyalty Oath;

Los Angeles, Sept. 16.
Melvyn Douglas called off his
plans to star in "A Bell for Adano,"
as opener of the winter season for

'

of

sixth

was

chiefly for radio heretofore.
Wylie's
other
completed play,
"Everywhere a Chick Chick," a
comedy a b o u t psychoanalysis and
progressive education, is in the
hands of Paul Douglas, who plays
the lead in "Born Yesterday," at the

and
the month ("Happy Birthday ")
18 Lyceum, N. Y.
the first smash not until Novr
("Joan of Lorraine").
sical

The

smash didn't show up

first

Douglas would like

mu- Max Gordon, producer

until Jan.

10 ("Finian's Rainbow"). Altogether,
there were only 12 successful pro-

ductions staged last season between

of "Yesterday," to do the Wylie play as a next
vehicle for him.
Meanwhile, Wylie has given permission for an undisclosed author to
revise his "Greatest of These," transferring the locale from India to con-

Labor Day and New Year.
Lined up for this month are "I
temporary Palestine.
Gotta Get Out," opening Sept. 25;
"Pur Lan'," "The Heiress" and "How
"ComI Wonder." Next month brings
mand Decision," "Music In My
Heart," "Under The Counter," "Dear
Judas," "High Button Shoes," "Duet
For Two Hands;" "The Big People,"
VMan and Superman" and "Allegro."
Later in October such plays as

"An Inspector

Mary

Hunter,

who was

882's lftG Assist

To N, Y. C. Symph

The

announced as director of the book
And although some of these may of the forthcoming musical, "High
stay out longer than scheduled, for Button Shoes," has retained William
polishing or revisions, the outlook is Fitelson, of the law firm of Fitelson

now

in

its

eral hits

proposal to adopt a loyalty oath %vas
made at last week's council session

of

by E. John Kennedy (not Arthur
Kennedy, as reported last week) and
seconded by Elliott Nugent. However, Alan Hewitt pointed out that

attractions,

the

I

tarian line.
When that portion of the constitution was read to the meeting, Nu-

j

is
reported to have "stated,
"That's all right with me." whereHewitt offered a resolution
calling for an oath along those lines.
That was the resolution adopted by
,he council last week over the negative vote of three members. As a
result Kennedy and Nugent were
naTrre"d~a7^pecial committee to draft
the actual wording of the oath, after
consultation with the union's legal

upon

Mllf»1/>nl

Musical
lfllluivfll

.

I

:

|

Sam Moore and John Whedon.

This season, however, the musi- radio writers on the Coast, have
cians' local increased the cost of completed the book of a new musical
orchestra rehearsals from $5 to $7.50 comedy satirizing contemporary pola man. This raised the orchestra's itics.
It's
tabbed "Hell Bent for
cost so, according to Paul Moss, man- Election" and has a score by Robert
aging director, "it was a question of Emmett
lyrics
by
Dolan
and
getting more help or discounting the Johnny Mercer.
orchestra." Union's 10G donation is
Whedon is in New York to repreall the more unusual, because Local
sent the other authors in dealings
802 gave the City Center $5,000 a
for the Broadway production of the
year ago as a gift to help its overall
Moore was also east .but
show.
activities (opera, orch, etc.). The replaned back Monday night (15) o
hearsal rate remains $7.50.
While in New York.
the Coast.
Center's orchestra, directed by Moore, as national president of the
Leonard Bernstein, consists of 75 Radio Writers Guild, participated in
men, who play for the opera per- current negotiations with the netfor a minimum basic contract
for scripters.

department.

The portion of the Equity constitution defining Communist or Fascist
affiliation is in Article 2, Section 12,
reading as follows:
"Any person who is a member ol
id) any of the parties, organizations
forth .„ thjs subdivi .
or
sjon A whatever may be the official
Ues> or _
,e
or name of such
ganization or groups> to wit , the
Communist Party o{ lne soviet

^

,

j

m

,

|

Unjon the Nationa i Socialist Party
of Germany> tne Fascist Party of

,

I

works

Until they quit to devote themselves to writing "Hell Bent." Moore
and Whedon were the writers of
They
"The Great Gildersleeve."
have no immediate plans beyond arranging a production of the musical
Dolan, a composer and
comedy.
orchestra director, is active in radio
j
1

and pictures, and

last

worked on

Broadway

as orchestra conductor of
"Louisiana Purchase." Mercer is active in pictures and does guest dates
in radio.

'GENTLEMAN' BACKING
Jules

Leventhal

J.

necessary

the

j

U S->

.

,

,

!

;

j

j

LEVENTHAL SUPPLIES

CAFE

,
y> the Communis t p ar ty of the
01
any political subdivision.;
thereof, or (2) of parties, organizations and groups which have adoptcd resolutions or platforms presently
in force declared by the Council of
this Association to be inimical to
and conflicting with the best interests of this Association and of its
legitimate purposes, and who retains
such membership in any such party,
organization or group for a period
of (30) thirty days after the Council
,of this Association shall have determined (at a special meeting held exclusively for such purpose) that such
a party, organization or group is
inimical to the best interests of this
Association and its legitimate purposes and shall be given notice of
such determination to the membership according to the provisions of
the Constitution.
"Any person who publicly, knowingly or wilfully advocates, advises,
teaches or abets the doctrine, duty,
necessity, desirability or propriety
of overthrowing the Government of
the U.S. or of any State or political
subdivision thereof by force, violence or unlawful means."
Understood that there was an attempt to have the wording of the re-

Ua

j

j

supplied

has

backing

"The

for

Gentleman from Athens." so Martin
Gosch will go ahead with the production -of the Emmet Lavery play,
with Sam Wanamaker staging and
Anthony Quinn in the title part. It
may be necessary to set back the
start of rehearsals and rearrange
the
the
out-of-town tryout and
Broadway preern. But the show will quired oath include actual reference

—

•

i

i

go into production about Oct.
Leventhal as silent partner.

'

|

1

with

For a time it appeared that "Gentleman" would have to be indefinitely postponed, or possibly abandoned, as $46,500 of backing was
withdrawn after the play was attacked by Mrs. Lela Rogers, mother
of
Ginger Rogers, on a "Town

broadcast.

She

said

to a

number

of allegedly

Communistic or Fascistic organizations. That move was defeated, however, on the ground that no such
condemnation should be marie by the
council except after "a special meet-

I

Meeting"

name

by

i

hits.

as

constitution,

other groups following either totali-

j

m

V/Wlrtf
kjvl lUl
r

by receipts from
like ballet and

Thomas tour, sent seven artists to
employment and supply more invest- Day, as they did in "Father."
Bretaigne Windust, who staged Australia this summer, twice as
ment returns than a dozen flopolas.
Therefore, experienced showmen, are "Father," is now in Hollywood on a many as ever went out there from
the
have
will
but
the U. S. in one season. Others were
contract,
Warner
not particularly concerned at the
slim entry list of the season thus "Mother" directorial assignment if Vivien della Chiesa. Claudio ArraU,
Simon Barere. Isaac Stern, Herta
far. They're watching for the per- he is available at that time. Serlin
and Miklos Gafni.
Glaz
"Father."
produced
also
centage of

association's

amended several years ago, already
forbids Communist or Fascist affiliation by a council member, and even
provides a method of designating

I

gent

_

GROUP WANTS TO
ON

number

a

Moore, Whedoa

—

BUY

wrote

fourth

year, has had an annual deficit of
between $25,000 and $30,000. Last
season expenses for orchestra and
house were $80,141.48, receipts were

in the past

it

aware> of the

j

McGowan

& Mayers, in a claim against the
according to observers, for sev
show's producers. Monte Proser arid
among these entries.
Another aspect of the legit situa Joseph Kipness. Miss Hunter alleges
breach of contract. Understood no
tion is the growing number of rescheduled, with possibility action is to be taken until after the
vivals
production opens in New York. The
that last year's record total of 24
premiere is skedded for the week of formances as well. Moss still main(t wice that of t he previous season)
~
tains a $2 top for'the orch concerts,
might be approached. Reason being Oct.-6-atHlTC-Centary,-NrY.TMiss Hunter is said to have been he said, despite rising costs. This
lack
given-, is the same as last year's
to stage the book of "Shoes" fall, the Center installed 333 extra
of sufficient new scripts. Last week signed
John Wildberg decided to bring for a fee of $2,000. plus a percentage seats in the second balcony, to be
"Anna Lucasta" back to New York, of the gross over a certain figure. sold at 50c for concerts. Addition of
where it will open next Monday (22) However, after she had put in con- seats, incidentally, brings the casiderable preliminary, work on the pacity of the house Over 3,000.
at the National. Michael Myerberg,
Orchestra will give 10 pairs of
impressed by the success of " ZaSu script and laying out the direction,
Proser and Kipness signed George concerts this fall, as it did last year.
Pitts in "The Late Christopher Bean"
handle the overall staging This year, however, a soloist has
in the strawhats this summer, will Abbott to'
the under- been engaged for every concert pair,
revive the comedy with Miss Pitts of the production, with
and Guy Kibbee, for a run starting standing that he was to bring in these being Isaac Stern, Samson
some additional financing.
Francois, Tossy Spivasky, Arnold
Oct. 20.
The producers are reported to Eidus, Nan Merriman, Jennie TouRevivals Coming:
have offered $500 to Miss Hunter to rel, Ella Goldstein and Ellabelle DaThe Theatre Guild plans to resettle her claim. Henry Jaffe is at- vis.. Season opens Sept. 22. Although
vive Bernard Shaw's "You Never
torney for Proser and Kipness.
concerts are given in pairs Mondays
Can Tell." Already in tryout is
and Tuesdays, the' opening week's
Shaw's "Man and Superman," with
second concert will be given on
Maurice Evans. Katharine Cornell LEGIT
Wednesday instead of Tuesday, due
is reviving "Anthony and Cleopatra."
to the Jewish holyday, Yom Kippur.
The New Opera Co. is restoring
N.
Y.
Switch is unusual in music circles.
IN
"Topaze," with Oscar Karlweis. GerCharles
Herd,
trude Lawrence is mulling a revival
Syndicate headed by
of "Tonight at 8:30," under John C. a New York promoter, is considerWilson's auspices. Paula Stone and ing purchase of Maxim's, cafe in J. C. Thomas' Antipodes
Michael Sloane want to bring back East 55th street. N. Y., but has
"Louisiana Purchase," with William turned down the original asking
Tour's All-Time High;
Gaxton, Vera Zorina and Irene Bor- price of $50,000.
Herd's group is understood to be
doni from the original cast.
250G for 36 Concerts
biggest Broadway
Other contemplated revivals in- in on four of the
reseasons,
the
few
last
John Charles Thomas is back in
clude "Camille," with Judith Evelyn; hits of the
"Life with Father" and the U. S. after a concert tour of
Actors Lab Co. in "Volpone;" Len- cently-closed
the
St.
"Oklahoma!"
at
Australia and New Zealand, in which
nox Robinson's "The Far-OrT Hills" the current
Rainbow," at the he hung up an all-time b. o. record
and "The White-Headed Boy;" Jean James: "Finian's
Opening in MelStreet, and "Brigadoon," at the in the Antipodes.
Dalrymple's production of "Green 46th
bourne May 17 and closing in AuckZiegfeld.
Pastures;"
Theatre,
Inc.'s
"The
land Aug. 11, baritone did 36 conChangeling;" Frank Satenstein and
certs, for gross of £55.811. At presRichard Kollmar staging "The Last
exchange, this
rate
of
ent low
life With Mother' Set
Mile,' with Canada Lee; Theodore
amounts to $187,000, but is equivalent
Adolphus'
production
"Girl
of
For March Det. Debut to $250,000 in sense of local buying
Crazy;" Jose Ferrer in "Richard HI,"
of the pound.
power
and the American Repertory Theatre
"Life With Mother." second installSinger gave nine concerts each in
in 'Ghosts," "The Wild Duck" and
ment in the annals of the Clarence Melbourne and Sydney, two in
"Rjmeo and Juliet." The Donald Day family, will open a tryout Adelaide, three in Brisbane, five in
Wolfit British repertory troupe that March 29. at the Cass, Detroit. The
Auckland, four in Wellington, two
accounted for five of last season's engagement, will be limited to four
in Christchurch, one in Dunedin,
revivals, plans to revisit New York weeks, after which the comedy will
and one in Hobart. Tasmania, singwith another group of revivals.
be withdrawn and revised, if neces- ing to a total of 89.600 people. HoIn any case, it has been pointed sary, for presentation on Broadway bart gross was double that of any
out, the relative activity of any sea- the following fall.
Average gross in
previous artist.
son depends not so much on the
Howard Lindsay and Russel New Zealand was $6,500; in Auswho adapted "Life With tralia, $5,000.
total number of productions as it Crouse,
New
original
the
does upon the quantity of successful Father" from
Tait & Co.. Aussie management
shows. A string of flops may bring Yorker sketches by Clarence Day, which handled him there, claimed
about a high production figure, but it Jr., have blocked out the sequel and Thomas could have done twice as
doesn't keep theatres lighted, pro- are about ready to write the dialog. many concerts as he did. but vet
vide profitable employment to the They expect the actual writing to singer needed a rest. The day bePreliminary fore he left he sang in a free broadtalent or managerial end of the busi- take a month or so.
ness, offer satisfactory entertainment production will be started by Oscar cast in Auckland, as a farewell gesto the public or repay investors.
Serlin this winter. Lindsay and his ture.
will again
Stickney,
Dorothy
Marks Levine. v.p. of National Conwife,
On that basis, one solid hit will
draw more attendance, create more play the roles of Clarance and Mrs. cert & Artists Corp. who booked the
fair,

In essence,
is

<

this

orchestra,

visiting

originally

association's council.

straight plays before going to Metro
season of the years ago. Miss Dixon's last BroadN. Y. City Symphony concerts at way appearance was in "Between
City Center, N. Y., which were in the Devil." Ferrer starred last seajeopardy for a time due to increased son in his own revival of "Cyrano
announced
costs, was assured last week by a de Bergerac." It had been
donation of $10,000 cash from Local that he would play the title part this
pro802, American Federation of Musi- season in Guthrie McClintic's
cians. The union made the volun- duction of "Richard III." He is curtary contribution after a committee rently in Hollywood to play the
from the Center called on it to ex- Dauphin in the Ingrid Bergman picture, "Joan of Lorraine."
plain its predicament.

Continuation

legit.

Circle" are due.

,

Musical Due This Winter

Jack McGowan, scenarist and for- states that the signer

and songsmith Equity constitutional provisions on
playwright,
Frank Loesser are collaborating on a the subject and is able and willing
legit musical comedy in which Adele to abide by them.
This pledge is a compromise beDixon, the English comedienne, and
Jose Ferrer may play leads. Pro- tween the demands of the right-wing
ducer not set, but the show is a faction of the council and the oppoprobability for this winter.
sit ion of the left-wing members. The

mer

sorbed

For 'Shoes'

Calls," "This

Time Tomorrow" and "The Druid

McGowau-Loesser B'way

$46,850.85, bringing the loss to $33,290.63. Annual deficits have been ab-

Hunter Claim

"Medea,"

The exact text of the loyalty oath
which all Actors Equity officers,
council members and employees will
henceforth be required to sign was
approved yesterday (Tues.) by the

.

'.

a special case,
flops.
propaganda play, "A
the Palestine
moderate success.
Flag Is Born," a
there were
October
in
although
'And
first solid
4 few moderate hits, the
the last day of
hit didn't come until

The

Add Compromise Measure to By-Laws

with RKO in "Mr.
Blandings Builds His Dream House."
Richard Charlton, Detroit legit
producer, is currently on the Coast,
seeking a replacement.

commitment

'

:

59

'Dream House'

Build

Detroit Stage, Inc., because of a film

it

as some of the
ing to the records,
prophets have painted it. On the
looks bad. Only
surface, the situation

'Bell'

ing held exclusively for such purpose," as stipulated in the union's
constitution.

the

Montreal's 'Duet'

work is Communist propaganda, and
has since been sued for $2,000,000 by
Lavery and Gosch, on the grounds

Preem

Montreal, Sept.

16.

The North American premiere of

of libel.

the

British

Hands,"

by

"Duet for
Mary Hayley

play,

Two
Bell,

take place at His Majesty's
theatre here during a four-day engagement starting Sept. 24.
.
The leading roles will be taken by
British players Francis L. Sullivan,
recently seen on the screen in "Great
Expectations," and Joyce Redman.
will

GAC

Invades Legit

Via Non-Union 'Mikado'
Chicago. Sept.

16.

Amusement Corporation
week entered the legit booking

General
last
field

for

the

first

time

with

'Marinka' as Teeoff
With the booking of the Michael

the

handling of the all-Negro musical.
"Swing Mikado." Show, which is

starrer, "Marinka," >
show, Astor theatre,
Bergen, N. J., tees off a stage
Sep t. 19. Piece is scheduled

Bartlett
initial

now
!

'

!

at the Civic Opera House here
two more weeks, next goes into
the Pabst, Milwaukee, and then
tours
the midwest playing split
weeks and one-nighters.
Bob Weems, head of the local

for

GAC
1

show.

office,

is

booking the non-union

.

j

as

its

North
policy
for a

two-day run.
House, operated by Marty Fessler
and Norman Bialek, is scaled at 50c
to $1.50. "Alice in Wonderland," with
Ann Jameson, is pencilled in for the
Saturday (20) matinee.

'

Wednesday, September 17, I947
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SR0 $51300 Cues
'Carousel'
41 2G Open-Air Season LA.

'Waltz

B'way Surging Back; Musicals

Los Angeles, Sept. 16.
Gene Mann's open-air Greek the-

Annie' $45,200 Setting

Spiffy,

Pace, 'Brig
With the start of the new season,
Broadway grosses are surging back
to former levels. Despite the continued sultry weather last week, business rose sharply over the previous
The take continued to
semester.
climb at the start of this week, with
Monday night's (15) figures higher
than the corresponding night in
many weeks. With the return of cool
weather yesterday (Tues.) the draw
is expected to mount still higher.
Estimates for This

Week

Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
M (Musical), O (Operetta).
"All My Sons," Coronet (33d week)

43G, 'Finian' 42G
performances because of poor

at-

tendance; played total of 12 times.
"The Medium" and "The Telephone," Barrymore (20th week) '(Mdual-bill
Musical
$4.20).
1.064;
climbed with the trend, claimed $13,900.

Turtle," Morosco
(179th week) (C-939; $3.60). John
van Druten comedy also moved up,
getting nearly $8,000.

"Voice

the

of

"Young Man's Fancy," Plymouth
(20th week) (C-L075; $3.60). Moderate draw comedy continues to hold
on; got estimated $7,500 last week.

REVIVALS

.

"Burlesque," Belasco (38th week)
Arthur Millers (C-1,077; $4.80). Still racking up a
(D-1,095;' $4.80).
prize-winner moved up slightly with nice profit; got nearly $13,000.
the field, getting nearly $13,000.
"Sweethearts," Shubert (34th week)
Imperial
(M-1,382; $4.80). Bobby Clark starrer
"Annie Get Your Gun,"
(70th week) (M-1,472; $6.60). Irving nearing the end of its run; hopped
Berlin tunes and Ethel Merman con- to better than $20,000 last week.
tinue to pull capacity here; $43,200.
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (85th

week)

(C-993;

$4.80).

With

Judy

femme

lead, the
Garson Kanin comedy jumped to almost $19,000 for the stanza.

Holliday back as

W

"Brigadoon," Ziegfeld (27th week)
(M-1,626: $6). Keeps drawing capacity attendance; another $43,000 last

Me

"Call
•week)

Philadelphia, Sept. 16.
was a lot better
generally ex-

Philly's legit biz
last

week than was

pected. Continuance of city's habitually torrid summer weather was fig-

ured to knock the props from under
Broadhurst ft 2 two legiters open but they manBirthday,"
"Happy
(46th week) (C-1,160; $4.80). Climbed aged to survive the heat and the unwith the field last week, approaching precedented weekend rush to moun$25,000 and likely to do better this tains and seashore.
week.
In fact, "The Red Mill" not only
"Harvev," 48th St. (150th week) upped its opening week's figure at
(C-920; $4.20). Only a few, empty the Shubert but achieved a very
last

seats

Stewart's

week following James
departure as star; about

$18,500.

"Icetime of 1948," Center (16th
(M-2,994; $2.40). Skating spectacle got juicy $42,500 for nine .performances, with schoolkids still accounting for a-sizable share.
"John Eoves- Mary," -Music- Box
(32d week) (C-979: $4.80). Hit comedy went up to nearly $17,000, plenty

Week)

profitable.

"Oklahoma!," St. James (230th
week) (M-1,505; $4.80). RodgersHammerstein folk musical still drawing lush grosses; claimed $28,300 last

week.
"State of the Union," Hudson (96th
(CD-1,057; $4.80). Lindsay-

week)

Crouse comedy smash surged to
snappy $20,000 for the final week:
closed Saturday night (13), bHt will
have a company on tour.
"The Magic Touch," International
Folded
(C-1,173; $6).
(2d week)

Sunday

(14), after

skipping several

solid $27,500 in its final stanza. For a
return, after four weeks last winter
and in face of the heat, that betterthan-four-grand jump was really
something for the books. In fact,
judging by the capacity figures at
the end of the week, the Victor Herbert revival would have r dojne^as,
welV'ff not better, if held* for' a third
'

IS

THE TIME

TO PUT YOUR
"BEST FOOT FORWARD"
The eyes of the theatrical
profession are focussed on
photographs by

Creator of lights

and Shadows

fore

biz.

Remember

wk)

(1,636;

Mama,"

You pay no more for photographs by America's leading creative theatrical pho-

tographer.

DO IT TODAY!
WRITE—WIRE—TELEPHONE
FOR APPOINTMENT

JO MERMEL
•

480 Lexington Ave. at 46th

New

3-5791

with- Judith

BLOOD DONORS
ARE PAiD
unnecessary.
appointment ii
in parson daily 9 A.M. to 4
P.M.. Saturday 9 A.M. to 12 Noon.
YORK POST
Blood Bank of
GRADUATE HOSPITAL. 20»h St.
and 2d Awe.. Now York. Please
bring this announcement with you.

Apply

NEW

Anderson

and

John

Gielgud, is set for the Locust; Blackstone comes to the Walnut, and a
musical rep company sponsored by
the Shuberts opens at the Shubert,
offering "Rose Marie" and "The Merry Widow." On the 13th, the Forrest
gets "Lady Windermere's Fan," first
ATS-subscription offering of season;
it's
in for three weeks. "Alice in

Wonderland" is listed at the Shubert
on the 20th and "All My Sons" is reported for the Walnut. On latter
date, Locust gets a super-fashion
show sponsored by the local paper
the Inquirer.

$51,800.

Baltimore, Sept.
Legit season got under

16.

way here

at Ford's this week, with "The Red
Mill" in for a repeat following a
smash week last year that reached
Set to follow are Kermit
$30,000.

new one, "Command
Decision," Sept. 22, and "Sweethearts," Sept, 29.
»
Good advance chalked up for "Red
Mill," and current selling of Theatre

Bloomgarden's

Balto. (15-27).

With

"Duet

Hands"— His

"ftivo

Majesty's, Montreal (24-27).
"Fatal Weakness"— Hanna, Cleve-

land (15-27).

"Harvey"— Cass.-

Det.

"High Button Shoes"

(15-27).

—

Forrest,

Philly (15-27).

"How

I

Wonder"— Colonial,

Bost.

(15-27).

— Walnut,
— Biltmore,
"Lady Windermere's Fan" — Nat'l.,
Wash. (15-27).
"Man and Superman" — Shubert,
"I Gotta Get Out"
•
Philly (15-20).
"I Remember Mama"

L. A. (15-27).

Haven

N.

Wonderland" at
Ahead are "Man
and Superman," "This Time Tomorrow," Duet for Two Hands,"
"Oklahoma!"
time
(3d
around);

against "Alice in
the Opera House.

Balto Repeat

'Mill' in

(17-20);

Shubert,

Bost.

"Music

in
Philly (15-27).

C.

romp

the Washington boards.
It
started mildly but built up during
the week.
Cornelia Otis Skinner opened a
three- week stand last night (15) in

"Lady Windermere's Fan."

Strong

b.o. is assured since this is a Theatre Guild subscription show.

week "Carousel"

16

leaHa

"Call Me Mister," Blackstone (18th
week) (1;358; $4.80). Show, now in
its final weeks, still holds up strong
$22,000.
"Carousel," Shubert (16th week)
(2,100; $4.80). Still the leader with
grand $33,900. Institutes Sunday

night and matinee policy beginning
Sept. 21. and drops Wed. afternoon
house.
»
"Private Lives," Harris (8th week)
(1,000; $3.60) Right next to capacity
with $21,200 for the seven days.

"Swing

"Professor

White,"

"An

Inspector

"Medea," "For
Love or Money," "Show Boat" and
Calls," "Sweethearts,"

"Streetcar

Named

Desire."

My

Sail

Detroit, Sept.

The

London, Sept.

Among show

"

Debut

.

will be Cicely Courtneidge

week

first full

Group Will Show
Menotti's 'Madame Aupic'

M'pls.

Minneapolis, Sept.

Named

Young college grad seeks position
at militant to Producer, Agent, or
Publicity man.
Play reader, leg
man, or what have you? Good
theatrical

•Box 865, Variety
154

W. 46th

Anything

St.,

N. Y.

HE

can do
I
can do
BETTER

Box 865 or Riverside 9-4174

Dennis/Mass.
The North Star Drama Guild also
will go on tour throughout the midwest during part of the season for

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCE 1830
Play, Brokers

time.

for

knowledge and experi-

ence.

Goldsmith, original author of the
"Aldrich Family" radio series. "Mr.
Cooper" was tried out on the road
by George Abbott last spring, but
dropped.
Arrangements for the productions
were made by Arthur Sircom, who
will stage both of the plays.
He
hopes to bring Menotti here for
"Madame Aupic's" premiere. Sircom has been directing this summer
at Richard Aldrich's strawhat
at

first

Desire."

16.

North Star Drama Guild, leading
little theatre group, has set
two local premieres for this season.
It will offer the first showing here of
•Gian-Carlo Menotti's new drama,
"Madame Aupic," and of "Mr.
Cooper's Left Hand," by Clifford
local

the

(22-27).

Other attractions booked include
breakins of "Professor White." "For
Love Or Money" and "Street Car

and

Authors' Representatives
25 West 45th Slreot, New York
Hifi Sunset ltlvd., Hollywood 46. Cul.

in

Rehearsal

Two Hands"—Robert

—

"Medea"
Robert
Whitehead,
Oliver Rea.
Notre
Dame"—
"Our Lan"'— Eddie Dowling, Louis
American, St. Louis (15-27).
J. Singer.
"Voice of the Turtle"
Lyric,
"The Heiress"— Fred Finklehoffe.
Richmond (J5-17); Academy, Roa"Music in My Heart"
noke (18); Aud.. Louisville (20);
Henry
Cox, Cincy '21-27).
Duffy.

Steno Service
MANUSCRIPTS TYPED

Public

Oshrin.

—

also a near-

New Haven. Sept. 16.
S. on the Queen Mary, Sept. 19,
After battling a combination of
and her
year's most brutal humid spell
"Under the Counter" company, her the
and divided notices, preem
husband and show's director, Jack I Wonder" came through of "How
with a
Hulbert, producer Lee Ephraim, and satisfactory b.o. score of close to
composer Manning Sherwin.
$9,000 on a basis of four performActress Dorothy Ward and Pat ances at $3.60 top. Advance sale
was largely credited to Raymond
Howes, wife of actor Bobby Howes Massey
draw. Doubtful word-ofand mother of J. Arthur Rank star mouth didn't help any.
Sally Ann Howes, also sail on the
Maurice Evans launches "Man and
same day. Beatrice Lyiie, who was Superman" with a four-day stand
also scheduled to leave, postponed starting Wed. (17) and next week
brings "Oklahoma!" for the season's
her trip.

U.

(21-27).

Road"—Sh ubert-Lafay-

week was

New Haven

In

"This Time Tomorrow"
Victory,
Prov. (19-20); Metropolitan, Prov.

"Tobacco

first

16.

people sailing for the

\

ette, Det.

16.

capacity $25,000.

•

(15-20); Erlanger, Buffalo (21-27).

2D DETROIT WEEK

IN

"Harvey," starring Joe E. Brown,
its second week at the Cass
with an estimated $25,000 for eight
performances at a top of $3 in the

on 19th From London 'WorideF
SturaT 9(J

Shows

Union"— Playhouse,

House
Surprise

closed

"Annie Get Your Gun" (road)—
Rodgers & Hammerstein.
"Another Part of the Forest"
(road)— Kermit Bloomgarden.
"The Fatal Weakness" (road)—
Theatre Guild.
"Tobacco Road"
(road)— Harry

the

Opera
$3.60).

1,500 seater.

Courtneidge-Hulbert Co.

"An

of

(3,649;

'HARVEY'-RROWN 25G

Heart"— Shubert,

Wilm. (19-20); Karlton, Williamsport
(22); Rajah, Reading (23-24); Lyric,
Allentown (25-26); Mosque, Harrisburg (27).
"The Red Mill"— Ford's, Balto.

Mikado,"

(2nd week)

of the crop was the upturn in receipts for this all-Negro musical,
which jumped $8,000 over opening
to $20,000.

Inspector
Calls"— Courtney
Burr, Lasson Grosberg.

"State

10 Shows at D.

16th

$12,500,

(21-27).

27).

Washington, Sept. 16.
"Voice of the Turtle," in for
a 10-performance week including a
matinee and evening session on Sunday, left town Sunday night with a
fat $19,000. Haila Stoddard starred
in this third version of "Turtle" to

its

Chicago, with $33,900 for the nine
performances.
However, "Private
Lives," with Tallulah Bankhead has
few empty seats, keeping near th»
$21,200 mark that it garnered last
week. "Born Yesterday" picked uo
a thousand, with healthy play on
Sunday, for $12,500. "Call Me Mis-

.

"Oklahoma!"— Aud., Hartford (15"Duet
New Haven (21-27).
"Private Lives"— Harris, Chi. (15- Reud.

$19,000

curtain went up. Show, in

with excellent

20); Shubert.

'Turtle' Fat

In

An

gets

St.

York. N. Y.

Tel. Plana

Walnut

first

Biltmore

Downtown

$3.60).

well

—

the

16.

formative process, drew widely divergent notices from the crix. Norton of the Post went big for it,
calling it the best musical he'd ever
$24,000.
seen, but Elinor Hughes of The
"No Exit," Coronqt (3rd wk) (255; Herald couldn't see it at all. Others
$3.60: Run extended through Sept.
were in between but neatly split,
21 as Pelican Productions' third of- three for, three against. All agreed,
fering rolled merrily along with however, it was headed for "a N. Y.
$4,200.
boff.
Got an estimated $25,000 on
"The Great Waltz," Greek Theatre six performances at $4.80 less guild
(2d wk) (4,419; $3.60). New record discount.
for season to mark bowout, with
"How I Wonder," moved up a day,
standees every, night, for great opens tonight (16) at the Wilbur
(1st

season started

—

10-day stay. No newcomers now in
sight for week of the 29th, but on
Oct. 6, "Medea," dramatic tryout,

Boston, Sept.

Much-discussed "Allegro" off on a
of 1947," El Capitan three and a half week tryout at the
Guild
(273rd wk) (1,142; $2.40). Back to Colonial last we,ek under
the usual $17,000 after lush Labor pennant and was a near-sellout be-

—

"Another Part of the Forest" for a

For 6 in Boston

Another capacity $6,000

•

Wednesday

$3.60 top,

Estimates for Last Week
"Biography," Las Palmas (2d wk)

(388; $2.50).

week.
Theatre
Society
Guild-American
"I Gotta Get Out" opened in sweltering weather Monday (8) at the subscription for five plays is nearing
Walnut, which hasn't any cooling last year's mark.
system of any kind. First-night
crowd stayed to the end and general
verdict was on the favorable side;
Current Road Shows
crix's notices were dubious but all
stressed show's possibilities. Philly
(Period covering Sept. 15-27)
right now is horserace conscious,
Opera
"Alice in Wonderland"
with Garden track just about across
the river, and that may have ac- Hse., Boston (15-27).
counted for quite fair $6,500 gross,
"Allegro"— Colonial, Bost. (15-27).
in face of heat and notices.
"Another Part of the Forest"—
Two openings this week and an- Walnut, Philly (24-27).
other house relighting for season.
"Benehwarmer"
Shubert-(Lafay"High Button Shoes," musical trySelwyn, Chi. (21out, bowed in at the Forrest last ette, Det. (15-20)f
night (15) with capacity house, part- 27).
"Big People"
Lyric^ Bdgport,
ly due to big bunch of New Yorkers
coming over for preem. Sale, how- (15-20); Locust, Philly (21-27)).
ever, was also good. Three weeks set
"Blackouts of 1947"— El Capitan,
for this one although house has four Hollywood (15-27).
weeks vacant. Tomorrow night (17),
-"Blackstone"—Royal Alex., To"Music in My Heart," another tryout ronto (15-27).
tuner, opens a 10-day engagement at
"Born Yesterday" Erlanger, Chi.
the Shubert. This one, incidentally,
could stay another week as the house (15-27).
"Call Me Mister"—Blackstone, Chi.
has the week of the 29th open but
(15-27).
its New York bow is apparently hard
"Carousel"— Shubert, Chi. (15-27).
and fast.
"Chocolate Soldier"— Rajah, ReadPhilly's last regular legiter, the
Locust, opens next Monday (22) with ing (19-20); Nixon, Pitt. (22-27).
"Command Decision"
Ford's,
"The Big People," in for two weeks.

On

S. F.; 'Loving' $13,500
San Francisco, Sept. 16.
Spike Jones and his "Musical Depreciation Revue," which opened at
the 1,776-seat Curfan, Sept. 5, with a

week.
"Blackouts

—

JO MERMEL

Spike Jones Boff 28</2 G,

Lulu 21G

Chicago, Sept

For

,

—

NOW

4-

'Allegro' $25,000

.

"I

in Philly

TaMah's

In 16th Week,

chalked up an estimated
ter," which closes the 27th of this
second week's gross of $28,500, tre- month, rang up a
profitable $22 00(5
mendous.
for the 18th week. "Swing Mikado"
Kolb and Dill, at the 1,550-seat picked up
rapidly
Garry in "The High Cost of Loving," cast and brought with change of
in $20,000 this
hit a first week's gross of $13,500.
week.
The final week of "I Remember
Bert Wheeler comes in with "The
Mann's second season wound up Mama," starring Charlotte Greenfar ahead of the disappointing initial wood and Kurt Katch, brought a Bench Warmer" Sept. 22 at the
Selwyn. Arriving the same week is
attempt last year, and the hefty take strong $24,000.
the musical, "Toplitzsky of Notre
cued the producer's efforts to find
Dame," which opens at the Studesome way of keeping the open air
baker, Sept. 29. Oct. 6 is the date
house open all year round.
for "The Chocolate Soldier" andDowntown season got under way
Billy Gilbert at the Blackstone
last week with "I Remember Mama"
Estimates For Last Week
and second piece, newcomer "Free
"Born Yesterday," Erlanger (29th
for All." bows in tonight (16) at
week) (1,334; $3.60). Sunday policy
the Belasco.
brought in extra
thousand i'of

Day

27^

week.
Mister," Majestic (74th
Another
$4.80).
(M-1.659;
long-runner that felt the business
spurt; reached $27,000, only $3,000
below capacity.
"Finlan's Rainbow," 46th St. (36th
week) (M-1,319; $6). Another steady
capacity show; $42,000 again.

Not So Red

atre in Griffith Park wound. up its
season Saturday (13) with a smash
$51,800 for the second and final week
of the "Great Waltz." Second frame
boosted the tally for the two-week
stand to terrific $98,500 and brought
the 10-week season to a halt with a
giant $412,200.
"Waltz" took the season honors,,
with "Desert Song" a close second,
registering a hot $94,300 in two
weeks. Show money went to opener,
"Rose Marie," with $75,400, edging
out "Bitter Sweet" by $1,400. Low
man on the tally board was "Blossom Time" with $70,000 for the twoframe stand.

Leads Chicago at
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Success, Calif., Sept. 14.

troubles which have sent my gluteus
rrmvalescing irom the world's
the well padded muscle between the sacroimus on a rampage (that's
Wilson might like to know), I tuned in on Kate
and the femur,
aim
"'"j' Earl
jiiac
fl, earn that I was practically a laundryman
only
to
j
Smiths morniuB s
own wasning. whilp mv
* rubbed (the wrong
* bark was beine
"had
taking in my
turned her into a columnist
Witty Kitty and Teasmg Ted
were kicking the ttong around, hoping to lino an
She and Ted! Collins
PT e
plug for the ra<^° rag n0W
easy "in" for a
i I
for that program, anyhow), she let us know tnat
guddenly (well, suddenly,
not be a typical column.
liers would
"lying, cheating, conniving, knocking down someShe and Ted agreed that
was the fastest way to get recognition as a columnist."

|

W).

V^Ttf

T

'

^

.

Tl

j

reputation.
renutation,
that way
They were not going
regressed from Vakibxy's Page 2 to Page 54 in three years, I can
by
r included among those who were jet-propeneo
jet-propelled to eminence oy
"T.
,
down reputations." Thus I can referee this
knocking
and
cheating

Zj.r'c
body's

j

j

„

"lytag,
nne lot a change.

O
Irl

thPV

adding

,
,

j
,

_
One Dawn. Rest To Go
•

I

I

Collins are using very
frankly, I think that plaintiffs Smith and
air at
but I'd be a sucker to say so because they are on the
fiw times a week and now apparently have a column as well. That

'te

cripts

may pepper me

to death.

columnists
flock of other,

eb

]

But even with me beached, there are a
trade them blow for blow— and prob-

getting on by "lying, cheating,
jusiTto check
I carelessly canvassed the field. Among
and knocking down reputations"
found only one at the moment still
dozens of columnists examined, I
certainly is so old in service
he
and
peasantry,
the
into
numping bilge
graze with the senescent old bulls at San
that he should be retired to
The others were discussing these various topics:
still

Simeon.

4
Enter Dick Tracy
LOUIS SOBOL. Songs of yesterday and whether- "Where Did You Get
"Where Did You Get That Hat?"' He
That Girl'" enjoyed a priority over
as a "level headed performer." I suppose
also referred to Eddie Cantor
calling Cantor "Flattop,"
Kate Smith could construe this as practically
compliment. Sobol is the author
but by my standards it was meant as a
a book which has given me many happy
of "Some Days We're Happy,"
prison.
hours while confined to my present linen
and a man
WALTER WTNCHELL. Winchell has a "cause" theseordays
knocking down
"lying, cheating
with a cause has very little time for
It's Wanted For Murder!"
reputations." He still wants to "Arrest Cancer!
pb-t-t-t.
and won't be satisfied until cancer and the human race are
Policy
WALTER LTPPMANN. He's busy trying to keep the Truman
and having had a
und the Marshall Plan from knocking each other out,
Europe he d
hand in the writing of the General's prescription for saving
medication. Lippbe only slapping his own reputation if he, panned the
mann is the man who said: "Writers who have nothing to say are the ones
hoping
you can buy; the others have too high a price." Naturally he was
you his prices
to be included in the category, but his syndicate will quote
.

.

any time.

...
,.. _
Certainly no columnist is more, free from this SmithE. V. DURLING.
one
sonian smear than Darling Eddie Durling. I've seen him rise from
paper to scores across the country and have yet to see him knock down

j

|

,

^

i

|

'.

;

'

,

,

|

I

'

|

—

as

who can

on how many were

j

stuffed shirts, this is the boy. He is currently writing out of Berlin and
doesn't know where he's going from there, for the simple reason that the
guys who laid out the maze seem to have lost the blueprint. "The contrast is always with the Russians," he writes.' "They exhibit the fine selfconfidence and assurance of a glacier."

it

is

ridi-

also

The Boston Library's ban, it has
been learned, was on the basis of a
two anonymous reviewers,
understood that three Boston
papers, including the Christian Sci-

report by
It's

ence Monitor, have assigned rcporte rs to

uncover the identity of these

reviewers and obtain a statement a.s
the grounds on which "Spring"
was banned. According to the Library's own statement, the novel is
warded as "unmoral."

to

Under the ruling hrnded down
several months ago by the Supreme
Court of Massachusetts, in the case
of Lillian Smith's "Strange Fruit."
the Boston authorities may not officially ban any book except after
i court trial.. In the case of "Spring
on 52nd Street" there has been no
offic al ban. but the Library has
simply declined to purchase the

book.
There is no truth to reports that
the League plans legal action against
the Library.

Nuances Out

New quarterly mag. Nuances, is
out with the September issue.
It's
to carry short stories by new, unknown writers. Carries no ads.
Publisher is Helen Price, and the
editors include Miss Price, Is; belle
Lehr and Louise Cuddihy.
It has
a folder-like format, pulp stock and
is printed by a duplicating process
resembling mimeographing. Priced

What Makes Sammy Run

at 25c.

SAMUEL GRAFTON. Well, maybe he's one that got on by knocking
when a country spends 50 years trading goods for gold
and then buries the gold, and another country which trades gold for
goods now says everything will be all right if we'll' give them the gold
back again, what can you but resort to ridicule? This sort of talk is like
reducing international relations to a dormitory bull session. Grafton's

reputations, but

Pact

mum

House. It is the first such pact the
organization has ever had with a
publishing firm. General terms of
the deal have all been agreed upon,
and the actual wording is now being
put into legal language.
The agreement is understood to
cover general trade books and reprints, as well as the entire matter
of subsidiary rights. Meanwhile, negotiations are already in progress
with Houghton-Mifflin, and confabs
with the other publishers are to follow.
Negotiations with Simon &
Sdiusler" w~ere"brok'e"n off some time'*
aj;o. and may not be resumed until
all the other houses have signed.

Well, we're getting warmer now. Here's one kid
certainly got far by hustling out like June all over. Pearson is so
full of rep-wrecking inside facts that be even asks his wife, "Did the
paper come?" in a whisper.
GEORGE DIXON. This Washington character is now around Hollywood and sort of trails along with the blast of Senator Sheridan Downey
that California is crawling with gamblers, racketeers, blackmailers and
other fugitives from a pinch. I suppose this would come under the heading of knocking down reputations, but are columnists supposed to bow

they

WE3TBROOK PEGLER.

About the only columnist currently who fits
Witty Kitty's formula -fop success -is™ Pegs Nobody's' working- harder—to
keep the wheezing motor going on hate than Peg. In fact he has reached
the point of repeating his hates so often his typewriter must be powered
•

-

R H

Guild, subsid of the
of America, in the
literary field, has worked out a minibasic agreement with Random

Authors League

DREW PEARSON.

lest

issue, $1 a year.

Guild's

who has

and scrape before journeymen yeggs and dues-paying hoodlums
wreck some reputations?
Score One For Kate Smith

an

The Author's

okay.

reputation^let.atone Jie^
from
and "Mules and Men" departments don't "contain a germ of malice
one years' end to another. To those in show business he is invariably

b.ut

news?

HAROLD L. ICKES. Now here's a guy that had an excellent chance
to climb to the top fast by knocking reputations, but in two years he has
slowed down to the point where he is now trying to teach fellow politicians that you can't kill ideas with bullets.
MARQUIS CHILDS. If ever a columnist got on by trying to understand everybody, and even showing good temper when taking issue with

.anyltady's.

61

thilt it "is fantastically

intolerable."
The work* has been favorably reviewed by various publications, ineluding the Library Journal,

[eulous,

'

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
:

Lincoln iSteffens or about the time Bugs Baer, F.P.A., Don Marquis and
Simeon Strunsky came in.
FRED OTHMAN. No kindlier columnist ever covered Hollywood or
Washington. He was writing, this day. on long dresses, and if somebody's
reputation ought to be knocked down it is the plotters from Paris who
threw that one at the ail-American knee.
Gracie On Dresses Too
GRACIE ALLEN. She, too, was squeezing what humor remained in
longer skirts for women and shorter trousers for men. She was going
home to work on her wolf whistle in case men's legs turn out to be more
curvaceous than Goldwyn Girls' game. No rep-wrecking there.
ROBERT C. RUARK. Back in Italy and reporting that officers below
tlle rank °* eol onel loved him for knocking down the reputation of Lieut.General John C. H. Lee.
GtjJ?NmGHAMi
0)<J D:lrtmouth A H-American and defender
0{ rauscular America is defending Bob Ruark. In fact in this column he
brought out a couple of extra siege guns to demolish the belief that there
was anythin g in common between this General Lee and old Robert E,
BOB HOPE. No evidence here of any reputation-ruining. In fact he
-was trying to squeeze humor out of converting the Los Angeles river bed
into a super highway, which wasn't the idea at all.
The scheme is to
cover it over and use it for an airstrip. And so his water repellent convertitole sinks in the West, biddm:
vertible
bidding a fond farewell to Azusa, Cucamoncsa
and Anaheim; which
»..»*»..».«=....,
v,-,^ probably
by now is no longer a Jack Benny gag, but
i»nu«»., uj
in the public domain.
Meaning Hope s.
Nothing, Sir, Nothing
ERSKINE JOHNSON. His birdseed is buoyant but rarely bitter. He,
too. in his time has belted Sinatra below the belt, but his current columns
seem to be devoid of malice in wonderland. Garfield, Power, Turner,
Grapewin, Colbert, Shore, Tobias, Wynn, Hussey, Ayres, Cummings,
Canova. Haymes names, names, names. But what's wrong with names

with soda bicarb.
His latest snarl constitutes a rehash of his blast against Frank Sinatra.
New Republic Changes
ED SULLIVAN. A columnist who has to steer between the rocks of
McCormick and Hearst has his hands full keeping it clean. Sullivan spent This is a long standing feud, dating from a previous national convention
Editorial staff changes on The New
made on when Sinatra went to Peg's hotel room to take a punch at the old devil's Republic last week brought in txthis day's space telling how Irving Berlin parlayed, the 33c. he
"Marie From Sunny Italy," his first song, to the $3,000,000 gross on "Annie disciple, only to find Peg not in.
foreign correspondent Edd John.-.on
Sinatra's subsequent punch at Lee Mortimer, who, like Peg, is in the 'as managing editor, replacing pubGet Your Gun." This hardly belittles anybody's reputation, unless possibly Nick Michaelson who was Berlin's original collaborator artU pre- Hearst string of rep-wreckers, was like pouring poison into a guy suf- lishcr Michael Straight, who temfering from elephantiasis of the mind. It set up Peg's old infection.
numably hasn't been heard of since.
porarily held the m. e. post. AnSo months after Sinatra has apologized to Mortimer and paid with a other addition was Eva Putnam, who
Wilson Clean. Bill of Health
$9,000 settlement, we now get Pegler trying to build the old Sinatra story takes charge of the mag's newlyEARL WILSON. He, too, is clean these days, or have bathing beauties into a new sinister serial.
created
foreign press section.
American
the
up
Anyway, Wilson cleaned
little to do with bathing?
Okay, let's concede that this one is built on "knocking down someone's
Prior to joining The New RepubLegion and deserves a citation for having the courage to take on that army
reputation," but does one column make a Parthenon?
lic, Johnson was a Chicago Sun forcurrently without a war.
eign
correspondent
and had also
and
agent
sales
CHARLES B. DRISCOLL. O. O. Mclntyre's former
been with the OWI, CBS, Collier s,
Richstill trying to be his successor, spent his whole column telling about
N. Y. World-Telegram and N. Y.
ard Connibear, 17, of Lakeland. Florida, stricken with infantile paralysis
Journal-American
in
various caship
airplane,
three years ago and now one of the foremost makers of
pacities.
and automobile models in America.
BUGS BAER. Defending the subway from the 10c putsch was Arthur s
Don
Cong-don
.loins MalsOn
riding
life
his
contribution to the columnar calumny. Having spent half
the New Yorker and "closeups" on
'it Takes All Kinds' OK
Don Congdon, for the past two
the sooty scooters for a nickel, be likes the idea of subways being in the
It takes all kinds of people to Life— Frazier's ardent jazz predilecyears a Simon & Schuster editor,
The
red. "In 1912," he wrote, "they put fans in to stir up the bad air.
make a world and all kinds of stories tions are rather autobiographically has joined the Harold Matson literfans resolved so slowly I sold advertising space on the blades. Over in
to make a book. In this book, ("It interlarded in Part 2 of the book ary a"ency, in N. Y. Before moving
Casino.
the
at
Dcauville in 1927 I kibitzed the owner of the Interborough
Takes All Kinds"; Harcourt Brace: which he captions "The Faster Beat." tn S & S he was an associate Action
He went for a ride on the roulette wheel. That's one marble he couldn't $3.75) Lloyd Lewis has taken all This touches on such mundane things editor at Collier's,
pick up." Okay, that's knocking down somebody's reputation, but when kinds of people and put them in all as. 52nd St. (circa Riley & Farley).
Prior to switching to the mag and
you reach back 20 years and don't even mention the guy by name (could it kinds of stories, good stories about Whiteman, Bix and Bunny Beri".an book field, Congdon for eight years
be Schnotz?) you're practically draping news in the robe of charity.
good and bad people. Stories about! right down to Eddie Condon (his had been associated with literary
GEORGE E. SOKOLSKY. Still plugging for a moral foundation of po- the Civil War, baseball, fighters, new rave).
agent Lurton Blassingame.
cheating
litical economy and making nice piece of jack proving that lying,
Appropriately enough the profile
gunmen, soldiers, actors, critics,
end conniving don't pay. No knocking there.
architects, society, liars, evangelists, on Fred Robbins ("Disc Jockey")
CHATTER
SIDNEY SKOLSKY. Don't get me wrong. He loves Hollywood, and cowboy's, animal acts, newspaper- segues into this latter chapter which.
PaiJ Gallieo due back in a few
even if you only get 2% of your own show, it's still better than being Bertie men and authors.
for obvious reasons, is much shorter clays from London.
McCormick's saloon editor.
The book is a tight package of than the forepart with its excellent
Cecil B. DeMille is vtyiting an
Is It?
some of his famous stories, like "My and revealing closeups on Bogart, article on Hollywood for CosmppoliSHEILAH GRAHAM. Is the fact that Claudette Colbert is trying to Biggest Baseball Day," "He Hated Ted Williams, Toots Shor, Uildegarde tan mag.
"Anna and the King of I Am).
land Gregory Peck, Robert Mitchum or Orson Welles for her next picture Southern Gentlemen," "Billy the
Helen Co'ton and hubby Martin
a proof of columnists getting on by kftocking down somebody's reputation? Kid,
The two Minnies," "The Hellinger. Petrillo. Errol Flynn. Ber- Field motoring east on- literary asHEDDA HOPPER. Now we get into the vulnerable areas. But even Great Winnetka Hunt" and many Hn. Lorre. et al. The most initiate signments.
on this day she found no Communists running picture production.
Christopher
others that have appeared in his are bound to get more than a. line
LaFarge sold
his
LOUELLA PARSONS. Aside from the fact that she "rushed' Teresa columns of the Chicago Sun and or two of new and revealing mixcel- hou.e in New York City and bought
Wright to the hospital because Miss Wright (who is Mrs. Nivea Busch in Chicago News and magazines he has laneous information on any of the a place at Oldwick. N. J.
w.k subjects, despite the fact they've
private life) is expecting a baby in six weeks, and reported that her con- written for these many years.
Marc Connelly back in New Yoik
been "dope" until unconscious.
dition is excellent and there is no cause for alarm, that Mary Beth Hughes
after Mississippi River cruise, during
It all makes dandy reading and
Fact that many of thee pieces which he worked on a pla" script.
has a "new figure," that men who fall in love with Rita Hayworth usually made me send my subscription to Ihe
stay in love with her and that Barney Glazer and Nat Finston are doing Chicago Sun Book Week for which saw light in Life, True, Collier's,
Lippincott
bringing
John
out
the life story of Wagner and Liszt, w.._
Lewis is now writing his column. Coronet, etc.. means nothing because. Lardner's "It Beats Working." an
vho's friendship, according to Lolly
"suffered when Wagner stole Liszt's girl friend" tWagner actually married so j won't miss anything this guy as Frazier explains in an unusual anthology of his Newsweek sports
Liszt's daughter), I could find nothing in her current release which fits writes.
He knows his history, his foreword these are the unexpur- columns.
the Smith formula for success as a columnist.
„'ateds.
Incidentally, that intro on
Hearst newspapers will publish a
characters and his business. Sez,
Joe Laurie, Jr.
the Time-Life technique is something serialization
of
"Knock on Any
Lots Do
special for the newspaper bunch. Door." which Mark Hellinger will
JIMMY FIDLER. The intimate notes from his little black' book conAbel.
film for Universal-International.
George Frazier's Neat. Book
tinued to be about 60% wrong. But who does better?
John Purcell, Life foreign correGeorge Frazier. ex-Entertainment
RANDOLPH CHURCHILL. This plump son of the retired Fuller brush Editor
Authors League fa Hub Scrap
spondent now stationed in the F;:r
for Life, freelance scribe, artalesman of the British Empire is now in India explaining how well the
of
committee
the Fj?.st, is having his first novel. "Class
Censorship
jazznphile and, incidentally
Indians have learned the British lesson of divide, decimate ant. ru.e. — u- dent
has Authors League of America has tak- Report." published by Vanguard in
reviewer for Vaiuktv
disk
nobody was blamed particularly.
and ratherj en up the fight against the ban of November,
DAVID LAWRENCE. He was trying to patch up the blown put inner .done an entertaining
Renee Brasier, of the board of
job in putting his best the Boston Public Library on Dorotube which const tutcs the present diplomatic relations between Washing- [amassm
pieces together under the title, "The thy Speare's new novel, "Spring on directors and former business manton and Rio de Janeiro.
Rex Stout, ex-presi- ager of the continental edition of
Willi the Mustache Is Costello" 52nd Street.'
LEONARD LYONS A soecialist in little known facts about well known One
a sate- the Paris Herald Tribune, getting a
himself out of libel (Random Uouse;$3). Besides being dent of the League, drafted
a 1 her ment this week for the committee, U. S. Medal; for Freedom for her
free' and betimes rrather
anything that's laa frank and free
cfi5»f.
-n
i
\u WnchTll'
ulir touchrhe
izZv, h» Hwm't touch anvthine
S
,
ant..„. r ^, of
- the- Boston Library action a ,
and ribald -thology
„. his *personally
- terming
irrilv with the mucker's rake which Kate
"new technique .« censorship and .turn.
Ted don't realize went" out in 1912 with John Reed, Norman Hapgood and piecas-they call 'em "profiles" on
* *«
» *

kindly.
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assistant sales

manager, in from

London

York
Walter Hoffman, 20th-Fox exploiback from New York honey.
moon,
M. A. Levy, 20th-Fox district manager, to Omaha to meet Andy Smith,
sales manager.
Merry Macs follow Carl Ravazza
into Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace, opening Sept. 19.
George Granstrom, veteran St.
Paul independent circuit owner, underwent operation on his eye.
William A. Scully and Manme
Gottlieb, Universal vice-president in
charge of sales, and district manager,
respectively, here for sales' conference.
...

Nitery biz up all over, including
the class joints.
Dave Chasen flew in for a quickie

teer,

•

on a private plane.

Michael Higgins. last in
Bone," going into ''Our Lan'.

Anti-

'

.

Carly Wharton off to Europe last
weekend, in search of play scripts.
Cowboy comic George "Gabby
Hayes being submitted for vauders.
Lee (Mrs. Louis) Sobol ill at Doc-

in the shortlived "The Magic Touch,
Instead of the boyfriend, as erra-

tumed.
of road troupe

Mabel McCallum,

Baron Rolf Cederstrom, widower
of Adelina Patti, left $208,000.
Will Hay back in town after four
months' recuperation in Norway.
Sid Field returned to the cast of
"Piccadilly Hayride" after a brief
rest.

:

no phone calls.
Henry Lasco played the detective

tors hosp, receiving

Bill Clark, of Cincinnati, becomes
Thelocal district manager of
atres and is making initial tour of
district with R. T. Whelan, his assistant.

RKO

of "Harvey," into Broadway com-

of the Bulletin-Index for last
five years, has resigned.
Mrs. Al Nobel, wile of the disc
jockey, has checked in at the Mayo
Clinic for -several weeks.
tor

New

A

circus season will be held for
the first time at Harririgay Arena
this winter, being presented by Tom

Arnold.

Tom Arnold's Ice Revue closes at
Stoll theatre Oct. 4 after a
new version will be
year's run.
staged there Oct. 22.
Henry Clarke, who plays Judd in
"Oklahoma!", returns to New York
Oct. 13.
No successor decided on,
the

A

Gardiner,

Evelyn

Hollywood
Max Baer

KDKA Home

Forum

director, back on the air after
vacationing in California.
Cy Quinn, formerly of Penn theatre staff and now a cocktail lounge
decorator, father of a baby girl, .
New addition to KQV's secretarial
staff is Margaret McCaffrey, for-

planed in from the

Bob Burns planed to Wichita east
Kas
pon Loper returned from Manha£

.Robert

Wise

c

planed

to

Mexico

Jose Ferrer motored in from
New
™
York.
Eddie Cantor trained in from New
w
York.
Ronald Colman returned from New
merly with Earl Bothwell agency.
w
York..
Director S. Sylvan Simon's schedJohn Loder became an American
aUi
uled visit to his home here post-

poned by last-minute picture assignment.

citizen.

Virginia

Field

returned

from
ra

recovering

f rom

Europe.
With appointment of her husband,
Parkyakarkas
Miles Cary, as g.lm. of Pepsi-Cola
surgery.
here, Sally Starr, stage and screen

Andy Russell returned from Mex.
rumored replacement is Earl actress, to make her home in Pittsico City.
McVey.
burgh again.
ooper.
Dore Schary to Santa Barbara on
Archie de Bear talks of staging a
Anita Covato, daughter of veteran
Jacob A. Weiser, theatrical provacation.
musical show of "The Co-Optimists
resuming his courses in
ducer,
Goldberg, Warner Broth- type which proved so successful in band leader and nitery owner, Etzi
Herman
Robert Taylor planed to Jackson
Covato, marrying Arthur Benton
dramatics and playwrighting at City ers' homeoffice maintenance head,
Hole to fish.
1921, and of which he was one of next Saturday (20).
Mary

gany as the nurse, replacing

here to look over new exchange
building, expected to be ready for
occupancy late in October.
Monte Carlo and Alma Saunders,
composers and lyricists, from HollyAssociated Motion Picture Adver- wood to visit their son, E.
Bentisers
resumes luncheon sessions jamin, former Warner exploiteer and
next Friday (19) with powwow on now secretary of Mayor H. H.
College.
Hildegarde's return to the Hotel
Plaza's Persian Room will set off a
series of celebrations marking the
40th anniversary of that hotel,

16m

film industry at the

Town

Buck

C

Hall.

Humphrey.

Joyce
ing her folks in company of U-I
producer Joan Harrison. Buck is asproducer with Mark Hel(Mrs. Jules)

is

visit-

Chicago

sociate

Ray Carsky,

lineer.

of Essaness,

still ill

at

from

a

Wesley Hospital.
Ashton Stevens, back

Meyer, veepee and genof United Artists Theatres, convalescing at his Sherry
Netherland suite, following minor
Stanley

eral

manager

McConnell off to Buffalo on

views, out of the hospital.

Marshall Migatz here from New
as advance agent for "Henry

York
V."

Edward
back in

C. Raftery, United Artists,

New York -after

conferences

here.
the break-in, with Irving Berlin.
Ray Axelrod, of Eagle Lion, back
Walter Hendl, assistant conductor
of N. Y. Philharmonic, who wrote from month's special promotion trip
music for the legiter, "Dark of the in Wisconsin.
Rud Lohren left Chi to assume
Moon," will baton for special series
of children V concerts at Town Hall manager's job at the Wanee theatre,

Thyra Samter Winslow found that
operating even one guest room in
her West 18th street town house was
too much in this servantless era, so
she sold "Writer's Cramp" billing
for said manse to Dr. Alice V. Kelleher, head of the Children's Psy-

—

—

cast,

his

planed to Jersey City to greet

new

daughter.

Eddie Cantor here for entire week
promote the United Jewish
J.
Bell, former director Welfare Fund drive.
Katherine Littlefield here for conof advertising and publicity of the
Loew. theatres in Washington, and fabs on the forthcoming Sonja Henie
.one time Metro— eastern publicity ice show at„the Stadium.
Bill "Scully, "UmversaF veepee in
manager, has joined the executive
staff of Donahue & Coe.
For the charge of sales, in for quick gander
past two years. Bell was advertising before entraining to New York.
William Rodgers, sales manager
and public relations' director for
M-G-M, holding Chicago staff
for
Capital Airlines.
chiatric dept. of

to help

NYU.

Raymond

conferences before continuing east
to the homeoffice.
head in
Leonard Campbell,
Paris
Rochester, drove back to his home
office after confidences here, with
By Maxime de Belx
Marcel Pagnol back to Paris for several stopoffs for rest.
on
Jr.,
now
Fairbanks,
Douglas
UNESCO parleys.
Harry- Novak canceling his in- tour of the key cities promoting his
picture, "Exile," will address the
tended N. Y. visit.
Clifford Fischer back in town after local Lions .Club Sept. 25.
Ann Crowley, former femme lead
« rest cure in Royat.
Arthur Field considering doing in "Carousel," off to join the London
company of "Oklahoma." Gloria
*Anna Lucasta" here.

AFM

1

new India

Fred Elwood succeeded her here.

rep,

"Carousel," .at the Shubert, institutes Sunday matinees and night

Spencer, to Cairo after Paris visit.
Joyce Fountain, ex N.' Y. News,
freelancing in Czechoslovakia and

crash.

for

quick talent quest on behalf of

Chfs Muriel Abbott.

RKO

in town for filming of local scenes of "Call Northside 777," with James Stewart and
remainder of cast due in next week.
Harry Miller, the publicist, his
wife, and Harry Greben among the
Chicagoans going to Los Angeles for

Liza Lapiriere, wife of the
public relation exec, preparing an the Jane Withers-Bill Moss wedding
Saturday (20).
exhibit of her latest paintings.
James A. Fitzpatrick, who has
Harry White of
International
Broadcasting back from N. Y. and been filming a Chicago Travelogue
preparing to return there in October. for the last six months, will open a

who runs DeauCannes and La Baule, getting
a Legion of Honor from the TourFrancois Andre,

villes,

Ism ministry.
Jean Marais and Jean.Cocteau at
Albergo Luna in Venice prior to
filming the Victor Hugo play,
Bias." at Scalera Studio.
Belgian,

producer

Rene

17,

by Prince

Littler.

Bucks County, Pa.
By

Sol Jacobson

Mitchell Hodges' new bi-monthly,
The Informer, out Friday (19).
Phyllis Perlman to town to handle
press on Courtney Burr's "The Inspector Calls."
Dick Skinner, g.m. at Playhouse,
admitted to Assn. of Press Agents
and. Managers.

„

,

home.
Model

"Ruy

Leonide Moguy.
Francois Mauriac's play, "Passage
Devil's Passing"),

du Malin" ("The

which preemed in South America,
its French premiere in proNancy before Paris.

will get
vincial

Fan and Bill sold their Beach spot
for $250,000.
Ned Schuyler also went, to N. Y.
on a talent quest.
Jane Dulo into new Clover Club

Justin Herman starting first of
16mm. documentary film series
Saturday (20) at Recreation Center
here, as part of its adult education

program. "The City"

By L"es Bees
Peggy Ann Garner and mother

in

town.

Three

Kewpie

niterie.
Ben Fish,

Dolls

Goldwyn

at

Andy's

representative,

in town.

Minneapolis Daily Times
tabloid, city's

now

,

a

first.

Hotel Radisson Flame Room hold
ing over Lanny Ross.
Oliver Broughton, M-G-M home
office auditor, in town.

this week. Her first appearance in this area.
Paddock club, going in for higher
budget, has set Sally Rand and Nan
Blakstone for dates.
Sea Isle hotel, oceanfront hostelry,
sold for $2,500,000, to reopen Nov. 1
as a year-'round operation.
Jesse Weiss, operator of Joe's
Stone Crab restaurant, back from
Colorado to ready the eatery for
next month reopening.
Murray
Weinger,
Copacabana

partner, off to N. Y. to join Ben
Slutsky in a talent hunt. They're hoping to sign Danny Kaye, and other

James R. Grainer, Republic sales names.
manager, due in town this week.
Jack Goldman says he's gotten
Earl Perkins,
veteran
Warner Jackie Miles for $40,000 for an

salesman, on month's leave in Texas. eight-week run at the Clover Club,
Ben Marcus, Columbia district starting in January. Other names
manager, conducting sales meetings set include the Vagabonds, booked
for same time as Miles, Gracie
here.
Goldhammer, Eagle Lion Barrie and Cross & Dunn.
li. E.

Glenn

Sterling,

new

network

crooner, returning Sunday (21)
hometown and Aragon Ballroom

to
as

in "Northside 777" for 20th-Fox.
MacKinlay Kantor in

town

for

huddles on his story, "Gun Crazy,"
Peter Lind Hayes and the missus
to Cleveland to open a nitery tour.
William Wyler and Margaret Tallichet checked- in after a European
tour.

George Montgomery obtained his
from 20th-Fox and will free-

release
lance.

Skitch Henderson's band soloist.

Tex Williams starting a tour of
Abe Danches, egg powder manu- Southern California one-night

.

facturer, here for vacation, trying to
set-national premiere of—his-second
indie film "Harpoon" here.
Ina Claire to help Carl Hanna as
hostess in preeming his new thea-

is first bill.

Filmstar Angelika Hauff left for
Rio de Janeiro, after signing contract with

Brazilian film

company

Eftimos Eftimiades, Greek-Austrian, well known as stage director of
Josepfstadt theatre, died suddenly
at 32.

St.

Franz Salmhofer, composer and
of State Opera, composed
music to Russian comedy, "Happy

Louis

By Sam X. Hurst
Kay headlining

Beatrice

manager
floor

show at Chase Club.
Johnny Perkins back

Sinner."

Austrian Broadcasting System set

after an ill- to work new station on Kueniglberg
ness of several weeks.
in District 13, for time being, only
Carl Brisson in at Crystal Terrace," shortwave.
Park Plaza hotel, until Oct. 2.
Hans Schubert, well-known

Mickey Rooney and troupe making

p.a. at

valued at approximately $300,000.
Ike Williams, 47, manager of the
St. Louis, has recovered

Roxy, East

from injuries which hospitalized
him several weeks ago when he attempted to quiet a quartet of young
hoodlums in the theatre.

show

Minneapolis

Revival of "Portrait In Black,"
last season,
kicking off season at Frederic McConnell's Play House.
Howard Senor, of Loew's State
publicity staff, gave jeweled wristwatch as engagement present to
Adele Bruder, dairy heiress.

which had tryout here

stands.

Sunday

St. Louis symph society was bequeathed $10,000 by Mrs. Florence
Holmes Woodruff, who left an estate

Jeannie Clarie trio into Blackamoor show.

the

grounds

Dame."

Miami Beach
By Larry Solloway

spider bite.

Constantin Bakaleinikoff to Michi-

at

Participants

1

Gordon

By Glen Pullen
Green sock biz

gan for two weeks.
Charles Korvin returned from
European film chores.
Mounds Club.
Robert Walker to Ogden, Utah
Henny Youngman, current at Borsellino's Club, to be followed by where his father is ill.
Michael St. Angel changed his
Willie Shore.
K. Elmo Lowe on leave from name to Steven Flagg.
Jack Dempsey to Las Vegas to go
Cleveland Play House to appear in
new touring company of "State Of into the hotel business.
Pat O'Briens back in town after
Union."
Al Sutphin taking local critics to summering at Del Mar.
Charles Coburn in from ManhatPittsburgh for gander at "Icecapades," due at his Arena there tan to resume film work.
Jimmy Alexander in town after
Sept. 25.
Lakewood repertory group enlarg- 30 months in "Oklahoma!".
Herbert
Stothart
ing show schedule to. 20 performreported
at
ances, starting with current "State Metro after a European trip.
Dorothy Malone in town after
Of Union."
Pianist Kenny Rasmussen back visiting home folks in Dallas.
Buster Crabbe planed in from Defrom USO trip to Japan, and joining
Ed Hurshell at Skybar as baritone's troit to work in "Caged Fury."
Turhan Bey to St. Louis for the
accompanist.
Art Warren, co-owner of Cabin opening of "The Red Stallion."
Club, selling $39,000 home and movMickey Rooney to St. Louis for a
ing, to Los Angeles to establish roll- week's stint at the Horse show.
screen factory.
James Stewart to. Chicago to star
MitzV

choir's home for $700 bag of cash
and jewelry.
Jerry Breckenridge checked out,
of RKO's flackery and retired to his
Virginia home.
By Emil W. Maass
ZaSu Pitts was SRO in "Late
Pedro Armendariz planed to MexErich Pommct, U. S. film -officer
Christopher Bean" at Theron Bam
ico City to receive a government
berger's strawhatter.
was the in Germany, on visit here.
It
Hermann Leopoldi, composer and award for acting.
third time for her in the Sidney
Zachary Scott's illness caused
pianist, signed up for Simpl Cabaret.
Howard comedy.
three-day delay
air races staged
(14) at the local high school

by Exchange Club.
from eight states.

the National horse show here.
Forest Park Highlands, major outlocal branch with John E. Flynn, door- amusement park, shuttered for
the season.
formerly of Metro, in charge.
Garrick relighted as sole burlesk
Peter Bayes. assistant to Leo
Brandt, Eagle Lion publicity head in house in the St. Louis area, Dick
Chicago, takes over road flack duties. Zeisler continues as manager.
American theatre tees off 1947-48
He was in charge of publicity for
legit
York,
season Sunday (21) with one
bethe Strand theatre, New
week stand of "Toplitszky of Notre
fore entering the Army.

getting 3,000 costumes free from
home authorities for production of a
Belgian epic to be directed by

widow

Cleveland

James -A.- —Sixsmith— leaves— -this
week for Australia after Paramount
huddles.
week for appendectomy.
Brig.
Victor C. Secombe of
Budd Schulberg working on screen trical penthouse next Monday (22), AustraliaGen.
gandering film production
treatment of his new novel, "The when her "Fatal Weakness" opens
at Warners.
Harder They Fall," at New Hope Hanna's legit season.
Burglars prowled Lauritz Mel;

David" Reppa, of Playhouse crew,
rushed to Temple Univ.. Philly, last

Henry Hathaway

Marcelle Chantal interrupting tour
of "Vent vient de Loin" following

e

Eden Phillpotts' Devonshire comedy, "The Farmer's Wife," in which
Sir Cedric Hardwicke made his rep,
is being revived at the Apollo, Sept.

performances, beginning Sept.. 21.
Wednesday matinees are dropped.

Italy.

Lou Wolfson here from London

queline Squire.

Dorothy Gish and. Arthur Sircom
Kewanee, 111.
down last weekend.
Playhouse shutters Saturday (20)
Cary Grant, Anna May Wong,
Dave Rubinoft and Paul Muni in with best season to date.
town last week.
Moss Hart working on new comHenry Michel, of the "Carousel" edy at his Aquetong home.

this season.

motor

A

Hammersmith.
During the last week of the' run
of "A Sleeping Clergyman" at the
Noel Coward doing the town with Criterion, Margaret Leighton, cor
star with Robert Donat, collapsed
Tallulah Bankhead.
Tom Delaney, of Delaney Pre- and role was taken over by Jac-

Tom

Claire* Jean Lipton divorced
Channing Lipton.
Harry Carey hospitalized by black

.

the originators.
Gracie Fields recording 13 halfhour radio programs for export only.
These will be broadcast throughout
the world, but will not be heard oyer
the air in Britain.
serious fire was averted at His
Majesty's theatre, Sept. 8, when a
routine inspection revealed a fourth
Fire was
floor coffee room ablaze.
quickly put out by firemen.
Wynyard Brown, young playwright, is having his first play,
"Dark Summer," tried out in Holland before it comes to Qie Lyric,

film anti-trust suit.

Frank Lawton, British actor and
ex-major in the King's Royal Rifle
Corps, to be decorated with- U. S.
Merit
American
Legion
of
at
Embassy, London, Sept. 25.
Despite his pout at Rodgers &
Hammerstein tor allegedly breaking
the release date on "Allegro," Decca
prexy Jack Kapp flew to Boston for

MPA's

.

month's vacation.

surgery.

-

but

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen
Mother
Stewart,

of Connie and Marilyn
acrobatic team, died last

week.
Jackie Gleason opened two-week
engagement Monday night (15) at
Carousel.
Josie Lievine remodeling the old
Canary Inn and will rechristen it
The Circus.
Mrs. Ernie Neff, wife of the an
nouncer, into the hospital for an
other operation.
Opening of fall show season at
William Penn's Terrace Room post

poned until Oct.

6.

..Eileen Donnelly, local gal, named
captain of Mrs. Earl Lindsay line at
Chez Ami in Buffalo.
Marie Ryan McKee, women's edi-

au

thor, returned after a long exile in

of

-

"Prelude

to

Night" production.
Samuel S. Spiegel won the right to
enter the United States legally for
permanent address.
Al Horwits arrived from New
York for publicity huddles at Universal-International.

Judy Garland, recovered from illchecked in at Metro for huddles
on "Easter Parade."
Merle
Oberon,
Ryan,
Robert
Charles Korvin and Paul Lukas returned from Europe.
ness,

.

Johnny O'Connor

in

town

to con-

with Gene Fowler on
Jimmy Walker biography.
fer

the

Jane Withers and William Moss
Ferdinand Adler, music
(took out a license to wed, with the
critic, also back from Shanghai.
date set for Saturday (20).
Bob Ecton signed by Bernard
Green, Paris promoter, for 18 weeks
of piano playing in Europe.
on
Joseph Schocter in from EdmonBy Florence S. Lowe
to line up talent and technicians
Max Miller, Eagle Lion flack, In ton
for Canadian Productions. Ltd.
to beat the drum.
Steele and Jack O'Shea left
Ben Blue will highlight the re- forBobsix-month
a
tour of the southern
opening of Club Cairo this week.
states, opening in Lynchburg, Va.
Gypsy Markoff checked in for a
Bing
Crosby made a special
month's stint at Balalaika, loeel
trailer to plug the opening of the
nitery a la Russe.
Kay DeWitt, new house singer for American Cancer Society's fund
Loew's Capitol, gave up a school campaign.
Gene Autry to Minneapolis to
marmJs job for this stint.
which
William Faversham, Jr., in to visit open his Flying A Rodeo tour,
in
brother" Philip, who was here last will wind up with four weeks
Madison Square. Garden.
week in "Voice of the Turtle."
Max Youngstein, Eagle Lion pro
motion chief, in town to do spade
work on a capital preem for "T
en
Men."
Edward Everett Horton SRO at
By Victor Skaarup
Olney, Md., nearby strawhatter, in
"Oklahoma!" reported to be shown
his
perennial , "Springtime
for at the Norrebro theatre next year.
Henry."
Anne Brown, American Negro
Fred Kogod, K-B circuit boss, singer, giving concerts here and in
named vice-chairman of Board of the provinces.
Public Welfare by D. C. CommisRKO's "Bells of St. Mary's," modsioners.
erate success here, panned by the
A
Shanghai.

local teacher won WTOP-CBS's
radio workshop award with a novel
plan to teach history via the soap
opera format.
Jackson Lowe,
disc jockey,

spending

WWDC

a

New York

postman's holiday in
looking up musicians
his programs.

who have appeared on

Sacha Lucas, maestro of the defunct Troika, whose own nitery
folded last season, back from a summer stint at Saranac Inn to try his
luck at the Brown Derby.

press as too sentimental.
Danish femme film stars voted
Gary Cooper their favorite actor
with Spehcer Tracy the runner-up.
Circus Schumann played four-

summer season at World
cinema building with every house
an audience sellout.
Dagmar Bio, used as a summer
revue theatre since May, opened as
a film house Sept. 3 with Warners

month

"Rhapsody in Blue."

*

as having promising talent. Agents,
producers and others will be asked
to suggest candidates. The expense,
if any, to the participants, •will be

the Comedian
A Kind Word for
from
Continued

extremely nominal

page 2

OBITUARIES

—

say, 50c. a week
to cover the limited
cost of the project. If -any additional

J

—merely enough

his feet bearing
^rwiath to rise t»
the apweight of the gardenia,
executive, fitted
XlZt is 'dubbedwelcomed
into the
fn rl swivel and
The agency man must
• »ency fold.)
cocktails at lunch
il able to drink
comedian at re~nd ann oy the radio
laughing at his gags.
hearsal by not
finger
Th* agency executive has his
When
onthe pulse of the nation.
from the pulse
he removes the finger
f'^4U4 i«nm»Hifln haft

was. atrocious.

suit

That makes

happy because the

le

for

me

16

me

CLAUDE ARCHER LA BELLE

was made money is needed, modest contribuyears ago by Samuelson tions may be solicited from various
suit

Sons & Linney, tailors to His Majes- theatrical names.
ty the King, in London. I can get
No place has yet been selected for
another suit but the performance is the classes, but for the present Miss
plastered on.
Crawford will handle the preliminLewis Nichols in The Times finds ary arrangements from her productraces of Fay and Jimmy Stewart. tion office. It's stressed that the plan
I'm sorry he left out Joe E. Brown is not connected in any way with
and Bert Wheeler because they are Theatre, Inc., the American National
nation, the comedian has good, too. He also believes I chose Theatre and
Academy, American
the
of
Abingdon because it is within run- Repertory Theatre or any other orsomething to worry about.
is ning distance of Tennessee and its ganization. Also,
although Miss CrawThe Guest Ster: The guest star
Holly- hills. I wish I'd thought of that the ford, Lewis and Kazan are all former
enerally a temperamental
the script night of the opening.
members of the Group Theatre, the
wood glamour girL When
she insists that most of
One of my favorite criticisms is present scheme is in no way conIs finished
rewritten. Her agent Chris Brown's. Brown is 13 years nected with it
the jokes be
demands-ttwt .-the_guest_slax!s_last_i 0 id a nd gets out-his -newspaper-w ith
hree pictures, "Zombie in the a stylus. It sells for 3'/2 cents, .1V4
Clarisse" and cents being for postage. Brown snys
Oven," "Chuck Wagon
"She Couldn't Say Maybe," be men- in part: "Mr. Pemberton says he
tioned in the dialogue. When- the isn't an actor, but whatever he calls
Continued from page 1
program is over the comedian hears jt t was very enjoyable. The audiproduce, with the Metropolitan Muoae laugh. It is the guest star as ence responded to his mood and he tual Assurance
Co. of Chi picking up
never let them down." Now there's
«he takes her check.
the tab. Davis-Young-Powell is the
The Critic: The radio critic is a newspaper man to watch. If he agency. Cast includes legit's Janice
can't get a job in Abington and will
allergic to the comedian. When the
Kingslow, last seen in "Anna Lubring
his
critic
stylus
the
up
here,
I'll
funny
start
a
are
gags
comedian's
casta."
prints them to save writing a col- rival Actors' Cues for hini

real estate editor of
the San Francisco Examiner. Previous to that he did public relations
work in the Philippines. He also
did newspaper work in Chicago and
Washington. He was a founder and
a member of the San Francisco Theatre Critics Council.
Survived by two brothers.

Nobody knows how many

Continued from page

people listen to each set. On the
basis of a few hundred phone calls,
made each month, the survey arrives
at a mythical figure which supposedly is the approximate number of
alleged listeners tuning in the come•

^

I

is

a

in

Continued from page

'

-

|

hounded to
eppear at every benefit from the biggest affair at Madison Square Garden down to a testimonial dinner
given

decompression

chamber

for some sandhog.
The
comedian's friends are always droppmg in to remind him that Jack
.

|

is

I

Broadcasting's

1

f

°,

.

tw °

Scripter
;

1

1

;

until he's 45 years old

tical

Meanwhile he'll
years hence.
share the income, at what the banker-trustees estimate will be about
interest, with his stepmother.
The fortune was left by the writer's
father. James D. Shaw, a public

m

^

lawyer Of Milwaukee.
Meanwhile, Shaw will hove to
struggle along on the mere $1,500 a

m

'

-

Lab for Actors

'

Continued from page
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Ppltth
nrtnit
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lull

Continued from page

my

months without
1

-

—

If this is

the

Mur-

dock Pemberton I used
to know in
Mnporia, Kan., he Can take whatever blame there is
because it was
•h»S performance of
Launcelot Gobbo
in a high school
show that gave me
the courage to
undertake this role,
rhis actor

was

my

brother; his per-

lormance was terrific, and was close
several other parts of his anatomy,
iIe ako said
I brought the oblique
approach, I shall look that one up
a ter. His criticism
of underplaying
« well taken. I learned about that
trom Fiank Fay, who at one time

ma v
-

in the N. Y.

and

become

stale.

But there

!

-

Miss

Crawford.

Lewis

and

Ka/.an

limited experience, but for
those fairly well established. Lewis
is
to direct the experienced actors
and Kazan the relatively inexperienccd ones. Choreographer Jerome

with

Sun

my

hit

or

laid out a scheme Tor holding regular
acting classes, not only for players

!

ing.

was pretty good but that

act,

j

;

)

1

chance to
long-running
a

are no facilities for an actor to work
at various parts, particularly parts
against type..
With no more than that lo go on.

I

ea rly in his "Harvey"
career was accused of overplaying his underplay-

Ward Morehouse

get into a

after they've

'

to

thinks

at

They later bethe Folies Ber-

spots.

Green Light

Mrs. Margaret G. McDonough, 65,
wife of Alfred B. McDonough, retired manager of the old Erlangcr
and Powers theatre enterprises, died
in Oak Park, 111., Sept. 9. Son and
daughter also survive.

formerly an actor for 27 years, died
in New York, Sept. 13.
He played
middle west and appeared on the New York stage in
"The Bat," "What Price Glory,"
"The Missouri Legend" and other
shows.

picture at either the Harris or
the Senator.
Couldn't be learned from either
UA or the censor board what elim-

Widow and

sister survive."

JOHN

F.

PCVOGEL

John F. Puvogel, 76, former eiiv
to be- made in "Outlaw"
in
the go-ahead although- it's cuit operator, died in his home
understood from those close to the. Eimhurst, Queens, N. Y., Sept. 13.
retired from business in 1040
He
[situation that the cuts were' plenty
after organizing the Cross Bay Theheavy.
atre Co., which operated a group of
inations

had

it

,!

Robbins. approached subsequently,
agreed lo handle classes in body
movement, posture.- etc. Miss Crawford will be administrative head.
The scheme is to get under way
In llirce or four weeks, with parlicipunts limited to those ifgnrded

BIRTHS

]

Mr. and Mrs. Ted Connor, daughCulver City, Sept. 12. Father is
prop man at 20th -Fox.
Mr. and Mrs. Niven Busch, daughter, Hollywood, Sept. 12. Mother is
Teresa Wright of the screen; father

.

theatres in Queens, N. Y.
W.fe, six daughters and
survive.

E -Ison.

son,

Father's on

KQV

•

in

SAM

IIECIIT

Hecht, theatre builder, died
Cape Girardeau,
Among the houses
he built was the Esqulte, Cape
Girardeau, for a syndicate headed
by B. A. Wollner and H 4 H. Royle,

of a heart attack in

Mo., last week.

of

Memphis.

LOUIS

staff.

Mr. and Mrs. Philip Yordan. son.
L. A., Sept. 13. Mother is Marilyn
Nash,, actress; father as .stage and
-.
•'
screen writer.

died

Sam

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Breyer.
daughter, Hollywood, Sept. 7, Father
is a radio account executive.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Nelson, son,
Milwaukee, Sept. 6. Father is WTMJ.

6.

salesman

Pittsburgh,

He was

and other companies.

i

film director.

Milwaukee, announcer.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben

in

York, Sept.

13, after a long illa 25-year vet in the
film business and served in various^
capacities with RKO, PDC, Pathe'

and

Pittsburgh, Sept.

former

Dillon,

RKO

New

ness.

Mrs. Jack Kalcheim,
daughter, New York, Sept. 8. Father
is a vaudeville and nilery agent.
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Feist, daughter, Santa Monica, Sept. 8. Father is
a

GEORGE DILLON
George
for

a writer-producer.

Mr.

Martin J. Finley, Paramount policeman for 25 years, died in Hollywood, Sept. 10.

MARRIAGES
Iris Karyl to Herbert Marks, New
York. Sept. 14. Bride is a dancer;

and Miami talent agent.
Breckie Orr to Laurel Smith,
Hollywood, Sept. 13. Bride is a pub-

he's N. Y.

licist at

Eagle-Lion.

Marie O'Keefe

to

Walter Moros-

co.

HUTSON

Louis L. Hutson, theatre musician
the piano in Rochester's

first

and

1

ward

Cheyfitz, also a Johnston aide.

Byrnes, former Secretary of State,
has been doing much of the mastertactics to be followed
during the Congressional probe, but
has refused, to make a personal
appearance before the committee.
Johnston himself is ill and it's not
certain whether he will be able to
attend the sessions or not. However,
it is understood that industry toppers thought it preferable in any
case to get another public figure,
aside from Johnston, to represent
the MPA at the hearings.
MeNiitt will follow in the path
laid out by the late Wendell Willkie,
" hen the industry once before faced
Congressional
investigators.
That
was three months before Pearl
Harbor, when the charge was that

Hollywood
mongering,"

pictures
It

were

was the

"wartime

first

hat the industry had t?ken a fi"htr
in« s'ance as this is the second
with the result that the committee
was backed so far down into its
corner and made to look so silly
it postponed the hearings
into ob-

I

L.

who played
i

McNutt
Continued from page

mittee could hardly charge that he
had tied himself up with "a bunch
of reds" in its probe of Communist
activity in the film capital.
McNutt's selection is believed to
have been given final okay during
the flying trip to the Coast last
week by Joyce O'Hara, exec aide to
MPA chief Eric Johnston, and Ed-

two sons minding on

ter,

is

Allan Miller, 53, who operated a
radio advertising and program production firm in Toledo, O., died of a
heart attack in that city Sept. 10.

in stock in the

.

continue playing the same part long

|

chest.

1

that actors get little time to work on
their craft.
With stock and repertory no longer
or refresher
training
offering a
ground, actors may go for many

I

•

.

close to

prexy and treasurer.

MORGAN

About

sell

to-get

:

C"

years.

j

i

.

available.

UA

I

-

,

Briskin,

Las Vegas, Sept. 12. He's a film
producer.
Marion Finer to Harold Labovitz,
partners.
Pittsburgh, Sept. 7. Bride's secretary
to John McGreevey, head bookerFRED It.
buyer for Harris circuit.
Nondas Metcalfe to Ne'son Case,- in
Fred R. Morgan, 62, artist and cartoonist, died in New York, Sept. 14.
New York, Sept. 5. Bride is an acMorgan was best known to show tress and writer; groom is a radio
biz for his cartoon critiques of N, Y. announcer.
Gerda Mickelson to Ole Skaarup,
vaude shows. They appeared in The
Graphic and later in The Mirror dur- in Peekskill, N.Y., Aug. 23. Bride is
ing the 1920's.
the radio writer, Gerda Michael.
Brother, Richard C. Morgan, pubBctte Geisser to John Hcaley, Los
lisher of The Travel Agent and Angeles. Sept. 12. Both are with Fox
Weot Coast.
American Traveller, survives.
Esther Godder to Harold Butchin,
Chicago, Sept. 6. Groom is in Chi.
BENJAMIN H. ROBERTS
Benjamin H. Roberts, 62, repre- Universal Pictures public relations
sentative of Actors Equity Assn. anc! department.

in this state in Erie. No
local first-run date has been set yet,
but
Office is working on a deal
with Harris circuit to play Jane Rus-

I

next time you join
comedian's
nam»Tmes Up 8 d0radio
, t
j° irr *e great
!
ratorS y ~* ay a
kind word
The
y
Ur kind word k r °bP
abW a
" the c °™dian -will have
h
when his
career is ended.

many

came producers

showing

'

the welkin.
Epilog: The

2'

Samuel

of

76,

gere, the

Pittsburgh. Sept. 16.
"The Outlaw" has finally received
the green light from the Pennsylvania censors, and will have "its first

,

mlZ

"Outlaw"
IMtt's

utilities

, oaned
gc _
him when. A ter week he makes for authoring "DA."
working hke the
proverbial mongrel and "Christopher." He figures he'll
aU season the~ "-wicuiciu
comedian linos
finds xx
that have to spend at least part of the
n
n ° "?° ney he has
made a inheritence on secretarial help
ifniW lem
es and he has had the [handling the come-on mail he'll -get
*!'
use V?f
of

a "d

ful for

in

15

the come-

dian comes to the end
of his fiscal
year, he finds that
he has to pay out
from 60 to 80 percent of
his income
taxes. The rest of
his money he
his agent for commission, maded to
indigent relatives for
their support Hnd
tors who knew

Mother,

Sarah Bernhardt, and the
week. Opera Comicjue in Paris, always as

station

a week is currently being
spent for N. Y. radio advertising.
Niles Trammel, NBC prexy, reversed the WNBC ruling on "Outlaw" after it was pointed out that
WMAQ, the chain's Chicago outlet,
and other of its key stations throughout the country had carried the iden-

Shaw

Continued from page

had been dead some years.
Born in Algeria, Emile and Vincent Isola began their show career
as a conjuring act, and were success-

$5,000

!

|

flagship

would make

itations

successful.

PP°Pl«-the the principal

"&
%
Tax: When

He

and France and later

Vincent Isola, 85, veteran showman, died recently in Paris. His
brother and former partner, Emile,

York, reversed itself last
Outlet is now using two or three
transcribed plugs a day and Alec
Moss, Hughes' p.a., declared that
he'd buy all that WNBC's time lim-

!

ftie

^fW
The Income

Nastal,
part
48,
director of stain that
formerly held a
in the U. S. Army.

Milwaukee, died

7.

vice-prexy of Liberty Films, and
Irving Briskin, Columbia exec, died
in Los Angeles, Sept. 15. Other survivors
include two
more sons,
Barney Briskin, an indie producer,
and Murray Briskin, eastern theatre
owner, and a daughter, Mrs. Abe
Schneider, wife of Columbia vice-

VINCENT. ISOLA

s

New

Benny

and Bob Hope had great programs, earlier in the week, and
that
Lum 'n' Abner have just passed him
on the Hooper. After a few
years
in radio the
comedian shudders at

mailm^T!!

fully in Italy

corps of Fleldingites helped the b.o.
by plunking- .down .full admission.
Price is $1 during the day and
$1.50 evenings, with $1.80 tap Saturday nights.
After nixing spot announcement
for "The Outlaw," WNBC, National

'

-

'

being

Ellen Beach Yaw, 78, former grand
star, died Sept. 8 in Covina,
Cal., where she lived in retirement.
In her prime Miss Yaw sang success-

opera

B'way-'Outfaw'

"

ters.

The comedian

another daughter also

at the Metropolitan, where she was
week from 11 until midnight. With noted chiefly for her role in "Lucia
the addition of. Douglas, WJBK be- de Lammermoor." Oh her retirecomes the first station east of Chica- ment from the opera and concert
go to announce a Negro disk-jockey. stage, Miss Yaw established the Lark
Douglas is a graduate of Wayne Ellen School for Boys, in Los AnUniv.
geles, since taken over by the Lions
Club.

a radio actor

is

Morris Carnovsky
is being sought for the lead, but is
awaiting suggested script revisions.
Reich, at his Broadhurst portal
post yesterday (Tues. ), said he felt
his job was a fine opportunity to
maintain contacts with producers
and sundry other stagefolk. His
chores were rather light, he noted,
and he passed the; dull moments by
scriptirf "Mothers" in his cubby
hole as well as collabing on an
othc scri P t _ h ich was- sold-to-afllm com P a "y- The Playwright, who
came to the u s 111 ,939 P refers to
be known as a "backstage custodian"
feeling its- more "dignified'' than the
term " sta ge aoor man
With the Broadhurst for about two
years, Reich prior to that was at the
similar
capacity.
Imperial in
a
"Mothers" will be his first play to
see production on Broadway. He
doubted he would remain as a stagedoor watchdog in the event his play

and friends are sources 0' annoyance. Each week the comedian receives hundreds of postcards and let-

vice.

.

ELLEN BEACH YAW

entertainment circles

Sept.

commission
I

survive.

Douglas' disk-jockey sessions will
be known as "Harlem Nocturne" and
will be broadcast seven nights a

1

and announcer.

dian's program. The comedian has
ups and downs on the survey.
The lowest rating the comedian ever
had was minus ten. This meant that
not only nobody was listening to the
program but ten people who were
going to buy radios didn't because
the comedian was on the air.

His fans want photographs,
is,, tickets for his program,
copies of old scripts money and ad-

in

Widow and

WFOX,

:

stock, while Irving

bis

^aiTMiiir WiendS reic^"l^ilmir

known

former con-

sister.

Stanley

Capt.
tion
city

retary to the late British actor, Wilson Barrett.

efforts

around Detroit.

Doorman's Play

are sixty million radio sets in oper-.
.ation.

Negro Jock

Detroit, Sept. 16.
of many awards in
to stimulate
in the midwest,
announced the addition of a Negro
disk jockey to its program schedule.
New jock is Van Douglas, who began his duties yesterday (15). He is
well,

RE IN D
60,

owner and program

He also wrote newspaper articles
and in 1929 did a weekly column
from Paris fw the New York Sun.
He began his literary career as sec-

WJBK. winner

harmony

J. I

Freund,

J.

STANLEY NASTAL

'

inter-racial

vived by

Le

Gallienne, 81, poet,
novelist, critic and father of actress
Eva Le Gallienne, died in Menton,
France, Sept. 14. He was one of the
prominent literary figures of the end
of the 19th century and was best
known for his poetry.

j

for

EDWARD
Edward

cert violinist in Czechoslovakia, died
suddenly in Chicago, Sept. 2. Sur-

RICHARD LE GALLIENNE
Richard

j

Detroit's

member

.*cently from heat prostration. He
was- last employed at the Melba theatre, a Fred Wehrenberg unit.

News he was

1st Negro Soaper

past years

ALBERT LOUIS FISCHER

Prior to his association with the

j

retired four years

'

,

"'t-the St. Louis Theatrical Brother{od, Local No. 6, died in St. Louis

years.

18

He

9.
•',

,

Albert L. Fischer, veteran

Francisco after a heart attack. He
critic for the news £

j

umn. When the' comedian's gags are
(Ed. Note: Pemberton played the
bad the critic prints them to show
lousy they are. This also saves leading role for a week in "Harvey"
the critic the trouble of writing a at the Barth theatre, for which he
The comedian, like the received $46 in silver, two Virginia
column.
threebread
in
a
hams, a hand of tobacco, a live
other piece of
decker sandwich is always in the goose, and as bonus an acre of land
middle.
on the side of a mountain).
The Survey: The radio survey
comedian's popthe
determines
ularity. In the United States there

ago.

was drama

—

how

died Sept.

Claude Archer La Belle, 54, veteran drama critic of the San Francisco News, died Sept. 14 in San

film theatre, the Bijou- Dream,
later led 'the orchestra there,
•

—

•

livion.
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A Few "Thank You's" To A Few Citizens
(NOT
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RADIO

LEGITIMATE

(Take Your Pick)
Chas. V. Yates
Lester Shurr

Marconi

Henry Wiese
Matty Rosen
General Artists Corp.

Duane-Jones Co.
Reggie Scheubel

Louis Shurr

Chet Gerlock

Bob- JlrOfMt

Tom Hudson
Tom Glazer

Vinton Freedley
Richard Kollmar
Jimmy Gardiner
Charles MacArthur
Ben Hecht
Hunt Stromberg, Jr.
Tom Spengler
Charles Meeker
Starlight Operetta Co.
(Dallas, Texas)

Mermen, Company

Lew Bonham

Ann Thomas

Lieberson
Martin Lieberson
Bernie Miller
Allan Walker
Bill

PERSONAL APPEARANCES
Marvin Schenck
Sidney Piermont
Joe Vogel

u
-J
tt

Order of Their Importance)

AGENTS

<

5

Listed in the

Alan Zee
Harry Mayer
Bill

Howard

<

Eddie Sherman

-J

Mickey Aldrich

<
5

Leo Cohen

Bob

pi

Jlofte

Matty Norman
Jerry Devine
Herb Polesie

PICTURES

Bab

Thunderhoof

Lassie

Jlofta

Sessue

Hayakawa

£
r
>

Barney Dean

MONEY
{Sovitf.

Morris Plan

Jtofvz National
INSULTS

Jfope)

RUMMY

Friars

Club

Toots Shor

•J
CO

pi

Bank
GIN

TROTTERS

u
<

BASEBALL

TURF

HANDICAPPER

-J

Brooklyn Dodgers

Joe Pledge

Joe

(p Jfope)

He*

A/a

<
5
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Jtape
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And to the Boy Owe So Much to: My Writer, DANNY SHAPIROI
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FINANCING
Pix Biz Nixes Star Guestings on Tele
Until

Program Quality Improves

Hollywood, Sept.

When

programwise that

Actors Equity council yester-

Chicago, Sept. 23.
C.as.t of. ABC's "Breakfast
Club" is still chuckling over the
quip of .a blinded war vet who
askerj. for a knockdown to songstress Patsy Lee following recent morning broadcast.
"Gee," niftied the vet to Lee,
"I'd like to Braille you."

.

-

'erswas temporarily continued fol-lowing much' debate on,the subject.
It was stated however, that the
prohibiting regulation should not in
any wise be construed as permanent.
action will be postponed
'until
the present "experimental"

KFWB's Sweeping

•Decisive

and stucan further study the medium.

'stages
clios

of video are passed

.

Disk Blacklist Of

poor quality of programs inspired the ban. When shows
brighten then all may be forgiven,
anyway. For the
o'r, reconsidered
present the basic agreement holds.
Only Paramount is excepted, and
Warners'
(Continued on page 47)
cordings on

.The present

Double Entendre

:

Off-the-Cob 2-flite Stand

Slays

Slickers

At

Carnegie Hall for $9,500
By BERNIE WOODS

:

.

City

For the big-city slickers who think
that Sinatra, .Como, Crosby and a
few other lyric-breathers have a corner on the swooning market, there's

another guess coming.
New York's
-Carnegie Hall on Friday (19) evening showed how wrong they can be.
The Answer was produced at the second half of a two-day "countrymusic" concert, the first time such a
shindig ever hit the big city.
Promoters of the affair (2) netted
themselves a neat $2,200 each on the
;two-day affai-r. after paying all expenses, including $3,500 to Tubb and
his unit and $600 for the hall, plus
-incidental expenses.
They grossed
approximately $9,500 for the two
eights, it's claimed.
Sinatra, Como, Crosby, et al., may
(Continued on page 54)

Hollywood, Sept. 23.
has put 25 rea blacklist as objection-

KFWB

able for broadcast purposes. Tunes
nixed as being in poor taste or
risque will be on permanent "thumbs
down" list. Ban is probably the
greatest ever issued by any station
and action is leading to general
'cleanup in the trade.
Probably as many as 25 firms are
affected by the ban which will be
extended as new platters are released.
Those hit now are "Aren't
You Kinda. Glad We Did," "Empty
Bed Blues," "I Used To Work In
Chicago," "Makin' Whoopee," "I'm
Gonna Be A Bad Girl," "I'm Going
To Move To the Outskirts of Town,"
"Fat Mama Blues," "Big Legs,"
,

On

"Hurry

'

Down,"

Comes Around," "Red

Maid

Boogie,"

Blue s," "Wake Up

Who

"Man

"Side

Saddle
Maid,"

Old

(Continued on page 47)

LaGuardia Won't Be

Replaced on Mutual
Jessel's
George
;Will ,play

$12,500

Fla.

Date

Jessel, 20th-Fox producer,
his first nitery date in

many

years, having been inked for
January at the Copacabana, Miami

Mutual won't replace

F.

H.

La-

The cooperatively sponshow the late former New
York mayor did on the network
Guardia.
sored

Saturdays at 6:30-6:45 p.m. is being
Deal, inked by Paul Small,
dropped and the time period will
weekly. Jessel has
taken sabbaticals from be filled for the present with a
"his producing chores for personal roundup of Saturday football scores.
r
appearances,
but heretofore
has
Although some trade observers,
•nixed nitery work.
confident a new commentator of La)' Preceding the
Copa .date, Jessel
has been booked for the Hippodrome, Guardia's liberal persuasion would
Baltimore, starting Nov. 20, and the be sought by Mutual for the sake
Oriental,
Chicago, Christmas and of balance in its gabber roster LaG.
New Year's week.
having been the last remaining outspoken liberal on the web's list
a network spokesman said that
ROONEY,
"not very many stations" carried LaHollywood, Sept. 23.
Mickey Rooney is understood to Guardia and no plans have been
be lining up three films for indie made to seek a successor, of his type
production with himself as pro- or any other.
ducer-director.
Guest commentators have been
Peter Lorre is reported about to billed on the LaGuardia time since
close a deal to star in the trio of pix. the onetime mayor felt ill.
Beach.

calls for $12,500

previously

—

'

MICKEY

PRODUCER

—

day (Tues.) ordered the dissolution of any organized faction
within its ranks, and instructed
any of its members who belong

lyn):

to

Prosperity Note?

With production and operating
expenses mounting rapidly during
the last year or more, financing has
become one of the major problems
of theatrical producing. It not "only
costs more to produce a show now
than it did a year or so ago. but it
also costs more to keep the show

First,

tickets, $4,000,000

week accepted
World Series
was received in

money

Thus, more backing is necessary
to do the production in the first
place, and the higher overhead decreases the rate of return on the
investment. Potential investors are
consequently becoming more cautious. That, coupled with an apparent tightening of "financial conditions, has complicated the problem
of getting the necessary backing for
new shows.
There are two marked indications

only about $600,000
seats were available,
had to be refunded).

of growing scarcity of theatrical
financing. One is the widespread
reports in Broadway circles of the
number of prospective productions
being held Up because of insuf-

backing. The other is the
willingness of producers with scheduled shows to accept relatively
ficient

modest investment

units.

That

is

in

striking contrast to the situation of
several seasons ago, when few show-

men would

consider accepting backing in small amounts, except as a
favor to a few personal friends or
employees.
Although few producers openly

admit

having

raising
money for their shows, the reports
of such instances are more prevalent
(Continued on page 50)
difficulty

Setting

Up Dates

For Jackie Robinson,

Negro

Ball Player

Booking of Jackie Robinson, the
Brooklyn Dodgers' Negro first-baseman, is taking the General Artists
Corp. into the booking of sporting
events as well. GAC, after signing
Robinson, has set him for a pair
of exhibition games with the Detroit Wolverines at Brig«s stadium.
Detroit, Robinson is slated
$2,500 for' the two games.

to

orders and checks. (Since

"militant middle" bloc.

worth of
remainder

Organized factionalism, along polines,
has been introduced

litical

into theatrical unionism, apparently

a permanent basis. It already
exists in the American Federation
of Radio Artists, under the name of
the Artists Committee. It has also
been carried over into Actors Equity
Assn., under the leadership of Elliott
Nugent. From indications, 'efforts
are being made to extend it into the
other performer union affiliates of
the Associated Actors
Artistes of

on

Video Mfrs.

May

Have to Bankroll
Series Telecasts
With the opening game of the
1947 World Series less than a week
away, there's still no guarantee that

&

America, and the various writer and
director guilds, in both New York
and Hollywood.
Opposition to the Artists Comimt(Continued on page D5)

the baseball classic will be televised.

However, with Red Barber and Mel
Allen pacted to handle the series'
radio, broadcasts,
listeners of better

that

AM

insures

coverage than

JAP COMIC WATANABE
READIES RADIO RETURN
Hollywood, Sept. 23.
Japanese comic Frank Watanabe

last

year.

Series tees off Tuesday (30) but
to date there have been no takers
for the $100,000 price asked by Baseball Commissioner A. B. ("Happy")
Chandler for tele rights. According
to

GAC

such groups to resign "forthwith." The action was taken at
a stormy meeting, in New York,
after a delegation of members
had appeared to petition for the
banning of Elliott Nugent's new

two days that the Brook-

lyn Dodgers last
applications for

running.

Light," "Le-

My

galize
Name," "Big Fat Mama,"
"Thrill Me," "Love For Sale," "Horizontal," "Bessie Couldn't Help It,"

"Old

Note on the financial state of
the Union (or maybe just Brook-

By HOBE MORBISON

Touch System

ma-

is,

jor -motion picture firms will .stop
That, at
•looking down their- noses.
exis the general attitude
'least,pressed in relation to the use of
'guest film players in the medium.
A">i so it was officially ruled at the
special meeting last week of the
Radio* Subcommittee of the Motion
.Picture Ass'n when the ban on play*•

Increases in Performer Unions

23.

ihings start looking up In

'television*,

Organized Political Factionalism

one video

Chandler and
potential sponsors are sitting each
other out. Chandler refuses to cut the
price and no sponsor will come in
until he does. "We'll get the series
on the air, though, even if we have
to stand out in the street with a tin
(Continued on page 48)
official,

being readied for a return to radio
after his wartime absence. In radio
for 11 years until the Nipponese lost
is

with the American public
to Pearl Harbor, Watanabe
be introduced as having served
with the 442nd Infantry combat team
in Europe. He'll cut a series of audi-

favor
prior
will

tion platters.

Eddie Holden, owner'of the show
"Frank Watanabe and Honorable
Monsieur La Barbaere," has signed
a deal with Creative Radio Productions.

CHRISTMAS
^ PERFECT
9
<r^-

CMjrtabtwB

get

silent night

Robinson has already been signed
for the Apollo theatre, N. Y., Oct.
Washington, Oct.
17; the Howard,
and the Regal, Chicago, Oct.
24,
31. Theatre salary is quoted at $3,000

'twas the night before christmas

adeste'fideus

god rest ye merry. gentlemen

plus percentages.
He's also been pacted by Herald
Pictures, but film deal is being he]o'

up pending
script.

GAC

GIFT

tenia

carol of the bells

approval of the

hark! the herald angels sing

.

oh little town of bethlehem

Tops of the Tops

joy to the

1

"Feiidin' and Fightin
British Sheet Seller

"Now

the Hour"
(Details in Music Section)
Is

HOUR OF CHARM
CHOIR

ALL-GIRL ORCHESTRA
Undet the

"

Top

world

•

Top Sheet Music Seller
"Near You"
Top "Most Requested" Disk
"Near You"
Top Coin Machine Tune
"Near You"
Top "Most Plugged" Tune

direction ot PHIL

CHARM RECORDS.

~
f.

O. Bom 40. Radio City Station,

SPITAINY

Inc.

Ntw

Xmrk

If.

N. Y.

-

MISCELLANY
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Arg. Pix-WarMer Gets thg Works

Wismer

-By
Montevideo, Sept. 10.
warbler Liberstad Lamarque,

-

Bill

Miss Lamarque's return coincided
with .the return of Senora de Peron
from her European trip and it is no
secret to anyone in Argentina's entertainment field that when the
Sciiora and the singer were teamed
in the same picture in a local studio,
they had a" serious clash which ended, according to rumor, in some
stinging cheek-slapping.
What actually happened at that
time was that the then slow-climbing actress' Eva Duarte was consistently late in arriving on the set,
keeping the star and cast waiting on
more than one occasion. When the
delay had amounted to a whole
morning and part of an afternoon,
Miss Lamarque curtsied as the future presidential first lady walked on
to the set and to murmured "Buenos

;

countered with "Good Eve-

ning." Since" then' the fur has flown

(Continued on page 47)

Queen Mary a Floating

With

Its

Grill

Many Showfolk

Queen Mary throws its lines to
ahore today (Wed.) with. its passenger list dotted with the usual hatful
Among those
of show biz names.

who made

ship event at Madison Square
Garden this fall so that a higher
top 'could be exacted.' The indicated price at ringside may
be $40. Among the fans throughout the country, the alleged
scrap is referred to as a dancing
match and has already been alluded to as a one-night stand,
that crack corning from Horace
McMahon on the Coast.
Plans
called
all-yearfor
around racing in" 'California,
but two proposed new tracks,
one at Puenta, not far from
Santa Anita, and another near
Long Beach, were reportedly
scratched last week. With those
two plants added to the present
five courses it was figured there
would be 400 days of racing in
the state and therefore overlapping meetings. As it is now,
the opening of the Golden Gate
at
Albany, Cal., started two

are Metro producer Arthur Hornblow, Jr., and his wife, the former
Bubbles
Schinasi;
Paramount's
French import, Florence Marly; Par
director Lewis Allen and wife; Guy
Bolton, playwright and film scripter,
with Mrs. Bolton, Chico Marx, comedienne Florence Desmond, A. C. W.
Nightingale, general manager of the
D'Oyly Carte Opera Co., Marqufs~G.
de Cuevas, owner of the Ballet Russe
de Monte Carlo, and the ballet's

manager,

,

Broadway Oct. 2. It's jointly sponsored by Ephraim and the Shuberts.
Cicely Courtneidge will star and her
husband, Jack Hulbert, is the show'i
director.

Novelist Sax Rohmer, creator of
the Dr. Fu Manchu scries, is also
aboard.

court

last

$1,600,000

Friday

(19),

$900,000

may
in

assets.

from

$040,000

Assets

Universal

-

Include
Interna-

to.

some

mortgage equities, real
Debts include the same
which Todd turned over lor

estate, etc.

$640,000

taxes.
He also has a $600,000 obligation
to
two Chicagoans who
financed several of his ventures.

Bankruptcy petition was
aga'nst Todd by A. Sheldon

filed

Jaffe,

N. Y. real estate broker who's claiming debt of $9,150 in unpaid commissions; Allan H. BonL.o & Co., insurance company, for $600; and KAJ

Velden Studios, Inc., for $2,152. Suit
was brought against Todd personwith no claims being made

ally

against his corporate interests.

Todd plans producing a legit
musical, "Monlparnasse," book by
Anita Loos and Howard Dietz, music
byi' the French composer, Alstone.
Tqdd also plans an indie film
scifjpted by Howard Fast
'

,

A

Shambles In

.

Hollywood, Sept.

23.

Terms of the deal which Rita
Hay worth recently signed with Columbia Pictures include one of the
largest guaranties any studio has
made to a player with outside commitments.
In addition to setting
up a separate partnership corporation for Miss Hayworth, called Becworlh.
Columbia guarantees her
$300,000 annually for five years.
Her next three pictures have already been planned. First will be
an original by Virginia Van Upp, un-

I

I

titled as yet,

which

starts shooting in

November. Second is "Born Yesterday." legit hit for which Columbia
shelled out $1,000,000. Third will be
a version of the opera, "Carmen," in
which music will be used, but not

in

operatic style.

SCHN0Z A TUNE TOUT?
23.

Co. filed incorporation papers heic.
with Louis Cohen listed as president,
Eddie Jackson as veepee and Jack
Roth as secretary and general manager.

ROGERS. MARY PICKF0RD

CUT AUDITION DISK
show

Miss Pickford participated in the
show, a talent runoff a la late
Major Bowes' show, and may continue with the package, it's reported.
Others in initial lineup of "Buddy
Rogers Show" were Rae Singers, a
first

Glenn Hurlburt, composer of
Car" song; John Schuler,

"Cable

whistler; Lois Hartzel, classical singand Nadia Cannon, pops singer.

er,

Writer Ray Buffum, Jack Runyon,
Biow Co., Jack Meakin, conductor,
and Mai Boyd, Packager, accompanied Rogers north, and latter site
wrs selected to retain small time pro
of

and tyro

Hollywood,

with headquarters

will feature
special-material songs.

in

Duninte's

flavor, instead of local cut-

ting.

........ Duke
.....Mississippi

North Carolina
Ga. Tech.

Kentucky
Rice

SMC
Texas
Texas

,

A*M

A&M

TCU

<-x
3.1
g.5
3.1
3-1
3.1
6-5
2-1
7-5
6-5
...... 2-1
4-1
2-1
8-5
9-5
3-1
.
sta'ed.)

Pro Football
NATIONAL LEAGUE
WINNERS

Redskins-Eagles
Bears-Packers
Lions-Cards
Giants- Yanks (Mon. nite)
Rams-Steelers (Mon. nite)

ODDS

Redskins .
Bears
Cards ....
.Giants

...

...

S-5
7-5

... 5-2

.3-1

Rams

8-5

ALL AMERICA CONFERENCE
Cleveland-Chi Rockets

Browns

(Fri. nite)

San Francisco-Buffalo Bills
N. Y. Yankees-Baltimore Colts

3-1
6-5

..

Bills

Yanks

2-1

iGames are played Sunday afternoon, unless otherwise

staled.)

Pitching Horseshoes

dicated column, appearing in

New York

in

(17)

(and

last

reprinted

PM

Wednesday
herewith),

was generally well founded.
Although Broadway producers,

bf 'iess

manr-scrs and b.o. men
invariably deny such conditions
at their

own

theatres, most
conceded that discrim.'nation is
p,« feed, at least on a general

most other houses doing
capacity
business,
As Rose
ported put, Negroes are, in
many cases, shunted from orchestra scats to balcony or mezbasis, at

or

if

given

orchestra

locations, are placed far to the

side or
house.

near

the

rear

of

.By

Billy

Rose,

A

lot of people aren't going to like this piece.
I'm going to write it anyway because I think it's about something im-

portant.
It has to do with Jim Crow in the theatre.
And I don't mean Jim Crow in the Deep South.
I'm talking about the unorganized conspiracy in the New York legitimate theatres not to sell orchestra seats to Negroes.
Ninety-nine times out of a hundred when a Negro* asks at one of our
box offices for a good ticket, he's told, "Sorry, sold out;" If he waits

around, the colored man may be treated to the exquisite humiliation of
seeing the next fellow in line buy the ticket he was told wasn't in the
rack.

He can see the show, but only if he's willing to settle for something high
In the balcony, a row or two below the level where you start receiving
messages.

spirit

What happens when he presents a ticket he bought through the mails?
let him in— the operator knows there's a state law that makes him
liable to prosecution if he doesn't. Can the Negro buy orchestra scats to
our flop shows? Sure but so can anybody without a scarlet-fever sign
on his chest.
They

—

The Jim Crow ticket policy has recently become a hot issue among New
York theatre folk. But, curiously enough, only as it concerns a single
playhouse in Washington— the National Theatre.
The hullabaloo started some time back when Actor's Equity, the performers' union, insisted that its new contract with the producers include a
clause giving any actor the right to refuse to appear at the National Theatre in Washington as long as it continued its policy of excluding Negroes
from the audience. Right-thinking playwrights and producers backed
Equity in this demand and the clause goes into effect the fall of 1948.
I think this is fine.
You've got to start some place. But how that a
start has been made in one theatre in the nation's capital, how about extending it to the 35 in the theatre's capital?
During the past week, I sent a colored man to the boxoffices of several
of the hit shows which carry the names of producers, playwrights and
actors who did a lot of speechifying about the injustices in Washington.
In every instance the colored man was told, "Sorry, nothing
downstairs."
My secretary, two places behind him in the line, bought an orchestra scat
to every one of the shows.
I accusing the- high-minded playwrights
and producers of setting up
a color bar at their box offices? I am not. 1 am
accusing them, however,
of doing nothing in New York to lower the
bar. I am accusing them of
failing to instruct their box office
employees to look only at the color of
a man s money, and not at that of his skin.
Such instructions— and a little
watching— are all that is necessary to get the New York box offices in line
with the Thirteenth Amendment.
If any of the lads I'm leveling a
Anger at tells me this comes as a surprise to him, I'm going to be a little bit
suspicious. Surely they are aware
of the widespread discrimination
practiced by New York headwaiters,
room clerks, cocktail lounge hostesses, and rental agents. Surely they
can t be naive enough to think ticket-sellers
are functioning on a higher

Am

Managers Concur
Consensus reaction of Broad-

way managers and boxoffice
men was that Billy Rose's syn-

zanine,
firm,

3^

Wisconsin

Alabama

(nite)

GAMES

;

Florida,
although hit
hardest in terms of wind velocity,
was only slightly nicked with everyone prepared two days in advance
for the howling climax of flying debris which struck last Wednesday
(17).
Reports filtering in from
the multi-million dollar Mississippi
"Riviera," however, indicated that
the surprise blow cut a swathe of
destruction through the area.
All
night life vanished there in the
wake of the tropical blast that hit
New Orleans and njtery strip between Biloxi and Bay St. Louis.

e;: st

Jimmy Durante Music Publishing

New

.....

23.

Southern

:

Sacramento, Sept.

5-2
9.5

Oklahoma

... .

Southern Cal
Southern Cal-Washington State
'..
Stanford
Stanford-Idaho
(Gomes are plnyed Saturday afternoon, unless otherwise

Last week's hurricane, which battered the southern coast regions
from Florida to Texas, seemingly
played favorites as far as show busi-'
x
ness was concerned.

trio:

total $1,600,000 against

tional, received as settlement of his
contract with the studio, in addition

Florida-Mississippi

2-1

Ohio State
Northwestern

.

.

Georgia-North Carolina
Georgia Tech-Tennessee
Kentucky-Cincinnati (n : le)
Louisiana State-Rice (nite)
SMU-Santa Clara
Texas-Oregon
Texas A&M-Texas Tech (nite)

Miss. 'Riviera'

and returned today (Tuesday).

RITA $300,000 A YEAR

Mike

.".Coloraco
Michigan
Minnesota

.

,

'

3-1
4.1
6-5

...

Iowa

...............

nlte)

'

notables

who numbers

COLUMBIA GUARANTEES

is
expected to concede insolvency in his answer to the court
today (Wednesday).
His personal

(Fri.

.8.5

...Illinois

.....Indiana

Michigan-Michigan State
El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal. Minnesota- Washington
Coming soon, the most unusual Missouri-Ohio State
KEN MURpicture ever made.
RAY'S Production, "BILL AND Northwestern-Vanderbllt
COO," in Trucolor. A Republic re- Oklahoma-Detroit (Fri. nite)
Purdue-Wisconsin
lease.
.-I'-Alabama-Tulane
Dnke-N. Carolina State

a

Todd

liabilities

"BLACKOUTS OF

Hollywood, Sept. 23.
First audition record for his new
has been cut by Charles
(Buddy) Rogers in San Francisco.
He flew from here to San Francisco
over the weekend, accompanied by
his wife, Mary Pickford, and others
concerned with the show to cut the
disk at NBC's studios Monday (22)

flock of show biz and sports
among his pupils as pro
at Englewood Golf Club (N. J.),
will hit the California playing
circuit this winter.

Following filing of an involuntary
bankruptcy petition brought against
him by three creditors in N. Y. federal

:

losses.

MICHAEL TODD'S DEBTS

Temple...,

nite)
,

Iowa-UCLA

In Florida, the whirl did wreak
heavy damage to some of the smalltowns but the area of the palm
beaches suffered mostly from the
blownout windows, smashed signs
and uprooted vegetation.
Power
failure,
with resultant waste of
stocked foods, brought boom biz to
(Continued on page 53)

Talk on the Coast Is critical
of the mediocre showing of the
Hollywood baseball team, a club
that has eight .300 hitters. Reports are that as much as $250,000 is bet. on each game, some
actors wagering $500 and $1,000
per contest, with side bets on
balls, strikes and hits, a la Havana.
Hinted that underworld
characters dictate the wins and

Larry Brancato,

Navy

(Fri.

Iowa State-Colorado

Diego.

London
Lee Ephraim is arriving with Mrs. Ephraim
and the cast of the revue "Under the
Counter" which curtain-raises on

So. Car.

er

l

F. La Cloche.
legit producer

MAY TOTAL

KEN MURRAY'S
1947"

z i
3-i
9-5
4-1
3.1
7.5

..Holy Cross
.

Indiana-Nebraska

Miami, Sept.

i

c'

NYU-Temple

ODDS

..*

Columbia

rut-Illinois

Gulf Hurricane

-

Army

nite)...,. ...Boston College

(Fri.

Navy-California

WEEK!

TCU-Oklahoma

weeks before. Delmar finaled last
Saturday (20). Albany is a
$1.000 000 course that was abandoned five years ago, after being flooded out, and war priorities prevented rehabilitation.
Also near San Francisco are
Bay Meadows' and Tanforan,
while in the Hollywood area is
H 'ywood Park (Englewood) in
ac'-'ition to Santa Anita (Arcaa),
plus Delmar, near San

the east-to-west crossing

WINNERS

Army-Vlllanova
Boston College-Clemson
Columbla-Rutgers
Dartmouth-Holy Cross
Mar} land-South Carolina,

275th

USC

Network")

College

Y

-

Brown Derby-Savoy

ABC

GAMES

£>

•

World's Series tickets being
disposed of in blocks as he* etofore.
Yank block calls for
four games at $8 per ticket in
the boxes, upped from $6 top
of the last previous World's Series in N. Y., between the Yanks
and the Cards, in 1943. Reported price asked by some ticket agencies is $75 per block of
four,
other locations ranging
down to $40, Some brokers will
handle Series tickets as with
theatre tickets, i.e., 75c. plus tax
over the boxoffice rate, but
those fans will doubtless only
be preferred patrons". Principal
demand is for games at the Stadium, with those at Ebbets Field
getting the brush so far from
prospective Series fans.
Fight between Joe Louis and
Jersey Joe Wolcott was switched
from a non-title bout to a'
heavyweight world's champion-

press.

Dias"

Corum being approached
Suffolk Downs

to manage the
track, Boston.

Co/.,

HARRY WISMER

(Sports Director,

Sports Shorts

many years the darling of
for
South American tango enthusiasts,
returned to her native Buenos Aires
a fortnight ago, after an absence of
two years touring Mexico, Cuba and
other Central American Republics.
The. star had not intended setting
foot on Argentine soil for many
years to come, but the sudden death
of her father called her back.
Since her arrival, her name has
seen the headlines in more than one
way, and has even come into Congressional debates, as part of a general protest from the anti-Peron section (a minority) in the House of
Deputies against the muzzling of the

Army,

Picks

Navy, Minn., Wise, N.C.,

From Little Eva on Her B.A. Return
Pix

•

the

'

level.
I have no quarrel with
the box office boys themselves. They're doing
what they re doing becuase that's the way it's
been handled around here
for years. They haven't been
ordered to change. Actually they're doing
what they think will please the boss. Once
the boss tells them different,
that 11 be the end of it.

When
tackle

we've straightened out

some

New

York,

my

fellow crusaders,

of the other cities in the glorious
free states of the

we

-1

'

„.
(Copyright, 1847, b>
.

lillly

lti.se)

•

.

can

north-

Boston Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
Detroit and Chicago.
Hut before we start pointing fingers at the
south, we ought to at
make sure our fingernails are clean.

least

PICTURES
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PAST 3-4 WEEKS' FILM BIZ UP
LaGuardia as a Showman

BUT STILL 12-18% Wanger Move

colorful former mayor of New York,
Fiorello H. LaGuardia, the
who died' Saturday (20) at his home in Riverdale, The Bronx, N. V.,
made some notable contributions to show business during his specHe was probably best known theatrically for his
tacular career.

Into

On an Exchange-of-Stock Basis

to the People" broadcasts Sundays over municipal staYork, during his three terms as the city's chief
tion WNYC,
executive. In recognition of the series, which built a large Sabbath
Variety awarded a Showmanship
listening audience on the city outlet,
Citation to La Guardia in 1945.
The mayor attracted national attention for the broadcasts, not only
he discussed, but because of his peppery lanfor the type of material
guage and uninhibited delivery. After retiring from public office, he
network and locally on WJZ, New
sponsored series on the

Protracted

weekly "Talks

New

film companies and their
affiliated circuits report a strong
upturn in business during the past

Major

several unsuccessful attempts to lure film production from
New York and his spad'ework is partially responsible
for developing the Interest that has sent numerous production units
east in the past year.
LaGuardia's acute sense of showmanship was exemplified by his appearance in a "March of Time" newsreel some years ago. It was
regarded as a landmark in shrewd use of the screen for personal

He made

Hollywood to

exploitation.
Besides his radio and film activities, LaGuardia also exerted an informer professional
fluence on music and the stage in New York.
musician, he used his office to encourage musical activity in the city,

political

period.

A

Business being done by independcircuits and individual houses
appears to be following generally
the same trend as the affiliates. In
all houses the same phenomenon is
reported prevailing: Big pictures are
doing as well and often better than
they did at the height of the boom,
but the mediocre pix are still badly
off. This is a characteristic that has
been noticed ever since biz slipped
ent

and on various occasions conducted symphony orchestras and bands
as a publicity stunt.

.

LaGuardia's influence on the Broadway stage was effected chiefly
through his support of the then License Commissioner Paul Moss,
whose censorship activities aroused the criticism of theatrical circles
on several occasions. It was Moss,:. with LaGuardia's open backing,
who outlawed burlesque, at least in its prevalent form at that time,

New York

combination

improved product and more favorable weather has served to break
the b.o. slump that hit its bottom in
July and continued only slightly less
acutely through August.
Tilt in grosses has not been sufficient, however, to carry the business
graph up to the level of last year,
best in industry history. Domestic
revenues are running between 12%
and 18% below the same period of
1946, after averaging Well under
that during the worst July-August
of

York.

In

A

three or four weeks.

ABC

had

city.

from its peak last winter.
Major companies report that their
income from films as distinct from

.

Action

ture

practices

fair

code,

which

Jack Warner Back

in U.S.

—

reported.

QT Trip

Dulles

To Brit, on Tax
Hush-hush departure of Allen
Welsh Dulles for Europe was the
principal move during the past week
in the U. S. industry's fight on the
British 75% tax. Dulles, international
attorney, serves as adviser on problems in the world market to the Motion Picture Assn, He has been active in the British negotiations.
Dulles is a brother to John Foster
Dulles, adviser to the U. S. delegation to the United Nations. They're
associated in the law firm of Sullivan P. Cromwell.
Dulles is expected to engage in behind-the-scenes huddling with British officials, perhaps paving the way
for the anticipated visit of Eric

Jack L. Warner, production head
James F. Byrnes was to have drawn
up for the motion picture industry. of Warner Bros., planes in from a
The former secretary of state, now month in Europe today (Wed.)
He first had gone to Rome, to vaJohnston,
adviser
to
Eric
legal
prexy of the Motion Picture Assn., cation with his wife and daughter
had been recently handed the chore before putting Barbara, 12, back in a
by Johnston of drawing up the fair Swiss finishing school, but latterly
production prospects
o.o.'d the
practices rules.
Present indications here are that in France and England. WB's Tednothing will be done on the code dington studios, London, have been

side.

windup of the industry's case rebuilt recently since blitzed out
in the hearings of the House Un- the war.
American
Activities
Committee,
probably by mid-November. Byrnes,
it was oinderstood, was to have conferred 'with studio offieials on the
code when he flew to the Coast jre-

High-salaried sHollywoodites are Johnston,
prexy, and Donald
being informed by their tax special- Nelson, prez
of the Society of Indeists that they may expect a considerpendent Motion Picture Producers.
able saving in Federal levies next
Some of the same unexplained
year via adoption of a community aura of mystery
is
being hung
property law by Congress.
Tax around Johnston's and Nelson's trip
specialists are spreading" the word
as marked the unannounced departhat they're confident this will be ture of Dulles last
week.
went
the next reform adopted, probably
(Continued on page 11)
coming in lieu of other forms of tax

Several phenomena that -were
(Continued on page 11)

Tax Dept's Recognition
Of Community Property

WB

until

in

Shorter Scripts

'cently,

but confined himself entire-

ly to preparation of the industry's
handling of the un-American committee's probe.

What the industry has in mind is
a code of ethics and practices which
would govern marketing of the
product, eliminating some of the
selling methods which have resulted in criticism. Code would actual(Continued on page 14)

11 FILM COS.

TO FURNISH*

VETS WITH 16M AND 35M
Washington, Sept. 23.
Eleven motion picture companies
have signed contracts with the Veterans Administration to release 16m
and 35m films to VA hospitals and
homes during the remainder of 1947
and the first half of 1948, the VA
announced today (Tues.).
Picture companies inked are Metro, RKO, Universal, United Artists,
PRC, Monogram, Columbia, Republic,
Eagle Lion, Film Classics and
20th-Fox.

supply

VA

UA

and Film Classics

35m pix
also

will

only.

has signed

pacts with
and Ideal Pictures to act

Films, Inc.,
as distributing agents.

H'wood Execs

to Attend

Hollywood, Sept. 23.
Motion Picture Assn. reps have

Acceptance was signed by Y.
Frank Freeman, Eddie Mannix, B. B.
Kahane and Charles Boren, but
there's no indication who will attend.
Invitation, sent by AFL leaders
William Green and George
Meany, was addressed to the foursome.

H'wood

for

MPA

MPA

To Cut Pix Costs
Metro studio production staff
firmly embarked on a policy

reduction.

Community

property

laws

Eckman's 20th Ann!

now

is

apply in 13 states, having been acof
cepted by five additional states durthe length -of scripts as ing the past year. With the rapid
as possible to trim production state^by-state spread, tax men say
production
initiated
by
Move,
costs.
that- it will soon become almost a
after
a
series
Mayer
chief Louis B.
necessity for the Treasury Dept. to
of huddles with his executive pro- use the same method. Drive is curduction staff, has been accepted by rently on in New York State for a
every producer on the Cuiver City similar law.
methlogical
lot as one of the few
Community property law provides
ods of meeting the bogey of still(Continued on page 16)

now

reducing

much

.

Sam Eckman, Jr., managing director of Loew's International in England, yesterday (Tuesday) celebrated
his 20th anniversary as a Loew's rep

as

much

as

possible,

ing the length of scripts, it's believed
it will .'be possible to eliminate most
of the wasted, footage on the cutting
room floor. Idea is predicated on the
assumption that the major companies must now make pictures for the
"sure" gross embodied in the -U. S.
market and not take a chance on the
now-defunct "near-sure" gross of
the European market.

.

Cutting down on scripts will not
impair the quality of product, according to Metro producer Carey
(Continued on page 14)

U. S. film industry in England in
length of service, Eckman is recognized as spokesman for the entire
industry in most affairs.

RKO INSTEAD OF UA TO
DISTRIB FORD-COOPER
Hollywood, Sept.
release

upon.

"War

23.

Party,"

the John Ford-Merian C. Cooper
Argosy production. Film was originally started as a United Artists

production but when the UA shakeup stymied the deal, the duo continued work.
They finished the pic without any
definite release in sight.

inked today (Tuesday).

only take a p„axt interk
"Joan" if that proviso is agreed
Future production is owned

EN

by

which

Corp., stockholders of

are Ingrid Bergman and Victor
Fleming, besides the producer.

'Remember Mama' To Be
Music Hall's Xmas Pic
RKO's

"I

Remember Mama"

will

be the Christmas feature at Radio
City Music Hall, N. Y.' Managing
director Gus Eyssell, currently on
the Coast for a periodic looksee at
new product, reportedly favors
"Mama" over anything else he's
seen for the holiday attraction. Film,
directed by George Stevens, has
just been completed.
"Mama" will thus round out the
M-H's bookings for 1947. Metro's
(Continued on page 16)
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National Boxoffice Survey
Keys Perk With Fall Weather t-

Annual
Slriglo

Deal was

'Father,' 'Tights/

Foreign
$11
25 Centi

$10
Conies

of

first

-

fall

weather in

is giving many spots a
nice hypo this session. In fact, this
the first week that exhibitors have

many keys
is.

had

in

which

to

feel out

what the

for biz are going to be
To date it
fall and winter.
shapes satisfactorily.
"Life With Father" (WB), being

prospects
this

helped by upped scale policy, and
"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) again
are finishing a close one-two with
total money separating them
about as thin as in the preceding

the

are

lengths

several

field as big grossers.

"Welcome Stranger" (Par), "Down
To Earth" (Col), "Crossfire" (RKO)
and "Dark Passage" are others in
the Big Six list in the order named,
based on grosses achieved and
dates for this week.

„

Close behind "Passage" in runner-up category are "Bachelor and
(RKO), "Kiss of
Bobby-Soxer"
Death" (20th), "Black Narcissus"
(U), "Unfinished Dance" (M-G) and

"Gone With Wind" (M-G)

(reissue).

Vol. 168

hint forthcoming strength. Of new
entries appearing in several spots
currently, "Narcissus" and "Dance"
look best although he latter was re-

ceived mildly in two keys covered
by Variety.
.

Force"

"Brute

tional

playdates

(U),
this

with

frame,

addibig

is

-Detroit on

in
fine
Seattle.

first holdover stanza,
Providence and good in
(EL) is
"Red Stallion"

playing in some six cities this
round. "Variety Girl" (Par), while
still big in Philadelphia, is tending
to taper off sharply in many spots.

"Northwest
ing nicely

3

INDEX

This is the initial week that
"Passage" has had enough dates to

.in

No.

Pace Field

'Stranger,' 'Earth,' 'Crossfire'
Arrival

week. Both
ahead of the

will

EL would
est in

only

methods remaining of cutting corners depends on efficiencies incorporated by the producer. By reduc-

RKO

proposition.

154

With labor and material costs almost impossible to pare, and with
distribution expenses already trim-

med

probably goes directly to the Coast.
Wanger-EL deal calls for an exchange of stock. EL takes a substantial interest in Wanger's production company and the latter is paid
off by an interest in the former. Pact
also contemplates the bankrolling of
Wanger's future productions by EL.
Deal has been cooking for many
months, but was temporarily halted
because of Wanger's preoccupation
with Metro over distribution of
"Joan." When M-G stepped out because it couldn't reach agreement on
terms and RKO moved in, ironing of
that wrinkle greenlighted the EL

in England.
He's been connected
with the company for 30 years.
Probably the oldest member of the

skyrocketing costs.

SF Labor 'Peace' Meeting
wired their acceptance of an invitation to the Oct. 4 labor peace meetmg in San Francisco, set just before
the opening of the American Federation o£ Labor national convention.

Law a Break

between

is controlling stockholder of
wants some sort of arrangement Young,
where he would take a relatively Pathe Industries, which in turn owns
EL. The legalite originally planned
small salary but have some assurfly to Mexico City Friday (19) for
to
ance of a cut in the profits if he
built them up sizeably.
He's been a couple of days and then proceed to
discussing that sort of deal with Hollywood. Mexican trip was called'
Joseph Bernhard, prexy of FC, it's off at the last minute, and Benjamin

—

has also registered a
healthy rise since the beginning of
September. That's a reflection of the
b.o., of course, but is particularly
welcome since some films which appeared destined to end in the red
during the summer have been showing enough bounce in the past few
weeks to put them over on the profit

theatres

Commie Probe

Stalled Till After
Washington, Sept. 23.
has been stalled temporarily on the proposed motion pic-

Code

negotiations

Walter Wanger and Eagle Lion Films
whereby the former would move
over to EL's lot have been practiTrade reports persisted this week cally closed. Robert Benjamin, U.S.
that Tom Connors, former distribu- Rank organization prexy, will probtion chief for 20th-Fox, has had ably plane for the Coast late in the
talks with both Film Classics and week to participate
in inking of the
Eagle Lion on joining one or the pact. Main remaining question reother of the companies as a top portedly to be ironed out between
sales official.
With Connors away Wanger and EL is whether Wanger's
on a fishing trip, both Arthur Krim, interest in "Joan of Lorraine," adapEL prexy, and Robert Benjamin, at- tation of the Maxwell Anderson letorney to the company, denied that giter, passes to El^.
he was joining EL. It's understood
Benjamin would make the trip in
that the FC deal is the more likely
his capacity at attorney for Robert L.
of the two.
Young rather than as a Rank official.
Connors, according to reports,

Connors' FC, EL Talks

off

Industry's Fair Practices

EL Nears;

in

Outpost"
Seattle,

(Rep),

do-

shapes solid

Chicago combo house.
"Rosy
Ridge" (M-G), which has been extremely spotty over the country,
disappointed at N. Y. Capitol and
is
being pulled' after two weeks.
"Singapore" (U), a big entry this
stanza in N. Y., shapes sturdy in
two Denver houses and is okay in
in

"Bachelor" has Cincinnati.
first time
It's the
(Complete
missed the top six classification in
Pages 7-9)
several weeks.
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Cradled in

Same Old
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Hollywood,; Sept. 23.

When AD Exhibs

There's Unity Only

Are Being Attacked From Outside
The Theatre Owners of America,
birthed last week in Washington as
• move to unify exhibitors, did a
perfect profile on the forces which
have kept exhibs at each other's
throats since Edison hit on the
•Kinematograph. There was plenty
of unity when outside threats to the
business were concerned, such as the
current seat tax tiff with American Society of Authors, Composers
& Publishers—*ven to the extent of
National Allied's ambassadors agree-

'

next week
the

to

play the

For Per-Seat Tax
Conceding that Broadcast Music,

Nancy

Guild,

femme

lead,

With 2 Circuits

'

Still Out,

TGA

Roster Not 100%
'

ment with the

per-seat assessregional orgs em-

major

affiliated circuits refusing to

join up. Both Loews and Warner
any way they Bros, chains are out, for the time
saw fit.
being anyway, and RKO. it's indientire
the
dynamited
cated, will probably follow the same
Richards
X
theatre end of the industry while course. Loew's and RKO were memattacking exhibs for wanting things bers of the Motion Picture Theatre
to be done for them though unwill- Owners of America while Warners
ing to meet the tariff. That, to him, withdrew some years ago.
Loew's will stay out, perhaps temwas "a lot of shmoose." "If you

powered

to collect

it

according to Joseph R.
Vogel, circuit's topper, who attended
the Washington confab as an observer. As for RKO, one of its officials said the circuit would join if
E. V. Richards' Sizrier
the theatre group repped a united
Both the American Theatres Assn. front. With two other affiliates outwill
and the Motion Picture Theatre side, it's not likely that
Owners of America; antecedents of consider the conditions met; MalTOA, are "mentally and morally colm Kingsberg, veepee in charge
theatres, and Sol Schwartz,
of
16)'
page
(Continued on
general manager, were also present
as observers.

winf
have

to save this industry, you'll
to get away from this infantile,

wishful

thinking,"

Richards

porarily,

hotly

declared.

RKO

RKO

i

METRO LOOKING AHEAD
TO 25TH ANNI 8T49

Ted Gamble, newly-tapped prexy
of TOA, conceded WB's probable
aloofness. Gamble said a committee
would later call on Harry W. Warner, company prez, in an effort to
induce' the chain to come in.'
While Harry Brandt, head of the

radio-created counterpart to
the American Society of Composers,
Publishers and Authors has launched
a campaign to increase the use of
BMI music in pix, Carl Haverlin,
BMI prexy, at the same time has
branded as "'completely untrue'' persistent reports from exhibs that the
outfit has made overtures to collect
theatre seat taxes similar to those
exacted by ASCAP. Those rumors
reached the voicing stage at the
Washington convention of the The-:
atre Owners of America last week
whs» several speakers warned of
threatened BMI action.
The drive to persuade producers
to use more BMI music has been
started, Haverlin said, by freeing
Edward Janis, head of the Hollywood office, from any chores except
those of plugging the use of .BMI
songs in celluloid. Haverlin believes
reports of BMI activity emanates
from the launching of the campaign.
"We're doing what the exhibitor
has been asking for in reference to
ASCAP," Haverlin said. "Just as in
radio,' we're clearing at the source.
When a producer pays for synchronization rights, he also gets the. perInc.,

.

.

-

•

Bow

Arlone Francis, wife of director
Team Quillan, Vernon
Martin Gabel and onetime star of
Hollywood. Sept. 23
radio show. "Blind Date." make her
Eddie Quillan and Wally Vernon
film debut in Universal-Internationsigned as a comic team for a series
al's "All My Sons'' in a top featured
of two-reelers at Columbia.
role.
.Jules White and Hugh McCullom
Pic rolls Sept. 29, Irving Rels di- will handle product ion on the series.
•

recting.

starting early in

1848.

Technique developed by

Hater

Cms

Charles

Chaplin, David O. Solznick
and
Samuel Goldwyn of booking a flo<*
of nabes, day-and^date, in situation,
where the" first-run deluxer

Straight

Hollywood, Sept. 23.
proves
June Haver will play her first balky on terms may be adopted
bv
straight dramatic role at 20th-Fox Universal to push bookings of its
j
Rank-British product in
in "The Street With No Name," co- Arthur
tough terrain. U is already expand
starred with Mark Stevens.
Also slated for the crime picture is ing those tactics in the Columbus'
Richard Widmark, who made his O., situation and will probably mak»
film bow as the heavy in "The Kiss the. ice-breaking move "elsewhere.
'"Black
starrer of

Subpoena 41 Film

Names for Commie
Probe Due Oct 20

Narcissus,"

"

Technicolor

Deborah Kerr,

will open

day-and-date in seven Columbus
nabes. Playdates were signed
atter

U

found it couldn't get the terms
it
wanted in the first-runs. "Stairway
to Heaven," a previous Techni
re
lease for Rank, played Columbus
in
four nabes simultaneously so that
the "Narcissus" booking represents
an expansion of that system.
Hardest going for the British imports is the middle west which has
always been deep-dyed in isolation-

ist
sentiments... The great plains
Washington, Sept. 23.
Un-American Activities territory, according to Universal
House
Committee has postponed its hear- sales officials, is now considerably
worse than the south in its resistance
ings on Communism in Hollywood
to the Britishers.
Hence, the blitz
until Oct. 20 and has issued sub-

poenas for 41 persons, including several of the most prominent figures
in pictures.
The delay, which it was explained
was due to the inability of four
members to show this week, will not

on Hans Eisler,
German-born music writer for
and brother of Gearhart Eisler,

affect the hearings

the

.

nabe tactics will probably find widest use in that sector.

U

Both Rank and

officials

still be.

lieve that if the public .gets used to
British films, a real demand will b«

created even in the hard shell terri.
tories.
By skirting deluxers that
won't pay what's figured to be a
.

fair price, it's

films

thought that

their re-

—

whom

•

'

'

'

CUTTING TINTEROUIRIT

Two

Technique to Force British Rx

'

YATES SEES BRITISH TAX

founded in 1924, when tb* late Marcus Loew, looking for a way to 'Liberal' Themes of
bolster the Loew theatre chain with
»n active production outfit, bought
B'way Pix Keys Cut-Rate
cut the old Samuel Goldwyn Co.,
which had been started in 1917.
Prices to Labor Orgs
Loew's took over the merged MetroGoldwyn stock. Soon afterwards,
Cut-rate tickets have been made
the company bought out the old available to various New York laLouis B. Mayer Pictures outfit and bor organizations by the Rivoli,
the new organization assumed the N. Y., for the run of RKO's "Crossname of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
fire," while similar price concessions
In addition to the ballyhoo attend- have been extended unions and
ant on the silver jubilee, one of the other groups for the entire stay of
chief items on the celebration agenda Tola Productions' "Roosevelt Story"
will be a mammoth sales drive. at the Globe, N. Y. Liberal themes
Plans for this are still indefinite but of the pictures are said to have
sparked the interest of labor in the
it's believed sales chief William F.
•
Rodgers and his staff will make a films.
Friendly reaction of unions to
pitch to get a Metro film of some
kind on as many screens as possible "Crossfire's" message was anticipatpicture's
Rivoli
preem
prior
to
the
ed
throughout the country.
by RKO special exploiteer Fred
Hodgson, who conceived the idea of
However, exspecial-rate ducats.
Freed-Berlin Huddling In ecution of the plan was delayed
N,Y. on 'Easter Parade' until this week, when several hundred pasteboards were distributed
Metro producer Arthur Freed is
ta the Greater New York CIO CounIn New York from the Coast for 10
cil,
good any time at an 80c. tap.
days of huddles with Irving Berlin Saving amounts to 45c. weekdays
on the forthcoming "Easter Parade." and more on weekends.
Berlin wrote both the tunes and
The Globe, according to a Brandt
story idea for the film.
Theatre spokesman, pursued the
Following the return of Freed to same policy as far as labor unions
the Coast next week, Berlin and his were concerned when "Roosevelt
wife head for Dallas tor the opening Story" opened some three weeks
in three weeks of the national com- ago. Tickets were circulated among
pany of "Annie Get Your Gun,'-' in the labor orgs on a 72c. admish any
which Mary Martin is starred.
time, considerably lower than the
weekday $1.20 regular b.o. tap. Later
the price concession was extended
to other groups interested in taking
Arlene Francis' Pic
advantage
of the discount.
Hollywood, Sept. 23.

Exhibition

the committee has described sistance will be broken particuas the secret boss of the U. S. Reds. larly, if the nabes do solid biz.
Last week, Chaplin took the same
The split of the two hearings emphasized that the Hans Eisler matter way out when Loew's Capitol in
would deal entirely with immigra- Washington refused to open "Montion and not Eisler's admission to sieur Verdoux" one day after the
this country, concern the Hollywood Un-American Activities Committee
formance rights." And we have no situation. The Eisler hearing opens was slated to renew hearings. Chaptomorrow (24) as originally shed- lin booked into five D. C. nabes,
intention of; changing that policy."
Statement by Haverlin- is directly uled.
contrary to several made during the
Announcement of the witnesses
TOA meet. Several exhibs main- and of the delay was made Sunday
L. A. to N. Y.
tained that they had been ap- morning by Rep. J. Parnell Thomas
Bob Ableson
proached with reference to the 20th- (R., N. J.), committee chairman.
Eddie Albert
Fox film, "I Wonder Who's Kissing Those for whom subpoenas have
Marion Bell
Her Now" and sounded out on a been issued include: Alva H. Bessie,
Jason Berme
BMI seat tax. "I Wonder" includes Roy E. Brewer, Herbert Biberman,
Turban Bey
music published by E. B. Marks, a Berthold Brecht, Lester Cole, Gary
Walter Branson
member of BMI.
Cooper, Charles Chaplin, Joseph E.
Al Brick
El C. Mills, former ASCAP of- Davies, Walt Disney, Edward DmyJack Cartwright
ficial, addressing the TOA confab, tryk, Cedrie Gibbons, Samuel GoldHelen Colton
also warned that BMI was seeking wyn, Rupert Hughes, Eric Johnston,
William Daniels
to increase sale of music to pro- Howard Koch, Ring Lardner, Jr.,
Jules Dassin
ducers an4 that the next step would John Howard Lawson, Louis B.
Roy O. Disney
probably be a request for fixing seat Mayer, Albert Maltz, (Thomas) Leo

Despite the fact that the date Is
more than 18' months away,
Metro's publicity and exploitation Independent Theatre
Owners of
Staffs have already begun preparaAmerica, also trekked to Washing- taxes.
tions for the company's 25th anniton, chances -of the ITOA joining are
versary in June, 1949. Ad-publiclty
slim, it's been learned. Brandt has
chief Howard Dietz is in charge,
been dickering with National Allied
with staffers on both coasts put to
for amalgamation but no headway
work on the project.
has been made on that score.
Present Metro organization was
still

U Emulating

of Death."

and

Gregory Ratoff, director, are already
in Rome, ready to start filming July

liostro."

6.

10c.

BMI Denies Aims

title role in

Edward Small production, "Cag-

ing to a solid front. But when It
came to the problem of dues alloand tactics in unsnarling
trade gripes— the swinging was free
«nd snappy.
Matter of fact, the hottest hassle
was on who's to foot the bill and
whether the smaller exhibs would
pay on an equal per-seat basis with
The argument was
the big fry.
feature-length and forced one recess
while a compromise in committee
was leached. It was -forcefully concluded by a lashing lecture administered by E. V. Richards, Paramount
Theatre Owners of America pushes
partner in New Orleans, who almost off on its first yoar with at least
single-handed shoved through the two, and probably three,' of the

—

Martin Mooney has reached deal
with Arthur Krim on a four-picture
deal, one $1,000,000 budgeter, and a
Latter is to
trio of programmer*.
be with his own outside financing.
Mooney moves over to Eagle Lion
From
"Woman
after winding up
Tangier" at Columbia. Pic is second
of two contracted for with ColumShip."
"Devil
bia, first being

Welles' Pic for Small
Hollywood, Sept. 23.
Orson Welles, who recently returned from England, will fly to Italy

cation*

compromise a

W

Wednesday, .September 24, I947

PICTURES

McCarey, Lowell Mellett, James K.
McGuiness, Lewis Milestone, Adolph
Menjou, Sam Moore, John C. Moffitt,
Robert Montgomery, George Murphy, Clifford Odets, Larry Parks,
William Pomerance, Ronald Reagan,
(Continued on page 14)

Hollywood, Sept. 23.

numHollywood was

Temporary reduction
ber of color films in
predicted

by Herbert

Yates,

Re-

public chief, as a result of the loss

from Great Britain. Under present conditions, he said, the
general run of producers cannot af-

Probe Crosses Up D. C.
Washington, Sept. 23.
Postponement of the opening of

many tinters as in the past, the House Un-American Activities
somebody develops a cheaper
Committee hearings will cramp the
style of United Artists and Russell
Birdwell in ballyhooing the Washington preem of Charles Chaplin's
process, Trucolor, into a three-color "Monsieur Verdoux" on' Friday (26).
system, in which case the studio will Picture opening can no longer be
be able to go into full tinter pro- tied to the commencement of the
duction.
hearings and it is unlikely that the
until

color process.

By

next July, Yates declared, Republic hopes to develop its own

McNutt Meets Pix P.A.'s
Hollywood, Sept.
History

.of

the

House

23.

Un-

Un-American Committee's probings into charges' of Communist
influence
in
Hollywood was
traced by Paul V. McNutt at a
meeting in New York Monday
(22) with the Advertising and
Publicity Directors Committee
of the Motion Picture Assn. McNutt was named last week to
represent the film industry
the Un-American hearings.

at.

Pub-ad directors

of tne mathe committee, had an informal discussion
with McNutt of the plans for
handling the industry's case.
Plans are being worked out in

jors,

who comprise

detail

serves

by James
£<•

F. Ryrnes, who
counsel to tire indus-

McNutt, MPA prez Eric
Johnston and others in Washington.
Pub-ad directors will play
no part in the proceedings, the
meeting on Monday being merely for the purposes of familiarizing themselves with McNutt.
and the situation.
try;

when

the hear-

Committee's announcement Sunday caught the "Verdoux" people
However, Birdwell handling the tub-thumping from this
end. came up with the following:
flat-footed.

"We now

learn, without too

J.

Gregory

much

May

Mrs. Jules C. Stein
Ellen Sutton
Deems Taylor

N. Y. to L. A.
Jeffrey

Bernerd

Martin Block

Georges Descours
Joan Harrison
Monte Proser
Phil Reisman

Harry Segall

'Monsieur Verdoux'— the picture that
couldn't be stopped— will not bp
postponed. 'Monsieur Verdoux' will
open per schedule, simultaneously on
26

in

five

Washington

the-

atres."

Following the action last Tuesday
afternoon of Loew's throwing out the
picture on the ground that the company disapproved exploitation based
on baiting Congressional committees,
"Verdoux" was inked in to four

Kogod-Burka neighborhood houses
and the downtown Pix which mainly
handles reissues, horror stuff and
(Continued on page 18)

-

Earl Carpenter

mittee hearings in connection with
the asserted Technicolor Red phase
of Hollywood, has been postponed
from Sept. 24 to Oct. 20.

"The postponement formula seems
to be quite the fashionable thing
here.
However, Charles Chaplin's

.

Mayer

Robert Mochrie
Donald O'Connor
George Pal
Charles M. Reagan
Hubbell Robinson, Jr.
John F. Reeder
Robert Riskin
David Rose
Joe Schrank

amazement, that the opening of the
House Un-American Activities Com-

Sept.

.

Milton Kusell
Peter

Bally for Chaplin's Pic

film will be running
ings start Oct. 20.

Holm

Kenneth Hopkins
Al Horwits
Mickey Knox

Postponement of 'Red*

of revenue

ford as

Rose Marie Guy
Hal Hackett
Celeste

in the

J.

Arthur Freed
Martin Field
William Goetz

Benny Goodman
Howard J. Green

Adrian Remauge
Stephen Slesinger
Arnold Stang

Gene Tierney

N. Y. to Europe
Jack Mills

Europe to N. Y.
Lewis Allen

Guy Bolton
Florence Desmond
Lee Ephraim
Clifford C. Fischer
Bert Friedlob

Arthur Hornblow,

Jr.

Ben Marden
Florence. Marly
Chico Marx
A. C. W. Nightingale
Eleanor Parker

Sax Rohmer
Peggy Ryan
Jack L. Warner

PICTURES
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SEE END OF UPPED-SCALE FILMS
Among

7

Other Foreign Restrictions:

Putting Ceiling on Rental

% Terms

imposed

In addition to restrictions
remitby foreign governments on
tances of American film earnings,
growing restrictions on the film ren-

ABSORB 'EM ALL
within

Opposition

UA: as It Did With Par 6 Years Ago,
Eyes Taking Over Some of RKO's Pix

distribution

May

Latch
companies themselves, as well as Robby Lantz
fireworks touched off by
Morris Agency
Roadshow 'Arch' nationwide
to
exhibs during the past few weeks
Hollywood, Sept. 33.
Robert Lantz, former Universalin
charge
oan
distribs
admission
pictures,
Is
over upped
tals that U.S.
Milton Shubert is huddling with
International studio representative
to the policy
many foreign countries are equally Enterprise toppers Charles Einfeld expected to put a finis
in England, is due in New York
or at least hold it to a justifiable
to and David Loew on formulating
next
en route to the Coast.
oostly to the industry, according
minimum when the present wave He'll week
plans for his offer of an unusual
huddle there with Abe LastAlfred Crown, foreign salesmanager
oft.
tilted
scale
product
is
played
of
deal for three-a-day showings of
fogel, general manager of the WilProductions.
Goldwyn
unwilling
to
be
Although
naturally
for Samuel
"Arch of Triumph" in key city Shuliam Morris agenoy, on the possibilmost
distrifor
publication,
quoted
Just returned from a seven-week bert legit houses.
ity of working with the Morris ofbution execs readily admit that their
fice in England or on the Coast.
Setup includes two Manhattan
tour of Europe, Crown declared that
alacrity in hopping on the back of
houses, with 2,800 seating capacity.
Lantz plans remaining in the U. S.
the two types of restrictions must be
the golden-egg-laying goose in such
Plan is for the Shuberts and Enonly two weeks before returning to
fought hand-in-hand.
numbers had completely flattened
terprise to work together on naLondon. After U-I closed 'its talent
Restrictions on rentals have been
the old bird.
tionwide exhibition starting around
department in England recently, he
imposed either by foreign governsome of the nine' pictures
Even
another assignment
was offered
ments or exhibitor organizations. In end of November. Roadshow deal (from six studios) that have either
but nothing has been finalized to
Denmark, according to Crown, the is for daily matinee and two eve- been announced definitely for upped
government has decreed that no U.S. ning shows, as opposed to regular b.o. selling or which are being "con- date.
two-a-day roadshows. Engagements
distrib can get more than 30% rensidered," it is expected in distribuGovernment and exhibs have are planned in 18 key cities at first. tion circles, may well fall by the
tal.
banded together in Belgium to imwayside by the time they're ready
pose a top flat rental of 43%, which
for release. The market can't poscan go up to a 50% top on a sliding
sibly absorb without serious' perscale. In France, the top rental unmanent injury to the industry the
der government edict is 80%. Nornumber of pix it is now planned
way, which had a 35% top, recently
to sell at $1.20 or $1.25 taps, homelowered it to 30%.
office sales toppers agree.
Exhibitors in Sweden have imAlready in release on the high
posed a top of 50% on rentals in
price policy and doing unmistakStockholm and 45% in other cities.
ably good business
are RKOSwedish situation is not yet conSamuel Goldwyn's "Best Years of
trolled by the government but there
Our Lives," Selznick Releasing Or
Production of six high-budget feahave been moves in that direction,
(Continued on page 16)
tures in England within the next
which might lower the rental limit
year is planned by United Artists,
Some 5,000 contracts for "Duel in
Exhibs' Bioscoop Bund
still further.
if new financial regulations there do
the Sun" have been sent to exhibiin Holland has ruled a 83Vi% top on
not upset the negotiations, Arthur
features, with an entire program in- tors in the past two weeks in the
W*. Jlelly, 1|A exec v.p. disclosed
cluding shorts allowed to go up to opening of a mail order campaign by
yesterday (Tuesday) in New York.
Kelly
returned the previous \ day
the Selznick Releasing Organization.
Most countries have, also qlamped
from five weeks ki Britain.
be the first time
ceiling on admission prices for U.S. This is believed to
Me also gave Jurth«r details of his
Alms, Crown said. In these instances, an effort has ever been made to sell
sucoess in opening playing time to
it's necessary to get special governa roadshow or upped admission film
UA's stymied product on British
While denying reports circulating
mental permission to raise the scales. via a postoffice pitch.
circuits.
The seven films that were
Crowns succeeded in getting upped
Contract blanks are all filled out, in trade circles that Warner Bros., is announced last week as set to play
prices on "Best Years of Our Lives," except for the playdate the exftib ready to break the bottleneck in J. Arthur Rank's (Jtaumont-British
in France, Belgium, Switzerland and desires and his signature, Neil Agnew, color pix through a new proeess elreuit, Kelly said) Were booked by
Sweden. He said this was possible SRO president said, in disclosing which it had hooked. Col. Nathan managing director Mark Ostrer as
not because the film runs close to teeoff of the campaign. Contained Levinson, {eoh.nioal research ehlef part of "the very ovdlfil relationship
three hours but because foreign in the envelope with the blank is a of Warners, said WB officials were between Rank and ourselves, growgovernments eonsidered it important sales letter, a stamped-addressed re- "very hopeful" of several processes ing out of tils desire to help us out
In light of Its returning war vet turn envelope and an order blank for which have been, submitted to the of our produot congestion."
company. It s not likely that the
theme and the fact ft swept he accessories, he said.
UA v.p. refused to reveal details
Academy awards this- year.
Contracts
went to small-town new methods of turning out tinties of his plans for production of the six
houses, most of them In non-com- available to Warners will be usable films, exaept to say that they'd be
petitive areas.
They called for the immediately, Ke Dddtd, tout an anr made in partnership with a Briton
same 80% terms that SRO is asking swer is expected within several and be budgeted at $1,100,000, "highOld Fort Lee Studios
est it is practical to spend in Engin larger cities and for the same years.
Warner official said sevei$l outfits land." Necessity of British Treasury
$1.20 minimum admission scale.
Also Getting Into That
Blanks went out from the SRO are currently working on line prob- to okay all loans by a foreign corfield offices and will be followed up lem, but had asked for secreoy on poration aft^r Oct. 1 may throw the
More Eastern Prod. Act by wires and phone calls by the reps their identity. Other majors are also plans out, Kelly added.
UA has two quota pix in producNew York still shows no sign of in each of these territories, Agnew investigating new color processes,
production said. He added that he hoped by since practically all are keenly in- tion now, he said, but it is uncertain
Hollywood's
stealing
terested in ways of increasing output whether they will be released in the
thunder, but a slow expansion of this method to do with his 30 field men
tinted
of
pix.
U.
They are "Just William's
S.
companies
major
accomplish
what
and
city
filmmaking facilities in the
The new, promising techiques have Luck," a Henry Aldrich-type comwith some 150 salesmen making the
its environs continues under way.
all been developed on the homefront, edy, and "The Brass Monkey," with
Trend will be carried further with rounds of minor towns.
according
Foreign
to
Col.
Levinson.
Carole
Landis.
They are being proAgnew
stated
that
he
anticipated
Fort
the planned reopening of the
methods, such as the German Agfa duced at the Shipman studios. First
Lee studios late in November. Re- a total of 7,500 to 8,000 playdates for Ansco
process, aren't feasible, be- one will be ready by end of the year.
furbishing of those studios, located "Duel," at the tilted admission scale,
cause
there's
the
difficulty
of
obtainHack
logged
take
long."
When
"if
doesn't
too
it
across the Hudson in New Jersey,
ing the proper rawstock from over•Kelly disclosed that UA now has
is being backed by a realty syndicate bookings slow down too much' for
17 pictures stoekpiled in England
headed by Dr. O. A. Peters who was satisfactory amortization, pie will
awaiting
playdates, inclusive of the
prior
to
sending
out
recalled
at
be
once active an the film biz.
seven just booked, but not including
When the Fort Lee lots open, standard admission prices.
several Comet productions, short
Rather than participate in coGotham will have stage facilities to
features.
turn out seven features at one time. operative newspaper advertising in
He predicted that there would be
contacted
mail,
being
by
towns
the
Jersey studio will have equipment
N.Y.
OFFICE
offering
ex(Continued on page 14j
said,
SRO
was
Agnew
to handle two features simultaneousThis
accessories.
group
of
free
Miriam
left
recently
Howell, who
ly. Other studios now operating are hibs a
personal
contact
need
for
reduced
RKO Pathe which can handle three;
as eastern story editor for Samuel
was
operator
and
theatre
Fox Movietone, one; and Filmcraft, with the
on Par-Liberty
Goldwyn, has been named by U.S.
one. Latter is the old Edison studios also better because many of the
Charles K. Feldman, prez of Famous
in the Bronx which formerly made small towns only have weekly newsDeal Expected in 3 Wks.
papers which come out on bad days Artists, to head the agency's office
silent pix.
In New York. She takes oyer Oct. 1.
approval of the
Treasury
S.
with
the
playdate.
U.
Heretofore, the Fort Lee proposi- for timing
Miss Howell said she would make exchange of stock by which Liberty
tion had been stymied by zoning
no changes in the present staff, Films is to be amalgamated into
laws which prevented use of the
which
includes Charles Abramson Paramount is now expected witNin
lots for filmmaking. It's understood Fairbanks Presides At
and Tom Macavity. Prior to going three weeks. Deal has been delayed
that the restrictions will be lifted.
with Goldwyn, she was head of the in consummation since last spring
The FL studios are oldest in the
Dinner in N.Y. Myron Selznick agency's eastern while Internal Revenue Bureau okay
Annual
metropolitan area and in them were
office.
was awaited.
wielded
the
Jr.
Douglas Fairbanks,
made some of the first full-length
Final stamp will permit William
pix when the east was the center of gavel Saturday (20), as presiding
Wyler to go to work on Par on diproduction activities.officer at the annual dinner of the
What it will be
rection of a film.
Tax Situation Delays
American Assn. for the United Na
has not been determined as yet.
Wyler is the only one of the quartet
tions staged at the Waldorf-Astoria
Rudy's Time Is
RKO's
'White
Tower'
producers
Liberty
who is being
of
presided
Fairbanks(N.Y.).
hotel
held up, the others all working on
Hollywood, Sept. 23.
Full of Picture Time over ceremonials which wound up
RKO is waiting for a solution of projects at other studios which prewith presentation of a silver plaque
Hollywood, Sept. 23.
vent
their
appearance
Par,
at
problem
to
decide
British
tax
the
Austin,
Warren
R.
Ambassador
Rudy Vallee has marked the dotted to
Except for Wyler, delay is causing
film "The White Tower"
line for two featured roles and is U. S. permanent representative to whether to
no financial loss to either Par or
in Switzerland or in Canada.
the UN.
negotiating for a third.
Liberty
the
partners,
since
agreein
the
Alps
will
be
shot
Picture
former
made
by
Presentation
was
He has lined up featured roles in
ment with Par calls for their payColumbia's "The Fuller Brush Man" Secretary of War Robert P. Patter- if a reasonable settlement of the tax
and Screen Plays "So This Is New son while other speakers included is made. Otherwise, director Edward ment on a per-picture basis. George
Remember
Stevens
Is
making
"I
to
the
his
troupe
will
lead
Dmytryk
Secretary-General,
Lie.
LN's
York," and is huddling with Sonja Trygve
tentative Mama" at RKO, while Frank Capra
Heme for a key job in her first indie and Oswaldo Aranha, prez of the Canadian Rockies, where
and Sam Briskin are engaged on
sites have been selected for
production, to be released by Co- UN assembly. David Sarnoff, RCA location
"State of the Union" at Metro.
filming next spring.
prexy, was also on the dais.
lumbia.
Shubert Legit Houses

On

May

Wm.

—

UA Would Produce

SRO Pitches Via

6 Pix in England

Mail Orders For

—

—

At $1,100,000 Each

Duel'B

WB Angling For

'

New Tint Process

MIRIAM HOWELL HEADS
FELDMAN'S

OK

UN

Now

Outright purchase of a number of
negatives from RKO, in a deal simi-

which was arranged with

lar to that

Paramount six years ago, loomed
as a possibility, along with other
steps, for beating the product shortby United Artists next
While the RKO deal is still
UA took
by adding the indiecompiled "Roosevelt Story" to its

age

faced

spring.

in the earliest talk stages,

positive steps

roster for release, deciding upon
two, reissues and lining up another

prospective

Aimed

new

at
of

solution

picture.

a more long distance
the product problem,
for

were plans being made by

UA

possible production of a half-dozen
films in England.
Steps to ease the shortage were
okayed at a meeting of the board
Monday (22), the third in succession to tussle with the problem.
Pix approved for reissue are "Sum-

mer Storm"

and

"Guest

The

in

House."

In prospect for distribution is "So This Is New York," being made by Stanley Kramer under
the Enterprise banner.
deal, on which talks are to
be held this week and next, has not
reached any stage yet beyond UA's
indication that it would like to buy
some negatives and a similar indication by
prexy,' ft. Peter
Rathvon, that he might be willing
to sell if acceptable terms can be
reached. Rathvon told Variety last
week that he felt the company's inventory was slightly too large in
view of prospects of production
costs coming down somewhat in the
next year.
Big problem to which the direc-

RKO

RKO

torate Has been applying itself Is
how to ease the financing situation
for indie producers releasing through
it.
Combination of circumstances,
including UA's own upset internal
condition until recently, declining
b.o.s generally and the British 75%
tax, have made it virtually impossible for producers to get bank

(Continued on page 18)

Joe Bernhard's FC Maps

New and

Foreign Films

Besides the Reissues
Winding up

its first

national sales

convention in New York last weekend (20), Film Classics, formerly a
reissue

outfit,

is

currently

enlarg-

its program of moving into the
distribution field with new product.
of its first new release,
"Spirit of West Point," has been set
for Oct. 2, at the Malco theatre in
Memphis, with John Rogers, producer, currently set to roll on his
second feature for FC release, "Middle East," in December.
In addition, FC will release a new "Falcon" series, starring John Calvert.
Convention also mapped plans to
buy out the remaining five of 31
exchanges to
complete program
which FC began a year ago. Joseph Bernhard, company ppez, disclosed purchase of SO Universal
Realart pictures to be released at
the rate of 10 a year with FC also
set to enter foreign pix distribution field with purchase of a new
Italian film, "Furia."
Al Zimbalist, pub-ad director,
was allocated a budget of $100,000
to handle exploitation campaigns for
FC releases, including stepped-up
advertising campaigns in the trade
and daily press. General sales man-

ing

1

Preem

ager

Sam

.Wheeler presided over the

conclave.

Film Classics filed for an injunction in N.Y. federal court last Friday
(19) to restrain Astor Pictures from
(Continued on page 18)

No Anglo Pic for Homolka
Due

to

75% Tax

Bite

Hollywood, Sept. 23.
International complications have
caused Oscar Homolka to call off a
deal,

made

last

spring,

to

star

in

"Mesmer," a British film production.

Homolka was

slated to leave for
of his role in
Mama" at RKO, but

England on completion
"I

Remember

decided to wait until the 75% tax
problem has been straightened out

—
™t%bes

4

lackthV

No Words in Scoring

Skouras Minces

:
'

-.

•

..

J'*.

Tax Spectre

Hollywood, Sept.

2,3.

Majors and Indies

on Whether

Split

Britain's -filin. tax has caused a re

Film Tax

75%

Britain's 'Deliberate'

Speech by Spyros Skouras; 20th- +
Fox prexy, at the Theatre Owners
Alec King's Crack
of America's Washington convention
London, Sept. 23.
last week caused plenty eyebrowlifting in the industry. If was the
"The British producers seem,
first time the charge was officially
to think this is. the best crisis
voiced that the British' .government
they ever suffered from" Sir
had clamped on the 75% ad valorem,,
.Alexander King, important Scottax. as a way of banning American
tish circuit operator,' quipped
pix rather than to simply cut' dollar
before boarding the Queen Mary'
remittances.
for America, last week.' He was
sentiment
bruited
That
had b^en
referring to ,the current embargo
about Without any previous outright
on U. $. pix resulting from the
expression and there was some
..'
75% tax.

vision of Republic's sales- policy on
'iMacbeth,"' recently produced by"
the Charles K. Feldma'n Group-Mercury Productions. Under the orig
inal plans Republic expected to re
tr'ieve the picture's negative cost in
England, with the rest of the world

Industry or U.S.

'

furnishing the gravy,

'
.

•

Under the new_ policy, the picture
campaign in three, or
four key cities in the U, S., starting

.

will g^t a, test

•

'

in schools.

•

.

.

'.

.

.

questioning among industry figures,
attending the meet whether the curBritish
rently
delicate
situation
-.

,

Indicating his belief, however,
houses couldn't stay
open without American product,
he added: "But if the British
producers think there will be
any use for their film after the
cinemas nave fclosed down, they
•

Distribs Settle

•that British

might not be affected by Skouras'
frank statement. Declaration that
"those who imposed it knew full
•vjell that if we had any red blppd
in, our veins whatsoever,! we would,
spnd no more films to., England,",
seconded the notion that a ban is in

With Ben Berger
.

'

should .think' a^ain."

-

,

What was

.

;

.

,

•

|

characterized as one of

fezeMayBeM

kind was achieved here in the case
Ben; Berger against- the eight

;of

.

wants ,rio American films, because
they depict prosperous surroundings
and plush living. ,He believes tbe
British public will be less discontent
in its desperate era of scanty food
and no luxuries if it's not reminded
of higher living standards in
America.
:..
;

But

:

Filmers

-

Plight Taxes

!

'

Deliberate Embargo?

Skouras. itemized several points
which, he said, ; gave the- move "all
the- appearances of being primarily
an effort of 'preventing Americanfilms from going 'to England." Industry attempts 'to work out a solution
were "ignored.;' The tax was imposed with the.. knowledge it would
result .in a ban. And finally, "the
very nature of the tax, which did
not apply to American films already
!

.

,

or.

Indies, who have been sitting in
With the majors at Motion Picture:

Assn. meetingstion, are pretty

"Herman" mentioned is HerRobbins, :prez of- NSS, who

attended-

along with his son,
Herman;- Jr., 'George Dembow
and several other officials of the
company. Cocktail party at the
D. C. convention set .the coin-,
pany back $1,100. That of the
one before, staged for New Jersey Allied in June, crossed the
tape at $800:

Bros.,

20th-FOx,

Universal

Circuits Spurt

and

tion is open to pictures on which
prints have already gone to England,
it's likely that a newer film will be

pital.

2d

Show

while the

'

'

!

I

—

—

1

.

'

'

£|eai|0r Parker, Hlibby

!

Flying

Home From

selected.

Paris

Paris, Sept. 23.

Performance, to be attended by
the King, Queen, Princess Margaret

Bert Friedlob, producer of "Roller
Rose and possibly Princess Elizabeth Follies," together with his wife,
and her fiance, is scheduled for Nov. Eleanor Parker, Warner Bros,
25 in the Odeon theatre in London'? nlayer, are slated to fly to the United
West End. Selection of the film will States next week, after show closes
Skating display is
be made by a joint British-American here Oct. 1.
executive committee. Motion Picture slsted to resume In Paris some time
Assn. prez Johnston has invited all in April, and meanwhile will tour
Jndie producers, as well as MPA HolI ?" d ' Switaerland^ Belgium and
to England. Fried
members companies, to submit their P osslblv »
lob, says he may be forced to .cancel
most important features for consid
dates in several countries because of
err tion.
All titles are to be recorded with difficulty in •sporting monies.
During the Paris run, Chico Marx
John McCarthy of the MPA's interand Peggy Ryan made guest appearnational division before
Oct.
1.
Prints of the qualifying pictures ances.
Miss Parker
is
an expectant
must be in England by Oct. 10 for.
final judging by the committee. J. mother, hence her- desire to visit
Arthur Rank's "Stairway to Heaven" her family on the Coast pronto.
!

!

,'

was

,

selected for

showing at the

command performance
Hollywood

first

I

last year.
will send another group

of rctors to London for the event
this fall, similar to the group which
made the trip last year on invitation
of the king. Several directors prob-

j

I

"

Y

«WUKB

i

,

I

'

'

•

—

A

new

example of that was the
favorable terms won from

clear

very
France

International for a dozen
films. Skouras chain of 62
nabes will, henceforth play foreign

,

last year when
strictions were pending

severe, .re-

on playing
time and remittances. James F.
Byrnes, then Secretary of .State was
negotiating the Blum - Byrnes economic agreement at the time and
had films included as one of .the'
compromise points.

No

other industry, the indies
(Continued on page 16) -

French

ACTOR ASHE IS KILLED

films. in all of its theatres.

Intra-Union Dispute

Starter for the Century circuit is
"The Queen's Necklace," which tees,
Friday (26) at four Brooklyn and
auto crash in a heavy rainstorm last Friday (19) at Madison, three LI houses. It'll be followed by
Conn., cost the life of Warren Ashe, "Colonel Chabert" and "'The Well-

IN CONN.

An

AUTO CRASH

veteran actor in films, radio andthe theatre, and seriously injured
his actress wife, Mady Correll. She
was taken to the New Haven hos44,

The Ashes, who. would have celebrated their 10th wedding aniii yes 7
terday (Tues.), were driving to the

home

Snarls N.Y. Boothmen's

off

'

of

friends

when

their

car

skidded off a turn in the road and
hit a tree. Couple recently had been
residing in Long Beach, L. I,, but
until May lived in Manhattan Beach.
Cal.

Ashe, who began his acting career
in juve roles, had scores of film roles
in recent years, latest being in a
"Boston Blackie" picture. Miss Correll's most recent film role was as
Charles Chaplin's wife in "Monsieur
Verdoux."
She has been on the
stage as well as in pictures for

New

Pact Negotiations

Contract
negotiations
between
Digger's Daughter"' in the same projectionists
Local 306 and New
seven theatres. Nine other Gallic im- Yorlc theatres of'Paramount,
Loew's,
ports, .still unplayed in the U. S, RKO
and Warner Bros., still in *
will hit Cenutry screen after, their five-months:
stalemate-, has turned
Broadway first-runs. '-..into a three-way wrangle between
Skouras chain decided on the circuit chiefs and a divided
union
100%: bookings after conducting ex- leadership.
Intrp-uni<5n
dispute,
tensive audience research on patrons' whieh- has been
brewing for some
reactions to foreign-language pix. time, flared into
the open last week
Nabe audiences, it's claimed, reflect when Herman Gelber, Local 306more closely the tastes of the coun- prez, and Richard F. Walsh,
prez of
try at large than do payees in
the the International Alliance of .TheBroadway showcases.
atrical 'Stage Employees, exchanged
As a test, the Skouras management blistering words- on their respective
played the Italian -made "King's Jes- strategies to
settle the dispute with
.

ter" in a number of its houses.
Comment cards showed 95% favorable
returns, according to prexy George
Skouras. As a result, the circuit has
decided to add foreign films to its
program as standard fare, with all of
them slated to be double-billed with

the circuits.
Gelber has been pressing for
stronger action and higher wage
demands against the theatres, with
his exec board originally having set
Sept. 17 as a strike deadline for the
pact negotiations.
With interventioii of Walsh, however,
the local
Has been advised to lessen its demands in the interest of general industry peace.
With next negotiations session scheduled for tomorrow
(Thursday), Walsh is expected to
press for a quick settlement with the
circuits as a means of avoiding
'

-.

Hollywood product.. New Program
years.
tees off today (Wednesday) with
the
Ashe was a native of New .York. French-made "Cage of Nightingales"
in the original "Dead End" in three houses. This will
be folcompany on the road. Both he and
(Continued on page 16)
Miss Correll were in the "School for
Brides" company several years ago.
Ip radio, Ashe had roles in such
•
TT~U~J
XT as
» o
a
Lancaster-HecfetsOwn
United. JNatlOIlS Script
programs as "Lux Radio Theatre."
growing distemper within ranks of
the projectionists. Current negotiaMakillir
I
the* Rftlirwk HI
in IN.
TV I. Of recent years, however, his career
aK,n* lne
Indie Production for
had

First story property dealing with
the work of the United Nations at
ably will be included this year, since Lake Success, N. Y., is currently
W'r to be an American-made picture. making the rounds of film company
Tentatively
Grrun will be escorted by Para- story editors.
titled
mount's Norman Siegel, who did "Private File," novel is the comsimitar service at the previous fete. bined collaboration work of Al But«***<* of Warner Path*
E-.-ent is staged as a benefit for the '* rfie!d
ew;; BlU Mc Clure, RKO-Pathe
B: :>sh Cinematograph Trade Benevolenf Fund, which corresponds to P ubhcll y chl*t and Ardis Smith,
the Motion Picture Relief Fund in wnter on Pathe s " T h>" Is America"
series.
the U. S.
Story, a melodrama dealing entirely with the UN, has a documenSlsed PCC Drive
Itary
background and the three
Hollywood, Sept. 23.
authors hope it will be filmed on loWfiek of Oct, 13 was picked by the cution in
Lake Success and in N. Y.
Permanent Charities Committee of It will probably be
serialized in a
the film industry for its annual national
magazine before being sold
United Appeal drive, with 750 cam- to. the screen.
Frederic Ullman, Jr.,
paign workers on the job.
RKO producer and former prexy of
Harder sledding than usual, is ex- RKO-Pathe,
reportedly
has evipected this year, with go many denced
interest in it as one of the
workers off the studio payrolls.
first films on his schedule.
i

They

case.
.

Siritzky

WiH Mark

own

France, fet Example

Foreign films

Circulation of 'foreign-lingo pix in
metropolitan New York, already the
hottest grossing spot for the imports
victory is considered of signal pro- in
the U. S., took a sizable hypo this
portions in this case, the settlement week
when two of the bigger nabe
is not a matter of record, the
terms chains swung into increased bookbeing not known to the judge, and ings.
Century
circuit,
operating
hence may not be considered fully a some 40 houses
in New York and
matter of .precedent.Long Island, closed a deal with
that,

its

won t cease- their, efforts, however,
to lay the situation in the hands of
State and Treasury. Donald Nelson,
prexy Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers, has. been active
in that direction.
/
Reasoning of the indies is that, the
Government has many points on
which it can trade, while Hollywood itself can wield nothing, but
the embargo it ha* clamped on sending pix to England. For instance,

promise on a Marshall Plan or a
lend-lease agreement.

,

was pointed out

British situathat

much convinced

they point out, if films is one of
matters' on which the State
Oept. is negotiating with Britain, it
can' easily become part of a com-

United: stand only applies to taxes
not to freezes on currency.
Hence, the Industry has acceptedblocking ofTCf% of remittances. That
(Continued on page 16)
view is felt consistent with the British dispute since the companies are
willing to settle for a freeze on pic
funds in Britain.
'Command' Film
Foreign managers reached the deal
because they don't want to weaken
First U. S. Pic
their case with the British, and that's
the paramount overseas
problem
To England Since August 1 faced, by the majors. If they,
were
Forthcoming Second Royal Com- io accept .taxes by other countries,
mand Performance in London may peveri considerably lower than 75%,
British
result in the first new U. S. film
could then argue that the
being shipped to England since the American Him industry had agreed
industry embargo was levied on ex- to the principle of special taxes
ports to England in mid - August, against films.
American companies have been inr*—
vited to submit films for this year's
performance and, while the invita-

It

go on fighting

Many

•

Metro.

on the

arguments' have been, of no
and the Industry is going to

their
avail
.

Skouras, Century

'

country.

to «the U. S. govern-

;

.

,

and

all

:

.

in that country, would give the
British industry an opportunity .to'
increase production before, these
pictures had completed their runs."
Whether the Skouras charge was

it

;

:

man

•

.leave

ment; Majors;- favor,: the industry's,
'handling the cudgel iteelf, while the
.indies feel' that the State and Treasury Debt's are,' the logical agencies.
to do. economic Rattle with a foreign country.
rWhat -this .difference resolves itself into is the. fear, by the mdies of
the majors' willingness to accept a
.freeze by Britain as a compromise
for the present tax. Indies maintain
that a freeze would be just as harsh
on them as a tax and feel that by
letting the U, S. government handle
their interests, a less restrictive compromise might be obtained.
;

'

tices, declaring: "The committee
feels that the use of pewsreels
as trailers for feature pictures
is an improper use of them,.un.fair alike. to the theatre and to
our good friend Herman."

';

major distributors. Berger Am us.
Co. had sued for 'first run" privileges for his Lyceum, Duluth, which
previously had, been ranked as "last
run,"
charging the majors with co1). S.
operating with Minnesota Amus. Co.
(Par) to establish a "monopoly" in
the showing of motion pictures.'
Motions in the case were argued
twice before judge Gunnar H. BordBecause, there's a fear that the bye in Federal
district court, but the
industry's stand on the British 75% case did
not come to trial, settlead valorem tax may be compromised ment by agreement intervening.
The
by action of other foreign countries! case was dismissed
by stipulation
top-bracket exe6s of the majors have .-between Lee Loevinger.
attorney for
agreed on uniform strategy. None Berger, and attorneys
for. the comof tne companies' will accept any panies.
Berger is awarded an unadded tax bites imposed by other specified amount of cash
from six.
countries or attempts to boost pres- of the majors, and.
"second run"
ent rates. Should any foreign na- privileges for his theatre.
tion fix a tax on films, present agreeInvolved in the second-rim and
ment among the majors is to impose fcash
settlement agreements were
an immediate ban on exports to that
Paramount, United: Artists, Warner

on the '75%„tajc is .whether .the
industry should do,Jts own battiing

•isb.

t

;the best settlements of a suit of its

line with: the ideas of the controlling
wing of the:- Labor cabinet.
"here's a feeling that Sir Stafford
CWprjs,' cabinet, member who's prime
author of the* austerity program,

.

Minneapolis, Sept. 23

What's become a habit at all
exhib conventions is a. cocktail
party, hosted by National Screen
Service, part of NSS' careful
policy of promoting.^ goodwill
with all exhibs, that' "program
showed signs of paying off at
last week's joint merger meet
of the American, Theatres Assn.
and the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of .America. Good relai
tions -came to the fore when
the convention's committee on
film programs, chaii manned by
Robert Wilby, Paramount partner, sailed into newsreel prac.

early in December. Policy includes
a 16m version, to be distributed later

1

:

:

•indies

Herman Robbins' Payoff

,

,

Basic split-between the majors and
on tactics, in fighting "the Brjt-

•4*

.

•

1

•

many

He was

been

mostly

in

pictures,

in

which his roles ran into the scores.
Miss Correll is the daughter of
C. E. T. Scharps, account executive
for duPont in the New York office
of the Batten, Barton, Durstine

U

Hollywood, Sept. 23.
First film on Burt Lancaster's
indie production schedule will
be
an

adaptation of the novel, "Kiss the
Blood Off My Hands." Lancaster is
teamed in the new venture with
Osborn ad agency.
Harold Hecht, his agent, with their
productions to be released through
Universal. Jules Buck, who was
to
have joined the team after leaving
Universal maintained its regular
producer Mark Hcllinger, was paid
$2 annual dividend rate on the common stock last. week when the board $17,500 for whatever claims he
micjht have had on the novel.
of directors declared the usual 50c
Lancaster, originally sponsored
by
quarterly divvy.
Even if foreign Hal Wallis. is now
on a loan from
revenue is materially curtailed, it
Wallis to U. where he's starring
in
was figured that the corporation
the filmizalion of the Broadway
would easily cover the current rate
]egiter, "All My Sons." Acting
chores
of payment on the common by
at then will consist
of shuttling back
least two to One.
and forth between Wallis and HelDividend is payable Oct. 31 to linger.
He's under contract to the
stockholders on record Oct. 15. Same latter
for one picture yearly for the
distribution was made in the preced- next
five years as result of his
work
ing quarter.
in the two Hcllinger productions.

&

tions cover 800
in

men

in 120 theatres

metropolitan area.

Showdown between
Gelber,

poned

meanwhile,
to

Walsh

will

be

December when the

and
postlocal

will hold its election of
officers. Joe
Basson, former 306 prez, is reportedly ready to enter field with
tacit
support of international leaders.

U's50cDivYy

Collarites,

N.Y. Majors
Tilt Talks

Resume Wage

Screen Office & Professional Employees Guild spokesmen and major
company execs: held an all-day session yesterday (Tuesday) in
discussion of the union's wage
increase demands for 3,000 clerical employees in

New

York home offices and exchanges.
Under wage reopening
clause in contract signed last year,
union is asking for cost-of-living
increase of 3<J% or $10, whichever is
higher.

PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, September 24, 1947
'Desert' Torrid 12G,

EO/s DuU Chi but ^Outposf-Martin

Omaha,

Chicago, Sept.

23.

this

week, "Northwest Outpost," at the
It's paired with Freddy
Oriental.
Martin's band on the stage, for a
Elsven holdovers
fancy $55,000.
re still running strong but about

them may close next week.
Strongest holdover is still "Mother
Wore fights," at the Chicago, with
Sirginia O'Brien heading stageshow.
ombo still is solid at $48,000 in third
.

"Welcome Stranger,"

to Kill" (RKO), $3,500 in 3 days, and
"Crossfire"
(RKO) and "Son of
Rusty" (Col), big $12,500 in 10 days.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-65)—
Mother Wore Tights" (20th) (m.o.)
"Second
and
Chance" (20th). Splen-

Estimated Total Gross
This Week .'.
$781,000
,
(Based on 22 theatres)

half of

session.
Apollo's.

Sept. 23.

to Earth,
"Dowh
at theJBrandeis,
and "DegerT Fury?' at Paramount,
look standout this week, ''Welcome
Stranger," at Orpheum, looks strong
for second week.
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
"Down to Earth" (Col) and "Desperate" (RKO). Stout $8,000. Last
week, "Riff -Raff" (RKO) and "Born

5SG;TalK
Only one picture bowed in

Omaha

Last Vear

.......... .$681,000

(Based on 18 theatres)

did

.

in

eighth week, continues highly profitWhat amazes the
able at $12,000.
trade is the continued run of the
"Outlaw" at the Rialto, now in its
13th week with no signs of leaving.
Woods goes into the eighth week
with "Secret Life of Walter Mitty"
at big $25,000. Also doing surprisingly well is "Crossfire" at the Palace
In fourth stanza with robust $20,000.
"Life With Father," at State-Lake,
and "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer," at
Grand, both are in their fifth stanzas,
and still in the chips.
Estimates for This Week

week, "Black
VKilroy Was

Last

$10,000:

Gold" (Mono)
Here" (Mono),

and

$10,200.

(Tristates) (3,000; 16-65)
—Orpheum
"Welcpme Stranger" (Par) (2d

'Stranger' Fancy

Fancy

wk).

smash $24,000.
Paramount

$29,000, Pitt Ace

(Tristates)

65)—"Desert

Pittsburgh, Sept. 23.

Last

$15,000.

week,

(2,800;

16-

Fury" (Par).
Nice
$12,000.
Last week, "Mother Wore
Tights" (20th), $11,000.
15-65)—
State (Goldberg)
(865;
"The Hucksters',' (M-G). Solid $8,000
and holds again. Last week, terrific

"Welcome Stranger" is leading the
city this week with a great figure at
$10,000.
the Stanley. "Gone With Wind" and
"Mother Wore Tights" also are doing
well in their second weeks.
Estimates for This Week
95)—
"WeU
Apollo (B&K) (1,200;
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 40-70)— "Kiss
opme Stranger" (Par) (8th wk).
of Death" (20th). Good $9,000. Last
firm $12,000. Last week, $15,000.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 95)— week, "Wyoming" (Rep), $8,000
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)—
"Mother Wore Tights" (20th), plus
Virginia O'Brien heading stageshow "Mother Wore Tights" (20th) (2d
Dropped to $10,500 after smash
(3d wk). Nifty $48,000. Last week, wk).

27G Paces Cincy

$18,000 initial session.

Cincinnati, Sept. 23.
Penn (Loew's UA) (3,300; 40-70)—
Garrlck (B&K) (900; 95)—"Ro"Welcome Stranger" is registering
mance Rosy Ridge" (M-O) (2d wk). "Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue) the town's tallest take for a long time
Mere $12,000. Last week, nice $16,000. (2d wk). Holding nicely at $16,000 and boosting the overall mark for
Grand (RKO) (1.500: 95)— "Bach- after hitting big $29,000 on preem.
Rltz (Loew's) (800; 40-70)-sr"Desert downtown theatres to a high level
Bobby-Soxer'' (RKO) (5th

and

elor

Op N. Y. Biz; 'Singapore

Lu^mOOO, 'NighrTorrid 241/2C
Earth' 135G,

Ondaw' 65G, Both in 2d

Broadway got its first touch of night with big $24,500, and holds.
autumn weather this week but Previous canto, six days of las'
ending witl
week on reissue policy
it came too late to help offish biz in
8
(RKO>, dir
Staircase
the Street's 22 flrstrun film houses. "Spiral
cool

With "Singapore" at the Winter
Garden and "Long Night" at the
Palace representing the only newcomers in any of the deluxe show-

Last

(3,400

film

With

Father" "topped the
longrun holdovers in straight fllm"Life

eries, pulling fine $36,000 for its
sixth frame at the Warner. "Walter
Mitty" at the Astor continues big
with a sixth week gross of $42,500
and "Crossfire" is showing amazing
strength at the Rivbli with excellent
$27,000 for ninth week. "Gone With

week,

$16,000.

Oriental

95)—

;

(Rep) and
"Northwest Outpost"
Freddy Martin orch on stage. Solid
Last week, "The
$55,000 or near.
Trespasser" (Rep) with Olsen and
Johnson revue on stage. Sock $60,000.

'

.

'

Wow

Father"

is

pacing the

new

straight

Singapore" (U) (m.o.). All right pected for sixth week ending to(Thursday)
night,
just
Last week, "Desert Fury". morrow
*?
about same as previous week; Holds.
(Par) (m.o.), about same.
Broadway (UA) (1,895; 70-$1.50)—
Palace
(RKO) (2,600; 50-75)—
"Long Night" (RKO). Satisfactory "Outlaw" (UA) (2d week). Jane
Nifty campaign included RU^sell still luring them in, despite
$13,500.
30-minute mock trial program on continued derisjye press. Big $65,000
Sunday (21) night over WLW. Last shaping for second frame ending
week, "Mother Wore Tights" (20th), tonight (Wednesday), after smash
$3,500.

films.

Prov. Fall Tee-Off Big;
'Earth' Fat

26G, 'Slave'

17G, 'Brute' 18G, Solid

Estimates for This Week
(Shea) (3,500; 40-70>—
Buffalo
"Arnelo Affair" (M-G) and Tex
Eeneke orch on stage. Sock $30,000.
ast week, "Deep Valley" (WB) and
Jungle Flight" (Par), $14,500.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-70)
—"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) (2d
wk). Solid $15,000. Last week, great

Providence, Sept. 23.
Fairly healthy here this week
with new fare bringing the customers back. State's "Down to Earth' $21,500.
Hipp (Shea) (2.100: 90-$1.25)—
is big, but Majestic's "Brute Force,'
and Albee's "Slave Girl" are com- "Life With Father" (WB). Soaring
week,
Last
$25,000.
terrific
to
paratively as strong.
"Desert Fury" (Par) and "Second
Estimates tor. This Week
Albee
(RKO). (2,200; 44-65)- Chance" (20th) (m.o.), $9,000 at
"Slave Girl" (U) and ''The Web' 40c.-60e. scale.
40-70)—
(3.000
(Basin
Lafayette
Peppy $17,000. Last week,
(U).
"Something in Wind" (U) and "Des- "Red Stallion" (EL) and "Lost
Honeymoon" <EL) (2d wk). Down
perate" (RKO), $16,000.
Last week,
Carlton (Fay-Loew)
90- to mild $9,000 or near,
(1.400;
$1.25— "Life With Father" (WB) solid $16,500.
„^
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)-' Deep
(2d run). Good $9,000. Last week,
Flight
"Marked Woman" (WB) and "Dust Valley" (WB) and "Jungle
Last week,
$4,000.
Mild
(m.o.).
(Par)
My Destinv" (reissues) (2d wk)
"Cynthia" (M-G) and "Great Waltz
steady $4,500.
same.
Fay's(Fay)
44-65)- (M-G) (reissue) (m.o.). about (3,000;
(1,400:
20th Century (20th Cent )
"Couldn't Take It" (Col) (reissue)
and vaude on stage. Comfortable 40-70)— "Won't Believe Me (RKO)
Wild" (Rep).
$5,500. Last week.
"Golden Boy' and "Ghost Goes
week.
Last
close.
Strong $17,000 or
(Col) (reissue) and vaude, $6,000.
(RKO)
Majestic
44-65)- "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer
(Fay)
(2,200;
"Brute Force" (U) and "Sport of (3d wk), big $9,000.
.

'

Kings"

Satisfactory $18,000
Last week;
"Life
With Father"
(WB), solid $24,000 at $1.25 top.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 65(Col).

85)— "Kilroy Was Here" (Mono) and
Louis Prima orch on stage for threeday weekend run. Big $15,500. Last
week, "Bedelia"
(EL) and Desi
Arnaz orch heading stageshow for
three-day weekend run. $14,000.
(Loew)

State

"Down

(3.200;

44-65)

Earth" (Col) and "Love
of Rusty"
(Col).
Sturdy $26,000
Last week.
"Gone With Wind'
(M-G) (reissue) (2d wk), steady
to

:

$18,000.

(Silverman)
—Strand
"Desert
Furv"
(Par).

(2.200;

Monday
Girl"

(22).

Last week, "Variety

(3d wk). neat
Second session was $11,000.

(Par)

44-65)

Opened
$8,500.

Blair's last Cel. Pic
Hollywood, Sept. 23.
Columbia put Janet Blair back on
the payroll for one picture, "Let's
Fall in Love," before termination of
her contract by mutual consent.
Actress, recently under suspension,
had been with the studio since May,
1941.

0.

&

J.

Boost 'Riff-Raff

Bangup $38,500, Cleve.
Cleveland, No\\ 23.
Olsen and Johnson, starting Palshoving
ace's vaude-fllm season, are
"Riff-Raff" to a wow session and top-

ping city this week. Heavy weekend
storm which disrupted transportation
by
and lighting systems was felt
"Welcome Stranger" which dropped
With Father 'sura bit on ho. "Life
vived better on second round at ilipp
'Long
but not enough to go a third.
Night" is surprisingly strong at the
Allen.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3,000: 55-70)— "Long
strong
Night" (RKO). Astonishingly
oingapoi
at $14,500. Last week,
(U) (2d wk), fine $12,500,
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 95-$1.25>tariff
High
(WB).
"Life With Father"
hjO.
and bad weather breaks- forced

down
la

to $22,000,

after

e

Lake (Warners)

(800:

huge

$35,000

55-70)-"Kiss

Satisfactory
of Death" (20th) (m.o,).
(Continued on page 14;
•

(RKO) (2,100; 50-75)—
Mother Wore Tights" (20th) (m.o.).
Shubert

Great

$10,000.

and

Bobby-Soxer"

Last week, "Bachelor

(RKO),

downtown week, sock

third

$8,500.

K. C. Cooler, Biz Hotter;

'Possessed' Trim $15,000,

'Wind'

opening

$75,000

big_ $21,000.

13G,'GWTW'17G
Kansas

City, Sept. 23.

Biz has levelled off somewhat, but

from

indef.

week.

Continues

.

Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 70-$1.50)
—"Rosy Ridge'" (M-G) with Georgie
Price, Luba Malina, Enric Madriguera orch on stage (2d week).

Second film in a month to be pulled
after two weeks here.
Doing thin
$45,000 for final frame ending tonight
(Wednesday),
after
disappointing
$51,300 initial week.
"Desire Me"
(M-G) plus Rose Marie, Gene Krupa
orch on stage, goes in tomorrow
(Thursday).
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$1.25)

—."Gone

With

Wind"

still

far

(reissue) (4th week). Still going great,
with $35,000 in sight for fourth

—

—

Grosses Are Net
Film gross estimates, as

$8,500
re-

ported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e., without the 20% tax. Distributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net Income.
admission
The parenthetic
prices, however, as indicated, include the U.S. amusement lax.

for

third

week

(M-G)

slated to follow.
Rialto
(Mayer)
(594;

"Second

ejicyng

last

35-85)—

Chance"

(20th).
Disap"Dick Tracy Meets
(RKO) opens Friday
week, "Arneio Affair"

pointing $6,500.

Gruesome"
Last

(26).

(M-G), slightly better

$6,800.

Rlvoll (UAT-Pav) (2,092; 60-$1.25)

—"Crossfire" (RKO) (10th week).
Continues strong at $27,000 for ninth
frame ending last (Tuesday) night,
same as last two weeks. "Unconquered" (Par) comes in Oct. 9.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.50)~
"Foxes of Harrow" (20th) plus Milton Berle topping stage layout opens
today
(Wednesday).
Last week,
sixth
of
"Mother Wore Tights"
(20th) plus Jack Haley, Ella Logan
on stage, fine $70,000 after big
$88,000 in previous week.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
"Cynthia" (M-G) with John Calvert.
Paul Regan heading
stageshow.
Okay $29,000. Last week, second
round of "Black Gold" (Mono) with
Ed. Sullivan and Harvest Moon
winners on stage, fine $23,000.
Strand (WB) (2,758; 75-$1.50)—
"Dark Passage" (WB) with Victor
Lombardo orch, others, on stage (3d
week). Sparkling $55,000 in sight for
third week ending tomorrow (Thursday) after fat $59,000 in first frame.
Holds another week, with "Unsuspected" (WB) due in Oct. 3.
Sutton (Rugoff-Beckerl (561; 70$1.25)— "I Know Where I'm Going''
(U) (6th week). Big $9,500 for fifth
frame ended Monday (22) after sock
$11,000 last week. Continues.
Victoria (City Inv) (720; 70-$1.20)
—"Lured" (Col) (5th week). Fourth
round finished last (Tuesday) night
was neat $13,000, after $14,500 for
third. Holds another, with "Spirit
of West Point" (FC) due in Oct. 2.
Warner (WB) (1,499; 90-$1.50)—
(6th
"Life
With Father" (WB)
week). Holding its own with hefty
$36,000 after fine $39,500 last week.

Continues indef.
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60$1.20)—"Singapore" (U) (2d week).

Snappy $33,000 for first session
ended Monday (22) night and holds.
Last week, five days on third frame
of "Something in Wind" (U) was

down

to $8,500.

Indpls.

Uneven;

'Tights,'

Hot $16,000 But

'Earth'

Mild 10G; 'Father'

(M-G)

drab currently. frame ending Friday (26); previous
Money of week goes to "Gone With week, fat $40,000. Holds two or
the Wind" in a second frame at the three more rounds, with "Green
Midland. Biggest newcomer is "Pos- Dolphin Street" (M-G) following.
sessed" at Paramount. It's okay and
Fulton (City Inv.) (785; 80-$1.80)
may hold. Fox Midwest again is
"Black Narcissus" (U) (6th week).
trying out its moveover policy, tak- Holding its own, with okay $11,500
ing "Red Stallion" from the three for week ending last
(Tuesday)
first-run day-date houses into the night.
Last weak, trim $12,500.
Esquire. Summer heat continued to
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.20)—
hang on until rain over the week- "Roosevelt
Story"
(Indie)
(5th
end brought relief.
week). Dropping slightly to Still big
Estimates for This Week
$21,500, after fat $25,500 last week.
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45-65) Holds for two days of sixth round,
—"Red Stallion" (EL) (m.o.) and with "Fun and Fancy Free" (RKO"North of Border" (SG). Mild $4,000. Disney) entering Saturday (27).
Last week, "Mother Wore Tights"
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.40)
(20th) (m.o.), nice $5,500, in third —"Each Dawn I Die" (WB) and
week downtown.
"Bad Men of Missouri" (WB) (reKimo (Dickinson) (550; 65)—"Chil- issues) (1st week). Looks to pull
dren of Paradise" (Indie). Good down robust $17,500 for teeoff frame
$2,500. Last week, "Wings of Mornending Friday (27) and holds aning" (SG) (reissue), $1,500.
other week. Last week, "Dark JourMidland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)— ney" (Indie) and "Each Dawn I
"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue) Die" (Indie) (reissues), thin $7,200.
(Continued on page 14)
Little Carnegie (Indie) (460; 95"Tawny Pipit'' (U) (3d
$1.20)
week*. Holding its own with fine
it's

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55*1.50)
—"Desert Fury" (Par) with Dest
Arnaz orch, Marion Hutton on stage

Last
opens today (Wednesday).
week, seventh of "Welcome Stranger"
(Par) plus Carmen Cavallaro orch,
others, on stage, big $64,000, after
great $70,000 previous frame.
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-$2.40)
—"Frieda" (U) (6th week). Mainsteady pace with good $7,000,
"Down to Earth" again copped top taining
after $8,500 last week. Holds.
grossing honors for its second week
Radio City Musio Hall (Rockeat Radio City Music Hall but fell off
fellers) (5,945; 70-$2.40)— "Down To
to $135,000 after a' sock $148,000
Earth"
(Col) plus stageshow (2d
opening round, indicating the genContinues at fast tempo
eral
boxofflce
downward trend. week).
with good $135,000 for second frame
"Singapore" came through with a
ending tonight (Wednesday), after
fine opening week of $33,000 and
teeoff frame of $148,000, Con"Long Night" teed off fairly strong, great
tinues indef, with "Song of Love"
the

Fury" (Par) (m.o.) (2d wk). Mild for the fourth straight week. Other Wind" is steady at' the Criterion
new entrants are "Long Night," with great $35,000 for fourth week
$2,000 after okay $3,500 last week.
which is okay, and "Song of Thin and "Kiss of Death" continues big
Senator (Havris) (1,750; 40-70)
"Arizona" (Col) and "Texas" (Col) Man," a moderate entry. "Mother at the Mayfalr with solid $22,000 for
(reissues).
Big $4,500. Last week, Wore Tights" tops the holdovers.
foiirth frame.
Estimates for This Week
"Abie's Irish Rose" (UA) and "Susie
Capitol,
Roxy and Paramount,
Albee
Steps Out" (UA), slim $2,500.
(RKO) (3,100; 50-75)— three large vaudfllm houses, all
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 40-70)— "Wel- "Welcome Stranger" (Par).- Colossal bring in
new bills this week. "DePalace (RKO) (2,900; 95)—"Cross- come Stranger" (Par). Leading the $27,000 for city's best in many weeks. sire Me" plus Rose Marie, Gene
great $29,000. Last week, Biz on Monday (22) night was
fire" (RKO) (4th wk). Robust $20,- town with a
Krupa
orch on stage bows in pt
second of "Variety Girl" (Par) perked by p.a. of Ewel Black well, Capitol after "Rosy Ridge" and
000. Last week, about same.
after Cincy Reds' ace pitcher, for award
Rialto (Indie) (1,700; 95)— "The dipped to $10,000 and yanked
Georgie Price, Luba Malina and
of auto to fan winning. WCPO nick- Enric Madriguera
Outlaw" (UA) (13th wk). Hand- 5 days.
stage layout did
Warner (WB)' (2,000: 90-$1.25)
name contest for Blackwell and disappointing second round Of $45,some $12,000. Last week, ditto.
(5th-final origination from stage of special
(WB)
Father"
"Life
With
95)—
"Cry
(B&K)
Roosevelt
(1,500;
000. "Foxes of Harrow," abetted by
broadcast.
Last week, "Singapore" Milton Berle topping stagebill, enters
Wolf" (WB) (3d wk). Big $16,000. wk). Okay $10,000 after fancy $14,
000 in previous session.
(U), good $16,000.
Last week, $20,000.
the
Roxy, after "Mother Wore
Capitol
(RKO) (2,000; 60-75)— Tights," plus Ella Logan and Jack
State-Lake (B&K) (2.700; $1.25)—
"Song Thin Man" (M-G). Medium Haley on stage, pulled fine sixth
"Life With Father" (WB) (5th wk).
$10,500.
Last week, "Life With week gross of $77,000.
Last week, fancy
Trim $22,000.
Beneke Ups 'Arnelo' To
Father" (WB) (4th wk), strong
$26,000.
Paramount will have "Desert
at
90c-$1.25
scale.
$9,000
United Artists (B&K) 1,700; 95)—
Fury" and Desi Arnaz orch, Marion
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)— Hutton on stage, to follow seventh
"Down to Earth" (Col) (4th wk).
$30,000 in Buff.;
"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue) week of "Welcome Stranger," plus
Okay $12,000.' Last week, fine $16,000.
(3d wk). Concluding run at breezy Carmen Cavallaro orch headlining
Woods (Essaness) (1.073; 95)—
'Father' Colossal 25G $8,000 after solid $12,000 second stagebill, which pulled hefty $64,000.
"Life Walter Mitty" (RKO) (8th
round.
Last week,
Buffalo, Sept. 23.
Wk). Prime $25,000.
Estimates for This Week
Keith's (CI) (1,542; 50-75)—"Red
$26,000.
Tex Beneke band will push Stallion" (EL) (2d wk). Stout $7,500
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 80-$1.80)—
World (Indie) (587; 75)— "This
Affair" to sock week at trailing big $11,500 opener.
"Arnelo
"Walter Mitty" (RKO) (6th week).
Happy Breed" (U) (5th wk). Plump
Holding
line, with big $42,500 exWith
Lyric.
"Life
50-75)—
(RKO)
currently..
(1,400;
Buffalo
Last week, $3,800.
$3,500.
$13,000.

(Essaness)

Crisp

wk).

$7,500.

boxofflce took it
slightly on the chin and Yom Kippur
last (Tuesday) night and today isn't
expected to help biz any. Operators
look for things to pick up during the
coming week, however, with several
important new pictures due in town.

cases,

at $24,500. Despite subtly quiet advertising, "Outlaw" continued big at
the Broadway, raking in a hefty
$65,000 for its second frame.

'Stranger Giant

solid $55,000.

Holdovers

17G

Indianapolis, Sept. 23.

Results are mixed at local de"Mother Wore
luxers this week.
Tights," at the Indiana, is going big
to lead the city but "Down to Earth"
High
Loew's.
at
disappointing
is
scale will up "Life With Father" to
a strong figure at Circle despite
"Repeat
strong price resistance.
Performance" is sluggish at Lyric.
Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800: 90"Life With Father" (WB).
Strong $17,000 for this 'scale. Last

$1.25)

—

week, "Deep Valley" (WB) and
"Yankee Fakir" (Rep), nice $10,000
at 40-60C. scale.

Indiana (Gamble-Dolle) (3,300: 4060)— "Mother Wore Tights" (20th).
Last week, "Bachelor
and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO) (2d wk).
fine $12,000 on top of smash $20,000

Solid $16,000.

opener.
Keith's (Gamble-Dolle) (1,300; 40"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer"
60)
(RKO) (m.o.). Fancy $5,000 for
Last week,
third week downtown.
(EL)
Brothers"
and
"Corsican

—

"South Pago Pago" (EL) (reissues),

(Tuesday) night, Last week, same good $6,000.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)—
$6,500.
fnayfair (Brandt) Q.7S6; 70-$1.60) •'Down to Earth" (Col). Offish $10.r
—''Kiss of Death" (20th) (5th week). 000. Last week, "Gone With Wind"
Length of run finally telling but (M-G) (reissue) (2d wk),' trim $10.still solid $22,000 in fourth frame 50ft after hefty $17,000 first stanza.
Lyric (Gamble-Dolle) (1,600; 40ending last (Tuesday) night, afler
sock $27,000 last WMM, ^ghtmare W) -» "Repeat performance" (EL)
and "Violence" (Mono). Modest $6.*
Alley" (20th) due aMut Oct f.
Last week, "Trouble With
Pal«e« (RKO) U,f<»l W-fTiOV
'
and "Blackmail"
(
"Long Night' (RigO) (2d wiek)
i«r
Wound up first frame last (Tuesday) (Rep), oke
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Kaye Boosts 'Conquest'

)

Balto Packed With B-O.'s ;
'Lured' Mildish $11,000

to Sturdy

New Pix Help L. A.; 'Narcissus' Great

•Baltimore, Sept. 23.

Baltimore is packed with holdovers
with only one important newcomer.
"Lured," at Loew's Century. It is
only mild. "Desert Fury" is holding
over at Keith's afker nice opening
frame.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 2060)
"Lured" (UA). Mild response
at $11,000. Last week, "Gone With
Wind" (M-G) (reissue) (2d wk).

9

Hub; ^Wind DuUish 22G

$28,000 in

Boston, Sept. 23.

Holdovers and so-so products are
responsible for a slight downward
trend this week, with biz shaping
up generally well for the fall season.
"Mother Wore Tights" is nice on
second week at the Met and "Down
to Earth" looks okay at the. State

Orpheum

and

for

»

Sammy Kaye band

"High

Conquest"

RKO

Boston,

to nice session.

(Based on 23

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO (3,200; 50-$1.10)—
"High Conquest" (Mono) plus Sam-

my Kaye

on

others,

orch,

$3,328,000

cities 202 theatres)

stage,

good $28,000. Last week,
fairly
"Kiss of Death" (20th) (2d wk)
plus Ted Weems orch, others, on

'Passage Socko

(M-P)

Esquire
Getting

along

(WB)

on $4,000

(4th
after

wk).

(M-P)

40-80)—

(1,373;

Girl" (Par) and "Jungle
(Par) (m.o.). Okay $6,000.
Lasl week. "Deep Valley" (WB) and

"Variety
Flight"

"Second Chance" (20th).

Kenmore

$5,500.
45-65)—
(700;

(Indie)

<RKO)

"Fantasia"

(9th

(reissue)

wk). Good $2,000 after about same
last session.

Memorial (RKO)

'

(2.985;

40-80)

—

"Something, in Wind" (U) and "Too
Manv Winners" (EL). Not exciting
«t $22,000. Last week.

(4.367: 40-80)
Tights" (20th) and
(2d wk). Fine

Metropolian (M-P)

—"Mother Wore
"Trespasser"

(Ren)

$22,000 after big $27,000 for

Modern

$32,000 in Philly

fine

-

$5,000 in last.

Fenwav

75-$1.25)—

(700;

(M-P)

first.

75-$1.10)—

(890:

With Father" (WB) (4th wk).
Modest $6,000 after about $7,000 for
"L'-'e

'Father Sockeroo 84G, 2d

Last
week. "Bachelor and
000.
Los Angeles. Sept. 23.
Although five new bills opened Bobby-Soxer" (RKO) (5th wk), nice
during the current week, it's still $11,700 on blowoff.
$14,400.
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$l )—
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240; "Life With Father" that's out in front
20-70)— "Last of Redmen" (Col) plus even though in the second week. It "Welcome Stranger" (Par) (4th wk)
on and "Danger Street" (Par) (3d wk).
Dr. Neff's Madhouse of Mystery on looks likely to hit socko $84,000
three Trim $15,000. Last week, $19,500.
stage. Latter helping to strong $15,- second session at upped scale in
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1.for
000. Last week, third of "Down to theatres after record $104,800
50-$D— "Welcome Stranger."
first. "Down to Earth" shapes as only 451;
$13,plus
okay
Earth" (Col)
vaude,
(Par) (4th wk). Oke $10,000. Last
good at $49,000 in two situations.
700:
"Black Narcissus" is registering week, good $14,000.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2.460; 20RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890:5060)— "Desert Fury" (Par) (2d wk). the best trade ever for a British80)— "Down to Earth" (Col). Good
Starts second round today (Tues.) made film at $59,500 as likely take
"Bachelor and
after nice getaway to $12,800. Last for' six houses, mostly small-seaters. $24,000. Last week,
"Unfinished Dance" looks okay $50,- Bobby-Soxer" (RKO) (5th wk), big
week. Singapore" (U). $10,000.
25-55)— 000 in three spots. "Roach Comedy $12 000
Mavfair (Hicks)
(980;
Rite '(FWC) (1.370: 50-$l )— "NarOke
$20,Carnival" is below average at
"Red Stallion" (EL) (2d wk).
cissus" (U). Nifty $11,000. Last week,
$6,200 after sorightly opener at $9,- 000 in four houses.
"Something in Wind" (U) and "Killer
300.
Fourth stanza of "Mother Wore
New (Mechanic) (1.800; 20-60)— Tights" looks okav $33,500 in five at Large" (EL) (2d wk), modest $4,"Kiss of Death" (20th) (2d wk). Good locations, while "Welcome Stranger" 900.
'

stage, $24,000.

"Life With Father"

Trf Good at 49G, tace

Wiay 5WS,

—

Gross-

N. Y.)
Total Gross Same WeekLast Year
$3,266,400

up

will

City Grosses

cities 220 theatres, chiefly first runs, including

holdover

first

round.

at

Key

Estimated Total
This Week
(Based on 22

$59,500,

$9,500 after initial week's fine $12,400.

Philadelphia, Sept. 23.

Stanley

"Dark

Passage" and "Down to
Earth" look like top money as they
make their bow-ins here this week.
"Abie's Irish Rose" is taking a
pasting from crix but doing okay
at the Pix. Rest of town is holdover
or extended run, and largely off.
Estimates for This Week
Aldine
(WB) (1.303; 50-94)—
"Crossfire" (RKO) (4th' wk). Looks
like Jewish holidays is helping this
one with $16,500 indicated in contrast to $15,500 last week.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 50-94)—
"Hucksters" (M-G)
(2d wk)
(2d
run). Oke $6,000. Last week. $6,500.

(WB)

(3,280;

"Welcome Stranger" (Par)

is

holding near nice $25,000 in two
in fourth frame.
Estimates for This Week

25-75)— Paramount theatres

(3d wk).

Maintaining tine pace at $12,000 after
big second round at $17,800.
Town (Raopaport) (1,600; 35-65)—
"Crossfire" (RKO) (2d wk). Holding
solidly at $17,000 after sock $20,800
opener.

'Father' Torrid

Belmont

"Whom

(FWC)

Bell

50-$l>—
and
(Par)

(1,532:

Tolls"

"Frenchman's

Creek" (Par) (reisSlight $3,000.
Last week,
"Western Union" (20th) and "Daring
Desperadoes" (SG) (reissues), $3,500.
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&SBlumenfeld) (826; 65-$D— "Roach
Comedy Carnival" (UA) and "Death

sues).

Valley"

(SG).

Fair

$4^000.

Last

Studio City (FWC) (880; 50-$D—
"Narcissus" (U). Smart $6,500. Last

week. "Something in Wind" (U) (2d
wk). only $2,300.
United Artists (UA) (2,100; 50-$l
"Narcissus"
(U) and "Bulldog
Drummond" (Col). Hetty $20,000.
Last week, "Something in Wind" (U)
and "Killer at Large" (EL) (2d wk),
slow $7,600.
Uptown (FWC) (1,719: 50-$l)—
"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) and
"Second Chance" (20th) (4th wk).
Okay $5,500. Last week, $6,600.

Vogue (FWC) (885; 50-$D— "Bell
"Carnegie Hall" (UA) (5th
Tolls"
(Par)
and
"Frenchman's
$2,900.
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 50- Creek" (Par) (reissues). Scant $3,$1)— "Mother Wore Tights" (20th) 500. Last week. "Western Union"
(20th)
and "Daring Desperadoes"
wk).
(4th
Good $4,000. Last week,
(SG) (reissues). $4,500.
okay $5,200.
week.

wk-6 days).

,

St.

Louis

Boyd (WB) (2,350: 50-94)— "Life
With Father" (WB) (5th wk). Bright
St. Louis, Sept. 23.
Orpheum (Loew) (3.030; 40-80)— $20,000. Last week, husky $23,500.
Even with an upped admish scale,
Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-94)— "Dark
"Down to Earth" (Col) (2d wk).
always frowned on by the natives,
$25,000
good
after
Passage"
$21,000
(WB). Sock $32,000 or near.
Okav
will soar to wow
Last week, "Deep Valley" (WB) •'Life With Father"
opener.
session and pace the main stem
^amount (M-») (1,790: 4P-W— anemic $15,500 for second canto.
and
.•iT„,.j„ ty
Cir ]" (p aT ) and "Jungle
Fox (20th) (2,250: 50-94)—"Kiss cinemas this week. "Framed"
downtown, looks a

Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 50-$D—
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048: 50$1)—"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) "Unfinished Dance" (M-G). Nice
(4th wk). Ends at $7,500. Last week, $13,000. Last week, "Song Thin Man"
(M-G) and "Arnello Affair" (M-G)
neat $9,800.
Culver
(FWC) (1,145; 60-$D— (3d wk-4 days), thin $1,800.
Wlltern (WB) (2,300: 90-$1.50)—
"Black Narcissus" (U) and "Bulldog
Drummond Strikes Back" (Col). "Life With Father" (WB) (2d wk).
"Cynthia," also
Plight" (Par) (m.o.). Strong $1K 010. of Death" (20th)
(2d wk). Fair
Bright $29,000. Last week, record
Opener last was great solid runnerup. "Red Stallion" is Nice $6,500. Last week, "Something $34,300 but below expectancy.
I,~t week. "Deeo Valley" (WB) S1Q000.
perking
Biz
in
Wind"
the
big
Fox.
is
(U)
and "Killers at Large"
good
at
(20th). $29,000.
Chance"
"Second
anH
the
long,
(EL)
(2d
break
in
wk),
slow
here
with
the
$2,500.
up
$!<• 500.
Toldman (Goldman) (1,300: 50-94)

last.

Downtown (WB) (1.800 90-$1.50)
Girl"
(Par)
(2d wkJ. torrid spell.
Estimates for This Week
"LHe With Father" (WB) (2d wk).
Last week,
huge
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 90- Socko $27,000. Last week, giant $34,(Goldman) (1,000: 50-94) $1.25)— "Life With "Father" (WB). 300.
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen(900: 30-74) —"Desert Fury"
(Par) (4th wk). On its way to a wham $27,000. Last
and
feld) (872; 50-$l)— "Roach Comedy
—"Man of Cnncmest* (Rep) (re- Fairish $10,000. Last week, neat week, "Something In Wind" (U)
Carnival (UA) and "Death Valley"
(UA). $14,000.
"Exposed" (Rep), mild $11,080.
issue) and "Whistle Stoo"
Art (S'Renco) (115; $5)—"Know (SG). Just $7,500. Last week, "Car
Routine $3,500. Last week, "Brute
Keith's (Goldman) (1.300: 50-94)—
Man" (Mono) arid "Fog Island" "Mother Wore Tights" (20th) (2d Where I'm Going" (Indie) (3d wk). negie Hall" (UA) (5th wk-6 days),
(Mono) (reissues), $4,000.
run). Nice $7,000. Last week. "Green Fine $600 after neat $900 second $5,300.
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 30-$l)
Was My Valley" (M-G) (reissue), stanza.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)— "Red "Unfinished Dance" (M-G). Fair
$4 000
Mastbaum (WB) (4.360: 50-94)— Stallion" (EL) and "Bringing Up $12,000. Last week. "Song Thin Man"
Tro$$fire"Moore-Lamb
"Down to Earth" (Col). Trim $30.- Father" (Mono). Good $19,000. Last (M-G) and "Arnello Affair" (M-G)
(20th)
Tights"
(3d
"Mother
Wore
wk-4 days). $2,000.
000. Last week. "Welcome Stranger" week,
El Rey (FWC) (861; 50-$D—"Bell
(5th wk). fancy $16,000.
and "Pretender" (Rep), fine $21,000.
Rousing $28,000, Frisco (Par)
Pix
50r94)—
Tolls"
and
"Frenchman's
Loew's (Loew's) (3,172; 50-75)
(Par)
(Cummins)
(500:
San Francisco, Sept. 23.
"Abie's
Irish
and "Framed" Creek" (Par) (reissues). Slow $3,500.
Rose" (UA). Fine "Cynthia" (M-G)
Unexpected weekend heat wave is $9,000 despite wallops from crix. (Col).
Solid 20,000. Last week, Last week, "Western Union" (20th)
cooling off biz here currently. Fact Last week, subsequent-run.
"Gone With Wind" (M-G) reissue) and "Daring Desperadoes" (SG),
that Frisco background shots are
Stanley
(WB) (2,850; 50-94V- (2d wk), great $23,000.
$4,000.
85)
used in "Dark Passage" is being "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer (RKO)
Esquire
(Rosener)
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)
(685;
plugged with good results, this film (4th wk). Oke $16,000. Last week, "Mother Wore Tights" (20th) and "Years Between" (U) (3d wk). Near
doing strong biz at the Fox. "Black solid $19,500.
"Something In Wind" (U) (m.o.). $2,000. Last week, fair $2,400.
Stanton
(WB) (1,475; 50-94)— Trim $13,000. Last week. "Bachelor
Narcissus" at the small Esquire apFour Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-$ 1)
(2d wk). Fairish and Bobby Soxer" (RKO) (m.o.), "Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue)
pears headed for a sock session. "Lured" (Col)
''Crossfire" with vaude headed by $11,000. Opener last was neat $14,000. $6,000.
(6th wk). Good $6,000. Last week,
Constance Moore and Gil Lamb looks
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)— $5,500.
nice at the Golden Gate.
Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$l )— "Black
"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue).
Stout $10,000 on m.o. Last week, Narcissus" (U) and "Bulldog DrumEstimates for This Week
18G,
'TIGHTS'
(SG) and "Black mond" (Col). Sturdy $8,000. Last
"Tall Timber"
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 65-$l)
"Something in Wind" (U) and
(reissues),
$6,000.
week,
Stallion" (SG)
"Crossfire"
(RKO) plus vaude
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)— "Killer at Large" (EL) (2d wk), $2,headed by Constance Moore and Gil
"Desert Fury" (Par) and "News 500
Lamb. Nice $28,000. Last week,
Louisville, Sept. 23.
Hawaii (G&S)-Blumenfeld) (956;
(2d wk). Okay
(Mono)
Hounds"
"Banjo" (RKO) plus Lionel HampProduct is topnotch this week, with $9,000 after good $12,000 'first stanza. 50-S1 ) "Roach Comedy Carnival"
ton orch. oke $25,000.
World (Ind) (432; 50-65)— "Lu- (UA) and "Death Valley" (SG).'
Fox (FWC) (4,851; 80-95)— "Dark biz likewise. "Life With Father," at
(3d wk). Weak $4,500. Last week. "Carnegie"
Borgia" (Indie)
~
Passage" (WB). Strong $30,000. Last the Mary Anderson, is lifting that crezia
Good $1,800 following nice $2,600 for (UA) (5th wk-6 days), $2,400.
week. "Cry Wolf' (WB), 423.500.
house to a sock figure. "Mother Wore second.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 90-$1.50)—
Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)— Tights" is great at the Riatto. State's
"Father" (WB) (2d wk). Sock $28,"Cry Wolf" (WB). (m.o.). Mild $13.- "Unfinished Dance" and "Arnelo Af000. Last week, record $36,200 but
000.
Last week, "Kiss of Death" fair" looks fairish. Other houses are
under original hopes.
(20th) (2d wk), fair $13,500.
Hollywood Music Hall (BlumenMonroe Tilts 'Repeat'
doing okay.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—
feld)
(475; 50-85)— "Comedy CarEstimates for This Week
"Deep Valley" (WB). Okay $16,000
(UA) and "Death Valley"
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200; 40To Hefty $35,000, D. C. nival"
or over.
Last week, "Wyoming"
(SG). Fair $4,000. Last week. "CarBobby-Soxer"
60 (—"Bachelor and
(Rep), pleasing $16,000.
Sept. 23.
Washington,
negie" (UA) (5th'wk-6 days), $1,800.
(RKO) (m.o.). Solid $5,500. Last
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)—
at Loew's
Performance,"
Iris
(FWC) (828; 50-85)— "Black
"Repeat
"Welcome Stranger" (Par) (10th week. "Corsican Brothers" (EL) and Capitol, is topping an otherwise mild Narcissus" (U). Neat $7,500. Last
wk). Still fine at $10,500. Last week, "South Pago Pago" (EL) (reissues), session here, thanks to the draw of week. "Something in Wind" (U) (2d
$3,500.
$12,500.
band on the stage. wk). light $2,600.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40) Vaughn Monroe's
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448: 55Laurel (Rosener) (890; 85)— "ExFather" is holding well
85)—"Down to Earth" (Col) (3d wk). —"Dear Ruth" (Par) and "Unfaith- "Life With
Circumstances"
(Indie)
in its second stanza at the Warner, tenuating
Fair $10,500. Last week, fine $18,500. ful" (WB). Fine $3,600. Last week, with the Metropolitan doing nicely and "End of Day" (Indie) (2d wk).
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1.207; "Hucksters" (M-G J and "Gunfight- with reissue of "Each Dawn I Die." Mild $2,000. Last week, okay $2,900.
55-85)—"Heaven Only Knows" (UA) ers" (Col). $3,500.
for
This
Week
Loew State (Loew-WC) (2.404: 50Estimates
Mary Anderson (People's) (1.100;
(2d wk). Mild $8,500. Last week,
44-80)—
$1)—
"Mother
Wore
Tights"
(20th)
(2.434:
(Loew's)
Capitol
90-$1.25)— "Life With Father" iWB).
strong $13,500.
"Repeat Performance" (EL) phis and "Second Chance" (20th) (4th
SUgedoor (Ackerman) (350: 60-85) Grabbing swell $11,000 or more at
wk). Okay $11,000. Last week, good
—"Things to Come" (FC) and "Man
Last week, $15,600.
Hot $35,000.
stage.
$6,500.
(reissue).
(WB)
Destiny"
Who Could Work Miracles" (FC).
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2.097:
Waltz" (M-G) (reissue) plus
National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60) "Great
Big $3,500. Last week, "Blithe Spirit"
50-$l (—"Unfinished Dance" (M-G).
nice $26,000.
—"The Web" (U). Looking tor me- vaude,
(UA) (reissue) (2d wk), $2,100.
Columbia (Loew's) (1.263; 44-70)— Nice $25,000. Last week. "Song Thin
Last week. '-Brute
Esquire (Blumenfeld) (952; 55-85) dium $5,000.
"Kiss of Death" (20th) (2d run). Man" (M-G) and' "Arnello Affair"
—"Black Narcissus" (U). Sock .$14.- Force" (U) (2d wk), firm $8,500.
"Variety
week,
Last
(M-G)
(3d wk-4 davs), $3,900.
$8,000.
Average
Kialto (FA) (3.400;40-60)— "Mother
500. Last week. "Call It Murder"
Lovola
(FWC
(1.248:
50-$l)—
Girl" (Par) (2d run). $8,500.
(FC) (reissue) <2d wk-3 days). $3.- Wore Tights" (20th). Looks like a
(RKO) (1.838; 44-80)— "Mother Wore Tights" (20th) (4th
Keith's
bumper session at six shows daily. "Something
800.
Mildish wk). Good $5500. Last week. $6,400.
in Wind" (U).
"Bacheweek.
Last
$18,000.
Center (Lippert) (300; 90-$1.20)— -Rousing
Marcal (G&S) 1900: 75-$1.20)—
"
Last week. "Bachelor and
(2d $11,000.
(RKO)
Bobby-Soxer'
and
lor
"Duel" (SRO) (6th wk).. Down to
Bobby-Soxer" (RKO) (4th wk), held "Best Years" (RKO (6th wk). Fine
wk). giant $16,000
(Loew)

State

"Down

Steady

(3.583;

40-80)— —"Variety

to Earth" (Col) (2d wk).
neat $12,000
after
$9,000

Swell

—

$25,000.

:

$32,000.

round.
Tran«lux (Translux)

Karlton

initial

.

—

—

GREAT

—

L'VILLliTATHERllG

.

—

'

)

)

$3,500 or near.

Guild

Last week.

(LiDpcrt)

(400:

$4,600.

!

35-85)—

"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue)
(7th wk). Pleasing $4,700. Last week.
$5 000
$5,000
Clay (Roesner)

ment"

(400;

65-85)— "Tor

.

(Indie) (2d wk). Terrific $3.
week, almost the same.

I

I

!

I

800. Last

Larkin

(Roesner)

(400:

65-85)—

"The Vow" (Artkino). Tepid

$1,900.

Last week. "Children of Paradise"
(Indie) (7th wk). thin $1,700.
United Nations (FWC) (1,149: 6085) "Mother Wore Tights" (m.o.).
Moderate $3,800 for fourth downtown week Last week, $5,000.

$4,000. Last week, neat $4,600.
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2.210: 50Metropolitan (WB) (1,153; 44-70)—
"Each Dawn I Die" (WB) (reissue!. $1)— "Bell Tolls" (Par) and "FrenchLast week, "Riff- man's Creek" (Par) (reissues). Light
$10,000.
Raff" (RKO). below hopes at $9,000. $13,000. Tji.st week. "Western Union"
same.
,„,
Palace (Loew's) (2.370; 44-74)— (20th) and "Daring Desperadoes"
State (Loew's) (3,300: 40-60)— "Un"Desert Fury" (Par). Okay $20,000. (SG) (reissues). $14,000.
finished Dance" (M-G) and "Arnelo
Million Dollar (D'tbwn) (2.122: 55week, "Mother Wore Tights"
Affair" (M-G). Medium $14,000. Last Last
98)— "Singin' in Corn" (Col) with
week "Down to Earth" (Col) and (20th) (2d wk), $14,000.
Warner (WB) (2,154; 90-$1.25)— Tex Williams orch on stage. Below
"Son of Rusty" (Col), light $12,000.
Father" (WB) (2d wk). $14,000. Last week. "Too Many WinStrand (FA) (1.400; 40-60)— "Riff- "Life With
in
hike
despite
(EL) with Duke Ellington orch
strong,
ners"
going
Still
Raff" (RKO) and "Under Tonto Rim
after opening big on stage, solid $25,800.
(RKO). Good $6,000. Last week. price, with $30,000.
Latter, though a house
Pantages (Pan) (2,812: 50-$l )
"Spruigtime in Sierras" <Rep and with $39,000.
"Down
to Earth" (Col). Good $25,fell below expectancy.
record,
ditto.
(Rep),
Outpost
"Northwest

Scoop

(Louisville

Theatre)

(700;

40-6a)--;*Xobper Rettirns" .FC) Ire>isue). Light $1 800, Last- week
Neighbor" (E-L) (reissue), about

Plump

,

'

—

j

>

1

I

well at great $10,000.

Huge 22!/2 G

'Ruth'

Tops Stout Mpls.
Business

by

fine

strong

is

fall

Minneapolis. Sept. 23.
being helped currently
weather plus two new,

pictures.

and

"Crossfire"

"Dear Ruth" both look strong,

latter

getting top coin

in

"Odd Man Out"

week.

also

city this

okay.
Estimates for This Week
is

Uptown (Par) (1,000; 50-55)— "The
Hucksters"
(M-G). First
neighborhood week, strong $5;500. Last
week, "Welcome Stranger" (Par),
$5,800.

»tate

(Par)

(2.300;

59,70)— "Wild

Harvest" (Par) (2d wk). Mild $7,000.
after sock $16,000 in initial stanza.

Radio City (Par) (4,400; 50-70)—
'Dear Ruth" (Par). Excellent campaign helping to huge $22,500. Last
week, "Who's Kissing Her" (20th)
good $10,500 second week.
Lyric (Par) (1.100; 50-70)— "Kiss-

Her" (20th)

(m.o.).

Satisfactory $6,-

Last week, "Desert
(Par) (3d wk), $6,600.

Fury"

500;

RKO-Pan (RKO)

(1,600;

50-70)—

"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO)
(m.o.). Fine $8,500 lor fourth week
downtown after $9,500 last week.

World (Mann) (350; 50-99)—
"Gr^en for Danger" (EL) (2d wk).
Fair $2,800 after $3,700 last week.
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)— "Vigilantes Return" (U).
Sturdy $3,500.
Last week, "Hit Parade 1947" (Rep),
$2,600.

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 5070)— "Crossfire" (RKO). Sock $15.000.

week, "Something

Last

Wind" (U),

$8,500.
(1,600;

Century (Par)

Man Out"

(U).

Okay

week, "Variety Girl"

in

50-70)— "Odd
Last

$6,500.

(Par)

$6,200.

(m.o.),

—

Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)
"Desperate" (RKO) and "Shoot to Kill"
(SG). Nice $1,900 in 5 days. Last
week. "The Guilty" (Mono) and
"Banjo" (RKO). $1,800 in 5 days.

'Singapore Fast $20,000

For 2 Denver Spots
Denver. Sept. 23.
is packing Orcurrently, with take limited by fact that only four shows are
being 'given daily. "Singapore," playing day-date at Denver and Esquire,
appears in for a fine session. Stageshow is boosting "High Tide" to a big
stanza at the Tabor.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)—
"Barber of Seville" (Indie). Big $6,000.
Last week. "Something in
Wind" (U) and "Pretender" (Rep),
after week at Denver. Webber, fair

"Gone With Wind"

pheum here

$3,000.

Denham

(Cockrill) (1,750; 35-74.)—
(4th wk).
14)

"Welcome Stranger" (Par)
(Continued on page
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WHETHER THE WOMEN GO FOR THE OLD LENGTH OR THE NEW LENGTH-

ALL GO FOR

A new
is

Garson picture

always top news for

the fami They'll adore
their

beloved star in

a daringly different

GARSON
In

love story as wild as

the

men who fought

for her,

M-G-M's

DESIRE
Screen Play by Marguerite Roberts and
XoS AMns • Adaptation by Casey Robinson
from a Novel by Leonhard Frank

mm
A

mm

Desired by

«

Picture

MITCHUM
loving* fighting,

PRODUCED BY

Mefro-Goldwyn-Mayer

ROBERT

*•

mm

by

Richard

dangerous

HART

new Broadway

stage sensation

FILM REVIEWS

fr^fawday, September 24, 1947
,

:x

llBConqncred

aw^""^
P* 2.^oJSw.

M

and frequently unnecessary departures from th« straight story line,
there's a good degree of interest and

"Biwy

.'

Monirt:

.

Ed*ara

director;

»i»t,

Herb.

this $4,000,000 spec.

1

lnK ?'

are "Home in the Desert" and "Assignment: Tel Aviv." Produced by
Palestine Films, Inc., they're sponsored by United Palestine Appeal.

"Uncattq.Kered" (Color) (DeMille-Par). Prodigious size and
cast insure strong boxoffice for

excitement.
'Bury" is a break from th« usual

(EL). Abovcsupporting film.
Fair

avtrage

family attorney. She intends to
find out if someone attempted to
murder- her, and the identity of the
one buried under her name. Virtually everyone in the cast, including
her sister, Cathy OT3onnell, and
Lockhart's
Miss
husband,
Mark
Daniels make for prime suspects, but
evenpially the hatchet man is cortile

Schoolgirl Diary

Me Dead"

(grosser,

(ITALIAN-MADE)
Film Distributor release of Manentl Film
production. Stars Valll; leutures Irnsema
niilan, Andrea Clwclii, Gludltta Rlssone,
Carlo Campanint. Directed Ivy Mario Mattoli.
Story and screenplay, Mario Mattoll;

;

,
'

,

I

'»v,

Jack IcYdsbyV

TtalictoOTi danc*s,.

:

r .?
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.Oary Cooper
Fr'r&pSrSn.
Pnutette Goddard
l*"
. .

*1

1

Howard DaSilva

fM>*

llB
Martin nirth'
JQ»
Soyas

Borla Karloft

—

Cecil

Kellaway

Ward Bond

areniy

John Kraow

.jjatherine DeMllle

"""

feuuian.

Henry Wllooxcn

MM

PES*f«a?«wtte«
t
•"»"^..,
Lord
ve _
Scuyer.
&,t. Simeon
plana

Sir C. Aubrey Smith
.Victor Varoonl
.

•••
•
. . . . .

t;iey

"

Hall
l'**
l" < ?
Mlk» Mazurkl
p * v ^l!^' Washington. ..Blchard Gaines
Q
"....Virginia Campbell
...... ..Purter

l>n

.

P t^M«...
1

'

Marc Lawrence
..Jane Nigh

•

In'o
*

EvelJ"

Technicolor
$ 000,000
make money on

its size,

which will

headed
It's a pre-ReyoPaulette Goddard.
western with plenty of Infor all the vacuousJun stuff which,
has its gnpand shortcomings,
new auu
ness
^
is
"Unconquered"
ping moments.
which, contradiclie 'type of film
analysis and yet
stand
doesn't
torily;
and interest the customers.
i

lnSf

«m

make audiences

an amazingly frank

bit of

dialog in which Miss O'Donnell tells
her sister's husband of her efforts
to wreck their marriage.
Explaining her attention to another man.
she tells that the other party was
only a transference
"You're the

—

get

Paramount knows best of any that

requires plenty of selling.
and an extenBut that very selling—
too,

this "epic"

campaign

sive exploitation

is,

it

the intra-trade viewpointover the
will get "Unconquered"
The producer-director is
hump.
camgoing out on the missionary
bally,
paign himself, and the Par
the allhooist* are giving this one
n
°Like bavid O. Selznick's "Duel in
un-DeMdle
the Sun," this one is so

from

-ks surprising. . .B.uk_l*e_J^DueL

As

will get business.

a spec

and scope

iiifficient size

to

it

it

has

command

plenty of b.o.
The redskins are ruthless scalp
colonials
British
the
and
ers
alternately naive and brave, patri
otic and full of skullduggery to^give

my

the arch-knave
Injun chief
to

is

marriage
Boris Karloff's daughter (Katherine
DeMille) puts him plenty in the
black with the redskins on fur-tradMiss Goddard is
ing and the like.
the proud slave-girl whose freedom
Cooper purchases on the British
slavcship, only to cross paths with

whose

the heavy, DaSilva, and his No.

menace, Mike Mazurki.
It's

that

had

not generally known that in
1763 period English convicts
the alternative of being sold

into limited slavery in the American
colonies. Although a "bond 'slave,

Miss Goddard spurns

DaSilva anc
sufficiently attracts Cooper to make,
for a romantic angle. All this is silhouetted against the siege of Fort
Pitt,
the
daring
pioneering of
Cooper and the luscious-looking
Miss Goddard, who conveniently
finds party dresses in the Pennsyl
vania-Ohio jungles to properly scin.
tillate when the king's birthday ball
calls for a little sartorial splendor
against
the
otherwise
standard
Daniel Boone backgrounds.
In fact
there's even a characteristic DeMille
bath scene, albeit a bit on the road
company side, as she takes a prim
itive tub, but, none the less, the
trademarked ablutions take place.
Just for a little s.a. fillip, Cooper is
the one who administers the bath.

Despite the ten-twent-thirt melleraramatics and the frequently inept
script, the performances are convincing, a great tribute to the cast
because that dialog and those situations try the best of troupers.
Along with the hokey scripting
the major fault revolves
around the
pace and tempo, which some ju
aicious cutting could have solved.
Some 2% hours of "chase," can be
a utile too much
for the hardiest of
city-sucker western addicts. Abe!.
.

Me Bead

Bury

r ' lon rc, «>so

of Charles P. Rclsnor
Features Cathy O'Donnell,

n™.'£'l
P
'ojiclion

ek h,lrt

Hugh

Beaumont. Mark
t)n ,L,l'°
Directed by Bernard Vnrtw.ua,
oi cenpiay
Karen deWoIf. DwlRht V.
baBcd 0n »tory by Irene Winhi!.
f* mw".
John Alton; editor, W.
llonn %
ye,°- Tradeshown N. Y., Sept. 1>1\
•a
Unnlns ttme 68 M* 1*""Rust*
Cathy OTmnnoll
Barwi'v.' ri>
June J'OCkhart
<
11
n "

C*.

.

,

'

•

'

At
cLu m

•

'

Hod

"

Mr.
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lleten

h,y

•
•
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Lawrence.

ilh

''Bury

Hu « n

•

Mm,llle y
Waw,«"'»'.

Me

Ben<iroont

Greg McCluro
Milton Parsons
Virginia Farmer
9oBls Darrln
ClitT Clark

'

•

'

,

Jan

stalllch;

editor.

Ferdlnando
11),

Anna
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Valll

Diliun
Indrea Oreechi
Gludltta Rlssone
Ada Dondlni
t'urlo C'nmpanini

Ivlrntt'ema

Prof.

Morlnl.*
Principal

Miss Mattel
t'ampanelli
Maria's Father
t'ampolmi

Sandr.i Ruftini

Nino Mlcheluzzi
Bianco dell Corte
Olga Solbellt

,

T.ulsa

Miss Rottelli
Mhrfplln
Teresa

.Giullona

Pittl

Tutlana Farnese

Teacher

Xrosic

,...IVdl Montano
Diana Franct

Carla...

House

Harrow

The

:

.1

ii

.

;

.'.

Mustafa

J&sef Saadla suspect that the Dilian girl is
more progress with her teacher.
First full-length feature ever to be When Valli and her friends discover
completely shot in Palestine. "My Miss Dilian in a man's arms out in
Father's House" unfortunately is con- the garden late at night, they suspect
siderably more commendable in idea the professor. It's all straightened
and effort than in finished product. out but not before scripter Mario
Mattoli has dragged in a blood-transIt tells an excellent and compassionate fictionalized story against the fusion scene, with Valli donating to
background of the present-day Holy save her rival's life.
The scene in which the Dilian miss
Land and the Jews' struggles and triumphs there. As it comes through, is pictured fleeing the school in a
however, much of the considerable driving rainstorm is perhaps the only
potential for emotional impact is lost one in which skimpiness of production" values is visible. The gal apin a welter of amateurish acting and
parently passes the same spot nearly
directing. Its principal interest now
three limes before she falls off a
lies in occasional scattered scenes.
ledge and is seriously injured?
Picture was partially financed by
Checchi impresses with his clipped
the Jewish National Fund, which is manner of speaking and general desponsoring its showing in this coun- portment as the instructor. Giuditta
try. No release has been set, with the Rissone gives
a smart performance
probability that distribution will be as the principal, while Carlo
Camlimited to spot bookings obtained by panini chips in with a fine comic
Albert Margolies, who is handling character role as the professor's asit for the JNF.
It opens this week sistant.
Nino Micheluzzi, cast as
at the Ambassador, N. Y., under such Valli's talkative father, is outstandan arrangement.
ing among supporting characters.
Mattoli did considerably better as
Film was shot with Hebrew-speaking actors, but has been very skill- director than as original story writer
fully dubbed in English in Holly- and scripter. Appeals to be a case
wood, where it was edited. It cost of one man trying to do too many
about $250,000 to produce, with Her- things on the production line, with
bert Kline and Meyer Levin, who the story suffering. Ferdinando Troproduced it. supplementing JNF coin pea failed to use the shears often
Wenr.
with some of their own funds. Unless enough in editing.
the JNF sponsorship^can succeed in
efforts to make block sales of tickets
Mar«»o ViNconil
to Jewish groups, unions, lodges, etc.,
(ITALIAN-MADE)
it appears to have scant chance of

Charles Irwin

Hugo Haas
I>ennls

Hoey

Roy Roberts
Marcel Journet
Kenneth Washington
.....Helen Crozier
Hani McDaniel
Llbby Taylor

Renee Beard
A.

<\

Suzrlie

William

Rilbtew
Harhin

(Bill)

Ward

'The Foxes of Harrow" is an elaborate filmization of Frank Yerby's
Invested with the polished
novel.
direction of John M. Stahl, it builds
into a powerful drama of an adventurer s rise to fame and fortune
in New Orleans of the 18th Century.
Exciting story has strong production,
vivid developments andnelped along
with excellent pace most of the time.
With the names of Rex Harrison

and Maureen O'Hara as main marquee decoration, picture should do
quite ok at the boxoffice*Technically, "Foxes" runs too long.
It contains passages at the outset
and near the end that appear super-

and would have snapped up
But
if liberally pruned.
many meaty
even the more tedious ones

the action

because there are so

overflow with nice performances.
Harrison, the child born out of
wedlock, rises to the heights in New
Orleans business even though his
Plot
first money is won gambling.
shows Harrison being put off a
Mississippi steamboat for cheating at
cards but being rescued from a
sandbar by Victor McLaglen, captain
Harrison's audacity
of a pigboat.
both at cards and with women catapult him to riches. His main ambition is to build another Harrow .estate ljke his

Ireland.

He

mother had known
finally

New

winning back its nut.
Although not planned that way,
getting back

.of

first-class

his

wife adore their only child.
There is a background of voodooism that brings in a lot of extras
and .drumbeating but often is too
forced and extraneous for real effectiveness. One massage where one
of the slaves on Harrow's plantation
declaims that her newborn is not
going to grow up into slavery, but
be a warrior son, is likely to run
into difficulties in many Southern
.

propaganda

job.

As

it

is,

'

!

!

j

|

dragged off to a Nazi camp, that they
will meet again in Palestine. Lad
finally gets to the Holy Land and.
against the prevailing of adults fully
.
Withal Miss O'Hara and Harrison aware his family is dead, insists on
powerful yarn about a following one false lead after another
build a
twisted marriage that finds satisfac- in his search for "my father's house."
tory solution only after the latter
Actors are all amateurs or semihas lost everything in a financial pro. Kline, as director, has comcrackup. Harrison is perfect as the pletely failed to get anything but of
suave gambler whose sole ambition them but wholly amateur results.
is to rise to power and wealth, and
Rather than the asset of rugged realhave the comely Miss O'Hara as his ism which is occasionally obtained
Latter carries the highly from untrained talent such as in the
wife.
surprising current Italian pix, ''Open City" and
dramatic scenes with
skill, but it seems a pity that she
"Shoe Shine"— the acting here deis
not permitted to smile more voids the story of meaning.
,

—

first-found

Havdn.
friend

as
in

Harrisons

New

Orleans,

excellent as the southern dandy
while Vpnessa Brown does all right
as Miss O'Hara's sister albeit having

titles.
JI.

T..

Herman Weinberg, At Cinema
week

Sept. J»,

'47.

Running

Verdi,
lime,

Carlo Xlnchl
Mariella Lett!
Roberto Villa
Alberto Capozzi
GtiKllemo Bnrnaho

Ernesto Almlninto
Mario Galllna
...AuKUSto dl Giovanni

dandy time. [Would it were so.]
(In Italian; English Titles)
Yarn by Levin is topnotch, as Was
Lavishly decked-out .period meloevidenced by the splendid reviews
by the literateurs over the weekend drama, "Marco Visconti" will merit
for the novel (of the same title) de- a nice draw in the foreign language
vised by the author from his orig- theatre circuit. Film has an operatic
inal screenplay. It's the story of an plot based on medieval love and jealousy which is handled by a troupe
1) -year-old refugee boy whose father
him. before the family is of leading Italian actors in the grand
tells

states. *..."'

is

Film Rights International release of T.ux
production.
Stars Carlo Nlncbi: features
Marlello 1-otU, 'Roberto Villa, Alberto Capozzl.
DtreHeil by Mario Donnord. Ilnsed
on novel by Thomas Gross!; camera, Mario
Albertelli; music. Oiullo Bonnard: Fnall^h

110 MtNH.
smears on so thickly the pleasant Marco
Visconti
aspects of Palestinian life for the Bice del Bnist.
Jews that it becomes virtually un- Ottorino Visconti
believable. The Jews all love each I-odrlsio Visconti
Oldrado
del Dalzo
other, the Arabs love the Jews, the Tremscotdo
Jews love the Arabs, the British don't PelaffTUn
exist, and everybody's just having a Lupo

one

A

even though Harrison and

cost prob-

ably would have been a secondary
consideration had the film been a

Orleans' aristocrats, to bequarrel on their
come his wife.
wedding night produces a bitterness that lasts for more than three
years,

its. production

it

in

persuades

Maureen O'Hara, daughter
of

Herm.

Dulles

Backgrounds and photography are
generally excellent, with the editing
spotty.

Two

shorts have also recently been
Palestine and made
in

produced
1.1,

r

.

T-

c

1.

i

Continued from page 3
so far, as a matter of fact,, as to issue a denial to British ' newspapers
that Johnston's departure would b«
said, are
soon. London papers,
mistaken in referring to Johnston's
arrival as "imminent."
,

MP A
.

MPA

prexy, in the meantime, was
recuperating in his Washington homo
from recent hospital treatment foe
rebursitis. Inquiry at the
vealed, that there has been no furtherance whatsoever, beyond th»

MPA

original announcement some weeks
ago, of plans for Johnston's going
abroad or for any other rep of the
to go except Dulles.

MPA

It was said that there has been no
change of plan regarding Johnston's

However, some observers saw

visit.

possibility That

Vas

switching

on the

the U.

its

S.

Industry

campaign of attach"
'

tax.

-

Aside from Dulles' departure for
London, there was ho visible activity
during the week. None of the meetings which had absorbed company
proxies and other top execs at the
making MPA during previous weeks was

.

. .'.

scenes,

the young lovers arc reunited.
Carlo Nihchi, as Marco, is responsible for most of the pic's credibility by virtue of a powerful performance. Mariella Lotti, as the girl, is
sweet and pretty but Robert Villa,
while turning in a good performance
as the young cousin.- lacks the stature
for the role. Albert Capozzi, as the
villainous relative, mugs slightly in,
the beginning, but as the plot unfolds, steadies into a solid portrayal.

(In Italian;- English Titles)

My

fluous,

which is executed with brilliant eyeappeal and emotional sock. In an exciting horse opera windup in which
gal is rescued from the villain's
clutches in the nick of time, Marco
Visconti, the real hero of the piece,
is killed by his perfidious cousin and

trie

is

:

Dead," Eagle Lion often.
Richard

that s several notches
aW« the
illmusual
ru " of supporting
sfw
situation film.
It will also get a
0 w °rd-of-mouth
by virtue of
a to,
a Z
vd6s o£ racv dialog. Despite

Mafia.

Tropea. Previewed in N, Y., Sept.
Rinmiiis time. 01 JUS'S.

to a blinding hatred of his cousin
who formerly was his protege.
Against this framework, film exploits its chances for drama and color
to the hilt. Among the standout sequences is a jousting tournament in
full array, between the two rivals

uniformly good with Miss

about those scenes.

Howard DaSilva

camera,

"Schoolgirl Diary," which won first
neck riverbOat captain whose crew prize at the Venice Film Festival,
is
largely to blame for starting Har- one of the
in
better productions to come
the lead role, while Miss O'Donnell rison's marriage off on a sour note. from the Italian studios. Forthright
as ihe adolescent sister, on the verge Patricia Medina makes an accept- direction and superb performance,
of being a psycho, does commend- able lady-of-the-evening. Gene Lock- not only by the stellar players but
ably.
Mark Daniels lends a deal hart's portrayal of the aristocratic supporting cast, go far in overcomRenee ing a none-too-original story and a
of warmth and considerable ease to father also is outstanding.
the role of husband and Hugh Beau- Beard, small colored lad, makes laggard pace. Film is a bet for arty
mont gives a good characterization something of a lesrer role while theatres, and Italian-language houses.
as the family attorney.
The slight Hugo Haas. Dennis Hoey and Roy
Valli, who has one of the principal
Roberts
top
a
Ions,
well-picked sup- roles in this story of a girls' finishing
comedy requirements are filled by
porting cast.
Greg McClure.
school, has, since making this pic,
Aside from Stahl's fine direction. been signatured by David O.
Except for 'some intrusions of unJSelznecessary flashbacks, film's pacing is Joe La Shclle rates a bow for strong nick. She appears a find but, oddly
Wear.
enough, Irasema Dilian, her rival in
good. Direction of Bernard Vorhaus lensing.
gets around some implausible situathis vehicle, shapes up as having
tions handily and hide some defects
equally strong screen possibilities.
Father'^
Both contribute fine portrayals.
in the screenplay.
Jose.
(PALESTINK-MADE)
Valli is a selfish, domineering
Independent release of Herbert Kline and schoolgirl. As head of a select sororFoxos of
Meyer l.evin production, directed by Kline ity, she makes
her presence felt in
from screenplay by l.evin. Camera, Floyd
SOth-Fox release of William A. Baeber Crosby; editor, Peter
KlRar. Previewed in every classroom. Fact that her father
production.
Stars Rex Harrison, Maureen
N. V.; f^ppl. 17, '47. Running time, S5 is a millionaire gives her sufficient
O'Hara; features Richard Haydn, Victor
assurance to bluster her way through
Vaneswa Pavid
Mfl.aglen.
Patriela
Medina,
Ronnie Cohen many escapades. Flunking in Latin,
Brown, t;ene Lockhart. Directed by John -Miriam
Irene
Broza
M. Stuhl. Screenplay by Wanda Tuchock, Avrara
and chemistry, she
Isaac DunaiRer mathematics
based oil- novel by Frank Yerby: camera, Abba
Herman Heuser thinks up many—ways -to make-life
Joe J.a Shelle; speclal^effects, Fred .Se_r>_
.seph Parovsky uncomfortable for Miss Dilian, who's
sen; editor, James B. Clark.
Tradeshown Jehndft
...Zalmau I.eivlush unassuming but a smart student and
'47.
N. V. Sept. 22,
Running time, Smulili
"'alter
R. Klatchkin willing
113 MINIS.
follow
to
school rules withMiriam t.i»erson
Stephen Fox
Rex Harrison Nahamn
out trying to dominate her classI. Flnklesteln
Odalie
Maureen O'Hara Zev-,
Israel* Epstein mates.
Andre....
Richard Haydn Phufttmlili
Michael Cohen
Plot ascends to a climax when
Mike Farrel
.Victor McLaglen Macdabee
Pvoi
Naomi
Bamberger Valli falls madly in love with
Auroi-e
Vanessa Brown
Andrea
P. Goldman
l>esiree
Patricia, Medina Welsh rod. ^
T. Adakl Checchi, her chem professor, only to
The Vleumto.
Gene Lockhart .In ma!
is

melodramatic hero- Seatt Ftix
es and knavery of the most derring- Otto Ludenlinoh
do school. When Cooper and Miss Master of Harrow
Warren...'..,
Goddard stay a death-dance ritual Tom
St. Ange
and escape over the treacherous falls, Achill.:
the customers will have to call forth Zerlioc
But .tosh
their best Dick Tracy attitude.
AtiMTelina
when the brave colonials are hemmed I^tttle Inch.:
in their stockades and surrounded Tente Calpen
by Comanches, Senecas and Pon- Belle
tiacs,
there's nothing sweet-Sioux Klienne Fox
};ubstance to the

filmization
novel; fairly sturdy boxoffice.
"My Father's House" (Indie).

Palestine-made
feature
only
mildly interesting.
"Schoolgirl
Diary"
(Indie)
(Italian).
Italian-made comedydrama of a girls' school, with
Valli starred; strong arty theatre
entry.
"Marco Visconti" (Indie). Italian-made period meller with nice
appeal for art house patrons.

that's locked deep down in
libido."
Some added boxoffice usually results from such verbiage.

Cast

and strong
Sal' pretentiousness
by Gary Cooper and

-

is

Harrison,

DeMille's "Unconquered" Lockhart doing a competent job
spectacle

a

Ocil
to a

up

sit

one

Prul"

Ira.

rectly cased.
One item that will

Harrow" (20th). Rex
Maureen O'Hara in
of
Frank Yerb's

"'Foxes of

.

11
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Mi&iature Reviews

B. Swanson; wore. Victor whodunit, starting witht June Lockr'*;.i%
n0
Buy
hart's sudden appearance on the
fj*
J. *MnS* (Tsehnlcolor),
0 " "1
Jener day of he;r funeral. With the
.SXl photography, -Gordon, Jen
J
aid of
S.

r

through a series of flashbacks

ing,

-mint ral«u* of Ctoilt B. DiHllli
p„„ mount
p^j. gttr* Chary
groauoOW,
fwtnww Howard
Bond. Cell
tPffiTl b55» *3SE
l
Ch.rH* Bannstt,

•

held.

Proposal that the industry shuck
part of the weight of any
dollar restrictions by pay ing .income
tax to England instead of the U. Si
on earnings in Britain was said to be
still
under study. However, few
American execs were optimistic that
the maneuver could be accomplished.
off at least

They saw the possibility that if
they were successful in getting the
to levy an income tax on
them
thus removing them fronS
Jiabili ty for a similar tax in the
U. S. other countries would follow
suit. Result then would be, they figured, that the U. S.' would adopt a
law to close up the loophole by
•

British

—

—

which

was

it

losing the taxes to for-

eign countries and everyone would
be back where he started from if
not worse off.

—

Film Biz Up
Continued from page

3

noted earlier in the year no longer
apply. One was the fact that attendance was off much more than income. It resulted from the tilt that

had taken place in prices between
early 1946 and early 1947. Admission
prices have remained stable since
the latter part of last year, so that
the decline in attendance is virtually
on an even plane with the decline
in receipts.

Another interesting point is that
net profits are not so far below the
dip in income on the graph charts
as they-'were earlier in the year. At
that time, when biz was down 1015%, profits were down 20 co or
more. That was because operating
costs had increased so much between
1946 and 1947. Operating costs like
admission

—

—

prices
have remained
relatively stable since September of
last year, so that profits correlate
more directly with the dip in b.o.

income and

film rental.

style. Starting at leisurely pace, pic
Britain Still Down
gathers momentum as it progresses
to a powerful denouement. Slicing
Foreign receipts continue excelof about 15 minutes from the long lent except for England. British
Isles
running time would correct an unhave never recuperated from poor
even quality evident in the early
grosses rung up during extreme cold
reels. Otherwise, direction, photogwave
and
resultant
house
shutterraphy, editing and background music
are handled with deftness typical of ings that took place last winter. In
best Italian postwar productions. addition, they took another soci:
English titles by Herman Weinberg from an extremely hot summer. Resuffice for fluent following of action. suit is that they are down currently
Set in Milan during the Middle between 10 and 15'
i from the same
Ages, yarn revolves around conflict
?riod last year.
between Marco Visconti, leader of
Remainder of the world is up
Hie Milanese militia, and his youthful
cousin for the hand of a beauteous approximately the same percentage
noblewoman. Twenty years earlier, that England Is down. That's someVisconti had been in love with the thing of a decline in strength
from
girl's mother who was forced by
earlier in 1947, reflecting increasing
her family to wed another. In background of this triangle, another restrictions as well as slightly
b.o.
in
some foreign
cousin, scheming for noliHrM novor. dwindling

•
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NO BOOK EVER PRINTED CAN MATCH THE PUBLISHING RECORD OF

Jill

IB

fit

lllili

3 Years

on ALL

best-seller lists!

32 gigantic Printings!
668,000

1st Printing!

360,250 2nd Printing!

275,000 3rd Printing!
125,000 4th Printing!
115,000 5th Printing!

141,000 Overseas Edition!

50,000

1st

Printing England!

Condensation in Pageant!

Condensation in Coronet!
jn..

Translated into 9 foreign languages!
.

300,000 copies

new movie

More than 2,000,000

copies in print!

edition to be printed in October, 1947!
iili

NO PICTURE EVER PRODUCED CAN MATCH THE BOOKING RECORD OF

COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR
4 WEEKS BEFORE RELEASE DATE

IT

HAS BEEN BOOKED

IN
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iili

lllfl
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St. Martlu'»

tONBON oraica

INTERNATIONAL

Mmce. Trafalgar Bquar*

ALLIANCE BUYS

Graetz-Autant Lara Scrap Points Up

DUST

FOR RONALD COLMAN
London, Sept.

Trend to Foreign Filming by French
Paris, Sept. 16. -f
to increasing cost of producdifficulties with
tion and to claimed
directors, writers and technicians,

Due

French producers are more and more
looking abroad for production faciliFrench studios.
ties, and deserting
In the case of "Diable au Corps,"
produced here by Paul Graotz for

London

in

Welcome To

a financier."
Gregor Rabinovitch is currently
producing in" Italy for Columbia.
Joseph Bercholz, one of the top
French producers, is also ogling
where the government is
Italy
aiding foreign production setups.
Prague is also considered a good
place" to produce.
Austria, due to the very favorable
rate of the schilling, is now on the
favored list of producers. Eric von

Stroheim will make and direct two
pictures there, with a German ver-

One

written
by himself, concerns a legend that
evcy time a Habsburg dies, a ghost
The other von
haunls a castle.
Stroheim story has a Tyrolese background, titled "St. Martin's Day."
sion.

of

his

scripts,

U.S. Films Slip

'Farmer's Wife' Revival
London, Sept. 23.
"The Farmer's Wife," Eden Phillcomedy of Devonshire coun-

Buenos Aires. Sept.

Griffith

Jones.

Film

is

due

10.

Whereas a couple of "years ago a
check of Buenos Aires film bookings
would have shown American pix

'to

Army

Majors Mulling
Writing Off Of
China, Greece

Found

not turning him

are seriously considering writing off
the market in China and Greece.
Film company foreign toppers feel
that foreign territories will have to
be written off shortly where they are
unable to recover enough coin to
Stockholm, Sept. 16.
cover actual print costs and shipping
Against a background of mounting fees. Nations having rental revenue
criticism directed against* American frozen are China. Indo-China, Finland, Greece and to a lesser degree
picture
industry
films, the Swedish
Syria. Both China and Greece offer
is cun-ently asking itself if it can be
According to this the greatest problems, the former
self-sufficient.
particularly because of the big marSwedish
year's production tables,
ket and the likely continuance of the
the
largest
studios are turning out
number of films since talkies began. monetary freeze there.
It was about a year ago that China
already
To date, 23 features have
permitted a substantial remittance
last
15
for
been released as against
year.
In addition, another 35 films of U. S. distrib coin to N. Y., and
this
has influenced American com25
least
20
tb
are in work with at
of these expected to preem before panies to continue operations there.
the new year. Of this number, two While it was only about one-fifth of
the
total
revenue then accumulated
will
in
color.
films
be
in China by U. S. dislribs, this repreU. S. films, however, still remain
sented a sizeable sum sent over to
the greatest money-makers in this
U.
fairly good rate of exat
a
S.
country, since the overall inferior
change,
......
quality'ol the domestic product miliBut at the present time, the prostates against them at the boxoffice.
pects
of
further
unfreezing AmeriA drift away from Hollywood has
can
distrib
money
in China are not
been spurred by newspaper criticism
held good.
of the themes utilized in the pictures
Writing off China would be in line
currently in distribution here. Filmgoers are frankly tired of war stories with the general policy of American
and even the westerns are losing companies, which is to conserve dollars
for foreign shipments where the
their popularity. Paramount's "Lost
Weekend" and Columbia Picture's countries involved have frozen dis"Gilda" are most in favor, with trib revenue. Attitude in N. Y. is
that
money should not be put out
crime films in close runnerup posito ship new product to countries
tion.
which have an air-tight freeze on
rental revenue. And it shortly may
be applied tp other countries.
LIMITS
While the situation in Greece is
not considered hopeless, some of$3,400 ficials in N. Y. are inclined to list it
as
the next market to be written off
Sydney, Sept. 11.
After a lot of mulling, plus heavy unless there is loosening of the order
huddles with the stage talent, the on remittances.

Most companies have retrenched

The
which

To Zoom Pix Loop Costs

asmuch as the fees of the Amer'cn
films do not permit sufficient profits,
extensive screening of American pix
hampering Japan's film producis
tion. Thus, the American ultimatum
is
robbing the Japanese of their
hopes for rejuvenating their film industry."
What apparently really irks the
Russians is the fact that they have
been unsuccessful in getting thou;

j

j

coffers

of

the

loops.

There's

pos-

may seek governmental okay to Increase admission
sibility the loops

rates.

intended to gear up British production to its maximum to offset anticipated sertfei shortage.

I

j

,

Finn Pix Crack
Foreign Market
Helsinki. Sept. 15.

Finnish

films, for

the

first

time in

have cracked the foreign marsix locally produced pictures, have been sold to the Transbalkan Film Co. of Bulgaria for disyears,
ket.

cans put up an iron curtain in Japan
so that no other foreign pictures
except American are screened at

Some

tribution there as well as in YugoRouma" a. Greece. Hungary
and Turkey. Films are "Kultainen
Kyntilanjplka
("Golden
Light"),
Budaoest Festival Set
"Synnin Jaljct" ("The Ways of Sin")
and several Teouve Tulio producFor Steinbeck's Visit tions, 'Levoton Veri" ("Restless
Blood"), "Rakkauden Risti" and "InBudapest. Sept. 15.
tohimon Vallassa" among others.
now touring
John
Steinbeck,
Domestic market is also undergoEurope, will visit Budapest on in- ing a flurry of activity since Sir Al-

Japanese theatres."

slavia.

;

Hungarian government. exander Korda opened his own disfs being set up in
tribution setup here. Tagged Suomi
Film Co., the producer's firm is exwhere his play. pected to give J. Arthur Rank's lo"Of Mice and Men:" is running again cal sales outfit, Eagle-Lion (Prrvis
after a summer's shutdown. ar r
Filmi), some stiff compeition for
nearing its 250th performance, will bookings on the 250-odd Finnish film
prepare a gala performance during .heatres. Besides handling his own
his visit. Hungarian Writers Assn. pix, Korda's company is also distrievent.
will assist at the
buting for British-Pathe. Sweden's
Muvesz theatre, which opened Sandrcw-Bauman and several Amer-

shows weeks of run)
London. Sept. 23.
Gun," Col'sm (161.

vite of the
special

A

reception

his honor.

Madach

"Bless the Bride," Arielphia (22).
"Born Yesterday," Garrick (35).
"Chiltern Hundreds," Vaude (4).
"Crime of Foley," Comedy (11).
"Deep Are Roots." Wyndhams (11).
"Dr. An?elus," Phoenix (8).
"Edward, My Son," Mai. (17).
"Ever Since Paradise," News (16).
"Farmer's Wife," "Apollo (1).
"Girl Quite," St. Martin's (5).
"Here There," Palladium (25).
"Jane," Aldwych (34).
"Life With Father," Savoy (16).
"Linden Tree," Duchess (6).
"Noose," Saville (14).

j

|

films in Japan. After a buildup
about how few British. Chinese and
French films can slip into Japan,
the broadcast continued:
"There is hardly any need to say
anything about Soviet films in
Japan. The fact is that the Ameri-

I

believed

duction plans. Metro, for one. still
calls periodic huddles between its
foreign department and studio production staff, at which the foreign
reps advise on how films might be
dressed up to better suit the oversea; customers. Scanning of Metro's
forthcoming product reveals that the
company hasn't yet changed production plans to meet revised conditions, with most of the future films
either containing a foreign theme or
background or being musicals. Latter have always been big grossers
abroad.

own

•

it's

operating

manded that the Big Three Japanese
motion picture companies (Toho,
Sohchiku and Nippon Eiga Shat put
on American films at the latter's
theatres in half their programs. In-

.

finally,

settled

majors will look forward to
under pre-tax levels of
employment.
Another factor pointing up optimistic hopes for a compromise settlement is the fact that most of the
majors are still keeping an eye on
foreign markets in laying out prothe

.

Current London Shows

|

deemed

"What the American film producers are making use of." said the
broadcast, "is the Central Motion
Picture Exchange, which the U. S.
State
Dept.
immediately
created
upon the occupation. This exchange
at present controls
the Japanese
market and was organized "for the
purpose of propagating American
motion pictures in Japan.
"The American producers de-

"Amve Get

i

one able to predict how long such
and radio, situations as that existing in England
banging away will* last, however, that was to be
expected. At present, foreign heads
of all the companies are sitting br.ek
waiting for some action on the British tax and the new import restricimposed elsewhere in the
tions
world.
Until
matters are
such

press

been

Soviet, government.

heels of Alf Kiellin's Selznick conhave come offers from several
U. S. studios to the youthful actress
Margareta Fahlen.
Warners reportedly have extended
Miss Fahlen a bid. Currently she has
the title role in "The Girl from the
Marscroft" opposite Kjcllin.

23.

have

duction program. Piece was broadcast to Korea in the Far East by the

tract

London Credit Limit

to a great degree in the amount of
film exploitation and .ballyhoo formerly conducted overseas. With no

Sept. 23.

steadily at Hollywood as a "tooi"
of capitalism, are at it again.
The
newspaper "Evening Moscow'' carried an obviously inspired article
last week charging that Hollywood
is milking Japan dry and interfering with the latter's own Him pro-

Stockholm. Sept. 16.
talent migration to Holly-

(.Figure

Russian

•

wood may be under way. On the

Kinematograph Renters Society
council has decided that as of Nov. 1

Melbourne, Sept. 11.
Granting by the Industrial Court
of an all-Australia working week
of 40 hours as of Jan. 1, '48, is due
to set the big pix loops back over
$500,000 in added staff wages.
The 40-hour week, operating in
New South Wales, is costly, but
with the Australia- wide setup will
be a terrific bite in the monetary

rock bottom. All other .departments, though, have been kept intact. Including sales and exchange
personnel and ad-publicity workers.
No firings have been reported, either,
among homeoffice employees of the
majors' foreign divisions.
to

in.

Moscow,

Miss Fahlen Gets U.S. Bids

KRS

London, Sept.

Survey by Variety of all the
majors reveals that the only overseas firings conducted to date, have
been in talent and story departments, where 20th-Fox, Universal
and others have either eliminated
those departments or trimmed them

Jans, Sez Soviet

.

no exhib will be allowed to run his
credit beyond the specified contract
margin of seven days.
Members of the KRS, alarmed by
possible widespread closing of theatres in six months' time, agreed that
the rapidly expanding tendency for
independents to h&ld up payment
might lose them between $8,000,000
and $12,000,000, if a crash came.
Producers and Assn. of Cine-Technicians are meeting soon to consider
setting up Joint Production Council

countries.

H wood Milking

Pix Output

Swedish

Despite the fact that the bottledup foreign market is what's giving
their
the major film companies
greatest headaches, the majors are
keeping their foreign staffs practically intact. General reluctance to
expand the recent wave of firings to
the overseas personnel is sure proof,
according to industry spokesmen,
that the majors, while deeply depressed by affairs in England and
abroad, are still highly optimistic
that a compromise with the British
will be reached which should spark
the return to normalcy in other

stiff

where currencies now are
blocked is one of the biggest questions
now confronting American film companies in the foreign market. And

SALARY

Week

Cos.

tries

TAKEAWAY TO

Aussie 40-Hour

From Jap Pix

Tokyo, Sept. 16.
guilty of accepting "bribes

three guilty film organizations to get
penalties from Jap courts for

How much longer U. S. distributors will be able to operate in con-

running in practically 75% of all
theatres, today only six out of 13 AUSSIE
flrstrun, centrally located houses are
screening
Hollywood productions.
Local. British, French or Mexican
pix are making considerable headway.
"Open City," Italian picture, has Chifley Cabinet decided on a limit
been grossing so well at the Am- of £-1,000 (about $3,400 today), that
bassador that it is being held over any imported artist may take out of
for a fourth week by Republican the country after contract complePictures, which has the Argentine tion.
distribution.
Looks as though vaude will still
"Great
Expectations,"
at the be able to get by on the imported
Broadway, r:/i to, sock business for talent, minus, naturally, top stars
six
Universal who figure on taking away more
weeks,
surprising
Pictures, which had not anticipated than a lowly $3,400 after a 10-week
Whether
it would meet with so much favor
playdate Down Under.
from Argentine audiences. Univer- any top legit and concert talent will
sal replaced the Dickens opus Sept. appear is a moot point, unless the
and
relents
ups the
10 with '"The Magic Bow." The fact government
that Stewart Granger and Phyllis takeawa3'.
If Hollywood nixes sending pix to
Calvert are already boxoffice names
live
talent
field,
and that Yehudi Menuhin is respon- this zone, and the
sible for the violin solos 'is expected which also includes the concert setto assure this pic a good run.
up, does likewise, then the Down
of
nights
are
in
for
lots
Metrj had to postpone premiere Under folks
of "Two Smart People" and "Boys home, because there'll be nowhere
Ranch", (on a double bill) at the else to go.
Normandie. due to the holdover of
"The Beast With Five Fingers"
to Enforce 7-Day
(WB). Given little publicity, this
picture has proved on of the best
bets of the season-.

Taking

valued at many thousands of yen,"
2d Lt.. Clifford Konno, an interpreter in General Headquarters' Civil
Information and Education Motion
Picture and Theatrical Unit, was
sentenced to one year's confinement
at hard labor by a general courtmartial last week.
Konno accepted the bribes from
the three top Jap Film companies
Daiei, Toho and Shochiku..
It was the first case of its type
since
the occupation began two
years ago, and insiders expect the

narrowed down to the point
it's
where at least two major companies

Swedes Treble

Lt. Guilty

Bribes

roll

in February.

.

In Argentina

Keeping Virtually Entire Staffs

Rank sub-

sidiary, shelled out $20,000 for film
rights to "Silver Dust," new Roland
Pertwee play. Linnit & Duniee are
producing legit version in the near
future.
Picture's cast reportedly will be
headed by Ronald Colman who will
come from the U. S. to co-star with

pott's

ray,

matographic Francaise, brought no
aid since the producer had temporarily to submit to the director's deanswered
Autant Lara
Graetz's speech charging the proinfringing
on
the
with
ducer
artistic rights of adapters and director, and saying that "he could not
call himself a producer, but merely

Productions,

Despite Foreign Market K.O., Majors

23.

•

Universal International, the differ- tryside, revived by Prince Littler
ences between producer and direc- and directed by H. K. Ayliff, opened
which had at the Apollo, Sept. 17. Originally
tor Claude Autant Lara,
been kept under cover during the produced in 1924, when it ran for
performances, only member of
filming to avoid delay in getting the 1,324
were
pub- original cast in present production is
shape,
into
production
press Helena Pickard, wife of Sir Cedric
licly aired when Graetz held a
Hardwicke
who made his name in
that
dicomplained
He
conference.
comedy role now played
rector Autant Lara, when insisting the rustic
by Richard Littledale.
that certain scenes should be shot
might
be
later
Gillian Lind scores in chief femme
which he- agreed
scissored, raised sceptre of the direc- role, with splendid support by inShow,
tors and scenarists unions, threaten- genue and comedy players.
its
ultra-unsophistication,
despite
ing to stop the lensing.
He also stated that a meeting at should attract family audiences and
reception
Phillpotts fans. Had warm
the office of Michel Fourre CormeDirecteur General de la Cine- at premiere.

mands.

Alliance

13

theatre,

'

after liberation in April. 1945, with
"The Moon Is Down," will stage the
phiv again at the time of Steinbeck's

ican producers.

visit.

Morley to Tour World

Motion Picture Export Assn. will
also take, part in the celebration with

With 'Edward/ 'Gentleman'

revival of the film, "Grapes of
"Oklahoma," Drury Lane (21).
Wrath." It will "ie. shown in one
"One, Two, Three," Yorks (2).
of Budapest's firs, run theatres.
"Peace In Our Time," Lyric (7).
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp (127).
Mex Film Bank's Biz
"Piccadilly Hay ride." Wales W28).
Mexico City, Sept. 23.
"Present Laughter," Haym'kt (231.
Film trade's own recently - reor"School Spinsters," Cr-iterion (2).
(5).
nized
bank, the Banco Nncional
"Separate Rooms," Strand
g;
announces that it
Cinematografico,
Lowest,"
Ambass.
(73).
"Sweetest

"Together Again," Vic Palace (23), did $10,866,846.97 (Mex.) biz ($2,173.369 U. S.) this year up to Aug. 31.
"Trespass," Globe (10).
I
Sanchez Cuen is director general.
"Worms View," Whitehall (21).
i

London, Sept. 23.
At the conclusion of its London
"Edward, My Son" is going on
lour, with Robert Morley starred,
to South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, and ending up on Broadway in
run,

1948.

]

I

"The First Gentleman" and one
be given on the

play will
world tour.

other
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Huddle on Va, Ban
Of 'Cross,' Klan Film

'Same Old Song,' Chants Memphis

On Hollywood's Try
Memphis, Sept. 23,
The semi-annual report out of
Hollywood that the film industry

to

•

ancient
T.
Binford, left
that
snooper's bailiwick little impressed.
Localities chanted "Where Have We

urday on grounds it's "inhuman, of
such character that exhibition may
incite to crime."

Probe Subpoenas

is going to do something about the
rambunctious Memphis censor, Lloyd

Continued from page 4

SG

•with

lalely

more, Morrie Ryskirid, Adrian Scott,
Dore Schary, Donald Ogden Stewart,

ment opened,

retitled

"Curley."

But Memphis said "6h, yeah?"
and settled back to wait and see.
the local bombshell that
stole the play completely, W° rc got
cut that the Mary Martin road company of .."Annie Get Your Gun,"
•which opens late next week in
Dallas, had been barred from playr
*

'

ing at Ellis auditorium in Memphis
because" there ..are, three Negro .players in the company,' which is dated
here for OcL;29-NbvV 1..- First; inquiries brought flat denials; then the
truth began to leak put under pressure of heavy prodding from the
''.

press.

He

said in part in his statement:

"In

making public the names

mere

film that "while it preached
erance, is -also excellent entertainHe- added he plans going
Klux
ahead to' qpen in Atlanta,

Ku

Klan home.

.

doubtedly

The

hostile.

happen in the south!
The new rumpus broke smack in
the middle of the showing of "Duel
in -the Sun,'* which Binford had
banned here in toto, at the Crittenden theatre just across the Mississippi River in West Memphis.

regarding

membership

the

harm! Only

Seattle, Sept. 23.

(2,600;

Wind" (M-G)

Too many .holdovers and
are hurting

Paramount (Fox)

(2,200;

35-74)—
(reissue).

35-74)—

$10,200.

Liberty (J&VH) (1,650; 45-80)—
Ruth" and "Corpse Came
O. D." (Col) (7th wk). Great
Last week, sock $9,900.
Music Box (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
(EL) (reissues). Robust $5,000. Last "Mother Wore Tights" (20th) (4th
week, "Framed" (Col) and "Sport of wk). Solid $5,000. Last week, swell
$6,200.
Kings" (Col), $3,000.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
Tabor (Fox) (.1,967; 35-74)— "High"
Tide" (Mono) and stage show. Big "Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue)
(2d wk). Sock $12,000. Last week,
$15,000. Last week, "Duel" (SRO),

"Dear

'

$16,300.

State,

Industry's Code
Continued from page 3
cut down competition on certain

where

it's

in for a big session.

Also strong are "Life With Father"
at the United Artists and "Brute
Force" at the Fox, both in second

stanzas.
"Song of Thin Man" and
"Something in Wind" are good.
which might normally seem "Well-Digger's Daughter" was given
a hypo at Cinema when censors
banned the film for two days without seeing it. Later, Police Censor
tries have drawn up such codes and
Charles Snyder gave it his blessing
brought -them before the Federal
after cutting out dne word.
Trade Commission for approval.
Estimates for. This Week
The same thing would be done in
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—
this case.
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO)
step toward such a code has
(2d wk). Swank $15,000. Last week,
ly

fronts,

a violation of the anti-trust laws.
However, quite a number of indus-

A

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.
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and

"Tailspin"

(20th)

(reissues),

$3,700.

CLEVELAND

(Continued from page 7)
following smart $5,000 last
week.
Ohio (Loew's)
85-70)—
(1,260;
"South Pago-Pago" (EL) and "Corsican Bros." (EL) (reissues). Oke $6,500. Last week, "Variety Girl" (Par)
(m.o.) (3d wk), neat $6,500.
Palace (RKO) (3,000; 65-85)— "RiffRaff" (RKO) with Olsen and Johnson revue on stage. House's first
socko $16,000.
autumnal vaude bill being hypoed to
Broadway-Capitol
(United
De- walloping $38,500 by Ole and Chic.
70-95)— "Song Thin
troit)
(3,309;
week, "Bachelor and BobbyMan" (M-G) and "Under Tonto Last
Soxer" (RKO) (3d wk), $13,500.
Rim" (Par). Okay, $16,000. Last
State
(Loew's)
55-70)—
week, "Desert Fury" (Par) and "Welcome Stranger" (3,450;
(Par) (2d wk).
"Cover Big Town" (Par) (2d wk), Solid
$19,500 after big
initial

in one night than I did with 'Gone
been the advertising advisory counWith the Wind' for its entire encil of the MPA, which has sought
gagement," said J. Jackson Rhodes,
to clean up merchandising abuses
"I just job properly.
the Crittenden's owner.
;**
growing out of misleading advertis;
hope Lloyd Binford lives and cenThe list of witnesses made public ing. The morals code, administered
Everybody in Mem- by Thomas excludes several persons
sors forever!
by Joseph I. Breen, is a different
phis has tried to see this show. We who have been publicly smeared by
(natter and the understanding is
$19,000.
are holding it over a second week, the committee and includes
some that it will not be included in the tall
Cinema (Marten) (250; 60-90)—
first time in history our theatre ever who were not expected
to be there industry code which Byrnes will
"Well-Digger's Daughter"
(Indie).
-played a picture more than four at all.
prepare.
Stout , $2,900.
Last week, "Happy
nights.'*
Brood" (U) (2d wk), big $2,100.
Indications were that the picture
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 70-95)
tnight gross $20,000 for the fortnight,
—"Green Was My Valley" (M-G)
an incredible figure for a house and
and "Swamp Water" (UA) (retown of such size.
issues)).
Fair $10,000.
Last week,
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO),
loud $18,000.
UA, Roach To Sue Board
"
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-95)
completion of "The Main Street Kid"
Hollywood, .Sept. 23.
Spearheading the antl-censbrship
—"Brute
Force"
(U)
and
"Millerson
«5£ive, United Artists and Hal Roach
Nicholas Joy signed to play an and "End of the Rainbow." . . Jean Case" (Col) (2d wk). Big $26,000
de Briao, once leading man for or near. Last
will begin court action this week or
week, great $42,000,
archbishop in the Ing rid Bergman Sarah
Bernhardt, plays a philosopher and way over hopes.
early next week in' a U. S. district
John H. Auer in "To the Victor" at Warners.
.
Madison (United Detroit) (1.866;
court to revoke the Memphis, Tenn., starrer, "Joan" .
Red Skelton checked into Columbia .50-60)— "Living In Big Way" (M-G)
ban on Roach's comedy, "Curley," draws producer reins on "One Man's
because white and Negro kids ap- Diary," recently purchased by Re- to prepare for "The Fuller Brush and "The Web" (U). Above averDavid O. Selznick's "The Man," his first film chore away from age $2,600 in 3 days. Last week,
pear in it together. Suit "for either a public
"Egg
and I" (U), $2,500 in 3 days.
v
certiorari or injuction writ voiding Paradine Case" went went back be- the Metro lot.
Romney Brent,
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,039;
the censorship ruling is being filed fore the cameras for two days of British thesp, will make his Ameri- 70-95)—
"Something in Wind" (U)
by two Memphis legal firms, Canale, retakes
H. C. Fuller, head of the can film bow in the Errol Flynn and "The Trespasser" (Rep). Good
Blankler, Loch & Little, and Lowell Fuller Brush Co.,
approved the starrer, "The .Adventures of Don $20,000. Last week, "Singapore" (U)
V. Taylor, representing both Roach script of "The Fuller Brush Man," Juan," at Warners. ... Independ- and "High Conquest" (Mono), strong
and UA.
Motion Picture Assn., Red Skelton starrer, at Columbia. ent Artists borrowed Leon Ames $30,000.
Palms-State (United Detroit) (2,which originally indicated that it
Jay Hyde checked into Universal- from Metro to play a legit producer
976; 70-95)— "The Unfinished Dance"
might institute legal proceedings, International as. production aide to in "The Velvet Touch" .
Joan
will probably appear later as amicus Nunnally Johnson on "Mr. Peabody Crawford's next starrer at Warners (M-G). Rousing $27,000. Last week,
"Corsican
(EL)
and
curiae.
and
the
Mermaid." .
Thomas will be "Until Proven Guilty," a love- "South PagoBrothers"
.
Pago" (EL) (reissues),
Film companies believe they have Gomez will play, a featured role in and-murder yarn to be produced by $21,000.
Sylvia Fine checked
United Artists (United Detroit)
a good chance to crack the censor- "Casbah" at Universal-International Jtrry Wald
John Patrick will screenplay the in at Warners to start work as asso- (1,951; $1-$1.25)— "Life With Father"
ship ruling since this is the first
time that Lloyd T. "Binford, chair- Rumer Godden novel, "Take Three ciate producer on the forthcoming (WB) (2d wk). Lofty $27,000. Last
week, terrific $32,000.
man of the Memphis board, ever Tenses," for filming by Samuel Gold- Danny Kaye picture
Penny
committed one of his rulings to wyn ... Robert Bassler will produce Singleton and Arthur Lake celebrawriting.
Although approving the "Sand," a Will James novel, recently, ted the 10th anniversary and the 23d
by 20th-Fox ... Alfred picture of the Blondie series with
picture on moral grounds, Binford, bought
in a letter to UA's St. Louis ex- Vaughn shifted from RKQ to the the start of "Blondie's Night Out" at
(Continued from page 7)
change, wrote he was unable to pass Hal Roach lot to direct publicity for Columbia.
(2d wk). Sturdy $17,000. Last week,
Republic bought "Mr.
"Curley" as the "South does not "Joan."
Herbert Butterfteld shifted from solid $23,000.
permit Negroes in white schools nor Mighty," authored by Manny Self radio to make his film bow in "PrelOrpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—
recognize social equality between and Paul Yawitz, at a reported price ude to Night" for Producing Artists. "Crossfire" (RKO) (2d wk). Holdthe races, even in children."
Spencer Bennett will direct ing, up nicely at $9,000. Last week
In of $50,000.
Yakima Canutt will co-direct Re- "Brick Bradford," cliffhanger, which fine $15,000.
the opinion of film execs, this is
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)—
out-afld-out prejudice which has no public's next serial, "Dangers of the Sam Katzman will produce for Co'Possessed"
(WB). Trim $15,000.
Mounted,"
with
place in the evaluation of motion Canadian
Fred lumbia.
Jean Negulesco had fog May hold. Last week. "Variety
Girl"
Brannon
. John Dall arrived from
pictures.
sequences written into the script of (Par) (3d wk), $9,000. '
Broadway to join the "Another Part "Johnny Belinda" to take
Southtown (Illmer) (950; 65)—
advantage
of the Forest" cast at Universal- of four
foggy days on location at Fort "Dream of Butterfly" (Indie) and
Reisman's Coast Huddle International
Emmelt Lynn drew Bragg.
Romantic
Night"
(Indie)
Tony Scrima, moppet, One
Brings this nabe back to firstruns
Phil Reisman, RKO foreign sales a. key role in "Law of the Mounties" joined the
"April Shrowers" cast at
Okay $2,000. Last week, sub«e""«>"«,.
chief, left for the Coast over the at Screen Guild
Frederic Tozere Warners.
Columbia signed War- run.
weekend for a week's huddle with shifted from eastern slrawhatters ren Jackson and Forrest
Taylor as
Tower-Uplown-Fairway
(Fox
Midprez N. Peter Rathvon and produc- for a film role in "Return of Octo- heavies in "Coroner
west) (2,100. 2.043. 700; 45-65)—
Creek"
tion topper Dore Senary.
ber" at Columbia
Loin Butler Universal-International
bought "The "Something in Wind" (U) under
He'll return to New York for a few .'igned
to
sing
three
tunes
in
Velvet Fleece," a Crime Club novel pace these houses have hit for sevdays next week and then head for "Mickey" at Eagle Lion
Repub- by John C. Fleming and Lois Eby, eral weeks. Modest $13,000. Last
1
Wexico.
lic went dark for two days with the
(EL), $17,000,
for production by Leonard Goldstein. week, "Red Stallion
and won a moveover.
v
.

$8,000.

Wham

Picture Association

.

C.

InbetyThinMan'16G,

•

retention, of Paul V. McNutt to represent it at- the hearings. The extra
time will, help the briefing of
McNutt who must acquire- plenty vot
information about pictures to do hjs

.

reissues

total this
likely will

Wilson revealed that his forthcom- fine $13,000.
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
Webber. (Fox) (750; 35-74)— "Sin"Green Dolphin Street" had been gapore" (U) and "When Girl's Beau- "Marked Woman" (WB) and "Dust
in at slightly more than tiful" (Col), also Denver. Fat $3,000. My Destiny" (WB) (reissues). Fine
While nearly all of this' Last week. "Kiss of Death" (20th) $10,500. Last week, "Kiss of Death"
$4,000,000.
heavy budget was strictly necessary and "Blondie's Holiday" (Col), $2,000. (20th) and "Stepchild" (EL), $7,800.
Falomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80—
because of the highly intricate proc"Northwest
Outpost"
(Rep)
and
esses involved in scenes, like the
"Pilgrim Lady" (Rep). Trim $7,000
earthquake and tidal wave depicted 'Dance' Smash $27,000
or near.
Last week, "Hit Parade
1947" (Rep) and "Other Love" (UA)
in the film, he frankly 'admitted that
(2d wk), nifty $5,400.
he had made 15 different cuts in the
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)—
film to trim its length and speed up
"Brute Force" (U) (2d wk). Good
Such cuts may break a
its pace.
or over. Last week, very big
26G, 2d $7,500
"Brute'
producer's hea.rt, he declared, but if
$14,500.
the producer tightens his script beDetroit, Sept. 23.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—
fore shooting, many of the cuts won't
Best bet here this week is "The "Other Love" (UA) and "Hit Parade
1947" (Rep) (3d wk). Okay $3,500.
be necessary.
Unfinished Dance" at the PalmsLast week, "Seventh Heaven" (20th)

of 'the

•

overall

be "Happened on Fifth A'v e.'
"Northwest Outpost" also looks solid.
Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
"Ivy" (U) (2d wk).-Fair $3,500. Last
week, "Variety Girl" (Par) (3d wk)
good $5,500 in 9 days.
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2.349; 45-80)
—"Happened Fifth Ave," (Mono)
and "Thunderbolt" (Mono). Nice
$12,500. Last week, "Ivy" (U), solid

(EL), $14,000.

"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) and
"Blackmail" (Rep) (2d wk). Also
Esquire. Solid $13,000. Last week,
5
big $19,000.
Kialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)— "Last of
Mohicans" (EL) and "Kit Carson"

the

Ace newcomer

stanza.

ing

Tuesday the Motion
announced the

last

$12,500 IN SEATTLE

35-74)—
Denver
(Fox)
(2,525;
"Singapore" (U) and "When a Girl's
with
(Col),
day-date
Beautiful"
Webber. Fancy $17,000. .Last week,
"Blon(20th)
and
Death"
"Kiss of
lie's Holiday" (Col), $15,000.
35-74)—
Esquire
(742;
(Fox)
-Mother Wore Tights" (20th) and
"Blackmail" (Rep) (2d wk), daydate with Paramount. Oke $2,000.
Last week, big $4,000.

brought

'

Vail is .convalescing from a recent
operation, and Mr. Peterson has informed me that he cannot possibly
attend the hearings this month. I
feel quite certain, however, that all
of the members will be available
by Oct. 20."
the delay will do the industry no

'Duel'

nomic conditions."

The order

Selznick opus arrived at the 700seat house in the small town of West
State
Memphis on Sunday f (14).
highway police had to be called out
to untangle «the traffic jam caused
by thousands of Memphians driving
into Arkansas to see the picture.
The theatre was jammed all week,
so much so that it became necessary
by midweek to throw in an extra
late show that ran until 2 a.m.

made more money with

Continued from page 3 555
Besides reducing costs, it
running lime of
And, Wilson said, too many
pictures recently have run longer
than they should, Emphasizing that
pace is the all-important factor in a
good film, he' declared that pictures
"can be better if they're shorter and
made more efficiently to meet the
cost requirements of present eco-

-•"The

committee which necessitates a delay until Oct. 20, in order that all
members may be present for this
important hearing. Mr. Mundt and
Mr. Nixon are now in Europe as
members of Congressional comiriittees studying conditions there. Mr,

'

^

will also reduce the

pictures.

announced

didn't

5TH AVE/ BRIGHT AT
$11,-

With
Smash $20;000. Last week, "Song
Thin Man" (M-G) and "Stepchild"

Wilson.

of

committee had originally
{toped to begin this hearing on
Sept. 29, However; a number, of unforeseen circumstances have arisen

(Continued from page 9)
$11,000. .Last week, trim

500.

Orpheum (RKO)

committee

'

,to hear both sides.
of the' witnesses will be,
t
at a later date.

DENVER
Good

"Gone

called to testify before the committee should not be considered; a. reflection in any way upon their character or patriotism. These persons
are- being brought with the sole objective of obtaining the facts regarding the i.nroads the Communists have
made in Hollywood. Some of the
witnesses are friendly to the* committee's purposes. Others are un-

.wants

Binford's 'Friend' Curley
Binford clipped from. "Curley"
the scenes of. a little colored boy
playing and attending school with
the white children, in the usual Hal
Roach comedy manner. The aging
Memphian said that such things just

.

Shorter Scripts

are being

fact .they

as

jmerit."

the witnesses, I "want to emphasize

that the

said all praised

it

tol-

Binford over his slashing of advance of the Hollywood "hearings
Hal Roach comedy feature, and relative to them.

Then came

"I

prexy John J. Jones, commenting on reception by crix in
Frisco, where prerelease engage-

H6Ward Rush-

Mrs. Lela E. Rogers',

Heard That Song Before?"
Louella Parsons, the United Press, Robert Taylor, Waldo Salt, Dalton
the Associated Press and sundry Trumbo, Jack L.Warner, Sam Wood.other
recognized
authorities
reRep. Thomas disclosed also that
ported, first on Sunday (14) and
make a nationwide
again Saturday (20), that the Mo- he intends to
tion Picture Ass'n. is going to bat radio address early .next month in
the

Hollywood, Sept. 23.
Screen Guild and Somerset Pictures 'execs are huddling on the
appeal of Virginia State Board's ban
on the Ku Klux Klan pic. "Burning Cross." Board rejected film Sat-

Binford

Still

.

r

'

$3,500,

$28,000

lap.

Stillman (Loew's) (2,7001 55-70)—
"Red Stallion" (EL). Moderate $7.500.
Last week, "Ramrod" (UA),
$9,500.

UA
55

Brit. Prod.

Continued from page

5

an easing of the 75% tax, but was
not hopeful that it would be in a
hurry, inasmuch as the British cabinet is sp busy with other things.
Talks with British officials have
convinced him, he said, that no one
knows what form the compromise,
if

there

one, will take.

is

Kelly said he believed
inet's

aim was

to

make

the cabconsidera-

change

in the ad valorem
duty part of overall consideration of
the nation's budget, since dollar

tion of a

credits are involved.
Kelly stated, it might

In that case,

come up when
an interim budget is adopted in November or may hold over until the
regular budget comes up in April.
Inevitable Product Shortage
In the latter event, with no,U. S.
product being imported, "there will
very definitely be a product shortage," he said. In response to a query,
he' added: "There has been no great
activity noticeable in stepping up
production to meet the shortage. It's
pretty tough for the British to turn
out volume production, since they
take so long to_make pictures. While
the average A"merican film is completed in perhaps 35 days, the British
average 90 days and a big picture
takes 120 days.
This is partially, I
believe, because the British producer
is not so well prepared as an American producer when he puts a film on

the floor."

Kelly said h,e hoped for further
dates on the Rank circuits after the
first of the year, since Rank's commitments prevent more bookings before then.
The seven Alms which
have been dated on G-B chain are

"Dishonored

Lady,"

"Copacabana,"

"Macomber Affair," "Christmas Eve,"
"Lured," "Heaven Only Knows" and
"Monsieur Verdoux."
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Mrs. John P. Harris

TOA Born On

Old Script

Two or
bankrupt," he went on.
three men had carried both orgs and'
if exhibs were unwilling to cough
up, the officials "would be going to
backdoors for handouts," meaning
Richards asserted
to the affiliates.
that ATA had raised $75,000 (its
budget had originally been lixed at
$250 000) and spent $150,000.
Committee on budget and finance
was chairmanned by Charles P.
Skouras. National Theatres' chief,
who handled the debate until Richards stepped in. Skouras said TOA
needed $400,000 for its ambitious
plans. He- estimated TOA's membership at 10,000 theatres, with 5;000,000
seats. Committee had the small operators in mind because it was allowing for the margin-profit exhib
•who couldn't afford to pay.
;

Pittsburgh, Sept: 23.

Mrs. John P. Harris,

the five affiliates right to designate
one director with the full board conRobert Wilby, Parasisting of 25.
mount partner, fought the proposal
and won the dropping of the proviso
covering the affiliates. Compromise
has 20 directors named by regionals
plus three at-large as a catch-all for
affiliates or big operators who aren't
members of any local theatre groups.

committee. Action of ATA-MPTOA
week, in asking for a six month

to be divided equally
The estate
into five separate trust funds for her

children,

to

ratified.

of the, Gardens, sports
arena controlled by his brother; Mrs.
Andrew E. Sheridan, Mrs. Edward
W. zurHorst and Mrs. Kenneth C.
Hahn. The funds will go to their
children on the parents' death.
Mrs. Harris also left real estate
valued at $30,000 to her three children, and her home and other personal effects to the daughters. She
bequeathed $5,000 to the Rev. Lawrence A. O'Connell, after whom Va-

agement

Skouras Minces
Continued from page (

a slackening hope by company toppers of a settlement also had the
industry wondering. Since coupled
with it was a request for remedial
steps requiring exhibitor cooperation, it's felt there was a tendency
on the part of Skouras to drive
home a pessimistic outlook on world
markets.
Hence, the declaration by the 20th
remittances
foreign
that
prexy

.

•

total

profits

of

$22,600,000

proposal

the

is

expected

this

Subject was launched by a report
from. Herman Levy on the requested
delay. Levy pointed out that exhibs

made no committments and

that the

c

.

for the

derived from other than film rentals,
with distribution profits totalling
Deducting one-third to
$8,000,000.
one-half of foreign, remittances ($8,-

ganization.

Producers of documentary, informational and factual films will exhibit
their wares at a "Films of the World Festival," scheduled for the Surf
theatre, Chicago, from Oct. 11-Nov. 22. Festival is sponsored by the Chica»o
Film Council and an award for the outstanding amateur film will be
donated by Elmer and Harry Balaban of the Balaban
Katz circuit.
Chi council is sponsoring the affair to bring documentaries to the attention of the public and to demonstrate the "technical strides" that have been
made ih such films. To date, entries have been received from six foreign
countries and from 25 producers in the U. S.

&

Warner Pathe newsreel scored a mysterious news beat over the other
week with release of clips on the government's peacetime atomic energy development at Los Alamos, N. M. Unlike peeks at
other secret projects, which the companies normally cover on a pool
basis, Warner obtained exclusive permission from Government
execs to
photograph. Los Alamos works. As a result, scenes from the clip were
syndicated by all three national photo services, AP, INP and Acme, with
credit line being given to the Warner newsreel.

reel companies this

Report that the American Jewish Congress looked unfavorably on
"Crossfire" and other pictures which deal openly with antiSemitic themes was denied this week by Moses A. Appel, director of
news for AJC. He declared the organization much in favor of such
films and pointed out that the next issue of its pubilcation, The
Con-

RKO's

Eric

of

gress Weekly, will carry a review praising the film.

Eady recently when the head of the
British economic mission was -in
Washington were cited as evidence
as to why the government shoulct;be
.

'

•

-

'

Foreign Films
Continued from page (

:

Johnston to arrange a meeting with Sir Wilfred
Efforts

000,000 to $11,000,000), and distribution profits wind up as losses.

===

signments from Miss Hepburn until they could determine whether" there
was any public antipathy against her because of her appearance several
months ago on the same platform witjj Henry Wallace. Actress has
since been mentioned by Heddat Hopper and other columnists as. being a
"leftist," and she was so cited recently by Mrs. Lela Rogers, mother"
of
Ginger Rogers, during a "Town Meeting" radio debate.
Actually, Miss Hepburn's speech fct the Wallace rally contained no
recommendation of the former Vice-President, or endorsement of any
political party, but was a vigorous defense of freedom of expression in
r
motion pictures and a condemnation of censor-minded groups.
The
rally was sponsored by the Hollywood Independent Citizens" Committee
which conservative spokesmen have accused of being a left-wing or-

Majors-Indies

maintain, does its own negotiating
with a foreign country. As an example they point out the action of
Colombia last week in decreeing all
coffee had to be shipped to the U. S.
in Colombian ships. That was a severe blow to the Grace Line and two
other Ameriean shipping companies.
The U. S. government went right to
work on the situation and within two
days Colombia had started steps to
rescind its order.

Costs are being trimmed, he said,
postponement, alone, would save exhibs over $1,000,000.
Abram P. so that it will be possible to recoup
Myers, Allied's general counsel pre- both production outlays and distri-^
sent on invitation along with prexy bution expenses from the domestic
Jack Kirsch, outlined steps proposed market. Newspaper and radio reports notwithstanding, Hollywood is
by AlHed.
Myers said Allied members were not confused or panic-stricken but
already working on their congress- "will meet the challenge." "Hollymen to push through amendments wood films will continue to retain
to the copyright laws.
A dozen their supremacy throughout the
Texas solons have already been world," Skouras declared.
won and exhibs are active in InUpped Rentals?
diana and Ohio.
Skouras confirmed exhib fears
Myers wants the
law changed so that licensing of pix that the British crisis presaged a"
would necessarily carry along the hoist, in rental terms. If*lhe terms
fight to use the soundtrack. Supple- obtained for films aren't Improved,
menting this would be an amend- exhibs will be confronted with the
ment requiring producers to obtain same fate as the British exhibitor,
performing rights when they buy he said. On that score, he predicted
that the majority of British operamusic for pix.
Allied counsel sparred with Gol- tors would be impoverished because
denson when the latter objected to the British haven't a chance of stepthe proposals as passing. on the costs ping up production to overcome the
to exhibs in another form.
Com- loss of Yank films.
In another step to cut distrib exposers would find, themselves in a
wide open market with producers penses, the majors must knock down
bidding against each other if the the share of ad-exploitation coin
amendments were adopted, Golden- which they've been tossing in the
son asserted.
Myers also said he pot with first-run theatres, accordhad requested anti-trust action by ing to the 20th topper. Practice of
the Dept. of Justice,
He was fol- distribs talcing on a share .has now
lowed by E. C. Mills, former ASCAP J)uilt up to one-half or even twoofficial, who advised exhibs against thirds
of the entire nut. Majors
litigation declaring that many prece- "cannot any longer continue this
dent victories for the Society were practice on such a scale. From now
against them.
on, the responsibility must be shared
Trade Practice*
by you," Skouras told the convenEntry into trade practises field tioneers.
was okayed by the conventioneers.
Permanent committee will be set up
to formulate a code of fair practices
which will seek to eliminate unfair

trade habits.
It'll also recommend
adoption of mediation and conciliamethods on industry disputes.
On the sizzling advanced price
issue, TOA. will appoint a committee
"for the purpose of meeting with
the presidents of the various producing and distributing companies so
that a joint study of this matter can
be made and a statesmanlike solution be found." Prospective releases
of eight to ten advanced admission
pix within a short time should be

Recent announcement by Metro that Katherine Hepburn would be
starred in "The Saintly Miss Peters," a romantic comedy frdm an original
story by William Roberts, apparently dispels rumors- that the studio intended keeping the actress on the inactive list. It had been reported
without confirmation, that -Metro production execs were withholding as-

Club's camp for underprivir
leged children is named, for masses
to be offered for her late husband.
Trustees of the estate are John and- . Making the rounds of Broadway legit producers
currently is a new
Harry Harris and Dr\ Edward W. script about a Hollywood director, called "The Jones Touch,"
by Maurice
zurHorst.
and Hose Klein. It's understood that the director on whose habits the
script is based is not named "Jones," nor are the authors named "Klein."
Brc-adwayites who've seen the play aren't having much trouble guessing
that the megger is Alfred Hitchcock.
Identity of "Maurice and Rose
Klein," however, is causing some scalp-scratching, since the authors
are
obviously weU hep to Hollywood and to Hitchcock's idiosyncracies^
Continued from page ( ;
riety

year, $12,800,000 came from theatre
of ASCAP, department leaving $9,000,01)0 from
Answer from ASCAP other sources. Of this, $1,000,000 was

week.

John H. Harris, head of

amusement company bearing family
name and producer of "Ice-Capades";
Harry Harris,' who assists in man-

moratorium on boosts

was

of the

is

;

last

widow

local film theatre pioneer, left an
estate of more than $700,000, according to her will filed here in Orphans
Court last week. Mrs, Harris died
early this month after a long illness.

Washington convention wound up
Saturday (20) by electing officers.
New president is Ted Gamble, erstwhile ATA board chairman. Fred
WehrenbeVg, MPTOA prexy, becomes board chairman. Other officers are first veepee, Leonard would be reduced beginning March
Goldensoii, Paramount's theatre t, '48 a maximum of 50% and a
head; treas., Charles P. Skouras; sec'y, minimum of one-third. Skouras then
Morris Lowenstein, Oklahoma City cited figures to show that had this
exhib;
general
counsel,
Herman occured in '46, his company (meanLevy, MPTOA's legalite.
Some 19 ing only the picture end of the biz)
would have broken even at best and
regional veepees were also tapped.
gone $2,500,000 in the red, at worst.
Gamble's Pledge
other
Gamble's
speech Unless production costs and
acceptance
domestic
pledged vigorous campaigns to cut expenses are reduced and
know we will
taxes and to head off ASCAP's pro- revenues upped, "we
posed rate boost. On the latter hot be in the red," he said.
Some Fancy Figures
subject, the convention voted that
In '46, Skouras disclosed, overseas
no member should pay the hoist or
sign any pact with ASCAP until fur- remittances for 20th were a little
ther notice from TOA's permanent' over $23,000,000. Of the company's
:

ide Stuff-Pictures

Leaves 700G Estate

Continued from page 4

')

End of Upped-Scale Pix

fighting the case. Eady, it is said,
objected to meeting with Johnston.
As a representative of his government, he took the view that his negotiations or talks should be with a
parallel official in the U. S:v rather
than with -reps of a private industry.

Continued from page 5

or being considered, are "Forever indefinitely on the present
basis
Amber" and "Captain from Castile," before pulling their pix preparatory
20th-Fox;
"Uncohqu'ered,"
Para- to releasing them again at regular

Indies Allege Mis- Strategy

Indies feel that the majors made a
serious mistake in handling the situation the day the Motion Picture
Export Assn. met, right after the
British tax was imposed, and announced their embargo on shipments

.

mount; "Arch of Triumph," United
"Morning Becomes Electra"

scale.

and "Miracle of the

to do anything else but continue as
he's doing, in face of present success. One of' the phenomena associated with "Best Years," he said,
was that all clearance and protection

Artists;

Bells,"

RKO;

'Green Dolphin Street," Metro; and
"Tap Roots" and "The Senator was
Indiscreet," Universal.
Occasionally It's
Distribs agreed that an occasional
picture could justifiably get away
with the. $1.20 b.o. fee, as was demon-

England. That announcement,
they believe, should have been made
via the State Dept., which would
have given the action tremendously
greater weight.

to

Government

,

"Duel in the Sun" and hib hullabaloo by switching conWarner Bros. "Life With Father." tractual demands for the tilted
On the slate coming up definitely, scales. They both expect to carry on

ganization's

OK

have been
trying in every way possible to keep
out of the controversy with England
and have encouraged the industry

strated

officials

when Goldwyn and

Selzrelease,

nick sent their films into
but that overworking of the scheme
could have nothing but disastrous
results.
That's why they profess
their own reticence at repeating the
policy, once they extricate themselves from
present publicly-an-

do its own negotiating. Indies
feel, however,
that the State and
Treasury Depts. could have been
and can yet be— urged into taking
jurisdiction if the majors wanted
to

Mulvey

said, he'd consider

it

silly

had broken down as regards playdates, in the same territories., He
pointed out that it was in its "fifth
wave" of subsequent dates in Chicago, played one week after the
other, with the fifth wave getting

the same high admission price as the
first. Similar phenomenen
was occurring in New York, he declared.

nounced plans.

On the other hand, James Mulvey,
Goldwyn distribution chief, and Neil
Agnew, prez of SRO. agreed this
week that despite the vocalized

them

to. It's pointed out that the
Board of- Trade, which corresponds to our Commerce Dept.,
but is much more important in the
scheme of government, is johnnyon-the-spot in taking the part of any
British industry threatened abroad.
Indies don't see why U. S. government shouldn't take equal steps.
Majors' willingness to accept a

British

—which

exhib discontent

in the past

week practically mounted to a
scream— contracts were rolling in as

Tax Dept.
Continued from page

3

that earnings, income, real estate,
stock holdings, etc., are equally
owned by husband and wife, no
matter which of the two is responsible for bringing them into the
partnership. Thus, income can be

Most of the squawking
they declared, was coming from associations and organized groups, not equally divided
between husband
from exhibs themselves— at least not and wife in making up tax returns.
in sufficient numbers to seriously In this way,
payments are reduced,
fast as ever.

freeze on remittances, in contrast to
the indie attitude, results from the
fact that they have establishments

affect returns.
since lower surtax brackets are
While not denying, however, that reached than if
activities
In England' which
tax were computed
make it possible for them to use a they've had plenty of opposition to on the earnings of the higher-paid
good part of their frozen funds, the policy, especially from circuits, party.
while the indies have nothing to do Mulvey and Agnew pointed to the
For instance, levy on a $50,000 innumber of dates played or already come now is about
with their coin than let it sit.
$25,000. But the
on the future books for their respec- levy
on two $25,000 incomes (which
tive films. If the actual opposition
is the way the $50,000 would
be
was as great as the publicity made divided
for tax purposes under the
it sound, they agreed, it would
be community property laws) would be
impossible to get the 3,500 or 4,000 only
about $19,000. That's a saving
engagements already booked.
Continued from page 3
of $6,000 or 12% of the 50G income.
Some Holdouts
On a take of $100,000 a year, the
"Song of Love" is scheduled to folCertainly, they admitted, they've tax is approximately
The
$64,000.
low the current 'Down to Earth"
failed to. get all possible dates be- tax on two
$50,000 incomes is only
(Columbia) into the showcase de-

lowed by the French-made "Well- and

tion

digger's Daughter" and Italian-made
"Open City," with all slated eventually to play in all theatres in the
circuit.

Skouras

drawback

pointed
in the

—

the main
policy lay in

out

new

its beginning
"to get people who
have never seen a foreign-language
film to enter the theatre, because
they imagine they don't like them."
closely studied for possible serious Acceptance of these films by his cusrepercussions, report stated.
tomers, he declared, "indicates a rise
I

j

Sole distrib rep at hearings was in the general American taste, beGrad Sears, United Artists prexy, cause the hallmark of these pictures
who declared boosted scales would is quality, naturalism and realism
last as long as the market could ab- land not glamor, elemental sensation
sorb them.
or the photography spectacular."
Other reports condemned use of
Skouras attributed the general
10m films for theatrical purposes; high quality of foreign pix to the
proposed the naming of a full-time fact that most foreign producers
public
relations
counsel;
recom- must work on a shoestring budget.
mended cooperation with the Motion They're forced to shoot outside of
Picture Assn.'s new publicity cam- expensive studios, which gives their
paign; and suggested audience ex- product an "unstudied naturalness."
pansion steps.
In addition, he said, "since he has
Merger was approved at the outset comparatively little to lose on a flop.,
when the new constitution was the European producer can take a
adopted. Sole fight developed over chance on a daringly original story
* provision which granted each of or a new treatment.".
I

j

j

.

'Remember Mama'

=

SS

luxer.

That,

lowed by
Metro.

in

"Cass

M-H

cause of the increased scale. Agnew
will be folsaid that among the circuits missing
Timberlane," also from
"Duel's" customer list are such
have played 12 important
ones as Cbmerford in
Pennsylvania and Redwood in Cali-

turn,

will

different

features during 1947, a
boost of four over last year. Fact
is pointed to by industry observers
as indicative of the general reduction in playing time being garnered

"Mama,"
Broadway

adapted
legit

click,

from
stars

the
Irene

Dunne. Barbara Bel Gcdcles and
Philip Dorn, plus Oscar Homolka of
the original Broadway cast.
Film
was produced by Harriet Parsons.

community property laws it would
Nevertheless, both Mulvey be twice the tax on $100,000 or a
and Agnew pointed to the rentals total of
$128,000. That's a Saving of
racked up (believed to be about $21,000 or
10>/4%.
$7,000,000 in each case) as evidence
Percentage of savings is much
that
the
policy was worthwhile more minor on incomes
of more than
from the standpoint of producers $200,000
a year, since surtax brackcaught in
the
present
depleted ets are so high once the $100,000-aforeign market.
year category is passed. However,
Goldwyn and SRO toppers both employees with
small incomes, even
emphasized they have no intention down to
the $5,000-$10,000 class, will
of making any concession to the
ex- save plenty on the new deal.
fornia.

by most films

.

$51,000, thus providing a saving of
$13,000 or 13%.
An income of $200,000 a year now
pays $149,000 in tax. Under the
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"One of those surprise films which
then sends
sneaks up on the audience
laughing into the street to aid ex.

I

.

.

it still

word-of-mouth camSNEAK PREVIEW SHOOK THE
paigns
THEATRE WITH CONTINUOUS LAUGHTER
which often drowned out the dialogue!"
hibitors through
.

£
\

.

.

v-./

MOTION PICTURE

HERALD

/
I

"Riotous upperclass farce, sweet cast, top
drawer direction ... IN THE BAG FOR A HIT that
has every right to be called a bullseye!"

"NEVER A DULL MOMENT IN THIS ONE. It's a cinch to
make all types of audiences glad they came
farce
comedy!with Howls of delight!"
CUM
.

/

.

.

t^j^'tlM

"Top farce
best Eagle Lion offering to date
SHOULD
FARE HANDSOMELY AT THE BOX OFFICE!" ©A^ffi7r0
.
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"Sparkling, saucy

DRAW
"It's

a

lot

THE

.

.

CROWDS

of fun

laugh provoker . . . SHOULD
and keep them continuously^amused!
.

:
:

and SHOULD STACK UP PLENTY BIG GROSSES top
good story, first class production!" ^||fu

calibre performances,

"BRIGHT

-

-'..':•>''

sure-fire

,

AND BROAD COMEDY

Mayo/

with George Brent, Virginia

111

Turhan Bey, Ann Dvorak, and Carole Landis romping through!"
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Produced by I5AD0RE G.
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Directed by LEIGH

JASON
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Fire destroyed the projection room
and equipment, which, was not covDamage was
ered by insurance.
estimated at $8,000 to $9,000. The
blaze was caused by jamming of
James Pittman operates the
film.

Mex Pictures Popular in Southwest;

theatre.

Center

Is U. S. Distrib

San Antonio

Harold Allred. of Lancaster, S..C,
becomes manager of the Carolina
theatre, Spindale, N. C, succeeding
San Antonio.
Yelton, who resigned to deHorace
disS:
U.
the
become
Antonio has
Rochelle, N. Y., from Interboro cir- vote full time to the rulane gas busitribution capitol of all motion pic- cuit
Purchase includes the 600Allred has been with; Everett
tures manufactured in Mexico, ac- seater and five adjacent stores lo- ness.
cording to Gordon B. Dunlap, man- cated on Main street. Trent will be Enterprises.
ager of the Clasa Moheme exchange renovated at estimated cost of $60,the
Williams Buys Sask. Theatre
here. More than one half of
000 and switched to a first-run polMex imports are being distnbuted
Hegina. Sask.
Krumgold agented the
Berk
icy.
out of this city, he says. Clasa deal.
Inc.,
Auditorium theatre, Indian Head,
Mohemt and Aiteca Films, reguSask., has been sold by J. J. Baldmarket releases from Mexico
win to Ted Williams, Treherne. Man.
New Springfield, 111., Drive-In
larly to 179 theatres in Texas. The
Chicago.
Manager Jim Killer switches to Melformer concern with offices in un
Five hundred-car drive-in thea- fort. Sask.
Angeles, Denver and New YorK,
also distributes Mexican films in the tre opened last week at Springfield,
City CouncuV of N. Battleford,
Philippines, where they are very 111.
Joe Sikes, of Zion, 111.,, heads, Sask., has given Famous Players
outnew
the
operating
popular Dunlap says.
-group
Corp. the go-ahead for construction
_^ the
Nosing out films made in Argen- door, built at an estimated cost of of a new 850-seater.
tina in popularity, because of the more than $200,000.
,
.
D. C; Fox, exhibits at Pincher
Mexican

&

MOSQUE. NEWARK,

UA Eases

Radio Centre,

or secondary coin, with the result
that not a picture has gone before
the camera for UA release In
months.
Company has been attempting to
set up a $5,000,000 revolving fund
to be made available to producers,
but has run into the same difficulties
in getting the coin as have the producers themselves. Arthur W, Kelly,
exec'v.p., said yesterday, however:
"I believe it is possible to set up the
$5,000,000 fund under the circumstances we are trying to create.
Those circumstances are predicated
on an easing of the British 75% tax
situation."

<

:

Italian flavor,

the

outbreak

paralysis

Infantile

in

have nostalgic appeal to suburban Lake Forest last week reof citizens of Spanisn sulted in the health department forresiding in Texas. Big Hats bidding theatre attendance by juveand guitars, gunplay and fist fights, niles under 10. Ban covering ten
with a strong moral theme, charac- film houses will remain in effect
pictures

thousands
origin

UA

Postpone Probe

terize the yarns.
„
until Oct. 16.
There are 20 celebrated Mexican,
Chicago Fire Prevention Bureau
stars, mostly men,, according to Dunlast week ordered all chain and
lap. Top producers of the industry,
indie houses to show a fire prevenlocated at Mexico City, who turned
•

Mexican

111.,

popular music which producers try
production.
to cram into every
MPTO Meet la Memphis
Comedies, pull big audiences, but
Memphis.
newsreels draw only when they
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
deal with domestic subie'cts.
Many Rio Grande valley theatres Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee
run the Spanish language films ex- will meet Oct. 14-15 at Hotel Chisca,
Oxford
Williams,
Memphis.
R.
X.
clusively. Other houses run films in
both languages. San' AnToriio boasts (Miss.) showman and trf-state presiof four Mexican houses: Laredo, six; dent, said be expects 500 exhibitors

Speakers will include: Fred WehLeon Bantberger to Address Conv. renburg, MPTOA prexy, of St.
Leon JT. Bamberger. RKO sales Louis; Herman Levy, MPTOA secpromotion manager, will speak be- retary, of New Haven; Claude Lee,
fore the; annual convention of the Paramount publicist; Mack Jackson,
Kansas-Missouri Theatres Assn., in representing Southeastern Theatre
He Owners, and M. L. Simons, of MetKansas- City, Sept. 30-Oct. 1.
will talk on direct mail advertising ro, New York.
for exhibitors.

Fire Closes Cajrollea Open-Air

New

tre phis business property, in

New

Charlotte, N. C.
Sky Club open-air theatre, Jacksonville, N. C, has- halted operation,
but will resume in about two weeks.

York Theatres
Humphrey BOGART •
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followed the next day with extremely circumspect ads done in the
manner of a formal invitation.
Switch in style from one day to the
next plain type ads were used at
first
was said to be merely a
"change of pace" that will continue
through the run. "Outlaw" does not
have a PCA seal, so is outside the
purview of the MPA ad censors.
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advertising or selling its film en"The Game of Games" as a
Felix "Doc" Blanchard and Glenn

titled

Davis starrer.
Football pair are being starred in
a forthcoming FC release, "Spirit of

West Point," which John Rogers

r-The
ON

IN PERSON

SCREEN

iThurs.. Sept. 2S
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Lew

ohha;
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"DESIRE ME"
ROBERT MITCHI/M
RICHARD HART

Person

GENE
KRUPA
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SMB.

IMVMUONM
ROSE MARIE

United'*

Leave

UA

of an Army-Navy' football
in which Blanchard and Davis
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make
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LOS ANGELES FOR NEW YORK
Wik-hire

ment,

1

Diitrict,

new

unfurnished

apart-

living

room,

building.

bedroom, dinette, kitchen, tile bath.
Exchange for mid-Manhattan similar
siie

apartment.

PE. 3-5549.

j

nu'ally.
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swhich

for Richard

ARPI-FC Deal

NOW AVAIIABU-JHS DEVONSHIRE GROUP
DINNER AT THE RITZ • STORM IN A TEACUP • DARK
JOURNEY • WINGS OF THE MORNING • GREEN
COCKATOO • UNDER THE RED ROBE • FAREWELL
AGAIN • ACTION FOR SLANDER • SOUTH RIDING
DEVONSHIRE DISTRIBUTORS COAST 10 COAST

DEVONSHIRE FILM COMPANY
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or

St.

or an authorized travel agent

Shanghai
chased from Universal-International,
will be Reliance Pictures' first film
for 20th-Fox release. Picture is
slated to roll in six weeks.
Indie toppers Ben Pivar and Bernard Small are dickering with director Jean Yarborough. Bill Strohbach has been set as production
ance will

SO

Pennsylvania Hot.! or t Wall
Can Murray HiR 2-7300

Hollywood, Sept. 23.
property,
with a
background, just pur-

six pictures Relifor 20th-Fox an-

12 noon

UNITED

untitled

manager on the

New York

Arriv* lot Angeles 8:10 p.m.

from U.S. Navy pictures of a game
were originally shot in 16m.

wiHm!

*

1

An

DC-6 Mainline r 300

Luxury Flight

the quality of the reviews it got.
"So This Is New York" is expected to come to
via its pact
with Enterprise for six films. Only
four have been made so far, so it is
likely the Kramer film will be permitted to supplement the Ent deliveries. Pic is scheduled to go into
production next week.

are seen only from a distance in
hazy outline. Short was enlarged

j

•

GREER GARSON

whereas, according
to
the Astor film is a two-

Hollywood, Sept. 23.
Robert Presnell, Sr., and John
Rcinhardt have inked a deal for Film
Hollywood, Sept. 23.
Classics to handle a series of six
Current cycle ot knightly drama pix for their new inuit, Arpi Procontinues to clank in Hollywood, ductions.
Deal set in N. Y. last
with Edward L. Alperson warming week, when Presnell huddled
with
up "Richard the Lion Hearted"" for FC prexy Joseph Bernhard.
20th-Fox release.
Initialler is, "For You I Die,"
"Richard" will follow "If This Be second, "Ambush.'' early-California
My Destiny" and "Rose ot Cimma- fylm. Presnell and Rcinhardt will
ton' on the Alperson schedule.
coproduce.

Opens Door

CAPITOL ywoy&3t»St.

fly

Reliances 1st for 20th
tlXUITN JCOTT
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charges that the
defendant distributor companies refused since October, 1944, to license
feature pictures- for first-run showing at the Mosque on any terms
whatever. Plaintiff claims that this
refusal has been arbitrary and that
during this period, when product
was refused, record-breaking business was being done by smaller and
inferior houses in Newark.
Complaint cites that, from the
opening of the Mosque in 1925 until
1930, the house was operated suc-

"Summer Storm * reissue was
advertising of decided upon since it stars Linda
its
its New York run Darnell It is hoped to capitalize on
the
hypo to her. pulling power exweekend
the
over
Broadway
at the
Although there was little sign of biz- pected to result from 20th-Fox's
Sagging, UA—for the first time dur- "Forever Amber," which will be
released
at the end of October.
pictures
engagement—used
ing the
of Jane Russell in its ads. It was "Storm" was produced by Seymour
similar pictures of the generously Nebenzal and originally released in
1944.
partly
were
that
star
proportioned
"Guest in the House" is a Hunt
responsible for threats from the
New York City License Commis- Stromberg production starring Anne
sioner which kept the film from Baxter. It was also originally re
leased
in 1944, doing somewhat less
season.
opening last
business than appeared justified by
The shots of Miss Russell were

doux," also brought on some tilted

Uwm

damages alleged
Radio
which is corporate name
company that controls

WAAT, Newark,

.

Corpus Christl. four: Houston, two, and distributors to attend the first
and Dallas, Fort Worth, .Lubbock big conclave the MPTOA has held
here in recent years.
and Austin, one each.

Max Cohen's Takeover
Cinema circuit, headed by Max A.
Cohen, has acquired the Trent thea-

actual

Centre,

for holding

Campaign

named

northern

th*

last

MPA

has appointed Claude Enoch
Brock district manager of its Kentucky and Tennessee territory. Jack
Inc.,

district manager' of
and counties of Texas.

traditions

folklore,

tion trailer during Fire Prevention
Week, Oct. 5-12. Some 900 houses,
throughout Illinois will tie-In with
the campaign.
Films,
Britannica
Encyclopedia

F. DeField, of Wilmette,

of the

Mosque theatre, Newark,
Friday (19) filed an anti-trust
suit against the eight major film
companies and others, asking a total
of $3,648,000 damages, or three times
3,365-seat

—

1

out only two major productions in
1932, reached a peak of 79 in 1945
and this year will make about 50
features. The average show lasts
about two hours. Melodramatic
themes, such as poverty amid riches,
or virtue in the midst of vice, strike
a responsive chord among Latin
Americans. But the real draw of
many of the picture lies in the

owner

Inc.,

Steps to improve the domestic
playing timtt situation were taken
by the board in authorizing prex
Into negoCreek, Alta, Is building a new the- Grad Sears to enter
tiations for acquiring an interest in
atre there.
further showcases on the West
is already a partner with
Coast
the Blumenfeld circuit in the four
Music Halls in Los Angeles and the cessfully and profitably as northern
United Artists in San Francisco. New Jersey's leading first-run film
Continued tarn Rage * sss
Kelly explained yesterday that no theatre. After that, it is charged, the
some foreign product for a simul- new funds would be needed for theatre was unable to show a profit
further buys into Blumenfeld hold- as a picture theatre because detaneous opening.
ings, since the present operation is prived of suitable product, all stemprofitable and the equity in that ming from alleged combination, conEyes 'Ventou*'
operation can be parlayed into addi- spiracy and restraint of trade on
tional houses.
the part of defendant companies.
D.C. Bally
Sears planed to the Coast yesterMosque theatre building includCharles
Already disturbed at
(Tuesday) to start the negotia- ing the film house was purchased by
day
Chaplin's booking of his "Monsieur tions and to confer with UA owners
present owners, Radio Centre,
Verdoux" in Washington this week Mary Pickford and Charles Chaplin its
Inc.,
on Oct. 14, 1944, Understood
to coincide with the House un-Amer- and the. company's, producers. Kelly
that the plaintiff had expected to
ican Committee probe of Hollywood, will follow him west next week.
the necessary product for
secure
the Motion Picture Assn. has been
PrednettoM
Credit*
successful
film operation under the
eyeing the advertising being used:
Sears and Kelly will attempt to new consent decree realignment,
It was said possibly to be contravenimplement
promises of the owners but decided to sue when no "A"
tion of the MPA's advertising code to a producers* committee which
were
obtainable.
pictures
and could result in withdrawal of called on them last week. ComPlaintiff charges that the Newark
the Aim's seal, unless -Chaplin mittee, comprising' David L. Loew
exhib defendants named in the acdesists. No action has been taken and Carl Leserman, stated the protion have monopolized interstate
yet, however.
ducers' belief that the owners had and foreign commerce in the firstCancellation of the booking on a responsibility to keep the company run showing of pictures in Newark
the pic by Loew's Capitol resulted rolling by advancing coin for pro- by ownership, lease or operation of
in its being dated in five other duction or taking steps to get it. the
Paramount-Newark,
Adams,
Washington houses, all indies. Line Miss Pickford and Chaplin promised Loew's State,. RKO-Proctor's Palace,
was then inserted in the ads to the that all possible would be done, and Branford and Capitol, all firstrun
effect that this is the film that referred the committeemen to Sears houses. First two are listed as Par
wasn't allowed to open. Section 12 and Kelly.
operations while last two are classed
of the Advertising Code states:
"Roosevelt Story," which UA took as Warner spots.
"Court action relating to censor- on for worldwide release, is a comBesides the eight major distribuing of pictures, or other censorship pilation of newsreel clips running
tors, Nu-Broad Co., Essex Amus.
disputes, are not to be capitalized back to 1905. Now in the fifth week
Corp. and Skouras Theatres Corp,
"in advertising or publicity."
of a successful run at the Globe on are listed as defendants. Complaint
Technically, there's- a question as Broadway, it was produced by Tola relates- how these companies work
to whether the Loew's cancellation Productions. Latter comprises Mar- with the distrib* to maintain an alcould be called "censorship" under tin Levine, general manager for leged stranglehold on top product
the code.' It's because of this that Harry Brandt and Oliver Unger, to the detriment of the Mosque.
foreign Aim importer, in association
no action has been taken.
United Artists, distributing "Ver- with Brandt.
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Perpetuating

The radio industry was presented with a new code last week.
Thanks to the more progressive element among the nation's
broadcasters, radio has finally decided to establish its own <jurbs.
It doesn't matter whether this move was the result of public
opinion, criticism or the Blue Book. What does matter is that
there are men In radio who are big enough to realize that In
the overall picture It Is more important to give up something now
for a bigger gain In the future, that bigger gain will be a greater
listening public and better programming.

By GEORGE ROSEN

While the code doesn't become effective until next February,
the broadcasters have until November to voice their opinions.
Undoubtedly there will be plenty of opposition to the threeminute commercial restriction on each 18-mlnute segment of
programming, particularly from the smaller stations whose
vision may be blinded by the number of spots they can squeeze
In.

.

.

There's a vital job to be done in the interim period before the
Board again meets in November to consider the industry sentiment that the next few weeks will bring forth. It's the men of
toider vision, those who prepared the code and those who fought
for its adoption, who must carry through and convince the unconvinced of the wisdom of self-regulation. To water down what
is basically the heart of the code would negate any credit redounding to the Industry from the adoption of all the other
features embodied in the code, regardless of their merit. The
Job isn't over by a long shot, neither for the broadcasters nor
for that segment of the public which inspired the realization
for the need of a «ode. If by any chance they leave well enough
alone and assume tsJiat Its adoption is a fait accompli, it could
Well be that, come November, all the gains achieved in Atlantic
City

may

be

lost.

To Combat CBS Radio Sales Inroads

Atlantic City, Sept. 28.

A closed-door dinner meeting held
week during the annual NAB
convention produced what has probably more significance in the broadcaster-commercial situation than any
of the code-accented sessions.
Seated around the festive board
last Wednesday (17) night as guests
of the Board of Directors of the NAB
were many of the top level advering the

Assn.

tisers

(ANA)

Assn.

of

and

the

American

a knock-down-drag-out fight, with
the NAB Board members, presenting
the thinking in eaoh of their own
areas, pitted
against the monied
kingpins.
The advertising agency
executives and sponsors came armed
with the fact that they were by no
means dependent on the radio methat a large number of
station operators " Wer'enT cognizant
of the full implications of the code
in its bearing upon the advertiser,
as well as the listening public.

dium and

There were some tense moments
and maneuvering in an

of jockeying

men

,

Agencies

Advertising

(AAAA). The session in itself was
somewhat precedental in character.
It was inevitable that the discussion lead to the new NAB-promulgated industry code. At the outset it
appeared that it would develop into

casters

Gripe Mail to Decide Final NAB Code

code-conscious broadcasters are asking: "How commercial can you get?" after
getting an earful of the new
Lucky Strike "hit-the-bulls-eye-

men representNational Adver-

of

obvious attempt to put the broadon the defensive.
It was a session that lasted well
beyond midnight, but by that time
it
was clear that the broadcasters
had been able to gain the respect
and ear of the top bankrollers and
"agency execs as~cap«ble and quali-

g. ose

Bang-Bang
A

and ad agency

tisers

Concern

-f

last

Actually, the code as adopted by the NAB Board of Directors
in Atlantic City last week leaves the one vital issue—the limitation on commercial time open for revision. And on this point
hangs the effectiveness of the entire code. For should the
broadcasters, through their directors on the NAB, fail to endorse
this particular provision, all other gains would be meaningless.
Overcommerciallzation has done more to handicap radio's
stature than all other abuses combined.

—

'

Of Spots as Station Reps Prep Assn.

CLIENT RESPECT

lot of

bang-bang" routine.
The new commercial is thrown
in cuff o, along with the whole
now-standard LS/MFT triphammered production, with trade
sentiment

.

in

the

main being:

"Speed up the code, boys!"

S-Minnte Plug the Question

.

Nardella Switch

Cues New Rivalry
For Italian Market

has thus cued considerable speculation as to WOV's future hold on
accounts Nardella built up since

Everybody Wants

day (19), voted to adopt the code
effective Feb. 1, but held the door
of the present
•ode language at a second meeting
skedded for November. The unanimous board vote followed an overwhelming convention floor vote
Thursday (18) favoring adoption 'of
a new code "as expeditiously as

open for revisions

possible."

The board named

a committe of
directors to weigh industry reaction
to the code and make recommendations on revised language at the
November meeting. Board will not
consider
protests
received
after
Nov. l. Code will not affect cons
tracts in effect as of Sept. 19, 1947.

News Despite Its

Stations Miss the

WOOOTake
CBS is dropping its nightly 8:55-9
o'clock news spot as of June 18, 1948,
on the ground that the program has
outlived its usefulness and, also, the
fed Murrow-Campbell Soup news review which bows next week in the
7:45-8 p.m. niche is too close for
By junking

the

good programing.
flve-minute news period Columbia
deprives itself of around $850,000 in
NAB men are anticipating that revenue (time and program) from
bulk of the protests will hit at code Johns Mansville and $350,000 from
limits on distribution of the three Ludens, which underwrites the two
minutes of plug throughout a quar- weekend innings. The building mater-hour segment, rather than the terial maker has been tied up with
rigid ceiling of three minutes' com- the
flve-minute stint consistently
mercial time itself.
This, at any since 1942.
rate, appeared to cause most conThe network's advertisers that
cern to the indies, as represented currently fill the 8:30-8:55 segments
by Ted Cott, WNEW, N. Y., pro- have been given until June 21, 1948,
gram director, in two floor discus- to pick up the extra five minutes, or
sions of the new standards last week. else.
CBS likewise feels that by
Industry Is Surprised
linking up the full half hour (8:30-9)
The board vote Friday came as the subsequent show will be better
surprise to most industry men, in off ratingwise and create a far more

view

of

NAB

proxy Justin Miller's

equipped to understand the position
of the advertiser and to correctly
integrate it into radio.

Show Boat

session,
Still another significant
probably attended by less fanfare
than any other business before the

NAB

convention, yet considered per-

haps more serious as a drawback in
the industry attempt to nurture new
talent and program building, was
the action taken last Thursday (18)
here on a recommendation submitted by the Sales Managers Executive Committee.
For- the convention killed a proposal by the committee that would
embrace the new concept on sale of
programs as well as time by radio
stations.
(See Station Rep story in

adjoining column.)

Resolution submitted by the subcommittee of the Sales Managers
Executive Committee advocated
special bonuses or commissions for
salesmen where programs sales were
involved, instead of the present practice of restricting commissions to

time sales. The subcommittee came
with facts, plus the conviction that
stations can expand their revenue
and talent showcasing by encourag-

(Continued on page 32)

solid lineup.

The network has been collecting
earlier prediction to newsmen that
no definite board action was likely half the 15-minute rate for'thc Ave
before November. One board mem- minutes.
ber explained the action this way:
"The board saw no reason why it
Off
could not go on record in unanimous # Becker
support of the document here and
Don Becker leaves Mutual Oct. 1
now. Because the board approves, to become a freelance package pro
however, does not mean the code ducer. He's starting off with "7 Front
will be railroaded through in its Street." which makes its debut on
present form."
MBS tomorrow (Thurs.) night.
NAB'ers also pointed to fadeout
Becker was brought into Mutual
of much indie opposition at last last April as a sort of special assistant to Phil Carlin, program chief
(Continued on page 26)
•'

Bows

MBS

Top Tunes and Disks
Second of the weekly 'charts
the Top Record Talent
and Tunes, as determined by a

listing

of the
disk jockeys,

poll

country's leading
carried on page

is

36.

This information

is

being com-

as a service to the proradio
of
departments
stations as well as to various
divisions of the music trades.

piled^

gram

upper

the

a

research-promotion

which would specialize
of

bureau

in propagat-

national

spot

The meeting will reflect the first
overt reaction of the recently enunciated expansion policy of Radio
Sales. Coming several weeks on the
heels of Raymer's loss of WRVA,
to Radio Sales, is the
that KSL, Salt Lake City,
also a 50-kilowatter, has moved out
of the Edward Petry fold, on a 90day notice, with a view to joining

Richmond,
report

up with the same CBS rep outfit.
Ivor Sharpe, general manager of
_ Switchover of Ralph Nardella KSL, which -is owned and operated
from WOV, N. Y., to the Oeneroso by the Mormon Church, left New
Pope-owned WHOM as executive York for home Monday, with the
asst. in charge of sales throws Into unsigned Radio Sales contract in his
sharp focus the prevailing battle brief case. Sharpe, when asked
for the Italian -American market in earlier the same day about the conManhattan. For the past 17 years tract, said no decision would be
Nardella has been commercial man- made on it until after he had got
ager of WOV and was the first to Salt Lake City.
Italian-American commercial salesA topic that is slated to come in
man in the business. His moyeover for- much underscoring at the
to the rival Italian-accented station Thursday meeting is the function of

.

CBS Junks

which

'

In their field.

—

of

ing the virtues
broadcasting.

The whole 1930.
Draft;
atmosphere had changed, and the reRivalry between the two stations
sult was a constructive and out- hit a fever pitch during the past
Atlantic Glty, Sept. 23.
-f
spoken exchange of views in which year with Pope, who also owns the
Whether the iron-dlad distributhe broadcasters were able to sub- Italian-language II Progresso newstion of no more than three minutes
Kaye Exits Rayve
stantiate by facts why the industry paper, to inaugurate an extension
of plug throughout a lfl-minute time
Sammy Kaye's option has not been needs a code and why the adver- of the station's Italian programming
segment will be watered down In
picked up by Rayve Shampoo and tisers needed them.
on Oct. 6, when it will expand from
the final NAB code which goes on
In the face of a situation where 75 to 84 hours a week.
His Sunday morning broadcasts on
the books effective Feb. 1, 1948—
the men with the money bags felt
For years WOV had the Italian
ABC for that account Nov. 9.
is still the most important question
secure in the knowledge that they market pretty much to itself.
General
Artists
Corp.,
which
refacing the radio industry. Whether
had diverse means of channeling
or not the code is liberalized in the cently became the band's agent, is their coin, whereas the broadcaster
offering
the
program
to
agencies
for
final draft depends almost entirely
was beholden to them alone, the
on the volume and source of gripes $8,500 plus line charges.
latter succeeded in establishing their
received at NAB headquarters from
independence. The advertisers left
now until Nov. 1.
the room with an entirely new grasp
The new NAB board of directors,
of the situation, realizing that they
5-Min.
at its post-convention meeting Friwere dealing with men thoroughly
fied

with

crust of station representatives has
been viewing the station-collecting
activities of Radio Sales, CBS subsid, may lead to the setting up of
the first station rep association in
the history of the business. Paul
Raymer, veteran rep, has invited
the principal reps in the- business
to a luncheon-meeting at the Metropolitan club tomorrow (Thursday)
to discuss the organization of such
an association and the underwriting

To Own a

Station

Atlantic City, Sept. 23.
topic of conversation in
hotel lobbies during last week's convention of the National Association
of Broadcasters was the progressively heavy turnover of station managers which the industry has been going through. One crack heard at
these huddles was, "Scratch a sta-

Common

manager and

you'll expose an
application for a station of his own."

tion

Reason for the frequent turnovers
hasn't been, except in few instances,
for better jobs. It's been to operate
on their own licenses. Station owners have been finding it increasingly
tough to keep a good manager on the
job at a stipend ranging from $10,000 to $15,000 when these executives
keep reading in the papers of cases
of station managers, who not so long
ago started their own operations,
having just sold out at profits ranging from $100,000 to $300,000.

P&G

Likes 'Mystery'
In Half-Hour

Format

Although it is expected to drop
"Mystery of the Week" from the
five-a-week 7-7:15 p. m. spot on
CBS, Procter & Gamble may retain
sponsorship of the program as a
- hour.
Soap company has already made an audition
record of the stanza in half - hour

once-weekly half

is circulating it among its
various agencies, in case any of them
can find a spot for it.
Meanwhile, Dancer, Fitzgerald &
Sample, agency on the Dreft account, has not yet actually made a
recommendation on the CBS time
strip, but is still scouting for a possible replacement.

form and

the station rep in selling programs.

As admitted by some reps, the_expansion activities of Radio Sales has
tended to alter sharply the sales
thinking of the competitive rep organizations. Radio Sales in its selling drive among stations has made
much of the claim that it is not
merely interested in selling time for
a station but in selling the programs
developed and nurtured by that station.
In such approaches it has contrasted the tendency of the average
rep to snare a contract for spot an-

nouncement and

let

the deal go at

that with its own (Radio Sales')
practice of trying to divert the buyer into putting the money into
local program as well as time.
In its attempted corraling of stations to represent Radio Sales (most
of these of the 50-kilowatt category)
the CBS outfit has also stressed what
it described as the average rep's indifference toward selling programs

(Continued on page 32)

They Scare Easy

On C&O's Young
Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad,
which sponsored a network forumtype show called "Let's Face the
Issue" several years ago, is getting
into radio via co-op sponsorship of Mutual'is newly acquired
"Information Please" in four major
markets N. Y., Chicago, Washington and Cleveland. But the four
stations didn't just grab the biz;
there was a deal of dickering first.
Story is that the stations hesitated
on the score that the C&O's prexy,
Robert R. Young, current stormy
petrol of U. S. railroading, might
inject controversial material into
th*e
commercials; hence, the stations wanted a short-rate clause in
the contracts in case they deemed
it wise to cancel the deal.
Kenyon & Eckhardt, agency for
the railroad, talked the stations out
of their fears, it's said, and the
short-rate clause was omitted.
Unusual angle of the C&O deal,
however, is that the railroad's commercials, rather than being handled by each of the four stations
locally, will be fed to them out of
N. Y.
Deal is for 44 weeks with options, with a good possibility reported that C&O may pick up
sponsorship
of
"Info"
on other

back

—

stations later on.

20
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FCC #*'fie Boole Seen Bead Duck;

1947

'-!
Atlantic City, Sept. 23.
.
.Those Sam Berman caricatures of NBC's vast stable of stars, which
the network showcased' here as its top promotion 'stunt of tyie year,
appear to have sparked all the interest NBC had hoped for. But the
fact remains that the web wishes things had turned out slightly dif•

NAB Takes Who's Afraid?

Stance

ferent.

.

Jack Benny was far from happy over what

thing,

older. Way, way over 37.
'That's Why Berman is currently engaged' in doing a' "Coast repeat"
says it's held up full circularizaon the Be'nny caricature and why
tion' of the drawings to soft-pedal Coast' distribution Atntfl 'Berman

'

1

'

Reaction to Denny's A.

;•

'

PROGRAMS

On

CHARLES ROBERTS

Close student'ot new radio- program. techniques; Charles Roberts
climbed up. through the ranks as
announcer and actor; now directs
more than three score of KLZ's 'live
Lescoulie,
who's still assistant programs weekly: '•:.'.::>
ponents of government broadcast-KLZ, DENVER.
men in producer of. the Milton Berle show
trig" and "enthusiastic young
the lower echelons have much less on NBC, is used to early a.m. (but
than
hot quite- so early ) duties.' He cooked
vojee in policy determinations
to
Up and ran' the early morning
Cowan s 'RFD America'
they once had. (He was referring
former BBC exec Charles Siepman, ! 'Grouch Club'' on NBC a couple
Chicago, Sept. 23.
Lately on
he's
one of the Blue Book'i authors, and of years.
"RFD America," a. farmers' quizto. several other FCC staffers who been doing a. 7-8 a.m. platter-spinof
publication
show with the Qui* Kids' Joe Kelly
ning stint.'
left government after
the program report.)
as quizmaster, is being readied by
The NAB men did not deprecate
Ed Hits Upped by NBC
Louis G. Cowan & Co. for a sustained
fact that Blue Book has resulted in
Edward R. Hitz has been boosted bow on Mutual Pcil 17. Two farmers,
cleaning up over^-commercialism- on again by NBC, this
time to assistant but real farmers, have been hired to
believe
they
several stations—but
director' of network sales. Last year beat the rural bushes for future conbooks,
the
©nee NAB code Is oh
he was made assistant eastern sales testants.
Blue Book will be even less opera- manager, after having
served since
Four .tillers of the soil will be
tive. And they definitely are not
1940 as assistant to the veepee in quizzed on each show, with the winanticipating any future FCC actions charge
of salts.
ner holding. oyer for the following
Stamore
or
tabbing a half-dozen
His new appointment's effective week. Top scorers will get merchan
counts.
*
program
tions for hearing on

Atlantic City, Sept. 28.

Canadian broadcasters' favortune at Hhe NAB convention
was: "Fir Be Down to See Y6u
In A Taxi, Honey."
For that's precisely what a
Harry
did.
quartet
Toronto
Sedgwick, prexy of CFRB, hired
a cab for the long haul to A. C,

;

-

•

'

I

,

WNEW

1

ite

'

'

Expense Account

-

•

•

'

for' the one-way -journey
coming to $66: Accompanying
Sedgwick were his brother.
Joseph L., Ellsworth Rogers, and
Ted Campeau, CKLW, Windsor.
'

bill

,-..',

:

'

brought

SedgWlclt

also
his secretary.

along

Industry Sets
Overall Group

'

immediately.

dise.

public .generally are losing
confidence in validity of the pro

gram

report.

Baker's analyses showed, for ex
ample, that daytime soapers make
up only 6%, mysteries 3%, and quiz
and audience participation shqws,
only 6% of broadcast time. Baker
said 34% of air time is now sustain
ing, 41% is given over to music, 1*%
.

to

drama and 13%

to

news and com-

mentary. He concluded that the
Blue Book was "an array of selected
cases, carefully picked to prove a
point."

PHILIP MORRIS IN

TRIMS DIUBOWOUT
"Crime Doctor," Max Marcin's
whodunit Sunday nights on CBS,
will be dropped by Philip Morris
after the Oct. 19 broadcast. The account is also releasing the 8:30-8:55
time spot.
Cigaret company exec denies, however, reports that the Milton Berle
and "It Pays To Be Ignorant" shows
are also slated to be cancelled, with
.

plained,

and

there's

no immediate

thought «/ change.
Also stated there's nothing to
trade rumors that the account would
be -switched from the fiiow agency
to Cedil & Presbrey.

-.

Network Premieres
(Sept 24-Oct.
Wed., Sept. 24

Frank Morgan, with Frances
Langford, Don Ameche, variety,
sponsored by Lorillard for Old
Gold cigarets (Lennen & Mitchell), CBS, from L. A.; Wed.; 99:30 p. m., EDT.
Thurs., Sept. 25
Eddie Cantor, variety,

sponsored by Pabst beer {Warwick &
Legler);

NBC; from
EDT:

L.

A.;Thur,

Til, Sept 26
"Information, Please,"

EDT.

Sun., Sept. 28

Atlantic' City, Sept. 23.
industry's gotta code and

Denny's

administering it."
This
threat hang* over the broadcasters,
following NAB' Board action Friday
(19) approving the' code conditionally and Federal Communications
Commission Chairman Charles R.
Denny's declaration last week that
Commission might nse: those parts of
the standards it regards "m the public interest" as a yardatick to measure stations' past performance when
their licensee come up for renewal.

Denny's pronounciamento brought
groans from all four' network heads
and National Association of Broadcasters topside brass," all of

whom

"building dentures for a toothless
code," to get back on the main track
and support a good, sound Code.
He tried to reassure his audience by
pointing to impact of past NAB
- Prosecution
af James C. PetrilU Code» ; and suggested wallop of this
under the Lea Act will be renewed one, still in a "voluntary" status,
probably early In October,- accord- might be neither better nor worse.
ing to Otto Kernel-, Jr., federal atHa warned, however, "Even if you
torney here, who disclosed that an adopt a code and even if it is a good
amended criminal Information was code, we are not going to tear up
being prepared by the Attorney the Blue Book or close the office
General's office In Washington.
at 13th and Pennsylvania Avenue.
Amended papers should -arrive In the final analysis a code can at
here this week at which time Kerner most be a guide... the final responwill file ease and ask Federal Judge sibility is with the individual licensee
Walter J. LaBuy to set trial date.
(Continued- on page 32)
Judge LaBuy dismissed earlier
charge against Petrllle from which
government appealed.

^

by

DeSoto-Plymouth

(BBD&O); CBS, from

L.

A.;

EST.

Jimmy Durante, comedy, sponsored by Rexall (Ayer); NBC,
from L. A.; Wed., 10:30-11 p. m,EST.

Mon., Sept. 29
R. Murrow, comment,

Edward

sponsored by Campbell Soup
(Wheelock); CBS, from N. Y.;
Mon.-Fri., 7:45-8 p. m., EST.
"Three-Star Extra," news, with
Ray Henle, Felix Morley, Ned
Brooks, sponsored by Sun Oil
(Burnett); NBC, from Washington; Mon.-Fri., 6:45-7 p. m.; EST.
"Superman," juvenile drama,

sponsored by Kellogg (Kenyon
Eekhardt); Mutual, from N. Y.;
Mon.-Fri, 5:15-5:30 p. m.. EST.
"Capt.
Midnight,"
juvenile
drama, sponsored by Wander Co.
for Ovaltine (Blackett); Mutual,
from N. Y; Mon.-Fri., 5:30-5:45

&

p. m.,

EST.

.

"Tom Mix," juvenile drama,
Sponsored by Ralston Purina
(Gardner); Mutual, from N. Y.;
Mon.-Fri., 5:45-6 p. m., EST.
Tucs., Sept. 30

"Amos

'n'

Andy," comedy, with

Freeman Gosden, Charles Correll, sponsored by Lever Bros,
Lifebuoy
(Ruthrauff
&
Ryan); NBC, from L. A., Tues.
EST.
"Vox Pop," interviews, with
Parks Johnson, Warren Hull,
sponsored by American Express
tMathes); ABC, from on tour;
Wed., 8:30-9 p. m., EST.
for

9-9:30 p. m.,

Thur., Oct. t

"Aldrich
Family,"
comedy,
Ezra Stone, sponsored by General

Foods cereals (Y&R); NBC,

from N.
EST.
.Al

by

Y.; Thur:, 8-8:30 p. m.,

Jolson, variety, sponsored'

Kraft

NBC, from
p. m.,

cheese

(Thompson);

L. A.; Thur., 9-9:30

EST.

Bob Hawk,
Reynolds

quiz, sponsored by
for
Camel cigaret;

(Esty); NBC, from N. Y.; Thur.,
10-10:30 p. m., EST.
Sat., Oct. 4

Kay Kyser, music-quiz, sponsored by Colgate-Palmolive-Peet

.

Petrillo
'

Atlantic City, Sept. S3.

Okays

An all-industry committee— representing AM,
and television, interests, networks, indies and web
affiliates
is now in the process of
formation to negotiate with
Chicago, Sept. 28.
czar James Petrillo.
AFM, Monday (22), signed agreeIndustry partisans forgot their own intra-mural ment with two educational associajealousies last week and voted unan- tions permitting ichool musicians to
imously to put ur a united fight broadcast and cut disks on nonagainst the
chief's edict ban- commercial
basis.
Meeting was
ning all live music on
networks. called by Rep. Carroll D. Keams
,

.

FM

School Beasts

—

AFM

AFM

FM

The latest Petrillo bombshell was
dropped on FM stations WASH,
Washington, and WHFM, Rochester,
key stations in the Continental FM
web, effective last Thursday (18).
As a result, sponsor StrombergCarlson will substitute a' dramatic
series for the

(Rep., Pa.), chairman of Congressubcommittee investigating
James C. Petrillo. Pact
was- signed by Petrillo, Luther A.

sional

activities of

Richman, president- of Music Educators National Conference, am! Harold C. Hunt, head of American

symphony orchestra Assn.

of School Administrators:
New concession allows students to
contracted for the next 15
broadcast on non-commercial airers
weeks- on the FM web.
If
resolutions
and committees and to cut audition disks for study
purposes-.
Still nixed for juve mu(Continued on page 32)
sieians are fields- of entertainment,
civic parades, club or civic functions, or any function for labor or

stints

2 CINCY

(Bates); NBC, from L. A.; Sat.,
10-10.30 p. m., EST.
Sun:, Oct. $

"Ford Theatre," drama, with
Howard Lindsay, sponsored by
Ford (K&E); NBC, from N. Y.;
Sun., 5-6 p. m., EST.
Jack Benny, comedy, sponsored
by American Tobacco for Lucky
Strike (F, C&B); NBC, from
L. A.; Sun., 7-7:30 p. m., EST.
Phil Harris-Alice Faye, comedy, sponsored by Fitch shampoo (Ramsey); NBC, from L. A.;
Sun., 7:30-8 p. m„ EST.
Fred Allen, comedy, sponsored by Standard Brands for
Tenderleaf tea and Royal dessert
(Thompson); NBC, from N. Y.;
Sun.. 8:30-9 p. m., EST.
"Meet Me at Parky's," comedy,
with Harry Einstein, sponsored
cooperatively;
Mutual,
from
L. A.; Sun., 9:30-10 p. m„ EST.

M.

,

&

Cone
Belding);
L. A.; Wed., 9:30-10
p. m., EST.
Blng Crosby, variety, sponsored by Philco
(Hutchins);
ABC, from L. A.; Wed., 10-10:30

Sun., 10-10:30 p. m., EST.

"Hollywood Star
Preview,"
drama, Sponsored by Whitehall
Pharmacal for Anacin and Kolynos (SSC&B); NBC, from L. A.;
Sun., 6:30-7 p. m., EST.

Chicago, Sept.

ABC, from

p. m.,

"Christopher Wells," drama,
with Myron McCormick, sponsored

'

Strike (Foote,
quiz.,

Fadiman, John Kieran,
Franklin P. Adams, sponsored
cooperatively; Mutual, from N.Y.;
Clifton

Fri., 9:30-10 p. m.,

5)

"Duffy's
Tavern,"
comedy,
with Ed Gardner, sponsored by
Bristol-Myers for Ipana and Sal
Hepatica (Young & Rubicam);
NBC, from L. A.; Wed., 9-9:30
p. m., EST.
Abbott * Costello, comedy,'
sponsored cooperatively; ABC,
from L. A.; Wed., 9-9:30 p. m,
EST.
Jack Paar, comedy, sponsored
by American Tobacco for Lucky
.

10:30-11 p. m.,

.

musicals slated as replacements.
Both stanzas have some time to go
under the current options, it's ex-

,

1

In PetriDo Fight

.

FCC and

•

"The

termed the statement "unfortunate,"
"disappointing" and "Just what the
industry was trying to avoid" This
ws»: only sour hot* in Denny's Convention talk, however, which won
an ovation from the industry second
only to' prexy Justin Miller's.
Industry's reaction to Denny was generally that "he talk* our language."
Denny urged the NAB membership to ease their minds about FCC'a

.

Cite Brockton Reversal

C Soundotf
:

DIRECTOR. OF KLZ

,

State Beacon which planned to
hold out only 4% of its time for
austainers. In proposed finding, this
was made principal issue in the FCC
turndown. In final decish. Commisducked the program issue,
sion
hinging its preference on fact that
owners would operate the station.
2. At least four of the present FCC
bench can be counted on to give
the NAB Code a chance to notch
program standards upward and to
let Blue Book go by default. They
are Chairman Denny, Commissioners
E. K. Jett, E. M. Webster and Robert
O. Jones.
3. Surveys of U. S. radio fare, in
eluding last week's up to the minute
analysis by NAB Research Director
Ken Baker, "unequivocally refute
Blue Book, findings, with result that

-

'He Talks Our Language,' Industry

.

Bay

*

•

'

:

WOR's

..

'

'

•1
••
off the new Benny.
Similarly Jimmy Durante, says the network, -doesn't fee<l' Berman
has fully captured the- real Schnoz; that those elfin qualities just aren't
there. General consensuses that overall Berman turned in a sock job.

knocks

As

Gets Nod

National Association of Broadcasters
convention members' last week: that
Ail-Nite Jockey,
the Blue Book is bloody .but unbleached and still stands as "funda*
But He'll Soft Pedal Disks
mental FCC policy," most industry
WNEW's (N.Y.) Jack Lescoulie is
men, including NAB top brass, are
c6nvinced the program report has WOR's (N. Y.) bpy for the all-night
by. stint. He dug in for the 2-5:45 a.m.
been given the chlorox treatment
the chore Monday (22), after winning
FCC. With present makeup of
FCC bench; they believe the Blue fhe nod' over 800-odd aspirants..
He's under orders, however', to be
Book is a dead duck.
As a case in~ point, NAB prexy almost a diskless disk jockey. Stamuch tion has found,' after a good deal
Justin' Miller, obviously on
this of probing the peculiar pets and
friendlier terms With Denny
of bates of hightpwl dialers, that they'd
year than last, indicated no fear
future Blue. 'Book- recriminations much rather' have a character gabagainst broadcasters in his keynote bing to' them Jhan platters' spinhe pointed to ning. Hence, Lescoulie will Virtually
instead,
address,
FCC
twirl the wax -only when he runs
"much improved relations With
during the past year," adding signi- out- of breath, needs a drink of
'•'
pro- water, etc.- ficantly that «foreign-trained

They point to;
1. Fact that FCC clearly ducked a
court test of the Blue Book by reversing itself in a final decision on a
three-way-fight~tor- a new station -in
Brockton, Mass. FCC men are not
denying that unwillingness to test
the. program report in this case
played a part in -the Commission
change of heart. In both proposed
and final decisions, FCC denied the

.carica-

tures do for him, especially .when they're black-and-white end topped
off by a white hair-do which, he says, makes him ldok considerably

NBC

Although Federal Communications f
Commission Chairman" Charles R;
Denny, Jr., insisted in his talk to Lescoulie

'

..

For one

Makeup

of Federal Bench, Code'* Priority,
Improved FCC-NAB Relation* Factors—See
Brockton Reversal as Tipoff on Trend

Present

DM JOCKEYS

GET AFRA HEAVE-HO
Cincinnati, Sept. 23.

Nelson

WCKY

King

and

Bill

religious groups:
Petrillo was asked

Interlochen, Michigan,
Dr. Joseph Maddy, who

about Camp
headed by

Wai expelled

Dawes, from union after dispute

in

which

disk jockeys, received notice' camp student
musicians were forof their expulsion from bidden to play over
nets.
He said
the American Federation of Radio that Interteohem
Was- commercial
Artists. Oustings are penalty for and not covered
by hew pact.
their having returned to their 'jobs
on the station against an order of
the local AFRA executive board.
The AFRA unit walked out several Toot Will Decide
months ago after the affiliated AFL
technicians' group went on strike.
last

week

On

'or'

"The two men have a right to
earn a living and the expulsion wil»
not affect their status with the station," the
management an-

WCKY

nounced.
Before the expulsions were announced, WCKY filed an amended
suit for increased damages against
the technicians' local, alleging breach

of contract via the walkout.

Chicago, Sept. 23.
Toni Permanent Wave's- search for
a soaper, through its- agency, Foote,
Cone & Belding, has- definitely nar-

rowed down to "Masquerade" and
"Lone Journey."
Final choice will be made on the
of Schwerin tests, with the
winner scheduled for the 11-11:15
m. slot on NBC, beginning Oct. 27.
basis
a.

i_
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SIFT TAYOLAS' ON
Atlantic City? Never Again!

BMB Directors Move to Woo Mutual;

FCC NO LIKE

Dog-tired, footsore broadcasters, weary after four days' exposure to
Atlantic City sun and plenty of hot air at Convention Hall, are now
that this year's convenin the process of making it plain to the
tion ,was definitely not the dish they ordered.

NAB

to feel NAB did a swell job of organization but plenty of hot letters are expected here blasting Atlantic City
as a convention site, the wholesale failure of the resort hotels to honor
long-held NAB reservations and the difficulties of making contact
when 3,000 (convention goers are bedded down in a dozen, widely separated hotels. These general gripes appear to have watered down
any enthusiasm the broadcasters may have entertained for the Convention sessions themselves.
Survey of returned station men and attorneys indicates strong
feeling that this Convention— with the exception of the Code discussions and post-Convention anti-Petrillo resolutions—lacked both
the wallop and spirit of last year's Chi meet.
Here are some of the gripes:
radio apparently came
1. Small station men and newcomers to
away with impression that webs are still calling all the plays at
NAB and that the Association, badly in need of more dough, has to
play ball with the big fellows as their best chance of plumping the
NAB kitty. Some sentiment was found that NAB has grown too
big to adequately care for all segments of its membership during
single brief convention.
2. Although Petrillo problem was No. 1 concern of all broadcasters
present, NAB soft-pedaled the entire subject.
Again, wee-watters
and new NAB'ers who were attending their first convention protested that not enough attention was given to the No. 1 problem of
survival. As evidence, some pointed to "shotgun" tactics in pushing
through the Code, even in tentative form, and earmarking of only
one session to economic problems. A few managers thought both
Denny and the NAB could have dredged up more advice for them.
3. Slipshod handling of balloting for new Directors is being mentioned as indication that NAB elections are cut and dried, to perpetuate the old guard.
was general dissatisfaction with hastily-assembled non4. There
radio speakers—NAM's ultra-conservative Robert Wason and James
O'Neill, Of the American Legion.
5. Convention-goers' complaint about the BMI entertainment for
the NAB' annual banquet was that there was not too little, but too

CBS Stand Puzzle, lo Outlook Bright

TEE' PRACTICE

Most broadcasters appear

1

much talent, and affair was at least an hour too long. Entertain-?
ment wound up at 12:23 p.m., with many broadcasters sneaking out
in mid-program.
6. Broadcasters,
attorneys, and everybody else in Atlantic City
"to make a deal" were griped by difficulties of catching up with
people, most of them en route to any one of several parties in a
half-dozen different hotels. Attorneys had a special protest that
this year they could not even catch up with clients who had made
prior appointments with them. Unlike the Chi convention last year
...where the- lawyers -picked up plenty of -new -business, plaint -thisyear is that everybody is trying to sell his station at a fancy figure
-

before the' bottom drops out of radio.

OSU Alumni Set Council to Make
University Radio Training Ground
plan to make Ohio
State Univ., hohie of the Institute for
Education by Radio, the country's

Ambitious

NAB's Sock Press Job
Washington, Sept.

No.

1 training ground for the broadcasting industry, was disclosed Mon(22)
when a self-constituted
advisory council" of OSU
alumni met in the New York office
of CBS prexy Frank Stanton.

day

"radio

I.

Keith Tyler, director of the in-

stitute, came east for the meeting.
Alumni on the council, in addition to

Stanton, are Robert K, Richards,
public relations director of the
National Assn. of Broadcasters; Gene
King, manager of.
(N. Y.)
program operations.

WOR

The alumni-sponsored project to
supplement OSU's. present radio curriculum with courses designed to
give students realistic, brass-tacks
instruction in all phases of commercial radio operation, has been
quietly afoot for months.
The undertaking stemmed from a feeling
on the part of the alumni that colleges as a whole offer students interested in radio caVeers largely theory and too little practical preparation for the jobs to be done in commercial broadcasting.

23.

Scribes,
who covered last
year's National Association of

Broadcasters meet in Chicago,
are in process of framing a formal vote of thanks to NAB press
director Charles Batson, PRO
Bob Richards and staff for coverage setup provided at this
year's Atlantic City Convention.
Pressmen are expressing
thanks for full and prompt coverage of Convention sessions
provided by the NAB staff with
help from network flack's: Joe
Dine, NBC; Jack Pacey, ABC;
Clarence Worden. CBS; and
Frank Zuzolo. of Mutual.
•

Cantor Scriptless Idea

Atlantic City, Sept. 23.

Washington, Sept,

23.

this

week whether

make

a decision
"payoffs" in radio

Pabst Show Gets in Form
Hollywood, Sept. 23.
Eddie Cantor will forego a scriptless broadcast on his getaway for
Pabst Thursday (25) night but will

Atlantic City, Sept. 23.

Something unique in radio
public relations cropped up' at
the NAB convention when NBC
"unveiled" it 16-page comic book
describing tha behind-the-scenes

will be permitted. Commission is
het up over fact that some radio station bidders are getting paid up to
$10,000 to pull out their applications
and let their competition go on the
air without need to go through competitive hearing. FCC'ers point out
that this means the Commission just
by handing out a station permit may
be encouraging an outright racket

development of an NBC show.
idea took the fancy of the
broadcasters
and v apparently

Whole

•

NBC

wasn't kidding when it said
the comics would be devoured by adults as well as
school kids.
What few copies
reached Atlantic City got a terthat

and "shakedown deals" in radio.
Newest case to catch FCC's eye
was referred up to full FCC bench
by Commissioner Clifford J. Durr.

play.
Initial printing of 1,250,000
copies is going out to students,
teachers and parents throughout
the country and is being published as an insert in Scholastic

J. Griffith

An FCC rule requires an applicant
who pulls out his bid to file an
affirming whether he did
or did not receive any dough from
his competition. The pix company
filed an. affidavit showing a competing bidder in nearby Joplin, Mo.,

.

rific

Broadcasting Co., owners of an indie chain of pix houses
in Texas and the Southwest; came
before Durr with a request to "dismiss without prejudice" a bid for a
new station in Parsons, Kan. The
exhibitor company pointed out that
"it had received no consideration for
its decision to withdraw," adding
that the company since filing for
Parsons had picked up two radio
properties in Texas and did not wish
to expand .further in the radio field.

H.

mag.
Comic book splurge designed
primarily to give juves the lowdown on NBC programming is
the curtain-lifter on NBC's bid
for "a stronger industry public
relations setup."
Consensus is
that the comic book technique
permitting for mass circulation
hits the bulls-eye.

affidavit

had agreed

to

pay

it

$6,900. to

cover

legal and engineering fees incident
to its Parson's application, once Joplin got its. permit from the FCC.
Durr wanted to know next what the

money was changing hands

for,

Cross-the-Board

if

-

.

:

the other of their bids so both of
them could get on the air that much
quicker. Commission lent a sympathetic ear to this predicament and
approved the transfer of the coin.

NAB APPOINTS NEW
MEET COMMITTEE
Atlantic City. Sept. 23.

Almost lost in the excitement over
and Petrillo matters was an
Board vote last Friday (19)
giving strong endorsement to BMB
and appointment of committee to

name

1948

spring.
cago, is

convention

site

next

Plan, now emerging from the blueprint stage, with a series of "dry
runs" in the offing before the technique goes into regular use on the
air,
calls for CBS newscasters to
cover spot-news scenes with recorders, return to their newsrooms
and edit the waxed material, then
go on the air and report the event,
dubbing in playbacks of the recorded
highlights.

ministration,

Tentative plans envision inviting
network toppers and other industry
leaders to serve on the council. Experts in various branches of broadcasting probably will be invited to
lecture before the OSU classes. The
council also hopes to establish onthe-job training, such as giving OSU
radio students summer vacation jobs
in network and station departments,
as a supplement to the program.

Innovation would condition show

for television. Pabst, among the most
tele-minded of radio clients, is all
for giving it a try, and there are no
objections. They ask only that
script be cleared with continuity acceptance, and that it be followed
with a minimum of adlib. Said one
network exec, "we'll exercise our
normal control, and make no demands inconsistent with our policy
despite new technique."

NBC

WGAL,

reelected,

WMRN,

Lancaster,

Pa.,

E.

show

to continue

to

while Robert T.
Marion, took office

WJJD, Chicago were named

as directors for the large stations. In FM,

three other networks are committed, there exists within the Columbia hierarchy so many doubts about
the acceptabality of BMB's general,
research functions and objectives as
to make the membership condition
virtually worthless.
Mutual's outright maverick stand
has drawn the pressure of reconciliation from CBS and
is fully
aware of the fact that this is merely
a temporary ..diversion. Columbia's
quizzical regard toward the
operation centers around two factors. First, CBS is as strongly opposed as ever to any question in a

BMB

BMB

survey which is based on or
aUTed wi th The "Whar"staWon " d&
you listen to most" technique, and;
it feels BMB ought to offer a specific blueprint of the types
of research the organization will engage in between coverage jobs.
During the BMB session of the
NAB convention last week, it was
disclosed that only 120 stations have
subscribed ,to BMB's study No. 2,
which has been postponed to March,
•

'

secondly

1948.

The

BMB

latest

financial

statement puts its total cash assets
at $78,000. Broadcasters close to the
BMB situation seem to .be of the
opinion that the enlistment of the'
networks is. of much greater import
than the
board has made it

BMB

appear to date, particularly from,
the financial point of view.
As these broadcasters see it, the
networks are merely going through
a period of maneuvering for favored
research philosophy and method, but
•

(Continued on page 32)

Schroder Exits

WINS in Reshuffle
Executive shuffle in the Crosley
Broadcasting Co. changes the top

Brown's Sports

Joe

for the first time.

few weeks ago Cantor an- John Shephard, 3d, WGTR-FM, Bosnounced he would do one or more ton, and Willard Egolf, WBCC-FM,
OSU officials have now allocated shows this season without benefit of Bethesda, Md., were named to represent Class B and Class A FM's.
funds for the project
script once on the air.

A

unofficially advised the organiza-.
tion it will not come in unless all

management of the firm's two stations, WINS, New York, and WLW,

national tour with "rtarvey" road
company, which resumed last week
Air show is being
Detroit.
in
handled
by Frederick Brothers.
In the medium - station category,
Show permits comic to be picked up
both T, A. M. Craven, WOL, Washwherever
he's playing.
It's written
ington manager, and G. Richard
and announced by John Holbrook,
Shafto, WIS, Columbia, S. C. were
and will be five times weekly, qtjarreelected. WTIC Hartford manager
Paul Morency and Howard Lane, ter-hour, with Brown giving Inside

was

Mason,

'

NBC was regarded by tha
board as already in the fold. ABC
has indicated that it will sign if the'
network membership includes any
other two networks. Columbia's position is the one that has the BMBites quite puzzled. While CBS has

Cincinnati. Willard Schroeder, general manager of WINS for some
years, steps ,out, with Eldon Park,
vice-president of the company and
program director of WLW, taking
charge of the New York outlet.
Schroeder, who managed the station

Howard Lane, WJJD, Chi-

Collough.

BMB

ing to be done with the other net-

works.

Experiments looking toward regu(Continyed on. page 34)

•

and publicity.

finding out how this potential "listenability" measuring device can be
made to fit in with BMB's own survey patterns.
Despite this gesture of conciliation toward Mutual, the members <MT~
the
board appeared to feel
that there was still much more sell-

1

Show Auditioned; Nixes
chairman of the convention
committee. He will work with HarOverall idea of the advisory counCiggie, Liquor Sponsors
Fellows, WEEI, Boston; William
cil is to assist OSU is developing
a try it later. Cast, when scripts were old
Way, KVOO, Tulsa; William B.
Hollywood, Sept. 23.
full-fledged school of communicapassed out for rehearsal, was in Smullin. KIEM, Eureka, Cal., and
tions, including such medium as FM
Joe E, Brown has quietly cut an
favor of the video treatment later in Robert T. Mason, WMRN, Marion, O.
audition record for "Joe E. Brown's
and television, but concentrating
sufficiently
they've
after
season
Eight new directors? including-two Sports' Almanac" of Air," with definparticularly at the outset upon prothey
warmed to roles. Cantor feels
reps of FM stations, took office at ite sponsor in mind.
viding down-to-earth training for
can memorize lines if he can, since the Friday meeting.
such broadcasting specialties as proShow will be a live backstage
he carries bulk of show.
For the small stations, Clair Mcgram building,
permit Brown
radio advertising, adpromotion,
research

Broadcast Measurement Bureau'*
board of directors joined in a tactical move at its meeting here Friday (19) to assuage the sentiments
of Mutual toward the research organization. Upon a motion of Linnea
Nelson, chief time buyer for J.
Walter Thompson, N. Y., the board
voted to review MBS' engineeringcoverage study with the intent ot

BMB

Showcasing For

not—to persuade the- exhibitors—to
back out of broadcasting and let the
CBS }s quietly prepping. "a new.
Joplin applicant get his station on dimension" in its regular news covthe air six months sooner.
erage via the most extensive use of
Commission this week must decide tape recordings, both in the U. S.
whether the H. J. Griffiths bid will and abroad, yet attempted by a netbe dismissed with Or without preju- work.
Tentatively, the plan is to
dice. If the former, the film outfit inaugurate the new service, which
could not reapply for a station in CBS news chiefs look upon as the
this market for at least another inevitable next step in radio news
year.
coverage, in an 11:15 p.m. cross-the
FCC hopes to arrive at a policy on board stanza.
such deals, since some involve anyThe technique has had on^ trial
where from $10,000 to $20,000. On airing. Last Wednesday (17) night,
the other hand, Commission says Larry Lesueur went on in the 11:15
some such payoffs are bona fide. It period with a report on Secretary of
cites situation in* Michigan, where State
Marshall's talk before the
some former WACS put all their United Nations General Assembly in
dough into bids for two stations in which waxed highlights of Martowns where their only competi- shall's
address
were utilized.
tion was the same partnership of Lesueur ,and Wells (Ted) Church,
two ex-GI's. The GI's went to the CBS news director, spent the day at
WACS and offered to pay their Flushing Meadows recording the ad$2,000 legal and engineering fees if dress and readying the 15 - minute
the gals would give up either one or airer.

code
Temporary Camphor As NAB

In

NBC's 'Comics' a Hit

Federal Communications Commission will have to

sports

stories,

interviews,

predic-

tions, etc.

under Hearst ownership, has no immediate plans.
William Robinson, sales manager
of WINS, is being shifted to Cincinnati to succeed Park as
"program "Erector," but without the
vice-president title.
No appointee

WLW

for the
has been

WINS

set.

sales

program director

as

managership

Jerry Danzig continues

Clay Morgan

of

WINS.

Still

result of his fall last

the

NAB

convention.

week during

It's

minimum

initely out.

semi-conscious condition.

five

likely he'll

be confined to the hospital for «
of six weeks.
Morgan has a possible skull fracture. For several days he was in a

top sportswriters
will supply him with weekly stories.
Cigaret and liquor sponsors are def-

Understood

Serious

Atlantic City, Sept. 23.
asst. to the president
of NBC, continues In a serious condition at Atlantic City hospital as

Clay Morgan,

—

1

-
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Wccbwday, September

Royal Hammond Kersta

Info

New

Chicago, Sept. 23.
Now that bistros have been
covered, the next lush field for
tele retailers

Posts as NBC Hypos Tele Expansion

Finds That

of engineering operations.
order to allow O. B. Hanson,
veepee and chief engineer to devote
bis major time to aiding Mullen in
development of NBC's nationwide
video system.)
James - Hr Nelson, from -assistant
director of advertising and promo-

director
(In

tien,
tion.

into

Hammond's former

McElrath will assume
sibility for

posi-

full respon-

management and opera-

tion of the technical aspects of

sound

About 10 large-screen projection

pected, to .begin operating in the
near future. Stations in several of
these oities have been programming
experimentally but even this, in
Leading film- musical director in most cases, has been confined to test
the Bast. Universal Pictures, March patterns. According to UST execs,
of Time, Columbia Pictures. Con
tele has become so commonplace in
ductbr Carnegie "Pop" Orch. Laat New York, Los Angeles and other
all-Gershwin concert at Bridgeport
keys in which stations have been on
Stadium drew 10,000.
the air for some time that there's a
Lang-Worth Transcriptions
S00
tendency to overlook the fact that
Radio Stations
"Mood Music""Sliver Strings"— "Radio Production it's still a novelty in most of the
country.
Aids."
%
FOX MOVIETONE STUDIO BLDG. UST is presently selling the greatest percentage of its set output outYORK CITY
side of N.Y. and has salesmen canvassing every city in which a station
construction permit has been issued.
Projection model is still getting a big
play in remote places, such as fire
houses in metropolitan suburbs. In
addition, several of the large-screen
sets have been donated to N.Y. hosIn,
pitals .as gifts, with tele being used
for recreational therapy.
Washington, Sept. 28.

JACK SHAINDLIN

—

—

NEW

broadcasting and the business adsain istration of homeofflce engineer
.iag groups, reporting to John
McDonald, administrative veepee of
finance, on matters pertaining to
management of the department.
McElrath, with Raymond Guy,
radio facilities engineer; Chester
•Rackey, audio and video facilities
Three new bids for tele operation
engineer, and Robert E. Shelby, di- hit the
Federal Communications N. Y.
rector of technical development, will
eentinue to report to Hanson on Commission in -a single day last
Commission engineers
matters of technical design and en- week (19).
gineering.
report that at least another dozen
New York Daily News, priming
The appointments, Mullen -ex- bids are expected within
the next for an early start to its television
plained,. "do.. »ot .alter the line of
operation, has begun to compile a
two months;
authority and responsibility .estabmotion picture library of stock
New applicants' are Connecticut. full
lished in connection with organizashots it hopes to use in its news and
tion changes announced on Aug. 1." Broadcasting Co., WDRC, Hartford; other shows. Station
hopes to hit the
Mullen explained that Royal will WHP, Ine, Harrisburg,
P«. and air sometime next year, with both
assist him in developing new talent
its studios and transmitter located
and features for tele. "With two Trent Broadcasting Co., WTTM, atop the Daily News Bldg.
more stations joining our video net- Trenton, N. J. Outstanding fact
To facilitate program planning
work this year, many more planning: about all three requests is" that they work, special advisory board has
to join In 1948, and with technicians come from smaller towns, two of been set up t by prexy F. M. Flynn
beginning to gather the country which (Harrisburg and Trenton) Among those on the board are
-together by coaxial cable and radio now have -only a isingle tele assign- women's editor
Mary King, beauty
relay, programming has now become ment and stand to lose that under editor
Antoinette Donnelly, film
«f prime importance to television," a proposed FCC reallocation of the critic Loretta King, syndicate mananumber 1 video channel.
Mullen declared.
ger Molly Slott, radio editor Ban
Hanson, in addition to assisting
will .spend $102,774 on Its Gross, sports ^editor Jimmy Powers,
Mullen in planning expansion of the station, relying on a $50,000 loan and drama editor John Chapman and
technical phases of tele, will super- will operate on channel No. 10 with columnists Bd
Sullivan and Danton
vise the building and installation of -a 5kw=sound and picture transmitter. Walker.
.new
stations,
inter-connections, Statien expects to rely on network
relays and other engineering fa- shows for half its program hours.
Sponsors
cilities.
In
Harrisburg^ the
Telegraph
Despite an apparent overshadow- Press, owner of WHP,
.is applying
Showcase
- (Continued on page 27)
for the No. 10 slot and will plow
Hollywood, Sept. 23:

H

tions here.

3

New Tele Bids

DAILY NEWS

:

..

WDRC

.

Agency

As

$190,065

Phone-Vision Free
All Tele Sets,

station construction.
The Press withdrew a tele bid last
year in the middle of the CBS color

To

fight

McDonald

Answers RCA's Sarnoff

.

.

Chicago, Sept. 23.
The battle of the press releases
between SCA's Gen. David Sarnoff
said Zenith radio's Comdr. E. F.
McDonald continues at furious pitch.
Latest paper salvo was fired by
McDonald last week in reply to a
barrage on pay-as-you-see television
laid down by Sarneff during a
luncheon speech at the recent NBC
convention.
Sarnoff attacked Phone- Vision as
*an idle dream" that would introduce a monopoly feature into tele by
confining its reception to phone subscribers only. In counter-attacking,

McDonald

said:

"Phone-Vision

re-

ceivers do not, as he alleges, limit
their service only to those who
would agree to pay for programs.
They provide for full, free reception
of all sponsored or sustaining programs with commercials that are
broadcast free to owners of ordinary
television sets."

McDonald charged that Sarnoff 's
comments revealed "either serious
distortion

or

complete misunderstanding of facts." His most telling
shot was "In 1925 General Sarnoff
predicted that commercial television
would be here within five years."
Quiet reigns temporarily on both
fronts while publicity troops re-

group

for further assaults.

into

Former Congressman Elmer Wene,

WTTM, Trenton, is asking for the No. 1 channel. He'll locate his studios at 3*1 State St.,
Trenton, program initially 112 hours

operator of

News

KTLA

To showcase its wares—and get a
rime priority—the Buchanan Co.
has started sponsoring "Tele-News
Digest," a 10-minute reel of strictly
foreign news on Paramount'* KTLA.
Is- -a sponsor looking?
Reel contains seven clips of
events happening abroad and marks
the introduction here of standard
l»m. newsteels to the medium. Impression here is WBKB, Chicago,

a month and spend $104,305 on station construction.
Wene may have
to de some digging for another chan- will also get it.
nel if and when FCC follows through
*
on a proposal to nip the No. 1 chan- ;>»»
4
»»+
nel away from television.
Television Review
Meanwhile, the FM Assn. joined
;:
The National Assn. of Broadcasters V «*
«*
*4t
4
4<
and the Television Broadcasters
Ass'n here las week and sought oral SPORTS SCRAP BOOK
With
BUI
Campbell,
Stoney
McLtnn
argument on the FCC proposal to
walk off with the primary video Fredacer: Ernie Walling
Stoney McLinn
slot.
FMA wants the 44-90 mc re- Writer:
Alias.; We*., 7:45 p.m.
gion, now assigned as the No. 1 tele Sustain
lag
channel, given over to FM relays.
WPTZ, Phllly
Two w.k. PhUly sports spielers,
Bill Campbell (WCAU) and Stoney
McLinn (WIP) have wrapped up a
video package which has more than
Awards
American Television Society will usual interest of interview type
shews being telecast.
Idea is to
present its fifth annual awards tohave
as
well as
morrow (Thursday) night at the palaverdemonstrations
about the sporting event.
Hoter Barbizon-Plaza, N.' Y. ATS at
When caught, Campbell had a
the same time will fete Maurice powwow with a youngster who
had
Gorham. manager of BBC television won a championship with model airwho's now in the U. S., and the Mr. planes. The kid was unaffected and
and Mrs. tele team of Jinx Falken- proud of his model air skimmers
which he showed off and explained
burg and Tex McCrary.
McLinn s guest was a handicapper
Awards will be similar to those and 'caller" at the Garden
Stale
made in previous years. Citation racetrack who showed on a blackwill also be given this year to some board how they spot horses for
tabulation
of racing results.
individual "who has done most to
Show was
well-handled
and
interesting
remove problems handicapping teleboth
from an aural'standpoint and o.k
to
vision's development.
watchShal.
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satisfaction was
said, with sports

for a stipulated fee.

GRAYCE CHANDLER
Grayce Chandler is the newest
entry in the big league singing
Dudley Chambers, Warner
ranks.
Brothers' vocal genius, and Ray
topflight
studio's
Helndorf, that
orchestrator, have given the comely
lass a healthy start
Bee Walker
ie also high in praise of her newest

The Information gleaned was obtained from questionnaires mailed
to
homes of 1,000 set owners who have
had their sets three months or more
list presumably being that of
a majority of the old hands at viewing.
There are, however, a reported 8,000
sets now in use in the area, includ-

ing demonstrators, bars, etc.
Pr»tr«ins 'Fair'

To the query on present programs
Miss Chandler is set to wax on and reception, 89% voted
'very
United Artists' label, backed by the good," 57%
said "fair" and i4
highly touted and widely discussed
opined "poor." Only 27% replied
Bill Milner orchestra.
"no" to Zenith's "Phone- Vision " -plan,
TIM GAYLE MOT.
protegee.

while

73%

replied affirmatively to

the question of whether or not
they'd be willing to pay for shows.
Latter item is also regarded as significant to the
and radio indus'

Video,

Embraced

Mm

tries.

The

12 Expected

PREPS TELE LIBRARY

However,

demonstrated,

and other events now telecast.
Surpriser was the wide acceptance
indicated for a "pay-as-you-go" plan
for televising as advanced by
the
Zenith Corp., which would feed
shows via a combination of airwaves
and direct line, possibly 'phone lines

models have been sold in Cleveland,
and other
Cincinnati, Pittsburgh
cities in which tele stations are ex-

of

George McElrath, from manager
of the engineering department to

The summarized check also indikeen audience desires to see

cates

other types of programs than those
now afforded on two operating sta-

United States Television is currently
filling orders for sets in cities where
there are no shows yet on the air.

Other appointments:

.

video's growth.

Pays Off

conception of television as something akin to a Buck' Rodgers dream,

operating activities, especially those

the tele department to director of
(Department pertele operations.
sonnel will report to Kersta, who
will report directly to Mullen,)

It

Pointing up the general public's

ing."

from manager

first television sur.

Pasadena, with indications, according to Korn, of some effect on
motlon picture attendance and
radio
listening
habits
coincident
with

Sets in Video-Less Cities;

having to do with sound broadcast-

E. Kersta,

Hollywood, Sept. 23
Results of the

vey conducted in Los Angeles
were

released last week by Alexander
Korn's indie Television Research,
of

possible." Hammond will aid
in "administration of various

Noran

fire-

Receivers have been installed
five firehouses of suburban
Oak Park and one in Chicago,
where firemen look to tele to re'»'".:".
place pinochle.

U.S.

personnel involving John F. Royal,
tele veepee; Charles P. Hammond,
ad-promotion director, and others.
Both Royal and Hammond were
named assistants to Mullen. Royal's
assignment will be to work with
Mullen "in complementing our excellent facilities with the best pro-

Mullen

promises to be

houses.
in

announced intention oftstepping up development of its plans
for a coast-to-coast television serv'
ice, with special emphasis on sightand-sound programming, was inv
plemented yesterday iTues.) when
exec veepee Frank E. Mullen disclosed a major reshufflinji of top

NBC's

grams

24, 1947

Th* Smok* Set

As Educ'l Medium

survey purports

to

show

that ^5% of the audience queried
attended lass sports events after

buying receivers, while 37% conIndicating that television's use as tinued the same
attendance and 6%
a medium of education may eventu- went mora
frequently. Part of the
ally equal its use for entertainment, audience that
never went to sports
video was accepted for visual edu- events attended
20% more after
cation purposes last weak by both J*ttang sets,
while 80% never at-

New York

the

Univ.

Collage of
J., high

Medicine and the Nutley, N.
school.

Nutley school gets its video kicks
through a receiver especially designed for school use by Industrial
Television, a Nutley outfit. Installed
in

the

tending continued apace.
Among 77% of video audience, ralistening decreased af tor—setsinstalled and listening, habits
remained unchanged for 23%. To the
question of preference if both radio
»nd video favorite shows were siring
simultaneously,
voted a video
preference to 14% for radio.
dio

Declaring that tele Is ready now
for use in surgery instruction. Dr.
John H. Mulholland, chairman of
N. Y. U. med school's surgery de
partment, said the only thing Immediately lacking is color video. He
based his statements on the results
of demonstrations staged by RCA
two weeks ago for th* American
College of Surgeons Congress at the
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
"Whereas only one or possibly two
surgeons could formerly observe an
operation and get close enough to
take away additional knowledge,"
Dr. Mulholland said, "a viewing of
these telecasts showed that observation by large numbers of surgeons
has been made possible. The num.
bar of surgeons who can view an
operation now depends only "on the
number of small screens or the size
of a single large screen that television can provide."
Color, he
added, would enhance tele's value by
revealing to viewing surgeons the
quality of depth, which Is opposed
to. black and white's "one detracting
quality -of appearing flat."

school

auditorium,

wei*

M%

Film Attendance Down
Motion picture attendance averaged 3:t time* per month for set
owners prior to buying sets, but now

averages only 2.8, according to the
figures released by Korn. Since
in.
stalling sets 48% of those
queried
now *o to films less, 83% continue
•s before and 1% go more.
Mora than 00% desire to see

first

«m

films, survey shewed, 83%
d*.
newsreel* and a great majority
favor continuation of lots of
sports,
with footbaU leading. Preference
for
musical comedies was expressed
by
Va ri ty *now* *ot
cartoons
I vi ,
grabbed
«8%; mystery and detective
dramatisations, (or which there are

-sire

I

off

%: ,nd fwelogs cam*

f£K2L
with
59%.

WBKB Clawing Heaviest
Sports Sked With Over

50

Contests Set for Screen

the set

brought the students their first view
Chicago, Sept. 23.
„
last week of the United Nations AsHeaviest sports sfced ever telesembly at Lake Success, N. Y.
h3 on- *Ultion » claimed by
Project has reportedly aroused in- E5lL \
WBKB, local BAK video
venture,
terest of N. Y. broadcasters, who are
whieh this fall and winter will
trst n
now considering airing more current
c* m « r»« 0"
3P basketball games,
events and educational programs
28 pigskin outings, and the Blackduring daytime hours for the benehawks hockey games. The station
fit of school kids.
also will continue boxing
and wrestling telecasts
sponsored by Keeley
.

™

Brewing Co.

Crotty Ankles

—— -

Direct

NBC To

WMAL's Tele

Washington, Sept. 23.
Burke Crotty, who has been director of special events for
NBC
television in New York for
the past
eight years, has been inked
by

WMAL-TV

here to direct television

for it.
Station

is owned by "The
Evening
and is an affiliate of the
American Broadcasting Co. Crotty
will work under K. H.
Berkeley
general manager of the video
outlet
and the other two properties WMAL
and WMAL-FM. Crotty televised
first Army-Navy
game, also handled

Star"

nrst video coverage of a
Republican
convention and has several
other
television firsts.

Home

grid

games of Notre Dame

and Northwestern will beN televised
Saturday afternoons, beginning Oct.
under sponsorship of the American Tobacco Co. Televising of the

4,

ND-Iowa

fracas Oct. 25, will

open

WBKffs new relay link with South
Bend. Canadian Ace Brewing Co.
will bankroll six romps
of the Chi
Bears, and Keeley Brewing will underwrite five upcoming clashes of the
Rockets.
Four Cardinal games are
skedded, with no sponsor named.
Brown & Williamson .Tobacco will
pm its label on 10 doubleheader
basketball games at the Chicago Stadium, beginning Dec. 13. Ball bouncing will be done by collegiate cagers
from DePaul and Northwestern.
Sponsor still Is to be snagged for
the shinny sessions of the Blackhawks.
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WWSW Disk Jockey's Job Goes Up
Smoke

In Pitt.

After Blast at City

quite

sor's

.

own

—

LORRY

—

'

sponsorship, of course.

letter

of

editor

'

and

"Pittsburgh.

"Pittsburgh has all of Birmingham's vices and none of its virtues,"
Malotte continued. "All here is
defeat and
*iopelessnes.< stunned
The people are
sullen resentment.
dimwitted citizens, a race of robots,
UncouttTand barbaric, human refuse,
with a complete absence of social

will

sustaining stint on ABC with
Ad la m. as well as make some
MacGregor
transcriptions
Eddie Skrivanek.
Tim GayU is Belle Raine's
sonal rep.

MCA ARTISTS,

do a

Buzz
C. P.

with
per-

LTD.

To

Ohio Airings FRANKIE MASTERS
Cincinnati, Sept. 23.
real interest to midwest housewives, veterans and industrial workers will be Gil Kingsbury's interviews with these same groups in
Britain, aired on
via cable.

Of

WLW

Kingsbury,, head of WLW's Washington news bureau, leaves Friday
(26) for London and plans to be

vestigate

Malotte even took a gander at
Pittsburgh from the sky. "Looking
lines
for Fnll
down," he went on, "the city looks
like a huge hole, literally gutted
Station Coverage
from the surface of the benign
Boston, Sept. 23.
Pennsylvania hills, filled with variWith the addition this week of
ous assorted erector sets, steam and
(Yankee- Mutual) to its out
smoke arising from the long rows of
shanties where things are lets, the Lowell Institute Cooperative
little
made. They look like shanties from Broadcasting Council has cracked
10,000 feet. Closer up they look like every major Hub station after less
what is wrong with America. Spirit- than a year in operation. WNAC,
_
'Mlly they constitute- am" abcessv with its own foundation- sponsoring'
Humorless, drab and living in a huge public service programs, was long

Hp WM€

Hob

'

WNAC

'

reluctant,

The publication of the letter in
Birmingham started it.
Within a
Couple of days, the local newspapers
were deluged with copies, chiefly
from former Pittsbtirghers living in
the South, and they were up in arms.
One of the first of ihe protests came

New

series,

the British coal

mining,

and pottery industries and
the need for machine tools from
Ohio Valley machine shops.
Kingsbury will interview farmers
and housewives and discuss food and
textile

hated ings" on WCOP (ABC) Mondays and
"Your Ideas" on
Wednesdays;
WHDH Sundays; "Our Children" on
WMEX Monday, Tuesday and Wed

'Pittsburgh so much was sticking
around.
They didn't have to wait
long for an answer.
The disk jockey job on the indie
station from 8 to 8 in the morning
is open again.
figured a fellow like that wouldn't possibly be
;
very happy staying in "a very loud
atink" so they promptly fired him.

While Disk Jock Rests
Chicago, Sept.

23.

indie, is cashing in

on

the ad lib reputation of one of its
engineers by making him the
vacation replacement for the disk
jockey who brought the engineer to
•the
listeners' attention.
William
Klinke, who for months has been
staff

erossflring

with Ernie Simon,

staff

Jockey, while turning the dials, will
fill
Simon's matinee spot for two
weeks. Dale Harrison, Chi columnist, is doing Simon's a.m. shows.
Ait Hare, WJJD's gen. mgr., is
solving the union problem by having ei staff announcer read the commercials and making Klinke the staff
member's daily "guest."

FCC Hamstrung

,

thie

headache a

little

"

'"

"

New

more

WLW

daily Atlantic cable. His. reports will
be aired live at least twice a week,
and other comments will be woven
into regular
newscasts, according to Eldon Park, vice-president in charge of programming, for

WLW

(he Crosley Broadcasting Corp. Tentative plans call for him to appear
on two "word front" (Sundays, 11
m. NBC) shows; his regular
a.
Washington report 6:25 p. m. daily
will

be handled by another newsman
unnamed.

as yet

To

Up

On

TO
LEAD OFF FALL SKED

WMCASETS

WJJD. Chi

rs

Worry

reports,

on WINS,

MONROE SERIES

Engineer Takes Over

NEW YORK

Wholesale Show Changes

.

Some

•aired

STOOPNAGLE, ADAMS

producing the "Ford

500 station affiliates.
LANG-WORTH, INC.,

—

WWSW

,to

Meanwhile, the gang is readying
another transcription date for immediate release to Lang-Worth's

makes

iems.

nesday, -and "Crossroads of the Fu Chi Stations Huddle
ture" on WEEI (CBS) Saturdays.
"Crossroads," a discussion on the
Clear
Similarity
Middle East involving professors
from all the cooperating colleges
Housing Shortage Airer
(Boston College, Boston Univ., Harvard, M. I.T., Northeastern & Tufts),
Chicago, Sept. 23.
caught a 5.4 rating with a 32.8%
between WENR's
Similarity
audience availability rating for July "Wanted, A Place to Live" and
and August from Pulse Survey, top WCFL's "I Need An Apartment" has
rating locally for an educational led to an amicable exchange between
show. "Our Weather," whose experts the stations' execs and the underThe Stroud Twins bow off the predicted last week's hurricane and standing that the WCFL stanza will
Vaughn Monroe program after next were on with a full blown discussion be sharply altered or replaced by a
Saturday night's (27) broadcast, /be^ ^f it while it was under way, caught new show. Both are heard on Sunday, both are bankrolled by clothing
ing replaced by F. Chase Taylor a\S rating.
firms, and both aim to get living
(Col. Stoopnagle).
Also. Wendell
quarters for victims of the housing
Adams takes over as producer of the
shortage. WENR airer has priority,
.series, effective this week, succeed'VOICES'
having bowed more than a month
.ing George Zachary, who will devote
ago while the WCFL show preemed
full time
Theatre," starting Opt. 5 in the 5-6
p.m. spot Sundays on NBC.
Camel
the
cigarets
sponsors
Vaughn Monroe series, through the
Esty agency.

fornia.

in Spot Slotting
As Miller explained his bill. FCC
housing problems. He will also talk,
would have authority over what is
Chicago, Sept. 23.
with American veterans in England
heard on the air in only three cases:
Time buyers last week felt the where lotteries, indecent or obscene
and find their attitudes toward universal military training and other initial throbs of the second half of
language is broadcast; when a licenproblems. In all instances, the news- that bi-annual headache the switch see turns over program responsibilman will stress the Ohio Valley and of programs and spot announcements ity to a third person and when a
midwest stake in these British prob-. that accompany _time shifts., What station is programming "wKK an

'•'

INTO

Frankie, Phyllis Myles and all the
boys and glrla of the Masters aggregation are charming the cash
customers with solid music at Casino Gardens, Ocean Park, Cali-

experimental license. There are not
however, will be severe than it was last year is the more than a half-dozen experimenYork. Kings- multiple and wholesale reshuffling tal licenses outstanding at any one
occupying a Saturday bury will report back to
via of shows on the various network time.
r

night slot at 7:45, is called "Have
You Read This?" and presents me:
bers of the English dept. of Boston
Univ. under Dr. Willis Wager' and
Prof. Donald Born in discussions of
American literature, beginning with
to the publisher of the Post-Gazette, Edgar Allen Poe.
Other shows offered by the Coun
which only happens to own WWSW.
everybody wanted to know, in- cil, a well-heeled outfit, include
cluding the local sheets, which "Our Weather" on WBZ-WBZA
printed lengthy excerpts from Ma- (NBC) Saturdays; "We Human Be-

why a guy who

For

Britain

back in New York around Oct. 30.
While abroad, Kingsbury will in-

Consciousness."

lotte's letter,

WLFs Kingsbury

RA11YE

23.

—

hit

letter

admission since,

the Birmingham
News, saying it was a libel on Birmingham to call it "The Pittsburgh
•f the South."
For six columns the News started
the letter on Page One and ran it
Malotte threw
over in the inside
Lorry Raine, titian-tressted new
He called singing star, got her start via Mark
the book at Pittsburgh.
"Sound Off" show on
it everything under the sun, all un- Warnow's
complimentary. "An aesthetic abor- CBS, Is due for a return date October 25. Lorry, oft to this flying
tion, a municipal hovel, a very loud
start, -has also guest-starred
on
stink, a mining town on a vast
"Summerneld Band Concert"* and
scale", the. platter-spinner labeled
California Melodies,"
the

Washington, Sept.

National Assn. of Broadcasters is
secret of the fact that
the tough new code— and not the
free radio" bill authored by its
president, Justin miller is to be the
industry's No. 1 talking point in its
all-out battle for self-rule.
Miller was on hand himself to explain his "Magna Carta" bill to
newsmen at the Atlantic City convention last week, but he admitted
it might take the industry anywhere
from five to 10 years to sell the Congress such strong medicine and concluded this made it all the more
imperative to get a code on the
books by 1948. He foresaw no radio
legislation of any kind from the
next Congress.
Miller's bill takes the radio industry back to the days of 1927 so far
as government regulation of everything except engineering operation
is concerned. It strips the government of any program or business
authority it has actually held or assumed in administering both the
1927 and 1934 radio acts. The pressure limits FCC to role of technical
traffic cop, defines the "public inconvenience or necessity"
terest,
which FCC is supposed to safeguard
efficient
"technically
simply
as
broadcasting reception."
Bill takes FCC entirely out of
program field, outlaws the present
and/or future Blue Books, kicks out
the AVCO precedure of competitive
bidding on stations up for sale, and
expands standard broadcast license
periods from three to five years..

making no

most industry desks, ABC announced that "Exploring," sponsored on Mutual last season by
Revere Copper, will debut next
Sunday (28) on ABC in the 7:30
time slot.
It's
available for

Mayor David Law-

down. and wrote a long

sat

Governmental Regulation

marketing plans."

Same day Kobak's

very much to Malotte.
So one night a couple of weeks back,
*Wck and sort of disillusioned," ac-

to

AH

.

a civic figure down
he arrived in town

fence from the mayor of the southern city.
But obviously the Smoky City

cording to his

Of

sponsorship: 'Exploring the Unknown'
now available be.
.
cause of a change in the spon-

didn't appeal

he

At A. C; Calls for Drastic Throwoff

and growth in facilities, Kobak
reported: "Here are a few of the
shows which have been air-tested and which are available for

with a personal letter of introduction
to Pittsburgh's

Millers 'Magna Carta Sidetracked

cies,

WWSWV

there; in fact,

The unknown future of "Exploring the Unknown" kicked
back on Mutual prexy Edgar Kobak this week, putting him in
the position of plugging a new
ABC show.
In a five-page letter to agenadvertisers and others extolling Mutual's fall show lineup

Pittsburgh, Sept. 23.

Less than a month ago Stanleigh
Malotte came up from Birmingham,
early-morning
£> become
Jjsk jockey, taking over the 6-to-S
..to. special when. Dave Tyson ref;ned after cix year* to go with
CAE. For 11 years, Malotte had
been a theatre organist in Birming-

ham and

2S

You Never Know

Sept.

7.

WCFL execs, who report they
WMCA, New York indie, debuts a
couple of new programs next week were unaware their show duplicated
program, were huddling
the
as part of its refurbished fall schedLovitt
Starting next Monday (29), with the agency, Sydney S.
ule.
"New Voices." showcase for young Co., to work out a variation, if not
an entirely new show. Feeling at
professional talent trying to break
WCFL nevertheless is that there's
into show business, will be heard
room in Chicago for two such public
across-the-board, with each week
man-and- service programs.
different
a
featuring
ABC's o. and o. Chi stawoman performer team. Auditions tion whileisWCFL
is an ABC affiliate.
are going on 'currently, with the
standout talent to be given dates at
one of the Loew's circuit vaude
Roberts
Joe Gottlieb is producing
houses.
Hollywood, Sept. 23.
with Joe O'Brien to handle the em-,
Radio News Club held its first ancee chore.
Same day a unitque Mr. and Mrs. nual elections resulting in Clete Robshow, featuring the William Winters erts being named president. Former
family in a daily series of travelogs ABC'er is with KMPC.
Others named were John Beck, of
recorded on a recent trip to the PaCBS' KNX; v-p, and Bill Burns, of
cific areas, will start a 26-week run.
The Winters, accompanied by an ABC's KECA, secretary - treasurer.
engineer, tramp-steamered through Those named to the board wore
the Far East, using acetate recording George Levin, KMPC: Chet Huntto pick up unusual native festivals, ley. KNX; Fred Henry. KLAC, and
music and opinions from the man- Kerwin Hoover, KFI. Maurice StarProgram is being rels, of KMPC, was named to hanon-the-street.
dle publicity.
syndicated to other indies.

WENR

WENR

Heads Newsmen

schedules.

.

Commission, under

Nothing gives a time buyer that

this bill, could

empty sensation as when discover- not set a station's license for hearing
ing that as' a result of the shifting even if a licensee played nothing
of a grade A network program his but "Home, Sweet Home!" 18-hours
or her little cultivated spot an- a -day or plugged some untested nosnouncement has been left behind trum as a cancer cure. FCC would
and stands there alone and lonely have nothing to say one way or the
on that particular station's schedule. other if a station failed to live up
Such' a situation as a rule requires to program promises made in its
quick reappraisal by the time buyer original application.
and a searcl^ for another stationThe bill borrows three provisions
break niche either on the same sta- from the White Bill, still pending
before the Senate Interstate

Com-

tion or another local outlet.
Judging from the reports of schedule realignments which began last
week to trickle into agencies from

merce Committee. It forbids FCC to
discriminate among bidders by rea-

BUNKER VICE SCALPONE

Commission would have no right to
keep Communists from owning or

son of "race, religious or political
affiliated
stations,
the next two affiliation, or lawful occupation, or
weeks, say time buyers, will see an business association." This section
unprecedented amount of spot an- slaps FCC's former bias against
nouncement checkerboarding.
newspapers entering radio. Theoretically, it would also mean that the

operating radio stations.

FOR Y&R ON COAST

Another White Bill steal is Miller's
Walter Bunker, producer of the provision calling for issuance of
•cease and desist" orders by FCC
when a station persists in technical
violations or broadcasts lottery-like

Fanny Brice show for Young &
Rubicam. becomes manager of the
agency's Hollywood office, effective
immediately, succeeding Al Scalpone.
The move was announced
yesterday (Tues.) on the Coast by

shows,

make

etc.
it

would
any station

This procedure

less likely that

would ever come up for revocation
of license proceedings, since it is
Sylvester L. ("Pat") Weaver,
R given
full advance notice of its misvice-president and radio director.
demeanor. Miller bill also outlaws
Siguard Larmon. the agency prez
the
procedure, making only
and b p a r d chairman, is also in
requirement for a station buyer that
Hollywood.
he possess qualifications of an origiBunker will continue to produce
nal licensee.
the Brice series for General Foods
Miller's
bill
gives radio same
sponsorship, besides taking on the
administrative duties. Before enter- break as other industries under
ing executive work, Scalpone was the antitrust laws and strengthens
broadcasters' right of appeal all up
a commercial writer.
and down the line.

Y&

AVCO

His bill was described as "a working draft only," which "does not
commit or bind the industry in any

Al Schacht's World Series
'Preview' Set for

WOR Slot

respect."

Mutual will knock "Hospitality
Club" next Saturday (27) only, at
8:30 p.m., to air a

Rooney's Ah* Campus

network audition

Hollywood, Sept.

of a new Al Schacht Sports Show
originating from the new midtown

Gotham

Sam
radio

operated by the
former "clown prince of baseball."
Tryout stanza will be in the nature
of a World Series buildup, with
eatery

23.

Stiefel office is working on a
for Mickey Rooney that

show

would have Rooney perambulating
around the country for a weekly
broadcast
from different college

Dodger and Yankee players guest- campuses.
Jack O'Reilly will emcee, with
Office denies that any sponsor or
Schacht hosting.
agency is yet interested, stating that
Schacht show is being produced the idea is strictly an office notion.
by Paul Gardner and Arthur Miller. Paul Dudley is writer
ing.

|
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bringing you the highest " rated network program

ever offered for local sponsorship:

THE JOAN DAVIS

SHOW

Never before has a radio headliner with such ratings been available
for local sponsorships.

Never -before has such proven top comedy been available cooperatively,

on such top

stations.

It's

Joan Davis on CBS ...

It's

a strong program

on strong

stations; available in

any or

all

of

the markets you want.

Joan averaged a Nielsen rating of 21.6 this past winter season;
she had a Nielsen high of 24.7 ; she ranked in the "top twenty"

on nine

separate occasions*

The Nielsen data

also

show she

is

remarkably consistent in her

appeal to every size of market: in big
rural areas. (Let us

Joan

is

show you the

cities,

in small cities, in

specific figures

the funniest girl in radio by every count!

leading radio

critics in poll after poll

on

this.)

The country's

have voted her "America's

No. 1 Comedienne" for four straight years.

And this year she goes higher and funnier. For Joan's terrific personFor sponsorship

details

on Joan
ality

Davis or other

CBS

Programs

below, see the

listed

and delivery will be backed by laugh-material from the irrepres-

Cooperative

Cooperative Program Division of

CBS

or your local

CBS

WORLD NEWS ROUNDUP

CBS

sible typewriter of

entire

show

will

Abe Burrows, America's

top radio wit.

And

the

be produced by Hollywood's Dick Mack, who has

station.

guided Joan to her top-status as America's No. 1 laugh-girl.

8 :00S:15 a.m. CNYT, 7 days

CBS MORNING
9:00-9 :15 a.m.

NEWS

CNYT, Mon.-Sat.

WINNER TAKE ALL
4:30-5:00 p.m. CNYT, Mon.-Frl.
RED BARBER-SPORTS
6:30-6:45 p.m. CNYT, Mon.-Fri,

HAWK LARABEE
7:00-7:30 p.m.

CNYT, Saturday

Joan becomes available
best cooperative

at

buy ever

9:00-9:30 p.m. EST, October

11— the

offered

Here's top programming on long-established top network stations
across the country

:

the stations of the

. .

Columbia Broadcasting System

THE WORLD TONIGHT
11

:00~U :15 p.m. CNYT, 7 days

C.N

VT- Current New York Time

*lf you prefer average-minute Hooper ratings

to

NRI's

total 'audiences, the

same

story holds.

Joan has the highest Hooper erer offered as a co-op: a 17 J) high, a 14 Ji average (Oct. -Apr.)
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Modified Rapture
Atlantic City, Sept. 23.

Talent Resents And Show Remotes;

NBC

and CBS

lost

here

sentiments of the

affiliates

in support of a code but wanted
more time to study the document before going "overboard."
MBS' Ed Kobak said Mutual
wanted a code too but would not
commit itself on the specific

raising

They have no

principally at (1) code definition

of a 15-minute

work,

program as 14 min-

seconds, in

utes-30

not

indie

line

station

with netpractices;

one and two minutes
of plug in each 4:30 and 9:30 minutes of broadcast time respectively
Chi Squawks on Code
and no more than 2% minutes "of
Chicago, Sept. 23.
commercial copy in any 14:30 minOpposition to NAB's new code utes of nightime ether; (3) inflexible
flared up here last week at meet- bans on double-spotting and concening of Chicago Radio Management tration of spots in shopping guides,'
(2)

limits of

musical clock shows, etc,
both station and agency
The small stations pointed out if
members decried reduction of compermitted to keep present form of
mercial time just about the same shopping guide sho\vs, etc., they
time that anti-code indies were de- would sandwich the stints in benouncing the curbs on the floor of tween solid sustaining time and be
satisfied with even less than the
Convention Hall in Atlantic City.
plug ceiling as an
- Outcome of local outbursts was three-minute
fast wire sent by Holman Faust of average figure.
Mitchell-Faust agency and president
of CRMC to code committee: "Advertising agency members this or- does not appear the way to help sell
Suggest
ganization think contemplated lim- radio or benefit listeners.
itation of commercial time is not you consider means to improve tone
solution of stated problem or condi- of commercials found objectionable
tions. Reduction of commercial time regardless of length."

Club

Show To Supplement

WCPO's MBS

Pickup

Cincinnati, Sept.

23,

WCPO will supplement Mutual
coverage of the world series with

'

fire

draft at this time.

The traveling public appearance
thing for participation shows is becoming quite an active sideline, particularly
here
in
the
midwest.
Sponsors, frequently induced to buy
this type of show because of the
touring angle, originally were interested in having their p.a. programs
play
broadcast
stands
only
at bills.
product exhibitions, such as food
What the performers on these proShows, druggist gatherings, etc.
grams would like to know is why
The traveling idea, runs the plaint they are not entitled to participate
of the performers, now extends con- in the profits.
The network, they
siderably beyond what it set out point out, makes a profit on the
to encompass.
The broadcast ap- line and, some times, on the
pearances of such programs are pro- engineer's services. Even the progressively being made a part of state ducer of the show js set down for
fairs, civic powwows and local jubi- an additional $200 or so for the week.
lees, with the air show more fre- To the personalities who work at
quently than not ballyhooed as the the mike this is pretty much a onemajor attraction.
sided deal and they think It ought
Admission to the broadcast at to be rectified.

Own World Series

Hoyt's

want to bury the code," but merely
two direct programs after each game
want time to rewrite certain por- by its own Waite Hoyt,
who has
tions more to their liking.
been the exclusive caster of Cincy
Reds' games for the past two seatheir
directed
independents
The

ABC's Mark Woods repeated

ABC

1

Thursday's (18) code discussion. This
by
in
statement
typified
was
WNEW's Cott that indies "did not

tual execs.

objection to going on the road or
doing anything that will tend to
boost the sale of the sponsor's
product, but they do question the
equity of the situation. The revenue
derived by the promoters of these
dates have been known to run as
high as $10,000, with the nut figuring around $3,000.
Latter amount
mainly covers the network's line
charge, traveling expenses and hotel

to the public.

Friday (19) for their

code. Less enthusiastic response came from ABC and Mu-

the point of issue as regards such
dates, say it's just a matter of eco-

nomics with them.

Continued from page 19

new

these events ranges from 60c to $1.25.
Most of the stands, which are network booked and naturally have the
client's
enthusiastic approval, are
for the entire week, or a total of
five broadcasts.

The performers, who are

Board

unanimous vote supporting the

Claim Everybody Else Shares Coin
Chicago, Sept. 23. •
Performers connected with audience participation shows are beginning to murmur about the inequitable deal they're getting on personal
appearances, with some of them predicting that the question they're
raising may before long evolve into
a hot potato for the radio unions.
The complaint concerns their appearances on broadcast dates for
which there is- an admission charge

last

Code

no time in

NAB

congratulating the

when

sons.

Special

hour

stints,

feeds,
to

are

both

quarter-

be tagged by

Alms and Doepke, department

store,

regular series by Hoyt, and by
Burger beer, his sponsor of National
in

a-

League

airings.

such extra attention
to a world series by a Cincy station,
the

It's

The

first

will stretch
co-station

line

New York

WLW

here.
addition

In

Hoyt

is

to

his

from WINsl
of

Crosley's

mike

chores,

to be a guest of the Yankees

management with other former
Yankee players during the Babe
Ruth era in the late '20s. Hoyt has
accepted Larry McPhail's invitation
to appear in uniform with his old
mates at the Sept. 28 all-star-Yan.
kees and all-star-American Leaguers
tilt in the Stadium. Also to sit in
with them the following night at a
"dinner the Yanks are tossing for

American League

notables.

All of which adds up to unusual
service and recognition by and to a
250-watt station.

EMERSON RADIO BUYS
GRANIK'S CO-OP FORUM
Washington, Sept.

23.

Mutual will add to its rapidly
growing roster of co-op shows Nov.

alert reatly-made
television audiences
Dn Mont Station
* • •

on

WABD

New York

when

the 20-year-old sustainer,
Theodore Granik's "American Forum
of the Air," makes its debut as a
co-op feature. The granddaddy of
all forums has already been sold to
Emerson Radio Corp. for sponsorship in Washington and Los Angeles.
Several set manufacturers are reported bidding for the
(NY.)
spot. Mutual men here report heavy
interest in pacting the forum 'slot.
Program > has been shaved to 30
minutes for sponsors.
All proceeds of show due Ted
Grariik will be earmarked for a
charitable fund-to combat -juvenile
delinquency, allegedly to be sponsored by Attorney General Tom
Clark.
4,

WOR

.

Case of Stealing Second

With the Bases Loaded
After working with NBC for over
two weeks setting up long line facilities for the pickup of the Mel Torme
(Toni) show from Baltimore this
Saturday (27), Foote, Cone & Belding, agency on the account, learned
last Friday (19) that the network
had overlooked the small matter of
having had another broadcast
booked for the spot all the time. The
other event is the Minnesota-Washington football game from Minne;

Doorway

ligh way to the Stars » • «

to

Fame ..

is the "big break" in television
for which hundreds of young talented
actors, singers and dancers have
keen prayilg. They really giml
lalf-:
^nouf Friday evening§. There
no bugs in this easy-to-produce
feogram! You can ^discover" some
.the future stars of television.

This

5r*nd-new weekly serial with a
a«art-warming story and the kind of v
ippea] that keeps an audience coming
'

—

back for jnore regularly. Takes you
through the struggle, fun and exciting
•areer of a girl in love with both a
toy an4 a career. A smooth-running,
fart-olicklng production.

Birthday Party . .
7:30 to 8 Thursday evenings following
television's most popular juvenile
show "Small Fry." Each week a new
group of gifted youngsters attends the
party—display an amazing array of

A

talent as entertainers.
show for ;
the whole family and one that's
a cinch to run one that can sell goods.

—

—

apolis.'..'

Toni had meantime arranged for
an intensive merchandising campaign for Baltimore to be tied in
With the Torme pickup. It also sent
3,000

publicity

pictures

which

the

crooner was to autograph and pass
out following the broadcast.
Torme opens at the Hippodrome,
"

Balto.

tomorrow

(Thurs.).

Pepsi's Texas Splurge
Fort Worth, Sept. 23.
Pepsi Cola will sponsor a halfhour weekly program each Thursday
oyer stations of the Texas State Network. Program will originate hetf
through KFJZ, key station of TSN
and will feature the music of Al
Clauser and his Oklahoma Outlaws.
Broadcasts will be aired by 18
stations.

fastest-growing audienee/has its part In

your budget

plan for

• . .

it

NOW

S

preare sure-fire programs
custom made
tase
ted
ready to work for you. Heavy mail response is
.

.

_

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WABD

eaaj> pro ving genuike listener interest in many
Latest industry reports indicate more
35,000 television receivers in service in the New
ork area," estimated to approach 200,000 by the end

~ reservations,

mn

of 1947.

\VABD

:

;

'

v

'

•/.

currently presenting
Klsjon program schedule of any
is

e mos,t ambitious teleew York station, aver-

aging 39 hours per week.
Here's your audience, here's your station, here are your
yrograms. Phone or wire . . .TODAY.

WABD-MJ MONT

.

.

311 *

.

.

'

*.

.

i

>.

Time Sales Dept.
515 Madison Ave..

"•::;...;-'

JS$wYo»]j22,N.Y.
Phont: PL 3-9B0O

''

'

,

WMPS' 250G

Plant Set

Memphis,

WMPS' new

Sept. 23.
$250,000 streamlined

with its power stepped u£
and wavelength switched
from 1460 kilocycles to 680, hit the
air at 12:01 a. m. Sunday (21).
Local ABC station, owned by Abe
Plough of chemical Manufacturing
plant,

tenfold

Co. now operates on 10,000 watts
daily and 5,000 at night, Is also stepping up broadcast schedule to 20
hours daily, from. 5 a. m. to 1 a. m.

Rochester, N. Y.—Heinrieh* Motors,
automobile dealers, will sponsor
play-by-play airing of Univ. ©f Roilyester football games over WHAM,
beginning Sept. 27. This is a nevt
departure, as time in past has been
filled with games of more football-

minded

colleges.

TELEVISION-RADIO
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Academy, Producer Group
Unite to Ease Problems

MANN VICE WILLIAMS;
BOTH HAVE LEGIT BUG
Mann moved in Monday
CBS director of commercial

Robert

Of Film Availabilities

Ford's Fight Telecasts

(22) as

J.

Hollywood, Sept.

Unique Rate Structure Keeps

23.

Ford has stepped up as the number two television sponsor here in
taking the amateur fights now be-

program development, succeeding
Herschel Williams. Move perks spec- ing carried by Paramount's KTLA.
ulation on Williams' future plans, as
Yesterday (22) ihe station started
Sciences and. the Independent Mo- he is known to be readying a bow- airing the boxing every other week
tion Picture Producers Assn. are out despite network announcement for Ford, alternating with sponsorthat he has been given a special ship
of the wrestling matches from
mapping the formation of a nonassignment. He may take another the pro Olympic Stadium.
"profit corporation to simplify the turn at
legit production, in which
Philco is .still No. 1 with nine
now complex handling of films for he was once before active.
shows.
Marin, who has been freelancing
television. Encouraged by the response to queries from independent since his return in 1946 from three
film producers and operating or years in the Navy, also has an eye
Impas:se
station
managements, on legit, having recently polished
prospective
Providence, Sept. 23.
j the two organizations are taking the off a play, "Be Good, Sweet Maid,"
Contract renewal between local
step primarily to encourage greater which he expects to see on Broadavailability of films for the medium. way. Prior to the war, Mann was station WPRO and the American
Television Booking" Corp. is the eight years in radio from the agency Federation of Radio Artists, negoend, successively with
Young &
tentative title for the unit now betiated several weeks ago. is reported
by committees Rubican, McCann-Erickson, Pedlar still
out
ing worked
unsigned.
Understood
the
headed by Edgar Bergen, for the & Ryan, and Ruthrauff & Ryan.
union's national office is withholdAcedemy, and I. E., Chad wick, for
ing approval of the new pact, which
the producers. When set it will funcwas
negotiated
by Frank Reel, its
Des Moncs— Carter Reynolds has
tion as a central clearing house,
assistant
executive-secretary.
been named director of continuity
cataloging, evaluating and booking
for KRNT, Des Moines, replacing
Terms of the renewal deal are
special video films and what standBill Riley, who will take over a tele- said to be generally similar to the
ard, pix that are considered suitable
test feature for the station, starting old one, with the exceptional of a
video.
Hollywood, Sept.

and

.

'

'

,

i

WPR6-AFRA

•

.

.

•

'

for

on Sept.

29.

AFRA-shop

looser.

clause.

will be open to any producer
or station operator in the country,
'tis said, the aim being to eliminate
present haphazard bookings due to
only sketchy knowledge of processes
arid availabilities. The outfit would
strive for a complete index of product, location, how obtained, running
time, quality of prints, subject matter, critiques, and will probably at-

in Red;

Stall

23.

ol Television Arts

Afademy

'

and $1,000 for 35,000 and over.

Currently, with 5,800 sets installed, the
'
hourly tab is $375.

channels, or at least that's the analyresearchers.
Chicagoans are buying telo sets at
the rate of 150-200 per week.
spokesmen feel that sales could be
hypoed by marketing lower priced
sets.
Concord's Transvision costs
$169 unassembled and without a
cabinet, but the average minimum
sis of

WBKB

WBKB

I

for

ass?mbled and installed

growth of radio.
Lack of tele knowledge among re-

tailers is cited as another serious
Many otherwise
1946, in the belief there brake on sales.
25,000 sets installed within glib salesmen are reported to dummy
This estimate was based on up on tele sets simply because they
And this
tele manufacturers' production plans don't know what to say.
and the existent reservoir of pur- on an item that costs up to $2,400.,
chasing power. Sets didn't begin to
Worcester
music superdribble through until November, and
then in quantities far below what visor Gladys Tomajan, has been aphad been expected. Meanwhile, pur- pointed radio director of the Worchasing power drained off into other cester Junior League!.

rates

were formulated

in

August,

would be
a year.

— WTAG

'

Royal
Continued from page 22

for the

RCA

'Premiere of

here.

"iEerstfl pointed out this

NBC

and

now hold

its affiliates

HONEYMOON''

week that
ap-

proximately 35% of the total tele
station grants.
Efforts will now be
made to get those stations on the air
as soon as possible and to prime
other affiliates into seeking grants.
As for its owned and operated sta-

NBC

tions,

hopes

to.

on

have Los An-

WAAT

geles take' the air by the middle of
next year, Chicago shortly thereafter and Cleveland early in 1949.

NBC is pushing ahead with its
network plans, despite the fact that
it's too
early yet to line up any
set form of affiliation contracts. It's
difficult to talk in definite terms
now, according to Kersta, since it's

[970

ON YOUR

DIAL)

Monday, September

Impossible, to predict , what relay
systems will cost and there's no
iron-clad schedule of availability of
net facilities. Bell System hopes to
have its coaxial cable through to
the Coast by the end of 1949 but
there's no guarantee the present
program will adhere to the time
schedule. In addition, Kersta said,
it's difficult to determine when new
stations will be able to begin operat-

22, 1947

•

[and every JWonday through Friday thereafter

from 10.30

Web
NBC's

Present Setup

present

net

(N.Y.) and
ington), both o.

&

WRGB

comprises

WNBW
o.

(Schenectady),
adelphia) and

WBAL

(Wash-

plus
(Phil(Baltimore).

is

WPTZ

.

CHARLES KING RADIO PRODUCTION
sponsored by

AM

In

addition to those stations to
NBC services live shows, it
feeds its newsreel films to
WWJ-TV (Detroit) and KSD-TV
(St.
Louis). These stations, along
with others opening up outside the
relay link, will also be fed canned
versions of many of the live shows
originating in N.Y. Time schedule

L

BAMBERGER & COMPANY

which

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

also

this,

"One of America's Qr eat

Stores"

however, depends on how

soon NBC gets delivery on its Kinescope Recorder cameras from East

man Kodak.
Texaco Sets Alan Young
After

a

stations,

Kersta declined to divulge what
kind of money the affiliates get for
sponsored programs originating in
New York, since such figures won't
mean much in the light of future
developments. Web is set up pretty
much as an
radio web, he said,
with affiliates getting commercial
shows and taking sustainers.

on

a.m.]

'

"SECOND HONEYMOON"

ing.

WNBT

a.oo

to

%

three

Hollywood, Sept. 23.
guest stints on the

Tony Martin show, Alan Young has
signed for a regular comedy spot
on that program.
Terms include featured' billing.
'•

'

WAAT,

NEW

INVITES

JERSEY'S FIRST STATION

YOUR

is

.

tempt to set up-a price schedule.

ing of television by more spectacular radio decisions at last week's
NBC convention in Atlantic City,
NBC toppers are convinced that the
interests shown by affiliate station
owners marked the turning point for
and the entire inthe web,
dustry. Belief was spotlighted by
the statement of RCA prexy David
Sarnoff that the old cliche— television is just around the corner
has been buried. Tele is actually

sets

In
there's
$400.
short,
no tele
equivalent of the cheap crystal set
that did so much in spurring the

It

L

WBKB

Need Low-Priced Sets

Chicago, Sept, 23.
Even though 60% of its time is
commercial and renewals have averaged 75%, WBKB, the Chicago video
venture of Balaban & KaU, still
isn't paying its way.
Chief cause of
the red ink is WBKB's unique rate
structure keyed to the number of
receivers in the Chi area.
On this
basis, cost of live shows per hour
is f375 for 5,000-15,000 sets. $500 for
15,000-25,000, $800 for 25,000-35.000

WBKB
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Houston, Sept.

Two NBC

23.

-

'

stations tearhesljSL/iscore

.

nowhere

to get the first direct story
of the disaster.
He found teletype circuits still in

24, 1947

f'.;

Scores Beat on Hurricane Story
a news beat on the story of the big
hurricane damage to New Orleans,
Friday (19) and followed it with a
report to the full network on "news
of the world." With all regular communication channels into New Orleans down, Pat Flaherty, KPRC
news director, pulled an ace out of

SeptemW

REUNION

ported that only ..one* Of-. tB* city's
nine radio stations was in operation
Stags A.
;
at the time of his report, which was
some two hours after the center of
the terrific storm had passed over
Atlantic City, Sept. 28.
New Orleans and headed for Baton
The full complement, of 15, exceptRouge, the state capitol. He did not
Teamwork of ing one, comprising the' 1945 Radio
identify the station.
operation and succeeded in contactETO, reunioned
the two NBC outlets gave them a Mission
to
the
ing Harry Arthur of'TVSMB, New
the news
on
beat
naif-hour
clean
Wednesday (17) night at the Hotel
Orleans. Arthur teletyped Flaherty
story.
Claridge here, coincidental with the
an eye-witness story of the damage,
exreport
had
the
also
KPRC
which the latter bulletined over his
NAB convention. Also present was
clusive over its four competitors in
ex-Col. Ed Kirby, escorting officer
station immediately, probably giving
Houston, working in close cooperathousands of Louisianiahs the first
to the radio VIPs, yclept "The Sad
tion with local members of the
report of the giant blow's effect
Sacks from Saks 5th Avenuue."
KPRC
Relay
League.
Radio
Hams
KPRC's
Justin Miller, president of the NAB,
on the Crescent City
direct regave
later
its listeners
informally presided at the shindig
signal reaches well into southern
ports from Baton Rbuge when the
Louisiana.
staged by VIP Clair McCullough, of
storm struck that inland city with Lancaster, Pa. besides Judge Miller,
Flaherty again broadcast the spe- winds still raging at 100 miles an
McCullough and Kirby, ^who now
cial report, on NBC's "news of the hour.
manages a station in Nashville,
Tenn.) present were Mark Woods,

/

,.

Hollywood, Sept*

Local' elections of

AFRA

23.

officers

and board were announced this week
and installations will be made at annual general membership meeting,.
Sept. 26, with Knox Manning replac'

ing Carlton KaDell. Ken Carpenter,
national preyy, wa? Turned to first
vice presidency, Frank Martin, Earie

Ross and John (Bud) Hiestand were
elected second, third and fourth
respectively. New recording
secretary is. Allan Watson and treasurer Is Stanley Farrar.

v-p's,

Among

1.1

new

board

members

Ken Christy, Stanley Farrar, Will
Wright, Georgia' Backus, Tyler McVey, Virginia Gregg and Hal Berger
ABC network prez; Bob Swezey, Mu- were named to represent actors.
tual veepee; Bill Hedges, NBC vee.- Knox Manning, Del Sharbutt and
pee; Joe Ream, CBS veepee; inde- John Hiestand were named for anCol. nouncers, and Allan Watson will rep
executives
station
pendent
Harry C. Wilder, Syracuse; Martin singers.
Dallas;. J. Leonard
Campbell,
Hartford AFRA Elects
Reinsch, Atlanta, and John Fetzer,

ex-WNYC (N. Y.) director Morris S. Novik, and three tradepaper reps: Jack Alicoate (Radio
Daily), Sol Taishoff (Broadcasting)
and Abel Green (Variety), Absent
was Billboard's Joe Csida, due to his
Kalamazoo;

Lou Brooks, WONS, corresponding

who

F. H. LaGuardia— for
the entire radio mission also

Mayor

whom

had an unusual regard— was almost
called away. Col. Wilder, on the
other hand, even though he had the
anniversary

25th

WDRC

appendectomy. secretary; Ross Miller, WTIC, recordemergency
has been close to the ing secretary; Floyd Richards, WTIC,

wife's

Novik,
late

Hartford, Sept. 23.
Bill Sheehan of
has been
named president of the Hartford
council of AFRA. Other officers are:
Pete Stoner, WTIC, vice-president;

of

his

treasurer.

One member of each of the four
stations represented in the new unit,
will form an executive council.

WSYR,

Poconos Get Voice
Syracuse, N. Y., due on Friday (20),
remained over for the reunion, which
Stroudsburg,- Pa., Sept. 23.
was pledged as' an annual affair,
WHAB, a 250-watter, began broadMcCullough whipped up a couple casting Saturday (20) Located in
of novelty "service stripes," cap-, Stroudsburg, it calls itself "The
tioned "The Radio Beam*" which was Voice of the Poconos."
the gag working title of the VIP
Pocpno Broadcasting Co. is owner
junketeers in the summer of '45.
of the new station. Harold B. Newman is manager, George Reinhart,
chief engineer, and Jesse Weiss and
Ernest Transue other members of
FIELD IN
engineering staff. Joe Webster is
program director.
KFBI 350G
Station is 840 on the dial.

LANE SANS

'

PURCHASE

Howard Lane,

Chicago, Sept. 23.
v.p. in charge of

radio for Marshall Field Enterprises,
heads the group of Chi, Washington

and Kansas buyers who

The man
who can
^
hand you the fans
-

A

prises.

Field.

THO publish the news that Sportscaster Stan Lomax has an openI- ing on his 6:45 PM WOR show may mean that we're soft in
Or that we'd better rope off 1440 Broadway. Because Stan
has the fans right in his fist.

the head.

at 6:45

on

his

pitches sports

news every Monday through Saturday

PM — the fans listen. And when a

show —

message is pitched
the fans catch, swallow and buy. He once steered
sales

11,985 listeners into the salesrooms of Dodge auto dealers.

The

Jacob Ruppert Brewing Company has been his baby for 9 years.

STAN LOMAX
son

is

covers

ALL

He's idolized by the high, prep and college
brotherhood because he covers their meets.
has built up two generations of loyal
fans during his 17-year stint on WOR.

1440

Packard Motors is launching an
one-minute and chaincampaign Oct. 15 through

intensive

DAME

break

Currently

for three
schedule stipulates
It's

the airing of an announcement
three times a day. Market list covers
the country.Groves Bromo Quinine, which has

been inactive for some time

in

METROPOLITAN
SEATTLE,

BOI KERR. RKO

WASH.
Bldg...

New

York

ra-

returning to the spot field in
December also with chainbreaks and
minute announcements.
Schedules
are for 13 weeks. Duane Jones is
dio, is

From Hollywood

placing.

Garrett Wine goes minute spot
20 at the rate of five to 10'
blurbs a week wjth contracts covering from six to 10 weeks. Ruthrauff & Ryan is dishing out the
contracts. Also on the spot active
is

American Chicle, which is
its
announcement cam-

expanding

phone or write

.

.

WOR
MUTUAL

JACK
and th«

Packard Motors Campaign

Young & Rubicam.

LO,

HI,

paign into many major markets.
Badger, Brown & Hershey does the
booking.

IN ALL: we think Lomax is one of the most economical night-time
New York. Well, wouldn't you, when he has. reached
866,711 different homes with radios a week at a total cost of about
%rd of a cent per home per week? A quick sponsor can share
Stan Lomax with such noble companies a6 Lever Bros., the New
York Telephone Co., The Jacob Ruppert Brewing Co., Oldsmobile,
fast facts,

COLLEGE INN

Spot Market Looking Up;

list

~

radio buys in

and Curtis Publications. For more

cooperation during our
engagement at the Hotel Sherman
their

Oct.

sports; his sea-

never over.

He

CHICAGO

DISC Jockeys
for

.

weeks and the

children.

Baseball, football, basketball fans.

When Lomax

Thanks to the

"week

down_

Purchase is reported to be a private venture for Lane, separate and
distinct'
from his operations for

sponsor can buy a slice of
Stan Lomax if he's fast

What fans? Men, women and

last

$350,000 for KFBI,
ABC-MBS outlet in Wichita. The
10,000-watter was purchased from
the Farmers and Bankers Life Insurance Co. by Lane, R. J. Laubengayer of Salina, Sidney F. Harris
of Ottawa, Jack P. Harris of Hutchinson, K. W. Pyle of Wichita, Horace
A. Lohnes of Washington and Clem
J. Randau of Chicago, who formerly
was associated with Field Enter-

_pl_unked„

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

KXOKY'Wakeup' Kudosed
St.

Louis, Sept. 23.

National award of the American
Bar Assn. for the nation's outstanding local public interest program
has been conferred upon KXOK's

"Wake Up, St. Louis." The award
a gold wrist watch were presented to Williard Max, chairman of
the St. Louis Bar Assn.'s radio committee, at the ABA's national convention in Cleveland Sunday (21).
Show is aired Tuesdays at 8:30
p. m. and features a debate on a
topic of current interest in Greater
St. Louis. Stanza is sponsored jointly
by the bar association, the Junior
Chamber of Commerce and KXOK.
and

i
ISBSs

TIM GAYLE
Publicity-Personal

Mgt.

1637 N. VINE ST.
28. CALIF.

HOLLYWOOD

E ver since the establishment of audi-

ence measurement surveys

been

first

among

WCAU has

Philadelphia stations.

^ WCAU
Umbvella Covrrager

Selling

pimer

PHILADELPHIA'S

in all

Dim-lions

.

LEADING

50,000 Waf t S *

RADIO

CBS

Affiliate

INSTITUTION
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RADIO REVIEWS

30

MARK WABNOW OBCH Miller,
Marvin

BOB HOPE SHOW

Bordpn Singers,
With Jerry Colonna, Vera Vagoe, With
announcer
Van Hellin, Georgia Gibira, Miriam Producer:
Clarence Oltnstead
tinging group; Wendell Nlles- anWriter: Carl. Phttlipa
nouncer; Lea Brown's orcb
Fri., 9 p.m.
Writers:

Norman

Sullivan,

BORDEN
Hal Goodman, Balpb Good-* CBS, from Hollywood
man, Larry Kline, Paul Laven, Cy
(Kenyon & Eckhardt)
Rose, Burt Styler, Fred Williams
Like a singed kid who's hyperProducer-director: Bob Stephenson
of fire, Borden is apparently
scared
Agency supervisor: Al Capstaflf
any suggestion of daring
len,

•

;

30 Mins.; Tues., 10 p.m.

PEPSODENT
NBC, from Hollywood
(Foote,

Cone & Belding)

Hore's the epitome of radio's "sad
sagJ of sameness." Apparently its
Xtirtt>rr.n
iviiim'.i
t/~t
O
V HOPt thai
th;17 Hope
HllOe
expect
much
to
just
too
wo Jld veer an inch from his timetested routine. His answer, it goes
without saying, is: Why get out .of the
rut as long as there.'s pay dirt in it?
An-i top pay dirt at that! By Hoop-

ultra-shy of
or novelty in radio. That's not too
surprising after a fliv like "Arthur s
and Ed Wynn's "Happy
Place"
Island," the Fanny Hurst series and
virtually everything else in radiofirm has touched
.

f

II..

rate, the account is now
practically falling over in the' op.

>

.

At any

EXODUS

:

LA GUABDIA MEMORIAL

1947

Alexander Scourby, Martin With Harold L. Ickes, Fannie Hurst,
Raymond Edward Johnson, AdeEd Jerome, Joseph De
laide Klein, Eunice Howard," MurWendell Holmes; Burford
ray Forbes, Bill Quinn, Ted
Hampden, Steve nil!, Frank ButJewett, Frank Thomas; Phil TonRuth Vorke
,„.„,
prise switch Sunday 121), jna
ler,
T mu
„
ken, announcer; Emerson Buckley
special appearance with his NBC 'Writer; Michael Sklar
'
conductor
Symphony, when he scheduled
Producer-Director; Mitchell Gray- Writer:
Howard Merrill
the radio preem of "Symphony
son
Producer-director:
Roger Bower
the
of
by the producer
It
can swing

With

Wolfson,

Arturo Toscanini
it— and how! The longhair doyen,
80 years young,, pulled a sur-

Santis,

.

,

30 Mlns.;

Bay Al-

Toicy Swings

.

m

'-.

5Vi,"

Symph

•NBC

broadcasts,

30 Mlns.; Fri. (19), 9:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WMCA, N. Y.
This dramat, based on news reports and eye-witness accounts of
the treatment accorded the Jewish
refugees aboard the ship Exodus
which recently tried to run the Brit-

Don

Doffing the classical after
a three-quarter hour of Beethoven, Smetana and Kabalevsky, the maestro presented the
Gillis.

for what proved to
the hour's sensation, a verit-

Gillis

be

work

able tour de force.

ish blockade around Palestine, was
a neart-rendlng experience. It didn't
pull any punches in its recreation
of the event and neither did it exag-

Symph, subtitled "Symphony
For Fun," was just what it
sounds like, a gay. jazzy jamboree with chuckles throughout. Music sounded derivative

Supervisors;

.

Dave

Driscoll, -Edylhe

Meserand
30 Mlns,; Sun. (21)

Sustaining
WOR, N. Y.

Although
carry

WOR

Fiorello

,

9 p.m.

chose

LaGuardia's

—

not to
co-op

commentary on Mutual and ABC^
WJZ was the former mayor's N. Y.
outlet WOR went .out of its way
via this one-shot last Sunday (21)

—

to present a credible, sympathetic
gerate the known facts.
But, un- tribute to the late Little Flower.
like the cold type headlines, what Raymond Edward Johnson,' a newto
WOR's documentary
emerged from J:his session was a comer
efforts, handled a heavy load of
of
unforgettable
indictment
searing,
the appalling cruelty running amok narration with quiet, conscientious
effectiveness.
one of the things we fought the war everyone can and probably doe?
second, a lovely largo, made its
thoroughly
world.
in
this
calloused
Question whistle.
Howard Merrill's script hit the
for. like Ma's apple pie.
obeisance to Dvorak, and the
Rated in terms of pure radio pro- high spots of LaGuardia's career,
Who's goin to outlive
simply is:
With Warnow batoning and a man
third (aptly subtitled "Schergramming, this show was as poign- told trie things that went into his
the other, Hope or the listening pub- of Clare Olmstead's repute prozophrenia") kidded "01' Man
ant a dramatic effort as one would making, the traits of personality
ducing, the account can't go far
River," the samba and 'boogiecare to listen to. Scripter Michael that made him famous. Most imWhat happened on Hopes curtain wrong on such a formula. On the
woogie. The last movement had
Sklar, producer of WMCA's "New- portant, via
dramatic spots, the
raiser of his 10th season last week other hand, it's about the antithesis
everything in it from the cakeWorld Af-Coming" series, integrated stanza translated LaGuardia's civic
(16) was just more of the same, and of inspiration or initiative, and it's
walk to the schereie.
the raw ingredients of the Exodus achievements "into human terms"
too much of it. The old gagmaster hardly; calculated' to lure any major
'.But what was most striking
tragedy with sensitivity and power. what they meant to "the little
and his insult-for-insult sparring audience flow away from NBC. It s
was the vigor and vitality the
as
let
music,
There''were many lines
Vague,
professional
people."
thoroughly''
The production by Mitchell Grayson
mates. Colonna and Miss
maestro threw into the work,
equalled topranking network shows with which many people could
go the usual snappers about Hope's Warnow always delivers, but it
especially into the jazzlike first
with a roster of standout thespers agree: "He is the guy who nevex
nose, his writers, the sponsor. Eagle leaves the suspicion that the account
and fourth movements. GoodRock and Santa Monica, etc. :'Van might do virtually the same thing
who played with evident sincerity, threw in the towel fighting for
man, Whiteman and Herman
Kefliri, who sleuthed as "Philip 'Mar- with a spot recorded- series, Supplyand a superbly accurate musical labor ... a man who proved soshoulda been there or heard it.
called foreigners are good material
lowe" during Hope's summer lay- ing the stations with the list of
score by William Taylor.
It was (excuse the expression)
When a
selections, continuity and commerfor good Americans .
Bron.
off, kept coming into the act with
classic.
Unfolding in documentary fashion, man of goodwill dies, the bells toll
a routine about still having that last cial .copy, and letting the local boys
show traced the odyssey of the 4,500 everywhere."
platters.
spin
the
*
Gibtfe,
culprit .to catch. Georgia
refugees who hopefully left the
the
broadcast,
HEARD
jaremiere
the
Ickes, from Washington, and Miss
On
YOU'VE
show,
IF
the
on
vocalist
STOP
guest
first
French port of Sete July 10 for Hurst, from N. Y.. spoke affecBustin'
THIS ONE
pip<*d a nicely contrived version of numbers included "June Is
sanctuary in Palestine only to find tionate tributes to their friend in
"Feudin' and Fightin'." The .studio Out All Over," "Blue Danube," With Roger Bower, Morey Amster- themselves
back in Poppendorf con- the sequence's windup.
Night
dam, Lew Lehr>- Cal Tinney; Ted
audience, performing as usual, "Moonlight Madonna," "Grand
centration camp in Germany exactly
Only jarring note in the stanza
knocked itself out clapping. Hodge- for Singing," "Chiri Biri .Bin," a Brown, announcer
two months later. Story was told was the musical bridges, which were
podgey as the act was, it clicked for Stephen Foster medley, a five-ply 30 Mins.; Sat., 9 ij.m.
via a series of closeups on various much too numerous and consistently
no
medley
(but
with
guess-the-title
Sustaining
laughs at the accustomed pace until
the
refugees
British officers and crashing.
Doan.
gimmick)
and
and
or
other
prize
York
New
from
turned
Mutual,
the last five minutes, which
Brahms "Cradle Song." Except for
This ad-lib joke sweepstakes -im- politicians with a running commeninto a fuddled mess of lost lines,
difference in performance, it was mediately suggests the solidly estab- tary, full of irony in its repetition of THIS IS IT
garbled action and wild guffawing,
from lished "Can You Top This?" and, the freedoms guaranteed under the With Bob Ferris
indistinguishable
virtually
thourh perolexing to the listener.
Album of -Familiar whatever the merit in the conflicting United Nations world charter, tying 15 Mini.; Mon.-thru-Sat., 9:45 p.m.
"American
Les Brown's orchestrating was sur- Music,
"Manhattan Merry-Go- claims of priority, this new entry the threads together.
Sustaining
prisjntflv undistinguished.
Round," "Firestone Hour," "Highthe
This type of show, however, must KJR. Seattle
Wendell Niles knows his way with ways of Melody," or countless re- will inevitably suffer because of
FordKJR's new on the town wirecommercial", but that Perjsodent corded sustainers on innumerable several years the Senator series be primarily rated not as entertainHarry Hershfield-Joe Laurie
ment (what an irrelevant word!) but recorded feature soot is a natural.
"favorite bv 3-to-l" copy has a repe- local stations.
entrenched.
become
had
to
Program of 15 minutes is packed
has
Lucky
of
as
editorial
comment.
set
out
to
smacking
It
irritation
titious
The commercial copy, besides However, there's always room for
with news interest and names and
it did.
blister
and
some
consciences
Strike's notorious trip-hammering.
plugging that' grammatical master- another good show, whatever the
reveals smart selection and editing
Doan.
Herm.
piece, "If it's Borden's, it's GOT to type, so "Stop Me If You've Heard
by produeer-narrator Bob Ferris.
be good." seemed overloaded with This One" has a chance, if it can
Idea is to get out around Seattle and
a variety of products. In addition be pulled together and given pace.
FORWARD GEORGIA
record interviews with local people
THE TIME IS
to plugging Elsie the Cow and that It's very r?ne corn, but could beWith Jimmy Bridges, announcer
in the news for broadcast same day.
With Gregory Peck, narrator
seemingly endless name contest for come popular.
Writer-Director: Elmo Ellis
Show caught, which carried four
Writer: Allan Sloane
Elsie's calf, there were mentions of
30 Mins.: Fri., 8 p.m.
The formula' for "Stop Me"; is Producer: Norman Corwin
different stories, held interest all the
evaporated milk (with three not- fairly simple, but needs revision.
Sustaining
wav.
«
Mins.; Tues. (16), 10:30 p.m.
30
points:
premiums,
too-clear
sales
as
WSB, Atlanta
Roger Bower, as m.c. (as well
First, head of local United Nations
Sustaining
value
and
usefulness
for
cookina
a
tell
to
of
series
starts
"Forward Georgia" is a
producer-director),
Council, founded in 1939, and first o{
CBS, from Hollywood
dramats which WSB is devoting to as baby fare), homogenized milk •Toke submitted by a listener. Each
its kind- in- "the nation, "gave" "bTcltthe pronation of the state and its in- and the new Lady Borden ice cream. of the three "gagbusters". may STOP. ....With -the General- Assembly of the" ground and aims of the organization,
dustry.. Written. m.the -Horatio -Alger- In._.the- .lingo...of -the-- ad fraternity, "Kim" if ""He "thinks he knows the United Nations on the eve of convening in an atmosphere of cynicism seguing into coverage of response of
tradition of from rags to riches, each this multiplicity of products' may anecdote, and finish it himself.
commercial penetration, or the gag is the same as that sub- and diplomatic haggling. CBS de- local trolley drivers to plea of blood
session is based on the history of a limit
bank for donors (39 gave blood)
Hobe.
mitted, the inning is over, with cided the times were right to restore
new Georgia industry. At the con- something.
gagthe
If
receiving
$5.
the fundamental principles of the with three individual givers given
the sender
clusion of each dramat. interviews
Monls
buster's" wheeze isn't the same as world organization and to plug for their say. Next, Rev. Newton
with the company founders P'-e held DOROTHY KH.GALLEN
that submitted, the sender gets an its ultimate success.
Norman Cor r explained his idea of having a salplus additional plugs for Dixie as With Alan Ladd, Jay Jackson
additional $1 and Bower continues winT who produced "The Time Is mon derby next season for the
the coming center of America's Producer-Director: Cy Pitts
with the origlnM- joke until he s Now" from a script by Allan Sloane, clergy, and final feature was from
15 Mins.; Tburs., 10:45 a.m.
economy.
interrupted again (in whieh case the imprinted the show with his unmis- West Seattle Stadium, where KiRecent session aired the story of DRACKETT CO.
procedure is repeated) or com- takable trademark of grandiloquent wanians and Lions were prepping
Georcia's new glue factory which is ABC, from New York
pletes the joke. In the latter case, sincerity,
(.Young & Rubicam)
utilizing an abundant domestic prodGregory Peck handled their coming donkey baseball game.
In each case Ferris did a fine iob
uct peanuts. Both script arid proDorothy Kilgallen, the syndicated the sender gets $10. for disorgan- the narration in a soft key that
so that
All of which makes
duction were okay despite the use Broadway columnist who's long been
effectively set off the urgency of the of featuring the interviewed
confusion. If "Stop Me
voices, ideas, etc., of each individual
of a formula technique. Most glar- an airtime feature with her break- ization and
program's
message.
be
held spontaneity and freshness of
defect
were the numerous fast chatter program done in con- is to succeed, the formula must the
ing
As a dramatic essay, however, the non-rehearsed material without leteliminate
musical bridges which were handled junction with her husband, radio* drastically clarified to unfunny gags. show lacked a centralizing
focus
and
ting show drag.
It's a fast-moving,
by an organist with monotonous actor and legit producer Richard long, irrelevant
It
Also, the three "gagbusters" must and sustained emotional- sock.
interest-packed quarter hour. Reed.
sameness.
Kollmer. bows as a radio single
stop straining so hard, and give the struggled to give an optimistic picwith her "Star Time" show. While show's pattern a chance to emerge. ture of the UN but the load of setthe format of this 15-minute show is
As it is, the stanza is occasionally backs which the program honestly
familiar, show rates an above-par funny,
innocuous and recounted,
freciuently
weakened the basic
score for a.m. programming by vir- sometimes deoressing.
theme. Against the civil strife in
tue of Miss Kilgallen's news-beats,
On the premiere Saturday night India, Palestine and Greece and the
expert delivery and nicely-worded (20). Bower handled the contributed underlying conflict between Amerinterviews.
jokes competently, Morey Amster- ica and Russia, the program stacked
During her preem stint. Miss Kil- dam varied from hilarious to em- up as UN, successes, its study of
gallen appeared to have made ex- barrassing. Lew Lehr was passable
world housing conditions, malaria
cellent use of her numerous news after he made a sin.ple use of his control
and temporary halting
the
contacts. The items hanried out were hokum dia^ft
(Amsterdam called fighting in Indonesia. It didn't of
stand
fresh, containing sufficient interest him a Dutch Nifk Kenny), and
up as a persuasive argument in befor the housewife.
C?l Tjnnev overdid the Okie char- half of UN.
Hobe.
One valuable asset to the session acterization.
Symptomatically.
the
program
is Miss Kilgallen's ability to get top
gained power only when it was
names to get up early enough to
painting the darker side.
One setake an air bow. Initial stanza had
quence, in which a starving Euro
Alan- Ladd on tap. arid resulted in
pean
protested
against
being
fed on
an interview that was a lively b'end
an array of statistics proving that
of fact and delivery that maintained
4>»-4-» she and her children had to go hun
interest throughout.
gry, was specially striking.
Other
Exuberant tone of the show riven
Linkletter
was admirably parts were inclined to be slightly
Art
by the cross chatter of Jay Jackson,,
who also handles the announce- poised but one could detect annoy- gabby. Making up for lack of
ments for Windex and Drano. He ance and mental disturbance after a dramatic substance in the script,
Dixie
belle, by the initials of Connie
background music was full of brildoes well in both departments.
(Continued on page 35)
liant high spots.
Hewn.
Jose.
er's couni. too, Hope seems to be
His routine is apparently
justified.

posite direction. This time, it's. playthe ultimate in caution, with
Mark Warnow's orchestra and 12voice chorus in a program of nothing
but familiar music, neither classic
nor pop, but each tune the sort

ing

In

spots,

intentionally

so.

The

movement, symph's best,
rhythmic allegro
fast,
was
right out of Tin Pan Alley. The
first

a

t

.
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Presents

LEHR,

CAL TINNEY, ROGER BOWER

In the Original Joke-Expert

Program

"STOP ME if you've heard this one"
WOR-MUTUAL NETWORK
SATURDAYS, 9:00
Management: GALE, INC.
Mitchell Benson

P.M., EST
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How

in radio history has aroused as
opposition as "Show of the Year," with which the Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles agency has been trying to capture the Pall Mall
account. Not only Foote, Cone & Belding, which has the account, but
various other agencies openly or tacitly expressed the intention of trying to block the series by declining to allow their- various programs to
be reprised as "Show of the Year" vehicles. It's believed the refusal
of several key sponsors to participate in the series was-largely influenced
by the recommendations of their agencies.
However, there were also cases of outright sabotage attempts against
"Show of the Year," in at least two instances taking the' form of impersonation and misrepresentation. For example, a Young ft Rubicam.
executive received, a phone call from someone claiming to be "Mr,
Godwin, of the Four A's" (American Assn. of Advertising Agencies),
and requesting that Yft R refrain, from taking any action on clearing
its programs for "Show of the Year" until the Four A's could meet a
week later to decide 'Mm a policy regarding the proposed series. Inquiry
revealed that the Foiir A's has no official or employee named Godwin,
and had no intention of holding any meeting or adopting any policy
anent "Show."'
\
The same Y & R exec subsequently received another 'call from someone claiming to represent the FCC and also asking that' no action be
'ifeTten on the S S C ft B invite. This call likewise proved to be a fraud.
Execs of several other agencies aJso reported receiving more or less
similar calls. During the same period, while the fate of "Show" was
in the balance, Variety received numerous tips, mostly second-hand or
anonymous, about various sponsors that had allegedly turned down
S S C ,& B bids.
When Si S C & B failed to line up a sufficient number of high-Hooper
program availabilities before the Sept. 12 deadline specified by Pall Mall,
the account elected to retain its "Big' Story" series! through F C
B,
but announced that if a satisfactory array of top-program availabilities
could be Obtained within 13 weeks, it would still be "interested" in
"Show of the Year."

Probably no other proposed program

much

yearbook, for distribution at the. ball. In addition, to a "talent directory which incorporates full listing of network shows, sponsors, agencies,
directors, writers, etc., the book will feature editorials by leading directors on various phases of radio as well as appraisals of the past year and
Continued from pat* It
Yearbook also will contain brief
forecasts of the coming 12 months.
career biogs of RDG directors.
ing program buys. They pointed to
the fanciful returns encountered by
"
David Lilienthal, head of arid speaking for the Atomic. Commission,; the, CBS organization, Radio Sales,
unquestionably places himself among radio's outstanding speakers with. hU which spiraled its total income
by
broadcast over CBS Monday night (22). He has that UdEOrpu arid'r^lartsd 20^' through the sale of programs
as
Rooseveltian quality on the air- which holds and convinces.
Well' as time.
of

,

•

;

.

1

•.

&

'.''-.

.

Everybady's-trying-to-get-in-the-act note:
Recent item in Variety concerning various radio flacks who'll be riding
the lecture circuit this season touched off a flood, of "me, too!" shouts,
Jud LaHaye, who is returning to Fordham's radio faculty, says WQXR's
(N.Y.) Pat Hurley will guest lecture there again. Arthur Pine, who has
his own flack outfit, reports he'll again teach radio and publicity at the
City College of N. Y. Paul Denis, Post radio editor, Is again billed by
the Lecture Bureau of N. Y. Perry Lafferty, co-scripter of CBS' "County
Fair," will teach radio at Sarah Lawrence College.
William Kendall
Clarke, CBS s,taff dramatist and instructor in advanced radio writing at
N. Y. Univ., also will' teach, at Finch Junior College, which has opened
up a new; curriculum in radio script writing and station operations. Also
on the Finch facuity will be Anita De Mars, ex -production director of
Metropolitan Television for, WABF-FM.
'

!

'

He would

be dynamite in a'political campaign but,

Dick Rieber of Radio Reports, Inc., on his own hook is
unusual poll via mail questionnaire to try to find out what broadcasters
think of the' publicity tnaterial they receive. Queries are particularly
pointed toward commentators and program writers, asking them for
"general comments" as well as specific info on what portion of the stuff
they get is usable, how it could be improved, etc.- Rieber plans incorporating results of the poll into a book on publicity.

;

FM

FM

'

.

—

WOR

WOR

.

WBAM

'

WMGM,

.

new residential development on the outskirts- of
getting itself known as Radio Row. At least a dozen
prominent Golden Triangle air personalities have bought homes there in
last year and several more are moving in shortly. The radio population,
in fact, is growing so fast that Carleton Ide,
announcer and a
McKnight Villager, has been invited to write a regular column about Pitt
broadcasting activities for the Berkshire. Sentinel, weekly community
newspaper which services the district. He's already accepted the bid, and
his neighbors-in-radio who want to see their names in print are already
cottoning up to Mrs. Ide with- jars of jams and jellies, etc.
«
McKnight

Village,

Pittsburgh,

is .fast

KDKA

——

—

_

:

at

its

—
'

—

•

.

;

FMA

prexy

NAB

Games

.

WMC

fa

broadcasting

is

11

NAB

23.

and

FMA

put their heads tomajor gether too in new effort to upset the

Southern football games this season, Petrillo ban on AM-FM duplication.
with chief announcer Charlie Sulli- NAB convention voted unanimously
spieling.
Thursday (18) that "broadcasters inStarted Sept. 20 with Ole Miss' sist on their right -to duplicate music
14-7 upset of Kentucky af*bxford. programs." John Shephard, 3d, flyWill air Tennessee-Georgie Tech wheel of the Yankee network, admitted duplicating shows on all
fray from Atlanta Saturday (27).
~
Chief engineer Eddie Fraser is Yankee AM-FM stations and enaccompanying Sullivan, to handle couraged other radio men to follow
suit. " FM at its Manhattan conventechnical end of these remotes.
WMC-FM carrying, as well as tion the week before named a special committee to meet with Petrillo
WMC.
on the duplication question.
Meanwhile, counsel for the FMA
St. Louis—The Milton Oil Co., distributors of Dixcel gasoline, has re- said that with the "most recent turn
newed for 52 weeks the KXOK, five- of events" he has decided not to file
days-a-week "License Quiz" pro- a. statement on the Petrillo situation
with the Justice Dept. at this time.
gram. Don Phillips is the quizzer.

van doing the

'

...

'

-

:

TO YA"

FOR THIRD YEAR
ON CIS

I

It

ON
Good
as

in

TARGET

riming
polo.

zation

is

is

os essential

in selling

Weed's nationwide organi-

fully

aware of

was believed the industry

will not

go to Justice until all attempts to
negotiate with Petrillo have been
exhausted.

To

date, the

acknowledged,

AFM chief has
an FMA wire

Continued from page

*ifj-Cor/ron

hW, Al/on/ic Cily

tion even

On

fall

when

international front, he
urged support for the Voice of
America, warning thta U. S. is now
a poor third in. shortwave operations.
Pessimistic note on newcomers'
chances of survival was sounded by
the FCC Chairman.
Recent FCC
survey, he said, showed that construction costs for fulltime localwatters in towns under 50,000 had
jumped to minimum of $34;000; to
$50,000 in the larger cities.
Even more ominous was report on
earnings of 249 postwar
stations
which shows half of them operating
in the red their first year on the air.
Denny said he was even more
convinced of FM's "important ad-

AM

•

DETROIT • SAN FRANCISCO • ALTANTA

•

HOLLYWOOD

office.

vantages over

had been

AM"

this

at. last year's

FRED BOBBINS'

ONE-NITE STAND
visMidnitfit J&riety Concert
starring

NELLIE
LUTCHER
Eleven-Thirty Saturday Njght

year than he
NAB meet.

He foresaw

specialized programming
stations linked in over-the-air

by FM
networks

to bulwark varied program
diet afforded by the
affiliates
of the four
webs. The new Continental
web was hailed as "one
of most important moves in FM."

AM

*At

FM

FM

OCT 4th
TOWN HALL

<SlAU jSeats Unserved

not
last

Jlea/U& by most

21

PnejeMed

,

the final chips begin to
will be in there with

their subscriptions

will

be able

sure

it

An

W£W YORK BOSTON CHICAGO

New York

.

.

by most

webs

the

and money.

BMB

to recruit all the pres-

needs from the outside

vertisers

RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES

not immediate, future.
Raymer
installed a program

some time ago

coordinating sales department in his

Ernest Anderson presents

-

the

when

in

and

their agencies.

indication of

BUYING

Ark-La-Tex

for Availabilities

how pronounced

BMB

that due to
the buyer of
ties is now able to deal in
of actual coverage instead of
tastic claims,'' while Leonard

Compton agency

the

Write

support came from two
speakers at the BMB session of the
convention. Joe Allen, advertising
manager of Bristol-Myers, declared

pi

if

some people go broke

if

as a result.

-is- this

ELD
ny

Continued from page 19 sss
his compensation doesn't
include a like commission on programs. Competitive reps are expect*
ed to meet this line of attack with
the setting up of programs selling
plans for their stations in the hear,

FM

the payment moment arrives, with
such solid support composed of those
who pay the broadcast bills, the ad-

arm com

Program Sales
because

BMB
that

—

for better programming.

Denny

S

the importance

influence the buying of radio time.

Convention Add fit

make

The repercussions that have resulted from Radio Sales' station expansion operations have not been
with their behind the scenes legal
feelers. Washington lawyers, accordContinued from page 20 as
ing to reports, have been brought
in for consultation.' CBS itself is
...he cannot shift that responsibility
proceeding with-the expansion along
to the NAB."
On other fronts, Denny gave extremely cautious lines. It is preparing for release within the next
-strongest^ plugs, of. any. JJonvention
few- days-a -detailed-statement, -exkeynoter to
and television, reaffirmed that the Blue Book is still plaining the policy its Radio Sales
"fundamental FCC policy" and said wilt pursue in acquiring stations,
the Commission doesn't intend to the type of services it will offer, etc.
protect stations from new competi-

Thursday (18) seeking confirmation
of his ban otf FM network shows.

of proper liming In all elements that

missions they're already burdened
with; they squawked about 15%
agency commission, and that with
the advent of co-op programming,
etc., they're shelling out too much
coin already.
The turndown" has already been
deplored in' some industry quarters
whereJt is-felt that station managers
are missing the boat in revamping
their economic concepts that will

-

—

Earlier in the day, the
board
of directors authorized its membership "to lend full cooperation and
support to other organizations in a
concerted effort to combat this discriminatory and arbitrary action."

,

it

FMA

WMC's

-

1

ABC,

•'.•

G. Richard Shafto, gen. mgr. of
Continued from pace 20
WIS, Columbia, S. G, outlined at
the same session a 15-point program
could lick the Petrillo bans, NAB
for the permanent operation of
both would be well along
BMB. Under this plan station conthe road to success. The NAB contracts would be automatically revention membership last week unannewable, unless cancelled on 90imously called on the board of direcdays' notice, over a period of five
tors, through prexy Justin Miller, to
years and various discounts would
"create such special bodies" includbe permitted station subscribers
ing reps of FM^, tele, networks and
from

and

'

.

:

inception and, like

must be made enduring.

Petrillo

:

Memphis, Sept.

Gaining considerable momentum
in recent months'Tias been the argument' that station salesmen and sales
rep .outfits are .offered no incentive
to help, sell 15 and 30-minute programs developed by stations 'because
they art bypassed on commissions or
bonuSe*' for such sales. As result,
it's pointed out, the entire accent is
placed on-spot announcements.
Despite, these arguments, the subcommittee's proposal .was given a
quick brush. The station operators
hollered about the multiplying com:

Everett Dillard was
Radio Directors' Guild's second annual ball has been calendared for
Nov. 21 at the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., and Lester O'Keefe, as ball chair- authorized- to name a committee to
and other groups
man,~tslining-up top talent-for errtertalnmen1:'"RDG -b:6pes th"e" event"will work- withbe as memorable as last year's—but expects to avoid a repetition of the
Negotiations took on a frenzied
memorable Milton Berle-Henry Morgan fracas which highlighted the 1946 appearance in closing days of the
shindig.
Atlantic City sessions as word got
Meanwhile, Arthur Hanna and Ernie Ricca are dummying up a new around that Petrillo plans biggest
putsch against the nets and recording companies to date. Report is he
will pull out all musicians for reBigtime Football
cording or web shows _60 days before
expiration of their present conSked; 11
Are Set tracts Jan. 1 and Feb. 1, 1948.

'HIRES

beyond.

There'll be a way soon for Gotham dialers to hear some of the Mutual
shows which the web's highly independent N- Y. outlet, WOR, doesn't
air.
sets.
station
WBAM, -WQR's
But the listeners will need
which suspended programming last year in order to assist FCC, engineers in propagation tests, expects to resume operation Oct. 20 and
pre.xy Ted Streibert says WBAM's programming will be devoted
for the time being primarily to duplication of non-musical
and
Mutual shows, "particularly those Mutual programs not, now- heard in
''..
':
"
New York."
will be on the high band at 97.1 mc.
Another N. Y: FMer, Loew's-owned
took to its.-new high, band
frequency, 100.3 mc, last week for the first time.
Station expects to
boost its power from 1 kw. to 10 kw. within a few weeks.

FMA

T

cotirse,. is

use.

year to year. Also BMB would
independent stations and "do all undertake
interim coverage surveys
other things necessary and proper to for
individual stations, if requested
achieve a lasting solution of this by the
stations.
conducting an problem."
*
-

:

to Win

KWKH

facili-

terms
"fan-

Bush,

and. like Allen,
a veteran in radio, said that
today stands where the ABC stood
v. p.

BMB

S&rttvtfumt

Timet Statu*

sa nna watts

J
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THANKS, COLUMNISTS
ED.
"Monica Lewis

ILLIOARD

if

SULLIVAN
cut* as a button pint what

probes as a

'stick-oat'

wonder you're busting records

Na

voice.

this time."

THANKS, TRADE PRESS

THANKS, DAILIES
Herald Tribune

Billboard

DOROTHY KILLGALLEN
"Eddie Cantor predicts that Monica Lewis, now
at Loew's State will be a star in the near future."

"Monica Lewis, making her stem theatre prcem,
Miss Lewis' errorless
was big league caliber.
warbling won show-stopping ovations. The- venatil*,

"Radio singing

star,

Monica Lewis,

tive to look at as she is to listen to.

effect

is

Is

as attrac-

The aver-all

pleasing."

deep-throated throbber, with poise aplenty,

delivered with gestures and pleasant grimaces, but

she sold with her rich voice. Tip-off on her quality

was when she stopped the show with her opening
her encore had clammering-for-more
number .
.

THANKS, PHOTO EDITORS
For your pictures and by-lines on

"Monica Lewis
ease.

meat'

JOURNAL-AMERICAN

Her ballads develop

"Monica Lewis provides pleasing session with
She's personable, shows good
selection of her numbers and works up

SUN

well delivered songs.

New

taste in

MIRROR

enough audience enthusiasm to win encores."

"Hondo and

THANKS, TOO

SID WEISS. Radio Daily

Ed Sullivan,

his Harvest Moon Winners.
Sidney
Pfermont, and the entire staff at Loew's Stote

"Hear Monica Lewis or see her and you have
listened to and ogled the most improved gal singer

You've been so wonderful to work with!

of '47."

Personal Management

.

.

.

EDDIE GREENE

MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

Press Representative

swoon-bait,

m

.

.

.

GARY STEVENS

York Post

attractive

easy manner that

.

into

•witch having the males squeal."

rosr

.

Dally Mirror

a comely thrush, pleasing ta

Variety

WORLD-TELEGRAM

Booked By

is

Wear and see, sings ballads and rhythmic tunes with

ngagc-

—

FRANK QUINN,

customers refusing to accept her beg-off."

Is

Monica Lewis

sings in

an

pleasant to observe and hear."

J5YDNJY. PANZER. Daily Mirror
"Monica Lewis, ravishing blonde singer, now costarring at Loew's State
, get an earful of this
.

.

)

OVER ONE MILLION MONICA
LEWIS SIGNATURE RECORDS
SOLD SINCE JAN. 1946
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Tarcher agency, for White Rose foodstuffs. . . .Frank Stanton, CBS prexy,
Dick
a newly-elected fellow of the American A*s'n. for the Advancement of
Producer Stephen Slesinger planed to the Coast Monday (22)
Science
night
Series Hoopla;
to supervise teeoff of the Zane Gray series on Mutual last (Tues.)
Dwight Weist's Seabee plane sank last weekend after water leaked
into its "airtight" compartments. Maybe he should Interview a salvage
Gets Info
operator when he comes up for his second hearing as "W«, the People"
Full-blown ballyhoo campaign for
emcee next Tuesday (30). .. .Voice of racetrack announcer in new Joseph
the. forthcoming World Series broadFields-Ben Sher racetrack comedy, "I Gotta Get Out," opening at Cort
casts, including street parades, hitchsportscaster.
theatre tomorrow (25) Is that of Bert Lee,
hike plugs and free information to

WOR's

Pack Cooks Up

World

the Production Centres

UN
Dem Bums

on

]\W YORK

l/V

CITY

.

.

.

WHN

Chet Gierlach, formerly with CBS and BBD&O, has joined Duane Jones
agency to direct and produce radio shows. Hell continue to direct outGeorge Hamilton Combs, WHN
of-town "Hour of Charm" stanzas
commentator, shoved off for Europe aod the Middle East Sept 12 for
three-month lookaround. He'll ship back wire-recorded stuff for bis daily
airer. ...Judson Bailey, former AP baseball editor, has joined CBS' sports
staff
Art Donegan, assistant publicity director of ABC, and Nancy
Frank Delano
Phillips, member ol the press dept., married recently
joined Foote, Cone efe.Belding as an account exec. Was with Young &
Bubicam for 14 years." .Rogert Krupp, ex-ABC staffer, into the spieler's
Stanley Niss signed with the Phillips
spot on NBC's "Just Plain Bill"
Sam Northcross,
Lord office to script "Gangbusters" for a third season
who exited Young & Rubicam after heading up the agency's radio research for two years, has turned up at George Gallup's Audience Research, Inc., as v.p. in charge of the radio division. ARI radio branch,
he says, will concentrate on qualitative research such as pre-testing commercial copy and scripts, ad impact, new ideas, etc., ...Tina Prescott into
.Garry Moore back to Coast after a fortnight
the "County Fair" quartet.
Walter Vaughn and Cliff Carpenter into "David Harum" cast.
In N. Y
Charles S. Webster and James Goss join "Helen Trent." Ogden Miles,
Carole Teitel and Elsie Hitz new trio with "Stella Dallas." John Stanley,
Arline Joyce and Joseph Conway joined "Just Plain BilL.'*
CBS program veepee Hubbell Robinson expected in today (Wed.) from
the Coast. .. .Ruthrauff & Ryan agency thinking about opening up a
Mexico eity-office. —Mutual -veepee E.P.H.- (Jimmy)- James easeled- hisnet's new engineering coverage claims before 'the BMB board, last Thursday (18)
WOR's finally sold the Kate Smith co-op to Flagstaff Foods
.."R'equestfully Yours,' 4 Paul Brenner's program on WAAT, Newark,
.
picked as "outstanding record show of 1947" by judges at New Jersey
State Fair which teed off this week. Brenner gets a plug at the fair via
.

.

.

.

.

display 'of bis photo- alongside of award .... Among the new members
ot the American Federation of Radio Artists are Pearl Buck, Alice Childress, Homer Croy and Richard Newton
Don McLaughlin replaced
Lightning
Matt Crowley as one of the regular leads in "Road of Life"
last week struck and wrecked the porch of the Nor walk home of the
Ed Downes (Viola Griswold), but they were out and no one was injured
....Staff of "Vox Pop," which starts Wednesday (1) on ABC for American Express, will be the same as last season, with Parks Johnson, who
owns the show, as co-m.c. with Warren Hull, and Rogers Brackett producing, Charles Willis advance man and, with Mrs, Johnson, purchaser
of gifts
Lynn Duddy choral group does a guest date Oct, 4 on the
Vaughn Monroe stanza.... Pat Weaver, v.p. and radio director of Young
& Rubicam, due back from the Coast after the "Duffy's Tavern" season
1

preem

Oct. 1.

WMCA

David Schoenbrun, CBS newsgabber in Paris: Howard Philips,
(N. Y.) producer, and Paul Archinard, NBC newsman in Paris, in from
Joe Erens., Milton
Europe- last Friday (M) aboard the liner De Grasse
Berle writer, guesting tonight (Wed.) at the Gagwriters" Institute.,..
Staats Cots worth guesting on CBS' "Grand Central Station" next Saturday (27). . Writer -producer Oscar Brand's WNYC airer, in which he
satirizes, commercial radio stanzas, being expanded to half an hour,...
Allan Stevenson into the cast of "Right to Happiness". . . .WQXH inked
Paul H. Raymer Co. as national rep. Donald Cooke, Inc., formerly bad
the biz.
--Joan-Davis' now co-op has been bought on WCBS by Seeman Bros., via
'*

;

IN

foreign United Nations delegates on
baseball, has been devised by Dick

HOLLYWOOD ...

After 13 yean with the William Morris agency Maurice Morton is pulling out' to go on his own as agent, producer and packager. H« initials
the venture at the production controls of the Parkyakarkas co-op'er on
Mutual. ...Bing Crosby cuts his third Philco platter Oct. > with Dinah
If Elgin-American and Phil Baker get together
Shore slated as guest

Pack, publicity chief for WOR
(Mutual, N. Y.>. Campaign is slated
to tee off over the weekend in advance of the Series opener next

be bonused in procomedy comedienne, has a good chance to. land the Miss Duff role with Ed Gardner.
Flo Halop would have been a natural for the role discarded by
Sandra Gould but she chose to go with Jack Paar. Miss Gould (Mrs.
Larry Berns) took a regular berth with Jack Carson. .. .Adrian Samish
was unsuccessful in getting Bob Burns on wax in a flve-a-week homey
commentary of topical events but took three other shows east for inspection by Procter & Gamble for Dreft Unless he can get a half-hour
show Burns will content himself with guest shots this season." He doesn't
like the idea of being tied down every weekday and he's well enough
axed not to worry too much about steady "employment. ...Jack Benny
will match stroke for stroke with Yehudi Mehuhin in a fiddlefest on
Elgin's two-hour special Thanksgiving Day to be produced by Earl Ebi
:.:„.,_
— and scripted by Ed Helwick, ^
Edgar Bergen is taking Charlie, Mortimer and the rest of his shadegrown gang back to Pasadena Playhouse for his Sunday airings. He's a
little fed up on seeing the same faces in the front rows at NBC every

Top stunt. on the agenda is a special one-shot rebroadcast of Robert

on a deal

for his quizzer,

"What Do You Know?"

portion to the sale job he does.

..

he'll

.Colette Lyons, musical

—

:

•

Tuesday

Hearst columnist

Bob

Considine

has won the nod for a spot on General Electric'* new .10:30 a.m. Fred
Waring show on NBC as "the Voice
of

GE."
For $250 weekly, Considine will do

a 2V4 -minutes spiel telling in reporter-fashion of various phases of

GE operation. It's Considine's
regular commitment on the airwaves." In addition to his column
chorea, he's also readying a film biog
of Babe Ruth. Jack Carson is being
the-

Mft.!

first

LOU CLAYTaM

UNITED REXAI.l, DHl'fi CO.
Wednesday. NBC. 10:30 P.M.. ___>«.
M-G-M—"Ob the. Island WMk Turn"
"this rmt roa k«i**

dickered to play the Babe!

Russell Bennett's

"WCPO

inally appeared, described the ninth

Femme listeners are to be -briefed
on baseball during a Barbara Welles
show in a stunt with which Pack
hopes to get a major news break.
"Baseball Clinic" is to be staged by
Miss Welles in one of her broadcasts
which will originate from a theatre studio. Announcer Stan Lomax
is to dp the teaching and will leciura
the audience on the intricacies of
baseball and how to listen to .games.
-

ABC

.

,

KNX

DN

New

IN CHICAGO

WOR

...

SAB

Canada
Les Johnson, general manager of WHBF. Rock Island, back the
from his final NAB meeting as district director for, the association, a post
he had held for four years. ...Gene OTPallon,T frank Bishop and Mark

series.

in

THANKS TO

CrandalL all with KFEL. Denver, conferring' with Mutual's Chi office
en route west after the Atlantic City meet.
"The Breakfast Club," just back from a Wichita, Kan., appearance,
scarcely had lima to alight in Chi, when they announced jt trip to SpringHeld, lit., on Oct. .Elizabeth Klemm, femme winner of top vocal honors
at the Chicaeoland Music Festival for 1947, bowed Saturday (20) over
WGN
on the "Theatre of tile Air"... .Chicago Motor Club has renewed
v
Jimrr»y Blade and His Music" for another 52 weeks
Donald G. Tennant
replaced Ed Bailey on the -NBC production staff. Bailey has joined the
"Truth Or Consequences" staff in Hollywood... .During, Harold Russell's
vaude tour, he made several auditions as a sportscaster. The- reports
have been so favorable, a second take will be made ..."Red Grange Predicts" will be- the title' of the new Portis Style Industries sponsored show,
bowing Sept. 28 on WGN.
Governor Green and Mayor Kennelly have officially proclaimed Sept.
22-26 as "Tom. Mix Chad Safety Campaign Week" in Illinois.
Curley
Bradley, who portrays Mix on the air, has been named special deputy lor
the drive-. .. .Jules- Herbuveiuix, program manager at WMAQ, vacationing
Allen Prescott subs for the second time in two months for Don McNeill,
Sept. 22, 23 and 24, while the "Breakfast Club" host takes a few days off

Jo. HilUr, Milti

t,

CINCINNATI"

AGAIN NO OTHER HAS

AfiAIN

MORE LISTENERS

PITTStUMH
but

#nly f#r ttw ^ntcfc rapt tit <Jot#t
mi— for fl * iM n % mm tm open

'

WBBM

THE TERRACE ROOM
for tho Fall season

•JOAN

BROOKS

singing headliner, has left the studios for free-

and thank., too,

DISC JOCKEYS

tions under way in the two main
newscasting studios at N. Y. headContinued from page 21
network use of the technique quarters. A narrow booth has been
have been carried on by WTOP, the inserted between the studios and
Columbia-owned Washington station. five tape recorders are' being perThe Howard Hughes hearings were manently, installed. The battery of
so covered. Preparations now under
way for launching the technique in recorders will be used both to pick
up spot feeds off phone lines and
regular network news operations
shortwave and to feed waxed maare being directed by Lee Bland,
terial
into
newscasts originating
newly named special events chief,
from N. Y. A staffer operating the
Emphasis the network expects to recorder room will do a job similar
place on the new type of news cov- to that of
a film cutter, playing back
erage was indicated Monday (22) incoming material and
editing it to
with announcement of Bland's ap- eliminate all but the
desired highpointment. The post of director of lights.

WCPO RATES
LISTENERS

special events has been vacant since
Bill Slocum exited it last April.
Bland got plenty of experience along
the lines of the new technique when

he accompanied

mam wym

\

mn

irxliiM
....

:

TIME PEMOO&

v-t

I

"'

Bland,

•»•

;•

m

from

'?/;,

,

30.6

12.2

22.8

Norman Corwin on

the latter's One World Flight around
the ..glp_be_last_xe3r.___.__
_•.._

WTWfttt

TOTAL BATED

18.2

who came

WKRC,

to CBS in 1936
Cincinnati, lately has

been associated with Bob Heller's
documentary unit. In his new capacity he'll report to Ted Church.
Early uses of the technique .on a
will include
coverage of Congressional hearings
from Washington. Another idea,
typical of a "feature story" phase
of the planning, is to record highlights from a day during a speak-

network scale probably
ASK BFMNHAM
FOR FIGURES

OF HOUSTON
for

making

my

a

Ol

itfliliatif

with the

CINCINNATI POST

ing tour of a Presidential candidate.
United Nations activities will probably be a frequent subject of the

new dimension

in

RKO

KERR.

the

homecoming
Bldg..

New

York

1)IKK JOCKEYS
PEP YOIR PROGRAM
fresh PUNCH MNKS.

With

PUNCH LINES

publish the

new

We
gni:

of wonderful hilarioim jotceH. fill
new. written especially by a top radio
Kacman. Now ready PUNCH 1:INKS.
Money
flies 1, 2; 3 or A only $1 each.,
I

back

not satisfied.

if

UlUimiTED
276

news

bring the place
where the news is hap penin g directly to the people arid inject a hew
realism into news reports."
It

real Texas

ttles

"It's our feeling," said Davidson
Taylor, veepee and director of public affairs, "that this technique may

develop a
coverage.

current engagement

-ot

CLUB PLANTATION

i

1st IN

Ingolls

WM. PENN HOTEL

•

la r

„ FIRST

D

inning of a big Dodger game. Pack
hopes to use Barber again this year,
despite the fact the announcer it
how director of sports for CBS.

grfts-tfee-B*ard

HOOPER

in

ment consists of oral passages in
which announcer' Red Barber orig-

reports can be judged from altera-

C. E.

"Symphony

sabbath and the Pasadenans seeih to recharge their risibilities for every
broadcast. .. .Tobe Reed is the only radioite in these diggins who comwhile he's working
petes with himself. His "Scrap Book" spins on
ABC leased new quarters in HoUywood
the Burns and Allen show
and will concentrate most of its far flung activities in 'that location. Don
Searle and his executive staff, however, stay put on the third floor at
NBC. .Dennis Day auditioned new characters to see what's lying around
loose and just in case Frank Galen and his writing aides dream up some He'll also bring some baseball stars
last Friday along to add sock to the show.
new situations. .'. There was an orgy of cigar passing at
Fmall pamphlet, to be by-lined by
when new arrivals were announced by Bill Shaw, Bob Breckner and
Lcirrsx, will be handed out gratis to
Norman MacdonnelL All were born within a few hours of each other
delegates and UN
Pending a decision by James Petrillo on music fees for co-op disks, Abbott all foreign
and Costello will go out live. Eddie Forman is back as head writer.... workers. Booklet, to be printed in
Betty Garde, one of
York's finest, is due but for .picture work and twr or three languages, will be
may. become a permanent resident
John Guedel is trying to spark spon- titled: "The ABC's of Baseball: How
sor interest in Rudy VaUee's- "Show Business," a behind-the-scenes com- to Listen to and Watch Baseball."
With anything, dealing with the UN
mentary by one who has been in, out and -through italways good for a story. Pack hopes
to wrap up plenty of
and
Mutual promotion with- this one.
H. Leslie Atlass, v.p. of the CBS Central Division, did a switch on the
Other stunts include the hiring of
radio and agency biggies who spent the week in Atlantic City attending two ancient cars, to be driven
Billy around N. Y. by a driver and* a
the
convention. He entrained for St. Louis on business
Chandler, of the Morris B. Sachs show, back from an all-summer vacation model during the first four days of

Jackie Searle;
lance work.

A***

as

lasts.

for Dodgers" by Sylvan Levin and
his Mutual orch. Symphony, which
garnered considerable publicity when
first aired six years ago, will be
brought up to date. Fourth move-

.

fcwtfKttGE 'Voice'

and to continue

(3D)

long as the event
,

W

43

S'

«sw York CHy

will

Des Moines— WHO Is prepping its
annual National Plowing Match
Soil Conservation Field Day,
to
be- staged in rural Hamilton
County next Saturday (27.) Event
last year drew a turnout of 50,000
participants and spectators, and won,
the station a duPont radio award.
Forthcoming outing will be aired
over NBC's "National Farm &
Home Hour" and will be subject of
fifth

and

broadcasts

WOW,

via
Oraaha;
Cincinnati, and KMOX, St.
as well as receiving fullest

news shows.

WKRC,

Extensive scope of CBS plans for
injecting taped material into news

Louis,
kind of coverage

by

WHO.

ATTENTION! OFFICES FOR LEASE
Brand N*w Clam A 4-Story Building.
Located on Radio low- 6085 Suniet
Alto ttoro 40 x SO with 800
ft, mtixanin*.

Blvd.
•q.

Owiw,
Calif.

«0S7 SwiMt Blvd., Hollywood,
CLaditono 8942.

Radio terlpt writor, immodiito oprnmi. n>troaniuUM with Hta<«_«tec> in "lio-

tlonol

wostern city.

Permanont

staff rasitioa.

writ-

Sn> aa<[_ilaienia i» national noiwarn fi.U.
dramatic
tabllshed
nathrn-wida lramcrlbed
shorn, local and regional broadcasts: also proaotlMal and public relations activities. AdPosivanMaitfft
t» InaVldaal capacity.
Houslnf
tion belt) tor World War II veteran.
Submit serials,
tgmsrtunlties- ire
limited.
Address
back.round return* with flrit reply.
Box I Iff, Variety, 154 West -*»lh St.. Now
.

m*

York

19.

N. Y.

W«dpggjgy?
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WAJPIO
What's

FGiSowup Comment
las .Continued from page so

Around UN Promised

;

^

to Bid for Station

Welch, from Nashville, Tenn., volunteered for $100 to be the subject
'.'•'"
Washington, Sept. 23,
of a whip expert stunt which would
new etandard broadcast station, flick a cigaret (Raleigh, of course)
whose programming will highlight from her lips. Linkletter's tradeUnited Nations activities, is promised marked stunt of bidding downwards,
v- the Greenwich Broadcasting inquiring who would tackle it for
$50. $25, and so on down to $1, got
Corp. which recently asked FCC tor Miss
Welch to remark, "Now you're
for a 250-watter in'
tise Of 1490 kc
Flywheel in trying to Jew me down." Linkletter
Conn.
Greenwich,
couldn't cover up in time and mildly
Lemmon, chided
Walter
is
bid
jlit
her,
"Now I wish you
president of the Worldwide Broad-, wouldn't use such language over the
of inter- air."
Corp., licensee
He might have added anyeasting
national station WRUL, Boston. His where. Also, it keynotes the danger
partners are Charles PettengiU and of playing straight into a certain
Lemmon contem- amount of trouble with unpoised
J. Jensen.
'

.

A

Carl

plates sale of

more stock

studio

to local

ially

audiences' responses,
when a colloquialism

espec-

is

en-

Greenwich people.
tailed.
foreign - language
Meanwhile,
and around New York
Irvine Berlin stopped in on "Tex
City may be deprived of maximum & Jinx"
(NBC) last Wednesday
service from WHOM, Jersey City.- night <17) to tell how he came to
unless FCC okays his petition to write his zippy new patriotic ditty,
jnove into New York City, .Generoso "The Freedom Train"—he thought
Pope, owner* of WHOM, told the it up on the way home from a FreeCommission. In a strongly-worded dom Train planning parley at the
White House
and to intro its
petition, Pope asked FCC to okay his
preem airing, with Vic Damone on
request to close up his Jersey City the vocaL Damone garnered a nice
studios without the need to go kudo from Berlin, who said the stint
through hearing. Pope said he had was "in good hands." Damone also
never contracted -to program tor piped—Berlin's new "Kate*"- which
local Jersey City needs and was now sounds like a surefire Hit Parade
using the Jersey studios merely for topper.

listeners in

—

.

-

-

in

•

Benton Sets

•

bought "Abbott" on WFIL.

On Coast One Month
Hollywood, Sept. 23.
Horace Schwerin will arrive in
Hollywood next Monday (29) for a
one-month stay during which he
will make a series of pitches on the
Schwerin System to Coast talent,
sponsors, agencies,
packa ge proIntroducing

Hugh M-

Incidentally, Johnny Guarnieri's Beville; Jr., NBC research director.
purposes of station Identification.
five^piece orch on the "T&J" stanza Most of the initial meetings will be
inove to Manhattan, he argued, is super.
Small combo more than held at NBC's HoUywood offices.
would Improve WHOM's service to makes up in refreshing arrangements
Schwerin will try to stress fact
its Jewish, Italian and Polish listen- what it lacks in number of pieces.
that his service is of value to talent
•'.-'
ers.
and producers, as well as research
17. 8. commercial radio has ''high
for
sponsors and agencies.
The
spots and bright programs" which
one doesn't get in the non -competi- material in the presentations will be
tive BBC setup.
But the level of town from the more than 200 tests
the letter's programs "is very good of programs made for NBC and
IN FOX-SS
all the time," while the American other clients in the past year.
sustaining shows "are only good
Schwerin will be joined on the
Chicago, Sept. 23.
enough to get by," according to Sir Coast by John J. Louis of the NeedScott announced Ian Frazier, formerly
Schwimmer
a governor of ham, Louis & Brorby agency, at a
last week that Peter Fox Brewing BBC.
presentation to the "Fibber McGee
Co., Its client for the last 12 years,
Interviewed by Tex McCrary on
and Molly" principals as part of the
was up for grabs after Oct 1. Story "Hi Jinx" over WNBC (17 >, Sir Ian
itinerary.
"Fibber" is one of the
behind the account's exit is one of also said: "I find your newscasts inSchwerin clients.
Increasing dissatisfaction in which teresting, bright and quick those
who do them well are paid big
both parties grew crosseyed trying
money but they seem monotonous
to see eye to eye. The situation was no pauses, sentences running into
Penn Foriim
aggravated recently when Standard one another, in a manner unpleasant
Philadelphia, Sept. 23.
Oil snagged the Chi Bears grid to the ear."
The "Univ. of Pennsylvania Fobroadcasts, an item for which Fox
rum" will be presented by the U. of
panted.

A

•

GRID DEAL LAST

STRAW

CHI BREAK

&

.

—

—

Preem

WOW S

Fox is undecided in its choice of
• new agency for the $500,000 annual account, but Sha w-Levally, Chi«ago,TrTseaTTias gold mm.

"™r —

BiGTIME NOON

PRODUCTION PAYOFF

WCAU

P. and
Sundays from 1 to
1:30 p. m., beginning Oct. 5.
Program* will originate from

Houston

Hall;- on- -the -campus;- *ndwiU revolve around discussions of
Omaha. Sept 23.
universal problems by national and
experimenting with a new
international personalities. The sesuper type of program in the midries will go network over CB5 in
dle of the day feels that it has
some instances.
proved itself through a couple of
weeks' tryout. The whole format

WOW,

of the. hour, noon to 1 p.m., has
been turned into a continuous shew,

"WOW

Calling."

The program begins on a busy
-downtown corner. A passerby picks
a capsule from a bowl and the program goes bach to the' studio for a
news period. At 12:30, following a
half hour of
news, the whole
is

thrown into a

variety show, with

full

is

which builds up if the conThe tempo of the
hour show holds up at 12:49
noonday "forum" goes on.
show has
its inception the
gained listeners and the public has
written in large numbers to assure
pot

Got 'iml

testant loses out.
full

as the
Since

the studio
Calling."

it

appreciates

—

,

1
'

'I

i

To Wash Up Berle Date
week

W

(560 KG)

12

Noon

to

6

PM

to join the

Eddie Cantor program, had to plane
back Monday (22) to New York for
his final appearance with the Milton

•

Berle show last night <Tues.). He
flew back again to Hollywood just
The Cantor
after the broadcast.
night
tomorrow
preems
series
(Thur.) on NBC for Pabst.
In accordance with his contract

The Texas Rangers"

transcriptions of western tunes arc tops in
quality of con tea c. The price is
reasonable
scaled to the six* of
•fee station and market. Available,
too, at test is an attractive song
boa* for give-away or seif-liqui-

—

with-the_Bio\t-ageiicy^3tsn£-gai:e.
notice of his intention of leaving the
Berle stanza after last night's show,
but was informed verbally that he
need not fill the final date if doing
so would inconvenience him. However. Berle is reported to have protested, so Stang agreed to make the
quick plane trip to New York and

-

dating offer.
_ Writ* or Wirt fe: Complete Detail*

The Texas Rangers
AN ARTHUR
«*.

f.

*.

riCKWICK HOKl, KANSAS CITY

6,

seven days a week
t6*H fo

(XKtf

otfol 4UU69H

back for the washup date.

—

CHURCH PRODUCTION

KKSC-FM here_ is now
Seattle
operating 14 hours a day, with shows
on the air from 8:45 a.m. to 11 p.m.

Hatter. «S'- Sy.tA'sefss! fieteeet

MO.

Priebe, manager of the station,
says that there are around 6,000 FM
receiving sets in town and that a
goodly share of them are kept tuned
outlet in Seattle.
to FRSC, only

Bob

I

FM

i

i

i

i

More Chicago People

"WOW

Arnold Stong, having already gone

.

"and will be a great influence on
tion; Justin Miller, NAB president;
sportscasters and on the sports
Edward Noble, chairman of the
fans of Michigan."
board of ABC; Paul Porter, attorney
-and former chairman of FCC: Phillip
Pittsburgh
Murray
Minster, Reed, chairman of General Electric;
WJAS announcer, has resigned to James D. Shouse, president of Cresenter School of Foreign Service at ley Corp.; Frank Stanton, CBS presiGeorgetown Univ. Ex-GI 'returned dent; .and Niles Trammell, NBC
to station's staff two years ago after president.
overseas
"I expert," said Benton, "this new
service
in
the
army.
Claude Morris, former program di- committee will be .an interim comrector of KDKA, has returned to mittee only because it is my hope
town from New York, where he's that not long after Congress reconbeen freelancing, to join Julius Du- venes it will give consideration to
bin advertising agency as head of its the urgent need for legislation to
radio department. Dick Cook, pub- determine the long range organizalisher of monthly Bulletin-Index, is tion tor the handling ef international
back on-KQV' with another sponsor" broadcasting;"" The' committee will'
(Coligan Hard Water Softener) for advise the Department en these
his five times weekly morning news- subjects pertaining to our' internacasts.
Cook's been away from the tional broadcasting which will be of
air since last May, when his old greatest interest to the people and
bankroller withdrew.
the Congress.

WJR

Sung wLA-N.Y. Stint

to the Coast last

1

.

Wismer said. As sports consultant Harold
Lasswell, of the Yale Law
"Leahy will advise on all sports pro- School;
Walter Lemmon, president of
grams on WJR," Wismer reported,
World-Wide Broadcasting Founda-

lively

a telephone quiz to the

person whose name was drawn on
toe street. The call involves a jack-

We

The group, he said, was to serve
action by Congress on the
Richards of WJR, Detroit, unveiled pending
proposal for the creaa dual deal here yesterday (Mon.) Department's
tion of an International Broadcasting
with Coach Frank Leahy of Notre
Foundation
of the United States,
Dame whereby the latter will serve
which
would
manage a dx broadas sports adviser to WJR and addicasting program for the nation.
tionally platter a weekly football
Six of the members served on the
show with Wismer. The recorded
program is being produced and dis- previous committee of consultants
tributed by the Schoenfeld, Huber & which wound up with a report May
16, and seven represent shortwave
Greene agency, Chicago.
Grid mentor of the Fighting Irish broadcast licensees. Those invited
will discuss latest football develop- to the committee:
ments and predict outcome of major
Gardner Cowles, Jr., publisher of
games on the waxed stanza, titled the Des Moines Register and Tribune
"Leahy of Notre Dame." Presumably and president of Cowles Broadcasthe'll include forecasts on his own ing Co.; Wesley Dumm, president of
team's games, an angle of the show Associated Broadcasters, Inc.; Mark
which should prove interesting as Ethridge, publisher, of the Louisville
therseason progresses. Airer has been Courier and past president of the
inked by WJR, of course, with the NAB; Walter Evans, president of
initialer set for Friday (26) at 5:15 Westinghouse Electric; Don Franp. m.
sico,
vice-president of J. Walter
Wismer will narrate a sports fea- Thompson agency; Father Robert I.
ture story on each stanza.
Gannon, president of Fordbam UniLeahy will keep a number of versity.
speaking engagements during the
Also Edgar Kobak, MBS president;
season as a WJR representative, Roy Larsen, president of
Time, Inc.;

studio ©r-

ehestra.

There

charge of the international

in

information program.

the studio staff of 30

strength of

members

ton,

Detroit, Sept. 23.

Harry Wismer, sports director of
and assistant to prexy G. A.

ABC

Schwerin to Pitch System

"reps".

was

broadcasting

international

appointed yesterday (22) by Assistant Secretary of State William Ben-

AS ADVISER, GABBER

Simonds took a powder and
hot-footed over to the Richard
A. Foley engency which handles
the
Abbott account.
Abbott

presentations will be

on

WJR PACTS LEAHY

the air."

the

Up 17-Man International

Bcasting Board; 4 Net Prexies Named
#
A new 17-man advisory committee

ceiling!
"What!" he screamed,
sponsor Abbott and Costello
when the Abbotts Dairies are
pur worst competitors. We'd be
plugging their trade name every
time Abbott was mentioned on

ducers and" net

83

Name

a

Philadelphia, Sept. 23.
Hal Simonds, vet WFIL salesman, called on a local dairy outfit and started a sales pitch for
the company to sponsor the Abbott and Costello show which
starts" this
season with local
sponsorship.
The advertising exec hit the

See Hooper for July
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AGAIN
BE Major Networks Extend Pact

Dreyfus Smooths 'AUegro' Disldiig

Hassle by Lifting Release Date
ftiniamson

la*

part

jMusic,

-

:

surrounding

hassle

Richard

!

disking

the

of

Owens Band Cleaned Out,
But Only for Few Minutes

j

and

Rodgera

•

Oscar

Hollywood, Sept.

•

23.

Harry Owens Royal Hawaiians,
More to "Allegro," playing one-niters on the way down
due soon on Broad- to Hollywood from San Francisco,
legit musical
hit
Stockton with a bang. Orchesrtle8se
Sept
29
tht
way, t>y ,ift,ng
on the tra was warming up in the Civic
that had! been placed

th*

Hammerstein

*

Aud. when Owen* ran

dale'

the

to

vip

which various recording com- dressing room for his cigarets and
*
Charged BCA-Victor had found the cupboard bare.
panies
tunes,

Just after learning that all their
clothing had been stolen, Hawaiians
Dreyfus wired all manufacturers
as they pleased heard two - shots, ran outside and
that they could do
that police had apprehended
found:
Immediately
with "Allegro" disks
had marketed the thieves as they, were coming out
after Capitol Records
of the building.
bijr Qordon MacRae on
its, versions:
effort to catch up
the Coast In an
marwith- Perry Como's previously
keted but assertedly recalled, verjumped.

'

j

1

•

.

sions for Victor.
,uit last Friday

Columbia ioUowed
(20)

To 1960; ASCAP Renewal Expected

the

of

mUsip publishing, group,'
week erased all cause of the

Drfcyfus

:

McMillan Set

by releasing

Frank Sinatra!s versions of the two
tunes— "So Far" and ".When a Feller
Needs A Girl."
Argument over releasing of the
tunes from the show was one of
past
the hottest of .many during, the
couple of years. It started a month
or so ago when Capitol Records and
Toronto, Sept. 23.
Columbia charged that RCA-Victor
Ernest McMillan, composer and
had had copies of the music and
above the border, was
had actually recorded them with conductor
Como before they or other diskers named president of the Canadian
Subsequent- Authors, Publishers and Composers,
could get lead sheets.
re- Ltd., here last week at the same
ly, Dreyfus placed a Sept. 25
Toronto music
lease date on all disks, including time that Bill Lowe,
Victor's, but some of the latter'* publisher, was named general manhaving already been shipped to dia- ager of the organization. Appointtributore had reached counters de- ments were made by the CAPAC
spite Victor's attempts to stop their board in meeting here last Wednesday (17).
Lowe's had been exsale.
•'
led pected, but McMillan's citation was
later
circumstance

As CAPAC Prez;

Lowe Gen. Mgr.
.

1

:

:

This
~6inafra~ to complain tar Max Dreyfus himself, hb beef coming on top
of a rather sharp objection made by
Jack Kapp, president of Decca,
who had been abroad, but who got
info the dispute immediately after
returning.
Both Kapp and Sinatra
to
complaints
duplicated
their

Rodger* and Hammerstein.

not.-

'-'

r

—

•

—

McMillan and Lowe actually split
the chores formerly performed for
CAPAC by Henry T. Jamieson, a
former certified public accountant
who years ago had given up all activities

to

handle

CAPAC

affairs.

He

Resigned from the organization.
In taking over the general manager
post, Lowe, it's claimed, will give up
his publishing interests. With another Canadian publisher, Gordon

Thompson,

BMlBoardUps
Burton to V.P.

own branches

in

a

riod"

and summer

slump and

sales

now sailing along at a pace
claimed to be equal, in gross busi-

is

immediately after the war. All the majors
assert that their gross billings are up
to what they had been before the
slump. Of course,' a portion of the
business being, done is in standard
catalog material, which wasn't being
pressed during the war due to the
heavy demawTlor current material;One of the things which deepened
the summer's retail sales slump, in
so far as the factories were con-

ness, to that of the period
.

1

cerned was the realignment of

Canada.

lrv Fields' Travelog

Locale of Fields' numbers
sketches from the tropics to Ohio
as evidenced by "Managua Nicaragua," "Miami Beach Rhumba,"
"Hugo and I Go in Mexico,"
"Guatemala'' arid "ChilUcothe,
Ohio."
1

continuing high initial orders in the
face of easing sales pyramided, stock
to the point where most distribs
were heavily overloaded. In some
cases, majors forfeited quite a bit of
coin by taking goodly portions of
the overload back, destroying part of
it and filing usuable standards for
future reissuing.

POLICY

.

.

brackets. Sales figures jumped appreciably during the past 10 days,

and pubs are looking forward
other

boom

to an-

winter.

Disk Sales

Jump

Chappell

featuring;

Jack

Teagarden,

Zutfy

Singleton end Barney Bigard, started
out at the Rag Doll nitery here last
week (17) where he left oft at
Berg'g.

Cops had

to

be called

opening

to help, resulate !mohs.^that
tried to get into the small spot (360

P'frt

.

capacity) for the opening, and. the
hand has kept the club packed to
the doors nightly since.
In fact,
Jack Fertz, Hag Doll operator, even

ncreased the capacity of his spot
later in the week when he found
nobody danced to Armstrong but
wanted only to listen. He put 30
more tables on the dance floor and

f™ed

A

street

repair crew was using pneumatic
cutters on asphalt nearby and the
leader finally gave up. "They kept
changing tempo," he. complained.
Dorsey found conditions in the
midwest good for band business. At
the Chermot ballroom last Friday
night (19) he-played to 3,800 dancers;
very close to a record.

Big Salt Lake B.O.
Salt Lake jCity, Sept. 23.
Tommy Dorsey "ushered in the fall
season here with a socko one-nighter
at Jerry Jones' Rainbow Randevu,
Dorsey played to
last Monday (15).
a capacity house, and had no trouble
going into percentage. Biz seems to
be on the upswing at local dance
spots, with Jones reporting a better
take with his house band than he's
had in. a year. Names are still the
only answer.
Coconut Grove is also recovering
from Summer doldrums, but without name bands to bolster the b.o.,
pickup is just about to normal. Peak
biz for the Grove won't start until
the end of the month.
Frankie Carle is current at the

120 to his capacity.
He also
hiked his minimum charge from
"•50 to $2 (payable at door), and
suli they came.
Armstrong is the first name the
j«ag Doll has booked
from the music
°«d and it's likely that .the tremen%is response to him will continue
'he spot's new
policy after he's gone. Randevu.

will continue

BMI

ance

field.

rights

the perform-

in

Majors— NBC,

week's National Assn. of Broadcasters' convention at Atlantic City.
deals are for -id years beyond
the current -contract, which expires
-;.
in 1850;

New

!

;

L.

A.

Now

AH Fights

that BMI is assured of the
network license fees'Ior another 13
years, it will go after individual stations for contract renewals-, presumably for the same period of .time.
Deals with iridie outlets and Stations

U. S.

i

Tax Rules

only affiliated with but hot owned
by the nets must, of course, be engineered separately.-

Nixing Expenses
Hollywood, Sept.

It's felt that the networks' renewal
BMI is due principally to the
anticipated renewal of the current

with

23.

American Federation of Musicians' network contracts with the AmeriLocal 47 has appealed to the Office of can Society of Composers, Authors
Internal Revenue, Washington, D. C, and Publishers. This contract, which
for a ruling as to whether or not musi- expires at the end of 1949, is auto:

matically

cians should be classed as professional workers. For more than a

extended

in

event

the

j

pre-war since all companies have
~l
improved factory facilities.
Coinciding with the reawakening
of disk sales, music pubs find jobbers
assert that sheet music sales are
showing a real inclination toward
moving back into much higher

In Central-Am.;

air show at station KOIL
into too tough opposition.

which
backed

last

'

securing and keeping employment.
viate certain disputed terms of the
r•Tax-collector here rcfusesf to per- pact;
mit musicians to deduct transportation costs in getting to work as well
as all claims of bandleaders on costs
of entertainment and' gifts-. Local
*7's pitch is that musicians should
at least be' classed' as are salesmen,
who are permitted, rather wide leeway in deducting costs of operation
from income submissions. .

is.

a number of countries, commerce
men say that prospects are good for
the future, but urge that the sale of
phonograph equipment be pushed.
It points out also that Latins like
native music best and that U. S.
firms are missing a bet by not making more of it for sale among these
nations.

—

.

YeHen, Fain, Ross

,

Set

Union has hired a firm of tax consultants to push the fight in "Washington, seeking a top-level decision
which will bind nationally. Local
also is pointing out' that in no other
area of country does the musician
seem to be harassed by Internal
Revenue as here, with the further
point made that until this year, the
L. A.
tax - collector
acknowledged
expenses incurred, by demands of
the profession.

Dp Pub Firm

Jack Yellen,

&

Ager, Yellen
Fain,

who never

up

new

former

partner

Bornstein,

in

Sammy

before has been a
publisher, and Charles Ross have set
a

publishing firm in

New

York. Three-way partnership went
into
action
yesterday
(Tuesday)
following

Ross'

resignation

from

World and Republic music firms,
of which he was general professional
njanager.

Yellen has been writing tunes for
shows, films, etc. ever since dissolving the A., Y., & B combination,
which at one time had one of the
foremost catalogs in the business.
Fain has also been writing for films
and shows, one of his latest being
"Toplitzky of Notre Dame." They'll
begin with a tune called "Wildest

;

NEW

.

financially

CBS, ABC and Mutual— signed renewal contracts with BMI during

ID.

Chicago, Sept. 23.
Louis Armstrong, who cracked b.o.
records at Billy Berg's, Hollywood,
with his new small Jan combination

networks,
'

'

U.S. Taps So Far

STARTING

and

fight with the; American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers,

and Boosey-Hawkes, U. S. and English firm, have offices here.
Richard Murray, executive of the
American Society of Composers,
staff last week, when attorney and
Authors and Publishers, was here
contract-maker Bob Burton was for last week's CAPAC meet which
lipped to that position.
He Joins named Lowe and McMillan to their
Washington, Sept. 23.
Sidney Kaye and Charles Wall as new posts.
Platter biz is on the upbeat in Decca Disavows Tie
BMI v.pjs and is also, of course, a
Central America, with the U. S. holdmember of the director board preing a wide margin as the leading
With Monica Lewis,
sided over by prez Carl Hayerlin.
Finds Blasting Of
supplier,
but with Mexican-made
Burton's election to v. p. was. made
disks pushing our product hard in
by the full BMI board, which conQuitting Signature
some markets, U. S. Department of
Air Hammers Too Hot
vened in Atlantic City last week
Fact that singer Monica Lewis
Commerce finds.
during the National Assn. of Broadrecently breached her business reSurvey discloses that, following
casters' convention.
For Air Disk Cutting
lationship with husband Bob Thiele,
U. 8. and Mexican records, those
Omaha; Sept. 24.
from Argentina, Cuba and Spain who operates Signature Records,
Tommy Dorsey, trying, to cut grab off what remaining business created a sort of mystery in New
OL'
IN transcriptions for his disk jockey there
On the basis of surveys in York last week. Miss Lewis worked
here, ran

radio

ASCAP does not ask for an increase
month the Local has been engaged in rates for access to its repertoire.
in a running fight with the Los An- And ASCAP admittedly is not seekThis adjustment period is now geles outpost of Internal Revenue ing a raise; the negotiations which
oven. Distribs have revised their or- because latter has returned to send- have been going on for months, and
dering to coincide with current busi- ers more than 1,000 income-tax which were, cited at Atlantic City
ness and, as a result, manufacturers 'statements filed before last March by Ted Streibert, chairman of radio's
are again pressing at full pace, not deadline
by windjammers here. music
committee
dealing
with
around the ciock as during the war, L. A. Revenue office flatly disallowed ASCAP, as progressing smoothly,
but at a better one-shift rate than expenses incurred by musicians in have been endeavoring only to alle-

Broadcast, Music, Inc., added another vlcepresident to its executive

SATCHMO SOCKO

Major
sponsored

the birth end growth of Broadcast
Music, Inc., in 1940, during radio's

Songwriter- » maestro
Irving.
Fields has been dubbed the "unofficial ambassador of fin Pan
Alley"' by music row's cognoscenti due to his tunes' geographical titles.

initial

orders by distributors. Distribs that
had been taking initial: consignments
of new releases on the basis of
booming wartime sales suddenly
found themselves overstocked with
.disks when the postwar period began to ease sales figures. Months of

member

of the
CAPAC board, he represented the
major portion of U. S. publishers in
Canada. Few U. S. firms have their
also

Recording business has 'during the
past'couple weeks gotten completely
clear of its postwar "adjustment pe-

Gal In Town."

POSES AS BLAZERS' MGR.,

for Thiele's Signature label
ever
since he set the company in motion,
but the latter part of last week Signature execs sent out releases stating
that she had signed with Decca Records and would be leaving Signature. Decca, on the other hand, disavowed the connection, explaining
that it had talked terms with the
singer, but no conclusions had been
reached and certainly no contract

DEFRAUDS PROMOTER
Promoter of a one-nighter played
by Johnny Moore's Three Blazers at
Sacramento last week was clipped
for $1,000 by a thief who posed us

Milt Ebbins, the trio's
personal
Country by country, here is how
manager.
things shape up:
signed.
Blazers, hot on the Coast via
There are. two firms
Mexico:
Signature also said that Ray Bloch,
recordings, had racked up a good
pressing disks, and the recent instal- one
of its musical conductors, had
crowd at-the-tpot-and-receipts were
lation -of new machinery -has- upped- beew approaches by-Decca.
But that
big. Counting up at the end of the
their combined productive capacity Bloch had turned down the
major
With company's offer in order to stick evening, Sid Fields, group's road
to 500,000 disks per month.
manager,- was informed that "Ebbins"
the aid of a third firm, backed by with Signature.
collected $1,000 of the group's
U. S money, the total output is exSignature's apparent anxiety to had
pected to hit 650,000 monthly hef ore establish that Miss Lewis had swung coin. Fields explained to the proBulk of the output is over to Decca was deemed peculiar moter that Ebbins- was in N.Y., and
years' end.
it was then that the promoter found
It consists of local artists
10-inch.
by the trade. Some who learned of
in different types of Mexican, Span- it and didn't know that Thiele and he had handed the coin to a thief.
Sale last the singer had also parted maritally
ish and other L-A music.
It seems Fields got a phone mes-

,

totaled 2.725.000, more than
twice the figure for 1938. Exports
of records last year reached 71.758'
pieces, of which more than 40,000
were sold in the U. S. The U. S., on
the other hand, holds top position in
exporting records to Mexico, Last
year the country imported more than

year

(Continued on page 40)

immediately concluded that Thiele' sage during the evening to come to
himself had sought to shift her to his hotel to pick up an urgent wire.
When he got there no wire awaited
Decca.
him nor had the hotel phoned him.
George '-.evy, general manager of During the time he was away, the
Leeds Music and its affiliate music thief, who undoubtedly made the
publishing firms, leaves New York call, waltzed up to the promoter
Saturday (27) for his first trip to and snagged the $1,000 by imperCoast. He'll be west two weeks.
sonating Ebbins.
j

I

j

I

.

"
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RECOUPS—MSK JOCKBVS

38

St.

By George

Frazier

Disk Jockey Reviews

St. Regis' Iridium Room, N. Y.,
reverts to prewar policy of formal

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
"

Regis Goes

dinner dancing to Paul Sparr's orch, ABO CLUB
alternating with Darling & Jones, With Eddie Hubbard
featuring Maria Morales.
Sponsors! Liggett and
Room will close at midnight, the

•.

or special nurnbers which are seUina
well or getting unusual attention
Platter spinning is assigned to Bob
Kennedy, who has had the program
for some time.
Kennedy also tries

Me/err

to work in flock of requests
late bunch to shift to the downacGordon MacRae's Capitol of "Body ness. This is attributable to the stairs Maisonette Room which will WIND, Chicago
knowledging name of town or other
phonograph record.
the
of
Pilot
Eddie Hubbard.
and Soul" and "A fellow Needs a power of the
alternating
locale but not using listener's name
latest
(Capitol) have Milt Shaw's band
Lutcher's
Miss
Chesterfield "ABC dub,'' presents Requests are also considered in
Girl" is the sort of thing that makes
rat.
Laszlo & Pepito.
catering
bear- brackets "You Better Watch Your- with
all types of music, without
the top 10. These are played at
ing
a record reviewer's existence
a particular group of music intervals throughout the program in
to
exceed- self, Bub" and "My Mother's Eyes."
able. Reviewing records is
.

"Deep

Frank
first faces by Bing Crosby and
Benny Goodmans
and
Sinatra,
"Texas Tea Party," which was to
usher in. a whole era, and the
Tommy Dorsey band, with Berigan
blowing unforgettably among the
brass. These were moments of high
excitement. This week this tin-ear
has experienced another such moment.
Gordon -MacRae is -th* -most- impressive male singer to have come
MacRae has
•long since Sinatra.
recorded before, but this, his first
Capitol coupling, is the first real
testimony to his talent. It would
probably be wrong to say that he
is an individualist on the order of,
eay, Mel Torme, but, at the same

First

Best Bets-

—

—

Better Watch Yourself,
(Nellie Lutcher).
"Quizas,
Latin- American
Quizas, Quizas" (Ralph Font).

—

Hillbilly

—

Baby"

"B-One

Stone).

Dance—"Fun and Fancy

Free"

(Gene Krupa).
Blues—"Kidney Stew Blues"'
and "Old Maid Boogie" (Eddie
Vinson).
doesn't really matter much.
MacRae is a great singer. Of all the
moment,
the
around
at
boys

time,

It

.

only Sinatra and Buddy Clark
belong in his class. His voice has
resonance and warmth. It also has
the intensity of Crosby's in the early
'

1930's.

He

is,

In short,

a-

fine singer.-

him sock material
make his debut.

Capitol has given

with which to
"Body and Soul," which is in for
• revival in. connection with the
John Garfield film, is sung superbly
by MacRae. There are spots in it
that sound incrediably like ones in
Crosby's old Brunswick of "Just One
More Chance.'! "A,Fellow Needs a
Girl," however, is thWeal gem. Just

by way

On

jerker. Her performance is acceptable enough; it's simply that this is

"A Fellow Needs a
"Body and Sour
(Gordon MacRae), "But Not For
Me" (Lee Wiley) and "Our
Hour" (The Modernair«3).
"The Stanley
Rhythm
Steamer" (Georgia Glbbs) and

(Cliff ie

Sales Expansion

curious. Having established herself
as a stylist of the irreverent, she
sounds out of place in this tear-

The

Modernaires with Virginia
Maxey have a strong bet in their
It's a
Columbia of "Our Hour."
tuneful and imaginative number that
should catch on. Performers interpret it with a minimum of gushiness.
Backing it is "Say It With a Slap,"

from Disney's "Fun and Fancy-Free.*1

Jock Airers

the sort of thing that will either
Robbins, .WOV, N. Y., disk-spinner,
click big or fall flat on its face.
who took over the show almost a
Facts
year ago from Martin Block.
Columbia is now contemplating
Gene Krupa's "I'll Never Make
the Same Mistake Again" and "Fun adding disk shows on some 160 additional
stations simply by buying time
and Fancy Free" (Columbia) are
on
disk shows, which, presumably,
pleasant, if not noticeably inspired.
Vocalizing is by Buddy Hughes. will play only Columbia records.
Additional
coverage, it's estimated,
"Fun and Fancy Free" has a touch
of Krupa's percussion genius.,.. In will cost Columbia some $250,000
the hayseed field, Cilffle Stone's "B- annually.
Difference
between the new series
One Baby" (Capitol) has a quaint
charm that should make it popular of shows and the Robbins show Is
in location* where this sort of thing that the former will be paid for by
Columbia
whereas
the
Robbins
is popular. ...A tune oalled "Civilization" get a going-over from Jaok disker can be sponsored on virtually
Smith, the Clark Sisters, and Frank any outlet in the country by local
distributors
and
dealers.
DeVoI's band on Capitol.
Song,
which has rather serious moral imOld Gold Teeoff
plications,
is
being pushed, but
Incidentally,
Columbia Records
can't see how this particular version is going to help matters. Louis tees off its tieup with the Old Gold
radio
show
in the letters debut toPrima's Victor is far and away the
better buy. .. .Apollo's coupling of morrow night (Thursday) on CBS.
"Quizas,
Quizas,
Quizas"
and Dinah Shore, Columbia artist, will
"Jalousie" by Ralph Font consti- guest on the program and will introtutes an appealing bit of Latin- duce "That's All I Want to Know," «
Americana.
new tune she recorded for the label,
But this week, like we said, the published by Beverly Music.
man of distinction is a man named
Idea of the promotion plan, workMacRae. He's really pretty exciting ed out by Columbia's Manie Sacks
stuff.
with Old Gold ad agency men, is
that the show each week will pick
El Morocco nitery, Montreal, has up a Columbia artist anywhere he
signed popular Buddy Clarkfe's or- or she happens to be in the country,
chestra to a flat one-year contract. though the program originates in
Clarke was recently released_by the Hollywood. Each W ill introduce a
Mount" Royal hotel "after a two-year new tune inscribed" on~"C6Ium6la
run on the swank Normandie Roof. disks for future release.

Wax

10 Best Sellers
PEG

2.

MacRae is in
and. Is now being

O'

MY HEART

(16)

Margaret

Whiting,

another

in

also out with a
number—"So Far"—from "Allegro."
Miss Whiting is a very good singer.
But, this performance is not up to
curious nasality
par in "So Far."
invalidates a good deal of her singing on this side. The tune, however,
ounds like a winning one and coin
machines will probably give it a
swirl. On the other side, Miss Whiting sings "Lazy Countryside," from
Walt Disney's "Fun and Fancy

Capitol's stable,

.

.

I

SMOKE, SMOKE, SMOKE

6.

WHEN YOU WERE SWEET

A

..

MY

THAT'S

5.

7.

DESIRE

WONDER WHO'S

LADY FROM

29

(Mills)

(28)

PALMS

NOW

16 <m\
(10)

TALLAHASSEE

9.

FEUDIN'

(Marks)

10.

Free."

I

(7)

HAVE BUT ONE HEART

(S)

(Barton)

J

,

1
I

;

I

Dinah Shore, Jo Stafford and
Georgia Gibbs are all on hand with
versions of "The Stanley Steamer,"
one of Harry Warren and Ralph
I

al singer. She is not, however, what
is known as a commercial singer.
This version should be the big-seller.
Reverse is a jazzy treatment of "The
One I Love." It isn't especially ap-

I

WISH

I

YOU DO

DIDN'T LOVE

YOU

(BVC)

i

APPLE BLOSSOM WEDDING

Jo Stafford's "Steamer" will probOutsell
Miss Gibbs'.
Only
it shouldn't.
Espewith the Starlighters on hand

.......

(Shaplro-B)

cially

Reverse, how-

fver,

ailed

baffles one.
Nellie Lutcher

t KATE gg«fa»- >v.M.^.;,., < ,„ v

BLACK AND BLUE (Mills)
- ASK ANYONE WHO KNOWS
ECHO SAID NO (Lombardo)
I!

moved into
Cafe Society Downtown, New York, t
and seems to be doing a brisk busi- +
has

i
Bullet

Victor
Victor

Como

e

;

',

Victor

.

Capitol
Victor

Victor

Decca

,

dy

V

"'.

ctor

J:
Decca

. .

]

[

•

•

;;

•

Victor

-Mercury
Columbia

• • •

CUMANA

-

I

S
I

a^,„

Fei8t

Dinah Shore
Margaret Whiting

when

the

difficult

to

tempo

is

Jocks Go to Aid

Of Local Bandleader

Burned

in Ship Blaze

Pittsburgh, Sept.

.

23.

Led by KQV's Al Nobel, who was
the first to go to bat, town's disk
jocks are lining up solidly behind an
effort to get Clyde Trask, bandleader
who wag severely burned here when
excursion steamer Island Queen
blew up at a downtown wharf, back
on hit feet again. Short time ago
Trask's orchestra waxed four sides
for an indie outfit, and the local
platter - spinners have been giving
them a big play and urging their
listeners to go out and buy disks.
Results, according to downtown record dealers, have been very satisfactory.

In addition to suffering painful infire,

,.

complete music library, accumulated over a period of years,

lost his

I
' •

.

as well as all his band's instruments.
Still confined to a local hospital,
it'll be weeks yet before Trask will
be well enough to be released. .

±

.Capitol

Victor
.

.Capitol

.

.Columbia
.Capitol

. .

Victor

'.

Decca
Decca
.....Decca

.

Decca

M-G-M
Majestic

Fran/cie'Laine

(Witmark)

Margaret
f Elliot
1

'

Lawrence

.

>

i

I

.Capitol

Columbia

...

Freddy Martin
Byng Crosby

ttmiim

.

.

\Dinah Shore
Harmonica*

»

PUB ROYALTIES

avoided payment.

Along with his action to recover
the coin, Fox revoked all licenses
previously issued Apollo to record
songs, which doesn't prevent them
from cutting the tunes but does
force the company to pay the full
2c. statutory royalty rate per disk
in the event it does.

Mercury

Whiting:

Sammy Kaye

S

sistently

Columbia

Andrews Sisters
Carmen Cavallaro.

$5,000

Harry Fox, collector of music
publishers' royalty coin from recording companies,^ began action Monday (22) in New York courts against
Apollo Records, indie disk firm, for
failure to pay royalties due. Fox
asserts Apollo owes pubs he represents more than $5,000 and has con-

..Capitol

Sammy Kaye
Bing Crosby
Dick Hay mes
Art Lund

V,

Columbia

Eddy Howard

(BVC)
<

Capitol
.....Victor

[Benny Goodman

(Martin)

KOKOMO, IND.
PEGGV ° ,NE,Ll

a melodious and

on
% juries when, with his clothes
Trask jumped into river from burn- ing fourth deck of the steamer, he

D«
fecca
.Victor
Vi
Columbia

Dorothy Shay
Tex Beneke
ic Da ™ on *
Y.
Frank
Sinatra

It's

,

•

Mercury "

I Beryl Davis
Nellie Lutcher
Frank Sinatra .....
J
( Margaret Whiting
J Buddy Clark
I

ON THE AVENUE (Leeds)
WHIFFENPOOF SONG (Miller-Schlrmer^
NAUGHTY ANGELINE (Simon)

comment, is that

is something else again.
It's
"When You Got a" Man on
Your Mind"; we have a feeling that
the jukeboxes will, too.
Dinah Shore's "Steamer," in which
she has the assistance of The Modernaires and Sonny Burke's band,
sounds like a big winner.
Miss
Shore backs it up with "I'm Out to
Forget Tonight." This lyric rather

WHB

Lain*

'

FOX SUES APOLLO FOR

ably

to confuse the issue.

Pitt.

is a mam
this
to gather In the shaft
bid by
disk followers. Station aims to hold
its audience with the latest records
and a top 10 rating which is arrived
at by a Ball °* six leading music
Six store's also pay
stores iQcIlIy.
iprfie. .j)L-the_jcosts_ with spot announcements, and help build the
pro|raffi with suggestions for oldies

Vitacoustic*

!

•

makes comments

City
Wm'l^s
afternoon stanza

[Vaughn Monroe
I

pealing.

"

understand
speeded.

[Betty Hutton

(Paramount)

WANT TO BE LOVED (Paramount)
HURRY ON DOWN (Criterion)
ALMOST LIKE BEING LOVE (Fox)

disks.

wise,

Coming Up

Blane's extracts from. Metro's "Summer Holiday." Aesthetically speaking, the best of the trio is Miss
Gibbs' Majestic. She's an exception-

.

pleasing 30 minutes, and the chatter
casual and peHlhiftt. Only critioism is that Dolin's slight accent,
which is pleasing rather than other-

With Bob Kennedy

{Vaughn Monroe
'

Q'uin.

gHOW

Is

SWING SESSION

Crosby-Andrews

I

(Chappell)

tempo more or less, although at
various times almost anything on
wax goes on the show.
It is easy
listening on Saturday, afternoons.

$ hours, Sat., » p.m.

Sisters

(Famous)

(5)

BalaWe^ftunes" areTepTui

vein".

Altogether

M5"n
l / ?
(Andrews

•

Music store poll consistently
comes up with « majority of sweet
tunes^and requests run to a similar
sweet.

this

be^n the

Mack.

\Phll Harris
f Perry Como
{ Mills Bros

£ u.„i r „ ni
(Shaplro-B)
/

(Martin)

FIGHTIN*

has

j$e

Tex Williams

S

.

AND

material.

parade

Perry

......

.to build up the station's promotional mag, Swing, of which Kenis music columnist.
In line with popular choice, trend
of "Swing Session" has been pretty

serves

nedy

*

F

'

8.

(8)

(American)

(7)

Kennedy pretty much handles the
show from beginning to end. He
makes the music store poll himself
and handles the request mail, spiels
the commercials ( which include spot
announcements in general as well as
the music and record plugs), and
produces the show. Program also

'

•"'—:\ Sammy Kaye

KISSING HER

year.

MAX

Frorofcie

(

order of their rating, the top tune
coming at the end of the show. During the football season the show may
get condensed to dovetail with Mutual net pigskin broadcasts, but it
holds the two full hours rest of the

record reviewing sessions, with three
or four local representatives of trade
DOLIN
This
papers expressing opinions.
30 Mins.; Wed and Si'
p.m.
feature has become a great fan mail Sustaining
inducement, with weekly writer of KIRO, Seattle
the wisest criticism of previous
Dolin, musical director of
Max
shows, invited as guest reviewers KIRO, well known violinist and orat future date,
chestra leader, has inaugurated a
Hubbard, who fancies himself as new type ot recor. »how for this
a singer, often harmonizes with both area. His selections are> chiefly semisemi'
and female disk names, classical, with gome popular tunes!
ftiale
1
fortunately, he does fair enough
nc included,
ut jazz and re-bop are not
justioe to a number, and is conin many
inf
iolin's years as a violinist
tinually swamped with requests for parts of the world Have given him
personal offerings.
a goodly fund of stories and anecAlthough his audience picks most dotes about musicians, composers,
of his tt&es, HubbarcVs prograrn- conductors, etc.. ahd this knowledge
makfS roorA for a few per. is used ti> aflvaitage ft hjs 4pm.
predictions of potential hit ment and chatter while handling

{Harmonicats
Three Sunt

(Robbins)

4.

divides

also

Francis Craig

...

8.

is

his show
Into 15-minute segments of jazz,
etc.,
dixieland,
sweet,
standards,
each played weekly at a specific
time. Every Tuesday, he presents a

Hubbard

or Coin-Machines

(Supreme)

(«)

in information,

his early twenties
tested by Warners.

.

It's

NEAR YOU

and

Columbia Records is planning to
expand its sponsorship of record
programs to promote further sales
of its artists. Company has had its
advertising agency, McCann-Erickson, testing different markets on the
idea of adding local disk jockey- sales at outlying Chi retail platter
conducted programs to the national shops which are th'e three biggest
of thi
coverage via BOO-odd stations on Co- sellers in a__particular_part.
a p articui
lumbia's program m.c.d by Fred city, with each store orealted.

not her forte.

1.

of his

the format
an ear-catcher for the
is
average listener who seeks a disk
show without an overflow of chatter.
But it Is filled with enough informative conversation to add up to a
.
heo program.
..
Show's sponsor, at the inception
of the "ABC Club,'' were having a
streak of good luck with the emcee
and
of its live show, Martin Block,
decided to try to find his match to
head a Chicago local airer. In
Hubbard, they found what they
sought— a duplicate vocal style, plus
approach that makes his chit-chat
and commercial delivery tops.
Big feature of the seven-a-weekairer, is the nightly playing of the
A-B-C tunes of the week. NumberSj
cmosen through a survey of record
lovers. Style

show

CoL Disks Maps

should sell very well, indeed. "My
Mother's Eyes," Georgie Jessel's old
property, presents a problem, however.
Miss Lutcher does it strictly
on the level, and the result is rather

Ballad
Girl" and

"You
Bub"

—

typical Lutcher bouncy,
is
breathless and a little incoherent. It

it:
ingly tedious and, leave us face
records make the job toughergo bad are they.
But, always in the professional
there is
life of a record reviewer
fresh
the possibility of something
and exciting turning up among the
new releases. In the past 15 years
there was Rudy Vallee's Victor of
Night," for example; and the

many

.Victor

.

...Victor
. .

•

.

.Decca

Columbia

Vitacoustic
,

M(UW*

Artie Valando to Coast for Oxford
Artie Valando, brother of Tommy
Valando, general professional manager of Santly-Joy, shifts from the

New York

office

of

Oxford Music,

S-J subsidiary, to head Coast branch.

He

replaces Bill Coty,

who moves

back into N. Y.
Valando leaves for Coast
day (26).

this Fri-

Wednesday, September 24, 1947

Red

Palladium Coin

OBCIUSTIMS-MCSIC
Ingle's

Wax

Disk

Best British Sheet Sellers

Now
$6,500 at Chi Theatre

Length

Of Run Revised
Hollywood, Sept.

23.

of the
Palladium, one of the top prestige
ballroom location sites in country,
booking
is planning to revise his
policy for next year, again. At the

Maury Cohen, operator

he

moment,
talent

is

set

with
winds a

solidly

Tex Beneke

until

Febw

year to form

—

.

next,

at

$3,000

and

split

'.

It's

.Connelly

Wonderful. .Berlin

Anniversary Song ....Connelly
Gal in Calico
Feldman
Marianne
Southern
Beautiful Morning ..... Chappell
Time After Time
Morris
Donegal
Leeds
Little Tenderness .....Connelly

hire a local crew to supply dansapation for the customers. This tour

Dix

Violetta

My Adobe

Hacienda

.

Nicaragua

.Southern
.Leeds

Morris Buys

Warock Firm

From O'Connor

Johnny O'Connor, music publisher,
of the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers
board and former manager of Fred
Miss Lutcher's first eastern date Waring, last week sold
his Warock
is an eight-week stand at Cafe SoMusic Co. to the E. H. (Buddy)
ciety Downtown, N. Y., where she Morris combine. Culmination
of the
opened last week at $600 weekly. deal, which had been on and off
Appearance was inked before her several times, ^was hastened by the
Coast vaude click.
fact that the firm's value was in
creasing daily via a tune called
along with him is evident. Already
MCA, GAC and the new Continental "Serenade To The Bells." Warock
has been on the block for some
are offering their wares at reduced

member

time.

guarantees with the chance to grab
percentage bites, after upkeep takeouts, Cohen's capery is
the class location of the Far West,
Considering soaring cost of up- and many top name batoneers won't
keep and fact that patrons all over venture out of the east unless they
are spending less in ballroom bars are assured of it as an anchor
and grills, Cohen must shear costs. around which other engagements can
That the agencies are going to go be warped.
$12,500; Tex Beneke opens Dec. 23
at $6,500 guarantee and split over
(This is* due to Beneke's
$15,500.
heavy nut.)

& H.

L. Wright

Heartaches

They Say

Nellie Lutcher, who also clicked
strongly for Capitol in last several,
months, also has found out what disk
recognition can mean at a vaudfilm
--terpalace tastes .have- altered, and house. She recently packaged a show
that, to a degree economic conditions and played the Lincoln, Negro theahave forced ballroom attendees to tre in Los Angeles, on a 50-50 split
alice their visits to dancehalls.
after first $1,000 and gross approxiCohen also plans to adjust his mated $10,000. Other acts' salaries
deals with bands. Practice in past on bill totaled $1,800, which meant
years was to pay a flat figure week- Miss Lutcher pocketed bettter than
revised
this
was
year,
last
then,
ly,
$2,000 with commissions charged off.
to call for a split, usually over It was first vaudate singer ever
$13,500. But, within past year, cost played. For 12 years prior to Cap
of upkeep at a large, glossy opera- cadging her for platters, singer
tion such as Palladium has risen played Los Angeles spots as piperalong with general cost-of-living and pianist working for straight union
Cohen has concluded that band- scale.

is

Morris.

Maurice
F. D.

Second 12

•.,

.

haust the biggest b.o. potential any
orchestra has to offer in this area.
Cohen knows that situation here
has changed since war ended, that

over

.P.

Souvenirs

for Capitol

Operator has decided that opens Oct. 4 with stand at Pacific
four-week stays are sufficient to ex- Square, San Diego.

must do more gambling on

.

Got Sun in the Morning. .Berlin
Garden in Rain ...... .Connelly

8.

percentage so that the guarantee is
at a minimum, and first coin coming
In at boxoffice gets earmarked for
site's upkeep.
Currently, Jimmy Dorsey is at
Palladium at reported $4,500 and
split over $13,500; Harry James follows at same figure; Elliot Lawrence

Ricordi

Berlin
Chappell
D. & H.

Old Mill

Mam'sclle

long.

leaders

Sun

Old Spanish Trail

"Tim-Tayshun" scored solidly.
Currently, William Morris agency
is peddling Ingle group on a skein

Sammy Kaye

off large

recorded "Serenade"

for RCA-Victor recently and his
disking has created a demand for
the tune to the extent that many
publishers had sought to buy it from
O'Connor. Up until last week the

on the ASCAP board (members
must be publishers or writers).
O'Connor, however, has been saying
that this was his last term on the
board. Though he sold Warock to
Morris, O'Connor assertedly stays
on the firm's board.

LOU JORDAN BACK AT

WORK; $9,600

IN ALA.

Birmingham, Sept.

23.

Group of writers,
visit to Hollywood, her first.
Louis Jordan, playing his first
headed by L. Wolfe Gilbert, Harry Warren, Harry Ruby, tossed her a date in this territory since last year,
dinner last week. Numerous other writer-members of Society have been did a hangup b.o. job with his Tymsquiring her around, the film lots. At the recent annual ASCAP pow-wow pany Five at the Aud. here last
,ln Hollywood, Gilbert got up and eulogized Miss Rosenberg's years of Wednesday (17).
He played to $9,service and members present cheered her lor a good five minutes. When 600-worth of stubholders and took
Bert Kalmer died last week, Miss Rosenberg interrupted her vacation to out approximately $4,850 for his end
handle ASCAP's- participation in the rites.
on a $1,500 guarantee against 60%
over $2,300. Ralph Weinberg and
Many trades people cannot understand how a single disking of a tune Oliver Naylor co-promoted the date.
can sell hundreds of thousands of copies without ever achieving notice in
Jordan only got out of a' New
coin-machine popularity ratings, disk jock logs, etc. It has happened York hospital a couple weeks back
often in recent years. Latest example of how it can be done, which, in- after a serious abdominal operation.
cidentally, points up a surprising sale, is Frankie Carle's recording of It was thought at first that he
;

"Sunrise Serenade," made last year for Columbia. On Carle's recently
received six-month royalty statement he was paid for over 500,000 copies
of the "Serenade" song. Yet it never hit the popularity charts. Answer
is, apparentlj| that most of the unusually high sales went into private
homes.

\%ouldn't be sufficiently recovered
for him to work Birmingham and a
the
one-nighters
into
string
of

deeper south and southwest. He is
playing them, however, but is not
allowed to spend as much time on
the stand as he normally would.

being hung up in Hollywood by newcomer
crooner, Tony Trankina, who got in from Chicago only three weeks ago
on "spec" with his manager, Bettie Fox. In the short space of time he
appears to be running the. gamut of show biz, dealing in radio, films,
recordings and niteries. He's been signed to reopen Bocage Room Oct. 2,
has signed with new Lion Records, is set with Eddie Bracken as airshow
vocalist if and when latter is sold, and has been to see Ben Lyon. caslin|
director at 20th-Fox, another interested. Music Corporation of America
Is also reportedly building a quarter-hour airshow around the singer. A
is

Universal Label Sets
Officers;

Putnam Prez

Chicago. Sept.

Milton

23.

Putnam was named
week in a new line-up

T.

pre'xy last
o£ officers for Universal Records,
Chi indie now pressing the HarmonicaK Other officers are A. B. Clap-

Jack Ellsworth, WHIM (Providence) disk jock, stumbled on a way last
Week to promote certain disks. Playing Dorothy Shay's Columbia album
of hillbilly tunes, from which "Feudin' and Fightin' originated as a national sheet sales and disk hit, he inadvertently put the singer-comedienne's "Mountain Gal" on the air.
This disk, which has a slightly
risque finale, is not suitable lor radio and is banned as a rule. Not wishing to pull the recording abruptly, he faded it out just before the finish
and went into a commercial. Station drew dozens of calls immediately
asking for a description of the finale and where the disk could be bought.

per as v.p. and general manager; Robert A. Weber, secretary-treasurer;
George Tasker, director of artists
and repertoire, and Wayne G. Williams, director of advertising and
promotion.

Putnam, Clapper and Tasker were
which had
Several personnel letouts which occurred in the Big Three CRobbinS- officers in Vitaeoustic,
on a loan basis. The
Feist-Miller) some time ago chiefly concerned stockroom staffers. Men- Harmonica.ts
sales u-hoXe group pulled out last month
for
cuts
tioned
in
the same story were possible salary
'Cats promanager Bernard Prager and production manager Stephen Lovitz. This in dissatisfaction over the
out for the
First side
is not so.
Both are vets with the Robbins organization, dating back to motion.
|

Abe Olman.

feels that

it

Coin Tussle

own Glen

Rochelle, N. Y.

has been so

many

style that a completely new generation of music-followers has grown up
in the interim and wide open to the
style.

into

hot

a

which

hassle

undisturbed, stresses g.m. 'hnTmnnica. trio on Universal
Gal Sal" and "1 Love You."
I

is

"My

last

week

into

American Federation of

,the

Musicians was called and which

MCA's

culminate in

may

release of the

Fields also points out how every
year brings a successful revival of outfit. Argument, which was over
one or more popular songs that were MCA's' alleged withholding of dehits years back
and a great many posit coin paid to MCA by promoof today's buyers think that the ters for forthcoming dates by Rich's
tunes are completely new.
This band, brought a sharp reprimand iy't
thinking he has applied to his band. MCA by the AFM.
He points out also (sadly, someIt all started when Rich played a

—

times)

that

not

the

all

who

kids

go to Glen Island ever heard of him,
and few were ever aware of the

Wednesday in Seattle. He
was due in lone. Ore, thereatfer for
date last
a

being held by

open the year around.
Fields, in view of biz improve-

costs

likely to retain his own
combo there instead of bringing in
another. This, of course, would indefinitely, delay
Fields'
plans to

ment,

move

is

out on a road tour with the

outfit

Herman Set

for

Long

One-Nighter String
Woody Herman, when he

the
road Oct.. 16 for the first time with
his new band, will tee off one~of the
longest strings of one-nighters he
has ever scheduled.
Opening at Civic Aud, San Bernardino, Cal., band plays 38 onenighters almost consecutively, all on
hits

but

one-nighter,

"Rippling, Rhythm."
Fields Triei to Extend
Fields, incidentally, is going to
keep his Glen Island Casino, New
Rochelle, N. Y., operation going as
long as possible into the fall and
winter. Business at the spot picked
up considerably recently, with the
past weekend reaching the best
totals in eight weeks. The improvement cued Fields to try to keep

found

himself

without sufficient coin to pay hotel
costs.
Rich..
transportation
called both MCA's Hollywood and
N. Y. offices and, though deposits
totalling a fairly large sum were

and

MCA, the agency flatly
it's claimed, to send Rich
any money. This attitude apparently was prompted by the fact that
Rich owes MCA around $700. most
refused,

of

which represents transportation

advanced him recently when
he was stuck for money.
When' he couldn't get coin from
MCA, Rich couldn't move and
missed the Oregon date. He complained to the AFM and the union
advised MCA that it could not hold
deposits to apply against a loan (although it could against unpaid commissions), and ordered the money
released to Rich.
Thereafter, the
leader asked for a release from the
agency and the latter is said to have
okayed such a move if Rich pays up
what he owes and if he fulfills dates

MCA men

set by
ber.

into

mid-Novem-

'

Leroy Anderson and Alex North
inked by. Mills Music to exclusive
writing pacts last week.

Songs-With Largest Radio Audience

\

The top 30 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted Audience
Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast Over Radio
Networks. Published by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr.' John G.
Peatvian, Director.

Survey Week

of

September

Ain'tcha Ever Comin' Back
All My Love
All Of Me
Almost Like Being In Love

12-18, 1947

Sinatra

...

— *"Brigac!oon"
...

.Harms
Bourne
Sam'Fox

..'

Shapiro-B
Miller

Ask Anyone Who Knows

Witmark

....

ABC

Cecilia

Sylvia Rosenberg, for many years exec secretary to the prez of American
Society of Composers, Authors and. Publishers (under Gene Buck for long
time, and now under Deems Taylor), is being roundly feted by vet ASCAP

is

his

at

New

Hollywood, Sept. 23.
Music Corp. of America and
years since he was at the top of
maestro-drummer Buddy Rich got
the band heap with the "rippling"

He

Apple Blossom Wedding
As Years Go By

.

the inception of the firm, and their status

Island Casino,

Parting After

gen-

"Rippling

his

of

Rhythm" band

new

the key ti Shep

is

revival

I

return date.

Something of a record

fact that there's a

Setting up of Woodward firm, of
course, keeps O'Connor in the music
biz even though the catalog is small,
and it retains for him his position

comedy-maestro could accept date at St. George hotel, Brooklyn, which
opened up for him at last minute. Powell got the release by appealing
that the St George date was the break he's been waiting for a long time.
In return for spot giving him the green light, Powell has agreed to
come back later in the year for one month at present salary no matter
what his price may be at the time. That was okay with Show Bar since
Powell gave .it a land-office biz in his single week there. He opened
*t St.. George Monday (22) and was followed here by 3 Coronets on a

members on her current

The

eration of fans
Fields'

the Coast,

Pittsburgh, let Mousie Powell
options, after just six days so

Band Revival

Fields'

song had been owned by Woodward
Music, a small firm recently set up
by O'Connor. When he made the
deal with Morris, Woodward assigned "Serenade" to Warock.

Inside Orchestras-Music
Management of Hollywood Show Bar,
band out of its two-week- contract, with

MCA Seen

Music Fans Key To

London, Sept. 19.
Keith

Guilty
I Believe

itand on
of Coast one-niters, getting a flat
For years. Palladium policy, has $1,000 nightly in ballrooms, with Ingle
•been to hold orchestras for six-week supplying only his comedy act «nd
stands, but after scrutinizing biz leader paying $200 in each town to

«over past months, Cohen has concluded that that period is rather too

Rich,

S9

Hour

Sorrento
People Will Say
Little

own combo and

his first disk release,

the

Is

Chi-Ba-Ba

Hollywood, Sept. 23.
Another prime example of coin
that can be extracted from vaude
on the heels of a single disk click
is in the booking of Red Ingle and
his seven-piece comedy crew into
the Oriental, Chicago, starting- Nov.
20 at $6,500 weekly. Ingle severed
from Spike Jones' aggregation late
last

Generation Of

(Weefc Ending Sept. 18)

Click Equals Big Coin;

Policy,

New

Come To

Southern
Robbins

the Mardi Gras

Don't Tell Me
Every So Often

Warren

Chappell
Fcudm' And Fightin'
I Wish I Didn't Love You So— f "Perils Pauline". .. Paramount
Robbins
...
I Wonder, I Wonder ...
f'Wonder Who's Kissing" E. B. Marks
I Wonder. Kissing Her
r Crawford
Je Vous Aime t"Copacabana"
C-P
Just An Old Love Of Mine
Morris
Just Plain Love
...Berlin
...
Kate
Martin
Lady From 29 Palms
..Berlin
Love And the Weather
Leeds
On the Avenue
Robbins
Peg O' My Heart

—

—

So Far— ""Allegro"
Stanley Steamer
Story Of Sorrento
Tallahassee
That's My Desire

When You Were Sweet
You

Do— f'Mothcr Wore

.

.

.

.

Williamson

Warren
Pemore
Famous

:

.

.

Mills

Sixteen
Tights"

..

Shapiro-B

:.

BVC

The remaining 20 songs of the xceek. based on the copyrighted
Audience Coverage Index Surrey of Popular Music Broadcast Over
Radio Networks. Published by the Office, of Research, Inc., Dr. John T
G. Peatman, Director

—

As Long As I'm Dreaming fWelcome Stranger". Burke-VH
Can You Look Me In the Eyes .... ....
Mutual
.

Christmas Dreaming

Leeds

Echo Said "No"
For Once In Your Life .,
Fun and Fancy Free— f"Fun-Fancy Free"
I Have But One Heart
Kokomo, Ind— ^'Mother Wore Tiyhts"
Lazy Countryside— +"Fun-Fancy Free"

Lombardo

.

Dreyer
Santly-Joy
Barton

•

.

.

,

.

Future Just Passed
Heart Is a Hobo— fWelcome Stranger"
Naughty Angeline

Burke-VH
Simon

.»

.............

...

Oh, My Achin' Heart
Old Devil Moon
"Finian's Rainbow"
Sipping Cider By the Zuyder Zee
Tennessee
Turntable Song ^'Something In Wind"

—

—

What Are You Doing New

Year's Eve

You're Not So Easy To Forget

+++-»»++-M-»++

.Si'preme

Mood

i

,

BVC

.Santly-Joy
Beverly

My
My

Near You

.

.*

Crawford
..Bloom
Stevens
Miller

Famous
Feist

:

.

AFM

LA

Douglas Pitching

Local Branch of

NADJ

Hollywood, Sept.
Douglas,

Assn. o£ Disk Jockeys,

(Week Ending

23.

MY
WHEN YOU

Chicago and will spend next two

LADY FROM
THAT'S

sonnel.

Paramount

Loveday-Helmy Kresa)..
(John Farrow-Marty Symes)
(Burton Lane-.4l Dubin) v

(Carroll

Mills
.

will

be donated to the"
and Health
which

Tuberculosis

Capitol

Barton
Chappell

.

,

Show

National

Assn.'s Christmas seal drive,
starts in November.

'

blending recordings of

is

Johnny Mercer, Margaret Whiting,

Benny Goodman, Andy Russell)
BVC
Peggy Lee, Jo Stafford, Pied Pipers
(Meade Minngerode-George Pomeroy-Tod Galloway) Miller-Schlrmer
WHIFFENPOOF SONG
and Paul Weston's orchestra for the
(Aferle Travis-Tex .Williams)
American
SMOKE, SMOKE, SMOKE
program, plus waxed voice tracks.
(Harold Rome-Fred Freed)
Leeds
ON. THE AVENUE
Tubercular association will sell tranBerlin
Xtrving Berlin)
KATE
scription to radio stations throughout
** ****** ****************** * ******************************** * ************** the country to boost seal sales.
t

YOU DO

...... (Joe

Myrow-Mack Gordon)

.

.

400.

;

Vita Signs Talent
Chi

records,

Vitacoustic

indie,

Meet

gigned Jack Carroll, baritone, last
week for four sides and options.
also

a

starts

jam

with Todd Rhodes, who cut "Bell
Boy Boogie" and "Dance of the Red-

Biz

British subsidiary.

He

Lloyd Garrett, president, said that
Vita had acquired new pressing faCamden, N. J., in order to
cut shipping charges.

sional staff.
Mills expects to

be away for a
month. He previously planned such
Des Moines. Ops were a trip last July but inability to
particularly vocal with demands that book return passage delayed the
bands lower prices to conform with junket. It's anticipated the new firm
day

in

(22)

Several factions
smaller grosses.
hot on reduced admission
prices, but others wished to retain
present tariffs with the plea that
higher expenses forbid admish cuts.
Music Corporation is
Broadcast
making a heavy pitch to sign
is
However,
up- ballrooms.
in
readjustment
asking
for
a
ASCAP rates and danceries will be
more receptive to BMI if ASCAP
lowers its tariffs. As is, owners say
that they can't afford both services.
Form B contracts were also dis-

I

were

—

will act as a liaison for Mills with
various British pubs.

Wm. C. Handy in New
Memorial Park Idea
St. Louis, Oct. 23.

William C. Handy. 74-year old
Negro composer of the internationally famous "St. Louis Blues" will be
honored in s8me. fashion in the newly-planned river-front memorial area
if a idea by David M. Grant, prez
of the St. Louis Branch of the National Assn. for the Advancement of

1

CRY

cussed.

OVER YOU?
Word! or a Mui.,

T. D.,

3y

JAMES HYPO

COAST ONE-NIGHTERS
Los Angeles, Sept.

;

i^eC^tiHC.
1619 Iroottwoy •

New

HAWUNK,G»n.fW.Mgr.
GEO*GEOAtlN,rW.Msjrr

SS&

Ellington as Disk

WMCA, New

i

JIMMY McHUGH

piano.

It

is

WNEW

WMA's aim

Waiting to Hear

top

exploitation.

Sterling D. (Bud) Sloan, songwriter, filed suit against publisher

Claridge Gets 1st N. Y.

Shapiro-Bernstein last week (17) in
New York federal court for alleged
infringement of his copyrighted tune,
"The Sun Shines Bright Again for
Me," by publishing a song entitled
"Moonlight on the Colorado."
According to the complaint, Sloan
and James Martinet wrote and copyrighted "Sun Shines" in November,
1929. Martinet later assigned all his
rights to Sloan.
Complaint charges
that about 1930 Shapiro infringer^ by
publishing "Moonlight," which, Sloan
claims, was copied from his tune.
Action seeks an injunction and an
accounting of profits.

orchestra, a longtime
Chicago favorite, gets its first shot at
a New York location next month,
when it moves into the Edison hotel.
Band opens Oct. 9 for an indefinite
,run, replacing the current George

Towne.

NEW YEAR'S EVE

handles
Claridge, and in setting him at the
Edison topped some dozen or so other
bands offered for the job by rival

William

Morris

agency

agencies.

Presenting

F
A SWEET MELODY AND
FINE

90% came from

COLORADO

LYRIC ABOUT

A

BEAUTIFUL STATE

RECORDINGS WILL BE RELEASED THIS WEEK

ROBERT SCOTT
— Vocals

LONDON MUSIC CORP.

<

READY

—

SAM FOX

this country.

Survey comments: "The potentialof this market to absorb any
quantity

of

'jive'

—

or

'boogie--woogre'
music" is limited.
However, a good Ynarket exists for
classical and semi-classical, record-

tyres by

Havana

in

1944

to

make

WARRINGTON

(Joe Santly. Gen. Mgr.) 1619 Broadway,

New

Donee

Musk

ALAN JAY LERNER

ed in the U. S. Demand for the
classical record is frequently stimii
lated by songs in motion pictures."
Guatemala: Country does not produce any records. Its imports last
year amounted to about 23,000 rec-

"ALMOST

by

<

L0EWE

BEING IN LOVE".
•

COLUMBIA— Frank

—
VICTOR —
DECCA — Guy
CAPITOl

Sinatra

;

Jo Stafford

-Larry

Green

Lombardo

MAJESTIC— Mildred

Mary Martin

•

Bailey

VICTOR— David Brooks
Marion
SIGNATURE— Larry Douglas
RAINBOW Alfred Drake
•

Bell

—

records.

First year it put out 11,000.
Last
year the output ran about 150 000.
which about one-third are going
into the export market.
Country
imported 164,000 records in 1945, of
which 144.000 came from the U. S
Report adds: "Distributors of musical accessories state that if low- and

"THE HEATHER

of

ON

THE HILL"

Recorded by:

CAPITOL

—

Clark Dennis

VICTOR— Larry
SIGNATURE

medium-priced
electrical
phonographs are exported to Cuba in
large quantities during 1947 and 1948,
sales of United States phonograph
records might very well increase by

Green

— Bobby

VICTOR— David

Doyle

Brooks

RAINBOW— Alfred

•

Morion

Drake

•

'

Bell

Roberta

;

Roberts

"COME TO ME,

350,000 units per year."

BEND TO ME"

Dominican Republic: No domestic
production and about 36,000 records
imported per year.
About 20,000
came from this country last year,
with the prospects excellent for the

Recorded by:

COLUMBIA— Buddy Ifark
VICTOR— Lee Sullivan
SIGNATURE— Floyd Sherman

RAINBOW— Bill

:

.'

Venturo

im

ported from the U. S.
Costa Rica: Country imports from
$8,000 to $9,000 worth of records an
nually. of which about 65 or 75%
come from the U. S. Mexican and
Argentine records cutting into that

"THERE BUT

FOR YOU

GO

'

1
I-',

Recorded by:

COLUMBIA
VICTOR

business.

— Frank

— David

Sinatra

Brooks

'/J'.
'

>

SIGNATURE— Bobby Doyle

El Salvador: Warning that Mexicans may eventually control the majority of this market. Country
buys
25,000 to 30,000 platters a year.
few years ago U. S. had from 90 to
96% of the business. Now share
has been whittled down to 60%.

Above Songs and Six
Others from the .Show Recorded by the Original
Casf
RCA Victor Album

.

to

FREDERICK

LIKE

Recorded by.

A

DECCA

- MERCURY
—
>

hotel date-.

ities

appreciable

future.
Haiti: Majority of records are

Our New Song

LOMBARDO
LEAHY

to

18

Gay Claridge

YOU DOING

M-G-M disker, hasn't
New York area location

Commodore

Points With Pride to the
All-Hit Score of

•

Pub

Chance, at the Edison

WHAT ARE

stint.

Mclntyre, an

played a
since his

show from the Lou
one-nighters thereafter.
Cowan agency, it is agenting the
good portion of the Dorsey re- Ellington series itself. Station will
action is felt due to the heavy promake an attempt "to sell Ellington all
motion campaigns being put on by over the country a la Dorsey.
radio outlets that handle his transcribed disk- jockey show, A recent
ords.
U. S. is the leading supplier,
one-nigh ter at Fresno, for example, Writer Sues
For
but Mexican influence is increasing.
drew so much biz that the band
Latin-American music rates first,
went $900 into percentage money for
with U. S. dance tunes and ballads
Infringement; Tunes
the first time in many Fresno dates.
in second place.
iT. D. himself attributed it to the
Cuba: Company was organized In
help he's getting from the disk show
.Involved
Yrs. Old
|

TWO

two-week

|

SHAPiRO-BERNSTEiN

Is

Last

.

Disk Sales

A

.

accepted.

been the beneficiary of publicity
comparable to that received by St.
Louis through the world famous "St.
Louis Blues."
Dail favors Grant's suggestion and
thinks some recognition should be
given the Memphis-born composer
in the memorial area, along with
other^ persons who have contributed
to the history and development of
the city and the Louisiana purchase
territory.
He said he would lay

.

WMCA

LIKE
YOU

is

Mclntyre's Repeat
Hal Mclntyre's orchestra, which
recently completed a two-week run
at .the.PostLodge,.Lar.chraont,. N. Y. r
goes back into the spot Sept 30 for
12 weeks. He'll take over from the
current Marshall Young orchestra,
which he replaced when he did the

York, Jan. 1 and has
been sold to one sponsor as a starter.
In joining Tommy Dorsey and Paul
Whiteman into a transcribed disk jock
idea, Ellington will occupy a mid- Grant's idea before the association's
night to 1 a.m. slot on the station exec, committee.
five nights a week.
Sponsor signed
to date is Paradise Wine.
WMCA, which has Andre Baruch
L. A.
and Bea Wain, as a man-wife disk
jock team in addition to Dorsey and
Continued from page 37
others, is also talking with Harry
819,000
pieces, of which more than
James on a transcribed disk jock

and WHN, both N. Y., as the
into percentage on
city's top disk stations.
However,
but one of a fairly l6ng" string of the deal with James may not reach
dates, sold at guarantees of $2,000. fruition. There are
undisclosed coirK"
and up. He's due to head east again plications.
late next month for a date at the
Incidentally, whereas
took
Click, Philadelphia nitery, and more
the Dorsey

EXACTLY

Everyone

WMCA

Duke Ellington definitely begins a
sideline career as a disk jockey on

all

SUGGESTS FOR YOUR PROGRAM

.

Jock for

James had gone

GEORGE PINCUS

Music by.

23.

One-night business up and down
the Coast is getting a shot in the arm
these days due to one-nighters heing covered by Harry James and
Tommy Dorsey. Both names are doing exceptionally well at the b.o.

mm

York, N. Y.

People

in a letter to Edward D. Dail,
chairman of the association Grant
wrote, "No city in the world has

week

MBO

WHY SHOULD

Colored

,

Los Angeles Philharmonic, under'
the direction of Alfred Wallenstein,
also will do a half -hour radio show
with Edward Arnold narrating.

Mulls Honoring

will

Chicago, Sept. 23.
work out operational plans for the
Midwest Ballroom Operators drew branch and may set up a profesthe biggest attendance in recent
years with over 300 delegates huddling in two-day meet starting Mon-

cilities in

THANmR

Des Moines

St. L.

Jack Mills, prexy of Mills Music,
sails for London Friday (26) on the
Queen Mary for confabs with H. G.
Watkins, head of Mills' newly established

skins."

BIGGER

in

To Discuss Band

series

COMING BACK

Jack Mills to London

Midwest Ballroom Ops

Chicago, Sept. 23.

Company

Bobbins
Shapiro-B

.

23.

James C. Petrillo has okayed a
request of Capitol Records to transcribe a half-hour radio show from
released^ dis ks of its t opline per-

Shapiro-B
...Martin

(AlUe Wrubel)

......

FEUDIN"

up in New York and Chicago,
plus some secondary cities, with
membership reported at approxi-

'

MY

PALMS.
DESIRE
29

HAVE BUT ONE HEART....
AND FIGHTIN'

I

6t„

^

.

;

'

Local chapters have already been

mately

..YOU

WONDER

weeks drumming for establishment
of a local chapter. Douglas will circulate among local jockeys to gauge
reaction to organization while awaiting return from vacation of Bill
Leyden, national secretary of KMPC.

Hollywood, Sept.

Publisher

Supreme
Marks

(Francis Craig-Kermit Goell)
WHO'S KISSING HER (Will M. Hough, Frank Adams, Joseph Howard).
(.Alfred Bryan-Fred Fisher)
HEART
PEG O*
WERE SWEET 16.. (James Thornton)—r-rr; ; rrr-.v.— ~ .... rrgr
I WISH I DIDN'T LOVE YOU.. (Frank Loesser)
APPLE BLOSSOM WEDDING. (Nat Simon-Chartes Tobias) .",

NEAR

here from

is

For Xmas Seal Deal

Sept. 21)

Writers

Title

•

National-

Of

v.p.

Okays Cap's Idea

To Transcribe Disks

15 Best Sheet Sellers

Jockeys to Establish

Hugh
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-

Honduras: Small market here due
limited number of phonographs.
S. now has about 75% of the buswith Mexicans cutting in ap-

P178

U.

Transcriptions

iness,

preciably past couple of years.
Panama: Spanish popular records
are outselling American product by
a six-to-one ratio.
U. S. can in-j
creas« «har« of the business with
records of native popular songs.

Also Available

,

York 19

|

I

SAM FOX PUBLISHING

CO.

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC

Wednesday, September 24, 1947

Metro Sync,

On

the Upbeat

ballad, will
"
notcl for more than a year P la y' n g
Hnllvwnod
the coeklailery with seven-piecer,
Ney squiggled by Woods Her- amplifying outfit to 15 men> and win
big band trek eastward on one-niters, starting
man as vibes-vocalist for
next month. Gayle has a new man
Herman now is molding here.
ager, Lee Soble.
Dick Vildine
Ben -Homer in^omJNL.Y^to arrange, brch7~ with Tito Gtfizaf, booked into
Louis Jordan
for Les Brown.
Palace. San Francisco, Oct. 16, for
Gate
theaGolden
at
week
inked for
four stanzas by MCA, with agency
Johnny
11.
Feb.
tre S. Fthus slicing into what normally is a
professional manager of

.L™

,

'

I

1

|

.

".

.

|

,

-

.

'.

.

.

.

.

.

White, gen.

Kemick Music, visiting.
Cooper (husband of. chirp
.

.

Bob William Morris

.

June gotten

in

Disks

account.

GAC

had

with Desi Arnaz.

I

Do?," old Irving Berlin

be spotlighted

On By-Passing Form B

in Metro's

forthcoming "Big City" coincident
with its new recordings by Perry
Como on Victor, King Cole Trio for
Capitol and Frank Sinatra for Co-

-•

New

lumbia.

'

,

New York

Columbia Records pressing Benny
fllmstregs Virginia Weidler>
Mel Goodman Records despite that artare with orchestra.
ist's move to Capitol label. .. .Oscar
Torme booked for Sept. 25 week at Moore, guitarist with King Cole
frame.
for
,
Hipp. Balto, at $1,500
Trio ever since latter's hit, leaves
Phil Moore tossing a symphonic jazz
combo as of Oct. 20 to move over
bash at Shrine auditorium Oct. 13,
to
frere
Johnny Moore's Three
and will baton 50-man outfit.
F/.zers g^oup leader of which is
fortnite
stand
starts
Sterling Young
a s ° a guitanst
.Juggy Gayle to
Flamingo.
Las
tomorrow (25) at
to
Coast
install
Rocky Carr as
into
Carmen Cavallaro
.
Vegas.
United Music's Coast rep. .. .George
Ciro's for indef stay, starting Dec.
Levy
Coast
Friday
to
(27) for two
windFrankie Masters, after
29.
weeks
on
Leeds
Music
biz and vacaing at Tommy Dorsey's Casino Gartion. .. Phil Brito signed General
densihere, will .locate for three weeks
Artists
contract
.Janet
Tremaine,
at Edgewater, San "Francisco, beginLionel Hampton GAC contract division head, out of
ning Oct. 29. ••
hospital and recuperating at home
one-niting around area at $1,250
from
illness
...
.Apollo
Frank
cut
against 60% as crew awaits opening
Saunders, Arthur Godfrey's singing
vaudate Tues. (30 V at Million Dollar
.Johnny
offering Les bartender on eight sides.
theatre, . .
Vic
Lombardo
Tony
Long,
and
PasBrown, anchored here now by Bob
Hope airshow, to nearby one-nite tor's orchestras added to General
promoters at $1,000 per guarantee Artists string into Ansley hotel, Atlanta.
.Fred
Lowery
Dorothy
..
and
GAC
.
.
against usual percentage.
ers of

.

a'so

.

.

.

.

|

i

I

I

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

900G Foreign Coin

.

.

.

MCA

.

Rae

.

Showland, Dallas, his
booking Desi Arnaz on autumn ballhome town.
.Illinois Jacquet works
room swing down the Coast. '.
Woody Herman's now-forming ag- Carnegie Hall Saturday (27) with
Norman
Granz
"Jazz At Philhargregation being offered Coast promoters at $2,000 guarantee per single monic" unit. .. .Woody Herman re(Continued on page 42)
«tand. . . . Al Gayle, at Biltmore
at Pappy's
:

.

recent interna-

its

board meeting in
Chicago concerning its Form B con-

Union told locals that it cannot and will not do anything about

new
Form B

planning a
replace
i

contract blank
until the U.

to
S.

-Treasury advisCS on a cour;ie o£ pvo
cedure which dir€ct ive has been
expected for weeks.

Meanwhile all bandleaders. local
„i ik€> are to deduct
withholding, social security and unemployment taxes from salaries of
their men and* fot ward the sums to
the proper government agencies,
just as if Form B and its clause
making buyers of. a band its emplove"S (hence liable for the sums
the -i-elves) di
nrt rv'
The above is substantially what
was tola to major bau» r. c.jy representatives who attended, the executive board meeting for the purnot to
pose of inducing the
deTay^y^n^cr" "on the writing and
distribution of a new con t act blank.
and trave]ir,g

'

Due ASCAP-ers

all local

tract.

mas," et al.
Nat Simon and Charles Tobias
wrote the music and lyric, respecForeign coin held by the Ameri- tively, to "Lamplighter," and Tobias
can Society of Composers. Authors turned out the new Xmas lyric.
and Publishers for distribution to
U. S. writers and publishers totals
closer to $900,000 than the previously cited figure of $500,000.
This
:

1

I

I

|

of Musicians
branches
throughout the country o£ the de-

week advised

cision reached at
tional executive

Shapiro-Bernstein is making a
unique approach to the reissuing of
a past hit song. It is now preparing
to launch a new version of "The Old
Lamphghter." which occupied the
No 1 position on sheet sales lists
only a yeat or so ago. New version,
which will retain the original title*
will be based on hi Xmas lyric and
is designed to cut in on some of the
holiday-song gravy reaped annually
by Irving Berlin's "White Christ-

Ghristy) took tenor chair vacated in

Stan Kenton band by Vido Musso.
Warner and George Weidler < broth-

'Lamplighter' Lyric

Contract

American Federation

last

For Xmas-Trade Gravy

—

Berlin got-rthe—idea— of— spotting
the song in a film, producer Joe Pasternak buying it for "City" a Margaret O'Brien starrer. Film will thus
be used as a springboard for the
tune, a la Berlin's "Blue Skies" and
others.

41

AFM Issues Directive to Locals

Spark Berlin's Revival
"Whafll

Jeri

New

LEEDS COMPLETES DEAL

money, which represents foreign
society payments to- ASCAP- via~ reLou Levy, of Leeds Music, comciprocal
rights
agreements,
and
which reaches such a large sum due pleted a deal last week in Hollyto the fact that the war held up the wood which gives his music firm

WITH EAGLE LION P1X

usual annual payments for seven its first film company
tieup.
He
years or more, will be distributed to
ASCAP writers and publishers be- worked out an arrangement to publish all tunes stemming from Eagle
fore Jan. 1.
Lion productions for the next two
Herman Starr, head of the War- and a half years, with a similar opner Bros, publishing group and a tion period. Agreement is effective
prominent member of the ASCAP immediately.
board, heads the committee working
Levy's pact is with all four comon allocating the coin. According to panies within the
Eagle Lion setup,
the figurss worked out, some $850,000 Eagle Lion. Inc.; Producers Releasof it, Starr says, will go to writers ing Corp.; Eagle Lion Studios, Inc.
and PRC Productions.
and the remainder to publishers.

AFM

Camden
Sets

Convent, om Hall

New Deal With AFM
Philadelphia. Sept. 23.

Camden Convention Hall signed
an agreement with Local 77, American Federation of Musicians, calling
for not less than 15 musicians when
stage attractions requiring music are
presented.

.

Agreement
prevailing

is

for

similar to the

one-

Convention Hall in

Philly.

* HOMER i

MINSK

HlTi
LOU LEVY

%

cum OWNER

ALGALLICO

I

MANAGER

|

DON GENSON

*H CHu*

ltt

BASE COACH

|

Ch

GOLDIE GOLDMARK
3rd BASE

Lost

Minute Sports Flash!

SINCERELY YOURS

Just Recorded

by INK SPOTS (Deccc),

TONY MARTIN

(Victor),

COACH

f

„

MARTHA TILTON

J
|

(Majestic)

.

.
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Morris Agcy. Adds

Two

Band Reviews
JXN AUGUST ORCH

ably

1-Nite Salesmen

William Morris ajrtncy band department took on two*hew One-night

not

duties
-'
spectacularly, with Fitzpatrick chim- salesmen last week Archie Love
Hotel Astor Roof, N. Y.
in from time to time to round land at the Hollywood office and
As with Lenny Herman, the so- ing
out- the 'picture.
Nev Wagner in Chicago. Loveland
called "relief" band when he was
Fitzpatrick mixes his tunes adroitly,
this
recently
at
Archer,
who
Jack
replaces
twained with other, bands
giving well measured portions of
hostelry, Jan August, in the final
and old tunes with rhumbas left Morris to join the new Continweeks of the Astor Roof's policy, new
and sambas sprinkled betwixt as ental Agency, and Wagner replaces
makes unusual impact. For four -seasoning, - Most- requested- tunes are Bill MacDonald,-who quit, it's said,
people he certainly delivers -prwrty- "Brazil"
""Vienna due to the fact he preferred a Coast
and
(samba)
of dansapation. As Skinnay Ennis Waltz" (waltz). That gives an idea
slot.
introduces him as "the 'Misirlou
his combo.
Loveland was. with Morris prior to
kid—August with his three assistants of Musicianship
and
sparkling,
is
does plenty. The maestro-pianist is Fitzpatrick's engaging personality the war and after being discharged
a wiz at the ivories and the support- and good appearance of bandsmen, from the Navy went into the costume
ing string bass, duums and guitar
jewelry
business. Wagner has been
patrons and holds their atmake for a tip-top combination, dis- pleases
tention throughout. Fitzpatrick has with the Holt-Pumphrey talent buypensing beaucoup rhythm and melgained prestige and assurance of late, ing agency in Richmond, Va.
ody with their unique arrangements the result of playing most' of the
of "Old Man River," "September
major social shindigs and comingSong" and the like. Including the
parties the past season in the
"Misirlou" with which out
inevitable
Ted.
came to attention via Frisco social belt.

handling those

(4)

if

—

1

•

Bands

Ho t el BA ).V

at

Weeks
Hotel
l'luyed
Band
6Skinnay Ennis. .. Astor Roof (850; $1-$1.25)
Waldorf (400; $2)
7
Jack Fina
2'
Claude Thornhill. .Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50J
45
Ray McKinley»... New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50).. A ..;... 0
Johnny Pineapple. Lexington '(300; $1-$L50).
Orrin Tucker. ... Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50)
3
,

Covers

Total
Covers
Date
19,620
23 200

Taut,

.

.

Week On

.

3,150
2,750
2,325
tl,175

.

4775
1,17$

900

4^575

1,600

6,300

'

:

—

August

GAC Settles Ohio

first

disks.

,

There's a lot of showmanship to
Jan August's quartet which insures
their b.o., whether onstage or dance
podium. In succession they proved
it, first at the Roxy and now in the
large-capacity Hotel Astor Roof.
Abe!.

EDDIE FITZPATRICR ORCH

(IS)

Francis Hotel, San Francisco
After a summer layoff from hotel

St.

HARRY COOL ORCH

(14)

With Doris Donovan
LaMartinique, Chicago
Harry Cool's date at LaMartinique,

Monopoly

the suburban nitery's first
dip into the name band field. Previously, the spot had been run on a
semi-name policy, and with Cool's
relaxed, friendly manner, both the
ops and he are primed for big biz.
Cool'sr orchestra, which marked its

Monopoly suit against General
Artists Corp., filed over a year ago
due to a switch in dates by Tony.
Pastor's orchestra from one Youngs-

marked

*Ice
t 3

Revue

New

at

Yorker.

—Ginny Simms

Waldorf

at

days.
1

Chicago
Ray Heatberton (Marine Room, Edgewater §each; 1,100; $1.50-$2.50
New show and pleasant weather helped up count to* 13,400.
,

min.).

Jose Melis (College Inn, Sherman;. 900; $2-$3.50 min.). Frankie Laine's
local bow Friday (19) since hitting, big time, and rush from railroad convention at hotei boosted total to hot 5,100.
Freddie Nagel (Empire Room, Palmer; 550; $3.50 "min,-$l cover).
Leveling at 3,300.
Benny Strong (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 650; $3.50-$l cover). Convention crowds kept this peppery 3,100.
'

first

Suit
:

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Chicago)

'

Marty Gould (Chez Paree; 540; $3.50 min.). Mitzi Green and Jackie
Miles in Thursday (18). Another big 6,000.
Sherman Hayes (Blackhawk; 500; $2.50 min.), Hayes holding well at

town, O., promoter to another, was
settled out of court Monday (22) 3,600.
-work--Eddie-Fitzpatriclc^.J)ack_ia
anniversary several— montbs- tor-$300:"-Acrtion; "in-Ohio's federal"
"third
"Henry King (Aragon; $1.-$1.25 adm.). Buddy Moreno opens Sept. 30.
the Mural Room and drawing heavhave found a niche district court, went to trial in the
Opening ago, seems to
King just touching the 15,000 mark.
ily oh the carriage trade.
suited to its particular talents morning
best
with Art Weems, GAC exnight (9,) had cafe-pousse society
Johnny Long (Trianon; $1.-$,1.25 adm.). Long gave way Sunday (21)
Although the band is fairly
here.
heavily on hand with the 600-caecutive from New York, in attend- to Tommy Carlyn, Some 16,800, fair.
lull (12 pieces), it's strictly on the
pacity room well filled. (Cover $1.25
ance along with attorney Mort
It
Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50 min.). Affected only slightly
soft lights-smooth dancing side.
weekriights; $1.50 Saturdays.)
well-balanced musical Miller, of the Bernard Milter of- by other club openings. Healthy 4,700. Buddy* Lester headlining.
Leaning deftly on sweet music provides a
novelpunch
fice.
By noon, however, a jury had
evening, packed with
that is danceable, Fitzpatrick uses
that offset the lack of a floor not been picked and, seeing the case
three string, three reeds, three brass ties
show.
_
...
about
to
stretch
out to a week or
and three rhythm, with two of- his
Los Angeles
Doris Donovan, new to the group, =mpre, GAC offered to settle and the
bandsmen lending a hand in occabouncy package in skin-tight plaintiffs took them up.
Eddy Howard (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Solid 2,200 covers.
sional vocals; Glen Kerr and Buddy is a
and
"Feudin'
yodeling
Webber, bass and sax' respectively. satin,
Plaintiffs in the case were GorBuss Morgan (Biltmore; 900; $1.-$1.50). Fairish 1,900 covers.
Who
Anyone
"Ask
Fightin' ",
Anderson
don
and
Jack Mack, who
Knows," etc. Her live-wire personality is exhibited most successfully promote dances .in the Youngstown
(Lbs Angeles)
She also and Akron area. They had made a
on "Across the Alley."
Lawrence. Welk (Aragon, B, Ocean Park, 4th' wk.). Windup wilted
does a duet with Cool on. such things tentative agreement with GAC 's Art
gtand was excellent.
as "It's Dreamtime."
Frew, then head of the agency's to 5,700 admishes, but overall
Biz
Frankie Masters (Casino Gardens, B, Ocean Park, 4th wk.).
Cool uses twelve men (5 sax, 2 Cincinnati office, for Pastor's ortrombone, 2 trumpet and .3 rhythm). chestra.
brightening each frame, with owner Tommy Dorsey now deciding to
Since the contract had not
He neglects jazz and jive completely, yet
hold Masters until October's end. Last stanza, smart 5,700 admishes.
been
signed,
Pastor,
where
the
to the satisfaction of the adult crowd.
Jimmy Dorsey (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 3d wk.). Mild 9,000 payees.
date
was
submitted
to
him,
preare spotted often, John
Soloists
Nagey, pianist, v copping most chances. ferred to work for Tony Cavalier
Mack.
at the Nu-Elms Ballroom, Youngstown, a standard
operation for

—

•

—

...

•

•

OUR

HOUR

.

New

TOMMY TAUNBO,

MCA PITCHES KYSER
FOR VAUDE, 1-NITERS

York

Oen. Pro. Mgr.

Hollywood. Sept.

gate.

BEST SELLERS
O' MY
Columbia).

HEART

sort

(CLARK,

That's My Desire (Laine, Mercury).
Feudin'
Fightin' (Shay, Columbia).
I
Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now
(Como, Victor).
When You Were Sweet 16 (Mills
Brothers, Decca).

V

Tallahassee (Crosby, Dacca).

By

DOUGLAS WATT

Wedding
(Are Breaking

.

23.

Music Corp. of America is inducing Kay Kyser to go for a whirl of
vaudc and one-niters this autumn.
Dates will be arranged around
leader's airshow commercial for Col-

REPRINTED FROM
DAILY NEWS
September 21, 1947

NEW YORK

PEG

•

It will be first personaling of
for" Kyser in about five years,"

although just about three years ago
MCA rigged up. an idea of booking
batoneer on skein of 20 select onearound country "at $5,000
niters
guarantee per date, plus 60% of take
on each date. Idea was dropped
when buyers were slow to jump at
bait.

That Old

Craig Cashing In

of Mine)
Al Rlnnk anil HIn Harmonic u
(Knlnboiv NO. 50003)

•

Jio.

On

Pianist Francis Craig, whose "Near
You" recording for the Bullet label

1036)

topping all sales and popularity
going to cash in immediately
on the disk. William Morris agency
is selling him, plus only Bob Lamm,
blind vocalist on the disk, for theatres.
Pair are asking $2,500 weekly.
is

logs, is

True

Johnny Desmond -Vngr C 'nvomiurh Trio
(Victor _2U-SS18)

Cootie Williams (Majest ic 1165)

MILLS MUSIC.

Inc.

New

1619 Broadway

York 19

Continued, from page 41

Craig's initial theatre date is week
of Oct. 9. Hippodrome, Baltimore.

of artists and repertoire; Beti Siegert as v.p.; Ralplj, Emrhett as director of sales; Seymour H. Bennis as
his assistant, and Joe Sasso, pub-

J

and Stage
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JOHNNY "Scat" DAVIS
AND
Now

6th

HIS

ORCHESTRA

Week and CONTINUING THRU JAN

15

CUSSIE'S KENTUCKY LOUNGE
CHICAGO.

.

.

..

EXCLUSIVE.

ILL.

MAMA££M£NT

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
,

.

JOS GLASER,

745 filth Ave., New York
PL. 5-5572

2.2

Pres.
54
-

W. Randolph
Chicaqo

doing hit

'

CHRISTMAS DREAMING
A LITTLE EARLY THIS YEAR

.

signed with
'

U.i NAVY BAND TOUR r?
OFFERED TO AGENCIES

:

H(Jw ABOUT YOTJ?"

.

writer of Shapiro's new "And Mim'i"
in Hollywood for three weeks:
'

U. S. Navy's official band will do
a concert tour next spring, and the
booking of it is being offered to

Chicago

Joe Glaser back to New York afmajor band agencies. Each got let- ter attending Louis Armstrong' openters from the Nayy Department last ing at the Rag poll,. .Eddie Talbot,
week citing .the tour and asking for new contact man for Famous music,
huddles with Navy personnel over replacing Eddie Richmond, who re^
ceiitly resigned.
Anne Gula, proBand will be on the road, nine moted to record' promotion departweeks, between March 15 and June ment at Hudson-Ross. .Larry Stein
1, and is to be, made at no expense
appointed personal
manager for
to the government^.
It cannot play, Rosemary Wayne, and. Warren Ketcommercial date's, that is, work for tle retained in same capacity by Bill
regular band promoters, since the Evans, both free-lance disk jocks.
Navy 'wants all profits from its Phil Spitalny here... Hank Marjcbookings to go to some local charity bright, Harms Music, back from Wisin the area in which it works.
It consin fishing trip. .Charley Vencannot compete, either, with estab- tura inked into RosebalL newly
lished commercial bands. Agencies opened South Side ballroom, for onewill be allowed commission if hook- nighter,
Oct. 26... Peggy Price back
ing the outfit, however.
from an eight-week stint in Panama
...Florence Teriny of Feist, at St:
Luke's Hospital with severe throat
Mulling Biz Hypo
infection. .Mercury tossed shindig
honoring Frankie Laine at Sherman,
Via 'Nat'l Dance
with Harry Cool's orch and,... Eddie
Howard Sinnott, General Artists Hubbard as m.c, Guest artists on the
Corp. one-night booker, is working bill, which included Albert Ammons,
on a "National Dance Week" idea Rex Allen, Tiny Hill, Patti,Page,
with which to attempt to make some Two-Top. Baker and the Prairie
The Sullivan Company
noise about the band business and Ramblers.
stimulate biz. GAC executives are has joined the ranks of disk label
attempting to get the other agencies firms here; their first records cut by
interested in the plan so as to make the Jimmy Blade orchestra.
it an industry-wide effort, but so far
haven't been too successful:
Pittsburgh
Nevertheless, GAC is going ahead
with its plan. Preliminary notice to
Billy Catizone signed Marcelyn
promoters and operators of band Fennell to do the vocals with his
spots is claimed to have drawn en- augmented Terrace. Room bandj..
thusiastic reaction. Designated week Max Tarshis dropped trio to go into
hasn't been set aside yet; it's likely the Mercur Music Bar as a piano
to be mid-October, or later if things single. ..Tommy Ryan band in for
don't add up quickly enough.
two-weeks at Bill Green's .., Howdy
Meeting at GAC offices in New Baum replaced Bob Rhodes at Vogue
York Friday (20) afternoon was at- Terrace. Baum will be followed, in
tended by Nat Kalcheim and Les turn, by Freddy Schaffer's girl
Zimmerman of William Morris; Billy orchestra and Ray Herbeck, each for
Shaw, of Gale, Inc.; Jack Whitte- fortnight. .Dom Trimarkie's threemore, of Mus-Art; Jack Kearny, of some, returning to Fiesta Room of
Harry Moss Agency; MacConkey, of Hotel Roosevelt, has Trimarkie on
McConkey, and a rep of Willard Al- accordion, Carmen Rummo on piano
exander office. Frederick Bros, and and Johnny Krostyne, bass.,. Bill
Stan Zucker offices will come in Clydesdale, electric guitarist,
bassist
later, and efforts are being made to Jimmy
Vallome and Miss Charlotteinterest Music Corp. of America in 011 accordion
make up new trio at

dates.
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'

.

•

SMOKE!
SMOKE!
SMOKE!
Cigarette)

(That

'

'

.

GAC

St.

AMERICAN MUSIC.

Our WAI.TZ SiiKKFNtioa*
for Your Program

Week'

the idea.

Horseshoe

IP

MY GAL SAL
HAD MY WAY

I

SIDEWALKS

OF NEW YORK
JUST A DREAM OF
YOU, DEAR

ME CALL YOU
SWEETHEART

.

Bar.

INC.

Sunset HI nl.,
Gnret Romero
Hollywood 46, Cal. 05 W. K St., N.Y.C.

Ill 01)

.

.

.

ii

.Boyd Reaburn orchestra
Willard Alexander
_agency_
jfqr_ bookings^ ._a|teX... r Pieas e:
"by General Artists.
.Nat SinTon,
licity.

.

Star of Radio, Screen

Benny Fields

viving "Woodchoppers" group within
Sterling Records added
new band
George J. Bennett to staff as director

.

Disk With Personals

•

Black and Blue
If It's

California.

1

Gang

Frankie Lnine (Mercury

Upbeat

1

Kyser has already been offered
Million Dollar theatre here, at terms
reported to be 50-50 split from first
dollar. The leader last year nixed a
number of bids to play location ballroom dates hereabouts.

Bells

Up

Thus the date was shifted,
and Anderson and Mack subsequently claimed they had first call on
Pastor and filed suit.
At the same time the action was
instituted, on the "monopoly" basis,
it created quite' a stir in the band
field since at that time Larry Foley's monopoly case against Tviusic
Corp. of America was proceeding in

*ears.

SANTLY-JOY, INC.
1619 Broadway,

—

'

(The Puppy Love Song)
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Adams, Newark, Yields to Musicians

Chicago, Sept. 23.

After a

12 Delegate Posts to Natl Convention

summer

evening

Bismarck
Room, Friday

hiatus,

hotel reopens Walnut

On Standby Band;

(26).

Pacts Pitcrew

New show comprises Tony DiLong dispute between the Adams local last week that unless the
More than 80 nominations for 12 Benefit Fund and $19,000 in the Pard's Orch, the Talbots, dance
Emergency Welfare Fund.
team, and the Ballentines, harmonica theatre, Newark, and the Newark Adams agreed to a pit band no
delegate posts to—the forthcoming
Although N. Y. local has some act.
travelling name orchestra would be
convention of American
local of the American Federation of
national
2,800 paid up members, who were
permitted to play the house. PreMusicians over the standby orches- sumably,,, this, .wire went also
Guild of Variety Artists were made eligible to attend
to
- the conclave, wily
of the N. Y. local of 175 attendee!, probably "explainable
tra problems came to an abrupt other vaude houses involved in simmembers
by
in that many were playing out of
meetilar situations with other locals
the
pre-confab
at
union
head
Monday
(22).
Final
meeting
the talent
town
dates
and
couldn't
attend.
State
theatre,
Hartford,
and
others.
Hall, N. Y., last
"

the

floor,

nominated from
while additional 30 were

entered via petitions.

Entire

now being checked and
national

AGVA

as to

list is

verified at

whether

all

nominees: are in good standing and
subsequent okay for placing on the

Barrett conducted the meeting in
irreproachable fashion, giving any
and all an opportunity to be* heard,

and despite an early motion

to close
the nominations, this was overruled
to abrogate possible beefs later that

nominations were being railroaded."
Procedure of nominating was in
national ballot.
line with formula set for other terHowever, those already checked ritories, allowing election of a deleand approved as nominees for dele- gate for every 200 members in a
Jerry branch. Based upon the 2,500 memgate posts are Marty Barrett,
Baker, Jacke Bright, Phil Irving, bers of the N. Y. local, that body
Stubby Kaye, Rex Wilson, Danny will be allowed 12 delegates to
White, Dewey Barto, Hazel Scott, represent it, at the convention set for
Charles Banks, Harry Eaton, Chic latte^part Of next month, with conDarrow, Willie Bryant, Henry Dunn, vention city not set as yet.
Stone,
George.
White,
Other Meetings Held
Murray
Similar meetings were held in
Claudia MacNeil, Thelma Nevins,
of union during the
Joe Smith, Marwvy Tyler and Irving other branches
_
of^ourse; is--orrlyTr lpWlveTk7 with-?eturns frornr th"USe" Wossmanr'ThTv
partial list, with remainder of nomi- areas now being computed at, national AGVA and results to be annees to be listed later.
chairmanned by nounced next week.
Meeting was

Only trouble spot was PhiladelMarty Barrett and addresses were
made by Matt Shelvey, national head phia, where jurisdictional dispute
continues between Dick Jones, disof AGVA, and Dave Fox, head of the
charged
head of the former Philly
"state
read
rf>f
Latter
a
N. Y. local.
local, still functioning pending court
the union" report, which pointed up
decision on validity of his discharge
the progress of the union under presby
national
AGVA. At meeting held
its
accentuating
ent administration,
growth since 1943 from five branches there with Allen Nickerson, repping
national AGVA,,there was a mixup
to 32 and increase in membership
in
dates
and sparsely attended
present
to
its
from several thousand

many of Jones' sympathizers
Another meeting
failing to attend.
may be called later.

through

38,000.

Financial Report Made
Financial report, as of July 31 of
was read by union's audiwho stated there was $250,000 in
treasury; also $30,000 in the Death
this year,
tor,

Andy

Russell Set For

Vaudates by Sherman
Russell, who recently separated from the William Morris
agency, will embark on a vaude tour
mapped out by the Eddie Sherman
So far, singer has been
agency.
booked mainly into houses con-

Andy

Lovely

Lady
of

Song

JANE

JOHNSON
Bach
to

Boogie
Marimbist

GEORGE!

trolled by the Sherman office, starting his tour at the Adams theatre,

Newark. Nov. 16, and following with
Hippodrome, Baltimore; State, Hartford, and the Palace, Youngstown,
Other date is at Frank Dailey's

Mjiad.qwbrpok^N^
for five days starting Nov. 25.
Russell was originally slated

GUEST
Ben.: KDDIE SMITH AGENC1
Chicago Tttp.i tmit TXttRfel.I. T

to

play the Paramount theatre,, N. Y.,
late November, but because length
of engagement could not be determined this far in advance, Russell had to forego that date In order
fill picture commitments.
Russell is also slated to go to the
Chicago, Oct. 30, on an
originally set up by the
Morris agency. He's getting $12,500
guarantee against percentages.

to

Mark, Ditson Team

between theatre execs and union officials ended with the Adams' agreement to hire a pit band again this

Draws Keys New
Ha. Name Battle
-

Early Florida bookings indicate
that Miami Beach nitery operators
are slated to resume their battle for
name talent for the winter season.

So

Sophie Tucker has been set
for the Beachcomber, starting Jan.
6 and Jackie Miles has been set for
the Clover club, Jan. 14 and Georgie
Jessel at the, Copa.
far,

This indicates that the Florida
bonifaces are cracking on their reso•lutipn-at-the end -of—last-yeary-l hat
they'll never again battle for top
talent.
At that time they declared
-

Adams, which had Vaughn Mon-

sicians,

the
cafe

into effect.

it

Expo Attendance

Way Below Expectations

etc.

when

wires led to the belief
among some tradespeople that every
AFM local in the country had been
similarly advised.
They predicated
this belief on the. fact that the Newark local officials had appeared before the AFM international executive board meeting in Chicago two
weeks ago to ask that no travelling
name band be allowed to accompany
acts on the bill, that each work as a
separate act. Exec board accepted
the suggestion, which, actually, is on
the AFM's rule book but never enforced, and apparently is considering

roe's orchestra booked to debut its
winter vaudfilm policy tomorrow
(Thursday), virtually had its back to
the wall before giving in to rehiring
the pit band, which it has used every
putting
season in the past.
Originally, it
had taken the attitude that the T-H
act forbid unnecessary hiring of
musicians and,, while the Adams Utah
acTulflIy~~used ^ts~niei5,'-ThejT "never"
theless -were considered standbys
since they played only overtures,

eries throughout the country, indicates that top entertainers are more
necessary than ever, consequently
the resumption of the booking battle.
It's also anticipated that salaries
might reach the heights of last

season

These

year to work with travelling name
bands it books, but .it officially advised the union that it was doing
so under protest, that, it would await
clarification of the Taft-Hartley bill's
impact on "featherbedding" before
reopening the case.

"were through working for actors.''
However, recent trend among nit-

Salt

Adams'

temporarily
accept a local pit band was forced
by the American Federation of Mudecision

which

to

wired

the

Newark

Hildegarde s Double

Copacabana paid

an alltime
high of $20,000
weekly to Danny Kaye and $12,500

Lake

it

a floperOo.

"Calvacade"

Hildegarde,

who opens

a nine-day
engagement at the Persian Room of
the Plaza hotel, N.Y., Mon. (29) as
part of the 40 anni celebration, is
set to return to that.spot Christmas
night for three months or more.
Holiday date will mark the third
time this year the chantoosey has

played the room. She was there at
the beginning of the year on a date
which started in November.
Battle for names is expected to
Following the Plaza anni engagestart in earnest when Murray Weinment, Hildegarde will play the Anger, Copacabana's operator, gets into
hotel, Atlanta, Oct. 15, to be folNew York to buy talent for the sea- sley
lowed by the Baker hotel, Dallas.
son. Don Schuyler, of the Beachcomber, is also slated to make a
N. Y.» trip.
Presence of the
hikes asking
bonifaces generally
Everybody's
price of talent considerably.
Florida buying started late this
of
year because of the majority of
agencies—not— sending -salesmen- -to
that area, fearing to brush against
the recently enacted Florida state
law banning non-resident agents.
son.

•

•

•

•

City, Sept. 23.

"Calvalcade Of Stars," variety
show, finished its one week run at
the Utah Centennial Exposition with
light attendance and a gross that
didn't reach $2,000. Three days of
rain, cold nights, and n.s.g. reviews
in the local press helped in making

Date at N. Y. Plaza week

plus percentages for the Ritz Bros.
Jessel's pact calls for $12,500 and it's
likely that other bonifaces may buy
similar, priced talent.
are
There
some
indications
that the prices for accepted talent
will go higher this year.
Miss
Tucker's salary is reported at $7,500
while Miles is getting $5,000, which
is considerably more than last sea-

wound

up

expo, which closed

the 14
gates

its

vwth total attendance of about 610,000, less than half of the predicted.
1,250,000. Only two of the shows to
play at the Fair Grounds showed a
real profit. "Holiday On Ice," running for the opening three weeks
back in June, was a terrific money
maker, and Sam Snyder's ".Water
Follies Of 1947" was a solid click,
but all other attempts at entertainment were sad affairs at the b.o.

Just
cially

until

how

the expo

came out

finan-

will not be known officially
Saturday (27) when a financial
is made to the commission.

report

MB

12 Minutes

Talkin'

About

Different Doings

by

ISA

Edith Piaf May

Oriental,
old deal

^ WALDO

Revive 2-a-Day

A revival of the two-a-day vaude
type of legit operation may mark
the American bow of Edith Piaf,
French name singer, who's due to
play the U. S. under Clifford C.
Fischer,
who's
Fischer auspices.
met slated to return from Paris next
out- week, originated the vaude-legiters
with his production of "Priorities"

Up

Jimmy Mark and Lenny

New York

—

Big Coin for Top

Town
ing held in
week. Fifty were

Ditson,
Indie agents, have partnered, opening offices in New York.

Both ex-performers, they
while serving in the same Army
fit together overseas.

FIRST

BROADWAY

APPEARANCE

in 1940.

Deal for

Mile.

Piaf's

preem

as

LOEWS STATE

topper in a variety show, was finalby Fischer and Ben Marden,
operator of the Playhouse, N. Y.,
Show will open at the
in Paris.
ConPlayhouse starting Oct. 30.
firmation of the deal came yesterday
(Tuesday) to Fischer's N. Y. rep.,
Hans Lederer.
Mile. Piaf on her American tour
will be backgrounded by the Campagnon des Chansons, nine-man vocal group, also to be imported by
Revue will also include
Fischer.
other French principals.

ized

Ambassador, N. Y., Delay
French vaude policy at the SirAmbassador, N. Y., w h i c h
have started this month, has
been moved back to December or
January, according to Joseph Sirilzky, firm veepee-t.reasurer. Reason
given for the postponement was that
Tino Rossi, who was to have headed
the opening bill, has been tied up
by a -film commitment- to Marcel
itzkys'
was to

Pagnol.-

The

Pagnol picture in several
called "La Belle Meunierc"
Beautiful Wife").
Miller's
("The
Edith Piaf was also to have appeared at the Ambassador, but since
has been booked into the FischerSam
Marden Playhouse venture.
Siritzky recently returned from a

years

first

is

two-month visit to France to
up talent for the Ambassador.

line

NEW Y0BK-M0W

Booked

NEW

into the

ZIEGFELD

FOLLIES
|

[

Just Concludedj

LOOKOUT HOUSE. Kentucky; "IOWERY." Detroit: ALPINE
VILLAGE, Cleveland: CHEZ AMI. Buffalo and ORIENTAL
THEATRE. Chicago: HIPPODROME THEATRE, altimore

Direction:

MARK

J.

LEDDY
LEON

NEWMAN

'
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Saraaac Lake

Bemg

Ink Spots' Losdos Contract

•

Adjusted; Doubling Too Strenuous

Night Club Reviews

By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake, N. Y., Sept. 23.
Dr. Harold Kodner, exec of the
Will Rogers Memorial, and Dr. Richard. Kilstein, N. Y. C. specialist, in
to ogle some of the patients with
major ailments.
It took Eddie Slagus two years to
beat the rap. He received an allclear and leaves next month to rethe Cap itol theatre,
sume_jvork at
'"'
N. Y.
George Fee, musician, elated over
He's been appointed
good clinic.
relief switchboard operator at the
Rogers.
Weekend visitors: Ruth Tarson,
N. Y. C„ visiting Mary Mason;
Tommy Owens happy over Inez
Liverpool's progress; Joe and Frank
Preis bedsiding Dolly Gallagher and
Walter Proffitt's wife in from N. Y.
Sydney Cohen, after 18 months of
bed routine, has been upped for
meals.
Forrest "Slim" Glenn flashing new
set of choppers and serving as mailman and downtown shopper for the
gang.
Mabel Burns upped for three
;

London, Sept.

23.
J

contract with)
Spots'
Bernard Delfont, operator of the
Casino theatre, London, is now in,
process of a downward revision as aj
result of their refusal to double be-

The

Ink

j

tween that house and the Lewsiham
Hippodrome. Negro quartet claimed
at

j

|

a too strenuous schedule with re-

super salaries of American theatres,
The only method of getting full
value out of a name act, consequently, is by doubling. The Ink
Spots' pact, at $11,000 weekly, called
for the playing of the two houses.
likely that the quartet's action
will cause British and bookers to
sign contracts at one figure for playIt's

ing single bouse and
salary when doubling.

Suit that they will play the Casino
only and will work out a corresponding reduction in salary.

a

higher

<1G\
started Tuesday
Op,
the Spots refused to double at Joe Rogers,
the Hipp, claiming that the schedule of four shows in the space of
Restaurateur, Dies
three and a half hours was too much.
Spots had also beefed on the fact
Sleeping Pills
which
the .Foster
agency,
that
Pending an autopsy, death of Joe
booked them, had failed to remit a
$10,000 balance to the U. S. As a re- Rogers, operator o* the now closed
suH. the Western Bros, were sub- Rogers Corner, N. Y.. was listed as
a suicide. Rogers was found dead
6ti uted at the Hipp.
overdose of sleeping tabThe Ink Spots' revolt is seen as after an
lets Saturday (20) in an office he
likely to cause some revamping in
maintained in the building which
the British method of booking U. S.
his cockt- ; l lounge.
names_ English— showmen— declare Roused
Rogers, who was 53, was a longtb^it British houses, because of their
Email seating capacity and a gen- time member of the firm of Dufour
erally prevalent two-a-day show- and Rogers, which ran concessions

Difficulty

when

Carny

j

From

I

j

.

!

j

j

i

ings,

unable

are

out the at fairs and carnivals. He opened
Rogers Corner, Christmas night,
1940, on the site formerly occupied

shell

to

'"

restaurant.
by ~ Jack " Dempsey's
Lounge, during war years was a
prosperous operation getting a terplay from servicemen and
rific
crowds from Madison Square -Garden. After the war business dropped
off, and lease last ,May was subsequently sold to a cafeteria chain.
Prior to the opening of the cocktail lounge Rogers made several fortunes as a concessionaire. Rogers
.

STOOGES

ft

Hippodrome Thealre
o* Sep*-

HAWY

A.

'

25

«©MM

~

•

meals a week, while John Binkley
has been appointed librarian at the

Itoom,

ROMM

A.

Kisley and Michael Dunn are equally
good., Kisley's 12-man crew is one

of the few hotel
extant that
Dave Apollan, with Lois Banner- breaks away frombands
the tired busiLaverne Gustafsor}; Stephen

man,

'

nessman's bounce tempo to provide
Orch, with Pat Whitney; a straight dance
beat.
Diminutive
Michae! Dunn Orch, uiith Virginia Pat Whitney handles
his vocals well
Boyd; $1 cover weekdays after .10 Dunn's five-man group
runs more to
p.m., $2 Saturdays.
hotel standards, with Virginia Boyd
Kisley

After lying "idle: a}l "Summer while"
the rooftop Cascades room was in
operation, the Bowman room kicked
off its new fall season last week with
a show tailored to its class clientele.
r

;

Dave Apollon's current act, while
a far cry" from the stuff he once did
on the old two-a-day circuits, fits in
admirably with the plush atmosphere
of swankier hotel boites such as this
one. With two danceable orchs to
keep things rolling between Apoltwo shows
man room looks
lon's

caressing the vocals.

Bbwman

during the next month.
Act Apollon does here would go
practically as well in the longhair
He's
confines of Carnegie Hall.

abandoned almost all the kidding he
used formerly to punch up his rou-

confining himself to straight
displays of his outstanding mandolin
Joseph Diamante, concert violinist, virtuosity. Touches of his masterly
and Anna Mae Ropk, singer, vacash- showmanship are still much in eviing, gave a recital for the gang, dence, though, such as the use of
which pepped them up plenty.
two attractive blondes, one a harpAfter -a^ six-months-siege in—the- ist- and the -other-Su pianist,_.to_back.
irtfirmary, Victor "IATSE" Gamba, him up.
Girls, dressed in pink and
received a nod from his medico that blue respectively, furnish a beauteupped him for one meal a day.
ous backdrop for Apollon and their
Eddie Vogt ended a successful 20- musicianship is as good as their
week stint as emcee for Durgan's locks.
half hour radio program.
Apollon's mandolin technique is
Joe Asselta, tenor, who made the as good as ever. About the only
grade here, planed in to visit the criticism of his current stint, in fact,
gang.
is the possibility that he's leaned too
William Asty in to ogle and mitt far the other way to make H a class
the IATSE boys at the lodge, found routine. Way he makes his mandothem all doing nicely,
lin. sit up and talk, though, keeps the
(Write to those who are ill.)
payees' eyes and ears glued to the
tine,'

—

'

and he mixes enough standard
pops and oldies into his repertoire

HELD OVER

'

Shows Gave

Whether it's a Chopin waltz or
"Jeannie With the Light Brown
Hair," Apollon handles it like a
master.
He mixes several novel
stunts into his playing, such as a
Nifty lift With
question juss, answer routine with
the piano and harp on "Beguine"
teamed with Lew Dufour, forming
Atlantic City, Sept. 23.
and melodizing of "Volga Boatman"
corporation
a
exhibited
which
The John Harris Ice-Capades and -with his right hand only on the inshows throughout the country. First
David Lowe legit shows kicked in strument's sounding board. It's the
venture was at the Chicago Century
Russian-bred "Boatman" and "Meaa $104,000 summer profit to Convenof Progress and later at the Fort
tion Hall's fund, it became known dowlands" that still elicit best reWorth Exposition. They also opturns, along with his standard enhere Thursday (18). Phil Thompson,
core on "Hora Stacata." Intermixed
erated concessions at Canadian fairs
manager, announces return of winter is an excellent harp solo by Lois
and carnivals. As a sideline, Rogers
ice hockey with the season for a Bannerman on "Claire de Lune" and
ran a restaurant and confectionery
new
Sea
Gull
team
to open Nov. 28
Laverne Gustafson's piano solo on
in Chicago. Last major exhibit was
The profit from the amusements the Chopin number.
at the New York World's Fair,
Dance combos fronted by Stephen
where the
firm
operated
the helps relieve taxpayers of that
"Strange As It Seems" exhibit and amount since the big hall has nev.er
the Rendezvous restaurant. He was been .able to carry itself. Residents
known as the Mayor of the Midway here have to make up the deficit yia Baer, Rosenbloom Cited
_
during the N. Y. fair, and served as taxes.
president ~ oT"tTie" Amusement" "ConUnfair' by
For
The revival of ice hockey also may
cessionaires Assn.
mean that there will be a winter
At the time of his death, Rogers showing of touring ice shows.
Failing to Pay
fine
was planning to open an Eighth
Thompson's report on the hall
Max Baer and Slapsie Maxie
avenue bar. near the site of the forshow business was that Ice Capades Rosenbloom.
vaude
and
nitery
mer Rogers Corner.
grossed $294,000 from 51 perform- comics, were cited unfair by AmeriHe is survived by his widow.
ances which drew seme 200,000. can Guild of Variety Artists this
From its 30% share the auditorium week.
Action was taken when
realized approximately
while comics failed to pay fine of $500
Chi Nitery
Tagged In the city received an$88,000,
additional assessed after a hearing three weeks
from
the
three
per
luxury
$9,000
cent
Evasion
ago
162G
at union wherein a trial board
tax bite.
had found them guilty of breaching
Chicago, Sept. 23.
As to the hall shows, more than AGVA rules.
Mike Potson was charged by GovComics were given two weeks
ernment with evasion of income 50,000 saw them in the 2,000 seat

Chicago, Sept.
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oar

Hpcelalty

summer

district court.

Ice Capades contract is for three
years and expires next year. The
contract for hall shows is made on
a seasonal basis. It was an experiment this year, following the flop
of musical revivals the summer before. Lowe has said that he wants
to return again next summer.

KLEINMAN

H.

25-31-K 30th Rami, 1. I. Crty 2.
Telephone: Artnria *-«*,;.

N V

of the reColisimo's night

club, was estimated to have made
$177,853 during the four years, of
which $89,245 came from his bistro

operation.

NOW READY

theatre. They grossed ap$75,000 with the city
getting $7,000, including tax.

proximately

.

the

hit

production

numbers,

the

sophisticated costumes, and those luscious

COPA GIRLS
Direct

From

Record-Breaking

New

York's

Engagement

shipments of equipment have been
tied up because of the strike. However, he said every effort will be
made to debut Friday (26) as per
schedule.

Walters and Harris are attempting
hire trucks to get the material
moving, but it's doubtful that union
truckers will cross the picket lines.

to

at

Copa cabana

* Currently at Club Cairo, Washington. D. C.

Preem show will be headed by
Jack Cole Dancers, Pinky Lee, Parti
Moore and- Ben

-Lessy.-

-

Russell's Nitery

Booked by

VAL IRVING
Avon

Artists

•
1681 Broadway, N»w York
Orel* 5-75*1—2

Harold

— —

.-

1

—

—

lyrics with arm and shoulder thrusts
punchy sell. "The River SU
Marie" gets Jiim off to solid start
Boudoir nuances in "That's My De-

for a

top selling record, brought
squeals, remindful, of another
(Continued on page 46)

sire," his

femme

COMEDY
PATTER
For All Branches of Ttaeatrlcwln

SPECIAL
-

WOTTA

-

BUY!

HURRY!

"BOOK OF BLACK-OUTS"
I Velx. lit $20 per Vol., or
*30 for S Vol*.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
Over 10 Roerial-Wrllten
Sock Pnrodle» ONI.* f.1.00

"HOW TO MASTER

trial

NO

AGVA

C.O.I>.'«

Be Sure to Send l'ertitmwnt Address

PAULA SMITH
SM W.

54th 8t

New York

vet

Week

Sea*. 25. National

T.,

L'ville

Thanks to Allan Camay for Plug
I Envy Yoa!

JIMMY KIRBY
Featured Ballot Tap Dancer

"ONE TOUCH OF VENUS"

*

Closing

Return Engagement Sept.

Permanent

Phone—CI

5-40*0

THE

DOLINOFFS
RAYA SISTERS

"Dancing Doilusions"
Opening September 25th

LOEWS

25

BAL TABARIN. New York

rules.

and

V

Always Working

STATE,

New York

Return Engagement in 3 Months

Our

Live*" will play his first night club
date at the Town Casino, Buffalo,
Oct 6, on a bill with Vic Damone.
Filmster recently started his personal appearances at the Oriental
theatre, Chicago, at $1,750.

10. N.

'WHITEY' ROBERTS

board.

instead of having spot operator post
cash with
as required by

THE

CEREMONIES"
(How to Be an ImW(|
$3 per Copy, Incl. t tiat Files

ACVA

Breach involved their playing a
date and collecting salary in advance
union

PRICES!

At Sl.00 Swrb, or

Son. I Thru IS for 110
No*. 14 Thru 22 at S1.A0 Knoh
or KKT OF 22 FILES for SIS.DV

after trial to pony up the fine, and
through defaulting, according to
AGVA, have nullified previous findings and will be retried by another

AGVA

SUMMER

FUN-MASTER .«A6 FILES

Date

Russell, the armless
picture star of -Best Years of

the

.

Trucking Strike May
Delay Harem Preem
Strike of American Railway Express in New York, tieing up a vast
amount of freight shipments may
result in the postponing of the
Harem, N. Y.. new nitery operated
by Nat Harris and Lou Walters to a
later date. According to Walters,

.

——

;

.

Rap

owner

when

—

good-biZi
Laine, a product of Chicago's Little
Italy section, spun into prominence
via Mercury disks after years of
bistro ballading.
His appearance
here is somewhat of a homecoming
with old chums dotting the room.
He sings on the beat, shoving the

104G

taxes amounting to $162,000 for the
amended bill of
particulars filed last week in federal

Potson, former
cently shuttered

Sh.iwlii/.

*
*

.

pleasure's mutual

entertainer meets the right
audience in this case Frankie Laine
and the hep youngish set that patronizes the College Inn. Add to that the
saga of local boy makes good, and
you get palm-pounding^aplenty. Also
right

$500

years 1940-43 in an

Parodies! Special Songs! Bits!
* Ornu rrom our library, one of the

19.

Frankie Laine, Jean
Williams,
Joan Hiatt, Eddie. Hwbbnrri. Car!
Marx, Jose Melts Orch (8); ($2-$3.50

.

As

Tax

Slal.

Ciil

(HOTEL SHERMAN)

Convention Hall, A.C.,

Op

SHOW BAR

in-

to please the less longhairish.

'

Panto-Mimicry

~

;

:'v

.

JUDY MAGE!

—

College Inn.

floor

Icer, Legit

-

room's management

cidentally, would do well to keep
the waiters and captains off the floor
d"ring a show. Apollon's atmosphere
buildup was ruined several times the
night caught
U8) by a waiter
ambling over to take an order too
audibly from a group of latecomers

nightly, the Bowslated for top biz

.

HARRY

Y.

XV.

(HOTEL BILTMOEE)

Rogers.

often told intimates that he got his
start selling balloons at .carnivals".
After a start in that direction, he

Baltimore

Week

.

Bowman

Thanks to Sydney Piermont
Direction: Eddie Smith, ParaMeturt Building
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Maryland
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yond the true worth of her personal professional but nevertheless prc^. and dd well here. Two men and twovitfet a iiit* touch. Group's forte is girls, to through their hairbreadth
impact In toto' It's- all V missout.'_
/The personable eiaitj* frontf Har- Its' notfeIty_n umbers such as Jpe turfti 0ii ithe /sl^irtifti: to steady ap .
lem, Mas yTpBs* -wBo>did'. one> Afra- Verftiii's '"Wild Dog," among others. platise^ih* ultra^Kitt. tempo of theif
•merican Ijegft- musical,' "St;.: Louis Boy*' ane> also sock on oldies, notably act keeping the customers on chairWoman," on Broadway, itf bemg bi- 'Tea' for Two." Outfit,, replete .with edges throughout In keeping with
loted by Al Siegel wh*, -however, 'finesse, deservedly rates among the the gener*,ti family-type mood of the
Iceland!/ tftey close by offering free
made little progress with better! cocktail combos.
year when it looked as if the Col- has
College Inn, Chi
Le ' No doubt in an effort to hypo the, rides Jo foiir of the payees.
at'
debut
her
since
lege Jnn would convert to a soft her,
(HOTEL SHERMAN)
Interspersed are" two "more numdeal.
Ruban
Bleu, N. Y., last Spring. gross as Well! as discourage the caslight-string music-supper
Laine's four weeks should keep Miss Hill has personal charm and 'a ual trade, the sp'ot'4 small, bar has bers by the line, who da well by Guy
Frankie. "Black and Blue" also a
ph,oreogyarihy.
:"
B&r».
certain type voice but her routine iis been eliminated f r o m the ..room. Martols
Blimpy
jingling..
tiU
mash, with Laine in a breezy ap«

]

1

'

-

'

1

,

(

.

'

,

>

awry. Being loaded with s.a. she Capacity is about 150 while the
should be oblique about such ditties, room's. conservative decor, is: pointed
S. F.
Venetian
si "I'm. Gonna_Be aJBad SSteL' and up by murals done- in trie Raleigh(FAIRMONT HOTEL)
1 'T?o .It,' Again"; instead she should Old English man'neri, Ah Improve16.
Sept
San Fran'cispo,
punch home her personal pulchri- ment is in order, for the ventilating
Renee De Marco, Miguelito Valdes tude indirectly. That's a matter of system which. -failed .to .remove the
Orch (13); $1.30 Cover Weekdays; $2 coaching and routining, which is cigarette smoke efficiently on night
where, Siegel comes in. At the pre- caught. Relief combo is Alan Mc->
Saturdays,
v
miere, incidentally, he also piano- Paige Trio, an okay combo.
After a series of tepid offerings, accompanied her.
Things went so awry at the prethe Fairmont Hotel has hit the jackLatin Quarter, Moat'I
pot with current bill. In Miguelito miere .that it's a wonder that Nadine
Montreal, Sept. 13.
Valdes orch (13), and Renee De- Gae and Peter- Hamilton—ex-Charles
Marco; room has a double threat Weidman came off as well as they
Germaine Giroux, Chorles-Emile
show-wise that should lure plenty did, with their aesthetic terps. They Brodeur, Line (4), Poitras Orcli,work on a movable platform which minimum $1.50,
biz.
Taking the first half of the stanza. (1) refused to move, after (2) their
Miss DeMarco— in a cover-up dress disk acompaniment to Fred Wiring's
Opened for less than a year this
that shows just enough at the right "Dry Bones" didn't jell because the spot is niftily decorated and lighted
time— opens her set of solo routines mike synchronization to the portable and permeates a French atmosphere.
with "Laura," a slow item, follows player went haywire. Instead, their Even though its managing director
and
item,
their
Spanish
special
clarinetist-emcee
and
with "Granada,"
Gustave Lorigtin sometimes uses
an interpretive' piece entitled "Silly femme pianist did a yeoman job in foreign acts, like Germajne Sablon,
Little Girl," all expertly done in her adlibbing the tune, and the dancers the Quartier Latin generally sticks
rose to the occasion with a- tiptop to a policy of using local French
inimitable style, for plenty salvos.
Valdes and his orchestra are a characteristic interpretation of the Canadian artists. Current is Gerspirited combo that keeps patrons spiritual.
maine Giroux, who has been perAimee Valreze, French importa- forming for years on the local legitidividing between keeping dance floor
filled (especially for the rhumbas) tion, cutely read her little English
mate stage. Better known as a clever
and-erowding- the- ppdium-listening. speech and lyric interpretation from stage-comedienne^ Miss -Giroux has
which
a
paper,
with
scrap
of
in
line
both
of
but
babaluihg,
Valdes
to
a limited range for singing but her
are pay dirt Using his 3 strings, 4 the general misfire of the premiere stage experience and her vivaciousreeds, 2 trumpets, banjo, bass, piano, she missed. (She has since exited ness more than make up for it. She
and drum in the traditional Cuban the show). Michel Emer, French offers slick French version of "Music,
tempos, only more so, Valdes be- songsmith, in white" tie and much Maestro. Please," "Don't Look At
understandable be- Me That Way" in which her flair for
guiles thie plushy natrons, benzedrin- nervousness
ing them to a point of enthusiasm, cause of the strange environment risque comedy puts it over, and
which is something new for itaid and some of the snafued routines
"L'Accordeoniste" and "Ah! Le Petit
salon. As contrast music Valdes in- fresided at the ivories for his "Si Tu Vin Blanc." Singing or acting. Miss
artais"
(Never Go), okay tune, Girolix has a personality that capterlards American pops of the
sweeter variety. Maestro's vocals of which was entrusted to Bliss Hill tures audience from walkon and
"Babalu"
and "Cacitique" were but which warrants more authorita- holds them all the way. Solid nit
equally solid to win top res*-'- 'e. tive interpretation. Lacking a suf- here.
ficiently articulate emcee, eo-boniTea.
Charles-Emile Brodeur is an exface Dario handled the mike intro- perienced operetta barytone.
His
ductories offstage making for a numbers include "Passio'nnement,"
X. V. rather
mechanical scheme of things. "I Love Life" and "Song of the
Nicola Matthey Orch (14), Ruby
Policy's no-20% tax until 10 p.m. Vagabonds" from the "Vagabond
Bill, Aimet Valreze, Michel Emer., (dinner crowd),
with only the gypsy King." The line could have better
Nadine Gat It PeUr Hamilton, violins, then comes the show, dance
Maya's Rhumba (7); |3.50 minimum music, etc., which of course are sub- costumes. Their routine's are simple
and. they do the best they can.
after 10 p.m.
ject to the' Federal amusement tax. Poitras orch is okay.
Marc.
These hybrid policies rarely work
Monseigneur's has been a Paris out and LaMartinique
faces some
Iceland, X. V. >
institution since 1933. But it took 14 tough
precedents.
Abel,
years to "discover" that its minorRose Ellen, Lou Menchel, Lynn
key romantic fiddles might make a
Allison, Hal Rose & 4 Roses, Whirlgood policy far IT. S. customers.
Paree, Chi
tutnda (4); Guy Martin Line (8),
Tzigane violinists arc as synonyBlimpy Blank Orch, with Frankie
Chicago, Sept. 18.
mous with the Scheherazade-CasaMitri Green, Jackie Mites, Lander Frisaura; $2 minimum.
nova-Monseigneurs policy in Paris' & Holland, Bobby
Clark, Jack NelMontmartre as are the white Rus- son, Margaret Bates,
With the start of the new fall seaLine (10),
sians who boss these French boites. Marry
Gould Orch (14), Don Chtesta son, the Iceland nitery has replaced
However If s not until- now that Orcfi with
Carmen (5) ; minimum its summertime ice rink with a raised
Dario (recently returned from $3.50.
stage, and is back to its policy of
abroad) and his partner Jimmy
straight nitery shows.
Spacious
Vernon decided to emulate the idea
Mitzi Green returns to Chicago room, attracting both tourist trade
in New York. It is already part of after
a three year absence. The and steady metropolitan clientele,
the showmanship in a counple of young
comedienne, garbed in white makes as much of its food as it does
Hollywood bistros, and Billy Hose rhinestone-studded
gown, tosses off of its shows, featuring a well-larded
mentions it might be his next satiresof-the-greats-of -the- theatrer smorgasbord-table. Both -food-and
policy "at" "the"' Diamond "Horsefilms and bistro circuit, putting them entertainment should please the cusshoe, N.Y. (Could it be he's getting
in improbable situatipns. There's a tomers.
tired of nostalgia? Or are the cus
As with other such clubs In New
reminder
of
the
hoydenish
side of
tamers? ).
Iceland serves as a showcase
For the record, let It be said that Fannie Brice when she puckers and York,
for newcomers to show biz. Current
the Monseigneurs policy has yet imitates Sophie Tucker, Carmen show,
as usual> is comprised mainly
Miranda and others. Her impresto be
successfully
emulated in
of Ethel Barrymore wandering of such acts, with the headlining
New York. (How it fare* on the sions
skating Whirlwinds holding down
west Coast is not this reporter's into Leon and Eddie's, and of Mae
West as the innocent ingenue of the sole experienced spot. Hest of
first-hand information). As Dario &
.bill,
inncluding tapster Rose
Vernon essayed it, it's still a road "Oklahoma!" cut to. the funnybone. the
Ellen,. acro-terper. Lynn Allison, Hal
company. That's not good enough. For encore she does her incomparRose & Four Roses are reviewed
Like everything else, when some- able ribbing of Hildegarde. All to
under New Acts.
body "adapts" an idea the adaptor solid reception and boff applause.
Attractive eight-girl line tees off
Jackie Miles also clicks heavy
should improve rather than approxithe show with some standard pony
mate. That's been the case of our with funstering and parodies. His
revue producers in the past who oldies—"Gene Autry and the Suits terping. Lou Menchel, who triples
as emcee, band member and vocalist,
when they "borrowed" from the Indian," "Florida on $35 a Day," spots
a pair of standard tunes, "Peg
and
"Adventures
of Dick Tracy"—
London and Paris legit musicals,
O' My Heart" and "Basin Street.
invariably improved over the origi- score, but his imprest) of a jitterbug
Blues." He's got an easy off-the-cuff
nal. (In fact, it should be added, on a marijuana kick, drags in dialect
delivery and a smooth baritone, but
these improvements so irked the stories and numerous asides that
has trouble at times staying on key.
original British
impre- soften the punch. However, he walks

;

proach
plaint.-

what

to

is

essentially a race

"Baby, Baby -All the Time"

A

May Be Wrong"

"I

'

,

^he show,

neatly,

and doubles for dancing, with the
Rose mmpi J^--!/! ...Jl
StaL^
:

••

recepgot
tion that rattled the tablewarej They
brought him, back for "All ojf Me
Jtor additional salvos.
Carl Fischer works the 88 for
Laine, with good backing, from the
new band of Jose Melis, young
Cuban pianist. Melis is a hojdover
from the previous show, in which he
cored with piano improvisations on

and

Room,

Blank'* orch. cuts

rhone numbers volunteered by the
ud. He keyboards his band through
« jump tune, "The Panther," which
rocks them, and follows with neat
'fingering in "Malaguena" and "Cutnana."

Jean Williams, vocalist just returned from a year's TJSO tour of
Japan bounces through "You: Can't
Have Everything" and a torchy "Old
Devil Moon." Joan. Hiatt, Miss Chicago of '47, does a'walkon as "model
of the month," and vocals "Kiss in
the Dark."
!:.,,;.
Eddie Hubbard, local disk; jock,
"linksr~tliiHgs together -as-m:cir~andCarl Marx, the room's perennial
clown, expertly unfolds table-totable tomfoolery. The whole layout,
vindicates the disk jockey -platter
personality policy adopted early this

JACK
HOLST

•
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One
'

Fifth' Avenue, TS. \\
(HOTEL ONE FIFTH AVENUE)

houise Howard, Ifype & Cote. Bob
Douiney * Harold. Fondville, fjazel
no cover,, no minimum.
fytibster;

',

t1*-.

-

New

show

fall

at

'.the

ultra-in-

timate No. 1 Fifth Avenue bar is
highlighted by the fact that Louisa
.

Howard, an unknown as far as New
York nitery audiences are concerned,
headlines

the

bill.

An

excellent

comedienne with an ingratiating new
Miss Howard rated star billing
work on the Coast and

style,

for her nitery

in the midwest.
Since this
first trip east, she's reviewed

New

is

her

under

Acts.

Boy-girl team of Nype and Cotefurnish more song styling for the
bilL Couple has improved considerably since making its debut at this
spot and working subsequently at
the Blue Angel and other uptown
rooms.
Young and_ fresh-lpoking,
they both possess pleasing voices and
draw good applause with their
unique workovers of standard and
showtunes. Their chief merit lies
in the excellent way they alternate
on melody and counterpoint.
Bob Downey (the room's manager)
and Harold Fondville round out the
proceedings with their topdrawer
piano dueting. Both also do a caHazel Webster fills the lulls with
soothing piano interludes.
Stal.

La Martlnlne,

Olympic Champion
on «•
Hortiontal lor

Chez

Assisted by

PHIL FOSTER
Newest Uff-Saniation

Ni».-lif«'»

Return fogafement

LA MARTINIQUE. N.
WONDER WHY?

Y.

I

"Foitenxl by"

SOI TEPPER, RKO

Bldg.,

New

York 20

'

M'LADY

,

"

cmmntr

—

-•—

LOEWS STATE
NEW YORK
Next

Weak

—

—

'

'

Sept. 25

Capitol Theatre

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Direction

MCA

and French
off to top applause.
that, to this day, prominent
Bobby Clark, puppeteer, provides
program notations caution against
any photographic or shorthand sim- an eye-opener with his strip dancer
ulations under threat of copyright who bumrps and grinds. Also shows
his
skill with dance team, a tura-ofprosecution. As a matter of fact, too
often the U. S. "adaptations" so im- the-centry soubret; and a lass from
proved on the original as to make the Fiji Isles. Lander and Holland,
the source material have little worth dance team, are reviewed under
New Acts.
for any possible licensing).
sarios

i

GOWNS B¥ ERNESTO*

And

so,

La Martinique's Nicola

(nee
Nicholas)
Mafcthey's
gypsy
band of violinists—who look more
Yorkville and Old Roumanian than
tzigane, incidentally
the Paris spot,

HELENE and HOWARD
'Cemady Dcmce

MOINT

Antics*

the Local 802ers are in disappointed
"Student Prince" type of grey coats;
stand static in front of the stand:
and give a musical aggrandizement
to the dusky Ruby Hill which is be-

— HELD OYER

HOYAI. HQtV.U

MON'fKML. CANADA
Dir.:

off:

MATTY ROSEN

MAXINE
RUBAN

BLEU,

New

RADIOS Sundays, 3-3:15
JOSEPH MAKSOI.AIS
•
New York

COT Ureadway
Suite See
•

CI. 3-4SS4

—

BISMARCK HOTEL, CHICAGO
Chiracs Dally Kow*. Aur. S7, MM7:
"MhtorlKui of terpolchare will plead
to h*ve the Talbota* "Cavalcade of
the Dance" presented In do and pic;

GENE MORGAN.

ture*."

The Exclatfae aed

Amulet

Affable personality, though, gets him
hefty applause.
Frankie Frisaura,
from the band offers

i

LAURETTE and CLYMAS
"OANCUMORISTS"
C

CRJSFNTLH

HOTEL EL RANCMO. LAS VIOAS

.

'

Raleigh Room. X. Y.
(HOTEL WARWICK)

Joe Mooney Quartet, Alan McPaioe Trio; $1 couer weekdays, $1.50
Fridays and Saturdays.
Fresh from a theatre, nitery and
hotel tour, Joe Mooney's Quartet re-

turned to Gotham last Tuesday (8)
where this pint-sized group first
bounced into the "name" units last
October at Dixon's Steakhouse on Currently for 6 Weeks
.™..._52nd Street,:
Mooney's unique
arrangements, as accordioned by London Casino, London, England
himself and accompanied by Jack

Hotop,

P.M.,

York

WNEW

Personal Hftnager
I

WALNUT ROOM

also doubling

a neat bit of comedies with the old
gag of synchronizing his lip movements, with recordings. Unrestrained
antics put hii work over nicely, with'
the job on Miguelito Valdes' "Babalu" the best of the three. He shuns
Best of Olive Bernard's new rou- Larry Parks, incidentally, by working the same routine on a disk of At
tines for the Adorables line are
a
high-stepper to "Oh, Susana" and a Jolson's '"Mammy."
Whirlwinds, with their ultra-fast
clever bit to "The Old Man's Sleepin
Jack Nelson does the produc- roller, skating, are always surefire.

.

CURRENTLY
LE

tyro* ami Market

HELD OVER 4 WEEKS

where Georges tion vocals satisfactorily.
Marty Gould orch backs show
Beauvieux is in impeccable tails and
his violinists in black ties, making neatly. Don Chiesta crew is okay on
interesting groups as they take their the Latin tunes, with exotic Carmen
music cues from the maestro, here handling vocals nicely.
Zabe.

At

Currently

—don't come

THE TALBQTS

MUSK, COW. OP AMERICA

guitar; Andy

-

Mgf -UNIVERSAL

ATTRACTIONS

345 Rflh Avenue.

New

York

Fitzgerald,

clarinet, and Gate Frega,
ultra interpretations.

bass, are

Contrary to the usual run of accordionists who invariably drag out
their chords, Mooney's style is punctuated by short, staccato notes
achieved by a limited use of the instrument's bellows. He also does the
vocals, which at times are not too

NOT YOUR PAL JOEY, BUT YOUR

BUDDY LEWIS
HELD OVER AGAIN

GATINEAU COUNTRY CLUI

.

-

Scptywlwr 84,

Wcdo€»<Siiy,

1W

47
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New

-

Acts

Lopato, a blonde, has the

.ooks,

„

verve and etyle to hit
nitery spots. That
know-how, which

* othC- topruris
•asy charm «nd
(he acquired In
should make her

BERTHA "CHmrn» BILL

EtUls

'\F§slw i»3ir]§r

Parisian cpbarets,
impact that much

WEBB OF SEPTEMBER M

stronger.

Mil*
Society, Downtown, N. Y.
shortcut to talRecords, a pFoven
oropulsion, makes Nellie Lut»„
«?* p. presold item at Cafe Society
C
ringer, lo
long
Negro
egro singer,
wntown.
cans, became
oecsme a
i «vture la «oaw cafes,
Lfime property with her C*pitol

i

.

jm»

,

fSJs,

particularly 'Ife'e a Seal

/-iTouy" and "Hufry On Down"

iWch have reached fad proportions
imong disk collectors.
Her N. Y. preem at the ?amey
shoWing a
TnsiDhson spot has her
r„ n4 styling

that carries

an irrever-

and saucy approach to her numproportion of comea deal of facial
mimacing that makes for a delightand visual combination.
ful listening
Adding to her accomplishments

ent

bers, a generous
talent and
Sio

her
show a

are

A

which

accomps

keyboard

studied

her singing style.

integration with
pair of flopping

wagging hands puts her pianis-

and

humorous

into the same
gory as her vocals.
tics

cate-

So far as audience values are conshe's tops with but a few

cerned,

minor exceptions that may have
Seen the combination of opening
in
jjjght jitters and minor mistakes
presentation which doubtless will be
subsequent displays.
corrected on
Because of a low-pitched mike, parts
to
of some songs were inaudible
Miss
large sections of the crowd,

head-waggings frequently
her far from the instrument,
»nd since her styling calls for many
pianissimo pipings, some vocal values
were lost.
Nonetheless, it's a safe bet that
Lutcher's

take

Downtown branch will
boom business similar to

Josephson's
be doing
the time

he launched Lena

Hazel

and

Scott,

among

Home

others.

night had standees on a week
for the first time in many
months, and will likely continue
Jose.
throughout her run.
Initial

night

Village Vanguard, N. V,
Bertha ''CMpbie' f Hill, one of the
jazz greats of the |20s, in a corn|back at the village Vanguard, N. V.,
demonstrates that her lusty, uninhibited style of singing is a highly
saleable item even-at this »tage of
the game. Lure 6f this Negro
chanteuse isn't confined to jazzophiles of that era. but has an appeal
to younger elements to whojpn she's
been a legend preserved via her
recordings.
Now matronly, buxom and bespectacled, Miss Hill demonstrates
that her 17-year absence from show
business hasn't retarded her ability
to impart sly and frequently unsubtle innuendo into her numbers
to bludgeon her way to top audience
applause.
Miss Hill's offerings are devoid
of polish. Technicians can find lots
to criticize in her delivery, since
she adheres to ho orthodox pattern,
or established school of musical
thought. But her exuberant interpretations combined with hip swingings
that would do credit to the ingenue
of a Harlem ginmill revue, get the
mob into- a frame of hysteria.
Renditions of "Careless Love."

Herm.

Dance

Jordan winds up with a mock
of Charles Boyer who's charged
He does fair
mimicking of Boyer, Cagney, Rathfcone and Walter Brennan, but this
bit has no punch; it's too long and
complicated to hold nitery audiences
it the. type. inJthlsuspot.
With fresher material and a more
vigorous attack, Jordan may develop
a routine strong enough to countertrial

with "stealing scenes."

crowds
such as he faced at this Queens
bistro Wednesday (17). Stocky lad
in tux has an acceptable voice and
act the discourtesies of cafe

a

warm

personality.

Tightening up

more

may

lucrative

He works

hard.

take him into

vaude

and

nitery

dates.

JOHN DOOLEY

«!I1Y
Capitol (L) «o

Puppets
Alexander Small
Lawrence Nikol

U

'

and

repertoire,

she

has

Miccvitch ilaricals
Puleo
Dorothy Keller
Marshall Bros

enough

attractively diminutive brunet,
Rose Ellen does an okay brace of
tap routines to hold down neatly
her opening spot here. While she

10 Mins.

Chez Paree, Chicago
Lander and Holland, Continentaldance team, make their first
American appearance here after the
South American duo have played 15
years in the sister hemisphere and
Pair should have no
in Europe.
trouble getting top hotel and cafe
dates after changing some of their
numbers, which are a bit top classi-

handles her numbers competently
enough, they're too standardized to
offer much in the way of audience

style

sock. More intricate routines,
she. apparently can handle,

off after

a fast polka.

The Del Mars

.

Couni Basle Ore

well, incidentally, to discard the blue

costume she wears

her opening
number in favor of something that
would show her pert figure off to
Stal.
better advantage.
in

itAi/rmoKE

'

Olympln (P) 24
Lane & Lovebirds
Sammy White
Johnny Desmond
Jay Marshall

&

I.uclenne

Asliour

Palace

Mazzone-Abbott P*b
Gloria Le Roy
Emile Boreo
Piroska

Miriam Gwynno
Bon Vivants
Vincent Travers

26

Leu-Is & White
ZigK.v Johnston' Gls

Andre Drew
Son & Sonny

BOSTON

Boston (K) 2S
Cab Calloway Ore

Slump & Stumpy

J'BANCISCO

Milt

stocky lad baritones some
five numbers displaying a nice flair

Hipiiodrome
Dante Rev

Zabe.

for

song

Heart's a

among

Aero-Dancer

is

5 Mins.
Iceland, N. Y.
Here's a case of a tyro terper practically
working at cross-purposes
with 'herself.- Despite -the-f act -thather build leans slightly to the hefty
side, Lynn Allison gets around the
stage okay to do some above-standShe almost deard body bends.
stroys any audience appreciation,
however, by a too-obvious aloofness
present in her deadpan glance,
stance, etc. Haughty attitude might
not be intentional but she'd do well
to study her routines in an effort to
correct this fault.
She does two numbers in the Ice-

be obtained by

varying the tunes
to be preponder-

which are inclined
antly ballads.

Youthful and dark haired, Dale
has- talent— and possesses -distinct
possibilities on the nitery and vaude
circuits. His closing bit, a swingy
version of "Melancholy Baby," is
neatly
done for sock audiencei

—

•

response.

Vera Love
Countess Marina
Chez Parco

Marty Gould Oro
Lander & Holland
Bobby Clark

Capitol (I.) 25
Hoist & Milady
-Gary Morton
The D'lvons
Geo M Cohan Jr

Gets the Works
Continued from page 2 jss

fast and furious and Miss Lamarque
land show, both performed well. Act
Songs
runs a little too much to spihs and has found it wiser to stay off her
10 Mins.
snaps but she closes-«a. a flash pace native heath.
Village Vanguard, N. Y.
highly-intricate snap and full
with
a
Stripping Three Times
The past few months have seen a
split.
Once she gets over the aforereturn of tenors to the cafe field
On .arrival at the Argentine airmentioned aloofness, she'll be okay
after a long hiatus that started when
small nitery' dates. port, Miss Lamarque and her husThe Verce set the style of vocalistics. for vaude and
St«l.
band, Alfredo Malerba, must have
Naturally, the higher-pitched boys
wished that they had never re§uch as Morton Downey and Phil
turned. Their baggage was submitRegan, timong others, continued to HAL ROSE & 4 ROSES
ted to intensive search and the
make a few quid in that field, but Comedy Band

Don Chiesta
Chez Adocables (10)
Hotel Bismarck
The Talbots (2)
Lorila Mahoney

•

Ramon

|

.

j

V &

!

I

I

Til hi.

Rami

RoHsilinnos (2)
Calvert Sisters
Vine Gardens

,

Lillian Lee

Yvonne York
Whitehouse

W

Susan King
Joe Klsh Ore

22

11)

Pic Biz Nixes

Clair

St.

4

M Lamar
HACKNKY

J Cratrtonlan

Pomars

Radcliffe
;i

WOOD

GREEN

Empire (1) 22
Derek Roy

Clarke

Powers

Beams \
I.KM'KNTUR
,

22

AfrUiue
Slanelll

Hal Swain. Co

that

to

wherein studios
actually

involved

find

in

own radio productions and are
exempted from radio rules.
Majors Stymie Tele Reel
Major film companies have stymied the first attempt here to organize an indie newsreel for video.
their

Marion
Zio Angels

Eleanor

ilar

themselves,

& Ray

Shades

Jackie Trevor
Swan & LelKh

Kmpire <l> 22
Billy Cotton Bd
Leslie Strange
1
Swiss Stars
Kogel, Foster &

Arnley «• Day
Agnette & Silvio
Rapids
5
Big Ben 3
Charlies Stephen
Rona Rieardo

Refusal of permission for stars in
footage of a public event recently
lensed by Telefilm presages a court
test case to establish the public do-

main status of such material. Outis now readying snapshots for a
feature type newsreel.
Telefilm got a refusal from Samuel Goldwyn, Warner Bros.' and
Metro for its footage of a recent
charity football game involving Virfit

Cabaret

Bills

NEW YOKE

CITY

Clark Dennis
Michael Durso Ore
Fernando Alvarez O

Diamond

Ross

H«i*»'*imm
Pierre

& La

Sir!

Herman Hyde
Turner Twins
Rosebuds
Billy

Banks

Tables Davis

Rcnald & Rudy
Mathers
Noble Sissle Ore
Syd Strange Ore
Kl Chtco

ginia Mayo, Danny Kaye, Jack Carson, Mickey Rooney, Keenan Wynn,
Frank Sinatra. In contrast, Joe E.
Brown, Ed Wynn, Andy Russell,
Jane Russell, John Garfield and
other freelancers, gave their okay.
Refusal necessitates snipping of important high-light footage or -disregarding the nix.

.lack

Uocita Rfns
Caball* 'ros
Hotel Eilleon

—

Geo Towne Ore
No. 1
LoutKe

Nype

Fifth

Ave

Howard

&

Loin

Uannermnn

Laverne GuKlafcon
Stephen Ktaley O
Miehael Dunn
Virginia Boyd
Hotel Lexington
Alomaa Ha waiiane
Uftvnnw-tyitdrH'

Noro Morales Ore

Rodiiq'z & Ph\Ili»
Repita Triano

Sacasao Ore
Iceland

Lynn Allison
Tiny rlark
Lou Mfnm-hel
Martin Line
Frankie Frissaura
Blank Ore

Blhrtpy

La
Phil

Ruby

.Mnrllniiiiie

KoMer
G«i ay

Hill

Michel Emer
Nicola Mathcy Ore

Leon &

r«l*Hr

Continued from page

«
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Jive," "Do We Walkie
"Snatch and Grab It,"
"Pray For the Lights To Go Out"
and "I Won't Say I Won t and Won't
Say I Will."
Disk jockeys and others handling
platters have been instructed to follow notice to the letter, penalty for
infractions being to cut programs
off
ihe air.
Notice reads:
"For
reasons that should be apparent to
anyone of intelligence and proper
sense of decency, the following have
been .pJacfibLoB JUis.xesti'ieted._list i orstation. Any infringements of
these restrictions will result in the
recording being cut off the air."
An intra-mural alert was also issued in regard to Pearl Bailey's and
Gary Moore's recordings, "certain"
numbers of theirs being regarded in
off-color light and for which those
handling disks must get approval
from production department head,
this

Roae Ellin

.loatiuin

Disk Blacklist

"Watch That

Talkie,"

Cole

Hazel Webster
Downey & FonvlMt
Highlights
Hotel Bill more
Dave Appollon

!

!

Adrian Lorraine

O

'

&

Eddie Bayes
Marie Wilson
Bex & Bex

singer herself was made to strip in
Blue Angel
front of policewomen no less than
Alice Pearce
three times. A number of initialed Ma to Lawrence
Lane
compacts and cigarette cases, gifts Amanda
3 Flamed
admiring
government
officials
of
of
Phil Gordon
friendly Republics, were confiscated EIHh Lurk in
Kelinoiit-Ptaz*
airport
functionaries,
on
the
the
by
Ru ,***« H Swann
excuse that no one person could Hob Dixon
Taylor Line
claim that so many baubles were Dutiia Ore
necessary for personal use and must Eddte Stone Ore
K ii ban HIcu
therefore be considered contraband. GeorRO
Kreiater
When the opposition took up the Maxine Sullivan
further outrage of confiscation of a .lean Palmer
I'aul Villard
issue because it carried a Hill Oillard
magazine
detracts from the essential interest work-over.
K»iold
Ilaatingn 3
star,
the
portrait
of
the
tango
cover
of his turn.
Music, mostly of the hot jive variOnce some faster or
Watlv Blacker
( '» f
Their Peron Party spokesmen in the House
more pronounced rhythm numbers ety, is okay as it stands.
e Boitct?
iOowntimn)
are added to his repertoire, he will comedy, even though its off-the-cob of Deputies countered by claiming
Prageir
get the necessary color into
the selling-point, needs that in her travels abroad Miss La- Stanley
is
his factor
Dorothy .larnac
presentation.
considerable polish. " Several gags, marque had refused to allow herself Hope Foy.e
j 0 $e.
such as the one in which they dem- to be photographed in company with Nellie Luteher
onstrate what happens when vari- naval officers from an Argentine Dave Martin Ore
JLANDRE * VERNA
Cafe Soelety |j»tn
ous characters meet on the street,
Pance
Boyer
They've got the training ship and that while in Mex- Lurienne
fall entirely flat.
Frank Pour'*el
10 Mins.
ico she had asked to have a Spanish
flair, though, and with a little more
Abbey Albeit Ore
State, N. Y.
Carnival
under their cardigans, actor put in place of an Argentine
Landre and Verna, have been experience
Until they in a picure she made with Jorge Ray Ttulfcrr
rapidly.
progress
should
Heatrh'e Kraft
around for some time, but are
little more muNegrete. These charges Miss Lamar- Ka>f Kallard
grangers to Variety's New Act files, get new material, a
would help im- que countered with a full explana- Wiere Bros
"ailioomers make a youthful ap- sic and less comedy
Won ne Adair
Stal.
tion and refutation published in an Paul Gavotte
pearance and have a picturesque set prove their routines.
—
-oi -routine's
<pejn~letter^ io-t-he Argentine =.press:~- Jifild -Oitc.^.designed" to~ create 'art
China Ooll
LUDMILA LOPATO
•mpresslon of variety and agility.
Cinematografica Inter-Americana, Minx * LinK
Major part of their applause- Songs
W.-nK Sin
pictures
distributors
of
the
made
by
winning moments are based on lifts 15 Mins.
Liiti rip
LotiK
Miss Lamarque in Mexico, sum- Beatrice Kuiitf Oye
Y.
Russe,
N.
Casino
fW spins, but straight dance exWith Continental importations in moned the press to a conference, to II fVrliello Or<*
ports similarly show an abundance
dam- Ore
M skill. Team starts with a slow the New York nitery circuit cur- give her an opportunity of ampli- .lack
Mno Song
""a flowing number and builds to rently riding on a new wave of lying the statements made in her l-'rnn Yang
excellent salvos with a rhumba and popularity, Ludmila Lopato, Russian open letter. This, notwithstanding Jadine Li Sun
Tni Singa
Paso-doble. Both members of the chanteuse opening her first U. S. there is not much hope in film cirCnimcaunoa
act work with
assurance and pre- engagement at the Casino Russe, cles that she will be able to resume .Joe K Lewis
E '0n
and loom as safe bets for should add to the impetus. Given
GeoiKP Taypi!
£{
work in Argentine radio, films Mario
uass
A Kloria
vaude and cafe engagements. all the initial breaks in debuting in her
Leila Ernst
the congenial atmosphere of this or the entertainment field.
Jose.
10 Mins.
Iceland, N. Y.
This group of five collegiate-looking lads appear headed for the
same type of bigtime now enjoyed
by Spike Jones, Milt Britton, the
well-developed voice, cleah-cut dic- Korn Kobblers and similar comedy
whom
tion and phrasing and a predominant bands.
of
Boys, several
stress on melody.
With his youth- played formerly with Louis Prima,
ful appearance, he's a likely bet for are
uniformly excellent musicians
musicals also.
and their brand of comedy, while
However, Dooley's sole fault is a corny to the extreme, will find
lack of variety in his offerings. His plenty of appreciative audiences in
numbers appear to be cast in the the type of niteries catering to
same ballad mould, a factor -which such entertainment, once it gets a

introduction of new tenors
it was no dice. John
Dooley, a cafe newcomer at the Village Vanguard, proves that the tenor
registers can make for pleasant listening.
In Dooley's case, he has a
so far as

was concerned,

Crane

Ita inly

Jose Metis
Latin Quarter
Stove rondos
Buddy Lester
Latin Lovelies

Buddy Shaw Ore
Dick Hyde

;

johniiie Ftiscoe
Violet Terry
D Lawes
J

(I)

Ilelslngs

Lionel Prouting
Al Morgan

Frankie Lalne
Eddie H ubbard

Denis Clifford
Continued from page 1
r.ealie Noyes
Dave & Maurine
in video.
Granadas & Jeter that on the basis that it is
"M^dn'na'-Ty^hes T
Sttrdio-has-been -given-permission to
SHKPH'DS BUSH do as it sees fit with its players on ita
22
Empire (I)
station or stations, a situation simNorman Evans

.Reg^Jied^Uftt.™

I'nlace

Grin Morehouse

Arthur Haynes
Len Marten

CHJSWICK

J

Eddie Fens Oro

Benno Delson Oro

B Stuart
Britton A Sanford
Billy McN'Icholl
Nancy the Horse

Hotel Sherman
Carl Marx

Charlie Chester
Ken Morris

Kmpire (I) 22
The Ink Spots

A.

Nelson

Jack

Edgewater Beach

R Heatherton Ore
Grauman

Sol

Arthur Nelson
Marian Fi'dele
Song Stylists { 4)
D Hild Dancrs (lt>

Miizi Gre*Mi

M & H Case
WASHINGTON

Hippodrome

Duncan Gray
Rpd Fred & Ilosa
Shane Sis
The Nallos

R &

H

Jackie Miles

Sid Rioe

MANCHESTER

Does "Ivy," "My The Nitwits
Bacon
Hobo" and "Temptation" Max
4 Kentons

O

CHICAGO

Douglas Maynard
Lea Storks

CARDIFF
New (I) 22

selling.

others. While his warbling
weli received, better results might

ss

22

VSlm-Sala- Rim"

Short,

LYNN ALLISON

<l)

Brynne Lorey

Gene Kardoa

Shaw

Sherman Huyes Or

Donald

BRISTOL

14 Mins.

Queens Terrace, N. Y.

Kay Carole
Danny While
Zimmerman**

BlackliawB

-

ENGLAND

Songs

Ginny SImms
Jack Fina Oro
Mischa Borr Ore
Wivel
Bob Lee

Paul Smith
Janczl Makul*
Zsiga Bela
Paulens
Doris Haywood

Hotel St Hetis

24

Constance Moore*
Petch & Denuville
Clifford

Dennis,

.lanie Scolt

Lewis

Maureen Cannon
Tony Bavaar
Joel Herron Oro
Greb & Lober
Miriam La Velle

Wallace Coeds
Lee Camp
Michey SharpPaul Walker Ore

,

ALAN DALE

&

Martin

M

Park &

O

ft !v tern

Lndd Lyon (2)
The Nichols (2)

(I)

Ami

Waldorf-Astoria

Al Kelly

&

(1)

Wma

Auld 0?c

Versatile*

Dwlght Fiske
Bob Grant Oro
Panchlto Ore
Village Barn

Howard

Willie

l'MII.AUKI.PHIA

Cnrmun (I) 25
Ada Lynh
Hauls & Aderg
RfSRie Hymal

York * Pearce
3 Moore Sis

26

(I)

MIAMI

Troubadour

Mary Lou
Georgie

Hotel PeuilBylvauIr Stubby Oro
Claude Thornhlll O Lou Cecil
Hotel Iierre
Betty Percy
Walton & O'Rourke Pappy Below
McLerie & Butler
Village Vanguard
("has Reader Ore
Bertha Hill
Hotel Plaza
John Dooley
Hildegarde
Jay Marshall
Hal Kanner Ore
Shirley t
Jimmy
I .ailn
Quartet
Don "Frye

Brown

The Glenns

SI'KIN<;| TKI.I)
Court Sq (I) 25-2H
Delage & Shirley
Allen & Kent

& Ryan

Morris

full

Ko.rn I

26

Ted Weems Ore

ttnlden (inte
Gil Lamb

ATLANTIC CITY

Steel I'ler (I) 27-28

Stevens*
which Al
Rigoletro Bros
would Aime Sisters

work a much-needed spark.
Both her numbers are done with a
line of eight girls behind her,
which adds to the overall production value of her terping.
She'd do

Baby Lawrence
CI.KVEI.ASD

SAN

Arnold

Hob' Sidney

Jane Scott

give her

average table-sitter.

C

A & C Fanfon
Phlllis

Roberto
Essex House
Richard Himber O
Hotel New Yorker
May McKinley Ore
Marion Snelman
Arnold Shoda
Narena & NorrlH
Connie Conn

"

Earl Hines Bd
Pearl Bailey
Howell & Bowser
<K>

Charlie Drew
Splvy'o
Spivy
Shieia Barrett
Rico Sarroga

Shaw Oro

Rhumba Oro

Rayc & Nardo

Pryde & Daye

ROCKFORD

24-27

Gallus
Juanlta &. Skal'g
Walljr Marcella

.Tolm

An

Dance

bow

Jamaica (I)
Herb Lynn

Terry Corrigan
Catron Bros
Bobert Baxter
Paco & Hilda
Shepard
Line
1
Mo lit© Curt*

25

Carl Sands Ore
Hegnl <l-> 26

Palace

Laszla

Gloria Wallis
Kuloff 3

Joel

Nickoli Paul
Shall

Johnny

material to entertain solidly for ROSE ELLEN
long periods without wearing out Dancer
her welcome.
Jose.
7 Mins.
Iceland, N. Y.

LANDER & HOLLAND

CHICAUO

"VVally

& Peplto
Maria Morales
Darling & Jonea
Paul Sparr Oro
Hotel Toft
Vincent Lopes Oro

Davis

Count Leroy

Beatrice Kay
Joe Howard

KvouvHer'

Snlii'l

1

— Art
Eddie
Waner Oro

-Berty-Bi'os
Chtcnico (P) 2«
Virginia 0"Brien
Al Gordon's Dogs
Arthur

Cttrdini
Kose Alarfe

.

tion,

service discharge falls flat.

NEW YORK

Gene ffvupft Qvc
The Vagabond!

R.

9 Mins.

Team opens with

Comedy

Mins.
ueens Terrace, N. Y.

6

canmctlom with bills below Indicate opening day of «li«»
whether full or split week

la

Letter In ynrenthesee Indicate* circuit: (1) Independent} (L) Loews
(P) Paramount; (B) KKOj <W) Warner

MuMc HaU (I) a«
Blake
Fanfalt'e
Lewis & Van
Oriental (I)
Patricia Bowman

MARLENE & MICHAELS

a Mexican creawhich has too much Martha
Graham posturing and is overFormer "Dead End Kid" Bobby lengthy. Red-topped femme makes
Jordan, in making his nitery debut a striking entrance, garbed in kneeLander, attired
With top billing at this New York length white furs.
habe spot, is off to an inauspicious in tails, works smoothly, but he
over uses the Pepsodent flash. After
start. He offsets an emcee's corny intro by warbling '"I" Wanna "Be a Disk all, it can't be that easy twirling 100
Pair
jockey," punctuated with gags, for pounds of bone and muscle.
an okay reception. But a trite comic picks up and interest with an effortspiel about buying a suit after a less rhumba done to "Amor" and
'ongs,

Humeral*

Queens Terrace, N. Y.
This ballrom terp team docs varied l*aul Fi-anke
routines in spirited fashion that E.ster Hurja
(!')
24
marks it for the better bistros or Paramount
Defi
Bd
vaude after further sharpening and AFavionArnaz
Mutton
experience.
Tall male in conven- Nonchatanta
tional
tux and* brunet ^partner, Rtid.v Cardenas
garbed in rust-colored gown with Dttlclna
lt,.vv
(1)
sequined bodice, tee off with some Milton Berle
slow, terping that's climaxed by male Nancy Donovan
lifting his mate off floor in half spin. Stan Fiahev
4
.Moroccans
Couple also do a novelty Brazilian The Vikings
folkdance in which they neatly inSlnle (I.) S6
corporate "audience participation." Elly Ardelty
Allen* Stanley Jr
Payees tinkle their highball stirring Blsa
&- Waldo
rods on glasses in rhythmic accom- 3 Flames
paniment to team's stepping. Close i.e\V Parker
"If I Could Be With You," "Trouble" strongly with fast foxtrot for nice IHiUnoffs & P.Jiyn S
Strand <W) «6
and "Baby Won't You Please Come reception.
V l.nmbardo Ore
Home" are classic items in her

cal for the

BOBBY JORDAN

Her repertory is wisely limited to
numbers in which she's obviously most at home. On her first
show, she sang a couple of Russian
ballads, showing off a wide and controlled vb^A range, and encored
with- -a French, -romantic*.— number
which she sells with beaucoup soulsorrow.

foreign'

»

Thomas Freebairn-Smith.

HOUSE REVIEWS
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Edith Piafs Current Repertoire

between ventro and dummy garner*
steady series of laughs, with song
itSjiiciie* topper.
Roller skating stunts take on
fresh twist via gasp-bringing rouTrio
tines by the Sensationalists.
work the spins in breathtaking
fashion to' highlight well balanced

Heart" and fronts four singing sida*

men

"Come

to the. Mardi Gras."
Blair
Dean glide through supple
terping neatly keyed to the overall
deal in which nobody's racing his
in

&

in Series, Set

.

motor. Clyde Rogers picks up brisk
returns with 'That's My Desire."
Garner
The orch goes strong in its VictorLes Angeles. Sept. 23.
recorded arrangement of "Lady
turn.
From 2» Palms." Pianist Barclay
This one's on Ice and ready
Rhodes
and
house
orch
backLes
sideat You." where a majority of
By MAXIME DE BE1X
t»
ground the proceedings in ton style. Allen makes the most of the spot- serve. The profits, that is
Boys"
also
vocal.
handle
the
men
Back from Scandinavia, where she mix
Lory.
light with' showy glissandi in "CuThe Shipstads (Roy and Eddie)
in a few solos for good results.
clicked. Edith Piaf packs the 1,300
mano" and his own composition, and Johnson (Oscar) are arouni
"Ba-sie Boogie," with the maestro
seaier every night, together with
"Beginners' Boogie." Bass,- drum and for their 12tb time and what theJ^i
massaging the ivories in sock fashsome of the acts Clifford Fischer will ion,
piano bit in "Cumano" helps set up have on display at the Pan PaciS,
is standout. He later moves over
Boston, Sept. 20.
bring over to the U. S. next month.
aud is an "Ice Follies" outshinini
Sammy Kaye Orch, Canfield the nice reception.
Nevertheless the show can't be to the Hammond organ fo addiJean Carrol garners good, though all previous stanzas. By the tin™
Smith, Olsen & Joy, others; "High
called a tryout for what the Ameri- tional salvos.
Brownskin Chorus returns for a Conquest" (Mono).
scattered, yaks in closer. Well filled it takes off on its national tour and
can vaude production will be, bemotif.
Girls,
number
in
the
Cuban
house -perked up at her first rate swings back to Frisco the coffeM
cause the two most important num"
will be bulging with coin
draped
in
tropical
costumes,
are
an
the
and
Piaf
hot
Her
imMiss
imitation
a
trumpet.
meaning
of
bers,
The so - you - want-to-lead-a-band
Production, artistry. Bash and
Compagnons. are doing their con- eye-arresting group. Johnson con- routine is plenty well established as pressions of a tout and Ted Husing
tinental stuff whereas for NY the tribs a spirited Latino dancing bit. a customer getter in this town, and calling a horserace skirted the blue lavishness are blended so skillfully
that the in toto result is a
Compagnons will use material that Clever, luminous lighting effects Sammy Kaye makes it pay off here. for top mitts of the day.
thini
of beauty from the first skim of
has more visual appeal so as to be- also rate a nod.
the
Supported by a nice show, too. which
Orch's 'HUoncerto Fantasy" wraps blades
to
Botund James Rushing, with Basic though light
better understood, and Miss Piaf
on specialties works out it up, with Allen sparking at the 88. ber by thethe closing precision num.
32 Ice FoUiettes. Nothini
will also revamo her songs, even nearly 10 years, eontribs a brace of okay
with the long routine at the
has been spared to achieve the
adapting a rouole to sing in English. blues tunes, "Little Girl You Want end.
spec
tacular in presentation of
At the Etnile. the show, emceed a Guy Like Me" and "Bye, Bye
what
Starts off with "Where Is Sam,"
could have been just another
by Jacques DutaJ, opens with Roche Baby." Follows with bit of terping featuring
ioe
vocalist Don Cornell, who
& Aznavour. so-so singing act of and "I Sent For You Yesterday" for later carries
show.
But this issue reflects the
the high voice in a sock
the former Pill" & Tabet style. Next hefty applause.
results of long planning, novelty in
parody of the Ink -Spots with others
Continued from page I
personable
Barney,
comes
Luc
vention and the assembling of new
In closer is comedy team of Lewis of
biggest
wow
in
the
for
the
band
singer. His material is still too much & White.
talent, and that's where the
Turn opens with one
on the usual Frewh run of the working as stooge in a -box. Pair the show. Cornell also sings "That's cup to collect the money,", his difference lies. The •Follies" bi»
Desire" and "Red Perfume," spokesman said.
has
mill, but with better material, he exchange multitude of stale, blue My
always been a glamorous exhibit
Top hope that the series would be
could develop into a big timer. Irene gags, and some fair terping, a slow clicking nicely. Jimmy Ryan does
"Anniversary Song" plus recitation aired for tele lay in reports that a and with the other factors added
,»-»
f>-oK t rioMvfrs he- son»s in motion
the ultimate in f rapped frolics
enactment of a gangster killhaj
good sty.'o. Primarily a dancer, s^p ing plus some nifty baton twirling by Kaye. and Laura Leslie does group of tele set manufacturers been reached.
-1
"•-->'•
"Lady from 29 Palms" and "What
is nl-'o a If
and has now tump
for a finale. Off to solid returns.
Those coming away from the
Every Young Girl Should Kno\y." might pool to put up the required
The three of them rate high as band money. RCA is rumored ready to premiere (18) lavished most of their
praise on the costumes, lightina
State,
vocalists though Ryan could polish ante the entire sum on its own and
Tfccairf 4fe TTCtofle
John Calvert Co. (7), Phil Regan, up a little on his diction for clearer there's also a report that Philco, Du- beauty and skill of the line eirS
(PARIS)
and boys (24)
the expertnesi
Caleb, Peterson, Landre & V-erna, understanding.
Mont and General Electric may each of new talent. and
Paris, Sept 18.
True the Maxons,
Climax of band show is, of course, offer one-third of the coin.
Jack Hoist &. Milady, Louts Basil
Edith Piaf. Les Comxtafinons de la
Bobby and Ruby, are missing 'ram
House Orch- "Cynthia" (M-G). Re- the band leading act, with four cuschanson, Ly da Alma * Yani, Irene viewed
the always popular Swing Wa'tz
Institutional Bally
tomers taking a crack at it. Wowed,
in Vabiety, May 14, '47.
de TVebert, Georoe Dormonde & Co.,
number, but to retrieve that loss the
as usual.
Manufacturers' chief interest lies
Luc Barney, Roche & Aznavour.
and
Johnson
Specialties are comedy dancing in the fact that the series will afford Shipstads
scouted
While the current State bill is dearound and came up with two seta
void of top names, there's a suffi- team of Olsen & Joy in nice terps. tele the greatest promotion event of
twins—the blonde-lovely Scotciency of interest and entertainment and Canfield Smith in plenty smart since the Conn-Louis fight in 1946. voids
diseuse. George & Tim Dormonde,
an d the Schramm lads.
Biz was
in keeping with the high quality of ventro act. Both liked.
English, do an acrobatic clowning
fairly good for a school week at They also reportedly realize that if Smartly they're given the encore for
act one of them with a* unicycle. shows house has been having of late. opener and was building.
the series isn't televised, it may well the Waltz and the paw-pounndine
£lie.
Sd!e drawback is the lag near the
the other doing taps. They get
»
break down all the public goodwill was tumultuous. The old favorhu
plenty of lai«"hs. and will be on the end Of the proceedings occasioned
were hard pressed for the favor of
that's been won by the entire indusCapitol,
Yani by John Calvert's overstay and duAmerican bill. .Lyda Alma
the audience to still another fresh,
bious
routining. On for nearly an
try during the last year. According
Washington, Sept. 19.
are a Gre*h darfing couple who
men combo, Roman and Norris.
first
part
hour,
of
his
aet
.with
-a
good
have a nice style. Then at the close
Vaughn Monroe Orch (21). with to one tele official, if set owners are Theirs is an adagio turn, with
assortment
magic
the
of
good
and
pro-Comcomes
the
stanza
of the first
Ziggy Talent, Maonmaids (3), The deprived of seeing the series they'll girl member swung around
by arms
pagnons de la Chanson. The nine duction, makes for a high quality of -Frank Fontaine, Eddie Julian; Beryl feel they've personally been gypped. .legs and wrists. On
boys who are now the best known entertainment. However, the value Damj, McDunhilis (3) ; "Repeat Per- Such a situation wouldn't redound it s a little different steel runners
and the crowd
singing act here are doto? several of the hypnotism stints appear to be formance (EL).
soon
sensed
that
directly to the detriment of manu<"•here was some,
in bad taste and somewhat too grisly
r-umbers thev w"'t t°'"> in
facturers but it could do irreparable thing new in the spectacular.
i"i, -and one which is extremely for orthodox values.
The' Vaughn Monroe magnet is
The old timers are still around
Calvert, aiUed by a group of audi- working overtime this week, pulling harm, since present set owners might
visual anf* w'hirh they will us;.
and just as fast and agile as ever.
That's a l'tt'e French song, "Au ence "volunteers, does a series o' them into the Capitol-for the biggest warn their friends against investing Still the
smoothest of the blade,
clair deTta June" in different styles, mesmeristic stints. The kids on stage week since Spike Jones led his City in such a snafued industry.
men is Roy Shipstad who
first burlesqum-* an American ia*7- are- generally manhandled, made to Slickers on the same stage last May
Although neither manufacturers solo fling in a Hawaiian takes his
number.
band. .next a R>"s-ian choir Vnth look ridiculous, and after a while it to set the house record. When
nor broadcasters have" ever claimed, Evelyn Chandler has no peer
nv'sterhes »"d bonnets, and then as becomes embarrassing to vast sec- caught, uniformed cop had to help
in
acrobatics and sheer skill, and
few
arty lonehairs. .Thev just murder tions of the house. It's unfortunate the Capitol ushers clear the aisles of the series would be televised, set
comedic teams can match the zanv
them, ami there is little doubt that since the-early part of his act is a standees who surged forward from
routines
of
Frick
of
&
Frack.
this
sort
use
more
of
well-produced
Then
if thev
and
excellently the rear of the house.
for
extra good measure there are
material in America, they'll click dressed item with a sextet of goodHazel
The Monroe troupe offers plenty
Franklin, Betty Schalow. Phyllis
Baseball Sideshow
there also. Thev are now one of lookers as assistants. He shows some of variety which moves along so
and Harris Legg, Marilyn Sahlin,
the surp^t hits- in Euronean vaude. good tricks, particularly a pair of steadily that the band, itself, is lost
Television viewers will get a
pick Rassmussen, Carlos Romero,
The .W-oiepe wt .orchestra.- eom- levitation items in which a girl in the shuffle and hardly gets a
taste of the World Series, even
Mae Ross, Hugh Hendrickson,
tnendablv batnn^ by Henri Pous- floats through space without any chance to prove it can buckle down
i'.;,
if the series games aren't aired,
Bill Stine and a raft of
sisuie. fades n<* after the first oart. visible supports, lie also displays the and play as an ensemble.
others who
CBS will pick up the antics of
seem born to the ice. R is easilj
the JwwvMJd H/>in" entirely devoted usual neocromahcy such as -the paper
Monroe; of course, is the big draw.
loyal Dodger fans Friday (26),
the best rounded aggregation of
She sinus -accom- tricks, and the disappearance Of large He works both solo and with the
to -Edith P*-<
skaters seen hereabouts in any repanied bv .Pv-'-"rt OhsuvirfnY wl"» items to keep interest going. Be- Moonmaids, latter in -a very nice
set aside by the borough of
*
"
frigerated -j^yue—
ha* life'Diaoa.T^^ siaiWi'rarid-aDPfiarA jcanse pTTthe-tength"x>f his -act; Cal- rendition- tjtf--wFallahassee."-His--©wn::
Brooklyn" W"»lobTaytt~Tfey"~Kr
> encores whp"»
«lon«-**x«»w>t in r
Production numbers are in the
vert by necessity hurries through offerings are "Ivy." "Peg O' My
celebrate the Dodgers having
«ccordjOn>st JMarc JBonel .suonorts some of his earlier antics and conse- Heart" and the "Wiffenpoof Song."
razzle-dazzle tradition of the "Folwon the National League penher on stwe *nd two others r'one quently loses many applause values. First two draw plenty of "oohs" and
lies
and that means scintillatini
nant. For safety, CBS cameras
wWh the f ^«v»>*nons. also on st»»e.- Some switches for Calvert are now "ahs" from the bobbysox faithful.
spectacle, .gay and ornate costuniini
will be posted atop a building
Wiss Pis»*. .who is in her 30s. in order.
Beryl Davis. British songstress,
and fresh routines. Even the lightrV»s r>«* f>"n~ - 1 on' loo'"- or
near Borough Hall, out of reach
ing effects rate more than a pass'Rest of the bill is of superior grade. clicks with such numbers as "FeudTT™>' vr**""*
^^'S.a* t*"**^. P'~* Opener is by Jack Hoist and Milady. in', and Fightin'." "You Made Me
ing nod and brightly facet
of
the rampaging Brooklyn
every
.wnethin" that wnea' ! Hoist has one of the best horizontal- T,ove You"' ;«»>rt "Moonlight Serethat she
mood and movement of the gracehordes.
tn thi r"-^""! •« udoi'estion-^ble. or bar acts on the boards. His com- nade." In addition, she scores as the
ful gliders.
For spectacular effect
spp wni'H r>ot have been the sen- plete turns on the bars make for prettiest and dressiest looking job
there is falling snow and whipping
sation «r-e .R p— n in countries 1J ke audience gasps,
on
the
stage.
Dunhills
prove
The
rain, and the
and all-around agilSw-rten whf-e the language bn'rier ity provide an eslcellent house applause getters with -a very fast owners have been led to believe phorescence. always receptive phosComedy is spaced in
ir^kes her sO", «s wasted as to lines. warmer. Femme partner
taps and aero dance routine which they'd be able to see the games by good
is for decproportion
and novelUes
SV"» has trerr>p"^ous nersonalitv and
is one of the hiehli«»hts of the show.
several retailers in the New York abound, with massive
orative purposes only.'
props and
Frank Fontaine, the band's comic,
sells it mastrrfi)Hv. via, sow's which
Singing spot is held down by Caleb
delineations.
Biggest of
moves nicely through a wide variety area: Such retail outlets as Davega over-sized
arp at' on f>e sombre s'de. and Peterson,
baritone,
the
Negro
after
who
and
production
Vim
have
Repeatedly
advertised
numbers are the
»n«
of imitations, best being Winston
without «n" pomedv relief At
Moonlight Symphony,
timp. SW* >s tmlv a tragedienne a slow start wins over the house Churchill imitating AI Jolson. He to "hurry and get your television set opening
with concert type numbers. Pipes are also
siting op 3 v»»de stai»e.
kids the boss by aping what he in time for the series." N. Y. Times, Lrosstown, Fun on the Farm, Winextremely resonant. Opener "Great calls
Vaughn
Monroe's "muscle in fact, printed such an ad last week iter Scene, Olde King Cole, Button,
Here, she's toi-i-iftp after ooenine
with "Poor Arthur Jones," the storv Day" in the- pop vein didn't impress, voice" for good returns. His best immediately under a story by radio Buttons, Persian Festival. Old San
but later items, including "Manda- turn, however, is an imitation
Francisco.
Saved for the finale
of an American ivnching of a Ne<cro
of a
and nrncee* with «t;ch tragic =onas lay," seems like what audiences want dopey sweepstakes winner telling all editor Jack Gould to the effect that is the All Ashore precision number
from Peterson.
the series would not be aired on by the FoUiettes, always
about it.
as "Petit Womme." "Vie en Rose.
sure-fire
Phil Regan's impressions are boff
with the sitters and a rousing exit
Ziggv Talent outs the punch in video.
"J'm'en fr»"s pas mal" (I don't carp
If the manufacturers decide to for the entire ensemble.
a raol "T.a mariee" (The bride). as ever. Lad has a facile manner in the tail end of the performance with
Rating top credits for the super"Ya oas d'orintemos" (There is no delivering lines, and vocal and facial two novelty numbers, which he hits bankroll the event, it will be due
sorin?) ns»n« for enc° re "J/pppo*-- miming give the air of authenticity. hard and fast. "Whv Did I Teach My largely to the persuasion of their native
production
are
Frances
Llaudet for choreography; Helen
dermiste"
closing with "Le rideau Respectful coupling of FDR and Will Girl to Drive" and "Best President individual
ad agencies.
Agency "ose for the
tpmhe" (Thp rurtqin falls) pnH Rogers gives him an impressive en- We Ever Had." Eddie Julian beats
magnificent costuming;
core.
the skins for a short specialty which executives have been putting their Mary Jane Lewis for dancing and
"<""«st no"-(It's for yo") and
Landre and Verna are under New is built up with some incidental finger on the set producers since it skating, and Stanley
*'T fps f.ln»K„~" (The- bells) sUDnortor1
Kahn. ballet
Acts. Louis Basil's house orch, as pomedv featurio" Monroe and the first became apparent that no other and dance
bv th~ PimmPnons.
instructor.
Walter RuTn Arr-p'iV-, s v, e will mostlv uso usual, contributes an excellent back- bovs in the band.
national advertiser would put up the dolph conducts the music and Paul
ground job.
Jo;;e.
Trouble with the band appears, to money. Besides pointing
snfh roatp<-i3i as "O mon
up the pro- L»annon presides as emcee and
,in/r
be that it is alwavs helping someon ^omr^» " "T ~rf ionnalrp" a |>J
vocalist.
motion
aspects
of
getting
He(m
the
*'
series
"Acor^pfnict
body do something and never petw^Vh have mP^P
on
tele,
agency
men
have
stressed
ting
9vn
pnH
an ooortunitv to show what
hpr famo»»s,
liVelv to bp
Miami, Sept. 21.
it
reallv ha* musically. But then that the telecasts would jam every
nip"p eas 'v ca ,,nh * bv the ppnera'
Bob Ei'ans, Ray Manton, James & most npoo'p in the audience don't tele retail store within range. With last fall over handling of the Serie!
public.
Beverly Paysee, Jack Randall. The seem to mind.
Lotoe.
retailers clamoring for any kind of broadcasts.
Both Barber and Allen
Sensationalists, Les Rhodes House
daytime programming for demon- know their baseball and especially
««m»R*o. X. Y.
Orch; "Variety Girl" (Par).
0»-i«»M*jml. C hi
stration purposes, a golden oppor- the teams who'll fight it out for the
Count Bnrfe Orch (16) with James
Chtcaoo, Seot. 18.
pennant.
tunity
suchthe
as
series
is
not
to
be
Rush"i9- B"' ftailey: Lewis & White
Current stanza plays to good reFreddu Martin Orch (18) »<>ith passed up, they emphasized.
Barber has been covering the
Foster & Jo^ison. Ziaay Johnson's turns most of the way, despite non- S»nart Wfide;
Blair & Dean,- Jean
With the Brooklyn Dodgers hav- Brooklyn Dodgers and Allen the
Brotonskin. Chorus (10); "Voice of marquee lure.
Carrol; "Northwes' Outpost" (Rep).
the Whistler" (Col).
ing clinched the National League N. Y. Yankees since 1939. During the
Setting brisk pattern for layout,
James and Beverly Paysee tee off
Freddy Martin's orch typically flag this week and ready to play the past season Barber handled airing!
Count Basie is the lure this week with solid terp sesh via smartly avoids frenzied jive and sugared N. Y. Yankees, the entire series will of Dodger games via
(N. Y.)
for this Harlem vauder. pulling 'em conceived lifts and spins. Orb ap- swing in a middlin' session that be available to all seven stations and Allen covered the Yankee game!
in Frida" ni"ht (19) for a caoacity peal
couple is enhanced by soothes but doesn't excite. The band now operating on the east coast.
of
At for WINS (N. Y.h
houise. Show tees off fast with a
"emme's tasty gowning. Switch from opens with "There's No Business least 75% of all
Series airers were handled last
sets now in operaproduction niin->ber by Ziggy John- ballroom type routine to wham jit
Like Show Business." followed by- tion are
massed in the east, meaning season by Jim Britt and Arch Mcson's Brownskin Chorus.
Unbilled terbug winds stint for hefty ap
sax man Clvdc Rogers in an o.k.
the series could draw the attention Donald. Latter particularly inspired
chorine
accompanies
with
fair plai'se.
vocal of "Symphony."
Sidemen's
chirping.- - and - ensemble —registers
-Magico -Jack Randall-'maintains yelps-of- "woo-woo" bring" o'lrc'rborier Jit innumerable baseball- fans to tele- criticism over his ineptrress on the
Basie vocalist Bob Bailey pace with neat blend of patter and Stuart
solidly.
Wade, who relaxes the and. by so doing, make tele fans of assignment. Chandler's appointment
tenors 'You Are My One Love." and eye-foolers. Easy approach aids in femmes with 'To Each His Own."
them all. N. Y. broadcasters, mean- of the Barber-Allen team late last
"Danny Boy" in soft, dreamy de- getting full returns from offerings.
Wade & Rogers, trombonist Glenn while, haye their hands tied. They week reportedly followed "lefs-nolMiddle slot is held down in strong Hughes and two other sidemen join can do nothing
livery that wins good reception.
about deciding who's go-wrong-this-time" behests froB
roster & Johnson, tap team, open manner by tenor Ray Manton. Slow voices in "Doin' What Comes Natu- to
handle the actual pickups until the network and sponsor.
1n tandem then split for individual opener, "Begin the Beguine," m^kes rally." with Hughes getting the most
Series broadessts will be carried
routines. Boys' stepping gets away for doubtful reaction, but guy gets applause. The band romps through some sporisor turns up with the
by more than 500 outlets, include
slow but builds to a fast finish for going^ with "Granada" and racks up "Nicaragua" and then gives "Claire money.
As for radio. Mutual and the Ihe full Mutual web,' the 64-station
resounding mitt with aria from de Lune" sonorous treatment, shownice response.
band,
comprising eight "Pagliacci."
Basie's
s
casing the violins, frpms. and Mar- GH'eUe razor people feel they've CBC hookt") in Canada, Hawaii/
Comedy spot is filled nicely by tin's expert sax. Wade returns in a forciti led possibility of a repetition Latin-Amevi -a and Armed Forces'
brass, four rhythm and four reed.
scores with a novelty, "I Ain't Mad Bob Evans. Fast running dialogue bobby-sox sell of "I Have But
One this year oT the criticism which arose Network outlets.

In Paris a Preview of Her U.S. Act
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Equity s Ism' Cwitroversv Carried

To Membership Meeting in N
factionalism,

which has plagued

Actors Equity Assn. sporadically in
j^cnt years, has erupted again. The
the union's
.turmoil has embroiled
—council in recent weeks, but was
carried to the membership at the

Y.

who sang

Latter,

night,

(22)

During

all

summer on Mutual Broadcasting
fice, being on the council or being
Co.'s "Music Show," will stay in till
employed by Equity.
regular
replacement,
Marguerite
From the floor at Friday's meeting Piazza, is up in the role.
resolutions were adopted calling for
Understood that Everett Crosby,
Equity to work with the American
Miss George's husband, was one of
Federation of Labor to obtain a re-

1047 summer stock season,
the best .since the vogue
a^few scattered
strawhats linger on* To Equity's
surprise there were fewer headaches
In Touring 'Red Mill' than had been expected. A revision
of the regulations covering stocks
Pittsburgh, Sept. 23.
Jack Whiting quitting cast of is in the making. To that end queshave been mailed to
touring "Red Mill" in Baltimore, and tionnaires
Charles Collins will be in his role hundreds of actors who appeared in
when Paula Stone-Hunt Stromberg, strawhats, and the responses will
furnish the basis for changes in the
Jr., production of the Victor Herbert
rex'ival opens here at Nixon on Oct rules by * committee slated to make
6.
As a result, Collins will be ap- its report by the end of the year.
Questionnaire has 20 queries endpearing opposite his wife, Dorothy
ing with: "What specific suggestions
Stone, sister 'of the co-producer.
Nitery singer Sara Ann McCabe do you have for improving working
also in company now, having joined conditions for actors in summer
theatres?" That follows a query on
troupe last summer in Chicago.
"What specific complaints or compliments" about
the
strawhatter
played by each one. Information
is
sought about backstage and
dressing room conditions.
Among
the other queries: whether sucial
security and withholding tax rules
wer adhered to and same reported
to each player with every pay envelope; were salaries paid regularly:
Plt.ying time in the Yiddish lan- whether, rail fares and baggage costs
guage theatre has dwindled this to place of employment and return
season to five legit houses and two were paid; cost of room and board
vaudeville spots that play weekends. and whether theatre management
This is a loss of one house over last supplied or operated same, also
year.
However, there's hopes that whether such costs were excessive
the Lincoln, Philadelphia, will open or reasonable.
later this season to bring the total
General tone of the questionnaire
playing time to last year's par.
points to a checkup on summer
Bulk of the playing time is still stock operators, most of whom are
concentrated in New York, where not active otherwise in show busifour legit houses operate along wilh ness.
the vaude weekenders. The Second
Avenue theatre, with Menashe Skulnik starring in "I Am Lucky,"
preems tonight (Wed.), as do the
Parkway, Brooklyn, opening with

De

further cleared last week, through

a decision in federal court, N. Y.,

awarding damages of $57,250 against
Col. Wassily de Basil to Universal
Art, Inc. Effect of the decision,

ForBaronova?

Speakers at Equity meetings are
customarily allowed five minutes,
but Nugent requested and was given
10 minutes, then spoke for approximately 23, engaging in repeated disputes with members as well as with
the chairman, Clarence Derwent,
Equity president:
Oath *f Loyalty

leaving the

J

The undersigned, being duly
swam, deposes and says:
I know all the previsions of
Article H, Section 12> ef the
Constitution and By-Laws of the
Actors' Equity Association.
I hereby declare and affirm
that I am not a member of the

Communist Party of any country or any political sub-division
ef the Communist Party of any

-

country that I am not a member
ef the Fascist Party of any
•country or of any political subdivision of the Fascist Party of
any country; nor am I a member ef any parties, organizations
or groups which have adopted
resolutions or platforms presently in force declared by the
Council of this Association to be
•inimical to and conflicting with
the best interests of this Association and of its- legitimate pur;

.

.

poses)

So long as I hold office in this
Association as a Council Member, Officer, or Representative,
I will not join any of the Parties
herein above referred to, and
will in all respects abide by all
the Provisions of Article 2, Section 12, of the Constitution and
By-Laws of this Association.

keep

5 Yiddish Legits

man-

.a

third

<as

Operate This

field

did last year),

it

two

clear for the

performing,
companies
presently
Ballet Theatre and Ballet Russe de

Monte

Carlo.

Decision was rendered by Judge
John Bright in a suit by Universal
Art for $100,000 against de Basil,
manager of Original Ballet Russe,

mova, now in Iceland.
Comedy, with Miss Baronova,
Paula Lawrence and Uta Hagen in
the lead roles, had a successful tour

breach of contract Suit was
brought in 1941 but only heard last
year, with decision not handed down
till last week.
for

of the strawhat" circuit this summer.
This was Miss Baronova's first
straight legit part in the U. S.,
appeared as
although she had

(

Background of the

suit

involves

the split of the first Ballet Russe
in February, 1936, into two companies,
one headed by Leonide

Leo Fuchs

to before

me

this

day of

•

-,

irm.

The "ism" agitation in Equity
dates from 1940,^ when tben-Con"gfessman' William E." Lambertsoh
made charges in the Congressional
Record against seven councillors. No
relevant proof was ever advanced to
support the charges, which were defied personally or in writing by
each of
year an

those accused.

amendment

constitution

barred

Communist.

Fascist

to

any
or

Following
the Equity
pcr.son of

other subversive affiliation, from holding of-

"A

Little

contracts

<29).

In

the

contract

Proposal by the Scenic Artiste
union that producers agree to a
sharp boost in the cost to design-

Anna

Cherniak in "Should Children Be
Judges."
Other N. Y. house is
Maurice Schwartz's Yiddish Art theatre, where Schwartz will preem
"Shylock's Daughter" next Monday

signed.

REQUEST BY DESIGNERS

Luck" and

the Bronx Art theatre, with

ing and painting of setting has- met
flat refusal
Board of the
New York Theatres ad-

with a

League of

vised the uniou that it saw no reason for the tilts. Matter of such
production costs- will be determined
individually between producers awl
designers-, also scenic artists and

Only current Yiddish operation
was to turn over legal
and physical properties to six outside of N. Y. is the Douglas Park
In return, he was to -get theatre,
Chicago,
with
"Sweet
$35,000 from Universal Art, then the~ Dreams." starring- Jennie Goldstein. others.
holding company for Ballet Russe
The Clinton and National theatres
There never was a basic contract
de Monte Carlo. (Since then, BRMC are the vauders.
between the League an*- the union,
has become a non-profit organizawhich is- the most complex- in show*
tion, operated by Ballet Foundation
business, taking in designers; artand directed by Denham, while CINCY MUSICIANS CITE
ists, painters and even
owners- of
de

Basil

title

ballets.

Universal Art is non-operati-pe). De
Basil got .$3,Q00 . dawn;, was to -get.
$14,500 more on turnover of four
ballets and balance of $17,500 in
..

.

^mTHEATRE JNEfflt

.

Cincinnati, Sept. 23.

scenic plants.

leape

Cincinnati Local No. 1, American Managers
Federation
of
Musicians officials
Monday branded Cox theatre unMeets go
fair for refusing to engage orchestra
League of New \\>rk Theatres
or went through with the signed tor dramatic season, which opened
will hold its- ammal n-eoUng and
merger,
and
instead
signed
ar
rival
Sunday with "Voice of Turtle" and election Oct. 8. Same ofliisers were
Lewis Harmon, legit p.a.. who
booking
with
his
troupe
in
London
have thrown picket line around renominated but tluw> will be two
Charlotte
playwright-wife
with
at the same time that the Denham theatre^
Buchwald has been running the
changes- on the board. Herman Levin
company was playing there. Tile
Oscar F. Hild, prexy of Musicians and Alfred de Li:i- i«, Jr., replacing
Chapel Playhouse, Guilford, Conn.,
$3,000 was not returned. Universal Local
protested that theatre, in Dwigbt Deere Wiman and John
strawhat, for two seasons, bought
got
an
injunction
in
Europe
against
Shubert chain, violated practice of Wild berg. Levin is an attorney who
the house last week for $11,000. Harde
Basil
to
prevent
use
of
the
20 years by the stoppage. Leo Mac- turned showman la.*t season as comon had theatre on a two-season ballets
promised them, and sub- Donald, manager of Cox- countered producer
lease rental with option to buy at
of "Call Me Mister," still
sequently entered the $100,000 suit with statement that practice was
playing- Broadway.
end of second year. House showed
in the U. S., claiming that it in- "customary through expulsion."
Ac©"fleers: Brock Pemberton. presiprofit both summers. Eight stockcurred
expenses
of
$72,000
in
protion by local has been passed along dent; Lee Shubert, Marcus Heunan,
holders will get 10% dividend this
ducing ballets to replace those not to international headquarters for ofvicepresidents; Gilbert Milier, treasyear, as last
delivered.
ficial ruling.
In meantime members urer, and Herman Shumlin. secreHouse was bought from Harry
Counterclaim for $i00.000 by de of other AFL affiliated unions are tary. James F. Reilly continues as
Durant, local judge, who years ago
exec sec.
was story editor for Paramount and Basil, and argument that he was crossing picket line.
fraudently
induced to sign the conTest case of theTaft-Hartley labor
assistant to Jesse L. Lasky. It seats
417. with $2.40 top v$2,88 Saturdays). tract by his then attorney, George law feat her bedding clause may de- St.
Louis
Readies
Biggest draw this summer was "Joan Boochever, were dismissed by Judge velop from the controversy.
Last season musicians' scale was
For Its 68th Season
of Lorraine," with Diana Barrymore, Bright as "fantastic." Universal Art
was
represented in N. Y. court by $120 for leader and '$88 for side men
which grossed $3,300.
St. Lo*<is, Sept. 23.
Perkins, Malone awl Washburn; de for dramatic shows, with minimum
The St. Louis Symphony OrchesBasil by A. W. Soeolow.
of seven musicians.
For musical tra is being readied for its Ctth an'Swing Mikado' Set
Original Ballet Russe, under de shows there was a minimum of. nual tceoff in the Henry W. Kiel
Moines Opener Basil, has just completed a success- 12 musicians with scale of $14tt.'30 (municipal) auditorium Oct. 1HS
ful engagerajent in London, but its for leader and $121.50 for side men.
with Vladimir Golsr^mann returnDes Moines, Sept. 23.
ing for his 17th season' as maestro.
subsequent plans are uncertain. It
"Swing Mikado" will open the was to be booked in the
Five new soloists are skedded durU. S. thi.%1847-48 season, of the KRNT Radio
ing the season. They are Eleanor
season by Sol HuroJt, who, however,
'Roots' Banned in Albany Steber,
Theatre here Sept. 30. The Ballet relinquished
Met soprano; Alexander
the deal.
Theatre comes in Oct. 13, under
Albany, Sept. 23.
Brailowsky, Russian pianist; Miklos
sponsorship of the Des Mo'nes Civic
"Deep Are the Roots" has been Gafni, Hungarian tenor; Arthur
Assn., a matinee and night booking
'Lucasta' Exit Gives
banned here as "undesirable to the Whittemore and Jack Lowe, duoef Wayne King's orchestra Oct. 19.
pianists,
and Marcel Grandjany,
public schools of Albany," for which
'Soldier' 2 Pitt
Tentatively programmed for the
harpist
reason the application by the Albany
new season are five musicals, "RoseArtists who will return include
Pittsburgh, Sept. 23.
Marie,*' "The Merry Widow." "The
Cancellation of "Anna Lucasta," Chapter, American Veterans Com- Artur Rubinstein, Robert Casadesut,
of
"Song
Firefly," "Carousel" and
which is playing a Broadway re- mittee, to present it at Philip Liv- Nathan Milstein, Isaac Stern, Jesus
Norway." also "Another Part of the turn instead, is giving "Chocolate
Maria Sanroma, Alexander Uninsky,
ingston Junior High School on or
Forest," "All My Sons," and "Alice
Soldier," season's opener pt Nixon, about Oct. 29 in cooperation with Raya Garbousdva, Edith Schiller',
in Wonderland."
two weeks instead of the one or- the Albany Dramatic Group, Has Patricia Travers and Zino Franeescatti.
Comedies tentatively slated are iginally scheduled. Show, current
been denied by the Board of Edu"Fatal Weakness." with Ina Claire; at local legit site, eliminated Clevecation,.^
-"State" 'of the- Union-," ---with -Kay land' date ftr order to~ stay "here' for
A drama dealing with the Negro
Francis;
"Harvey" with Joe E. fortnight. It'll be followed on Oct.
in'CIeo
Brown; "I Remember Mama" with 6 by "Red Mill," also for two weeks. question, it was a Broadway hit.
Ottawa. Sept. 23.
The Vets committee subsequently
Charlotte Greenwood; "Born YesterCurious coincidence has a Billy
Ludmilla Lvov*, Ottawa - born
day" and "Voice of the Turtle."
Gilbert-directed show ("Mill") com- announced it would find another and danseuse, has been pacted for the
part of Octavia in the Kitthei irie
Concerts scheduled include Marian ing right in after musical '."Sol- for the play.
Cornell production of "Anthony and
Anderson, Alec Templeton. Victor dier") in which he's featured. InciRosen talent agency has Cleopatra,"
.ferry
Borge, Morton Gould, Latin! Mel- dentally, prospects for Nixon season
legit
a
department, with
Miss Lvova. who is Betly Low, to
chior, Veloz and Yolanda and the are none too good due to the paucity added
and San .of available attractions. Manage-, Martin Baum in charge. Office was Ottawans, leaves the B;jllet Russe de
Philadelphia symphony
iment looks for whole year to be granted an Equity license last week. Monte Carlo for the legit stint
Carlo opera.

seven payments.

HARMON PAYS $11,000
FOR CONN. STRAWHAT

De

Basil, however, said the complaint, never turned over the ballets

Act 9
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Orch

I

I

As Des

Weeks

Sworn

in

Yn

and Sergei J. Denham
(Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo), the
other by de Basil (Original Ballet
Russe). In April, '38, the two companies agreed to merge again, with

Massine

;

I

season-

this

dancer - actress in the Broadway
musical "Follow the Girls" in 1944.
She was a Ballet Russe mainstay for years. Last winter she apThe new oath of loyalty which all peared briefly in England in "Bullet
Equity officers, councillors and em- in the Ballet," a mystery with dance
ployees must sjgn puts into active background which toured the provform the rules adopted by the asso- inces briefly
reach
but didn't
ciation six years ago. It -awes' beyond London.
the non-communist statement which
Sevastianoff plans a full season in
the National Labor Relations Board London and provinces with "Eyes,"
requires from union officials after using same trio of leads from the
Oct.. SI, if their organization make strawhat production. He has also in
«se of the Beard authority. Copies mind a British filming of the play.
•f the official Equity oath were sent Warners bought it in '43 for $250,000
last week to all the association's of- but
shelved it, and Sevastianoff
ficers, council members and employthinks he. can pick it up cheap.
ees, with instructions to sign and
"Dark- Eyes" had a successful run
have them notarized. The text of the on Broadway in 1943, with the
_•
_eath follows;.
authoresses -playing-lead- roles. —Jed
Harris produced it
_•• STATE OF NEW
YORK SS:

COUNTY OF NEW YORK

to

major company, the Original Ballet
Russe, from returning to the U. S.

'

peril of communist influence in the
association.

be

agers say, will

started, is over but

ins Vice

57€

London lyes'

Strawhat Season
The

show's backers. The musical, with
peal of the Taft-Hartley law, for the
music by Tchaikovsky, and premeeting Fri- council to reconsider its refusal to sented by Henry Duffy, will bopr in
contribute $2,000 to the ExperiN. Y. Oct. 2.
Astor ho- mental Theatre, for
day afternoon (19) at the
publication in
the Equity magazine of the attendtel, N. YAs it has usually done in the past, ance and voting records of council
members,
and
for the formation of Clarify Ballet Snarl In
the
wrangling
involved
partisan
U,e
question of communism and fascism, a .special membership-council comand was only remotely reiated to mittee to feed ideas to the council
Court Verdict
theatrical matters. The controversy and study the problem of unemployfrom ment in the acting profession. All
this time -apparently stemmed
Basil
Vs. CoL
requir- the measures are subject to further
the newly-adopted policy of
mem- action by the council.
Ballet situation in America was
ing all Equity officers, council

and employees to sign noncommunist and- non-fascist pledges.
The measure had been adopted at
the previous week's council meeting,
and Elliott Nugent, who had, cojponsored it with E. John Kennedy,
appeared at the membership session
to deliver a long, discursive and excited speech on the subject.
Claiming to represent the "militant
Jerry Sevastianoff, husband of
middle in the Equity council, Nuballerina Irina Baronova and onegent declared himself the leader of
time director of Ballet Theatre, is
• new political party in the memberleaving shortly for London, to negoalready
group
the
that
said
and
ship
tiate for a theatre to stage the Euhas 15 members, whom he is not yet
genie Leontovich-Elena Miramova
ready to Identify. During the speech
comedy, "Dark Eyes," Sevastianoff
he castigated both communists and
is awaiting final OK from Miss Mirafascists, but laid special stress oh the

M

Expected

rated

jasociation's quarterly

bers

Ian

Fewer Headaches

Florence George stepped out of
leading role of "Music In My Heart"
in
Philadelphia, with understudy
Martha Wright replacing Monday

^

-

j

'
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Strawhats Boost Equity Membership,

Upping Problem of Unemplopent
Equity

now

faces the problem of-f

unemployment among

now

its

members

that the -summer stock season

over and the number of

the situation.

Because of the growing

list

of ap-

plications there may be a brake on
new memberships. Equity's credo is
be
its open-shop policy, which may

mandatory anyhow with the TaftHartley law, which makes the solution all the more difficult.
As the strawhat season progressed,
new memberships averaged 100
weekly, but. during August, 227 candidates were "elected" by-the counwhile there were only two withapplications, a new, low:
Under Equity rules any player having a contract is eligible to membercil,

drawal

ship,

whether

Broadway

in

Shows

is

new shows

for 1947-48 so far is way under normal. Fact that the membership has
been steadily increasing, mostly
from summer stocks has intensified

summer stock,
One method

or the road.

suggested to hold' down memberships
from strawhats hereafter is to extend the apprenticeship period in

("Professor

Circle"

McClintic.

sen.

"An

— Harry RoCalls" — Courtney

Honeymoon"

Inspector

Burr and Lasson Grpsberg,
"Medea"—-Robert Whitehead and
Oliver Rea-.

"The Heiress"—Fred Finklehoffe.
"Annla Get Tour Gun" (road)—
Rodgers and Hammerstein.
"KIh and Tell" (road)—Virginia
and Walter .Davis.
.

B way Preems
Finally Get Going

Recently Equity's council passed
on 17 applications for agency permits but only four newcomers got
the nod. The latter submitted the

In
.

Slow Season

Last year, in the

week correspond-

ing to that current, there were 26

shows

Broadway, whereas the
present list totals 19, including two
ditional permits tend to spread com- new plays and a stopgap booking.
indecreasing
the
two
premieres
With
both dated for
thereby
missions,
come of established offices. Figured, the last half, 1947-48 may be said
A mistake
too, that" a material increase in the to have finally .started.
number of agents might .result, in called 'The Magic Touch," which
early
in.'
the month and
turn, in the violation of Equity's came
regulation.
dropped
commission
out,
hardly
counted.
agency
5%
However, it's believed that most
There, will be five newcomers next
agents receive considerably more in- week and six are carded for the
come from Other entertainment jobs week of Oct. 6, so the critics will
than from legit.
get a chance to make up for lost
time.
Some may even excursion
on'

;

••

Washington Crossing; Pa.
Editor, Variety:

Under a Reading

dateline of Sept.

your correspondent filed a threeparagraph story about "How Now
Brown Cow." The producers, Alfred
and Norman Tokar; the authors,
Madelejne L'EnjstejmdJRoherfcJIar"
tung; and the director, myself .are
most grateful.
However, I think additional information is necessary to correct any
Evidently
created.
misimpression
your Reading correspondent reads
only Variety and not his own local
Eagle and Times, for if he had he
would have realized that both Read-

9,

,

for

a brace

shows.

of Yiddish
*

Five of Broadway's current musicals are slated to be standard well
into the new season: "Annie Get

Your

Gun,"

"Finian's

Rainbow,"

Mary."

.

Small-Unit Investors

Perhaps the dearest indication of
the dearth of available theatrical
backing is the way would-be producers

c

Hammerstein got

little out of their Broadway hit
"I r»
the road last season but Lewis & Young appear t«
have fashioned the show Into a sure thing for the road. Same setting
are retained but the revolving stages are out, so that only 13 stagehands
are required, compared to 28 originally. Charlotte Greenwood is starred
and her "Mama" received rave notices in Coast dailies, while businesi
in San Francisco and currently in Los Angeles indicates the show'i
profit possibilities. It will tour east to Boston and continue through thi
season if the picture release of "Mama" doesn't hamper the stage play'

Rodgars

8t

member Mama/' on

.

s

-

b.o.

Flock of showmen have pieces of "Mama," investments being based on
units.
In addition to Homer Curran, Louis Lurie and S. Lafc
Landsberg, who are 'in on most Coast legiters, others having shares inelude Peter Ermatinger (manager of the Biltmore, L. A.), Bill Zwisslg
and Morrie Ahern (managers of the Curran and Geary, Frisco, respectively), Emmet Callahan (general manager for L.&Y.), Harry Callan
Frisco billposter, Louis Lissner, back with "Mama," Bob Frankel and the
$600

now

treat small-unit inves-

Three of four years- ago, when
angel-money was plentiful, most
name producers would not accept
backing from non-acquaintances or
in units of less than 18,000 or so for
tors.

straight play, or $10,000 or more
for a musical. They would rarely
submit a script to any but a sizahle

a

backer, and would have a reading
or audition only for those who might
be expected to. supply a major portion of the budget.

That situation has completely
changed, however. Even minimum
investors, including some who can
put up no more than $500 or so, are
now welcomed by would-be producers. Even some of the established

backing in units of less than
$1,000 and willingly submit, scripts
to riJlnimum-amount investors. It is

solicit

not unusual, nowadays, for' a name
producer's- partnership agreement to
a score or more limited partners
for investments of $500 and less

list

apiece.

Increased Operating Costs
According to several Broadway
managers, the increasing operating
expense is a more serious matter
than the higher production cost.
They explain that a comparatively
large production outlay can be regained fairly rapidly If the show's
running, expense is moderate. In that
case, too, the possible margin of
profit is enough to make theatrical
other
attractive.
In
investment
words, if the operating cost is low,

Gittelson brothers, Hollywood ticket brokers, and Nathan Smith. Backer*
put up $30,000 but the cost of getting "Mama" on was only $19,000.

Brock Pemberton didn't join Equity after all for his one- week ap
pearance in "Harvey" with the summer stock Barter theatre, Abingdon
Va. Council extended him the courtesy of not being required to join'
and in a cordial letter to the producer it hoped he would do as well as
an actor as he has done as a manager.
Pemberton got a- silver dollar from Robert Porterfield' as his salary
that being the showman's idea, because the- Barter outfit operates on a
short bankroll.
Two Virginia hams comprise the balance of his compensation, if and when they arrive, but they showed him one anyhow,
and it looked the McCoy. There is also an acre of land, on a wooded hill,
awarded to the- manager. Pemberton declined to inspect the spot, figur-

5

ing he might get shot for trespassing.
Barter theatre has a capacity of 378 but 448 farmers crowded in for
the final performance there. Engagement ended at Roanoke in a house
that has a capacity of 1,400, and that's where Porterfield's gravy was.
Russell Janney took exception to the scanty obits of Ben Roberts,
veteran Equity staffer who died recently, and he wrote an eulogy printed
in the N. Y. Times Sunday (21).
Roberts was a leading principal In
"The Vagabond King," produced by Janney when the Rudolf Friml operetta played Chicago and for a year on tour. Roberts was also In other
shows produced by Janney, who, at 84, scored with "The Miracle of Tht
Bells," a bestseller which Is being turned into a film.
Deceased was an
expert swordsman and staged dueling routines in several romantic legit
comedies.
He appeared in "What Price- Glory," "Hold On to Your
Hats," "The Bat," "Yokel Boy" and other shows.

"The Ivory Tower," tried out in one-hour condensation recently at
Lucille Lortai's White Barn near Westport, Conn., is by George Wolf,
p.a. at Foote, Cone St Belding, and his wartime GI mate, Lawrence BearPlay was staged for invited audience, including potential angels,
son.
by Herb Moss, radio producer-director, who used transcription devices
to bridge gaps in abbreviated script.
Sides were read by non-Equity
cast, although Conrad Nagel was ready to do the key role if permission
had been obtained.
"Ivory Tower" is about a group of moderns cooped over night in a
skyscraper penthouse when the elevator jams and has as its central
characters a playwright and a congresswoman.
•

.

:

ments,

said, "many hilarious momany discerning lines, and
a laugh that rises from the
midriff. The 'cast and directing are
both excellent. Stone has contrived
.
.
a swiftly paced performance
the deft hand of a veteran trouper
is evident throughout. Judy Parrish,
John Harvey, and Sara Seegar give
thoroughly fine performances, the
resident cast is excellent -too. The
show should draw full houses for the
rest of its two-week run."
And we are happy to report that
It did sell out every night of its

Inside Stuff-Legit
|

kbeeU

even with a high production outlay,
Varying reports are being received the profits may be great and the
about the tryguiis,. especially the new odds are inviting. In that ease, the
musicals, of which there are three show
is a
good gamble for the
of major rating.
Business drawn backer.
by "High Button Shoes" and "Music
But if the running expense is high,
in My Heart," both in Philadelphia,
even
relatively low production
a
has been excellent, and grosses for
"Allegro" in Boston are also in the cost may take a long time to earn,
higher brackets. Judging from such backj and there is likely to be only
indications— the - song— and <— dtfhcers a small potential profit. Uhder;exiat-_
considerably top the straight plays ing conditions, however, when both
production costs and operating exin the early crop.

Times

many
.

downtown

"Brigadoon." "Oklahoma!" (musical
run record-holder) and "Call Me
Mister," which came back strongly
this month. Included in the list of
leading stayers, too, is "Icetime of
1948:" Best of the str-aight-play hold
overs: "Harvey," "Born Yesterday,'
"Happy Birthday" and "John Loves

ing papers did not "tear 'Cow' almost to shreds." In fact we hope the
New York press shred us in the
same fashion. Schoffstall in the

1

;

showmen, who have been names on
Broadway for 20. years or more,

.

Ezra Stone Sounds Off
On a Reviewer's Review

Continued from vage

shortage.

•

Lor* or Money"—Bernard

"For
Straus.
"Trial

that held.

best lists of clients and recommendations from producers;. Latest listing of accredited agents totaled 38
but whether the new casting agents
were included is not indicated.
Equity is inclined' to hold down the
number of new agents because ad-

Rehearsal

in

Druid

"The

White")— Alfred de Ltagre, Jr.
"Dear Judas"— Michael Myerberg.
"Antony and Cleopatra." (revival)
—Katharine Cornell and Outhrie

lancing Bugaboo

season than in a decade or
more. That is true not merely among
the newcomers to managerial ranks,
but to a lesser extent among some
of the established showmen. Particularly in the musical field, where
production and operating costs are
much higher, there are said to be a
number of prospective productions
being, held up because of money
this

penses are at a peak, theatrical. investment is a greater risk and offers
only a limited potential profit. This
tends to freeze out the small backer
and make the traditional angel more
cautious.

Noteworthy,

in these times

of general lack of hotel accommodations,
of Zac Freedman, advance man on "Sweethearts,"
in Baltimore recently.
The Bobby Clark legiter is to open Sept. 29
at the Ford's theatre there.
When Freedman arrived in town, concerned over the usual problem of finding hotel space for his largt
cast, he was told that Marcus Hefman and John. Little, respective
operator and manager of the theatre, had made arrangements with
the city's convention bureau to handle all details. Setup worked without a hitch, and will be available for other shows playing Ford's here-

was the experience

after.

About "Dear Judas," due to open at the Mansfield, N. Y., Oct. 5 (Sunday), Michael Myerberg, who is producing the Biblical drama which agitated Catholic churchmen when tried at Ogunquit, Me., this summer,
told friends: "I think it's the best thing I ever did, but nobody agrees
with me." Shares in "Judas" are being Offered to angels who have invested In other shows and for $1,000 they can buy 1% "on the customary
terms."

«.

As an example of Increased

costs

in the straight play field, a recent
hit comedy cost $75,000 to produce

and had a salary list of about $8,000
a week, Five years or sp ago the
same
management produced a
'

play

straight
$30,000

for

approximately

Greek theatre, Griffith Park, Hollywood, admittedly dropped $86,000
year but this summer earned over $100,000 according to Gene Mann,
former agent and vaudevillian, who operated the spot both seasons.
Andy Prodencia, who markets Petrie wines, was the principal backer.
When it was doubtful that the Greek would operate this summer, the
Fresno vintner insisted .the outdoor operetta presentations be continued.
Ginger Rogers and Dennis O'Keefe are among those reported interested
last

and the weekly salary list in the Greek theatre season.
was around $4,000. Steve Cochran, former treasurer and manager of the National WashThe various other items of operat'Moon,' Rising in West,
ington, D. C, Is in the Los Angeles general hospital in serious condition as
ing expense have increased more or
result of an odd trolley car accident. He was dragged several blocks,
Going East for Pelican less proportionately. There have the
both legs were fractured and his spleen and bladder punctured.
been
only two favorable developLos Angeles, Sept. 23.
Actors Fund has materially contributed to Cochran's hospitalization,
Balladeer
Pete Seeger arrived ments during that period. One was
in appreciation of his handling of Fund benefit shows when he was conthe
rising
market in the sale of film
yesterday (22) to prep for his stint
nected with the National.
in Pelican Productions' "Dark of the rights and the other was the inMoon," which opens Oct. 3 at the creased boxofflce scale on Broadway,
Article in the Saturday Evening Post, issue of Sept. 20, titled "Bed,
Coronet. Format of the folk fantasy with the general top * price for
straight plays going from $3.60 to Board and Broadway," by Cleveland Amory, tells o£ the Rehearsal Club,
is being changed and a new score
occupying, a double brownstone house on West 53rd street, N. Y., where
$4.80 and the top for most musicals
is being written. Seeger will serve
girls with a stage yen may live for $15 per week.
It's the same locale
as a one-man Greek chorus, intro- going from $4.80 to $6 (all including
and topic used by Edna'Ferber and George S. Kaufman for their click
ducing each act with verses from tax).
stage comedy, "Stage Door."
Smashes or Mops
the "Barbara Allen" ballad.
Carol Stone recreates her BroadWith operating expenses conLouis Schonceit has placed the setting of "The Stars Weep" in storage
way role in the production and stantly rising, it's figured the longHurd Hatfield is co-starred as the evident tendency of shows to fall but intends continuing as a producer, devoting himself to such activities
"witch boy." Henry Brandon has into either of two extremes^ smashes rather than his ticket agency. "Stars," which closed in Boston after a
the heavy role. Robert McCahon is or flops, will become even more in- week's tryout, may emerge later in the season. Its author, Harry SegaU,
producing for Pelican and Paul tensified. Thus, the old setup, in has returned to the Coast.
Guilfoyle is directing.
Duo were which some shows failed outright,
Ed Gardner has no intention of coming to Broadway, he told a pal
teamed originally for Pelican's suc- many had moderate and profitable
last week in Hollywood, adding that the idea of
his
cessful initialer, "The Skin of Our engagements and there
a legiter based on
were no radio show,
"Duffy's Tavern," was coined by a Broadway press agent.
Teeth."
such long runs as nowadays, has
"Moon," fourth presentation un- ceased to exist. Instead, the whole Gardner, it seems, likes California too much to venture onto Broadway,
der the Pelican banner, will take Broadway setup Is geared to the especially in a show backed by himself.

first week and its hold-over week
was unprecedented in Reading theatrical history as we had to turn
away 200 people Friday night and
800 hundred Saturday night,,, bucking the Reading Fair at the same
time. McDermott of the Eagle your
reporter quoted correctly, as he did
not like the show, principally for its
unnecessary use of a religious theme
as a- running ,gag. This element was
eliminated immediately after open
ing night, with the approval of the
authors, as provided by the Dramatists Guild contract. The show was
caught by Mrs. Joseph A. Martin, to the road after the local stand
President of the Catholic Women's and go as far east as Chicago.
Club, and she gave it a complete bill
of health. However, despite his displeasure with the show, McDermott
Back to Legit
still had to admit that there were
~— ~
- "many- -hearty-laughs;'
Honywood,"Sept.~23.
John Houseman will take another
In "regard to the most obvious of
that the play was whirl on Broadway as director of
Sill criticisms
overlong ... for anyone who may Paul Dubois' stage production, "Mirhave doubted our ability to cut and ror in the Sky," starring Patricia
shape it to its proper length, may Morison.
Currently Houseman is washing
they be advised that the final cur

1.

•

i

1

i

•

]

,

Houseman

1

.

.

,

—

.

of
the
final
performance up his RKO pioture, "Your Red
dropped at 11:05, as opposed to 11:40 Wagon." His last Broadwav play
was "The Lute Song."
opening night.
Eva Stone.

tain
«**

idea of playing for a smash~hit, with
its
months of capacity business,
large profit and huge film sale.
Under that setup, the element of
long-shot gambling in the theatre
is constantly. J[rqwing^.
.

What mosf alarms showmen about
present spiral of production
costs and operating expense is that
there appears to be little chance of
halting it, let alone reversing it. It
is apparent that the rising cost level
in the theatre more or less parallels
the general price index. Thus, while
the cost of materials and labor is
rapidly Increasing theatrical produc-

Martin Ritt is also associated, along with Ella Kazan, Robert Lewis and
Cheryl Crawford in the plan, reported in Variety last week; to offer informal classes in acting for Broadway professionals.
Syndicate headed by Charles Herd was npjt- among, the .backers of ,Qscar_
production bF "Life "With Father," as reported last week.

Berlin's-

the

tion expense, it is tied closely to
general business conditions and is
therefore largely beyond the reach
of corrective measures from the

situation.
economic
the
general
Thus, while most of the unions in
the theatrical field have raised their

theatre.
AI30, while the

working restrictions in the last several seasons, the average pay increases admittedly haven't kept pace
>st of livingwith the rapidly rising cost

major Item in the
all-Important running expense of a

show

is salaries, this

also is tied to

wage

scales

and imposed

additional

j
I
f

^ednesjgy, September 24, 1947'
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'Superman' 14G In
Nejv leaven Break-In

Up Some Chi Grosses;

Conventions

Broadway Surprisingly Hot;

New Haven, Sept. 23.
Premiere of "Man and Superman"
Shubert last weekend (17-20)
split
the
$14,000-$15,000
bracket
around the halfway mark, according
to estimates -based on five performances at 53.60 top. A fajr advance
vaulted to heavy biz when word-of-

7 Debuts

-

Carousel' 30G,
*«*•«••

".'

Jfanvehtion

Talk

Born 12G

21G,

Chicago, Sept. 23.
trade kept 'boxoffice

a™ happy last week /E op : 1 2 0 2S
JSter Ts still *"CaroUsel." 'with $30/
«« <and Tallulah Bankhead played
r

"

-

'WONDER'-MASSEY 12G;

mouth got around,
This week is a

-

.

•

Me

.-'.'Call

Sly

more weeks

has three

S

,,-hich

play

to.

abandoning the Erianger,

iftore

fast

took in a profitable $13,000.
closed (19) -after
'Stfing Mikado"
biz with
»wree 'weeks of not'-sd-good
below average, $20,500.
last week
of October, which last week

Month

innked like a lean period for show
mental, is filling up. "Chocolate

replaces "Call Me Mister"
Blackstone, Oct. 6; Herb Car-

Ser"
»t the

relights- the Civic theatre after
Oct, 20, refour months'- darkness,
Bean .
viving the "Late Christopher
Kibbee.
with ZaSu Pitts, and
lin

Guy

in the month's openings is
"foputzky of Notre Dame" which
Sept. 29.
linen's the Studebaker,

Meing

'.

With

Benchwarmer,"

."The

Bert

reopened the Selwyn yesshutterday (22).- House had been
months.
t«rtd for the past three
Estimates (or Last Week
Born Vestejoay. " Erianger. (31st
334;
bit,
but
Off
a
"$3.60),
week) (i.

Wheeler,

BOSTON

'ALICE' FAIR 2IG,

Mister"

tnnchy. $21,000.
frame with a
St' into ats -.final
$22,000. ,"Born Yestedray,"

'

;
'

Boston,- Sept. 23.

Two

'

week

"Oklahoma!",
.

openers added to the list last
lit up- the Rialto for what looks
'

skeptical

which seemed

'Shoes' Sturdy

.

15G in Philly

for

prices

in

Philadelphia, Sept, 23.
Philly 's legit, was three-quarters
active starting 'Wednesday of lastweek, and biz was lively though not
sensational.

:

"Alice
in
Wonderland," other
opener, was welcomed, by the crix,
and with> its advance, appeal and kid
-

matinee

,

:

<

ran up fair $21,000 for
first nine performances including ex,tra matinees.
Doubtful jjf" staying
out because of high operating ex-

Judging

by

1

•

:

'

,

.

WITH
TOTAL TAKE

I

i

Road Shows

—

.

.

.

.

—

—

—

Estimates for Last

CD

For K.C. Drama Groups
Kansas City, Sept.
Zwerdling has been

.

,

•

—

—

—

.

—

.

—

.

Bost. (22-4).

—

"Medea"

Monte Carlo $64,600

(2-4).

"Music

in

McCarter,

My

Princeton

'Mill'

Heart"— Shubert,

.

1

Tops Last Year

27G, Balto

—

—

—

i

j

1

:

—

—

.

.

—

s

sical

competition in N> Y.

(21-27);

.

Gross, however, substantiates feelObservers that this will be a
Eood ballet season and an improvee nt over last year's mediocre takes,
s
ff
B ?'\'.t Russe, which opens a Chicago
j
MiRaj-rrnent
iWe-'.V.
retoni"ht
iPortriM., had over ^5,000 r;'v;\nce in
1

.

ln g of

I
j

r™"'
|w*("e
{

-

"«

•-•

eeks tc ore the opening.

Letioit
Ported good.

advance

is

also

re-

Hanna, Cleve.

(29-4).

—

"This Time Tomorrow" MetroProv. (22-27); Plymouth,
Boston (29-4).
"Tobacco Road" Shubert - Lafay-

politan,

—

ette. Det.

St.

Dame"—
Notre
Louis (22-27); Studeof

Chi. (29-4).
Voice of the Turtle"— Cex, Cincy
(22-27); American, St. Louis (28-4).

I-

'-"•!•,

•

1

(D-1,095; $4.80).

(Revue.),

;>

Due

week)

(M-1,472:

$6.60).

TWO

.

first

...

$45,000..

1

—

'•

;

due Oct.

Frisco Opera Group Sets
'Giaconda' for L.A. Bow
Los Angeles; Sept. 23.
San Francisco Opera Assn. opens
Los Angeles season at the Shrine
Auditorium Oct. 20, with Gaetano
MeroJa as director general and "La
Giaconda" as the first ofjfcring.
Other operas on the list are
"Lucia
di
Lammermoor,"
"The
Marriage
*>f
Figaro,"
"Gotterdammerung,"
"Love
of
Three
its

Kings,'* "Aida," "Rigoletto," "Otello,"
"Madame Butterfly," "Louise," "La

10.

Rainbow,"

"Finian's
(37th week)

46th Street
(M-1,319: $6). Whether

volume- of agency business varies- or
not,
is
selling out and drawing
'

standees; $42,000.

"Happy
Birthday."
week) (C-1,160;

(47lh

Broadhurst

Came

$4.80).

back strongly in past month and is
approaching the year's run mark;
well over $21.'i00.
"Harvey," 48th St. (151st week)
(C-920; $4.20). Like a fresh hit as
laugh show approaches- completion
of third year; takings around $18,500, capacity.

Get Out." Cort (C-1,064;
by Herbert H.

"I Gotta

Presented

$4.80).

and Lester Meyer; written
by Joseph Field* and Ben Sher;
opens Thursday (25).
- 'Tceame" of 19*8?' 'Center Tl7fR "
week) (M-2,994-; $2.40): The- way
skating revue is drawing it looks
Harris
-

Boheme,"
"Don
Giovanni"
-^stairiitnrtswaer^*''^

and

•

like another winter's slay; business
up there with leaders: $42,500.

Memphis Al Fresco Set
Memphis, Sept.

"John Loves Mary." Music Box
week) (C-979; $4.80). Another

23.

(33d

The Memphis Open Air Theatre,
fresh from a successful 10th

comedy that came back with bang,
Anni^ after summer
sagRing: last week'*'

versary Summer season, has already
picked a tentative schedule of production for next summer.
Named by the MOAT's play-selec-

committee for 1948

are: "Rose
Marie," "Student Prince," "Firefly,"

tion

went

gross

to nea'-ly $17,500.

"Oklahoma!,"

week)

James

St.

(M-1,505;

$4.80).

(231st

Champ

musical getting close, to capacity
again, over $27,000.
"Our Lan'." Royale
(D-1.035;
$4.80). Presented by Eddie Dowling
and Louis J. Sincer: written by
Theodore Ward: mixed-cast drama

"The Great Waltz," "Merry Widow,"
No, Nanette," "Roberta" and
"The Bat."
Picked as alternates attracted attention downtown last
are: "The Mikado," "Chimes of Nor- spring; opens Saturday (27).
"The Medium." and "The Telemandy" and 'Of Thee I Sing."
New board of directors and of- phone." Barrvmore (21st week)

"No,

-

ficers are to be elected at the annual membership meeting tomorrow
night (24).

(M-1,064; $4.20). Due to move soon'
as another show is slated at this
house next month; rated around
$14,000.

"The Voice of Ihe Turtle," Mor-

'Dream

Girl' for Pitt

Pittsburgh, Sept. 23.
With Lucille Ball unavailable for
a tour in "Dream Girl" this season,
Playwrights Co. has released the
:

osco

week) (C-939; $3.60).
$8,500, profitable for three-

(180th

Around

person play: moves, to BfV as stoo-'
Hap to make vipv for "The Druid
Circle" next month.
"Voune Man's Fancy," Plymouth

(21.-t week)
(C-J.075: *3.60>. May
rights to local Playhouse, and com- move but this ho>'.»:« «ets "Call Me.
munity theatre will open 1947-48 Mister." now at l>"-'estic; rated
schedule of 10 productions with at $6,500.
REVIVALS
Elmer Rice play on Oct. 10.
"Burlesque." Belasco (39th week)
It's slated for a three-week run*
(C-1,077; $4.80). Around $13,000 but
under direction of Fred Burleigh.
whether that betters, even break is
doubtful, but no other booking yet
.

made.
"Sweethearts," Shubert (M-1.382;
Buffalo, Sept. 23.
$4.80). Final and 36th week; amazing
Weakness." in four days climb in. takings; last week jumped
shows at the Erianger last to nearly $27,000. "Under the Coun-

'Weakness' 8G, Buff
"Fatal

and

five
week at
$8,000.

$3.60

netted

top,

Heading the cast

is

nearly

Ina Claire.

English

ter,"

musical

import,

next

week.

REPEAT ENGAGEMENT
"Anna

•NORWAY' J-OR SALT LAKE
Salt

Lake

City, Sept. 23,

The local theatrical season will
kick off Oct. 6 with "Song Of Norway" at Kingsbury Hall foe a threepwfbrnTance, two-day Island*.
Negotiations are under way to ink
The University of Minnesota will Victor Jory and "Girl Of The Golden
try carrying highbrow drama and West" for an appearnce later in the
dance entertainment to the smaller season.
communities of Minnesota, Iowa,
Seattle Troupe's 20th Season
Dakota and
North
and South
Seattle, Sept. 23.
Canada during a four- month tour.
Repertory
theatre,
local
civic
It'll be the first time the theatre
has ever undertaken such a long house, has opened 20th season with
production of "A Highland Fling."
tour.
'

<22-4).

"Tonlitzky

American.

(Drama),
.

(34th
to stick
November,; business slightly
belter with the gloss close to $13,000.
:

•

Baltimore, Sept. 23.

'The Red Mill" played a' repeat
in N.Y.
Shubert, New date at Ford's here last week,
"Oklahoma!"
Ballet
Russe de Monte Carlo Haven (22-27); Metropolitan, Prov. garnering a nice $27,000; very good
after $33:000 mark of last year.
wound up a two-week season at (29-4).
"Private Lives"— Harris, Chi. (22In currently is Kermit Bloomthe City Center. N. Y„ Sunday (21) 4).
garden's production of William WisOpera House, ter Haines' "Command Decision" in
with jump in receipts over correSan Carlo Opera
pre-Broadway preem, and set
its
sponding time last year of 18%. Take Boston (22-4).
Rajah, to follow in order are "Sweethearts"
tor 17 performances was $64,600, with
"State of the Union"
$27,500 gross the lirst week. $29,500 Reading (24); Lyric,' Allentown (25- and "Lady Windermere's Fan," latter
second week, and $7,600 for two 26); Mosque, Harrisburg (27); Opera on Theatre Guild-American Theasubscription.
tre
Society
extra
performances Sunday (21). House, Newark (29-4).
0.™ biz was attributed to draw of
"Sweethearts"— Ford's, Balto: (29J?
- TL of Minn. Drama Tour-—
three
new ballets-offered -during- the 4X
"The Red Mill"— Erianger, Buffalo
engagements and lack of other muMinneapolis, Sept. 23.
Philly (22-27).

Week

R

ing extensive
"Born Yesterday.' Lyceum (86th
matic department, according to J. A. week) (C-993; $4.80): Management
now thinking in terms of next sumAltschuler, chairman of the group.
Resident group is the town's only mer for- this- clicker, which got $18,500; only afternoons a bit off.
little theatre, and has been under
"Brigadoon," Ziegfcld A 28th week)
wraps the last couple of seasons. (M-1,626; $6). Back to capacity
all
Theatre group is heading for a full times- and could accommodate plenty
season four to six plays— this fall standee admissions but doesn't sell
same; over $43,000.
and winter;
"Call Me Mister," Majestic (75th
Zwerdling comes from. New York,
Week) (M-1,659; $4.80). As indicated
but recently returned frorri Switzersome time ago, is moving,- businessland, where he was director of the that good; nearly
$27,000; goes to
American Players, a touring outfit.
Plymouth to make way lor "Allegro"

—

'

D

"Annie Get Your Gun,'- Imperial

:

—

,

iOperetia)
Sons," Coronet
.

musicals- due in next week but
capacity-plus pace of this smash,
not expected to be affected; over

I

.

My

"AH

{71st

1

......

O

new

step in resumactivity in the dra-

the

(Cortiedy),

into

.

is

'

(ComedV'Drama)

"M (Musical),

week)

23.

Allen
appointed director of the dramatic departments of the Jewish Community
Center and will double as director
of the Resident theatre. The ap-

pointment

C

Keys:

Zwerdling Will Double

tiie.

-

,

'

.

biz,

.

Business is surprisingly excellent
Washington, Sept. 23.
"Lady Windermere's Fan" chalked for the good things but most of the
patronage is
at
the
boxoffiees,
Up a near-capacity $26,000 in its ini-. agency patrons having seen the
stanza here.
Final week will shows once or. more times. Brokers
do
business
among the
boost take by being saris' Guild sub- should
world's series visitors, however, inscription bite. V
Guild keeps the ball rolling for its flux being due in town at the weeksubscribers by following righ't end for the first game next Tuesthrough with Terence Rattigan's day (30). Bowinff in this week are
"I Gotta Get Out" and "Our Lan'."
"Winslow Boy," beginning Oct. 6.
"Sweethearts" ends fine stay Saturday (27).

>

ti

•

be

that legit's 1947-48
said to have finally got going.

'

but cordial press,
to figure its heart was

markdown

the

.

26<G, D. C.

tial

r

ing

ripe for
hit of the

is

first

1

'WINDERMERE'S FAN'

NEAR-SRO

$27,

new shows,
new season
will be hailed. Two premieres dot
the current week and five debuts'
are dated for the coming week, so
season can
Broadway

and the

•

'

.Next week gets "breakin of "'Druid'
Circle" (Oct. 2-4).

in the right place but its head a
little muddled.
Raymond Massey.
however, with plenty of marquee
draw, plus the club dates, kept the'
take on a nice scale with an estimated $12,000. very good consider-'

clubs.

"

I.

.

'

''

;

Wonder," debuting at
the. Wilbur, and "Alice in Wonderland," back to the Opera House
under the.Bepertory banner.
"How I Wonder'" caugbt a gener-

ally

Ending Hit Stay Jumps to

,

,

full stanza of
:
in for its fourth

Shows

like a big legit. season- here.

,were "How,

now

visit (22-27).

three musicals
seen heie so far this, season and the
b.o. response to- them, 'Philly is still
anxious for tuners and willing to
pense.
patronize
them.
That
was decidedly
"Allegro," in second: week, re$13,000.
rtill holding up at
mains a sellout, second Guild week true last year,, and "The Red Mill,"
«C»I1 Me Mister," Blackstone (19th netting a huge estimated $35,000. "High Button .Shpes" and "Music in
Heart," first three musicals, of
Entering last
week) (1,358; $4.80).
Without discounts from now on it My
1947-48, bear that but currently.'
Hjvcn days with fine $22,000.
should exceed this figure until it
/'Carousel,". Shubert (17th week)
First-named was a return engage^
moves out.
Doing very well, but
(2,100; $4.80)i
Additions to the list are "Man and ment for the Victor Herbert revival,
prior commitments may force musi-. Superman;" at the Shubert for' two and attendance, considering torrid
in
Took
od.out before December.
frames' as of 'last night (22), and weather; was way above expecta-.
under
slightly
tions. Last week's two new musicals
profitable
$30,000,
"This Time Tomorrow," .at the Plynormal.
mouth the, same night,. lighting five were both tryouts-, neither, was
strong in marquee names-, yet biz
"Private Lives," Harris (9th week) of the seven legit houses in town.
was decidedly on the strong side. in
Bankhead is bringing
(1,000; $3.60).
both instances.
tin pletny at $20,000.
!
"Swinf Mikado," Opera House (3rd
"Shoes" opened to a full house
'Blackstone'
Mild
Negro swing
week) (3,649; $3,6Q).
Monday at the Forrest, there being
musical didn't do too well here. Last
big contingent over: from New
$9,000 in Toronto aYork.
It was a hot night and theaweek $20,500.
Toronto, Sept, 23.
tre's cooling system wasn't quite, in
Because of heat wave, Blackstone order but new tuner seemed well
grossed a mild $9,000 last Week at liked and got complimentary if not
19G,
the Royal Alexandria (1,523-seats) rave notices. Attendance for the
('EXIT' EXITS
scaled at $2.40 top.
week followed suifwith a promising
showed a drop of some $3,- $29,500 gross. Show is in for three
IN L. A. 000Week
over previous season..
weeks although, house also has week
'*
of Oct. 6 open, so this one could, if
Los Angeles, Sept. 23.
so
desired, make it an even month.
Pelican Productions' third offering,
Week's other musical, "Music in
(the French existentialist play, "No
Current
My Heart," opened Wednesday in
Exit," bowed out- of the Coronet
more seasonable weather at the
(Period covering Sept. 22:Oct. 4)
Sunday <21 ) after racking up a
Shubert
received one rave, one
healthy $19,600 total for four weeks
"Alice in Wonderland"
Opera moderateand
and one slightly unfavorGross brought the Hse., Boston (22-27).
•rid four days.
able notice. Audiences so far have
house's take on the trio of offerings
"Allegro"— Colonial, Bost. (22-4).' been friendly and sale has been
by the new legit organization: to
steady,
with
word-of -mouth good.
"Ann|e Get Tour Gun"— State
Outfit's next presentation
$56,400.
Show moves Out, as planned, this
Fair, Dallas (8-4).
wjll be "Dark of the Moon,", which
Saturday, beating flock of other
opens- at the Coronet Oct. 3 for a.
"Another Part of the Forest"— musicals to Broadway.' Approached
local run before going on the road.
Walnut, Philly (24-4).
$15,000 in five performances, takings
Last week's only legit entry, "Free
"Benchwarmer"'"' „Sel.5Kyn». jChi. qn„.SaJ,urday„.(2a)...toppi,og-.W,500.„_,_
for
AHr'—'-drew— general kicking"
"I Gotta Get Out," with three cast
•round from the critics when- it (21-4).
'•Big People"—Locust, Philly (22- changes, one of them important, and
opened at the Belasco, and the atti4).
considerable rewriting and restaging,
If bowed out Saturday.
Premiere,
"Blackouts of 1947"— El Capitan, finished its two-week tryout at the
of,. "Ice
1948,"
howFollies
of
(22-4).
Hollywood
Walnut
with a weak $3,000. Last
iever, was just the opposite, gar"Blackstone"— Royal Alex., To- few performances saw a pickup and
nering critical acclaim and a healthy
ronto- (22-27); Grand, London (29- more favorable audience reaction;
take.
Next legit opening scheduled is 30); Savoy, Hamilton (1); Strand, however.
"The Rig People,." skedded to
Oct. 1, when the Chicago company Utica (3-4).
"Born yesterday" Erianger, Chi. oben the Locust's new season last
Of "Call Me Mister" settles down at
night, was pushed back to tonight
the Biltmore, replacing "I Remem- (22-4).
"Call Me Mister"— Blackstone, Chi. (23d). Ernest Truex vehicle is in for
ber. Mama."
weeks only arid will be followed
two
(1-4).
Biltmore,
'A.
(22-27);
L.
Estimates for Last Week
"Carousel"—Shubert, Chi. (22-4). by the much-heralded "Medea,"
"Biography," Las Palnias (3d wk)
"Chocolate Soldier"— Nixon, Pitt. classical revival with Judith Ander(388; $3).
Still rolling merrily along
son and John Gielgud, also for two.
(22-4).
»t capacity $8;000.
Ford's, After that the house gets a fashion
"Command Decision"
"Blackouts of 1947," El Capitan
show sponsored hy the Inquirer,
(274th wk) (1,142; $2.40). As usual, Balto. (22-27).
Shubert, New local newspaper. Tomorrow night
"Druid Circle"
$17,000.
the Walnut gets "Another Part of
"Free for All," Belasco (5 days) Haven (2-4). .
the Forest." The Hellman drama is
His
'.'Duet
Hands"
With
Two
(1,061; $3), , Generally disliked, newin for 10 days only and will be folcomer shows little chance of sur- Majesty's, Montreal (24-27); Wilbur, lowed by Blackstone for a fortnight,
Bost. (29-4).
vival. First five days horrible $5,000.
then "All My Sons."
"Fatal Weakness" Hanna, CleveFolded Saturday.
Situation at the Shubert has been
(22-27); Hartman, Columbus scrambled
"Ice Follies of 1948," Pan Pacific land
with the cancellation of
Aud (3 days) (6,000; $3.60). Doing (29-1); English, Indpls. (2-4).
the road tour of "Alice in Wonder"Harvey"—Cass, Det. (22-4).
tremendously.
Initial three days,
land." which was set at this house
Forrest,
"High Button Shoes"
$40,000.
on Oct. 20. Right now house is ex"I Remember- Mama," Biltmore Philly (22-4).
pected to be dark next week and
"How I Wonder"—Colonial, Bost. then relight with single-week- en<2d wk) (1,636; $3.60).
Even better
than first great week with hot (22-27).
gagement of "Rose Marie" and
Biltmore, "Merry Widow" revivals. What will
"I Remember Mama"
$24,000.
L. A. (22-275; Aud., Pasadena (28- follow is so. far a mvstery. The
"No
Exit,"
Coronet
(4th
wk)
(8
j
cays)
"Ladv Windermere's
(255;
$3.60).
Existentialist 29); Aud., Fresno (30-1); Aud., Sac- Forrest has
orama finaled with neat $4,200 for ramento (2-3); Aud., Oakland (4).
Fan" Oct. 13 for three weeks, two
' eight
"Lady Windermere's Fan"— Nat'l., of them ATS snbsTintion. "Sweet-days to bring run total to
Wash. (22-4).
'«>*nw Nov. 3.
$19,600.
hearts." ? "'"r"
"Man and Superman"— Shubert,
.

Due This Wk. and Next; 'Sweethearts

-

•

;

few empty seats any night with

S«

;

at

$3.60).

after

Lucasta," National iD-1.164:
for a limited period;
playing neighborhood houses.

Back

Spike Jones $28,000
2d Week at Frisco

-—In

San Francisco,

Sept.

2.3.

Spike Jones and his "Musical Depreciation Revue." hit a second
week's gross of $28,000. boff, at the
1,776-seat Curran, where he's playing capacity every performance at
$3.60 top.

Kolb and Dill chalked up a second
week's gross ot $11,000, n.s.g.,-at the
Geary in 'The. High Cost*
1

1.550-seat

of Loving."

...
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introduced to accentuate the difference in size between the big and little people. Staging has fired a satisfactory salvo in the opening frame
but seems to have run out of ammunumbers are "Love Is the Sovereign nition during intermission.
in
of My Heart," "Love Song," "Once
Scripting in general gives an imPhiladelphia, Sept. 17.
Upon a Time" and "While There's a pression of trying to blanket a bigHenrs- Dnffv pn.dai Hi.n t.C rmniintlc iiniil- Song to Sing." "Song of the Troika"
top area instead of concentrating on
oa) ul.iv with im'li.ciles by 'lVhulkowpKy.
a"tinkling and well-staged novelty a pup-tent sector.
Bo7te.
.
Bumeil nr.il lighted liv Hawunl Shurl. is
outstander,
!»'
J'utsy
to
be
an
promises
bfol;
that
Lrrirs liv Fonnmi llrown;
RmiIi .Miller; munlr mlitpu.<L by Fnmz Sitln- and there arc a couple of good com(•hoieoBini'liy, Iluth Pago; sccni'iy
iiiKPi-;
edy songs in "The Ballerina's Story."
ami fomuniiv. Alvin Colt: bonk dllfi-icd by "Song of the -Claque" and "No, No,
-New Haven, Sept. 17,
Short: mualntl ilifeclor, Siemger. At ShuNo." The ballets are "Beauty and the
Maurice Evans li.-odu'i Ion of revival of
b-rl. Phllmlelplihi. Sept. 17, '47.
Vlvlenne Sesitl Beast" and "Swan Lake" and, also, George Bernard Shaw comedy In three acta.
Tin lima Kersltavn
Herman Moore there is the fast-moving "Trepak," Staged by. Evans; associate director, George
JtHschii
Robert Carroll
Schaefer; .scenery. Frederick Stover: cosTchiukmvsky
Ivt-r llyi
Florence tteorse dance, and the haunting "Song of the tumes. David Frolltes: lighting by Schaefer.
li.'siree

Plays Out of

My

Mush*

Town

Heart

Man and Superman
.

;

li

Ariel..;.;

Murray

J»i>

Maurice I'libonne

Caul. Nicholas Gresorovitch
Charles Fredericks
James Slalbuik
Ivan Petrofski
Dorothy KthenclKo
Kaiuscha
.lean Hamlzllk
Gypsy.,'
Princess .Katlierlne LMKurukl .. .Delia I.ind
Puuline Gouilaril
Olfia
Edward While
Messenger or the Tsar
Jeanne Shelby
;
Sully*.
.Olira Suarez
Remixovn
Vera
Ralph Glover
Chamberlain.
l.ortl
Olfia Suarez
Prima Ballerina..
Magallanes
..Nicholas
Premier Daiiiseur.
•

.

.

.

The

hurdle

biggest,

confronting

Balalaika."

At Shubert, New

Hassard Short has done one of his
very best jobs in directing, and the
plot and score are expertly welded,
with no long waits before and beForman
numbers.
song
tween
Brown's lyrics are a little out of the
ordinary but in several cases sound
difficult to sing because of odd combinations of words in the rhyming.
Henry Duffy rates a very loud
band for his casting. The aforementioned Fredericks is tops and is sure
to attract a big femme following as
he did in the "Show Boat" revival.

Broadway's wellknown lack of warmth' and enthus- As actor, singer and personality, he
iasm for the operetta' type of loot- has what it takes. Miss George has
light. "Music in My Heart' is defia powerful voice and is definitely
nitely in that category although care- good. The experienced trouper, Vifully programmed as a "romantic
vionne Segal, puts across the comedy
play." Right now, and even be-'ore numbers,
and especially their risque
some very necessary cutting is done, lyrics, very neatly. Jan Murray
this tuner with Tchaikowsky music
shares with her the show's little comstands up as one of the better exam; edy and he's also rather off the
pies of its genre— in fact, one of the
Delia Lind is okay as
beaten
track.
best. It's pointing for big biz here;
the feminine menace. Jean Handzlik
has plenty of potentialities in the scores handsomely in her "Balalaika"
films and would be surefire for fusolo.
ture road touring. But there's still
On the dancing side, also, there is
that question-mark in New York, and plenty
to praise. Dorothy Etheridge,
if it fails to make the grade there
Olga Suarez, Nicholas Magallanes
the blame will probably be cast on
and Ninon Millis feature the numthat old bugaboo, the book.
bers which have been capitally
In this case, however, there is staged by Ruth Page. The ballets, in
plenty to be said in favor of Patsy fact. ar,e definite highlights of the
Ruth' Miller's libretto. In fact, from show, even though "of classical patthis corner, the story of "Music in tern. Short must have remembered
My Heart" ranks as a lot less corny old Ziegfeld days in these pictorial
than most of its predecessors. Of the surroundings because Colt has ceroperettas based on composers' lives tainly gone to town in his settings
and using their music, this one is and costumes, and Short has added
about the sanest and least distorted. the familiar lighting touches.
Yarn revolves around Russian comWaters.
poser's love for a French songstress
whom he finally loses to his best
musical

this

a

friend,

is

handsome

soldier.

So,

The Big People

in

foe end, he's decided to devote him-

Old stuff, of course,
simple, straightforward and dire t and., for the most part, plausible.
J jrtunately, too, for Miss Miller's

self to his music.

bu

book,

it

is

more than competently

presented by the principals. Robert
Carroll, playing Tchaikowsky ..doesn't
sing a note but he gives a downright
good dramatic performance that
never smacks of operatic floridity
Charles Fredericks, as the soldierhero, is easy and authoritative, too,
and Florence George, as the third
lead, while a little less authentic as
to acting, is quite satisfactory. (Miss
George has since stepped out, to be
replaced by Marguerite Piazza).-"
-With-the-boolc-at-least holding, its.
pwn, the show's other elements are
all on the right side of the ledger.
Franz Steininser has done a brilliant

—

.

Bridgeport, Sept. 20.
Trie.,
production of comedy !n
three scenes, by Stanley Young:.
Feature* JSrnest Truex. Directed by MarJFEitt; designed by Boris Aronson: costumes, Rose BoKflanorf. At Lytic, Bridge-

Theatre,

two

acts,

tin

port, Kept. 20, '4T; »3 top.

Pete Smlggerg
J. Raymond Randall

adapting

NOW

IS

THE TIME

TO PUT YOUR
"BEST FOOT FORWARD"
The eyes of the theatrical
profession are focussed on
photographs by

JO

MERMEL

Creator of lights

and Shadows

ing creative theatrical

pho-

tographer.

DO

TODAY!

IT

WRITE—WIRE—TELEPHONE
FOR APPOINTMENT

JO MERMEL
ISO

Lex:n.j»on Avt. at 46th St.

New

York. N. Y.

Tel. Plaza

3-57*1

The Newsboy
Henry Atlas
Marge Saunders...

unnecessary.
An appointment is
in person daily 9 A.M. to 4
P.M.. Saturday 9 A.M. Co 12 Noon.
Blood Bank of NEW YORK POST
GRADUATE HOSPITAL. 20th St.
and 2d Ave., New York. Please
bring this announcement with yon.

Apply

.'

First Sailor...

Edward DeVelde
Edward Andrews
Frank Campanella

Mr. Underbill.
Joe

.*

.Second Sailor
third Sailor

'.

Ralph Roberts
Ralph Hertz

Mr. Schultz
A Negro

Earl Jones

:A^mall"W-oinan^-.^rT' ^-ri^v*lary-Iaou-.Toylorl

...Grayson Elnow
George Prescott
ArtHur Edelman
Karl Lukas
Jan Kindler
Paul Dubov

Stuyvesanl i-.oone
Mr. O'Donnell
Mr. Rather
Mr. Fillmore

Malcolm Keen
Miriam Stoval!

i

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

. .

'.

.

.

,

Murray Tannenbaum
...Stormy
.,

Stan

Tnylor Graves
Harry Kadlson
Jesse C'imberg
Charles Mendtck

With due allowance lor the fact
that final rehearsals of "Big People"

tain the editor is making a D itr*
8
a new Miss Moneybags As

American Bombardment Division in
England in mid-war, it has an atmosphere of such weighty austerity
as to make it more of a classroom
discourse in bombardiering strategy
than an evening of disvertissement.
The dialog as it dwells on past and
prospective maneuvers is so interminably conversational as to become
wearisome, romantic interests are
merely hinted at, and the comedy
relief spotty albeit pleasantly effective.
The elaborate sets of maps,
charts and expectancy statistics are
okay for students of air warfare but
prove pretty heady going for the
cash customers. With virtually the
only hint of the femme fatale in the
offstage singing of "Mary's a Grand
Old Name" they'll wish, too, a camp
follower might straggle in now and
then with her slip showing!
Program hotes indicate that author
William Wister Haines spent the last
33 months of the war on the staffs
of the U. S. air forces; that he has
wide knowledge of this branch of
service is potently evident. With
the aid of producer Bloomgarden
and director John O'Shaughnessy, he
has imbued his play with much authentic atmosphere and well sustained suspense. But the general effect is one of an overlong discourse
into highly technical maneuvers that
for the average theatregoer will
prove repetitious and monotonous.
Here's an aggressive, determined
commander of a division of heavy
bombers in direct charge of the destruction of three towns engaged in
the manufacture of jet planes. Realizing our air force was in jeopardy,
be presses on vigorously. Heavy

can be determined through

far *j|
the ™„T

died action, the general idea
seem'
to be that a' heel is a heel no

what

mS

his political philosophies
rnaj

Direction

by the author

ev

is

tremely spotty. Cast for the
part seems to be rehearsinc for.
trampoline bit although EvelvnJ
Eaton does okay as a gumchewin.
secretary and Allen Nixon
is h?
hevable as an idealistic reporter
Charles Smith, Jack Nestle and
Bayard are the three thesps involved
the stole funny bits and each clicla
with the routine. Pair of sets bv Phn
u
*
Raiguel are okay.
"Free For Air has neither Broad,
way nor film possibilities. It might
however, be a moneymaker If the
audience could be limited to in
somniacs.
Kop.

mM

S

m

.

Legit Followup

-

This parlay of Shaw, the playwright, and Evans, the actor, will
conceivably begin to accumulate income tax headaches for its sponsors
soon after its Broadway opening.
That it will be hailed as an artistic
success appears to be a foregone
conclusion. No doubt, the four-week
tentative limited New York engagement will take on an elasticity that
will stretch the stand well beyond
that period.
The current appeal of this Shavian
piece offers an interesting example
of how a single opus can click in two
dissimilar
widely
realms.
The
records indicate that, when the play

losses in men and machines result
was produced originally about 1906, from the inability of this General
Dennis' bombers to correctly sight
its success was predicated more on
the fact that it was a shocker for its their targets. Because of the terrific
time than on its strictly humorous mounting in casualty lists, censure
Content. Reference to a pregnant and sabotage are heaped upon Dennis
and he is relieved of his immecharacter in the play, plus the frankness of the author's barbs, constituted diate command by the. intervention
something unorthodox for the play, of political and high Wass. bunglers
goer of that day. But with drawing- who visit the scene to impose their
room and, for that matter, general wills. Dennis defies the hamstringers
chatter what it is today, the shocker to finish the job.
Closely woven plot makes catching
angle has been entirely weaned from
the current production. Yet the play of each line imperative; many were
will undoubtedly enjoy success, and missed by faulty projection at openthis primarily on the strength of its ing. Paul Kelly, from the screen, as
Brigadier-General
purposeful
laughs. As a matter of fact, some of the
the very elements which no doubt Dennis is alert, poised and convincprompted eyebrow-raisins among Its ing. James Whitmore/ strikingly reoriginal auditors contribute to much mindful of Spencer Tracy, gets his

of the hilarity of the present production,
superlative cast, headed by
Maurice Evans, handles this script as

A

Tanner, the Charlie McCarthy for
Shaw's Edgar Bergenisms, Evans in-

jects just enough "ham" into the role
to
flavor the entire proceedings

amusingly. He tackles long-winded
•monologs-with-a -gusto -that -forestalls
any potential boredom. His articulation, as usual, is something for thesp
neophytes to study.
Frances Rowe, making her American debut, lands solidly as Ann
Whitefleld, the feminine charmer
who never seems to want anything,
but gets plenty of everything. It's a
rich role which she carries outstandingly,
with considerable personal
charm as well as talent. As a new
British import, she looks "in."
Malcolm Keen makes capital of a

were sabotaged through an accident pompous Englishman part, his work
Anthony Ross, who carries a being a sturdy cast pillar. Also scorweighty role, premiere performance ing substantially is Carmen Math-

to

Anna Xueas.a
(National, N. Y.)

"Anna Lucasta," returning to Broadway Monday (22) after a summer of

touring the subway circuit and a few
offshoots, comes hack with a good
deal
punch. All-Negro

of its original
cast drama, in its fourth year now,
has force and vigor. Its spirit,
vulgarity and humor still pull from
across the footlights for' an exciting
evening in the theatre.
Cast changes haven't weakened it
appreciably from the original. Isabelle Cooley, as the wayward Anna,
is warm and dramatic, and unusually
still

.

attractive as well. Warren Coleman
paints a sharp portrait as the brutal,
blunt brother-in-law, and Frank Wilson is properly pathetic as the broken
father. Laura Bowman, as the longsuffering mother; Wesleen Foster,
the gentle sister-in-law; Clair* Jay,

the carefree tramp, are

'Weakness' Opens
Cleveland Season

laughs easily as the droll technical
sergeant. Arthur Franz is impressive
the

as
.Tenks;

idealistic

Captain

all individ-

ualized and effective.
Rosetta Lt
Noire, from the original company, ii
still sharply efficient as the wisecracking sister. They keep the drama
from showing much signs of wear.
Bron.

Cleveland, Sept.

Lucius

Edmon Ryan, as the. diligent
correspondent, gives a deterrnined,
ingratiating performance; John Randolph is a standout as Lt. Jake Goldberg, while Jay Fassett seems to lack
sureness as the Major-General' who
imposes Washington-controlled will
to checkmate the determination of

23.

Twenty-sixth season of the Hannr
sole legiter,
was sparked
(22) by Ina Claire in "Fatal
Weakness" as opener. House was
completely renovated by Carl Hanna,
operator, who spent an estimated
$160,000 on fixings.
Dennis. Paul McGrath handles his
Milton Krantz, house manager,
role of Brigadier-General Garnett, has lined up for Sept. 29 "Red Mill";
who succeeds Dennis, with suavity Oct. .6, "Anna Lucasta"; Oct. 13,
and amiability. Most of the minor Katharine Cornell in "Anthony and
.iotes. are -precisely-^oKtrayedr
The author throughout takes amus- •eieopatra";-Octr-20r Jos ErBrowrriri
ing potshots at the armchair brass "Harvey"; Nov. 3, "Song of Norway";
in the Pentagon Building— "where Nov. 24, "Another Part of the *J?orest," and Deo. 22, "Oklahoma!" for
they use Colonel* for errand boys."
It's logical to assume most women
its second date here.
will fight shy of this one, not only
because pf the absence of love interest but ajso. because of their natDonlevy in 'Glory'
ural disinterest in the technicalities
of warfare maneuvers, especially in
Hollywood, Sept. 13.
peacetime.
Kane.
Brian Donlevy has eontracted
with Detroit Stage, Inc., to star in
Free tor All
the Richard Charlton production of
"What Price Glory,"
Los Angeles, Sept. 17.
town's

Monday

•

-

Carleton Holmes production of comedy In
Opener is set for Oct. 8, at the
thi'ee acts by KalDh Rose, Jr. Stars Donald
Detroit Music Hall, with Donlevy
to offer anything optimistic hews, doing complete justice to a Curtis; featui-ei«
Virginia, Patton, Bvelynn
beyond its basic premise.
subtle comedy role. Chester Strat- IJatpn, Allin Nixon, (garles Smith. Staged appearing for two weeks.
Script employs a mixture of satire ton's thesping as the lovesick poet is by Ralph Rose, Jr.: setting*, Phil Ralguel.
and farce in an attempt to mirror the good, and others who make their At Belaseo, Loe Angeles, Sept. IS, '47; 13
current tendency to pit class against presence felt are Josephine Brown, top
Jteve Mrae
.'..Donald Curlis
class. The combo doesn't jell in this as Ann's mother; Jack Manning, a Marion (Butch) Shirley
Charles Smith

.failed

case.

A

fairly

interesting

first

act

way tS a second stanza that
gropes fruitlessly, net result being a
marked letdown. What starts out as
a meaty idea finishes still meat, but
gives

—

it's that chopped up.
Story, laid in a bar in Chicago,
concerns a character named McDonough (Ross) who sets out to organize
all the physically big people so they
can wipe out the physically small
people and thus run things to suit
themselves. His idea gains momentum, proving that you can organize

almost any screwy movement nowadays if you hold out juicy enough
However, the racket runs into
a snag when the head of his femme
auxiliary,
beauteous glamazon
a
(Dorothy Ford) falls for a midget
mortician (Ernest Truex) whom Mc-

bait.

Donough

is

trying to liquidate.

An organizational meeting in the
barroom, into which is dragged
everything from sailors to sideshow
freaks, ends up in a near riot, with
the romantic undertaker cashing in
on his assets and the organizer being
thrown out on his ear. A curtain
bit, in which a brown-eyed gent tries

chauffeur
with
ahead-of-his-time
labor views; Tony Bickley, young
American being "polished" in England; Victor Sutherland, his father;
Phoebe
Mackey,
acid
spinster;
Miriam Stovall. a maid.
Evans and George Schaefer have
shared directorial chores, the combined result being a rollicking t>ace
that maintains a high level of entertainment. The Frederick Stover sets
and David Ffolkes costumes take
care of the eye-appeal department.
Bone.

rommand

Derision

Princeton, N. J„ Sept. 19.
Kermit Bloumgarden production of drama
three ads by William Wister Haines.
Directed by John O'Shaughnessy; settings
and lighting. Jo Mlelziner: costumes, supervised by Julia Sze. At McCarter, Princein

ton. Sept. HI. '47: »S top.
Tech. Sgt. Harold Kvnns. ..Tames Whitmorc
Corresp. E. Brockhnrst .Edmon Ryan
Brig. -Gen. K. C. Dennis
Paul Kellv
Col. Ernest Haley
Nell! O'Mallev
Major Relding Davis
Robert Pike
Enlisted Armed Guard
..West Hooker
Captain Lucius Jenks
Arthur Franz
Mnj.-Gen. R. G. Kane
~,Tay Fassett
Brlg.-Gen. C. C. Garnett ... .Paul McGratli
Major Homer Prescott .... .William Layton
Colonel Edward Martin ... .Stephen Elliott

War

.

a campaign against blueeyed people, indicates the possibility T.t. Jake Goldberg
of starting the merry-go-round all Ma.ior Desmond Lansing
Major Rufus Dayhuff
over again.
Arthur MiriMrlm-.
-"Except for a~tefi'dehcy~ to" 1je~over- Mr*
Mr. Oliver Stone
to

BLOOD DONORS
ARE PAID

top.

Roebuck Ramaden
Maid

Octavius Robinson, ....... .Chester Slratton
Maurice Kvaus
John Tanner
Fra nces Rowo
Ann "VThitefleld.
...Josephine Brown
Mrs. WJiUen> Id , .'.
Phoebe Mackay
Miss Ramsdeu
.
.Carmen Mathews
Violet Robinson..;..
Jack Manning
Henry Strakpr
Tony Blckley
Hector Malnne, Jr..
.Victor Sutherland
Hector Malooe, Sr.

though Shaw had written the characterizations for
each Individual
Mary Haynsworth member. Evans himself once more
Don Hanraer points up his acting skill with a perErnest Truex formance that rates along with his
.Dorothy Ford Shakespearean standouts.
As John
Carleton Carpenter

l-lysses S.
Joaie Smififier-H

hamburger

You pay no mora for photographs by America's lead-

17, '17; ?!>.U0

George afathews
Royal Beal
McDonouRh, ...... .Anthony Ross

the Tchaikowsky Mr. Glllniore
job
music and two oi the composer's bal- Mr. Handel
lets and several of his. individual Mr. Goliath
Mr. David
compositions, including a couple of A Smalt Man
folk numbers, thrown in for good A Policeman..
measure. The outstanding romantic Fourth Sailor
A Brown-Eyed
in

Haven, Sept.

cale in the office of a brigadier-general at the headquarters of the Fifth

start

. ;

coy in his amorous interludes, Truex
does a fair enough job iri the lead.
Ross, working under the handicap of
an injured leg, puts plenty of force
into the organizer role. Miss Ford
is okay as the blonde giantess, and

N'.C.O. Photographer
Captain G. W. C. Lee

The

usually

John Randolph
Lewis Martin
.Waller Black
'

; : .

."?:

'

Ed Binns
James Holden

discerning

Bloomgarden has chosen

mand

"PauTVonV

Frank McNeills

in

Kermit

"Com-

Pops

Robert Campbell
Susan Tappan

Jack Nestle
Allan Nixon
Evelyrfn Eaton

Fortran
Doris Lansing
C. it. Ketterdeld

Virginia Patton
Ramsay Hill

^.

Jack Kaye..
Martin
Cynthia Hathaway

Virginia Cox
Edward Cotebrook, Jan Arvan.
Jatnes Folger, Frank
Turner. Max Burch, Sid FVanlt, Henrv
Burt, James Davis, Joe Furst.

Harry iLuuter;

the latter is usually spontaneous.
"Free for All" is one of the most
artificially contrived pieces presented here in some time.
Originally, the play was erroneously tabbed as an anti-communist
satire. It is neither anti-communist
nor satire. It is simply three acts of
the career of a political opportunist.

The only legitimate laughs come
from three small bits, each lasting
approximately
45
seconds.
mainder x>f the alleged comedy

as a

dumb

Possession Nov.
Especially

suited

District

ft.

1st,

1947

for the-

atrical producers or other

organization

seeking

well

appointed offices

AND
Large space for display or
audition rooms

Re-

is derived from profanity, the author's
idea apparently being that saleable
-humor-consists of impugningthe-parentage of one of his characters.
The tenuous plot line follows the
antics of a professional radical and
editor of a vitriolic leftist magazine
called The New Freedom. When he
gets his hands on a new backer, a

Thtatr*

6,300 sq.

hackneyed dialog built around

Decision" a script of much winsome miss, he proceeds
to become
wordiness and limited action which, violently reactionary,
eventually hirsaloonkeeper. Others in the large combined with its total absence of
ing scabs to replace his printers, who
cast, mostly walkons and bits, pro- romantic Ingredients, make
it an exare striking for union recognition.
vide assorted atmosphere.
tremely doubtful entry. Same would
In the end, right (not the political
An excellent bar setting has been apply to its picture potentialities.
kind i, justice and romance
to
devised, with various elements being
With an all-male cast of 18, its lo- have triumphed, although at seem
the cur-

George Mathews registers

In N. Y.

there's a "Free for All."

you can expect plenty of noise and
confusion.
This is no exception.
About the only difference between
this play and a real brannigan is that

dull,

FOR RENT

Bayard
Paul McGuire
T,eo

Typesetters:

Whenever

ENTIRE BUILDING

Qordon Grav

Sub-Lease Available to
-

-

MayJsf,Jfi48„

Very Moderate Rent
APPLY:

Circle 6-4472
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Literati
Ashton Stevens, No AK He
Chi Herald-American's dean, Ash-

of
ing column last Friday (19) out
"a mere 75" and
the *act that he'*
not "the 84-year-young newspaper.

paperman" which Walter Winchell

tagged him. This charter item already is attracting national indignation which may well become an injudging by
incident,
ternational
communiques like the following:
H. L. Mencken writes to confess he
Jean Nathan who conIs 87. George
fesses to knowing—including WincheTs canard below however expresses "disappointment that the
ti;le "Even Stevens" (for Ash's book
cn the theatre) doesn't appeal to

—

of ASCAP,
and writes
lyrics as a hobby, has just had his
fourth song published, "We Love and
Dream," with music by Pierre
Luboshutz.

Gard's Nevada. Cartoon Book
Scribners has set for spring publication Alex Card's as yet untitled
cartoon-story on Nevada, its gin

gambling

mills,
courts,

joints,

divorce

etc.
Book will consist of
caricatures, with brief text lines.
This will make the artist's seventh

He has one on Hollywood,
Guard" ($3) due out
Three previous ones depicted
in the Navy, and two others

book.

titled "Stars Off

Oct.

6.

his life

were on the

ballet world.

I mentioned It to Richard
you.
Watts, who beamed his delight with
Mark Twain surely would have
it.

Chi Herald-Am. Cots Price
Hearst's Chicago Herald-American
last week slashed its Saturday ediAs a substitute, how tion from 10c to a nickel. The dime
approved,
about 'In Greasepaint and Pastel'? had brought in an extra $250,000
Or, if not 'Pastel,' 'Water Color'?"
weekly, but the 5c. Chi Daily News
Winchell observes, "I read some- and the 4c. Times had steadily whitwhere that you were 84. Or it may tled down Herald circulation, despite
have been George Jean Nathan, who new features and other come-ons.
is 85 and probably very jealous . .
Second price cut will come when
Seriously, Ashton, I think I know Marshall
Field's
Chicago
Sun
bow I arrived at that figure. I had switches to tab format and merges
always heard that you and W.R.H. with the Times. The morning Sun,
(Hearst) were about the same age, now sold for a nickel, will drop to
and W.H. is going to be 85, I under- four cents, while the afternoon Times
stand, which doesn't make you sweet will continue at 4c. The Sunday
16."
Sun-Times will sell for a dime in
"
contrast to the present Sun's 12c.
Lleblinf'* "Wayward Pressman'
As yet the Chi Tribune, arch foe
A. J. Llebling's "The Wayward of the Sun and Times, has announced
Pressman," to be published by no price cut
4c. for the daily
Doubleday Nov. 6, will contain pick and 10c the Sunday—but a reduction
of the pieces that the author pre- Is expected if the Fields' tabloids
pared for the New Yorker mag's make circulation gains.
Wayward Press dept.
Writers Mull Tax Situation
There will be an added 30,000
words which haven't previously apQuestion of the income tax on
peared and a long introduction in writers, long a sore point in the litwhich Iilebling tells how and why erary field, just as it is in the enterhe got into the newspaper business tainment profession, will probably be
and why "I feel uneasy about the a major concern of the Authors
way big newspapers have sniffed out League- of America during the combig circulation until they have lost ing season. It is slated to be considtheir nose for news."
ered at the organization's next membership meeting, which will probSav»*s "Little World, Hello" Novel ably be held in a month or so.
Jimmy Savo's first novel, titled
Grievance among writers is gen•Little World, Hello," will be pub- erally the same as with actors, singSchuster. ers, directors, etc. All may have unlished Oct. 6 by Simon
usually large earnings in one year
Illustrations are %y A. Birnbaum.
Story is built around the castle and relatively little for an unpreSavo and his wife own in Poggi, dictable number of years thereafter.
Italy, and the 19 peasants who go Under present tax laws, the writer
or artist must pay a high tax rate
With it.
on his peak earnings, which may
~— Mark* ~tevlne*ir
S«ng»
have^sVpporrita^
Marks Levine, v.p. of National years, perhaps virtually the rest of
Concert & Artists Corp. in charge of his life. This tax setup prevents the
longhair artists, is working on a creative artist from putting aside a
second draft of his first novel, sizable portion of his peak income to
"Symphony."
60,000 -word carry him over an extended lean
The
novelette is the story of a symphony spell.
There has been criticism by writorchestra, integrating the stories of
11 orchestral members with that of ers, actors and others against this
• composer whose work is being setup for years, and it's believed the
-
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Herald Tribune Staff's Bosk
City editor Joseph G. Herzberg
*
and some 28 members of the N.Y.
Frank Scully
Herald Tribune staS have collaboHoover Dam, Sept. 20.
rated on "Late City Edition," a 282Until "Gad!" replaced the first person in the trinity and "dam" was
page tome explaining the functions
«7 a newspaper's varied editorial sentenced henceforth as a body of water to be teamed with ex*presidents,
OI
departments. Henry Holt is publish- I had no idea how double-barreled was the double standard of morality
ing Sept. 29. From general assign- in our beloved land. It may be true that women have brought about a
ments, the copy desk, Washington single standard in some quarters such as niteries, thereby skidding to man's
bureau to City Hall, all phases are low estate, but picture houses and radio on one side, and the stage and
covered. There are pointers for bookshops on the other, still manage to keep alive the dual standard.
would-be and working scribes on
That people would not accept "Gad!" as a substitute for more authentic
how news is gathered, written, edited blasphemy in the theatre and would accept it in a. picture (the same
and published.
people, to a great degree, incidentally) has always puzzled me. Clarence
Besides Herzberg, who describes Day was a talented invalid When he said his father said a certain thing
the city room's operation, Walter you may be sure that's what he said.
Arm contribs a chapter on the police
Gad And My Father
reporter, Peter Kihss general assignI have searched through six of his books and do not find a single "Gad!"
ment; India Mcintosh, the girl reThe nearest was "God And My Father." As another of his books was
porter; Robert B. Peck, rewrite;
called "This Simian World," I wouldn't be surprised if in future reprints
Thomas P. O'Hara, the cub; Robert a chapter was added explaining that sneezing simians as a result of the
J.
Donovan. City Hall; Murray Warnerization of the deity, were now saying "Gad bless you!"
politics;
Snyder,
Bert Andrews,
People who have seen the picture tell me that religion not only plays a
Washington bureau; Joseph Barnes,
large part in "Life With Father" but servant trouble does, too. Actually,
foreign reporting; Howard Barnes,
stayed with the Days 26 years.
the critics, and John G. Rogers, news the Margaret Old Man Day hired
Long after Margaret died, the old boy was speaking one night about
among others of the papers staff.
how good her cooking always tasted. Vinnie Day wished Margaret could
have heard him say that. "If anybody ever were sure of going to heaven,"
CHATTER
she added, "I know it was little Margaret."
This struck Old Man Day as the first time he had heard the place
Cecil B. DeMilie presented the
script of his picture, "Unconquered," properly recommended. He, took a sip of brandy and said, "I'll look her
up when I get there. I'll have her take care of me."
to the Pittsburgh Public Library.
Mrs. Day started to say something but thought better of it. Maybe all
Florabel Muir sold Red Book a
was going to say was "Gad!"
story about Dinah Shore's fight she
Pop Day wanted to know what the trouble was.
against infanti'e paralysis as a child.
"Well, Clare dear," said Mrs. Day, "Margaret must be in some special
Charlotte Greenwood is working
on the last chapter of her book, part of heaven, she was so good. You'd be very fortunate to get in the
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•
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"Never Too
cation.

Tall," for

winter publi- same part as Margaret."
"Hah!" said. Father (Not "Gad," mind you),

row

Thomas Brailfofd Felder, a member of the staff of Cue mag, has
been appointed drama critic for the

if I

"I'll

make

a devil of a

don't!"

Did He Play Gin Rummy?
from Author Day (a very sick man most of his life) that his
father had precious little understanding of illness nor of those who called
publication.
Mrs. Arnold Gingrich, wife of Es- for divine aid to effect a recovery. His gratitude, too, was a dubious virtue.
quire Mag's European editor, sailed A disease that he didn't Have he doubted existed.
"Never heard of the damned thing, thank God." (You can see from
for Paris yesterday (Tuesday) aboard
this that he wasn't thanking God for being spared it.)
the De Grasse.
His gout he cured not by prayers, according to his son, but by using a
Sax Rohmer due In on Queen
Mary today (Wed.) with script of cane to swing at people who came within reach of his foot. Even Clarence
new play based on his celebrated Day believes that it was due largely to the way His father used his cane
that he got well. Indeed the old man's grim determination convinced him
character. Dr. Fu Manchu.
that any disease could be cured by firmness.
H. William Fitelson (& Mayers).
But when he had pneumonia years later, Gad, if he didn't turn to God!
N.Y. attorneys for the Theatre Guild,
Even in this you could hardly call his appeal orthodox.
edited the "Theatre Guild on the
"Have mercy!" he shouted. "I say have mercy, damn it!"
Air: Radio Plays," which Carol IrIn the Tnain, though, the boy showed less of Biblical anger than of
win (Mrs. Paul Hollister), directs
annoyance. He was often what, the French call irrite. Tres irrite. The
every Sunday over CBS.
rich don't get mad, apparently, they get annoyed.
Old Day didn't believe the meek were blessed. Neither, for that matter, did his son.
His son liked the French version better. "Happy are
1
the debonair," he translated the Sermon on the Mount, "for they shall

We know

•

Miss. Riviera*

5 Continued from page Z

inherit the earth."

When Day

5
down

Is

Dunne

Researching .further into this family album, I learn that before she
of Mrs. Clarence Day (Vinnie) in "Life With Father."
Dunne consulted Bill Mooring, fotmer British Laborite, who now
TiatChW
piRures^
the two stormy nights.
to make sure that the comedy surrounding the baptizing of Clarence Day,
Only physical casualties here were Sr., would have no kickbacks. Mooring assures us he assured Miss Dunne
a spectacular on the Clover Club the part was okay for her.
restaurants and niteries in the

town

areas,

which had underground accepted the role
Irene

front and a rooftop sign on shuttered Kitty Davis'.
New show at
the Olympia theatre went on for

While this speaks highly for Miss Dunne's humility, it sounds 4o me a
little like Sammy Baugh consulting a High School of Commerce quarterback on how to throw a forward pass. Miss Dunne has been a life-long
evening performances Wednesday Catholic, Mooring a recent convert. And what makes their tete-a-tete
(17), with the acts getting over to even more irrelevant Is that the baptismal service was Protestant.
the house in the morning, when the
It would have been better for all concerned, therefore (and that inLeague membership is now so height of the storm had not yet ar- cludes Warner Bros., Robert Buckner, Mike Curtiz, Donald Ogden Stewart,
preemed.
In addition, Levine, who is also a aroused over it that an attempt will rived.
Bill Powell and Miss Dunne, and excludes Bill Mooring) if they had
Ocean front hotels found main consulted Protestant authorities in the ritual. That might have spared
damage coming from sand and water them their current dousing from the Protestant Motion Picture Council,
seepage,
with the Cadillac and which seemingly doesn't like the use of baptism as a major comic theme.
Where? Into the Pool?
President Madison the only lar.ee
What this tends to show is that everybody asked the advice of the
hostelries forced to shut down for
repairs.
The
rest were back to wrong people. Not having seen the picture (I seem quietly to have been
hilarious facts
normal within hours after the storm. dropped from Warners' public life again) I can't say whether Curtiz
handled the subject matter in the best possible taste.
Overall, the area was back in
But as to there being no comedy in the subject, I can't agree. I've had
stride by Wednesday night.
Street
a lot of fun at baptisms.
Jehovah's Witnesses, Baptists and other total
Bogort
lights weren't working but the cars
jg
immersionists may have more, but I still enjoy my memories of more
were and the boulevards filled
talk
homeopathic dippings. The only reason the Baptists could enjoy the
rapidly with post-hurricane si"htceremony more is because they get into the swim more.
seers by Thursday night (18). NaWhatever canon law may say on the subject, being ducked with all
tives and tourists were out in full
your clothes makes other people laugh. It's a clean laugh though. That's
force, with all spots reporting nearwhy the gag, "Get me out of these wet clothes and into a dry martini,''
capacity biz.
Situation applied
never dies.
through the weekend.
But even at quieter church baptisms, I have usually clocked a few
Yesterday (Monday), five days laughs. Practically all parents and godparents overdress babies for bapT
Hildegarde I after the big wind, 50-mile-an-hour tism. The results are fairly predictable. The baby gets overheated, and
gusts returned to this resort but hur- as one priceless garment after another is removed the little darling gets
ricane-hardened Miamians are going jiggled around, awakened, and hungry. He asks for food and gets instead
calmly about their regular routines, cold water in the face. He yells. He gets salt on his tongue, As the
feeling they won't see a double ritual proceeds, he changes his yell into a series of screams. He humilifeature this season. Night club op- ates everybody, including possibly his guardian angel.
erators are looking forward to some
How To Baptize a Baby
heavy business this week, with
How can this be avoided? Well, first by bringing the baby to the baprooms intact and ready for the
tismal font dressed in nothing more than diapers and a Blanket. Second,
southeastern Shrincrs' convention.
by feeding him, even overfeeding him, before the ceremony until he is
so slap-happy that he sleeps through practically the entire affair. But it
'Riviera' Shambles
takes years of having babies to learn this know-how.
Memphis, Sept. 23.
9
Our fourth flea from heaven and Rise Stevens' .first, par example, were
The weekend hurricane from the baptized in a sort of split ceremony in Hollywood. Our darling slept
who
Do you know what crum bums are
Gulf left Mississippi's multi - million through the whole sacrament, opening one eye for a few seconds and
what
in
wears gloves at the piano, and why
dollar "Riviera" a coastal shambles then returning to her own beautiful dreamland. The eye-opening could
by
surrounded
office sensitive young men are
from New Orleans to Pascagoula. have passed for a wink. The padre took it as such and laughed as he
female assassins . : whose psychoanalyst urged
With New Orleans upping its own blessed her,
"
"
*
him naflo wear "ties ~. 7 of whonr t hey say He
official- "estimate "of
damage'"' to 1 "Affd- WhaT T3f -p&WRise'r 'dartta*? "Well", he" "arrived on the' arms'or a
looks worried; he must have another hit ?
nurse, all wrapped up as if he were a package deal. He took the handling
$.7,000,000, authorities were figuring
the total overall damage to the and manhandling as if it were a roust on a picket line.
No one knows more of these strange and deHe hit notes
Mississippi
and Louisiana region higher and held them longer than his mother ever did. Everybody belightful items than George Frazier, former Enmight run
to
$100,000,000.
The came embarrassed. His nurse looked on us and ours as if we'hnd done
tertainment Editor of Life. Here are 14 of his
frmous night life strip between something subversive, by having her sleep quietly through all the racket.
famous, under-the-skin profiles about such perI've always wanted to ask Rise Stevens whether her Vincent grew to
Biloxi and Bay St. Louis, one of
sonalities as Humphrey Bogart, Errol Flynn,
the country's most wide-open areas be a quiet, contemplative lad, or whether he still screams when water
Hildegarde, Irving Berlin, Mark Hellinger, Toots
$3.00
despite Mississippi's blue laws on crosses his path or he goes through the Holland Tunnel.
Shor, Caesar Petrillo, and many others.
You can see from this why I'd be no judge, as to whether the baptismal
booze and betting, was wiped out.
At least a dozen big gambling houses humor in "Life With Father" was misplaced. I welcome anything with
and liquor parlors were levelled.
water. Even Scotch.
'
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Dick Powell, her former husband,
London
on custody of their two children.
Powell is asking, for his travel exMargaret Rawlings in the London
Irving Mills in from the Coast.
penses to New York whenever he Clinic recovering from an abdominal
Richard Rychtarik appointed tech- wants to ,visit the kids.
operation her 13th.
nical director at Metopera.
Louis (Toy King) Marx and his
Jimmy Kennedy and Constance
Paul Dullzell to attend the AFL bride being cocktail-partyed tomor- Carpenter,, married three months
row (Thurs.) at Chez Toots Shor's ago, are now settling down in a Lonconvention in San Francisco.
on the occasion of the w.k, BroadMrs. Gene Fowler on the mend wayite's return from a European don apartment.
after being seriously 111 on the Coast. junket (under Army auspices) which
Patricia Garnett, leading ballerina
Nat Harris resigned as manager took him from London and Paris of "Annie Get Your Gun," leaving
Of the Latin Quarter to head opera- through the Norse countries into show at the end of the month to
tion of the Harem.
start a nursery.
Moscow,
J. B. Priestley touring the provJudson LangiU has replaced the
Six-color travelogs of the Caribinces to write special articles for the
late Ben Roberts on Equity's office bean and South America will be
"Daily Herald" on how the /little
staff,
filmed by independent producer Jack
man"
is responding to the crisis.
Travmonths.
next
six
Winter
the
in
Dorothy Maynor back from threeGaston Palmer, popular French
month tour of 12 Latin-American eling by plane exclusively, he left juggler, married Joyce Colleano, of
Miami Monday (15) for Kingston, the famous wire walkers family, at
countries.
Lou Irwin, in from the Coast to Jamaica, the first leg of an itinerary Uxbridge, near London, Sept. 12.
book names for El Rancho and the which includes stops in 16. West InPeter Ustinov has made a stage
dian and Latin American countries.
Flamingo, Las Vegas.
adaptation of the Swedish film
Service bar installed at Sardi's
"Frenzy" (called "Torment" in the
meant switching of table used by
U. S. version) and will star in it
John Golden for 20 years.
with Joan Greenwood early next
Chicago
Mrs. Victor Francen in on De
year.
Gfasse Friday (19) to join her acHenri Elman back from New
Statistics
show the Performing
tor-husband in Hollywood.
York.
Rights Society pays out annually
De Marcos slated for the Sert
Louis Calhern in Passavant hos- $400,000 to American composers,
Room of the Waldorf-Astoria fol- pital for observation.
mainly for popular songs; in exlowing run of Jean Sablon.
Alex
Yokel in ahead of his new change Britain nets only $250,000 for
Eddie Elkort, of MCA's cafe dept., production, "Benchwarmer."
U. S. performance fees for British
at the Park West hospital con-,
"Skating Vanities" roller show music.
valescing after an appendectomy.
Part of the ornamental plaster
opens at the Stadium Sept. 29.
Garson Kanin and wife Ruth GorAndy Russell set for the Oriental ceiling fell during the second house
don bought 365-acre estate of late theatre, the last week in October. of the Chiswick Empire, London,
Grace Moore in Newtown, Conn.,
The orchestra
J. J. Dona hue, head of Paramount Sept. 16, injuring 14.
for $85,000.
central division sales, here for con- continued playing, averting a panic
David Brooks, "Brigadoon" lead, fabs.
among the audience. The performwill be soloist with the N. Y. PhilWarren Slee, of the Metro pub- ance had to abandoned.
harmonic at its Children's Concert licity staff, vacationing at Atlantic
"Tuppence Colored," intimate reOct. 18 in Carnegie Hall.
City.
vue featuring Joyce Grenf ell, ElisaMae. Wagner Carlyle elected presiFred Astaire arrived to put final beth Welch and -Max Adrian, is dodent of the Publicity Club of New touches on his new local dancing ing turnaway business at the suYork, First femme to hold this schools.
burban Lyric, Hammersmith. Good
office in organization's history.
Joan Davis left for the Coast, after prospect that show will come into
summer visiting local the West End when a home can be
Sidney Bernstein, British circuit spending
operator and producer, arrived in friends.
found.
Maury Orr, United Artists western
New York from London last ThursCompany meeting of Theatre
day and flew to the Coast same day. sales manager, in for quarterly Royal, Drury Lane, Sept. 16, disGrace Panvini, soloist with Sigclosed loss of over $120,000 sustained
old
time
of
the
Charlie
Dehaven
mund Romberg's orch, sails tomorduring year ending June 30. Noel
row (Thurs.) to Naples, to sing in vaud team, Dehaven & Nice, bedded Coward's "Pacific 1860" flop was reopera at Teatro Lyrico in Rome this by bus accident.
Maurice Bergman, Universal east- sponsible for $112,000 of this. "Oklafall.
homa!" was rapidly repairing this
While Arthur Schwartz is east ern ad-publicity head, conferring deficit.
•working on his musicalization of with Ben Katz, local flack.
A revival of Bernard Shaw's "You
John Grafield in town for plans
"Inside USA," he has leased his
Never Can Tell," is being staged by
with
local
appearance
for
personal
Bevhills house to agent Eddie SherHenry Sherek, at Wyndham's, Oct.
preem of "Body and Soul."
man.
Jimmy Savage, of Balaban & 3, succeeding "Deep Are the Roots."
Westchester-to-Wall St. by plane
Cast includes Harcourt Williams,
at $160 per month a new commuta- Katz, ill again. He recently re- Rosamund John, Francis Lister, Erinjury.
tion service. Twin-motored Grum- covered from a foot
"Carnegie Hall," which had book- nest Thesiger, David Peel, Jane Henman Mallards make the 25-mile hop
ing troubles locally, finally set. for derson, James Donald.
in 16 minutes.
opening
Oct. 1.
the
Grand
Theatre,
Al Weisz, art director for DonoThe Chi Academy of Dramatic
hue & Coe, resigned that agency to Arts
presented its season premiere,
open as an independent art consultAustralia
"Knock-Out," in Curtiss Hall, Sept.
ant. Weisz, at one time' did Warner
19-20.
By Eric Gorrlck
Bros, art work.
Red Edinson, of the Eagle Lion
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt will be
Charles Munro off to Cairns, far
flack department, conferring with
honored by New York's Cinema Leon
Brandt before flying to the northern Australia, on biz.
Lodge of B'nai B'rith at Hotel Astor, Coast.
Royal,
Adelaide,
has switched
Sept. 30, for her contributions to
Mickey Goldhammer, Eagle Lion from live shows to pic revivals.
human welfare.
western sales manager, in hub-bubs
Aussie Actors' Equity and the
Muriel Rahn, former "Carmen with Harry Mandel, newly appointed
Dave Martin Tivoli loop ironed out
Jones" lead, off on fall concert tour Chi manager.
their differences.
Dick

—
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1
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with Oct. 3 Pittsburgh date.
Campbell, ex - USO - Camp Shows
Negro talent head, booking the tour.
J-Mk. Rutherierd Jias _B.uffaloi,_BUl
role in the Mary Martin company of
"Annie Get Your Gun," due to open
16-day run at the Texas State Fair
In Dallas prior to a midwest road

Bill Clark,

new

RKO

district

man-

ager, toured territory with Robert T.
Whelan, his assistant, formerly manhouses.
ager of Minneapolis

RKO

Cary Grant

from England.

in

Richard Berger planed to Eugene
'

Ore.

Joan Crawford sailed for Hono.

Alec Templeton, Lauritz Melchior

and Sigmund Romberg booked for lulu.
Eddie Dean to Chicago on busiand winter one-nighters at RKOOrpheum. Templeton date is Oct. 29. ness.
Virginia
White divorced John
T. Dorsey orchestra will open
movie house stageshow season Oct. 2 Hart.
Patricia Kirkwood divorced Jack
at RKO-Orpheum theatre, with Tex
Beneke and Desi Arnaz due later at Lister.
Bella
Rackoff
Radio City,
hospitalized
for
Twin City Newspaper Guild plans surgery. ,
Cyd Charisse on crutches after an
Page One ''ball "Nov. 17, proceeds to

fall

-

'

go to Variety club's heart hospital
project and Univ. of Minn, cancer

accident.

.

Margaret Ettinger returned from
Manhattan,
George Brown returned from
Mary Seibel, daughter of Everett Manhattan.
Seibel, Minnesota Amus. Co. adverMark Hellinger hospitalized for a
tising and publicity chief, cops lead general checkup.
in North Star Drama Guild's proMorton A. Spring, in from New
duction of "Years Ago."
York for studio huddles.
Dore Schary back on the job after
a Santa Barbara vacation.
Eddie Gilmartin in from Chicago
to manage Casino Gardens.
Ralph de Castro rejoined RuthContinued from page 1
rauff & Ryan agency staff.
N. Peter RathvOn in from New
spend plenty for arrangements and York for RKO conferences.
Genie Reynolds returned to town
40-piece bands, and they do right well
after five years In the Navy.
at the b.o., too, but, comparatively,
Al Ybarra in from Mexico City on
you can bet they don't do any better combined business and vacation.
Boris Chaliapan gandering proin either the loot or the swoon diduction on the Walt Disney lot.
vision than combelt chanters like
Pete Seeger in from Manhattan
Ernest Tubb, who headed this "ex- to join the Coronet legit troupe.
Arthur Lee Simpkins opens Oct.
periment" in "country music" at
28 at Charley Foy's Supper Club.
Carnegie.
Gus S. Eyssell in town to view
Working in one, in front of Car- product for Radio City Music Hall.
Robert L. Lippert to San Frannegie's immense curtain, Tubb, Minnie Pearl, Jimmie and Leon Short, cisco for Screen Guild conferences.
Leo Perlman and Jud Allen openRadio Dot and Smoky Swann, Rosaing a new flackery on Sunset Strip.
lie Allen and the Texas Troubadours
Paul Hollister in from New York
stood a comfortably filled house on for huddles with Perry Lieber at
research fund.

m

.

Off-the-Cob

.

'

ear to the everlasting amazement RKO.
Larry Doyle to Portland to hanof talent agency executives witnessing such a thing for the first time. dle Selznick sales in the Oregon terThe jive and jump followers seem- ritory.
Alfred.. Katz .in from Mexico. City..
ingly have nothing on the music- for
sales conferences with David O.
lovers who go for the combelt stuff. Selznick.
They have lungs just as powerful
Milton S. Kusell in from New
and squeals just as sharp.
York for sales huddles with David
O.
Selznick.
Tubb and his people are regulars

its

on

the

"Grand Ole Opry" show,

which .originated , on WSM,
and

spread to a nationwide network. It has been on
the air for 22 years, and during that
time has spawned many a top hillJust the mention here
billy name,
of Roy Acuff, Eddy Arnold and
others put as much audience pressure on the roof as any jazz or classical artist. And a fairly full house,
at $3.60 top, seemed capable of skiding the shingles off the rafters at

Nashville,

later

Esrol Flynn arrived from Jamaica

through the

after flying

tail

end of

a hurricane.

Tay Garnett checked into Paramount after vacationing on his Paso
Robles ranch.
Martin Broones in from New York
after huddles with Lee Shubert and

John Golden.
Gloria Grahame conferring with
officials on time off to do a
Broadway show.
Murvyn Vye returned from east-

RKO

ern strawhats to play in "A Connecticut Yankee."
Sigurd S. Larmon, Young & Ruany time.
bicam prez and board chairman, in
While Tubb, the Shorts, et al., oc- from New York.
Herbie Hayward in as assistant to
John Evans of the Greater Union casionally gave tongue to a tune with
Sam Coslow sued for separate
iE??A§ement _c6mm ittee.
JvJiicJijiQp_mus.icpe_ople.areLfamiliar, maintenance -by- his -wife,— the—for
Bob Barre's "Stardusters" still such as "El Rancho Grande," "Smoke, mer Esther Muir.
Gig Young wound up his sevendoing okay in Sydney twice-nightly Smoke, Smoke," their biggest sucfor Dave Martin's Tivoli loop.
cesses came from tunes as strange year contract at Warners and beErnest Hemingway is due for a to a Broadway character as a quilt- came a freelance.
Ross Shattuck doing a series of
fishing, visit here next year. He may ing bee.
"When They Baptized Sis- paintings for the Michael Curtlz
be persuaded to do lectures later.
ter Lucy Lee," "Nearly Lose Your picture, "The 49'ers."
Vaude-revue clicking in Perth for Mind" and similar titles are examPat Duggan returned to work on
Bruce Carroll.
It's mostly talent.
ples.
And the informal manner in the Goldwyn lot after three months
Will Mahoney will do a season soon
which they work and the singers' off with a back injury.
for Carroll.
John Howard to Salt Lake City
relationship with the audience are
Australia, Melbourne, indie operand Denver on business for Selznick
ated intimate house, goes French something to see. Tubb, when he got Releasing Organization.
films this. December. Has been spot- going after the intermission, added
Ernest Foster checked out of MPA
only a mere two dozen or so plugs to handle publicity for the Permating, revivals.
Ted Shawn gave two dance re- for his Decca Records to the Decca nent Charities Committee.
citals In Sydney, and drew raves score piled up by the Shorts.; Rosalie
Melvyn Douglas and his wife, Confrom the critics. Is off to the islands Allen, RCA-Victor artist, didn't have gresswoman Helen Gahagan Douglas,
to- study native dancing.
a look-in against the overwhelming to Mexico City on vacation.
Gene Tierney arrived from New
George Formby preems in Sydney Decca reps, and apparently there
for the Tivoli loop on Sept. 27. He's wasn't one Columbia cutter on the York to prep for her role in "The
Walls of Jericho" at 20th-Fox.
been doing a run around new Zea- bill.
(Which brings to mind, inciAdrien Remauge In from Paris to
land for same management.
dentally, a story *told about a south- confer with RKO toppers about
Surprise hit here is "Margie"
(20th-Fox). Pic has turned out to ern theatre manager who objected to American production in France.
Budd Lesser returned from Mexibe a sleeper, running six weeks now Tubb's too-frequent mentions of Decca.
He's supposed to have told co City, where he had been working
for Hoyts at Regent, Sydney.
"On Our Selection," produced the manager that if he didn't like on "Tarzan and the Mermaids."
Michael Kraike to San Francisco
here years ago by Ken G. Hall for the mentions Tub!* would find anto
confer with National Park ServCiriesound, is doing top biz at Lib- other theatre to work
next time ice executives about location spots.
erty. Melbourne, for Greater Union.
around, since Decca pays off better
Harry Richman will play the
"Grand National Night" bows in
than an individual theatre date.)
Flamingo, Las Vegas, when he
at the Minerva, Sydney, for Whitehall.
John. Sykos is producing. Cast
It has been said that N. Y. is the winds up his current stand at Ciro's.
Brig. Gen. Gerald J. Higgins in
includes Nerva Carr-Glyn and Doug- biggest hick town in the country,
from West Point to confer with
las Herald.
After the neat job Tubb and his
Paramount about "The Long Gray
Irving
Cook,
formerly
branch mates did at the Carnegie b.o. on
an Line."
manager in. Adelaide for British Em"experimental"
basis
the
first
time
Arthur
Miller celebrated his 38th
pire Films, becomes the g.m. of the
Odeon (formerly Clifford) circuit around you can be inclined to be- year as a cinematographer, dating
lieve that. Good portion of the mob back to the Pearl White serial, "The
for Greater Union-Rank.
however, seemed to come from out- Perils of Pauline."
.

By Sol Jacobson
Richard Skinner checking out Oct.
New York.
tour.
Alan Campbell in to see mother at
Dick Mockler, former Hotel New Pt. Pleasant, N. J.
Yorker publicity director, is how
Ben Snyder to California by plane
technical adviser to Praesens Films,
Sunday
(21) on biz.
which is making a film in Zurich,
Nina Doll down for week's vacaSwitzerland, about the lost children
tion
with son, Mike, at. Logan Inn.'
Europe.
of
<•

two westerns In Minneapolis, one of
them his latest Columbia release.

1

for

.

Frances Yeend to sing the three
Sam Singer, of Philly Inquirer, in
soprano roles in "Tales of Hoffmann" for visit Saturday (20) with spouse.
with New Orleans Opera Co. Oct.
Robert Blauvelt, of Paramount,
9-11, for first time triple-stunt was
down
to visit Herman Justin at Lumdone since a 1936 occasion at the berville and catch first of monthly
N-- Y. Met.
documentary 16m showings. SaturLouis
(Schwartz &)
Frohlich,
Hope.
ASCAP's general counsel, in Wash- day (20), at New
Liz Whitney, Michael Myerberg,
ington this week for' further huddles
with the Dept. of Justice on proposed Anita Loos, Michael *Todd, Bill Doll,
decree settling the anti-trust suit Joe McGee and Marty Newell in to
catch ZaSu Pitts in "Late Christoagainst ASCAP.
Charles Handel, for past six years pher Bean," at Playhouse finale last
roto editor of Acme Newspictures, week.
has joined United Artists press deCarter Blake, director, went on.
partment. He replaces John Ingra- opening night as Rosen in "Bean"
ham, who resigned to take up farm- foj Bob Caldwell, who was suming in the south.
moned home to Shawnee Town, 111.,
Joe Laurie, Jr., wired Paul Gerard by the death Of his mother. CaldSmith, whose "The Benchwarmer" well was stage manager for Theron
play is breaking in out-of-town, with Bamberger.
Bert Wheeler starred, that "the heat
is intense here from the candles being burned for you."

Miami Beach

George Jean Nathan, Theron Bamberger and Henry T. Craven, vet

•

By Larry Solloway
Philly drama critic, received 1947
Eddie Fisher, baritone, joined
Distinguished Service Awards of
North American Survivors, being Blackamoor Room show.
former staffers of the defunct Philly
Radio Aces set for Clover Club
North American.
date during October. Jan Bart booked
Eagle Lion player Turhan Bey for same month.
lying areas. And how did they find
checked in' from the Coast Friday
Joey Adams, Tony Canzoneri and
(12) for a short vacation prior to Mark Plant
out about the Carnegie thing? David
will open Beachcomber
Minneapolis
shoving off for New Orleans to p.a. season December 18.
Miller, who, with Miss Allen, is a
in behalf of the studio's "Out of the
Ladd
Sisters,
N.Y. disk jock catering -exclusive
dance
quartet,
go
Pamela Drake joined Roche-CarBlue," in which he is co-starred. It
ly to country music, unashamedly
lyle Dancers here, until departure into Curly's nitcry as vocal unit.
preems at the Joy Oct. 9,
Merry
Macs,
took credit, in a short "Hello" with
for
Havana
engagement
home-towncrs,
in
October.
in
When producer Mark Hellinger
Miss Allen for 75% of the turnout
checked into the Cedars of Lebanon
George Chatterton and Chloe Nicollet hotel's Minnesota Terrace.
Robert Maxwell, jazz harpist, into
hosp on the Coast for a general Peterson head the new show at the
To attempt to' detail what- Tubb,
checkup, Universal homeoffice pub- Famous Door. Sullivan Sisters held Radisson's Flame Room, replacing the Shorts, et
al., do and why they
Lanny Ross.
licity
chief> Al Horwits cracked, over.
draw
such reaction isf about as easy
Jimmy Carroll, Jane Dulo, Zavco
"Hes just in to get an ARI (AudiRed Edinson, .Eagle Lion
as telling what- makes swing kids
& Beryl and Aurora-Roche Carlyle ploiter, shifted Jo St Louis and exence Research Institute) report."
retick,
Every- main-performer who
Carnegie Hall's $75.000f a-celfft In- Dancers- are the new-iineup"at"tlTe pTaced "hereTby Peter BayesV
stepped out on the Carnegie stage
cludes a new bar, a la the Met. In- Clover Club.
Old Log theatre, summer pro-amaLos Ojedas, Cuban
cidentally, Robert E. Simon, Jr., prez
comedy teur
oame equipped with a guitar, it
enterprise, closed season with
of CH, Inc., credited the "Carnegie dancers, top the all-Latin show at small profit
They worked with the
after several years of seemed.
Hall" (Boris Morris-Bill LeBaron) the Fiesta Club. Don Casanova and deficit
Shorts (accordion and guitar) and
operation.
Hollywood influence for deciding the Raquel support.
Carlo and Sanders, songwriters, the Texas Troubadours.
Whether
Most niteries came through last
management into the refurbishing
week's hurricane in good shape. visited son Ed Benjamin, former the vocalling was good or not is be
job.
Joan Blondell (Mrs. Mike Todd) Clover Club spectacular, featuring Warners exploiter, now secretary to side the point. The point is that it
goes over big, both artistically and
due back east next week to open her Vagabond Room, was blown to bits. Mayor Hubert H. Humphrey.
gew home in Irvington-'On-the-Hud Kitty Davis' sign atop the shuttered
Gene Autry in St, Paul with his at. the b.o. They still don't pay off
eon, She's winding up hearings with bistro was also flattened.
rodeo, took afternoon off to catch on anything else.
.

1

'

Honolulu
By Mabel Thomas
Mrs. Meredith Willson here for 16
days.

Joan Crawford due at the Royal
for three weeks,

Margaret O'Brien vacationing here
with her mother.
The Cornel Wildes staying two
.weeks longer., than- planned
Mrs. Spencer Tracy and two children in and out for a week's visit.
George Brooks, manager of the
Waikiki theatre, has been ill' a
month.
Jack De Mello, musical director,
flying to Los Angeles to do special
recordings of Hawaiian music.
Allan Jones will give four concerts at Mckinley auditorium during October, with Lee Diamond,

harmonica

soloist, assisting.

•

'

Wednesday. September 24, 1947
was credited with having launched
the first 100% animated cartoon
theatre is New York a decade ago. A
student of arts and letters, he also
frequently contributed essays to
.

OBITUARIES

c

]

A

ed to do a filmbiog of Kalmar &
Ruby's songs and career.
In addition to his widow and forhome In BrentO «tor died in his
Hollywood, Sept 21, af- mer vaudeville partner, survivors
wood', near
illness following a heart include his son, Bert, Jr., and his
ter » brief
daughter,
Margaret, all living in
an early
stuck and a recurrence of
A star of western Beverly Hills.
lunfi ailment
silent and
oicUires spanning both the
recent years
MARY BLAIR
talking era, he had in
played numerous character parti in
Mrs. Mary Blair Eakin, 52, former
major productions and had made legit actress under the name of Mary
Several appearances on the Broad89,

film

and

legit

Blair, died in her

way

stage.

Bom

Sept

,.

New York

home

in Pittsburgh,
roles in

She had leading

17,

in 1878; the son

many productions on Broadway and
entered on the road.
She played opposite Paul Robeson
•how business in 1908 as the author
melodrama. His in Eugene O'Neill s "All God's Chillof "Montana," a
next play, "Heart of Alaska," flop- un Got Wings." Other O'Neill plays
ped. He entered films in 1908 by ap- in which she appeared were "Desire
pearing in three westerns produced Under the Elms", and "The Hairy
on Staten Island. In 1911, he went Ape." Among her last appearances
started his long was.
to Hollywood and
a role in'"Lysistrata," staged by
career alongside such cinema Idols the Philadelphia Theatre Assn. in
Dus- Philly in 1930. She also appeared
as William S, Hart, Tom Mix,
and others. in O'Neill's ©neater, "Before Breaktin and William Famum,
He eventually appeared in almost fast" in 1929, a revival of "Different"
400 pictures.
in 1925, and "The Crime in the WhisCarey made his first legit appear- tler Room" at the Province town
'
ance on Broadway in 1840 In Hea- Playhouse.
Husband, daughter, two sisters and
venly Express." The following year,
he played the lead in a revival of two brothers survive.
Eugene O'Neill's "Ah, Wilderness,"
HARRY F. WILLSEV
and in 1944 was seen in "But Not
Goodbye."
Harry F. Willsey, 49, theatre and
Among the talking films he ap- dance pianist and orchestra leader,
peared in were "Slide, Kelly, Slide," died in Cincinnati Sept. 20 of a lung
"A Little Journey," "Satan Town," ailment for which he was hospitala

of

in

Tammany Judge, Carey

"Border
Frontier •"•Trail/'
''"The
Devils," "Cavalier of the West," "The
Last Outlaw," "Valiant Is the

ized for a decade.

He was

soloist

with Teddy Hahn's symphonic orchestra in the early days of the

Word

for Carrie," "Kid Galahad," "Born
Reckless," "Souls at Sea," "King of
Alcatraz," and "Mr. Smith Goes to

member

of the Schirmer music
publishing family, he is survived by
his widow, Mary;' and a brother,
Gustave, head of the music publishing house.

HARRY CAREx"

Harry Carey,

Organized Factionalism
Continued from page

music publications.

tee is forming in AFRA, -and will
inevitably be organized in the other
artistic unions and guilds. So far
only the Artists Committee, which

WILLIAM

f.

William F, Ballenger, manager of
the indie Grand, Pittsburgh, died in
that city last week of a cerebral
hemorrhage. Burial was in Washington, D. C.
Ballenger had been in the film
business since 1910, when he was
employed by the old General Film
Co., and he had been piloting the
Grand for last nine years.

'

:

.

WARREN ASHE
Warren Ashe, 44; longtime actor in
films, radio and the stage, was killed
at Madison, Conn., Sept. 19, when
his automobile crashed into a tree
during a rainstorm. His wife, actress
Mady Correll, who also has had a
long career in films and the theatre,
was seriously injured in the accident
.

and was taken
hospital.

the

to

(Details

New Haven

on Page

6).

PER SCHRODER-NIELSEN
Per Schroder-Nielsen,
and theatrical manager,
cently in Oslo.

He made

39,

i

actor

died rehis debut

in Bergen.
Later, Schroder-Nielsen

appeared
with various companies at both the
Soylen and National theatres in
Oslo. At one time he was a theatre

Cincinnati, and later directed the pit and stage orchestra
at the
Albee in that city. With
the Louisville Loons under Clyde
McCoy", " he " toured vayde circuits,

manager

in Stavanger.

Capitol,

THEODORE

RKO

G.

HEN SHAW

same day.
After a few minor

later the

modifications
had been made in the proposed resolution, a procedure was worked
out for introducing it at the memof the Artists Committee, which he bership meeting Thursday night, two
calls the "militant middle," already
It was agreed that
nights later.
has 15 members, whom be declines when, the expected verbal battle over
to name.
AC had more or less cleared the air,
In a speech Thursday night (18) Seymour would deliver a speech
at a membership meeting of the condemning both sides in the recent
New York local of AFRA, Nugent agitation within the union. He was
said that in addition to Equity and then to offer the joint resolution as
AFRA, he also' is a member of the a substitute for the McCormickScreen Actors Guild, a senior mem- Garde-Fious resolution of condember of the Screen Directors Guild nation of the AC.
and a council member of the DramaThe joint resolution, which Colltists Guild. He implied broadly that
yer and the other AC heads apin order to "save our industries, our
proved, noted the existence of difarts, and our way of life from forferent schools of thought in AFRA,
eign domination," he would carry
and proposed the formation of a rephis political campaign into the other
resentative committee to (1) study
unions and guilds of which he is a
the political situation in the union,
member.
and (2) make a formal report con« taining
WeU-Defined Differences
recommendations for (a)
How far these factional organizing recognition of political activity in
efforts might be carried in the vari- the union, (b) methods of establishresponsibility
of any political
ing
ous unions and guilds remains to be
seen. There may be stubborn re- group to the entire membership, and
sistance in certain of the groups, (c) securing the widest representabut in others there are already more tion in the government of AFRA.
or less well-defined factional differWhen Seymour, sitting in one of
ences.
the front rows at the membership
Although various unofficial factions meeting Thursday night, as agreed,
are generally admitted to exist in raised his hand for recognition by
Equity, the union's rules specifically the chair, Collyer failed to recognize
prohibit such organizations. In mov- him. Although he continued to seek
ing to dissolve and outlaw the Actors recognition' during- the next hour or
Forum, the council ruled at its so of argument, Collyer never acmeeting Feb. 4, 1936, that "no mem- knowledged him. The next day, Friber of Actors Equity Assn. shall day, after the AC defeat of the Mcjoin any group or organization ..'... cormick - Garde - Pious
resolution,
whose aim and -principles may affect Collyer sought out Seymour to exthe obligations of any actor or plain that he bad been' unable to
actress as a member of this associa- recognize him because so many
tion." It ordered any of its members speakers had preceded him.
Still
who belonged to the Forum or any later, Collyer invited Seymour to
similar group to resign at once or present the same resolution at the
face disciplinary action.
board
meeting,
next New York local
While a number of such blocs and Seymour accepted the offer.
have existed informally or under
cover since then, only one has been
openly organized.
That was the
Lynne Meade to John Austin,
Actors Equity Assn. An ti -Communist
League, of which Frank Fay was a Riverside, Cat, Sept. 20. He's a film
leader, a year or more ago. When producer, recently associated with
Rodgers
& Hammerstein enterprises.
the council ordered its dissolution it
Jane Withers to William Moss, Los
was renamed the Actors Anti-Communist League and, as such, is under- Anfieles, Sept. 20. Bride is a screen
actress,
producer.
he's
stood to have carried on activities
Florence MacBeth to James Cain,
on an unofficial basis. Without using
the old name, the members of the San Marino, Cat, Sept. IB. Bride is
opera
singer,
he's a novelist and
an
Actors Forum are believed to have
screen writer.
continued their activities, too.
—In-- - AFRA r — there-- is -widespread ...Sunny. Sund to William Casparis,Bride owns
Los
Angeles,
Sept.
20.
sentiment against the Artists Committee, which was recently forced The Beachcomber in L.A.
Lucette Lil Roumegue to Mathias
into the open after two years' existHe's
Duffin,
Paris,
26.
Alma
Aug.
ence.
However, a resolution condemning the committee as detri vaude afent, associated with Albeit
mental to the best interests of AFRA TaveI * Felix Marouani agency.
Karl,
McDonald
to
Harry
Mane
was defeated by a close margin at
membership meeting of the New Beverly Hills, Sept. 19. Bride is a
York local Thursday night (18) at screen actress.
Frances Davis to
F P.
p Keller,
*° F.
the Capitol hotel, N. Y.
There are reportedly several Las Vegas. Sept. 20. Bride is RKO
is

more than two years

organized..' Biit

BALLENGER

1

Wever, Margaret Speaks and Sidney Smith. The meeting took place

old,

is

we'll

according to Nugent's
the Equity version

own statement

Theodore G. Henshaw, who was
affiliated with the Chicago Opera"
hotels and ballrooms for several House and the Columbia Theatre in
Chicago in the 1890s, died of a heart
seasons".
and "The Angel and the Badman."
Brother and three sisters survive. attack in Kalamazoo, Mich., Sept. 21.
He was at one time a partner in
His wife, Olive Golden, whom he
the Henshaw & Feely musical comABRAHAM H. GARFCNKEL
met when they played together in
edy "Dad's Girls."
pictures;
a
son.
daughter,
silent
and
Abraham H: Garf unkel -82, retired
grandchildren
survive.
and three
jeweler and a vocational cantor for
GEORGE ALBERT STEPHENS
many years, died in New York Aug.
George Albert Stephens, 64, died
BERT KALMAR
19. He was the father of Sid Gary,
He
at Shaunavon, Sask., recently.
Bert Kalmar, 63, one of the na* vaude and nitery singer, and Harold
leader of the Capitol theatre
was
leading songwriters, died in Gary, legit and radio actor.
t ton's
orchestra, Regina, Sask., in 1911,
As a cantor, he sang in many synHolly-wood Sept 17, after a long Illand
in recent years was bandmaster
His career, starting in boy- agogues in N. Y. and Brooklyn. Prior
ness.
for the town of Shaunavon..
hood with a tent show, led through to their professional careers, his sons
vaudeville and stage musicals in had often sung in his' choir; also two
MILTON LEVINE
which, with Harry Ruby as a part- other sons. Bill and Mahnie, not of
Milton Levine, 44, manager of thener, he turned out some of the show business.
He also composed
most prominent song hits of the day, several religious songs, currently in atres at Huntington and Williamson,
W. Va., died in a Cincinnati hospital,
including "Three Little Words."
use with other cantors.
Sept. 16.
Death was attributed to
As a boy, Kalmar took up magic,
his inhaling DDT fumes while spray-but-his-ability-as-* comedian- soon-DAlSY~DORMER- :~ "
ing one of his theatres.
established him on the vaudeville
Daisy Dormer, 84, music hall comestage. He teamed with Jessie Brown,
ienne, died at her London home,
who later became his wife, in a Sept. 13. She was formerly a topCARL VOSS
£ong-and-dance skit.
Carl Voss, 51, technical adviser on
His musical liner with popular songs like "Ragcareer began modesty with parodies
time Cowboy Joe," "I Wouldn't military affairs for films since 1924,
on popular songs and special maLeave My Little Wooden Hut For died in HollyVood, Sept. 18 of a
terial
for vaude
comics.
From You," "Back Home in Tennessee," heart ailment. His last film Stint was
vaudeville he turned to stage musi"Goodnight Mr. Brown, I'm Out" and "Long Grey Line."
cals, the first of which was a road
"The Roses 'Round the Doori" She
Da™
company of "Wine, Women and
FRIEDA SANOWSKY
was the widow of Albert Egbert, of
Song," in which he established hanMrs. Frieda Sanowsky, widow of
the Egbert Bros., comedians.
moves under way by independents employee; he's with Columbia Picsel' as a comedian.
Adolph Sanowsky, St. Louis exhibtures.
in AFRA to organize a formal, open
At the suggestion of Ted Snyder
itor, died at her" home in St. Louis
MILTON "COOKIE" LEVINE
and semi-permanent party in the
he abandoned parodies and took up
week. A son, Oscar, operates
Milton "Cookie" Lcvine, 44, own- last
union, in .opposition to the commitserious
songwriting,
collaborating
the Fairy, an indie nabe in St. Louis.
tee, but so far nothing definite is
on "I Want to Be in the Land of er of the Lyric. Williamson, W. Va.,
Frank Danzig,
Mr.
Mrs.
enin
other
theatre
and
interested
known to have materialized. Sev- daughter,andLos Angeles, Sept. 18.
Harmony," an instant hit that inJOSEPH
ROGERS
in Holmes
area,
died
terprises
in
that
eral
leading
independents,
who
duced him to enter the song pubJoseph
Rogers, 53, who operated have openly criticized the surrep- Father is general manager of Comafter
Cincinnati.
Sept.
a
hospital,
16,
lishing business with Harry Puck.
the defunct Rogers Corner, N.Y., titious tactics of AC, have refused mand Radio Productions.
of
member
was
a
He
brief
illness.
Meanwhile, he continued on the
Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Lilley,
died in New York. Sept. 20. Details to head an opposition party, admitstage until a knee injury, sustained Variety Club, Tent No. 3, Cincinnati.
daughter,
Hollywood,
Sept.
16.
Wife, a sister of Ralph Kinsler, in Vaudeville section.

More

recently, he was
in "The Shepherd" of "the Hills,"
"Among the Living," "Parachute
Battalion," "Sundown," "Air Force"

Washington."

-
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BIRTHS

on the stage in Boston, incapacitated
him for a long time. During this
period he concentrated on songwriting and, in association with Pete
Wendling, Edgar Leslie and other
composers, wrote "Oh, What a Pal

ting

film exchange exec and exhibitor in
Cincinnati, and two daughters survive.

BARRY

Was Mary," "Take Me

Harry

to the Land
"All the Quakers Are
Shakers,"
"Take Your
Movies," and others.
He was elected a member of ASCAP
of

14.

A

to the

chance

meeting

with

Thompson,

71,

drummer-

and arranger, died at
of a heart attack, Sept.
collapsed as he was taking
following presentation of a

Tipton,

Girlie

Ruby developed

THOMPSON

tympanist

Jazz,"

Shoulder

in 1920.

B.

B.

Sunny

day

bows
march he had composed, presented
by the Muscatine (la.) Moose lodge
band, of which me was a member.
He had at one time been a member
"Who's of John Philip Sousa's band.
Harry

Hills,. Sept.

16.

i

Proctor vaudeville circuit.
Girl,"
Son, three daughters, 18 grand°\™ J^Siupti-on-* .'^rap. - SP£ed,"..ln children and-- seven- great-grandWTnch Ginger Rogers first attracted
children survive.

note.

Their Hollywood
career began
scripts for the comic team of
Wheeler and Woolsey, and was followed with material for the Marx
brothers and other, top comedians.
During all this time. Kaln.av c< n
tinned his magic stunts, b t not
Professionally. Metro recently part-

ROBERT SCHIRMER

w 'ih

Robert Schirmer,
:

42,

music pub-

and author, died Sept. 23 in
Princeton, N. J., while enroute from
li.-her

his

A

Mother of Republic's N. Y. branch
manager William Murphy died in
Brooklyn," Sept. ~13. Also "surviving'
are her husband and a daughter.
Mother of Republic Pictures' advertising
manager Dennis Carlin
died Sept. 12 in Washington, D. C.

home

:>;ne

to Princeton hospital. For
time he had been in failing

health.
I

graduate of Princeton Univ., he

being Father

musical director at Para-

is

;

Un

ty

Move Refused

j

Jr.,

New Yo rk,
le ,, it

Sept. 14. Father is
producer; mother was pro-

fessionally

known

as

Mary Howard.

On the other hand, it has been, Mr and Mrs Jonn Macioce,
learned that the small group which 'caught in Pittsburgh, Sept. 9.
determines policy for the AC refused Father manages Belmar theatre,
last week a move by an independent Pittsburgh for WB.
AFRA member to restore unity with
Dr. and Mrs. William McCarthy,

in the New York lo_-al membership. daughter,
in Pittsburgh, Sept. 10.
The move was made by Dan Seyr
mour direct to Clayton. Collyer. one nitery dancer.
of the half-dozen or so heads of AC
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Dailey, son, Los
After being approved by Collyer Angeles, Sept. 18. Father is a stage
]

Tennessee,"
Mother of William Provost, piNow?", "So Long Oolong,"
Wife and stepson survive.
anist and composer, died at her
"I Gave You Up Before You Turned
home In Pittsburgh last week after
Me Down" and numerous other
GEORGE W. BRAISTED
a long illness.
popular tunes. The first KalmarGeorge W. B r a s t e d, former
Ruby stage musical was "Helen of
Shakespearean actor playing under
Amos A. Goodell, 59. electrician at
Troy, New York," after which the
the name of Walter B. Holmes, died Paramount studios in Hollywood for
team wrote the words and music
at his home at Norwich, N. Y., Sept. 25 years, died in Los Angeles Sept.
for Earl Carroll's "Vanities,"
the 18. For several years before his re- 12.
Marx Brothers' "Animal Crackers,"
tirement he was treasurer of Keith-

Ramblers,"
"Five
O'clock
"Twinkle, Twinkle" and their

they fear

Jeopardize their standing with big son
industry sponsors, they explained.
tne

,

Mrs. Sarah Goldstane, 78, wife of
Harry Goldstone, retired theatre
owner, and mother of Charles, Jules
and Nat Goldstone, died in Beverly

Sorry

.The

frankly that

smeared as left-wingers. Any such mount.
label, however unwarranted, might
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred de Liagre,

,

(26).

la.,

He

into a writing team
that turned out "He Sits Around,"

"My

Julian W. McKinley, supervisor
for Duwico Stage Lighting company,
died in Atlantic City, Sept. 23. Servwill be held at Boyertown
ices
Chapel, 41 W. 60th street, N. Y., Fri-

Robert

Skager,

38,

Metro sound

technician, died Sept. 18 at his
in Santa Monica, Cal.

home

and other AC leaders, and a proce- and screen actor.
dure agreed upon for introducing it
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Hazelton,
at the local membership meeting, daughter, Long Beach, Cal, Sept 19.
the plan was abandoned without Father is a cartoonist at Metro,
explanation.
Mr. and Mrs. Stan Margulies, son,
Questioned
about
the
episode, Burbank, Cal., Sept. 12.
Father is

Seymour

at first refused to discuss
but finally revealed the text of

RKO

press ap.ent

Mr. and Mrs. Mickey McAdams,
it might
?0 n, Hollywood, Sept. 18. Father is
word-of-mouth an assistant director at Metro,
gossip among the membership.
He. Mr, and Mrs. Melvin Edelstein,
explained-tbat, .as one. who-had- never -daughter, San Juan, Puerto" Rico,
been affiliated or allied with any Sept. 15. Father is RKO office manfaction or group within the union, ager in that city,
he had approached Collyer last
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Haymes, daughTuesday (16) with the plan of re ter, Santa Monica, Cal., Sept. 19.
storing peace within AFRA ranks Father is screenplayer and singer.
When he and Collyer had agreed
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Paul
Lavalle,
on the text of a resolution, he con- daughter, New York, Sept. 14. Father
•.•cited to discuss the plan with a
is a radio orch conductor; mother is
sort of steering committee of AC, the former Muriel Ahgelus, jradid;
including,
besides
Collyer,
Ned and concert, singej% A
it,

I

the joint resolution for fear

become garbled

in
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